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: lFFOI{[) T. MORGAN and his colleagues at Tl\e Johns Hopkins 
- <«.:r-;ity authored the first edition of this text (1956). After his early 

: "rwt Harvard University, Dr. Morgan held professorships at The Johns 
· ;->kins l l niversity, The lJ niversity of Wisconsin--Madison, The Uni
, ·-1 C\ of California at Santa Barbara, and The University of Texas, 
_ -:1 n. He died in February 1976. Dr. 1\lorgan was an experimental
- . -1qJogical psychologist, forthright in his belief that psychology should 
· -crJ\ from the scientific path. To this end, he was instrumental in the 
·-.jrion of the Psychonomic Society (about 1960) and later (1964) 
_ -Jc:d the journal Psyrhonomir Srienff. ("Psychonomic" refers to laws, or 

· - . :riks, of behavior.) The Psychonomic Society has flourished and 
.- publishes several journals on the "tough-minded science" side of 
.. ~">logy. Cliff's many friends and associates feel indebted to him for 

• · ": he did to foster psychology as a scientific discipline. 

H \RD A. KING is a Professor of Psychology at the l 'niversity of 
·'.'t C:arolina-Chapel Hill. He is also the Associate Director of the 

··:-''.biology Program there. Un:-ike most people. he was attracted tn 

- - ·.~·dog\' as an undergraduate (at the University of Cincinnati) bv 
: . : _ :e' on conditioned reflexes; he followed this up with graduate school 
_·Duke liniversity) and research on learning. A few years 11fter grad1Jate 
·- - - ·I. Professor King's research interests shifted to biolo,sical psycho!
"- :-ie be~ame intrigued by the brain's role in memory. To hplp with this 

·: ~ ·c:-;eJrch direction, he completed a two-year postdoctorJJ fellowship 
- :: .1rophvsiology at the University of Washington in Seattle. Nowadays, 

- · .-e,sor King's professional life revolves around research on the "chem-
-" -.essengers" in the brain that may play a role in memory, undergradu-

- : "~:J graduate teaching, and, of course, helping to write this book. 
Contrary to_ popular opinion, professors are real people: They get 

- "·:ed. have children, pay the bills, and have some fun. Professor !·:i::g 
. ·=- or has done) all these things: He has a wife (Margy), three children 
- . ·:1rd. 24. Gordon, 15, and Sarah, 8), and a good credit rating afld 

· - ·.' gardening and golf. 
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JOH:'-i R. WEISZ is an Associate Professor of Psychology at the l'ni\c·
sitv of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. He first studied psvcholog\ c. 

l\lississippi College in Clinton. After graduation_, he and his wife Jen~· 
joined the Peace Corl?S and worked three vears in Kcnva. Aftern a<~ 
Weis:~ did graduate work at Yale l·ni\ersitY, studying clinical and de\ e -
opmental psvchology. Following a clinical internship at Connecticut\ 2 -

lev Hospital, he taught for three years at Cornell C niversity. then mo\ t ~ 

to the l·niversitv of >.:orth CJrolina. 
At >.:orth Carolina, Weisz teaches graduate students who are traini~-" 

to become clinical psychologists. He also does research on the impact · 
psvchotherapY with children and tln cross-cultural differences in chi: 
psvchological problems. In addition, \Veisz studies mental retardation F: 
explores perceptions of control-how we get these perceptiDns and h, · 
thev can help. and harm. us. 

Outside of academia, Professor Weisz enjovs traveling-with Jen-· 
:ind \' ith daughters Dawn and A11ison. He also runs and lifts weight'. 
compensate for his love of chocolate and homemade ice cream. 

JOH~ SCHOPLER is a Professor of Psvchologv at the l'niversit\ 
North Carolina-Chapel Hill. Prior to a seven-vear stint as chair.i1Jr. 
the PsvchologY Department. he was the Director of the Social Psn·h( ,J, ~

Graduate Program. He has co-authored a text in social psvchology :mJ - _ 
made original research contributions in the area~ of helping, cro\\ (J:-" 
person perception. and interdependence. Some of this research \\a' 
dertaken during the three leaves he spent with the Department of S•. _ 
PsYchologv at the London School of Economics and Political Sciec.: 
Profe:;sor Schopler has nor alwavs been a social psvchologist. His grad ... ·: 
training (M.A. from the lrniversit\ of /\iew l\lexico; Ph.D. fron• :·: 
l. nivnsiry of Colorado) was primaril~ in clinical psvchology, and he '~: 
several years in doing clinical work with clients. His present profe,,• ·. 
activi:ies are focused on research and teaching undergraduate and g: .c ~ 
are students. 

Professor Schopler was born in what is now West Germam·. \\ - : · 
he w:1s a young bov, his familv immigrated to the United States he: ·: 
World War II and soon settled in Rochester. New York. He was eduLc·:. 
in tht: public school svstem there and then earned a B.A. fron· ··: 

- !_ • ni,_·ersitv of Rochester. He is married to Janice, a Professor of ' · .. 
Work, and thev have four children (Kari, Lisa, Andy and David\. 
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Looking over the Prefaces to the six earlier editions of this text, we see 
remarkable continuitv. In the Preface to the first edition, written in 1956, 

rhe late Cliff Morgan hoped that he had "succeeded in presenting a fair 
Jnd representative picture of psvchology for the student who is getting a 
firstserious introduction to it." This theme was repeated in Prefaces to 

subsequent editions. We have tried to carry on Dr. l\lorgan's hope and the 
herita,ge of the classic text he gave to psvchology. But there is change too; 
neither the field of psychology nor the needs of the students who study it 
:1re the same as in l 9.'i6. We hope thJt this text represents the changes 
that have taken place in our discipline and speaks to the students of 
today. 

:\s psvchologists discover more about behavior, our work becomes 
more and more pertinent to the solution of practical human problems. 
\\'hilc basic research is still verv important in psvchologv, our discipline is 
now more concerned than ever before with applications of psychological 
know'.edge to problems of societv, of families, and of individuals. We 
ha\·c discusse<l a number <•f such problems, especiallv in the chapters to 

which John Schopler and ]\1hn \Yeisz have contributed their knowledge 
Jnd experience in social, <frvelopmental, and clinical psychology. What 
we have tried to do. in these and the other chapters is convev a sense of 
what is imp;Jrtant in our field and why it is important. 

Although we make liberal asc of applications and examples, the 
tone of the text is solidlv empirical. In deciding which material to include 
from the vast psychological literature, we have given emphasis to con
trolled. replicable studies. 

In this seventh edition, we have attempted to bring readers up-to
datc, an ongoing challenge in m;r rapidlv changing discipline. Ps\chology, 
like other areas of knowledge, has its classic theories and studies which 
form the basis for much current work. Students should know about these, 
too. Jnd we have not neglected them. There is change, but there is 
continuitv as well. 

What are some of the specific changes made in this edition? Every 
chapter has been thoroughly rewritten to include new key studies and 
discoveries. The chapters entitled "Motivation." "Social Perceptions, 
Influences, and Relationships," "Development During Infancy and 
Childhood." "Development During Adolescence, Adulthood, and Old 
.\)!;e," "Personality," "Abnormal Psychology," and "Therapy for Psycho
logical Distress," particularly, have been thoroughly revised. 

Since we are teachers, we have not forg0tten the students who will 
be using this book. We owe them an accurate: clearly written presentation 
of psychology. Based on our past experience. we believe that we have 
explained the abstract ideas of psychology in concrete terms easily com
prehended by most college students. 
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Pre/are 

The sixre@Ii chapters of this text can be covered during a sin~: 
semester or fast-paced quarter. The format of the text is flexible, thou~
Depending on the interests of the instructor and students, some chapt~-· 
may be omitted to give time for an in-depth studv of other chapter,. F 
selecting appropriate cha'pters. instructors can design life-oriented or 'l -
cnce-oriented courses .. .\!though the chapters are integrated with ur.: 
another. each chapter can stand on its own and be understood indepc -
dently of the others. The (;lossaf\ at the end of the text should help tor; 
in gaps when chapters are read out of order. Our extensive cross-referen,
ing (e.g .. see Chapter 6) should also help in this regard . 

.\lanv people ha\c helped \1ith this text. \\'c have mentioned er.: 
late Cliff .\!organ, who set the tone and provided the inspiration for ch:' 
edition. We ha\·e also bcnefittcd from the contribution Nancy Robinsu~ 
made to the sixth edition. The comments and suggestions made h-. 
teachers and students who w.cd earlier editions of this text have bee~ 
helpful. 

\\'c ackno\1lcdl.';c \\ith thanks those who reviewed the prcv1ou· 
edition m preparation for this 'ie\·enth edition. These reviewers are: Johr-. 
Donahoe. l 'ni\crsit\ of \lassachusctts at Amherst; .\lauf\· Hara\1 J\ 

:\ortheast Louisiana l ni\·ersity: Stnen Hinkle, .\liami l 'niversitv: anc 
\I. Carr l'avne, Jr., Georgia Institute of Tcehnologv. 

The re\·iewers of the preliminarv manuscript of this seventh edit1ur. 
helped us refine and polish it. \\'e appreciate all thcir'hclpful suggestion'. 
Thev are: Rex Bierle\, :\orrh Dakota State l'niversitv; Don C. Charle'. 
Iowa State l·niH:rsitv: John C:ondn, Cornell l;niversity: Stephen Da\i'. 
Emporic1 State l'ni\'t:rsit\: Robert Erner\, l'niversit\ of\'irginia: Richar~ 
:\. Gr_iggs. l ni\·ersit\ of Florida: Robert.\. Hicks. San Jose State l 1nin:r
sit\: Thomas T. Jackson. Fort 1-la\s State l'ni\ersity; lHnes J. Johnson. 
Illinois State l. ni\ ersit,·:· (>etcr Leppmann, l i niversity of Guelph; Harold 
l\lansfield, Fort Lewis College: Robert \filler, Plymouth State College: 
Gregor\ Reichhart, State l ni\-ersit\ College: Carol Ryff. Fordham l'ni
versit\: \'alerie Sassercnh. Fairleigh Dickinson l'ni1ersit\: and Stephen 
l\I. Weissman. Phmouth State College. 

The editors at \lcGraw-IIill, especialh David Serbun and Da\ id 
Dunham, worked long and hard to help us write an accurate. up-to-date. 
readable account of psychologv. 

Our thanks go to all these people and to our families and colleagues. 
each of whom helped in bringing this book to fruition. 

Richard A. King 
John R. Weisz 
John Schop/er 



- JW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THIS BOOK 

~,, \OU begin this book, vou know that psvchologv deals with manv 
~--·hkms ofevcrydav life and thus \\ith mam things that vou have alrca<h 
c\;:"Jerienced. You are therefore in a position to deri\e some personal 

c:nefits from the studv of ps\chologv. In <l form•li college course. hm\·
. c·r. 1t is nvt possible for the instructor to relatl: e\crnhing that is uught 

-. •iur experience. Hence. to get the most from the course. \OU will h<nc 
111Jke manv of these applications vourself. You should cominualh ask 
.. r.;elf "How does this app!v ro m\· experience?" <md "Hm\ can I use 

· "Jt I am learning?" lfvou take these questions scrioush·. vnu will profit 
.. ch more from the course than if vou simph· learn lw rote what is 

"1gned. 
Here are some suggestions for covering each chapter. You migh· 

c~tn bv looking over the Heading Outline and the Summar\. These 
·c, tions obviouslv do not ccl\"er evervthing in the chapter, but thev do hit 
·- e high points. The few minutes it takes to get the o\-crall organization of 
_ .:upter in mind will be a great help when \'OU dive into it for intensive 
. ~ .. J \' 

\lam· students try to read textbooks the wav thcv read no\·els: thn 
. "''i\ch· run their eves over the words and hope that some information 
· .. II sink in. But textbooks arc packed with facts and explanJtions. To 
"''imitate them. vou must work at the rnsk. Re.id e\erv sentence CJre
.. ih: be sure vou understand what it says. Reread parngrnphs and sections 
·- Jt give vou difficultv: to undcrsrnnd what follows, usuallv you must 
. -~Jc:rstand what went before. 

Pav attention to the illustrations and tables. In this book, thcY are 
.ii\ JS important as the corresponding discu'isions in the text. In some 

-"'e'. we have used illustrations to teach something that is nor included in 
--.c: text. At appropriate points in \our reading. usuallv before going on to 

c :K\\ heJding, \'Oll should scan the illustrations to make certain \'OU have 
c •.Jmined and fulh· understood them. 

E\·erv technical subject uses its m\n special terms. and psvchologv 
, no exception. Ordinarilv a definition is gi\·cn in the text whenever a 

• e11 term is introduced. Since chJpters will not alwavs be assigned in the 
rJer of their arrangement in the book. a Glossaf\ is included Jt the back 
r· :he book. You should be especiallv cJutious not to neglect 3 definition 
.. ,t because the term is alreJdv familiar to vou. Do not for exJmple. pass 
'- c:r \\ ords like attitude. persona/in•. intdli1::enrf . • rnd moth.·e because these 
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To the Student 

are words that you use in everyda\· speech. In psvchologv these and•·:-: -
common term~ often have special meanings that differ from rhe def- · 
tions commonly used. !\fake sure vou know the psyrhologiml definitior., -
all terms. Lists of terms are .included ar rhe end of each chapter; use rhe·: 
to review your mastery of rerminulogv. These terms are defined in h· : · 
rhe text and the Glossary. 

Science is produced bv scientists, and it is common practice 
science ro give credit for particular experiments and ideas to the scienr1 <· 
who have contributed them. Sometimes this practice is annm·ing Jr.: 
distracting; so we have tried not to use too manv names. But to give crec · 
where credit is due, we have put the names of the experimenter' ;
parentheses where particular studies -or ideas arc cited. These names refc 
to the References section at the back of the book; use it if vou wanr : 
learn more about the topic under discussion. The Suggestions for Furthc 
Reading sections are another good place to start a more detailed studv ui c 

chapter's topics. Other hints about how to look up more information .i:: 
given in Appendix 2. · 

There is a Studv Guidr for this text that you may purchase as an Jid 1~ 
your study and review. The guide contains chapter reviews, sample re': 
questions, and other aids to help vou learn definitions and concepts. 

Bv the time vou finish rhis course, vou should have a good vie\\ 
modern-day psychology. \\'e hope that this text does just what we ha\: 
intended: introduce you to a broad, exciting field, rich in its implicatior.· 
for everyday life. Whether vou are planning a career as a beha\·ior~ 
scientist or not, trv to take a scientific point of view as vou study this tex: 
Ask vourself: What do we reallv know? What do we need to know? H(w 
can we find out? How can we improve matters? Keep these questions J'. 

the back of your mind as you read and pursue vour interest in humJr 
behavior. 

Richard A. King 
John R. ive1s~ 
John Schop/er 
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S its title savs, this book is an introduction to psychologv. This introduL
tion to our field will touch on a wide array of factors involved in what we 
human beings do; it will present a number of major principles underlving 
human actions. Such principles can give us a rational basis for understand
ing what we and others do. In a sense, this book is a record of how far we 
have come in realizing the promise and hope of psvchology: the rationJI 
understanding of human behavior. We the authors also hope that thi' 
book will give the reader a sense of the limitations on what we know and 
an appreciation of the great distance yet to go in accounting for wh' 
people do what thev do. But lw means of patient research, careful 
observation, imaginative hvpothesizing. and constructive self-criticism. 
psvchologv is graduallv nearing the hoped-for g<pl of understandin:o: 
human behavior. 

A Definition of Psychology 

Strange as it may seem, defining psvcholo.i!J' is no easv matter because ,,; 
both the wide scope of its concerns and the philosophical differenct.> 
among its practitioners. But if vou ask a psvchologist to define the word. 
the chances are good that vou will be told something like: Psvcholof0 1-

"the science of human and animal behavior; it includes the application'·: 
this science to human problems." 

The first part of this definition calls psvcholo[!J' a science. What doe
this mean? The second part of the definition is about the application 1 ·: 

psychological principles to life's problems. Can psvchology help soh c 

life's problems? You may also wonder about the word hehocior in the 
definition. Whv behm:ior rather than mind or thout;hts or feelint;s? Anothc 
question which mav occur to vou is whether psychologv is the on/v·scienc: 
of human and animal behavior. Are there others? Suppose we look at eJc -
of these quc~tions, beginning, first. with the one about science. 

PSYCHOLOGY AS A SCIENCE 
A science is a bodv of svstematized knowledge that is gathered by careful. 
observing and measuring events. Psychologists do experiments and m..:~: 
obserrntions which others can repeat; thev obtain data, often in the fl,r
of quantitative measurements. which others can vcrifv. This scienr;:-. 
approach is verv different from forming opinions on the basis of individ ··
experience or arguing from premises that no one can test. Thus exrc -
menrs and obsef\ ations are at the core of scientific psvchology. (For n~. ·: 
on the methods of psychologv, sec page 8.) 

:\s a science, psvchology is svstematic. Data from experiments ~- ~ 

observations are essential, but for them to make some sense in helpin,:: _.· 
understand events, thev must be organized in some way. Scientific t~c- -

ries are important tools for the organization of observed facts. To s.: -·: 
people, the word theory simply means someone's unsupported and _ -
founded notion of how things ought to be done or a set of ab't:""--



principles that do not work in practical situations. However, theory has 
quite a different meaning in science. Scientific theories are general princi
ples which summarize manv observations and predict what can be ex
pected to happen in new situations. As summaries and predi€tors of 
events, scientific theories should not be thought of as "right" or "wrong" 
but mereh· as more or less useful in helping summarize \\·hat has been 
obsef\"ed and in making predictions about what is to be expected when 
new observations or experiments are done .. \s new data arc obtained. 
theories are _subject to modification, or old theories mav eventual!\ be 
scrapped in favor of nn\ ones which do a better job of summarizing and 
predicting than did the old theories. \lany of the arguments scientists 
have with each other are over the modification and scrapping of theories 
as new data are gathered. 

Another important part of most sciences--psvchology included--is 
111ms111Ymmt. defined as the assignment of numbers to objects or events 
Jccording to certain rules. We are all familiar with measurements of 
phvsical scaks-length. time. temperature, and the like. \leasuremcnt 
111 psvchologv is often more difficult than it is in sciences such as phvsics 
rnd chemist!"\ because mam of the things psvchologists stud\ c~tnnot be 
·11easured dircctlv bv phvsical scales. \\'hat are the vardsticks of happiness 
·r friendship. for example' Even though mam beha\iors arc difficult to 

·1ica-,tire. psvchologists ha\-e devised man\· ingcniom tests to assign num
'c:rs ro them. (Chapter !.\ gives some examples.) Of course, not C\ erv
:'11n~ psvchological is as difficult to measure ~1s are happiness and fricnd
··11p. \Ye can often design our experiments and arrange our obscf\·ations 

that we can use pl1Ysical measures of space and time to tell us about 
... Lhological events. For example. we can count the number of times a 

. o:··,on beha\cs one wav in one situation and another wav in another 
· :cution. or we can measure the time taken to make a response in one 
- '.llJtion or another. 

THE APPLICATION OF PSYCHOLOGY 
'·· the second part of the dcfinrnon of psydzolof!)' savs. psvchologv has its 
_:-:-ilied side-that is, it is often used to soh-c ''real-life"" problems .. \n 
• _c :J:ple is given in Application I. I. 

The application of knowledge to pr~1ctical problems is an art; it is a 
·. cir a knack for doing things. which is acquired bv studv, practice, and 

::-::, ul experience (Figure 1.1). The psvchotherapist-talking to a worried 
::-:. the educitional psvchologist advising a school board on a new 
-- culum. the clinical psvchologist supef\·ising group therapv in a state 
_ - :c. hospital. and the social psvchologist trying to lessen tensions 

. ~c:;1 management and workers in a large industry are all practicing the 
· ;-i,\chologv. Just ~is a phvsician or engineer develops skills in using 
: ·], knmdedgc to solve practical problems, these psvchologists have 

through special training, the artist!"\·. or knack. of apph ing 
•O::Y. 

I: lllUrse. the abilitv to applv psvchological principles is a hard-won 
.1 c:crnnot expect to become an expert from reading this textbook. 

" ;:'rerience is needed. But after reading this book, you should be 
: : .,pph psvchological principles to at least some of the things that 

~~ :c .~\our daily life. 

5 
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Wctftioflll 
PSYCHOLOGY CAN HELP SOLVE 
PRACJICAL PROBLEMS 

Were you afraid of the dark as a child? This is one of 
the most common childhood problems. Psychologists 
have developed a number of methods to help children 
overcome these fears. Psychologists Jean Giebenhain 
and Stan O'Dell (1984) put some of these methods 
together into a parent-training manual, then tested 
how well the manual worked. They located the parents 
of six children who were so afraid of the dark that they 
ihrew tantrums at night, insisted on sleeping with their 
lights on. or were unable to go camping or spend the 
night with friends. The manual taugh_t parents the fol
lowing procedures 

Giving the child control via a rheostat. A rheostat 
allowed the child to set the illumination level of a room 
lamp which was placed beside the child's bed. The 
rheostat levels set by the child were recorded every 
night 

2. Relaxation traimng. Every night before bedtime, 
the parents and children practiced procedures for 
getting very relaxed. 

3. Positive self-statements At the same time, the 
parents helped their children memorize and repeat 
positive statements about themselves and their ability 
to get along in the dark. Some sample statements 
were "I am brave . " and "I can take care of myself 
when . I'm in the dark." 

4. Record keeping and feedback. Every night, the 
children set their rheostats at the lowest level they 
thought they could tolerate. The levels were numbered 

from 1 (total darkness) to 11 (maximum brightness). 
The goal was to make the light dimmer by one-half 
number every night. A graph showed the child's set
tings for each night. Every morning, the parents and 
children recorded the child's setting from the night 
before and checked the child's progress. 

5. Rewards for success. Whenever the children's 
morning entry showed progress, the - parents re
sponded with praise, hugs, and sometimes special 
treats. 

6. Phasing out rewards. Whenever a child reached 
the low IE!'Jel of illumination that the parents and exper
imenters had agreed to aim for, the rewards were 
gradually phased out. The hope was that being brave 
in the dark would become its own reward. 

The hope was apparently well founded. Within 2 
weeks, all the children were sleeping all night witr 
their lights at or below the goal level. And the chi1-
dren's reports on a "fear thermometer" indicated tha: 
they were not afraid. The experimenters checked ut= 
on the children 3 months later, then 6 months later 
then 1 year 'later. Each time, it was found that the 
children were doing as well as, or better than, they hac 
at the end of training. 

The manual these parents used cost less thar 
$2 to produce. The rheostat costs about $12.50. All .r 

all, not too steep a price for bravery in the darkness 

REFERENCE 
Giebenhain, J. E, & O'Dell, S. L. (1984). Evaluation c' 

a parent-training manual for reducing children's lea· 
of the dark. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis 
17, 121-125. 

WHAT IT MEANS TO SAY PSYCHOLOGY 
STUDIES BEHAVIOR 
We now come to the word behavior in the definition of psychology. Behtl'..~tr 
includes anything a person or animal does that can be observed in so'.'r 
way. Behavior, unlike mind or thoughts or feelings, can be obsef\e-.:. 
recorded, and studied. No one ever saw or heard a mind, but we can <.: 

and hear behavior. We can see and measure what a person does and i-.a
and record what a person says (this is vocal behavior). From wha: i; 
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· ,.._e ir:d siid, p:;\cholv~ists cm and do make inferences about the 
·::dings. attitudes, thoughts, and other mental processes which may be 
·-.:hind the behavior. In this wav, internal mental events can be studied as 
·'- ::"\ nlJnifest themseh-cs through what people do-their behavior. Thus, 
: ;'through behavior that we can actually studv and come to understand 
- :::rnJI mental processes that would otherwise be hidden from us. \\'hen 
. -: jeiine psyrholof!)' as "the science of behavior," we arc not excluding 

- -J: \IC are saving that what a person does-his or her behavior-is the 
.. =-.ue through which internal mental events can be studied. 

THE STUDY OF BEHAVIOR IS NOT 
. t ST FOR PSYCHOLOGISTS 

. ~-· ·k·~ is far from being the only branch of knowledge which studies 
· _ - .o~. 1nd animal behavior. Anthropology, sociology, economics, politi
- ·.~nee. geographv, and history also study various aspects of behavior. 

c:::-c:: \1ith psvchology, these fields make up the group of knowledge 
- -.1 n collectively as the behavioral sciences. What sets psychology 

I 

Figurr 1.1 

The application of psvchoiogy is an art. 
('.a) \"an Bucher/Photo Researchers: (b) 

Wayne Miller/f\lagnum Photos, Inc.; (r) 
J. Lucas/Rapho Photo Researchers.) 
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One 
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Ps\'chological research requires precise 
experimentation and careful observa

tion. (\'an Bucher/Photo Researchers.) 

apart from the other behavioral sciences is partly its exclusive interest in 
behavior, partly its focus on individuals, and partly the wide range of 
behaviors it covers. Anthropology, for example, compares behaviors 
across cultures; sociology studies the behavior of people in groups; and 
economics is concerned with the behavior involved in the exchange of 
goods and services. The study of behavior is also a part of several bio1og
ical sciences-especially zoology, but also, to some extent, phar
macology, phvsiology, and neurobiology. 

In the areas where the, many disciplines which study behavidt· 
)\·erlap with psvchology, the boundaries are blurred. For instance, a 
Jsvchologist might study the personality patterns of political leaders, but 
m might a political scientist or a historian·. The person who .studies the 
~ffects of marijuana, or am drug, on beha\·ior might be a psychologist or a 

)harmacologist. 

l1ethods in Psychology 
n the Jiscussion of ps\chology as a science (page 4), it was emphasized 
hat the disco\Trv of new knowle<lgc about behavior is based on experi
nent and observation (Figure 1.2). Let us look more closely at the wavs 
J<,\chologists go about making observations. 

EXPERIMENT AL METHODS 
The basic ideas behind the experimental metho<l are straightforward. 
Ha\ ing formulated a testable hypothesis in terms of observable events. 
the experimenter ( 1) changes or varies the events which are hvpothesized 
to h;ne an effect. (2) keeps other conditions constant, an<l (3) looks for an 
effect of the change or variation on the S\'Stem under observation. Sine' 
psvchology is the science of behavior, the psychologist looks for an' effec: 
of the experimental changes on behavi'.)r. This is simple enough, but t• 



get a firmer grasp on the experimental method in psychology, we should 
examine it in greater detail. 

Variables As the term implies, a variable i& an event or condition which 
can have different values. Ideally, it is an event or condition which can be 
measured ;ind which varies quantitatively. 

Variables may be either independent or dependent. An independent 
variable is a condition set or selected by an experimenter to see whether it 
will have an effect on behavior; it might be a stimulus presented. a drug 
administered, a new method of training business managers, and so on. 
The dependent variable is the behavior of the person or animal in the 
experiment. A dependent variable _in an experiment might be the re
sponse of a person to a stimutus., a change in behavior after the administra
tion of a drug, changes in managerial behavior after a new training 
program has been instituted. a score on a test, a verbal report about an 
event in the environment, and so on. The dependent variabie is so called 
because its value depends, or may depend, on the value of the independrnt 
variable-the one independently chosen and directly manipulated hv the 
experimenter. 

When. in doing experiments, hypotheses are formulated about the 
effect of one thing on another, the independent variable is the one 
expected to produce changes in the dependent variable. Consider the 
following h;·!'otheses. for instance: 

I. Enriching the environments of voung children with special 
books and toys will im:rease their scores on intelligence tests. 

2. Grvin,!!; people training in how to meditate will imprm e their 
skill_as tennis plavers. 

The environmental enrichment and the meditation training are the 
independent variabks, while the changes in intelligence-test scores and 
:ennis skills (possible outcomes of differences in the independent vari
.ibles) are the dependent variables. When you read accounts of psvcholog
lcJl or other experiments, it is essential that you identify the independent 
ind dependent variables. 

In graphing the results of an experiment, it is conventional in 
2''chology to plot the values of the independent variable on the horizon
:J! JXis, or absris.0, and the values ef the dependent variable on the 
. crtical axis, or ordinate. In this way, we can see at a glance how the 
Jependent variable of behavior is related to the values of the independent 
. Jriable (Figure 1.3 ). 

Controls Another very important characteristic of the experimental 
-•ethod is control. In an experiment. it is important that only the spec
:ied independent variables be allowed to change. Factors other th111 the 
~dependent variable which might affect the depend_efit variable must be 

-.c:ld constant. It would do no good to study the effects of varying an 
-_Jependent variable if, unknown to the experimenter, other factors also 

. :-:Jnged. In an experiment, we must control conditions which would give 
- ,,Jeading r~ult_s. 

it is literallv true that an experiment is no better than its controls. 
'-.1entisrs must be very careful to control their experiments adequately. 

9 
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Chapter 
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FiKure 1.J 

The results of a within-subjects 
experiment using rats as the subjects. 

The independent variable (on the 
abscissa) is the dose of the drug 

neurotensin (in µ.g). The dependent 
variable (on the ordinate) is the average 

number of responses (presses of a 
lever) to obtain food. (llnpublished 

data from Ross itch & King.) 
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This is often difficult in psychologv because so many factors can influence 
the behavior that is being stllllied. Therefore, in interpreting expen
ments, it is important to look for uncontrolled facrnrs which might ha\ e 
affected the results. It is a mark of scientific sophistication to be able r1 
spot defects in experimental controls. If you want to go into the origin.; 
literature in psychologv or another experimental science, vou shouk 
develop this skill. Being sensiti\·e to controls may also help vou nalucHc 
claims made in "scientific" television commercials or, for that matter. 1:· 

anv experimental results you hear or read about. 
Two main strategies, 0r experimental designs, arc used to conu· .. 

extraneous factors. One strategv emplovs control groups. In the othc 
measures of behavior are made before the independent variable is in tr. -

duced in order to establish a behavio;al baseline against which to comr>J:= 
behavior after the independent variable has been presented; the subjec:
of the experiment-the animals or people in it-are said to serve as the.· 
own controls in this before-and-afrer, or within-subjects, tvpe of exre::;
ment. 

Control in Experiments: Control Groups Suppose we decide to US{;. l".c 

1ontrol-group design in an expe.-iment on human learning. In rtiis expe:-
ment, we want to test the hypothesis that l~tting peopje know how \\ = 
they are doing,as the\· are learning improves their performance. In ot':=· 
words, do people do better when they get feedback on what the\" ~:c 

doing? Finding that performance improves with feedback would ha\ e ~ 

great deal of practical importance. (In fact, performance in learning a'"
usually does improve with feedback.) To test the effects of feedback. ·.•: 
will use .a simple behavioral task: \Vhile blindfolded, the people in :- : 
experiment will be asked to feel a block of wood with one hand and to:-. 
with the other hand, to draw lines the same length as the wooden bk·-:·. 
The experimental group of subjects will be given feedback-the ir . .:: 
pendent variable-by being told when the lines thev draw are within 1 

inches of the block length. The control group of subjects is gi\·en -

,, ,, ,, .. ,.,,.,.,,.1·11'1111•111111111•11111111111111111mmm111 



feedback. Thus, the groups differ in the presence or absence of the 
independent variable. 

Ideally, when a contro1-group design is used, the groups should be 
equivalent m every way except for the independent variable. In our 
experiment, we want to be fairly sure that any behavioral differences 
between the groups are due to feedback and not to other factors. We 
therefore match subjects in the experimental and control groups. For 
instance, we make sure that the subjects in the two groups are equallv 
good at learning new skills (we might give them some preliminar; tasks to 
do in order to check this out). The subjects in the two groups should have 
ruughlv the same ability to draw lines; it would not do if the people in one 
group were Kabitually more accurate and careful than were the people in 
the other group. Handedness might be important, as might general intel
ligence. sex, and age. Figure 1.4 (top) summarizes the control-group 
Je-;ign. 

In practice, it is very difficult to match subjects in control and 
nperimental groups on all the factors that might c0J1ccivably affect their 
t'erformance .. \s a compromise, subjects are often assigned at random w 
c:xperimental and control groups. It is hoped that this will approximatelv 
equalize anv extraneous factors in the control and expcrini,ental groups 
".\ hich might affect the experimental 'outcome. In the feedback experi
;i1ent. for example, it is hoped that as many accurate peilple would. bv 
,fi;nce. show up in the e~perimentaf as in the contrD~-~wup. :\ mixed 
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J} <~-' :~ ~-- , : :~- _. ,eJ: E xrer1mentc:rs will match subjects on J number oi 
--~,: -, , - '!Je~c:J rc1 be re le\ Jnt ~rnd then assign them at random to the 
ex~'c!lr:~enul 1nJ control groups. 

Control in Experiments: Bas,clines Perhaps better control can be 
achieved with the before-and-after. or BZ'ithin-subjects, design in which the 
subjects serve as their own controls. In this method, a basdine (normal 
level) of behavior is established before the independent variable is intro
duced. The behavior_ after the addition of the independent variable can 
then be compared with the baseline beha\·ior. This before-and-after 
method gives good control over individual differences among the subjects 
which might affect the outcome of the experiment because such indi\·id
ual differences are present both before and after the independent \·ariable 
is introduced. If individual-difference factors arc held constant. changes 
in behavior must be due to the independent \ariable. 

A before-and-after (within-subjects) experimental de<>ign was used 
in the experiment illusrrared in Figure 1.3. 

The seven rats in this experiment were first made hungf\- bv limit
ing the amount of food given to them. Then thev were trained to 

press a lever protruding from the wall of the cage, \\ herebv with 
each press a small pellet of food dropped into the cage. (See Chapter 
4. p. 152.) :\fter the rats were well trained, the number of lever 
presses in Vi minutes was recorded. This provided the baseline data 
(Figure L)). 

The next step in the experiment introduced the independent 
\ .1ruble-111jccrion of \·arious doses of the drug neurotensin. Each 
rJt \\JS 1njeued \\·irh one- of the doses (selected at random) and then 
~i110\1ed to press the lever for IS minutes. Two davs later, another 
dose was gi\ en. followed by another 15-minute lc,·er-pressing ses
sion. These injections continued until each rat had received each of 
the various doses of the drug. The number of responses in each of 
these test sessions \\~ls recorded and a\·eraged for the snen rats. 

'.\lote that each rat '>Cf\ es as it'i U\\ n control in this before-and-after 
experiment. For each ind1\idu:il rat, its control (baseline) behavior could 
be compared \\·ith its beha\ior after different doses of the drug had been 
given. 

To make sure that the independ,.nt yariable produced the change in 
the beh,n-ior. it is often a good idea to see what happens when the 
independent \ariable is removed after it has been introduced. The behav
ior should go back to baseline levels if the independent \ ariable did, in 
fact. produce the observed changes. This is called an ,l-B-A D::ithin-subjects 
rxperimmta/ drs1/:,11: the first A is the baseline condition without the inde
pendent variable, B is the condition with the independent variable, qnd 
the last A refers to the final test of the behavior without the independent 
variable. Figure 1.4 (bottom) summarizes the A-B-A within-subjects ex
r,.;rimental design. 

This design is a, good one to use when the independent variable 
does not have a long-lasting effect. Some independent variables, though, 
produce stable, long-term changes in behavior. For instance, suppose the 
independent variable is a new way of te_aching children to read. If it is 
successful, the children will not be able to return to their baselines after 



the experiment is over becau'se a long-lasting change will have taken place 
in them. In cases like this, the control-group method would most likely be 
used. 

Replication It is important that experiments can be repeated, or, in 
other words, replicated. In elementary chemistry, for example, we can 
demonstrate that water is made up of hydrogen and oxvgen simply by 
burning hydrogen (that is, combining it with oxvgen) and collecting the 
water that results. Anyone with the proper equipment can do this experi
ment, and it has been done millions of times. In ps'.-Thologv. we can show 
that recitation is an aid to memory by having two groups studv something, 
one with recitation and the other without, and then measuring the differ
ences in memory. If this experiment is performed under the proper 
conditions,_1t will show that recitation helps memo!\. This finding, too, 
has been 'repeated, or replicated, manv, manv times. 

The advantages and importance of replication He ob\·ious. I hie get 
the samecresults over and over again under the same conditions. 11e can be 
sure of their accuracy beyond all reasonable doubt. Experimental findin,gs 
which cannot be repeated generally do not become part of the fabric of a 
science. A dramatic discovery may be reported. but 1f 1r cJnnut be 
reg]icated by other scientists it will not be accepted. ReplicHion. or 
"c~etl.--up-ability," as it has been called. is an essential pc!rt of the 
experimental method. 

Limitations of the Experimental Method The experir11ental method i~. 

in many ways, the best method for gathering scientific information. Bur 1r 
has limitations. Obviously, it cannot alwavs be used. espccialh· if the 
experiment might be dangerous for the subjects. A second limitation is 
chJt the method is restricted in its application. The conclusiom deri1ed 
frum an experiment may be limited to the artificial experimental ,ituJ
:1• ·n-they may not apply to "natural'' situations or e\cn to or her expen
~~cnul situations. Psychologists who do experiments must L'<llHinUJlh· 
"-Hd against this possibility and stri\c for general it\ m their experiments. 
-\ :hird limitation is that the method sometimes interferes \1irh the \"el\· 
:~.1ng it is trying to measure. Consider, for example. an experiment on 
·,;ugue. :\psychologist may give people various tests of skill and thinking 
:-idore (baseline) and after they have gone without sleep for 24 hours and 
'.:nJ that they improve upon their baseline performance after 24 hours 
.,, 1rhout sleep! Should the psychologist, or should we. conclude that 24 
~-· •urs of sleeplessness is beneficial to complex performance? Probablv 
-,:,c. :\nother variable had been introduced into the experiment. and it 
.~.rerfered with the measurement of the effects of the fatigue. \\"hen the 
experimental subjects came into the laboratory, thev were strongh· mori
'>Jted to perform well, and this variable-an increase in their moti\ation 
to perform well-overshadowed the effects of their fatigue. Hence, the 
possibilitv that people in an experiment may not behave as thev norma!h 
would must be considered when drawing conclusions from the experi
ment. 

SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATION 
\\"hat alternatives to the experimental method do we have? One alter
native has no generally accepted name. but we shall call it the method of 
systematir observation. This approach is similar to the experimental method 
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in that variables are measured but it is different in that researchers do not 
willfully manipulate the independent variable. Instead, they capitalize on 
variations that occur naturally. l'sing this method, psychological re
searchers simply make the most exacting and systematic study they can of 
naturally occurr:ng_ behavior. After making a number of observations, the 
psychologist can, using certain rules of logic. try to infer the causes of the 
behavior being studied. Psychologv shares this approach with a number of 
other sciences. For instance, suppose a geologist. in making systematic 
observations of a certain stratum of sedimentarv rocks, finds an unusual 
boulder embedded in the stratum. How did it get there? Is it an ancient 
me{eerite; was it, perhaps. rafted there bv a glacier; or is some other 
natural force responsible for its presence? The geologist will try to solve 
this puzzle bv making further obsef\"ations and by using logical reasoning 
to establish the probable cause for the boulder's placement. Or, to take 
another example. think about an environmental scientist who is studying 
pollution in a ri\er. The pollution is definitely there; but the question is, 
where did it come from? By making systematic observations and drawing 
logical inferences from these observations, the ~cientist can probably find 
the source (cause) of the pollution. 

Describing Behavior As we have said, one aspect of the method of 
systematic observation in psychology is simply to describe behavior as it 
occurs naturally. \Vhat do people do? Can various behaviors be classified 
in svstematic ways? How do people differ in their behavior? For instance, 
using questionnaires, survevs, and interviews, psychologists might study 
the personalities and motivational patterns of political leaders, the at
titudes of successful executives, or the ideas that liberal and conservative 
parents have about the best ways to rear children. Using other techniques., 
research psychologists might make systematic obsef\"ations of the differ
ences in the brain activity of creative and noncreative people, the differ
ences in school performance of children who are bused to school and those 
who are not, or the behavioral differences between men and women. The 
list goes on and on. As an everyday example of a behavioral difference 
between the sexes which you mav obsef\e for yourself. consider the 
different wavs your male and female classmates cam· their books (Jenni & 
Jenni. 1976). 

Extensive obsef\'ations were made on the book-carf\·ing behavior of 
college students in Montana, Ontario, El Salvador, and Costa Rica. 
The behavior was classified into two patterns. The type I pattern 
consisted of carrying a book (or books) by wrapping the forearm 
around it and supporting the short edge of the book ag8inst the 
body; the type II pattern consisted of carrying the book (or books) at 
the side of the body with the long edge of the book approximately 
horizonta! and with the book grasped from the top or supported from 
underneath (Figure 1.5). Approximatelv 90 to 95 percent of the 
females fell into the tvpe I pattern, while about the same percentage 
of males fell into the type II pattern. Look around you! 

From Descriptions to Causes The method of systematic observation 
tells us what people do and how thev differ in their behavior. But the 
p-;vchological detective who mes the method of systematic observation 
ma' also seek to find out what causes the observed behavior. Thus 
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pvschologists, and other scientists, too, are often not satisfied with an
swering questions about what occurs; thev want to find causes for their 
observations so that they can answer questions about why things happen. 

Referring to the observations on book carrying just described, why 
do females carry their books on the hip and males at the side? Is it because 
of differences in female and male anatomy; is it because they learn this 
behavior from others of the same sex; or is it due to other factors al
together? One clue favoring learning as the cause of this particular behav
ior came from observing girls and boys at the age at which the male
female difference in book carrying begins. In grades 2 and 3, girls and 
boys start to carry books in ddlcrent ways, and, at this age, the body 
proportions of males and females are essentially identical. But of course, 
this observation, by itself, does not establi~h the cause of the behavioral 
difference. Other unknown and uninvestigated factors might be the 
cause, or the cause might be some combination of factors. All this obser
vation really shows is a relationship, or correlation, between grade in 
school (age) and the beginning of the male or female pattern. The fact 
that an event comes before another event does not show that the first 
event is the cause of the later one. In addition, a behavior may have many 
causes. Thus, to establish the likely cause, or causes, of even this simple 
behavior, a great many more observations would be needed. Even then, 
we would not be sure of the cause; we would only have identified a likelv 
cause or set of causes. 

For more complex behavior, establishing likely causes is much more 
difficult. Suppose, for instance, that a psychologist wants to find the 
general cause of the severe behavior disorder known as schizophrenia. 
Schizophrenic behavior is described in detail in Chapter 15, page 63 7. For 
now, it is sufficient to say that symptoms of schizophrenia include bizarre, 
or strange, patterns of thought and behavior, inappropriate emotional 
responses, and perhaps hallucinations and delusions. (Incidentally, it is 
not a "split personality.") A great deal of effort has gone into investigating 
the causes of schizophrenia because psychologists believe that knowledge 
of its causes is essential for its prevention. Suppose psychologists who are 
studying schizophrenia hypothesize that its cause is to be found in the 
way children are reared by their parents. Using the method of systematic 
observation, the researchers will probably try to test this hypothesis by 
comparing the ways in which schizophrenic and normal people were 
reared. To· do this, they will match normal and schizophrenic groups on as 

Figure 1.5 
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Male and female ways of carrying 
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I, pattern are shown Ill a; male, or type 
II, patterns are shown in b. (From 
Jenni & Jenni. 1976.) 



16 many factors-such as age, sex, socioeconomic status, years of schooling, 
intelligence, and so on-as possible. Then they will look for differences 
in the rearing practices used by the parents of the schizophrenics and the 
parents of the "normals." Using precisely this type of strategv, psychol
ogists have found differences; but these differences do not, by them
selves, establish causation. All that has been established so far is that 
differences in rearing go along with schizophrenia. Other factors and their 
interaction with rearing may be the cause. A great many more observa
tions must be made before the likely cause or causes of schizophrenia can 
be established. (Some hypotheses about the causes of schizophrenia are 
discussed in Chapter 15, page 640.) 

Finding the causes of behavior from a number of observations is 
called ind11rtive reasoninJ!,, or establishing general principles from particular 
instances. To try to find the cause of a particular behavior, we must look 
carefully at the results of many observations and experiments, noting the 
effects of a particular factor, which we will call factor X, on the behavior 
under study. If we found that the behavior always occured when factor X 
was present but never occurred in the absence of factor X, we could begin 
to make a case for factor X as a cause of the behavior. Furthermore, 
suppose we found that large amounts of factor X led to large changes in 
the behavior we were studving, while smaller amounts of the factor led to 
smaller changes. In other words, we found that factor X was quantitatively 
related to the observed behavior. Should this be the case, our argument 
for factor X as a cause would be greatly strengthened. 

To illustrate, consider an example from research on the brain and 
speech. It has been found that in almost all right-handed people, damage, 
perhaps from a stroke, to an area of the left cerebral hemisphere impairs 
speech in certain wavs. (See Chapter Z. page 69.) The speech impair
ment is alwavs present after damage to this area but does not occur after 
damage to other areas of the brain. In addition, the degree of speech 
impairment is related to the amount of damage to the area in question. 
From these observations. we are able to infer that the cause of speech 
irnpairment is damage to a particular brain area. Unfortunately, establish
ing causation from observations is usually not this simple. One of the main 
reasons for this is that several factors acting and interacting rogether 
usually produce the behavioral results we are interested in. The problem 
with "real-life" behavior (remember the book-carrying and schizophrenic 
examples?) is to find the combination of causative factors, and this is no 
easy job. 

THE CLINICAL METHOD 
The clinical method is ordinarily used only when people come to psychol
ogists with personal problems. Little Alice is doing badly in school, and 
her parents bring her to the psychologist to find out why. Little Basil 
throws temper tantrums, refuses to eat, cries all night, and generally 
makes life !T\iserable for his parents. Harold. an otherwise fine young 
eleventh-grader, is caught stealing from the Sunday-school collection 
plate. Or young Mr. Squabble, married 5 years, is worried because he and 
his wife just cannot get along. Problems like these-and other kinds, 
too-bring people to the clinical psychologist. 

Not all clinical problems require thorough study. But when they do, 
the psychologist usually begins by getting a detailed account of the 



person's history, i_ncluding his family relations. This information is usually 
gained by interviewing the person and his associates. Sometimes the 
p5vchologist has a specially trained social worker study the person's social 
background and environment. The psychologist may administer tests tJf 
\ arious kinds-intelligence tests: interest tests, tests of emotional matu
ritv, personality tests, and other tests. From these tests and from the 
biographical information gathered earlier, the psychologist will try to 

diagnose the problem and treat, or remedy, the difficultv. The tests, the 
diagnosis, and the remedy will, of course, differ from case to case. 

Here we are concerned with the clinical method as a tool in science . 
. \s a method, it combines features of clinical observation, experiment. 
and svstematic observation. Working with individual cases, the clinician 
mav obser;e some factor he or she thinks is important. Bv observation of 
hi-. patients, Sigmund Freud discovered that dreams often reflect people's 
'itmng unconscious desires. But clinical observation does not often pro
\ ide much scientific information. It is usually too subjective, casual, 
uncontrolled, and lacking in precise measurement. What appear to be 
crnse and effect in one case may not be in another. Even in a single case, 
it is extremely difficult to sort out the significant causal factors with 
cerraintv. From a scientific standpoint, probably the greatest value of 
clinical observation is that it suggests fruitful ideas which can be investi
gJtcd more rigorously by experimental and systematic-observation mcth
mh. 

The lVork of Psychologists 

Thu-; far. we have defined psyrhology in abstract terms. But we can also 
defi nc it in human terms bv seeing what sorts of things psychologists do. 
Sime p~;vchologists have the whole field of behavior to choose from, you 
m1glir guess that their work is pretty varied. You would be right. One 
P''chologist mav use sensitivity-training groups to enhance human effec
t!\ encss; another may study the effects of drugs on behavior; another mav 
mid\ the development of intelligence during childhood; another might 
be J psvchotherapist who tries to help people with their behavioral 
pr< 1hlems; and still another might study the sensory processes involved in 
''Lir perception of the world. Psvchologists differ not only in their behav-
111ul interests but in the degree to which thev are involved with the 
Jpplication of psvchology to life's problems-the art of psychology (page 
:; 1. I 11quirv 1.1 is designed to bring to life some of these differences in the 
\\·irk of psvchologists . 

. \nother wav of describing the work of ps\chologists is to discuss 
,, 

1me of the major subfields of psvchologv-clinical psychology, counsel
tn!! psvchology, school and educational psychologv, experimental and 
ph\siological psychology, industrial and organizational psychology, social 
pS\chology, developmental psychology, and community psychology (Fig
ure 1.6). 

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
The total number of psychologists in the l'.S. is now approaching 
100,000. Somewhat more than a third of these are clinical psychologists. 
Clinical psychologists come closest to many people's idea of what a 
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WHAT DO PSYCHOLOGISTS REALLY DO? 

A neighbor of one of the authors is a psychologist in 
pnvate practice and works with adolescents who are 
having d1ff1culty 1n school. She tries to diagnose their 
problems and worl-.s individually with each young per
son his or her parents. and school officials to he1p 
correct the difficulty. 

. ~ colleague down the hall spends his day study
ing drugs which might help rats remember what they 
have 1ust learned. 

An acquaintance works as a psychologist in a 
state mental hospital. He is the assistant administrator 
ot a ward for long-term mental patients. As such, he 1s 
1nvoived w1tr~ the supervision of the attendants and 
others responsible for the day-to-day care of these 
patiE:nts. He aiso part1c1pates in the planning of ther
apy programs. 

Within the same morning, it is possible to hear 
colleagues talk about their progress with respect to 
many applied problems. Among these the other day 
were ( 1) ways to improve polling techniques, (2) as
certaining whether increasing amounts of lead in chil
(jren are associated with intellectual deficits, and (3) 
what the Internal Revenue Service can do to increase 
compliance with income-tax laws. 

Psychologist friends of the authors are also 
called on from time to time to give expert testimony in 
court cases. Sometimes defense and prosecution law
yers ask them to assess the validity of certain types of 
testimony-eve-witness identification, for example. 

A friend from across town works as a pediatric 
psychologist in a hospital. He helps chronically ill chil
dren and their families cope with the distress caused 
by both the illness and its treatment. For example, he 
helps reduce the pain experienced by children getting 
treatments for leukemia by helping them understand 
their treatment and by using hypnosis to relax their 
muscles. 

Another friend, in another state, helps people 
cope with another kind of pain: migraine headaches . 
She uses biofeedback machines to train headache 
victims. They learn to regulate the volume of blood 
flowing through certain arteries near their foreheads, 
thus reducing the frequency and pain of their head
aches. 

A psychologist in a nearby city works as a busi
ness consultant. He studies worker morale and em
ployee-supervisor disputes; he also makes recom
mendations for improving the psychological climate in 
each company he serves. 

Since the authors are professors, many of our 
acquaintances are also faculty members of psychol
ogy departments, teaching undergraduate and gradu
ate courses. These acquaintances may also do basic 
research in one or another of the areas covered in this 
book-the biology of behavior, sensation and percep
tion, learning, memory, thinking, motivation, child and 
adolescent psychology, social psychology, attitude 
formation, psychological testing, abnormal psychol
ogy, psychotherapy, and so forth. 

psychologist is. They are "doctors" who diagnose psychological disorders 
and treat them by means of psychotherapy. (See Chapters 15 and 16.) 

Many people are confused about the differences between a clinical 
psychologist and a psychiatrist. The clearest distinction between them is 
that a clinical psychologist normally holds a Ph.D. or M.A. degree (or a 
relati:ely new degree called the Psy.D., for "Doctor of Psychology"); a 
psychiatrist holds an, M. D. degree The Ph.D. (or Psy. D.) clinical psychol
ogist has taken 4 or 'S. years of postgraduate work in a psychology depart
ment; the M.A. clinical psychologist has had about 2 ye~rs of postgraduate 
work and usually works under the supervision of a Ph.D. psychqlogist. 
The psychiatrist, on the other hand, has gone to medical school and has 
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then completed 3 or 4 years of residency trammg in psychiatry. This 
difference in training means that the clinical psychologist, who does not 
ha\ e medical training, cannot prescribe drugs to treat behavior disorders. 
It ~dso means that whenever there is a possibility of a medical disorder, a 
p~1tient should be examined by a psychiatrist or other physician. Further, 
in most states, only a psychiatrist can commit a patient to a hospital for 
c~m: and treatment. On the other hand, psychologists arc usually better 
trained in doing research; thus, clinical psychologists are somewhat more 
likc:lv than psvchiatrists to be involved in systematically studying better 
\\ avs of diagnosing, creating, and preventing behavior disorders. Psychol
ogists are also more likelv than psychiarrists to use psychotherapy meth
od, that have grown out of scientific research. Clinical psychologists also 
tend co rely more heavily than psychiatrists on standardized tests as an aid 
to dic1gnosing behavior disorders. (See Chapter 13.) 

Confusion between the fields of clinical psychology and psychiatry 
.imcs because both provide psychotherapy. They both use various tech-
111ques to relieve the symptoms of psvchological disorders and to help 
people understand the reasons for their problems. Such psychothera
l'C:Utic techniques range from giving support and assurance to someone in 
,1 rcmporaf\· crisis to extensive probing to find the motives behind behav
ior. (See Chapter 16.) 

\!any clinical psychologists practice in state mental hospitals, vet
erans' hospitals, communitv mental-health centers, and similar agencies . 
. \n increasing number are. in private practice. In the instit~tions and 
clinics where manv clinical psychologists practice, while psychiatrists 
often are available for prescribing medical treatment when needed, psy
chologists do a large part of the professional work of diagnosis and treat
ment, as well as holding important administrative jobs 1nd doing much of 
the research. 

The clinical psychologist and the psychiatrist should also be dis
tinguished from the psychoanalyst. A psvrhoanalvst is a person who uses 
the particular psychotherapeutic techniques which originatecl with Sig
mund Freud and his followers. (See Chapters 14 and 16.) Anyone who has 
had the spec_ial training required to use these techniques can be a psycho-

Figure 1.6 
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analvst. Since psvchoanalvsis originared in Freud's medical and psychi
atric practice, it was first adopted by psychiatrists~-and thus, today, many 
psvchiarrists arc also psvchoanalysts. But clinical psychologists who have 
had psvchoanalnic training can also be psychoanalysts"as can people who 
arc neither ps\ chiatrists nor dinical psychologists. Psychoanalvsts without 
:\l. D. degrees arc known as "!av analysts." Figure 1. 7 shows the rela
tionships among clinical psychology, psychiatry, and psychoanalysis. 

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY 
The wurk of the counseling psychologist is quite similar to that of the 
clinical psvchologist. The difference between them is that counseling 
psvchologists generally work with people who have mildet emotional and· 
personal problems. Thev mav use psychotherapy in an attempt to help 
with these problems. Counseling psychologists are often consulted by 
people with specific questions, such as a choice of career or educational 
program. In their practice. counseling psvchologists may make extensive 
use of tests to measure aptitudes, interests, and personalitv charac
teristics. (Sec Chapter 13.) :\ number of counseling psychologists try to 
help people who are ha\·ing problems with family living; these are the 
marriage and famih· counselors. 

SCHOOL AND EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
\luch of the sd100/ pswholo;.;1~1-r's job consists of diagnosing learning difficul· 
ties cmd tf\ ing to remcdv them. l. sing tests and information gained from 
consultations with the student and his or her parents, the school psvchol
ogist tries to pinpoint the problem and suggest action to correct it. For 
instance. a school psvcholugist might suggest that a poor reader be as
signed to a remedial reading class. Other school psvchologists are involved 
in vocational and other forms of counseling. These are the school roun
wlon· 

J,;r1umtio11a/ psvrho!OK)' mav include school psvchology, but educa
tional ps\Thologists. as such. are usuallv involved with more general, less 
immediate problems than arc most school pscvhologists or school coun
selors. Educutional psvchologists are especially concerned with increasing 
the efficiencv of learning in schciol bv apph·ing their psychological knowl
edge about learning and moti\·ation to the curriculum. 

EXPERIMENT AL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
.\!any ps\chologists arc not primarilv engaged in work that applies directly 
to practical problems. Instead, these psvchologists tf\· to understand the 
fundamental causes of behavior. Thev do what is sometimes called basic 
research, studving such fundamental processes as learning and memory, 
thinking. semation and perception. motivation, and emotion. In other 
\\ords. the experimental psvrholoKist studies how behavior is modified and 
how people retain these modifications. the processing of information in 
thinking, how human sensor\· svstems work to allow people to experience 
what is going on around them. and the factors thH urge them on and give 
direction to behavior. (See Chapters 3, 4, S, 6, 7, and 8.) 

A number of experimental psvchologists are concerned with the 
relationship of the brain and other biological activitv to behavior; these are 
physioloKiral psvrho/ogists. (See Chapter 2 and Figure 1.8.) While it is a part 
of psvchologv, physiological psvchologv is also considered to be part of 
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rhc broader field of neurobiolof!J-the study of the nervous system and its 
t'u nctions . 

. .\s you might surmise from the name of the subfield, controlled 
experiments are the major 1esearch method used by experimental ·psv
chologists. But experimental methods are also used by psvchologists other 
than experimental psvchologists. For instance, social psychologists ma' 
do experiments to determine the effects of rnrious group pressures and 
influences on a person's behavior. So in spite of its name, it is not the 
method which distinguishes experimental psvchologv from other sub
fields. Instead, experimental psychology is distinguished bv what it stud
ies-the fundamental processes of learning and memory, thinking, 
sensation and perception, motivation, emotion, and the physiological or 
biological bases of behavior. 

INDUSTRIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
The first application of psvchology to the problems of industries and 
organizations was the use of intelligence and aptitude tests in selecting 
emplovces. (See Chapter 13.) Todav, many companies use modern \er
-;1ons of such tests in their hiring and placement programs. Pri\·ate and 
public organizations also apply psvchologv to problems of management 
and emplovee training, to supervision of personnel, to improving commu
nication within the organization, to counseling cmplovces. and to alle,·iat
ing industrial strife. The applied psvchologists who do this work arc 
sometimes called pn:rnnnel pswhologi1·1s . 

.\lanv industrial and organizational psvchologists work as members 
of consulting firms which sell their services to companies. For one busi
ncs,, thev mav set up an cmplovce-selcction program; for another, thev 
mav recommend changes in the training program; for another, they mav 
Jnalvze problems of interpersonal relationships and run programs to train 
companv management and cmplovees in human-relations skills; and for 
>till another, thn may do research on consumer attitudes toward the 
rnmpanv' s products. 

This, then, is a subfield of p>vchologv in which psvchological princi
ples are applied to practical problems of work and commerce. Even the 
re .... earch which is done is aimed at the solution of particular practical 
problems. Compare this with the basic research orientation of experimen
tJ! psvchologists. 

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 
We spend much of our lives in the presence of other people, with whom 
we inreracr':in a variety of ways and in different settings. The primary 
focus of so¢ial psvchology is on understanding how individuals are af
fected by ot_her people. This focus covers a wide rq_nge of po:;sible 
interests. FO{ example, it includes the studv of the ways in which we 
perctive other people and how those perceptions affect our behavior 
rnw:l.r<l thenr (Chapter 9). Similarly, it imolves concerted efforts to under
stand the determinants of interpersonal influences and of attitude change 
(Chapters 9 and 10). Thus, social psychologists might study how percep
tual stereotypes affect interactions or how the decisions of a committee 
member are influenced by what others on the committee do or say. 
Sometimes the interest is on the mutual influence exerted by individuals 
in close relationships, such as marriage. 
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anah'>t. l..)ince psychoanalysis originated in Freud's medical and psychi
atnc practice, it was first adopted by psychiatrists~-and thus, today, many 
ps\'chiatrisb are also psychoanalysts. But clinical psychologists who have 
had psvchoanalnic training can also be psychoanalysts"as can people who 
arc ncid1cr ps\ chiatrists nor dinical psvchologists. Psychoanalysts without 
l\l. D. degrees are known as "!av analysts." Figure 1. 7 shows the rela
tion•d1ips among clinical psvchology, psvchiatry, and psychoanalysis. 

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY 
The wurk of the counseling psvchologist is qu.ite similar to that of the 
clinicai ps\chologist. The diffe.rence between them is that c~unseling 
psvchologists generallv work with people who have milder emotional and· 
personal problems. They may use psychotherapy in an attempt to help 
with these problems. Counseling psychologists are often consulted by 
people with specific questions, such as a choice of career or educational 
program. In their practice. counseling psvchologists may make extensive 
use of tests to measure aptitudes, interests, and personality charac
teristics. (See Chapter 13.) :\ number of counseling psychologists try to 
help people who are having problems with family living; these are the 
marriage and familv counselors. 

SCHOOL AND EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
\luch of the sihool pswholo;.;1~1fs job consists of diagnosing learning difficul" 
ties ~rnd trYing to remedY them. llsing tests and information gained from 
consultations with the student and his or her parents. the school psvchol
ogist tries to pinpoint the problem and suggest action to correct it. For 
instance, a school psvchologist might suggest that a poor ·reader be as
signed to a remedial reading class. Other school psvchologists arc innilved 
in vocational and other forms of counseling. These arc the srhoo! roun
sdon· 

Fdumtional psvrhology ma\' include school psvchology, but educa
tional ps\'chologists, <IS such. are usually involved with more general, less 
immediate problems than arc most school pscvhologists or school coun
selors. Educational psvchologists are cspeciallv concerned with increasing 
the efficicncv of leuning in schi1ol bv applving their psvchological knmvl
edge about learning and motivation to the curriculum. 

EXPERIMENT AL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
\!any ps\ chologists are not primarilv engaged in work that applies directly 
to practical problems. Instead, these ps\'l'hologists try to understand the 
fundamental causes of behavior. Thev do what is sometimes called basic 
research, srudving such fundamental processes as learning and memorv, 
thinking. semation and perception, motivation, and emotion. In other 
words. the experimental psyrholo;.;ist studies how behavior is modified and 
how people retain these modifications, the processing of information in 
thinking, how human sensorY systems work to allow people to experience 
what is going on around them. and the factors that urge them on and give 
direction to behavior. (See Chapters .3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.) 

A number of experimental psvchologists are concerned with the 
relationship of the brain and other biological activitv to behavior; these are 
physiolo;;im! psvrho!ogists. (See Chapter 2 and Figure 1.8.) While it is a part 
of psvchologv, physiological psychologv is also considered to be part of 
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The field of social psvchologv is not exclusi\ eh· populated bv psv
chologists. The field has partirnbrh· benefited from contributions b\ 
sociologists. While the research endcl\ ors of people from both discipline'> 
often overlap, the focus c•f socicd ps,chologv i;, tYpicalh upon the indi,·id
nal, while the sociologist is primJrih concerned \\ith societal institutions. 

\\'hile manv basic discmerics ciliout indi\·idual socicd behavior have 
practical applications, social ps\chologv also has an explicith <1ppiied side. 
SociJI psychologists have de\ eloped and pl'.rfected tl'.chniques for measur
ing attitudes and orinion-;. Sun c\;, of poiitic1l opinions. consumer at
titudl'.s, and attitmks concerning contro\crsi<.d social questions gi\·e 
needed information w politicians. bw,inl'.ss cxecuti\es. and communit\ 

leaders when rhev must make important dccisiom. 

DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Developmental ps\chologists tf\ ro understand comp lo. he hen iors b\ 
'm1dving their beginnings and the mderh \\avs in \vhich thn change \\itr. 
time. If we can trace the origin crnd dc\eloprnentcd sequence of a certJ1~ 
behavior, we will lrn\·c a better undcrsundinl( of it. Since ('hanges 1-

behavior occur rapidlv in the urh \cirs of life. 1/Jilrl p.1r1/Jologr. the -,wd·. 
of children's behavior. comprises a Lir,ge pan of de\ clop mental psYch< ,i. 
ogv. (Sec Chapter 11.) B11t dc\elopmcntai changes abo occur 111 adolc,. 
cence, adulthood, crnd old c1ge: and so the stllll\ of these changes is als<1 _ 

part of dC\elopmcntctl p'>\Cholog\·. (Sec Chapter 12.1 
Dcvclopm<.:ntal ps\ ci10io,l(\ has both research and applied aspect, 

For instance, cl great dcd of rl'.scarch ha'> been done on the de,elopmcr: 
of thinking in children. I )o pro,grcssin: and sv;,tematic changes take plaLc
in thinking durin.l( the first fe\\ \ears of lifr:-Thc\ do. (Sec Chapter 11 f, · 
details.) On the applied side. dc\elopmental pn·hologist'i are often c01 -

ccrned \\·ith children who ha\ e bcli;1\ ior problems or psvchological di-,nr
ders. The kinds of bch,1nor found in disturbed thildren are frequenrh 
quite diffcrl'.nt from the bcha\ iors found in disturbed adults. and differcn: 

methods arc used to treat them. 

COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
This relariveh ne\1 area of ps\cholog\ is difficult to describe bccau'= 
communitv ps\cholo,gists do so mcrn\ th111gs. In .t>:encral. it c.m be s,1id the· 
101111111mitv p.1yi/Jolog1.1rs c1pph P'"dwlogicai pri11uplcs. ideas, and points": 
view to help soh c ,;ocial pr<Jblcrns c111d to help indi' idtwls adapt to thc

work and li1ing groups. (Sec C:lupter Iii. page /U.) 
Some comm unit\ ps\ chologists arc C'>Sl'.JHialh clinical ps\clwl

ogists. The\ set up progr:im'> to reach people in the com mu nit\' "h 
luppcn to hcl\C behcl\·ior problem-;. or ctrc likeh· to dc\elop them and \\·Ji, 

arc not pre'ienth being sen ed Ji\· trc1ditioncd ps,L·hothcrapcutic method' 
Thl'.se pS\chologists arc a part of the communit\ mental-health mme· 

men r. 
Other communit\ p>\choi<lg1sts enc less dirccth rnncerncd 1\·irh th: 

mental health of i11di1·1duals ,md more conn:rncd with brin.l(ing ide,1s fr<c 
the bchc1\ioral sciences to hear on cornnHrnit\ problems. \\'c might c.i: 
these the "social-problem communit\ ps,·cholo.l(ists." Hostilitv Jmup~ 
groups in the communitv, bad reL1tions ben,cen the police and commu
nitv members, or distress due to a lack of cmplovrncnt opportunities, f, · 
example, might be problems on ,,·hich a social-prnblem communitv ps, -
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chologist would worh.. On the more positive side, such psvchologists ofren 
\\ork to encourage certain groups ro participate in community decisions, 
ro provide psvchological information about cffecti\ e and health-promot
ing child-rearing pracriccs, or to ad\ ise school systems about how to.make 
their curricula meet the needs of communitv members. To accomplish 
their aims. soci•il-rroblem rnmmunitv psvchologists sometimes focus on 
changing C()mmunitv organizations and institutions to help remove the 
sources of commLmitv problems. 

l'icmpoints 
~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

.\t the beginning of this chapter, we ga\e •l definition of p.1:vrholof!:.' which 
->Jid, in part, that p.rwholof!)' is "the science of human and animal behav
ior ... \\'e then went on w describe how tlie scope of bek\\"ior could be 
broadened to include mental events. This definition itself represents a 
\JC\\ point. Other psw·hologists might choose to define psvchology as "the 
,c 1cncc \\ hich studies mind and swtcs of consciousness." and a few 
!''\chologist-; might drop the term s1jcncc from the definition. Thus. 
luncLimcntal diffcn.:nces in \ it:\1·points show up in the ve1Y definition of 
\l'\c·holog\ and in idea-; ,iJmur \1hat psvchologv should studv and how . 
. '->uch diffrrenccs. and tile arguments they spark. can make psvchology a 
\1\ eh field mdeed. 

In the histol\ of ps\cholog\, strong differences of opinion about 
.1 h.1r [h\cholog\ -;hould studv and hO\i it should do it were represented 
11\ 'choub of ps\chologY--groups of like-minded psvchologists \1·hich 
r', •rmcd around influential teachers who argued for one \'iewpoint or 
Jn"rhcr. Timt: ha' tended to blunt the old arguments somewhat, and the 
,_·.1rh schools h,n e Lirgch passed inw histol\·. 

Toda\. mam psn·hologists share the idea that ps\cholog\' should 
'rL1ch bchci\·ior; C\en those \\ho wanr to studv internal mental events 
".eneull\ agree that this must begin \lith a look at beh,l\ior. However, 
c\ en \\hen rhe\ agree to look at be ha\ ior, ps\chologists mav disagree 
.iho11t \1 hat the\ see and what it means .. \s soon as it is time to make sense 
out of the rnmple:-.ities of beha\·ior, ps\chologists' differing perspectives 
cJn lead them to sharplv differing \·iews. Before we look at the current 
perspccti\ cs of pwchologists. some himirical background will help put 
these points of \·iew into focus. 

EARLY SCHOOLS OF PSYCHOLOGY 
Formed ideas about beha\'ior and mind in \1·cstern culture began with the 
classical (;reek philosophers and ha\·c continued to this dav as pan of the 
fabric of philo<>ophv. Ps\chologY a:\ a separate area of studv '[llit away 
from philos<>phv a litrle <J\"er 100 \cars ago. The '>Uc-ccsses of the experi
mental mcchod in the phvsical sciences cnc(\uraged some philosorhers to 
think that mind and beh,ffior could be studied with scientific methods. In 
1879. the first psvchological lahoraror\ was established at the l 'niversity 
of Leipzig bY the Ucrman philosophcr-psYchologist Wilhelm \Vundt 
( 1832-1920). (Pictures of \Vundt and other fanrnu<> psvchologists are in 
Figure 1. 9.) The first formal psvchologv laboratol\· in the l 1 nited States 
was set up at Johns Hopkins l 'ni\ersitv in 188.l. and within a few years 
most major universities had psvchoic1gv labo1atories and departments. 
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Although still philosophiGd in part, the spirit of psvcholog\' as a ne\\. 
separate.field of stmh. as it de\-cloped in the last vears of the nineteenth 
cenrurv. is captured in William James's famous textbook of 1890, Tht 
Pri111iple.\ of Psvd1o!ogy. 

James. \Yundt. and the other psYchologists of the time thought of 
psvchologv as the srudv of mind. Thev did experiments to find the Lms 
relating events in the phvsical \rnrld to a person's mental experience of 
those e\·ents: thev studied attention. or the process bv which we become 
aware of some external events and nor of others; and thcv did mal1\ 
experiments in the ,ueas of image"·· memof\·, thinking. and emotion. 

In the first decades of the twentieth century, psychologists came to 

hold quite different views about the nature of mind and the best wavs to 

srndv it. About the same time, fundamental questions were raised about 
\\hat should be studied in psYchologv: Should psvchologY be the stud\· of 
mind. should it study behavior, or should both mind and behavior be 
included? Different influential psvchologists of the time held quite differ
ent views on the nature of mind and the proper subject matter for 
psychologv. Schools of thought formed around these leaders as their 
students adopted their ideas. These schools of thought are known as the 
schools of psvchology; thev set the direction for much of the research on 
mind and behavior in the early vears of this century. 

Structuralism This ea riv school of psvchologv grew up around the ideas 
of \Vilhelm Wundt in Germany and was established at Cornell ll niversit\ 
in the llnited States by one of Wundt's students, Edward B. Titchener 
(1867-1927). (See Figure 1.9.) The goal of the structuralists was to find 
the unit1, or clements, which make up the mind. They thought that as in 
chemistry, a first step in the studv of the mind should be a description uf 
the basic, or elementaf\', units of sensation, image, and emotion which 
compose it. For instance, the strucwralists did experiments to find the: 
elementary sensations-such as red, cold, sweet, and fragrant, for exam
ple-which provide, they said, the basis for more complex mental experi-



ences. The mam method used by the structuralists to discm·er these 
elementary units of mind was introspection. Subjects were trained to report 
as objectively as possible what they experienced in connenion with a 
certain stimulus, disregarding the meanings thev had come to associate 
with that stimulus. A subject might, for example. be presented with a 
colored light, a tone, or an odor and asked tu describe it as minutely as 
possible. These experiments using introspection have given us a great 
deal of information about the kinds of semations people have, but other 
psvchologists of the time challenged the idea that the mind could be 
understood by finding its elements and the rules for combining them. Still 
others turned awav from describing the structure of the mind to study how 
the mind functioned. 

Gestalt Psychology This school of psvcholog; was founded in Germany 
Jbout 1912 bv !\lax Wertheimer (1880-1943) and his colleagues Kurt 
Koffka (I 88h- I 94 I) and \folfgarig Kohler ( 1887-1 %7 ). (See Figure I. 9.) 
These pioneer psvchologists felt that structuralists were wrong in thinking 
of the mind as being made up of elements. They maintained that the 
mind is not made up of a combination of simple elements. 

The German word Gfstalt means "form" or "configuration," and the 
c;estalt psvchologists maintained that the mind should be thought of as 
resulting from the whole pattern of sensof\· activitv and the relationships 
Jnd organizations within this pattern. For instance, we recognize a tune 
11 hen it is transposed to anmher kcv; the clements have changed, but the 
rurrern of relationships has staved the same. Or. to take another example, 
11 hen vou look at;z,the dots in Figure 1.10, vour mental experience is not 
JUSt of the dots. or clements. but of a square and a triangle sitting on a 
line. It is the organization of the dots and their relationships that deter
mine the mental experience vou ha\·e. Thus, the point made b\ the 
Gestalt psychologists in their opposition to structuralism \1as that mental 
experience depends on the patterning and organization of elements and is 
not due simplv to the compounding of clements. In other \\ords, accord
ing to the Gestalt psvchologists, the mind is best understood in terms of 
the wavs elements are organized. (\lore examples of the importance of 
orgJnization in mental experience will be given when perception is dis
cussed in Chapter 3.) 

Functionalism Functionalists, such as John Dewey (187.~-1954 ), James 
R. Angell (18h9-1949), and f-Lm·ey Carr (1873-1954) at the University of 
Chicago proposed that psychology should study "what mind and behavior 
do." (Sec Figure I. 9.) Spccificallv. they were interested in the fact that 
mind and behavior are adapti<.;r-thev enable an individual to adjust to a 
changing environment. Instead of limiting themselves to the description 
and analvsis of mind. the functionalists did experiments on the wavs in 
which learning (Chapter 4), memof\· (Chapter 5). problem solving (Chap
ter 6), and motivation (Chapter 7) help people and animals adapt to their 
environments. In brief, as the name of the school implies. these early 
p-;vchologists studied the functions of mmd and behavior. 

Behaviorism This school of psychologv originated with John B. Watson 
( 1879-1958), who was, for many years. at Johns Hopkins llniversitv. (See 
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Figure 1. 9.) Watson rejected mind as the subject of psychology and 
insisted that psychology be restricted to the study of brhm:ior-the ob
servable (or potentially observable) activities of people and animals. 

In addition to its focus on behavior as the proper subject matter oi 
psychology, behaviorism .. haa three other important characteristics. One 
was an emphasis on conditioned responses (Chapter 4, page 141) as the 
elements, or building blocks. of behavior. Behaviorism. in fact, wa' 
somewhat like the structuralism it rejected because it maintained that 
complex processes are compounds of more elementary ones. Its clements. 
however, were conditioned responses rather than sensations, images, or 
emotions. The conditioned response will be discussed in detail in Chap
ter 4, but we can describe it loosely now as a relativelv simple learned 
response to a stimulus. \\'arson argued that complex human and animJi 
behavior is made up almost entirely of conditioned responses. :\ scconc:' 
closelv related characteristic of behaviorism was its emphasis on learned 
rather than unlearned, behavior. It denied the existence of inborn. 11· 

innate. behavioral tendencies. (See Chapter 2. page 41.) :\ third charaL
teristic of behaviorism was its focus on animal beh:ffior. \\'arson held thr 
there arc no essential differences between human and animal beha\11•: 
and that we can learn much about our own behavior from the stuch 11: 

what animals do. 

Psychoanalysis Stricrh· speaking. ps\-choanahsis is not a <>chool of P" -
chologv. but it has had a great impact on the thinking and theorizing'•: 
many psychologists. Psvchoanal\sis \\·as founded in \'ienna .. \ustria. h\ 
the psychiatrist Sigmund Freud (18S6-19.)8). (His picture is on page S7h.' 

In the course of his practice with neurotic patients. Freud de\·el
oped a theOJ\' of beha\·ior and mind \vhich said that much of what we d1 · 
and think results from urges. or drives. \I hich seek expression in beha\ ic•r 
and thought. :\ crucial point about thc<>e urges and drives, according t• · 
psychoanalvtic theory, is that thev arc hidden from the awareness of the 
individual; thev are. in other \lords. unconscious. It is the expression 111· 

the unconscious drives which shows up in beh~l\·ior and thought. The 
term unrons!"ious motication thus describes the kev idea of psn·hoanahsi' 
Freud elaborated on this basic theme of unconscious motivation. the 
result being the the(lf\ which is described in detail in Chapter 14 (1x1ge 
576) and the system of psychotherapv outlined in Chapter 16 (page 681 1• 

MODERN PERSPECTIVES 
The discoveries made bv the structural. Gestalt. ~rnd functionai schools ut 
psychologv ha\·c become part of the general store of psvchological krnrn l
edge; but the schools. as such. have vanished. Behaviorism and psvchu
analvsis, on the other hand. arc still. in modified forms. among the 
current psvchological perspectives. Together with these hardy surYivcm. 
the new perspectives \I hich have arisen in the last 50 vears or so gi\ e 
psvchologists a rich varietv of\ iewpoints to choose from in their task n: 
describing and understanding behavior. Examples of these newer vie\1 -
points include the biological. cognitive. developmental, humanistic, and 
social perspectives. (See Figure 1. 11.) Looking at these perspectives now 
will give you a preview of some of the ideas to come later in this book. 
The perspective taken depends parth on the bias of the individuJ; 
psychologist and parth· on \I hat aspect of beha\ ior (as broadh defined or. 
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pJi.;es h-7) i-; under >t11ch: certain perspecti\TS ,1re more appropriate for 
'"me beha1 iors than others. 

To illustrate 'iome current p'ivcholui.;ical perspectives, we will look 
hrieflv at their 'itrengths and \leakne'ises .1s theY trv ro deal with behav
J11ral obsenations such as the following: 

1. On the plavground. 6-vear-uld S:1rn pu'ihes little Samantha off 
her tricn·le <rnd rides a\1·a\ on ir. 

? \Ir..·\ .. a SS-1e:ir-old nun. find-., rl1at he is forgetting important 
appointments and has trouble recalling newspaper stories he read 
the dav before. 

f 1011 might :t ps\cholo.t!;ist \1ith '1 beh.nioral. biological, cognitive, devel
"pme1lt,ll. humanistic. ps\cho,mahric. rir social perspective tn· to under
'tJnd these mo e':arnplcs; 

The Behavioral Perspective \\'hat Sc1111 acru<ilh did~not his thoughts 

m C\en Ills muti1es--11ould be the focus tif this perspecti\C .. \sked whv 
Sam pushed Samantha off her tnc\clc, a pS\'chologist with a behavioral 
perspective might amwer th:it Sam learned to behave this wav because 
the bcha\'ior paid off in the past. In other words. he learned to act 
aggressive!\ in certain sitllations because he was rewarded for such beha\'
ior in the past. In Chapters 4 (page lSZl, 14 (page S94), and 16 (page 694), 
11·e will describe the \lork of R. F. Skinner (picture on page 594) and 
others to <>hem hm1 learning and the bcha\ ioral perspective can be applied 
not onh to ar;gres-;ion bm to mar1\' other acrions. 

For \Ir . .-\ .. the SS-\ear-old man \1·ith memorv problems, the beha\'
ioral perspecti\e \\ould focus on a preci'>c description of the changes in 
the man's beha\ior. A psychologist \1·ith a behavioral perspccti\·e might 
also be interested in trving to teach behavioral skills to this man so that he 
might learn to compensate for the beha\'ioral problems caused by his 
forgetfulness. Discovering the causes of the forgetfulness would probablv 
be left to a psvchologist with another pcrspecti\'e-a biological psychol

ogist, perhaps. 

The Biological Perspective Psychologists \'.1th this perspecti1·e try to 
relate bdrn\'ior to functions of the boch·--rhe nen·ous and glandular 
svstems in. particular. (See Chapter Z: Chapter.), pages 85-107, Chapter 
S, page 188; Charter/, page Z7Z: C!Hptcr 8. page 313; and Chapter IS, 

Figure/.// 

Representatives of the biological, so
cial, de\·clop:nenul, and cognitive 

perspectives. (a) 
R. Thompson (Chuck Painter/Stanford 
Universitv); (h) J. Thibaut (University 

of '.\/orrh Carolina, Chapel Hill); (r) H. 
Rheingold (University of North Car
olina. Chapel Hill); (d) A. Bandura 

(Stanford lJniversitv.) 
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pages 641 and 651.) Consider the forgetful man again. Biological-perspec
tive psychologists would wonder whether he had a brain problem. Per
haps he is in the beginning stages of Alzh<;:imer's disease, and the 
chemistry of the brain is at fault (Chapter 5, page 212). 

Is there anything piological about little Sam which might have 
caused him to behave so aggressively toward Samantha? ~dales arc gener
ally more aggressive than females (l\faccoby & Jacklin, 1974 ); th is mav be 
related to male-female hormonal differences, but the evidence in human' 
on this point is mixed. Of course, even if there is a hormonal basis for 
male aggressiveness in general, this does not explain whv Sam acted more 
aggrcssi\ely than other little bovs. Perhaps other perspectives arc needed 
to provide a more satisfacto~· account of Sam's aggressiveness. 

The Cognitive Perspective The word mgnition refers to perception of the 
world around us (Chapter 3, '.Jages 107-129), some aspects of karnim.: 
(Chapter 4, page 168. and Chapter 14. page 596), mcmof\ (Chapter.' 1. 

thinking (Chapter 6), and comprehension of our social cmironmen: 
(Chapter 9). :\nother wav to consider cognition is to sav that it refer-; rr 

the processing of information that we receive through the senses (Chap tr.: r 
S, page 185 ). Such processing is the basis of the experience we kn r.: 

which we call mind. Differences in rhe ways we process information m.i' 
lead to differences in beha 1·ior. 

A cognitivelv oriented psvchologist would tf\' to explain Sam ·s be
havior in terms of his perception of Samantha as a weak little girl \Vho c.ir 
be bullied. :\ltcrnativch, Sam mav ha\·e perceived other little bo\-; get
ting away with such aggression and mav be modeling his behavior on their 
example. This is the basis for Albert Bandura's (picture on page .'% 
social learning theory, about which we will have more to sav in Chapter J..l 
(page 596). Of course, if Sam did model his behavior on others, he \\Ouk 

be drawing on his memor\·-anorhcr cognitive process; and he mav ha\ e 
considered the situation and planned his action so that nobody was around 
when he pushed Samantha-thinking. 

The cognitive perspective would have much to say about !\Ir. A. anci 
his memory problem. After all, memor\' is a major focus of this perspec
tive. Questions would be raised as to exactly what was forgotten and wh~H 
was remembered, how the processing of information had changed. and 
whether the man could be helped by giving him new ways of processim: 
incoming information for storage in his memory and later retrieval fron~ 
his memory store. 

The Social Perspective Because social psychologists trv to understand 
normal social interactions. thev would be interested in both Sam and 
Samantha and the setting of their interaction. Social pwchologists mighr 
well adopt the cognitive framework described above or be interested in 
Sam's attitude toward little girls to determine whether his behavior l 
toward Samantha is consistent with this attitude (Cha11ter 10, page 402 ). I 
More likely, however, would be the social psvchologist's attempt to get ar 
the causes of the behavior bv obtaining more information about the 
participants and the setting. Sam appears responsible for pushing Sa
mantha. This seems especially clear if it is known that Sam has pushed 
other little girls and that no other little boys in Sam's plavground push 
little girls around. Conversely, imagine a situation in which all the chi!-
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dren in the playground push Samantha, but none of them ever push each 
other. It now appears that there i~ something about Samantha that causes 
her to be pushed. Social psychologists are alert to the joint contributions 
two participants make to any interaction (Chapter 9, page .)42). ·· 

With respect w the forgetful man, i\Ir. A., the social perspective 
would focus on how the memorv deficit affects f\lr. A. 's relationships with 
other people. In particular, this perspective would look for charges in the 
number and the qualitv of his relationships. 

The Developmental Perspective The developmental perspective is con
cerned with characteristic changes that 0ccur in people as they mature
changes in the wav thev think, for example. Sam's plavground behavior 
might be seen panh· as the result of :1is cogniti\·e 1gormtrism (Chapter 11. 
page -1.'\7)-that is, his limited ahilitv to think about how things look or 
feel to others. Like manv voung children, Sam mav have trouble taking 
the pcr'ipecti\c of someone like Samanth,1 and recognizing that others 
ha\ e feelings and can be hurt. ;\s he gro\\'S older, Sam should be better 
:rnd better able w put himself in the place of others, consider their 
feelings, and bcha\ e appropriarch . 

.-\s for \Ir. c\., the forgetful man, the developmental perspccti\·e 
might view his beha\·ior as ~csulring parrl\· from the natural aging process . 
. \!though serious problems of thinking and remembering arc rare at age S.S 
!Chapter 12, page -19.'\), one problem does sometimes arise :ls peopL: 
.1pproach old age: ;\I though their memories remain (thev do not go awav 1, 

thC\ mav be a bit harder "rn find in the file." 

The Humanistic Perspective The humanistic perspecti\·e emphasizes 
the person's sense of self (Chapter 1-1, page 598). From this viewpoint, 
.'>Jm 's behavior might be seen as a part of his quest for personal compc
rencc, ad1ic\·emcnt, and self-esteem. Idcalh·. as he matures, Sam will 
!ind wavs of enhancing his sense of self that will nor harm or deprive 
()thers. 

I lea ring ,1bout our SS-vcar-old man, a humanistic psvchologist might 
he less concerned about the causes of the man's forgetfulness than about 
it\ effects. llow I\ ill the mcmorv loss make this man feel <!bout himself? 
I Im\· will it affect his competence at work and his cffecti\·eness as a 
person? \\'ill his self-esteem be damaged? From the humanistic perspec
ti\·c, such questions arc of central importance. 

The Psychoanalytic Perspecth>e The psvchoanah tic perspccti\·e is part 
of the broader pcrspccti\c called psvchodrnamic (Chapter 1-1, page 
575)-a perspecti1e that focusc'> on the role of feelings and impulses 
which are thought t<) he unconscious .. \ kcv psvchodvnamic idea is that 
when these impulses arc unacccpt<1blc, or when thev make us anxious, we 
use defense mechanisms (Chapter 1-1, page S88) to reduce the anxiety. 
One of these defense mechanisms is rli.1plaff!llf!l/ ({ :hapter 1-1. page 590); 
when we arc angrv at someone who is too powerful or frightening to be 
openly angrv at, we displace our anger-deflect it onto someone who is 
weaker. Perhaps this is what happened with ,·mmg Sam. Perhaps he was 
angry at his reacher, or at his parents. bur he did not dare express his 
anger to them directlv. In attacking Samantha. Sam mav be displacing the 
anger he re;qv feels toward more powerful people. 
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Another key idea of the psychoanalvtic perspective is th3t sli1 
accidents, often happen for 3 reason (Chapter 5, page 207) and that 
may reveal hidden motives. When a 5S-\-e3r-old man forgets apr 
ments, there IY!.ay be an unconscious reason. Perhaps. deep dow1 
disliked the people he was supposed to see; or perhaps he resente 
demands of his job, and his unconscious self expresses that resentme 
causing him to forget some of those demands. The psvchoanal\"tic 
spective digs beneath the surface of behavior. looking for hi 
processes and hidden impulses (Chapter 16. page 683). 

Summary 

1. Psychology is defined as follows: It is the science of ht 
and animal behavior; it includes the application of rhis scicn 
human problems. 

2. As a science, psychology is comprised of svstematized kr 
edge that is gathered by carefully measuring and obser.ing n· 

Theories are used to summarize observations and to predic 
outcomes of future observations. Another important 3specr of 
chology as a science is its use of measurement-the assignmc 
numbers to objects or events according to certain rules. 

3. As the definition indicates, psvcholog\ has an <lrplied 
The application of knowledge to practical problems is an ,ut-<I 
or knack for doing things which is acquired b\ swdv. pwctice 
special experience. 

4. The word "behavior" in the definition of psvchologv ref 
anything a person or animal does that can be observed in some 
Defining psychologv as the study of behavior does not exclude 
and other internal processes from the field of psvcholog\: \\ 
person does-his or her beha\·ior-is the <ffenue through \ 
internal mental events can be studied. 

5. Psychology is not the only branch of knowledge \I hich st 
human and animal behavior. Anthropologv. sociologv. econo 
political science, geography, and histof\· also studv \ arious as 
of behavior and, together with psvchologv, comprise the gro 
knowledge areas known as the behavioral sciences. The SW· 

behavior is also a part of several biological sciences-zoologv. 
macology, phvsiology, and neurobiologv, for example. 

6. l Ising the experimental method, the psvchologist m1dic' 
der controlled conditions, the effects on a dependent \arial: 
changes in an independent variable. In a ps\Thologic<ti c-.;perir 
the independent variable can be almost amrhing. but the dl 
dent variable is always some aspect of beh<ffior (as broadh defi 

7. An experiment is no better than its controls. Onh the \·ari 
should change in an experiment; other factors \\ hich might ' 
the outc-0me of an experiment must be held constant or unccle 
in some way. Such extraneous factors can be concrolled for b\ 1 
control groups or by using a within-subjects ibcfore-Jnd-after 
perimental design. 



8. A great advantage (Jf experiments is that thev can be repli
L<!tcd. or repeated. so that psvchologists can confirm, and thereby 
be more confident about. their observations. Limitations of the 
e\f)erimental method arc that it cannot always be used, its results 
Jre obtained in artificial situations and ma\· be limited in their 
.ipplication, :rnd the procedures themselves may interfere with the 
\ ef\ thing being measured. 

9. l 'sing the method of svstematic observation, researchers make 
the most exacting and controlled studv thcv can of naturally occur
ring behavior. To establish the cause (or causes) of a certain behav
l(Jf. researchers must make a large number of obsef\·ations to which 
thcv can apph inductive-reasoning principles. 

l 0. The clinical method focuses on the studv of an individual's 
hek\\·ior: it is usual I\· used to understand behavioral problems. As a 
rool in science, the main \·aluc of the clinical method is that its use 
ma\· suggest fruitful ideas which can be invt:'stigatcd more rigorously 
u-;ing cxpcrimcnul or S\stematic-obsef\·ation methods. 

11. The work of ps\'Chologists is quite varied, and many spe
c1<iltics c.xist within the field .. -\mong the subfields of psvchology are 
clinical ps\'l·hologv, counseling ps\chologv, school and educational 
ps\'l'h<ilogv, experimental and phvsiological psvchology, industrial 
.ind organiz,itional ps\cholog,·. social psvchologv, developmental 
P'\cholog'. and communit\ ps\cholog\'. 

12. Clinical ps\cholog\' is the largest subfield of psychology. A 
clinical psvchologist has a Ph.D .. a Psv.D. or an M.A. degree and 
h,is done se\cral \·ears of postgraduate work in a psychology depart
ment. Clinical psychologists arc trained to apply psychotherapeutic 
techniques, to diagnose psvchological disorders, and to do research 
on the cau\CS of these disorders. 

13. Clinical psvchologv and psvchiam· are often confused because 
practitioners of both cfr;ciplines use psvchotherapy in the treatment 
of behavioral problems. However. unlike clinical psychologists, psy
chiatrists are tr~iined as phvsicians and hold J\f. D. degrees; they 
become psvchiatrists bv doing several vcars of residency in a psychi
atf\ department. Reing phvsicians, psvchiatrists can use drugs and 
other medical means to treat psychological disorders. 

1-1-. Clinical psvchologv and p5vchiam· should be distinguished 
from ps\ choanalysis. .'\ ps\choanahst is a person who uses the 
particular ps\chotherapcutic techniques developed by Sigmund 
Freud and his followers. :\ clinical psychologist, a psychiatrist, or 
~1monc else \\ho has had this special training may be a psycho
analvst. 

15. Counseling psychologists do work similar to that of clinical 
psvchologists, but they are usuallY involYed with people who have 
relatively mild personal, emotional. or vocational problems. 

16. Psychologists who diagnose learning problems and try to rem
edy them are known as school psvchologists. Educational psychol
ogists arc most often inrnlved in increasing the efficiency of learning 
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in schools by applying psvchological knowledge about learning and 
motivation. 

17. Experimental psychologists do basic research in an effort to 
discover and under.~tand the fundamental and general causes of 
behavior. Thev study basic processes such as learning and memof\. 
sensation and perception, and motivation. Experimental psychol
ogists who study the relationships of biological factors to behavior 
are known as physiological psychologists. 

18. Industrial and organizational psychologists apply psvchological 
principles to assist public and prirnte organizations with their hiring 
and placement programs, the training and supef\·ision of their per
sonnel, the improvement of communication within the organization. 
and the alleviation of organizational strife. Thev mav also counsel 
employees within the organization who need help with their per
sonal problems. 

19. Social psvchologists study the wavs in which individuals are 
affected by other people. Applied aspects of social psychology in
clude the development and perfection of techniques for measuring 
attitudes and opinions. 

20. Developmental psychologists try to understand complex be
haviors- by studving their beginnings and the orderly ways in which 
they change, or dn·elop, (Aer the life span. Since behavior develops 
rapidly in the eady years of life. child psvchologv is a large part of 
developmental psvchologv, but developmental psychologists are 
also concerned with the behavioral changes that occur in adoles
cence, ac!ulthood, and old age. 

21. Community psychologv is a broad field in which psychological 
knowledge is brought to bear upon social problems and the attempts 
of people to adapt to their work and living groups. 

22. Psychologists approach the study of behavior from many dif
ferent viewpoints. Historically, the \·iewpoints of psychologists were 
represented in schools of psvchologv .. -\mong these schools were 
structuralism, Gestalt psychology, functionalism, and behaviorism. 
Psychoanalysis, while originating outside the field of psychologv 
proper, has had a large impact on psvchological thinking and may be 
considered to be a school of psvchology. 

23. The structuralists tried to find the units, or elements, which 
make up the mind. The Gestalt psychologists argue'd that mind 
could be thought of as resulting from the whole pattern of sensof\· 
activity and the relationships and organizations within this pattern. 
The functionalists were concerned with what mind and behavior 
accomplish-their ad.iptive functions which enable an individual to 

adjust to a changing environment. The behaviorists rejected the 
study of mind as a subject of psvchology and said that psychologv 
should be restricted to the studv of the activities of people and 
animals-their behavior. Psychoanalvsts, in their attempt to under
stand mental life and behavior, focused on people's unconscious 
urges and drives. 



24. Today, except for modem versions of behaviorism and psy
choanalysis, the old schools of psychology have disappeared. Vari
ous perspectives, or points of view about what is important in 
understanding mental life and behavior, characterize the present 
scene. Among these perspectives are the behavioral, biologic.al, 
cognitive, social, developmental, humanistic, and psychoanalytic. 

25. As was true of the older school of behaviorism, the current 
behavioral perspective focuses on the observed behavior of people 
or animals and not on their mental processes. Psvchologists with a 
biological perspective trv to relate people's behavior and mental 
events, as observed through their behavior, to functions of their 
bodies-especiallv to the activitv of their nervous and glandular 
systems. From the cognitive perspective, behavior and mind are to 
be understood in terms of the wav~ in which information from the 
environment, received through the senses, is processed. Psychol
ogists with a social perspective are interested in the interactions 
between and among people which influence mind and behavior. 
The humanistic perspective emphasizes a person's sense of self and 
each individual's attempts to achieve personal competence and self
esteem. The current psvchoanalvtic perspective (or, more broadly, 
the psvchodvnamic perspective) focuses, as did its historical fore
runner. on the unconscious motives and defense mechanisms which 
manifest themselves in mental life and behavior. 

Terms to Know 

One wav to test vour master\· of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether vou know what is meant bv the following terms. 

Psvchologv ( 4) 

Science (4) 

Theof\ (5) 

i\leasurement (S) 

Behavior (6) 

Experimental methods (8) 

Yariable (9) 

Independent variable (9) 

Dependent variable (9) 

Abscissa (9) 

Ordinate (9) 

Controls in experiments (9) 

Control-group design (I 0) 

Within-subjects design (12) 

Baseline (12) 

A-B-A within-subjects 
experimental design (12) 

Replication ( 13) 

Method of systematic 
observation (13) 

Correlation (IS) 

Inductive reasoning (16) 

Clinical method (16) 

Clinical psychologv/clinical 
psychologists ( 17) 

Psychiatrists (18) 

Psvcho:malvsts ( 19) 

Counseling psvchologv (20) 

School psychologist (20) 

School counselor (20) 

Educational psychology (20) 

Experimental psvchologv/experi-
mental psychologists (20) 

Physiological psvchology/phys
iological psychologists (20) 

!\ieurobiology (21) 

Industrial and organizational 
psychology (21) 

Personnel psychologist (21) 

Social psychology (21) 
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Developmental psychology (22) 

Child psychology (22) 

Communitv psychology/ 
community psycholog'lsts (22) 

Structuralism (24) 

Introspection (25) 

Gestalt psychology (25) 

Functionalism (25). 

Behaviorism (25) 

Psychoanalysis (26) 

Unconscious motivation (26) 

Behavioral perspective (27) 

Biological perspective (27\ 

Cognitive perspecti\e (28) 

Cognition (28) 

Social perspective (28) 

Developmental p<.:rspective (29) 

Egoccntrism (29) 

Humanistic perspecti\T (29) 

PsYchoanalvtic perspective (29) 

Displacemem (29) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 
~~~~-~~~~~~ 

\\'hile reading this book, you mav find that rnu would like more informa
tion about partirnlar topics. Appendix 2. "How to Look It l 'p." should be 
helpful. 

Psvchologv can be a caroer. not just a course. If vou arc interested. 
you might write to the American Psvchological .\ssociarion. I ZOO Seven
teenth St., I\'. W .. Washington, DC 20036 for the pamphlets entitled 
Careers in Psvrho!o!!:)' and Gmdufltr St!l(/v in Psv1holof!)'. 

You mav wish to compare the introduction to psvchologv presented 
in this book wirh that gi,en in other texts. \1hich ma\ be written from a 
different perspective and cmer topics not included in ours .. \s a start, 
from the more than 100 possibilities. look at one or more of the following: 
R. L. Atkinson. R. C .. \tkinson. and E. R. Hilgard's fntror/urtion to 
Pswholof!)', 8th ed. (New York: Harcourt Brace ]Cl\anmich. 1983): A. B. 
Crider, G. R. Goethals, R. D. Ka,·anaugh, and P.R. Solomon's Psvrhology 
(Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, 1983); I I. Gleitman's Psvrholof!J' (New 
York: Norton. 1981); G. A. Kimble. '\J Garmezy. and E. Zigler's Prinri
plrs of Psyrholof!)', 6th ed. (New York: Wilev. 1984); D. Krech. R. S. 
Crutchfield, N. Livson. W. A. Wilson, Jr.. and A. Parducci's Flements of 
Psyrholof!Y, 4~h ed. (New York: Knopf. 1982); E. F. Loftus's Psvrholof!:)' 
Today, 5th ed. (New York: Random House. 1983 ); I I. L. Roediger, III, J. 
P. Rushton. E. E. Capaldi, and S. G. Paris's Psvrholo.l!J' (Boston: Little. 
Brown, 1984 ); J. C. Ruch 's Psvrhology: J'he Person fl I Srienff (Belmont, CA: 
Wadsworth, 1984); and C. B. Wortman. and E. F. Loftus's Pswholoy.y. 
Zd ed. (New York: Knopf. 1985). 

True or False? ' 

\\'hile some may be judgment calls. all of the statements are gener
ally considered to be false. The numbers give the percentages of intro
ductory psychology students who marked each item "true." The article 
from which this table was taken savs, "common misconceptions about 
behavior are distressinglv resistant to change b\' text reading and class 
discussion." But the authors still hope that the reader's misconceptions 
about these and other psychological topics will be cleared up by reading 
our book. (We also hope that we have not created some new misconcep
tions of our own.) 
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Fir,ure 2.1 

Homo sapims. (United Nations) 

E mav think that we arc onlv a little lower than the angels, but we must 
not forget that we arc a spe<c~_s _<~L.<:1nir_n~L· H(j!!l_!J_Jf_lj]f!_ns is our name 
(Figure 2.1). We helve a famil,; tree spanning the millions ofvears life has 
been evolving on this planet. \Ve are remarkable creatures. with budih· 
structures and psychological capacities that ha\·e come into being through 
evolutionarv pressures over the millennia. Roughlv speaking, bodilv 

~~~~~e_s and b_ehavio_rs that h_elp anLr:iaL~9just to their, ~nvironments 
tei1clt01Je the ones which !2flli5.L This is so because animals with these 
gene-determined _sguct~-res ailrl~t:h<~)-iors live long eno~!.£.b ro pass the 
characteristics on to their offspring. Thus, the bcha\·ior patterns which 
have developed under the pressu?cs of evolution are as much a part of the 
nature of the species as is its anatomical structure. The presence of 
species-tvpical behaviors or. roughly speaking, "instincts." is olJ\·iouslv 
one contribution of biologv to behavior. 

.'\nother aspect of the bioiogv of behavior is the stmh- of the rela
tionship between behavioral and mental cvents-memorv, learning. per
ception, motivation. and speech-and processes in the nervous svstem
particularlv in the brain. The branch of psvchologv concerned with how 
activitv in the nervous svsrem is related to beh<n ior and experience goes 
bv ~.~~~ n;~e~: Jlerhap~-t-h~ most common is ph;ir;7;;g,;:;;Tps);rhology, but 



it is also called biological psychology, b!£psv£hology, n<;_uropsvchology, 
psychobiology, and P~".'..sEophysiology. Much of this chapter is about the 
brain basis of behavior and mind. This chapter also gives some back
ground for understanding the brain basis of topics such as memory, 
motivation, emotion, and certain behavior disorders. When these topics 
are discussed later in the text, we will refer back to Chapter 2. 

Species-Typical Behavior Patterns 

In the last 45 years or so, the study of animal behavior has been spurred on 
by the growth of the branch of zoology know~ as ethology. Ethology is 
concerned with behavior patterns that are typical of ~~L-~Eecie~_<,!.f 
animals-with emPfias1s on the evolution c51tliese patterns and, thus, 
their adaptive v?I:ie. Thanks to the work of many ethologists, particularly 
the pione~!:_~~rug}~s made by Ko~.9...1~z, NikolaaL_'!)!1.~_ergen, and 
Karl von Frisch (who jointly won a Nobel Prize in 1973 !:-we· now· appreci
ate more th~n ever the importance of species-typical behavior in the 
adaptation of animals to their environments. 

For a behavior pattern to b~ slassed as .iperies-typiral, all normal 
m~~i:? of the species must display the h~havior un~_circum
stances. Species-typical behaviors ari~~Jrom the genetic heritage of the 
species as it has evolved over time; these behavic>rs are, in otlTer -words, 
part of the species' "nature." But this docs not mean that the environ
meht does not plav a role in the development of species-.t.Ypic_a_l behaviors. 
In many cases, the perfection of specics:!Ieical •. ~:'..~~viors is d<;pe'?~~!1~ on 
the environmental factors present when the young animals are growing 
up. Sinc~·(h;;;~~nvT;;~~1ental factors are" roughly the same for all mem
bers of a species because they all live in a similar habitat, and since 
species-typical behaviors are based on a common genetic heritage, the 
•csult is that all normal members of the species display the behaviors. 

,l\fany species-tvpical behaviors consist of relativelv fixed and inflex
ible patterns of move!:!:i£_nt triggered bv a_J2?.rJ}P!!a..L~.tiJl1_ulus, or event, in 
the environrnent. Such a S}im!Jlus is called a~, and the _E.s~vior 
re~as~<:) by such a stimulus is often called a fixed-action...f!!!.!~'!1 (FAP). 

In addition to specific behaviors, a species.may"lie ready, or pre
pared, to be influenced by certain events in the environment and not by 
others. For example, as described in Chapter 4 (page 173), some re
sponses and associations may be readily learned by members of a particu
lar species, while other responses and associations may be learned only 
with great difficulty if at all. 

EXAMPLES OF SPECIES-TYPICAL BEHAVIOR PATTERNS 
With all the species of animals, each with its own set of species-typical 
behaviors, literally millions of examples might be cited. We will consider 
a few of them. 

The stickleback is a small freshwater fish of northern Europe. Its 
mating behavior consists of a sequence of F APs, each triggered, or re
leased, by stimuli in the environment (Tinbergen, 1952). 

At the beginning of the mating season, in early spring, the male first 
. establishes a territory from which other males are excluded. Then it 
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makes a nest by scooping out a depression in the stream bed, bv 
covering the depression with a mound of vegetation, and by hollow
ing out a tunnel in the mound. After the nest has been built, the 
drab-gray male sticki~back undergoes a dramatic color change: I ts 
belly turns red, and its back becomes bluish white. The color 
change, particularly the red belly, is a sign to stickleback females 
that the male is ready to mate. Seeing the color change, a female 
will enter the male's territory, swimming with her head up and thus 
showing the male her egg-swollen belly. Sight of the swollen bellv 
releases a zigzag pattern of swimming by the male, which causes the 
female to swim toward the male. The male, in turn, seeing the 
oncoming female, is stimulated to swim to the nest, into which he 
briefly pokes his head as the female watches. Seeing the male do 
this triggers the female to put her whole body into the nest. The 
male, aroused by this, now prods the female's tail with his snout, 
and, stimulated by this prodding, the female lays her eggs and 
leaves the nest. The male now enters the nest and fertilizes the 
eggs. This pattern may be repeated with several females, but the 
male's color eventually becomes less vivid and it no longer attracts 
females. Instead, it uses its fins to fan water over the nest, thus 
increasing the oxvgen available to the eggs and the young fish when 
they hatch. 

In this example, we see how complex social behavior is coordinated 
by releasers and how F APs can be combined to make up a complex 
behavior sequence. Remember that all this is, for the most part, part of 
the stickleback's nature. It seems likely that the evolutionary heritage of 
this species has res:Jlted in a brain and nervous system that is espe;cially 
"tuned" to receive certain stimuli and "wired" to produce relatively 
stereotyped FAPs of behavior when these stimuli are

1 
received. Animals 

with species-typical FAPs behave more or less automatically-like robots; 
given the stimulus, the behavior will almost surely follow. While from our 
human perspective this may seem limiting, such behaviors would not be 
there if they did not make the animals possessing them fit and adapted to 
their environments. In the stickleback case, these unlearned stereotyped 
behaviors seem to be a good way to make little sticklebacks, and they 
have been good enough for the millions of years that sticklebacks have 
existed as a separate species. 

Bird songs <:re another example of species-typical behavior. Many 
species of birds sing songs that they do not need to learn because they are 
an innate p,irt of the heritage of their species. Other species, however, 
learn their songs from hearing other members of their species sing them. 
Illustrative of a bird with a species-typical song is the cowbird (West et al., 
1981). 

Cowbirds are brown-and-black birds that are commonly seen during 
the spring and summer in the eastern United States. The cowbird is 
what is called a "brood parasite": The female; lays her eggs in the 
nests of other birds, who hatch the eggs and rais_e,th..e cowbird young 
along with their own. This, of course, saves the female cowbird 
much bother, but it creates a problem for the babies. How is the 
baby to find other cowbirds with which to flock and to mate? 



Evidence indicates that cowbird males innately sing a song that 
identifies them as cowbirds to other cowbirds. The male cowbird 
sung is also a powerful releaser for sexual species-typical behavior 
by the female cowbird. During the mating season, on hearing. the 
male song, the female assumes the receptive posture shown in Fig
ure 2'.2. 

The cowbird's basic song and its effects on other cowbirds are 
examples of species-typical behavior and are part of the evolutionary 
species heritage of cowbirds. But cowbirds can and do modify their 
basic song to conform to environmental pressures. It has been 
found, for instance, that the basic song sung by male cowbirds raised 
in isolation is particularly potent in arousing females. If these isola
tion-raised birds are put into flocks containing other male cowbirds, 
however, they may be attacked and perhaps killed by other males in 
the flock if they sing their superpotent song. In groups, only the 
dominant males are allowed to sing this song. This ensures that the 
strongest and fittest males will impregnate the greatest number of 
females. Any cowbird who sings a potent song in a flock had better 
be dominant or able to achieve dominance by beating off the attacks 
of other males. If the new flock member is not killed, and if he does 
not become the new dominant member of the flock, he will learn to 

change his song so that it is no longer superpotent and is more like 
those of males in the flock with low or middle dominance. This, 
then, is an example of the modificatioo of species-typical behavior 
through experience and learning. 

The expression Qf,.5,'.JllQ.t,ions is another example of species-typical 
behavior. Emotional expression is often verv much the same in all mcm
~~r~gL~_particular species and is thus part .of the speZi~s' ~ure -~;;d~~;;s a 
basis in the ~volutio~ry~herit!l~~ of the species. (See Chapter 8, page 
311, for some information about the facial expressions of human emo
tions.) Emotional expressions are interesting" examples of species-typical 
behavior because thev are crucial for the social interactions of species 
members; they provid.e signa~thers ab<:i,~(t'hi-~;;-;t;~nal S,f~t~ of the 
animal and the behavior which maXE5,f£,!1~CO!D.~!H~.(f'igure 2.3). 

SPECIES-TYPICAL BEHAVIORS OF HUMANS 
We have seen that the concept of species-typical behavior is a fruitful one 
for understanding much of what lower animals do. \\'hen it comes to 

human beings (and, to some extent, the higher primates), the situation is 
greatly complicated by the tremendous flexibility of behavior. One of the 
main results of human evo~~i~n is that we have become a species in 
which behavior is strongly influenced by learning. In other words, human 
behavior is influenced b·.yTe;;:·nil-J°g-;f;<l .by-the unique events of each 
individual's life. Learning (Chapter 4), memory (Chapter 5), and thinking 
(Chapter 6) play a large role in what we do. 

Most students of human behavior agree that our evolutionary 
heritage has given us the potential for gre~~~_havior~Lfl~~~ility. But 
what other of our behavioral characteristics can be traced to evolution and 
to our human, or species, nature? Species-typical_behaviors (especially of 
the fixed-action type) that are so much a part of the behavior of lower 
animals are not promJEent ~~3.!l.E~re. Some behaviors of infants 

~------~.r 

Figure 2.2 

The receptive posture of the female 
cowbird is triggered hv the male's 

song. (Courtesv of Meredith West.) 



Fze:ure .!.3 
~~~~--~~~~~~~~ 

Emotional expression as species-tYpical 
behavior in the dog: (a) threat, (b) 
threat showing the lips curled back LO 

expose the teeth. (r") submission. (From 
Darwin (187.2). J"llf f·,"xpression of the 
f<,"motio11s in .lfan anti .~11ima/s.) 

(Chapter 11, page 419) and the facial expressions of certain emotion' -===>====;;... ~-~=---~~'.·~·:::;::>,_.,.,._:_ 

(Chapter 8) may be considered to be spe~:,£~_!.!VIOrs. So, whik 
not prominent, we do have some specific behaviors as part of our arnmal 
natures. 

While specific species-tvpical behaviors are not an important part ot" 
our animal natures, our evolutionary heritage may contribute to our be
havior at a deeper and more fundamental level. This is the level ,,:· 
predispositions toward and potentialities for certain types of behavior 3, 

opposed to others. litother woras. our~ heritage may make it more 
prob.i!ils that_~\Vewill do some t~ings and less e.roba!!f.e that we will d1 
other~; \Ve may have built-in, or programmed, biases toward ~rtain tvpc
of behavior. (See Inquiry 2.1 on sociobiology.) 

Within the general framework provided by the species heritage. o: 
"human nature," particular behaviors are learned (Chapter 4). For exam
ple, our human nature gives us the ability to produce and understanc 
language, but whether we communicate in En~nch, Russi.an: o· 
Swahili Is a matter of learning. 

There are other examples of built-in, programme9_J>ehavioral ..£E2_ 
dispositions which human beings have. (Remember that these are onh 
broad r:._1J.Jf.fJ!IJ!,{ to-~e~a:v_e _in __ c~!.!_ajn \V<lys; the d~ __ of behavior-;e 
provided bv lea~r.1~ anq2J?t:_r_?on'sj_ngiyi.9,1:-1.al exeeriences.) It is claimed. 
for examPie; that tende,i:i~ic:s _toward c9rn£~~fiiT6n· and .eggVig_gi~m. es
pecially among males, -are mnate. Temtonal11i·-the -ne-~c[far ~2gcial 
orga_QiZ!!tio! wit_hJ(iii[s[_i'=cen;;in things we do in c~i!1.!~'1ring. ~
femal~ and, as Inquiry 2.1 describes, ~elf_-sac~~fice (or altrui§rp) :.He 
ali'rh-;~ght to be innate behavioral potentialiti~~h~~;y h;;e a basis in 
the evolution of our species. 

''"'''"""'''""""""'"!!!'!'!!!!'!:!!"::l·!:!l!!!!!!l!!l!!!!l:1l:l!!l:i:!l:ll!l:llil:ll!!llilill11'1lll ! 



rn~uiry 2.J· __, ......,, 

:. -iAT IS SOCIOBIOLOGY? 

:C::; :.ard 0 Wilson, 1n his influential and controversial 
:: cJ1<;/Soc1ob1o!o~y)The New Synthesis, defines so
: oo'orogy as ''t ~temat1.s_study Jf the biological 
c ~s _s _ _:_i_f_~l~L95:~~s.Q The key concept of so
: 51io!ogy 1s that the(J?urpose of an 1nd1v1dual's 11fe is 
. : Cd SS along gene.!JLrn.aterial to the nexfgeneration 
:''he species evolutionary forcesareatwork.tomake 
- ::; v1duals. al()ne and in groups better adapted to 
··e • -~~lf-~':::!ents so that they will survive lQJJ.§.~§:si~. 
" _ _:_·2~E.:YThe focus of sociobiology is the b1olog1cal 
". J1ur1on of various forms of adaptive social behavior 
- ~animals and. pe'maps~-fiumans -The so
: : b olog1sts wonder about the fundamental biolog
: ~ Y as they put 1t. the ultimate evolutionary roots of 

· ."- ari social organ1zat1on. Is there, they wonder, an 
". c ·~:1onary basis for such human social behaviors as 
~ ·• ~ sm mate selection. parenting behaviors, rituals 
c:··::; rel1g1on. territor1al1ty. and aggression? In other 
:. c•:Js do humans have "biog rams· from the1• evolu
. c•arv history which program their basic forms of 
sc.:>al behavior and social organizatiOri-·?"slricethere 1s 
: :·~·s1CleraEiie-·evT&,nce for an-· evolutionary basis of 
ccc:ai organization 1n lower animals. why should the 
- ~"an animal be different? 

As an example of soc1ob1olog1cal th1nk1ng. con
s der the soc1CJ.I behavior known as altru1sm-self-sac
r f,c1ng behavior performed for the ~of o~ If 
e101ut1on acts to maximize tt1e-1ike1ih'ooci-0Trass1ng 
genes on to the next generation, how can there be 
1nd1v1duals who will sacrifice themselves to preserve 
other species members? Why, for instance, will a 
lookout" in a marmot (a kind of prairie-dog) colony 

call attention to itself by warning others of the ap
proach of a coyote or other predator? Why doesn't 1t 
,ust dive into its burrow. leaving the others 1n the 
colony to take care of themselves? Or why will individ
uals of some species of birds call attention to them
selves by acting 1n1ured, thus drawing predators 
1owdrd themselves and away from the young in thf 
res: 7 rsee illustration.) 

Se•f-s_5lcri!~cin(;L2~~~':'.'?r is obviously ~dae
.-. e 'c· '.h•e altru1st1c individual; altruists maximize the 
~~=9 thatthey--wilfnol su~e !£.J?.~~5--.()~,,tti~.1~ 
:;;~_-"ow then. can altruistic behavior become part 
:· ---=- s:-oc es heritage? One sociobiological theory of 

altruistic behavior-:-the theory of kin selectton-goes 
like this Suppose that some animals iri' a 9·r·oup have 
genes for altruistic behavior. Some of the offspring 
and other relatives, or kin, of these animals~will also 
havegene~ fo~~!l_!:uis!i_c- t:Je~9vior Because they are 
related, they will also tend to live close to each other. 
Therefore, if one of them perform-s-an-·altru1stlc.act 1t 
will benefit others who share the genes for this behav
ior. When an individual engages1n altruistic behavior, 
1t tends to save the lives of its kin, who also, in varying 
degree~c.P.Q~Sef?.§~.~r:i_e_s: for this same altruistic 
behavior. Even though the altr1!istic.individ·u-al may not 
survive, its behavior saves thP lives of many of its kin 
who have the genes for altru1st1c behavior. Thus, more 
genes for altruistic behavior are preserved in the· 
group than are lost by the deafhoT3Slngle individu-al 
G"iOLJ'PS withthesegenes arefieffer-aaaptecf for sur
vival than those wit)l£ul them. In tfie long-run'.illOre 
animals wifh ""'aTiru1st1c'Qe'fThs than those without them 
will survive to pass on their genes. Thus, altruistic 
behavior will be selected and become part of the 
species heritage. 

Assuming that this soc1obiological argument for 
the existence of animal altruism is plausible, what of 
human beings, with their enormous c"apacity to be 
shaped by their experiences and environmental influ
ences? For instance. it has been reported that infirm 
o!d people in certain Eskimo groups, before contact 
with European cultures. chose to stay behind and die 
rather than slow down the whole group in an arduous 
m1grat1on. And 1n our society, a great many searchers 
will risk their lives in arduous search for a lost hiker or a 
missing child. Are these examples of human altruism 
the result of the evolutionary processes described 
above? Do these people possess the genes for al
truistic behavior? Maybe, but it could just as well be 
argued that the Eskimo elr1ers and contemporary res
cue workers have been taught, throughout their lives 
that this type of sacrifice is the proper, socially .ap
proved "thing to do" and the h[ghesJ. form_..Qf_h.§roism 
To evaluate the roles played by sociobiology and so-



c1al1zat1on a1d to assess their interaction, we neecl 
better evider ce than we now hctve. 

In the absence of good evidence, controversy 
among sc1ent1sts with fundamentally different views of 
human nature can and does flourish. Soc1ob1olog1sts 
as we have seen, ma1nta1n that. as with other ar1r:a·s 
evolution is the ultimate "cause' of human soc,a De-
havior. ~M~;t-p~y;-h;i~;JT~!s:-~ the -oth-e~-~;a:;-;-3;:e 
com-m1tted to the view that human social beha. er s sc 
moldable and modifiable as to be little 1nflL;erce:c c. 
evolutionary processes. 

The controversy between soc1ob1rnog.sts ar::; 
psychologists is the Q!Q_nature-nurtu!e 9rg__urr.E?_nt 1 see 
Chapter 11, page 413) in modern dress l/Vhat :.e 
need is less argument and morn evidence aoout '.he 
comparative roles of nature and nurture and the r .rter
act1on 1n the determination of human social oer,a. ,or 
Perhaps the greatest contribution of soc1ob1olog:ca: 
th1nk1rig to behavioral science 1n general and to psy
chology in particular, has been to raise questions 
about the role of the environment 1n determ1n1ng 

human behavior Some social behaviors of humans 
mii.y have a deep-seated evolutionary basis. The book 
Sociobiology. The New Synthesis may serve as a con
scidusness raiser for behavioral scientists, who may 
nnw oe_ more w1l!1ng to consider evolutionary ideas 
arkt tc fo©k for evidence of the biological roots of 
ctir';c;1r forrris of h'.rnar social behavior. 
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The a:,-,crrion rhar human beings ha\ e rhesc biological tendencies 
1s. ho\\C\cr. conrro\crsial. .\s good scientisrs, we must ask for evidence. 
Some scienrists base their arguments on the behavior of monkevs, ba
boons. or apes. These arguments are not convincing to many, however, 
because rhesc animal cow.ins of ours are evolutionarilv rather remote from 
us and have been following their own line of descent for millions of years; 
thev ha\·e had plentY of time to evolve behavioral predispositions of their 
own, predispositions which arc onlv superficialh· like ours. Anthropolog
ical observations of present-dav stone-age cultures are another wav of 
studying human nature. Some of these observations seem to support 
arguments for the innate basis of behavioral tendencies such as aggres
sion, but others do not. The evidence is mixed; hu:nan behavior is 
flexible and \·aried. ---------- -

- ---~.·--·-------

In the absence of conclusive evidence, the debate about innate 
human behavioral pote._ntials conrinues. (See Inquiry 2.1 and Chaprer 11, 
page 4 U.) Psffhologists tend to cmEJl'.asize the in_portancc of the ullLlli!_c 
circumstances of an indi,·idual's -lTf'~ i-n determining, be..Q..<D·ior and to give 
less weight to the ro!Z'";-fE~;~1-an nature. One reason for this is that 
psychologv -is concer~ecJwli:Ti [;'n'de-r5tai1ding, explaining, and predicting 
differences in behavior among individuals, and such individual differ- , 1~1 
ences are strongly influenced bv learning and bv the events in a person's 
life. 

.\nother way of looking at the biological and evolutionary basis of 
human behavior is to consider what the brain and nervous system make 
possible. The brain, like other bodily organs, is a product of evolution. 
Possessing a certain tvpe of brain gives the species the possibility of doinl'. 
'orne rhings and not others. For example, processes within the £~.IJI 
:-_::e_-.: "f rhe human brain (Figure 2.4) give us the c1pacitvtocommun1-
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cat~2)'~5. This is sometl1i-.g _no o~.h~r _a11imal _sp_ecies on this 
planet d~es na~ill~!y; they do not have the "brains" for it. Thinking. 
perceiving, remembering, emotionalitv. motiv~1tion. and. it seems likely, 
our self-consciousness, are all based on biological activities within our 
brains. The next parts of this chapter will gi' e some details of the brain 
basis of behavior. 

Fi.~ II ff .: .-! 

4. 
Hiuk 

of /! t!wc1 

The e\·olution of the hrain. iln the 
dogfish picture. the arrow indicates rt 
area of the hrain where the cerebral 
cortex will de\·elop in animals higher 
on the e\olutionarv scale; the dogfish 
has no true cerebral cortex.) (From p, 
rholof!Y: The F11ndamenta/.1 of Human 
Adjustment. 5th ed .. bv ]\;_ L. 1\lunn. 
1966, Boston: Hough;on "-lifflin. 
Copvright 1966 bv Houghton Mifflin. 
Reprinted hv permission.) 
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Chapter 
'j'w,10 

Some of the many tYpes of neurons. (a 
to d adapted from Da\·son & Eggleton, 
1968: t' modified from Sholl. J 9S6.) 

Brain and Behavior: Neurons and Synapses 

The human brain is estimated to contain at least 150 billion nerve ::dis, 
called neurons, each of which is- connected to many others, makir.g the 
number of connections immense. The connections between nerve cells 
Jre called svnapses. But even though there are an enormous number of 
connect10ns, research shows that they are arranged in an orderlv fashion
certain cells connect onlv with certain others. 

Because phvsiological psychologists are interested in the involve
ment of the nernius svstem in behavior and experience, it is important for 
them to know the wavs in which the living tissue of the nervous system 
acruallv conducts and processes information. Such knowledge is the bed
rock upon which all our ideas about the role of the nervous svstem in 
complex psvchological functions must be grounded. In this section, we 
shall see that neurons carry information clectricallv. At the connections 
between ncurons___.:.at the svnapses-wc shall also see that information is 
passed from one neuron to another by chemicals known as neurotmns
mirren·. 

NEURONS 
Nerve cells, or neurons, arc the, information carriers of the nervous 
system. Neurons come in many si;i:es and shapes (Figure Z.5), but thev 
have certail) features in common (Figure Z.6). Each has a cell bodv that 
contains the machinery to keep the neuron alive, and each has two types 
of fiber: dendrites and an axon. The dendrites are usually rclatin:'.lv short 

1:1111111111 



Axon 

transm1 tt1ng 
neuron 

Dendrites of 
receiving neuron 

and have many branches, which receive stimulation from other neurons. 
The axon, on the other hand, is often quite long. (For instance, axons 
connecting the toes with the spinal cord can be more than a meter in 
length.) The function of the axon is to conduct nerve impulses to other 
neurons or to muscles and glands. Since the dendrites and the cell body 
receive information that is then conducted along the axon, the direction of 
transmission is from dendrites to the fine axon tips (Figure 2.6). In many 
cases,- the axon-but not the cell body or the dendrites-has a white, 
fatty covering called the myefin sheath (Figure 2.Sa). This covering in
creases the speed with which nerve impulses are sent down the axon. 
However it is the cell membrane, which immediately surrounds the cell 
body, the dendrites, and the axon, that is essential for the generation and 
conduction of nerve impulses. 

NERVE IMPULSES 
By using fine wires or fluid-filled glass tubes known as microelectrodes, 
neurophysiologists have shown that nerve impulses are electrical events of 
very short duration that move along the axon. As the electrical activity 

Fit;ure 2.6 
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A schematic neurorr to illustrate some 
general features of nerve cells. 



moYing along the axon reaches and passes the m1no:kctrodc. the record
ing dc1 ice registers a quick, sharp electrical pulse 1 FI cc tire ~. ~ 1. This is rhe 
nerTe impulse. Because it is brief and sharp, it is LJik.J J ,rikc. 

\\'hen ~t neuron is resting and not conducrin!!: .t nc·. ~ "' ;>:1 he. the 
inside of the eel I has a negative electrical charge. :\ s ri 111 u i .. , ~ '·' 1 res 
rhe cell will make the inside charge a little less negati1e. \: __ 1rH 

in this stimulation, a point called the thrrsho!d, the memhr.,·:: · --
the neuron will change its characteristics. Channels "ill 
allowing sodium ions (charged particles) in the fluid bathincc r·. 
the membrane to enter the cell. The sodium ions flowing im' · :· 
positiveh charged. Thus the inside of the neuron becomes r .. · 
charge for a short rime-a millisecond (a thousandth of a sec111'.c' 
This rapid, brief change to inside posiri1itv is the ncr\'c impube. "r 'i' -.·c 
.\frer a nerve impulse has occurred. the neuron is restored to its um:rn..: 
resting charge bv an outward flow of potassium ions and is rcadv ro tire 
again. 

The electrical ncne impulse traYels along an axon somewhat like a 
fire m11 els along a fuse. The hot part of the fuse ignites the next part. and 
so on d1l\\ n rhe fuse. Similarh. in an axon, the active portion triggers J 

spike in the region just ahead of ir. \\'hen a spike occurs in this region, the 
next region is excited, and so on continuouslv down the axon. :\s the 

, spike moves dm1 n the axon, the regions that have alrcadv fired arc getting 
rcalh· to tire again if stimulated. In this wav repeated spikes c~m be fired 
down the non, a11d rhc analogv 11·irh a fuse breaks down. The fuse is used 
up afrer the fire has m!\elcd along ir; rhe axon is rcco\ering and getting 
rcalh· tu be acti1-c ~tgain after a spike has passed. 

SYNAPSES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS 
The axon tips of a neuron make functional connections 1\ith the dendrites 
or cell bodies of other m:urons at smr1pscs. A narrow gap, called the sr11aptir 
deft, separates the neurons (Figure Z.6, page 47). Pictures taken with the 
electron microscope (the light microscope is not powerful enough) re1·cal 
the complexities ofsvn,1pses (Fig[1rc Z.8) .. \number of small bulbs, called 
bouto11s (from the French for "button"), arc found at the cmh ot the axons 
of the transmitting, or prcsvnaptic, neurons. Bou tons ha1c in them small 
bodies, or .,·rsidts. rhar contain rhe neurotransmitters. These chemicals are 
released from the 1-csiclcs into the synaptic cleft \\hen a ncne impulse 
reaches the boutons of the transmitting cell. The neurotransmitter then 
cnmbines with specialized receptor molecules in the receptor region 
(Figure Z.6, page 47) of the receiving cell. 

The effect of a neurotransmitter on rhe recei\·ing cell is either to 

increase its tendenc\ to fire Pcn·e impulses-excitation-or to decrease 
this rendencv--i11hihitio11. Ir ts eas\ to sec the significance of excitation 
and the firing of nern: impulses along axons, but it is not so easy to see 
the significance of inhibition. In fact, inhibition is crucial for the function
ing ofrhe nenous s1stem. For example, suppose vou bend vour arm up to 

scratch vour nose. The muscles of your arm are arranged in antagonistic 
pairs. If one set (the biceps) is contracted, ir pulls your arm up toward 
vour nose; if the other set. (the triceps) is contracted, it pulls your arm 
down. The neurons controlling the muscles that pull your arm down must 
be inhibited when you arc trving to reach up to your nose; if they are not, 
You \1·ill haYe difficult\' bending \'Ollf arm. 
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NEUROTRANSMITTERS 
Pharmacologists and neurochemists have identified a number of the chem
ical substances that act as neurotransmitters at s\·napse-; in the nenous 
svstem and at the junction between nenes and muscles-the neunmHI'>
cular junction~~ Table 2.1 gives the names uf some of the be,t-known 
neu rotransm 1 tters . 

. \ number of steps are imoh·ed in the chemical transmission of 
information across synapses from neuron to neuron (Figure 2.')). 

I. The transmitting, or pres:·naptic, neuron manufactures, or 
svnthesizes, the neurotransmitter molecule-; from simpler molecules 
derived from the foods we eat and from other sources. 

7 The manufactured neurotransmitter is stored in the bouton 
\esicles of the transmitter neuron. 

·"· 

·' 

A 

Fif!.ure .!.8 

A svnapse under the electron micro
scope. Sy, the svnapse; Jf, a 

mitochondrion. (Modified slightly from 
C(JUf.H.:..f LL ctl., I'J74.) 



Table 2.1 

Some neurorransmitten 

Fze.11f"f 2.9 

Steps in the chemical transmission of 
information across a synapse. 

~~er v'8 

rr1pu!se 

:ransmrtter 
when nerve 
1mpL.ise 
reaches 
bout on 

Transmitting bouton 

Receiving cell 

I 

6. Transm'1tter 
deactivated 

4. and 5. Transmitter diffuses 
across cleft and combines with 
receptors; electrical changes 
,n receiving cell 

NAME 

Acetylcholine (ACh) 

Dopamine (DA) 

EpinephrH:ie (E) (adrenalin) 

Norepinephrine (NE) (noradrenalin) 

. ·Serotonin or 5-hydroxytryptamine 
(5-HT) 

Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) 

,-,,lycine (Gly) 

Glutamic acid 

Neuropeptides (a few; there are 
many) 

Enkephalins 

Endorphins 

Vasopressin 

Oxytocin 

LOCATION 

Nervous system and many 
neuromuscular )1Jnctions 

Nervous system 

Primarily certain neuromuscular 
junctions; some in nervous system; 
adrenal glands 

Primarily in nervous system; some 
neuromuscular 1unctions; adrenal 
glands 

Nervous system 

Nervous system 

Nervous system 

Nervous system 

Nervous system 

Nervous system 

Nervous system and pituitary gland 

Nervous system and pituitary gland 

3. Nerve impulses reaching the boutons initiate a process which 
causes some of the vesicles to move to the synaptic cleft, where they 
discharge their stored neurotransmitter. 

4. The neurotransmitter rapidly diffuses across the narrow synap
tic cleft and combines with specialized receptor molecules on the 
membrane of the receiving, or po5tsynaptic, neuron. 

5. The combination of neurotransmitter and receptor m1t1ates 
changes in the receiving neuron that lead to excitation or inhibition. 
(Whether the effects are excitatory or inhibitory depends upon the 
neurotransmitter involved and the type of receptor with which it 
combines.) 

6. The combined neurotransmitter is rapidly deactivated, as is 
excess neurotransmitter in the synaptic cleft, to make the postsy
naptic cell ready to receive another message. 

One method of deactivation is by catalysts, called enzymes, which 
trigger chemical reactions that break up the neurotransmitter molecules; 
another way deactivation occurs is by the process of reuptake. In reup
take, the transmitting, or presynaptic, boutons take back the released 
neurotransmitter and store it in vesicles for use another time. ln brief, the 
stages in synaptic transmission are: neurotransmitter manufacture, stor
age, release, diffusion, combination with the receptor, and deactivation. 

The drugs that affect behavior and experience-the psychoactive 
drugs (Table 2.2)-generally work on the nervous system by influencing 
the flow of information across synapses. For in;;tance, they may interfere 
with one or several of the stages in synaptic transmission that we have just 



DRUG 

LSD (lysergic acid 
d1ethylam1de) 

Mescaline 

DOM (2,5-d1methoxy-4-
methylamphetam1ne) 

DMT 
( d1methyltryptam1ne) 

Marijuana 

Heroin* 

Amphetamine* 

Cocaine 

Caffeine* 

Barbiturates* 

Alcohol* 

COMMON SLANG 
NAMES 

Acid. sugar 

Mesc 

STP (serenity. tranquility, 
peace) 

Businessman's high 

Pot. grass 

H, horse. junk, smack 

Speed, benn1es, dexies. 
pep pills 

Coke, gold dust 

Downers, barbs, blue 
devils, yellow jackets 

Booze, etc. 

EFFECTS ON 
BEHAVIOR AND 
EXPERIENCE 

Distortions of 
perception; variable 
mood changes 
(exhilaration or panic, 
for example) 

Like LSD effects 

Euphoria (a feeling of 
extreme well-being) and 
distortions of perception 

Like those of LSD. but 
they last about 1 hr 
instead of about 10 hrs 

Relaxation and 
calmness, some 
sharpening of 
perception 

Dreamy, warm, 
pleasant. euphoric 
feelings 

Alertness. resistance to 
fatigue. increased 
act1v1ty, elation 

Restlessness, 
talkativeness. 
excitement, euphoria 

A mild "psychological 
lift"; increased alertness 

Resembles alcohol 
1ntox1cation: drowsiness, 
euphoria, reduction in 
anxiety 

Mood changes, 
disturbances of motor 
coordination, difficulty 
with concentration and 
other thought 
disturbances. reduction 
in anxiety 

• The drugs marked with an asterisk are physically addicting withdrawal symptoms generally occur 
when use 1s discontinued Whether addicting or not. many of these drugs can have strong adverse 
effects. such as panic reactions, overexcitement, or aggressive behavior. Overdoses can be fatal 

outlined, or thev may have actions like the natural neurotransmitters and 
thus excite or inhibit receiving cells. This is also true of the drugs which 
are used in the treatment of certain psychological disorders. (See Chapter 
16. page 679.) 

Brain and Behavior: 
A Guide to the Nervous Systent 

\\'hen you visit a new country, it is useful to have a guidebook that will 
tell you where places are located and what is happening at various places. 

Table 2.2 

Some psychoactive d!7Jgs 
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The following ,cction is a guide to the parts of the nervous system and 
where thcv arc located; it will give mu a broad outline. 

PERIPHERAL AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEMS 
The nervous svstem is J·i\·ided into two main parts: a central nervous 
svstem and a peripheral nerrnus svstem (Figure 2. 10). The rentral nervous 
svstem (C\'S) consists of the brain and spinal cord, which lie within the 
bonv cases of the skull and '>pine. The parts of the nervous svstcm outside 
the skull and spine make up the periphrml 11en·o11s system ( PXSJ. 

The peripheral nerrnus svstem consists largelv of nerve fibers, or 
axons, which ( 1) carf\ nen e impulses from the sensory· receptors of the 
bodv inward to the central nef\'ous svstem and (2) carf\· nen·e impulses for 
the movement of muscles and the excitation of certain glands outward 
from the central ncrnius svstem. The peripheral nervous system has two 
di\·isions: the somatic nervous s\stem and the autonomic nervous system. 

The sonltlti1· nen·ous svs11w motor fibers activate the striped muscles 
of the bodv, such as those that mm·e the arms and legs, while the sensof\· 
fibers of this system come from the major receptor organs of the bodv
thc eves, the ears, the touch receptors, and so on. The autonomir nen·ous 
svstem motor fibers activate the smooth muscles of such bodilv organs as 
the stomach, cause secretion from certain glands such as the salivaf\' 
glands, and regulate activitv in the special tvpe of muscle found in the 
heart. It is thus a smooth-muscle, glandular, and heart-muscle system. 
Sensof\· fibers in the autonomic S\'Stem carf\· information from the inter
nal hodilv organs that is percci\ed as pain, warmth, cold, or pressure. 

--------------------
The nernius S\'StCm from the back. rs 'I I 

:\lodified from \\'oodburne, 1465 and Ku, oone 
\'ander et al.. 1975.) Ceret,_m-----. 

Cerebellum ----
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The 'wtonom1c s\·srem, in ir' turn, lu•. t\\(J ,, hdi\1·,ions: the sym
pathetic '>\'item a1~d the par.is\ mparhetic w-;tcrn. l n general. rhe n·m
/!t1!htt11 .1_r.1/m1 1-; acti\ e in state'> of arous.d 1111d 1n ,c1c·;<;fuj siru:nions: the 

fJtllf.D~\'tn_t)t!thetir ·'},1fnn i~ acti\·e in rc-.,ring., quiet ..,rates. \!nee the ~Jutono
mic ncn rius S\Stcrn and its :iubdn i'i!on-; Jrc acti1 c Junng cnwtion, ··thev 

will be discussed in greater detail \\hen emotion i-; considered in Chapter 
8. page 31.f. 

SPINAL CORD, BRAIN STEM, CEREBELLUM. AND 
RETICULAR FORMATION 
The spinal cord and brain stem are like a long sr..!k protruding from the 

higher rarts of the central nenous s\stcrn-tt1e forcLrJin (Figure Z.11). 
l n 11scendin,g order from the spinal cmd u ;'. the /11i/:ti itrm consists of three 
di\l'iions: the mrr/11/lfl (from the Larrn 1'1c.±r1111.g "m:Hr.i11"), the pons (from 
L.it1n mearnng "bridge"), Jnd the 11/1 1·:·:·m1 L1c ·:nirul c·ord and brain 
-.,ren1 contrul and rc,g11Lnc 1nan\ lh>dih funL rion-------·'tI<.:h a,;,; breathing-
rlnr arc ncces~,ar:: for life. 1'11e\ :t1'n t.cc:in the pr<iccssing of scnsory 
information from [ht: environment and prm·i,ie path1\·ays !J\ \1hich this 
1nformatiun can be carried to the forc:n,1i11 h1rthern1orc-. no mmement of 

the hocL l'crn occur \\·ithout ac·ri1 c1ci«n •f ceruin neuron'>. called moto
llt?l!'IJJ!.1', 1n rhe '>pinal cord and hr:ii11 c,1c;'" The forehrain sends nerve 
rm pubes du\1 n pathwa\·-; in the 'l":ncd l'<1rd and iiuin stern to t:.-.;cite the 
moroneur(lns . 

.\lotoncurons may al•m he C\l ired direct!\ b\ some scnsof\' inputs to 
produce simple adaptive bodilv nH11 emcnts known as rr!kvs. For exam
ple, rhe Lipid withckrnal of Your hand from a hot radiar.H is a reflex:

Senson input from pain receptors in rhc hand runs through rhe peripheral 
nene tlbcr,, c1cnnulh rcachin.g,thL' c,pinal cord rnotoncurom sening the 

arm mu,cles, and vour hand aurorn:rtic!lh jerks back. Reflexes arc also 
import.mt In sllch 1 iul acri1 itic'i as standing, walking, and running. 

Off w the hack ol the brain is 11 iargc, complex structure called the 
r1Id,rl/11m (from the L1tin meaning "little brain"). (Sec Figure .2.1 L) This 
'itrncrure recc:i\cs sensor. .md other inpm:, fro1n the :,pinal cord, brain 

srcm, and forebrain: it processes this :nforn1Jtion and then sends ompllts 

to mam pans of the brain ro help make our mo\·emcnts precise. coordi
nated, and smooth. 

In the center, or mrt, of the brain stem, running from the medulla 
up to the rnidhrain. is a complex region containing man\' small clumps of 
neurons and ..J number of long and short nen-e fibers, The appearance of 
this region reminded ea riv desc-ripti\c J1utomists of J network. The Latin 

1nird for "'nernork" is rrtim/11111; thus this reg1<1n 11Js cailed the retirnlar 
fiJ1ma1io11. Later it 11as discO\crcd that the reticular formation is, through 

it'> Jsccndmg fibers, imoh ed in the actirntion, or ::irnusal, of the ccn.:bral 

cortex (the !a\'cr of neurons covering the cerebrum of the forebrain). (See 
Figure 2. l Z,i The fiber-; and nerve cells of the reticular formation con
cerned wirh comcal arousal are therefore known a' the asfft1:/;11g rrtimlar 
mli~·r11ing srsfr·m f. JR,\SJ. 

Through its stimulating effect on the ccrehrJI rnrtcx, the :l.RA.S is 
niticallv inrnh'ed in regulating the rnrious degrees of arou;,al~-from deep 
sleep tu alert awareness of the environment. (Sec Inquir. 2.2 and Chapter 

K, page ) 17. J \\'c know from animal experiments th<1t the reticular forma

tion has an arousing snrern prnject;ng f:c11-n ir. Th<'.'>e experiments show 
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Three vie\\s of the human brain. F, 
frontal lobe; T, temporal lobe; P, par

ietal lobe; 0. occipital lobe; C. 
cingulatc gvrus. 
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Forebrain 
1cerebrurnJ 

Medial (middle) view (brain cut from front 
to back along longitudinal fissure) 
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~=:?'---::::::::,_Branches from 
The ascending reticular activating sys
tem (,4RAS). (Slightly modified fwm 
Magoun, 1954.) 

sensory systems 

WHAT IS THE BRAIN DOING 
WHEN WE SLEEP? 

2.2 

We all know from' experience that sleep varies from 
drowsiness (a twilight zone between sleep and wak
ing) to sound sleep from which it is very difficult to 
wake. For many years, the ease or difficulty of waking 
a person with some stimulus (such as a sound) was 
used as the measure of depth of sleep. Recently, 
however, experimenters studying sleep have Jearned 
that the electroencephalogram (EEG), a tracing of the 
electrical activity of the brain (or "brain waves"), pro
vides a good index of the depth of sleep. Since the 
tracing can be made without disturbing the sleeper, 
the EEG has become a standard measure of sleep 
depth. The tracings have also made it possible for 
investigators to know when someone is dreaming dur
ing sleep. Variations in the activity of the ARAS play a 
large role in the control of the levels of sleep and the 
EEG patterns which accompany them. The ARAS also 
has an important influence on the brain activity that 
occurs during dreaming. 

The EEG is a record of the slowly changing 
electrical activity of milliqns of nerve cells, all function
ing at the same time in the brain. With suitable ampli
fication of the electrical activity, the EEG can be 
recorded by attaching electrodes to the scalp. The 
spontaneous electric.al activity of the brain waxes and 
wanes to give th~ wavelike record-the "brain 
waves"-of the EEG. T~ese waves are really very 
small voltage changes, in the range of millionths of a 
volt. The number of alternations of voltage per second. 

or the frequency of the electrical changes, varies from 
1 or 2 in deep sleep to 50 or more in highly aroused 
states. This frequency is expres~fod in hertz (Hz). 
Thus, the range of frequencies of the EEG is from 
about 1 to 50 Hz. 

Some sample EEGs are reproduced in the up
per figure. page 56. In the top record, showing an ex
cited state, note that the frequency is relatively great, 
while the voltage, expressed by the height of the 
waves, is small. The opposite pattern appears 1n the 
bottom record, showing deep sleep. Records like the 
top one are sometimes called "low-voltage, fast"; 
those like the bottom one are called "high-vultage, 
slow". Activity in the ARAS controls these EEG pat
terns. 

In general, as a person falls into deeper and 
deeper sleep during the night, the "brain waves" be
come progressively slower and higher in voltage. 
Starting with the alpha rhythm (10 Hz) of 

1
the drowsy 

waking state, the brain waves slow until they may have 
a frequency of only 1 to 3 Hz. Based on what EEGs 
show, investigators have divided 

1 
sleep into four 

stages. In stage 1, a relatively large proportion of the 
"brain-wave" activity is fairly fast; in stages 2 and 3, 
the proportion of slowm.activity increases; and stage 4 
is charaterized by a large proportion of very slow (1 to 
3 Hz) activity. One of the striking facts about the sleep 
pattern through the night is its cyclical nature. It moves 
from stage 1 to stage 4 and back again several times, 
although, as shown in the lower figure on page 56, the 
stage 4 deep-sleep state may not be reached in the 
later sleep cycles.-sim;p later in the night tends to be 
lighter. 



... 

A special state of sleep occurs when "brain· 
wave' activity returns from stage 2, 3, or 4 sleep to 
low-voltage. fast act1v1ty. This act1v1ty is not tlie sri• :; 
as act1v1ty 1n stage 1 even though the two state;, ,ook 
somE\what ai1ke 1n the EEG. It is a new stage-the 
stage of paradoxical sleep. It 1s called paradoxical 
because the act1v1ty looks very much like we.king ac
tivity (low-voltage. fast) yet people 1n the paradoxical 
state are deeply asleep, as 1udged by the intensity of 
stimulation needed to wake them. :t is in the stage of 
paradoxical sleep that most dreaming occurs. 

During one night. a sleeper may go through 
the cyclical progression of EEG stages d1agramed 1n 
the lower figure. Periods of paradoxical sleep are 1nd1-
cated by the shaded areas at the peaks of the curve. 
Investigators have concluded that bra1r1 activity 1s 
probably controlled by different areas of the ARAS 
and related brain-stem areas 1n paradox1cal and reg 
ular sleep. 

During paradox:cal sleep. the muscles of tr1e 
body go limp. and something else happf;ns The eyes 
move rapidly from side to side. For this reason, para
doxical sleep 1s sometimes called rapid-eye-move
ment (REM) sleep. But perhaps the fact of greatest 
interest 1s that the paradoxical, or REM. stage 1s the 
period of dreams. About 80 to 90 percer.t of the time. 
when people are awakened during or immediately 
after paradoxical sleep, they report that they were 
dreaming. At other parts of the sleep cycle, few 
dreams occur: people who are waked from non
paradox1cai stages of sleep report dreams less than 
15 percent of the time. 

Note that several dreams take place each 
night-four complete dream periods are shown in the 
lower figure-and dreams occurring later in the night 
tend to be longer. Dreams occur in "real t1me"-U1€y 
are not over 1n a flash. As the diagram shows, some 
last 20 to 30 minutes. 

But what are dreams? We know they are a form 
of th1nk1ng that employs unusual symbols. The 1nter
pretat1on of the symbols 1s difficult. But now that exper
imenters can obtain "fresh' dreams by awakening 
people immediately after paradoxical sleep, we may 
soon have a better understanding of the thought 
processes 111 dreaming. 
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that coma-a state something ~ike very deep sleep-results when por
tions of the reticular formation are destroyed or when its ascending 
projections to the cerebral cortex are severed. Stimulation of the r~ticular 
formation through implant.:d electrodes has an effect opposite to that of 
damage: it wakes up naturally sleeping animals. Human patients who 
suffer from certain diseases affecting the reticular formation, such as 
sleeping sickness, or who have sustained in1uries to this part of the brain, 
fall into a profound coma which, m some cases, may last for 'ears. 

FOREBRAIN: THALAMUS 
Just above the midbrain, forming a kind of expanded bulb on top of the 
brain stem, is the region of the forebrain known as the thalamus (from the 
Greek word meaning "bedroom" or "rotunda"). The thalamus lies be
tween the two cerebral hemispheres and is covered by them. For this 
reason, it cannot be seen from the outside, and the brain must be cut open 
to show it (Figure 2.11, page 54 ). The thalamus contains many group
ings of ner;e cells called nudei (singular 11ude11s). Some of these nuclei 
receive ;nput from the seeing, hearing, pressure, pain, temperature, 
bodv-position, and taste senses; the incoming fibers make synapses on 
the neurons of these nuclei, which then send their fibers to specific areas 
of the cerebral cortex. Thus some thalamic nuclei han; a rclav function. 
Other nuclei of the thalamus do not receive major inputs from outside the 
thalamus; instead, they receive their main inputs from other nuclei\\ ithin 
the thalamus itself and then send fibers to the cortex. Thus the thalamus, 
in addition to being a simple relav station, can also transform and modify 
input before sending it on to the cerebral cortex. 

FOREBRAIN: HYPOTHALAMUS AND PITUITARY GLAND 
Lving below the thalamus is a small but vital area of the forebr~iin known 
as the hypothalamus (Figures 2.11 and 2.13 ), from the Greek meaning 
"under the thalamus." I ts importance to psychologists is that it contains 
nuclei and fiber tracts which are related to motivated beh<.1vior of a 
biological sort. 

\\"hen moti\'ation is discussed in Chapter 7, we will consider how 
certain structures in the hypothalamus are related to specific moti\·atcd 
behaviors. In this chapter, we will consider some general ideas about what 
the hypothalamus docs and how it is related to the piruif{f!)' g/r111d. (:\gland 
is an organ that is specialized for the secretion of various substances.) 
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The iJ,pothalamu' and pituitary gland. 
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We may think of the hypothalamus as playing a role in the regula
tion of the internal environment of the body. The term internal environ
ment refers to conditions inside the body, especially the chemical com
position of the blood arld other fluids that bathe body cells. Blood 
temperature, the concentration of salt in the blood, and the concentra
tions of chemical messengers, called hormones, and other chemicals in the 
body are monirored, or sensed, bv different specialized neurons in the 
hypothalamus. The hypothalamus also receives reports about the state of 
the internal environment from other bodily organs, such as the liver. 
When conditions in the internal environment change from their optimum. 
or homeostatic, level. certain hypothalamic neurons (which ones depends 
on the condition that has changed) become active and send information to 

other parts of the nervous svstem and the pituitary gland (see below) to 

correct the departure from the homeostatic level. These messages from 
the hvpothalamus result in automatic physiological adjustments within 
the body's systems. And thev may also trigger motivated behavior. the 
aim of which is to secure substances or stimulation from the environment 
that will restore the balance within the bodv (Chapter 7. page 272). 

The nervous system is linked to the glandular system of the body by 
connections between the hvpothalamus and the pituitary gland (Figure 
2.13). The hypothalamus, either bv means of nerve impulses sent to the 
pituitary or by chemicals called releasinf; fartors, controls the secretion of 
hormones from the pituitarv gland into the bloodstream. Hormones are 
chemical messengers manufactured by specific organs (often the endo
crine glands) that are secreted into the bloodstream and carried by it to 
various parts of the body, where they have their dfect. 

Physiological psvchol<1gists are interested in the roles pituitary hor
mones play in behavior. The sexual and maternal behavior of manv lower 
animals, for instance, is closely tied to levels of certain pituitary hormones 
and the hormones from sex glands. (See Chapter 7. page 279.) Pituitar\ 
hormones have also been shown to play a role in facilitating learning and 
memory (DeWied, 1980). and thev are critically involved in the body's 
response to stressful situations (Chapter 8, page 235). 

FOREBRAIN: CEREBRUM 
Most of what vou see when you look at the brain is the outside of a large 
structure known as the ff!t'brum (Figure 2. 11 and the figure on the 
opening pages of this chapter, page 37). The human cerebrum weighs 
about 1,400 grams (not quite 3 pounds). 

Structure The cerebrum is divided into two cerebral hemispheres, one on 
each side of the head, by a deep cleft. or fissure, called the longitudinal 
fissure (F.igure 2.14 ). Each hemisphere is covered by the rerebra/ cortex 
(from the Latin meaning "brain bark, or covering"), a sheet of neurons 
averaging about 21/z millimeters in thickness and containing billions of 
neurons. Since the cerebral cortex is composed mostly of neurons (al
though there are a number of fibers within it), it is gray matter. 

As you look at the outside of the cerebrum, the cerebral cortex looks 
something like a rumpled piece of cloth with many ridges and valleys (see 
the figure on page 3 7). Neuroanatomists call a ridge a gyros (plural gyri); a 
valley, or crevice, is sometimes called a sulcus (plural sulci) and sometimes, 
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if it is exceptionally deep, a fissure. About two-thirds of the cerebral cortex 
is in the sulci and fissures of the brain and thus cannot be seen when we 
look at the surface. In lower animals there is much less fol~ing than in 
humans; the rat, for instance. has hardly any folds in its cortex. (See 
Figure 2.4, page 45). 

The fissures and deeper sulci mark off the division of each hemi
sphere into lobes. The rentml sulms is a deep groove running obliquely 
from top to bottom on the side. or lateral, surface of the cerebral cortex; it 
marks off the frontal lobe (Figure 2.11, page 54). The lateral fissure runs 
roughlv from front to back on the side of the cerebral cortex; the part of 
the cerebrum below the lateral fissure is known as. the temporal lobe 
(Figure 2. 11 ). Figure 2.11 shows that the lobe behind the central sulcus is 
termed the parietal lobe. At the very back of the cerebrum is the ocripital 
lohe (Figure 2.11). 

l 'nder the cortical covering of the cerebrum are nerve fibers. Since 
manv of these fibers are covered by white myelin, this is the white matter 
of the cerebrum (Figure 2.14). These fibers carry information to and from 
the cerebral cortex, and they interconnect various regions within the 
cortex. A huge number of connections is made possible by these fibers, 
and it is this complexity of connections which makes the human cerebrum 
a most complicated piece of machinef\". An important bundle of fibers. 
known as the rorpus ml/osum from the Latin words meaning "hard bodv, '' 
connects areas of the cortex of one hemisphere with corresponding areas 
in the other hemisphere. (See Figures 2.11 and 2.14.) \\'e shall have more 
to sav about this fiber bundle later in the chapter when we look into 
differences between the functions of the left and right cerebral hemi
spheres. 

Figure 2.14 
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A cross-section of the brain. The white 
matter is dark and the cortex is light 
because of the stain used to dye the 
section. 
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Fi;;ure l.15 

The primary sensory and motor areas of 
the human cerebral cortex. F, frontal 

Johe: T. temporal lobe: P. parietal 
lobe: (J, occipiul lobe. 

f3uried i he cerebrum :,q rh.n the\ cannot be seen from the surface 
ctre ,J,;·,tns of gr.1\ ;n,ltrcr known J'> the /1asa! p/111;:/ia. These have an 
import,nn roie to i:Lt\ in the cegu!at10n and control of mo\ement. Other 
buried ~ .. '•·brai c;trucrnre;,. ,uch ac, rhe hippocamptb .md :unvgdala, 11ill 
he dc,tdH:d Liter in the sections on the limbic O>Y\tern and the temporal 
lobe. 

Sensory and ilfotor Functions RouµJd\ -;peaking, \I e ma\ consider some 

cortical areas to he largeiv sen:;or' in function; mber.,. called motor m<'tli. 

are large!\' concerned with bod1h movements; and still other cortic1i 
regions-known, for \Ltnt of a tK'tter term. :b t1ssonr1tio11 artfls-<ire 
im'Cih·ed in such complex p:>vchological functions as thought, rnemof\. 
imagcf\·, and the production and understanding of language. Since our 
main interest a:. pS\'cboiogists is in the functions of the association areao;. 
we will discuss them in detail in the next rn:ijor ,ection of this chc1ptcr. 
Let us look now. \'Cr\' bricth. Jt the sensof\ and rnoror areas of the 
cerebral cortc:-.. 

\lost of the senses (smell is a notable exception I ha\·e areas <Jf the 
cerebral cortex Je\(Jted to them. 'I hesc areas are knm\Ji. as the priman 
smsorT arms. Tho-;e \\ hid1 can be seen on the smface are depicted 1n 
Figure 2.l'i. In general. nene impulses that ,ire generated when sensor\· 
receptors are stimulated-after rra1 ersing penpheral sensor\· nerves. 
pathW,l\'> in the ccntr.il nnH•ll'> S\'it•.:m \\ith \af\inµ, numbers ofsvnapsn 
in them. and :1 :-.Ynapti•_ 'cl.t\ in the dul,1m11s~-reach the appropriate 
prim:n\ sensor' are:1 of the ulrtn .. \'is1ul input goes w the occipital lobe: 
he:iring (or audit<Jr\·) input reache.s a p<Jrtion of the temporal lobe: and 

sensol\ signaL represcntin,g roudl. pain, or 1nes->ure arri1c at the bod' 
:;ense. <>r somatrl'>en.,of\·. region of the cortex in the parietal lobe on the 
gvrus immediate!\ behind the cemral sulcu.s (Figure 2. l'iJ. Input repre
senting taste reaches tcmpor:d-lobe cortex that is buried in the lateral 
fissure and cannot he seen on the surface of the brain. The primaf\· 
sensor\· areas proces:, the infornutiun recei\·ed and send it to association 
cortex or other parts of the brain \\'here further processin;.>; <lccurs .. .\1-



rhough few of rhe details arc known, most neuroscientists consider that 
our experience of the environment. or perception, depends upon patterns 
of acfr>in: occurrin.g in our sensory systems, of which the primary sensory 
c1reas are an important parL \\'hen You perceive a friend's face, for 
example. there 1:; a p;Ht<:rn of activitv in vour visual svstem, including the 
primal'\· v1;,uJi -;ensol'\ area of the cortex, that stands for, represents, or 
'\·()de·; for," this particular face. 

The principal area r)f the cerebral cortex involved in motor, or 
mon:menr. functions ''on the gnus just in front of the central sulcus. As 
shown in Figure 2.16. various regions of this cortex are devoted to 
mO\cments of specific parts of rhe bodY. This conical region can control 
hodilv ll10\TT11enrs because it sends nef\'e fibers to the brain stem and 
-;pinal cord. \\hich then make :ippropriate svnaptic connections so that 
ncne impulses will be -;ent through specific peripheral nerves to the 
muscles. This area of cortex is part of the complex circuits of nerve fibers 
innilved in mo\-ernent and is closelv linked to the cerebellum and other 
rno\·ement-controlling area5 of the brain. Damage to portions of this 
motor area of cortex will, depending on what part is damaged, resuh in 
\1eakness of a pJrticuiar part of the bodv and. especiallv when the hand 
~1rea is lhimaged, lo'is of the ~1bilitv to perform fine. dexterous movements. 
If rnanv of the nef\'e fibers coming from this and certain other areas of the 
cortex are damaged. as thev often are in strokes. what is known as spastic 

\. 
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Representation of parts of the body on 
the precentral gyrus (primary motor 
cortex). (From Penfield & Rasmussen, 
1950.) 
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Fir;ure 2.li 

The limbic svstem; underlined labels 
indicate limbic-svstem strucrures. 
(~fodified from tvlacLean, 1949.) 

paralysis, in which the limbs are stiff and somewhat flexed or extended, 
will ensue. Since the fibers from one side of the cortical motor area cross 
to the other side of the body below the head on their way to the spinal 
cord, the weakness, loss of dextetity, or spastic paralysis will occur on the 
side of the body opposite the damaged region of the motor cortex. Thus a 
person with left-sided damage, for example, will have movement difficul
ties on the right side of the body below the head. 

FOREBRAIN: LIMBIC SYSTEM 
Some of the nuclei of the thalamus, hvpothalamus, and cerebrum are 
interconnected to form a kind of ring or border around the lower portion of 
the forebrain. This group of structures is known as the limbic system, from 
the Latin meaning "border." (See Figure 2.17.) We need note here only 
those structures in this system that are most important for behavior and 
experience. These include the olfactory (smell) bulb and its connections, 
the septa! nuclei (from the Latin meaning "partition"), the hippocampus 
(from the Greek meaning "seahorse"), the amvgdala (from the Latin for 
"almond"), and the cingulate (from the Latin meaning "girdle") gyrus of 
the cerebral cortex (Figures 2.11 and 2.17). 

In the history of the study of brain function, it was recognized early 
that the noncortical parts of what we now call the limbic system receive 
inputs from the smell receptors in the nose; for this reason, the limbic 
system used to be called the "smell brain." Only in the last few decades 
1-iave some of the other important functions of the limbic system been 
discovered. For instance, portions of this system are involved in the 
expression of the emotions of fear and rage, as well as aggressive behavior 
(f\lover, 1976). Other portions of the limbic svstem are called "reward" 
areas or "pleasure" areas because animals will work to recei\·e electrical 
stimulation of these limbic regions (Olds & Fobes, 198 l ). Still other parts 
of the limbic system-the amvgdala and hippocampus :n particular
seem to have a role to play in the formation of memories. and we will 
discuss them in detail later in this chapter. 
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Brain and Behavior: Association Cortex, 
Behavior, and Experience 

1\1ost of the cerebral cortex lies outside the primary sensory areas and the 
principal motor area (Figure 2.15, page 60). These regions in the frontal, 
parietal, temporal, and occipital lobes are called assoriation areas because 
pioneer students of the brain thought that associations, or connections, 
between sensory input and motor output were made in these areas. It is 
currently believed that, rather than being regions of simple sensory-motor 
connections, the association areas process and integrate sensory informa
tion relaved to them from the primary sensory areas of the cortex and from 
the thalamus; 3.fter the information has been processed, it may be sent to 
motor areas to be acted upon. For instance, the visual association cortex of 
the occipital and temporal lobes receives input from the primary visual 
sensory cortex and processes this information, in ways as yet not fully 
known, to make it possible for us to recognize objects in the visual world. 
Similarly, the frontal-lobe association cortex receives input from many 
brain areas and integrates it to make possible ordered sequences of 
actions. 

FRONTAL-LOBE ASSOCIATION CORTEX 
About 40 percent of the human cerebral cortex is in the frontal lobes. 
With the exception of the motor areas immediately in front of the central 
sulcus and Broca's area, an area important in the programming of the 
movements necessary for speech (see later), much of this cortical region 
has no primary sensory or motor functions and is therefore considered to 

be association cortex. Because it is farthest forward in the head, this 
association area of the frontal lobe is known as prefrontal rortex. Prefrontal 
cortex is interconnected with the visual, auditory, and somatosensory 
conical areas, with other association cortex in the parietal and temporal 
lobes (see below), with the thalamus, and with a number of other noncor
tical structures of the brain. 

Personality and General Behavior Patterns After Prefrontal Damage 
Much of our information about the functions of prefrontal cortex comes 
from study of the behavior of those unfortunate people who have suffered 
prefrontal damage as a result of gunshot wounds, skull fractures, and the 
like. Two rather different types of personality change follow prefrontal
lobe damage. Whether these contrasting types of reaction are due to 
differences in the parts of the frontal lobes which have been damaged is 
not certain. Lack of restraint, impulsiveness, immaturity in social rela
tionships, and, sometimes, promiscuity in sexual behavior characterize 
one personality pattern that emerges after prefrontal damage. Apathy, 
indifference to others, loss of initiative, decrease in spontaneous talking, 
and reduced emotional expression are the main features of the other 
pattern (Blumer & Benson, 1975 ). 

Other personality features seen in some prefrontal-damaged pa
tients, especially those with large tumors of the prefrontal areas, are 
euphoria-a pleasant feeling of being "on top of the world" -and irri
tability. Th_e families of these patients often report that the two charac
teristics alternate, the patient being euphoric for a while and then quite 
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grouchy and wuchv. However, it is not certain that these two emotional 
responses are due to prefrontal damage because the tumors result in 
increased brain pressure, and this may cause a change in the function of 
brain regions outside the 'hontal lobes. 

Intellectual Changes Following Prefrontal Damage \Vhile scores on 
standard tests of general intelligence arc usually little affected by prefron
tal-lobe damage, special tests reveal a number of subtle intellectual 
deficits. Prefrontal patients arc deficient in planning courses of action; 
their behanor seems to lack direction. Planning invokes formulating a 
sequence of actions, and the prefrontal-damaged patient has difficulty 
doing this (Kolb & Whish aw, 1980 ). A characteristic of prefrontal patients 
which impairs their sequencing of acriom is inflexibility, manifested 
behaviorally bv perse\-eration-a tcndencv to continue to beha\·e in a 
certain wa\ even \\hen ch~mges in the situation demand new responses 
(1\filncr, 1964 ). 

Another intellecwal change afrer prcfrontal damage is a subtle 
memory impairment. While their old memories and their ability to form 
new ones are largelv intact, people with prefrontal damage have trouble 
remembering fi!·hm something occurred in the flow of their experience. 
That is, thev hme trouble remembering whether one recent event oc
curred before or after another one (Milner, 1974). 

In addition to problems in planning. sequencing actions, flexibility, 
and remembering the order of recent events, prefrontal patients may also 
h:we difficulties with the \oluntarv control of their eve gaze (Teuber, 
I 964 ). \\'hen prefron ta I-lobe pa ti en ts arc asked to extract information 
from a complex picture--the ages of the people in the picture, for 
instance-their ga;,c will tend to wander randomly m·er the picture. (The 
gaze of a normal person will be directed in an orderlv way from one face to 

another.) Without good control of \·oluntaf\ gaze, prefrontal patients may 
find certain tasks difficult. 

These, then. are some of the major intellectual problems associated 
with damage to the prefrontal lobes. The problems are subtle, but they 
get in the waY of optimum intellectual functioning. A theme which runs 
through this mm i' that of order and sequence. The prefrontal regions 
seem to ha\e much to do with our abilitv to think about sequences of 
actions-that is, to plan, change plans when necessaf\-, and remember 
when actions and other e\·ents occurred in relation to one another in a 
sequence. 

PARIETAL-LOBE ASSOCIATION CORTEX 
As described earlier. the parietal lobe is the region of the cerebrum 
behind the central sulcus, above the lateral fissure, and in front of the 
occipital lobe (Figure 2. J 1, page 54 ). The portion of the parietal lobe 
immediateh behind the central sulcus is primary somatosensory cortex 
(Figure 2. IS. page 60). l\uietal-lobc association cortex lies behind the 
primaf\· somarosemof\· cortex and receives inputs from visual cortex, 
audito~" cortex, somarosen<>of\· cortex, and the thalamus. Major outputs 
go to frontal and temporal association cortex, to the thalamus, and to 
subcortical structures in\olv-cd in the control of movement. 

Just as with other cortical association areas, the main method used to 

studv the function of the parietal-lobe association cortex is to see what 



abilities are lost or altered when this area is damaged. Strokes, or cere
brovascular accidents (C\'As), due to blockage (perhaps bv a blood clot) 
of the major arterv serving the parietal lobe occur relatively frequently. 
Because brain cells need a steady suppl)· of oxvgen and nutri\;ntS for 
survival, 'ihutting off the blood supplv results in brain damage. Careful 
study of stroke patients has told us much about the behavioral and 
intellectual functions of parietal association correx. 

To an extent, the parietal association area'> of the left and right 
hemispheres of the human brain differ in function. In other words, 
functions arc lateralized to 'lorne degree. This is also true of frontal 
association cortex, but since lateralization is not so clear there, we did not 
stress it in the discussion of frontal-lobe as'iociation cortex. However, 
lateralization cannot be ignored in discussing the parietal lobes. We will 
have more to sav about left-right brain functions in the next major section 
of the chapter-"Brain and Behavior: Left- and Right-Hemisphere Func
tions.·· Herc \\C need onlv point out that for almost all right-handed 
people (and 'iome\\ hat more than half of left-handers), the left hemi
sphere of the cerebrum is specialil'.ed to carry out the sqnbolic functions 
involved in language and mathematics. The right hemisphere seems 
specialized to deal \\ith images and spati~d rcl~Hionships-wherc sensory 
inputs are lnccttcd in space and hm\ thev are rcLttcd to each olher. For 
example, when \OU imagine \I hat vour bedroom looks like and the spatial 
arrangement of the furniture. YOlH right hemisphere. if vou arc right
handed. is possiblv more active than \our left one. :\ote. however. that 
these hemispheric differences in function arc matters of degree; the right 
hemisphere has some language abilities, and the left has considerable 
imaging capacitv. \Yi th this as background. \I hat happens when parictal
lobe association cortex is damaged? 

Right Parietal Association Cortex One of the curious symptoms of 
damage to the right parietal association corrcx is termed mntralatera/ 
!lf{!/ff1. Patients ignore the left side of space and the left side of the body 
(llcilman & Watson, 1977). The term ro!ltmla1n1t! i-, used because the 
neglect is of <Space and of the bOLlY on the side opposite to (contralateral 
to) the brain damage. For example. \\·hen asked to dra\\ objects. patients 
\\ill draw onlv the righr side, ignoring the left side (Figure .2.18); when 
touched simultaneoush on the right and left hands, thev will report onlv 
the touch on the right hand; and some will dress onh the right side of 
their bodies, ignoring the left side. (Joing along with this contralatcral 
neglect \\ill he cl denial bv the paticm rhat he or she has any problems. 
Other distortions of spa rial perception shm\ up\\ hen patients with right
parictal damage draw maps or attempt to pnt blocks tngcthcr to make 
designs (Kolb & Whishaw. 1980). :\II these problems mav occur despite 
the fact that these patients know where thcv arc. what davit is, what thev 
are doing. and speak, read, and write normallY. 

Left Parietal Association Cortex Problems in writing, reading. and 
doing simple arithmetic problems often shm\ up after damage to the left 
parietal association cortex (Kolb & \\'hisha\1·. 1980 ). The ability to dis
tinguish right from left mav also be impaired (Benton. 19S9). Difficulty 
with short-term verbal memory can also be a svrnptom of left parietal 
associati.on cortex damage (Kolb & Whishaw, J 980 ). For instance, a 
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Contralateral neglect sh9ws up in the 
drawings of patients with damage to 
the right parietal association cortex. 

Note that the left side of the clock face 
is blank and the left side of the flower 

is missing. (From Rosenzweig & 
Lciman, 1982. and Heilman, 1979.) 
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patient with damage to this area may be able to remember and repeat onh 
the first few numbers of the sequence 08375149247 immediately after 
hearing them read slowly,.Normal people can remember the first seven or 
so numbers of this digit-span test. 

Left and Right Parietal Association Cortex A perceptual problem that 
shows up after left or right parietal association cortex damage is difficultv 
in recognizing common objects, such as a fork. by touch alone. For 
instance, with the left hand feeling a fork hidden behind a screen. 
patients with right parietal-lobe damage would know they were touching 
something but would not be able to identify what they were handling. 
This is because sensory input from the left hand goes to the right brain. 
And, because sensOf\' input from the right hand goes to the left brain, a 
patient with left parietal-lobe damage would have trouble recognizing 
objects by touch with the right hand. Notice that these patients have not 
lost the sense of touch-thcv know thcv arc touching something. Their 
problem is recognizing fJZ•hat they are touching. Such a deficit in recogni
tion ability, regardless of the sense inn>h ed. is known as agnosia. Thus a 
common result of parietal-lobe damage in either the right or left hemi
sphere is tactile, or touch. agnosia ( Hecaen & Albert, 1978). 

TEMPORAL-LOBE ASSOCIATION CORTEX AND 
RELATED STRUCTURES 
The temporal lobe of each hemisphere lies below the lateral fissure 
(Figure 2.11. page 54). The upper portions of each temporal lobe contain 
the primaf\· sensor\· cortex and related cortex involved in hearing. Belo\\ 
the hearing, or auditor\'. areas is the association cortex proper of the 
temporal lobes. Buried \\·irhin each temporal lobe arc two limbic-s:·stem 
(page 62) structures which. while not association c<irtex, seem to cooper
ate with temporal association cortex in the formation of memories. These 
are the hippommpus and amygdala (Figures 2.14. page 59, and 2.17, page 
62). Temporal cortex and its related structures-hippocampus and amvg
dala-have many connections with other cortical and subcortical brain 
areas. As was the case within parietal cortex, temporal cortex is lareralized 
in a number of its functions, especially language (see below). 

Sensory Functions As might be expected from its location near the 
primarv auditory cortex, temporal association cortex is involved in hearing 
perception and the recognition of sounds. Auditory agnosia (the term 
aJ;nosia was defined in the last section), such as difficultv in recognizing 
melodics or problems in distinguishing nonlanguage sounds from one 
another, may result from damage to the temporal-lobe association areas 
that are closely linked to auditor:· primaf\· sensory cortex (Kolb & Whis
haw, 1980). Since portions of temporal association cortex receive inputs 
from the visual areas of the brain in the occipital lobe, various visual 
agnosias can follow temporal-lobe damage (Kolb & Whishaw, 1980). 
Thus, even though there is no blindness, temporal-lobe patients may 
have trouble identifying pictures of common objects and recognizing 
faces. Visual agnosias also occur after damage to the occipital-lobe associa
tion cortex and are more common after right temporal or occipital-lobe 

·damage. Another disorder related to the senses that occurs after temporal-
lobe association cortex damage is impaired arrention. (See Chapter 3, 
page 109.) \Vhcn given special rests, temporal-lobe patients have diffi-



culty selecting and focusing on auditory and visual inputs (Kolb & Whi 0 

haw. 1980). 

Language Functions The left temporal lobe contains a region of -associa
tion cortex called Wernirke's area (Figure 2.19). Damage to this region 
markedly impairs the understanding of speech and written language. The 
speech of a patient with a lesion, or damage, here is fluent but conveys 
little meaning. The next section of the chapter on left- and right-hemi
sphere functioning has more to say about Wernicke's area and its relation 
to other language areas of the cortex. 

Memory Functions While most of our information about the temporal 
lobes comes from study of victims of strokes or injuries. we can also learn 
much about their functions from studying patients who have had opera
tions dorle to relieve them of severe epileptic fits. Epilepsy, which results 
from excessive, abnormal firing of brain neurons, can often be controlled 
by drugs, but sometimes the drugs do not work. Brain operations may be 
resorted to in cases of severe epilepsy that do not respond to drug 
treatment and which incapacitate the patient. The purpose of these 
operations is to remove the trigger zone, or focus, in the brain where, in 
some patients, the abnormal electrical activity originates. The result of 
these operations may be a great reduction in the number of epileptic 
attacks, but, when the area removed involves the hippocampus and 
amygdala, a price, in the form of a memorv problem, is paid for this 
benefit. When the first temporal-lobe focus operations were done, it was 
not known that serious memory problems would result, and so sometimes 
portions of the hippocampus and amygdala on both sides of the brain were 
removed. It was found, however, that the memory problems from such 
two-sided operations were so severe that surgery was soon restricted to 

cases in which the focus was only on one side of the brain; after such one
sided operations, memory problems are more limited. What, specifically, 
is the memory function of the hippocampus? The following description of 
a bilateral patient who has been much studied (l\lilner et al., 1968) since 
his operation in 1953 will help answer this question. 

The patient (H. M.) was 27 years old when he was operated on in 
1953. He had suffered from epilepsy for many years; the operation 
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which was designed to treat the disease removed the anwgdalas anJ 
large portions of the hippocampus on both sides of the brain. 

The operation greath· reduced the number of I I. \f. "> epilep
tic attacks, but resulted in profound mcrnor\ problems \1·hich ha1 c 
lasted to the prcsem. II. \!. is grcath· impaired in forming nc\1 
memories. An anecdote rcLned by the psvchologists who studied H. 
M. illustrates his memorv problem. Thirteen vears afrcr the opera
tion, H. 1\1. went from his home, where he was living with his 
mother and father, to Roston for tests. On the dav he was picked up 
for the trip, his mother had been in the hospital for a few da\ s 
recovering from a minor operation. I I. :\I. had b('.en taken bv his 
father to visit her several times, but he did not remember any of 
these visits, and. when asked \\ho had packed his bag for the trip. 
he thought it had been his mother. because she usualh did such 
things for him. H. \!. does not rccogni1.c people he has rnct since 
the operation, is content to read the samc ma.f2:azine mer and O\ er. 
cannot remember where he pll(s thing;,, c111d 11 urks the same jigsa\1 
puzzles time and again. Flc reJli1..es he hc1:, a mcmorv problem. 
saving, for example, "Everv dav 1s alone in itself. whatever enjO\
ment I've had, and whate1er sorrel\\ l\c had" (\!ilner ct ,ii., 1968. 
p. 217). Ir is as if most things after the opercnion <!fl-' "nc\\'" to II.\!. 

On formal laboratorY tests designed to rnea-,ure the formation 
of ne\V memories, H . .\!. obtains lm1 scores. But H. \I. can learn 
some new task\. l k can le,lrn, for instance, to trace the outline of 
the mirror "image of a star and hm1 to solve the Tower of I lanoi 
problem (Chapter 6, page 2,)-1), \1 hich requires putting blocks on 
pegs according to certain rules. I I. \l. gets bcrrcr and better at rhe;·c 
tasks over se\ era! da\·s. But if he is asked whether he has done unc 
of these problems before, H. \!. replies "\io." Thus H. \!. can 
learn and remember h(rn· to do certain things despite h<ll"ing no 
conscious memory of e1·cr ha1·ing done them before: he remember'> 
how to do something but has no memon of specific en:nts. H . .\I. j, 

thus said to have procedural rncmon without specific event, or 
declarative, mer.ion· (Squire, 1982). 

his important ro note that fl. \!. has good immcdi,Hc mem
orv. For instance, he can repeat six numbers fornard and fi1·e 

backwards after hearing them once. Nor is his remote rncmor\' for 
events before the operation impaired. Except for some haziness of 
memorv for event<; a vear or two before the operation, IL \I. 
remembers well the episodes of his vouth; h;s memory of language 
and concepts was also unaffected bv the operation. This means th-1c 
such alreadv-formed memories are not stored in the hippocampu' 

and anrrndala; the\ arc stored elsewhere in the bram. (See Inquir: 
5.1, page 188.) 

In addition to immediate and remote mcmof\', other aspects 11r 
H. i\I.'s mental life were spared b\' the operation. I Jis IQ before rhc: 
operation was 101; nine vcars aftenrnrd it was 118. The imprm e
ment in IQ seems due to the decrease in brain seizures after th'~ 
operation. On tests of perception, II. \I. is essential!\' normal. He 
responds appropriarelv and acts normallv in social situtations. 

To bring the story up to date, H. l\I. 's mother and father kn c: 

both died and he now lives in a nursing home. I-1. l\1.'s life hj, 



--- --------

enriched our knowledge of human brain function and memory, but 
it is tragic that this gain in knowledge was at so great a cost to him. 

H. M. 's memory problem, or amnesia, and that of other temporal
!obe patients, is in forming 111!'"&' long-term memories. Roughly speaking, 
long-term memories are those lasting from hours to a lifetime. Long-term 
memory is often considered to be distinct from short-term memory, which 
is transient and lasts for only seconds or a few minutes at most. (See 
Chapter 5 for a more complete discussion of these tvpes of memory.) H. 
1\1. and other temporal-lobe patients have relarivelv normal short-term 
memories; thev can remember what just happened. For instance, in 
contrast with left parietal-lobe patients (page 65 ), people with damage to 

the hippocampus and amvgdala can repeat a string of numbers which has 
just been read to them. If short-term memorv is intact, why is the 
formation of new long-term memories impaired? One theorv savs that 
short-term memories become long-term ones through a process known as 
consolidation. For example, short-term memories mav be represented in 
the brain by transient patterns of nerve-cell activity which, if allowed to 

continue for a period of time, are consolidated into the longer-lasting 
brain changes (see lnquirv 5.1, page 18f:) which underlie long-term 
memory. So some would say that H. 1\1. and other similar patients lack the 
brain structures-the hippocampus and amygdala-essential for consol
idating short-term memory processes into long term ones. 

Brain and Behavior: 
Left- and Right-Hemisphere Functions 

The left hemisphere usually has an advantage with respect to understand
ing language, formulating language for communication, and thinking with 
language symbols; the right hemisphere is usually specialized w deal with 
images, spatial relationships, and pattern recognition. Note, however, 
that none of these abilities is located exclusively in one hemisphere or the 
other; the left hemisphere has some spatial abilities, and the right has 
some language capabilities. The specializations of the hemispheres are 
matters of degree. 

LEFT HEMISPHERE AND LANGUAGE 
From observations of people who have suffered brain damage, often as 
the result of a stroke (page 65), we know that the left hemisphere is 
usually specialized for language functions. Strokes typically affect one 
side of the brain and produce paralysis of the side of the body opposite the 
affected side of the brain (page 62). Therefore, if we know which side is 
paralvzed, we know that the brain damage is in the cerebral hemisphere 
on the side opposite the paralysis. People with left-hemisphere strokes 
(right-sided paralysis) are much more likelv to have serious language 
problems than are people with right-hemisphere (left-sided paralysis) 
st.rJkes. In recent years, a convenient test to localize the "speech" hemi
sphere has been developed for normal people. Sodium amytal, a sedative 
drug, is injected into the main artery serving one cerebral hemisphere. 
The person is instructed to talk while the sedative is taking effect. If 
speech starts to disintegrate and then drops out almost completely as the 
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sedative reaches one side of the brain, we can conclude that speech is 
localized on that side. Results from sodium-amytal tests indicate 'that the 
left hemisphere is specialized for language functions in some 95 percent 
of right-handed people and in about 65 percent of left-handed people 
(Milner, 1974 ). ·· 

Looking in more detail at the left hemisphere, we find that its main 
language functions are localized in the upper temporal lobe and the lower 
frontal lobe (Figure 2.19). The temporal-lobe language region is termed 
Wernirke's area; it is named for the German neurologist Carl Wernicke. 
who, in the 1870s, studied language disorders resultingfrom damage to 

the temporal lobe. The language region in the lower frontal lobe is known 
as Broca's area, after Paul Broca, a French physician who. in the 1860s. 
discovered the languag-e functions of this area. Damage to one or the other 
of these areas results in language problems specific to the area damaged. 
Aphasia is the general term for a deficit, due to brain damage, in the 
ability to communicate with or to understand speech or writing. 

Wernicke's area is involved in the understanding of spoken and 
written language, so the ability to comprehend language is serioush 
impaired by injuries to this cortical region. It also plays a part in the 
formulation of sentences-figuring out what we want to say or write and 
selecting the words to express it. After injurv to this area, a person'• 
speech is quite fluent and well pronounced; but because the individuJ 
has trouble finding the right words, what is communicated is usualh 
vague and defic;ent in meaning. Herc is an example: 

"What brings vou to the hospiral?"' I asked the 72-year-old retire: 
butcher four weeks after his admission to the hospital. 

"'Bov, I'm sweating, I'm awful nervous, you know, once inc 
while I get caught up, I can't mention the tarripoi, a month ag· 
quite a little, I've done a lot well, I impose a lot, while, on the orhc:· 
hand, you know what I mean, I have to run around, look it 0\ e
trebbin and all that sort of stuff." 

I attempted several times to break in, but was unable to do ' 
against this relentlessly steadv and rapid outflow. Finally I put :..: 
my hand, rested it on Gorgan's shoulder and W'lS able to gair 
moment's reprieve. 

"Thank mu, l\fr. Gorgan. I want to ask you a few ... " 
"Oh sure, go ahead. any old think you want. If I couk 

would. Oh, I'm taking the word the wrong way to say, all of r~: 
barbers here whenever thev stop you it's going around and arou~: 
if you know what I mean, that is tying and tying for repucc:· 
repuceration, well. we were trving the best we could while anor'- :::-· 
time it was with the beds over there tl:-.e same things .. 
(Gardner, 1975, p. 68) 

Other symptoms of damage to Wernicke's area include (1) imr~ -
ment of the ability to repeat a spoken word; (2) problems with reading i-: 
writing; (3) difficulty in naming common objects; and (4) the intrusio:. r 
incorrect sounds or word~ into the flow of speech-saying "repucerati,: - · 
as in the example, "streeb" instead of "street," or "daughter" insteac :r 
"mother," for instance. 

The symptoms of patients with damage to Broca's area are c;- :: 



different from the symptoms of those with Wernicke's-area damage. 
Comprehension of spoken and written language is generally intact, and 
there are only minor problems in repetition and naming. The 'big' diffi
culty is with the fluency of speech. The Broca patient speaks slo\\'..lY and 
with great effort; articulates the sounds of speech poorly; tends to omit· 
pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, and articles; uses the singular of nouns; 
and has great trouble with the tenses of verbs. In other words, the speech 
of a Broca patient is nonfluent and ungrammatical. The.Broca pattern of 
speech has been called "telegraphic" because, as in a telegram, only the 
main words are used for communication. The sentence, "He went to 
school yesterday at 8 o'clock in the morning" might be spoken by a Broca 
patient as "He go ... school ... yesterday ... 8 o'clock," with the 
dots indicating silent intervals. 

Consideration of these two common types of aphasia-there are 
others, and many cases are not easily classified-has led to a theory about 
how the language hemisphere is organized-what might be called the 
"anatomy of language" (Geschwind, 1970, 1979). A look at Figure 2.19 
(page 67) shows that Wernicke's area is connected to Broca's area by a 
bundle of nerve fibers, called the arcuate fasciulus (Latin for "archshaped 
bundle"), which runs through the white matter under the cortex; also 
shown in the figure are auditory cortex, the face and tongue motor cortex, 
and a cortical region-the angular gyrus-which is important in the brain 
processes involved in reading. Patients with damage to the angular gyrus 
may be able to communicate with and understand speech, but they 
cannot read. They have what is called dyslexia. 

According to the theory, each of these anatomical areas has a partic
ular role to play in various aspects of language. Spontaneous speech, as 
when you are simply telling someone something, is organized in Wer
nicke's area. Here you find the words to express yourself and link them 
into meaningful sentences. The Wernicke's-area patterns of activity rep
resenting what is to be said are then sent tllrough the arcuate fasciculus to 
Broca's area, which contains the programs for the complex patterns of 
muscle movements needed in speech. The Broca's-area programs are 
then relayed to the region of the motor cortex controlling the lips, tongue, 
and vocal cords which actually produ~e the speech sounds (Figure 2.16, 
page 61 ). If you are replying to what another person has just said or are 
simply repeating a word you have just heard, input from the auditory 
cortex goes to Wernicke's area, where the reply is organized; the orga
nized pattern of brain activity is then sent through the arcuate fasciculus 
to Broca's area and thence to the motor cortex for expression. If you read a 
passage or word out loud, the Wernicke's area-arcuate fasciculus-Broca's 
area-motor cortex pathway is also used; but in this case Wernicke's area 
receives its input from the visual cortex by way of the angular gyrus 
(Figure 2.19, page 67). 

Although not all those who study brain and language agree with this 
theory, it has been influential and useful in helping to organize much of 
what is known about where language functions are located in the left 
hemisphere. Now we would like to know how language is represented in 
the brain, how words are found and assembled in~o sentences, and what 
the "motor programs" of Broca's region are. In other words, we would like 
to know about the electrical and chemical events involved in language
what might be called the "physiology of tahguage." Unfortunately, al
most nothing is currently known about this. 
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Figure 2.ZLJ 

A test to study the behavior of divided
brain patients. (From Sperrv, 1974.) 

RIGHT HEMISPHERE AND PATTERNS OF STIMULATION 
Studies comparing the abilities of the right and left hemispheres indicate 
that in most people, the right hemisphere seems to have an advantage in 
the recognition and men1ory of patterns of stimulation. The patterns ma' 
be visual, as when we recognize and remember a face; tactile, as when we 
recognize and remember complex patterns by touch; or spatial, as when 
we recognize and remember where things are in space in relation to each 
other. (We shall have more to sav about these spatial abilities in the next 
section.) 

DIVIDED BRAINS 
Perhaps the most dramatic evidence for different functions of the left and 
right cerebral hemispheres comes from studies of people who have under
gone operations cutting the connections between the hemispheres. Sev
eral bands of nerve fibers connect the left and right sides of the brain. 
Among the most important of these are the corpus callosum and the 
anterior commissure (Figure 2.11, page 54). These connections join area' 
of one hemisphere to corresponding areas of the other one. \\"hen the 
connections between the hemispheres are intact, information is passed 
back and forth between them. When the connections arc cut in operations 
to control epilepsv, transfer of information cannot occur; thus we can 
discover what each isolated hemisphere can do (Sperry, 1974). 

\'isual input can be restricted to the left or right hemisphere because 
of the anatomical connections between the eyes and the brain. (Sec 
Chapter 3. page 90.) Input from the right visual field goes to the 
left hemisphere, while input from the left visual field goes to the 
right hemisphere (Figure 2.20). To make sure that only the left or 
right hemisphere receives information from the appropriate visual 
field, the patients must be tested so that they are fixating on the 
center of a visual display and so that eye and head movements 
cannot occur. 

Speech 

RiNG 

0 
0 

KEY 

a 



In the test shown in Figure 2.20, the split-brain patient looks 
at the center of the visual display while a word is flashed so quickly 
that there is no time for eye or head movements which would allow 
scanning of the display. In this way, the visual image of the .. word 
"ring" reaches the left hemisphere, while "key" reaches the right 
one. What do split-brain patients do in this test? They verbally 
report only the information reaching the left hemisphere and thus 
say "ring." They give no verbal report of the input to the right 
hemisphere; the "key" part of the word is verballv ignored. This 
indicates that speech is organized in the left hemisphere, since this 
hemisphere can verbally report the information it has. In the split
brain patient, the left hemisphere does not receive information from 
the right hemisphere that it can incorporate in its verbal report. 
Intact people, of course, say they see "keyring" because the infor
mation in the right hemisphere does reach the verbal, or left, 
hemisphere. 

However, the right hemisphere can show it received the 
"key" input if it is given a chance to express itself in a nonverbal 
way. Again, the anatomy of the situation is crucial. Touch input is 
crossed from parts of the body below the head; this means that 
information from the left hand reaches the right hemisphere. Thus, 
as shown in Figure 2. 20, when a patient reaches behind the screen 
with the left hand, the right hemisphere receives sensory pattern 
information which it can match with the visual input ("key") it has 
received. The patient correctly identifies the key by touch. Now 
suppose the experimenter asks, "\Vhat did vou just touch?" The 
left hemisphere processes this verbal request, and since this hemi
sphere contains the "ring" part of the visual input, the patient 
answers "ring." 

So we sec again that one hemisphere, usuallv the left one, is 
specialized for processing language. The other hemisphere, usually the 
right one, carries out an analysis of patterns of sensorv information that 
come to it. 

The differences between the hemispheres that we have been dis
cussing have led to some interesting speculations on the tvpes of thinking 
done by the left and right brains. The left (verbal) brain is said to be the 
analytical, logical, mathematical hemisphere, concerned with cause-and
effect scientific thinking. The right hemisphere, involved as it is with 
images, patterns of sensory input, and the synthesis of information, is said 
to be the part of the brain essential for the kind of thinking that goes into 
the creation of a painting or a musical composition. Some people are 
supposed to be "left-brained" -scientists, accountants, physicians, and 
the like; others of us are said to be "right-brained" -artists, composers, 
architects, and so on. Rare individuals such as Leonardo da Vinci may 
have been both "left-brained" and "right-brained." Bur perhaps such 
ideas go a little too far. To be more conservative, we may simply say that 
there seems to be some hemispheric specialization of function. 
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Summary 

1. This chapter is about the contributions of b10logy to behavior. 
One aspect of this is the study of species-typical behaviors; another 
aspect of the biology of behavior is the scudy of the behavioral 
functions of the nervous system, particularly the brain. The branch 
of psychology which seeks to determine how ac_tivity in the nervous 
system is related to behavior and mind is called physiological psy
chology. 

2. Ethology is the study of the species-typical befiavior patterns 
of animals, the evolution of these patterns, and how they serve to 
adapt a species to its environment. Species-t)lpical behaviors are 
displayed by all normal members of the species under the appropri
ate conditions; they are relatively fixed and inflexible behavior 
patterns; and they are often triggered by events, or stimuli, in the 
environment called releasers. ' 

3. While species-typical behaviors are not a prominent part of the 
behavior patterns of human beings, our human nature, or species 
heritage, probably predisposes us toward certain types of behavior. 
In other words, we may have built-in, or programmed, biases toward 
certain general types of behavior, but, within the general framework 
provided by human nature, particular behaviors are learned. So
ciobiology stresses innate, genetic predispositions. 

4. To understand the brain's role in behavior, we first need some 
knowledge of nerve cells, or neurons; the connections between 
neurons, or synapses; and the chemicals, or neurotransmitters, ac
tive at synapses. 

5. Neurons are the information carriers of the nervous system: 
they are often long~~wi_th_ dendrites and an axon extending from 
the cell body. Electrical nerve impulses, known as spikes, are 
carried along neuron axons; spikes occur because of flows of charged 
particles, called ions, across the cell membrane of the neuron. 

6. The areas of functional contact between neurons are called 
synapses. Enlargements of the axon endings of the transmitting 
neurons, called boutons, contain neurotransmitter c~micals which 
are stored in small vesicles. A nerve impulse reaching these bo6tons 
causes neurotransmitter to be released into the synaptic cleft and 
then to excite or inhibit the receiving neuron. 

7. Some of the major neurotransmitters are: acetylcholine. 
dopamine, epinephrine, norepinephrine, serotonin, gamma-ami
nobutyric acid, glycine, and glutamic acid. The stages in neu
rotransmitter action are: neurotransmitter manufacture, storage of 
the neurotransmitter in the vesicles of the transmitting cell, release 
of the neurotransmitter from the vesicles, diffusion of the neu
rotransmitter across the synaptic cleft, combination of the neu
rotransmitter with receptors of the receiving cell, and deactivation of 
the neurotransmitter. Psychoactive drugs generally work by influ
encing one or several of these stages. 



8. The nervous system is divided into two major parts: a pe
ripheral system and a central system. The brain and spinal cord 
constitute the central nervous system. The peripheral nervous sys
tem has two divi:si-0ns: the somatic nervous svstem and the autono
mic nervous system. The autonomic nervous system, in turn,-· has 
two components: the sympathetic system and the parasympathetic 
system. 

9. The spinal cord and brain stem are like a long stalk protruding 
from the forebrain. Thev control and regulate many bodilv func
tions-such as breathing-that are necessary for life. In addition, 
many simple adaptive bodily responses-reflexes-are functions of 
the spinal cord and the brain stem. 'Going upward from the spinal 
cord, the main regions of the brain stem are the medulla, the pons, 
and the midbrain. Off to the back of the brain is a large complex 
structure called the cerebellum; it is involved in helping make our 
bodily movements precise, coordinated, and smooth. The reticular 
formation runs from the medulla to the midbrain in the center, or 
core, of the brain stem: part of this structure, known as the ascend
ing reticular activating system (ARAS), is involved in the regulation 
of various degrees of arousal, from deep sleep to alert awareness of 
the environment. 

10. l\1ajor structures in the forebrain are the thalamus, the hvpoth
alamus, and the cerebrum. The thalamus lies just above the brain 
stem; it relavs and processes sensory information on its way to the 
cerebrum. The hypothalamus is positioned just below the thalamus 
and is especially concerned with certain kinds of motivated behav
ior-hunger, thirst, and sexual behavior, for example. A link be
tween the nervous system and the glandular system of the body is 
provided by connections between the hypothalamus and the pitui
tary gland. 

11. The cerebrum consists of two hemispheres-the cerebral 
hemispheres. Covering each hemisphere is a thin. folded sheet of 
neurons known as the cerebral cortex (gray matter); underneath the 
cortex, the cerebral hemispheres contain many fiber tracts (white 
matter) interconnecting parts of the hemispheres, bringing sensory 
information in, and conducting nerve impulses for movement of the 
body out. Grooves in the cerebral cortex are called sulci or fissures; 
ridges are known as gyri. The deepest grooves mark off the lobes of 
the cerebral cortex-the frontal lobe, the temporal lobe, the-parietal 
lobe, and the occipital lobe. Buried within the hemispheres are 
clusters of gray matter known as the basal ganglia, and structures 
such as the hippocampus and the amygdala. 

12. When considering the functions ofthe cerebral cortex in be
bavior and mental processes, it is convenient to divide it into sen
sory areas, motor areas, and association areas. The primary sensory 
areas receive input which originates in the sensory receptors. Visual 
sensation is represented in the occipital lobe: hearing and taste in 
the temporal lobe; and touch, pain, and pressure inputs reach the 
parietal lobe. The principal m~tor, or movement, area of the cortex 
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is in the frontal lobe; this area is organized so that various parts of it 
are concerned with movement of particular bodily structures. The 
association areas receive input from manv regions of the 1 \.'.erebral 
cortex and from lower portions of the central nervous system; thev 
are involved in such complex functions as perception and rhe pro
duction and understanding of language. 

13. The limbic system consists of structures in the thalamus. 
hypothalamus, and cerebrum which form a ring around the lower 
part of the fore brain. Major structures within this system include the 
olfactory (smell) bulb, the septa! nuclei, the hippocampus, the 
amygdala, and the cingulate gvrus of the cerebral cortex. Portions of 
the limbic system play a role in the expression of emotion and in the 
formation of memories. 

14. Much of what is known about the functions of association 
cortex comes from studies of brain-damaged people. \\'hen frontal
lobe association cortex, known as prefrontal cortex, is damaged, t\rn 
general tvpes of personalitv change occur: (1) increased impul
siveness, lack of restraint, and immaturity in social relationships and 
(2) increased apathy, loss of initiative and drive, and a reduction in 
emotional expression. The intellectual changes after prefrontal 
damage are subtle. but analvsis indicates that the prefrontal region,; 
have much to do with the ability to plan, to carry out sequences of 
actions, and to keep track of when actions and other e\·erHs occur in 
relation to one another. 

15. Parietal-lobe association cortex is, to a degree, lateralized in 
function. Damage to the right parietal association cortex mav result 
in neglect of the left side of the bodv and the environment~ 
contralateral neglect.- .\ccuracy in representing spatial relationship' 
is also impaired .. \fter damage to the left parietal association cortex. 
the patient may have problems with reading, writing, and mental 
arithmetic; short-term memorv impairment mav also occur. Tactile 
agnosia (an inabilitv to recognize objects bv touch) mav result from 
parietal-lobe damage in either the right or left hemisphere. 

16. Auditorv or visual agnosias (impairment of the abilitv to recog
nize a tune or a face, for example) and attentional problems are 
sensory symptoms of temporal-lobe association cortex damage. If 
Wernicke's area of the left temporal lobe is damaged, the under
standing of speech and written language will be impaired. and the 
speech of the patient, while fluent, will be deficient in comevin.!!: 
meaning. If the hippocampus and amygdala, structures in the lower 
part of the temporal lobe, are damaged, there will be an impairment 
in the consolidation of short-term memof\ into long-term memof\. 

17. ~Iuch evidence shows that the cerebral hemispheres are spe
cialized to perform somewhat different functions. One hemisphere. 
usually the left, is specialized for the processing of language; the 
other hemisphere, usually the right, has ,only rudimentary language 
capabilities but seems to have an advantage over the left hemi
sphere in pattern recognition and spatial abilities. 



18. Studies of various kinds of aphasias (language difficulties fol
lowing brain damage) give us information about how the tanguage 
hemisphere is organized. When Wernicke's area in the temporal 
lobe is damaged, comprehension of language is impaired, as is tbe 
formulation of sentences; speech is fluent, but what is communi
cated is vague and deficient in specific references. In contrast, when 
Broca's area in the left frontal lobe is damaged, comprehension of 
language is intact. The main difficulty is with the fluency of speech; 
the Broca patient speaks slowly, with great effort, and articulates the 
sounds of speech poorly. 

19. In most people, the right hemisphere seems to be specialized 
for the recognition and memory of visual. auditory, tactile, and 

-spatial patterns of stimulation. 

20. Some of the most compelling evidence for the lateralization of 
cortical functions comes from studv of people who, for the control of 
severe epilepsy, have had the pathways-the corpus callosum and 
the anterior commissure-connecting the right and left hemi
spheres cut. 

1 erms to Know 

One wav to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is meant by the following terms: 

Physiological psychology (38) 

Ethology (39) 

Species-typical behaviors (39) 

Releaser (39) 

Fixed-action pattern (FAP) (39) 

Sociobiology ( 43) 

Neurons (46) 

Synapse (46, 48) 

Neurotransmitter (46, 49) 

Dendrite (46) 

Axon (46) 

\1yelin sheath (47) 

Cell membrane (47) 

Nerve impulses (47) 

Threshold (48) 

Synaptic cleft (48) 

Bouton (48) 

Vesicle ( 48) 

Excitation (48) 

Inhibition (48) 

Enzymes (50) 

Psychoactive drugs (50) 

Central nervous system 
(CNS) (52) 

Peripheral nervous system (PNS) 
(52) 

Somatic nervous system (52) 

Autonomic nervous 
system (52) 

Svmpathetic system (53) 

Parasympathetic system (53) 

Brain stem (53) 

Medulla (53) 

Pons (53) 

Midbrain (53) 

Motoneuron (53) 

Reflex (53) 

Cerebellum (53) 

Reticular formation (53) 

Ascending reticular activating 
system (ARA.S) (53) 

Electroencephalogram (EEG) 
(55) 

Paradoxical sleep (56) 
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Thalamus (57) 

Nucleus (57) 

Hypothalamus (57) 

Pituitary gland (57) 

Internal environment (58) 

Hormone (58) 

Releasing factors (58) 

Endocrine gland (58) 

Cerebrum (58) 

Cerebral hemispheres (58) 

Longitudinal fissure (58) 

Cerebral cortex (58) 

Gyrus (58) 

Sulcus (58) 

Fissure (59) 

Central sulcus (59) 

Frontal lobe (59) 

Lateral fissure (59) 

Temporal lobe (59) 

Parietal lobe (59) 

Occipital lobe (59) 

Corpus callosum (59, 72) 

Basal ganglia (60) 

Motor areas of cortex (60) 

Association areas ( 60, 63) 

Primary sensory areas (60) 

Limbic system (62) 

Prefrontal cortex (63) 

Contralateral neglect (65) 

Agnosia (66) 

Hippocampus (66) 

Amvgdala (66) 

\Vemicke's area (67, 70) 

Amnesia (69) 

Broca's area (70) 

Aphasia (70) 

Arcuate fasciculus (71) 

Angular gvrus (71) 

Dyslexia (71) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Ethology: Tlze Jfechanisms and Ez:olution of Behavior b\ James L. Gould 
(New York: Norton, 1982) is a readable, modem textbook account of the 
biological basis of animal behavior. If you want to know more about the 
ideas of sociobiology, The lVhisperings Within by David P. Barash (New 
York: Harper & Row, 1979) is an entertaining, popularly written introduc
tion with many interesting examples to support the sociobiological princi
ple of the control of behavior by the genes. 

A number of college textbooks deal with the substance of phys
iological psvchologv-brain-behavior relationships. Representative of 
these are (1) The Physiolof!Y of Behavior (2d ed.) by Neil R. Carlson 
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1980); (2) Biological Psychology (Zd ed.) by 
James W. Kalar (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 1984); and (3) Physiological 
Psychology by Mark R. Rosenzweig and Arnold L. Leiman (Lexington, 
MA: Heath, 1982). The Brain (San Francisco: Freeman, 1979) is a Scientific 
American book containing articles by a number of prominent brain scien
tists. Included are summary articles about neuroanatomy, neurochemis
try, neurophysiology, and physiological psychology-written in Scientific 
American style, and hence not too technical or too difficult to understand 
with a little effort. 

Drugs, Society, and Human Behavior (3d ed.) by Oakley S. Ray (St. 
Louis: Mosby, 1983) is a good introduction to psychoactive drugs. It is 
easy to read and contains interesting social and historical background 
information about psychoactive drugs, as well as technical accounts of the 
ways in which they act and their behavioral effects. 



For a well-written, popular introduction to the effects of brain 
damage on behavior, The Shattered Mind: The Person After Brain Damage by 
Howard Gardner (New York: Knopf, 1975) is recommended. The same 
subject is treated on a more technical level in the textbook F~ndamentals 
of Human Neuropsychology (Zd ed) by Bryan Kolb and Ian Q. Whishaw 
(New York: Freeman, 1985). If you want to know more about right and 
left cerebral hemisphere functions, Left Brain, Right Brr;in (rev. ed.) by 
Sally P. Springer and George Deutsch (New York: Freeman, 1985) should 
answer most of your questions. 
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Is the upper white bar longer than -the - ' 
lower one? Measure them. What did 
you discover? See page 119. (Dr. Rich-
ard L. Gregory.) 
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Is the far cylinder about twice the size 
_of the near one? See page 119. (from 
J. J. Gibson, 1950.) 

The whole (perception) is more than 
the sum of its parts. See page 113. The 
pares (below) of the "impossible" tri
angk (above) are unambiguous 
drawings of lines and angles. Yee When 
the pares are combined a strange new 
pereepcion emerges-the "impossible" 
triangle. (Based on Penrose & Penrose, 
1958; Lindsay & Norman, 1977.) 
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~HAV!OR" we know"'· out own pt;nte e>pct;enoe, 'nd the ~poncd 
experiences of others would be impossible without some way of knowing 
about the world around us. It is through our senses that we know about 
the world. To appreciate the importance of the sensory processes in 
behavior and experience, imagine, if you can, what it would be like to be 
without one or more of your senses. 

Some simple experiences, called sensations, are closely tied to wha' 
is happening in the sensory systems themselves. Color, brightness, the 
pitch of a tone, or a bitter taste are examples of sensations. The study of 
sensations in the laboratory helps us discover how the sensory systems 
work, but in real life we sddom experience simple sensations-percep
tual processes (pages 107-129) are constantly at work to modify sensorv 
input into what we actually experience. In this chapter, we will first 
consider sensory systems and their related sensations before discussing 
the perceptual processes that modify sensory input. 

Sensory Channels 

Jlll!l'll 

Vision, hearing, taste, smell, and touch are the so-called five sen:;es. Bur 
the number of human senses is closer to ten than five. In addition to 
touch, the skin contains separate warmth, cold, and pain senses. Further
more, sense organs in the muscles, tendons, and joints tell us about the 
position of our limbs and the state of tension in the mus~les. The\ serve 
the sense called kinesthesis. The cestihular smse informs us about the 
movement and stationary position of the head; it is the key sense !11 

maintaining balance. 
Each sensory system is a kind of channel, consisting of a sensitive 

element (the receptor), nerve fibers leading from this receptor to the brain 
or spinal cord, and the various relav stations and processing areas within 
the brain. When a sensory channel is stimulated. we have a sensation th<lt 
is characteristic of that channel. For instance, whether the e\e is stimu
lated by light or by pressure on the eveball. we have a visual experience. 

In order for us to know about the world around (and within) us, 
physical energy must be changed into activitY \\ itbin the nervous svstem. 
The process of converting physical energy into nerrnus-svstem activitY is 
called transduction. Transduction occurs at the rereptors-cells which are 
specialized for the most efficient conversion of one kind of energv. In 
general, during the transduction process, receptor cells convert physical 
energy into an electric voltage, or potential, called the rerrptor potential. In 
some sensory systems, the receptor potential it~lf directly triggers the 
nerve impulses (Chapter 2, page 47) that travel to the brain or spinal 
cord. In other sensory systems, the receptor potential leads to further 
electrical events, which in wrn trigger nerve impUlses. Whether it is the 
receptor potential itself or some other voltage, the electrical e\·ent th•!t 
triggers nerve impulses is known as the generator potential. 

For a given c:vent in the environment, thol!_sands of nerve impulses 
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Figure 3.1 

In a typical sensory channel, these are 
the steps in going from physical energ\' 
to sensation. 

i afferent 
code I 

arc generated and crmducted to the central nervous system. Since these 
impulses travel along many different nerve fibers at slightly different 
times, thev form a pattern of input to the central nervous system that is 
the basis of our sensof\· experience of the event. Thus, beginning with 
the transduction process at the receptor, physical energy results in a 
pattern of nen·e impulses in the central nen·ous svstem. In other words, 
the phvsical energv is changed into a code made up of a pattern of nerve 
firings. The firing patterns that correspond to events in the environment 
are known as affermt todes (the word affrrent in this context means "in
put"). As vou will see later in this chapter, some progress has been made 
in deciphering the afferent codes corresponding to certain sensory experi
ences. Figure ?>. J i~ a summary of the steps le:1ding from physical energv 
to sensation in an idealized sensory channel. 

Before much was known about the detailed steps occurring in 
sensory channels. psychologists had already discovered much about the 
relationships between physical events at one end of the senso~· channels 
and sensation at the other end. (See Figure 3.1.) In general, this is what 
makes up the field of studv known as PJ}choph,vsits (psytho = mind or 
experience; physics = physical c\·ents). \\'e still have much to learn about 
these stimulus-experience relationships, so psychophysics continues as an 
active area of research in psychologv. 

Sensory Processes: Vision 

Vision starts with the electromagnetic radiation that objects emit or re
flect. Phvsicists have described this radiation in great derail, bur for our 
purposes we can think of it as electric charges moving through space at 
approximateh· 300 million meters per second (about 186,000 miles per 
second). Electromagnetic radiation has wavclik<.: properties, and it is 
therefore conventional to speak of it in terms of electromagnetic waves. 

Electromagneti<.: waves can be measured and classified in terms of 
the distance from the peak of one wave to the peak of the ·next-that is, 
in terms of <;C'rrce/mgth. Some electromagneti<.: radiations !.ave wa\·elengths 
as short as I() trillionths of a meter (the gamma ravs), some have wave
lengths of thousands of meters (radio waves), and all sorts of wavelengths 
occur in between. (See Figure 3.2.) The entire range of wavelengths is 
called the e/f{tmmagnetir spettrum. 

Although all radiant energy-all wavelengths of the electromagnetic 
spectrum-is ven· mu<.:h the same phvsically, only a small portion of it is 
visible. Somewhere in the middle of the range of radiant energies are the 
wavelengths that we can see (Figure 3.2). These wavelengths are known 
as the 'Cisible spertrum. To express wavelength, we use the metric scale; in 
the visible spectrum, the wa\ elcngths are expressed in billionths of a 
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meter, or nanometers (nm). As Figure 3.2 shows, the visible spectrum 
extends from about 380 to 780 nanometers. 

STRUCTURE OF THE EYE AND SEEING 
Some of the main parts of the eye are shown in Figure 3.3. Light enters 
the eve through the pupil, travels through the cornea, the lens, and the 
interior of the eyeball to strike the rod and cone cells of the retina at the 
back of the eyeball. Transduction of the physical energy into receptor 
potentials occurs in the rod and cone cells. Nerve impulses are then 
generated in certain other cells of the retina-the ganglion cells; these 
impulses travel to the brain along the optic nerve, and their pattern signals 
a \ isual event in the environment. 

The amount of light striking the photosensitive rods and cones is 
automatically adjusted by reflex mechanisms that regulate the size of the 
pupil-the opening which admits light to the eye (Figure 3.3). The rays 
of light are bent, or refraaed, by the cornea and lens (Figure 3.3) to bring 
them to a focus on the retina. Most of the light bending, or refrartion, in 
the eve is done by the cornea; the lens, by changing its shape, simply 
adds enough to the basic corneal refraction to bring the light from near 
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Figure3.2 

The electromagnetic and visible spec
tra. Electromagnetic waves cover a 

spectrum from as short as 10-1 4 meters 
to as long as I 08 meters. The part of 
the electromagnetic spectrum that is 

visible is called light and is onlv a tinv 
fraction of the whole spectrum. 

Figure 3.3 

Some of the principal parts of the eve. 
(Based on Walls, 1942.) 



Figure 3.4 

.\ schematic diagram of the cells and 
connections seen in a cross-section of 
the retina. C: is cone: R is rod: and iv!G 
and DG are various tYpes of ganglion 
cells. r\'>te the long fibers. or axons, 
leaving the ganglion celb to make up 
the optic nerve. (Other tvpes of cells in 
the retina are also labeled: .\ is 
amacrinc cell: H is horizontal cell: and 
\!B. RB. and FB are various tvpes of 
bipolar celh. ffrom Dowling & Bov
cott. l %6.) 

objects to a sharp focus on the retina. These lens changes are termed 
acmmmodatio11; correction of accommodation problems is the most com
mon reason for wearing glasses. 

THE RETINA AND SEEING 
The retina (the word retina means "network") is a complex sheet of cells 
and fibers at the back of the eyeball. Figure 3.4 is a cross-section of the 
retina showing its three main cell layers and the connections among them. 

Rods and Cones Two types of cells-rods and cones (Figures 3.4 and 
3.5)-are the light-sensitive elements of the retina where the transduc
tion process begins. The rods are cylindrical in shape, while the cones are 
rather tapered (Figure 3.5). It is estimated that the human eye contains 
about 120 million rods and about 6 million cones. 

The rods and cones are not spread uniformly over the retina. In the 
blind spot, for example, there are no rods or cones and therefore no vision 
is possible. The blind spot is the region of the retina where the optic nerve 
fibers leave and where the blood vessels enter and leave the retina; it is 
called the optic disc in Figure 3.3. You can find vour own blind spot bv 
following the directions in the caption of Figure 3.6. Cones are most 
numerous in a specialized region of the retina known as the fovea (Figure 
3.3), which contains no rods at all. The rods occur most abundantly abour 
20° around the back of the eveball from the fovea. The fovea (from the 
I ,a tin word meaning "pit") is the part of the retina that we use in looking 
at objects we wish to see clearly. Visual acuity, or sharpness, is greatest ar 
the fovea, nonexistent at the blind spot. and graded from the fovea ot.:r 
toward the edge of the retina. 

In addition to their role in visual acuity, cones have other charac
teristics distinguishing their functions from those of rods. In fact, it is 
sometimes said that we reallv have two visual systems-a cone system 
and a rod svstem. This is known as the duplicity theory of vision. Cones, for 
instance. are the retinal elements active in bright light or daylight; rods 
arc the retinal elements active in very dim light. '.\lot only are the cones 
responsible for the greatest acuity and for daylight \'ision, they are also the 
retinal elements necessary for color vision. (We will say more about this 
later.) Color-blind persons have deficiencies in their cone functioning. 

Transduction in Vision The rods and the cones contain what are known 
as photosensiti<c·e pigments. When electromagnetic energy in the visible 
spectrum-light-strikes these pigments, some of the light energy is 
absorbed bv the pigments, and chemical changes occur which initiate the 
chain of events involved in seeing. Researc.h has shown that the rods and 
cones have different photochemical pigments, and this helps to explain 
the rod and cone differences in function. What happens when light 
energy strikes rhe photosensitive pigments of the rods and cones? In 
broad outiine, the answer is similar for both rod and cone pigments: 
Absorption of light energy causes the pigment molecules to change their 
configuration, or shape, and this process creates electrical energy. For 
instance, rhodopsin, the pigment in rods, exists in the cis-rhodopsin con
figuration when nor excited; excitation by light causes it to change to what 
is known as rhe trans-rhodopsin configuration. Following in the wake of 
the shape change is a series of electrical events which result in a receptor 
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An electronphotomicrograph of several 
rods and a cone. The longer stmctures 
at the back are rods; the structure in 
front is a cone which has been bent in 
the process of taking the picture. 
(From Werblin, 1973. Scientific Ameri
can.) 

Figure 3.6 

To find vour own blind spot, do the 
following: Cover your left eve, and 
stare at the X while moving the book 
closer. Move the book slowlv: when it 
is a few inches from your eve. the dot 
will disappear. You may also need to 
move the book up and down a lirrle. 
You must stare hard at the X for this to 
work. The dot disappears because light 
from it is falling on the blind spot, 
which contains no rods or cones. 



Figure J. 7 

The visual pathwav. (From Polyak, 
1957, as modified by Butter. 1968. Re
printed bv permission of The 
l 1niversitv of Chicago Press and 
Brooks/Cole. i\lodificd slightlv from 
both vcisions.) 

Figure J.8 

The color circle. The diagram shows 
the arrangement of various hues and 
their corresponding wavelengths, in 
nanometers, on a circle. Points op-
posite each other in the unshaded 

sectors represent complementary hues 
in the visible spectrum. Those in the 

upper left sector have no complements 
in the visible spectrum. 

-----------------------------•11:11 
voltage, or potential, which can be recorded. Through a series of furt'1er 
electrical steps, involving the horizontal, bipolar, and amacrine cell~ of 
the retina (Figure 3.4 ), electrical activity is passed from the rods and 
-:ones to the ganglion cells' of the retina. The electrical events that have 
traveled across the retina trigger or generate nerve impulses in the gang
lion cells. 

THE VISUAL PATHWAY IN THE BRAIN 
Ganglion cells have long fibers, or axons (Chapter 2, page 46), that leave 
the retina through the optic disc to make up the optic nerve. The patterns 
of nerve impulses in these fibers carry information about the light that 
struck the rods and cones. The route along which the nerve impulses 
travel in the brain is shown in Figure 3. 7. This figure shows that the axons 
of the ganglion cells in the optic nerve reach the lateral geniculate body of 
the thalamus (Chapter 2, page 57). There they make connections, or 
synapses (Chapter 2, page 48), with cells of the lateral geniculate body. 
Then fibers from the lateral geniculate cells carry nerve impulses to the 
primary visual sensory area at the back of the brain (Chapter 2, page 60). 

SOME STIMULUS-SENSATION 
RELATIONSHIPS IN VISION 
A visual experience can have hue (color), brightness, and form. Further, 
the hue may be more or less mixed with white-in other words, more or 
less saturated. What is it in physical energy that is related to each of these 
aspects of visual sensation? 

Hue Sensations of htte, or color, depend primarily on the wavelength of 
light. If other things are controlled, we sense a single wavelength, such as 
might be produced by a prism (see figure following page 109), as a 
particular color. If several wavelengths are mixed together, as usually 
happens, hue depends upon the proportions contributed by the compo
nent wavelengths. If all the wavelengths of the visible spectrum are 
mixed together, we experience white light. 

The relationship of hue to wavelength is depicted in Figure 3.8, 
where sensed hues and their corresponding wavelengths are arranged in a 
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color circle. The hues are shown in a circle to illustrate the faff.' of 
complementary colors. For every hue there is a complementary hue, and 
complementary hues, when mixed in the proper proportions, produce a 
sensation of gray or white. In other words, we do not have; a color 
sensation when complementar\' hues are mixed; all that remains is a 
sensation of brightness-another dimei:..ion of visual experience. Figure 
3.8 is so arranged that the complementarv colors are opposite each other 
on the rim of the circle. For instance, the vellows and blues have single 
complementarv wavelengths in the visible spectrum. The greens, on the 
other hand, do not have complementary wavelengths in the visible spec
trum; their complements are actually mixtures of wavelengths from the 
reds and blues-the extraspectral purples of Figure 3.8. (Blue and red, 
when mixed together. make purple.) If. as usualh· happens, wavelengths 
which are not complementaries are mixed. the resulting hue lies between 
the two wavelengths along the color circle. 

So far we have dealt with colored lights. What about colored paints? 
A mixture of blue and vellow paint, for example, gives us green, not the 
white or grav that is produced bv a light mixture. The reason is that paint 
absorbs S{Jme of the light striking it. The remaining wavelengths are 
reflected back to the eye. and it is these reflected wavelengths that give 
the paint its color. So when two paints are mixed. each absorbs part of the 
spectrum and what i~ left to be reflected depends upon both the absorp
tion and the reflectance of the two paints. In a mixture of yello~· and blue 
paint, it is onlv the wavelengths in the green portion of the spectrum that 
are not absorbed by the paint. These wavelengths are left to be reflected 
back to the eye. The rules for color-mixing of paints do not violate the 
rules for light color-mixing; when mixing paints. it is imponant to figure 
out what wavelengths will be reflected back to the eye. 

Saturation When hues of light are mixed, the resulting color is different 
not only in hue but also in saturation. A color's saturation is the degree to 
which it is not diluted by whiteness. For example. if we take a wave
length giving rise to an experience of blue and add white light to it, we do 
not change the hue- it is still blue. But the hue is paler; it is a "light 
blue" rather than a "rich blue." Pastel colors are simply unsaturated hues; 
they are hues to which some white light has been added. So saturation 
depends upon the ratio of the energv in the dominant wavelength to the 
amount of white light. In the color circle, the saturation of a particular 
wavelength is represented along the line from the wavelength on the 
periphery of the circle to the center of the circle. At the periphery of the 
circle, the saturation is maximum, and the saturation decreases to nothing 
as you move along the line from the peripherv to the center. For instance, 
in Figure 3.8, the saturation of a blue of 480 nanometers is less at Y than it 
is at X. 

Brightness Another major dimension of\ isual experience is brightness. 
Other things being equal. the intensitv of the phvsical stimulus is the 
major determiner of brightness sensations. 

The dimension of brightness extends fr,;m black to white and 
through various shades of gray. To represent it along with the dimensions 
of hue and saturation requires that the two-dimensional color circle be ex
tended into a three-dimensional color solid. (See figure following page 
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Figure 3.9 

The three kinds of wavelength
sensitive cones of the human retina. 
One class of cones absorbs light of a 

~hort v.avelength maximally; a second 
t;·pe absorbs light of a middle wave

length most readilv; and the third kind 
has its peak absorption at a longer 

wavelength. The difference in light ab
sorption of the three cone types is due 

to the different photopigments each 
type of cone contains. (Data provided 

bv H. J .. \. Dartnall, J. K. Bowmaker, 
a;1d J. D. l\lollon; modified from Mo l

ion. 1982.) (Reproduced with 
permission from the .\nnual Reciw· of 

Psvrhology. \'olume 33, © 1982 bv An
nual Reviews, Inc.) 

109.) To mak..: a color solid, color circle is piled on color circle like so 
many layers of cake. In this solid, the up-and-down dimension represents 
brightne~s. The colors at the top are bright; those at the bottom are dark. 
The center line of the solid n.ms through the centers of the various color 
circles and represents the points at which there is neither hue nor satura
tion, onlv varying brightnesses. 

Form Basically, visual sensations of form, or shape, depend upon differ
ences .r. the amounts of energy focused on different parts of the retina. 
(Note, h_owever. some of the other important factors in form perception 
we will describe later in this chapter-pages 112-114.) Thus some parts 
of a scene are lighter than others, and an outline separates the darker 
portions from the lighter ones. Put another way, it is the pattern of energy 
projected on the retina that determines form in vision. 

AFFERENT CODES IN VISION 
Although scientists are a long way from understanding how the basic 
qualities of \isual sensation just described are represented, or coded, in 
the nervous system, enough is known so that we can begin to construct 
working hypotheses abC)lut the afferent codes (page 86) for hue, bright
ness, saturation, and form. 

Afferent Code for Hue The retinas of monkeys, apes, and human 
beings contain three types, or classes, of cones. (See Figure 3. 9.) (Ani
mals without such cones are color-blind.) One type absorbs light best in 
the long-wavelength (yellow) region of the spectrum; a second class of 
cones absorbs best in the middle-wavelength (green) part of the spec
trum; and the third type absorbs short wavelengths (blues) most readily 
(!\1acNichol, 1964; Mollon, 1982). The differential pattern of absorption 
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ecause the afferent coding of color starts with these three different cone 
pes, this aspect of color coding is said to be due to a trichromatic 
'three") process. 

The cone receptor potentials (page 85) started by light absorption, 
·rer crossing the intermediate layers of the retina (Figure 3.4, page 8~), 
1e;ger nerve impulses in the ganglion cells (page 90) of the retina. The 
rnglion cells, the lateral geniculate cells of the thalamus (page 90) with 
h ich the ganglion cells connect, and many cells of the visual cortex (page 
J 1 code for color by what is called an opponent-process mechanism (De Valois 
: Ji.. 1966; DeValois & DeValois, 1975). This means that the ganglion 
ilor-coding cells and others in the brain are excited by wavelengths in 
1e part of the spectrum and inhibited by wavelengths in another part. 
<Jr example. the record of electrical activity for the cell in Figure 3.10 
10ws that (1) the cell stops firing-is inhibited-when the cones are 
1mulared by shorter wavelengths and (2) the cell increases its firing 
.re-is excited-with longer-wavelength stimulation. This cell must be 
ired to the shorter-wavelength-absorbing cones so that they inhibit its 
. ti\ m and to the longer-wavelength-absorbing cones sc: that thev have 
'. excitatorv influence. Since the short- and long-wavelength inputs act 

opposite wavs, they are said to oppose Mrh other, hence the term 
'D011mt-proressing. The cell in Figure 3.10 is an example of one of the 
·Ur main tvpes of ganglion and brain opponent-process cells. The pattern 
:· Jctivitv in the four opponent-cell classes differs for various color stim
i!. and it is this pattern which is saidotG be an important part of the 
:frrent code for hue, or color. 

_fferent Codes for Brightness and Saturation \Vhat are called nonoppo
,'fl( rel/.1 are also found among the ganglion cells, in the lateral geniculate 
•>ch, cmd in the visual cortex (De\'alois, et al., 1966: DeValois & 
le\'Jlois. 1975). These cells are excited by wa\elengths from one end of 
1e 'pectrum to the other. Thus they differ from opponent cells, which 
~e excited and inhibited only bv particular wavelengths. A good match 
xis ts between amounts of activitv in nonopponent cells and the inrensitv 
r the physical light energy striking the cones. Thus brightness sensations 
'.J\- be partially coded for bv nonopponenr-cell activitv. 

Tentative conclusions can also be drawn about the afferent code for 
nuration. If activity in nonopponent cells represents brightness, or 
hiteness, and activity in opponent cells supplies codes for hue., one 
ught expect that mixii1g a great deal of nonopponent-cell activity with 
pponent-cell activity would reduce saturation. On the other hand, reduc- \ 
1e; the relative amount of nonopponent-cell activity might be expected to 
Krease saturation. Recording experiments support this idea: As satura
on goes down, nonopponent activity goes up and vice versa. 

fferent Codes for Form Vision We are still far from knowing now the 
ervous system codes for al! the shapes, or forms, that we see. But one 
lea we should immediately discard is that there is a "little picture" -a 
Jpv-in the eye and brain of the visual scene before us. Instead, the 
:tina and brain use differences in light energv (page 86) to generate 
arrerns of nerve-cell activity which represent, or stand for, the forms that 
e see. 
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Figure 3.10 

Each short, spikelike line represents a 
single nerve impulse fired bv a cell in 

the lateral geniculate body of a 
monkey. The cell responded differen

tially to stimulation by lights of 
different wavelengths. The vertical 

black lines frame the duration of the 
light. 

Take the bottom line, for instance. It 
shows the firing rate of the cell before, 

during, and after stimulation bv red 
light of 706 nanometers wavele~gth. 

The firing before the stimulation is the 
spontaneous. or unstimulated, firing of 
the cell. '.\lote that wavelengths of 586 

nanometers or less inhibit this cell's 
spontaneous firing rate-no responses 
occurred during the period of stimula
tion at those w~velengths. Stimulation 

by a wavelerlgth of 603 nanometer> 
produced very little, if any, effect. 

Stimulation by longer wavelengths, 
however, caused a marked increase in 

the firing rate. 
The cell which produced this record is 

an opponent cell because of the op
posite actions of the longer and shorter 
wavelengths. The shorter wavelengths 
inhibited the cell; longer wavelengths 
excited it. (Based on DeValois et al., 

1966.) 
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Figure 3.11 

Some of the main areas of the human 
cerebral cortex involved in the process
ing of visual information. Top, a 
schematic side view of the human cere
brJim (see Chapter 2); bottom, a 
middle view !see Chapter 2). The 
numbers refer to areas of the cerebral 
cortex. Area 17 is the primary visual 
sensory area of the cortex; it receives 
visual inputs directly from the lateral 
geniculate bodv of the thalamus. 

Figure3.12 

Left, orientation of a dark bar focused 
on the retina of a monkev. The rec

tangles indicate the region of the retina 
in which the bar is an effective stim

ulus for exciting a cell in the visual 
cortex. The experimenters moved the 

bar so that its image moved over the 
retina; the arrows show the directions 

of movement. 
Right, nerve impulses recorded from a 

cell in the visual cortex. The arrows 
above the impulse records show the 
times during which the bar stimulus 
was present an<J the direction of its 

movement. Note that this cortical cell 
fires most rapidly when the bar is tilted 

at a certain angle and moves from 
lower left to upper right. (After Hubel 

& Wiesel. 1'968.) 

In some animals, the activity recorded from single optic-nerve fibers 
shows that a great deal of the analysis of form occurs in the retina itself. 
For instan.ce. recordings from optic-nerve fibers of the frog have found 
cells that'preferentiallv respond to various shape features of stimuli. Thus 
in the frog, some optic-nerve fibers respond most readily when small, 
round shapes are presented w the eve; these same fibers do not respond 
so \ igorouslv to other shapes. The scientists who made these recordings 
(t-.laturana et al., 1960) called these fibers "bug perceivers." In these 
same studies, other optic-nerve fibers were found to be especially respon
sive to other features of stimulation. 

In higher animals, form vision depends, to a large degree but 
perhaps not excll!siveh· (Humphrey. 1970), on the activitv of nerve cells 
in the parts of tht' cerebral cortex (Chapter 2, page 60, and Figure 3.11) 
that process visual input. Researchers have measured and classified the 
activitv patterns occurring in thc:;e cells and have hypothesized how the 
patterns might be related to form vision. 

One hYpothesi' about comcal nerve cell activity and form vision 
stems from the observation that most nerve cells in the visual cortex 
respond best to lines. edges, or bars of light presented to the eye; other 
types of stimuli are le-;s effective (Hubel & Wiesel, 1968, 1979). Figure 
3.12 illustrates the recorded response of a eel! in the visual cortex of a 
monkev. (The \·isual svstems in monkevs and human beings are similar.) 
The characteristics of its activitv are representative of one of the four main 
tvpes of line, edge, or bar "feature detectors" in the visual cortex. Visual 
form ma\ be represented, in part, bv the distinctive and complex patterns 
of acti\ itv in millions of simple "feature-detector" nerve cells. 

Another hvpothesis abom form vision is based on the observation 
that groups of cells in the \ isual cortex respond best to certain spatial 
frequencies of ,·isual stimulation. Figure 3.13 shows what is . ieant by 
spatial frequenry in vision: There are more alternations between light and 
dark in the right panel than in the left one; the right panel has a higher 
spatial frequencv. Some cells in the \·isual cortex respond be<t to the 



h1c::her spa rial frequencv of light-dark alternations represented at the right 
',f Figure .).13; other cells respond most vigorouslv to the lower spatial 
frequenn on the left of the figure; and still other groups of cells respond 
c" other ;,patial frequencies not depicted in Figure 3.13. 

To understand how spatiJI frequt:nc\ ma\· be involved in form 
\ i-.ion. consider the slice of the 1 isual scene in Figure 3.14; alternations of 
light and dark in the slice are shown at the right of the figure. Mathe
rnaricallv, a complex wave such as the one shown in Figure 3.14 t:an be 
broken dcrn n. or analyzed. into a number of component simple wave 
'hapes--sine waves-of various frequencies. The abrupt, sharp changes 
1n light intensirv are the high-frequencv components of the complex 
\1J1e, while the more gradual changes are lcm'Cr-frequency components. 
Suppose now that the brain does a frequencv analvsis of the light inten
'1ties in the slice of Figure .~.14. The cells that are activated most readily 

Figure 3.13 
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Two patterns which differ in spatial 
frequency-the number of alternations 
between light and dark. The right 
panel has more alternations and there
fore has a higher spatial frequencv than 
the left one. 

Figure 3.14 

The cuf\"e at the right shows alterna
tions of brightness in the slice through 
the left picture. The rapid changes in 

brightness are the high-frequency com
ponents of the slice; the less-rapid 

changes are the lower-frequency com
ponents. The brain is said to have cells 
ness frequency components of a scene, 

and this may provide a basis for form 
vision. See text. (From Physiology of Be
havior, by Dr. Neil R. Carlson, 1980.) 
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Fi1;ure 3.15 

Our ears give us one of our greatest 
joys-listening to music. (Wide World 

Photos.) 

by higher frequencies will fire at some parts of the slice and those most 
sensitive at other frequencies will fire at other parts. Imagine further that 
similar analvses are made of slices through the whole picture, and you will 
begin to appreciate the spatial-frequencv hvpothesis of form vision, to say 
nothing of the tremendous complexity of the whole visual brain activity 
pattern that represents the picture in Figure .).14. 

Sensory Processes: Hearing 

Hearing is probably second only to vision as a channel through which we 
can learn about and appreciate our world. Through hearing, we can 
understand speech-our chief medium for imparting and acquiring 
knowledge. (See Chapter 6.) Through hearing, too, we receive a great 
manv signals and cues-the warning automobile horn, th!:: chime of a 
clock, the fire-engine's siren, the footsteps of a person approaching from 
behind. Through hearing, we also derive one of our greatest pleasures: 
listening to r1"1sic (Figure 3.15). 

THE PHYSICAL STIMULUS FOR HEARING 
When an object vibrates, the molecules of air around it are pushed 
together and thus are put under positive pressure. In turn, they push 
against the molecules close to them, and these molecules transmit the 
pressure to neighboring molecules. A wave of pressure moves through the 
air in much the same way that ripples move on the water. (See Figure 
3.16, top). However, sound-pressure wave~ travel much faster than do 
waves of water; at sea level, and at a temperature of 20°C, they travel at 
about 760 miles per hour, or approximately 1, 130 feet per second. 

Most objects do not move, or vibrate, in only one direction when 
struck. A plucked violin string, for example, vibrates back and forth. As 
the string moves in one direction, a positive-pressure wave begins to 
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move through the air. But when the string swings back to its original 
position and beyond, a little vacuum, or negative pressure, is created just 
behind the wave of positive pressure. The vacuum moves with the speed 
of sound, just as the positve-pressure wave does. The alternations in air 
pressure moving in all directions from the source are called sound waves, 
and such sound waves are the physical stimuli for everything we hear. 

Intensity and Decibels As shown in Figure 3.16 (below), sound pressure 
can vary in intensity, as represented by the heights, or amplitudes, of the 
waves. Intensity refers to how great the pressure changes in the wave are, 
and degrees of intensity are related to the sensation of loudness. 

The unit used to measure the intensity of sound pressures is the 
decibel (dB). For most practical purposes, we can regard a decibel scale as 
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Figure 3.16 

Top, a sound wave produced by a 
sound source. As the sound source vi

brates, it alternately compresses and 
rarities the air around it. This generates 
a pressure wave that is transmitted out

ward in all directions bv the air 
molecules, which impinge ·on each 

other and so transfer the pressure. The 
inset shows a sound wave represented 

graphically. The darker bands repre
sent peaks of compression; the lighter 

areas between the bands represent 
times of rarefaction. The more denselv 

packed the air molecules are, th~ 
greater the amplitude of the sound 
wave. The frequency of the sound 

wave is measured by the number of 
peak compressions occurring in 

1 second. 
Below, simple sound waves. The upper 

and middle waves have the same am
plitude, or pressure, but the middle 

one has a frequency twice that of the 
upper. The middle and lower waves 

have the same frequency, but the 
lower one has an amplitude twice that 

of the middle one. 
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Each of the sounds listed at the right 
has a physical intensitv of approx
imatelv the number of decibels shown 
at the left. 

Fif!.Ur/' 3.18 

Three complex sound wcffes. The 
wa,·e at the top shows what a musical 

note plaved on a harmonica looks like. 
The middle wave is the sustained 

vowel sound oh. These two sound pat
terns are periodic; the same pattern 

repeats itself. The sound wa\c at the 
bottom in aperiodic it is the record of 

a hissing noise and ,is completelv irreg
ular. 

simply a set of numbers, like a scale of temperature, and then learn that 
certain numbers correspond to certain sensations of loudness. To give vou 
an idea of what the numb~rs mean, Figure 3 .17 shows the correspondence 
between decibels and some sounds with which you arc familiar. 

Frequency Thejrequenry of a sound wave is simplv the number of cycles 
of pressure change occurring within 1 second. One cvcle per second is 
called a hertz (Hz). Jn the lower portion of Figure .).16, the sound wave at 
the top has fewer pressure changes per second than do the other two 
waves; it therefore has a lower frcquencv. To be more specific. if a sound 
wave goes to positive pressure, then to negative pressure, and back 500 
times in a second, its frequencv is 500 hertz becaw;c the wave has 
completed that manv cvclcs in 1 second. The phvsical frequency of sound 
waves is related to sensations of pitch. 

Complex Waveforms The sound waves sh01n1 in Figure .).16 arc simple 
ones. Thev are known as sint w·rr<.:t.1 because their shape can be expressed 
bv the sine function of trigonometf\. But most of the sounds we hear in 
e\·ernlav life arc the result of m111plex ZJ:'m·es. Three examples of such 
W<ffcs arc shown in Figure .\.18. Complex \\a,·cs can take manv, manv 
forms, but. in general. thcv are either periodic or aperiodic. This means 
that thev either have ct rcpetitiYe pattern occurring over and over again or 
thcv consist of \\'Jvcs ""·ith \·ariull'> amplitudes cmd frequencies occurring 
irregularlv. \Ykn we ccill "noi-;c" is us11allv aperiodic in wa\·eform. 

Pniorlir w'rl'i'!'.I' arc composed of several sine \\a\ cs that arc multiples 
of each other. The lowest frcqucnc\ m such \\cl\ cs is called the/i111damnz.
talfreq11mn: the higher multiples ,ire called the hf1nno11i1freq11mtits. For 



instance, we might describe the periodic tone of a musical instrument by 
saying that it has a fundamental frequency of -iOO hertz and harmonic 
frequencies, or overtones, at 800 hertz, 1,600 hertz. 3,200 hertz, and so 
on. Most musical instruments produce complex periodic tones, and the 
sensed qualitv of the sound, or nmbre. we hear is related to the pattern of 
harmonic frequencies. For instance, even when •l violin and a trumpet are 
playing the same note, the sensed qm,lity of the sounds they make are 
quite different. While their fundamental frequencv-the note-is the 
same, the harmonic-frequencv patterns theY make differ greatly. 

STRUCTURE OF THE EAR AND HEARING 
In order for us to hear, our nervous svstems must be ser into motion. 
Physical energv must be convened, or transduced (page 85), into elec
trical activity by the auditor\' receptors, The way this is done has been, 
and is, the subject of intensive inn.:st1gatwn. It all begins with mechanical 
events in the ear. 

Figure 3.19 shows the ear's m..iJor features. It has three principal 
parts: the external ear, which collect~ the cnergv; the middle ear, which 
transmits the energv; and the inner e.1r, where the transduction of energv 
into nerve impulses actuallv occur,. 

The pinna of the external ear colkct' energv. which travels through 
a small air-filled duct called the aw/iron mnai rn the eardrum. The 
eardrum is a thin membrane stretched t1ghth '.\cros5 the inner end of che 
canal. Alternations in the pressure of rhe sound wave move this small 
membrane back and forth. The oscillatwn of the euJrum, in turn, moves 
three small bones, the ossides, so that \·ibrarion is conducted through the 
middle ear to the entrance of the cochle1 in the inner ear. The bones of 
the middle ear are connected like a seri:.:5 of leYcrs, Hence energy is 
transmitted mechanically, and amplification takes place through the mid
dle ear. 

The inner-ear sense organs for hearing arc contained in a bonv 
structure that is spiraled like a snail ~rnd called the md1/eo (from the Latin 

Figure 3.19 
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Figure 3.20 

A cross-section of the cochlea. 

Figure3.21 

The auditory pathway from cochlea to 
auditory cortex. A cross-section of the 
cerebral hemispheres is depicted (see 

Chapter 2):- this shows that the auditory 
cortex is on the lower bank of the lat-

word meanmg "snail shell"). The cochlea has three fluid-filled canals 
spiraling around together and separated from one another by membranes. 
Figure 3.19 shows a side view of the cochlea; Figure 3.20 shows a cross 
section of the cochlea ~fnd its three canals: the vestibular canal, the 
cochlear canal, and the tympanic canal. 

As the ossicles move back and forth. one of them, the stapes. 
presses on a membrane called the oval window (Figure 3. 19), which seah 
off the end of the vestibular canal of the cochlea. In this way, when 
changes in air pressure move the ossicles back and forth, waves are set up 
in the fluid that fills the canals of the cochlea. The waves in the cochlea 
reach the organ of Corti, which lies on the basilar membrane (Figure 3.20). 
The pressure waves in the cochlear canals produce bending movements of 
the fine, hairlike processes on the ends of the hair rel/1 of the organ of 
Corti (Figure 3.20). When these hairlike processes are bent, receptor 
potentials (page 85) are initiated. thus starting the process by which 
nerve impulses are generated. In summarv. then. the bending of the hair
cell fibers is the event that is responsible. in the auditory system, for the 
transduction of mechanical energv into nerve impulses. 

The nerve impulses initiated in the cochlea travel into the brain and 
then along certain nerve fibers within the brain. These fibers, and the 
nerve cells from which thev originate, make up what is called the auditof\ 
pathway (Figure 3.21 ). As we shall see after discussing some of the 
stimulus-sensation relationships in hearing, patterns of activity of nef\·e 
cells in this pathwav. and in the cochlea itself, comprise the afferent codes 
(page 86) for what we hear. 

SOME STIMULUS-SENSATION 
RELATIONSHIPS IN HEARING 
Vl'hile r he frequencv of pressure waves can varv over a wide range, human 
beings are sensitive to only a relatively narrow band of frequencies. 

eral fissure (see Chapter 2). Cerebral 

(Schiffman, 1982.) hemispheres 
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Generally speaking, the audible range for human beings is between 20 
and 20,000 hertz. (Other animals have different ranges. Dogs, for in
stance, can detect higher frequencies than can human beings-hence the 
"dog whistle," which gives out frequencies above our range o(hearing 
but within the dog's. Bats have an upper limit that extends into the 
neighborhood of 150,000 hertz.) Within the 20- to 20,000-hertz range, our 
experience of pitrh (how high or low the sound se<;ms) depends largely, 
but not entirely, on the frequency of the sound wave: Low frequencies 
have low pitches, and progessively higher frequencies give sensations of 
higher and higher pitch. 

Just as frequency corresponds most closely to the sensed pitch of 
tones, intensity corresponds most closely to loudness. But note that 
frequency, in addition to intensity, is important in helping to determine 
how loud something sounds. Depending on its frequency, the same 
sound pressure (intensity) will be heard as relatively loud, relatively soft, 
or not at all. Figure 3.22 shows this. A sound pressure of 20 decibels, for 
example, is well above the threshold for hearing at 1,000 hertz but just 
about at the threshold neqr 200 hertz. Since it is well above threshold at 
1,000 hertz, it will be heard as louder at this frequency than at 200 hertz, 
where it is near threshold. 

As described earlier (page 99), the psychological counterpart of 
wave complexity is timbre-the tonal quality that enables us to distinguish 
among different musical instruments and voices. The physical basis of 
tonal quality, or timbre, is to be found in the pattern of harmonics; 
musical instruments sound different from each other because of the 
illfferences in the harmonic patterns thev produce. 

AFFERENT CODES IN HEARING 
The afferent code (page 86) for loudness may be based on the fact that 
sense organs usually generate more and more impulses as the intensity of 
the stimulus increases. The number of impulses is not usually directly 
proportional to the intensity of the stimulus, but a relationship does exist 
between the two. So at first glance, it might seem reasonable to assume 
that the loudness of a tone is related to the number of impulses generated 
and transmitted to the brain. But the firing patterns of the nerve cells that 
receive auditory input are extremely complex at the various parts of the 
auditory pathway. For instance, some nerve cells decrease, or even stop, 
their firing as stimulus intensity rises. Today, researchers are concentrat
ing on discovering what happens to nerve cells in the brain when the 
intensity of an auditory stimulus is increased. Thus the afferent code for 
loudness may become clearer. 

For frequencies above about 1,500 hertz, pitch depends upon the 
fact that different portions of the organ of Corti on the basilar membrane 
are maximally stimulated by different frequencies (von Bekesy, 1960; 
Khanna & Leonard, 1982). Somehow the brain uses a p/are rode-that is, 
nerve impulses arising from a given region of the organ of Corti are sensed 
as a particular pitch. This is sometimes called the "pitch is which" 
theory-the experience of pitch depends upon the place at which the 
organ of Corti is most stimulated. Thus the afferent code for the pitch of 
higher frequencies is largely a spatial one. For lower frequencies-20 to 
about 1,500 hertz-the afferent coding of pitch seems to be accomplished 
by nerve· fibers in the auditory pathway that fire in step with the fre-
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different frequencies. 
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Figure 3.23 

A section through the nose. Air cur
rents inhaled through the nostrils are 
wafted to the upper part of the nasal 
cavity, where they stimulate the olfac
tory, or smell, receptors. 
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quency of the physical stimulus (Rosenzweig & Leiman, 1982). For 
example, some of the "phase-locked" fibers may fire at every peak of 
pressure, while others may fire at every second or third peak. Thus a 
pattern of firing is established that is distinctive for a given frequency; it is 
this pattern which is the code for physical frequency in the brain and is 
correlated with the sensation of pitch for the lower frequencies. 

Very little is known about the afferent code for timbre. Just imagine 
how complex the nervous-system activity must be to code all the harmon
ics of a guitar note, to say nothing of the music coming from the band in 
Figure 3.15. 

Sensory Processes: Smell 

It is through smell, of course, that we detect and experience many of the 
events in the chemical world that surrounds us. But smell may also have a 
special role to plav in behavior. Smells seem to trigger behavior and start 
trains of thought; smells judged as pleasant may set off approach behav
ior, while smells judged as unpleasant may arouse avoidance behavior. 
And smells can also serve to trigger memories of past emotional experi
ences. 

The receptors for smell respond to chemical substances, especially 
if those substances are volatile. Smell receptors are located high up in the 
nasal passages leading from the nostrils to the throat (Figure 3.23). They 
lie in two small patches, one on the left and one on the right, in the roofs 
of these passages. Since thev are a little off the main route of air as it 
moves through the nose in normal breathing, our sense of smell is rela
tively dull when we are breathing normally and quietly. A sudden sniff or 
vigorous intake of air. however, stirs up the air in the nasal passages and 
brings more of it to the receptors. This is why animals and people sniff 
when thev are trving to identify an odor. 

The sensitivity of the smell receptors is impressive. People can 
detect incredibly small amounts of odorous substances. For instance, 
artificial musk, one of the most odorous of all scents, can be sensed by 
human beings in a concentration of 0.0004 milligrams in a liter of air. The 
smell receptors must be responding to only a few molecules-per sniff, and 
the sense of smell in many animals surpasses that of human beings. 

If vou re·-~all all of the odors that vou encounter in a day, you will 
realize that they have many shades and qualities. Scientists have raised 
the question of whether such a multitude of sensations might not result 
from mixtures of a relatively few primary qualities. Perhaps there are a 
few unique odors which, mixed in different proportions, might account 
for the various discriminable odors. If we could identify the basic odors, 
we might be able to relate the basic odors to particular features of the 
smell receptor. But smell has not proved to be this simple. A number of 
basic odor systems have been proposed. For instance, one system says the 
four basic odors are fragrant (musk), acid (vinegar), burnt (roast coffee), 
and caprylic (goaty or sweaty). Each system serves some particular purpose 
well-the manufacture of perfume, for example-but there is little as
surance that any of them identifies the "real" primary smells, if, indeed, 
thev exist. 



Sensory Processes: Taste 

The receptors for taste are specialized cells grouped together ii) little 
clusters known as taste buds (Figure 3.24, right). Most of these buds are 
located on the top and -sides of the tongue, but a few of them are at the 
back of the mouth and in the throat. If you look at your tongue closely in a 
mirror, you will notice a number of bumps on it, some large and some 
small. These bumps, called papillae, are richly populated with taste buds. 
To stimulate the taste buds, substances must be in solutions that will 
wash around the papillae and penetrate to the taste buds in the clefts 
between them (Figure 3.24, left). 

Taste sensitivity is not nearly so keen as smell sensitivity. For 
instance, depending upon the taste substance, it takes from 1 part in 25 to 
1 part in 2,000 before it can be detected. In general, people are more 
sensitive to acids and bitter substances than they are to sweet or salty 
ones. 

PRIMARY TASTE QUALITIES 
We know more about the prima~· taste qualities than we do about the 
primary odor qualities. Several lines of evidence point to four basic taste 
qualities: salty, sour, srnet, and bitter. Part of the evidence for these 
qualities is the fact that the tongue is not uniformly sensitive to all stimuli. 
If, for example, we apply minute drops of a bitter solution, such as 
quinine, to different parts of the tongue, we find the bitter taste most 
pronounced when the drops are put at the back of the tongue. The taste 
of sweetness, on the other hand, is most noticeable when sugar solutions 
are placed on the tip of the tongue. The sides of the tongue respond 
mainly to sour stimuli, and the tip and part of the sides respond to salry 
solutions. This, together with other data, supports the idea that there are 
four primary taste qualities. 

If we try to state what kinds of solutions give rise to the different 
qualities, however, we run into trouble. Sugar, such as common table 
sugar, tastes sweet, but so do many other chemical compounds (such as 
saccharine) that chemically have lirtle in common with sugar. A bitter 
tasre presents a similar problem. A class of compounds that the organic 
chemist calls alkaloids, which includes quinine and nicotine, tastes bitter. 
But so do substances such as some of the mineral salts, which have little in 
common with the alkaloids. However, all this may prove only that we 
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Left, a papilla of the tongue showing 
the location of taste buds in the clefts 
between papillae. Right, a taste bud. 
(Left, drawing from Coren et al., 1979; 
Wyburn et al., 1964.) 
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have not yet discovered which aspects of a chemical substance are the 
keys to determining taste quality. We cannot, at present, give definite 
rules for the kinds of chemical substances that produce sweet and bitter 
tastes. 

In the cases of sour and salty tastes, a somewhat better correlation 
exists between chemical composition and taste. All the stimuli that taste 
sour are acid. Moreover, the degree of sourness that we taste is fairly 
proportional to the total number of acid (H+) ions present. Salty taste, 
similarly, is usually aroused by what the chemist calls salts-that is, the 
chemical product of acids and alkalies. Common table salt, however, is 
about the only salt that has a uniquely salty taste; most other salts produce 
experiences of bitter or sweet in addition to that of salt. 

AFFERENT CODE FOR TASTE 
What is the input, or afferent (page 86), code in the nerves for taste? It 
can be seen clearly from studies of the electrical responses of single taste
nerve fibers that almost all of them respond to several taste stimuli 
(Pfaffmann. 1964 ). Thus the firing of a single fiber is not unique-it may 
be fired by many stimuli-and therefore a single fiber does not carry 
unambiguous information regarding taste stimuli to the central nervous 
system. As far as the brain "knows,'' the fiber could be firing because any 
one .of a number of stimuli has come in contact with the taste buds. 
However, the firing of a number of taste-nerve fibers can make up a 
unique combination for a given stimulus. It seems that the afferent code 
for a particular taste consists of a pattern of firing in the nerve fibers from 
the taste buds (Erickson & Schiffman, 1975 ). Thus one taste might be 
represented by high rates of firing in a certain group of nerve fibers, 
intermediate rates in another group, and low rates in others. Another taste 
would have a different pattern, and so on. 

Sensory Processes: The Skin Senses 

In order to adapt to the environment, we need to know what is happening 
at the surface of our bodies. The skin senses (or somatosenses, as they are 
also called) give us this information, and the skin can be thought of as a 
"giant sense organ" that covers the body. Four skin senses are usually 
distinguished: pressure or touch, cold, warmth, and pain. Much of what we 
receive from the skin senses results in such "simple" sensations as itch
ing, tingling, feelings of hot and cold, or painful sensations of injury. The 
skin senses, however, are capable of telling us much more than this. We 
can, for example, identify objects by touch or even learn to read Braille, as 
the blind do. 

The skin is not uniformly sensitive. One of the first things investiga
tors of the skin senses discovered was that the skin has punctuate sensitivity, 
meaning that it is sensitive at some points and not so sensitive at others. 
And, in general, the spots of greatest sensitivity to touch, cold, warmth, 
and pain stimuli are different. If we explore the same patch of skin with 
touch stimuli, warm stimuli, cold stimuli, and stimuli for pain, we find 
that the sensitive spots for these four types of stimuli are distributed 
differently over the patch of skin. In other words, there are four separate 
maps of the sensitive points corresponding to the four types of stimuli we 
have applied. 



PRESSURE OR TOUCh 
The sensation a p..:rs,m who is touched lightly on the skin reports is called 
either pressure or touch. The amount of physical pressure required to 
produce this experience varies greatly for different parts of the body. The 
tip of the tongue, the lips, the fingers, and the hands are the most 
sensitive areas. The arms and legs are less sensitive, and the trunk and 
calloused areas are the least sensitive of all. We experience touch, it 
should be noted, not only when some object presses on the skin but also 
when hairs on the body are slightly moved. 

Psychologists have studied carefully what it is about a stimulus that 
elicits the experience of touch. They wanted to know, in particular, 
whether it is the weight of an object on the skin or simply a bending of the 
skin. They have concluded that it is the latter-the deforming, or bend
ing, of the skin. A gradient of pressure, not uniformly distributed pres
sure, is the stimulus for touch experience. 

For more than 100 years, many attempts have been made to deter
mine the receptors for pressure. We think that a fairly complex structure 
called the Meissnercorpusde (Figure 3.25) serves the pressure sense in the 
hairless regions of the body-the palms of the hands, for example. We 
think that another structure, the basket ner<Jr ending, docs the same for the 
roots of hairs. We also have good reason to believe that simple free nerve 
endings-endings not associated with anv special structurc--convey touch 
impulses because people can feel pressure in some areas of the skin where 
no receptors other than free nerve endings are found. In addition to the 
sense of touch or pressure on the surface of the body, we are sensitive to 
deep pressure. The receptors for this sense seem to be small capsules 
called Pacinian mrpusdes (Figure 3.25). 

TEMPERATURE SENSATION: COLD AND WARMTH 
Experiences of c?ld and warmth are elicited bv changes in the normal 
gradient of skin temperature-that is, by changes in the difference be
tween the temperature of the skin surface and the temperature of the 
blood circulating beneath it. In the case of the forearm, for example, this 
gradient is about 5°C. The temperature of the skin surface is usually 
about 32 or 33°C and that of the blood beneath it is about 37°C. A 
stimulus of 28 to 30°C, which is definitely felt as cold, increases this 
gradient a little. A stimulus of 34°C, which can be felt as warmth, 
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decreases it a little. Thus it takes a change in skin temperature of only 1 to 
2°C to be experienced as warmth or cold. 

In skin maps, the cold spots and warm spots are found in different 
places. This has been taken to mean that there are two different sensory 
channels for the experiences of warmth and cold. You might therefore 
expect different receptors to lie under the cold and warln spots, but this 
does not seem to be true. Instead, free nerve endings, physiologically 
specialized but not obviously anatomically specialized, appear to be re
sponsible for signaling information about temperature. Increasing the 
temperature gradient by cooling the skin causes certain free-nerve-ending 
fibers to increase their rate of firing. These fibers might be called "cold 
fibers." And, up to a point, decreasing the temperature gradient by 
warming the skin causes an increase in the firing of certain fibers. These 
might be called "warm fibers." Thus the afferent code for the experi
ences of cold and warmth appears to be the rates of firing in cold and 
warm fibers. 

PAIN 
Pain is a skin sense. but.of course pain is felt from the interior of the boqy 
too. This sense has great significance in human life. It motivates a 
multitude of behaviors. People will do many things to reduce it, as drug 
companies have found to their profit. Benjamin Franklin said, "Things 
that hurt, instruct," and we will discuss in Chapter 4 (page 161) how the 
reduction of pain can serve as a reinforcer in the promotion of learning. 
Pain may also trigger aggression against the source of the pain or even 
against neutral objects in the environment. And, of course, pain has 
immense biological importance because it may signal that something is 
wrong with the body. 

Pain Stimuli and Receptors Many different stimuli produce pain-a 
needle prick, scalding steam, a cut, a hard blow to the skin, inflammation 
and swelling, or strong chemical stimulation of the skin. This pain is 
called noxious (from the Latin word meaning "to injure") stimulation. 
What do noxious stimuli have in common? Because of the close rela
tionship between pain and bodily injury, scientists have long been in-~ 
dined to believe that pain stimuli are stimuli that damage bodilY, tissues in 
some way. 

There is evidence that the receptors stimula~ed by this tissue 
damage are free nerve endings. Since maps of the skin show separate pain 
spots, the free nerve endings of the pain spots must be specialized in 
some way to respond to painful stimuli and not to other stimuli. At 
present, invesigators do not know what is special about the particular free 
nerve endings that respond to damaging stimulation. 

Afferent Codes and Pain "Gates" The nerve fibers that carry informa
tion about pain into the spinal cord and brain are the smaller-diameter 
fibers in the sensory nerves from the skin and body organs. Rates of firing 
in these small nerve fibers constitute much of the afferent code for pain. 
But the central nervous ~ystem itself has much to say about how much 
pain is actually felt, or perceived. As the pain inputs enter the spinal cord or 
brain, thdr transmission for further processing may be blocked. It is as if 
there are "gates" for pain input which can be closed (Melzack, 1973). 



Some pain-killing drugs (analgesics), such as morphine and morphine-like 
compounds, seem to work because they are able to close these pain gates. 

The evidence thus far accumulated appears to show that increases in 
the activity of nerve cells in the brain-stem areas of midbrain anp pons 
(Chapter 2, page 53) result in the blunting of human pain (Hosobuchi et 
al., 1977) and in a decrease of pain-elicited responses in animals (Mayer & 
Liebeskind, 1974). Nerve impulses originating in these brain-stem nerve 
cells are said to travel to cells in the pain pathway to block, or "gate," 
incoming pain signals (Figure 3.26). Many of the brain-stem nerve cells 
involved in the alleviation of pain are activated by morphine and mor
phine-like compounds (opiates). Thus these cells may be where pain
relieving drugs work. 

We now know that the body produces chemical substances which 
can act like morphine on the brain-stem cells of the pain gate (Snyder & 
Childers, 1979). These self-produced opiates-known as enkephalins 
and endorphins-may be involved in closing the gates to lessen perceived 
pain; they may thus provide, as the following examples indicate, a partial 
explanation of the pain-reducing effects of acupuncture and "sugar pills." 

Acupuncture anesthesia is produced by inserting and twisting nee
dles in various regions of the body. The body sites where the needles are 
inserted are often far from the part of the body to be anesthetized. But 
acupuncture must work because major surgical procedures are performed 
in China with nothing more than this form of anesthesia. Some evidence 
indicates that the opiate gate system may be involved in acupuncture 
(Mayer et al., 1976). And there is speculation that acupuncture pro
cedures may stimulate the body to release its own opiates, which in tum 
activate the gate system, but the issue of how acupuncture works is by no 
means settled. 

A placebo is a pharmacologically inactive substance that a person is 
told will have a desired effect. Sugar pills arc examples of commonly 
administered placebos. For those who believe in the effectiveness of the 
placebo, considerable pain relief is possible, and there is evidence linking 
the placebo effect with the opiate brain systems (Levine et al., 1979). 

Hypnosis (Chapter 16, page 708) can also be used to relieve pain, 
but it does not seem to operate through the opiate pain gate. Nor do we 
know how the other psychological pain relievers operate. For instance, 
pain input may be blocked from the focus of attention, as when a hockey 
player feels little pain from a severe cut while concentrating on scoring a 
goal. While, as we will sec later (page 109), this might be considered an 
example of filtering in attention, it is not known whether such blunting of 
pain involves the opiate gate. 

From Sensory Processes to Perception . 

Perception refers to the way the world looks. sou~ds. feels. tastes, or 
smells. In other words, perception can be defined as whatever is experi
enced by a person. 

The first part of this chapter dealt with simple perceptions, or 
sensations, that are closely linked to patterns of activity in the sensory 
channels themselves. However, for mqch of what we perceive, the sen
sory-in put. patterns provide only the raw material for experience. For 
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Figure 3.26 

A schematic diagram of the pain-gate 
svstem in the brain and spinal cord. Ar

rows indicate the direction of nerve 
impulses. The "gating" occurs where 
the pain fibers enter the spinal cord. 

(See ~ext.) 
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Figure 3/7 

Top, the enclosed circle in A and the 
enclosed square in B appear to be dis

torted. But if you use a dime or a 
maight edge to check your initial per

ceptions, you will find that the 
measurements (other perceptions) do 
not agree with your first perceptions. 
Illusions are examples of perceptual 

processes at work; they are not 
"tricks." (After Orbison, 1939.) 

Bottom, does the X appear longer than 
the Y? Measurements will give a differ

ent answer. 

example, when we perceive the visual riches of an art museum, people's 
faces, television, or a conversation, active processes work on the sensorv 
input to transform it into what we actually experience. Thus perception
our experience of the world--::-arises from sensory input plus the ways we 
process the sensory information. Many years ago, the famous American 
psychologist William James put it this way: "Part of what we perceive 
comes through the senses from the object before us; another 
part ... always comes, ... out of our own head." The "out of our 
own head" part of this quotation refers w the active processing of sensof'\
input that makes our experience of the world what it is. 

IJJusions, such as those shown in Figure 3. 27 and on the pages at the 
beginning of this chapter, are familiar examples of perceptual processes at 
work~ An illusion is not a trick or a misperception; it is a perception. We 
call it an illusion simply because it does not agree with our other percep
tions. For instance, our perception of the line lengths in the Mliller-Lyer 
illusion of Figure 3.27 does not agree with the perception we would have 
if there were no arrows. The presence of the arrows in the figure causes us 
to process the sensory input in such a way that we perceive the lines as 
unequal in length. The Gatewav Arch shown on the beginning pages of 
this chapter is 630 feet high. But what did you perceive? Perceptual 
processes have done their work to produce the illusion. A simpler version 
of this horizontal-vertical illusion is shown in Figure 3.27. Illusions dem
onstrate that what we perceive often depends on processes that go far 
beyond the raw material of the sensory input. The rest of this chapter is 
about perceptual processes (most of them visual) that transform sensor;.· 
inputs into what we actually experience. 

A 

Orbison's illusions 

y x 

-<-->~--< 

Mi.iller-Lyer illusion. 
is X longer than Y? 

B 

HOTizontal-vertical illusion· 
Is X lonqer thafl Y? 



Perceptual Processes: Attention 

At any given moment, our sense organs are bombarded by a multitude of 
stimuli, yet we perceive only a few of them ck:arlv. Were vou aware of the 
background noises in your environment until vou read this sentence?'Yet 
input from the ears was coming in all the time . . °!!!flltion is the term given 
to the perceptual processes that select certain inputs for inclusion in our 
conscious experience, or awareness, at anv given time. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ATTENTION 
The processes of attention divide our field of experience into a focus and 
a margin. Events that we perceive clearlv are at the focus of experience. 
Other items are perceived dimlv; we.ma\· be aware of their presence. but 
only vaguely so. These items are in the margin of attention. 

To illustrate the nature of attention, consider vour perceptions at a 
football game. \Yhile vou are dimly aware of the tangle of plavcrs at the 
scrimmage line and of the activitv of the blocker'>. it is the ball carrier and 
his movements that stand out. Your attention is focused on him .. -\t the 
same time, sens(Jrv inputs are coming in from \our cold feet, from vour 
stomach as a result of the last hot dog vou ate, and from the fellow behind 
vou who is smoking a cigar. The crowd is also cheering. While the plav is 
going on, you are probablv not aware of anv of these sensor:: inputs that 
are in the margin ofvour attention. Onlv when the plav is finiohed or time 
is called do vou perceive how cold your feet are. how queasv vour stom:.ic:h 
feels, what a strong smell the cigar has, a"d how noisv i:he crowd is. 

T'he fact that vou do at some point hecome ~mare of the marginal 
inputs illustrates another characteristic of attention. that it is constantlv 
shifting. \\'hat is at the focus one moment mav be in the margin the next; 
and what is in the margin may become the focus. 

ATTENTION AND THE PROCESSING OF INFOR\1.A TION 
How have psvchologists tried to account for the fact that perception has a 
focus and that this focus switches from time to time? One set of explana
tions uses the concept of filtering. Since we cannot process al! the informa
tion in our sensory channels, we filter, or partiallv block out, some inputs 
while letting others through (Treisman, 1969: Lindsav & Norman. 1977). 

Imagine yourself at a party standing between two groups of people 
who are simultaneouslv carrying on two different comersations. You may 
be able to pick up some of both conversations at the same time-parallel 
processing, as it is called. But vou will probablv find that one or the oth~r 
conversation is at the focus of your attention at am given moment; it is 
hard to pav attention to more than one set of inpms at a time. Thus vou 
will most likelv do what is called serial processing-attending to one set 
of inputs and then another. Or vou may even stop switching back and 
forth, preferring instead to keep only one conversation at the focus of your 
attention. \\'hether you process the conversations seriallv or listen to only 
one of them, you are filtering out the, unattended conversation; you have 
relegated these inputs to the margin of your attention. While you may be 
dimly aware of some features of the filtered-out conversation (its general 
subject and its emotional tone, for example), vou will not register much of 
what was actually said in the. non-attended-to conversation. A figure 
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Figure 3.28 

Filter, or bottleneck, models of atten
tion differ on the stage of processing at 
which the filtering occurs. Early filter

ing is shown in A; late filtering in B. 
(From Coren et al., 1979.) 

(following page 109) illustrates filtering in the visual sensory channel. To 
perform well on the task shown in this figure, you must filter out the 
meanings of the words and focus on the colors themselves. 

In the filter models of attention, inputs in the margin shift to the 
focus when various attention-getting features of the environment are 
present in the filtered input. Such attention getters include intense 
stimuli and novel stimuli. For instance, if you are still between the two 
conv~rsations of the last paragraph, you will probably switch your atten
tion to the filtered-out conversation if voices are raised in this conversa
tion. 

Filter models of attention differ with respect to where the blocking 
occurs in the sensory channels. Some theorists (Broadbent, 1958) say that 
the filter, or information bottleneck, is at the sense organs. or at least in 
the very early stages of the input processing (Figure 3.28. left). Others 
(Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977) argue that the filtering takes place at later 
stages of the information flow-for example, at the stages where the 
input is interpreted as meaningful (Figure 3. 28, right). 

Other information-processing theories of attention are based on the 
idea of processing cap~city (Kahneman, 1973). These theories are based 
on the assumption that we have a limited mental capacit\ for processing 
incoming information and therefore we cannot deal with all the sensory 
input at once. Instead, we must allocate our limited resource-our pror:ess
ing capacity-to one set of inputs or another. Proponents of these theories 
say that inputs which take up most of our processing capacity are at the 
focus of our attention. Thus, as you read this, you are devoting a large 
proportion of your processing capacity to the cognitive processes involved 
in. understanding "what all this scuff about information processing and 
attention is about," and the text material is at the focus of your attention. 
If the radio is on, you are not aware of what is playing. But your professor 
who reads this section probably needs to devote less processing capacitY 
to it; it is "old stuff." Your professor can therefore allocate more of his or 
her proce5sing capacity to what is on the radio and will probably hear more 
of this input than you. According to the processing-capacity theorists, 
your at~[lti<m shifts when your environment changes in such a way that 
more of your processing capacity must be used to deal with the new input 
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(if one of your friends comes into the room while you are studying and 
asks you to go to the movies, for example). Your friend will now be in the 
focus of your attention because you must now give a large portion of your 
processing capacity to dealing with this request. 

What is at the focus of attention is not just so many disconnected 
simple sensations. We do not ordinarily perceive the world around us as 
patches of color, simple variations of brightness. or loud sound~. Instead. 
we see tables, floors, walls, trees, and buildings; we hear automobile 
horns, footsteps, and voices. In other words. the sensory inputs at the 
focus of our attention have form and meaning. And this brings us to the 
next topic-form perception. 

Perceptual Processes: Form Perception 

Perhaps the most fundamental process in form perception is the recogni
tion of a figure on a ground. We see the objects and forms of everyday 
experience as standing out from a background. Pictures hang on a wall. 
words are seen on a page, and the melody stands out from the repetitive 
chords in the musical background. The pictures, words, and melodv are 
perceived as the figure, while the wall, page, ~md chords are the ground. 
The ability to distinguish an object from its general background is basic to 
all form perception (Figure 3. 29). 

CONTOURS IN VISUAL FORM PERCEPTION 
We are able to separate forms from the general ground in our visual 
perception only because we can perceive contours. C:ontou'J are formed 
whenever a marked difference occurs in the brightness or color of the 
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Figure 3.29 

The distinction between figure and 
ground is fundamental to form percep
tion. White birds against a dark ground 

are seen at the right; black birds 
against a light ground are seen at the 

left. (M. C. Escher, Day and .Vi1;ht, 
1938. color w0odcut. Photo courtesv of 

the 1\iational Gallery of Art, w;sh
ington, D.C.) 
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Figure 3.Ju 

Camouflage works because it breaks up 
contours. (Wide World Photos.) 

Figure 3.31 

Objects with different shapes can be 
formed by the same contour. In this 
case, one contour outlines two different 
faces. 

background. If you look at a piece of paper that varies continuously in 
brightness from white at one border to black at the opposite border, you 
will perceive no contour. The paper will appear uniform, and if you are 
asked to say where the sheet stops being light and starts to become dark, 
you can only guess or be arbitrary. On the other hand, if the change is 
marked rather than gradual-suppose several shades are skipped-you 
will see the paper as divided into two parts, a light part and a dark part. In 
perceiving the division at the place where the brightness gradient changes 
abruptly, you have perceived a contour. 

Contours give shape to the objects in our visual world because they 
mark one object off from another or they mark an object off from the 
general ground. When contours are disrupted visually, as in camouflage 
(Figure 3.30), objects are difficult to distinguish from the background. 
But just because contours give shape to forms does not mean that contours 
themselves are shapes. The reversible faces of Figure 3.31 show the 
difference between contour and shape. Although both faces are formed by 
the same contour, they obviously do not have the same shape. Contours 
determine shape, but by themselves they are shapeless. 

While differences in energy levels of light across the retina are 
involved in the formation of most contours in everyday experience, it has 
been found that contours can sometimes be seen without any energy 
difference at all on the two sides of the contour (Kanizsa, 1976; Coren, 
1972). These are the so-called subjective contours. For example, in 
Figure 3.32, vou see the contours of the upright triangle even though 
there are no energy changes across its perceived borders except in the 
corners. Note that the three angles forming the corners of the inverted 
triangle do not generate a subjective contour. 

ORGANIZATION IN FORM PERCEPTION 
-When several objects are present in the visual field, we tend to perceive 
them as organized into patterns or groupings. Such organization was 
studied intensively in the early part of this century by the Gestalt psycho!-



ogists (Chif.pter 1, page 25). They emphasized that organized perceptual 
experience has properties which cannot be predicted from a simple analy
sis of the components. In other words, Gestalt psvchologists said that "the 
whole is more than the sum of its parts." (See the beginning pages of.this 
chapter.) This simply means that what is perceived has its own new 
properties, properties that emerge from the organization which takes 
place. 

Organization in perception partially explains our perception of com
plex patterns as unitary forms, or objects. \\'c see objects as objects only 
because grouping processes operate in perception. Without them, the 
various objects and patterns we perceive-a face on a television screen, a 
car, a tree, a book-would not "hang together'' as objects or patterns. 
They would merelv be so manv disconnected sensations -dots, lines, or 
blotches, for example. 

What are some of the laws of perceptual organization? One organiz
ing principle is proximity, or nearness. In Figure 3.33a, for example, we 
see three pairs of vertical lines instead of six single lines. The law of 
proximity savs that items which are close together in space or time tend to 
be perceived as belonging together or forming an organized group. 

In Figure 3.-Bb and r·. \'OU can observe another organizing principle 
of pcrception-similarif)'. In b, most people see one triangle formed bv 
the dots with its apex at the top and another triangle formed bv the rings 
with its apex at the bottom. They perceive triangles because similar 
items-the dots and rings-tend to be organized together. Otherwise 
thev would see Figure 3.3.1/J as a hexagon or as a six-pointed star, like 
Figure 3.33r where all the dots arc the same. 

Grouping according to similaritv, however, does not alwavs occur. 
The figure in 3.3.'>rl is more easily seen as a six-pointed star than as one 
figure composed of dots and another figure made up of rings. In this case, 
similarity is competing with the organizing principle of symmetry. or [!,Ood 

.1i[!,ure. Neither the circles nor the dots bv themselves form a svmrnetrical 
pattern. The lalJ:; of f!.Oodft[!,Utt:' savs that there is a tendencv to organize 
things to make a balanced or svmrnetrical figure that includes all the parts. 
In this case, such a balanced figure can be achieved onlv bv using all the 
dots and rings to perceive a six-pointed star. The law of good figure wins 
out over the law of similarity because the rings by themselves or the dots 
by themselves do not form svrnmetrical good figures. 

Still another principle of organization is rontinuation, the tendcncv to 
perceive a line that starts in one wav as continuing in the same wav. For 
example, a line that starts out as a curve is seen as continuing on a 
smoothly curved course. A straight line is seen as continuing on a straight 
course or. if it docs change direction. as forming an angle rather than a 
curve. Figure 3.33f illusu;u:es this principle of continuation: we 5ee the 
dots as several curved and straight lines. Even though the curved and 
straight lines cross and have dots in common. it is onlv with an effort that 
we can perceive a straight line suddenlv becoming a curved linear one of 
these junctions. 

Finally, the law of closure makes our perceived world of form more 
complete than the sensorv stimulation that is presented. The la'ii' of dosure 

refers to perceptual processes that organize the perceived world bv filling 
in gaps in stimulation. By the action of these processes. we perceive a 
woole form; not disjointe<l pans. In Figure 3.34. for example. the left-
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FiJ;ure 3 .32 

An illustration of subjective contours. 
Notice the sharp contours that seem to 

outline the upright triangle. Yet except 
in the corners, then; arc no energv dif
ferences to account for these contours; 
thev result from perceptual processes. 

(From Coren. 1972; based on Kanizsa, 
1955.) 

Figure 3.33 

Examples of organizing principles in 
visual perception. 
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FiJ!,ure J.34 

Examples of the organizational princi
ple of closure. This prinl'fple says that 
we tend to see a complete object even 

though parts of it mav he missing. 
What do \OU see in the drawing at the 

right; 

-
( 

) 

-
hand drawing is seen as a circle with gaps in it and the center drawing as a 
square with gaps in it~not simply as disconnected lines. If these in
complete figures were flashed in a tachistoscope, a device used in percep
tual experiments for the very brief presentation of stimuli, they might 
even be perceived as complete figures without gaps. The principle of 
closure also applies to perception of the pattern at the right in Figure 3.34. 
Here again, we fill in the gaps and perceive form rather than disconnected 
lines. (~lost pcople see a figure on horseback.) 

Although rhc examples in Figure 3.33 are visual, the same princi
ples of groupin,g can be observed in the other senses. The rhythm we hear 
in music also depends upon groupin,g according to proximitv in time and 
similaritv of accents. In the sense of touch, too, grouping occurs. For 
example, ask a friend to shut his or her eves. Mark off three equidistant 
points on the back of his or her hand, touch a pencil to the first two points 
and rhen p~1use slightly before vou touch the third point. Your friend will 
report that the first two points were closer together than were the second 
and third. This illusion, or perception, illustrates the grouping of tactile 
stirnuli according to nearness, or proximity. in time. 

In all these laws of organization, the principle of the Gestalt psy
chologists that ''the whole is more than the sum of its parts" can be 
observed at work. In other words, the perceived organization has proper
ties of its own that are not simply the result of adding together the 
"atoms" of individual sensations. 

Perceptual Processes: Visual Depth Perception 

Depth perception was a puzzle to scientists and philosophers for hundreds 
of years. They could not understand how we could see a three-dimen
sional world with only a two-dimensional, or flat, retina in each eye. 
Today we realize that the ability to perceive depth is no more amazing 
than is anv other perceptual accomplishment. \Ve are able to make use of 
information, or cues, in the sensory input to "generate" the three-dimen· 
sional world that we see. Thus the question is: What are the cues we use 
to see depth and distance? Part of the answer lies in the cues received by 
each eye separatelv-the monolU!ar ("one-eyed") rues for depth percep
tion. Another part of the answer is found in the cues received from both 
eves working together-the binorular ("two-eyed") cues. 

MONOCULAR CUES FOR DEPTH PERCEPTION 
As the name suggests, monorular rurs are cues that can operate when only 
one c:re is looking. These c<1es are the ones used by painters to give us a 
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three-dimensional experience from a flat painting (Figure 3.35). The eye 
picks them up and we perceive depth. 

Linear Perspective The distances separating the images of far objects 
appear to be smaller. Imagine that you are standing between railroad 
tracks and looking off into the distance. The ties would seem to gradually 
become smaller and the tracks would seem to run closer and closer 
rogether until they appeared to meet at the horizon. Figure 3.36 owes part 
of its depth effect to such linear perspective. 

Clearness In general, the more clearly we see an object, the nearer it 
seems. A distant mountain appears farther away on a hazy day than it 
does on a clear dav because haze in the atmosphere blurs fine details and 
we can see only the larger features. Ordinarily, if we can see the details, 
we perceive an object as relatively close; if we can see only its outline, we 
perceive it as relatively far away (Figure 3.36). 

Interposition Still another monocular cue is interposition, which occurs 
when one object obstructs our view of another. When one object is 
completely visible while another is partly covered by it, the first object is 
perceived as nearer (Figure 3 36). 

Shadows As Figure 3.37 shows, the pattern of shadows or highlights in 
an object is very important in giving an impression of depth. When this 
aerial photograph of a group of Quonset huts is turned upside down, the 
Quonset huts look like towers. If you carefullv note the differences 
between the Quonset huts and the "towers," you will diseover that the 
shadows are responsible for this effect. The rea>on is that we are ac
customed to light coming from above. When the picture is turned upside 
down, we do not perceive the Quonset huts as illuminated from below. 

Figure 3.35 
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Artists make good use of the monocular 
cues for depth perception: Interior of a 
Church by Pieter I. Neeffs. (The Met
ropolitan Museum of Art, 1871.) 
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Four monocular cues in depth percep
tion. The buildings and the street 

com-erge in the distance (linear per
specti\'C ): the more distant heights 

shO\\ less detail than the closer areas 
(clearness and texture gradient); and 

some parts of the buildings are behind 
others (interposition). (Fundamental 

Photograoh'.; 

Fz~1m 3.37 

Shadows and the perception of depth. 
If the picture is turned upside down, 
the buildings, especially the Quonset 

huts, look like towers. (From Wide 
\\' orld Photos.) 

, 1.·~.1.:111:1.1.:1:11:1.1::1.11~11;1;w1;11:1111;11 

Instead. \\C see rowers with black-painted tops because the dark areas are 
now of such a size crnd in such a position that they cannot possibly be 
shadows if the light is coming from ahove. \\'e do not, of course. reason 
thi'i out. The perception is immediate, based on whether or not the dark 
areas appccn to be shadows. 



Gradients of Texture A gradient is a continuous change in something-a 
change without abrupt transitions. In some situations, we can use the 
continuous gradation of texture in the visual field as a cue for depth 
(Gibson, 1950). The regions closest to the observer have a coarse texture 
and many details; as the distance increases, the texture becomes finer and ' 
finer (Figure 3.38). This continuous gradation of texture gives the eye 
and brain information that can be used to produce an experience, or 
perception, of depth. 

/11ovement When ;ou move your head, you will observe that the objects 
in your visual field move relative to you and w one another. If you watch 
closely, you will find that objects nearer to vou than the spot at w!"iich you 
are looking-the fixation point-move in a direction opposite to the 
direction in which your head is moving. On the other hand, objects more 
distant than the fixation point move in the same direction as your head 
moves. Thus the direction of movement of objects when we turn our 
heads can be a cue for the relative distance of objects. Furthermore, the i "· 
amount of movement is less for far objects than it is for near ones. Of I ~--.. ' 
course. as is the case with all depth cues, we do not usually think about !L,' 
this information; we use it automaticallv. ~~ 

A BINOCULAR CUE FOR DEPTH PERCEPTION 
.-\s we have just seen, many of the cues for depth require onlv one eye. In 
fact. one-eyed people, under most conditions, have qµite adequate depth 
perception. Most of us, though, look out at the world with both eyes 
-;imulraneously, and we are thus able to add binocular cues for· depth 
perception to the monocular ones. By far the most important binocular 
cue comes from the fact that the two eves-the retinas-receive slightlv 
different, or disparate, views of the world. Therefore, this cue is known as 
rrtinal disparity; It is the difference in the images falling on the rctirias of 
the two eves. 

To understand retinal disparity, consider the geometry of the situa
tion when the two eyes view an object. (See Figure 3.39.) The fovea in 
the center of the retina is much more sensitive than is the rest of the retina 
(page 88). When we look at an object, we fixate our eyes-point them, 
in a manner of speaking--so that the image of the object falls mostly on 
each fovea. But since the tWo eyes are separated from each other by about 

I.--------
Gradients of texture arc a monocular 

cue for depth perception. (Galniele 
Wunderlich. I 

Fixurr 3.39 

the 
right eye sees 

What the I 
ieft eye sees 

N 
The geometrv of retinal disparitv, an 
important binocular cue for depth per
ception. Because our eyes are 
separaced, the image <Jf an object is not 
the same in the two eves. The nearer 
an object is, the greater is the dif
ference, or disparity. 
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The farther away an object is. the 
smaller its representation on the retina. 

65 millimeters, they get slightly different views of the object, and the two 
images are not exacrly the same. (Compare the two cubes in Figure 3.39.) 
Moreover, and this is the main point, the images are more dissimilar when 
the object is close than w.hen it is far i.n the distance. In other words, 
within limits, the closer an object is, the greater is the retinal disparity. 
The correspondence between distance and the amount of disparity is the 
reason retinal disparity can be used as a depth cue. 

Perceptual Processes: Constancy 

The world as we perceive it is a stable world, and this stability is present 
early in life. For instance, a man's size does not appear to change much as 
he walks toward us; a dinner plate does not look like a circle when viewed 
from one angle and an elipse when viewed from another; and the location 
of a sound does not appear to change when we move our heads. Stabilitv 
of perception helps us to adapt to the environment. It would be virtuallv 
impossible to operate in a world where sounds changed their locations as 
we moved our heads and objects changed their shapes and sizes when 
viewed from different positions and distances. Imagine what it would be 
like ifvour friends assumed a multirnde of sizes and shapes. The stabilitv 
of the environment as we perceive it is termed perceptual ronstanry. 

SIZE CONST ANCY 
The size of the representation, or "image," of an object on the retina of 
the eye depends upon the distance of the object from the eye; the farther 
away it is, the smaller the representation. This geometic fact is illustrated 
in Figure .).40. Similarlv, a representation of the same size can be pro
duced on the retina bv a nearby small object or a larger object at some 
distance. 

Yet when vou cross the street to speak to a friend, vour perception oi 
the friend's size does not change much. even though the retinal represen
tation alters greatlv in accordance with the geometry of the situation. 
Contributing to this constancy i~ a great deal of additional information vou 
have about the circumstances: You know something about the distance of 
the friend from nrn; you perceive the changes that take place in other 

Near objec'. 

L 
Far objec 

I ---------------·------- --·-
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objects as you approach your friend; and you know how large your friend 
is supposed to be-the friend's assumed size. 

The importance of distance and background information in main
taining size constancy was shown in a classic experimen~ by A. H. Holway 
and E. G. Boring in the 1940s (Holway & Boring, 1941). They used 
ambiguous stimuli-disks of light-which could have no real assumed 
size, and they changed the amount of distance and background informa
tion available to the subjects in the experiment. They found that size 
constancy decreased as the distance and background information available 
to the subjects decreased. In other words, the sbbjects perceived the size 
of a disk of light more in accordance with the size of the retinal represen
tation when they lacked information about distance and background. 

One interpretation of this result might be that people somehow 
J.utomatically us,e information about distance and background to "correct" 
the size of their retinal representations, thus keeping their perceptions 
relativelv constant. Another interpretation is that no "correction" is nec
e'isarv-that size constancy occurs because the object and its background 
Lhange together as the distance of the object changes. For instance, the 
texture of the object-the number of fine-grained details that can be 
'een-and the texture of the background change together as distance 
L'hanges. Also, the retinal size of the object changes with the retinal size of 
rhc background objects. Thus. according to this interpretation (Gibson, 
1950). perceptual size constancv results when an object and its back
ground change together in such a way that the rrlationship between them 
'tJ.\''i the same. We will see another example of the importance of rela
rion5hips in perceptual constancy when we discuss brightness constancy. 

Our knowledge of the size of a familiar object-the assumed size
cJn <>ometimes be an important factor in size constancv, especially under 
l' ,nditions in which other information is not available or is ambiguous. But 
,inder everyday conditions of perception, conditions in which distance 
Jnd background information are available and unambiguous, the assumed 
,1;:e of familiar objects is not an important factor in maintaining size 
constancy (Fillenbaum et al., 1965). 

SIZE CONST ANCY AND ILLUSIONS 
Some of the illusions on the opening pages of this chapter (page 83-84) 
have been "explained" in terms of "misplaced" size constancy (Gregory, 
1978: Coren & Girgus, 1978). In the "railroad-track," or Ponzo, illusion, 
for example, even though the two horizontal bars are the same length, we 
perceive the upper one as longer than the lower one. The illusion is said 
to work because the railroad tracks converging in the distance provide a 
strong cue for depth-linear perspective (page 115). Thus we receive 
information that the upper bar is farther away than the lower one. Now, 
from what we said about size constancy above, you know that we tend to 
perceive distant objects as larger than we would if we considered only the 
size of the retinal representation (your distant friend, remember, looked 
about the same size as when he or she was closer). In the illusion, the 
horizontal bars are the same length, but size constancv leads you to 
"magnify" the distant one. A similar explanation having to do with depth 
cues can be given for the "cylinder illusion" at the beginning of this 
chapter. In these examples, and in the illusions to be considered below, 
size constancy is said to be "misplaced" because it leads to an illusion. 
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The arrowhead, or \hiller-Lyer, illusion shown in Figure 3.27 (page 
J()i'\) and in Figure J.41a ha'i also been explained in terms of depth cue-. 
and "misp!Jccd .. size constanC\. If tnc arrows point outward, as in the lefr 
p~nr of Figure .'>.41rr. we perceive the line connecting them as relativch 
near. On the other hand, the line connecting the inward-pointing ar
rm1 hcads (Figure 3.41a. right) is percei1·cd as distant. Once again then. 
size-constanC\ mechanisms go to work to "magnifv" the length of the 
distant-appearing line, but, since the lines in Figure 3.4la are the same 
length. size constancv is "misplaced" and the illusion results (Gregof\. 
l Y7R). 

:\s another example, consider the moon illusion. Whether the moon 
is high in the sk\ or on the horizon, its representation on the retina is the 
-;ame si1:e, but it is perceived as much larger on the horizon (Figure 3.42). 
One explanation of this illusion savs that when the moon is near the 
hori1,un, buildings and trees provide depth cues indicating that the moon 
is indeed far awav; farther up in the skv, these cues are absent. From what 
has alreadv been said about size constancv and illusions, you can see ho11 
the moon illusion might be partially explained. 

BRIGHTNESS CONST ANCY 
\'isual objects also appear constant in their degree of whiteness, grayness. 
or blackness, even though the amount of physical energv reflected from 
them mav change enormouslv. People are not like photoelectric cells. 
simph· registering the amount of light being reflected from a surface. Our 
experience of brightness stavs relative Iv constant despite great changes in 
the amount of phvsical energv reaching om eyes. For example, objects or 
surfaces that appear white in a bright light are still perceived as white in 
dim illumination. Similarly, what looks black to us in dim light still looks 
black in intense light. Coal looks black even in very bright sunlight, while 
snow continues to look white even at night. Another example of bright-
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ne-,s constancy is the appearance of :1 \\ hite paper that lies parrh 111 
sh~1dm1. \\'e percei\e the paper as uniformh white: 11e do not percei1e 
the shadowed portion as gra\. but rather as 11 hite in the shadu11. 

\\'e haYe brightness constancv because in rno'it sit•:ations. 11 hen the 
illumination changes, it changes mer the whole field: The ph1s1L·al
energ\ ratio between an object and irs surround sw1s const~int. For 
e:-.:ample, if I turn up the lights in my room. the cm·er of the book on m1 
desk looks just as bright as it did before because the ratio of the illumina
tion falling on the book cmer and that falling on Its surround has nor 
l hanged. In other words. unchanged-brightness ratios giYe constant
hrighrness experiences, or hriKhlness ro11sf{/l/{1'. \\'bile this rule must be 
.iccepted with some reserYations because it probabh· does nor hold for the 
tntire range of stimulus intensities (Jameson & lltm1ch, 1%4). it is a 
useful first step toward an explanation of brightness comuncv. 

Perceptual Processes: 1lf ovement Perception 

.\daptive behavior in the visual world requires that we percci1 e mmc
ment accurate!\. Suppose that cars. motorcvcles. and bic1cie-, are 
whizzing toward vou. Should \OU jump aside. or 'ihould vou leisurelv 
stroll out of the wav? If I am batting for the baseball team. I mti'>t hJ\ e 
good perception of movement if I am not to spend the 'c:1son on the 
bench or in the hospital. And so it goes. Ho\\ do we pcrcei\e mm ement; 
You mav think that the answer is ob1·ious .. \frt:r cill. objects mm 1ng 
through the visual field or along the skin stimulate diffcrem p~m, <>f rhe 
receptor. Can movemem perception be attributed to this changing 0>t11'1-

ulation? Only parth·. Perceived motion abo occurs 1\1thout am cner;.::1 
movement across the receptor surface. This t\·pe of morion i-; ccdled 
apparent motion. Furthermore. the perception of the ~1ctt1Ji pt11 -;ical mmc
ment of objects in the world-real motion-is like all perception: it 
involves act~ve processing of the sensor\ i11puL 

Fzgurr 3 . ./.? 
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mation it has about eve movements (or 
other bodilv movements) with informa
tion coming in from the eves. (Based 
on Gregorv. 1978.) 
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CONST ANCY OF REAL-MOTION PERCEPTION 
We need movement constancy in order to adapt to events in the visual 
·Norld. To illustrate, suppose you are in the grandstand watching _stock 
cars race around an oval track. While the cars will slow up on the curves, 
they will be going at about the same speed on the straightaway in front of 
the grandstand as on the backstretch some distance away. We perceive 
the straightaway and backstretch speeds as about the same despite the 
fact that, because of the geometry of the situation, the image of a car 
travels farther over the retina in a, given time when it is near (on the 
straightaway) than when it is far away (on the backstretch). 

Why do we have such velocity, or motion, constancy? A number of 
experiments have shown that it is because perceived velocity depends on 
the rate at which an object (the car in the example) moves relative to its 
hackground (the track and other nearbv objects in the example), not on 
the absolute velocity of the image across the retina. Since the relationship 
between an object and its background stays relatively constant with 
distance-as one changes, the other does, too-perceived velocity also 
remains fairlv constant. 

THE BRAIN COMP ARA TOR 
AND REAL-MOTION PERCEPTION 
If we hold our eves steadv and stimulation moves across the retina, we 
perceive movement. As we saw earlier (Figure 3.12, page 94), there are 
cells in the brain that are vigorouslv excited by movement. In the simple 
c1se of movement across a stationary retina. these "movement-detecting" 
cells probablv pro\·ide the basis for our perception of real motion. But this 
is by no means the whole storv because retinal images also move when we 
move our eves, head, and bodv. Somehow we must be able to tell 
whether the retinal image moved because we moved or because some
thing "out there'' moved. \Ye would have a verv hard time adapting to the 
world if we could not tell which was which. 

The concept of a "brain comparator" has been postulated to explain 
how it is possible for us to differentiate between the real morion of an 
object and motion caused bv our own mm·ement. The brain romparator is 
a svstem which compares information about muscle movements with 
information about movements of the retinal image. For example. consider 
jus( eve movements. \lovement commands to the eye muscles go both to 

the eve muscles themselves and to the brain comparator (Figure 3.43); in 
this wav, the comparator has information that a movement is about to 
occur before it actually occurs. \\'hen the eye movement occurs and the 
retinal image moves. the movement signals from the retina are fed into 
the comparator (Figure 3.43 ), where they are matched against the infor
mation the comparator alreadv has about eye movements. The _brain 
comparator "evaluates" the moving retinal image as due to eye move
ments and cancels the perception of movement. On the other hand, if the 
comparator has no information about eye movements, as when an image 
moves over a stationarv eye, the perception of movement is not cancelled. 

To help vou understand how the brain comparator works, do the 
following mini-experiment: 

Keep one eye shut. Then look at a small object, such as a dime, 



while pushing gently on the eyeball of the open eye. (Don't push 
too hard or you'll cut off the blood supply to the retina and become 
momentarily blind.) You will probably see the object jump around 
as you gently jiggle the eyeball back and forth with your finger; you 
may even feel a little dizzy if you do this for some time. Now, 
looking at the same object, use the eye muscles to move your eye 
from side to side. You will probably see that the object stays station
ary, even though the retinal image moved when the eyeball moved. 

The object moved around when you pushed on your eyeball be
cause no commands for muscle movement reached the comparator. 
Therefore, the perception of movement was nor canceled. However, 
when you used your eve muscles, the comparator canceled the perceived 
movement. Now vou can see how important it is to cancel movement 
perception tha~ comes from eye, head, or body movements. \Vhat a world 
1t would be if <ibjects jumped around as they did when you pushed on 
\our eyeball! 

APPARENT MOTION 
l. nlike real motion, apparrnt motion is movement perceived in the ab
-;ence of physical movement of an image across the retina. In other words, 
with the eyes, head, and body steady, and with no physical movement of 
Jn object, motion is still perceived. 

Strohosmpir motion, the kind seen in movies and on television, is a 
L·ommon example of apparent motion. A movie projector simply throws 
'uccessive pictures of a moving scene onto a screen. \Vhen you examine 
the separate frames. you see that each is a still picture slightlv different 
from the preceding one. When the frames are presented at the right 
'peed. vou perceive continuous, smooth morion. 

Thousands <>f experiments have been conducted in an effort to 
Jnalvze stroboscopic movement. Many psychologists who study percep
tion now believe that stroboscopic motion results from information 
processing by the brain that is similar to that which occurs when real 
motion is perceived. In movies, for instance, the brain receives informa
tioTJ from different parts of the retina, just as it does when physical 
mo\·ement causes stimulation to move across the retina. An object is first 
'ieen in one location, and then, very soon after, appears at a slightly 
different part of the retina, just as it would if it were actuallv moving. The 
brain "interprets" this information as movement, showing once again the 
role of sensorv-input processing in the perception of the world. 

The autokinetir effert is another example of apparent motion. If a 
person stares at, or fixates on, a small stationary spot of light in a com
pletely dark room, the spot will eventually appear to move. Such apparent 
motion can be large and dramatic, and it can be influenced by suggestion. 
Movements of the eyes have an influence on the autokinetic effect, but 
they do not seem to account for it. 

What is known as indured movfment occurs if a stationary spot or 
object is perceived as moving when its frame or background moves. For 
example, the moon is often perceived as "racing" through a thin laver of 
clouds. The movement' of the framework of clouds "induces" movement 
in the relatively stationary moon. 
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Perceptual Processes: Plasticity 

As used here, the term plasticity refers to the modifiability, or moldability, 
of perception. Special situatiops, such as prolonged changes in sensorv 
input, can modify the ways information is processed in generating percep
tions of the world around us. 

PLASTICITY: VISUAL DEPRIVATION 
Visual deprivation-restriction of the visual input in some fashion-is 
especially pote11t during what is known as the sensitive period for visual 
development. A sensitive period is the time in the early development of a 
person or animal during which the environment has its greatest effect on 
behavior or on the brain processes underlying behavior. (See Chapter 11. 
page 442.) 

In a number of experiments, animals have been raised from birth, 
thus including the sensitive period, with translucent contact lenses over 
their eves. These animals were thus deprived of form vision because the 
lenses prevented light from being focused on their retinas. (If you will 
imagine what it would be like to look out at the world through half a Ping
Pong ball, you will have some idea of the visual deprivation involved in 
these experiments.) \Vhen the special lenses were removed after the 
animals' sensitive periods had passed, thev had great difficulty in perceiv
ing form (Riesen, 1966). Special training and visual experience after the 
lenses had been removed impro\·ed their form perception somewhat, but, 
judging from the animals' behavioral responses to visual stimuli, it almost 
never became "normal." To a greater or lesser degree, the animals' visual 
form perception remained permanentlv impaired as a result of the form
vision restriction during their sensitive periods. 

A few unfortunate people are born with congenital cataract, a condi
tion in which the lenses of the eyes are clouded over; others are born with, 
or develop soon after birth, cloudy corneas (page 87). Like the milk-white 
glass contact lenses used in the animal experiments, either of these 
conditions makes form vision impossible because light cannot be focused 
on the retina. These people can perceive large areas of brightness, but 
they are blind in the sense that they have no useful detail vision. They 
can be helped bv special training; and, in some cases, operations can 
correct the problem. For instance, in cases of cataract, the lenses can he 
removed and glasses or contact lenses substituted for them; corneal 
transplants can sometimes be done to replace cloudy corneas. After the 
operation, light can be focused on the retina and the eyes are ready for 
normal sight. 

When the bandages come off after the operation, these patients can 
visually recognize objecrs=-that were familiar to them through their other 
senses. They can, for instance, visually recognize objects such as tele
phones, chairs, or spoons that they had learned to recognize through 
touch when blind. However, they have great difficulty with the visual 
recognition of "new" objects. For example, faces and letters are hard for 
them to recognize, and their perception may never be normal for these 
''new" objects. But as these patients visually experience the environ
ment, their perception gradually becomes more normal, and this recovery 
is another example of the plasticity of perception. Of course the amount 
of recovery depends upon many factors, and some people make more 
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progress than others. Even in the best cases, however, perception proba
~lv never becomes normal. In fact, some patients, after a period of using 
'.heir new vision, go back to relving on the sensory channels they used 
·.,hen blind. The visual world seems "too much to handle," and they go 
:1Jck to their old "tried-and-true" ways of adjustment (Gregory, 1978). ·· 

Instead of eliminating all form vision, a number of researchers have 
·estricted the visual environment of animals to a few specific kinds of 
·. 1sual input. or features, during their sensitive periods. For example, in 
·ne experiment, the only visual experiences kittens were allowed during 

:'1eir sensitive period were patterns of lines (Figure 3.44); otherwise they 
1 ere kept in the dark (Blakemore & Cooper, 1970; Hirsch & Spinelli, 

'. Y/ 1 ). In another experiment, kittens were equipped with goggles that 
~1storted their visual fields (Bruce et al., 1981). With some exceptions 
-,crvker & Sherk, 1975 ), these studies generallv show that the responses 
r· cells in the visual brain (page 94) are altered in specific ways that relate 

: ' the visual features to which the developing animal is exposed during 
:1e sensitive period. And some experiments have been able to relate the 
·:1in changes to changes in perception by means of behavioral tests 
Blasdel et al., 1977). Thus plastic changes in perception, as indicated by 

·;: hJ\ ior, have been matched with plastic changes in the brain. 

PLASTICITY: NATURE AND NURTURE 
'.\ e have seen that perception is plastir; it can be changed. While there is 
~:::neral agreement on the major facts of perceptual plasticity, the problem 
· rn explaining it. This brings us to the nature-nurture question in per-
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ception. Nature refers to innate, or inborn, processes that influence behav
ior and perception, while nurture refers to learning and, in general, the 
effects of the environment on behavior and perception. (See Chapter 11, 
page 413.) Theorists who arg~.e for the importance of nature in perception 
are called nativists; those who argue for nurture are known as empiricists. 

At first glance, the sensitive-period experiments seem to support 
the empiricist view. After all, environmental alterations during sensitive 
periods do change perception and brain-cell responses. However, the 
nativists also have an explanation for the results of the sensitive-period 
experiments. To understand their explanation, let us look more closely at 
the nativist and empiricist views. In so doing, we will also see how nature 
and nurture are thought to interact in the two theories. 

The nativists say that brain organization is patterned by genetic 
codes and is therefore innate. The perception that depends on this 
organization is thus also innate. Plastic changes are explained by the 
nativists as due to loss, or attrition, of inborn connections during sensitive 
periods. ("If you don't use it, you lose it.") In other words, sensory 
deprivation during sensitive periods results in a loss of the brain connec
tions that were genetically determined, because they need environmental 
input (nurture) for their maintenance. On their side, the empiricists argue 
that while genetic codes may provide a rough blueprint, nurture interacts 
with the genetic outline during sensitive periods to guide growth and to 
cause the proper brain connections to be made. Therefore, according to 
the empiricists, alterations in the environment during sensitive periods 
actually change the way the brain grows and the connections that it 
makes. 

To decide who is right about the sensitive-period experiments, we 
need evidence from newborn animals that have had no sensory experi
ence at all. If the nativists are right, their perception and brain-cell 
responses should be like those of the adult animal. Tests of day-old chicks 
and very young goats, both of which can walk almost at birth and hence 
can be tested, show that depth perception is present very early in life 
(Walk & Gibson, 1961). But even these very young animals have had 
some visual experience. A more stringent approach would be to test the 
responses of brain cells in newborn animals before they have had any 
sensory experience at all. There is disagreement about the results of such 
experiments on kittens, but it has been found that the cell responses in 
the visual brains of newborn monkeys are almost identical to those of 
adult monkeys (Wiesel & Hubel, 1974). This discovery is significant 
because the visual brains of monkeys and humans are quite similar. 
However, these records were made on cells in the part of the visual cortex 
that first receives sensory input as it comes from the eyes and lower brain 
regions. Almost nothing is known about the innate organization of other 
parts of the brain that may be involved in processing visual information in 
order to give us the world as we perceive it. Perhaps the empiricists are 
correct about the role of nurture in guiding the growth of connections in 
these brain regions. 

As more experiments are done, it seems likely that there will be 
many more answers to the nature-nurture question in perception. The 
importance of nature or nurture, as well as the ways in which they 
interact, will probably turn out to depend on what aspect of perception is 
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being studied, on the part of the brain that is under investigation, and on 
the species of animal being studied. 

Perceptual Processes: Individual Differences 

Much of this chapter has been about basic perccptua1 processes that are 
much the same for everyone. But we know that people differ in the ways 
they process sensory inputs to give rise to what thcv experience. Two 
people may have very different perceptions of the same television drama, 
lecture, meeting, or interpersonal encounter. (See Chapter 9 for an ac
count of social perception.) Individual differences in learning, sets (ex
pectations), motives, and perceptual styles are at work to make one 
person's perceptions different from those of another. 

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING 
Based on past experiences or anv special training we have had, each of us 
has learned to emphasize some sensory inputs and to ignore others. 
Eleanor Gibson has defined perreptual learning as "an increase in the 
abilitv to extract information from the environment as a result of experi
ence or practice with the stimulation coming from it" (Gibson, 1969, p. 
3). Perceptual learning can be considered a variety of the cognitive 
learning we will discuss in Chapter 4 (pages 168-172). Gibson gives many 
examples that show how perception can be molded by learning. She cites 
the competence of people trained in various occupations to make percep
tual distinctions that untrained people cannot make. Skill, or artistry, in 
manv professions is based upon the ability to make these subtle distinc
tions. Experience is the b<><>t teacher for these perceptual skills; usually, 
thcv cannot be learned from books. 

Distinguishing the calls of birds is one of Gibson's examples. A 
trained ornithologist can do it, but most of us have great difficulty. If you 
are luckv enough to live where there arc plenty of birds, trv shutting your 
eves and listening to the birds at dawn or dusk. Thev make a deafening 
racket. You mav be able to extract some features that enable you to 

identifv particular species of birds. But for the most part, unless you have 
had the nccessarv training. the whistles. trillings, and buzzings will blend 
together so that \OU will not be able to distinguish the call of one bird 
from another or recognize calls upon hearing them again. Perceptual 
learning is needed before vou can do this. 

As Gibson also points out, the remarkable feats of blind people are 
often matters of perceptual learning. It is not that their sensitivity to 

nonvisual stimulation is greater than that of sighted people. Instead, blind 
people learn to extract from the environment information not ordinarily 
used by sighted people. For instance, many blind people move around in 
the world, avoiding obstacles with surprising ease. Blind people learn to 
perceive the sound echoes of their footfalls and cane tappings that bounce 
back from objects in their paths. Some blind people even learn to dis
tinguish among various shapes and textures of surfaces by perceiving the 
differences in their sound echoes. It is obvious that learning to extract 
certain kinds of information from the environment-perreptua/ /earr.:ing
is of enormous practical and adaptive value. 
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The influence of set on perception. 
The likelihood of perceiving the young 
woman or rhe old woman in the upper 
composite, ambiguous drawing depends 
on prior exposure to A or B. See text. 
(From Krech et al., 1982; redrawn from 
Leeper. 1935.) 
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The effect of expectancy, or set, on 
perception. The drawing can be per
ceived either as a B or the number 13, 
depending on what a person is set to 
perceive. 
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SET 
Set refers to the idea that we may be "ready" and "primed for" certain 
kinds of sensory input. Such expectancies, or sets, vary from person to 
person and are a factor in both the selection of sensory inputs for inclusion 
in the focus of attention (page-109) and in the organization of inputs lpage 
112). 

To illustrate the role of set in attention, consider the husband who is 
expecting an important phone call. He will hear the telephone ring in the 
night while his wife does not. The wife, on the other hand, mav be more 
likelv to hear the babv crying than the telephone ringing. Of course, if the 
wife is expecting an important call, the situation may be reversed. 

Figure 3.45 is from a classic experiment on the role of set in 
perceptual organization (Leeper, 1935 ). 

At the top of Figure 3.45 is an ambiguous picture that can be 
organized to give a perception of either an old woman or a young 
one. Most people (about 65 percent) see the old woman first; after 
looking at the top picture for awhile, they see the voung woman. If 
vou happen to be in the 35 percent who see the young woman first, 
wait: You will sec the old woman as vou continue to look at the top 
picture. (Incidentally, this picture shows that the same sensof\· 
input can be .organized in different ways-another example. if one 
is needed, of the active processing involved in perception.) 

Bv giving people different predispositions, or sets, what is first 
perceived can be changed. When a group of people were shown 
Figure 3.45a first and then were shown the ambiguous top figure, all 
of them organized their inputs so that thev saw the voung woman 
first; thev were set to perceive her. Ninety-seven percent of another 
group, who were set bv seeing the old woman first (Figure 3.45b), 
saw her first in the top ambiguous picture. 

Figure 3.46 provides another example of set in perceptual organiza
tion. Is it the letter B or the number 13? If this drawing is included 
in a series of two-digit numbers, people will tend to report that they per
ceive the number 13. But other people, who have seen the figure in the 
context of letters, will report that it looks like a B to them. In one case, 
an expectancy, or set, has been acquired for numbers; in the other, for 
letters. 

MOTIVES AND NEEDS 
In the late 1940s and through the 1950s, many psychologists turned their 
attention to the idea that motives and needs influence perception. This 
viewpoint was called the "new look" in perception. Although many of the 
"new look" experiments were flawed and some of the specific theoretical 
ideas of the "new look" have been sharply criticized, the general idea that 
individual differences in motives and needs affect perception persists. In 
other words, we may attend to and organize sensory inputs in ways that 
match our needs. For example, people who are hungry, thirsty, or sexu
ally aroused are likely to pay attention to events in the environment which 
will satisfy these needs. 

Projective tests, such as the well-known Rorschach inkblot test 
(Chapter 13, page 550), capitalize on the influences of motivation on 
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perception. The inkblots or pictures used in projective tests are ambigu
ous; they can be perceived in any number of ways. The idea is that 
people's motives will, to some extent, affect the ways in which they 
organize and perceive the test stimuli. (See also Chapter 7, page 28'1.) A 
psychologist may be able to infer from the perceptions what motives are 
dominant in a particular person. 

PERCEPTUAL-COGNITIVE STYLES 
People are said to differ in the ways thev typically and characteristically 
process information. The general processing strategies that characterize 
different people arc known as perreptua/-cognitive styles. 

Among the many dimensions along which people vary in perceptual
cognitive style are ( 1) the degree to which their perceptions (and other 
aspects of their behavior and personalitv) are flexible or constricted 
(Klein, 1970) and (2) their field dependence or field independence 
(\\'itkin & Goodenough, 1981 ). 

People whose perceptions are at the flexible end of the flexible
constrictcd dimension are said to have a wider focus of attention, to be 
less affected by interfering influences (as in the color-word test in the 
figure following page 109), and to be less dominated by internal needs 
and motives than arc people at the constricted end. 

The dimension of field dependence-field independence has to do 
with the perception of wholes or parts. A field-dependent person is said to 

unifv and organize sensof\· inputs so that it is difficult to break down what 
is perceived into its parts or elements; the perception of a field-dependent 
person is thus said to emphasize the whole over its component parts. Such 
a person, because of his or her difficulty in breaking the whole down into 
its parts, may have difficulty with tests requiring that a simple figure be 
found within a complex whole (Figure 3.47). Field-independent people, 
who emphasize the parts in perception, do well on such embedded-figure 
tests and on other perceptual tests requiring the emphasis of parts over 
the whole. 

Summary 

1. Each sensory system is a kind of channel consisting of a sen
sitive element (the receptor) and nerve fibers leading from this 
receptor to the brain or spinal cord. The process of convening 
physical energv into activity within the nervous system-transduc
tion-occurs at the receptors. The transduction process leads to 
receptor potentials-voltages within the receptor cells; further elec
trical changes, known as generator potentials, trigger the patterns of 
nerve impulses that are the afferent codes corresponding to events 
in the emironment. 

2. The visible spectrum-that part of the whole electromagnetic 
spectrum that receptors in the eve can d'etect-extends from about 
380 to 780 nanometers. Light is refracted by the cornea and lens of 
the eye and is brought to a focus on the retina at the back of the 
eyeball. The receptors in vision are the rod and cone cells of the 
retina. These cells have different functions: Cones are active in 
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The target on the left is embedded in 
the complex drawing at the right. Find

ing the target in the complex drawing 
is a difficult task for field-dependent 

people. See text. (From Coren et al .. 
1979.) 

Target 
Complex figure 1n w'"iich 
target 1s embedded 
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bright light, or daylight, vis10n; Rods arc active in verv dim light. 
Cones arc the receptors responsible for our sharpest, or most acute, 
vision and for sensations of color. Transduction in the visual system 
occurs when the photosensitive pigments of the rods and cones are 
changed in shape, or configuration, by light energy. The re<:eptor 
potentials, or voltages, of the rod and cone cells are passed across 
the network of the retina to the ganglion cells, where nerve im
pulses are triggered. These nerve impulses then travel in the optic 
nerves and the optic tracts to the lateral geniculate body of the 
thalamus. From the thalamus, the visual pathway continues to the 
primarv visual sensory area at the back of the brain. 

3. \Vhat is it in physical energy that is related to the visual 
sensations of brightness, hue (color), saturation, and form? Sensa
tions of hue, or color, depend primarilv on the wavelength of light; 
the color circle shows rhis relationship and also depicts the law of 
complementarv colors. A color's saturation is the degree to which it 
is not diluted by whiteness; a pastel color has considerable white
ness in it and is said to be unsaturated. The intensitv of the physical 
stimulus is the major determiner of visual brightness. The pattern of 
energy projected on the retina partially determines form. 

4. The afferent code for hue, or color, depends on (a) the fact 
that the retina has three tvpes of cones that absorb light best, or 
maximally, at three different parts of the visible spectrum and 
(b) opponent-process mechanisms at work in the ganglion cells, 
lateral geniculate cells, and cells of the visual cortex. There are four 
opponent-cell tvpes, and the patterns of activity in these cell types 
seem to be an important part of the afferent code for hue. Activity 
patterns in w~at are called nonopponent cells are said to be involved 
in the afferent code for brightness. The afferent code for saturation 
may depcrnd lm the relative amounts of activity in opponent and 
nonopponent cells. 

5. One idea about the afferent code for form vision is that visual 
form may be represented in the brain by distinctive and complex 
patterns of activitv in millions of simple "feature-detector" nerve 
cells. The spatial-frequency theory maintains that form vision de
pends on the firing patterns of brain cells that respond to variations 
in the rates of change in brightness from one part of a visual scene to 
another. 

6. Waves of pressure moving through the air are the physical 
stimuli for hearing. The unit used to express the intensity of sound 
pressures is the decibel (dB). The frequency of a sound wave is the 
number of cvcles of pressure change occurring within l second; l 
cycle per second is called a hertz (Hz), and frequency is expressed in 
terms of hertz. Complex sm1nd waves are periodic or aperiodic; 
periodic sound waves contain a fundamental frequency and several 
higher multiples of this frequencv known as harmonics. 

7. When sound waves strike the eardrurr., they create vibrations 
in the middle-ear bones-the ossic.les. Vibrations '.Jf these bones 
transmit sound energy to the oval window of the cochlea in the inner 



ear. As the oval window vibrates, waves are generated in the fluid in 
the canals of the cochlea. The waves in the fluid of the cochlear 
canals produce bending movements of the fine hairlike processes on 
the ends of the hair cells of the organ of Corti. The bending of th~se 
hair-cell fibers is the event responsible for transduction in the ear. 

8. The frequency of sound waves is related to sensations of pitch; 
the audible range for human beings is from about 20 hertz to about 
20,000 hertz. The intensity of sound waves is related to loudness. 
Tonal quality. or timbre, is related to the complexity of the sound 
waves. 

9. Two afferent codes seem to be used to represent pitch. One of 
these is a place code-the "pitch is which" code. For frequencies 
above LSOO hertz, pitch sensation depends on the fact that different 
portions of the organ of Corti are maximally stimulated by different 
frequencies. The brain interprets stimulation from different parts of 
the organ of Corti as different pitches. For frequencies below about 
1,500 hertz. pitch is represented bv fibers in the auditory pathway 
that fire in step with the frequencv of the physical stimulus. 

rn. The receptors for smell respond to ,·olatile chemical sub
stances. A number of ~lttempts have been made to identifv the basic 
odors that, if mixed in right proportions. might account for all the 
odors we sense. For instance. one svstem says that there are four 
basic odors: fragrant, acid, burnt, and caprvlic (goatv or sweatv). But 
there are manv other svstems, and the basic odors, if they exist, are 
not agreed upon. 

11. The receptors for taste are specialized cells grouped together 
in little clusters known as taste buds. Taste receptors respond to 
chemical substances dissolved in solutions that bathe the tongue. 
Several lines of e\·idence point to the existence of four basic taste 
qualities: salty, sour, sweet. and bitter. Since indi,·idual taste fibers 
respond to several taste stimuli, the afferent code for a particular 
taste probably consists of a pattern of firing in groups of fibers in the 
taste nerve. 

12. Four skin senses are usually distinguished: pressure or touch, 
cold, warmth, and pain. Part of the evidence for four separate skin 
senses comes from observations of the punctuate sensitivity of the 
skin---the spots of greatest sensitivity to touch, cold, warmth, and 
pain ~t;muli aic different. The 5timulus fo1 rouch is a gradient of 
pressure on the skin or bending of the skin tiairs. Meissner corpus
cles, basket nerve endings around hair follicles, free nerve endings, 
and Pacinian corpuscles are some of the touch receptors in the skin. 
Experiences of cold and warmth are elicited by changes in the 
normal gradient of skin temperature-th<" is, by changes in the 
difference between the temperature of the skin surface and the 
temperature of the blood circulating beneath it. Because cold and 
warmth spots are found at different places on the skin, sensations of 
warmth 'ind cold seem to depend on activi~\· in two separate sensory 
channels Th<:' cold and warmth recepto1s arc specialized free nerve 
endi_ngs. 
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13. The stimulus for pain, called noxious stimulation, seems to be 
an event which damages bodily tissues in some way. The receptors 
for pain are free nerve endings specialized in some way to respond to 

noxious stimulation and not to other kinds of stimulation. Pain 
"gates" in the central nervous system seem to block the transmis
sion of pain signals and thus reduce the amount of pain perceived. 
These "gates" seem to be activated by morphine and morphine-like 
compounds, some of which are produced by the body itself. Ac
puncture anesthesia and placebos which reduce pain may work in 
part because they activate these "gates." 

14. Perception is defined as what is experienced by a person. 
Sensory-input patterns are said to provide only the "raw material" 
for experience. Perception-our experience of the world-arises 
from sensory inputs plus the ways in which we process this sensorv 
information. Illusions are examples of perceptual processes at work. 

IS. Attention is the term gi\·en to the perceptual processes that 
select certain inputs for inclusion in conscious experience, or 
awareness, at a given time. The processes of attention divide our 
field of experience into a focus and a margin. The concepts of 
filtering and processing capacity are used to explain why attention 
has a focus and why this focus shifts from time to time. 

16. Perhaps the most fundamental process in form perception is 
the recognition of a figure standing out from a ground. \Ve are able 
to separate forms, or figures, from the general ground in our visual 
perception because we perceive contours. \Vhen several objects are 
present in the visual field, we tend to perceive them as organized 
into patterns. or groupings. The major principles of perceptual 
organization are (a) the proximitv, or nearness, principle, (b) organi
zation in terms of similarity, (r) the symmetrv, or good figure. 
principle, (d) continuation, and (e) closure. 

17. The basis for visual depth perception is to be found in monoc
ular and binocular cues. Among the monocular cues are (a) linear 
perspective, (b) clearness, (c) interposition, (d) shadow patterns. 
(e) gradients of texture, and (/) the relative movement of objects 
closer or farther away from the fixation point. The major binocular 
cue for visual depth perception depends on the slightly different, or 
disparate, views of the world received by the two eyes; this bin
ocular cue is known as retinal disparity. 

18. Perceptual constancv refers to the fact that the environment as 
we perceive it changes much less than do our sensory inputs; the 
world remains relatively stable despite drastic changes in the sen
sory input. For example, size constancy refers to the fact that 
despite large variations in the size of the representation, or "image," 
of an object on the retina when it is near or far, we tend to perceive 
the object as about the same size. A number of experiments have 
shown that perceptual size constancy results when an object and its 
background change together so that the relationships between them 
stay the same. The phenomenon of size constancy is the basis for a 
number of visual illusions. In brightness constancy, the perceived 
brightness of an object changes far less than do the changes in the 



sensory input. Brightness constancy seems to depend on the ratio of 
illumination falling on an object and its background: lJ nchanged 
brightness ratios result in constant brightness experiences. 

19. The perception of both real motion and apparent motion 
illustrates perceptual processes at work. Among the perceptual pro
cesses involved in perceiving real motion are moveme11r constancy 
and the concept of a "brain comparator." The brain comparator is a 
system that cancels the perception of motion caused by eye and 
head movements. Apparent motion is movement perceived in the 
absence of phvsical movement. Stroboscopic motion, as seen in 
movies and on television; autokinetic motion; and induced move
ment are examples of apparent motion. 

20. Perception is said to be plastic; this refers to the modifiability, 
or moldability, of perceived experience. The plasticity of percep
tion has been demonstrated in experiments that restricted subjects' 
visual input during what were believed to be their sensitive periods 
for perceptual development; such restriction of visual inputs is 
known as visual deprivation. In general, restriction of visual inputs 
during sensitive periods results in both permanent impairments of 
perception and in changes in the brain processes underlying percep
tion. Manv of the plastic changes in perception seem to support the 
empiricist idea that nurture, or the environment, plays a large role in 
the development of perceptual processes. ~ativists-those who 
argue that it is innate, or inborn, processes that affect perccption
explain some of the visual-deprivation effects by saying that envi
ronmental influences during sensitive periods are necessary to main
tain the inborn brain organization underlying perception. Thus the 
nativist, or nature, explanation for the results of some visual-depri
vation experiments is "If you don't use it, you lose it." 

21. People differ in the wavs that thev process sensorv inputs to 

give rise to what thev experience. Thus there are individual differ
ences in perception. Among the factors that influence an individ
ual's perception are (a) perceptual learning. (h) differences in what 
the person expects to perceive, or the person's set, (r) motives and 
needs, and (d) the individual's characteristic perceptual-cognitive 
stvle. 

Terms to Know 

One way to test ~mur mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is meant bv the following terms. 

Kinesthesis (85) 

Vestibular sense (85) 

Receptors (85) 

Transduction (85) 

Receptor potential (85) 

Generator potential (85) 

Afferent .codes (86) 

Psychophysics (86) 

Wavelength (86) 

Electromagnetic spectrum (86) 

Visible spectrum (86) 

Nanometers (nm) (87) 

Refraction (87) 

Accommodation (88) 

Retina (88) 

Rods (88) 
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Cones (88) 

Blind spot (88) 

Fovea (88) 

Duplicity theory of vision. (88) 

Photosensitive pigments (88) 

Rhodopsin (88) 

Trans-rnodopsin (88) 

Ganglion cells (90) 

Hue (90) 

Law of complementary 

colors (91) 

Saturation (91) 

Trichromatic pro('CSS (93) 

Opponent-process 

mechanism (93) 

Nonopponent cell (93) 

Spatial frequenC\' (94) 

Sound wave (97) 

Intensity (97) 

Decibel (dB) (97) 

FrequenC\ (98) 

Hertz (Hz) (98) 

Complex wan:s (98) 

Sine wa\'es (98) 

Pericdic waves (98) 

Fundamental frequency (98) 

Harmonic frequency (98) 

Timbre (99, !()!) 

Auditorv canal (99) 

Eardrum (99) 

Ossicles (99) 

Cochlea (99) 

Organ of Corti (100) 

Hair cells ( 100) 

Pitch (101) 

Phl('e code (101) 

Taste buds ( 103) 

Papillae (103) 

Puncrate sensti\'itv (104) 

Meissner corpuscle (105) 

Basket nerve ending (!OS) 

Free nerve endings (105) 

Pacinian corpuscles (1Q5) 

Pain "'gates" (106) 

Opiates (107) 

Placebo (107) 

Perception ( 107) 

Illusions ( 108) 

Attention (109) 

Filtering (109) 

Processing capacity (110) 

Figure and ground (111) 

Contours (111) 

Proximity (113) 

Law of proximity (l 13) 

Good figure (113) 

Similarity (113) 

Law of good figure (113) 

Continuation (113) 

Law of closure (113) 

Tachistoscope (114) 

i\lonocular cues (114) 

Binocular cues (114, 117) 

Linear perspective ( 115) 

Clearness in depth perception (115) 

Interposition (1 LS) 

Shadcm s in depth perception (115) 

Gradients of texture (117) 

.\lovemcnt in depth perception (1171 

Fixation point (117) 

Retinal disparity ( 117) 

Perceptual constancy (118) 

Size constancy (118) 

Brightness constancy (120) 

Apparcn t motion (121, 123) 

Real motion (121) 

B~ain comparator (122) 

Stroboscopic motion (123) 

Autokinetic effect (123) 

Induced movement (123) 

Plasticitv of perception (124) 

Visual deprivation (124) 

Sensitive period (124) 

'.\Tature ( 126) 

Nurture (126) 

'.\Tativists (126) 

Empiricists (126) 

Perceptual learning (127) 

Set (128) 

Perceprnal-cogniti\'e styles (129) 



Suggestions for Further Readit.g 

This chapter has presented 5ome highlights of semation and perception 
and has tried to show whv this is an important field of studv for psychul
ogists. As a next step toward a more compiete understanding of sensation 
and perception, you might wish to look <It s;>me of the followin~: Sensation 
and Perreption lw Stanlev Coren, Clare Porac, and Lawrence Ward (New 
York: Academic Press, 1979): E. Brun: (~oldstcin's Srnsfltion find Percep
tim. Zd ed. (Belmont. CA: Wadsworth. 1984): Fve af!r! Brain: The Psychol
O,R1' of Seei111; (3d ed.) bv Richa1d L. Grc)!<lf\ L'\ew York: Mc{;raw-Hill, 
1978); The Psvdw/ogy of \'is11al P1'rrtptirm (:'.d ed.) bv Ralph Norman Haber 
and Maurice Hershenson (\iew York: l lolt. Rinehart and Winston. 1980); 
Lloyd Kaufman's Peraption: The lrodd TrmHfommi (New York: Oxford 
l ! niversitv Press, 1979): F11ndrm1rntrllc rJ/ Sm.(afion (!!Ir/ Ponption by 
!\1ichacl \V. I .evine and Jererm i\l. .'-::hcfncr \ R,·ading. !\L\: .\ddison
\Veslcv, 1981 ): Human J nfomwtion f'm1'! ssillJ!,: . \n fntmdut'tirm to f'sydwlo,R1' 
(2d ed.) hv Peter H. Lindsa\ and Donald .\. :\orn1:m (l\ew York: Aca
demic Press. 1977): Jacqueline Ludcl's lntmd1111i1)Jf to Smsorr ProCfsses 
(San Francisco: Freeman, !'J78l: Jr\·in Rock's .\ti !11trod11t'fion to f'errP,Dtion 
('.\iew York: i\lacrnillan. l975l" f'm1/Jfio11 . .\!! ,\ppli.'i/Jppmmh hv William 
Schiff (Boston: Houghton \lifflin, 1980l: Jnd I lane\ R. Schiffman's 
Smsation rmtl Pnnptirm: Jn ln!1'.i'J<lf!'d.1.pp.t'(){f(/i. Zd ed i:\e,1 York: Wiley, 
1982). 

From time to rime, rhe Srimtifir .\11urim11 has articles on sensation
perception ropics. These arc excellent introduction:; to specific programs 
of research and can be found bv using Your library's index to Srientific 
Amerimn articles. 

Good introductions to the phvsiologv of semorv processing-trans
duction, afferent codes, and the like-are ro he found in \:cil Carlson's 
Phvsio/of!J' of Rehm:ior. Zd ed. (Boston: :\llrn and Bacon, 1980) and in 
Physio/ogiml PsycholoKV lw '.\lark Rosenzweig and Arnold Leiman (Lex
ington. !\1:\: Heath, 1982). 

For more advanced >tudv. vou m1i!lir \1ish to consult one of the 10 
volumes in the Handhooi of l'n1ep!ifJ11 serie<> cdi<ed lw Edward C. Car
terette and \lorton P Friedman ('\iew York: Academic Press, 
1973-1978). 

Reviews of work on exrrasensorv perception and parapsvchologv can 
be found in the Hrmd/mok of Pampoyholo,r_;i', edited bv Benjamin B. 
\Vol man. Laura A. Dale, Gerrrude R. Schmeidler. and .l\lontague l '.II man 
(New York: \'an Nostrand Reinhold, 1977) and in C. E . .1\1. Hansel's F,SP 
and Parapsychology: J Critiml Rerz:aluation (Buffalo, NY: Prometheus 
Books, 1980). 
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~EARNING ;, 'key 1How,-•omc would "Y !~~""'°"-;" 
human behavior; it pervades everythi_ng '\'<:;_5:102~<:L~hin.k. (But see Chap
ter 2, pages39:45.) It ptays a·central-;£le-ln-the·I;~~e we speak, our 
ct1stoms.., our ~g!tudes and ~eliefs, our goal~, our personalit)" ~tr~its (both 
adaptive and maladaptive), and eYen Dtlr perceptions. Having mastered 
its fundamental principles, you will be Ti-;-.;;-IJ«)s-itTon to understand how 
learning plays its important role in many of the psychological processes 
described later in the text. _ _ _ __ _ 

_,.,,,..__..~ ....,.._._~ ---:.:_ __ m_ - •• -· ~ I~ 

-j;t b~-h _Leqn.hiinx can be defined afs~r~t,J~haFig~. in 
e ayJ.£.i:cun occursasa_resul_t () !_J_racnce or_expenen:_tj) 1s e mmon 

fias tfiree important elements. 

1. Lrarninx is a'c~ani~i~: b~ha~·Tqv\ for be_~ter OI_ worse. 
--~~- -----·---·-~~~-:::.-,._---- ~-.:.=:..:.~ -

2. It is a change that takes place(through practice or_pperi~nce; 
changes due to growth or maturation""t"e not'Tearning-. 'fhis partof 
the d~finition disti~s_h!:s learning fro~ in~ately c<>_nt[olled.._2pe
cies-typical behaYior of the sort that Chapter 2 (page 39) describes. 

,,, ... _~-=:::·-
3. Before it can be called learning. the change must be relativeh-
Pt:rn1a!1ef1t;.,~t must last a faJrly lcir:ig tir_ne. Exactlv fi~w fcmg'-C::annot 
be~ specified. but WC usualh· think of learned changes in behavior as 
lasting fl2!_~c n_i<:>E_t~~' or_yea~s, unlike the temporarv behavioral 
effects of factors such as alertness or fatigue. 

Think about vourself and learning. You are reading this book; you ~ 
will learn something about psychologv from it, but book learning is only a 
small part of the learning vou have done in your life. When you got up this 
morning, you dressed in a certain way. vou ate certain things for 11reakfast 
(and did not eat others), and you began to think about the day ahead of 
you. Thinking invoked your attitudes about other people or events: 
perhaps it caused you to worry about something. How vou dressed, what 
you ate, what you thought about, how you evaluated other people and 
events, what vou worried about-are all rooted in your past experience, or 
past learning. If we could understand the learning process and apply our 
general undcrstarding of it to a particular person's life, we would go a long 
way toward explaining many of the things that person does. If we could 
understand some of the principles of learning, we would have a better 
idea of how to change behavior when (as in child rearing and psycho
therapy) we want to change it. (See Chapters 11 and 16.) 

Classical Conditioning / 

Classical conditioning gets its name from the fact that it 1s the kind of 
learning situation that existed in the earl!~~~)a~~l~!'~s:_l_(:_per~'D-~!l_t.s of~ 
P. Pavlov (1849-1936). In the late 1890s,this famous Russian phY§jQ.EJ_gist 
:-:---:::--=..--::::=.:.::::_ ~~-



began to establish many of the basic principles of this foFm-Q_f condition
ing, Cfassiqil conditioning is also sometimes called respondenfconditionin[; 

. or P.avlovian;on_tjit~?ning. .,_:,·==~~:-:,z:oo -

ACQUISITION, OR LEARNING, 
OF CONDITIONED RESPONSES 
What is classical conditioning? Suppose we start with some examples. 
Here is one from Pavlov's laboratory: 

Pavlov designed an apparatus, shown in Figure 4.1, that could 
measure how much a dog's mouth waters in response to food or 
other things in its environment. At the beginning of his expe_riment-, 
Pavlov noted that no saliva flowed when he rang a belCHe then 
trained the dog by soundingiFe'_[;'~I! an~tf)· jhe~vard, present
i_!2g foo:!:. 1'\fter the sound _of tb_e~~ll haohee; pai~~.<:!_~iEh__fo~~-3:J~~v 
times, he tested the effects of the training bv measuring the amount 
:i(sali~a that flowed when he rang the bell a~d did not ,;rese;;-~[-;-;;~d. 
He fc)und that some saliv3: \vas pr6iJuc~d in response to the b~ll 
alone. He then resumed the training-paired presentations of bell 
;;;-J' food-a few more times and then tested again with the bell 
alone. As training cont-Inued, the amount or,aTI\-;- on tests with the 
bell alone increased (up to a point, of cm;;;-~'f"'T'hus, after training, 
toe- dog's ~outh watered-salivated-whenever tl1e bell was 

sounded. This is what was learned; it is the r~~rfit~!.I~~!J!f?:/i_1s'.. 

Here is another example from an experiment done by one of the 
authors many years ago (King et al., 1961). 

Student volunteers were the subjects in this experiment. Each 
student sat in a booth in which a brief jet of air could be puffed at his 
or her right eye. The response to this puff was a sharp blink of the 
eyes. One-half second before each puff, a dim spot of light came on. 
Tests showed that at the beginning of the experiment, the students 
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Figure 4.1 

Pavlov's apparatus for studying the con
ditioned salivary (drooling) response. 
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Figure 4.2 

A learn,ing, or acquisition, curve for an 
experim!'=nt on the classical condition

ing of eye blinking. (From King et al., 
1961.) 

did not blink in response to the light. The light and puff were 
paired-light followed by puff-a number of times. Soon the stu
dents began to blink when the light came on before the puff. The 
number of blinks to the li-ght increased steadily as more and more 
pairings were given. Figure 4.2 shows how the blinking to the light 
increased during the experiment. (Each point on the graph shows 
the percentage of blinks to the light during 10 pairings of light and 
puff.) The students had learned to blink when the light came on; 
this is the conditioned response in this experiment. 

If you want a third example, look back at the opening pages of this 
chapter. What is the classically conditioned response in the therapy for 
bed-wetting? 

What do these examples of classical conditioning have in common? 
In other words, what are the general characteristics of situations in which 
conditioned responses are acquired, or learned? In classit>al conditioning, 
two stimuli are presented to the learner. (The terfu stimulus comes from 
th-e'L;ti; word fo~~"g~~d,;;·o~-;-:-p~od-;:;·;-~md thus, ¢Ps~.Jogy, the term 
is someti~s used torcler to ~nts whiclr.f.YQkf, or'call forth, a re
sponse-the individual is "goadeamto actic;"rt:~re ge~a~eaning 
o{rh~ t~rm stimulus is a~rr.!;~~IWLL. the environrn~~t that ca_Q.J~~~~ected 
by the senses.)...Grreof the stimuli in classicat'c~itioning is called the 
conditioned ·tfimulus ({.'SJ . . It i~ also known as a neutral stimulus because 

~·-· ·'.. • /" . ,r' --=""""~:c;·-

except for an alertin,g, or attentional, response the first few times it is 
presente(Cit Cfoes_.!:19! 5'.V~Ke ~_specific" response. Almost al].Llrimulus 
which is detectable can serve as a CS. The bell and the light were the CSs 
in the two examples that opened this section. What was the CS in the 
behavior-therapy example at the beginning of the chapter? The other 
stimulus is known as the uncon,ditio!]fd§ti.!lllJ.lUS (US). This stimulus consis
tently ~~;okes a response <;ris reiiabiy foflo~ed by one. The reS.QQ!1Se that 
reliably folloW:~'me unconditioned stimulus is known as the u!!l!l.!J!!_jtioned 
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One of the first conditiQni.og.J,Llals: The CS and US 
are paired, buTnoconditioning has vet occurred. 
Stimuli 

Conditioned stimulus (CS) 

·-~-~l}<::-:ved by) 

Un__con~it1?~e~ stimulus (US)--,--+ Uncond1tio_'.l_:d re~p_o.11se (UR) 

A test trial after the CS and US have beenjiai.reci_a .n~_m.ber .of tim~s: 
The CS is presented alone and it calls forthtneresponse · 

Stimulus 

Conditioned stimulus)CSl------------..Conditioned response (CR) 
-=- ~~~~~ · (A"r8$Por1S8i0'1liecs1 

response (UR). What were the USs and the URs in the examples? The two 
·~--·-c ~. ·--· / ~ 

stimuli-the CS and !~t: ~S-are p~~r~,c!.)n classical conditioning so that 
the condition~inulus "comes a ·snort time-say from Yz second to 

several se~onas··-befo-;=E the un~Q.!1Qitiorled
7

-scimulus is present;j~fter 
the stimuli have been 'paired a number of times (e;ch pairing is called a 
tri~I), pres~;tatio1_1 oft_he_.QLU;iQ!l_llyrr;~~r~[~"Q~ditio11ed st-imu~s evokes a 
response_,, Thisrespons·e·ls-wha·c-is lea~n-ed-in classical conditioning; ff is 
termedthe conditioned response (CR). Figure 4. 3 diagrams the conditioning 
procedure. .. ~ 

The ac,g.io:isiti.011. of a conditioned response is usig!Jy gradu:1I; as 
more ansJ 11_1_0Ke trill!~ (CS-US pairings) are given, conditionelresponses 

gr~~ st_r?ll~ a.!:1.9 .~_tro11_ger or are more and .-~7~!~_li~eJy_~.2 ocsl!P· For 
example, in Figure4.4,the left-hancfCUrve shows -i:he course of acquisi
tion, or learning, typical in an experiment on salivary conditioning. (It is 
drawn without specifying the amount of saliva or the number of trials, but 
these values would be plotted on a graph in an actual experiment.) Figure 
4.2 illustrates the course of acquisi~ion of a conditioned eye-blink re
sponse. These are both examples o~!!tiptL, or (earning, curves in which 
the course of learning is followed over trials or time.· Learning curves 
typically have the shape sho;;:;-in th~t~~ exa~ples; th~ r;te of l~arning is 
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A chart of events in classical condition
ing. 

Figure 4.4 

The course of CO!:JsJitio_ning, extinction, 
and reconditioning. Spontaneous recov
ery after a rest period is-shown by the 
vertical arrow. (After McGeoch & 
Irion, 1952; adapted from Kimble et 
al., 1980.) 
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rapid .a~ first. but gra~~y~d~~reases, as shown Whe flattening of the 
curve. Such curves are-·sai-di:o -be negatively aced(;rat~d,. Tilc;ther words, 
the increase in le~rning on lat~r trials is less than ~~s the increase on 
earlier rrials. This is probably;. because there is a limit on the str~ngth, c•r 
magnitude, of a conditioned response in a given experiment; after all, in 
the salivary conditioning experiment, the dog could only drool so much. 
Increases can be great on the early trials, but there is less and less to be 
added to the magnitude of the response as conditioning proceeds. 

·- -.:rHEORIES ABOUT CLASSICAL CONDITIONING 
Th';;~~;i~sc of classi°Z~I-~onditioning try to describe and give order to the 
results of the many, many conditioning experiments that have been done; 
they are often mathematical in form (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). These 
theories are also concerned with the processes occurring when a condi
tioned response is acquired. In other words, they speculate about the 
nature of the learning that takes place in classical conditioning. One older 
theorv about the nature of classical conditioning is the theorv of stimulus 
substitution; more recent and current ideas are the information and ex
pectation theories. 

11/ Sti;;,ulus Substitution This theory, which Q!iginated with Pavlov and 
was influential for many years, relies on the idea that the;: ·Qi, -iimply as a 
result of pairing w!rE i:h-elTS, acqt~ir_e_? thee capac~t.¥:-to s~tu_~<;;Jor the 
US in-e\·oking a response~ In other'Jords~--.~0'ciii:i9n::-a link or a 

··~~ is -forme~ berw.~~E ~~!;:?_and _t_!_lc;_LTS ~;i~h~S becomes the 
!j (~~ alent of the ®n e~!~0ng_a response. Pavlov thought this linkup, or 
1 association, took __place in the brain. He thought that /two areas of the -... --· ··- .. :--=::: 

~il12 one. fo_r the CS andone for the llS, became acti~a,tecfcjming the 
,,. condit~of1i(1_g pr()_c:edt!re and.J~at activatigQ of the\.TS area resulted in a 

reflex, or alif9matic, respon_sµ As a result of the CS-US pairings during 
th~ conditio;1ing pr~icedu"r~. he the_orized, the c~ _?_cci.uired the ability to 
excite tl)e US qrea, thus leading to the reflex response-. ~- - --

--While the-i'dea of stimulus substitutic)n-ls -appealinglv simple, it is 
not currently accepted by most learning theorists. -~ major difficulty with 
the theory is that it savs the conditioned response-°{CR) sho~ld be the 
same as, or at least very similar 'r({ i:'he -unconditioned response~ (UR). 
According to this theory, all that has happened is that the CShas-;;cquired 
the ability to evoke the response after conditioning. The res_Qonse hqs not 
changed; the change is in the stimulus that elicits it. However, it is clear 
that the CR may not be at all like the UR. For instance, when using a 
mild foot°'S'hock a-~ the US and a tone as the CS, the unconditioned 
respo;-se of rats to the shoe~ is an increa~e in running and activity~ but the 
co~d_itio!_l_ed response to the tone is a derrease m activity-a response 
known as "freezing". 

' ;/Information and Expectation/I. Other theories of the conditioning process 
~. take the viewpoint that the CS becqwes ~ sigrt111 for the US. Thus when 
y the CSjs presented, the USJ:s'~e~pe'2~c;:d, ari3' the learne{ responds in 

accordance_with this expectatioi}:' ·- 4 -- ~ - -
How does the CS become. a signal for the US? A number of experi

ments -kave led to the view that this happens because the .US is a 
sl!_rprising, or _novel, event (Kamin, 1969; Terry & Wagner, 1975-~The 



. ~< 
sure!:0J.i!K US iog.uc~s the !earm:r to look back through _rectfrir' mt_:mory. 
'The cs-Is-the eventconsistenclvfound in "memorv on each -triifbetore the 
US. An-ass-ociation~orTinl~l~-tf:us sa-id to be form-~d b~n~:~~n the memorv 
trace of the CS and theUS/'.'.iow when the CS occurs, the US is expected-. 
The conditioned response is 111~dein 'it'rttcipation of the US. The form of 
the conditioned response often indicates that the Teamer expects the US. 
For example, if food is the US for a dog, salivation and many other 
responses associated with eating, such as running to the place where the 
food is kept if the dog is not confined, will occur. Thus, in this view, 
conditioned responses are not automatically stamped in by CS-US pair
ings. Rather, thev are behaviors, or actions, engaged in by the learner in 
expectation of a future event-the US. 

; 
---- -

. EXTI~CTIQN.!AND SPONT ;\NEOUS RECOVERY)IN 
CLASSICAL CONDITIONING . - - -- -- ~- - ·--- -~ - . . J . -

In classical conditioning, extinrtion occurs when the CS is presented alonJ/ _ 
-- . -~~==-- ------ ·;;.r ! / '.:::;> 

without the US for a number of r~en this is done, the strengtn, or ' ~--
magnitude, of the ~:gJ~r~~Lb: d~creas<:_?.as shown by th?-m1ddi~=c'trve 
in Figure 4.4. For exam~fu~r ()f drops of saliva decreases over 
unpaired trials; or blinks to a light CS grac!Wfllv become less frequent. 
Note that the process of extinction is(fiot "f0rgetti_ng.;'.A f-esponse is said 
to be forgotten over time when there is no exprlcit procedure involved) 
(See Ch-ap.Eer S, page 203.) The proce5~Q.G:iUilc.tion, however. i_nvolves a 
spccifici5[ocedure-pre~c.:11ta_t:io.ri_oJ th_~ CS by itself.\ -- --·-

-·Just as with acquisition~- the"re' are-several"views concerning why the 
extinction process works. Pavlov thought of conditioning in-term!i_of two 
opp~ te11d_e~ies: e~cjt_<1~i<m ~-nlir;hi~Ttio~.n5;;~~T the 
ex<.}5_<(10.~ ~n.dency has the u11ec.:r_~and; but drn:\.Qg ~.t.Lvc:ti_oi\. ''2..Qil;iti.99 
b~ to SIJppr_ess__c:o_ndj!_ion_e_d responding. AnotherVle\v of the---e-xtlnc
tion process stems from the information-expectation theorv of condition
ing described in the last section. Because, during extinction, the CS is no 
loflg~rmi~ecJ~Jh.!b~JJS, the CS~_s<;_~ .tQ he a signal for ~Fe l}_?; l:fi;;-cs 
becomes a.'i:!8itral stimulus, as it was before conditioning occurred, and 
little~a~trention _is_ r~id __ ~_it JRescorla;-i 967). 

· The decrease(fi(;(}nditioned-response magnitude resulting from 
extinction need not he permanent. Suppose, the dav after extinction of a 
sal~'conditioned resp~nse, a dog is· brought b~d: into the laboratory 
and the tone CS is presented. The magnitude of the dog's conditioned 
response will probably he much greater than it was at the end of extinc-

tion t.h.e d. a. y be. f9_re_ (Figure 4;4). Su. c. h <j.n_~c~ease .i9 __ the_,~fl:~ of a :· 
conditio~~tfupo_11se;~-~-~-f period _of t~ wlthi5_?'::&Piicit trail1j!Jg i~ 
known aSjtf!ntaneous recov~enomenon of spontaneoiisrecovery 
shows that-the ~focedure, while decreasing the magnitude of a 
conditioned response, d~~- n_ot entirely remove the tendency to respond 
to the CS. That-extinction does~not_~q[I1pl_(:~ly erase conditioning is also 
shown by the fact that' reconditionil}_gjs usually r-fflo_r_~_[apj.Q' tha·n-was the 
original conditioning. iorecondition after extinc-tion~ the experimenter 
again pairs the -CS and US from the original conditioning. When Pavlov 
did this, he got the general results shown by the right-hand curve of 
Figure 4.4; reconditioning following extinction occurred more rapidly 
than did the first conditioning. Thus some learning was left, after extinc
tj?n, from the original conditioning. Indeed, an experimenter can condi-
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tion and extinguish, condition and extinguish, and, up to a point, learning 
will be a little faster each time. 

Pavlov used the phenomena of spontaneous recovery and faster 
reconditioning, to support his inhibition idea of extinctio~e assumed 
that~fu?!i;fi:om the_ extlncti<)i:.r_ro~~-ss gradually decays ~i~me, 
and tnurtife excitatory tenoericyls le-ss- suppressed after an interval of a 
few hours or a day. On the other hand, the information-expectation view 
of sp~!,1£_an.egus recovery s~e_s_ th~ a..i;tention p~ld · t()~]'h~~cs·-by the 
)ea~ne.r. Remember that this theory says that tFi(QS los*~.iWcitatory 
value in extinction because the learner; no longer pays attentiQn...to it; it is 
~-- t - -

as if the CS becomes part -~f._the __ ~~~k_g.r~und_. as it is prese11_ted over and 
over in the extinction situation. But the1fa~~~-:o~~ c:tianges the 
situation, and when the qs now comes 2~ ~~(iain. .. ~he ~r11er 
pays attentio!l t,o it, and the CS is once more excitatory.econditioning is 
said 'to 9_-c~ur i:aei~b: because thes~~~!]uf.ofthe CS h~~~a_dy been 
acquired during the original conditionln_g, ana the learner simply carries 
thi;~cM:;t'to- the reconditioning trials.-

/'"---~- ~ . ..,..,__ 

STIMULUS GENERALIZATION)AND :DISCRIMINATION 
INcLASSicAr-c6NriITiONING ;' - -
Pavlov discovered very early in his work that if he conditioned an animal 
to salivate at the sound of a bell, it would also salivate, though not quite so 
much, at the sound of a buzzer or.she beat of a metronome. In other 
words, the ani~nj_e_d !~etter._~e th<:~_onc!_it}_oned re_~pon_~-~~er 
~~Ii that were so~w~ii(~t_,f!i~toth,e original condition~d ~im~us. 
Subsequent _qmditionmg exper~ments have demonstrated this phe-

2.'! nomenon ~mHL1!,rge.n1r{lliz,qti_rJ over and over._ The amount of gener
aliµ-tion follows this roughftileOf thumb: The greater the similarity, the 

~a£er .. t~~k-~~e.:aJ.~~t_ig_n..among ~ditioned ~uii. _, :::cc.c:c:.c 

'Generalization means~hat ~~ses o<;curJQ. s:imuli I 
that have ney_c:£_~ee11 .e~~(:_f}vith a specific unconditioned stimulus. It 
broadens the scope of classical conditioning. Consider the development of 
irrational fears, or phobias, by children. Insofar as conditioning and gener
alization play a rol~', the process might go something like this: A child is 
conditioned, accidentally perhaps, to fear something by its being paired 
with a fear-producing unconditioned stimulus. The fear becomes irra-
tional when it generalizes, or spreads, to similar but harmless objects. For 
example, the original conditioning might have involved conditioned fear 
responses to a white, fluffy dog that bit the child. If this fear generalized 
to many white, fluffy things-other white animals, white blankets, white 
beards, and so forth, we would have an example of an irrational fear of 
white, fluffy things, or a phobia. This child might be afraid of Santa Claus 
or Uncle Mike, who happens to have a white beard; because of gener
alization, the fear has spread a long way from the original conditioning. 
The generalization of fear may make tracing it back to its conditioned 
origin difficult. But even though the specific conditioning that has led to 
somephoblas cannot be discovered, these irrational fears can sometimes; 
be eliminated by conditioning procedures that involve extinction -;~d the 
learnivf~~;diti~rh:cl'respo~-ses:~sucl1 as relaxation: thatare incompati-

' _ble ~th bdng afraid. (See Chapter 16, page 70(-;nd-Application 4.1.) 
} /> J)iscrimiJZ!!fig11 is the process of learning to 1!!,a_~~-()!"l~_f~j>_onse to~~ 
·sti~_l!I_tii "and a dl@:~i:.i.Lr~_s_ponse, or no response, to another stimllius-'; 

·--~~~_,_.,~~'-'-~-' -~·"--•- -- -~---.~·- --'""- -'~-"-<--~-~---• ._.,_~ 



Although many kinds of discrimination are possible, a typical discrimina
tion experiment in classical conditioning involves learning to respond to 
one stimulus and not to respond to anothei:-. When we learn to respond to 

one stimulus and not to another, the range of stimuli that are capable of 
calli~~-f~!~~ndi~_!)~£L£S§£2.ll§e isjiE!i\y'SQ. i~ a sense, then, 'this 
kind of discrimination is the opposite o'f generalization, or the tendency 
for a number of stimuli to call t'Ortnme"same conditioned response. 

A discrimination experiment in classical conditioning might go 
something like this: The experimenter, on some trials, pairs one stimulus 
(called the cs+) with an unconditioned stimulus; on other trials, another 
stimulus (called the cs-) is presented alone, without the unconditioned 
stimulus. In other words, while responses to the CS+ are being condi
tioned on som~ _ __rri~, extinction _of a_n_y_ t<o:nsJei:icy to_r_espond to-the :Cs_- is 
occurring onother_~ials. As a result, the learner fo.!:!!1.s .. ~L~_c;_rimina1ism; 
conditioned responses are made to the cs+ but not to rl-ieT~s::: .. The 
results of such a discrimination experiment might look something like 
those shown in Figure 4.5. We will consider generalization and discrimi
nation in more detail later, in the context of instrumental conditioning 
(pages 159-161). 

SIGNIFICANCE OF CLASSICAL CONDITIONING 
We have dwelt long enough on drooling dogs. While Pavlov's study of 
salivary conditioning established many of the basic principles of classical 
conditioning, salivary responses have, by themselves, little significance in 
people's everyday affairs. Wh_~~).!Tlportant in ht1man life are the 
emotional responses that become conditioned to certain stimuli. 

!\!any o'f our subjective f~~lings-from our violent emotions to the 
subtle nuances of our moods-are probably conditioned responses. A 
face, a scene, or a voice ~be the conditioned stimulus for an emotional 
response.((;~f!SI_<!Ez~i9_n~d _!he fact that 'Y.S:. lt:l!.rned n:i~x_-'of these 
responses before we could. taHf:a:nd thus label them make it difficult to 
tm:_e. s~ch · fe~li~is·!J~~k ~Q~helr co11.2J.~io._11~d begin11in~N-;; ~nder we 
are not always abie to ide.ntify the origins of our emotional responses. 

Since_~~~~-e_!Tl<?,tio_!!al _r~~_p<_ms<:2.Y?. stim_t1Ji are l_~ar11ed, perhaps they 
can be unlearned. Or perhaps other, less disturbing - responses ·can .be 
associ;~d~th.i:he stimuli that produce unpleas;~r-e~;r;~-;;:i1 r~sp;n·;;;~ 
The-ext_inction and alterati_on. of disturbing emotional res~~mses by classi-; 

!;al c;_~i{cfitionr"~g is o;';;"'f~r-;';_of b~~~~ifJLJ.IJ.erapy, or, as it is also c~lled, 't 
ib..~ modifiration. (See Applicai:ion 4Tand Chapter 16, page 701.) I 

/. - ·-.-c~.-- -·· ·--------- ) 

·A;: '' /1 nstrumental Conditioning/1 

Suppose your friend, who knows you are taking a psychology course, asks 
for advice on how to teach her young children to behave politely at 
dinner, watch less television, an_d do their household chores without 
constant prodding. What can you tell her that will be helpful? You know 
about classical conditioning, but that is not going to help much. For 
instance, how could the children be classically conditioned to say "thank 
you" when appropriate? What is the unconditioned stimulus for this or for 
other sociaJ behaviors? You need another form of learning to shape, or 
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Figure 4.5 

An idealized graph of the results of a 
classical conditi:ming discrimination ex

periment. The CS+ is.paired with an 
unconditioned stimulus, but the CS- is 
not. As more and more trials are given, 

strong conditioned responses are pro
duced by cs+ and little conditioning 

occurs to the CS-. 
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l~~;RAVE AND STAYING COOL WITH 
I CLASSICAL CONDITIONING 

I 

I 

Behavior_thE'.rapy (Chapter 16, page 693) draws on 
learning principles 1n order to help people who have 
behavioral problems. and some of the principles be
hind behavior therapy come from-classical_c_oncfilion-
1ng Here Is an- example 6iwfiat Ts calleci(i;Siemat1c 
desensitization~ ·v· ·- -- · -

A young woman sought treatment for an mtense fear, 
or phobia. of hypodermic syringes and needles. This 
fear apparently onginated at the age of 2, when she 
receJVed a senes of shots for an mtestinal disorder. 
From then on, she was extremely afraid of syringes 
and needles, and, on those few occasions when she 
needed routme inoculalions, she had to be physically 
restramed. The "last straw" occurred in an emergency 
room where she was being treated for an in;ured an
kle. Her strugglmg resulted in the doctor breakmg two 
hypodermic needles m her ankle while trying to treat 
,f-Jer This convinced her that she needed treatment. 

The tirst ste[} in her sy$f.ematic-desensitization 
treatment w~mg her!d~u__r11J.gJh.e thr:;rapy 
s~ss1ons, ren12J.t]!Q£Ca.i.J72_f!nd rela~ed 1s essential to 
this form of therapy. The sta_n@rd_Jorrn o_Lsystematic, ·;--
desf!.._nsirization requ1!~~ that the paJ~e.!1.r<iorm v,i-xjJ;J.Jq/b 
ag__es,.KJf the feared objects or situations. Some of the 
images result in strong fear reactions, others produce 
weak responses, or no re9ponse at aT The images 
can thus be ranked from t'strQo.g-io_''.wfilJJY in termsot 
the a_mount-of fear they produce- . . --· -- . -

-Since 
0fhTs' patient was not able to generate vivid 

images of hypodermic syringes and needles, the 
therapist had to use _real syringes and nee,dles, ar
ranging their presentation in such a sequence that the 
first stimuli produced no fear and later stimuli pro
duced more and more fear. An example of a stimulus 
with low fear-producing potential was a brief glimpse 
of a small syringe held in the hand of the therapist at 
some distance from the patient. By varying the size of 
the syringes and needles. the length of time they were 
seen, and their distance from the patient, stronger and 
stronger fear stimuli were produced. 

It is crucial in this therapy that the patient remain 
reJ~:_ed ~~~t the-presentation of the stimuli, thus 
~stituting re{et_xatlQI] fd fear as the_ cgndit/oned re
spons~) Ha'0ngu:farne'"fi__J_Q_ relfix_-/n-th~-r}r_'esence of a 
Weakstimulus, the ne;st~tioi5Q.~r stlmu.lu'j)n the series 
wai'piesemed to the patient unHT'sfieTearned to relax 
when 'This one was present. This process co~tinued 
until the patient could touch herself witha~;~dle and 
remam relaxed. If there was a fear reaction to some of 
the strQ_nge_r_ sjir_nuli, as there o~s with this young 
woman:the t'l~~~p1st dropped bag'5__to w~aker stimuli 
before movmg onagam - --

When the therapy was over after several ses
sion§_, the patient was no longer a~eedles, 
syringes, or in1ections and remair;;ed calm when blood 
was drawn from her -arm A 7oll!Jw-up Ttfrnonths later 
showed that she was still free of fear and that no other 
phobia had developed to replace the old one. 

You can do your own systematic desensitiza
tion. Suppose you are anxious about a tough examina
tion that you will soon betaking. You have prepared 
for it, but you are still worried. One.,way to deal with 
your anxiety is tO{make _9jlj~~£1.._yo~..!_hou9hts 
an_d images about _the examination, rang!!12 from 
thos~ha_t are_V<e_ak anxiE)ty_provokers to those that are 
strong anxiety provokers. A weak stimuius,-07in
stance: might be thoughts about the first day in class; 
then you might think about topics in the course that 
you liked; then think about studying for the exam; then 
think about what it will be like to walk into the examina
tion room; as a next step, imagine the examination 
being handed out and reading the questions; and, 
finally, think about writing the answers to the ques
tions. ~-2?.~r:!_Cl.nd_ r~lax whHe f9rming these images, 
and, sh.~£:i6u~be~me _U_[)Set, g,p back_ t<i:.f5Ir:1_king 
about a le~s anxiety-provoking situation until you can . 
rer:i_ain relaxed wh.ile imagining stronger one~~ 

REFERENCE 
Turnage, J. R, & Logan, 0. C. (1974). Treatment of a 

hypodermic needle phobia by 111 vivo systematic 
desensitization. Journal of Behavior Therapy and 
Experimental Psychiatry, 5, 67-69. 



mold, such behavior. To make the desired responses more likely and the 
undesired ones less likely, you need a set of techniques that can be 
applied to the ongoing behavior of the children. The techniques of 
inst~~dition~~g :Viii .help do just that. . 

, lnstrumental';_condtttomng 1s called mstromen!al because, as we·· will 
d_:sc~, the key feature-of th_j,§Jorm of learning is that~ 
1iict}or1Jso_m:J:><:~_aviQ_r) of the learner il instrumen_taU!l-::1briD~Q~ a_!Jo_ut a 
cn~~e-L~t~e _£'!.~i!'2!.1~,n!_ t-~~-I!1akes t'he action_!!l<J_~e 2LlS!~i~ely to 
occur again in the furu.:zJFor example, if the environmental cflange is a 
rewara~· t~nstru'mentil behavior that brings about

0

the-iewarcrwill be 

m~r: lik~_ly_~~-~~~~r ~1:1..t. .. ~..s_J'!ture. In other words, if,0_;~~~Y.i_2rnUU?ff, 
it_is li~~gj>~~.t£9..) 

I 
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lnstru~tal conditioning is sometimes also, roughly speaking, ,\_. 
kno~n as ~perant_c()_ntjjtioni!!g. This term was coined b-y, B. F. S)s!nn~;ro -
indicate that @ a rewonse operates ~n_t_\'1_~_eo~ent,lt may 'nave 
cons;qu~.1!£.~S that can a_[f~~~~~Sc--E1'.~l!b22<U!i._;i_t the respon~_:yjJl ~<c~11,r 
again: We will use this term when describing the work of Skinner and _ _,, 
others who use the methods pioneered by him. 

··REINFORCERs·'.A.ND tPCJNISHERS 1' 

An <i_ii~tnmm~ntiL~:yi;,m that is the c~ns~_Sl_u<;:_nce _ of_a_f\J1:12_t!!1~.ental r·;: 
~c:se_ons_e and that m~k-fl' t.hat rggcu,µ.e.1:11-9.re~~ occu~ again(s'K.nown' _ r 0 '" · ·, , _. ..• , -

1 

as ~ retnforc:_c_,~r)}:-remforf!111~!!J. 0 pg~g~ve retnf_orc~As a. Stlfl}_!!lll_s _ _qu~v.ent ( ,, • .-; 
which, when .,1f.J.2l,l<:>,~~-t tf:s£~0J,,f!'.creases the i!t~Lill®B that the,_re-
sponse will be mad~--'!~i!l (Figure 4.'5tY).Ttis important to note that the 
reinf~~_er1~Z0t;ti;:;-gen~_?.~!h_e i_n_s!rllm_en_!_~l- ~~~flon~e. In other words, 
the ~st;_ results in the occurrence of d1~rcinforcei .. This should not 
be a strangeideato-you; respon~~~ ~Eich pay offlnso~e way are likely to 

be repeated. For instance, food for a 11-;:;r;-g·ry-a--~iJ;;aCwa.rerlOr a thirsty 
one, praise from a parent, a prize, and many, many other stimuli or events 
will serve as positive reinforcers when they are contingent on some 
behavior. 

).,) ;~Jt'-1 t"'-"'0&.J v ; 

~ /e_._~.-Vv-J./;~J~ 

Negative reinforcement is another tool in the kit of the instrumental 
conditionet'A''fei~!~v;-_r~jnfo_rce,?: is a stimulus or event which, when its 

-, --- · ~.,. , Figure 4.6 

(a) Positive reinforcement 

Response A-

Response B-- . 
Response C- _l'ositive r _ 

, reinforc~f ~--' 

Response D-

Response E--

(c) Punishment 

Response K-

Response L-

Response M--

Response N __,...'~~i~_hm~ 
(Onsetat:. 
noxious ev_ent) 

¥· ----- _. 
Response 0--

(bl Negative 

Response F--

Response~ Negative reinforcer 
(TermTnatilin of 

· noxious_e;c~:mt) 

Response H-- .Jt. 
Response I --

Response J --

(di Omission of positive reinforcement 

RespO~se P ~ Positive 

ResJ5onse 0-

Response R-

Response S-

Response T--

reinforcer 
terminated 

In box a. a response that results in 
positive reinforcement becomes more 
likely (shown by the larger type); other 
responses do not. In box b, if negative 
reinforcement is contingent on a re
sponse, the response becomes more 
likely (shown by the larger type). 
Boxes c aud d show that responses re
sulting in punishment or omission of 
positive reinforcement decrease in like
lihood (shown by smaller type). 
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FiKUre 4. 7 

Contingencies in instrumefltal, or oper
ant, conditioning. (See text.) 

/;es~ation ~;~erminatio~Js contingent on a response, increas§'.sth~. ff~e]h~ 
tfi~t.~hs [~sp;;~_;eWllI oc~i;~.a"gain (Figure 4.6b). T~w~e refers 
to the fact that the response c~u.s~s the terminati_on of ~f!.<;:Y<;nt: Again, 
this cu nee pr should not be ~-trang~ to you: 'r:::k'iaiiVe. refnforcers_.are often 
(but not neessarily) painfut:;-r noxiou:'..?,,,event·s=a:11 ·erectric shock, for 
example, or.aoawling out-from the boss. The~i!_yoff is that the response, 
when made, stops the noxious evenc{the shock or the boss's abuse). We 
tend to repeat ~~~-p-;)fi-se~·mat pay Off in this way. 

Another technique that can be used in instrumental conditioning is 
punishment. A 'jJunisher is a stimulus or event which, when its onset is 
contingent on ;fespo"nse, d_ec_reases t~~ likelihoqd jhat the response will ..... .,.-~ ... - . 
occur again (Figure 4.6r). Note that a punisher 1s quite different from a 
n.egative reinforcer. While both are ofte;n-;~'G"~~~~_r1t:s~ it .i~ding 
of the ~\lent tha,t)s C_D,,!!ti11gent on the response in ne_g_~~iv~ement, 
but ir is ~set oLtfi.e ~vent that is co~~_ing~nt on t!ie_response in 
punishmet:U". Responses followed bv punishers tend not to be repeated, 
wh-iie th~·se folkiwedby n~ga.tive rein~end t;b~~~~-;;;;-;;;likcly. 
The idea of punishment Is probably all too familiar: Tr~fflcTines, de
merits, spankings, and the like can act as punishers w-hen they are 
contingent upon particular behaviors. 

A fourth response consequence sometimes used in instrumental 
conditioning is known as qmwo~o]~iinkrc~~ent.)In omission of reinforce
ment, or ornission traininf,~""iS ii: is -Ofte'n-~lled{/positive reinforcement is 
withdraw11 'f6Howing a response (Figure 4.6d). Tfle effect of the omission 
of the reinforcement is t(tj[[J!f!.Sf.' the likeli~~d o_f the re~Q.<rn,i,e~tliat led to 
the remov:i_I of_Rositive reinfor5'..ement. An example of this is parents' 
turning off the television set (a positive reinforcer) and sending a child to 
his or her room following some behavior. In ~\~i:y_day_speech, this is 
sometimes referred to as "punishment," but from the defi.nitions given 
here, yo~ ~an see that, technically speaking, there is a difference between 
omission training and punishment.-- .. .. 

So instrumental, or operant, conditioning has quite a few ways of 
changing behavior. When you have mastered these ideas, you should 
have something useful to say to the hypothetical friend in the opening 
paragraph of this section. \\"e will not go into omission of reinforcement, 

Nat~re of th '."."E~~)VVh1ch Fo11ows-ls Contingent on-a!R-~spo~~~-, 
.__..._._,, .--~ -~~"7-."'~ 

t.upetit~'~ (Approached n ~ought; ~~1:i..e;.or nOX.'.£,L!Ji. 
e <]:-water fo~ ani~ (e.g., electr1csnock) ....... ·r··--~ .. -~~~~~ . 

I 1 Decreaseslikel ib.QQ<Y 

, C~_ig_ri_._gf_'"_~_!_'lfb:--c~menj, 
"~- -~~ oroLs_s~QG._t~9LO!i1g_. 

( Decre;3ses 'fiK8Tir nod 
~0ri'P'ii)or1sel -· 

I of'respbns~1-

' 

--Negative re1nforcem~n'i 
, [I ncrecises I ikel lhoOci'"': 

of response!'''-



but we will use the concepts of positive reinforcement, negative rein
forcement, and punishment to organize the rest of this section on instru
mental conditioning. Figure 4.7 is a summary of the contingencv tools 
used in instrumental, or operant, conditioning. Now would be a good 
time to look back at the example that opened this chapter. What were th'c: 
instrumental conditioning techniques used in the treatment of Billy? 

EXAMPLES OF P_9filJY_F,<:_ RJ<:!__l'!!:~J!f~~_g!'-l'T / 
In instrumental conditioning, remember that a posmve reinforcer is a 
stimulus or event which, when it is contingent on a r~~p<>n-se,-;;~~k~I that 
response morelikelv to occtif.fkre a;e s;;m;;-·i~borato~ illustratio~s of 
positive reinYo~~~tn;~t at wor'K. . 

\. 

Thorndike's !Experiments: Cats__i!1: Jl_~'f_uzzle Box" The pioneering 
experiments of s_~_b_Tho~!!£i~c at the turn of the century were 
among the first s~:ste_Inj!_):.is; studies_ of the positives~inforcement principle 
in instrumen~aT coridTtiorilng-(Thorndike, 1891( i CJl l .) Here is a typical 
Thorndikean experiment: · 

A hungry cat was locked in a "puzzle box" made of slats through 
which the cat could see a dish of food on the floor outside. A string 
from the door latch led O\'Cf a pullev to a wire loop hanging in the 
box (Figure 4.8a). If th'.:": cat clawed at the loop, the door would open 
and the cat could escape from the box and eat. When first put in the 
box, the hungry cat actively scrambled around, scratching and claw
ing at the sides of the box. Eventually, in its random movement 
around the box, the cat happened to pull the loop, thus opening the 
door and escaping. Thorndike then put the cat back in the box for a 
second trial. Again the car scrambled around until it accidentallv 
pulled the loop, escaped, and was then put back in the box for a 
third trial. Thorndike and the cat kept this up for many trials. As 
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Figure 4.8 

(a) The "puzzle box" used bv Thorn
dike in his early experiments on 

instrumental conditioning. (b) The 
learning. or acquisition, curve for a cat 

in Thorndike's "puzzle-box" experi
ment. .'\!though the curve is irregular, 
note the trend to take less time to es
cape as trials proceed. (Based on data 

from Thorndike, 1911.) 
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you can see from Figure 4.8b, which shows the escape time for 24 
trials, rhe cat took le~-~9 J.e_s_s time to pull th_s_~ng each time it was 
put back in the box. Eventuallv, it escaped almost as soon as it was 
pt:t into the box. · - . ----~------ ·· · ---

Mazes Since Thorndike's time, mazes have been popular devices for 
ilie studv of instrumental conditioning with positive reinforcement. 
Mazes come iu many forms (Figure 4. 9), but, in general, the animal 
(typically a rat) is placed.in a "starting__b_ox" and all~_!2!un thro~gh 
"all~_yl'.: t2_ a_~J,.~I bg!-," where there_j~ a po_sjciye:_rs:inforcer. The sim
plest maze is a single, straight alley in which instrumental conditioning is 
manifested by faster running as the trials proceed. M;:ire complex mazes 
have choict:_s_ and blind alleys, and the number of errors-blind-alley 
entrances-is the usual measure used. These errors decrease as instru-
4ral conditioning proceeds. 

Fif(11re -1.9 

(fffn;;-e;;s1_E_x_peri111en,ts: Rats and Pigeons in an Op_erant Chamber In 
th;;-193Qs~13~F. =~.k,inll.§jpage 594) began his influential experiments on 
what' he -termed· operant conditioning (page 149). Skinner wanted better 
control of the learning situation than was provided by the "puzzle boxes" 
and mazes then used to study instrumental conditioning. He wanted a 
wav to study reinforced responding without breaking the experiment up 
into discrete trials; and, for convenience, he wanted to automate the 
instrument'.'..l l~arning_sl~iation. Tg. do all this, he i;~ented the:~inI_l_er 
bgjl <>r-:-·as it is often called, the{f!g~[t!_11f__rha'!!!!!t)An operant chamber is a 
simple box with ~ devict,:_;it_ one end that c~.'2.J>.e_~QEked by_ch_e_ animal in 
the box. For rats. cats, and monkeys, the device is a lever; for pigeons, 
the device is a small panel, called a "key," which can be pecked (Figures 
4.10 and 4.11 ). The lever and kev are really switches that activate, when 
positive reinforcement is being ~sed, a f~od-delive!}:: or ~delivery 
mechanism. Thus positi-'.'~llf9_i:.c.ement is c~ upon pressing a 
lev_sE _C!~JJecki~g, a key. Since these responses are positively reinforced, 

Some examples of complex and simple 
mazes. 

Fif(11re 4.10 

A rat in a Skinner box, or operant r 
chamber. The rat has its paw on the 
lever and its nose at the spout of the 
feeder. When the animal presses the 
lever, a food pellet is delivered from 

the feeder. The delivery of a food pel
let is contingent on the response of 

pressing the lever. The contingently 
delivered food pellets act to reinforce 

the lever-pressing response. (From 
Pfizer, Inc.) 
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they increase in frequency. Here is an example of the wav conditioning is 
done in an-;p~r;l{((h;mber: 

The first step in the operant conditioning of a hungrv rat is to get it 
to eat the food pellets when they are delivered by the experimenter, 
who operates the pellet-delivery mechanism from a push-button 
switch outside the operant chamber. The pellets are delivered one 
by one; after a time, the rat eats each pellet as soon as it drops. This 
first step is necessary if the food reinforcement is to be effective 
later, when the rat will deliver the foo.d pellets to itself by pressing a 
lever. 

Next, the experimenter stops releasing the pellets, and the rat 
is left alone in the box with the lever, which will release the pellets. 
After an initial per!od of inactivity, the r~~eing huri~ry, begins to 
expl()J£...!!:i~ b~x_. Eventually, it presses the leve~ _ _acciden~~lly. A 
pellet of food is released; that is, reinforcement is co_Q,9.ng_en~!:J~q_I] 
pressing_ the k~r-:-Afcer eat!D_g_ the food pellet, the rat SQntii:i~es 
exploring, stopping to groom itself from time to time. After a while, 
it--pre~es the lever again, and ag~ r.cllst_ is J~l~<isc;d;-·(t;-;;-[;- it 
presses the -leve-ra third rime. Usually after the fourth or fifth press, 
the rat begins to press the lever more rapidlv, and oper;-~;: 5(;ilavior 
is in full sw;~g~ -- - . -

The experimenter counts the rat's lever press<,:s. The nu~b-~ 
of respo_11_s_e~ ~Jthin_ a particular unltc)Ttlme--=rne@3~q/[l;'.sp(}n~s 
often the measure used in studies of operant conditioning. The rate 
of response may be shown graphically by a device called 'i((umulative 
recordei;; As Figure 4.12 shows, each response causes thc"Tt,;'corder'~ 
pe';.;"(Q' make a very small movement on a piece of paper that moves 
at a constant speed. Thus a cumulative and continuous record of the 
number of responses is pl~sed __ against time: in a wav. the rat 
"draws" a record of its responses with chi< device. The sJQ.Rt;_~ifJ_~e 
r~g~~t:_line is the me~e of th~~!e ()£.Eesp_onse: Hi.gb__~e_:p()!1Se 
rates giye sts:_\:.Q_S1()2es, low response rates shallow slopes. \\'hen the 
rat d_o~s !:'()t respond, a straight line with no slope is drawn on the 

FiJ!,UTe 4.1 I 

Left, cutaway drawing of an operant 
chamber for pigeons. Key pecking is 
the contingently reinforced response. 
Food is the reinforcer. When the 
pigeon pecks the key, a food tray 
comes up to the bottom of the food ap
erture, and the pigeon is allowed to eat 
for a few seconds. Right, a side view of 
the front part of the operant chamber 
for pigeons. Note especially the key 
and the food trav. The kev is a translu
cent panel that ~an be illu~inated
perhaps in different colors-by the key 
lights. (Modified from Ferster & Skin
ner, 1957.) 
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A cumulanve recorder. Each response of the learner-say, a rat in an oper
ant chamber--causes the recording pen to move, or step, a very small 
distance to the 1cft as we view the recorder in the photograph. As responses 
accumulate, the pen thus moves gradually to the left. Time is represented 
bv the paper, which moves at a constant speed. As the paper moves at a 
constant speed under rhe pen, the learner traces a record of responses over 
time. The rate of response is shown by the slope of the response line. High 
rates of response (as on this record) are indicated by a response line with a 
steep slope; low response rates (which appear occasionally on this record) 
are indicated by low slopes; and no response is indicated by a straight line 
with no slope. The short tick marks on the record show when reinforcement 
was given. (Note that reinforcement was not given for every response; this 
is discussed later, under schedules of reinforcement.) After the pen reaches 
the left edge of the paper, it is quickly reset to the other side of the paper, 
and the record continues. The record is thus a continuous one; it is broken 
into segme1Hs simply to keep it within the bounds of the paper strip. The 
line on the right (as we view it) does not record responses; experimental 
cve'ltS or time intervals are recorded by tick marks on it. (From Ralph 
Gcrbrands Co.) 

cumulative recorder. In the demonstration we have been describ
ing, the rate of response, plotted in Figure 4.13, was very low at 
first. The first response occurred after 15 minutes, the second about 
30 minutes later. After about 30 more minutes, the response rate 
began to increase, and the slope on the cumulative record increased 
accordinglv. 

--7 SHAPING BEHAVIOR WITH POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT 
I~- ~he example above, the rat was left alone in the operant ~h;ffi°ber and 
did manv things before accidently making the positively reinforced re
sponse of pressing the lever; thus operant conditioning proceeded rather 
slowh. But thr~i~e _Q!()_Ccss oj__~!!P_Jt!f{. it is possible to sgeed up 
oper~rnt conditioning and to conditionqliite complex responses. ··-

-fr; ~hape'f~~er pressing in an opera~t- chamber, an experimenter 
would proceed as follows: 

Fi1rure 4.13 

.\ record of responses from a rat in an 
operant chamber. Everv lever-press re
spon<,e is reinforced. ".;ote that this is a 

cumulative record: The responses 
made in one period are Jddcd to the 

re;,pnnses made in preceding periods. 
The rat did not make its first response 

until about JS mmutes after being 
piacc<l in the box; it did not make its 

second response unnl about ;u minutes 
later. The effect of food reinfi1rcement 
bernmes stwng after about /.=, minutes, 
and the rate of resp<ir,,e thc1; becomes 

high and fairh steady. 

6C r 
I 
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?2 40 -
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'" 

Time (1n minutes) 



First, the animal would be allowed to get used to the chamber; next, 
it would be given food pellets- fforrl.the food hopper, or ,-'magazine," 
until it ate each peliet as soon as-it- dropped_::_ that is, it would be 

~ -- - -~-- . -
"magazine-trained." 

. Then: shaping of the lever-press response would begin. At 
first, whenever the rat happened to wander into the front Qart of the 
chamber ne~r- th~ lev·er, the experimenter would -press a switch 
releasi,I_!ga f29d_13ellet, thus rcin[Q.!;£L\1JUb.!?.Eeha\'ior. ~the rat 
would be re_g_l_!_ired to get a little __ <jQ_~LJ.O the desired response of 
pressing the lever before it ;;;s fed.-F or example, reinforcement 
would be given only when the animal moved clos~- to .!!:i.~Jever. 
Finally, \\~hen therarb-egii'nhovering _ ne_arj!i~:T~·er~e experi
menter would give reinfoice-ment o~h if _r_b_e_~ill1_al ~~~~9 to 
touch the le\:er. When the response of touching the lever was firmlv 
est~bl~h~d, -the experimenter \~ould then onh give- food pellets 
when the lever was pushed pan wa~:_lio:rn. ever"ilTit was ~rp~~h~d 
far ~nough-to--rrrgger-rte-peTlet-dispenser. Finally, the rat would 
begin to push the lever hard enough to deliver its ow~ reinforce
ments and the e~perimen-ter would stop giving them. Thus lever 
pressing would be established. 

:\ skillful ex.12erimenter can shape behavior with \ e~· few reinforce
ments in a relJ-ti~Tlv sht;rt time. J\oreth;r· the essential feature~ 
is te~chi~g a_ ch'.lin_()f simE!~.!~s.12?_r:ises leading _t~ _t~-~d}n~J_ rs~,eo~_~S· In 
other words.t'Fiefinal respo_Qs~ !2)<~«ITned becaus_e t~('. ._s.se:ps ~ading to it 
are r~i~fort:.59· Since these steps are approximatiorrs-'crft~iinal reijXi'rJSe;:-"-. 
the 'metlloCf of shaping is sometimes called the..mrth~~urassir,'.e_approx_- ~ 
imr~lif!''Ji__ \,__ · · ./ 

Shaping is a classic concept in instrumental and oper~ 
ing: Reinforce the steps leading to the desired response and that response 
will eventuallv occur. But classic'1_L_c_ond_i_t:ioning also seems to make an 
importantcon~ri_!?urion to the-~1aping.process (Brown & Jenkins, 1968). 

The subjects of this experiment were hung~· pigeons who learned 
to peck a kev in an operant chamber (Figure 4. 11. page 153 ). 
Pigeons can be shaped to peck a kev just as rats can be shaped to 
press a lever-bv the use of contingent positive reinforcement and 
the method of successive approximations described above. In this 
experiment, however, classical-not instrumental-conditioning 
principles were used to train the birds to peck a key. Th~~ was 
dark most of the time. but it was lighted just before foo<l_ \YiJS 

presented. N-elrhe-;: the lighting of the key -~or th~ presenti~g of the 
fo~1r<l'c~1cnded ~po~ any p~rticular responseJ?Y the pigeons. Thus, 
as in classical conditioning (pages 140--147)~vo stimu_li were paired 
independ01ili:_gLth~Jt: .. ar_ners' r~_?P~~- Key:_jl!nmi_riatio-n was the 
CS anopresentat_ign 0H92_d-\vasthe CS. After~ number of CS-US 
pairings, the pigeons approached the kev and began to peck it. 

-'"'· '4 .. 
This(~s~al <;on.di~i1min~ r:let~(~f ~h412i11g animais in an operan_~_ <;i{ 

chamber~h_~e-lQ..!.>_s:iajl(,:Q_{]Y/Q.·S tP!.!!!) In the case of a rat. auto
s~aplrig-might be done by using a retract:1ol~l<:.~P that can sU,de in ;~d 
out. oftheof>S@n.u:~mber; the lever (the CS) is p~~ed iu2!.J:>eforf the 
food. (the US) is prese1.ted, and then it is ~·ithdrawn until the next trial. 

! 
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Auto-shaping seems to work because the keY..,2!..~e':~~f§~ come to _signal 
food and elicit co_nditioned responses similar to the uncondi~eore
sp:;~se~ invof~e<l=i~-~~i:irl'g~- we-might say that the -~~imal ·~~s w eat" 
the key or lever. Pig~~ns peck at the key in very much the same way-·that 
they~- at-grains of food; and, if water is used instead of food, thirsty 
pigeons peck at the key with a set of responses similar to those used in 
drinking (Jenkins & Moore, 1973). 

When animals are shaped with contingent reinforcement according 
to instrumental conditio~Tng-procedures, some classical conditioning may 
also be occurring inth~-op~rant chamber. While an ;ni~~fTs being shaped 
to pressalever or peck a key by the use of positive contingent reinforce
ment of successive approximations, the likelihood of making one of these 
responses may also be increased by classical conditioning. Because of 
classical co11c_iitioning, the desired response may occur more readily and 
sooner i~-the_shaping processrh-;i~-Tt ;ould with onIYcontingent rein-

. _.1 ~e_m_ e __ nt. -_I_n __ other words, we might say _t_ hat t-he ~s~~-l_~onditioning if ~0111.Q_ts_ tJ-ie .c.l!:'.sired response and sh~11s the shaping pm~e3@)-e. When 
the desire__? re~ponse occurs, it is coniing~i1tfy r~~nforcea,-·and it~_!ike
lihood of occurrence is thus further increased . 

.J E~TINCTION_OF POSITIVELY REINFORCED RESPONSES 
A:s-we1iave-seen, the likelihood of a particular response increases if it is 
followed by a positive reinforcer. On the other hand, if positive rej_nforce-

rvr , -:•_,,- c-. : v,v·-·l ment no ..!9.~Lfol1-£~s that response, the tendency for it to occur will 

-

--1 
j 

:;~-; : - ,ye:_)·, c/\ 

decrease; responses which do not pav off tend not to be made. The 

;~ ~ed~u.~e o_f n~t rei_~f~r'?_lng a-~~~~l.;;- r<:0~011s_~ i;k~ow~~~~tin_ggn; If 
··1f" · the exnncnon procedure continues Tong enough, the hkehhood of a 

r..:sponse will decrease to about its level before it was reinforced. For 
example, a rat shaped to press a lever in an operant chamber in order to be 
fed will gradually decrease its rate of responding-if it is not fed-until it 
only occasionally presses the lever. 

CONDITIONED POSITIVE REINFORCERS 
-~9~e r"Q';i~i~~-r~i~,forcers-w.<ir.'tl'h~fir"ii~i:ime they-are made contingent on 
a respoilse:-N§previous specia_l _ _!_rainingj_s nsc:ess~,~fi>"i- tne~ositive 
reinforcers to have their effect; theyJw~~@Jy" to i~.s~ the 
likelihood of a response when the)' are made--e611tingent on it. Such 
positive reinfoi-cers7re known~s p;.;;,--;;·~~in[orcersy 

In contrast, another grouP"Qf pOSitiVe relnforcers does not work 
"natur~' For these reinforce rs to be effective, the::k_'arner -must -have 

_,.,.kad C;_perience with themJ their ability tO,,[efnforce instrum;;rtaf re
spor;se---~nc:fs- upon !earning. Such learned 'teinforcers are known as 
conditioned, yr secondary, rej~jjrcers. -~:..- - :c"'--=•---- -

'·----==sttrrrllli b~"Conditioned reinforcers in instrumental condition

/;\:'ing by bei~~ith~-P~-m~~ -~~L~~~~~~· In an operant chamb~r, for 
~-.,:..'.C·example, s · ose that a~occurs each nme a food_pell~~-~tmary 

reinforcer-is delivered. The click becomes a conditioned reinforcer. At 
first, the click stimulus has no reinforcing properties, but, by its presence 
every time the primary reinforcer is delivered, it becomes a reinforcer in 
its own right. The pairing of the click and the food pellet in this example 
is similar to the pairing of a CS and a US in classical conditioning (page 
143); the click becomes the signal for food and, at the same time, acquires 



the ability to act as a positive reinforcer. To see whether the click is really 
a reinforcer, we can make its occurrence contingent on some response 
other than pressing a lever. Will the likelihood of this response increase? 
It will if the click has gained reinforcing properties. Or we might simply 
eliminate primary reinforcement for the lever-press response while co.n
tinuing to have each press followed by a click. If there were nothing else 
to maintain the response of pressing a lever, we might expect the like
lihood of this response to decrease rapidly, due to the process of extinc
tion. But with the click present, the animal continues to respond for some 
time in the absence of primary reinforcement-.-~---,_, ____ ~-·-~---,-~-

COndli:ionea reinforcers,DelngTe~rned themselves, undergo extinc
tion if they a-re-used continually without being paired occasionally ~ith a 
primary reinforcer. However, only a few pairings with a prima~ reTnforcer 
from.time to t:;;.;~e are neces~"rv to maintain the effectiveness of a condi
tioned reinforcer. 

As far as instrumental conditioning is important in "real-life," prac
tical stiuations, conditioned reinforcers have a large role to play. For 
instance, parents rarely use primary reinforcers to shape and maintain 
thei~-L~h!!~r~n·:~--b~havior; instead they us~ pra!Se, e~f'~g~fl2_ent. and 
tokens of affection, which may sometimes be considered to be condi-
tioned ;einfo~~~;s. ---------·---·····-·····--·· ·· 

SCHEDULES OF POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT 
So far, except when describing extinction, our discussion of instrumentaJ _.,/. 
conditioning has focused on contingent positiv_e ~ei_aj;qrcc::ro~ent f~~ 
occ~c:,e of_a pa,,i:£i_c_l1La~.E,e,,s2_o~~is is called rontint~?_1i_Ul}!!f2!T!'!.1!...nf '"':~ 
(CRF). A situation that is far more common in ev~trre. aiia-whlch 
can easily be studied in the laboratory. is one in which. only s;~occ~ / 
rences of a response are reinforced. In other ~ords, there is a'scJe"Jil!e ef ~// 
rei!1Jqrre111_e_nt in which, accordlngr~"'; prearran_ged 21i_ri,, the respo~~e'if{g 
studied is onlv sometimes followed bv reinforcement. ---

- SchecfUle~f reinforcem~-;:;-t -hav~ been most extensively studied in 
the operant situation devised by Skinner (page 152). Continuous rein
forcement is usually used during the initial _o_p~rant conditioning. After 
the response has been learned, it can thenbe malntai'ned by a schedule of 
reinforcement. For example, --i~·;rJfxed-ratig?!.._!!_R)_ ssh_.erlule,_ the response 
must occur a,_ certain number of timei before reinforcement.Occurs. Under 

- ----- '-.. ~:::-=:=;:-~ --:::::,=:::-~---~ .::~::::...- · .. --·:---.-·,~-----·""--- --

a fixed-ratio schedUk~s Fat:m-11n operant chamber might have to press 
the lever 19 times before it was reinforced by a food pellet contingent on 
the twentieth press. Fixed-ratio schedules are (:Omm.~rn in eveiy<t!YJife~, 
where we must do a cer~ain_<!_m<mntof ~91!i_J~tlor~~~h~.J>.J1Y.QJCEach 
schedule of reinforce;;;;-~t tends to result in a certain pattern of behavior. 
The fixed-ratio schedule, for instance, generates a pattern in which there 

is rpi!!s:~Jn!~sponding after e_~Jl!~Lnf.9Ic<;.~ r~s12.onse1and then-u.¥llii_,. 
run" Of resp8_nses until the next reinforced respon~.e (Figure 4. l 4a). . 

< M'-XS angther exa•:~~;;-n;i(fer a sched11T~ o(reinforcement based on 
time. TheJjxet!:!.17:_fe!Zl.tf}( Fl) schedule is one in which no reinforcement is 

~- -··~-----···--~--· --~ 
giv~n:trro-mat~er now many times the response is made)~nJiL~._cpry1i11 
~nt~l>'.~L ~i_~S:-a minute, perhaps-has~gsed. The first response 
after tfie tune mterval results in reinforcement, and then no more rein
forcement is given again until the first response after themterv.alhas 
elapsed agatn~-The-chilractensi:lc-pai:tern o.f responses ill- fixe·d~lnterval 

-·-·· . _, __ --~ 
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Figure 4.14 

Cumulative response records for four 
schedules of reinforcement. These are 
from experiments with pigeons where 

key pecking was the contingently rein
forced response. There are three things 
to be noted in these records. First, the 
s~ of the resp()nse li.ne~ indicates 

the rate of resgonse; steep slopes indi
cairnlgli. rdteS, whITeS~'!J.l()W slopes 

indicate IOWrares. Second, the ticks, or 
slashes, on the response lines show 

when reinforcements were given. 
Third, although the record for each 

schedule is given in several sections, 
the response curves are really continu

ous; the pen resets to the bottom of 
the page (straight vertical line) from 
time to time. Compare with Figure 

4. LZ. {a).Characteristic responding on a 
fixed-ratio (FR) schedule of reinforce
·--····· ment. Note the pauill aftc,:r 
reinforcement and the high rate of re-
sponse after the.~ses. -(l>")A.-rypical 

record.Tor·a·@~d-inte_rV,al (Fl) sched.ule 
of remforcement."Responses_s_Lo_w im

mediately after each rem[orcement~ 
andthlsgrvesthe record a_sc,:allope_d 

shape. (c) The~. st~i!I£ o.L!"e~ 
sponse characteristic o!f<i~l>.[~tlo 
(YR) schedules of reinfo~ (d) 
Responses on a variable-interval (VI) 
schedule of reinforcement. Note that 

the reinforcement slashes come at vari
able intervals. Note also the high, 

steady rate of response, which makes 
this schedule a good one for establish

ing baseline performance·t~ s~ the 
effects of va"rlotis-experimental manip

ulations-drug administration, for 
example-upon behavior. (Courtesy of 

G. Capehart, V. Kowlowitz, R. New
lin, and S. Simmerman.) 
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reinforcement consists of a gr<!S!:tcJ.'1!!.lccc!en.~!i~Jn __ C!f .r:_c;sp_CJ_ncli~q_t1i:i!!g the 
interval to produce what is k11o\\·11as .. the "fixed-inte_rval scallop,'.' (Figure 
4.14b). ~-,·-··-------~ 

Schedules cart also be made rnriable. For exampl~e- are vari
able-ratio and variable-interval schedules. l l nder a c(~riab!e-rafft; WR) 
schedule, subjects are reinfoLced afte.!:_il_variable:_IJ1:!.!!1b~ponses 
(Figure 4.14c). For instance,reinf~cement. migh-t come-· aftcrcwo re
sponses, again after ten responses, again after six responses, and so on 
after different numbers of responses. A variable-ratio schedule is ~ecified 
in terms of the average nun:i_!->er_~f_respo_nse~ n~e-~ffir~forcement. 

A variable schedule based on time is th~~-illtf'.rpa/ (Vf) sched
uk. Under such a schedule, individuals are reinforcedJor the firs_t re
sponse they make after variQus t.im~ .. iQ.t.ff\'alJ;.h<.1~1::uiSedjFigurc 4.14d). 
For example, the firsrresponse afrer 30 seconds, then 1:;-;;econds, then 60 
seconds, and so on might be reinforced in a variable-interval schedule. 

B?.th \'R and \'l schedules generate e:t:!Y s_t~ad)~_ra!g~J.J[ !:_C~P~!ise 
(F 1gure 4.14r and d). -~ 

The schedules of positive reinforcement just described are among 
the more common ones. But many other more complex schedules of 
reinforcement, each with its characteristic pattern of responding, arc used 
for specific purposes. 

An important consequence of man;:2chedules of positive re;:~rce
ment is that other things being equal\...extinc:tiq~ tends to b~3 for 
sche~~:re_inforced responses than_0E S§11!i~ll,()_l;l~]Lreinforcs,a ones. In 
other words;ltpositive reinforcement is stopped, the i~dlvidual continues 
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to respond for a much longer time after scheduled reinforcement than 
after continuous reinforcement. In tech~ language, we say th~~ 
uled reinforcement increases resistance to e.xtir:rtion·)(Figure 4.15). !he 
gr~;t-r~s1stance to extinction.after scheduled remfo(cement is one reason 
whv, in evervday life, we persist in making instrumentally learned· re
sponses longalter reinforcemenrfc)rrhese-bena\·iors has ceased. Sched
uled reinforcerrie'ntnas cl<Jne-its work to retard extinction. 

STIMULU~NER~~~l~~JJON .. ) 
We have already seen that a response classically conditioned to a particu
lar CS will also be made to other stimuli that are similar in some way to 
that CS (page 146). In instrumental conditioning. stimulus generalization 
also occurs. The response in instrumental conditioning is made in a 
particular stimulus stiuation-in an ope~namf;~; with a certain type 
of light; for example. If the stimulus situation is cha[lg_ed, the r~_2!1_Se 
still occurs but less readilv than it did in the original stimulus situation. 
Furthermo.re, ~-h-;;-t;;~cv to re ·nds upon the degree of 

similarity between the or~ning_ situatio. and the changedOne. 
Th~=tili~wing e~perlm_~-~-t ilfustra~~i~eralization /{; rnsiiUmen!;f 
ronditioninK (Olson & King, 1962). 
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Pigeons were shaped and trained with positive reinforcement to 

peck a disk, or "key," in an operant chamber (Figure 4.11, page 
153). During the original learning, a moderately bright light illumi
nated the key. After the pecking response to this stimulus had been 

well learned and the rate of response was high and steady, the 
animals were tested with six other intensities on the key. These test 
stimuli were spaced in steps of equal intensitv from low to high. In 
the graph of Figure 4.16, the original stimulus is called 8; the more 
intense stimuli are 2, 4, and 6; and the less intense stimuli are 10, 
12, and 14. The graph shows that the pigeons had a tendency to 

resp()_nd~o_!~~-~~w stim_ll.!.i __ and that the ~e_g_r~.e. ~o \\'hi ch_ t~ey 
responde9 dq2_e11_~j-~ th~_s!.~e ~f t~-b_~ightness difference be-
tween the __ <?~~g_i_~al and._~e~ __ stimuli. --··-· · 
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Figure 4.15 

Resistance to extinction after continu
ous reinforcement and· scheduled 
reinforcement. Responding is much 
more resistant to extinction after sched
uled reinforcement. This is a 
cumulative record in which the number 
of responses during each hour of ex
tinction is added to the number of 
responses made during previous hours. 
Note that the number of responses 
made during an hour decreases as ex
tinction proceeds. (Modified from 
Jenkins et al., 1950.) 
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Figure 4.16 illustrates what is known as a gr-_adie11?:;J rtf!"ali~. 
This simply means that the amo~f.g(!n~r,alizafiOn is gradeCI.:__great or 
small-de[>.ending on how similar the test stimuli are to.the original, or 
tr;ir;ing, stliri~Tu~.--i\ siffirrar1;KEfiomen-on exists in c1a;·;1~~1-condlt!Oning 

(page 146). 

{r~~~~t~c~f~~~f~~~F~I~sed, discrimination was described as 
the process of learning to make one response to one stimulus and another 
response-or no response-to another stimulus (page 146). This is also 
what discrimination means in instrumental conditioning. As in classical 
conditioning, a common type of discrimination experiment in instrumen
tal conditioning results in learning to respond to one stimulus 1md not to 
another. In such an instrumental conditioning experiment, discrimi_nation 
is achieved simply byrelnforcL1)$. a part~~ul~r respol)se to_o,n;:,~.&.,n;i.~I~ and 
no~i!lfgrcing-whlCfi am~u_l!_t~ t~5xtli}filifsl[iig-the s~~_resgonse to 
another Stim_!lLus, The positive stimuTiiSWTls also called s0 in operant 
conditioning terminology. The negative stimulus (S-) is also known as SA 
(S-delta) in operant conditioning terms. The result of such an experiment 
is that when the positive_ stimulus (S+) is present, the learned response is 
likely to be made; when the negative stimulus (S-) is present, the 
response is less likely to occur or will not occur at all. Because the 
tendency to respond is tied to the stimulus that is present, the discrimina-

- tion process i'it instrumental~o-nditio~i~g is sometimes referred to as the 
<L' s£imu/ii;·c~ntrq_t'p[qe!!_q_viq:;, The following experiment illustrates discrimi

_:A'fat1on-reari11Jit,"-or tfiestimulus control of behavior, in an operant chamber 
(Hattson-;-1959). 

Figure 4.16 

A gradient of generalization for an in
strumentally conditioned response

key pecking by a pigeon. The greatest 
number of responses occurs when the 

key is illuminated by the stimulus pre
sent during conditioning-the original 

stimulus. As the test stimuli become 
more and more different from the origi

nal stimulus, the number of responses 
diminishes; this happens with both 

brighter and dimmer stimuli. (Modified 
from Olson & King, 1 %2.) 
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The pigeons in this experiment were positively reinforced for key
peck responses only when the translucent key was illuminated by a 
light that appeared yellow-green to human observers. During the 
intervals of yellow-green illumination, the pigeons received con
tingent positive reinforcement for pecking the key. If another light, 
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a red one, illuminated the key, the pigeons received no reinforce
ment. Consequently, the birds learned to _p_eck _ dy_l!_!2gJhe_ys:1t~w
green, ~ut no_£j~r~ th~J~~1 e.c;rj()_ds. After such a discrimination 
has been learned, the change in behavior when the stimuli are 
shifted is dramatic-almost like turning a faucet on or off. 

In the example just given, discrimination learning was accomplished 
by presenting the positive and negative stimuli one after the _a,ther, or 
successively. The birds learned to respond to the positive stimulus (a 
yellow-green light) and not to the negative stimulus (a red light). In other 
words, in this type of~_cc.;essjve d~~crimj_g~tion, the leAL~·~~~J()( the 
posj_~iy_~_~timulus and does n_ot ''go for" the negative stimulus; such 
discrTmilliicions are sometime;~;Yfeif"g~-no-::gsi_ disc!_~!11ir1ati~~." ~--

Of course, many other arrangements ofpositive ancrnegative stimuli 
are• possible in discrimination learning experiments. For example, the 
positive and negative stim._ul_~ can_!?.<:_presented slinultanously-in the case 
of a pigeon in an operant cham6er~ for example, perhaps on two keys 
arranged side by side. In this case, the experimenter will have to switch 
the positions of the positive and negative stimuli occasionally to be sure 
the pigeon is learning to respond to the stimulus and not to a particular 
side. For all the conceivable stimulus arrangyments, the general principle 
is the same: Discriminati()ns are developed wheQ_i!_iffs=:.ren<;es in the 
reinforcement ofa response-accompany the presence ofcflffere-nt stimuli, 
As we h~e sai'd;-pe'ihaps-the-most commo~ rd~f~rcement differenC:-e 
used to bring about discrimination is simply the difference between 
reinforcement in the presence of one stimulus and no reinforcement, or 
extinction, in the presence of another stimulus. 

As an example of the everyday importance of discrimination learn
ing, think for a moment about the routine of our daily lives. There is a 
time and a place for most of the things we do. Wh~r~-~ome stimuli are 
present, we r~_S_Q()n_<:!_j_n_o~~~}'.; wht;n othe~s _ar~_£~e:ent~-~~--b<?~ave_~!:1 
another way. We have learned to wor~~[l t~~-.E!!5._~_~f2o_Il)~-gi_rpuli 
ancrtopiay when others are present; we behave in one way in the 
presence ofapi~fe~;;-~;:;-qulre'a different way when we are with our 
friends; and so on. From such instances, you may be able to appreciate 
the power of the concept of the stimulus control of behavior in helping to 
explain and predict what we do in everyday, "real-life" situations. 

NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT AND ESCAPE LEARNING -E~rlier in this chapter (page 1~9) (!!.~fj/V._~ reinfor;:,r ':as _define? as a 
stimulus or event which, when its cessation or termmauon 1s contingent 
on a res_lio·n~, increases the lik-;Iilio~the ~sp·o=~wiil -~c-~~~ ~gain. 
Neg;tive·-;~inforcers are- usua'Jiy __ pajofol, or-no_-;iQt}s, events, such as an 
elect[i~ _ _shock.,_ for example. But ~~Y-~rrmul~s ~)f_:_~v~-nt ~Ill g_u_alify as a 
negative reinforcer if, co~ngent on a particular resp<?f1Se, its !fnn_i~_k, 
or ending, increases the likelihood of the response. Jj,sci!Pf jeq171i!J.l¥is an 
example of instrumental conditioning based on negative reinforcement. 
Here is a laboratory example: 

A rat is put into a box with two compartments (A and B) separated 
bv a low barrier, or hurdle. Compartment A is painted white and has 
a .floor made of metal rods through which mild electric shocks can be 
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delivered to the animal's feet. Compartment B has a plain wooden 
floor and is painted black. Suppose, at the beginning of the experi
ment, the animal is placed in compartment A and the shock is 
turned on. In response to a shock of moderate intensity, the rat will 
run and move about in the shock compartment; in the course of its 
more or less random movement, it eventually gets over the hurdle 
into compartment B, where there is no shock. The rat is then 
removed from the "safe" side of the apparatus-compartment B
and, after a time, placed back in the shock compartment-compart
ment A. Again, when the shock comes on. the rat will move around 
and eventuallv find its wav into the "safe" compartment. The 
experiment continues in this way, with the rat being placed back in 
A after running to B. 

The first few times the shock is given-on the first few trials, 
in other words-the rat is slow to_ma~~ t.he_?.PEr()_priat~_f~Qnse of 
jumping the hurdle into thencnishock. or~'safe." compartment. But 
as n1l1ri·;\'n~-more trials are given. the animal leari::.~tc~L~over the 
hurdle· \·erY soon after the shock comes on. In oth-:-r words, it learns 
to make -;h~ r;;ponse th~t-termin;tl~s ~he n_oxio9s sb9ck sti;:r\ulus. 
This isC"s~;pe learni~g. and it is b~sed on negative -reI~f';:Jfcement. 

--===~:::=::--

We might have done a similar experiment with a rat in an operant 
chamber. In this case, a mild shock would be applied to the rat's feet and 
~lever press would shut off the shock, thus allowing the animal to escape 
from it. Or we might have used dogs or monkeys instead of rats; but 
remember, whatever the species or apparatus, escape learning is based on 

:·/negative reinforcement. ·-r --~-·: :. :- . . .. . --
AVOIDANCE LEARNING 
By having a sti_mult12,_that go~s ~-~ b~forc:_the foot shock in the escape
learning situation just described, avoidance learning can be demon
strated. 

In this experiment, a rat is put into a two-chamber box similar to the 
one just described. Each trial begins with the presentation of a 
stimulus (£1 __ Q_':!_zzer, for example) that is on for a few seconds (5, say) 
before the floor of the shock compartment is electrified. If the rat 
jumps.the hurdle between the compartments within the _5,:.sec_ond 
inte~I b~t\\'_een buz?'.t:r onset ~D~L~_()ck, the buzzer is turned off 
and shock is avoided because the animal is now in the "safe" 
chamber-whef;° the shock comes on. Now you can see why this. is 
called av~e_ /ea!_n_L'!g-a no~<?_us sti!.]1.t1J.ll.~ (the shock) is ~ed 
by the res.poilSe.Figure 4.17 illustrates what might happen in such 
an experiment. The experimenter would record the time it rakes 
the rat to ma~--~r_i;:2£2_nse ,afti:..i:__t:~e_ begin~ing of thE.~_arning 
si~nal-the_,Lqtenry o re!_P2nse_;_on each trial. If th~ency on a trial 
is mo~-t~a[i __ seconels, the responsus an e~C_'.!Qe re.s..e.onse because 
the snockc~ on and the rar~:as escaping f;;;-;; it. But if the 
latencv ·an a trial ls-less than 5. secon.ds, the response is an avoidance 
one b~cause the rat ~Ftli~J1ugjJe f!.ejore th_e shock cam"?"o-;:; and 
thus avoided it. Th~--Taren';;ies .. gra-Pfieci-r~-Figure 4.17 s'hoW that 
except for trial 9, the animal made escape responses for the first 10 
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trials. After trial 10, all responses were avoidance responses; and by 
trial 20. the rat was jumping over the hurdle within a second or so 
after the buzzer sounded. 

Why does an animal learn an avoidance response? A great deal of 
effort has gone into attempts to answer this simple question, and the 
answers have changed over the years. One current view uses the concepts 
of "species-tvpical defense reaction?) and. ''safetv signals''. to explain 
avoidanZ~ learn mg (Bolles, f9"71T,l 979). ~1 

--

Suppose we applv these concepts to rats in the avoidance experi
ment just described. Rats have, probablv as a result of evolutionary 
s~(';Ction (Chapter 2, page 39), a number of behavioral defenses against 
threatening_ situations. In the wild, these threats i:J"°suaTiy come from 
pred~tors that prey upon rats; but in the experiment just described, the 
buzzer that signals sJ10ck is the threatening stimulus. The behaviQ_rs by 
which rats '.';alli!illY defend themselves from threatening situations are 
example;~e Caileei:fPeries-typ/cal deJ!nse rearti'ijy. They are called 
~fJecie!_~typJcak because the ind_ividuals of an animal(<i"p;;cies havuar!i&ular 
ways oL d(';fending themse~:µ against threat; such reactions are part of the 
specleSheritage. (See Chapter 2, page 39.) In other words, given a 
threatening situation, all members of a particular species are likely to 
defend themselves in the same way. For the rat, the most likely species
typical defense reaction is to m_:,_~Q._;.1:1.n __ ~~,; from the threat. (When 
running will not remove the threat, rats are like!l_.i_o freeze, thus making 
themselves less likely to be seen by their predators.) In the laboratory 
avoidance experiment just described, running was the species-typica!A, 
defense used. During the early trials, when the rat was escaping from, but 
not avoiding, the shock, the buzzer was thus being paired with shock. Bv 
classical conditioning (page 143), the ~~-~hus became a signal for 
shock-a threat. After the buzzer had become the threat stimulus, the 
species:=-typicaI defense reaction of running occurred when the buzzer 
sounded and the rat ran in the apparatus as far as it could-to the other 
comparqnent. 

Figure 4.17 
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An idealized graph showing the acquisi
tion of avoidance learning. Responses 
with latencies greater than 5 seconds 
are escape responses; those with laten
cies le5s than 5 seconds are avoidance 
responses. (See text.) 
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L: 
Avoid~nce respond!ng may~() .b_.: leaE!:~<l because ~ijiiqfs 

the ra~:.::L\-'es aft~-'!..':'.()'_'!a.n<.;(.: &<;sponses. ,'\._§timul!;!s that 1s consistently 
present, or paired with, th --1f!!!.{§_ of a noxious sti_mulus such as shock 

~ . .~~_,,.,...-.-~-~~~--__,..,,.,.. -
may become ·a s~i na · Iri the demonstration experiment, the rat was 
never shocked irttne black ''safe" compartment, and stimuli from this 
chamber could thus ha~becom·e-~afety signals. Furthermore, stimuli 
arising from the running itself were not paired with shock when the 
animal was making avoidance responses. Perhaps the stimulus feedback 
from the act of running served as a cue that there would be no shock for a 
while, and thus running itself became a safety signal. It is theorized that 
safety signals that indicateno more.sh-ock-act a-s positive reinforcers (page 
149) to)ncrease the likelihood of avoidance responding: 
~.!! of avoida~_:e Jearning can be quit_e §~~;.)In experiments 

like the one described above, rats have been known to run at the sound of 
a buzzer for thousands oi trials after the shock has been turned off 
completelv. One reason for such slow extinction is that as just described. 
the stimulifrom the avoidance r~SQ.'.:>nses themselves can be safet_ysignals 
th3t posiJive.[).:_i::ei.iJo~~e·-;~:~,~'!~rice iesponding. The animal is thus in a 
~S}c:--,~~~ce res.ponse·s-res~1Tr"ln sa~ety signals that~force 

.?./fhe ten_~~;· to n:i;il\.e more avoidan._:e responses,)wn1cn in turn produce 
safetv signals, and so on and on:· This resistari'Cet:o extinction is reminis
cent of some avoidance behavior in human beings. A person who has 
lpr11_ed w avoid s_,fl_a_kes_p[: micei£e~~ently gos; OIJ avoiding them_ all his or 

·her life. So it is, too. with avoidance of water, high places, open places, 
and -many other situations and stimuli. People do not easily shed their 
avoidance habits, and getting rid of them can be a difficult problem. (See 
Chapter 16, page 701.) 

PUNISHMENT , 
A /JU.!1.H.:!~~~~~~'Jffined earlier in this chapter (page 150) as~ ~timulus or 
e_y~nf wfi]ch, when its onset is C<Ji:itingent on a response, decreas_t:_S the 
li_kc:li.hood that the response ~il).QC:('Ur_f!g;Ii!k. Punishment refers to the use 
oT punlshers to suppress or st?P a res_pg_nse from occunin_gin the future. In 
a sen~~causspunish~he be-ha~:Tc;'~-le;~~- the~ we might 
say that they 1promote t , earning of what not to~ A great deal of 
human learni~gfr<im crad're-·fo grave ~on'slst~·orR:~7ning what not to do. 

We learn not t~y-~it_h fire, E.?l.!2.J!eal, n<?.!.~ .. ~xc~~~he spfed limit, 
and so on endlessly. The Ten Commandments, for example, consist 
mostly of "Thou shalt nots." P~~~n_t..s . .and-~$.c$ t.1}'._!Sl tc.:_ach th~~'don'ts" 
through the use of positive reinforcement,_arid punishment, and-often 
through punishment alone. But ;;s~nishmeri:t t~- mo.ls! behavior is a 
tricky _n:ianer, and many factors are involved. 

When Does Punishment Work? The effectiveness of punishment de
pends upon a number of factors. 

1. me_ more i~~ .. the punishment, the l"L\fil;?,~ often 
is. Milcrpu~·-other things being equal, tend to suppress 
behavloronlv t£!!1J2.0rarily: the punished behavior will soon return 
unless rath~iJ_fii~i:i~~p~~ishment is used .. But in human affairs, 
intense punishment carries the risk that strong conditioned emo
tional responses will be developed, with the punish~r ~-CS. If 

------ ~-- -.-------~" -------



the punisher is a parent, that is an unfortunate situation. Thus, as 
we shall see, mild Pllnishment to guide behavior may be_!!!Q.St __ 
effective in the lo~Jun. _ - -

2. The more ;;ns_i2_t~·-:_~,J2l!.ni~_Q.111ent is administered, evewif it 
is mild, the in ective it \\ill_~<:,JL~Us effective at all. 

3. Theg~~the punishment is inJi.D5_ an_d_Q_lac2to the behavior 
being pun·isfretf.'

2

the rrl<->rc c-f;f-;;ctiveltwllrbe. To be most effective, 
it should be contingent upon the QCcurrence of some response. 

4. Generally speaking, t~onger the res_pon_s_e tend_t;l1~~ing 
pu~i~h~d, the le~s effective -~-g~~e_n,~tr~11_gt~of puni~hfaent will be. 

5. People and animals)@.'.'J?!-- to punishment, and this may 
weaken its effectiveness. 

6. Punishment, even when mild, can bo"quite effective if it is ---- ~ 

use~ to superess one b<-:h~n:ior, while, at the sime time, p_o_~i~!~e 
~_f~ceme1~t is used to mak5:_<!_J10the!;__J~eb_av1or __ '.norc:_Jikel{, to 

ocnfr~As a practical matter, this is a powerful way of\"ising punish
ment to mold beha\·ior. I\!ild punishment contingent on an incorrect 
or socially undesirable response cm be con~:idered to be a cue 
signaling the incorrectness of the response; positive reinforcement 
signals the correctness of the other response. 

The Use of Punishment One often hears that psvchologists advise par-
ents never to punish children. In fact, most psvchologists say nothing of 
the sort. What most of them say is that parents should know what they are 
doing when they use punishment to mold .beh~~i~r-; the principles dis
cussed above are directly applicable. Some things voung children do, such 
as(rti'n__!!l!tg into the _street or playing_ with knives, mav_l_ead t_o serious ·;Z 
injury; s.frong-punlsh~1ent might be ti"sTiilQ.suppr_ss such behavior. But 

n0-rtr-11at th't~11hK~~-~t shol.t1d_q,('.~s;i;:ci.!}_gent n the response; i.ci~Jmd 
punishment is Q1UCQ_ l_eJ_L_eff\_:ctiye. Tire-pmri"shment should probablv be 
accof!1p_a-rlT~~i" by a slmple-~xJ?lanation. As was mentioned above, mild 
pun~hment can be ve~· effective 'it it is used to halt unwanted behaviors 
while desl_@Q.lt;_ altep1'!tiyc:_ behaviors are being establis~ed. After the 
punished bel~a~ior is suppressed. an ingenious parent will positively 
reinfor~ alt(_'.rnatiy_e ,b_e::._h~yiors-'- Suppose, for instance, that a child is 
fooling.around in a supermarket and is randomly pulling boxes off the 
shelves. Such behavior might be suppressed by mild scolding; at the same 
time, the parent could set the child to sorting items in the market basket, 
praising (that is, positively reinforcing) this acceptable behavior. This 
weakens one behavior and makes a desirable one more likelv to occur. 

~---:::-- -- "--~-· --~· 

Most psvchologists would also sav that parents should not use 
punishment as the major means of controlling behavior. First of all, 
punishment~~_t:,ffectiveness if almost ev~ry~h.,ing a child does is 
punished, Plinishmeii.rls"'most effective in giving a child i!!fo.unailon 
ab({~( ~h~t not_ t<L_c_0 if it is used S!llifingly, ~~i_nst_ a-6-a~kg~~;~d of positive 
reinforcement. A second point is-th~t p~nishment, being a noxious event, / 
can be an unconditioned stimulus for fear. Children mav become .fearful / 
of,-;nd.~~;d,-p~~iSb~~p~i{ish them for~~ m~ny 'otthe'"" 
things they do;· they may aTSo come to have (lQ':";,~Afon of thep;i2elvej,if 
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thev are the objecis of con_s_t~t disagpr~wal. Parents who ovepu11ish 
often have re~<;_enttjll, r~Q.c;;Jli6J1~, wJkn children who are not reiflY very 
well socialized. In th~ f;;~g--run.-;~~i;;~-al, p~~point~d, c2_nJ;l~ent 
punishment for undesirable:. responses. coupleiwitfi-1(!.!1 of acceptance 
and posi_tiye_r~}lfo_i:~;:;e-nrflirdesirable behaV"IITT,-isthe l~s,t prescr~]ion. 

Of course, the guidelines -for the et'fectl\·e use of punishment hold 
for other human relationships too, not just parent-child interactions. 
\Vhile it may help to know the guidelines, a number of practical questions 
remain. What, for instance, is the best rvpe of punishment to use? Should 
it be a verbal reprimand, or should it he something else? All we can say in 
a text like this is that just as Ii\ ing is an art, so is the application of 
psvchological principles. One must see what works in particular situations 
with particular people. ------

SIGNIFICANCE OF INSTRUMENT AL CONDITIONING 
Instrumental conditioning is more than ju~t a game plaved between 
experimental psvchologists and rats or pigeons .. \nimal experiments have 
demonstrated 'iome principles that can be extended to human life. Some 
of our beliefs. customs, and goals mav be learned through the mecha
nisms of instrumental conditioning. Such learning is most evident when 
young children are being taught the wavs of their gro~at is, when 
they~e-helng sorializrd. B. F. Skinner pointed out the importance of 
instrumentaTl~);:;Z~t-ioning (operant mnditirming, as he called it) in the 
socialization process in a hook entitled Stimre and Human Behavior ( 1953 ). 
Skinner also described some of the wavs in which ag;;:;-zi~of """ht:ill1an 
societv-for example. gm emment and the schools-use-~ce~ent 
t;--~hape behJ\ ior. Parents-;,;d <Jther agents of societ~-~~;:;allv do not 
d~flberatef\'. ~1i;1pe beh,nior. but s~icietv is arrangsd_s9that ~einforsements 

/are contingent upcig Q<::b.:!vigi; - · . ----
B"e"sides being. e~:ef" present in human situations, instrumental, or 

operant, conditioning is sometimes used deliberatelv to shape desired 
behaviors. Programmed le~ming, the personalized system2.f instruction, 
applications of reinforceme;t principles to busiri~s2,p,S_r~tio~ and cer
tain types of t.h£.@py for psychological disorders are~examples. Such uses 
of reinforcemen.tprinciples might be called "applied instrumental, or 
operant, conditioning."/ 

I · In(fvfi!_'!_"!!'~('tU!'fl_l"fl'.·ng, the material CQ__12_~_1_c:: .. ~_rr:i_ed is hrok_t:._n llP into 
small, eas:j~ipJ:: Sl11ce -each step i~-easv. the learn_er _ rn~~es ~rrors 
and has a sc:_i:is~gf ~11_1plishment; this m\_Qi_mizes th<(°frustrat~on that can 
lm~_r__IT1_otivarwn-and resLilt in a dislike for learning. Ais(J, programmed 
learning allows learners to proceed at their own pa£~ and to receive 
immediate fc<::_gback on the c-0-rr~ct~CSS of th~ir r~~pcmses (a form of 
reinforcement). Program~ed l~-arning ~hus has these characteristics of the 
s~in& used in animal learning experiments (page 154): (1) the final 
ccif!iPle)( task is broken ~into sma.I~ step~, (2) reinf~~~is con~ 
ti!l_g~.Ilf upon the pe'iTQtfii .. a11_ce of each- stc:p. and (3) the learn makes 
respoj~s __ a!__bis_or heI_o~n-~e .. Programmed learning is thought to be an 
effective way of learning facts, rules, formulas, and the like. It has the 
further advantage of giving teachers who use it more time to devote to 
enriching the learning experience with other types of material. 



··.~. . 
The· perso_'!!lfi7;ti/ system o[jtJ~!TJJflion (PSI) is another educational 

application of instrumental, or operant, conditioning principles. Many 
forms of PSI exist, but an essential idea is that the matc;:r\aJln the course is 
divided into"s n1 units, each of which must be mastered at a high le;.vel of 
proficienc . e_QI.s. i:~~--'!.~t unit is auerr;pred:For-l~stance, -students 
might be required to pass an examination at the end of each unit with a 
score of 90 percent or better; if they do not, they must study the material 
again until they can pass at this level. Students set their own P.<!Ce because 
they can t_;ik.t:_~he ex.ami_nation on ll l!!U!.F.Q.eneve.rrhc::y.Jc::c::l rE.acly. Being 
allowed to go on to the next unit of material after mastery of the previous 
one ~erVes as positiv£.Leinforcement in this system. In addition, students 
who have mastered a certain number of units are sometimes given the 
opportunity to participate in special activities, such as f~<:)-~_tr~es; and this 
can be positively reinforcing. 

- ln.-business oper~~. applications of reinforcement principles can 
often increase em£!.i?_yee produ~tivity and co~ profits. The use of 
contingenip6s1ti_y_e reinrorcement in the form of praISeby supervjsors can 
mold the behavior of employees so that they become more 'effective in 
their jobs-they make mort? _s_~Jes calls, fil.!_ orde_rs _fl1o_re: g_t1ickly and 
accurately, use the right packing 111aterials, or whatever else they do in 
their jobs that can be meis~r;_;--d a·~d positively reinforced. All this can be 
done at practically no cost and can be managed in such a way that 
employees feel more satisfied with what they are doing. The supervisors 
are reinforced by the increased productivity of their units; the bosses are 
reinforced, hopefully, by greater profits. 

~ Instrumental, or operant, conditioning is also applied in some forms 
.jof l(f:!!.~!l!!!!!PJ, or behavior moifif.iq:!!!J.n,,; as in the example which 

opened this chapter. (Earlier we-·sawlliat classical conditioning tech
niques are also used in behavior therapy.) The instrumental-conditioning 
forms of behavior therapy treat psychological disorders by contingently 
reinforcin_g socially a~aptive beh~_viors and by ex~uishin.K.rrialad~g_~ve 
ones. (See Chapter 16, page 694.) Instrumental conditioning also has an 
applied role in changing the behavior of well-adjusted people. For in
stance, it may help people eJi!!1i11~~bad_~i1J:>!J§• such as smoking or ~ating 
roo much; it may help mild-mannered individualsJ;><;:£9T!!Ll1.1.Qf.~Jl~tive. 
In general, we might say that instrumental, or operant, conditlol1lng:_ 
often combined with other learning techniques-can help people reach 
goals they have set for themselves. In other words, applied instrumental 
conditioning can be important in changing behavior in the direction of 
greater self-control. (See, for example, Williams & Long, 1983.) 

For some psychologists, operant conditioning is more than just 
another learning situation-it is the keystone of a Qhilosoph_y of hum~n 
life.. In the book Beyond Freedom and Dignity (1971), B. F. Skinner wid
ened the scope of operant conditioning to encompass practically all 
human behavior. His central argument was that h~-~~_!i~vior is pri
marily_the result of operant con~i!i_O_f!ing; and the sooner this is recog
nized, the sooner the affairs of human beings can be put on a rational 
basis. (To sample Skinner's style of argument, see Inquiry 14.1, page 
595.) Such a view, of course, has aroused the skepticism of those who 
doubt the wide applicability of operant conditioning. The argument over 
Skinner's hypothesis will continue. 

-------------~•ll~tjl 
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We will introduce the topic of cognitive learning with an experiment 
(Menzel, 1973, 1978). 

Four young chimpanzees-Belle, Bandit, Bido, and Gigi-lived in 
a cage at the edge of a large fenced field. The field was their 
playground, and they had already had extensive experience with it 
before the experiment started. 

The experiment began when an experimenter picked up one 
of the chimps and carried it around the field. Another experimenter 
walked with them and hid food tidbits in 18 places in the field while 
the chimp watched. Then the chimp was put in the cage with the 
other chimps, and the experimenters climbed an observation tower. 
After several minutes, the door of the cage was opened so that all 
the chimps could leave and explore the field. 

Out came the chimps. The experimental animal (the learner) 
usualh· ran directly to one of the closest hiding places, searched 
hrieflv in the immediate area of the hidden tidbit, and then found 
the food. As the experimental animal uncovered more and more 
morsels of food in different locations, it gradually slowed down; but 
it did not wander around in a haphazard fashion. The learner went 
directly from one hiding place to another. The animals that had not 
seen the experimenter hide the food came upon very few of the 
hidden tidbits in their random searches. 

This procedure was repeated several times for each chimp. On 
everv trial, a different set of 18 hiding places was used. Figure 4.18 
shows the search patterns of the four chimps on the trial when each 
one found the most food items. The 18 locations, the starting 
position (s), and the finish (f) are shown. The route of each animal is 
shown hy the lines, and the arrows give a rough idea of the direction 
of movement during the search. If the line touches a food location, 
the food was found at that location. Thus Belle found all 18 tidbits, 
hut Bandit missed 2. 

The remarkable feature of these search maps is that they 
follow a "least-distance" principle. Each animal tended to go to 
hiding places close to the previous one; the search was not random. 
The chimps knew the relationships of the food items to each other 
and to fear:ues such as trees and clumps of grass in the field. 

The chimpanzees in this experiment evidently learned the 
location of the food tidbits by observing where they wereplaced. 
Furthermore, learning occur~Tthout the reinforcement of spe
cific responses as in instru~enraT conC!Ti:lonin'°g--;-nd -~ithout the 
repeatedrairing of stimuli that is characteristic of classical condi
tioning. It is as 1£ tfiE chlmpanieeswere.able to form "maps in their 
heads" of the locations of the food items in relation to the environ-

.. ment. Such internal representations of t_he _e!l."ii:<"Jg_Qlf_nt are known 
fu . . . ., -· . . . . ········-~-

--:..-: ~:roimttve maps./ 
' <,"'"" .... <- ~ 

Here, then, is an important form of learning that is different from 
classical and instrumental conditioning. It involves th<(bI.ming of new __ H 
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a_ss~~i~~~ _and the per~_ivi~ of n~;r"'i:s_la.t:i()IJSDips among_even~ Note, 
too, that it is not responses to particular stimuli, so-called stimulus
response (S-R) associations, that are learned; instead, Ii.his§_ are made 
among_§timuli so that stimulus-stif!!ylus (~'-,S) l!?soci;gion:S3re learned. 

Wh~ this form of learning called cognitive?(Cognition refers to tl" ... 
processing of the information abo.!:!_~_th_e environ~'?ilt -~hat is .. [yceivs:d 
throu-gh~he sens~~(s~;; Chapter 5, page 184.) Cognitive processes involve: 
(1) ·the selection, of inf2.unation, (2) the making of ca1te@_t_io~ in the 
selectedlnfOr~ation-, T.3) th6ssociation1.>f items-Ofinfo~mat!On with each 

""" -· ~-·~:·---::·'/- ~ ----->-~•-- __ ,,_ 

?ther,_ (~) th.e/e!'~ora~ of inforf!!ition_ in thought~ (5) .the~---:Jf 
mformauon m memory, and, when needed, (6~ the reg_LevalTofsrored 
information. lea~;;g: as you know, rt;fers to ret;'ti~~fy p~r~a~~nt 
changes in behavior as a result of experience.. Putting the terms cognition 

Figure 4.18 
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Search patterns of four chimpanzees in' 
an experiment on cognitive learning. 
The circled numbers show the order in 
which tidbits of food were hidden. The 
lines and arrows indicate the direction 
of search. If a circled number is not 
touched by a line, the animal did not 
find that food. The search patterns are 
not random; as the chimpanzees 
searched, they tended to go from one 
tidbit to another nearby. (After Men
zel, 1973.) 
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<;&" 
and learning together gives a definition ofcggf!itive learning. a chan_ge in the 

_ w3y infQrmaf!Q!.1 is.P!<?Cessed as_!_~sult~f_e_~£.~:i:!_~a pers~r <rnimal 
- his had:-Tn-ol:ner words, due to past_ exQ<:jlence, the significance and 

meaning of events have been cha~ed, new associations have been 
f~~med, and the;-e changes ha~e be~n stored ;;:;-·;;:;~n;-;;ry for future use. 
Obviously, much learning is of the co~iti~c:_yariety. Indeed, as you read 
this text, we hope you are doing some cognitive learning. 

LATENT LEARNING, INSIGHT LEARNING, 
AND IMITATION 
In addition to the making of cognitive maps described above, latent 
learning, insight learning, and imitation are examples of cognitive learn
ing. As explained above, they involve the formation of stimulus-stimulus 
(S-S) associations. 

'~ f:;l Latent Le~rn-ini;-- The word latent means "hidden," and thus latent leam
i~7i.:os-'1'~rrning that occurs but Ts -not evident m 6ehavior until lateJ;, when 
conditionsf(};Tts-appear~nce are morable. Late~t fearning is said to occur 
without reinforcement of particular responses and seems to involve 
changes in the ways information is processed. Thus latent learning is an 
example of cognitive learning. 

In a typical latent-learning experiment, rats in an experimental 
group-the latent-learning group-are first given plenty of experience in 
a maze (Figure 4. 9, page 152) without being reinforced for the particular 
responses involved in running the maze; they are simply allowed to 
wander through the maze or to live in it for a time. After the animals in the 
experimental group have thoroughly experienced the maze, reinforced 
maze learning of the sort described under instrumental conditioning (page 
149) begins. While the experimental animals are experiencing the maze, 
rats in a control group are being treated like the experimental rat~except 
that they are not being given experience with the maze. For instance, the 
control animals are handled as much as the experimental animals; but 
while the experimental animals are exploring the maze, the control ani
mals are put in a box that is unlike the maze. The question is whether, in 
comparison with the control rats, the experimental animals will learn 
anything from their experience with the maze. If they do, such latent, or 
hidden, learning will show up in their performance when they are rein
forced in the maze. They will make use of what they learned as they 
explored the maze; and thus, when reinforcement for maze learning 
starts, they will do better than will the rats in the control group. In a 
number of well-controlled experiments, that is exactly what happei;ied: 
The experimental-group rats learned the maze faster and with fewer 
errors than did th~- control anim-ai~ (D~dwe1r& B~~sa~t:-~i96o~&~ard, 
1949)-. ----·----------- .. ------

v 

(C_) .;µ~(/;,!!ght_f!"_~'!in~ In a typical insight situation, (troblem is posed, a 
penoa:-_Tu1f0ws _during w_hich no appar~pIQgr_ess is made, and then the 

, _ 'Solution ££..'!!es ~lJ..q_denly'l A learning curve of insight learning would show 
no evidence of l_~_ii.!_1i_n~fqr11__t_ime; then, s~ly, learning would be 
iln;ost c2!!1£!ete. What has been learned can also J>e"'!pplled~sily to 
other, similar situa_!!ons; in other words, there is a grc:_~~ d~l!I of~liza-
tion of insightful solutions to similar problems. ~-~-----



Human beings who solve a problem insightfully usually experience 
a good feeling called an '~.PerieQ_£f·" "Aha!" we say as we suddenly 
see the answer to the problem. To illustrate insight learning, study the 
following series of numbers. What numbers should follow these? Don't 

give up easily. 

149162536496481100 .. 

If you cannot solve the problem after a few minutes, go 0:1 to something 
else and then come back to the problem. Try different arrangements, or 
perceptual organizations, of the numbers. If you solve the problem, you 
wilLhave a pleasant "aha experience." Note that ( 1) your solution came 
sjdde~-jlafr.er a period durii:.12 w':!i~~ you tried vari_ous re:spo11_~e_s_tr~tegles; 
( perceptual r~ ement_ helped a great deal; and (3) the soluti()n, 
once you ave it, can-.he~<;.n~Gzedrather_e_'!~ily to othe~,_sjmilar numoer 
problems. These are the three major characteristics of insight learning. 
(If, after trying hard, you still do not have the answer, you can get a partial 
"aha experience" from the answer on page 179.) 

How does insight learning occur? T~~nitive answer to this 
question is that insight involves a per,re{2JJ.!.{!Uf!!If£.fi!!~zation_o_f elemen_ts in 
the environment such that new relationships among objects and events 
are suddenly seef1. Perhaps you experienced such-per~epti.{al reorganiza
tion when you solved the number-series problem. Perceptual reorganiza
tion also seems to be the rule in insightful learning by animals such as 
chimpanzees. Many years ago, the German psychologist Wolfgang Kohler 
carried out a number of insight experiIT;ent~ on-chimpanzee~-;r!~f s;:;;;ma
rized the findings in a book entitled The 1Y!!f!f!!J!1_o[;41_es (1925). He set 
these animals to solving problems such as the following: 

A food morsel was placed outside the cage at a distance too far for 
the chimp to reach. Inside the cage was a stick too short to reach the 
food but long enough to reach another longer stick outside the cage. 
This longer stick could be used to rake in the food (Figure 4.19). In 
these experiments, there was a perjgsJ. of tri_aJ:-anci-error fumbling, 
with little real progress toward a solution. Tllc::n-. Kbhle~ re-ported, 
the chimp w0uT<lsudd-enlv stop_ what i-t was doing, visuallv survey 
the sticks and the food, and then, suddenly and smoothly-and 
with~l_I!_ any fu_112_hling-s_<:llve !he pr()blem by using the shorter stick 
to rake in the longer stick, which could then be used to get the food. 

In addition to the perceptual reorganization of the environment, 
there is often a canyover-fbr ~@_n_0°~_s of things_p_revi9usl::. learned to 
insight situations. When· you solved the number-series problem, you 
earned ove~~;~e things you had already learned and applied them to the 
problem. Similarly, Kohler's chimps carried over what they already knew 
about sticks and other simple tools to the insight situation. In the animal 
experiments, it is possible that some of the elements carried over to the 
insight situation were the result of previous learning in naturally occurring 
conditioning-like situations. Thus, although the essence of insight learn
ing is said to be perceptual reorganization of the environment so that 
objects take on new meanings and new relationships are seen among 
them, what has been learned in more mechanical ways may also play a 

role in insightful solutions. 
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A two-stick problem to show insight 
learning by chimpanzees. 
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~!~n _Another cognitive-learning situation-one that is very impor
tant..IJ:!.human learning-occurs when w~.J.mitate_anot~er individual, or 
ll}Odel ,our behavior on that of someone el_~;:. We might formally define 

~Orion as a reseonse that is !l~e tb~~~!!.n:~~~s~ri~}he resp~-;~ a 
person or animal watches or hears another do or say somethmg, then 
responds in the same way. 

What can be imitated seems to be a species-typical capacity (Chap
ter 2, page 39). Some birds, like the parrot, can imitate human language. 
And some birds learn or perfect their calls by imitating older members of 
their species. Chimpanzees often imitate each other's motions and ges
tures. Children learn to say words partly through hearing the words 
spoken by their parents and by other children. 

For many years, psychologists tried to explain imitation and model
ing in terms of classical and instrumental conditioning principles. Modern 
psychologists have come to the view that imitation and modeling are the 
result of an innate caracitv possessed by certain animal species, human 
beings included. The importance of imitation learning for human behav
ior is described in detail in Chapter 14 (page 596) in the section on social 
learning theory. 

COGNITIVE PROCESSES IN CLASSICAL AND 
INSTRUMENT AL CQ]'lDITIONING 
In the 1930s and 1940s1 Edw~f4S.'..:.J2J.ri.JA~ ~1932) developed an influen
tial theory that st~~gni~~=-4~ of all lea_rIJi_11_g. This theory 
was later overshadowed bv other theories emphasizing the role of rein
forcement in-1;;-;-;:rJ~g (Hull, 1943, 1952; Skinne~, 193~~f953f Irirne past 
few years, however, cognitive theories about learning have once again 
become prominent (Bolles, 1979). 

When describing classical conditioning earlier (pages 140-147), we 
gave a cognitive interpretation of it. You may remember that classical 
conditioning occurs when the conditioned stim_ulus (CS) be&!!s_t_<J_act as a 
sj.m.al to predi<:;_t _t_h5_9£currence gf t_he unconditionec! stinrnlus (US). The 
cognitive interpretation is that as a result of the pairing of the CS and US, 
the CS arouses the expectatio_IJ £!i~t !~e US will soon occur, and the 
learner acts on this expectation. In Pavlov's experiments, for example, 
the bell (CS) is a signal for food (US). The dog expects food when the bell 

-··--l is ru~g_\llld~al~vates in anticipation of it. 
. _ , 'ft>'- Expectat@n:::is also a key element in the cognitive interpretation of 
· /instru~onditioning. Consider an animal learnin-gropressa lever in 

an operant-chamber (page 152). The animal may be le~expect 
that a particular response, pressing a lever, will result in a sign-lficant 
event, the reinforcei:Tn avoidance learning (pages 162-164), the wirning 
sr~miijiJ{may be-consider~d a sT~;I_ for impendjn_g_ ~hQ\:.k. Given the 
warning signal, the animal expects;hock and responds with a species
typical defense reaction (page 163). 

The Learner and Learning: Some Things Are 
Easier to Learn than Others 

Now that we have described some learning principles and some of the 
major ways in which learning occurs, we should introduce a note of 



caution to close the chapter: Application of the laws of learning must take 
into account the characteristics of both the learner and theJS:SJ?Qn5e being 
learne-d: ·· --- - -- · - _............ -- --- - --

-- 'fraditionally. the aim of the psychologists who studied learning was 
to find general laws that would apply to human beings and to o~_her 

animals. They did not consider the response being learned or the animal 
doing the learning of much importance; they looked for laws of learning 
that would hold for all responses and all learners. \low we know that both 
the animal species and the response being learned have a great impact on 
how readily learning will occur. As Nikolaas Tinbergen, an influential 
investigator of the natural_behavior of animals (Chapter 2, page 39), has 
pointed out: "An animal mav learn some things more readilv than others" 

-~':'-!'_-•-~·----- -:-=::--------•-•••~=----=---·~·-.,,..... ,,..__r 
( 1951 ). And, we may add, some responses are exceedingly difficult (if not 
impossible) for certain species to learn. 

The evolutionarv process has resulted in species of animals that are 
structurally !_nd beh'!_.'-,'.).orallv a<:f.~_!~d to the e.!..!.:iI.l!.~rr~nts in which th.":v 
live._ As we saw in Chapter 2 (page 39), animals have evoked species
typical behaviors to adapt to their environments. Evolutionary processes 
are also said to have produced brains that are specialized so that certain 
associations and responses areT;;rned readily. c;;;tai~ speciei-are thus 
said tobe-readV:- ~~ 'R7edi;p~;ed, r0 learn some ·things easiG;;; and such 
responses ~ten ca-lled P!!R!!..'.!..dtiet[r~~"!;,£ (Srh.!::_7_~'ii{Q0_se_~ are almost 
imp()s~ibje for some species to learn_;_these are known as r:o!J_{[aprepareq_. 
behaviors: A third class-Ofbehir,-:tors, the u'l.fJrepariif beh~fl-F.i!s·,· can be 
acquired, but onlv when learning procedures are applied (Seligman, 

-~ .--·c··--- •. -
1970): ... 

f.REPARED BEH4,YIORS _;:-.· . 
The phenomenon ofJ.eamed [lm·~v.miP/1 (Garcia et al., 1972) illustrates 
the concept of "prepared.ncss:;'\lariv animal species, human beings 
included, learn_v_<::_iy guickly to ass_ocia_te ~_El!ticl!._l'1~J~{).~ __ !.'1~t<: .... ~th 
illness. Perhaps you have had an experience with tainted food that made 
yo~ ·;ick, and you have developed a distaste, or aversion, for that food. 
For ~imals in the wild, this has the obvious adva.nra_ge of being a way to 
--~fri_poisonous substances; if they survive the· fi-rst poisoning, they will 
suosequently"nm{'.at the p~nous substance after the first t~§te. Flavor 
aversions are learned on one e~osure and are quite rcsist1111t to extinc
tion; the animal 1;,""p;~pare<l-r~--i:bis Kind of learning.·=---~---~ -

As another example of preparedness, consider the avojdaQ_~ be_l}.;!v
ior. oft_he_ ra1. Wild rats are quite vulnerable to the owls, hawks, snakes, 
coyotes, and dogs that prey on them; but as a result of evolutionary 
processes, they are prepared to learn certain ways of making themselves 
less likely to be caught. Laboratory rats also have this preparedness. For 
instance, both laboratory and wild rats are prepared to _learn a runnittg 
rt:si:x.i~~~ to ~~s-2! thre~Ei:1-JLS.£i!11tilus. If ruR-Uing is not-p;;~is1ble or 
will not avoid the noxious stimulus, rats are prepared to learn to remain 
immobile-to ''.fifg_e." In other words, rats are said to ·1~~~ certain 
Jie~'!Cflldefen.sf.[f!tJ_Ctiotis (Bolles, 1970) that are learned readily (page 
163 :·TTtTler, less-prepared avoidance behaviors are learned with difficulty 
or not at all. Perhaps this is why it is easy to train rats to rurr in order to 
avoid electric shock but difficult to trai~~them cto press a lever in order to dos;-- · ---·-··---~·-~---·· ·- .. --- · --
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It is interesting to speculate about human preparedness for certain 
types of learning. Perhaps the best example of preEaregness in human 
beings is)'hgu3g(,'._lt:~!IU1!g. Although apes~an be laboriously taught to 
communicate with language symbols in a rudimentary way (Chapter 6, 
page 250), they do not seem to .. use abstract language symbols naturally. 
For humans, on the other hand, language learning is quite rapid in early 
childhood (Chapter 11, page 438). Furthermore, the earliest stages in 
human language learning seem to be similar for many different languages 
(Chapter 11, page 438). It is as if our brains are prepared to learn to 
communicate with abstract symbols. ------- ------------

. ~(zjgs are irrational, i~_ten_s~ fe~rs of certai.rr ogj~ts _O[_ s_i~_atldns. 
Many learning psychologists consider such fears to be a result of classical 
conditioning (page 146) and imply that phobic fear can be conditioned to 

any object or event. This may be true, but ~~ ph<:bias are ~!l:lore 
common than others (Seligman, 1971 ). Fear of snakes. small animals, 
i~I~c"'i;~ l!el&.b.is. -and OJ?.<::.~. sp~ces are the most co;;-1~;~~;1_p~_obias; people 
are. aTraid of other objects and situations much less ofren. This suggests 
that wc mav be prepared to learn ,ocrtain fears more _r_cadjh· than otners. 

. ---:::-:--:;-_--:-_:;,~',_-:_--- ·./ -- ~_-;.....,._:..~" - --------- --

UNPREPARED AND CONTRAPREPARED BEHAVIORS 
Behaviors th~~ be lq_r~d with a moderate amount of di.ffi£ultv are 
said to be u!!ff~r··;{M~~t~-f the exampl~~';;Tf~a~ned resp;i~giv~n in 
earlier secticins ofthis chapter illustrate unprepared beha\·iors. 

, (,'ontrf!.1!_'!J!!.IT'fd hrhavion are those that can be learned onlv with great 
diifi_c~l~1t1tfil'.DC(intr<lprcpared behaviors limit. or--put C:·onstraints on, 
what can be learned bv a certain species of animal. It often happens that 
respo;~e-~-a-;.~ c;mtraprepared because thev conflict with srrong species
typical behaviors (Chapter 2, page 39). A classic example of species
typical behavior interfering with instrumental conditioning comes from an 
article entitled "The l\lisbchavior of Organisms" (Breland & Breland, 
1961). The title of the article is a takeoff on the title of an influential book 
by B. F. Skinner. The Behat'ior of O~anisms (1938), in which he sets forth 
what are considered to be the general laws of operant conditioning. 

The Brelands conditioned interesting animals for commercial pur
poses-department store adverti~ing:~fe~ision com~ercials, and 
the like. Applv-ing tlie'"G'"';~-,,- of instruri1enraTc(in(Titioning some
times Jed to failure When species-tvpicaJ behaviors wers.2QP_Osedto 
what was being learned. -------------- ----- --·~-

Take the case of the recalcitrant raccoon. Raccoons are gener
ally good subjects for instrumental conditioning studies. This rac
coon was supposed to learn to pick up little coins and deposit them 
in a small box (a bank). Contingent upon doing this, the raccoon was 
reinforced with food. As the trainers expected, it was easy to teach 
the animal to pick up the coin; the trouble was in getting the 
creature to drop it into the box. The raccoon treated the coin as a 
food tidbit and, as these animals do, rubbed it against the side of the 
box, pulled it out, held it tightly, rubbed it again, and so on. 
Finally, it dropped the coin and reinforcement was given. 

But when a second coin was added, the problems multiplied. 
The raccoon now had two objects to play with, and it rubbed the 
coins together-:~ a ''m_iserly way," the Brelands reported-for 



minutes at a time. This obviously would not do if the purpose of the 
commercial was to show how nice it is to deposit money in the bank. 
The project of training raccoons to deposit coins in banks had to be 
abandoned because species-typical behaviors prevented the learn
ing of the desired response. 

The species-typical behaviors in the raccoon example were very 
high in readiness. In fact, the trainers were probably reinforcing the 
animal for unwanted behaviors by giving it food when, at long last, it had 
dropped the coin in the box. Instrumental conditioning principles were at 
work, but the species-typical behavior of the animal made it impossible 
for the trainers to teachtheanlmaTwhat they wanted it to lear~. -1~-~rher 
words, the ~~~h-:-:-p~~~edJi.e~;-~f ~3illLb~~_..:_e._s]Jl~e~"L~ -~~e __ c.<.>n-
trapreparedness of other beh3.:'.iors. . 

Summary 

1. Learning is defined as any relatively permanent change m 
behavior that occurs as a result of practice or experience. 

2. In classical conditioning, a neutral stimulus (CS) regularly 
precedes an unconditioned stimulus (US) that evokes an uncondi
tioneo response (UR). As a result of this pairing, the previouslv 
neutral conditioned stimulus now begins to evoke a response. This 
is what is learned in classical conditioning. The response evoked by 
the conditioned stimulus after learning is known as the conditioned 
response (CR). 

3. Current theories of the classicai conditioning process take the 
viewpoint that the conditioned stimulus becomes a signal for the 
unconditioned stimulus. Thus, when the conditioned stimulus is 
presented, the unconditioned stimulus is expected and the learner 
responds in accordance with this expectation. 

4. Extinction in classical conditioning is the process of presenting 
the conditioned stimulus alone without the unconditioned stimulus 
for a number of trials. When this is done, the strength or likelihood 
of the conditioned response gradually decreases. After a response 
has been extinguished, it recovers some of irs strength with the 
passage of time; this is known as spontaneous recovery. 

5. Stimulus generalization is the tendency to give conditioned 
responses to stimuli that are similar in some way to the conditioned 
stimulus but have never been paired with the unconditioned stim
ulus. The grearer the similarity of these stimuli to the original 
conditioned stimulus, the greater the amount of generalization. 

6. Diserimination is the process of learning to make one response 
to one stimulus and another response-or no rnsponse-to another
stimulus. For instance, discrimination can be obtained in classical 
conditioning by pairing' one stimulus (the cs+) with an uncondi
tioned stimulus and ne~er pairing another stimulus (the cs-)·with 
the unc()flditioned stirflulus. 

7. With respect to its significance for human behavior, classical 
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conditioning seems to play a large role in the formation of condi
tioned emotional responses-the conditioning of emotional states to 

previously neutral stimuli. Some forms of treatment for psychologi
cal disorders use classical conditioning. 

8. In instrumenta·I conditioning, also known as operant condi
tioning, an action of the learner is instrumental in bringing about a 
change in the environment that makes the action more or less likely 
to occur again in the future. An environmental event that is the 
consequence of an instrumental response and that makes the re
sponse more likely to occur again is known as a reinforcer. 

9. A positive reinforcer is a stimulus or event which, when it is 
contingent on a response, increases the likelihood that the response 
will be made again. A negative reinforcer is a stimulus or event 
which, when its cessation or termination is contingent on a re
sponse, increases the likelihood that the response will occur again. A 
punisher is a stimulus or event which, when its onset is contingent 
on a response, decreases the likelihood that the response will occur 
again. In omission of reinforcement, or omission training, positive 
reinforcement is withdrawn following a response; this has the effect 
of decreasing the likelihood of the behavior leading to the removal 
of positive reinforcement. 

10. In instrumental, or operant. conditioning, the term shaping 
refers to the process of learning a complex response by first learning 
a number of simple responses leading up to the complex one. Each 
step is learned by the application of contingent positive reinforce
ment, and each step builds on the one before it until the complex 
response occurs and is reinforced. Shaping is also called the method 
of successive approximations. Classical conditioning also seems to 

contribute to the shaping of responses through the process known as 
au to-shaping. 

11. In instrumental, or operant, conditioning, the procedure of not 
reinforcing a res()()nse is called extinction. If, after learning, rein
forcement is no lclnger contingent on a response, the response will 
become less likely to occur. 

12. Primary reinforce rs in instrumental conditioning are reinfor
cers that are effective without any previous special training; they 
work "naturally" to increase the likelihood of a response when they 
are made contingent on it. On the other hand, the ability of condi
tioned, or secondary, reinforcers to influence the likelihood of a 
response depends upon learning; stimuli become conditioned rein
forcers by being paired with primary reinforcers. 

13. In instrumental, or operant, conditioning, reinforcement fol
lowing every occurrence of a particular response is called continous 
reinforcement (CRF). But reinforcement in operant conditioning is 
often given according to certain schedules-not every occurrence of 
the response is reinforced. Fixed-ratio (FR), fixed-interval (Fl), 
variable-ratio (VR), and variable-interval (VI) schedules are de
scribed to illustrate the concept of reinforcement schedules. In 
general, schedules of reinforcement have different patterns of be-



havior associated with them and resistance to extinction can be 
increased by scheduling reinforcements. 

14. As in classical conditioning. stimulus generalization occurs in 
instrumental, or operant, conditioning; rcs.ponses learned in· the 
presence of one stimulus will also be made in the presence of other, 
similar stimuli. The amount of generalization depends on the sim
ilarity of the stimuli. 

15. Discriminations are developed in instrumental, or operant, 
conditioning when differences in reinforcement accompany differ
ent stimuli. For example, a person or animal mav learn to respond to 
a positive stimulus (the S +,or SD) present when responses are being 
reinforced and not to a negative stimulus (S-, or Sil) present when 
responses are not being reinforced-that is, during extinction. Stim
ulus discrimination in instrumental, or operant, conditioning is also 
referred to as the stimulus control of behavior. 

16. Escape learning is an example of instrumental conditioning 
based on negative reinforcement. 

17. In avoidance learning, the learned response is made before the 
onset of a noxious event and thus prevents the learner from being 
exposed to the noxious event: The noxious event is therefore 
avoided. Avoidance learning is explained in terms of the concepts of 
species-typical defense reactions and safety signals. Extinction of 
avoidance learning is often quite slow. 

18. Punishment decreases the likelihood that a response will be 
made and is thus involved in learning what not to do. Among the 
factors involved in the effectiveness of punishment are its intensity, 
its consistency, the contingency between behavior and punishment, 
the strength of the response being punished. and adaptation to 
punishment. Punishment may be quite effective when it is used to 
suppress one behavior while, at the same time, positively reinforc
ing other behaviors. 

19. With respect to its significance for human behavior, instru
mental, or operant, conditioning may plav a large role in the mold
ing of much that we do. Specific applications of instrumental 
conditioning principles are to be found in programmed learning, in 
the personalized system of instruction, in business, and in certain 
forms of treatment for psychological disorders. 

20. Cognitive learning refers to changes in the way information is 
processed as a result of experience a person or animal has had. 
Cognitive maps, latent learning, insight learning, and imitation are 
described as examples of cognitive learning. Cognitive-learning in
terpretations of classical and instrumental conditioning are dis
cussed. 

21. The principles of learning maY not be so general as previously 
thought. Application of the laws of learning must take into account 
both the characteristics of the learner and the response being 
learned. The concepts of prepared and contraprepared behaviors are 
intro.duced to illustrate this point. 
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Terms to Knoru' 

One way to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
V>hether you know what is. meant by the following terms: 

Learning (140) 

Classical conditioning, 
respondent conditioning. 
Pavlovian conditioning (140, 
141) 

Conditioned response 
(CR) (141, 143) 

Stimulus (142) 

Conditioned stimulus 
(CS) (142) 

Unconditioned stimulus 
(US) (142) 

Unconditioned response 
(UR) (142) 

Acquisition curve (143) 

Extinction (145, 156) 

Spontaneous recovery ( 145) 

Reconditioning ( 145) 

Stimulus generalization (146, 
159) 

Discrimination (146, 160) 

Phobias (146, 148, 174) 

Behavior therapy/behavior 
modification (147, 167) 

Systematic 
desensitization (148) 

Instrumental conditioning/ 
operant conditioning (149) 

Reinforcer (149) 

Reinforcement (149) 

Positive reinforcer (149, 151) 

Negative reinforcer (149, 161) 

Noxious (150, 161) 

Punishment (150, •164) 

Punisher (150, 164) 

Omission of reinforcement/ 
omission training (150) 

Operant chamber (152) 

Cumulative recorder (153) 

Shaping (154) 

Method of successive 
approximations (155) 

Auto-shaping (155) 

Primary reinforcer (156) 

Conditioned, or secondary, 
reinforcer (156) 

Continuous reinforcement 
(CRF) (157) 

Schedule of 
reinforcement (15 7) 

Fixed-ratio (FR) schedule (157) 

Fixed-interval (Fl) 
schedule (157) 

Variable-ratio (VR) 
schedule (158) 

Variable-interval (VI) 
schedule (158) 

Resistance to extinction ( 159) 

Stimulus generalization in 
instrumental 
conditioning (159) 

Gradient of generalization (160) 

Stimulus control of 
behavior (160) 

Escape learning (161) 

Avoidance learning (162) 

Latency of response (162) 

Species-typical defense 
reactions (163, 173) 

Safety signals (164) 

Socialization (166) 

Programmed learning (166) 

Personalized system of 
instruction (PSI) (167) 

Cognitive map (168) 

Cognitive processes (169) 

Cognition (169) 

Cognitive learning (170) 

Latent learning (170) 

Insight learning (170) 

Perceptual reorganization (171) 

Imitation ( 172) 

Prepared behaviors (173) 
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Contraprepared behaviors 
(173, 174) 

Unprepared behaviors 
(173, 174) 

Learned flavor aversion (173) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Textbooks like this one only skim the surface of the work of major 
historical figures in a field. For the "real thing." vou might like to look at 
I. P. Pavlov's Conditioned Reflexes (New York: Dover, 1960). This is a 
reprint of the book Conditioned Reflexes. which was translated by G. V. 
An rep and published by The Oxford L'niversity Press in 1927. Or if you 
are interested in what B. F. Skinner has to say about the importance of 
operant conditioning, his Srima: and Human Behm.:ior (New York: Mac
millan, 1953) and his more recent Beyond Freedom and Dignity (New York: 
Knopf, 1971) will be informative. 

A number of college textbooks have been written for courses de
voted exclusively ro the topic of learning. Should you want to know more 
about the subjects covered in this chapter, and others, too, the following 
mav he helpful: (l) LeaminJZ ThfOry, 2d ed., bv Robert C. Bolles (New 
York: Holt. Rinehart and Winston, 1979); (2) Theories of I.earning. 5th ed., 
bv Gordon H. Bower and Ernest R. Hilgard (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 
Prentice-Hall, 1981); (3) The Psyrholof!Y of l.eaminJZ, 5th ed., by Stewart R. 
Hulse, Howard Egeth, and James Deese (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1980); (4) Foundations of l.eaming and Jlemory, bv Roger M. Tarpy and 
Richard E. Mayer (Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, 1978). 

Behavior therapv uses learning principles from classical condition
ing, instrumental conditioning, and cognitive learning to help in the 
treatment of behavioral problems. Behavior Jfodifiration: Issues and Ap
plications, 2d ed., edited bv W. Edward Craighead, Alan Kazdin, and 
Michael Mahonev (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1981) and Behaz:ior Ther
apy: Tedmiques and f,"mpiriral FindinJZS, 2d ed., by David Rimm and John 
Masters (New York: Academic Press, 1979) are good introductions. 

Anszg•er to problem on pafZe 171: 
If the numbers are grouped as follows, the answer is readily seen. 

4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 . . . 

The numbers are squares of the series 

2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 10. 
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L,., d»p<e< w" 'bom 'oo;e geocrnl J";ne;pb of Je.m;ng '"" 'pply, 
broadly, over many animal species, including the human animal. In 
developing these principles, much emphasis was given to work with 
pigeons, rats, monkeys, and apes. This chapter is mostly about human 
learning as it is manifested in~_q_ry,:;-the e~codi:1g, storage, and re-

41 trievl!! of what was learned~arliec - --
" -·Can yo~--i~agine life without memory? Even nonhuman animals 

must have some system for retaining what th(:y_j~~ did so that their 
behavior will flow in its proper sequence. For us, memory is even more 
crucli[ Thinkof your s-imple conversations with friends. The very act of 
speaking means that you are remembering and.2:5'.~alling the words ofvour 
language in grammatical sequence, and you must keep track of what you 
have just-saI;:r;;-;: yo~1;-c~nve-r~ion will be se-nsele~~.- Ali this memory 
functions-even if vciur friend does n0rasr;:;;uto- rec;ll something you did 
last week. So memory of some sort is fundamental to our understanding of 
behavior and mind, and that is why a chapter on the subject comes early 
in this book. 

The ideas and theories in the study of memory have changed 
drastically in the last 20 years. Earfu:.r. work took its inspiration from 
condi~i~~-~_studies (Chapter 4) and looked at human memo~terms of 
associat10ns, ()r connections, betw~~n_ sti1110Ji anj_ rese?nses (S-R connec
t~<~ns, · s they are called). Although this approach to memory resulted in 
the discovery of numerous important principles, it seemed, to manv 
psychologists, inadequate to account for the richness and flexibility of 
human memo~·. The current trend in the study of memory is to empha-
size COJ?pitive, or~EJ~Er.?~~ses over stimulus-response associatio°i-is. 

~'!}!}~!!,. refers to the p.i:ocesses through which in~i~rning 
from toe senses is "transformed, reduced, elaborated, recovered, and 
~-- -·· -- -.-. - -----· - ---.-.. 

u7g;/ (NeiSs~~-.l~iiJ). "The term inli!Jnation, as u·sed in this chapter, 
re ers simply to Se_!1§_9_,.ryj_np11t from_!l1e_~nvjronment that informs US about 
something that is happen.Ing there. {,'oJ!,!l}_tj_vf proffsses are thus the mental 
processes involvef in k~about the wl)rtd';as such, they arc impor
tant in ,perception, at5£nti9})., t~i~-~in_g. pro~lem solving, and memorv°': 
(Note ti1af'togmtive processes can ()£~~~te in tfie abse~~2f any ln1illedi
ate sensory input, as in dreams.) The branch of psychology that d~TS with 
cognitive--p;c;~~ses is known as roy;nitive psychology, and the modern-day 
study of me111:qry, since it emphasizes the mental processes involved in 
storing-information and retrieving it from memory, is a part of cognitive 

P~~~l?gL. 

Theories about Memory 
\~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Remember from Chapter 1 (page 5) that theories are frameworks serving 
to tie together the results of many observations and experiments. They 
are especially useful in giving order to the vast amount of information 
psychologists have accumulated about memory. 

'"''"''"''"''"'''"''"''"'""'"''"''""''''''"'"'''""'''iilillllill:lilllllllllllllllllllll:ll 
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A THEORY OF GENERAL MEMORY FUNCTIONS 
One theory, a simple one agreed on bv most psychologists, was used in 
our definition of mfmory. Three distinct processes of memory have been 
identified. These are an enroding pror;ess, a s!_q!_'!ff_l!_rocess, and a:_:~~ 
proress. Ei:is;2..<:!i!1g is the process of rec~iving sen_~o["y i.nput and t~m
i~-gtt into a form, ·or code, which ca11 6e stored; stor~ is the process of I 
acrl1alf~;-IHltifog __ ~o_i!e_2J.1_1_f()~I_Tl_a_tio_1_1_i~t() i:i:ic;morY;--an-d r~ieval is the \ 
proce~s of g~ccess to yor_c;_c.l.,soded information when it is-needed . . ..J 

To illustrate these three memory processes, imagine that on the way 
to work, your car was bumped bv a bus and slightlv dented. You encoded 
your visual impressions of the accident in a form that vou could store in 
your memory. Later, when you talk ro the insurance adjuster, you will 
retrieve what you stored. 

This simple process theory helps explain why vour memory of an 
accident may be inaccurate. The encodin_g you do mav be faulty, perhaps 
due to the emotion and distress you experience ~-the-time of the 
accident; important enc~-d-;;d information mav not be well fixed in your 
memory, or it may be distorted hv events occurring after the accident; 
your re_£rie.DJI of the information stored in your memory may_~ b~; or, 
since the processes of encoding, storage, and retrieval are related, all 
three memorv processes mav be faultv. \kmorv is seldo_m=an a.C.C:l;l_~ase 
record of what was experienced. Application 5.1 illustrates this, and as the 
ch;pte~. proceeds vou may have even more reason to agree with this 
statement about the inaccuracv of memorv . 
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Memory 

. ·fl: 
-)INFORMATION-PROCESSING THEORIES 

Imagine yourself ;de~i~~--s<;m't:.rhlng like ~-digital eompu_~r that takes 
items of information. in; processes them in steps, or stages; and then 
produces an out_pt~~ (I<\gure S.ff1\iodels of memorv based on this idea are 
called,f[om1q_t[Qu-pn;cessinKJ.hJ:o1l!i;-:=\ nu;:;.;ber of s~1ch-~ode·I~ of me~ory 
have been proposed. We will use one of the most prominent and influen

;,?.Lof_ t_~~~~- !ll.9.9.d~_=:-Jiu; i~~.Ps<:.s.~s_si11_g__she()_ry developed by 
Rich;i.rd_Atkinson and Richard Sbiff;:W (196_[)--to guide our discussion . 

• ..,,,___.,,.- __ ._ --~:---:"-..---=:-~~~~-=~~~-- -~--- ~~-

Figure 5.1 

Devices for processing information. 
(© The Photo Works.) 
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MEMORY AND THE LAW 

The outcomes of some famous and many not-so
tamous trials have depended on the memory of wit
nesses. In the courtroom, we seldom have a pho
tograph, movie, videotape, or sound recording of the 
crime as 1t occurred. Lawyers, the judge. and the 1ury 
must often rely on something far less objective-the 
fragile memories of witnesses. 

MemoCL is n_~__?_-':'.l.Qi'.Qlape record of events 
Instead, It IS a c_o_rllj)[~x cOgnitive, at mental, R~~ss 
involving the perception and-encod1ng-ot the -t-o~b-e
rememtiere~ rn-iQ-r[naiion: the-sto-rage of what-is fo be 
remembered, and the retrieval of the stored intorma' ,--- -----·----- .--· --~-····--------------- ---·-------· 

\lion At the ~g~ stage, o~[Lc;c;rjain eve'.'JlS are 
i, se!eg~_d_~()r_st?r~~~- al'Jh~ s_t_qr_slg~ 'st~ge~ numerous 

~- I d1stgrt1g.f:!~ c_anoccur; and some ot what 1s stored 
I cannOt be retrieved or is distorted at -the-time oi- re
- trJe_v-~r'-The way IS open 1n the courtroorn fotcritical 

memory mistakes that can have tar-reaching and 
sometimes tragic consequences, as when the wrong 
person 1s convicted. This is especially true when the 
1ury gives great weight to the memories of eyewit
nesses to a crime. 

Suppose you are in a convenience store alone 
with the clerk one evening. While you are at the back 
of the store deciding which brand of beer to buy, 
someone comes in and says to the clerk, loud enough 
for you to hear, 'I've got a gun give me the money in 
the cash register." As you turn toward the front of the 
store, the stick-up man is surprised and takes a cou
ple of wild shots in youc d1rect1on, scoops up the 
money, and rushes from the store. The lighting in the 
store 1s good, but you have time for only a brief 
glimpse of the robber. The police are called, and, 
whether you like it or not, you are a key witness. The 
police question you. and you tell thBm what you re
member of the incident. Several weeks later. the po
lice think they have a suspect and call you to the 
station to look at some mug shots. Your glimpse of the 
robber was a fleeting one, but with some prodding 
from the detective in charge Qf the case. you pick out 
one of the faces as that of the robber. Months later, 
you are called as an eyewitness to testify tor the pros
ecution at the trial. 

At the trial, you do your best to be accurate; but 
your memory, through no fault of your own, lets you 

down. You identify an innocent defendant as the rob
b-er. What went wrong? 

To start with, your encoding of the image of the 
robber's face was not very good. Although the store 
was brightly lighted, you saw the robber for only a brief 
moment, and you were looking mostly at that huge (or 
so it seemed to you) gun the robber was holding. Of 
course you were stressed and concerned with your 
own safety rather than with making an accurate mem
ory record for later testimony Under conditions such 
as these, people tend to narrow their focus of atten
tion-to the gun, in this ca::;e. This happens so often 
that a special term-':Veapon focus-has been 
coined. So your encoding of the to-5e-remembered 
e11ent was not very good, but at least something got 
stored in your memory 

Now storage distortions can come into play. 
When the police arrived and you gave them your 
stored memory, you identified the robber as a "white 
male of medium height in his early twenties." You did 
not remember any of his distinctive facial features, but 
you heard the clerk, whose encoding was also less 
then optimal, tell the police that the robber had pecu
liar "pop eyes." Next day. you read a newspaper 
account of the exploits of the "pop-eyed bandit." 
Later, when you went to the station to look at the mug 
shots, the police showed you an array of seven full
face pictures and asked you to pick out the robber. 
The pictures were all of young white males, but only 
one of them had "pop eyes." You were pretty sure !Rt&- _ 
was the robber. Well, you were wrong. What hap
pened was that your poorly encoded stored image 
was distorted b¥ the clerks report to the police and by 
the newspaper story. But you had a good look at the 
mug shot and you encoded that in your memory as the 
face of the robber Later, at the trial, this was your 
memory of the robber's face. and you identified as the. 
robber the person whose mug shot yuu saw. This phe
nomenon is so common that the U.S. Supreme Court 
has decided that in cases where the initial viewing 
conditions were poor or brief, memory can be biased 
by a mug shot in such a way that "the witness there
after is apt to retain in his memory the image of the 
photograph rather than of the person actually seen." 

To finish, the story. justice was done. In spite of 
your damaging and incorrect testimony, the defendant 
was acq:Jitted by the 1ury because the clerk's memory 
was less biased than yours and he could not.be sure 



that the defendant was the thief. It also helped ihat the 
defendant had an excellent alibi backed up by several 
witnesses. 

In our example, we did not consider retr;eval 
factors at the trial that might have affected what you 
remembered-factors such as the presence or ab
sence of reminder.s, stressors at the time of recall, and 
whether you were allowed to tell the story in your owri 
words or it was dragged out of you by questions. And 
the list of factors in the story that influenced encoding 
and storage was just a sample of the many factors that 
have been demonstrated, in controlled experiments, 
to affect eyewitness testimony. Furthermore, if we had 
used as our example the memory of complex events 
such as conversations, we would perhaps have seen 
even greater memory distortion. 

The message seems clear. To the extent that a 
trial seeks to determine what actually happened and 
who did what, due consideration must be given to 
what psychologists have discovered about the failings 
of memory. Care should be taken to guard against the 
subtle (and not so subtle) ways in which the memories 
of witnesses can be biased. If several witnesses who 
have not been exposed to similar biasing factors 
agree. and if other evidence poil'ts to the same con
clusion, then the outcome of a trial may be closer to 
the "truth." But 'it is risky to rely too much on a single 
all-important eyewitness 
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In the At~il.!~()E--~hiKfrin theory. memorv st~t~_wi_!:_h a~en~s>D'inp_!;lt' 
f[om the enyiioi}m_spt (Figure 5.2). This input is .Jield for avervbrief 
time~severaTSec~nds at most-in a [ensorv register~ciated \\·ithttie 
---- . ------·. -- ·-- """"'"""-"'? . - ------··-·--
se'ii'sorv channels (vision, hearing, touch, and so forth). Information that is 

,.- ---·--""'"'-, -··~--"'' -< - --·- ~--- -~---

;~ende_g ho and '.~~_11j~~d,in th~c~e~~.°!l register mav be pa~~_<;:d _on t~ 
7_sh~rt-ff!J:!!L.J1lE!.IOfY' (SlJf), where 1t 1s held for perhap~O or ~~J_eC0!1Q)< 
Some orr11e}nformation reaching short-term memory is processed by 
bei~g-;;heaz-seg'._:._that is, by havin12.'~tte_!!.tion f<.>S:~s~d' on it, perhaps bv 

~-----~ - ~~~">-"-'"··~·~-,--~ .. 
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Figure 5.2 

An information-processing model of 
memory. (Based on Atkinson & 
Shiffrin, 1968.) 
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Chapter 
Five 

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT 
THE BRAIN AND MEMORY? 

being r~ated overand 0vsr) or perhaps by being pr()s:essed in some 
other way--tl1M~ill 0ng )tuQ with _o_t~er }nfornrntion '.!)ready st<_>r~in 
memory. Information t at is rehearsed may then be pas~ng ~
term fllCJl]Ory ( /,J:@information not so processed is los~. When items of 
infor;TI~\ti(m--are placed in Icing-term me~ory, they are <~anized into 
categories, where thev mav reside for davs, months, ve~;:-rc;r a 
lif;im~. When you re~eml~<-:r.:~<!mething:7r~12r~-;;Jt<nio~hc item is 
wi.thdra\rn. or rrtrin:ed, from long-term memory. 

There are some interesting parallels between this information
processing theory and some of the brain processes involved in memory 
(Inquiry 5.1 ). This model of memory also fits well with our subjective 
impressions when we are trying to remember something. 

Imagine voursdf asking someone for a telephone number vou do 
not know. (Ir's in the other person's long-term memorv, but not in yours.) 

5.1 
aod, foe memocy m pac!,colec, wo ha" wme glrnmec- : 
ings of what may be happening in the brain. (See 
pages 67-69, also) 

The distinction made between short-term and 
long-term memory by the informatiOrii)iDcessing 
theorists (page 187) seems to have a brain basis. To 
illustrate. consider what happens to Saily,-s memory in 
the following example. (Something similar may have 
happened to you.) 

The answer to the question 1n the title of this inquiry is, 
"Only a little." It may be surprising to read that very 
little is known about the ways cognitive processes 
(perception, thinking, language use, and memory, for 
example) are represented in the brain. From studies of 
what people actually say and do. psychologists know 
more about these subjects than do brain scientists. 
Somewhere in the distant future, we may be able to 
understand cognitive processes in brain terms, but 
not now. However, some progress has been made, 

Sally is riding her motorcycle one fine spring day 
when a dog darts in front of her. She swerves to avoid 
the dog, hits a tree, flies off her bike, and bangs her 
head on the road. She sustains a mild concussion (a 
brain bruise); the functioning of her brain is disrupted, 
and she is knocked unconscious. When she comes to 
in the hospital several hours later, one of her first 
questions 1s, "Why am I in the hospital?" Her head 
hurts. so she guesses she was in an accident; but she 
has no memory of what happened. She does not recall 
the dog or falling from her motorcycle. If we could 
have asked Sally about the dog during the instant 
between her perception of it and her concussion, she 
would have remembered it from her short-term mem
ory. But due to the disruption of h_fil_QL9Jll.?.C:.t1vity, she 
has no long-term memory of the dog or of other events 
occ_u~]u_s_t beiore _the accident Thus Sally had 
short-term memory, but she has no long-term memory. 

Sally has another memory problem that shows 
that she may have two kinds of memory-long-term 
and short-term. After she is told about the accident, 
she asks the nurse for a telephone and calls her hus
band to let him know what happened. Half an hour 
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later, Sally again asks the nurse for a telephone to call 
her husband. When the nurse says, "But you just 
called him," Sally says, "Oh, did I?" Her short-term 
memDry is all right; she remembers what the nurse has 
just said and is able to answer appropriately. But she 
has no_lo_ri_g_-!8.!':!:1 me~ of the telephone call she 
made fo her husband 30 minutes before. 

From hec:~~i~l:'._'.L~~es-and ~.Perim,ental 
wC!r.~-~r:.:.9!.:'.: the Jheory of_ consolidatigry has 
emerged. This theory sayS'iffaf~on 1stfeld !!l 
the b~_a~.!9I_9~r_tJ_i~ i~ an u_125.tc:6Te, or lagji_~. form 
called short~ mer1J9ryJ. As time_il_rlg_s::gct.aLn brain 
processesgo-on:tfierepresentation of memory 1n the ,... -~--

brain is 1strengthened, or consolidated, into a long-
ter,T_!~ Events_~6ich 12rfil'.filii-co-nsolic:iaii~ii_'_rr~~ 
oc;cumng st~ the fo_irnati9n o!l<::J~.9:.~r:0'- ~_rQory 
Evidence indicates that structures in the tempora.!_IQQ~ 
of the brain-especially the hipQocampus and the 
amygQg@_ (Chapter 2, pages ifi=-69J=.--are critically 
invoiveali1 this consolidation. 

L£.ng-tern:i_nj·efl1Qr18~~'!11e_d. are rela:. 
tivE31}" J.l!3rfl1§lnent and very hard to d1fil_ypt Note that 
Sally's already-consolidated long-term memories
her sense of who she is, her language skills, the 
events of her life, for example-are not lost. In spite of 
what we read in novels or see on television, concus
sions such as Sally's almost never result in loss of 
long~term, consolidated memories. However, ~e 
amount_of brain tissue is df~ by injury, or if~ 
is a disease process which alters the _fililli:;_ture and 
function of the brain-as i~iner s disease (page 
2T2).'for example-consolic:lafeaToiig-term memories 
ca_n be lost. 

How are memories actually stored in the brain? 
We know that while there is some localization of stor
age for particular memories in the brain (Chapter 2, 
pages 69-72), damage to small regions of the brain 
does not usually wipe out well-established long-term 
memories. So particular ~ories seem to be stored 
thro~hou!_fa~[iy_"':.!d&1'8~s of _the .££_ain, .and When 
information is storecl 1n memory, the functions of brain 
cells in whole regions of the brain are altered. With this 
imporlari-t fact about the tirairi and memory as back
ground, some investigators have studied the wide
spread changes that occur in the brain's electrical 
activity during learning and memory Others have 
taken a more structural approach, based on the idea 
that memories are stored by changes in the ways 
brain cells, or neurons, are interconnected Such~ 
connections are known as brain circuits or networks. 
Long-term--rnemory, according to,,)his ~T;;w,· is~~ere
se_rrJ..~d in the brain by these@ianged circuits and, 
when something activat~s a circUifffiememory-repre
sented by acfiV1ty 1n the'CirCuTtiSretrieved~'DiSe, 
because memories are no! riarrowlylOcalized in the 

brain, a particular memory must be represented by a 
laffi§,)_n_u_n:i_l2~ of such changed circuits.------· 

It has peen proposed thWShort~ierm memQry is 
represented in the brain by o~ectrical activity 
1n certain c1rcu1ts, or networks, o nerve cells.-Th1s 
activity issaid to leac(_t_i?,i6'in9,e~_in the __ str~r;ig.t_p of 
<;Yl:!flection~!l_~()_n_gthe_ nerve~lls in the network; the 
netw0rKbecomes consoli.Q_aJ~c:j iand, when activated, 
works as a Uf1i!.::--a ni~mory mo,dule. Such strength!?n: 
ing of connections migbLl!E:J--:c:!bJ~!C?_,9,rgwLh, or s.r!r..W 
in&gJJb.~.Q.e.rve. cells so that they maKe'·more contacts 
with others in their network. Another way memory cir
cuits 'may be strengthened is through chang__es in the 
network cells themselves. 

--con-nections-5eiween neurons are known as 
synapses (Chapter 2, page 48). When a nerve cell is 
active, a chemical known as a neurotransmitter is re
leased at the synaptic connections the nerve cell has 
with others. The neurotransmitter brings about 
changes in the cells contacted by the active cell-the 
receiving cells-to excite (or inhibit) them. (See Chap
ter 2, page 48.) Neurotransmitters can also, over time, 
trigger a chain of'events--which alters the man
ufactureotp-mtein_s_ in-the receiving cells. We know 
that certain proteins are embedded in the membrane, 
or covering, of nerve cells and are involved in regulat
ing the excitability of the cells. Perhaps more of these 
proteinsare made when a circuit is active and thus the 
cells-of the circuit become struct\,J@lly anc:j__J2.§Iffl..§· 
nently changed to form a memory module for lon_g
termrnemory L.ater, when a neuron in the circuit is 
activated, the network acts as a unit and the long-term 
memory it represerits is retrieved. 

Consistent with the hypothesis just outlined, sev
eral lines of research indica_(§ thaj..¥g-term memory 
is linked to steps if1Jh~ !!l'Cinufcfo!.ldre. Qf j:>r9teins by 
neurons. For instance, ribonucleic acid ~in
volved in protein synthesis, and some experiments 
have rel~~nge~~(n cellular RNA to memory. 
Other studies have suggested that activation of mole
cules regulating the gen.es coding the manufacture of 
certain proteins may be involved in memory. 
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later, Sally again asks the nurse for a telephone to call 
her husband. When the nurse says, "But you just 
called him," Sally says, "Oh, did I?" Her short-term 
memory is afl right; she remembers what the nurse has 
just said and is able to answer appropriately. But she 
has no J.o~g--J~r:!l~_rnorz of the telephone call she 
made -io her husband 30 minutes before. 

From hE)El_~~~~~and ~erim,ental 
war~_ with anim~~.: the theor~ ?f consol1dat1~ has 
emerged. This theory saysfffat mformat1on IS eld in 
the b_r~i_ri__fQr9~g_~t__time i~ an u!2_'siaJ.~:f~, or lapJl_e, forrJ1 
called short-ferrrt memory!. As time ang_g__eJ!.9in brain 
processej_g-oon, tfle re~~ent~[~n of memory in the 
brain is 'Strengthened, or consolidated, into a lon9-

........ - ,':": - ~ ~-~-~ --~·-·~·~----

ter_r::i J~. Evenl.s_ ·-..y_hich .meiifilf. consolidati£n _ _fr.£r:12 
occurring stop the ~ormati9n oLJ()D.9.~~r~- m~mory 
Evidence indicates that structures in the tempo_@i__lob~ 
of the brain-especially the hippocampu~ and the 
ar11111dala (Chapter 2, pages 67=-69)-are critically 
involved in this consolidation. 

long-ter.0:1._rn-8ilii2rfe()xfc~9r!:1:1~d. are rela:_ 
tiv~lyuR~rmanent and ver:y_hard to djfil~ Note that 
Sally's already-consolidated long-term memories
her sense of who she is, her language skills, the 
events of her life, for example-are not lost. In spite of 
what we read in novels or see on television, concus
sions such as Sally's almost never result in loss of 
long~term, consolidated memories. However, ~e 
amount of br~ue is df_st~~ by injury, or if~ 
is a disease process whffi a ~..filllicJure and 
function of the brain-as i~eilTI§lr s disease (page 
212),'lor example-consoliclateCflOiig-term memories 
car1 be lost. 

How are memories actually stored in the brain? 
We know that while there is some localization of stor
age for particular memories in the brain (Chapter 2, 
pages 69-72), damage to small regions of the brain 
does not usually wipe out well-established long-term 
memories. So particular ~ories seem to be stored 
thro_~~t fa~lyY:'.J~~~s of ~~-£.f'_ain, .and when 
informano·n is. store0Tr1 memory, the functions of brain 
cell~ if1 vvhol~ regions o.f t.he brain are altered. With this 
important fact about the brain and memory as back
ground, some investigators have studied the wide
spread changes that occur in the brain's electrical 
activity during learning and memory. Others have 
taken a more structural approach, based on the idea 
that memories are stored by changes in the ways 
brain cells, or neurons, are interconnected. Such inter
connections are known as brain circuits or networks. 
Long:form--rnernory, accordingt-;:}(hj~~~~,- is~pre
se_nj_e_d in the brain by thes~nged circ~it§J and, 
when something activat~s a cirCW:'UiememorTrepre
sented by actiVifyTn1Fie circuit is retriev~d or-course, 
because memories are hol narrowfy tocalized in the 

brain, a particular memory must be represented by a 
laI.Q~_n_LJfll~fil of such changed circuits.-----

lt has been proposed thatihort-term rri_em9ry is 
represented in the brain by o~al activity 
in certain circuits, or networks';<5fnerve cells.~his 
aCtMIYTs~saidto lead_i~..f:Ji~.iJ.t~-in the~t_tJ of 
s,o0_nection_s a__r:T!2nQ_t~e_ nerve ~lls in the network; the 
networK'becomes cons9J.j_gatE2._cj and, when .activated, 
works as a un~:-a f!i~[noryn:Jo_dule. Such strengthen
ing of connections mlgb1_bi,<;ft,J€_!_() ,£Jrowt_h, or ~.Q,l.Ji-' 
in9i_9f_!hen.erve cells so that they mat<emore contacts 
with others in their network. Another way memory cir
cuits may be strengthened is through ch~es in the 
network cells themselves. 

---conn-ectians ·6-eiween neurons are known as 
synapses (Chapter 2, page 48). When a nerve cell is 
active, a chemical known as a neurotransmitter is re
leased at the synaptic connections the nerve cell has 
with others. The neurotransmitter brings about 
changes in the cells contacted by the active cell-the 
receiving cells-to excite (or inhibit) them (See Chap
ter 2, page 48.) Neurotransmitters can also, over time, 
trigger a chain ofeve.nt·s--which alters the man
ufaciureoTproteins· in--the receiving cells. We know 
that certain proteins are embedded in the membrane, 
or covering, of nerve cells and are involved in regulat
ing the excitability of the cells. Perhaps more of these 
proteins are made when a circuit is active and thus the 
cells- of the circuit become structuraily and Q§rma
nently changed to form amemorymodule.for i'Ci;:J9_ 
t8iTilrTlemory Later, when a neuron in the circuit is 
activaied, the network acts as a unit and the long-term 
memory it represents is retrieved. 

Consistent with the hypothesis just outlined, sev
eral lines of research indica_~ th~g-term memory 
is Ii~ steps .. if2JhE; ~anufcfotl!re ()f 2rgteins ,by 
neurons. For instance, ribonucleic acid ~ in
volved in protein syn!b_esis, and some experiments 
have rel~~nges; in cellular RNA to memory 
Other studies have suggested that activation of mole
cules regulating the gen.es coding the manufacture of 
certain proteins may be involved in memory. 
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The person tells you the number (it was retrieved and restllted in an 
output), and off you go to dial it. Unless you rehearse the number-go 
over it mentally-you will probably forget it soon after hearing it. If 
something interrupts you on your way tu the telephone, thus disrupting 
your rehearsal, you will probably-forget the number. Or imagine yourself 
at a party. Unless you take pains to rehearse the names of the new people 
you meet, you will not remember them long. Without rehearsal, and with 
the information overload caused by all the things happening at the party, 
(ransfer to long-term memory will not occur. 

Retrieval from long-term memory is also experienced subjectively. 
Try to remember where your bedroom was located in all of the houses or 
apartments you have lived in. As you do this, you will find yourself 
searching through your long-term memory, and you will probably develop 
a search strategy. Perhaps you will search chronologically from the first 
home you remember to later ones. You may then imagine the house and 
locate your bedroom in relation to the other rooms. If you cannot re
member a bedroom using one search method, you may shift to another 
search strategy. In any case, you will have the subjective impression of 
having searched through vour storehouse of memories. 

- ~-7 @e.~~;~~;;;R_;ist;;) Information can be held for a_~erv brief time1in 
th'e sensoryCfiannels themselves. This St()_~~@-s.tion 'oTthe sensory 
chan_l)~ls is called the sensory register. Most of the information briefly held 
in-the sensOf\' register is lost~ what has l5eei1 brieflv stored srm Iv deciiYS' 
from the register. However, we .pav attention to and recognize some of '_,_ ____ ,,.__ ·-~ -.-~ -, - --·~·-·· 

th~j11J2rmation in the sensof\· register; whenweao this, the attended-to 
information is. pas.~_Q!U.~U.h2!~;:.t.e~rn ~~mm· f~r-~..I_ proce_ssing 
(Figure 5.2). ·· -- - ··· ·· - .. · -~· -· 

Some ingenious experiments have shown that the(yisua[sensorv 
register holds information for up to @.bout 1 secong)Sperling, 1960), while 
the l!;!ditory ilie_<!.fj,11g} register holds ·i-nformation somewhat longer-up to 

aboun4or5 seconds (Darwin et al., 1972). Studies wi~ the visual s~orv 
regist~r ha~~ als~ shown that it can hold at leas~'"J 1 to '·16 it~ ;f 
information during the second before it loses the i;-fo7~·aTi~ough 
decay (A~i:._~~C:h & ~l?.~.!l!ng, 1961; Estes_&..J:~y~<)f, 1966). Furthermore, 
in vision at lt1ast, the sensory storage seems to be in the form of a faint 
image, calles{' an ifJ!!.!iI..(tn.tlgf (frol'n the Greek word meaning "likeness"), 
which is a c~(i:he vlsti'~l_i11J?_ut (Spe_r!~!lg, 1963). It is this iconic image 
that persists in the visual sensory register for a second before it gradually 
decays. 

The scnsorv register holds information for such a brief time that 
some psychologists prefer to discuS:~-it in connection with pe~ception 
rather th_afl _1n_emory. Howeve~:-Tr:··r~- pa~( Ofthe~inforfi°i~.!!~m-11roc:essing 
ri_10~J under discussion, and it is a step that information passes th-rough 
before it reaches short-term memorv. 

(~~~;;_T~~~-~~m::'t!!._~Tij!v A number of experiments have shown that 
short-term memory can fie distinguished from long-term memory. Short
term memory (Figure 5.2) is memory that holds information received from 
the sensory register for!~~ to about ~O se~, although the length of the 
retention depends on a number otfactors. 

Consider the followingexperlment, which illustrates the separate 

....... ~ill 
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existence of short-term memory as well as several of its orner features 
(Glanzer & Cunitz, 1966). 

The technique used ic this experiment is known as free recall. J'he 
subjects in the experiment were shown lists of 15 nouns. Each noun 
was presented for 1 second, with a 2-second interval between Jhe 
presentations. After all 15 nouns had been presented, subjects were 
asked to recall.the nouns in anv_QI.d_~l_that came to min<l (hence the 
term /!:!If. recall). --~ - - - . - -- · - - - -

"G··;;-~~ondition of the experiment-the zero (0) delay condi
tion-subjects were asked tp write down, in any order, as many 
words as they could recall jimmediately after the lisv' had been 
presented. This resulted in the curve labeled /) (at the right jp 

Figure 5.3 ), where the proportion of correctly recalled nouns js 
graphed against the word's position in the to-bCt'-remembered list
first, second, third, and so on. For example, in the 0 condition, the 
proportion of recall for the fifth noun on the list was 0.36, or 35 
percent. 

If you look at the curve for the 0 condition, you will see that 
the nouns presented e~~~h.c:_~ist and those ap1~ti!:1gL<1_!.~ in the 
list were recalled rclativ~~ell; recall for nouns in the middle,; of 
the list was raib_eI..l2Q.OL Thus recall depends on where a11 item is in a 
series of items (its ~crial position). The role of serial position i~free 
recall (and ip other fll<;mory tasks, too) is generally called th<(s!f a/
position e ·0 The'.'°better recall at the b_sginniJ!.g of the lts-t w -ich 
cori1rl utes to the s?ifal-poswon effect is known as the primao effect;) 
items encountered first are remembered relatively welL Tfa(.!~t~~ 
recall at the end of the list is known as the rerrna e[ffctc< item~ 
~~~tered mo:~t recently are remembered well.=- ----- ~ 

The curves marked fl/ and .hi in Figure 5.3 represent the 
results of two delayed-recall conditions in the experiment. Afteie
presentation of a list, subjects in these conditions waited either I() or 
30 seconds before beginning free recall. The delay intervals were 
filled with the mental activity of counting. 

-----n---yoi; look.at the-'fo:second-~nd 30-second delay curves in 
Figure 5.3, you will note thacaelavs in recall, if the delav interval is 
filled with mental activitv, decrease or eliminate the recencv, but 
not_ t~e primac):) part of ~he senal-posit10n curve. -o:c·, '"'"'°-
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Figure 5.3 

The effect of delay of recall on the re
cency portion of serial-position curves. 
The numbers at the right of the curves 
indicate the time in seconds between 
the end of list presentation and free re
call. See text. (From Glan1er & 
Cunitz, 1966.) 
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Similar results have been obtained in a number of other experi
ments, and the reason usually giyen for the disappeara11fe of gie~ncy 
effect with delav is that the las'<items in a list are stfll ~short-term 
rr;·~-;;:;-~l):~Ti;;;J;;t presentatio~.stops. Tl~ev havy@t ye~~n transfe-rrcd 
to long-term ~101)", and such _transfer is :£tevented by the mental 
activi!,x.Qccurrrng durin_!;U.~~-del_0internl. (\\'e ;rrrhave mor~~av 
about rehearsal in thenExTseCffon.J The primacy effect remains during 
delaved recall because the first items in the list have had time. during the 
presentation of the list, to be put into long-term memo!)·. 

Short-t~ory, in addition to its~~q~alitv, al~o _has a 
fe'l_!i_'23swrag_<"._ c<i_p_acity. This cap,acity is estimate? m be ~
items, plus or minus ?)~~' 1956). 1 he storage capac1tv_of short-.term 
memory can .. oe nicreased, howCY;;f,by a process known a(jhunkijjj)ri.tost 
of us have learned to combine several items into a "chunk'' as we receive 
them; then we can retain several (7, plus or minus 2) of these "chunks" of 
information i~r-shon::-termn1e~~hltie/ 1;~leph;~-nurnhers, ·for in
stance. consist of 7 items (10, if the area code is included), arranged in 2 
(or 3) chunks. With practice, most of us can easih hold 3 telephone 
numbers in short-term memory-21 items arranged in 6 chunks. The 
world record, achieved onlv after prolonged practice, seems to be about 
80 items, grouped into a number of chunks (Ericsson & C!1~_se,l982). 

- \\'hat is the fate of information in short-term memo!)·? Since the 
cap_acity of this me_mol)· stage is so small /fill!~~h_i11fo1111ation stored here is 
~because it is@:~placed _gy in<.::S!Jrlj~ tep~ of information. Before it is 
lost, however, some of the informatic_i.n_~~~~~ retrieved <~!!_~1_s_c.:d. Studies 
of_retrieval from sh_gn~tfE".1.rn.C:IJ1-2!.Y (Sternberg, 1966, 1975) show that we 

Cfwgl'y .s~n -thrq~b.>h~rt-term memory when searching for an_ item of 
information. A surprising fearure of this scanning process is that we 

, eia.mTne evervth~.ir:!, ~b.~::.terrri_ n:ic::111orv when we_are trying to retrien-~ 
~~---- _. ' 
an item from it; the scanning has been found to be:s:xhaustiv,$) I~ of 
stopping when the seaI£~~9-f~ iLe_rri __ is~oca_ted, the sc-!:'nningprocess 
(conJ!.!lJK~llllti.L,.a1Lof.~b_Q!1:-JS:Q)1_IJ1(:1l}OJY h~.l.:D __ ex,<im.iD,~il; Then, if the 
Item w_asJo.!J_l}d d~t;ng th~ exhaustive scan, i~~d. ~-~f the 
information in short-term memory is neither lost nor retrieved but e_assed 
along to the ne.x.!.IJ:1t:f!10I) ~tage-l_c>11g-term memol)-th13!!!.&h ~~::arsal. 

.. > \./J!!!!;.a_!!.<!D The process of rehearsal consists ofkee~~~ CJ_fJ!!Jor
man()~ in the cente~ o.("a_!0~_entioJ¥ perhaps bv/f~p~aongtli~rn ~ly or 
aloud .. .- The amount of rehearsal given to items is important m the transfer 
~f informatioilTrom ;h~7t-rerrnto long-term memory.(Rundus, 12]!). In 
general, the 'morc,: __ filLi.Lgri_i~J:,~J;jJJ,~d. the more likely it is to become 
part2!Jo~f!g:~er.~~_mt:~ory. Howev~-;;- in the lastfe~ years, other experi
ments have indicated that the sheer amount of rehearsal mav be less 

impo_~n.~ tha~ the ~s)n_~!:,Ls'L~.e inforn.:i.a~i()~-i~_rchearsed.i~ goi,ng 
ov~r a~.q"'q;'~'what is to be remembered (called \~ance re eaTSfl'/) 
does not necessarilv succeed in transferring it to long-term rnemory (lliik 
& Watkfn~, 19.73 ). \vh~t i;-"kno~n as(efaborative ;ehed;sa.li~~. ;;~re likely to 

·~~-- , •· ,, \..,.;;.,,__ ·--~•-----"n~--~----, ' ~=-::;:--
succeed. El~borative rehearsal involves givin_g the ~teria.I Q!&lni~ation 
and 'llHJ2ing.o.as iris_[Jeir1grehea_rsed; it is a~::_t~e r:~·£ars..efprocei5,~
just_!he passive process of repetition. In elaborative rehearsal, people use 
strategiesth.;(gT~e ~em~ and organiz;atiol,!'O the material so that it~ 
bs:::Jltted in witneXisting organized lo~rm memories. Elaborative 

--~-·- ~-"~.:'.C~----~- - -~- -- -



rehearsal, although introduced here in the context of memory stages, is a 
p_<!rt_ of an al!_erna..rive concep~i_o!_? of memory called the lep~l~-of-processing 
theory; it also relates to the organization of memory and co-what is"caffed -- . . 
semantic memory. These concepts will be described later in this ch.apter 
(page 194 and page 196 ). 

~ong-Term Memory ,(LTM) The time span over which information can 
be- stored lnloiig~erm memory cannot be scared very precisely. Long
term memories may last fo{ciay2, m<2_!1_t_hs, ye_1!LS, or ev<:E2E(t!i!EC::> Also, 
unlike short-term memory, the storage~~city of long-term memory has 
no known limit. 

-7 

"=--:s;;m~~tfi';~rists believe that there is n~0()!g<?£~ing from long
term memory. According to this view, once informati~n ~red in long
term memory, it~ere fa;: good; w~s_seem_to foi:@.it is because 
we have troul:Jl~ving;.:.dr getting acces§ to, wh~neen stored. In 
other words, the.inforrnatfon is stillrhere; we just cannot get wit because 
it has not b_ee;f1_2t.Qr£<J _in '1.!LS!rM"rriz::_d fashion o;:-h~c~~se-~£_<!_r.f_n_oj ~ 
searching for It in t~ht par~·ortl1ememorv storehouse. Ocher students 
of riieinory mai~·tain chaT ~v~~C:.~hbec~t1se of_r_hc:. c:o_f!i':!..~i°.n and inter-::i 
fe~nce_ produced by new thmgs,.;w 1ch have been learned and put mto -
long~teiin mem(;-;:;:·. · (S~p;·g;;-·205.) 

Long-term memory contain~ ~-rds, s~es, ideas, c~ncep~, and 
the life exp_erie_DSes, we have had. As we shall see in ·more derail later 
(page f96), two different but related long-term memory stores are said to 

exist. One, called fq_nanti"Jmemory (the word. semantic refers to "mean
ing"), contains the ?i'i~anings _0'_:v~r~s a11cl _ _<:9!1..£SPts and the rules for 
usi11.g~hcn~ _ _i_11 l~l!~tls a vasrnerwork CiTl11eaningfullv org_'.'_~
iten~_~form~t_i_on (Quillian~ ~9(J(J). The other, cont'\_ining memories!!.[ 
~cific=t_hi°:_gs that have happened to a person (re..rr.WJi_s~~n~eS)S is ciifed 
epiiiJl!tjmemory (T~lyj~, J.?~2). We shall come back to these ideas (and 
others) later when long-term memory is discussed in detail (pages 
195-203). 

This brief discussion of long-term memory concludes the discussion 
of the stages of memory. Table 5.1 summarizes the major differences 
among the stages. 

THE LEVELS-OF-PROCESSING THEORY 
1i1f·~icii5I:tp;()~5_In_gthe0ries ;r memory~-;s we have seen, ~~~--t_~e 
memoryp-rocess-ln terms of discrete stages, each with its own charac
teristics~ F~;rherrr{ore, informa.t1~h-1:F"riiilr6;red from s_~~-t.C>...:>ta..gc:._':!..~~il 
some_~fJ.tjs final_ly lodged in long-t<;1!!1.Jfl~~mory. A cQ~s.ting model of 
memory involves what are called ~e!L:i-P!.JlC~s,1-0.g ((;_r~-~c~h~rt, 
1972);,with, more recently, the idea of elaboration added to the leveTs:·of-
pro~ssing framework (Craik &. Tulving, 1975). . -- - -

Accorcllng to the_ Je{;°eh-of-processing idea, J21coq:01g infor!Hation 

can be wor~~9.!!._~t different l<?_v:els of an~ ~hec.Q.,e~~an~l~sis 
goes, the better the memory; i he first leve~is simply {?.ercept1011, whJCh 
gives us our i,inmea1are i!~_are11e.~s !:?f t_tie envir~menJ' (Chapocr 3, page 
107). At a somewhat de_~r_k_yel, the G£,roctura0foatures :lf the mput 
(what irfounds Eke or IQQ~~ l_ik~: for example) are analyzed; and, finally, 
at the €e:p.es_rJe,~eDof processio"g, the rfff§:q!Ji!liJof the inpuf is analyzed. 
Analysis to. the deep level of meaning gives the best memory. For in-
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Table 5.1 

Summary of chararteristics of the 
. stages of memorv.. 

APPROXIMATE 
DURATION 

CAPACITY 

TRANSFER 
PROCESSES 

TYPE OF 
iNFORMA TION 
STbRED 

For vision: up to 
abouffiecond. 
For hearing.-up to 
about 2...§f£.()~ds 

Relatively large-up 
to at least 16 items, 
but probably much 
more. 

Attention and 
recognition. Items 
attended to and 
recognized move to 
short-term memory. 

Copy of l'.:E~t 

SHORT-TERM 
MJ:MQBY / 

LONG-TERM\ 
\__MEMORY _/ 

Up to about 30 
seconds, bulilvaries, 
depending on a num5er 
of factors. 

~s. ~ths,~rs, 
ora~e. 

Relatively small-up to VerJ_ larg,:'-~nown 
about 7 items or chubnks l1m1t. · 
under most conditions. 

Rehearsal: items 
appropriately rehearsed 
move to long-term 
memory. 

Sounds, visual images. Primarily meaningful 
~'?!-~~· and S§:n!~ces sentenceS'."iife'events, 

and c~~; some 
images; semantic and 
episodic iiierilory 

,,----- - ~-- . 

(p1splacementlof old . r1'r F.fil®L Ow.ar:!!!~n or 
1nlormaf1on by incom1n -~roQnafe ~val · 
information. ( 21 search strategy;-· 

So 1n_lf~C.5lJ 

stance, suppose a friend who is not very good at spelling asks you to look 
over a term paper for spelling errors. As you do this, vou are processing 
the information only to the structural level. If your friend later asks you 
what you thought of some of the ideas in the paper. it is likely that you 
will remember few of them; vou did not process the information deeplv 
enough; that is, you did not process it to the meaning level. Our example 
is for verbal, or word, information; but sounds, sights, and smells are also 
said to be processed through these levels. 

Thus go~c:_n1grv results from dee!?...e.r and, as we shall soon see, 
m~~~t:..£.r~~~~~l1g of perceptual input. !\!any times, however, it is 
not important for a person to process information deeply; it is enough to 
hold the information long enough to act on some structural feature of it 
and then to discard it. Many of the_ro_l}t1ne_h~ppc;~~ng~ ~f_~a~al0l9t 
p~~~~ply. It is enough, for example, to respond appropriately at 
the moment when driving to work; we usually cannot remember the 
details of our morning drive because there was no need to process much of 
the information to the meaning level. 

R~hears.al plays a role in the deepcc:,r_proc_esl'ing of information, as it 
does in-the-~age thc<irle~ ~f memory. Reme~ber that rehearsal, roughly, 
refers to keeping information at the center of attention, perhaps by 
repeating it over and ovey.ro yourself. But according t~e levels-of
processing view, ~~-'§Ee.'.1_ting the in_fo~T<l_t~on-mainfe_J!~Jnce rehea;:;a/ 
(page 192)-is not e~Tofg,ood __ ms_~?ry. A~is does 1s<ffiaintain the 
information ar_~_giy_eBl_e_v~~ of 9eptti{:J~pv1ls.;vels to be r~ached, the 
rehear~~L!11u_§.! be.i!i!!'!!.!~p;rge 192). In other words, reh9rsal must 
pro~ th.~_inf~~@o.nto ttl_(.'. meaning_le::el if the informatio~e 
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Figure 5.4 

A summary diagram of the relationships 
among levels of processing, elaboration 
of information, and memorv. The 
amount of information retai,ned is 
shown by the shaded portion of the 

Arnm .. n: of eiaborat1on figure. 

well retained. Rehearsal is thus seen as a process which gives meaning to 
information. 

Th<;:_idea of elaboration has been added to the levels-of-processing 
theory/ Elaboration refers to the degree to which incoming information is 
process20Si.it11iit it ca_!l __ be tic;_~ ~o, Or"iil'regrated with, e:<}.?Q[lg 111emoriV 
Tne gre,atc:.r the deg.r~ of t;l;iboration given to an item ·or mcorrung 
informfilr;Jn, th-e more likelv it is that it will he remembered. 

At the risk (and it is a considerable risk) ~n-g a complex 
situation too concrete and simple, Figure 5.4 summarizes what has been 
said about levels of processing and elaboration. This figure shows that the 
amount remembered, indicated bv the shading, depends on both the 
level of processing and the degree to which information is elaborated. 
The best_I!l~ry is the result of p12ce_ssing to the meani~g level, where 4 _ 
the amountOT elaboration is also g1S!it:_st. 

Long-term memory: 
Its organization and processes 

When we think about memory, it is usually long-term memory that we 
have in mind. Our reminiscences of pa~J. _s:v_ents in our lives are drawn 
from long-term memo1;J'5~17~~'71se of self and conrinuitv as a~ individua! ,_/ 
could_\lardlv exis_! _ _:yj_t_,~2,~~-'fci[lg_--~~,~~p~ry'~;y_li_at __ _h;ipJls:_~~~ i:i"s 
yesterday, the day before, and so on back to our earliest years. What 
would we think ab~ut- if~e had no long-term memory? We would be at 
the mercy of mome_nrary; short-lived Se[lsory and perceptual impressions 
of th_e_;=~IIJ:;;;und ·;;~: y~·;gine·:-iTy-;~ can, -what behavior ~rid iilinking 
would be like without a system to keep track of events as they occur. 
M~n].<:J!Y• especially of the 1_21_1_g:te_["I_Tl variety, is ess_s-ntial for behavior and 
mental life as we know it; it is one of the·Jiasi5.p;g1Iiti'.1J§ processe~~ 

THE ORGANIZATION OF LONG-TERM MEMORY 
Human long-term memory is not an untidy jumble of unrelated informa
tion; we keep our memory store in order. W:_,~~_'!ni"~ c"~rzi{_and 
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Figure 5.5 

The tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) phe
nomenon. The person is searching for 
the word sampan but cannot quite 
come up with it. Note that words with 
meanings similar to sampan are being 
retrieved, indicating that items are 
stored in meaningful categories in long
term memory. 

/ 

~l_a~jf_yiinform~~°-n in a number ot ways. Long-term memory IS a bit like a 
flbrary with a good cross-indexing system. 

The '['~OT2J:.!!._e!!.'!menon One way to stuciy the orga
nization of information in rITTlg-term memory is to see what happens when 
we search through our library of experience to retrieve a memory. Sup
pose you are trying to retrieve a person's name hut you cannot quite 
remember it; the name is on the "tip of your tongue," hut you just cannot 
recall it. If we look at this tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) phenomenon in greater 
detail, we find evidence for the organization of long-term memory (Brown 
& t\lcNeill, 1966). 

The search through the memory store in the l~QI__g<:Jte is not 
randorn~fth~-;:;·;m~·y-;;~;-;;:-;t;;c;'king for is •1.fmtin, you may come-up 
with ,1.fertin or ,11orton, but not Potzrebe. Brown and McNeill brought 
this phenomenon into the laboratory hv reading aloud definitions of 
unfamiliar words that the subjects would prohablv recognize if thev 
themsch·es were reading fairh difficult material hut which thev 
were not likelv to recall spontaneoush. Examples are apse. nepotism, 
rloam, amher?,ris. and sampan. \\'hen the subjects were in the TOT 
state, aroused hv hearing the definition but not able to hit the 
"target" word. the_y'~tend~_t:_()_~~)-~Q.r:QS from their long-ter;n 
memories that (1 )isoundeCllike)the target '!_VO rd, (2) {tarred with the 
sameJ_i.em;t as the target worf.-(3Y~~taT~~ct the same-number of 
s~[i~lifa.sl'is the target word. and (4) had '.iTmeanin~hat of 
the ·targ_et word. For instance, the definition of the target word 
sampan led the subjects to suggest Saipan. Siam, (.'heyenne, saronf!., 
"sanching" (not a real word), and "sympoon" (not a real word). 
These words are "s<!l!.nd:.i!.lik.es." with the same_ irii.~jfilgurid and 
the same_ nl1111her of sylJ;Eies- a~ the target word. The subjects also 
gave answers like barge, househoat, and junk-w~h meanings 
s~ilar to sampan (Figure 5.5). -·-----

The TOT phenomenon indicates that information is organized in 
long-term memorv. Note also that the words retrieved in the TOT 
example are part of our general store of knowledge about the world. This 
introduces us to the distinction between two kinds of long-term memory 
organization, semantic memory and episodic memory. 

fs~ and ~icJMemory Much of what is in our long-term 
~onsist~~ge ab9ul:_~·haLWQ[QU61ean~ about rt;';; way_s 
they are relat~~--~!1~"111Q.ther, and about the (ules for usin.ii2~em in 
communication and thinki~. (See Chapter 6 ana-Chapter 2, pages 
69-7i).T;-·~hort, it ~h-i~ ki_,'l_cl_,,Qf_ r:nernory which C!0kes_our tgL~f 
langu.~~~b0 It is called ~e~ti.(_tl_le~.Q.1.:(>(Quillian,_l 966). pemantic 
mem6ry is considered to be verf:'Si:afile";i"ffiere isr'fittle f9.rg~tti!W; of the 
meanings of the words of our langu~ge" and the rules fot their use. To 
illustrate semantic memory more explicitly, here are a few examples from 
the semantic memory of one of the authors. 

I know the word thesaurus means "treasury" and refers to a dictionary of 
synonyms. 

, "'"""""'"""""""""""'"""""""""""""""""""""""""""'"'~ll!ll!l!llllllHll 



Reinforcement is critical in operant conditioning. 
A chaise lounge is something like a combination of a sofa and a chair. 

Information seems to be stored in semantic memory in a highly 
organized way. For instance, some experiments (Collins & Quillian, 
1969) hav_e indicated that information is store.9 i~ ~ica_Lhierarch~h"at r - ---- - -- -·- - --~~- -·-·-~-

go from·g~ni:ralgt~9lip to spec;it\c.()~$ (Figure 5.6). Such organization 
makes it possible for us to make logifal inferences from the information 
stored in semantic memory. Other experiments (Rips et al., 1973) have 
led to the idea that semantic memory ·i~organized into cluste~SJ.f ~or9s 
with related meaning~ very much as the TO! observationslncfic-ated . 

. ,E~eniot;>'JT!;!lving, 1972) consists of long-term me01_~rics of 
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rspe:,i!}sutblP~ that happ_~ned to us at parti~. tY'm,fS anqJ1J~~~ Thus 
episodic memories arefmem~~ies ~ episodes,.• long or short, in~ (£';e,'lh :n 

lives; they are dated and have a biographical }eference. In other words our 
'~.fJ!lbfaf\C~~~~hill~S--~~~; makeup~\Jf episodic memorv. 

When I was 21 years old, I joined the army. 
I went fishing last week. 
I worked late in the laboratorv last night. 
I have just come from a memory experiment done bv a student, and 

I remember that the nonsense svllables "rm:'' and "vok" were 
paired in the experiment. 

Unlike semantic memorv. with its network of meanings, episodic 
memory seems to be o~ized wl!:~sE_e_s_t __ t~_whi;:n certai~_~v_e~ts 
hae.e~e;9_ iri__9_ll~ Jiv_~s. The episode~ot ~ave J2.JL~S a Jggi!?I 
orgal}izatj,~n. Thus episodic memo[\' is a ~d of w~~il~~d _to 

us and does not-1f11d _i~s_elf to the drawing of inferences. In addition, 
p;rhaps b~ca~~e it is less higblv organized, episodic mem~ry seem(n:iore 
su~<;:_S{jtible to being forgo~~'than does semantic memory. 

Of course, episodic and semantic memories are related. For exam
ple, episodic memories may be incorporated in our network of general 
knowledge- about the world and thus beco~e __ a_ P<lrt o.f ()Ur se_mantic 
~<:111ori:_s; we derive our knowledge about the world from specific things 

1s pink 
Is edib'e 
Swims 
upstream 
to lay 
eggs 

Figure 5.6 

ln semantic memory, information may 
be organized in logical hierarchies. 
(From Collins & Quillian, 1969.) 
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that have happened to us. And it~n semantic memory can become a 
part of_()l!~~is()d~~J.!!Ory. For instance, you might remember that at a 
certain time, you used some information from semantic memory. 

ENCODING AND STORING LONG-TERM MEMORIES 
The importance of encoding for long-term memory is highlighted by 
encoding failures. Although we have all seen pennies countless times, 
most of us do not have an accurate long-term memory image of what is on 
the "heads" side of a penny. Which of the pennies in Figure 5. 7 is the 
right one? Make a choice and check it. In one study of penny recognition, 
less than half of the people in the study chose the right coin (Nickerson & 
Adams, 1979). Most of us do not pay attention to penny details because, 
after all, there is no need to; for all practical purposes, it is enough to 
know that the only copper-colored United States coin is worth 1 cent. But 
the message is clear: Encoding for long-term storage requires special 
attention or strategies of some sor·t; just -bein~~edtoSOillething is 
~.~-:itly not s~!f"l~~ent for long-te~rn me.;~~---~t~H!ge. 

· -7 The Rolf! <Ji~ One st~ategy in re.membering things well is t? 
organi'l,_e, or '!E~l}gs.; the input so that it/fits into existin long-tcrn!i 

Figure 5. 7 

Which is the right penny? See text. 
(From Nickerson & Adams, 1979.) 

me_~~IT.fA~~~~~-~U_Qed_~n, _so'.11~-lC>.&i~:_;r~ne , or IS arranged in 
some otlier wav thatrmakes "sense.'' fhe organizational encoding ma:v be 
l~~~-i:t in th~_ inQt1_t_itA~f~r -i~';av be_s.upplied ~~ua,fa ~e\ 
l~~E12_a_11d_ re1_11_e_r:nl2_t:L ne_w things. (Sec the later section of this chapter
" Im proving Your l\lemory" -for morie on possible individual strategies of 
organization.) 

To see how inherent organization promotes good long-term mem
ory, take a look at Figure 5.8, which gives an example of the way words 
were arranged in an experiment designed to see whether logical organiza
tion of input leads to good memory (Bower et al., 1969). Memory of words 
arranged in logical hierarchies, such as the one in the figure, was much 
better than was memory of the same words learned without any inherent 
organization. 
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Figure 5.8 

I 
P]dtln'-.JrD 

Sdver 
Gold 

I 
A,cJm1num 
Copper 
Lead 

Bron2e 
Steel 
Brass 

r·ecio'.JS Mas,nry 

Sapphire 
Er:ie~ard 

J:amund 

Limestone 
Granite 
Marble 

A conceptual hierarchy for minerals. 
When input was organized in this way, 
learning was rapid and memory was 
very good. (Modified from Bower 

Iron Slate 

But the things \Ve learn are 1!.<:J':U_~1_aU~: inh~remly well organized. In 
our evervday learning a~d memorv, we must P.!2.':ide ou_r <]_\Vi:i_or~nization 
of the jumble of incoming information. In other words, we-m~_i:~_g<.i_our 
own_()rg~n.{zational enco_ding of incoming information. This is call~d 

.'fjhj.fjijj·t;_ll!]JfJJ!5!!!i!!.fiAf e.n _e_i:i the materials ;u~n~~~ntlv~()r~_ni_zed, 
learner-im....£_osed. or su. 'n:t~·ce. orga11iza~Lon .2fli.~ One way to stud>; 
subjective oiganizatior\ is-to see whether. in learning and recalling a list of 
unrelated words. certain stereotyped patterns of recall emerge as learning 
and recall trials of the list are repeated (Tulving, 1962). In other words, do 
people tend to rec:,'1.!L~irs of words and short st.!i!J.g,s__Q.L..YP.fQS togcth\:r? 
They do, and such groupings, or subjective organization, lead to better 
memorv. 

~e Role of~_, The fo~~hich.i_f)for_I!1~ti°.n is encoded is an 
imporr_a~~.Pect of long-term memory. The or~i~<it.\Qn and fl}~a.np_g 
given to verbal information are, as we have seei1,""'quite influeni:lar·1n· 
promojilliJs:in:fI~~ret_(;,n~ion. Another factor is whether the incoming 
information is encoded by forming images of it. Visual images are the ones 
that have been most studied. 

"Image" is a hard concept to define in words. (Of course, we have a· 

et al., 1969.) 

good idea of what images are like from our own experience.) \Vith the \. 
exception of iconic images (page 190), images do not seem tQ_l;>e literal ! / 
C02_ies of L~ut. l~ case of visual images, for e~le, the "picture jJl. I .:/ 
the head" is not_!,n exacFopy_ of the iI!Qt.J.t; it is n~t complete, ~d Qai'ts of \ 
i1:_3rt: empha*esf while others are ~b,sent.J I .. mages are thu( partial and ) 
~d representatio~f what is in the wo.rl~ around us. (See Chapter 6, _/ 
page7Z11.T 

In spite of the difficulties in defining what image is, it is possible to 
get a rough measure of the degree to which imagery is aroused by words 
and to do memory experiments in which incoming information is encoded 
by imagery. To obtain a rough measure of the image-arousi_!1LC'.'!2abiJities 
of words, people were asked to rate the difficulties they had in forming 
visu~i~ages, on a scale from "very easy" to "very difficult" (P:iivio, 
1965, 1971). The words for which visual im~es were easily formed were 

··•. 7'"'== -----. -··· -·. "" ··"- -· . - -
called cqncretp) while those that evoked verv litt!e yi_s.1:1a.L,ifl}a.g('.ry. were 
termed a_bstract""Tdesk (concret,e) a~mercy (abstract), for"exiinple. After a 
meJisure of imagery has been obtained, its effect on learning and memory 

,,ca~ pe :studied. 
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Figure 5.9 

Imagery as a factor in memory. Sub
jects learned lists in which the stimuli 
and responses of paired associates var
ied in their image-arousing capability: 
C items evoked concrete imagery, 
while A, or abstract, items evoked little 
imagery. The four types of paired asso
ciates in the experiment are shown: 

Many experiments have been conducted on imagery and memory; 
we will describe one using the<ij}!!!f;:_f!!!!!__cf.~t~_!ec~'!i!l!f.i) P1ired-associate 
learning is a little like k~.ming a fQ!~j~~-:!3:!lgu~~-~.<?C:~~ list that pairs 
foreign words with their English equivalents. (Given a foreign word, you 
learn to associate the English equivalent with it.) In learning and memory 
experiments, lists are made up of pairs of words (squitTe/-calendar), words 
and numbers (icebox-561 ), or nonsense syllable~"tec-yor"). T~t 
el9!l.<:<nLof the ~!_is called the ~lif1!tt'rus; the sec~.~!..~.!S:!!1_fnt is called the 

JfJJJo_nse,~ Given the stimulus, y~rn to make i:fle--response that has 
be(;~paired with it. 

Using the paired-associate technique, the following experiment 
shows the role of imagery in encoding (Paivio, 1965, 1971). 

Concrete words (bottle) and abstract words (truth) were paired in 
various ways on paired-associate lists. The stimulus could be con
crete (C) or abstract (A), and so could the response. Equal numbers 
of all pair types (C-A, A-C, C-C, and A-A) were included in the lists 
to be learned. 
,,,,..,- The results are shown in Figure 5. 9. Having an item thar 
~vo_ke.s. imagery (a co~~) in the st~position resulted 
in good recall \'compare the C-C results with the A-C results and the 
C-A-wlth the A-A results). Imagery evoked by the response terms 
also led to good recall (compare the C-C results with the C-A results 
and the A-C with the A-A results). Overall, however, the greatest 
effect of imagery on recall was found when the stimulus terms 
evoked concrete imagery. 

One interpretation of rhe importance of stimulus imagery in paired
as;refciate experiments is that a (Ccmcrete stimulus provides a conceptual 
ei::g_~on which r~~~s ca11 . ~.t:_,~~Xnorher way to express tfi"iSidea is 
to say that the response can be incoq:)Qrated into a concrete image. For 
instance, in a concrete-abstract pair lik~b°Mrle~i~th, the C:-;;~crete imagery 
of the bottle may r;iake it easy for a person to form an image of a bottle 
saying "truth serum." Such use of concrete imagery is behind many of the 
schemes or systems designed to ''improve mem;ry~,,-(·s~~-~ZlZ-21<i.)·---------------- --·-·-- .. -----<> --- ______ _._, - ··--~~ -~"·- ----

C-C refers to paired-associate items in 
which both the stimulus and response 
evoked concrete imagery; in the C-A 
pairs, the stimulus evoked concrete im
agery, while the response, being 
abstract, did not; the other combina
tions are represented by the A-C and 
A-A pairs. (From Paivio, 1971.) 

12 

£" -- - - -
___,,. The1.f!._ole...._o[C~~ !J?u~ncoding)the to-be-r<;:__mem· 

bered inrormayon, esQeci!!._lly 1f it is a complex life event or something you 
ha;e·~-a~~· is(modifieq)Certain details are a~ttl'~t~_~d, the material may 
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Pair type 

be simplified> ·or if may be changed in many other ways so that what is 
encoded and stored is far frofl)_aJit~raT;;py~f_the i11put. (See Application 
5. 1, page 186 ). These fn.2,c!i_fic}ti0_!12_~~ c;~J!~9_c!!n:l!!i££ive J!roce~ses. 

On_e important constructive process is~coding only the gist, or 
~~of C()[l)_plex_i11formation such as what we have read in anews
paper, magazine, or book. For example, many years ago the British 
psychologist Sir Frederick Bartlett (1932) did some classic experiments in 
which people were asked to read a rather bizarre folktale. He then 
obtained successive recalls of the story several hours or days after the 
reading. He found that the story was shortened and simplified, and details 
were omitted so that only the general outline, or gist, was left in many 
cases. Furthermore, the changes rnade in the story indicated that the 
subjects were using inferences in their encoding of the story. 

'''''l'l"l'l"l'l"l'll'l'll'l'li'llll'l"l'llll'llll'llllllllllllilllillllill 



More recent experiments have focused on the use of inferences in 
the constructi".,e; __ Q!Qs:ess (Bransford et aL, 1972, for instance). Suppose 
you ~ead, "The driver of the car was seen drinking before he was involved 
in an accident." You would probably infer that drinking caused the 
accident and remember the, sentence as stating cay_sation, although it does 
not. Thus we~end to remember what wasl!iferred)t the time of encoding 
and S}9J4ge. ---==~==-- -~'~'-=·---~---- ----- --

(ln_fere_11_ces are al_s_o m~de oi;,t_~(:J?asis of the memorv or13anizal~_!!s_, 
or schemata plural of schema), th~t we~}la\·e _in se!l1~_n_.!ic__!!,l~fl!.?ry (page 
196). 'e hav~~!l____s_()rts__of ii:i_f<_>r_Qla_tion about~i1_1_gs, ev~1_1_ts, and their 
relati.<_J_nships stored i11_9_u_!__se;m<c111tic m~mories. I know, for instance, that 
Professor Smythe's office is in a building half a mile away. When he calls 
me to say he will be right over to see me, I assume that he is calling from 
his office. The inference is strengthened when he arrives sweating and 
panting, because there is a steep hill between his office and mine. Also, 
since the time it took him to arrive was about right, I make the inference 
that he came from his office. But in fact, the professor had called me from 
the gym where he was working out; he still had not quite cooled off when 
he arrived at my office. The time of arrival was about right, even though 
the gym is quite close to my office, because th,: professor had not quite 
finished dressing when he called. Later, if I need to recall this incident, I 
will remember the inference I made when I encoded the telephone call; I 
will remember that Professor Smythe called from his office. No wonder 
witnesses in court who are trving to tell the truth may tell conflicting 
stories; in addition to the factors described in Application S.1 (page 186), 
thev have not made the same inferences about the to-be-remembered 
event. 

RETRIEVAL FROM LONG-TERM MEMORY 
Information is encoded and stored in long-term memOf\', but it ~e_ 
"read out," or !'ffrircrd, if it is to be used. Retrie\'al cues and recon
st~uctive process~-S ;;:-; impc;-rt~;:;t f:;ctor~ in the "read out" from memOf\'. 

,~~~ ..... ~--"'...,.-~c-=="'-.... 

--~£?3!~ Finding information in the organ~ed long-term memory 
store is aided bv rftrircal mes, or reminders. which direct the memorv 
~_<Irch to th~p£!92_d~i_t~Q~.£L!..~ long-term memo[\ librm-. A numbe.r 
of experiments have shown that it ls-in-lportan t tci have the retrieval cues, 
or('t~" encoded along_ with the inf<~rfll~~ ~sj~_is IJU~ T~r~i;-;~-g::Ce~m 
me~>ry stor_'!,ge (Tulving & Thomson, 1973 ) .. .\s we saw earlier (page 
195), --recall-that is, r~YIJ-is quite good when con<fui2_ns fav£!__gch 
and elaborate encoding~'Perhaps the rich con~.:st into which an' item of 
informatiO"'Oi_s_e;:;;-b~dded provi~~s-~ n~1~b~r_.of re~sli)):_~vailable retrieval 

£1!£S. 
--- When people learn things, we ~ave seen that they often provid_e 
their own organization-sub.l£ffiW o(K_aniZiJtion-of what they are learning. 
Thus, even w.hen retrieval cues are not e~licitlv present in learning, we 
ma_y provide(~~~ own retr'~~~at the-ti_6i_we ~;,c-odeinf5>r~;t_ion for 
storage. This is one"OT the tricks 1n having a good memory. Suppose, for 
example, you are learning German. Some German words will, at the time 
you encode them, be readily associated with English words; Hund, the 
German word for "dog," reminds you of the English word hound. When 
vou later see the German word Hund, you can easily recall its English 
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meaning because you generated the retrieval cue hound, which you en
coded along with the target word hund. (A later section of this chapter, 
"Improving Your Memory," describes a number of strategies for encoding 
retrieval cues along with to-b1:-remembered information.) 

What is called (.ff!!J:Ji!t!!!Ji_CJJLJ!!~!!!..~'J) (also known as state-j_ependent 
fe~(!ling) can also be looked at as lending support to the importa.nce of 
having re!riev~l~~~s en~2c!.e_cl ;.vith the_ro-be-r_c:~e_112b_c;:red information. In 
any case. state-dependent memory is a rather compelling demonstration 
of situational influences that affect retrieval from long-term memory. If 
people or animals encode __ _a_flcl _ store ~fo_rmation when theLJl.l:.e in a 
particular emotional or drugged state, thev mav not be able to retrieve the 
infor""maoonwhenthev ar~ i~ ;nother emotio~te or no longer under 
the influence ofthe d7t;g.- B-;:;t -;he~~~~s!sjn_lC>_.tl}s original emotional 
or dr~gg~, the me~~!~\P(Ho et al., 1978). Stories 
are told about alcoholics who were under the influence of alcohol when 
they hid a bottle; they forget where thev put it when sober, but the\ 
remember when drunk again. The emotional or drugged state is part of 
the context within which a memory is encoded and stored. Without this 
con~t, re~~~~_!Js poor; wi~~-i!, retrieval isgood. (Figure 5.10). 

--7 Rei;onstructive Processes in Retrieval Earlier (page 200), we saw that 
,•' ,~,,-_4'_.,-....--..__.._~,,.,, ~ 

The concept of state-dependent mem
ory. When encoding conditions, or 
states, match the testing conditions, or 
states, memory tends to be good; oth
erwise it may be poor. 

constructive processes are involved at the encoding stage of long-term 
memory. In contrast, @onstructiz:e processes are modifications of alreadv 

- .• , ·- "--< -~ ·-~ ~ I ---

Stor~cl)~J?!IL; The distinction_Q.el~een co~~tru~5ive and reconsUi:iCtive 
pr~~esses is, however, often blurred; it may be difficult to tell whether 
the modifications in memory- occ-;:;rred at the encoding stage or later. 
Reconstruction is sometimes called ronf{lbl!.Jg_tion in the case of people 
with memorv disorders who-have sto-redverv ffti:le and who then trv ro fill 
in the m-emC:~$~s during retri_eval. _, -·--

Reconstructive processes are often seen in the answers to leading 
-questions that bias the retrieval of wh::'.t was storeQ.. Here is ari expenmen t 
bear~ng_o_n rh~s-po1~t (~ & Palmer, 1974). 

The subjects in this experiment watched a short fih11 of an auto
mobile accident. Immediately after the film, they were given a 
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questionnaire to fill out. Among the many questions asked were two 
critical ones: "About how fast were the cars going when they 
smashed into each other?" and "Aboul how fast were the cars going 
when they hit each other?" One group of subjects had the 
"smashed" question; a second group had the "hit" question. A 
week later, the subjects were asked a number of other questions 
about the accident, the critical one being "Did you see any broken 
glass?" There was no b1oken glass in the film they had seen the 
week before. Subjects who had been given the "smashed" question 
originally were twice as likely to report that they remembered 
seeing broken glass as were those who had been given the "hit" 
question. (See Figure 5.11.) 

Forgetting 

Psychologists generally use the term}qrgetting_ to refer to the apgarent lo.~s 
of info_!mation alre?dy enc~_ed and s~i110!:1!;~£err~-~l!le_:ri~ Much_!~ 
forgotten (Figure 5.TZf,Dut enough endures so that we have a sketchy 
record_of our lives. (Inquiry 5.2 describes some lasting memories~) . -

(M~ch_o(whauY~J:hink we have.fur.gptten does not reallv gualify_!ls 
"fqrg~t-~" becat~e it was never encod_ed and stored~~1!~!.!1..e_firs!,p!~ 
With information-processin theories (page 185) in mind, some informa
tion, due to~pLattenti , may_[l_o_t b<:tv_<:: reached short-term memory 
from,r.he~~.!l~Q_'L.!egister; or, d~!~Uate encw.li~ (pages 198-201) 
and.'rehearsal (page 192), the information mav not have been transferred 
from =~h~;i~~.!lJLto ... lon_g~-~rn:i .rn_~mory. The. le~;;i~~;f-p~oces~i~g .. theory 
(page 193) would say that information was not ston;d in long-term mem

ory because .reh~~~~!_,:vas no~ SJ.!lf:.C:ie_ntly el~b_oc~~ So if much informa
tion is lost beTcne being stored in long-term memory, is it any wonder that 
the memory record of life's happenings is so incomplete? 

We often say we forget when memory does not match events as they 
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Figure 5.11 

Reconstructive processes can influence 
retrieval. See text. (From Loftus & 
Loftus, 1976.) 

Figure 5.12 

Forgetting occurs most rapidly shortly 
after learning. This classic forgetting 
curve is from the work of the nine
teenth-century psychologist Hermann 
Ebbinghaus. Of course, there is no sin
gle forgetting curve; the rate of 
forgetting depends on many factors. 
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actuallv occurred. Constructive processes at work during the process of 
encoding (page ZOO) distort what is store<l in memory and we remember 
the distortions. For instance, we remember the gist, or meaning, of what 
we have read or heard in a conversation but not the actual words them
selves; we remember inferences constructed at the time the information 
was encoded for storage; or we encode onlv portions of the to-be-remem
bered information. Strictlv speaking, such faulrv remembering is ~ot 
forgetting. In fact, we remember what was stored; we think we forger 
-~~~"'-- •••-• --~ -o·~-~-,-~~--_,_,,,____,.,~·-~~·.,,_.--~~-~-.~ 

.2 
'./v': r\ T DON WE FORGET? 

·.-~ 

Some long-term memories are with us for life. They are 
a part of us; we do not forget them Illustrative are the 
rules for language use, the schemata of semantic 
memory (page 201 ), and certain life-event. or episodic 
(page 197), remembra.J)e'Bs known as "flashbulb 
memories " TJ)e word '1@~bt:JuLb ' is de_~IiQliY.§ of the 
vividness~ sharpne_~softhese brief memory "snap/ 
sh-ots''that stan·crout-in our life me-moriE:)s:-r=:or--exam
pielfyou were to question several people who were at 
least 10 years old on November 22, 1963, you would 
probably get flashbulb memories of John F. Ken
nedy's assassination from most, if not all, of them The 
subjects in this micro-experiment would have a sharp. 
clear memory of-where they were, what they were 
doing, who they were with, and other events occurring 
when they first heard the news of the shooting. 

I was on the telephone with Miss Johnson, the dean's· 
secretary, about some departmental business. Sud
rJenly she broke in with "Excuse me a moment; every
one is excited about something. What? Mr. Kennedy 
has been shotl" We hung up. I opened my door to 
hear further news as 1t came 1n and then resumed my 
work on some forgotten business that "had to be 
finished" that day 

Ten years after the assassination. the always
enterprising Esquire magazine . . asked a number of 
famous people a question similar to ours "Where were 
your Julia Child was 1n the kitchen eating soupe de 
po1sson. Billy Graham was on the golf course, but he 
felt a presentiment of tragedy. Philip Berrigan wa 0 

driving to a rally; Julian Bond was in a restaurant; Tony 
Randall was in the bathtub. The subtitle of the 1973 
Esquire article could, we are sure, be used again 
today: "Nobody Forgets." (Brown & Kulik 1977, p. 74) 

"Flashbulb memories" ar~id to be formed 
when we e~'.ien,,c::_e L!DQ~Qec'fed. ~ver:i.ts thathave 
important consegu.~ncesfor-oui ·nve-sSomehow, to 
conITTiUe-The phofographk analogy, no'!.fil, conse
quential events are supposed to triggef7.Now Printl" 
processes in the brain. 

The existence of brief, vivid, hard-to-forget 
memories is difficult to dispute, 9.LJt some psychol
ogists have wondered about the~curacJ: of flashbulb 
memories: whether they are established at the time of 
the ~or areJ~i:-m~rrio~tructions (page 
202); whether novelry and consequemTamyare criti
cally important; and, of course~hether tiiepflo
tog"raphlc analogy with its "Now Printl" notion is the 
best way to understand these enduring memories. 
When they are examined ~sely, fla;t:Wulb memories 
arE{[iot necessarily accura!9, may Cl()metimes be later 
~ -~-~-....·---=-~.=-.,.~~ ~ ~-- ··-



C()~_tr~ct1on~ and (~~occur _J9~.'Lei1lS tb~t me_ o_qt 
~nd ~~have_obvious eersgnals12~1f1-
canWo An alternative TothephOtograPflTcanafogy is 
thar ome flashbulb memories are established when 
the siream of our own life-event memories in~cts 
with the stream of hiswrY'.' ~-u ~ 

-~_::::--:------:="'""~----~"--c::;:---~----

My suggestion is that we remember the details of a 
flashbulb occasion because these details are the links 
between our own h1stor1es and "History' The term 
"flashbulb" is really m1slead1ng: such memories are 
not so much momentary snapshots as enduring 
benchmarks. They are places where we line uo our 
own lives with the course of historv itself and say · I 
was there.· (Ne1sser. 1982. p. 48) 
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because \\·hat we remember is not an aL·curate representation of what 

rc,dl\ happened . 
. \ska friend what causes him to forget. The answer will prnbabl\' be 

something like. "Oh. just the passage of time. I guess." Prc:ss a little 
harder. ,111d \our friend might sa\', "\\'ell. as time passes. r11\ impres-,ions 
of \\·hat I learned just dcca\ and get weaker and weaker until the\' finalh
fade '\\\a\." In other words. he be lines that the memor\~·c in the 
brain, sor;1ctimes c,J!lcd the l'!l[!/111,,&ca\'s \1irh time. l~;~-i\ truth 

~ ----:-~,-~--~-"-- . 
at all to this commonsense notion. itc:c-(rainh docs not do justice to the 
causes of forgcrring as psYL·hologists now understand them. So wlw do we 
for,t.;ct; 

,,~~'!i:;:~ !i_~l'{{.:_~ 
.\vast ,imount of experimental c\·idencc (and e\cr\daY experience, too) 

indicates rhat b_irning new things inrer(crcs wir_l~~~1_r:_n_i_<:m~'-.:_.2.:f_~:!i.~c 
learned earlier and prior learning_j_nterftrcs \Vith our mcmor\ of tliings 
lca;;1~-;:ria-t~~~ For example, suppose You go to 'l part\' \\here mu are 
int;t>d~;~~~I to mam new people. When the e\ening is mer, mu will 
probably have forgotten the names of man\' of the people vou met. Your 
mcmor\' of the names ym; heard earlier in the evening hc1s been interfered 
with b\' the ncimes vou learned later. And it is also hard to remember the 
names vou heard later in the evening because the names vou learned 
earlier have interfered with vour memo!"\ of the names learned at the end 

of the partv. 
Technicallv speaking. memorv interference resulting from_.'!cc,:~_iyit_ics 

that came after, or su/Js('(/llftlf Ip, the _<;venrs vou '!re tr\·ii:i.g__t~emen~~~r is 
called nJ_roatli'l..'t inrnf(Tmff. It is called rdromlic·t because the interference 
is with ti;~ ~nemor\· of events that came before the interfering acti\itY. \// 
I'l_'!!!fli._'C·e inMfnn1tf. on the other hand. is due to cl:_ents rhat came bef~re p, ''~" .~ 

· thcr(l-be-remembcred information. 
--· Perha~~~irn;king at ,;a~~--(~-which experiments might be set up to 

stud\' retroactive and proactive interference \\ill make the definitions 
clearer. Here is the way an experiment on retrnacti\ e interference might 

be done: 
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Figure 5.JJ 

Previous learning can interfere with 
later recall, an effect known as proac
tive interference. As the number of 
lists learned prior to a test list in
creases, recall of the test list decreases. 
(Modified from Underwood, 1957.) 
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Experimental group: 
Learn task A Learn task B 

( :ontrol group: 
I ,earn task :\ Rest 

Retention interval \lcasurc recall 
of task A. 

Retention intcr>al \fecisure recall 
of tctsk .\. 

The difference between the two groups is the learning of task B: This 
comes after the learning of task.\. c1nd if retroacti\T interference occurs. 
the experimental group will do less well in recalling task A items than will 
the control group. 

An experiment on proacti\T interference might be arranged this 

Experimental group: 
Learn task :\ Learn task R Retention interYal 

Conrrol group: 

Rest Learn task B Retention irHen-al 

\leasure recall 
of task B. 

\lcasure recall 
of task B. 

In this case. the interfering acti\ itv of learning task A comes before 
learning of the to-be-remembered items of task R. If there is proactive 
interference. the experimental group will recall task B less well than will 
the control group. Figure S.13 illustrates proactin; interference; it shows 
that recall declines progressive Iv as the amount of prior learning (number 
of lists pre\ ioush learned) increases . 

. \I though retroacti\ e and proactive 111tcrference have been shown to 

be important causes of forgetting, the wavs in which they work on 
memorv are still, after years of smdv, the subject of some debate. One 
idea is that the int_t,:Iferens.·.esr<flgw the vari(!.!.:12 kinds_.YL.illlliO\:iations 
be~~~C.:!1._~£in1!1JL~!1~s.QyJ1se;-to;m·;;a duri~ ~-ii: For example. in 
paired-associate learning (page 200). people learn to ror·m f.mvard associa
tions between stimuli and responses and backward associations between 
responses and stimuli. If interfere~ce produces confu.:;.ions in what is 
a5::>0ciated with what or, as some experiments indicate, actually produces 
~~1nk:a:_~i~J?;" of the ass,gcla~i(ms,, forget~ will be the result. .\nother 

............... ~= .. ~"---~~---'"'- _,,- / 

idea is thatj_[~terference somenow has i~_greatest effect on th~rnen1_()_rv of 
retrieval cue~~ \\"e have seen that memorv depends on retrieval cues, so if 
intc~ferenc~ results in problems with the use of these cues. forgetting wjll 
rest1lt: Rt~t~~h-at~~;er th-;; e;pl~mation of interferen~--;;s out to be, it is, 
as a practical matter, one of the major causes of forgetting. 

RETRIEVAL PROBLEMS 
sifila~~;[her p-;-;.·t-~~~wer to whv we forget was implicit in our 
previous discussion of retrieval from long-term memory (pages 201-203 ). 
There we saw that retrieval is facilitated bv organization of the stored 
material and the presence of retrieval cues that canp1ide our search 
through our long-term memory for stored information~Jthout appropri
ate retr~ves, the_ sought-for items stored in long-termmemo'Y.. iml)· 
not be foundt-one fo,rgets. But while we often cannot recall something 
while activefv searching for it. we may later recall the sought-for inforrna-



tion when we have given up the search and are doing something else. The 
(~ activitv in which we ar~ engaged, or the ne_w context, gives us 
an9tJl~~t of appropriate remin~~rs, or !e~ric:v_a!_c~ And perhaps the 
new situation leads us t~firotJKh122nioiis of our long-term memory 
star~ _113-~2"~min~,~- be~sul~"l)e. that we suddenly .. re
memoer what we coiJld not previously retrieve- '"Aha! It's Hank Aaron 
who holds the lifetime home-run record." Thus when we think we have 
forgotten s_omething, it is often a goodidea to ~nd_do_~omething 
else in order to generate new retrieval cues. 
--1~-~ur ear!ie';-CfG~~o~TSOsaw that reconstructive processes 

present at the time of retrieval can act to distort our recall of what is stored 
in our long-term memory. \Ve may remember something that did not 
happen and forget whatsJid-happen. 

Emot_ismal fapt6rs can also pla;~a role -~l1_Ehe retrieval failure that is 
the cause of so much f©rgetting. State-dependent memory (page 202) is 
an example. If we encode information while in o~__<::_m_<_J_tion~l state and 
try to retrieve i_£_ while in another, 0,2!: re_i;:.all may suffer. Another more 
common and powerful hindering influence of emotions on retrieval is 
found in the phenomenon of moti'l·ated fo'Ketting-difficulties with the 
retrieval of unpleasant, anxietv-provoking information stored in long
term memory. 

·--)MOTIVATED FORGETTING 
In °hl;~~~book The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, Sigmund Freud 
clearly stated the principle underlying motivated forgetting: "The uni
form result of the entire series of observations [the examples given in his 
book] I can formulate as follows: The forgetting in all cases is pro'l·ed to be 
fou11der£!!.'!.!Lf!10ti'l}f_~[qis[!leasure" (i::_r_el!cl,~ 1901/1951,-pp~ 71-72).'l;;thi_s __ 
quotation, Freiicr1Sn1ntmg 'at a key concept of psychoanalysis-repres
sion. Repression refers to the tendeiic;y_Qfp~ople to have difficultv retriev
ing anxi"<;t:v~provoking o_r _threatening information, and what is associated 
with that information, from long-term memory. (See Chapter 14, page 
588, also.) Perhaps this helps to explain why people generallv r~i:!l~_mber 
pleasant events more often than thev do unpleasant ones; the unpleasant 
memories have been ~epressed. -- . 

Manv lapses of memorv in dailv life illustrate motivated forgetting. 
For example, because I do not like liver, I may forget that my wife asked 
me to buy some for dinner. I may forget the names of people I do not like. 
But Freud went further than such direct, commonsense examples. Re
member that the concept of "repression" includes retrieval failure for the 
associations of the threatening, anxiety-provoking information. In The 
Psychopatholof!Y of Everyday Life, Freud charmingly analyzes his own mem
ory lapses to illustrate the forgetting of such associations. He forgets a 
conversation he had with a man he disliked; he forgets the location of a 
searched-for shop because he had an argument with a family that lived in 
the building where the shop was located: he forgets names, not because 
they themselves provoke dlspleas~re but because they are associated in 
some way with anxiety-arousing ideas; and so on through a wide range of 
retrieval failures. 

In the examples just given, retrieval of the forgotten material even
tually occurred. But according to psychoanalysis, some stored information 
is so threatening and a~xiety-arousing that its retrieval is possible only 
under special circumstances. Thus so_me emotionally toned information 
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208 becomes unavailablc~nscious thou..ght; it is said to be in the unCOJ1-
scious (Chapt~r "14. page 578).· T~--dredge up unconscious, r~ed 
memories, psvchoanalysts use the meqhod off~ssociation (Chapter 16, 
page 6831-havir1g an individual sav ~h<11eye~ fQJns:s...m...mjnd. Perhaps 
free association works. in part. beca~~-the proces"s ofdomiit, retrieval 
cues ~r the rc~d,.[!1f.IJlOries _<!I.S.._genera~~d. ·Wp~·~~-i~ and~us 
drugs-the so-called truth serums-are also used, with occasional suc
cess. to ret2£_vc re2r.css~S[~~Hion not available to consciousness in 
the normal waking state. 

Bringing motivated forgetting into the laboratory has proved diffi
cult. \Ye cannot, nor should we. produce the powerful anxieties necessary 
for unequirncal demonstrations of motivated forgetting. The best evi
dence for moti\·ated forgetting is still, as it was for Freud, based on the 
analvsis and interpretation of the events of everyday life with its strong 
anxieties amL as we shall see in the next section, on certain dramatic cases 
of memorv loss. or amnrsia. 

;z.· Amnesia_·~ 

In e\ e ~·d.iy __ ~pe~ch, we use the term amnrsia to refer to "loss of memory." 
This implies that amnesia is a k_i_n_d of forgetting (page 203), and indeed 
some forms of memof\· disorder do rt'.sult from a loss of what has already 
been stored or an inabilitv to retrieve stored information. But amnesia is a 
more general "disea~_of_fl1_emory." The term is also used for cases in 
which e_ncodii:i_g (page 185) and storage (page 185) arc impaired so that 
new memories cannot be formed. Thus amnrsia is a profound mc.mory 
d~fi~i~ ~Jue eit_h~~iQ the lo~s;~f' what h~:'. be~-~tored or t~lliibiiity to 
form new memories . 
.:::== So6e amnesias have a bi_olo_gi<:_:~_ basis; the memory machine-the 
bEa.0-is disturbed in some wav. (Sec Inquiry 5.1, page 188.) These may 
be called biological amnesias. Other amnesias mav be called P.SVchological 
amnesias. Without anv known brai1{ .. ~alfunction, these amnesias result 
f~aj~Jr disturbanc.cs in "i:l1e"proces'5e5" oflnformation encoding, stor
age. and retrieval. The distinction between these two general kinds of 
amnesia-biological and psychological-is, however, often blurred. On 
the one hand. encoding. storage. and retrieval processes are impaired in 
the biological amnesias: and. on the other hand, some psvchological 
amnesias mav turn out to hm·e a biological basis. 

, -·-"----,~--~-'-..--·'-"--..., 

-.. .. ?SYCHOLOGICAI) AMNESIAS 
\\·~~~k,-;;t:;~1nesia, we often have in mind the person who forgets 
almost e\ef\·thing. including his or her identity. But in a sense, everyone 
is an amnesia victim: we remember \·erv little of our early childhoods and 
uur dreams. 

-7{;hildhood Amnesia) Both formal studies and common experience agree 
o~p<iY~t' or;:-arlv memof\-. Why i.~ our earlv childhood memory so 

fl: poor?~hucj); 19.18) used the tfepre~~, conc:ept (page ~07) to account 
-~" for chil oo amnesia. He saia-.'ffiilt we ar6n.able to retneve childhood 

memories because thev are associated with~ foroiaden, gu;rr=arousing 
SL'.~d a~ss.~~~ he thought ch~~actenzeu early~hildhood. 
These urges ana their associations are reprc::'-~~.:d and canno_t_ge retrieved 



-thev are "forgotten" -because bein~a.!"~. of them would result in 
strong feelings of gllik or.J.UlXiccy. (See the discussion of defense mecha-
nisms in Chapter 14, page 588.) (jf) .. 

Another intepretation of childhood amnesia (Schachtel, 1959) 
srresse · di(t~rt:nces in the w~ys yo,u~ s:hildren and ol.9s:.J.£~RPI,~ ,e11s.o~e 
and s~ore_}_!i_,i~r112atio . A@_t11£i. much of our memory is enc~d_c;,:,<!verbally 
and tied into i@w.IB.s;ofsc~<:ma-ta, that are based on languiijTCis 
probably no accident that laQJ;_uage deve~ent (Chapter 11, page 438) 
and the richness_ of m~morv go ~anqJ.!:i~h_anj. But when we were~ 

/§ng and without language, we encoded -~<:11}g!_ies in a n_~myerbal form, 
perhaps storing information as i~Q.or (ee~arlv childhood memo-_ 
ries are thus said to be stored _~n _f()r,r:i:i~o ki_i:g_er available to us as ~~bal 5' 
ad~ our Iangu~mr;;ted memories~ ha~e 'ietrleval-cu-es v 
(page 201) approp_riate for gai~ng access to the if11_~gl'.:~nd~_feeling memo:_ 
ries of earlv childhood. .-:> . 

. :.:.-A"rlilrdf~terpr~tation of chi!~ amnesia is that it may not be very 
"psychological" at all. The brain is maturing and growing in_the_fiEst fy,w 
years after birth. Perhaps the memorY machine (lnqui~- 5.1, page 188) is 
just-~-~r-~i;1; to store long-term memories until its maturation is essentially 
fimsh~d:-L-ang~;~g~_ ~biTit~·-an<J_ me~: develo12 ... tcJ_g0her, .. according to 
this interpretation, became ·!?_oth <legend on brain maturat~ 

if!IL~m Am.ne~ We dream several times each night (see ChaEter .?_, 
page 55), bi.it we remember few of these experiences. r,,freudd' r ,...., 

(1900/1953) interpretation of dreams was based, as was his interpretation •,,L,.,; 
of childhood amnesia, on repression. (See page 208 and Chapter 14, page 
588.) Ile considered@eams to be expressions of forbiddt:n sc;_xllaLor 
a~gressiv~_ ~~ These urges can produce strong_guil~ a.r anxie~y if we 
becCirrie-aware of them in ourselves. So their expression in dreams is 
hiliden be._!1injJ!..S!isguise-the actual content of the d~ea;;.B~n the 
disgulsea--uiies-qre;uns-have the capacity to generate some guilt or 
anxieJ~!lgS:-~hsy ,.'!,re _f.~~ - - ··-'-;~ -~"-""~°" - - - -. r 

Other interprctatio-ns~sfress-the dit:fr:len~~s in. theGvi:n~~L~Y.s~ 
used m drcammg and~g (~53), a situatton similar to that in 
one of the interpretations of childhood amnesia described above. If the 
memory-svmbol networks of waking__IU:e are differei:it from those of 
drea~~Ji: w~ may have difficulty ~etrieving dream'Si";;°rhe ~aking state. 

-- And just 3.s wi~ ch-ildhood-amnesTa:-·<lr~-a~ amnesia may actually 

have {bl<?!9gicaL~~i,s.;The dreaming braii:i__~~ems to be in a special state 
different from that of the wakin brain._ (§ee Chapter 2, page 55.) As we '.J:,· 
have seen when discussin state-de end~n _111.erno_rv (page 202lcmf.<crn:na-
tion stored in one state is di~J£!!(t_lo retrieve when in anothe~ Thus 
dream an~nesia ~be just another ~~an~ple oi· sta~~-d~-pendent memory. 

- "-f!_efe~ive Amnesia This is the well-J?L.i_~li<;ized. but rel'!!ix.~lI .. rn.J:f, tvpe 
of psycholOgical amnesia that has cap~_ep_<_>pu!ar in1~glnatlo'n. Peo
ple with this form of amnesia m_av forget _their names. where thev have 
co_T,,e fro

0
m, wh9_t_l1.e::i!:..~()use~_are, and manv other important_cj~iai"f~ :of 

their...p...aMJl~s. It is called defensive because this tvpe of amnesialsusually 
considered to be a way of pro~_c:cting onese.lf from thegl!ilt ()r anxiety that 
can result from intense, intolerable ltfe siruati0nsand-cont1Tcrs:·we-often 
wish-~t'.'2ouid f~rget a nagg7°~g-p;~biem:-Th£defensive amnesiac does 
what we might wish to do and, became the problem has so many ramifica-

209 
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tions in his or her life, forgets much more than the specific problem itself. 
Defensive amnesia is thus an extreme form of repression. (See page 207 
and Chapter 14~ page 588.) ~-----

Amnesic episodes c~_l_<!:~lfor w_~SC.~l' meoco.11~s, or~· \\'hen the:· 
are over, the amnesiac regains, often suddenly, memories of~£! her 
earlier li~e, but information stored durjQ.g the episode itself is usually not 
retrievable-there is a memgrv gf!p. For instance, Mr. Z. may be mysti
fiedas to-why he is digging ditch-;;s ·in Milwaukee when he remembers his 
name and that he is reallv an accountant from San Francisco with a wife, 
two children, and a fat mortgage. l\1r. Z. will probablv not remember bis 
new wife, whom be married during his amnesic episode. He is in for some 
interesting times sorting matters out, and the problems caused bv the 
attempt to sort things out may, in one so disposed, trigger another 
defensive-amnesic episode. 

\Vhile repression may be the basis for amnesic episodes themselves, 
why is there a memorv gap for information stored during the episode? 
Perhaps the gap_CJ_c,:c_urs because mem()ries formed_duri_11g_~~..<::.~pisode are 
themselves repressed. :\lternativelv, after the ~earn of memory has 
returned to normal, pe.rh~s~~J.c:ues are rac!ing.for the information 
stor~uEi.!l~ tbe_epi~g~ -

.... ts1oi:oGicA.u AMNESIAS 
~~~,-~-~ 

Concu~s_io_11_s (brain bruises) from bl<iw~o_!1_0~.!1..".ad, othe!_damage to the 
brain~- temporary_!,ijsturbances in the br:lin'sJ2.12od supel\', certain _ _9,rugs, -
and brain diseases are some of the major biolog1caf causes of amnesia. 
Amne;i~ ~e~~u-ltinf from concussion is described in Inquiry 5. 1, page 188; 
brain damage and memorv loss are discussed in Chapter 2, pages 67-69. 

---~~~~ej) This is a prof()u~~_!:l~morv problem with~ 
los~ of consciousness. It comes on suddenlv without anv obvious cause, 
ari<l It t~-p-lca\Flasts for onlv-are-;-~., o-r <lavs before memorv -becomes 
norm~La_&a.in.· Fort~~tel~..-,-mosrpeople who -experience such amnesia 
have it only once. This tvpe of amnesia is caled gjgbal because so much of 
what has already been stored in mem_CJ_f):', ~ .. f.°-rgott~n and becm:;se,-even 
though the victim is conscious and can go about' t:lle routine business of 
dailv life, no new memories are formed while the attack is in progress. In 
oth~r words, both re!!Jii;~;;;;;5ia (for~.ilii~~.Y_S,~t;~posed to 
in the past) and anterggrf!Jie amnesia (the inabilitv to encode and store new 
information) charact;;;:lz-e·rransient global am-;:;-esla:-T-he'.&:.a.i.1.~~of"fransient 
glObaT amnesia is not known, but a currentlv favored hypothesis is that it 
is due to tempor;i~J-;tigns in the normal pattern of blood flow to the 
brain. --

-r- Marijuana. Alcohol, and Amnesia/ \1arijuana appears to have a limited, 
short-lived efkcr-01\-=ilie-encoding, storage~ and retrieval of information 
(Loftus, 1980), but it can hardlv be said_t.Ql~-~11.itiD..?_~ia. Even when 
marijuana is taken in relatively high doses, its memorv effects fall far short 
of those of the most popular mind-altering drug-eth_yL'!J.cohol. 

After a night of h~Q,rinkifl .. g-=:a high-dose of alcohol-a person 
may have amnesia for the eve11t~ that occ'"ii'i"'rea __ . wnTI~]i~Ql she was 

~ .,,,.,~_;___,.--.-~-~--~---~-----~~--,,..-- ~'0-.-

_"sn:_~h~d~ (Figure 5.14). When sober again, the individual's memory of 
·. eve~~for~ o..Ygj~~1:1J.g.L~is jnta(:t~ but -there is a memory gap for the 
' period of drunkenne_ss. · ·-- ---- · ---



1 

:\ pt:rson may have amnesia for the events occurring while under the 
/' -

influence of akohol because \encodin and stora e processes have been 
d\5;~;i)tcJh~:: rh:-efi'ccts of the alc_gho ·on the brain. Another theoI' is that 
informcwon mav h,~:;:; becll:~rore-~vhile in the drunken state in a form not -,- - -~-••• ---~-~- ~--~-------·--'-'A·-------

a\ ailablc for retrit:val in the sober state. Thus :Ulcohol-ind11ced amnesia 
mav·1;e·~;·.;::;~~;·1~~ci:--;;r~~epds_~!..rI1.~n1o_Dl (page ·2nzr:·c .c::; :_:: -

Hean drinking o\er a·-i1cr-i<i<l-<1f\~e-a·rs:-11~1wevcr, can result, rhrough 
\itamin-B deficits and other chemical imbalances. in irre\ersiblc brain 
d~0"!.'1g~-,:j1n~fa~~;;~~rtcrn of svmproms- k1~;>~~n a~ the l\1;"'(;~1Fu)/~-:;n;J~o!!te~ 
.\ntt~adt: amnesia (the inabilitY to form new mcmoncsfiSOnemthc 
pro1~~i~;en;~~~l~p~ms of this srndromc. Korsak<J(p;t;~nts also have some 
loss of what c1re called remote memories-remembrances of C\ ent~--tllai:· 
(icZ':1Wrcd earh in their liv~~ (Squire &-t':(ihen, 1982). (Sec Figure S.15.) 

.\nd 1rn.:mor; is not the onlv information-processing problem of Korsakoff 
patients: thcv have difficulties with attention and perception that mav 
impair their performance on some remotc-mcmoI'· tests. 

Diseases of the Brain :\mong the diseases that can result in amnesia arc 
~1hilis of the bra' · and other brain inkcticiiis, strokes and other perma
nc11~;-;.--;;;-;;t_brain blo;JTt~--w~o~) ~r:ders oflir'1ifl 1115-'.tab
olism, fu;:;-ltli;);,:~d~~condi~use~-toxic -chemic::i~(~f 

/ ----..- ~ - -._.,._1"-;: ...... -----~""""""-""~ 
whlcn' the just-described Korsakoff S\'ndrome is the ma111 one}:- senile 
dementia, and primaI'· degenerative dementi'l.- We will focw; on th'!1a:~r 
two ilri'l"is long list. - ... -----

Senile dementia:;( the word senile refers to old age) is characterized bv 
deficits m-ma·;~r~llectual abilities-memo~, att5'.,ritig!_"!, jug,g!11e_11t, and 
abst~~ct 5_hou-f\bl~J~r exa;p1e=rE:i't can oc~~~ rn age<fpeople~ P~~gnalir:
c'1_~,n~eJ.-:--cxcessive dc~n~~ and irri_tability, for instance-arc com
mon. Delusions-thoughts wnich have-no basis in realitv (Chapter 15, 
page -625)-and gcneraJ_Q.i~ri~_ll_t_ation-not knowing where one is in 
time or place--can also occur. 
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Figure S.14 

The man in the picture may not re
member that he was at Tony's bar last 
night. (Arthur Tress, © 1977.) 

Figure S.15 

Korsakoff pati::nts have impaired re
mote memory. To test remote 

memory, Korsakoff patients, alcoholics 
without Korsakoffs svndrome, and 

nonalcoholic hospital parients
matched on a number of factors-were 

shown phorr,graphs of famous people 
who became prominent in each of the 

decades shown. (From Squire & 
Cohen, 1982.) 
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The amnesia in senile dementia is at first largely anterol?;rad;-:: the 
person has troubl_t,:_.!elTle~bering events thathappeileiraTifr t~r:set of 
the d_isease. Thus the old person with this disorder has trouble learning 
and cannot recall well what happened last month, yesterday, or even a 
few hours ago. l\lemories of the years before the disease are largely intact 
until the brain damage becomes widespread and severe. 

Senile dementia is usuallv the result of a reduction in blood flow to 
the brain. l\lost of the patients with this disorder have brain ar
te.rio~t;l\.:rusis-narrowing of the small arteries of the brain due to fattv 
ac~~;i;r·;;ns in rhc-;;:;-:--;Grcriosclerosis deprives brain cells of adequat~ 
supplies of oxygen and nutrients so that some cells die and others mal
function. The brain is said to _airophy

0 

'.\lormal aging has its problems too. bur the typical forgetfulness of 
old age is hard Iv severe enough to he called amnesia. ~-~ormal agi~g, the 
memory probi~m, lik~~r-Ti1's'Z:7iTlc~,Jer~~ centers largely on the 
sturagc of relatively recent events; it is anterograde in nature. But, in 
marked contrast to senile-dementia patients, normal old people are able 
to C!._J_mpen:;ate for their mild mem<m problems. They try to do less and 
thuspur-~I smaller burden on tfi.eir inforr1rnrion-processing systems; thev 
provide themselves with reminder cues, perhaps by writing down what is 
to be remembered; and thev organize their lives into routines so that 
fem:r new things need to b~ rem;;-~t;~~~d. In other ~ords, normal old 
people adopt adaptive memorv strategies. 

J0mmy drgmrmticrdanr~{ifi;has manv of the same characteristics as 
senile ~ie;nenti~l."'.\-n1~ij(irLlifference is that the svmptoms often begin in 
m_iddle age: . lf.E!ieit?lr:J.:.'s dismsc is a form of primarv degenerative dementia 
in which there is a cluster of specific dsgeoerar,00,:_ ~E<li,f1=Sb_anges of 
unknown origin. Some evidence indicates that the amnesia in Alzheimer's 
disease is related to deficiencies in the _ _Qr_ain_1.!_~_!1.f(J~a_ns!l1i!_t~I chemical 
(Chapter 2, page 50) acetylcholine (Whitehouse et-af.; 1982). 

The tragedv of A1zhelmef'; disease is that it be_gi_f}~ .!elatiyely early 
in life ~md. unlike senile dementia, where death quickly ends the SUifer

ing, life continues with pr~%il,'~ ll1.~!l!~!9~~ation. The amnesia, for 
instance, often goes_ from a relativelv miJ.d anterograde IJl<,?!!lQ[y_p_roblem 
w a profound anterograde and retrograde deficit-both the recent and 
remote p-;-1st arel;-;~~1s:-~g5ine. .=-::---:. -~-

!ryproving Your ll1emory 
/:;. C> _c, _ <> e:: r. _..,,.-_ ,,.---. 

Perhaps some of the general memory principles described in this chapter 
haYe suggested ways in which you can improve your memory. You can 
applv some of these general principles, h'ur more specific aids to memory 
are aYaibble. 

I•-··. 

/'MNEMONICS , r 
"fhis strange-lociK:ing word (pronounced "nemoniks") comes from the 
Gre<::!'. ~rnrd for "r'!l~D1_0.!)" and refers to specific memory-improvement 
rechnigue:;. People with super memories (Inquiry 5.3, page 213) some
ri;;;;-- u·s·~-·mnemonics, and we can also learn to do so. Most mnemonic 

techniques rel.J:5m the linkin.,g, or as~ociaS}.QIJ, of t~be~~<:;m,e_mberesJ mate
rial~lth a svstematic ancls.friani~d sei:-or linages or.~ords th~ready 
firn~E,- e:_~_~E.~~hea··,~- fo7{g~-rer;;) -memo~·-and can therefore serve ~re-

~ -- - - ---
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WHAT ABOUT SUPER MEMORIES? 

If one works at it. an incredible amount of information 
can be retained in memory Perhaps the world's rec-
ord is held by people known as "Shass ___ Pgl'_i!k?.' 
Shass refers to the Ta/mud-commentanes on-Jewish 
iaws:____which is thousands of pagesmTen_gJfi~'i3o7tak 
refers to Poland, since tii8b8st known]i'fth(:)se ~ 
ory experts ;e~e Pol1_s~ Usmg -a standard edition of 
the--TaTrnud, informal memory tests of several Shass 
Pollaks were conducted by st1ck1ng a pin through a 
page chosen at random and then asking for the word 
that was pierced by the pin on other pages The Shass 
Pollaks gave the right words without error. They n-2.!__ 
only knew th~_! __ E!}!J2ud by_':1_E'.~t. they had memorized 
th-e To'i::--affonof each word on thousands of pages1 Sc 
with h·ar--d -,.;Ork, mofiv'atiorf and devotfOn .·memory can 
be very good indeed. 

I 

I 

OXB2Y&O 
#*6VAR7 
2CML%WP 
?GZJS5 
OT3=HN8 

' Experts in any field have exc::e~e~ .. lll~~i~_s for 
material ·in-iheTr_areas of_prof1ciency The:.:_m~e or::e._ , __ 
alr-easJ_y __ ~np~s _ab_()Ljt_ someJh!ng. the better one !e
memlsers related'maieriai'.lnus chess nl3sters'8ficbde 

to perform what one would think was the simplest task 
a psychologist can do: measure the capacity of an 
individual's memory. I arranged a second and then a 
third session with S , these were followed by a series 
of sessions, some of them days and weeks apart, 
others separated by a period oi several years. 

and Sfore mor~ theS~rmation In a short time than 
do novices. baseball experts remember more about a 
game they have watched on television than those who 
do not appreciate the intricacies of the game, a psy
chologist reading this book remembers more of it than 
does a beginning student. and so on. In other words. 
the larger a person's knowledge base. the better that 
person's memory of anything related to that base will 
be. 

But some people have super memories without 
large knowledge bases and without much effort to 
remember. They are "naturally" good. Perhaps the 
most famous of these mnemonists, as they are called. 
was a Russian known as S S was a newspa13er re
porter who---;:;-eeded no notes: he could rememoor 
lengthy statements word for word. His phenomenal 
memory was studied by the Russian psychologist Al
exander Luria. Here is what Luria says about S.'s 
abilities'' 

As the experimenter, I soon found myself in a state 
verging on utter confusion. An increase in the length of 
a series led to no noticeable increase in difficulty for 
S., and I simply had to admit that the capacity of his 
memory had no distinct limits; that I had been unable 

But these later sessions only further compli
cated my position as experimenter, for it appeared 
that there was no limit either to the capacity of S.'s 
memory or to the durability of the traces he retained. 
Experiments indicated that he had no difficulty rn
produc1ng any lengthy series of words whatever: even 
though these had originally been_ gresented to him a 
week, a month, a year. or even many years earlier. In 
fact, some of these experiments designed to test his 
retention were performed (without his being given any 
waming) 15 or 16 years after the session, in which he 
had originally recalled the words. Yet irivaliably they 
were successful. During these test sessions S. would 
sit with his eyes closed, pause, then comment: "Yes, 
yes ... This was a series you gave me once when we 
were in your apartment ... You were sitting at the 
table and I in the rocking chair ... You were wearing 
a gray suit and you looked at me like this . . Now 
then, I can see you saying - . " And with that he would 



reel off the series precisely as I had given it to him at 
the earlier session. If one takes into account that S. 
had by then become a well-known mnemonist, who 
had to remember hundreds and thousands of series. 
the feat seems even more remarkable. 
[Luria, A. R. (1968). The mind of a mnemomst, pp. 
11-12.] 

One reason,Jpr~. s success was that he was 
<.p!~~o JormrVTviQjJJ1~j) o~b_aJ___IJE)_~§s tr~g to _ 
rem'3mb8rl H~d. 1n fact, what 1s called1~es.1..-
th.esia_;-an input in one sensory channel arouse ·rm:
ageSTn another sense. Wha·t-heheara-O"ifeneiioked 
visual-lma·g~s:fOr--example. and sometimes even 
last~: touch, qr smell images were aroused. For exam-
ple, when hearing a tone with about the pitch of middle 
C, S. would see "in his mind's eye" a pink-orange 
velvet cord; words also evoked vivid irr:i_ages in hi¥-.
mind. To remember, S. often used the method oUoc( 
(page 214). He associatedJ.t:ie.images fwi'I\'tcib~~ what 
h~a-~.!_i}".i!Ja tc:i. r8-rn_ejf1]etwITFi:Jiarts of a scene, SL: Ch 
as cr·scfuare in Moscow thartTe-could visualize very 
clearly. For instance. the numf;;;--5-ew;~ a 
vlsualir'lage of a woman with a swollen foot; if he had 
to reme;11ber this number. he would visualize the 
woman leaning against a lamp post in the square. S. 
could store an unlimited amount of information in this 
way, andwhen he wanted tei-~~~all it he ~imJ.Jly made~ 
~ital tour of the-scene,--contacting - each to-be
remembered image in order. It IS interesting to note 
that S was no2enius; his tremendous memory ability 
did not lead to excellence 1n any of the learned profes
slOris-F\~rhaps -h1~-mind -was too cluttere-d bY hi.s im
ages; at least. that was Luria's opinion. 

His vivid use of imagery in the service of his 
amazing memory makes S. unique in the annals of 

psychology. Another mnemonist, VP, oescribed by the 
Amer.!_~a_n_.ll~l'C:~()logists ~~Jjl!Biand Tom Love, re
lied on v_~, or word, _as~iati9i'1s. VP's memory, 
like that o ., was astounding. 

A few adults and, it is estimated, some~cent 
QLcQUdren-ha~~ ''6otogr~phic--ill£r:no~:e..s·· or.To-use 
the technical term, eiCJer/C 1ma~t;?[y):3Llch images are 
c~~Lrri~rital impresSions ma(s;a~ last up to several 
minutes)1onger in exceptional cases), but that, after 
th~Tava_fadeg_QJ been blan~filiJf)Jt )?Y..§ new_image, 
cannot usJa11ybe r~calJgp: Thus stories about people 
who«::an "'phoiOgraph in their minds" the pages of a 
book by ritfl1ng through it once are just that-stories. 
The memory champion S was not an eidetic imager. 
He formed his own idiosyncratic im§_ges-n.2!.}:l_hoto
graphic impressions'-of what he was trying to re
member· an(fiook time to associate these images with 
the scene, or context, in which they were stored. Nor 
does the mnemonist VP have a photographic memory. 
The amazing feats of the Shass Pollacks may have 
depended. in part on eidetic imagery; but this is not 
known. 
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mingei: <.;L!_t;s (page 201 ). \\'ith the analogv of a cloakroom in mind, the 
refi{lnJe'r"cl.les are called 111t2l_l!Q_I}'_l_)_~_&5; the to-he-remembered items are 
hungonthese''pegs." ------~... -

Some simple, specific memory tricks will serve to illustrate the 
"peg" idea. For example, the letters in the word homes can be used as 
"pegs" on which to hang the names of the Great Lakes-Huron, Ontario, 
~Iichigan, !::rie, and ~uperior. The order of the colors in the spect7um can 
be remembered bv associating each color with the name "Roy G. Biv" -
_!:ed, Qrange, 1:ellow, green. !.?_lue. indigo, and ~ioler. Two more examples 
arc given in Figure 5. 16. 

J- T(ijjy;tl,-od~oiJ,J!Ji The word loci means "places." Th(~emory pegs in 

thi~ s~;stem_ arc p~r~ o(;:<~~·_r:~:'°Q{ a_;sce.Q.S_; The scene:s'i.i:_~e.!~~t, a 
hu1l~(1_g_~:1t'1_J(J_()ms, tneTavout _ _<_Jf a co~_g-~.~~pus, a ~en, or just 
about anvthing that can be visualized clearlv and contains a number of 
di~c_rete--.i~ems in specifiZ!~~~tici_~i!<J ?ef\:<:_;s _ 111cmory pegs. ---



Monroe 
Adams, J. 0. 
Jackson 
Van Buren 
Harrison, W. H. 
Tyler 
Polk 
Taylor 
Fillmore 
Pierce 
Buchanan 
Lincoln 
Johnson, A 
Grant 
Hayes 

Olfactory 
Optic -· 
Oculomotor 

, Trochlear 
Trigeminal 
Abducens 

The 40 Presidents oi me United States 

Washington and Jefferson ma.de many a 1oke. 

Van Buren had to put the frying pan back, 

Lincoln just (:.lasped, "Hec1 ven guarc, Arr:E:T1Ca 

Cleveland had coats made ready to 1Nea1 ''Ollie 

Coolidge hurried right to every kitchen 1ar 1co.:, 

Ford created rumbleseat 

The 12 Cranial Nerves 

On old Olyr'lpus' :opmost top, 

a fat-armed German 'J1e,iyed some hops. 

-1 
: 

Garfield 
Arthur 
Clevela'l'!d 
Harrison, B. 
Cleveland 
Mct'.::nley 
Roosevelt, T. 
Taft 
Wilson 
Harding 
Coo1idge 
Hoover 
Roosevelt, F. 
Truman 
Eisenhower 
Kennedy 
Johnson, L. 
Nixon ... .., 
Ford 
Carter 
Reagan 

Facial 
Auditory-
vestibular 
G lossopharyngeal 
Vagus 
Spinal accessory 
Hypoglossat 

It is alwavs impressive if vou can gi\·c :1 taik or remember a long list 
of items without consulting notes. Perhaps even more important for most 
readers of this book is remembering the points vou wish to make on an 
examination. Suppose, in a government course, for example. vou think 
vou will be asked to describe, in chronological order. fi\e landmark cases 
dealing with freedom of the press. 

llsing the method of loci to do this, start b\· ''imagining' a building 
with_ a nunlberQ_fjoo_Q1s in it and several iten~~-(~{ ti1~~1t;1re 1~'-each room 

(_Figur~ 5. f 7 ). _J{_e:b~?!.!ie this i~age ('.~:er __ ~J_'""~ver u1}5_il ,itj~_ \~~ell esrab
ltshe_ci_~m.<lJfUter you 'have me image, vou can use n for other 
things \mi wanCto remember later-for example, the points in a sales 
presentation to a client-so vour effort in forming this clear, distinct 
image will not be wasted on a single examination.) After YOU ha\ e formed 

your image, .• asso_ciate the eve~~s yolh_~~P.c:J2""-r~m~t~?~\\}th tl1t.:roo_ms 
and items o[fuI.niture. For instance, if the second case vou want to 

remember deals with the right of reporters to keep their sources confiden
tial, "image" a pile of papers marked "Top Secret'' on a desk in the 
second room in your mental tour of the building. The trick is to make 
associations with as many rooms and items of furniture as needed and 
cf.en to take a mental tour of the rooms in order. 

-.... Numb;;-q;4J;;;;r-Peg §ittm;· Like the method of loci, the main idea 
of"tnese ;;y;;i:emslsto~esra lish, in vour long-term memorY, a ~-
~rgan~r of ~?''to ~h_ieh ___ ~~<:- ~~-~~~re:YJ_e121f)ered items ca~-be 
hnked:-ln number systems,(yo_u forlT!__<l_l!__.1.f!.1ag(: wt_th __ eac;h_ nt1rriQsr.. For 
instance, a rhyming system can be useaTOr-the numl:lers. r·rhrough 10. 
Think of words that rhyme with the numbers-I is a bun, 2 is a shoe, 3 is 
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The method of loci. 
+-- - - Memory path 

a tree, 4 is a door, and so on. Now when you have a list to remember, you 
can associate the items on the list with your images of the numbers. If the 
first item on a grocerv list is coffee, imagine a steaming cup of coffee next 
to a plate of buns; if .the second item is hamburger, you might see a gia'nt 
shoe squashing hamburger into a patty; and so on through the list, 
associating the number images with what is to be remembered. 

Letter svstcms are similar. You caQestab!ish mnemonic pegs by 
f~~ing sJI~I112; disti_nctiv(.: Jm~ges ()f wor~s; that start with the sounds of 
the letters of the alphabet. This will give vou Zi>J:>~~ for as_~oc:i~~!<:>.fl with 
what you want to. remember. Other, more elaborate letter systems have 
been devised to extend memory-peg lists to hundreds of items. (See 
Suggestions for Further Reading at' the end of this chapter.) Mastery of 
these extended systems allow one to do feats of memory that appeaI 
astounding-such as remembering the 17th, 37th, and 49th cards after 
one pass through a shuffled deck-but are really based on the simple 
principl.e of linking what is to be remembered with retrieval cues, or pegs. 

> Stories' You Tell Yourself' If vou have a list of unrelated items to rc
m-;--~ber, -a-u~efuf ~~~m~nic d~vice is to_;elate the it~!Il~ -in ~~_e-up 
St()ij,The story starts with the first item on the list, and, in order, each 
succeeding item is worked in. Doing this gi~~S_E()h~renc;~_l!r)d mea_11jng to 
otherwise unrelated items; it is a form of etaborajjve encom.ng (pagef95). 
Suppose a per~~n !l;s been given the followfog list to reme~ber (Bower & 
Clark, 1969): 

,,.,.,lffllilll11 



lumberjack 
dart 
skate 
hedge 
colony 
duck 
furniture 
stocking 
pillow 
mistress 

The made-up story might go as follows: 
"A LUMBERJACK DARTed out of the fore~t. SKATEd around a 
HEDGE past a COLONY of DUCKs. He tripped on some FUR
NITURE, tearing his STOCKING, while hastening toward the 
PILLOW where his MISTRESS lay." 

""rR!fifiem6ering Na~~s ;Jnd Facis It mav not be important to have mem
ory techniques to help us remember grocery lists, steps in a sequence of 
chemical reactions, and the like; after all, we can almost always consult 
written notes. But the socially important business of associating names 
with faces is a different matter; we have no notes to help us with this. As 
first steps in establishing a good memory for names and faces, we should 

(1) ~f~ w~: ~~L t~e 'l'}lTie cle~y \\'hen _introduced, (Zh_~lJ20e 
name w_h,e_i:i_ ~C:.~~()wTesJ__gi_i:ig_t_h<:; ifltrodl)<;:_t_i9_n, an9 (3 )_ if the name is 
unusual, politely <1~~..Q.1:!.f __ ~:.".a~i1:,i!1~'1,nc<:U()~el!_!.~) While we are 
making sure we have heard and ren"c~ar_sed the name, we should ~e paying 

----- ···-··~··· . --· -_ •. c: .... -
dose mention to the individual's fas;; The shape and size of the head 
ariCflndivi~_uals.~a..rilcterist~i2.f tht~jr, f9~e~eac!_, ey~b-~;~·:-;;;;~-,~~~h;s, 
~y~~ ch~~~\)_OI}~S, nos_e, ears, lips, chin, and skin should all be focal 
points of attention. Voice qu~!i~ may also be important. Almost every
body we meet will have one or several features that can be elaborated, 
exaggerated, or perhaps even caricatured as in a cartoon to form a dis
tinctive memory image that can be related to the person's name. 

- "'\C h~~ing "_:,This mnemonic technique, described in another context ear
ITer"Tn~this chapter (page 192), illustrates particularly well a general 
characteristic of mnemonic techniques-systematic ways of encoding 
information. Suppose you want to remember you~'Zi'edii::card ~~'fi'it';;[_ 
19141609001, for example. It will help if you br~k.Jjl~_nu_mbes_into 
chunks; In the example, the first four numbers °n1ay remind you of an 
impo-rtant date in history (the date of the outbreak of World War I), the 
next four numbers can also be "chunked" as a date, while the last three 
numbers form a chunk that is easy to remember by itself. If the number to 
be remembered is 97984494185521, dates will not work well as a chunk
ing device; but perhaps you can think of another way to form groups of 
digits that will be easy to remember. Use your ingenuity. Perhaps it can 
be broken up into two telephone numbers, or you can find ways to chunk 
the number that will work better for you. 

STUDYING TO REMEMBER 
Mnemonics are fun to use and can be helpful in remembering many 
things. But if you want to remember what you need to know in courses or 
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Figure 5.18 

Studying to remember. 
(©George W Gardner.) 

in your work, vou >"ill need to go bcv\1nd ;;rnemonic techniques. Here are 
some hints on how w remember what vou study. 

First, 'itlHh i.~~k anst~.'.1kes tin:ic (Figure 5.18). SQ £!.in a.study 
schedu!.£ that V(2_l1~£an ~~ic~~ During the time you set .aside for study, 
\\~<~rk.'._l.t_j_t i nst~i(f()tr:lfkln-gto friends or watching tclcvisi;n ou~ of the 
corner of )Our eye. (If ;ou stuth· hard during your scheduled times, you 
will frnd tli<;t vou h:n c plcntv of time for\ our friends and television later.) 

Second, \\ c know thaV<'heamt!)s c~~~c_i~Jo.i:.t_r.<1n.~J'<:.r!lng info_i:mation 
from sh,.(~_t:teE_rn ~o long-term m_emof\ or, alternativelv, for the deeper and 
ri<j~e~ processi12g of information that is necessary for goodJ!:len,:i~·ry:-T'ext
lJiJcib like this one arc full of detailed information, most of which cannot 
be remembered from the kind of skimming vou might gi\·e a newspaper. 
I\laintenance rehcar-,al and elaborative rehearsal were distinguished ear
lier in this chaptn (page 194), »vnere it said that mai_f!le!JJ1E!!.J<'~_earsal 
consists of m:::relv repe:Hing information, while daboratiz;e rehearwl con
sim of thinki;,gab-;;;r·~~h:lt!~)-ei.~g rehea.rse<ljn ~D.ilf:Qit_y; rel<jt~ it to 

other _ch in!;thar vo.u_k.~!}}\:~9[ .'.l~~J.e~im.ing.(Elaborative rehea;:;;aJIS the 
ki'nd tu 11se iro. ~tu~T;-:;-~h;~~·ld spe.nd a ~~at deal of ::o.ur studv time 

' .:--··' .... , ...... · . --~ .... ~----~-~ .. ~·-·~--
in elab()r:itl\e--r·~hearS':~l: Ask vourself » h ii: \'Gt1-have just read, what the 

new cun~epts al'1dicrll_1_? ar~. a'nd how the~relate-5~-;tT1c;1:lfuvgs you kn~~ 
ur ar~: learning. s~:1dies shuw that-it-~~ cffr;ctive to spend at~.,·~~ 
vour 'rudv time in such rehearsa\. ~ ..... 

< • "~-:-::.,::·:::· __ -:_·>:! - _--- .-: - ,,.,d. 

Third, ~emcmber th;:: importance of ~ization during enc()ding. 
As we saw earlier (page~ J.?b-19':1 J. ol'g'ani.Z~ti0.'1.tak.'cs many forms. Text

books like this one are t1f.!e!1izcd .!.!.Y.r.!..e;ldjngs to prnx!Q~:,tklD..d o~~l_l.tl~ 
As you rehe::.rse cianorat1veh, vou will be giving your~subiective 

0!1!£.'!i:.:;q!i!JJ;.;c· rhc :r1Jterial, and Y'>U w;l' 9J-.;1J be pro~~.!l_&.Yourselfwit:!_i 
[fjij;~Jl/[fl~)1r '<:.'.'.'i11d~~'.;· th1c will be impo_!!~r:t_whc:;f1 yol!J:~.~~c;_~I 
w:1at yo;. <111: it-:1~I11'.'g. [r vo1'. can .. f<flT_·,r:m:J_l .. ~_I_IE!g._e~_<.!_f a_b_st;.'!.<;,~~W 

Fo,mh, t";'!._~3-=t.sgl}1e :~\ea uf 1·01welLvou re.r.~e.1:'.1b_cr :he ;1~aterial. 



In other words,rget s.o_r~_f_e~db;~y If you study by brc;:a15_iQ.g_ilie m:iterial 
uRin!SJ E?Ilh try.togetsomeTeeaDack after you study each parr.(Q.£._baf_k 
o~.r what y<_>u have just studied and, utli:i_g_t_he head~~s as re~£!l~s, 
askjourself what is under eaCh headl!l,g/I'urnro-i:l1'e' terms at the end of 
t~ -;h~pref'and7sk yours~lf for d~finitions of the appropriate terms. 
Feedback will tell vou both what vou have mastered and where vou are 
weak. When yo.uh~ve finished a "Zi-i";;p;~·r:~~~yo~~~elf on ic and d·o-so~e 
additl()_ll_aJ~ o~-ar~)'._:veak_:;~ts. By~sjing yc}grseT( vou will also be 
pra_£ticing yoy,J r~!i~yal ski]$. 

--Fifthirsyif.w before in $l\.~ill.i.!1a~J)/. You will have forgotten manv 
of the details yo~ilea~;~d~llse the organiz<!!Lcw_.QLthueis.u2_rc,:~UQuJ~elf 
during review, and go_Qf!.\:._k_o_v_<;r the things Jf_>_!l_b_a~e_fo_rgotten, re]~arning 
them the way you lea"rnedi:h.eml.n the fir~ place. Key your review t:o the 
~pe_o_!'j;i'ffilna~t[on:lf the-examinari(m will he (tfe_s_sir!.g__reffi1 as in ~n 
eJ_S.~1~~ami_~atj~ spend a go()l_!_~.C:~J-~f _I<_>L_IE_tifl_l~-~h~arsi_!1R.._'.11.a~! i_d~~ 
and the experiments that support them. Trying totTiliiK of-wli.~e 
questions will be ahead of time and practicil}R rnur an~e;;;- to th~m ;i 
often a g~d i·d;;--a~ Spend some ~ime intcg~~-~in{ili~ ·~-~~-wi~h class notes 

and trying_ t() _Ket a ·~bin pictu~~~b~-~ubject-h~.J!_r~L~EC:S J.()_oth~r 
to12ics in_th<~):our_se, for example. If the examination!StODe ~
cl,1.<;~c' _or some other 6.l?Je;:_~Jill~ of test, be sure YOU have mas.~~-d 
the e~1_1i.~ons of the ter_r:r~and can ~cogniz>;: the _ _<:t?.!re_ct gefinitions 
when you see them. Of course, knowledge of terms is necessary for good 
performance on essay examinations too, and concepts are often asked for 
on multiple-choice examinations. So do nor neglect terms or ideas for any 
examination; just give a little more emplvasis, depending on the tYpe of 
examination, to one or the other. 

J)'.in_!1j_i;i_g, fy""~~~;s~l,:~ga~~!~!_?n, ~j~~ck, anq-~_i_ew v.:ill see you 
t~rougn· course exammat1ons;t}Ut, as vou we fl know, most of what you 
remembered for an examination will be forgotten, or atle;~t·h;-rJ to 
retriev:e:·\\·hen -mu neecfr() recall it late~ f, r a~other course or f~ 
w~~k~ Here the ;ild adage "practice ma~£U?_erfect" is applicable. Psy~hol
ogists use the \\Orcl~l'.!~1'.~~-Torememb7r~~hat-~c);-1~·lirnced in Your 
work, for example, it pavs-io go bevond the effort needed to just learn the 
material. After vou are satisfied that vou know and can remember sor~
thing, ~ b~c:Js ~ftt:!.__!1 __ fr_V::.. d_ays and lt:_a_r:!_l_.i~ a_g_~. and pe_.r.!!§1?2 agij. 
Formafstiidies havc--snown"'i:liat such "overlcarning" works to reduce the 
amount forgotten. For instance, if it takes -~~~~-2 hours to lear;1 -how-to 
wo~k witn -"a;i'a\'s in a programming language, another 2 hours spent 
"overlearning" the same material will stamp it into memorv. Most of the 
time we are n_Q!_l!lotivated strongly enough to do what seemshk;~tra 
w~Hk; b-~t fortunately~ f~r thi~gs ~~-e really need to remember, we will get 
many opportunities for "overlearning" in advanced courses or on the job. 
Figure 5.19 summarizes this section on "Studving to Remember." 

Summary 

1. l\lemory refers to the encoding, storage, and retrieval of infor
mation. The current trend in the study of memory emphasizes 
cog!'Jitive, or n1ental, -processes. Cognition concerns the ·internal 
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remember. 
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processing of information received from the senses; one aspect of 
this processing is memory. 

2. A number of theories of memory have been proposed. In one 
of these, memorv is said to consist of the three cognitive processes 
mentioned in its definition-encoding, storage, and retrieval. En
coding is the process of receiving sensory input and transforming it 
into a code that can be stored; storage is the process of actuallv 
putting the coded information into memory; -and retrieval is the 
process of gaining access to the encoded, stored information when it 
is to be used. 

3. Ideas about memorv that emphasize the processing of informa
tion in stages, or steps, arc known as information-processing theo
ries. In the Atkinson-Shiffrin information-processing theory, the 
stages arc (a) very brief storage of incoming information in a sensoG 
register; (b) transfer of some of this information to short-term mem
oG- (STM); and (r) information transfer. bv means of rehearsal, from 
short-term merrnm to long-term memoG· (LT!\1). 

4. The sensor\ register holds sensory information for a few sec
onds, has a rclati\-elv large capacity, stores a copv of the sensoG 
input, and loses information through a process involving the deca\ 
of the memoG- trace. Items in the sensoG· register that are attended 
to and recognized mav be passed along to short-term memory. 

5. Short-term memoG· holds a relativclv small amount of infor
mation-about seven items or chunks-for a short time-JO sec
onds or so. The tvpc of information stored consists of sounds. 
images, words, or sentences; and information is lost from short-term 
memory bv being displaced l)\- new inputs. Information in short
term memory may be transferred to long-term memoG· through 
either maintenance or elaborative rehearsal. 

6. Information in long-term memoG· lasts for days, months. 
vears, or even a lifetime. The capacitv of long-term memoG· has nu 
known limit. !\lemories of specific things that have happened, or 
episodic mcmorv, and the meanings of words and the rules for using 
them, or semantic memory, are stored in long-term memory. Infor
mation may be lost, or at least not retrieved, from long-term mem
ory because of difficulties with the search process or because of 
interference by other long-term memories. 

7. The levels-of-processing theoG of memory emphasizes the 
depth of analvsis and the elaboration of incoming information. The 
most superficial depth, or level, is that of perception; the next 
deeper level is the structural level; and the deepest level invoh-es 
giving meaning to the input. Information reaching the meaning 
level and elaborated at this level has the best chance of being 
retained. 

8. When we think about memor\, it is usually long-term memoG
that we have in mind. Information in long-term memory is orga
nized, categorized, and classified so that it is a bit like a library with 
a good cross-indexing svstern. The tip-of-tre-tongue (TOT) phe-



nomenon illustrates the organization of long-term memory. Long
term memory is divided into semantic memory-knowledge of 
word meanings and the rules for using language-and episodic 
memory-our remembrances of events that have happened in our .. 
lives. 

9. The encoding and storage of long-term memories are facili
tated by organization of the to-be-remembered material. Some orga
nization is inherent in the material itself; some, known as subjective 
organization, is imposed on information when we are encoding it for 
storage. Forming images, especiallv what are called concrete ones, 
during the encoding process can help in the storage of information. 
During encoding, the to-be-remembered information is often modi
fied through what are called constructiVe processes. We may then 
remember the modified information that was encoded and not the 
information actually presented to us. 

10. Finding, or retrieving, information in long-term memory is 
aided by retrieval cues. State-dependent memory illustrates the 
importance of having appropriate retrieval cues. Reconstructive 
processes occur at the time of retrieval and can distort what is 
remembered. 

11. Forgetting refers to the apparent loss of information already 
encoded and stored in long-term memory. How much is forgotten 
depends on many factors: (a) retroactive and proactive inference; 
(b) difficulties with the retrieval of stored information; and (c) moti
vated forgetting, especially that due to the process of repression. 

12. Amnesia is a profound memory deficit due either to the loss of 
what has been stored or the inabilitv to form new memories. Some 
amnesias-the biological ones-are caused by brain malfunctions. 
Others-the psvcholugical amnesias-result from major distur
bances in the processes of encoding, storage, and retrieval without 
any known brain problem. 

13. Childhood amnesia for the early years of life, dream amnesia, 
and defensive, or protective, amnesia are examples of psychological 
amnesias. Repression is usually given as an explanation for each of 
these amnesias. Another explanation for childhood amnesia is based 
on differences in the ways young children and older people encode 
information. A similar type of explanation for dream amnesia says 
that the difference between the symbol svstems in dreams and in 
waking makes the waking retrieval of any information encoded 
during dreaming difficult. While usuallv considered to be psycho
logical, childhood and dream amnesia may have a biological basis
the immaturity of the brain in childhood amnesia and the difference 
between the brain states in dreaming and in waking for dream 
amnesia. The forgetting of defensive amnesia protects the _amnesiac 
from the guilt or anxieto/ that can accompany intense, intolerable life 
situations and conflicts. 

14. Illustrative of the biological amnesias are transient global am
nesia, alcohol-induced amnes1a, and the amnesia caused by certain 
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diseases of the brain. Transient global amnesia is a short-lived 
amnesic attack characterized by both retrograde and anterograde 
amnesia. High doses of alcohol result in amnesia for the events that 
occurred while drunk. In addition, heavy drinking over a period of 
years can produce brain damage and a pattern of svmptoms known 
as the Korsakoff S\ndrome. Anterograde amnesia and some loss of 
remote memOf\' characterize the memof\· problems of this syn
drome. Senile dementia and primaf\· degenerative dementia, of 
which Alzheimer's disease is an example, are instances of brain 
diseases that have amnesia as a majo1 symptom. 

15. l\lncmonic devices are techniques for impro\·ing memory. 
Among them are the method of loci, number and letter peg svstems, 
embedding to-be-remembered material in a made-up stof\·, and 
chunking. 

16. Studving to remember invoh es planning, rehearsal, organiza
tion, feedback, re\·ie\v, and overlearning. 

Terms to Know 

One wav to test vour mastef\· of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether vou know what is meant ln· the following terms. 

l\Iemof\· 1184) 
Cognition 1184) 
Information (184) 
Cognitive process ( li\4) 
Cognitive psychology (184) 
Encoding processes (185, 198) 
Storage processes ( 185. 198) 
Retrieval proce'iSes ( lll5. 201) 
Information-proccssi ng 

theories of memof\· (185) 
Sensof\· register (187. 190) 
Short-term memof\ (STI\{) (187, 
190) 
Rehearsal (187, 192, 194) 
Long-term memof\· (LTl\f) (188, 
193. 19.'i) 
Iconic image (190) 
Free recall (191 ) 
Serial-position effect (i 91) 
Primacy effect in memof\ (191) 
Recency effect in memo[\· (191) 
Chunking (192, 217) 
Maintenance rehearsal (192. 194) 
Elaborative rehearsal (J 92, 194) 
Lcvels-of-processiP.g rheorv ( 93) 
Ser;,antic memory ( 1 %, 196) 

Episodic memof\· (193. 197) 
Elaboration (195) 

Tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) 
phenomenon ( 1 % ) 

Subjective organization ( 199, 201) 
Images ( 199) 
Paired-associate technique (200) 
Cunstructin: processes (200) 
Schemata (201) 
Retrieval cues (201) 

State-dependent memof\' 
(state-dependent 
learning) (202) 

Reconstructive processes (202) 
Confobulation (202) 
Forgetting ( 203) 
Engram (205) 

Retroacri\ e interference (205) 
Proactive interference (205) 
~1otivated forgetting (207) 
Repression ( 207) 
Amnesia (208) 
Defensi\·e amnesia (209) 

Transient global amnesia (210) 
Retrograde amnesia (210) 
Anterograde amne5ia \210) 



Korsakoff syndrome (211) 
Senile dementia (211) 
Primary degenerative amnesia 

(212) 
Alzheimer's disease (212) 
Mnemonics (212) 

Method of loc; (214) 
Eidetic imagery 1214) 
Number and letter peg 

systems (215) 
Overlearning (219) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

An informative, up-to-date, and relativelv nortechnical account of what 
we know about memory is to be found in Elizabeth Loftus's book J1emon: 
Surprising New.· !nsir;hts into Ho'&:: We Remember and Whv We For-;:et (Reading, 
MA: Addison-Weslev, 1980). At a more advanced level are Jexts by 
Roberta Klatzky, Human J1emon: Strurtllres and Prorrsses, 2d ed. (San 
Francisco: Freeman, 1980). and the chapters on mcrnorv in Foundr1tirms of 
LMminr; and Jfemory bv Ro,::;cr Tarpv and Richard ~.fa\ er (Glenview, IL: 
Scott, Foresman, 1978). 

J1emory Ohsenwl: Rememherinr; in Narum! Contexts b\ Unc '.\"eisst'.r 
(San Francisco: Freeman, 1982) contains a fascinating collection of ea~v
to-read excerpts and commentaries de,igned to illu:.trate "the specific 
manifestations of mcmorv in ordinaf\· human experience." Another inter
esting book touching on memof\· in "ordinarv human experience" is 
Elizabeth Loftus's Fyew.·if!l(:1·ss lt'stimrmy (Cambridge. M ·\: Haf\'ard, 
1979). 

For helpful advice on memorv imprm·ement, books hv Tonv Buzan, 
Speed memory, Rev. ed. (Newton Ahbor, l'nited Kiru.:;dom· David & 
Charles, 1977), and by Laird Cermak, !mprr1·cing YourJ1emori (New York: 
Norton, 1975), are recommended. 
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VRING mo" of ou' w•k;o< houn>, nnd even when we"'° "lccp ond 
dreaming, we ~re t~j_Q~ipg;-·ri:"IShird not to _think. As you read these words 
you are thinking, and even if you stop thinking about what you are 
reading and your thoughts wander off to something else-perhaps to what 
you are going to do tomorrow-you will still be thinking. 

What do we do when we think? Loosely speaking, we might say that 
we ~y, or cognitive/!, process jnf9_0J1,filion. More formally, we might 
say that thinking coi1Slst'Sof thGflitive re~rrangement or manipul~ion of 

4'f both_i~~rmat~!!.._[rom_£~e-~::_ironment and the symbols stored in -~g
te~r12,_'!1~(Chapter 5, page 193)ZA)ymbol reEresents, or stands for, 
so~~ or item in the worldi as we will see, images and language 
symbols are used m much of ourthinking. 
-Yhe general definition of thinking given above encompasses many 

different varieties of thought. For instance, some thinking is highly 
private and may use symbols with very personal meanings. This kind of 
thinking is called autistic thinking-, dreams are an example of autistic 
thinking. Other thinking is aimed at solving problems or creating some
thing new; this is called directed thinking. Directed thinking is the kind you 
were engaged in when you solved (or tried to solve) the problem on the 
opening pages of this chapter. It is also the type of thought we value so 
much in the great human thinkers (Figure 6.1 ). The definition of think
ing given above also covers the thinking that we believe animals engage in 
when they solve certain kinds of problems. 

From another viewpoint, thinking is the form of information process
ing (Chapter 5, page 185) that goes on during the period between a 
stimulus event and the response to it. In other words, thinking is the set of 
cognitive processes that mediate, or go between, stimuli and responses. To 
illustrate, suppose you are trying to make a decision about buying a new 
turntable for your hi-fi. The salesperson presents several turntables in 
your price range (the stimuli), and you eventually purchase one of them 
(the response). Before making the response, however, you weigh the 
advantages and disadvantages of the several turntables; you process the 
information you have about them. Your information processing-your 
thinking about the turntables-thus mediates between the turntables as 
stimuli and your eventual response of buying one of them. 

Both thinking and language go through regular stages of develop
ment as a child grows. This development is discussed in Chapters 11 and 
12 (pages 425-428; pages 467-470). 

The Thinking Process 

The symbols that we use in thinking are often words and language, and 
therefore thinking and language are closely related. A language makes 
available hundreds of thousands .of potential symbols -and gives us rules 
for using them. To a large degree, the availability of language symbols is 
what makes human thinking so much more sophisticated than the think
ing of other animals. Although language is a powerful tool in human 



Figure 6.1 
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Two famous thinkers. Left, Leonardo 
da Vinci; right, Albert Einstein. (Li-( 

======.:=======================-:::-=..:::i:..:r.::_arv:..::_. '.:f_C_on_~r_e_ss_._) __ _ 

thought, as when we "talk to ourselves" internally, images are another 
important type of symbol used in thinking. 

tMAGES AND THINKING 
People vary remarkably in how much they use images in their thinking. A 
few report that they almost never use mental pictures, so they must be 
doing their thinking with words, or verbally; others report that most of 
their thinking is done in image form. 

When we use images to think, they are not usually complete "pic
tures in the head." They are usually incomplete. Consider the imagery 
you use, if you use it at all, in solving the following problems (Hut
tenlocher, 197~). 

Imagine that you are standing on a certain street corner in a section 
of a city you know well. How would you walk or drive from this 
point to some (}ther part of the city? 

Here is another problem in which you might use imagery: 
From where on earth could you walk first 1 mile south, then 1 mile 
east, then 1 mile north, and end up exactly where you began? Did 
you use imagery in trying to solve this problem? If so, what was your 
imagery like? 

When solving problems like these, most people report that their 
images are incomplete. To solve the first problem, people usually make a 
visual map, but it is a strange one. Although it shows turns, the lines 
connecting the turns are of no particular length. In solving the second 
problem (the answer is the north pole), people imagine a globe-but not 
the whole globe, only the polar region. Such problem-solving images 
contaill only a few details-say, of sidewalks, roads, buildings, or color
although some people may imagine snow when they think of the north 
pole. In general, the images are abstractions of certain features from 
previous experience. 
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The incomplete, abstract images most of us use in thinking seem to 

be constructed from elements stored in long-term memory. The construc
tive process involved in imagery has been studied by means of experi
ments in which people were asked to form images of various sizes. For 
example, an elephant might be" imaged as the size of a mouse, or a mouse 
imaged as the size of an elephant. Variations of this sort in the sizes of 
images indicate that images are constructions. Even more interesting, 
however, are studies indicating that the ease with which information is 
found in an image depends on the size (and other aspects) of the image 
constructed (Kosslyn, 1975, 1983 ). 

LANGUAGE AND THINKING 
Did you try to solve the addition problem at the beginning of this chapter? 
Whether you arrived at an answer or not, you probably noticed that you 
used language in your thinking. For many people, much of the time, a 
good deal of thinking involves the use of word svmbols and the rules of 
grammar (page 2S3) to join the words into phrases and sentences. The 
words, their meanings, and the rules for joining them together are stored 
in our semantic long-term memories (Chapter 5, page 196). \Vhen we 
ti1>1k with language, we draw on this store of information to use language 
a: a tool of thought. 

DOES OUR LANGUAGE CONTROL 
THE THOUGHTS WE CAN HAVE? 

There are at least 5,000 living languages in the world; 
about 140 of them are spoken by a million or more 
people. Is a particular language merely a convenient 
set of symbols for the communication of our thoughts? 
According to the linguist Benjamin L. Whorl, the an
swer is no. Wharf argued that the higher levels of 
ihink1ng require language and that the characteristics 
of a particular language actually shape the ways that 
users of the language think about things. There are 
two ideas here. One is that thinking requires language; 
the other has come to be called the linguistic relativity 
hypothesis. Most of the interest has focused on this 
hypothesis. In its strongest form, it says that the partic
ular language people use determines how they see 
the world. 

Whorl based his hypothesis on studies of North 
American Indian languages, but his hypothesis is said 
to hold for all languages. He found many differences 
between these languages and European ones and 
argued that such differences predispose their users to 
think in different ways. For example, the grammar of a 

language dictates how people describe changes in 
the environment. Since the basic units of English 
grammar are nouns and verbs, English-speaking peo
ple commonly think in terms of "things" and "actions." 
Whorl found that people using other languages do not 
necessarily divide situations up this way. Furthermore, 
all languages have some words for which no equiv
alents can be found in any other language. The Ger
man word Weltanschauung, for instance, means 
something like "a general world view, or a general 
philosophy of the world." There is no word with this 
precise meaning in English. In addition, languages 
categorize events in various ways. Eskimos are said to 
use some four different words for snow, while English 
has only one. According to the linguistic relativity hy
pothesis, Eskimos can think about snow with greater 
precision than can English-speaking people and have 
a different conception of what snow is. The Hopi lan
guage has a single word for all flying objects other 
than birds. The hypothesis states that Hopi speakers 
think differently about flying objects than do speakers 
of languages that do not categorize the world in this 
way. The Hanun6o people of the Philippine Islands are 
said to hav~ for 92 varieties of rice, but all 92 
varieties are, for the English speaker, simply_!Jr:;e icon-



Some theorists take a more extreme view of the role of language in 
thinking; they claim that language can actually determine the thoughts 
we are capable of having. But this linguistic relativity hypothesis, as it is 
called, has been under increasing attack in recent years. (See Inquiry 6". 1.) 
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Because so much thinking involves language, the idea arose in 
psychology that thinking was actually a kind of inner speech, a kind of 
"talking to yourself under your breath." According to this idea, people 
make small movements of the vocal apparatus when thev think and carry 
on their thinking bv talking to themselves. A number of experiments have 
indicated that movements of the vocal apparatus mav indeed accompanv 
thought. but other experiments have made it clear that such movements 
are not necessary for thinking (Smith et al., 1947). 

In this rather heroic experiment, the subject, a physician, was 
completelv paralyzed by means of a drug. He literallv could not 
move a muscle. and his breathing was done for him by an iron lung. 
The paralvzing drug, however, did not affect the wav his brain 
worked: it mere!\ acted on the excitation of muscles by the nerves. 
\Yhile under the influence of the drug, the subject was given certain 
verbal problems to solve: he could nor answer, of course, because 
the muscles necessarv for speaking were paralned. There is no wav 

kl1n. 1954; cited in Brown, 1965). 
The linguistic relativity hypothesis is controversial 

Many linguists have argued that the hypothesis is 
circular. Whorl found that languages differ in their 
grammar and in the concepts they can express; from 
this. he hypothesized that thinking must also differ 
among the users of these different languages. How
ever, the differences in thinking are themselves as
sessed by the way the language is used What is 
needed are ways of assessing conceptions of the 
world independently of language. The few experi
ments that have attempted this have had inconclusive 
results. Perhaps it is not so much a matter of what can 
be thought about by users of a language as it is of how 
easy it is to think about certain things. English-speak
ing thinkers can think about the concept of a "world 
view" even if they do not have a convenient word for 
it; English speakers can think about different kinds 
of snow even if they have to use more words to de
scribe it. 

More recently, interest has shifted away from rela
tivity to universals in thinking. Perhaps the basic 
thought processes are similar even though languages 
differw~ely. Color perception provides an example of 
the possible universality of thinking despite the differ
ent ways in which different languages designate col
ors. It has been found that certain "focal" colors -a 

maximum of 11-are chosen from a color chart by 
speakers of widely differing languages. Furthermore, it 
has been shown that thinking can be influenced by 
these focal colors even when the language does not 
have names for them. This is contrary to what might be 
expected from the l1nguist1c relativity hypothesis. For 
example. _Eleanor Rosch has done experiments with 
the Dani people of New Guinea. The Dani have only 
two focal-color names 1n their language-m1/1 for 
"black" and mo/a for "white ·· The Dani sub1ects 1n 
these experiments studied a color chart; arbitrary 
names were assigned to eight of the focal colors and 
eight of the nonlocal colors on the chart. The Dani 
learned the names assigned to the focal colors more 
rapidly and remembered them better than they did 
those given to the other colors. Thus, even though the 
Dani do not have names for the focal colors 1n their 
language, their thinking 1s influenced by them. 
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to be certain that he was thinking while under the influence of th; 
drug, but all indications are that he was because after the paralysi:; 
was removed by a counteracting drug, he clearly remembered what 
had taken place while he was drugged and promptly gave the 
answers to the problems. 

The discussion so far has been about the use of vocal speech 
symbols, or verbal language, in thinking. Can other language systems be 
used as tools of thought? Studies of the deaf provide an approach to thi> 
question. Deaf children with little verbal language ability score in the 
normal range on standardized tests of cognitive performance (Vernon, 
1967), and their cognitive and thinking abilities develop relatively nor
mally (Furth, l 97i ). Such findings han: been interpreted as indicating 
that language plays little or no role in the thinking or cognitive develop
ment of the deaf. But many of the deaf arc taught sign language, and, 
even if they are not explicitly taught such a language, it has been found 
that deaf childrell will develop their own (Goldin-Meadow & Feldman, 
1977). This may indicate that there is an innate human program for 
language (Chapter 2, page 41 ), be it verbal or gestural. 

The standard visual-gestural sign languages learned by the deaf 
have many features in common with auditory-vocal languages. For exam
ple, just as the auditory-vocal languages use combinations of a small 
number of basic sounds, or phonemes, as they are called (page 249), to 

generate meaningful language, so, too, do the visual-gestural languages of 
the deaf make use of a relatively small number of basic movement 
combinations for communication. Thus, from combinations of the basic 
gestures, an infinitv of ideas can be expressed in the visual-gestural 
languages. Some studies suggest that deaf children who know sign lan
guage are better at a variety of cognitive and thinking tasks than are those 
without this language (Vernon & Koh, 1971; Stuckless & Birch, 1966). 
Thus, those deaf people whose verbal language skills are minimal seem to 
have a nonverbal language tool of thought; they can think in signs. 

Concepts 

Concepts are important language symbols used in thinking. A roncept is a 
symbolic construction that represents some common and general feature 
or features of many objects or events. Examples are "man," "red," 
"triangle," "motivation," "atom," "anger," and the word concept itself. In 
fact, most of the nouns in our vocabulary are names of concepts; the only 
exceptions are proper nouns-names of specific things or persons. 

The human ability to form concepts enables us to classify things into 
categories. With a concept of "red," for example, we can sort objects into 
red and not red; with a concept of "fruit," we can classify things into fruit 
and not fruit. The feature or features we select define the concept and 
form the basis for making classifications. When a classification has been 
made, we tend to behave toward, and think about, members of the class 
in similar ways. Thus, since concepts are ways of classifying the diverse 
elements in the world around us, they are convenient tools to use in 
thinking about the world and in solving problems. . 

Some concepts seem "basic" and "natural" (Mervis & Rosch, 



1981). These concepts, or categories, are acquired easily; appear in think-, 
ing very early in life; and, to some degree, reflect the way the brain 
processes and sorts information. An example of such a natural concept is 
the division of the colors of the spectrum into the categories "red," 
"green," and so forth (Rosch, 1973). Basic categories such as "chair," 
"tree," and "fruit" are other examples of natural concepts. 

Unlike natural categories, many of our concepts are acquired more 
slowly and with more effort. Discrimination learning (Chapter 4, page 
160) plays a role in the formation of some concepts. This type of learning 
occurs when some responses are rewarded, or reinforced, and other re
sponses are not rewarded. To illustrate, suppose you are in an experiment 
in which the experimenter is using the stimuli of Figure 6.2 to study 
concept learning. Each of the stimuli is on a separate card, and the 
concept the experimenter has in mind consists of "all cards wi.rh two 
figures and two borders.,, Your task is to learn this concept. The cards are 
shuffled, and for each one in turn you say whether you think it is an 
example of the concept or not. The experimenter tells you whether your 
response is right (gives a reward) or wrong for each card. You will no doubt 
develop hypotheses to help you home in on the concept. In the process of 
testing your hypotheses, you will learn to discriminate between instances 
and noninstances of the concept, based on whether you are rewarded or 
not-that is, based on discrimination learning. Some concepts in every
day life seem to be acquired in just this way: A child, for instance, 
gradually learns the concept "apple" by being rewarded with a "Right!" 
after saying "apple" and pointing to one, but not after saying "apple" and 
pointing to something else. 

By seeing examples of a concept in different contexts, or settings, 
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Cards used in a study of concept for
mation. Note that they differ in four 
ways: in the number of figures, in the 
color of the figures, in the shape of the 
figures, and in the number of borders. 
(After Bruner et al., 1956.) 
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Figure 6.3 

The "Tower of Hanoi'' problem. Here 
is the problem: Bv moving only one 
disk at a time from the top of a stack, 
move t_he disks so that they are on peg 
C in the same order as they are initially 
on peg A. In making your moves, vou 
must alwavs have smaller disks on top 
of larger ones: for instance, disk 4 can 
never be on top of disk 3. Do this in as 
few moves as possible. 

A 

B 

we often learn the defining features of the concept. The following pas
sage illustrates how context works. The new words, or· conc~f)ts, to be 
acquired are in italics. 

Two ill-dressed people----"-the one a tired woman of middle years and 
the other a tense young man-sat around a fire where the common 
meal was almost ready. The mother, Tanith, peered at her son 
through the oam of the bubbling stew. It had been a long time since 
his last ceilidh and Tobar had changed greatly; where he once had 
seemed all legs and clumsy joints, he now was well-formed and in 
control of his hard, young body. As they ate, Tobar told of his past 
year, recreating for Tanith how he had wandered long and far in his 
quest to gain the skills he would need to be permitted to rejoin the 
company. Then all too soon, their brief ceilidh over, Tobar walked 
over to touch his mother's arm and quickly left. (Sternberg & 
Powell, 1983, p. 884) 

Just this brief exposure to oam and ceilidh was probably enough for 
you to learn that oam means "steam" and ceilidh means "a visit." The 
meanings of many words and concepts are acquired in this way. 

In addition to discrimination learning and context, a third way of 
acquiring new concepts is, of course, by definition. Many of the concepts 
acquired in the later stages of a person's education are learned in this way. 
You have learned many concepts in this book by having them defined for 
you, and of course dictionaries tell us what words and concepts mean. 
Definition, then, helps us acquire concepts by describing them in terms 
of other words or concepts with which we are already familiar. 

Problem Solving 

What is a problem? In general, it is any confliCl or difference between one 
situation and another situation we wish to produce---our goal. hi the 
problem illustrated in Figure 6.3, the difference between the initial state 
(the disks on peg A) and the goal (having them in the same order on peg C 
after moving only one at a time in such a way that a larger disk is never on 
top of a smaller one) constitutes the problem. The thinking that we do in 
problem solving is thus goal-directed and motivated by the need to reduce 
the discrepancy between one state of affairs and another. 

In trying to reach the goal of problem solution, we use information 
available to us from long-term memory (Chapter 5, page 193) and from 
our "here-and-now" perception of the problem situation before us. We 
process this information according to rules that tell us wh:H we can and 
cannot do. In other words, many instances of problem solving can be 
considered a form of rule-guided, motivated information processing 
(Newell & Simon, 1972). (See page 244 for a description of problem 
solving in which rules play less of a role in the processing of information.) 

RULES IN PROBLEM SOLVING 
Many of the rules used in solving problems concern the changes that are 
permissible in going from one situation to another. Two major types of 
such rules are algorithms and heuristics. An algorithm is a set of rules 
which, if followed correctly, will guarantee a solution to a problem. For 



instance, if you are given two numbers to multiply, you immediately start 
thinK.ing of all the rules for multiplication you have learned, and you apply 
these algorithms to the problem. If you follow the rules correct!y, you will 
solve the problem. However, because we do not have algorithms for most 
of the problems we encounter, '"e must use heuristics. Heuristtes are 
strategies, usually based on our past experience with problems, that are 
likely to lead to a solution but do not guarantee success. One common 
strategy, or heuristir, is to break the problem down into smaller sub
problems, each a little closer to the end goal. For instance, in solving the 
"Tower of Hanoi" problem in Figure 6.3, you may have said something 
like the following to yourself: 

"Maybe I can solve the problem by figuring out a wav of getting the 
large disk by itself on peg C. To do this, though, I'll have to figure 
out a way of getting disks 1, 2, and 3 stacked up on peg B. So 
suppose I try to find a way to get disk 3 at the bottom on peg B. 
Let's see now; I can move disk 1 from peg A to peg B, disk 2 from 
peg A to peg C, and then disk 1 from peg B to peg C. That will leave 
me without any disks on peg B, and disk 3 will be at the top of peg 
A, so then I can move disk 3 from peg A to peg B. Then I can . 
(The rest of the solution should be easy.) 

The subgoal heuristic in the "Tower of Hanoi" problem might be 
called a means-end analysis; each step leads closer to the desired goal. 
Notice, too, that the thinking works backward from the desired goal. In 
programming computers to solve problems, heuristics and means-end 
analyses are often used. (See Inquiry 6.2, page 238.) 

As another example of heuristics, consider some of the strategies 
that are involved in solving a simple cryptogram. 

GXDOBHAHWD FX VBC XOFCQOC HM BNKIQ IQZ IQFKIA 
PCBITFHS, IQZ VBC IGGAFOIVFHQ HM VBC' XOFCQOC 
VH BNKIQ GSHPACKX. 

Your heuristics might include 

1. The sentence is probably in English. 

2. The most commonly used letter in English is e. 

3. Only a few two-letter and three-letter words are commonly 
used in English. Could some of the short words in the sentence be 
the, are, or is? 

4. Are any words repeated? 

5. Look at the double letters. Only some combinations are per
missible in English, and certain double letters are more likely to 
appear at some places in words than others. 

6. Since this is a book about psychology, perhaps the sentence is 
about psychology. 

Of course, you will use a number of other heuristics in trying 
to ~olve this problem. (The answer is given on page 264.) 
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Table 6.1 

''Practice'' and ''test'' problems used &y 
luchins. The five practiff problems require 
a roundabout method of solution; the test 
problem can be solved easily. But most 
s.:hjects acquired a set &y solving the 
practice problems. They were blind to the 
easy mt:hod of solving the test problem. 

Obviously, the heuristics discussed above do not guarantee a solu
tion. You may not solve the problem. However, they d" provide ~ules of 
thumb for approaching a solution. 

HABIT AND SET IN PROBLEM SOLVING 
The afgorlthms and heuristics we use in solving problems tyvically come 
from our past experience with the solution of similar problems. We reason 
that if the cryptogram heuristics given above have worked bef1re, they 
will probably work again. Practice in solving problems in a partic1.dar way 
tends to give people a set to use the same rules on other problem~. This 
can be quite helpful. But suppose the cryptogram in the above exa,'Tlple 
was not of an English sentence. In this case. the set generated by\1ast 
experience with English cryptograms wouta 11; .. Jer problem solution\ 

Set that hinders is the idea behind a number of parlor jokes an~ 
puzzles. In one such "trick," for example, the joker spells words and ask~ 
another person to pronounce them. The joker uses names beginning with 
Jfac, like JfacDonald and JfarTavish; then the word machinery is spelled to 
see if the person pronounces it "MacHinery." With the set for names, the 
person often falls into the trap. 

A classic experiment on set used problems like those in Table 6.1. 
The first five "practice" problems have a roundabout solution; the sixth is 
simple and direct. If subjects are given the sixth problem first, they solve 
it by using the 3-quart jar to remove 3 quarts from the 23-quart jar. But if 
they have just worked out the previous problems, all of which require a 
longer method-filling the middle jar, then using it to fill the jar to the 
right twice and the jar to the left once, leaving the required amount in the 
center jar--they commonly use the long method and do not notice the 
short one. Amazinglv, 75 percent of a group of co1lege students were blind 
to the easy method after having practiced the long method for five trials. 

Set may be induced by immediately preceding experiences (as in 
the examples above), by long-established practices, or by instructions that 
revive old habits. Set biases thinkers at the start of the problem, directing 
them away from certain thoughts and toward others. It acts as an implied 
assumption, and it can be either positive or negative in its effects. If it is 
helpful, we say, "What a sharp cookie I am!"; if it is a hindrance, we say, 
"How stupid of me!" 

The hindering effects of set can be reduced somewhat by ( 1) 
warning the subject, "Don't be blind, now," or "Look sharp, now," just 

GIVEN THE FOLLOWING 

PROBLEM NUMBER 

1. Practice 
2. Practice 
·3. Practice 
4. Practice 
5. Practice 
6. Test 

EMPTY JARS AS 
MEASURES 

A B 

21 127 
14 163 
18 43 
9 42 

20 59 
23 49 

(Source: Luchins & Luchins, 1959.) 

c 

3 
25 
10 
6 
4 
3 

OBTAIN THIS 

AMOUNT OF WATER 

100 
99 
5 

21 
'31 
20 



before the critical problem; (2) reducing the number of practice trials; or 
(3) separating practice and critical trials by days or weeks. Even so, the set 
induced by practice is usually stronger than any warning against it. 

A particular kind of set that can point thoughts in the wrong direc
tion has been called functional fixedness. It is a set to use objects in the way 
we are accustomed to using them, even if a different use might solve a 
problem. The following experiment shows this effect (Adamson, 1952): 

The problem was to mount a candle on a vertical screen. All of the 
subjects were provided with candles, small pasteboard boxes, 
thumbtacks, and matches. The problem is not a difficult one: The 
solution is simply to stick the candle on the box with melted wax 
and then use the thumbtacks to attach the box to the screen. 

Boxes, of ~ourse, are usually contamers and not platforms. 
Fixation on this function was established for the experimental group 
of subjects by placing the tacks, candle, and matches in the box 
before giving it to them (see Figure 6.4). :\To attempt was made to 
establish functional fixedness in the subjects of the control group; 
the empty box, together with the other materials, was simply placed 
on the table. 

Members of the experimental group had difficulty with this 
problem: Onlv 12 out of 29 ( 41 percent) solved it in the allotted time 
of 20 minutes. On the other hand, 24 out of 28 (86 percent:) of the 
people in the control group solved the problem. Similar results were 
obtained with other problems. 

These results provide strong evidence for functional fixedness as a 
particular kind of set that hinders problem solving. One advantage of 
temporarily quitting a problem you cannot solve is that you may come 
back to it with a fresh approach-vour functional fixedness may be 
broken. 

Decision Making 

Decision making is a kind of problem solving in which we are presented 
with several alternatives, among which we must choose. \Vhy does a 
person decide to buv one car and not another? \Vhy does a cardplayer 
decide to fold a poker hand instead pf herring on it? Why docs an investor 
buy one stock and not another? 

Material given to 
experimental group 

Material given to 
control 8ro11p 

The solution of 
the problem 

Figure 6.4 
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The arrangement of materials and the 
problem solution in an experiment on 
functional fixedness. (Adamson, 1952.) 
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Mo~t of us are familiar with the use of computers to do 
such relatively routine tasks as calculating cube roots. 
,,.-,3k1ng up a payroll. or processing words. While such 
3ct,v1t1es can be considered routine machine th1nk1ng, 
~omputers can also be programmed to do more com
flliex. symbolic manipulation---man1pulation that re
sembles "higher human thought. Programs have 
been developed that will solve problems, understand 
language. and act like human "experts" in making 
dec1s1ons. These programs are examples of what is 
known as artificial intelligence (Al)-the programming 
of computers so that they behave in ways that we 
could call intelligent if they were people. 

Problem-solving programs like the Logic Theo
rist and the General Problem Solver were among the 
first artif1c1al-1ntelligence programs to be developed. 
The General Problem Solver uses the heuristic of 
breaking problems down into subproblems: the pro
gram tr1en evaluates the solution of each subproblem 
to check whether 1t 1<1oves toward the goal of solving 
the main problem If a subproblem solution is unfruit
ful. the computer switches to a new subproblem. This 
program can solve problems like the puzzle about the 
cannibals and the missionaries Three cannibals and 
three m1ss1onaries wish to cross a river. They have a 
boat that can hold two people, no more, and all of 
them know how to row. But the crossing must be made 
so that there are never more cannibals than mission
anes on the same side of the river; otherwise the 
cannibals w:ll eat the missionaries. When you solve 
th:s problem, you will probably see that you ap
proached 1t 1n terms of steps, or subproblems, eval
uating the solution of each subproblem very much like 
the General Problem Solver does. Would you say that 
the solution to the problem required thought on your 
part? What about the solution by the computer? Was 1t 
thinking? 

In the early days of work on artificial intelligence 
(the 1940s). :twas propos'ed that a computer could be 
sa;d to be thinking 1f a person. when conversing with 
the computer through its terminal. could not tell 
whetl1er there was a human being or a computer at the 
other end of the line. If we limit the range of topics that 
can be discussed computers have been pro-

grammed to pass this test. ELIZA is a program that 
simulates a conversation between a client-centered 
therapist (Chapter 16, page 688) and a client; the 
program plays the role of the therapist, while the indi
vidual at the terminal acts like a person receiving 
therapy-the client. In client-centered therapy, the 
therapist reflects the feelings of the client, sometimes 
repeats what the client says, asks leading questions, 
but offers no specific advice. Here is a chat between a 
woman and ELIZA. (ELIZA's responses are cap
italized.) 

Men are all alike. 
IN WHAT WAY 
They're always bugging us about something or other. 
CAN YOU THINK OF A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 
Well, my boyfriend made me come here. 
YOUR BOYFRIEND MADE YOU COME HERE 
He says I'm depressed much of the time. 
I AM SORRY TO HEAR THAT YOU ARE DEPRESSED 
It's true. I am unhappy. 
DO YOU THINK COMING HERE WILL HELP YOU NOT 
TO BE UNHAPPY 
I need some help, that much seems certain. 
WHAT WOULD IT MEAN TO YOU IF YOU GOT SOME 
HELP 
Perhaps I could learn to get along with my mother. 
TELL ME MORE ABOUT YOUR FAMILY 
My mother takes care of me. 
WHO, ELSE IN YOUR FAMILY TAKES CARE OF YOU 
My father. 
YOUR FATHER 
You are like my father in some ways. 
WHAT RESEMBLANCE DO YOU SEE 
You are not very aggressive but I think you don't want 
me to notice that. 
WHAT MAKES YOU THINK I AM NOT VERY AG
GRESSIVE 
You don't argue with me. 
WHY DO YOU THINK I DON'T ARGUE WITH YOU 
You are afraid of me. 
DOES IT PLEASE YOU TO THINK I AM AFRAID OF 
YOU 
My father is afraid of everybody. 
WHAT ELSE COMES TO MINO WHEN YOU THINK OF 
YOUR FATHER 
Bullies. 
DOES THAT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE 



FACT THAT YOUR BOYFRIEND MADE YOU COME 
HERE 

(From Weizenbaum, J. (1976) Computer power and 
human reason: From ;udgment to calculation. San 
Francisco Freeman, pp. 3-4.) 

ELIZA works because its chat with the person takes 
place within the particular framework of client-cen
tered therapy. The program scans the client's input for 
key words stored in its memory and then applies a 
limited set of rules to generate sentences like those a 
client-centered therapist might use. If the program 
cannot find a key word, it replies, as a client-centered 
therapist might, with an appropriate general remark. 

Other programs. such as SHRDLU, can. like 
ELIZA, converse with people on a limited number of 
topics SHRDLU's topic is the positions of blocks. But 
the understanding of general conversation and vocal 
speech, a capability of HAL, the computer in 2001 
[now 2010] A Space Odyssey is science f1cticn this 
fantasy will not come true in 2001 or 2010. 

Computers can play excellent checkers and 
rather good chess. From their early beginnings. chess 
programs have been improved to the point where they 
can give expert players, but not masters, some chal
lenging games. The number of possible moves 1n 
chess .js so great that the best current programs can 
look ahead only about six moves. The computer 
weighs these moves and selects the one that seems 
best Human players cannot process all the informa
tion six moves ahead in the "brute-force" way a com
puter does; instead. good players rely a great deal on 
their knowledge of past games and the patterns of 
pieces at various stages of these games. When ways 
are found to combine such human expertise with the 
tremendous 'brute-force" capability of computers, the 
$100.000 prize offered for a program that will beat a 
grand master of chess may yet be won. 

Much artificial-intelligence work has been done 
with what are called expert systems Heuristics (page 
240) for making decisions are generated by analyzing 
the ways in which experts solve problems in their 
domains of knowledge In medicine, for example, 
heuristics derived from experts are used to diagnose 
diseases. And in the writing of artificial-intelligence 
programs themselves, heuristic programs can be 
useful-programs helping to write programs 

Artificial intelligence has come in for a great deal 
of criticism. Some of this criticism stems from skeptics 

UTILITY Ai>JI) SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY 

(© Dan McCoy from Rainbow.) 

who say that we should not dignify what computers ,jo 
with the term intelligence They say that computers 
have only some of the t1allmarks of human 1ntell1gence: 
they lack creativity, for example Other critics. con
vinced of the power and possibi1t1es of art1f1c1al intel
ligence. are anxious abou1 the unforeseen conse
quences of creating an 'alien intei!1gence' with which 
they will have to share the world 
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The car buyer, poker player, and inves-tor just mentioned are trving to 

achieve some objective. For example, thev mav be trving to minimize 
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their maximum possible loss, or, alternatively, they may be trying to 

maximize their expected gains. In other words, they are trying to make 
optimum decisions. From a psychological viewpoint, they are trying to 

optimize utility-perceived benefit or psychological value-in making 
their decisions. In considerin·g the decisions that people make, we must 
remember that different people assign different utilities to the same 
event; the psvchological worth of an outcome varies among people. For 
instance, given a choice between receiving $10 now or $100 a year from 
now, a rich person might decide to wait for the $100, but a poor person 
would probably take the immediate $10. The utilitv of the $10 is different 
for the two people. 

:\lost decisions are riskv in the sense that we cannot be sure of the 
outcome. A tossed coin, for example, normalh has a 50/50 chance of 
coming up heads or tails. We are not sure which it will be and must take 
knowledge about the probability of the outcome into account when 
making a decision about whether the coin will come up heads or tails. In 
tossing a coin we know what the head/tail probabilities of the coin are; but 
in making complex '"real life" decisions, we do not know the precise 
likelihoods of \·arious outcomes; we can onlv make our own estimates of 
the probabilities. Such guessed-at, or perceived, probabilitv estimates are 
known as subjertive probabilities. 

One idea about decision making, an idea that has been formulated 
as a mathematical model of the decision process, is that people make 
decisions that will maximize subjf{tivelv experted utility. In other words, 
given a choice among alternatives, we take utility and subjective proba
bility into account, multiply them together, and take the alternative with 
the highest product. This model of choice behavior has had some success 
in predicting decisions in relativeh- simple betting situations, but in many 
instances, especiallv in "real-life" situations, people seem to use other 
ways of making decisions. \Ve use rules of thumb, or heuristics (page 235), 
in deciding among alternatives. 

HEURISTICS AND BIASES IN DECISION MAKING 
Life abounds with situations in which we must choose between alter
natives. For instance, the manager of a baseball team must decide 
whether to have a runner on first base steal second base (Figure 6.5). The 
manager must take into account factors such as the speed of the runner, 
the accuracy with w'hich the catcher throws, and the time it will take a 
particular pitcp to reach the catcher. Assigning probabilities to these 
factors and weighting them is an almost impossible task. The manager, 
like most people, will simplify the decision by using heuristics (page 235). 
While these rules of thumb ease the process of decision ma.king, they can 
also lead to biases and errors. Among the heuristic decisidri-makihg rules 
for estimating the likelihood, or subjective probability, of outcomes are 
representatives, availability, and adjustment (Tversky & Kahneman, 
1974; Kahneman et al., 1982). 

\Vhen we use the heuristic of·representativeness to arrive at subjective 
proLabilities, we decide, first, whether the current situation is similar to 
one we have encountered before and then we act accordingly. In other 
W(Jrds, we ask whether the current situation is a representation, or instance, 
of something we have already experienced. This method can work, but it 
may result in our being misled by surface similarities. It is also possible 



that the original situation, die one that serves as our basis for comparison, 
may not be representative of the true state of affairs. 

To return to the baseball example, a particular runner mav have 
been successful in ''stealing" second base against a particular catcher on 
two out of two previous occasions. '.\low, with the same runner on first and 
the same catcher behind the plate, the manager mav decide that the 
current situation is representative of the other two occasions. But he has 
only a very small sample of occasions from which to make his judgment. 
On one occasion, the ball mav have gotten "hung up" in the catcher's 
mitt; and on the other occasion, unknown to the manager. the catcher's 
arm may have been a little sore. So the past success of the runner mav not 
be truly representative of the odds of success. 'i'o know the true odds, and 
w be accurate in using the heuristic of representativeness, the mar.ager 
would need a much larger sample of "stolen-base" attempts bv this 
particular runner against this particular catcher. This time, the manager 
decides to send the runner, and, to his chagrin, the catcher throws him 
out. The past was not representative of the present situation. 

In making a decision on the basis of representativeness, the man
ager may also be a victim of the gambler's Jal/a()'. Suppose with another 
runner on base, the manager has enough evidence to know that the 
chances of stealing a base are very near SO/SO; and suppose, further, that 
this runner has been thrown out the last three times in a row. The 
manager may think that the runner is due to be successful this time. 

/However the logic of probability says that each event is independent. The 
odds remain 50/50 no matter how manv previous failures there have been. 
(Even if you have already thrown five heads in a ro\\. with a fair coin, vour 
chances for a head on your next toss remain 50/50.) Thus while it is often 
useful to make judgments on the basis of the similaritv of one situation to 

another-on the basis of representativeness-the biases in this procedure 
can lead you astray. 

Another judgment heuristic is known as a<;ailability. Some events 
are easier t,o imagine or remember than others. Because frequent events 
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Should the manager send the runner? 

1 See text. (Magnum.) 
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are generally easier to rememher than are infrequent ones, easily remem
bered or imagined events arc also actually likely to be more frequent than 
others. Thus the ease with which we remember certain things helps us in 
makmg sllbjective-probabilitv estimates. Estimating subjective proba
bility in this wav can be .. useful. but neglecting events that are harder to 

remember can also lead to misjudgments about the likelihood of certain 
outcomes. The baseball manager. for example, ma\· remember a runner's 
past failures to "steal" successfullv and so assign a lower probability than 
the "true" one to the runner's success. 

Our subjective-probabilitv estimates arc sometimes arrived at b\' 
using the heuristic known as adjustml'l/t. \\'c start with a certain subjective 
probabilit\' ~ind raise or lower it depending on the circumstances. \\'hen 
we make these adjustments, the outcome depends upon the starting 
point. If we start with a high estimate. even if we adjust it downward our 
probability estimate will be higher than if we started with a low estimate. 
It is as if the initial level provided an "anchor" that biased our estimate, 
and therefore this biasing effect is often called anchoring. To illustrate 
anchoring. consider the follm\ ing example (1\·erskv & Kahneman, 1974): 

One group of subjects was asked trl e·;rimatc the product of 8 x 7 x 
6 x 5 x 4 x 3 x Z x I in S seconds. The other group \\as given 5 
seconds to estimate the product of l x Z x 3 X 4 x S x 6 X 7 x 
8. People do probleins like this bv multiph·ing from left to right, but 
onh· a few of the nccessarv multiplications can be done in S seconds. 
However, because thev have different anchors. the partial products 
of the group starting with the larger numbers will be higher than 
those of the group starting \\'ith the lower numbers. 

The median estimate of the total product was Z,250 for the 
high-anchor group and 512 for the low-anchor group .. \!though both 
groups were far from the correct answer of 40,320, the anchoring 
bias is clearlv shown. 

Returning to the baseball manager for a moment, we can see that he 
has a \'Cf\' difficult task. Becwse he must make rapid decisions, he will 
prohablv use heuristics. but thev can lead him into error. Life is like that 
for us, too: when making decisions between two alternati\es, we do well 
to bat better than .SOO. 

WEIGHING ALTERNATIVES 
Given more [ime and other decision-making techniques, the manager 
might be able to dP better tl;an he c<-n on the field. Suppose that during 
the winter tra~!ing season, the manager is asked to decide among several 
available pitchers. Now he cm m.:ximize the urilitv of his 'choice bv 
weighing his alternatives more carefully. The team needs a left-handed 
pitcher, and there are three candidates. The manager, or any decision 
maker fc•r that matte, rr•;ght first make a list of desired attributes and 
then give weights to these attributes on the basis of their importance. 
Then, the decision make:r can assess the utilitv of each attribute, multi
plying bv ~!le ·weight to give an on:ra.ll value for that attribute. Finallv, the 
cvc;all s·:ore can bi: semr>~>:d iO give a s>ngle weighted utilitv for each 
alternati vi::---pitche-s. i'1 th'.." ca~e ~>f the manager. Table ·6. 2 describes this 
procedure. 

Jll.1'.ll'.11111 



UTILITY (PERCEIVED 
BENEFIT) FOR 3 WEIGHTED UTILITIES 
PITCHERS (WEIGHT x UTILl:fY) 

ATTRIBUTE WEIGHT MORGAN KING WEISZ MORGAN KING WEISZ 

Cost {high utility 
means low cost) 3 2 3 2 

Previous year's 
won-lost record 2 2 

Earned-run 
3 2 4 6 

average 3 2 
Effectiveness 

3 3 6 9 

against right-
handed batters 4 2 3 4 8 12 

Condition of arm 5 3 2 5 15 10 

Sums 17 35 38 

In the example in Table 6.2, the manager chose the important 
attributes subjectively. For instance, he is interested in acquiring a 
pitcher who will be effective against right-handed batters because the 
left-field fence of the home ball park is onlv 320 feet from home plate. 
The choice of attributes is critical in this kind of decision making, but 
sophisticated models and aids to decision making usuallv have little to say 
about this crucial step. 

\Veights are also assigned subjcctivelv in Table 6.2. For example, 
because the ball club has plenty of money, cost is given a low weight. 
Perhaps the manager used some of the heuristics described in the last 
section to assign weights. He remembered, for example, the number of 
games lost the prc\·ious vcar because home runs were hit over the left
field wall, and so, using the heuristic of arnilabilitv, gives a high weight to 

"effectiveness against right-handed batters." Certain decision theories 
specify mathematical procedures for the assignment of weights, bur it is 
not yet firm Iv established that thcv do anv better than subjective weight
ing (Slmic et al., 1977). 

The utilities-the value of each pitcher to the team on an at
tribute-are also subjectivelv assigned in our example, although here 
again, techniques exist for specifving them more accuratelv. 

I laving done his work, the manager finds that King and \Veisz arc 
close, with Weisz the best overall bet. However, before making a deci
sion, the manager would probablv look at each attribute separately. 
Having done this, he would see that Weisz is higher on three attributes 
and King on two. So in both wavs of making comparisons, \Veisz wins. If. 
however, Weisz was highest overall. but King was higher than Weisz on 
more attributes, what would the manager do' He would then seek other 
information about the candidates. In e\aluating it. however, he might be 
swayed by his personal bias; King might be a friend of a friend to whom 
the manager owes a favor, or perhaps \Veisz is not a verv friendly person. 
Neither of these attributes is verv important \\hen it comes to pitching 
performance, but such factors might tip the balance in a close decision. 
Even when personal biases are minimized in decision making, questions 
about the choice of attributes and the assignment of weights and utilities 
make the .outcomes of many decisions uncertain. at best. Imagine the 

Table 6.Z 
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complexity of many decisions about social policy-ranging from national 
defense to how to get rid of garbage-in which both political and cost
effectiveness factors must be weighted. As research on decision making 
continues, we hope to discover some powerful and practical tools for 
making life's crucial choices. 

Creative Thinking 

The creative thinker, whether artist, writer, or scientist, is trving to create 
something "new under the sun." The visual artist is trying to express an 
idea or emotional feeling in a way that will have an impact on viewers; the 
creative writer or poet is trying to do the same for readers. Creative 
scientists think about their own discoveries and those of others, inventing 
new wavs of studying nature and new theories to tie the discoveries 
together. l;nlike ordinary solutions to problems, creative solutions are 
solutions that other people have not thought of before. The product of 
creative thinking mav be a new and unique way of conceptualizing the 
world around us. The emphasis in creative thinking is on the word new·. 

Creative thinking in the arts and sciences seems to involve a consid
erable am~iunt of unconscious rearrangement of svmbols. The thinker at 
first makes little progress. but then. perhaps triggered by a fortuitous set 
of circumstances, a new idea seems to "bubble up" into awareness, or 
consciousness, in a seeminglv spontaneous manner. Because the creative 
thinker becomes aware of the new idea suddenly, it is said that much of 
the thought has already gone on unconsciously. The sudden appearance 
of new ideas is called insight. (See Chapter 4, page 170.) 

INSIGHT IN CREATIVE THINKING 
The following story recounts what is perhaps the classic example of t~e 
role of insight in creative thinking. 

King Hiero had recentlv succeeded to the throne of Syracuse and 
decided to place a golden crown in a temple as a thank offering to 
the gods. So he made a contract at a fixed price. and weighed out 
the gold for the contractor at the royal scales. At the appointed time 
the contractor delivered his handiwork beautifullv made, and the 
king was delighted. At the scales it was seen that the contractor had 
kept the original weight of the gold. Later a charge was made that 
gold had been removed and an equivalent weight of silver sub
stituted. 

Hiero was furious at being fooled, and, not being able to find 
anv waY of detecting the thefr, asked Archimedes to put his thoughr 
to the matter. 

While Archimedes was bearing the problem in mind, he hap
pened to get into a bath and noticed that when he got into the tub 
exactly the same amount of water flowed over the side as the 
volume of his body that was under water. Perceiving that this gave 
him a clue to the problem, he promptlv leapt from the tub in a rush 
of joy and ran home naked, shouting loudly to all the world that he 
had found the solution. As he ran, he called again and again in 
Greek, "Eureka. Eureka ... I have found it, I have found it." 
(Humphrey. 1948, p. 115, as translated from Vitruvius) 

!illillllill 



(Incidentally, the contractor had cheated. The silver in the 
crown, having a larger volume than an equal weight of gold, made 
the crown displace more water than it would have had it been made 
of gold alone.) 

Archimedes was stumped until a fortuitous environmental circum
stance triggered his creative solution. Similarly, a number of creative 
people report that after conscious thought has failed them, insight sud
denly appears when they are doing something completely unrelated to the 
problem. However, insights do not really appear out of nowhere; they 
blossom in fields which have been thoroughly prepared by study of the 
various aspects of a problem. Insights mav also be incorrect; they require 
testing to see if they really do represent new solutions to problems, and 
this leads us to a discus~ion of the stages in creative thinking. 

ST AGES IN CREATIVE THINKING 
Many years ago, through interviews, questionnaires, and the reminis
cences of outstanding creative thinkers, Graham Wallas studied the steps 
involved in their thinking. He found that though there were individual 
differences in the ways these creative people thought, there was a recur
ring pattern. One way of looking at creative thinking is that it proceeds in 
five stages: preparation, incubation, illumination, evaluation, and revi
sion. A good modern-day example of creative thinking in which these 
stages can be found is the account of the discovery of the structure of the 
genetic molecule deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) by Watson and Crick 
(Figure 6.6); Watson described this discovery in his book, The Double 
Helix. 

In stage 1, preparation, the thinker formulates the problem and 

Figure 6.6 
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James Watsort and Francis Crick, cre
ative thinkers who discovered the 
structure of the DNA molecule. (From 
The Double Helix, p. 215, by J. D. Wat
son, 1968, New York: Atheneum. 
Copyright 1968 by J. D. Watson.) 
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collects the facts and materials considered necessary for the new solution . 
Very frequentlv the creative thinker, like Watson, finds that the problem 
cannot be solved after days, weeks, or months of concentrated effort. 
Failing to solve the problem, the thinker either deliberately or involun
tarily turns away from it, initiating stage 2, incubation. During this period, 
some of the ideas that were interfering with the solution tend to fade. In 
addition, the creative thinker mav have experiences that (although the 
thinker does not realize it at the time) provide clues to the solution. The 
unconscious thought processes involved in creative thinking are also at 
work during this period of incubation. If the thinker is lucky, stage 3, 
illumination, occurs with its "aha!" insight experience; an idea for the 
solution suddenly wells up into consciousness. Next, in stage 4, evalua
tion, the apparent solution is tested to see if it satisfactorily solves the 
problem. Frequently, the insight turns out to be unsatisfactory, and the 
thinker is back at the beginning of the creative process. In other cases, the 
insight is generally satisfactory but needs some modification or the solu
tion of minor problems to be a really "good" new idea. Thus, stage 5, 
revision, is reached. 

This stage description gives us a general picture of the steps fre
quently involved in the solution of problems by our most talented and 
creative people. Another approach to the study of creative thinking is to 
see how it differs from the more routine kinds of thinking we do. We will 
turn to a brief description of the nature of creative thinking. 

NATURE OF CREATIVE THINKING 
Several attempts have been made to develop tests that will measure 
creativity in people. In one elaborate study (Guilford, 1967), a battery of 
tests was constructed and carefully analyzed. Out of this work came the 
concepts of "convergent'' and "divergent thinking." Convergent thinking is 
concerned with a particular end result. The thinker gathers information 
relevant to the problem and then proceeds, by using problem-solving 
rules (page 234 ), to work out the right solution. The result of convergent 
thinking is usually a solution that has been previously arrived at by 
someone else. Convergent thinking is not the type of thinking people 
primarily use when they think creatively. 

The characteristic of divergent thinking is the variety of thoughts 
involved. When thinking creatively, people tend to think in a divergent 
manner, thus having many varied thoughts about a problem. Divergent 
thinking includes autistic thinking (defined on page 228) and some con
vergent thinking. The creative thinker mav use convergent thinking to 
gather information and thoughts as building materials for the ultimate 
creative solution. At times, the person may drift into autistic thinking, or 
free association, in which the symbols of thought have private meanings. 
In the process of this autistic thinking, some useful ideas that would have 
been missed by concentrating strictly on the problem may occur. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CREATIVE THINKERS 
Although creative people are generally high in intellectual ability as 
measured by standardized intelligence tests (Chapter 13, pages 529-534), 
they are not necessarily in the very highest brackets measured by these 
tests. Many creative people are talented in some special way-in music or 
mathematics, for instance. In other words, they have certain specific 



abilities that they can use in their search for new ideas. And while many 
creative thoughts come as sudden insights (page 244), such "flashes" are 
more likely after hard thinking about a problem; so diligence and strong 
motivation to work at solving problems are characteristic of creative 
thinkers. 

P,eople who think creatively seem to have some personality features 
in common. Evidence obtained from objective and subjective personality 
tests (Chapter 13, pages 546-55S) indicates that "original," or creative, 
people tend to have the following traits: 

1. They prefer complexity and some degree of apparent im-
balance in phenomena. 

2. They are more complex psychodynamically and have greater 
personal scope. 

3. They are more independent in their judgments. 

4. They are more self-assertive and dominant. 

5. They reject suppression as a mechanism for the control! of 
impulse. (This implies that they forbid themselves fewer thoughts, 
dislike policing themselves or others, and are disposed to entertain 
impulses and ideas that are commonly taboo.) (Slightlv modified 
from Barron, 1963, pp. 208-209.) 

A personality dimension called origenre (Welsh, 1975) has been 
shown to he related to creativity. A person high on this dimension "resists 
conventional approaches that have been determined hy others and would 
rather 'do his (or her) owr. thing,' even if it is unpopular or seems to be 
rebellious or nonconforming." Such a person "is more interested in 
artistic, literary, and aesthetic matters that do not have a 'correct' answer 
agreed upon by consensus and that allow a more individualized interpreta
tion and expre~sion" (Welsh, 1975, p. 128). The terms listed under 
"Upper Pole" in Table 6.3 paint a picture of what a high-origence person 
is like. 

Language Communication 

Language was described earlier in this chapter (page 230) as a "tool of 
thought," but we usually think of it as a tool of communication among 
people. Language is said to communicate when others understand the 
meaning of our sentences, and we, in turn, understand theirs. Commu
nication, of course, is not limited to language; we convey much informa
tion to others nonverbally by gestures and other means. (See Application 
8.1, page 312.) But this section will focus on verbal (and especially 
spoken) communication. 

When we speak one of the thousands of languages of the world, we 
draw on our underlying knowledge of the rules governing the use of 
language. This knowledge about language, or linguistic competence, as it is 
called, is used automatically and almost effortlessly to 'generate and 
comprehend meaningful speech. Linguistic competence seems to be a 
universal human species-typical ability (Chapter 2, page 41). It must 
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Table 6.3 

Summary of tenns related to the upper and 
lower poles of the origence personality 
dimension 

LOWER POLE UPPER POLE LOWER POLE UPPER POLE 

Banal Original Obedient Rebellious 
Careful Careless .. Other-oriented Self-oriented 
Causal Contingent Orderly Disorderly 
Cautious Adventurous Optimistic Pessimistic 
Certainty Uncertainty Planned Spontaneous 
Circumscribed Extended Plodding Facile 
Confined Open Practical Impractical 
Conformity Nonconformity Prosaic Interesting 
Conservative Liberal Prohibitive Permissive 
Contrived Accidental Proscribe Prescribe 
Conventional Unconventional Puritanical Sensual 
Compulsive Impulsive Quantities Qualities 
Cooperative Uncooperative Reactionary Radical 
Concordant Discordant Regular Irregular 
Definite Vague Responsible Irresponsible 
Direct Indirect Restrained Unrestrained 
Discover Invent Restrictive Expansive 
Discrete Relational Rigid Flexible 
Duty Pleasure Routine Ingenuity 
Defensive Ur,guarded Self-controlled Uncontrolled 
Even Uneven Self-effacing Self-seeking 
Explicit Implicit Simple Complex 
Factual Interpretive Slow Quick 
Follows rules Rejects rules Sobriety lnebriety 
Finicky Casual Stable Unstable 
Gauche Sophisticated Stringent Lax 
Gravity Levity Structured Unstructured 
Gross Refined Symmetry Asymmetry 
Insensitive Sensitive Tactful Tactless 
Intolerant Tolerant Tangible Ineffable 
Literal Imaginative Temperate Intemperate 
Matter ,of-fact Far-fetched Things Fantasies 
Monotony Variety Tight Loose 
Naive Candid Inartistic Artistic 
Numerals Words Vulgarian Aesthete 
Objects Relationships Work Play 
Obvious Subtle Withheld Released 

(Source: Welsh, 1975, p. 129.) 

spring from the way in which the human brain is organized (Chapter 2, 
page 69) and from the language learning that children do as they develop 
(Ch?pter 11, page 438). 

What knowledge comprises linguistic competence? First, we know 
the sounds or written elements of language(s) and the rules for combining 
these basic elements into units, such as words, that have meaning. 
Second, we have underlying implicit knowledge of the rules for combin
ing words into meaningful sentences; in other words, we have knowledge 
of the grammar, or syntax, rules of language(s). Third, along with the 
grammar rules, we have stored in long-term semantic memory (Chapter 5, 
page 196) the meanings of thousands of words. (The aspect of language 
that refers to meaning is called semantics.) Fourth, we know how to use 
speech in order to have an intended impact on others. (Such use of 
language for practical ends is called pragmatics.) Fifth, we have knowledge 
of the rules for processing and interpreting the speech of other people. 
These five areas of linguistic competence are among the major hallmarks 
of what is meant by the word language. Some language competence seems 



to exist in species other than our own, but, as is discussed in Inquiry 6.3, 
there is debate about this point. 

Linguistics is the study of languages as structured systems of rules; it 
also encompasses the study of the origin of languages, the relationships 
among languages, how languages change over time, and the nature of 
language sounds. Psycholinguistics is concerned with the ways in which 
people use linguistic competency to generate and understand language; in 
other words, the field of psycholinguistics is concerned with the behavior 
of using language and, conversely, the ways in which behavior is influ
enced by language. In what follows, we will draw upon some of the 
theories of language structure developed by linguists and on psycho
linguistic studies of the ways in which people use speech elements, 
generate meaningful sentences, know what speech means, use speech to 

have an impact on others, and process the flow of incoming speech 

LANGUAGE ELEMENTS 
Starting with the basic sounds of speech, spoken language can be broken 
down into these elements: phonemes, syllables, morphemes, words, 
clauses, and sentences. 

Phones and Phonemes Speech sounds, or phones, are made by adjusting 
the vocal cords and moving the tongue, lips, and mouth in wonderfully 
precise ways to produce vibrations in the airflow from the lungs. While 
hundreds of speech sounds can be distinguished on the basis of their 
frequency (the number of vibrations per second), their intensity (the 
energy in the vibrations), and their pattern of vibrations over time (Figure 
6. 7), only a limited number (about 45 in English) ·of all the possible 
phones are important to the understanding of speech; these are known as 
phonemes. 

To illustrate phonemes, consider the k phone in the words key and 
cool. Say these words to yourself, and you will realize that the k sound is 
different in the two words; simply notice the position of your lips when 
you are saying them and the "sharper" sound of the k phone in the word 
key. Here, then, are two different phones, but either k sound can be used 
in the word key without changing the meaning of the word; the same can 
be said for cool. English speakers do not notice the difference in these k 
sounds and, therefore, since they make no difference in the meanings of 
the words and can be substituted for one another, they can be grouped 
together as a single phoneme. Or consider all the ways you can pronounce 
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Figure 6. 7 

A sound spectrogram for the phrase "to 
catch pink salmon." The frequency 

(pitch) of each sound is represented by 
the distance above the baseline. The 
s sound in salmon, for instance, cor.

tains many high frequencies. 
(From Liberman et al., 1972.) 



WE CAN TALK TO THE APES, BUT CAN THEY 
TALK BACK? 

Of all the animals, apes (chimpanzees and gorillas) 
have brains that are most like those of human beings 
in their organization and structure. Does this mean that 
they can learn to speak a human language, such as 
English? In -spite of the fact that chimpanzees can 
uGderstand many English words, attempts to teach 
them to speak English have met with little success. 
After much effor"t. the best that seems to have been 
managed by a chimp are the words mama, papa. up, 
and cup. Comparable experiments have not been 
tried with gorillas. 

Although vocal speech seems out of the ques
tion, is it possible that apes (Chimpanzees and goril
las) can learn a nonvocal language? They make many 
gestures, use their hands nimbly, and pay close visual 
attention to what is happening around them. Perhaps 
progress might be made with sign language, and this 
was the approach taken in research projects directed 
by Beatrice and R. Allen Gardner with chimpanzee 
Washoe (and others), by Roger Fouts with chim
panzees Lucy, Dar (see Figure), Washoe (and others), 
by Herbert Terrace with chimpanzee Nim Chimpsky, 
and by Francine (Penny) Patterson with the gorillas 
Koko and Michael. Another approach has been to use 
visual symbols as the language elements. Ann and 
David Premack trained their star pupil. Sarah, to com
municate through use of magnet-backed plastic 
blocks, or tokens, which could be stuck on a "lan
guage board.'' Duane Rumbaugh and his colleagues 
gave chimpanzee Lana (and others) a computerized 
visu~I display panel from which she could select sym
bols standing for certain words by pressing buttons on 
which the symbols were displayed. 

Each of these research programs was suc
cessful 1n teaching apes to use symbols in order to 
communicate. But there is more to language than this, 
and debate swirls around the question of whether the 
apes in these experiments really learned language. A 
closer look at the first, and one of the most extensive, 
ape-language experiments-Project Washoe-will 
set the stage for understanding the debate. 

The Gardners favor the view that Washoe truly 
uses language to communicate. Washoe, a young 

female chimp, was trained to communicate by means 
of gestures derived from the American Sign Language 
for the deaf. One training technique was imitation 
learning: In the presence of an ob1ect or ongoing 
activity, the teacher gave the sign for the object or 
activity. Washoe sometimes learned to copy the 
teacher's gesture and later produce it appropriately. 
More effective was training in which the teacher took 
hold of Washoe's hands and arms and guided her to 
make the gesture being taught; if Washoe then made 
the correct gesture, she was rewarded-perhaps with 
a tickle, which she liked. 

Washoe learned quickly. Among her first signs 
were gestures for "come-gimme," "more," "up," 
"sweet," "go," "hear-listen," and "tickle." Washoe is 
still being studied by Roger Fouts and now has a 
vocabulary of some 176 signs, which she uses to 
communicate with other chimps and with human 
beings. Many of Washoe's signs seem to be concepts 
(page 232) similar to ours; her signs stand for a class 
of related ob1ects or events. For instance, although. 
Washoe learned the sign for flower in the presence of 
real flowers, she has been observed to make the 
"flower" sign when she sees pictures in magazines or 
smells a fragrant. flowerlike odor. 

Early in her training. Washoe began to combine 
signs into sentencel1ke strings, such as "come-gimme 
drink" or, when faced with a locked door, "gimme 
key," "open key please," and "open key help hurry." 
Furthermore, she sometimes combined signs she al
ready knew to describe new situations. When she saw 
a swan for the first time, it is reported that Washoe, 
who already knew the signs for water and bird, com
bined them to refer to the swan as a "waterbird." 

That Washoe uses signs meaningfully is also 
indicated by her answers to questions. If asked in sign 
language "Who your she replies, "Me Washoe." Or if 
asked "What that?" she replies with the appropriate 
sign-toothbrush, for example. In fact, Washoe has 
learned the American Sign Language well enough to 
hold simple two-way conversations with human beings 
who know the language. 

The critics generally agree that Washoe and the 
other apes studied can use words (the signs, Jhe 
toker.s, or the visual display items) meaningflllly, and 
that these words are like our concepts. However, they 
argue that the performance of the apes in these stud-



ies falls far short of true language competence (page 
247). For example, languages have grammar rules 
(page 253) that specify, among other things, the order 
in which words should be used-subject-verb-obiect 
in English, for instance. The grammar rules make the 
intended meanings of sentences clear Washoe and 
the other "signing" apes do not, say the critics, show 
evidence that they use their signs in appropriate 
grammatical order. But, argue the proponents of ape 
language, the apes are nonetheless communicating 
meaningfully; the context within which the signs are 
given makes the intended meaning clear regardless of 
the sign order. Furthermore, it is argued, the short 
strings of sign utterances-two or three signs-can 
be understood, especially in context, no matter what 
their order. But others do not agree; the controversy 
about the nature of ape communication is not yet 
settled. 
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the p sound in put without changing the meaning of the word. Thus 
speech sounds, or phonts, that make no difference in the meaning of a 
word when they are substituted for each other are grouped together as 
phonemes. Conversely, when phones cannot be substituted for each 
other, they are considered different phonemes-the hand p sounds in ll!m 

and pun, for example. 
The sounds comprising phonemes are perceiYcd as belonging to

gether as a category of sounds, a phenomenon called the mtegoriml 
perception of phonemes. If, for instance, the phoneme /b/, as in the syllable 
ba, is gradually changed to the phoneme /p/, as in the syllable pa, people 
will continue to perceive ba even though the sound has changed consider-
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ablv toward pa. Ar some point, thev will suddenly begin to hear pa; the 
perceptual category suddenlv changes (Eimas & Corbit, 1973 ). Note that 
the people in this experiment did not perceive sounds intermediate 
between ha and pa or blends of these sounds; their perception was of one 
categorv of sounds or the other. 

Languages differ in their groupings of phones into phonemes, and 
this is one of the problems in learning to speak a new language. In 
Japanese, for instance, the i and r phones make no difference in meaning 
and arc therefore part of the same phoneme class. In English, though, 
these phones belong to different phoneme groupings; they cannot be 
substituted for each other without changing meaning-li;;ht and right, for 
example. This can be a problem for speakers of Japanese who are learning 
English; thev are accustomed to using the I and rphones interchangeablv, 
but this \\ill not work in English. Similarlv, the k phones, which are 
grouped together as a single phoneme in English, are different phonemes 
in Arabic, and this poses a problem for English speakers who are learning 
Arabic. 

Languages also have rules specifving the wavs in which phonemes 
can be grouped together. For instance. certain combinations, such as cz, 
hr, and hj, mav be all right in some languages, but not in English. And 
how manv English words do you know with three different consonant 
phonemes in a row? 

Syllables Although phonemes are perceived categoricallv and are excel
lent tools for describing and comparing the sounds made in various 
languages, thev are not the units of speech perception, probablv because 
people never hear them one at a time. \\'hat we hear are two or three 
phonemes combined into a svllable. Hence, the svllahle is the smallest 
unit of speech perception. Evidence for svllables as perceptual units has 
been found in a number of experiments. In one study, subjects were 
presented with a sequence of syllables and instructed to raise their hands 
as soon as the\ heard a svllable beginning with the h sound. They were 
also asked to raise their hands when thev heard the syllabic hoog. The 
reaction time to hoog was shorter than the reaction time to h. Put another 
way, it took the subjects longer to perceive h than to perceive hoo;;(Bever, 
1973 ). Such experimcms demonstrate that people perceive the whole 
svllable before thev percci\'e its separate parts. 

Morphemes, Words, Clauses, and Sentences Although syllables are the 
units of speech perception, and some svllahles have meanings, other 
language clements are the perceptual units carrying the meaning of 
speech. These elements, morphemes, are the smallest units of meaning in 
speech perception. Consider the word distmteful. It is composed of three 
morphemes, each of which has meaning. The morphemes in this example 
are dis, taste, and Jul. Dis means "negation," taste is a meaningful word, 
and Jul means "quality." Thus, morphemes can be prefixes, words, or 
suffixes, Each is composed of syllables, of course, but what makes them 
morphemes is that thev convey meaning. Morphemes are discovered by 
asking people to break words up into the smallest units that have meaning 
for them. 

\Vords are combined by the rules of grammar (see below) into 
clauses, and clauses are formed into sentences. A rlause consists of a verb 
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and its associated nouns, adjectives, and so on. Evidence indicates that 
clauses, and not individual words or whole sentences, are the major units 
of perceived meaning in speech. When we hear a sentence with more 
than one clause, we tend to isolate the clauses, analyzing the meaning of 
each (Bever, 1973 ). This tendency, part of the processing and interpret~
tion of speech, will be described further in a later section (page 258). 

GRAMMAR AND MEANING 
Linguists have proposed a number of theories of grammar, or syntax (from 
the Greek meaning "joining together"). The theory of transformational 
grammar (Chomsky, 1957, 1965) is one of the best known and most 
influential. In this theory, when a person intends to communicate a 
simple sentence (such as "The chicken crossed the road," for example), 
the words are organized in what is called the deep-phrase structure, or deep 
strurture: the mental representation of what the person intends to say. 
Certain phrase-structure rules govern the organization of the deep-phrase 
structure. Figure 6.8 shows the simple rules needed to organize "The 
chicken crossed the road." By combining the elements according to 
phrase-structure grammatical rules, a sentence with meaning is gener
ated. With the simple rules in the illustration, a very large number of 
meaningful sentences could be produced, and, with a few more rules, 
complex sentences with several clauses could be generated. In fact, we 
need only a few more rules to specify the infinite number of grammatical 
sentences possible in a language. A very important part of language 
development (Chapter 11, page 438) consists of learning the rules of 
grammar that we use so effortlessly and without conscious awareness in 
constructing sentences to express what we want to say. 

To continue with the theory, we now have a meaningful sentence in 
the deep structure. It is a proposition-a combination of verbs and 
nouns-that says that a subject (the chicken) does something (crosses) 
with respect to an object (the road). This basic idea, or proposition, we 
might then express as a simple declarative sentence, "The chicken 
crossed the road." The expressed sentence is called the suiface structure. 
But note that the deep, core meaning-the proposition-can be ex
pressed in other wavs. For instanc~. the passive form of the sentence
"The road was crossed by the chicken" -has the same meaning as the 
active form. We need a set of rules for changing the core proposition into 
sentences with different surface structures but the same underlying 
meaning. What are called transformation rules do this. 

Transformation rules caflalso be used to change the suiface meaning 
of an underlying proposition. The surface-structure sentences, "The 
chicken did not cross the road," "Did the chicken cross the road?" and 
"Why did the chicken cross the road?" have different meanings, but they 
are all related to a common deep-structure proposition about a chicken 
crossing a road. Depending on what the speaker intends to emphasize
negation or a question, for instance-application of specific transforma
tion rules makes possible the generation of surface sentences with differ
ent meanings based on the same deep-structure proposition. Thus, the 
meaning of a phrase or sentence is determined partly by the grammatical 
relationships in the deep-structure kernel, or core, and by the transforma
tion done on this meaningful core as it is changed into surface-structure 
sentences. 
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A box diagram, a tree diagram, and 
phrase-structure rules for the sentence 

"The chicken crossed the road." 
(See text.) 

The chicken the road. 
Article Noun Article Noun 

(Al INI (A) INI 
__ _,_~ _ ____,crossed r-----"--

Verb 
(V) Noun phrase 

INP) 

Noun phrase 
(NP) 

Verb phrase 
(VP) 

Sentence (S) 

~ 
NP VP 

/'1 /~ 
A N V A N 

The chicken crossed the road. 

Phase-Structure Rules 
(The arrows mean "can be written as.") 

I 11 Sentence ISi- NP+ VP 
(2) NP-A+N 
(3) VP-V+NP 
141 A - The, the 
151 N - chicken, road 
(61 V - crossed 

To apply the rules, we start with (11. This 
tells us that we should look for the definition 
of a noun phrase; this is given in rule (2). Then 
we look to see what A and N mean-rules 141 
and (5). Thus we see that the first noun phrase 
is "the chicken." Going back to rule I 11 to 
complete the sentence, we see that the verb 
phrase of rule ( 1) is defined in rule (3) as a 
verb plus a noun phrase. The verb 1s given in 

rule 161. Since the definition of a noun phrase, 
given in rule (2), says that we must look for an 
article (Al plus a noun (N). we again look at 
rules (4) and (5). The first items under these 
rules have already been used, so we choose 
the second ones-"the" and "road"-to 
produce the second noun phrase-"the road." 
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MEANINGS OF WORDS AND CONCEPTS 
The study of word and concept (page 232\ meaning is known as sema1ttics. 
Without some agreement on what words and concepts mean, communica
tion would be impossible.·One approach might be to agree to use only the 
dictionary definitions of words, but of course this is not how we know the 
meanings of the words and concepts we use. Instead, based on past 
learning, we have our own "dictionaries" of word and concept meanings 
"in our heads." In the sentence "The chicken crossed the road," we 
know that a chicken is a living creature (a bird), that it has feathers, that it 
may be good to eat, and so on. This collection of features is one way we 
have of mentally representing the meaning of the word chicken (Katz, 
1972). Similarly, a bicycle is inanimate, has two wheels, has some kind of 
propulsion mechanism, is a means of transportation, and so on. The 
features of chicken and bicycle are the basic units of meaning which, when 
combined, help to define the word or concept. When we look up an 
unfamiliar word in a dictionary, we are looking for features that will 
distinguish that word from all others. 

Another way word and concept meanings are represented in our 
"mental dictionaries" is in terms of family resemblance structures (Wittgen
stein, 1953) and prototypes (Rosch & Mervis, 1975). To illustrate, suppose 
we consider the way we mentally represent the word or concept "game." 
The prototypical game has many features-rules are followed, it is fun to 
play, it requires skill, it involves competition against others, there is a 
challenge of some sort, it is won or lost, and so on. Some games-the 
prototypical ones-are more "gamellke" than others in that they have-~ 
most of the defining features. Basketball, for instance, is more 
"gamelike" than the card game solitaire, but both are games. Just as 
sisters, brothers, and their parents have a family resemblance, basketball 
and solitaire share many of the same common features; they belong to the 
"game family." Thus, if we are told thatfribble is in the "game family," 
we know something about the meaning ofjribble, even though we do not 
know the exact defining features of the game. 

So far, we have been discussing the generally accepted meanings of 
words and concepts-what is known as denotational meaning. But words 
and concepts also have emotional and evaluative meanings-their "good
ness" or "badness," for example. Such emotional meaning is known as 
connotative meaning. Differences in the connotative meanings of words and 
concepts are an important source of misunderstanding and failure of 
communication among people. For instance, what does the word conser
vative mean to you? 

One way to measure the connotative meanings of words and con
cepts is the semantic differential (Osgood et al., 1957). In using the seman
tic differential, words or concepts such as "father," "sin," "symphony," 
"Russian," or "American" are rated on a number of scales. Each scale 
consists of two polar, or opposite, words, such as "happy-sad," "hard
soft," "slow-fast." The words are presented to a subject, and he or she is 
asked to rate each word or concept on a 7-point scale. In Figure 6. 9 (top), 
a subject's ratings of the wordfatherare shown on three scales; in practice,, 
20 to SO scales would be used for each concept. The result of rating words 
and concepts in this way is a semantic differential for each word or 
concept. By means of the statistical technique known as factor analysis, 
the 20 to 50 rating scales can be grouped into three "superscales" -
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Top, some scales from a semantic differential. A person rates a concept, in this Figure 6.9 
case "father," on ZO·to 50 bipolar scales, three of which are illustrated. (After 
Osgood et al., 1957.) Bottom, concepts can be located in "meaning space." The concepts are placed with respect to 
three factors derived from the semantic differential. The three factors are activity (active-passive), potency (weak
strong), and evaluation (good-bad). The position of a concept with r~pect to the axes locates it on the activity and po
tency dimensions. The evaluative factor is represented by the way the words are printed: "Good" concepts are in light 
type: "bad" concepts in dark type. For instance anger is rated as strongly zctive, slightly strong, and "bad." (From 
Carroll, 1964. Based on data from Jenkins et al., 1958.) 
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evaluation (good or bad), potency (strong or weak), and activity (passive 
or active). Then, for each concept or word, scores on these superscales 
can be plotted to show their connotative meaning (Figure 6. 9, bottom). 

PRAGMATICS 
Speech is social and interpersonal; we usually speak to communicate 
information to another person, to influence the behavior of another, or to 

_gain something. Speaking to have an impact on others is known as the 
pragmatirs of language. Just as rules govern the combination of words into 
grammatical sentences. there are rules that members of a language com
munity implicitly understand about how to use language socially in inter
personal relationships. From a pragmatic view, language is a game played 
like other games-"according to the rules." But note that these rules are 
usually applied automatically and unconsciously; they are usually not 
applied deliberately. the way a propagandist might apply rules of rhetoric 
in order to sway opinion. 

Context and Situation While we can learn the words and grammar of a 
new language from books and records, we must speak the language in a 
social context in order to understand the subtleties of its use in commu
nication. Sarcasm illustrates the point. If you say to a foreigner who has 
learned English from a record, "That was a fine thing to do!" he or she 
may feel complimented. but in fact vou intended just the opposite. The 
new speaker of English does not know that this is one of those English 
sentences that can mean the opposite of what it savs on the surface. We 
who know about such sentences use the context, or situation, as the basis 
for feeling complimented or cha~tised. Another example. is, "Thanks a 
lot." Does this mean "Thanks" or "!'\o thanks"? The context will tell us. 
Sometimes we sav things like "John was on time vesterday." Is this just a 
statement, or by specifying yrsterday, are we using language in a subtle 
way to say that John is usually late? If we know the context, we can 
interpret the statement. 

Consider how your use of language changes as the situation around 
you changes. At home with vour family, your speech is informal, and you 
take a great deal for granted because you have shared so many experi
ences with members of your family. At work, you may find yourself using 
the jargon of your trade or profession. And when relaxing with peers of 
your own age and social class, vou may find yourself using the slang of this 
particular languagf' "community" and, perhaps, four-letter, taboo words 
you would not use in other contexts. Just to make the point clear, imagine 
how differently you would use language during a job interview and then, 
later, when describing the interview to friends over a soft drink or beer. 

Status The way :anguage is used often gives the listener immediate 
knowledge about the social standing of the speaker. In the play Pygmalion 
(and in the musical comedy, Afy Fair Ladv, based on this play), a young 
woman who was stigmatized by her use of the cockney dialect learned to 
speak the upper-class dialect and thus became "acceptable" in society 
(Figure 6.10). In the United States, as in England and other countries, 
the use of speech allows us to "place" people. 

Status, or social standing, has a role to play in the way we address 
people in English. If I am a student, how should I address my professor, 

lllllillll 1 



Mary J. Smith? Should I call her "Dr. Smith" (she has a Ph.D.)? Should I 
call her ';Professor Smith"? Or, since she is married, should I call her 
"Mrs. Smith"? t\laybe I should address her as "Ms. Smith." Should I call 
her "Mary," or even "Smitty"? There are subtle rules governing forms of 
address in English, and these rules change with the situation. In class, I 
will probably call her "Dr. Smith" or "Professor Smith," even though I 
know her well; "Mary" would probably be perceived as rude even if we 
were friends out of class. And "Mary" would still be regarded as rude out 
of class unless I knew her very well. "Mrs. Smith" or "Ms. Smith" would 
tend to be used in situations unrelated to her profession as teacher, but 
the choice between "t\lrs." and "t\ls." is problematical. None of these 
rules is clearly spelled out in English, so even native speakers are often 
not sure what to do and try to avoid direct forms of address altogether. In 
other languages, the status relationship between speaker and listener 
actually determines what words will be used to refer to objects or ac
tivities. In Javanese, for example, there are six linguistic status distinc
tions, each with its own set of words to be used; it is almost like having six 
different languages. 

Conversation Rules Rules seem to specify the manner in which we start 
a conversation, or discourse, with another person. Only a small number of 
all the possible conversation openings are, in fact, used. 

If we disregard antisocial openings such as Hey, Jerk! all conversa
tions are opened in one of six ways. 

1. A request for information, services, or goods. Examples are: 
What time is it? Do you have a match? Please pass the sugar. 

Figure 6.10 
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our background and social status. 
(Martin Swope.) 
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2. A request for a social response. What a slow bus this is! It sure is 
raining hard. 

3. An offer of information. Did you hear about the robbery last night? 
You seem to be lost. 

4. An emotional expression of anger, pain, joy, which is often a 
strategy to solicit a .comment by a listener. Ouch! Whoopee! Look at 
this! . 

5. Stereotyped statements such as greetings, apologies, thanks, 
and so on. Hello. I'm sorry. Thanks a lot. 

6. A substitute statement to avoid a conversation about a subject 
the speaker anticipates the listener will btoach. An example would 
be a water-cooler meeting between a boss and a subordinate; the 
boss anticipates a conversation about a raise, so he hurriedly speaks 
first and uses an avoidance opener: The traffic sure was heavy this 
morning. 
(Farb, P. Word play: What happens when people talk, 1975, pp. 96-97) 

After the conversation starts, perhaps the major rule in all languages, 
and one that is so obvious that we hardly notice it, is that the speaker and 
listener take turns. A short pause usually intervenes between the end of 
the utterance of one person and the beginning of speech by the other in 
the conversation. While we sometimes do it, interruption is considered 
rude in almost all languages. 

Conversations end when one of the participants signals to the other 
that he or she no longer wishes to continue. Some of these signals can be 
nonverbal-paralinguistic, as they are called. One person may stand up, 
gaze out the window, or seem not to be paying attention to what the other 
says. If the speakers have exhausted their knowledge of the subject under 
discussion or have reached agreement on a course of action, they will 
signal each other, verbally or nonverbally, that the conversation should 
end. Some conversations end amost before they have had a chance to 
begin. Greetings such as "How are you?" or "Nice weather," while they 
may be conversation openers, are often answered briefly by a noncom
mital "Fine" or "Yes, it is" if the person spoken to does not wish to 
continue the conversation. We implicitly know the rules for stopping 
incipient conversations. 

PROCESSING AND INTERPRETING SPEECH 
The gnvnrnarians have given us formal descriptions of the ways words are 
combined into clauses and sentences in the deep structure of language 
(page 253). But it is the surface structure (page 253) of language that we 
hear and from which we must infer the intended meaning of a speaker. 
We actively and automatically process the flow of speech to d~ this. 

I 

As described earlier, we separate the flow of listened-to speech into 
clauses, which are the major meaningful units in spuch perception. The 
evidence for clauses as units of speech perception, comes from psycho
linguistic experiments such as the following (Fodor & Bever, 1965): 

Two-clause sentences, such as "although it probably won't snow, 
don't forget your overcoat," were recorded on tape. A click sound 



was also put on the tape at various places in the sentence. If the 
click was placed near the clause boundary, either just before or just 
after it, the people in the experiment heard it <is occurring during 
the break between the clauses. For example, if the click appeared in 
the word snow, almost everyone perceived it as coming after the 
word-that is, at the clause boundary; a click in the word don't was 
perceived as being before the word and at the clause boundary. The 
perceived position of the click is said to shift forward or backward 
toward the end or beginning of clauses because of a general rule of 
perception that says that it is hard to break into or~interrupt group
ings perceived together as a unit. Thus subjects in the experiment 
perceived one unit-the first clause-followed by another unit
the click-followed by a third unit of perception-the second 
clause. 

Other experiments (Garrett et al., 1966) show that the separation of 
sentences into clauses does not necessarily depend on pauses or other 
sound signals in the flow of speech. Thus, even in the absence of sound 
cues for segregation, we actively and automatically break \.!P the stream of 
speech clause by clause. 

While speech is being processed into clauses, we are also perceiving 
a number of other cues, or markers, in the surface structure that help us 
make sense of what we hear. To illustrate the role of markers in speech 
perception, consider the example of Russenorsk, a simple language made 
up of Russian and Norwegian words and designed, in the days before the 
Russian revolution of 1917, to facilitate trade on the Russian-Norwegian 
border (Broch, 1927; Slobin, 1979). Some of the markers in this language 
were explicit: A word ending with the suffix -om was a verb; the word po 
was a general preposition which, depending on the context, could be 
understood as meaning "in," "on," "by," "at," "to," and so forth. For 
example, co say "The captain drinks," the appropriate Russian or Nor
wegian words would be used with the -om suffix on the verb-"Captain 
drink-om." The following sentences illustrate some of the uses of the po 
marker. 

Little money PO pocket. 'Not much money in the pocket.' 

Alaster PO boat? 'Is the master on the boat?' 

What you' business PO this day? 'What are you doing on this day 
[ = today]?' 

PO you m•ife? 'Is there by you a wife?' [Do you have a wife?] 

Steer PO shore. 'Steer to shore.' 

Speak PO master. 'Speak to the master.' 

Hom• many days PO sea you? 'How many days were you at sea? 

Hom· much weight flour PO one weight halibutt'What quantity of flour in 
exchange for what quantity of halibut?' 

(Slobin, D. I. Psycholinguistics (Zd ed.), 1979, p. 45) 

Russenorsk also had word-order marker rules for distinguishing 
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subject from object and for indicating possession. Markers such as ques
tion words and voice inflection indicated whether the sentence was a 
question or a statement. 

The Russenorsk examples show how markers are used in the per
ception of speech. Of course, more complex languages also have markers 
to help isolate meaningful units in the flow of speech. To give only one 
example from English, consider the following (Fodor & Garrett, 1967): 

The pen the author the editor liked used was new. 

This sentence probably does not make much sense to you. But 
if English markers-the relative pronouns that, which, who, whom
are put into the sentence, it is much easier to understand. 

The pen (which) the author (whom) the editor liked used was new. 

Relative pronouns seem to act as markers to separate English sen
tences into segments to make the processing of speech easier. Of course, 
in the processing of English and other languages, we unconsc_iously use 
many other processing rules. The point is that the psycholinguistic analy
sis of language helps to tell us how we "convert a flowing sequence of 
sounds into an interpretable message" (Slobin, 1979). 

Summary 

1. Thinking-consists of the cognitive rearrangment or manipula
tion of both .information from the environment and the symbols 
stored in l~ng-term memory. A symbol represents, or stands for, 
some event or item in the world. Thinking can also be considered a 
process that mediates, or goes between, stimuli and responses. 

2. · Thinking uses images and language. The images used in 
thinking are abstractions and constructions based on information 
stored in long-term memory. In using language as a "tool of 
thought," we draw on word meanings and grammatical rules stored 
in our semantic long-term memories. While language is often used 
in thinking, we do not literally "talk to ourselves" when thinking. 

3. Concepts are an important class of language symbols used in 
thinking. A concept is a symbolic construction representing some 
common and general feature or features of objects or events. 

4. Some natural, or basic, concepts are easily acquired and appear 
in thinking early in life. Other concepts are acquired by discrimina
tion learning, by seeing examples of a concept in different contexts, 
and by definition. 

5. Problem solving is an important kind of thinking. In general, a 
problem is any conflict or difference between one situation and 
another we wish to produce-the goal. Many instances of problem 
solving can be cor.sidered a form of information processing. The 
solution of problems is guided by rules-algorithms and heuristics. 
Algorithms are sets of rules which, if followed correctly; guarantee a 
soh1tion to ai.problem'. Ht"'.uristics are strategies, or approaches, to a 



problem that are usually based on past experience, likely to lead to a 
solution, but do not guarantee success. One common heuristic is 
breaking a larger problem down into smaller subproblems which, 
when solved, will lead to the solution of the overall, larger proplem. 

6. Problem solution depends, to a large degree, on choosing good 
heuristic rules to follow. Habit and set can predispose 11s to select 
appropriate or inappropriate heuristics. The hindering effects of 
habit and set on problem solving are discussed at some length. 
Functional fixedness is an example of the hindering effects of habit 
and set on problem solving. 

7. Decision making is a kind of problem solving in which we are 
presented with several alternatives among which we much choose. 
One idea about decision making is that people use subjective
probability estimates of the likelihoods of various outcomes in an 
effort to maximize utility-perceived benefit or psychologica1 

value-in making their decisions. 

8. Heuristics-decision-making rules for estim1ting the like
lihood, or subjective probability, of outcomes-are used in making 
risky decisions. While useful, these ruks can lead to biases and 
errors in making decisions. Among the decision-making heuristics 
are representativeness, availability, and adjustment. 

9. Weighing alternatives is an important part of many decisions. 
The decision maker first makes a list of desired attributes and then 
gives weights to each of these attributes on the basis of their 
perceived importance. Then the decision maker assesses the utility, 
or perceived benefit, of each attribute and multiplies this by its 
weight to get an overall value for the attribute. Finally, the overall 
values of the attributes are summed to give a single weighted value, 
or utility, for each alternative involved in the decision. 

10. In creative thinking, something new is sought. Some new 
ideas seem to come suddenly after little progress has been made 
over a long period of time; this sudden appearance of new ideas is 
called insight. Insights are sometimes triggered by lucky, or for
tuitous, environmental circumstances which, after creative thinkers 
have immersed themselves in a problem, direct their thoughts in a 
new direction. 

11. Creative thinking is said to proceed in five stages: preparation, 
incubation, illumination, evaluation, and revision. Divergent think
ing, characterized by a wide range of thoughts on a topic and by 
some autistic thinking, is considered conducive to creativity. 

12. Creative people are usually intelligent, often have a special 
talent, and are generally strongly motivated to solve the problems 
that interest them. A personality dimension called origence seems to 
be related to creativity. 

13. When we use language as a "tool of thought" or a "tool of 
communication," we draw on our underlying knowledge of the rules 
governing the use of language. This knowledge about language is 
called linguistic competence. Aspects of linguistic competence are 
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(a) knowledge of the sounds or written elements of a language and 
the rules for combining these basic elements into larger units with 
meaning: (/;) implicit knowledge of the rules for combining words 
into meaningful sen~.ences-grammar, or syntax; (r) knowledge of 
the meanings of words-semantics; (d) knowledge of how to use 
language in such a wa\; as to have an intended impact on others
pragmatics: and (e) knowledge of the rules for processing and inter
preting the speech of other people. 

14. Phones, plwncmes, svllables, morphemes, words, clauses, 
and sentences arc the major language elements. Phones arc the 
sounds of speech. Of these sounds, onlv a limited number are 
important to the understanding of speech; these particular speech 
sounds are known as phonemes. Although phonemes are excellent 
tools for describing and comparing the sounds made in various 
languages, they arc not the units of speech perception, probablv 
because we never hear them one at a time. \Vhat we hear are two or 
three phonemes combined into a svllable: hence, the svllable is the 
smallest unit of speech perception. \lorphemes are the smallest 
units of meaning in speech perception; thev can be words, prefixes, 
or suffixes. \Vends arc combined bv the rules of gramm,1r. or syntax, 
into clauses. the major units of perceived meaning in speech. 
Clauses arc combmed mto '>enrcncc:,. 

15. The thcorv of transformational grammar savs that when a 
person intends to communicate a thought, words are grammatically 
organized in \\·hat is known as the deep-phrase structure in accor
dance with certain phrase-structure rules. \Vhat is called the surface 
structure is the actual expression in speech of the deep-structure 
organization. Transformation rules change the deep structure into 
the surface structure, thus allowing the same deep-structure organi
zation to be expressed in anv number of different surface-structure 
phrases and sentences. 

16. Denotational meaning-the generally accepted meaning of a 
word or concept-is mental!\' represented by collections of features 
distinguishing that wnrd or concept from all others. Connotative 
meaning is the emotional and evaluative meaning of a word or 
concept; it can be measured bv means of the semantic differential. 

17. Speaking (or writing) in such a wav as to have an impact on 
others is known as the pragmatics of language. Among the factors 
influencing the wav we use language are the context in which we are 
speaking and the status of the people we are addressing. Certain 
conversational rules also guide the use of language. 

18. To ease the task of processing and interpreting speech, we 
automaticallv break the flow of speech into clauses. The surface 
structure also contains markers, which help us make sense of what 
we hear. 



Terms to Know 

One way to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is meant by the follo\\ing terms. " 

Cognition (228) 
Thinking (228) 

Symbol (228) 

.\utistic thinking 1228) 

Directed thinking (228) 

l\lediation in thinking (228) 

Images (229) 

Linguistic rclativitv hvpothcsis 
(230) 

Concept (232) 

Problem (234) 

Algorithm (234) 

Heuristic (235) 

\leans-end analvsis (235) 

Set ( 236) 
Functional fixedness (237) 

l'tilitv (240) 

Subjective probabilitv ( 240) 

Subjecti\·clv expected utilitv 
(240) 

Representativeness ( 240) 

Gambler's fallacv (241) 

A\ailabilitv (241) 

Adjustment 1242) 

Anchoring (242) 

Insight in creative thinking (244) 

Staves in creative thinking (245) 

Convergent thinking (246) 

Divergent thinking (246) 

Origence (247) 

Linguistic competcnc.: (247) 

Grammar. or syntax (248, 25.1) 

Semantic~ ( 2-\8. 254) 

Pragmatics (248. 256) 

Lrnvuage 1248) 

Linguistics (249) 

Psn·holinguistics (249) 

Phones ( 249) 

Phonerm:s (249) 

Categorical perception of 
phonemes (251) 

Svllables (252) 

\lorphemes (252) 

Clauses ( 252. 258) 

Transformational grammar (25.)) 

Deep-phrase strucrure, or deep 
structure (ZS.'>) 

Phrase-structure rules (253) 

Surface structure (25)) 

Transformation rules (253) 

Famih· rescrnblar:cc stnictmes 
(2."i4) 

Prototypes (2S4) 

Denotational meaning (254) 

Connotative meaning (254) 

Semantic differential (254) 

!\.farkers ( 259) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

The references given with the Inquiries in this chapter make good read
ing. 

For more on the important topic of decision making, Irving Janis 
and Leon .\fann's Decision Jfaking: A Psyrhologirai Analysis of Conflirt, 
Clwire, and Commitment (New York: Free Press, ! 977) is recommended. 

Psyrhology and Lang11age: An Introduction ro Psyrholinguistics, bv Her
bert and Eve CJa;·k (New York: Harc;:;urt Brnce Jov'1!1::ivich. 1 q77), has 
much good information on the perception of speech, the 1ct of speaking. 
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the acquisition of language, and what we mean when we say something. 
Daniel Slobin's PsycholinJ<uistirs, Zd ed., (Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, 
1979) has interesting chapters on grammar, language development, the 
biological foundations of language, and the relationship of language and 
thinking. Philip Dale's /.anJ<;aJ<e 1Jf'0·elopmrnt: Strullure and Funrtion, 2d 
ed., (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1976), while emphasizing 
the growth Df language capability in children, has much to say about the 
psychology of language in general. A special feature of fntmdurtion to 
Psycholinguistics by lnsup Taylor (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1976) is a set of chapters on abnormal language and speech. 

A good introduction to pragmatics and the sociology of speech is 
contained in Peter Farb's Won! Play: What Happens When People Falk (New 
York: Knopf, 1975). 

Answer to the puzzle on the chapter-opening pages: 

526485 
+197485 

7 2 3 9 7 0 

Answer to cryptogram on page 235: 
Psychology is the science of human and animal behavior, and the 
application of the science to human problems. 
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girl wants to be a doctor. A man strives for political power. A person in 
great pain longs for relief. Another person is ravenously hungry and thinks 
of nothing but food. A boy is lonely and wishes he had a friend. A man has 
just committed murder, and the police say the motive was revenge. A 
woman works hard at a job to achieve a feeling of success and compe
tence. These are just a few of the motives that play so large a part in 
human behavior. They run the gamut from basic wants, such as hunger 
and sex, to complicated; long-term motives, such as political ambition, a 
desire to serve humanity, or a need to master the environment. 

These examples show us that behavior is driven and pullecj_!Q_\Vard 
goals, They also show us that such_goal-seeking l)ehavi!ll tends to pe-rsist. 
• -- --- /."'--- -· ---'- !'. ' • 

We need a~ to refer to the~rJvlnl(and I)ul!ing,(orc;es;w_hi_ch_~C:sult in 
'Persistent rbeha\>ior directed toward ffarticular ~The term is moti-
vatio'7!: ---·-- .:-• -=-=-·.c-~~-~--=~ -

Motives as{~, ~la_'!!!!!!!n~, 
and Predictors 

An important characteristic of motives is that we never observe them 
, · , _directly. We ipfer their existence from what pe~ple say -;-;b~t the -;av 

~·..,~~.,."· ... ·· -'~"·---~------- .. . -- ----~- --- . -- . - -- '"--·-- -- . 
· they feel and from ob_:~~g thart_Reop!eand animaJs w~ tow~r:si __ c_crtam 

goals. In other words, _monves a~nferenrfs from behavtor (the things that ---r-- <• '-~:::-.·.--:--:. -

are said and done). For example, we might observe tnat a student works 
hard at almost -evef\' task that comes along; from this, we might infer a 
motive to achieve-to master challenges, whatever they mav be. But, of 
course, if we want to be reasonably sure our inference about achievement 
motivation is correct, we must make enough observations of the student's 
behavior to rule out other possible motives. 

Note that we need not be conscious, or awar~ of our motives. 
-- -::-.~-. __ ..._..~- - ·--:-:-_;::.~-.;:--.-:. --::'.~ ~----

Others C~!_l _m~~e._i11[~r_~n_ces about our motives t'"en though we_ may not 
be ;w;re of them That behavior can be driven bv un;~nscious moti1Jation~ 
as It is called, is perhaps the majo.r:._c:oncept of the psychoanalytic theorfQf 
person~litY_:. (See Chapter 14, page 576.) ---

10.i]lf o~r inferences abo_ut motives_~i:._~~r~ect, we have a power~ul tool 
for~1131_ng_}!ehq_'lJ_!J!.2> In fact, most of our everyday explanations of 
behavior are given in terms of motives. Why are you in college? The 
answer is usually given in terms of your motivation. You are there because 

(you '!PJ.J!JJ!_to !ear~ because you ~thati~ . .E~ a college degree to get a 
'good job_)bec1:use it is a good plac~make J:rien_~.s and "c~tions" 
~~you -desjr:J or, perhaps. because JS.~. more fuip ~han working for a 
living. You may be in college_ because you think it T(e.!£,~C:~-9 of Y9j!)and 
~-of your gor;}l is to conform t~~hatj_s expecte_sl of yoiy Or you may be 
in college to~o~t{J_he unpleasant co~sequ~nces gf ,<!jsregarding social 
pressures from your parents and other§)Most likely you are in college in 
response to soffi2:(;0iTihll1-atiofi,of i:heSe needs. Someone who understands 
your !!lotives will u-nders-t~nd why you do the things you do. This is why 
clinical and personality psychologists who study the behavior of individ-



uals place so much emphasis on motives. In fact. many theories of 
personality are realiy theories abo~,t people's motives. (See_Chapter 14.) 

Motives also help us./make'1Jcecii!Jio!1s about b~havi?!) If we infer 
motives from a sample of a"Person's~behavior,-a-nd i our inferences are 
correct, we are in a good position to make predictions about what that 
person will do in the future. A person who seeks to hurt others will 
express hostility in many different situations; a person who needs the 
company of others will seek it in many situations. Thus, while motives do 
not tell us exactly what will happen, thev give us an idea about the range 
01:._t~~a PSI:5C>!!_':VilL~()· A person with a need to achieve-~vill worlffia'rd 
in school, in business, in play, and in manv other situations. If a psychol
ogist (or anyone) knows that Phil has a high achievement need, then he or 
she can make reasonably accurate predictions about how that need for 
achievement will be expressed in Phil's behavior: "Just watch; Phil will 
do his damnedest to beat Laura in this next tennis set." Motives are, 
thus, general states that enable us to makc_r.redictions a~o~1t be~avior_u1 
manv different situations. - -

" ;'.-~--·-- - -- ,. - • 4 •• ~ 

Some Theories of Motivation 

Perhaps one way to understand the concept of motintion is to see what 
some representative theories have to sav about it. Theories of motivation 
try to provide general sets of principles to guide our understanding of the 
urges, wants, needs, desires, strivings, and goals that come under the 
1eading oTmot~:{/f70n. ----- -------.. 

c:Y 
.)RIVE:'.tHEORIES r 
~'he~~~:;:;'ight be described as the "push '.i:heories of motivation"; behavior 
is "pushed" tQ_~a_rd goals by drivi~g_~lates \vithi~ the person or ~imal.-

(F:reud (1940/1949), for example, based his ld~~s about personalitv on 
inna_te~ or jn_bom, se::c_l!al and a~~j_y_e llrg_es, or drive~ (This theory is 
treated in ckt:iiTin Chap_0 1{-page-576.) fn generaCdrive theories say 
the following: \.\'hen ar(0ternal dr!ving state_ i~- arous~d. the individual is 
pushed to engage in Q.~.havior which will lead to _ _<! goal that reduces the 
intensity of the driving Sta.!_;;2 In human oe;~s. at-lei5t, reacnln·g.::_the 
appropriate goal which-reduces the drive state is pleasurable and satisfy
ing. Thus motivation is said to consist of (1) a1!fu:_i11_g_ state, (2) tti~&~;l
directe.cJ~bthaviQ_t: initiated by the driving state, -(3 )-the~l:a_in~e:.._n.r: of an 
app-ropriate goal;-·and (4) the~~uEtion of the driving state and sutrective 
satisfa~!l~n andjt~~hen _tRe-goills reach-ed.~r_a_~111e. the driving 
state_ buj"f(i_s_ u!':J!µyo push behavior toward the appropriate goal. The 
sequence of events/just described is sometimes called the'. motivational 
qc~;~ure 7.1). . b'j r-CvJJ) _ ~------- -

-'(Drive theories gjJFet'on" th~-source of the driving sta_ilwhich impels 
peopl-;;--a·;a-~~-i;;als t~ti~n. S~me theorists, F.re11d included, conceived 
of the driving state as being inbO£f11 or instincti~: And students of animal 
behavior, notably the ethologists{Chapfer z:page 39), have proposed an 
elaborate set of inborn driving.mechanisms (Tin bergen, 1951; Lorenz & 
Leyhausen, 1973 ). Other drive theo-rists have emphasized the role of 
learning in the origin of driving states. Such learned drives, 'as they call~d 
them, originate in the'p~rson's or animal's tra~i{g o-;-pa~t-experience--and 

----- - , __ -, - ~~--- ---~o -
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The motivational cycle. 

1. Dri.'!.J.lliLltate (set in 
motion by-l:)odi ly 
needs or environmental 
stimuli) 
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thus differ from one individual to another. Because of previous use of the 
drug, aner~in addicC!Oi--exampTe~ develops a drive to get the substance 
and' is therefore pushed in that direction. And in the realm of human 
social motives (page 280), people are said to have learned drives for 
po_'Ver, ag~.s~jon, or a~hi~vement, to name just a few of the social 
m~s. sli-cl1. learned driving states be.£Q_n:ie endu_ri11_,g__cb_aracteristics of 
the particular person and push that person toward app~o-prl;te goals; 
another person mav learn other social motives and be driven toward 

different goals. 

INCENTIVE THEORIES 
· 1;-he rcfri~;e th~ories of motivation perhaps apply be_~t to some of the 
b!Ql~c:_a_I motives (page 272)-huri&.e.r. thirst, an~~$~for example. But 
everi here thev encounter problems. Suppose, ·-r;)r instance, that we 
compare the motivated, goal-directed behavior of two groups of rats which 
have equivalent hunger drives; the rats in both groups have starved for a 
dav. One group is given a vef\ tastv food (chocolate-chip cookies, per
haps). while the other group gets plain old laboratory rat chow. As you 
might expect. the chocohne-chip group would probably eat far more than 
would the lab-cho~\ group. There is:.:§"mcth_~~l~~()Ut}.h~,goa!.Jtsclf that 
moti.va1:.s,!_Jeh'1vi<iy Perhaps this is even clearer in the case of sexual 
motivation; rats (and people, too) arc aroused and motivated by the 
perception of appropriate sexual goal objects. Thus the stimulus charac
teristics of the goal can sometimes st,lrt a train of motivated beha\·ior. 
This is the basic idea behind theories of ii1ff~i~-~ rn-~tivation (Bolles, 197-'i r 
Pfaffmann. 1982). -····. =-
-----:=TJius. in contrast with the push of drive theories, inrmti'i.·r throrits arc 
i~;u n 1theories" of mo ti\ cltion: because of ccrtai n characteristics thev ha\ e 
'~---ri;al objects pull behavior toward them. The go~l «;Ejects \\ hict. 
motivate be-ha~·ior are known ~~- inr;~t&:·~s. :\n important part of many 
incentive theories is that individuals expect pleasure from the !,!ttainment 
of what arc called positive.incentives arid fron1tT1c-~\·oidance ofwnat are 
known as negative ~~ti'\-cs. I~ a workadav world,-~ivaticm seems to 

be more a m'inei·fir expected inccnti\~~;....::_w;ges·.-salarics, bonuses, vaca-
tions, and the like--tha~ o(drives and thei~--~du~ti~~~ . - ·-- -

<~/ 
\r r~=j~2s~r~::;:j:~~~t~! ~~!~~v~ are motivated r~ ~ef.l< goals which 

giVe. ~s- goocfemotional_f.<:;~jugs and to avoid chose resulting in dis-
----,- --.,.--~-:..~- - - - ~~-· -~-·- - - . - .,.,.-----

1;. pleasure. The opponent-proress thmry takes- a hedonist.le \;iew of 'moti-
vation. But this is just the beginning because the theory has some 
interesting things to say about what is pleasant and what is unpleasant 
(Solomon & Corbit, 1974; Solomon, 1980). Because of what it says about 
pleasureand displeasure. this theory might also be classed as a th~Qry of 
emotion-(Chapter 8, page 329). -

Basic to this theof\· is the observation that .ipany emotional-motivat
ing states are followed by opposing, or opposite, srateS.,Thus, as- in"- the 
following example, fe~[~~@_!lf pleasure and happiness follo~~__feelings of 
fear and dread. · -

A woman at work disc.:wers a lump in her breast and immediately is 
terrified. She sib scilL intermittcnrh weeping, or she paces the 



floor. After a few hours, she slowly regains her composure, stops 
crying, and begins work. At this point. she is still tense and dis
turbed, but no longer terrified and distracted. She manifests the 
symptoms usually associated with intense anxiety. While in this 
state she calls her doctor for an appointment. A few hours later she. is 
at his office, still tense, still frightened: She is obviously a very 
unhappy woman. The doctor makes his examination. He then 
informs her that there is no possibilitY of cancer. that there is 
nothing to worrv about. and that her proolem 1s just a clogged 
sebaceous gland requiring no medical attention. 

A few minutes later. the woman lea\·es the doctor's office, 
smiling, greeting strangers, and walking with an unusuallv buoyant 
stride. Her euphoric mood permeates all her activities as she re-

---SJ!!TleS her normal duties. She exudes jov. which is not in character 
for 1ier. A few -hours later. howe\ er. she is working in her normal, 
perfunctorv wa\. Her emotional expression is back to normal. She 
once more has the personalitv immediateh recognizable bv all her 
friends. Gone is the euphoria. I and there is no hint of the earlier 
terrifving experience of that da\\ (Solomon & Corbit, 1974, p. 119.) 

The process can go the other wav. For example, a person using 
heroin for the first time mav feel an initial rush of intense pleasure; 
followeci-l:l\:--a-fess-i-~te~~e. good-feel~~g; and then by cravi_ni and dis
pleasure before the ~ffi(;i:1mal-motivating s-tate re~~. n~r;;.;al_:_:_the 
baseline. . . .. .. 

Starting from baseline, Figure 7.2a shows the general course fol
lowed by emotional states. The_£e'!k_p.Qint ~f the em<?tio_nal~,?tiyat}~mal 
state (called state A) occurs soon after the emotion-provolilllK situation "is 

encountered. Note that state-A ca~~l:i_eHa.12lea~nt9.r :anv2~~~m;Jmo
tional state. Next, with the emotion-provoking s-li_mulus still present; the 

intensity of the emotionaJ-motivatiq_nal_s_Glte eCl?Jits. and d~!ines to a 
:·st~'1d_¥ state. \Vhen the emotion-provoking {fuH1uqri__~e_rn:i_i_n_a~ an..eiter

reaction occurs in which the emotional-motivational state (state B) is the 
= ~"=- --------- -· -,_- -- ... -
o~..i~ of state A. State B (the opeonent state) ~d~a,lly_de~Jin._es ~ntil 
basellne is again reached. Thus, the sequence of ~mot1onal-mot1vat1onal 

...__ ··~-__..... ~~- -·-.-·« 
ch-anges goes like this: 

Baseline~ Peak of state A~ Decline of state A to a steadv state;~ 
State B "_:::;.""--6ecline ~J~state B to ba~li_n~ . -

Now suppose that the same emotion-prm·oking situation has hap
pened many times I Figure 7.2bJ. Suppose the hs:_~oi_n _ll2C::r_ in the ea.rlier 
example found .the rush pleasurable and W'1S __ motivated (perhaps by 
incentive-motivation expectati~~s-;;fpleasure) to repeat the experience 
many times. Or suppose a parachutist, after a first jump, was induced 
(maybe by social pressures) to continue jumping. With repeated usage, as 
drug tolerance develops, the heroin user will experienceTe-iil~.~§_ure 
(less state A), while the intensity of the unpleas~n_t after response (state B) 
will increase. At first, the heroin user was mom·ated bv the expected 
pleasure~therusll;-after becoming a confirmed use~:-he or she' is now 
mo-tivai:ed rouse the drug in order to redu~~ the discomfort felt in the 
drug-free state. Eith~r way, theu~-r-ls hooke(fand-~s motivated to use the 

drug. Afte_r_ many jumps! the parachutist expenences much less terror 
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t'igurt 7.2 

Opponent processes in motivation. The 
duration of an emotion-provoking situa

tion is shown by the black bars. See 
text. (From Solomon, 1980.) 
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(less state A) but much l!l_9Je of the opposite s:motio11al-_m9tivational state 
of exhilaration (statt-B) after the jump. Now, the parachutist is motivated 
to jump for the after~j~_ffij)'''high," and such a proces's may account for 
much thrill-seeking behavior. 

ThiS"ffif6ry-:giVes U-s .il way of thinking about the basis of some 
learned motives. The heroin addict acquires a need for the drug in order 
to prevent the unpleasant consequences of withdrawal; some people 
acquire a need to seek thrills in order to experience elation after the 
danger is over. 

OPTfMAL-LEVE[, 'THEORIES 
rn geriefal, tnese arecnedonistic (page 270) theories which say that there is 
a cert'<}j_Q!!J!,tjmal, or best, l_evc::Lgf arousal chat is pleasurabl~jfor example, 
Fiske & Maddi; t96T;"Reriyne, 1971). Optimal-level theories might be 
~afled "just-right theorie(;. "·The individual is motivated. to behave in such 
a way as r<i grnintain the optimal level of arousal. F;;inst~~~;if ar();'iSal is - ,----~- - -~.., . 
too low, a person will seek situations or stimuli to increase arousal; if 
arousal is too high. behavior will be directed toward decreasing it. Imag
ine vourself on an extremelv busv day at work; too much is happening, 
and vou are highlv aroused. ~fore than likely, you find yourself doing 
things such as taking the telephone off the hook in order to reduce the 
overload of arousal to which you are being subjected. In doing so, you are 
behaving so as to move toward a level of optimal arousal. And low levels of 
arousal (such as occur when not much is happening and we are bored) may 
also motivate behavior directed at increasing arousal levels to the op
timum (page 295). 

In the next section, on biological motivation, we will consider the 
concept of hqtneostasis-the tendencv of the bodv to maintain its internal 
physiologicafProcesses at optimal beTs}Bod~ temperatur~~ rfie-acldity of 
bodilv tlmds, bodv water levets, and amounts of manv substances ~t
ing i~ the blood ;re "ffiaintaine'd at cerwln optimal, ~r homeostatic, levels. 
Departures from such levels can initiate motivated behavior directed 
toward restoring the state of equilibrium. 

Biological Motivation 

The biological motives are, to a large extent, rooted in the_[>hvsiological 
-· ~ 

s_~ of the bodv. There are manv such motives, including h!:l.!.lK(:r, ~hi:st, 
a~aesl.re for .~.h terrl_p_e _ _r:;_'_tL~!e regulation, slC':.ep, P<li!!_ avoidaiice, and a 
need-fo~-o~yge~-: This sectiOn--will focus on thehunger;thlr~r:-and desire
for-sex motives. 

THE AROUSAL OF BIOLOGICAL MOTIVES 
Many biolo12~~- motives are ~!_i_g_ger~_~, in part, bv dt,:p<j_~ froaj~L: 
anc~d physiological conditions ortheoody. The bodv tenastomaintain a 
~tare ofequilibriu_m called-~.!!!~E:'t.asis in many of its internal physiological 
processes. ·111ls balance is crucial fo_rl~~· Body temperature must not get 
too high or too low, the blood must not be too alkaline or too acid, there 
must be enough water in the bodv tissues, and so on. 

Physiologists have discovered many of the automatic mechanisms 
that maintain this balanced condition. Consider the -;i"uro_mat!.£::2~-Ys
iological control of bodv temperature at a point near 98.6°F (37°C). The 

-< "------ -- ~ ~--· 
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temperature usually stays around this point because of automatic mecha
nisms that allow the body to heat and cool itself. If the body temperature 
rises too high, perspir<,Itio_11 and the resul_t<l!_lt cooling by evaporation l_o~er_ 
the temperature. If the bod) temperatur_e falls, the person shivers, caus
ing the body to burn fuel faster and to generate extra heat. 

The aGtomati~ ph\:si()l_Qg_i~i!Llll_e_<;:hanisms that mains~i!1__h~~eo~tasis 
are supple_r:!l~-t~aoy motivated J2~_hav10.r. For instance, falU!_lcg__ te_m_
perature leads'-fomotivated behavior_:__:_p-utting on a sweater, turning up 
the thermostat, closing -th~ ~i~dow, and so on. \Vhen the body lad,.-~ 
substances such as fo-od a~d ~ate;; automatic phvsiological processes go to 
work to conserve the substances that are lacking, but sooner or later water 
and food must be obtained from the outside. Here the departure from 
ho~_e_~s_t~5_i~ cre.1_te2_a_dr!ye.E_~~t~. thaU.1J:!_she_L(page 269) a pers§r~or ~~-(;:;;~! 
to se_ek food a __ ng __ ~atg. Thus the biologj_c.&_rn9_Iiy_e_g;JJ_e~ are ar_2!:1.:5ed_,_ln 
largepart, by dej?fil_rlli~JromJlo~ostasis;~ the motivated behavior 
driven bv these ho~a~~balances helps to resto;e -the-b~Tanced 
conditi~n·. - -- ---·-c~~----·-------- -~ --===-=---=~-

Certain hormones, or "chemical messengers" (Chapter 2, page 58), 
circulating in the blood are also important in the arousal of some biological 
motive states. For instance, sexual motivation in lower animals is tied to 
hormone levels. In human bel!!.&>, however, sensof\_._2Qn__l_Ll_li, rather than 
hormol_!e levels, are the-most impQrtanu1jggers of sexual _driye. 

Sens<~l}~~,timuli,_ or ·inr;;;;r:;;e; (pagc -270), alSo phi)~ Trole in the 
arous;L~~ ot1~e~ d;ive-~tates; tflc' sme~ of a_ sarnry dish ~a~ ;;(;~s·e-·hunger 
in a peITon ~:110 Is' nor:-hlologicallv. \'Cf\ far out of homeostatic 6alance. 
Perhaps the bestex;;:;;r;Ie o{a ·;Tri·\~e state aroused by sensory stimulation 
is pain (Chapter.), page 106).Pain acts as a motive and is aroused almost 
entirely bv sensory stimulati<;9 __ .::::.... . -- --=-=:--

HUNGEKMOTIV A TION 
Of course we musreat to live. The biochemical processes which sustain 
hfe get their energy and chemical substances from food. Thus, in a sense, 

/hunger is a prirr1a!Y, basic,: fl1...Q_live necess.e._ry_f9r life. (The same might be 
said of certain othe-r bi_Qi.£&s~_fdnve2-=--thirst a_nd temperature regulation, 
for example.) What activates hunger motivation, and what stops it? How 
is food intake regulated? The answers to these questions are not simple 
because the hunger drive and eating are influenced bv many factors . 

...::.-,,tActipation of Hunger Motivation Experiments done 6-rl_i_er in this cen
' tury led to- the conclusion that the SO!JLc!: _ _0_f the hung'er motivation was '"' ---- ----~- - ---

stomach contraction~ When the stomac_h__is_cmp_t_y. contractions occur and 
are sensed; the sensed contractions we.re-said to l~e the St~l(or feelings 
of hunge~. But more recent research has shown that people7eport nor~ai 
feelings of hunger even when. for medical reasons, the nef\·es from the 
stomach-h~ve been cmo~t-1;~ stomach has been entirely removed. So we 
must- look elsewhere- for t,he bodily conditions which initiate hunger 
motivation and feeding. ,.. 

Most investigators of hunger motivation now believe thatkvels OJ". 
rates of use oJ~isso_lve_d nu!:r~t~t: ~~stancescircul~ting in t_he bl~od)re 
cruciaTTor the actrvat10n oTTee-Jmg.'°"111'e . homeostatic mecharusm in 
feeding seen:is to be geared to keeping levels of nutritive substances, or 
the rates a• which they are used, wli:-hincertaln-lim!ts. Ifi:he1evdsor rates 
of use fall below -a cen~i'n~point, -called the set point, hunger dr~'is 

I 
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274 initiated and food is in~ted to raise the blood levels of nutrients back to --··-·- -·- - ·-- - ===----------·---- . -- --==::..:. 
the srugip_t. . 

Glucose,_or "blood sugar," is now believed to be an important 
substa~~~- in"~oived in the initiation. of hunger motivation a!Lc.Lf~e_di~g. It 
has long been known that injecttons of the normol1e1n'Sulin, which lo'."'ers 

-~-- -·-··- . -~.,_.,--..~~-I 

levels of circulating qloosJsug:,i.r, wll induce __ hunger and e,~1~. Observa-
tions and expeiiments indicate that the -gluco~~ signal for hunger is 
triggered more by the rate at which glucose is being used i;-;i:he body than 

·by its ~e l_evels in the b1~;Cf(Ma\;~r: T<i55).~ rat~;~f glucose 
use __ ,_such as occur after Ion_g Periods wTii1out.food·-~·md ,~-aii;be~are 
c~rrelated with repo~t~~~rfiuiigfl__)_~jf~atl~i!i.~a;jR/fiig~ization 
rates. such as occur just after meals, relate to satt!'.0'-r-the absence of 
.~--::-- --·~ ----~-~ '--·~ ---~ -----
hunger motivation. Glucose, of course, is not the "only body fuel. Others 
arc free fattv acids from the breakdown of fat stores and ketones from the 
metabolism. clfree fany acids. The role of these fuels in stimulating 
hunger motivation is just beginning to be appreciated (Friedman, 1978). 
Whether the critical factor in activating hunger is the rate of glucose use or 
the level or rate of use of other fuels, the body must have a way of 
detecting, or monitoring, rate of use or level to indicate hunger or satiety. 

Where are the cells which detect the_ rate of use or level of body 
fuels? It has been known for a number of years that a part of the brain 
called the hypothalamuj (Chapter 2, page 57) is critically involved in 
hunger motivatlon arlCi in a number of other biological ·modv_e_s~ Several 
studies (for example, Oomura, 1976) have indicated that nerve cells in 
specific regions of the hypothalamus that are related to feedi-~ay be 
able to monitor the rate of use of glucose. Other investigators have 
proposed that the receptors for glucose and other fuels are in the'liver 
(Friedman & Stricker, l 976) and -that information ab~~t the bloo<fnil:. 
trients is carried to the brain along the nerve pathways connecting 'liver 
and brain. 

Hunger motivation and eating are, of course, activated by more than 
just internal factors. The~hr an? the s~::J!,s of palatable food can lead to 
eating even in the absencep an.)'.iut~rn:t1 n~~Q_~te. (See Inquiry 7.1.) 
And, of c~-~;~~-we ha;;-ka-rned to eat at ~rtain times and flQ! at others. 

,-
Cessation of Eating-Satiety Restoration of fuel levels after a meal 
take~ h°o~i,Y. But, of co~r~e, .we st.Qp __ eat111g lon_g_gefore_, this restoration 
occurs. So the body must have some --~vay of rech1Clng hun·g~motivation 
and stopping eating that is lndepende-nt of the activatini factors. Experi
ments have shown that the(·sromach contains nutrientreceptors which 
provide satiety- "st_c:ip~~ati_n_g"=sig;n-aTS)Deut~,-l 97ff). · Anotner satiety 
signal may be provided by a hormone called" rhg!!!:y_stokinin (CCK). This 
hormone, which is involved in the breakdown of fats, is released when 
food reaches the part of the intestine immediately-below th~ St()mach. i 

Injections of CCK into food-deprive·J-rats who are e-~ting causesrhem to 
stop s::i.ting°)and to start groorr:ing and other behaviors which are part of 
satiety in- rats (Smith & Gi&os-;-1976). But the role of CCK as a-satiety 
hormone has been questioned. One reason is that the amounts of CCK in 
the injections used to produce satiety in rats exceed those released 
naturally (Deutsch, 1978); another problem is that the relatively large 
amounts of CCK in the injections may make the experimental an"imah 
feel sick and therefore less inclined to eat (Deutsch & Hardy, 1977). 



WHY DO PEOPLE OVEREAT? 

Perhaps as many as from 2 to 4 million adults in the 
U.S. are more than 20 percent overweight. Why 1s this? 
Among the answers are (1) food in this country 1s 
relatively abundant; (2) the food industry tempts us 
with many high-calorie, attractively packag-ec{ we!i
advertised snacks and drinks; (3) eating and dr1nk1ng 
are part of mariiofour-social rituals (c-ockfalrparties 
and the lil<.e);and (4)manyof us are 1n se.sJi:r:i_~~bs 
which do not give us enough exercise to burn up the 
excess_C(i~ries we are consuming But some people 
are more disposed to fat than others. What are so-me 
of the incflvi-dual factors involved in a tendency to 
fatness? (If you are interested in why some people do 
not eat enough, and in the topic of anorexia nervosa in 
particular. see Inquiry 12.1, page 480.) 

Results of studies done during the late 1960s 
and early 1970s suggested that the eating of obese 
people is not under the same sort of control as that of 
people whose weight is normal. People of normal 
weight were found to eat in response to internal c-ues
related to the nutrlen_TleV~lsin~!h~r__b}ood Tsee text): 
the eating behavior of these people was thus thougb.t 
to be controlled by phy~()_l_Qg_~_al, or ;!1_\ernal, factors. 
Obese people, on theO'ffiernand, were found to be 
more intluenced by external factors such as the tir:ne of 
day, the amount and qu-al1ty-of food available. ~nd 
food-relevariTCues:....:::.tF1e sighCsmel[taste and even 
the mention of food, for example.- -- --

For a-tfme:-n1e i~_:ea!::,~terna~!1,teot_h_E;~1$,' as it 
was called, seemed to provide asfra1ghtforward psy
chological explanation for obesity. But this hypothesis 
has not w11~s!2~-exte_flsiyl2_e.xperimen1al. scrutiny. A 
number cffexper1meniS-slncettie-original ones have 
shown that ob~SEJ__!;)eo~e _ar_E; _n_ot_ necessarily more 
respo_nsive to extern_al2!!.'..'.luli Furthermore, man_i [)eO~ 
pie of normal weight are highly responsive to external 
food cues and not _v~ry_sensitlve-t,o intern~I one-s And 
finally, the distinction between internal and external 
cues is not sharp because external cues have the 
capacity fo trigger internal physiological changes; 
thus internal cues are produced by external ones. 

Anqther idea about the cause of obesity con
cerns individual diffe~£_es in the _SE?!Jloint ,(see text) 

__.;..,, - ·-~·---'- ~=------ -------~·- ---·· _,,.., 

for_!ood intake and weight regulation. Experiments 
haveshownthat people defend, or tend to maintain, a 
certCJ![LQ.ody weig.!}!. I huslf a personnas been 
sta-rved- and-has- lost weight, he or she will regain 
weight to a set point when food again becomes avail
able. And a person who has been induced to overeat 
as part of an experimen' will return to a characteristic 
weight when the experiment is over.9bese peopl53 are 
said to defenc!il h_1gh~_r:~ej pQ1~J)ihan individuals of 
normal weight. But Wfiat"seTs..,.,-ffie point higher in the 
obese is unclear. 

F_at cells_(cells that store fat, not "fat" cells) seem 
to plaztTofeTn o_besity. Perhaps due to ~_,..@c-
tors or to the "'."a:clb_eY .. ':!Ye@_IBcJ _gs_m]9nts. some 
people have (iiore foLcellstfia_rj:Qihers_-andthere~ 
convert mOJ§.,,Qftheir nutrients to fati 

- '7rhil~9flle c.;~ri_-J~d_m;;~ mai_n__ta_i_ning the 
weight reduc;_tion is often very difficulffor1fi8ril~\See 
Chapter 16, page 693. fofSome--n?e'rapy methods 
which may help the obese to reduce ) The Ph.J'S!.Qlpgy 
vf_metaboJ1s_m works against the fat person in several 
ways As the obese-persC.fr1 stores m,ore and more fat, 
the fa~lls increase- the-ir ability to store fat; in other 
words, fatne_s~ begets fatnes_s Thus, even though an 
obese person has managed to reduce, the~active fat 
~_e_lls __ are waiting fo store fat when the person"rera;e§° 
hls or her di8t"a little --Furthermore as ws1ght IS lost, 
metabolism slows down and the body therefore needs 
less_f_LJel. Because of the lower !I.1.E?.\§[)gl1c_ rate after 
d1etin_g, peC"p_le with a tendency towa7d6besity muSt 
n'ialrifaln lowered caloric intake in order to stay thin-; 
thei(-exc_ess-nutrients wi!J oot__pe "burn_eQ. off" effi
ciently an-a will, Instead, be stored as faJ: On the 
brighter side, exercise increases the metabolic rate 
So to ke~ trim~~ obese person ~ho has success~ 
fully slimmed. down must ex~r:._Ci§s; re,gularlY' while 
counting calories carefully-easier s~-id- than done 
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A cross-section or fron.tal section of a 
rat brain showing the hypothalamus, a 
small region of the forebrain with many 
important motivational functions. The 
approximate plane of section is shown 
in the lateral-view drawing at the right. 
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The Brain and Hunger Motivation The hypo.~b::t_lan:ius (Chapter 2, page 
57; see also Figure 7.3) has long been C(;--nsidered important in the 
regulation of hunger morivation. The classic work of the 1940s and 1950s 
(Hetherington & Ranson, 1940; Anand & Brobeck, 1951) emphasized the 
cont~ibutions of two regions of the -hypothalamus-the latei"! hypoth
alamus (l,H) and the ventromedial hvpothalamus (Vil1Hf=The lateral 
-·- - ----- ___ , __ . - ·~-- ~-. ~ --' 

hypothalamus was consid6ea to be an exfit'.:!:g~reg_Lc_i_n for !i_u.1.1gefmoti-
vation, while the c,·entromedial hvpothalami/t was said to be involved in the 
cessation 'of eating "tha~i~,~-in .sqf_if]l,: These ideas were based on~mal 
experiments in which the nvo areas were either destroyed by lesions or 
elec.frically stimulated bv means of small wires-electrodes-placed in 
the brain. (The lesions were made while the animals were anesthetized; 
the stimulating electrodes were placed in their brains and attached to 
miniature sockets cemented on their skulls so that mild, painless stimula
tion could be given to them when they had recovered from the anesthe
sia.) 

Elec:ri:.'.'..! .. stim~-~tion of the la~era!._l_iyp_othi!Lamus was found to eli<;:_it 
eating (and other responses, too, bllfmat is another story); VC:_lli,!J2.!nt:;dial 
stimulation was found to stop ong_oi!Jg_ e_ating beha_vior. The leswnsmade 
in the two areas were found-to Flave effectsopposite to those of stimula
tion. Animals with dama.fil: to the lateral hypothalamus would ~t or 
drink and -eventuaffv··-dled of st:l'rVation ·unless given speClar care 
(Tei~elbaum, 1961; Anand & Br;;b-~~k.,1951). When the d_e111ag_e was 
done to the ventrom_e~:li_al area, the animals developed V()!f!D.QJ.Ui apQ_e
tites, consumed gr~at_q~a11tig~s ()t[ood, and gain_ed \V.<:ightrapi~l'ly~t-was 
found thitrats with ve.ntromedial lesions may.become two-or-if1ree times 
heavier than normal (Figure 7.4). Aft:L.~h~initial spurt of weight gain, the 
animals with VMH lesions reached a n~~-bas~ine weight at which they 
maintained themselves (Figure 7.4, left}. Humans with brain tumors or 
other-conditions that have dai:n.~_g:~ the VMI·I' ir~a-~\!~reat and become 
obese. (VMH damage is not a common cause of obesity, however. See 
Inquiry 7.1, page 275.), 

The results of these early swdies _were interpreted as indicating that 
theLH is a feeding center whil~-~t'Vi\1H is a satiety center. More recent 
workhas con~~dthe earlier resu;t~ onTeedi~l;.oehav10; but llas raised 
questions about.the interpreratio~eLH and VMH as centers for the 



control of the hunger drive. First, other brain areas, such as the amygdala 
(Chapter 2. page 62), plav an important role in hunger and eating- (l\fo;--
gane & Kosman, 1960). Second, theIJ-r-~ind \'\IH effects on eatin.g 
are due wholly or in J?art to what happe~ii-erve.:fib~~ p'ii[fl\vays \vhich 
pass_ t~Ic)llgh the lat\;glJu:gQ.t~alamic re Tio1;-'Ma~hall et al., 1974) or the 
ven tromedial re_i[t)n. il}old et al., l 977l:_, hird, at least some of the effects 
of lateral hwothahrnic-lesions se~ be due, not so mi.1-CB to a decrea;;e 
in hunger motT~;ti;~-a~-t~l-i<)\vcrcd levels of arousal and general neglect of 
sens_or:;~jppl!J~espcciallv those commg.liom~lciod-0'olgi~~-~t X, ·1976). 
The cu~ vi~\_\ is that the clas~ hvp<_J_t_h_a_~a_rr:iic centers may be more 
accuratelv considered to be<'.[Grrsji_~J_:i.~ain systems in~·o}\:ed in n1onirori.ng 
the bo~v·'...ft:'.~l supplies, con~9lLi_n_g_j!t~fah6.li:-;m, and percciymg-Toila-
rel~tS~L stJ-r:nulQ -----·- -·-- · 

With the systems idea in mind, several hypotheses have been 
proposed for the effects Qf LH and Vt\IH lesions. For LJ:I lesions, the 

·-Sens()ry..!'l_<::_g]~t_ hvpoth~has alrc;Bdy been mentioned. :\norher-~·poth
esis-is tliad~R <ill_~-~~J!!_lesion_s(C!i~ng5: the :'!!P.oii/)round \v_hich_'.\eigh t 
is regulated. The set point is like the serrlrig-ota room thermostat, but 
now we are considering the regulation of food intake, not temperature. 
Ltl Lesions may low~be set~qin_t (Powley & Keesey, 1970) while VMH 
leslons-rruse it (Keesev &' Powlev, 197.S). Still another hypothesi~ t~; 
account for-the overearl~g aft~r\'\IH lesions is that:rnetabolism has been 

c~n_gt:9}'o that mos~ of wh.;isj~~S"l:~~i~_<::<_mvc:_r~[t'c)_fat (Fr~-~fl1!r:_ & 
Stricker, 1976). Since a iarge part of the body's nutrient supply is going 
into fat, the animals with VMH lesions must eat much more than thev 
normally do ju~!W keep the fuel supplies thev need to run their body 
machi~ery at adequate fe;.els. 

THIRST MOTIVATION 
Whaton~ITTS rodflnk (water, that is)? Stimulus factors play a very large 
role in initiating drinking. We drink to w~~~a. dry mouth or to taste a good 
beverage. Pulled bv these stimuli and incentives (page 270), we tend to 

drink more than. the body needs, but it is easy for the kidneys to get rid of 
the excess· fluid. 

Figure 7.4 

Eating and body weight increase dras
tically if the vcnrromedial area of the 

hvpothalamus is damaged. The graphs 
show how bodv weight and the amount 

eaten increase in a rat with such 
damage~thc hyperphagic (which 

means "overeating") rat. The pho
togrnph shows a hypcrphagic rat. 

(Graphs modified from Teitelbaum, 
1961.) 
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But, of course, since maintaining its water level is essential for life 
itself, the body has a set of co~lic~ted internal horn_eost~t~C:.J1fQCesses to 
regula~e- its flui_d ~e'.'_el _an_9_ d_r_inking__be_1lavior. The body's water level is 
maintained by physiological events in which several hormones pfay a vital 
role. One of thes'e Is the antidiuretic hormone (ADH), which regulates the 
loss of water through the kidneys. But the physiological mechanisms 
invcl~e-di~ maintaining the body's water level are not directly involved in 
thirst motivation and drinking. 

Thirst motivation and drinking are mainly triggered by two condi
tions of the"fioCfy:~_o[\Vater r~m celJ?:~md 1'educti°-1l. of bloodvo@}le. 
When water is lost from 500iTVITUios~-waterleaves··r11e lnteriOr of the· 
cell~, thus dehydrating them. In the r~te_rio!_,_~r froni::Orrlie.fupoth
alamus are nei:~t: cells called osm_or:.ecepfifi)which generate!1.e.i:v.e_impulses 
when they are dehydrated. Thesenerve impulses act as a signal for thirst 
and drinkin$. Thirst triggerc:;.<;I by loss of water from the osmm~t~rs is 
5alled~:_~d!_hy_,t!.rat~?!!:- thi~if;; Lo~s_.Qf_"Y_ater from the body als.o results in 
(i/Jypovolem1v or a decrease m the volume of t~e blgod. When blood 
volume goes~q0\yl_1, so does bl?~~!~ssure. The~~-:.<?d pri;:ssure 
stimulates the kidneys ro release an enzyme called renin) Through a 
several-step-process, re..rin is-i~~·oTve<l In -the- formationor a substance 
known as/Cingiotensin If) that circulates in the blood and may trigger 

~-----~~ --drinking, although questions have been raised about the role of this 
ho~o~e in drinking (Stricker, 1977). 

The idea that cellular deh,;:jr_;i_tion and h~povq~!a contribute to 
thirst and_5!rinking is called th(dotf.f;fe;dfP/.e.ti;J.1:_]1yf!!'fl!!!JJ-' (See Eps~in et 
al., 1973.) You can see how both mechanisms are at work after a sweaty 
tennis game: the body has Jost water, the osmoreceptors have been 
dehydrated, and blood rnlume has gone down. Thirst is triggered, and 
you drink to rehydrate your cells and to bring your blood volume back to 
its normal level. 

Why does drinking stop? Water-deprived rats, dogs, monkeys, and 
people stop drinking long before the water balance of their bodies has 
been resto~e~f. Therefo£ifitfi-I ~list be some kind of monitoring mecha
nism in~ mouth, stomach, or intestine whici{-i~dic~es -that enough ---- --~ ...... -~~ r. ··----------
water has been consumed to meet the bodv's needs/ Receptors in the 
stomach and intestTi;c?';~e~ to do this job-(I{olls et aJ.:1986(= 
-· - __ .,,,,,, ----- - -" ~ 

SEXUAL MOTIVATION 
Since sex~al behavior depends, in part, onrphysiologicaJ 1conditions, it 
may be considered a biologk:<1.Lmot_iv~e. But ofcourse sex isTar m_o_re_ than a 

;/biological drive.. Sexu;l motivation is social because it involves other 
'-... - ' - ·--""··-----~ .,.,--. ....--~~-;:, -- _-
peoefe and provides, according to many, the'b~si_sfor social_g~~u£.19gs in 
higher animals-baboon troops and the human family, for example; and 
sexual behavior is powerfully r~L.1_t~j_ bv social pressures and religious 
!Jeliefs. Sex i~~.f~?l()~r::;;:;the sense that it i,s an impor~a11_tp~~t ~four 
¢motional lives; it can provide inten:;~_ pkasurj, but it can also give us 
~_ojy-;:ncl Involve us in many di~'.3:_u)i:-de_c:i~io_ns (Chapter 12, page 477). 
Chapter 14 describes the Freudian theory of personality which, to a large 
degree, is based on emotions centered o~ sex. s~ while this section is on 
sex as a biologicaf ffi;)tive, remember that there is much more to sex than 
hormones and physioiog1cai responses. 



Even when we consider sexual motivation from a biological view
point, it has characteristics which set it apart from other biological drives. 

First, s7x i~11o_r I1e.c~s:;~iy_t_o n;a}_n_~~i!_:i __ t]!_e_~f~ of an individual, although it 
is nec_:~~-sary__for __ 5._l!!!:i:~~~~~-C:_:>E_<:_cic;:s. Second, sexual behavior is~~
arous<?~J?1.2.lac~ o!_~_:.i_b_stances in the body. And third, in higher anl"mals 
at least, sexual motivation is perhaps more under the influence of sensory 
inf~!~~tion from the environment-incentives--(page270)-than ar~ 
other biological motives. ------ - --

Sex Hor!!'_ones: Their Orfianjz_<}ti__o~a_l Role }~>f!_pge1n·, the fe_T~'!.te sex 
hormones; C"Ome in large parC-from tF!e 9..!:aJ:i_e;~_ bur--they also come from 
the adrenal glands. Fstrq_di_rJI is one of the most important estrogens. 
Androge11s-:-rlle male se~ hormones, are secreted into the blood from both 
the testes and the=-adrenal glands. TestostEm11e is the major androgen. Both 
male andfemale sc;-hm;1~cs are present in both n1cn and women; it is 
the relative amounts which differ. ----· ----~ 

-Tfie 0Ti;;~/wir:na1 r-;/e-~f~: hormones has w do with their effect on 
the structure of the body and the brain-especially the regions of the 
hypothalamus (Chapter 2, page 57) that regulate hormone release. While 
a person's sex is inherited (genes on the so-called sex chromosomes 
provide the ,basis f-;;rtEe. growing bab\ w develop as either male or 
female), th~~_nization of the bodv and brain as either mal~_or femal_e 
depends on the presence of the appropriate sex hormones during earlv life 
in th~_\Y°-'~-Genes-~;the. sei chromosomes-;t;'°rr-~exual-(fo~(;T~pmem 
off in one direction or the other; under their influence. a fetus with female 
sex chromosomes will develop ovaries which secrete estrogen while an
drogen-secreting testes will develop in a fetus with male sex chromo
somes. These hormones then direct further sexual development of the 
body and brain. Later in life (at pubcrtv, sec Chapter 12, page 466), the 
sex organs grow rapidlv, and hormone release increases markedly . .'fJX .. !!.!!.d:-..__ 
ary sexual characteristics-breast development, bodv shape, pitch of voice, 
and amoun-t and texture off~~°GI_~air, for exampie=develop underthe 
influence of estrogens or androgens at puberty. 

Not only the body~ b~t-tfl.e-bra~I1;wo, seems to be organized bv sex 
hormones to predispose a person to behave in male or female ways. (See 
Chapter 11, page 445.) This is clear in the case of lower animals, where 
the anato_mical organization of certain parts of the brain-notably the 
hypothalaIT!us-can be changed by horm~n_~_l treatments early in life 
(Gor5ki et aC.-1978). Since the cydical release of hormones involved in 
the menstru~(cvcle is con troll~~ by tf!e-11)-:-pothalamus. it is clear that the 
brains of females and males, who have no such cyclical fluctuations, are 

orga11ized differently. Whether there are su~~le C.'1:_[~~tjpn~L~ifferences 
in brain regigns other than the h~·pothalamus (such as the cerebral cortex; 
see Chapter 2, pag~ SS)tharci~ p_~_:iriafl;- ~xplai11 human sex differences 
in various abilities (Chapter 13, page 541) is a hot..!_r_debated topic 
(McGlorre, 1980): 

'Sex Hormones: Their Activational Role Do higher than normal levels of 

sex hormones circulating in the blood activate, or trigger, sexual behavior? 
The answer is clearly "yes" for the femaTes of many lower animal species. 
As estrogen levels in the blood rise during- the reproductive cycle, the 

-------1i1111i(I 
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females of many species come into what is calle~~s~ or 'J!.eat", and 
will activ~JL c11~age in sexual behayJor; when not iE~~trus, they are 
generally indiffer~£}t_!2~I_l_l¥~~~j=}i.£sl 

In hum~n females, on the of!<er hand, the activation of sexual 
behavior byesc~ proolematicaLSome stuc!ie,.s have shown a~k 
of sexual interest at the ll!icfpoint of themenstruaT cycle, when estrogen 

.........-:=::;::;;:::;:;::·-. -- •· ·····- -~-~~<~ .. --

levels are 11i~.Ji/~thers_..have indicated that the greatest sexual _interest 
occurs immediately followin~ rn~mtr_u_ation, when est~ levels are 
rela_t!!ely )Q0{Ba~~!O-ff,-T9]§)~-F~-rthermore, at·~sr_r:i:i_enopause, when 
there 1s an overalrrecrliction in the amount of estrogen circulating in the 
blood, there isftttfe-Zha;ge in most wo~e~-s-sexuaf<lnve·:-so the rela
tionship between--h~(mones and sexual drive in human.temales has not 
been proved. Ex~<iL~tim_uli (see below), hi!hlts, and ;u.titudes seem to 
be more important than.hormol)es in activating tfle sexuafbehavior of girls 
and women.--· · . -

In males-lower animals and humans alik~-:--a~in lev~I of an
drogens, -especially reg9ster_c:_r:e, must hc;y_r~sen;,'fo~ti~'fbehay~ to 
occur at all(lncreases above this threshold level have little or no effect on 
~*;e~~a~~~ivatro~-ancf'b~ha~i-;(B~~~ant &-£5~"1~;~~, l 974). Males 
need a certain level of testosterone in ou,!er to maintain their sexual 

~---------·~--- / __ __....... __ _ 
i!1teres~~nd to engage in sexual behavior/Cast_@!ion of IO\ver animals and, 
to a lesser degree, of human males re~s.i theiL_~Ldm::~? But 
increases;it'testosterone levels above the necessarv thresholdleveT do not 
"turn on" f!l_ale _sexual dr~ve. It is as if males are primed and made ;;;dy 
for sexual behavior by their normal levels of androgens. The ~e1s in 
males with adequate androgen levels seem to be extqrgtl__stimuli-es
pecially sig_!lals f~l_ll_ the fe_male that she is inte_reste~_iD sex: . 

External. Stimuli, Learning, and Sexual Behavior External stimuli 
play a role in the sex~;l-behavior of mos·t·an~;nals,--but they are especially 
important in activating sexual motivation in the hig~ri~ai:es and 
humans. Hormo~_!IJ_.1:.<:~~JJlY.T~_ns are sexu~!l_Laroused by what other 

.. people say, by their looks, their stvle, their voices, the way they dress, 
and their odor. In other words, ~~ch ~exual -b~ha~ior is ''turned ~by 
stimuli whi~h act as incentives (page 270). · -----· - -- -· · 

-- --·Learning has mucfi'i:o do with the arousal and expression of sexual 
motivation in higher primates and humans. In· J~wer animals, sexual 
behavior tends to be about the same for all members of the s.pecies; it is 
si:~~~2_t.YQ.t'.~, ref!e_~_y~, al,!tomatic1-and trig~yed by the appr_2Qriate stim
uli (Chapter 2, page.39) it the hormonal conditions-are right. In-contrast, 
while human sexual behavior has a biological basis (as indicated above), 
wide variations exist from person to person in the stimuli which will 
activate sexuaT behavior and 'In the. way;that sexual moti~ati~~· is ex
pressed: Much of the variabilitVmhUman sexualbeha~iOr-seeins due to 
people's early learning exp~~Te~ces. Early learning is important, not only 
for sexualbeh-avior 6utaiSOTor social motives, the topic to which we will 
now turn . 

. Socia(Motives 

Social motives are the complex motive states, or needs, that are the 
wellsprings of many human-a2i:ionS: .They are called~oda/ because they 

'' 1 '1'1''1.''1""1" 111!'1"1"1'11!1'11'1'11"11!1'11 11!11!1111ill 



are learned in social gro11ps, especially i!1 the famJ!yas_~~_il_dre_11 grow, ~_p, 
and because they usually involve other people. These human motives can 
be looked upon as generai statesrhac-feadto many particular behaviors. 
Not only do they help to determine much_ of _\Vh_at ~ p~rSQ':! qo_c;s, they 
persist, ney~J.!lllY sat!ilied, over the yea;;. No sooneris 2!ie.:@e.Gflichej 
thanthe motivelsolfected towardj_~ot:Tier one. If. for example, a person 
has a need -f()r-affiliation-a need w-;nake friends-he or she may 
establish friendly relations with one acquaintance, but this does not 
satisfy the motive. The person is driven to do the same with others and to 
maintain these patterns of friendship after they are established. Thus 
social motives_ are general, pe~sting charl!<:.t,~_ris~~-s of a person, and, since 
tn-ey-are learned, their strength differs greatly from one individual to 
another. Consequently, social motives are important COITUlQ!ls;J}lS of per-_ 
~_gnality-the enduring and characteristic dif~among people -
(Chapter 14).' 

Many social motives have been proposed. Three of the most-stud
ied social motives are described i~ Table 7.1: need for'.@Pievement (need 
is often abbreviated n), net:5L~(1ffiliation, and nec:<:!_.f~@~er. A longer 
list of social motives is shown in !able 7.2. After descnbing the ways 
social motives are measured, we will discuss three of these motives
achievement, power, and human aggression-in detail. 

MEASUREMENT OF SOCIAL MOTIVES /~ 
TD' ~ea;-ure so~ial motives, or needs, psychologists try to 'tzyd the"!!!., or 
common threads, which run_ through samples of action and IIT;;gined 
action. To' find these the;:;:\es:-they- use (If prol5:c~iv_e lSStS to ·Study 
them~ of imagined action; (2) pencil-and-paper ~sti()f1_naires, or ir,
ventories, containing questions about what ~person does or prefers to do; 
and (3). observations o; actual behavior in certain types of situations 
designed to t;ring-~ expressiono"Csocial motives. 

Pr~ Tests These te_st§ (or t~c!!_'!~ as they are sometimes called; 
Chapter-13, page 550) are: based on the idea that people will read their 

'---- ---

CHARACTERISTIC N ACHIEVEMENT 

General 

Arousing situation 

Related activities 

Concern to do bet-

A moderately chal
lengJn11"t~k 
Chooses and per
forms better ar-
challengln'g tasks, 
prefer~ peISQ_nal 
responsibility, 
seeks and utilizes 
fiiedbacfonper
fofnlaiice quality. 
inno~es to im
~ro:v_~ 

N AFFILIATIQ'N) 
/ 

Concern for estab
lishing, maintarn-

TriQ':-repairing 
fri,~ndl~. LeI~~~s 
OQ12_ortunity to be 
with friends -=-

. Makes more local 
phone call~ visits, 
seeks _approval, 

, dislikes disagree-
. ing with strangers, 
1 better grades from 
\. a warm teacher 

Concern with hav
ing imQact, reputa
tion,-ana'Tnfluence 

Hierarchical or in
fluenceSifuatioii 

Accumulates 
"prestige sup
rl18s;-n--6ffenfries 
to convince others, 
more-oTien an of
ficer in voluntary 
organizations. 
-plays more com
petitive sports, 
drinks more heav
ily··-

(Source: F'rorl" Motivational Trends in Society by 0. C McClelland, General Learning Press. Copyright 
1971 by General Learning Corporation. Reprinted by permission ) 
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Table 7.1 

Chararteristirs of people with high n 
achievement, n affiliation, and n pofJZ•er 



Table 7.2 

Some major social motives MOTIVE 

Abasement 1 

Achievement'. 
•·Affiliatio~' 
-·~.;.:.::;;..~::':---= '. 

Aggression 
~-::':.:.:: .. -

Count~.rar;t~9S1 

Defense 

Deference . -·----~ - -

Dominarwe. 
,_ 

Exhibition 

·t'.1arm avoidance\ 
----~--~-==;:;,,-

Inf avoidance 

Nurturance,' 

B.eJection 

GOAL AND EFFECTS 

'1'6-submit passiV€1y to others. to seek and accept injury, bla~ 
'-and cr1l~s;,1sm ··----- .. _.._ 

·To_ accO_rf'.tJ_ll~h.c:Ji~flc;~~t_~~-s: to rival and surpass others': 

Q:o s~ng __ enjgy coop_e~at~o~ with others to make friend~) 
. TO overcome oepo~i!!Q_nJ9Jc.efully to fi2~lfill.Q..@l/E'.fl.9f injury to 
: belittle, curse. or ridicule others 

~T;-b~ free ~f r~;(;ai~ts ~nd obligatig,~s: to b~r.:.sJepend~nt;and 
J!~~~ccording to .1,.r:!:Jp~e -

To master or make up for failure by renewed efforts; to overcome 
WAakness and !T'ain~lJCJg a[l_9.§_glf::L°E:Ji:;Qggofiar1igh level 

/lo delli!J9_g_neself against attack. c~~c~m. or ~l3me; to JUS~fy~-
, and v1nd1cate oneself --

To admire and support a superior person; to yi~~.ags;rly to 
D~r-J?e'.6p1e··-"~~ -, --
/ro control and influence the behavior of others: to be a leader 

, To m-;Jke an i.r:ntJr.ess1on; to be-~;~; and heaJd__l?y others~t~~ 
show off ··· ,. -- · · - - - -- ·- -· .,/ 

Toa~~id pain, physical injury, illness, and death 

~To-;:;~d h~;iliati~ra1n f;~-;ction~se of fear of 
failure ·-· -- --
~ 

Toh~ take care of si_g_l\_9rdefenselEiS2_l)eople; to assist 
others who are 1n troub-re--·- ---- · · -

, ''Tei p.!:!_lJhings,_ iQ order to achi~v_c_~e_<i_nlliJ§s, arrangem~~'and 
~_p~- - _,,,,,,. ..· -- -_/ 

To devotSJ_one'_s free llm_e.10.worts, 9£01es, and parties: to raugh 
and make aJOke ofE)verything: to be ligh]i~artedai'iO.JI?Y / 

To rem<Jm_ aloof and 1nd1fferent to an inferior person; to Jil!Of 
snub others · ____.. -'-
-~--~----

To seek and en1oy sensuous impressions and sensations; to 
enjo_y the arts_g_enui_nely -

(Source: After Murray. et al. 1938.) 

ownfoeliriKS and needs into ambiguous or unstructured material. In other 
words, their dei~rip_ti()ns-ofth~-;:;:;~t~r;;1·will express thei;SO~T-al motives 
because they will project their ·motives into it. . - . 

The Thematic Apperceptio'! Test (TAT) is a proE;tiv_~_~e_chnique 
(Chapter 13, page 552) which nas o~een much use~assess _soci;il .. ==--· -·- -
motjyes. In this test and others like it, a standard set of pictµr~s depicting 
,~-·-· . ·----· ---- . ---~-~~--·-----..-- --
va~~_ople in various situations is presented, and the person being 
tested is asked to_ make up storie5-Je.?cri~0g what is _h.ap_p~_oing in the 
pictures. MotlVarionarthernes are found to run through the stories told 
about the pictu~e~. Fori~-~ta.nce, whe;;-~h~~·n-apictureofa-ma-n seated at 
a desk (Figure 7.5), a person might tell a story about how hard the man is 
working to accomplish something; when shown a picture of a boy standing 
with a broom in front of a store, the same person might tell a story about 
the dreams of accomplishment the boy is having; and so on for other 
pictures. This theme of work and accomplishment reflects the person's 
need for achievement. Another person might tell stories reflecting a need 
for affiliation, a need for power, or some other soc:ial motive. The~-

'''"''"''"''"''"''"'"'"1"1''"1'11'1''1'1"1'1"1'11'1'11'1'11'1111'1''1'1111'1111'111111111111111111111111 
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and the. t~~e_s in them cai:i !:>~. sc~r~d, and so diffe_r~nt cl_egr(!es of social 
motives can be ascertained. 

P1rso11_l!lj!y Questionnaires Several pencil-and-paper tests (Chapter 13, 
page 547), -calleoquestionnaires or inventories, have been developed to 
measure the strength of social moti~~:-fhese inventories consist of 
questions fo_rj>eople to answer about their tvpical behavior and prefer
ence~::-what they woufddo or pr~f~;-r;-a~-ifi .. cer.t-:iin .. situation~,- f~r 
example. 

Sft~~(i;nafrrests A third wav to assess social motives is to create situa
tionS-ln'=wt'fCif a person's actio~s wilGe~~al his or hercfom"inani:f;lotives. 
For example, the need for affillarlon.illight be measurecfby giving an 
individual a choice between waiting in a room with other people or 
waiting alone, Children's aggressiveness can be measured by letting them 
play with dolls and observing the number of aggressive responses they 
make. Or aggression can be studied by insulting people to see whether 
they reply in an angry way. 

- ·- ~-- ~-~ ·- ~ .. ,.,- ~-......... 

ACHIEVEMENTMOTIV A TION 
i~~;[cf[eE~11!,f!11 (n ach) was one of th~ ~rs_t S<)Ci~I motives to be studied 
in de ta If TMcGJelland et al., 1953 ), and research into this motive con
tin-ues today (Spe-;.;-;e, 1983). As a result, we know quite_ a bit about it. 
People in whom the need for achievement Ls strong(see~_.Jo be£_9me 
acco~lishesJ) and to fmI?rov._e. the_~a~_Fe..!foripa~e. Jhey~e ~~
or~~~teoji1<f pr~fer_~~~-~-ii_-tasks thaTare __ ~~~ng~1::W and on which 
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Figure 7.5 

The strength of various social motives 
can be assessed by stories told about 
pictures such as this one. (Ray Ellis/ 
Photo Researchers.) 
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their perfor~11_c~.e_~e ev:!~uated in so111_t,'._~, either by com aring it 
with other people's performance or in terms of some other stan ar ·. More 
forrna!!v7''7achie7e-mem is task-oriented behaviorthat allows the individ
ual's p~1form.In~z~ ~--be ev~f~~(e-J";~ording _to_ some i11ternallv_~ exter
naH~- in~p;;~t;<l criterio-r!, ffiat mvolves·a;e-indi;idualin com_£t;_ting with 
others: or- that c;t11ern1se involv;~-;om~ standard of excell~~c~'' (Smith, 
i 969; Spe11,ce & Helmreich, f983, p. l Zf ,,\C'niev;-~e~~';.;:;tri~tion can.be 
seen in many areas of human endeavor-on the job, in school, in home-
making. or in athlt:tic competition, for example. -- ---

,. 

Th(- So_urce__ i]f Achievement Motivation Why are some people high in 
the ne~ed -fo; achievement? Since the social motives-including the need 
for achievement-are largely learned, the general answer must be that 
differences in,-early_[ifc,: experienc_:i)lc:ad _[<) va,riations in t)_l~_arr10unt of 
achieyem_em .!£SIITVaOon-(and other social motives, as well). More specifi
cally, children learn by s_opyin~ the _beha_vior _of their,..earents and_other 
impo:rant people who ser_:e '!~~ocl~_I~ Through sud(0~~e':':!t~~i!L~earn
i_!!~Bandura & Walters, 1963 ), children take o~. or -~.9.Q~. many charac
teristics of the model (Chapter 14, page 596), including the need for 
achievem-::nt if the model possesses this motive to a marked degree 
[Eccles (Papons), 1983). ~-

Thefexe~ctatiQn~ parents ha~J~ for their children are also said to be 
important r;:;· the- develoi·1me-nt-ofachievement motivation [Eccles (Par
sons), 1983 ). Parents who expect their children to work hard and to strive 
for~~~~ will ~rf~urage them to d~ ;~ -<;nd(pfaise th~mJ<2t~shie~~T:9nt
directed behav10r. , specific set of parental expectations related to 

achie;e~~ent-rnotirntion concerns ideas about when children should be
come independent in skills such as "standing up for one's rights," "know
ing one's way around town," playing with minimal supervision, and, in 
general, doing things for one's self. 

Achievement Motivation and Behavior The degree to which people 
""-~-~~~ -~-~~-· ~~- ~ -.",__:;:;;..,~ 

with strong underlying achievement motivation show achievement-ori-
ent,s:d behavior depends on many factors. One of these is another motive 
---'fu_rof_fail'olEe-which. is said to inhibil_ the_ <,'.)(Qrss~i()~_£f.~ment 
behavicfr_(Ai:f(ins£~~ Atkinson &'.Birch, 1978). For people in-whom 
fear'of failure is low relative to the need for achievement, achievement 
motivation e~presses itsefrm- many waysTK:fcCle!land & \Vinrer,-1969; 
Boyenga & Hoyenga, 1984\ -- ---~- ----·-· 

l, I-iif2~- n-~chJ_~\~~!1!._Jl_(:()ple prefer to w~ on{r;,ocjera~ely 
challenging task';)~ich promise succesSl The)(do not like to work 
on~;;-i=veasytasks, ~:here dZJe ~s no challenge a-;;-a' s~-no satisfaCt!QJi 
of the7~-a~h;~ve~ent needs; ~!_cITt_t_hev J!k~.Y~I:Y _cjlf~~~lt tasks, 
where the likelihood of their success_js l9w,' Thus people high in n

achievemeni: are like-ly-t;i-be- re~ii~r!~ lnrhe tasks, j£~~~ and ~()C~~ 
tions they select; that is, the-y arelikelv to make a good match 
bet~een their abilities and what will be demanded of th~m: -

2. High n-achievement peopk like tasks in which their perform

anc~n -be~ sg_~w~~ that of othe~-;;(rheyli~~ec~~e~~b!~ on 
"how they are doing. ' ·· - ~ --



3. High n-ach_ic;ve!Tl.<::!lS _ _JJegple tend to be persistent in working 
on tasks th~y_JJt:rceive a_s (;re.!:r:!_el~~ or as refle-cting th92~j¥f.:: 
sonal characteristics (such as intelligence) which are involved in 
"getti-ng ~h~aJ:" 

4. When high n~achi~vt:.fl!t'.!1U)~QIJJ~_are sup::c;:ssful, they tend to 
r~ise their levels of aspiration in a realis~i_c wfr so that they will move 
c;nro slightTy_m9~~~F}ajknfii1g and·a~fttcuft tasks. 

5. High n-achievement people like to work in situations in which 

they have s'Zi~~ ~~~oL2-'1.S!"'~"~--?Y.~~~~S, th~y-:ire ~-ot gaf!l__blers. 

These achievement-related behaviors tend to be present in many 
men and some women who are successful in business and in certain 
professions. But rnanv high n-achievement women do not show the 
achievement beha\iors ch-;rai:e.ristlc·or-n1e1~:\Tm)· women-~ho are high 
on n-achievemen·t-C:h nol;:-forexan11)fe~ Tike to work on moderate Iv riskv 
tasks. Thus a gend~;~;f~rence exists in ~~-=-e~p~;ssiq_fi_Qfi:he n~id f~r 
achievement. To try to account for this gender difference, another motive 
_:::-fear o{ success-was proposed for women (Horner, 1968) . 

. Tes't.~-"~\;ere developed which-~~-~-~(to sh;;w thatwomen believed 
their suc~~s.0i!.L verformance would have nega~i~~e-~o_nseque~~~~--s'ti'ch-as 
unpoe_[Jlarity and a reduced feel~ femininit). \\'omen were found to 

view sticcess as counter to their roles-m our culture and were therefore 
afraid of i~~-;.rhe existence-~r~~h- a v-i-;\~P<J~r,.~ould be expected to 

change-women's achievement-oriented behavior. Subsequent research 
has strongly questioned th:: existence of a general success~voldance 
motive i11- -\\:Omen (Tresema, 1976), but there_i;;_e~id~~~ethar some 
women-especially. rh~se ~fl()- Iii\~e acc~ted the traditional view of 
women's role in socictv and yet-~re !Jl~~;;-~d i;~~-mp~tit~~-~5ituati0ns=do 
have a fear of success (Pattv & Safford, 1976). So there are individual 
differe;;-c-~ i~ the fear-of-s~ccess motive. Beliefs about sex r-;iesh~ve 
changed In recent years, and fewer worn-en now evidence a strong fear-of
success motivation. If presentr~e-n~i's-contin.ue, the achievement-mot!~ 
vated 6ehavlor of women, in g~~~ral, can be expected to be~o~e more 
like that of ~e~: - ---·- ·- -· -- . ·· 

In ~l)siness, in school, and in ma1_1y professions, one would expect 
achievel!le[l_!_fl!':Hivation to be an important predictor of success, and, 
indeed, it often is. Common sense would also predict- that the most 
successful people would be those whocguplec! strQ_n_g__achi_e.Y<;:.IJJ..<e.11! WQti
vation with st!on_gcompetitive moci~tion. Some interesting current re
search, however, seems to question this common-sense idea. The inost 
succ_essfuJ p_~()ple identified in this research scored hjg_h....Q!Lflffiie.y_c;men:C
motivat~()J_1-'-- or work orientation, but lillL.QIL_compellilve _f!!o_tiv~tion 
(Spei\cf&Hel111_reich, 1983). For example, Figure 7.6 shows a consistent 
pattern in which the higheS( _ _l_evels_of performance were obtained by 
people high on achie\'~111ent mo!iY~tion-called WQI_k-mastery in Figure 
7.6-but low in com_p_~tjt_i':'e_ motivation. The figure also shows that 
competitive motiva_sion impr()_y_~s perf()rmance for people with low 
achievement, or work-maste_ry, 1_110tivation, but actually imp_:1_irs_2erform
ance-for -l:ho-seln who-~ ac~ievem~nt motivation is stro~ More a~d-m~re 
factors which modify the expression of this important social motive
achievement· motivation-are being discovered. 
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Figure 7.6 

The higll~s!Je'.'els_~__p~rf..<>_rmance are 
reached by people high in -~Qfli~ll!~

tery (ac~i~~S!lUngrjvation) but }2~
in comp~g~!\'t! .. !l!()Jj.\'ation. (a) Grade
point averages for females and males. 

(b) Average annual income for busi
nessmen. (c) Citations of the published 
work of male scientists. (From Spence 

& Helmreich, 1983; data in (b) from 
Sanders, 1978; data in (c) from 

Helmreich er al., 1978.) 
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.4chievement Motivatio_n an_tf_so.cietJL It has been suggested that the 
need for achievement is~lated to a society's eCOJlOfDic and ,bt1_sjness 
growth \McClelland, 1961, t 97ff-fh~s.Tfin\:estigators find evidence of 
stron~chiev~~ent motivation in a particular society, they may be able to 
make predictinns about economic growth in that society. 

By studying the social motives revealed in a culture's popular liter
ature (especially children's books) and relating them to its economic 
history, researchers have found that a high need for achievement corre
lates with various indices of economic growth:~;cf;-~-~-th~-;onsumption of 
elect!icity. These studies have shown that a high need forachievement 
co~ lz.efore. s_pyrtsjn .e.canomis: grow~h. and, thus, predicts them. The 
delayed-relationship is dramaticaliy-illi:lstrated in Figure 7:7~Here, need 
for achievement successfully predicted economic ups and downs in the 
English economy between 1550 and 1850. Economic activity was mea
sured by changes in coal imports. The lag between levels of achievement 
motivation and eco11omic changes was about SO years. For the twentieth 
century, investigators have found a shorter lag. Although the relationship 
between need for achievement and economic growth is suggestive, it is 
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not proof that need for achievement causes economic growth; they may 
both be caused by other factors. However, knowledge of the social 
motives dominant in a societv may help us understand its history and 
predict its future. This application of psvchology to history and future 
trends is relatively new, but it may turn out to be a major contribution. 

POWER MOTIVATION 
Winren l 973. p. 5) has defined; 5_2Cial poweras "the ability or capacity of a 
pers~n-to pro9l!S:e (consc~Jy-~r ~~con~ciously) inten~ej_effe~!s-on the 
behavlcH-or emotions ofanoth_i,;.r. 12£f?On .':~The goals -of po we~ motivation 
are to influence, control, ca]ofe, pe~ade, lead, charm others, and to 
enhance-~~-~-~ o~n:L~R,utati.Onln theeye~ gC@l~L p_e~Pfe. People with 
strong power motivation derive satisfaction from achieving these goals. 

Pow•er motivation (the need [or pow5r, or n pow·er, as it is often termed) 
varies i~e;_11gth from person -to- eerson and can be measured from the 
st~ri~~told in th~ picture~projection technique (page 281). The degree of 
n po~\·er in a person is reflected in storv themes ab~ut _d_irect control of 
other people. in stories concerning the emotional impact one perso'.1 has 
on anoth-er, and by the conern of the people in the stories fQ_r thejr 

" reputations (Winter, 1973 ). 

Power Motivation and Behavior Given that a person's degree of power 
motlv-itio~-;,:an b~oughl)~·rneasured, we can look to see how this motive 
is expressed in behavior by relating the test scores of power motivation 
with what the person actually does. Power motivation can be expressed in 
many ways; the manner of expression depends greatly on_the _persgn's 
socioeconQ..mic status (Ff;;-y~nga-& Hovenga, 1984 ), ~ex (Hoyenga & 
Hoy~.1979),-lev~l of ma!~r_i_ty (McClelland, 1975). and the d5Jr.ree to 
which the individuai fears his or her own power motivation (McClelland, 
l 9lS). Neve~theless~ -; ~{1mber- ~f _behavioral clusters have been related to 
high n power (l\1cClelland et al., 1972; Winter, 197 3 ). The following are 
some of rhe ways in which people with high power motivation express 
themselves (Hoyenga & Hoyenga, 1984 ): 

l. By1~l1Lsiv~ and aggr_e;ssb'.e_~c~, especially by m~n in !()F~! 
socioeconoITilc-lJrackets. --· -· - - ·-- -

2. By participation in(°~!11P_e:ti!ive sport§, such as hockey, foot-

Figure 7. 7 

The relationship between n..:;;'.:! for 
achievement and one index of eco
nomic accivicy-coal imports-in 
England between !SSO and 18SO. Nore 
char changes in achievement need 
came about SO years before changes in 
economic activity. Imagine sliding che 
n-achievcmcnc curve co che right by 
about SO years; the cwo curves would 
then almost coincide. (Modified from 
Bradburn & Berlew, 1961.) 
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ball, baseball, tennis, and basketball, especially by men in lower 
so~i;ec~nol'riic braekets and-by c-ofl~s_~n. --- -

3. ByG;'iniggJ>.!K~f1i¥tions and h<Jl9~_g_ offi('i1n these organiza-
. - - --,-·-·--~-~ 

nons. 

4. Among men, by \d~i~king and sexually dominating wcilllen. 
Strong power needs in m7n, but not in ~oih;;~~~~-the 
stability of dating couples; only 9 percent of the couples-Tri one 
study married when the man was high inn power, while 52 percent 
of other couples in the study did so (Stewart & Rubin, 1976). 

5. By·:~Qbta~nin1a.and cgll~c;Ji.i:ig P.02~~~ such as fancy cars 
(sport~-~ars- are a favorite), guns, elaborate Stereo S~tS, n.!!ffi_erous 
credit cards, and the like. 

6. B~~~i.th. £eoele who are QQLQ'!I!i~~9pular 
wi!JLQthe.rs and who perhaps, are more e31i.Jy_.£_Q!ll!Q~ by the 
high-n-p-;wer person because they depeifcfq:_ii_ nim or heffor friend-
ship. --~ - -- -- -·-

7. By ~hoosing occupations such as teaching, dielomacy, busi-
ness, and the clergy-occupations in which high-n-power people 
b

0

elie"ve they ha;;:;-chance to have an im_e~CT°'~n others. 
- ~ -·------ _-70:.c:-~-c .. ~.,__,___ 

8. By --b~ildin.!J.._and dlli;_iQJining their ~;'this seems es-
pecially characteristic of women with strong po~er needs. 

-====--

Machiavellianism ' Niccolo Machiavelli (1469-1527), in his book The 
_,,.-,~...,.,---· .... ~ -/ ----·~--- -
f_rinq, gave som_s.pra('tica_l_~dvi_c;__e to rulcr_s on how to maintain power. In 
brief, he said, ·rulers should outward)\' follow the rules of conventional 
f110ralitv but se~uSi:-crafr. and d~GeitfuJwactii.;es to rnain.tfiln_them
selves in pow.0} The term Afarhiavellianism (Christie & Geis, 1970) has 

- -- y ~ 
been coined in psychology to describe people w~press their power 
moti~a_tiQ.!2 by Tl1anip~':!l~_ti_f]K__a_nd ~)(pl9iting_ ()the_rs in a decep~e and 
uns~!~---fas~iavellianism 1s not the same as powermoti
vation;ifrefers to a parti~ s_!:rategy that some people, dubbed "Ma
chiavels," use to express their power motivation. In addition to bcing' 
~a~i{)~lators, "Machiavels" generally show little warmth in their personal 
rel~!i'2_n_ships, are only wea_k_!y __ _guided by conventi@al mQral!ty in their 
dealin_gi-\ylth others, are realLD':.QLi~~-cj (interested in practical results), 
and have l~le ~nter~s~j.!;! __ id_~9Iogies (Chri_stit:_§c G~is, 1970). Pencil-and
paper psychological tests based on these ideas have been devised to 
identify "Machiavels." Subsequent laboratory research (for example, 
Geis, 1978) showed that people with high scores on a test of Machiavelli-

/ anism do, indeed, manipulate others, ma_!<-_~ ~Q_d bi:e.ak inte_~r~nal rela
tionships in an opeonunistLc_\V~Y~-aeny cheating in laborato_ry games, use 
lies to manipu!ate Clt_~er_people, are v~.£:SCS~~hen arguing__about 
subjects in which they are emotionally involved, are perceiv~dJ~Y._9thers 
in thefr __ g;~up~~s-l~aderS: and, as ~fachiavelli himself might havepre
dicted, tend to be -on the winning side in laboratory games. 

HUMAN~~g(;~~ 
Most would agree that aggression is a motive about which we should know 
more. We attack, hurt, and sometimes kill each other; we aggress verbally 



by means of insults or attempts to damage another's reputation; and wars 
always seem to be happening someplace-approximately 14,600 wars in 
5,600 years of recorded history (M~u, 1976). -'-=..c.;c.-----

--- .__:_._::.::;:.:..::. ~---=..::=:=::::...--==::== ' ---·· -· 

ln~try"}_e_'!l'!J.q'!-<l_HJ!!!if'!)!s.gr.!,5:-Sion The term aggression is hard to "pin 
down, and there is some disagreement about what should and should not 
be called aggressive. A distinction is sometimes made between 1-iostile 
a~ression and instrumental aggression.@1!i!.!!_agi;ressio,'! has as its~ 
h_a-'1ming '!n_~per perso~{ inrf.F/J,~nJtn_e,n_tal aggres~ion (~1:1s_s, 1961, 1966 ), the 
in<fiviaual uses aggression as a wav_~f_:;~tiSl:Vi!:l~_mt: oth~i:_!ll_~~ivec For 
example, a person may use threats to forceotfiersto comply WiiJi· his or 
her wishes; or a child may use aggression as a way of gaining attention 
from others. 

The focus of this section on human aggression is on hostile aggres
sion. A definition that many find adequate is tharz/1!:!!!!.f!_~f?!!.ion "is~ 
form o_f behavior di~~-~<::4.tm:;.Hd the goal of harming o~inivrin~.mher 
living l>.<;:~g who is motivated to av~id sl!_ch rr_eatT.~ (Baron, 1977" 
p. /). Note that this definition implies that the aggressor i~ to harm 
the victim; although intent is often hard to judge, we should be reasona
bly -sur~ it is there before we label an act aggressive. 

We humans have a vast repertorv of specific hostile aggressive 
behaviors. Aggression can be phvsical or verbal, active or passive, direct or 
indirect (Bu.~s, 1961 ~ The_§hv·~~al- erba\)listinction is the disti~Ztio-;; 
betweentho"dily h;i_~!_!})ind@ttack with wor ; the (!ctivili.2..siv_t;idifference 
is the difference between 6\r_e'.t act!OI) and aJailu~ _t~~y; ~e~µiggres
sion means face-to-face conta9 with the person being attacked, while 
indirec~:aggres~n occurs €rhout such cont~. These distinctions pro
vide a useful framework for categorizing many specific instances of hostile 
human aggression (Table 7.3). 

Aggression as a Human Instinct One influential idea about human 
aggr~s~ion is that it is p;rt of "the nature of the~~~-~· (Fr~_\j.Q.,_ 1920/1953; 

TYPE OF AGGRESSION 

Phys~cal-a~e-d~t 

Physical-a_ctive-ind~t 

Physical-passive-direct 

Verbal-active-direct 
-~~ --

Verbal-active-indirect 

Verbal-passive-direct 

Verbal-passive-indirect 

EXAMPLES 

stabbing, punching. or ~-g another person 

setting a booby trap for another person: h_ir:i_ng1J'2.. 
as~a__s.~ to kill an enemy 

physi£illhcJlrevent1ng another person from obta1ri1rig a 
desired goal or performing a desired act (as in a sit-in 
demonsirafionY · · ·· · · · 

re(!dsi11_g to p~rform necessary tasks (e.g., refusing to 
moveauring a sit;in) 

in~u~ der<25Jat1ng another person 

sprea_9in~~~0_1J!3JJJ_m_Qrs QLg()SS_IP about another 
person 

refusing to speak to another person, to answer ques
tions, and so on 

failing to :nake specific verbal C()mrnE)ll_ts (e.g., fa_iling 
to speak up in another person's defense when he or 
she is unfairly criticized) 

(Source Baron, 1977: based on Buss, 1961 ) 

--1 
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Lorenz, 1966). We are said to share an aggressive instinct _with lower 
animals. Thus, human ~ression i~~id to be a SRecies-.ryQjsal lrehavior 
(Chap~er 2, page 41),·j-;-;-st a~ it is in other animals. ThelmpilrnlOriOf this 
view is that since we are, bj' namr.e, aggressj\!e SL~!g.!l_r~s, fights, wars, and 
destr1:!<0Ji~n ha_~~een a!1:£.~irrc0r1~111ue robe-a n;~~-human 
story on the planet earth. 
-- ··· \Vli!Ie it is tru~- that portions of human and lower animal brains 
regulate the expression of aggression and that levels of certain hormones 
(testosterone, for example) are related to aggression (Moyer, 1976; Svare, 
1983), most p>ychologists reject the dark. pessimistic, '"human-nature" 
view of aggression. Instead. thcv stress the importance of environmcntaL 
social. and learning factors in the causation and regulation of aggressive 
lJ-;;h·;\-;or (Ba~d;r;: 1983; Baron, 1977; Berkowitz. 196.~). 

(Environmental and Social Causes.iof Human Aggression Frustration of 
.. ~~~~~ariv as"'; basic cat1_,~e of aggressiorl'Frusiration 
~79'9) occurs ;~(i-n1otivated beha\;o7i~~th~~;;;;.(ed, or~d, so 
that goa~s are 11ot r<..:~ch.~ The.strong fOrrrl-oftfie FYJ!!!!~.!.!ssion 
hJl!.othesis (Dollard et al.. 1939). as it came to be called, stated that 
tru~;n alwa.}s results ~aggressivi:: _ _!2.<:_havior and that all aggressive 
behay!or is cau:i.ed bv frustration. But we cancasily think of exceptions to 

the frustration-aggression hypothesis in this strong form. Peopiemay, for 
example, react to frustration bv withdrawing from the situation, by giving 
up, by using alcohol or other drugs, or, 0rJ;'~it)sitive n~-by 
incr~~sing_thei{ tlforr~JO. o\·~~~0~1~..!be frustr'!~on. And. certainly, as we 
shall sec below, not all aggression is caused by frustration. 

Whether frustration .. resi1fts-!n ~!ggresslon.seems to depend on two 
factors. First. the,frustration must beJD..t.~!12e (Harris, 1974). In part, the 
strength of_t_ht:Jr~~i:~on·~~-;;pon the expectation) person has of 
reaching; goal; the thwarti-;;'g of high expectations can be an effective 
instigator.'Z;faggression (Worc-'hel. 1974 ). In this connection; ·it is interest
ing (Q" n~te" that civil disorders and revolutions are instigated, not by the 
most downtrodden members of a society, but by those who, whik"'frus
trated, also have some expectation that the social goals they are striving 
for can be reached. Second, the frustration must b~c:_rceived as being the 
result of arbitrary ac..tiu~,,, Aggression ~-n~;;r~ 1ik~I:~ ~i'len the frustration is 
perceived as unj~is_ill!E.?, and aggressionlna\;·:ri:'~t~~()~~ur· at all if the 
thwarting of motives 1s considered justified by the frustrated individual 
(Zillmann & Can tor, 1976 ). ---· - - -

Perhaps the mo~!I11I1()n, everyday source of aggression is a illQ~I 
insult or negative evaluatio~- f~om ano-th-_e-r-{)erso-n ("Y~~1're a stupid so
~nd-so;'l (Buss-;-T96fffhe insult ma\: not be intended as such. But if it is 
perceived as intended and if harmful .intentis·a-ttriburedlC::hapter 9, page 
347) to the insulter-,~the insuftlsT~rerpr~t~d-·~s-an a~t. This 
aggressive act arouses aggression in the person being insulted, and this 
person res_eon~s with co.L.!.!l~.i:e~sion. Especiallv in public situations in 
which we are trying to maintain our esteem. in the eyes of others, coun
teraggression to insults is likely to intensify the original aggression, and a 
vicious circle pf escalation r~sults, "which-ca~ead, ultimately, to physical 
aggre~~i9_~;-~- . ----·---· , _. 

Another important social cause of human aggression isrcompliance 
with an authority who orders us to aggress against othe.rs. Thispo;.,~rtul 



influence, illustrated in a number of obedience experiments (Milgram, 
1963, !_965, 1974), is discussed in Chapter 9, page 359. 

· l1r1gle~, or aversive, environ~l~!l~.al condjtions m~y _gispose_; 
some people toward aggressipn.:Hig~ tempera~es [at least up to'! point 
(Baron, 1977)], rntt:.i:i~e noisejDonnerstein & Wilson, 1976), and, 1mder 
some conditions,. frQWding ,(Freedman, 1975; Schopler & Stockdale, 
1977) increase aggr;;'ssion, espec1'i.Dr.]iJ.~people who_ l~a.\Te aln::_a~y been 
a~sr~ in some way. And it has been argued (Berkowitz, 1983) that 
frustration, when it is effective, acts in part because of the unpleasant 
feelings it creates. 

Another environmental influence, although a controversial one, is 
the presence ofw~.a,pQny in settings where aggression might be expected. 
In some experimeniS(Berko~it~ "& Te'Paie, 1967;- Fro_df,. 1975 ), the 
presence of weapons such as guns was found to increase the aggression of 
angered people. But other studies (Buss, Bo0ker, & Buss, 1972) have not 
been able to replicate what has been called the \v~go_11s ~~cr7' 

LJLarning and Human Aggression Socjill_kami.ng,ih.eory (Chapter 14, 
page 596) stres-ses the role of imitation of oth~rs;b~bavior as a cause of 
aggressionjBa~di:i-ra~_}973~ · i9.77,1983)Tn b;ili!aborawry expe~lrr;ents 
and everyday life, peop~~h<!_h_ave ~een others a~t aggressively ~r.~:pt to 
do so in similar situations (Chapter 11, page 446). Aggression is con-
tagious. 

Do aggressive models play an important role in the initiation of riots, 
insurrections, and similar events? Eye-witness accounts by social 
scientists on the scene during the initiation of such events suggest 
that they may. In many cases, it appears that la~-scale aggression 
f~ils.£() ~.e_velop Uf! tiL2IJ£QrJil..Qlt:.' 'h.9!:-JJ~_aded'.'. incji vie) ual~_£Q.'!l.rnI t 
an initial act of violence (Lieberson & Silverman, 1965; Mornboisse, 
l 967TPrwr "(OSlicn-events,-ang~; ~uttering and a general milling 
about may predominate. Once the first blow is struck, the first rock 
hurled, or the first weapon fired, however, a destructive riot may 
q~ici<.ly ensue. It s-eem~ reaso~~ble to view the pers~~tlat~ 
vio.len~e "T;" such situations as aggressive. models. (Baron, 1977, 
p. 99.) . - - ··- --~= . 

Modeling is most effective if the aggressive behavior is seen as 
being both justified and a~hTeyi!igJ!}~ward and if the w-atchei:E.._!11!.eady 
angry. Modeli~gls-said to ~o-~kbecau~e-·it serve:; w (1) di~i;_()_g-
serve_r·~ at~tLon w_o_n_c of._~~f~~)?~).ssi~le behavior seg~_e!1cesia_.gg~3-
sion instead of attempts at ingratiatton,' perhaps I; (2) show the obser\'er 
that certain behaviors !ire all right_, thus decr9~ing ir.J1imi:oi;s to-;-ggres
si~n; (3) er~{'C';:-the emotional arousal of the obse""fVer which, under 
some conditions (Zillma~n:·1983)~ can facilitate aggression; and (4) show 
the observer somt:_§E_ecifi.f aggr_essL\'c _actior.s that m~L~c_p~~·' 

Television and-films provid-~th manv Jggressive models, and 
the questlo-r{ ~(cheir~iburion to aggressive .beha-\-:i(H has been much 
studied (Geen, 1983 ). The results of these studies have generally (but 
wiiliexceptlons) sho::"n moderately. enha~'2ed aggr~ssion, ~ciallv 
among bo_ys, following the viewing o(refevis;on or movie violence. Here 
is the way_.one author put it: 

__Jillll~ll 
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It is my impression that the weight of existing evidence strongly 
favors the·-view that exposure to scenes of violence in the mass 
media does increase the likelihood that observers will behave in a 
similar manner themselves. But please note: this does not mean that 
after watching their favOTite action-packed (and aggression-packed) 
program, adults or children are likely to rush out and launch blind 
assaults against any individual unfortunate enough to land in their 
paths. Judging from the magnitude of effects reported in most 
investigations, the increase in aggressive tendencies produced by 
exposure to such materials is probably slight. (Baron, 1977. p. 110.) 

In addition to social learning, classical co_[l~ing (Chapter 4, page 
140), and instrum~D_tal_c;oi:i9i!:ioning (Gfiapter 4, page 147) can be impor
tant sources of human aggression. Classical conditioning occurs when 
certain stimuli or situations are pair~dwi.th~ac1i.~~iJier. If, for example, 
aggress10n-produci~g -situations are repe"ftilfoft~-;.;-f~ough in the pres
ence of some stimulus, a person mav learn to dislike and be aggressive 
toward the stimulus that has been paired with the aggression-arousing 
situation. And, throu_g~_gc:_~r<Jlifa~i_on (Chapter 4, page 146), ~he _a_g
gressive behavior may spread u"ntil the individual behaves in an aE_gressive 
way to~arl-many similar stimuli. For example, if a boy is strongly and 
arbitr~rily fill~tr~~if"'~rlnsuTted by his father often enough, it is likely that 
he will learn, through classical conditioning, to express hostility toward 
him. Then, by means of generalization, the boy may also come to show 
hostility and aggression toward other authority figures-police officers, 
teachers, bosses, and the like. 

lnstru_rp_fntal_ conditioning of aggression occurs when people are 
re~!f§_~,-or ~~ii.11~~5- ror thei_r a~ressive behayior. According to the 
pnnc1ples of mstrumental cond1t10n111g (Chapter 4, page 149), behaviors 
which are reinfi ·reed are more likely to occur in the future. Thus-, if 
aggression is reinforced-if it f!!!ys_p/f: Tt m~_becg_r:i:i.._e __ a habit~esponse 
in many situations. Suppose a girl finds that aggressive....Q~havio!_&l_~flfher 
the approval of the people she wants to be her friends. Her need for ac
ceetan_~e_wi~l be_.s.'!tisfied by aggressive behavior, and the satisfactio-n--of 
this need will be rewarding, or reinforcing. So, by means of instrumental 
conditioning, aggression will become her likely response in many situa
tions. 

Control/if!B Human Aggression If, as research seems to indicate, much 
human ·aggressl"On-hasltsl?asis in learning and in specific environmental 
and social factors, the pc)ten_tia_l_ exists for its limitation and control. 
Changing the instiga.,tors ofaggression might well be ~xpe~ted t~ decrease 
aggre~sivene_ss in our society. For instance, having fewer a~-:-emod
els ~n;Tinstances where aggression pays off might heip:While the poten
tial for the limitation of aggression .,ITJay -give us hope, it will be very 
difficult to put into practice the suggestions for the control of human 
aggres~ion indicated by res~rch. What are some of these suggestions? 

/f_!:!_nishme.nt_for_aggr..«~n has been one of the classi~i!Qproaches to 
the co11tro[ ci Ii;;flia11~.-a,igression. Punish"1_!_nt, as described in Chapter 4 
(page 150), occurs whe~~~.Y~J1t _ f()ll()\Ving or co_ri._t_ing~r:!!__l:!p_()n some 
behavior decreases the likelihood that the behavior. will occur again. 
Punishe~ are u~~:@Y,dtho~gh nOi: necessarily.-unpleas~t-=e;~~ts wnlch 
follow behavi~r; chastisements, fines, loss of social ac_cgitance, ~ 



ba_rrassm~t, inu~risQ_~t, and the like can serve as punishers. It is 
widely held in our society that punishment of aggression will reduce it, 
but;-;;;-; shall soon see, punishment ~;y~o_r_~~ s~ c:ffectiye as usually 
thought. -· - - ·-· ···-~-~ ·-· .. -

Punishment seems to work_Qes~ when it is strong, when the ag
gressor is relatively sure of ~eIYJ!ii~iS_;h~-;;-it 7m~ediatelv follows 
aggressive behavTor~ when the instigation for aggression 1s rerat!fetv 
"Ye<!k, when .. the .. payoff for aggression is not great, and when the person 
perceiv_t:s the punishment as being legitimate and app~QQCiate (Baron, 
1977): {See ·afsol:Fiapter 4, page 164, for a generafCliscussion of the 
conditions under which punishment may he effective in controlling be
havior.) Othervvi~<,:. punishment may_11_o_LbU.fJY.effective, as seems to be 
the case with its use in most societre·s as a means of controlling crime and 
other aggressive acts. When punishment. is used ineffectively, it may 
actually i~_!<,:ase agg~~-~ive__g;!1dens:)es. ~nishm~nrJs a frustrator, iiidlt
may therefore further arouse and anger thepers()n being punished. Rir
thermore, it is, in Itself, an aggressive act_ which provides a mQQe_I for 

• - ~--~· - -=- --n-- - -"""'~- ----''< aggress10n. 

Another cLa~s_i_c_ approach to the reduction of anger and aggression is 
called c~t~~r_si~ Catnarsi.1: refers to ventin_g _an _ef!1otion, or "getting it out 
of_ol1~~-2Y2!<;m)' For example, it is often.said thal we can get anger and 
aggression out of our systems by pounding on a table, yelE!_l_g_~_U_he_lli\s;k 
door, kicking a dog, or watching a b~in_g match. While catharsis may help 
us re.duceoui""anger for a sh~rt time: it does not ~~e;D1 to decrease the 
likelihood that we \viii aggress in the future against the particular person 
who made us angry. Research ·;esult~fcate that we can get cathartic 
relief from our anger and aggressive feelings toward another person .. only 
by actually venting our anger and aggression on that person (for example, 
Koneeni & Ebbesen, 1976). Therefore, in this case, catharsi~ is achieved 
only after agg_ression has_gccurred-not a verv good wav to control aggres
sion. 

If, as social learning theory says (page 291; see also Chapter 1 I, page 
446), aggressive models can induce aggressive actions, can nonaggressive 
models lessen them? The answer seems to be "yes" (for example, Baron 
& Kepner, 1970!. 

The interpretations we make of aggres~on dire<;~d. ~owa~d _U§ !_lave 
much to do with our tendency to re..ely aggressively. For instance, if we 
know, before an attack on us -~cc~r~:··ti~;( the-~aggressor was upsetfu;" 
reasons Out of his or her control, We will make allowances for the ag
gressive .. behavior and reciu~e ()u.r counteraggressi~;; (Ziffmann & Cantor, 
1976fThu_s_thetbought5,or"cogniifonS,~wenave abou.tth~--~~asons for 
another's aggression play a-role in he .. iplng us .. c-O;;trol our own agg;;;;ion. 
(This ·15 refatedto the topic of att.rH:iUi:!On=chapter 9, page 34if ·-

Another interesting approach to the control of aggression is based on 
the notion that certain emotions and feelings are inco~atible with anger 
a12_d ~IIB!..~ssion (Baron, 1977, 1983). Thus ange~ dJM-Pi;z~ar when a 
person is induced to smile, feels concern about the object of his or her 
attack (empathy), or pernaps is mildly sexualiyi~o-;:;;ed_.-TKe-results oT 
laboratorY studies (Baron, 1983) see-;; to 'show that such emotions and 
responses are incompatible with anger and aggression and thus serve to 
lessen it. Out in the "real world," too, field studies support the view that 
anger and a~ression can be reduced by inco!llpatible responses (Baron, 
1976): ------·--·· . - -
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Figurr 7.8 

The distraction condition (A), the em
~v condition (B), the humor =~ 
concfition (C), and the mifi'r~e~al
arous<iL condition (D) in a~1'~p;;'rTment 
using the induction of incompatible re
sponses to reduce aggression. See text. 
(From Baron, 1977; courtesv of Robert 
Baron.) ' 

A 

c 

B 

D 

The experimenters chose for their study a moderately busy intersec
tion with a traffic light. One experimenter drove a car which waited 
at the intersection for 15 seconds after the light turned green; the -
others, from hiding, obser.cd the reactions of the male drivers (the 
subjects in the experiment) of the cars that were forced to wait. 
Horn honking and aggressive gestures were recorded by the hidden 
experimenters. 

There were three experimental (incompatible-response) con
ditions and two control conditions in the experiment. In one experi
mental condition (empathy), a young woman experimenter hobbled 
across the street on crutches (Figure 7.8) just before the traffic light 
turned green; in the second condition (humor), she crossed the 
street wearing a clown's mask; and in the third experimental condi
tion (mild sexual arousal), she crossed the street in scanty attire. In 
one control condition, nobody crossed the street; in the other con
trol conditi0n (distraction), the young woman experimenter, dressed 
normally, simply walked across the street. In all cases, the woman 
crossing the street was out of sight by the time the light turned 
green and the 15-second delay began. 

How would vou react to the aggression-instigat::ig frustration 
of being forced to wait? Well, in the control condition, with nobody 
crossing the street, 90 percent of the waiting drivers honked; in the 
distraction control condition, 89 percent honked. But when the 
incompatible responses of empathy, humor, or mild scimal arousal 
were induced, honking dropped markedly: 57 percent honked in 
the empathy condition, 50 percent honked in the humor condition, 
and only 47 percent honked in the mild-sexual-arousal condition. 

1111111m 



Motives to Kno~ and to Be Effect~v_~ 

Our accou:it of motivation would not be complete if we did not describe 
what, especiallv for human beings, may be some of the most persi.stent 
and p<~werful ~<Hives of all. These are motives-J<}.~<:<::Qr.<1riety_ i11 sti_mula
ti<i_n;-J~~inr<_!_rmati~_abm~t_thc :_vorld around_ u_s.~~£Isir~ and to 
be effs:..cri.Le iJ1~aste~--~hall:ri_~~--!!r>rr~ the em·ironment. 

If vou have ever watched a small child, rnu will realize the strength 
of these motives. A baJ_iy's J~fe, whe11__11_<!!_~_tin_g__or sleepi!1g, seems 
dominated by needs ~ .. k.!JCl\~:. to explore, and to be effective in the 
en~ir_?_ll_~~nt (Figure 7~pposc weput :i crawling btliy. g;rl d~~~ in 
the middle of a room and watch what happens. If she is not afraid, she will 
start to crawl around, contacting and manipulating\ arious objects in turn. 
1\lam of these objects will go into her mouth. but this is just another wav 
of sensing ;rnd exploring the world. :\s one object loses its noveltv, she 
will go on to another and another. 

:\nd it is not just babies who seem to have these motives. Needs to 

know and to be effective persist throughout life and are difficult, if not 
impossible. to satist\. E\-cn when our biological and social nec_ds,_have 
been met. we continue ~~~k .contact with the en~·ironment and to 
e~g;ig~-;;:\ restless and relentless actl\~li:v: Bee;\ use thev arc.so persistent 
and seen1 -t<;-~xist (()<-me dcgree -()r .. inother in cvcrvone, these needs to 

know and to be effecti\·e arc often consid.<,;I~,(!..i_nn<He_,_ a pan of the hum.an 
species heritage (Chapter 2. page 41 ). In a sense. these motives are 
beh.ind ()gI_g,_[M~::;.t h~1I1}~r1 acco_mp~~~hments and also, unfonunat~lY:~~;; 
greatest fiascoes. \\'e just cannot seem "to let well enough alone." ---- -------·------~--------·~' . __ _,. .. , - -

STIMULUS AND EXPLORATION NEEDS 
Think ;i:-;h;-~mountoft!me: effort. a~d monev people pm into just 
looking at things, traveling, and exploring the environment. We visit new 
places and points of interest; we watch television, movies, sports contests, 
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Needs to know and to be effective ap
pear early in life. (Suzanne Szasz, 
1981.) 



Figure 7.10 

A puzzle for monkeys used to show the 
incentive power of stimuli. See text. 
(From Harlow, 1953.) 

Figure 7.11 

A monkey peeping out of an apparatus 
used to measure stimulus seeking and 

curiosity motivation. If the animal 
pushed the correct door, it was re

warded by being allowed to look 
outside for a few seconds. (From H. F. 

Harlow, Wisconsin Primate Research 
Center.) 

and plays; we read newspapers, books, and magazines. Stimulus needs 
and the n~~cj to explore are largelv behind these activities. We also get 
"t~tl!E_.5,'!_Ql_~g_td thing." In other words, what satisfied our stimulus 
and_~~pJorati<_!.n nee~_Q!l net longer does so, and we seek_J>_omething 
new. Informal observat!OnS-like this provide the basis for controlled 
[x-periments on stimulus and exploration needs. 

The incentive power of stimuli in the environment was demon
strated some years ago in experiment' in which monkevs were given 
mechanical puzzles to solve (Figure 7.1 OJ. The monkeys were attracted to 

the unusual, novel stimulus presented bv the puzzle. They explored it 
and learned to solve the puzzle bv remm·ing the pin, loosening the catch, 
and lifting the hinge, receiving, for their efforts, "no reward other than 
the privilege of unassembling it" (Harlow, 1953). About the same time, 
other experiments on curiositv motivation showed that monkeys would 
work and learn when the incentive was mcrelv being allowed to look out 
of an enclosed cage into a rich. varied visual em·ironment (Butler, 1953, 
1954). 

The monkevs in this experiment were confined in a closed box with 
two small doors on one side (Figure 7 .11 ). A monkey would fre
quently strike a door by accident. Each door had a visual stimulus 
mounted on it (stimulus A and stimulus B). If the monkey hap
pened to push the door with stimulus A on it, it would open and the 
animal could look outside for a few seconds. If it pushed the door 
with stimulus B. nothing happened. Thus the only reward for 
learning to discriminate between the two stimuli (Chapter 4, page 
160) was an opportunitv to look out the door that opened when 
pushed. 

The monkeys readily learned the discrimination, thus demon
strating that they were motivated by an opportunity to look outside. 
Once an animal learned to push the correct door, the number of 
pushes it made depended on what was to be seen outside. If there 
was an interesting scene on the outside, such as another monkey or a 
moving tov train, it opened the correct door often. It did not 
respond so frequentlv when all it could see outside was an empty 
room. 

1111:11111111 



Human beings seek stimulation, too; and some people-'~Qn 
seekers," as they are called (Zuckerman, 1978)-are prone to search. fo~ 
esp~c'i~lly exciting stimuli and Situations. And even if we are;.;:~t se~sation 
seekers, most-of us seem-to-have a-~eed to seek new, or novel, stimuli. 
According to one influential theory (Berlvne, 1971 ), stimuli from .. the 
envjronment arouse all of us, and each 7us _hjis~n_9mimafl(!y~t(page 
272) of a-ro-~sal ·;hich -~~- se;k. (Sensation ~kers have very high optimal 
levels.) Being at or near the optimal arousal level is pleasurable; too-high 
or too-low levcls-of ;~o~~l;es~it_i_~-f~eTi~gs ~f displ~a~~~e: ~foderately 
r10y_eLand compiexsuffi'iJi are especially good at increasing the arousal 
fe~el toward~ opi:~;:T;iCpleasurable level. A novel.stimulus is one that is 
some~hat different fr_o_~ wha~~xp_~; a compJi~-stimulus is one 
which contains a relatively great amount of information for us to-2!_ocess. 
To reach our opti~afTe~el of aro~saC~\-:e tend- t~--seek out and prefer 
stimuli that are both novel and complex. 

EFFECT ANCE MOTIVATION .-- _ ..... ~ _,,.- ...,,,-,__,,,-..~ 

The stimulus and exploraiion needs described in the last section can be 
considered to be involved in attempts to be competent in dealing with the 
environment. The mot~v-:lrlonbehli1d tnese ccimpctence acti~ i~ies has 
been ·c;-lled0Jecta11r.fJll()_fi'i;ation-a gc~~~I rno_tive to act comR,etently and 
e(fectivelv whenllf£ei!~t~n_~~0-!.h<: .. ~vironn~e~t (Whi09~9). Ef
fectance mottvatlon plays an Important rOle 111 human beITTfVIOL (;'2~L~_are 
reached, but effectance motivation is nor satisfied; it remains to urge 
b~havior toward ne\~:~-c;;;;petencies--a-11Cf~-t~-r1es: -----·-

Supp~ise-;e l~~k igaln_a_t i:lle smal(child introduced at the begin
ning of this section. From the standpoint of effectance motivation, if the 
baby is just progressing from crawling to standing (Chapter 11, page 421 ), 
we notice how much effort she puts into working to stand up. The baby 
repeatedly tries to pull herself up in her playpen, and she does this over 
and over, i_I_! ~E!_t~-~f~~pg_t~c!J<:1iJJu:.1;_14 whether anyone is watching or not. 
When she finally succeeds, she lets out a cry of delight and smiles widely. 
In a similar way, she works to be effective in the environment when it 
comes to walking and a number of other developmental challenges. 
These small triumphs of childhood illustrate what is meant bv effectance 
motivation; the baby is trying to master the environment and to become 
effective in it. Effectance motivation is at work in her later life, too, but 
here it is sometimes difficult to tell whether her behavior is motivated by 
effectance motivation or by one of the social motives-achievement 
motivation (page 283), for example. 

A concept somewhat like effectance motivation is ,intrinsic moti
vation, defined as "a pe~Q.IU_~.Q. forfr_~lipg competent a~d ;~1t'&-rer
mining__in dealin.g___with his environment" (De~i:I973). It is calledrntnns~c 
beca~se. th~-g;';aJs-:i:e i~-t-~~~;I fedi~gs_ _of efft:ctiv~ness, S£._m_JJ_e~e!1ce, and 
self_:S!~ten:_njriat19n. In contrast,exf!J.n_s-~cnl__o!jvationis direct~:9 towa~d goal~ 
externa(iot11e ~!..SOIJ, such as money=Q-r:·,grades in s1:hool. Extrinsic 
rewarcJShave their uses in guidi~~hi!_"'.ior in busin_ess ancljn Sh_b,qo)~ but 
rellaOC:e_cm ~hem can sometimes @~ -intri1_1~i~0 _!11otivation and impair 
per~~r~!.11~:2.C~_ri!!_ry, 1977; Lepper & G~eene, 19~8~. WJ.!~~x"tri~sic 
rewafds, people may a~.£!2- strategy ~f_domg _the m1111mum nec:;c!_esf to 
get}y:fostead of worki_J!&l1~.r2f()!_t~<'f:iin of it," creatively; arid for the 
sati~~~tion ilia~~~~~_!(£!!1.!~~-IT1as~ifr-a~a· deep understanding of a 
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Figure 7.12 

The hierarchy, or ladder, of needs 
leading to self-actualization. (Based on 
Maslow, 1954.) 

Safety needs 

Prvs1olog1cal needs ---

problem. Thus, by working against our motives to know and to be 
effective, extrinsic motivation can sometimes reduce aj)ow~ aspect of 
human motivation. · --·-· 

SELF-ACTUALIZATION.MOTIVATION. 
Th·~~rri~i~~ -~rs~lf-actuaii;,arion. (~1aslow, l254l Is related to effectance 
m<?_tivatiQn_and in~ri~1sjc !1.1..osiyatio.i<::E{~a'.!UJtlization refers to an indi:rid
ual's need to de_yelop his or her potentiaTities; in other words, to do what 
fie.or-siie_is capable 0( dom]. "Self-act~~iizers," then, are people ;ho 
make the fuff~.:;.~_l!~~ ()f their cap~~)Jities. ·{ffee Chapter 14, page 601, for a 
det-:iiled desCrlption of self-actualizin.g people.) Of course, the goals which 
are sought in meeting this need vary from person to person. Forsome, it 
means achievement in the literary o-r ~cientific field; for others, it means 
leadership in politics, the communitv, or the church; for still others, it 
merely mear.s living life fully without being undulv restrained by social 
conventions. 

Self-actualization is thought to be the top need in a hierarchy of 
~eeds, or motives (.\laslow, 1954). Going frorl1.rf~ highest 0--ee<.J()f self
actua1ization down, the needs in the hierarchv are 

The need for.:..eifri~~/;;;;;f~) 
/Fst~;m )eeds, such as need0or p_i:estige, success, and self-respect 
-~··--· --· .,..,,.--~ -=..-:o::: 

~el!!_~gingn~!!.!!/J!!J!!,,;.neetis, such as needs for affection, a~~ion, 
aiidlaei1t1ficat1on 

~'"ap;ij needs, such as needs for se~urLty, stabifuy, and order 
•• • r-""-· -

The order in which these needs are listed is significant in two ways. 
The needs appear in this order, from lowest to highest (Figure 7.12), with 
phys.iol_?gical__~.i:~d~ first and self-actual~~a~~I'.. !:1.C:C:~~l_<:st, during a per
son's normal development. From lowest to highest, this is also the oroer 
in ;·hi~h- th~y ~~st.2e s~ti~Eed. In other words, physiological neea~. must 
be-sansfied beforeanvoT ffie'Others can be met; safety needs come before 
those hig·h~~ on rh;' Hst; ancI so -on. For i~stance, a starving man is 
preoccupied with obtaining food. He doesn't even wonder where tomor
row's meal is coming from (safety need); only today's meal counts. But 
once he is assured of eating today, he can begin to worry about his safety 
needs and take steps to see that his physiological needs will always be 
met; thus he moves on to safety needs. The same system of priorities 
operates at each step up the ladder of motives (Figure 7.12). If a woman 
has a steady job, or knows she can get one if she loses the one she has (her 
safety needs are met), her belongingness and esteem needs come to the 
fore. She is now motivated by her needs to be liked, to be successful, and 
to feel self-esteem. Finally, if all her other needs are met, her main 
motive will be to do things which she does well and enjoys; she will thus 
be satisfying her need to realize her potentialities-she will be self
actualizing. 

Most of us do not make it to the top of the ladder. In most societies, 
most of the -i:Tffie;-{)11ysiologicai ;eeds are-pretty well met (although, even 
in our affluent society, ~a~y-peopfe go hungry). ·.s;~-e move up to the 



safety needs, and these preoccupy many of us. Job security, for example, 
is ~f parai'iWunt importance t~ ma~y p~ople. We ~~~dw feel safe on the 
streets of our cities and safe from the arbitrary use of power -by our 
employers, -the{hllice, or other government officials. If our safetv needs 
are satisfied, we go on to try to meet our needs for affection, affiliation, 
and identification-feeling a part of societv ;;r;--;,~gmem of ic~laour 
churches, schoZ>Is:-;.!:..£omparues.If we meet these needs, we are free to 
go up in the need hierarchy to our esteem and self-actualization needs. Of 
course, the situation is rather more fluid than the one just described. 
Many people move ahead only to find, as the situation surrounding them 
changes, that their lower-order needs must be met again. Moreover, 
people can be trying to satisfy several orders of needs-belongingness 
and esteem needs, say-at the same time. Since the higher motives can 
be satisfied only after those lower dow~-have been satisfied, the higher 
motives often remain unfulfilled. In other words, the goals of these higher 
motives are not reached, leaving people with feeling~ of frustration, a 
topic to which we will now turn. 

Frustration and C01~flict of 1lf otives 

The course of motivation does not alwavs run smoothlv. Things happen 
that prevent us frorri_ reaching the goals toward which we are driven or 
pulled. The term frt1!!catiJLf!Jefers to the h_loc;ki11g of beha~ior_ c!i~~C2t~d 
towa_rd a_go~J. Althc}~gh--there are many ways1n which ~otives can be 
frustrated-that is, prevented from being satisfied-conflict amonpirnul
tan_~ousJyarguseg_ mo_~ives is perhaps the most important reason why goals 
are not-reached. If motives are frustrated, or blocked, emotional feelings 
and behav_ior often result. People who cannot achieve their i~p~rtant 
goals feel depressed, fearful, anxious, guiltv, or an_grv (page 290). Often 
they are simplv unabletZi"der~ina-ry-pleasur~ f;o~ living. 

A frustration can be schcmatized by a diagram such as that in Figure 
7.13. The box denotes the total environment of a person, and the vertical 
line represents the thwarting of a goal. In such diagrams. goals are 
depicted by either plus ( +) or minus - ) signs, called va/rnre;--A· plus 
sign indicates a goal tc} which a person_is attracted; a mi1111.s sign indicatesa 
goal which repels-punishment, threat, or something an individual fears 
or has learn~d -(;- avoi<l:--i""he arrow.IS used to indicate the direction of 
motivating forces acting-On the individual. The psychologist Kurt Lewin 
devised-sli-~}i-<li~grams many years ago to help in the visualiza~1e 
sources and effects of frustration. 

SOURCES OF FRUSTRATION 
Ge~;..;!jy. speaking", the -c~1uses of frustration arc to be found in: (l) 

environmental forces that block motive fulfillment, (2) personal inade
quacies th-;;t-mak~ it impossible to reach goals, and (3) conflicts between 
and--among motives. -------

Environmenta)J Frustration By making it difficult or impossible for a 
pers~n-c()-ar~i_:i1!.._g_~I. environm~i_:ital _o~~t_:icles can fri:~trate the ~tisfac
tioi:i ofm<;>_~ives. An obstacle may be somethin(P~~h such as a lo~~ed 
door or a lack of money. Or it may be people-par.-:nts, teachers, or police , ~-~:- -~- -. -~-·.. =~---·-
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Figure 7.13 

Frustration by environmental and per
sonal obstacles. A barrier (vertical line) 

stands between an individual and the 
goal ( +) that attracts the individual. 

The barrier may be another person, or 
object in the environment, or it may be 

the individual's own lack of ability or 
skill. 

+ 
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Figure 7.14 

Approach-approach conflict. The per
son is attracted toward two 
incompatible positive goals at the same 
time. 

officers, for example-who pre~·~nt us from ac_hieving ()_l_l!_~oals. The 
verti~tlli11.e in Figure 7.13 represents an environmental obstacle that 

~~---·-----

prevents a goal from being reached. 

Pers_on<!(Frustration 1Jnaqain_able_g~ 'Can be important sources of 
. ;_;;________ - ··-· ---··- . . --· -· 
frustrat10n. These are largely le~g_si.'_lls that cannot be achi~ved be-
cause they are bevoi&a person's abilities. For instance, a bov may be 
taught to aspire tcii::;'lilg;i1 acaa(;ffiica~h;evement but lack the ability to 

make better than a mediocre record. He mav be motivated to join the 
school band, play on the football team, be admitted to a certain club, or 
act the lead in a play and be frustrated because he does not have the 
necessary talent. Thus people are of~enJrust_'!~ed because _thev aspire to 
goals-have a /~el_rfa_spiration-b~.5.md rheir __ c:apacity to perform. The 
vertical line in F1gtire-7: T3 might stana for th\\·-arting c)f goal-directed 
behavior by some personal characteristic of the individual. 

Conflict-Produce<f,Frustration A major source of frustration is found in 
moii-:Jifi011~;T;;~jfi~£; in which the expression of one mo_tive inte~feres with 
tne expression~.ci.o.~her_rnotives. In expressing aggression, for ~.iZample. 
peopi~- are often cau-gfirl~-sucn a conflict. On the one hand, they would 
like to give vent to their rage; on the other, they fear the social disap
proval which will result if they do. Aggression is thus in conflict with the 
need for social approval. In some societies, sexual motivation is often in 
conflict with society's standards of approved sexual behavior. Other com
mon conflicts are between independence and affiliation needs or career 
aspirations and economic realities. Life is full of conflicts ~nd th_~_ f!ustra
tion arising from them. 

TYPES OF CONFLICT 
at rfi~thr~~-g-e;i-e-raTsmlrces of frustration described above, the one that 
often causes the most persistent and deep-seated frustration in many 
individuals is motivational conj/ill. This kind of frustration can be the most 
important in determining a person's an_J(j~~ie~ •. or "h;ing-u~." On analy
sis, it seems that this kind of frustration can arise from three major kinds 
of conflict, which have been called approach-approach, avoidance-avoid
ance, and approach-avoidance. 

~0:.!JJ?.g..ro_achConflict As the name implies, an approach-approach 
amjlict is a conflict between tw? p_(lsit\_v_e_goals-::--goals that are ~.9.l!_ally 
attractiv~ at the S~f!l_e_t_i111e (Figure 7:14). For instance, a physiological 
conflict arises when a person is hungry and sleepy at the same time. In the 
social context, a conflict may arise when a person wants to go to both a 
political rally and a swimming party scheduled for the same night. Thr 
proverbial donkey was supposed to have starved to death because it stood 
halfway between two piles of hay and could not choose between them. 
Actually, few donkeys or people starve to death merely because they are 
in conflict between two positive goals. Such conflicts are t.!§_uaJly resolveo 

either by sati~:tJD~fi~~-t_o~~-g()ai:_3r:i<l.!h:f-=~7~~~~~r-for exa'~pTe; ·eatin~ 
and then gomg;to bed if a _person is both hungry and sleepy-or b) 
cho.osffig--oneof the ~a:nd giving up the other. Compared with othe1 
conflict situations,approach-approach conflicts are usually easy to resolve 
and generate li~~--emotional behavior. ---o~-·-=-----==-=:-
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, Avoidance-Avoidance Conflict A second tvpe of conflict, avoidance
~v-Oidanr[, i~volves t~~~.\/(,'._goals (Figure 7.15) and is a fair!y c;om
mon experience. A boy -mustClo his arithmetic home\~~~ or get a spank
ing. A student must spend the ne;xt 2 days studving for an examination or 
face the possibility of failure. A woman must worl-at a jobsheintensely 
dislikes or take the chance of losing her income. Such conflicts are 
capsuled in the saying, "caug_ht _b~t~een tJ-ie. _d_evil and.the. c!e_c_::p_ !_?lue 
sea." We can all think of things we do not want to bur must do or face 
e~en less desirable alternatives. -· 

Two kinds of behavior are likelv to be conspicuous in avoidance
avoida~-ZZ;nfli~rs:-One is.'f!.E!jjlqtion ()f hehaf.·iur__q_n{(thour;ht, meaning that 
people are in_c;_()nsisient in what thev do and think: they do first one thing 
and then another. Vacillatio~-;;~~~-~~-b~cause the strength _~~--a goal_~
creases as the person nears it. As one of the negative goals is approached, 
the person. finds·i-tlnc-reasingly repellent and conseqt;~~tlv- ~treats or 
withdraws from it. But-when-this-isdor1e. rhe person comes closer to the-· 
oth;;r -n-;;g·a~ti~e E.£.al and finds it, in turn. unbearabh obric~"Xiol1s: The 
individual is like a baseball player caught in a rundown between first and 
second base. First the player runs one way. then the other. As the runner 
nears second base, being tagged out becomes more likely: bm when the 
plaver turns back toward first base, the same danger is faced. So back and 
forth the runner goes, as we all do, in a svmbolic sense, when we are 
caught in an avoidance-avoidance conflict. 

A second important beha\·ioral feature of this kind of conflict is an 
attempt to lc_::ave theconflict situation. Theoretically, a person can escape 
fro~; an avolcfince·::avmaance ~onflict bv7t7~ijl_n_g_a\"'._av-and p~o1ffc-Jo; 
indeed, tr~: this. In practice, however. there are <Jften additional n_c;g~tjve 
forces in the periphery of tJ1e situation (the 'Tu.]sl_," as it is calkd1-mat 
prevent them from--feaving. Fc:;r Instance, the hoy who does not want 
either to do his a-;:ith~~tic homework or get a spanking might think of 
running away from home. But the consequences of running away are even 
worse than his other alternatives, and so he does not do it. 

People in avoidance-avoidance conflicts may try a different means of 
running away: They may rely on t_h<::!r imaginations to free them from the 
fear and anxiety generated by .the conflict: They may spend much of th~·;r 
ti~e d3:ydrea;:.;;fog-conjuring up an imaginary world where there are no 
conflicts. Or thev mav re-create ;ri· rtieTr minds-the carefree world of 
ch_ildhood bef()fe .unpl~ai~iJtillfu>~~-nd avc;idance-avoid;~~;-20;;fficts ex
isted. This way of lc;aving the conflict situation is called regression. (See 

Chapter 14, page 590.) 
Many intense emotions are generated by avg_idance-avoidance con

flicts. If the two. ne-gative goals are fea_r_~g_rgcJug_ng and threa_t~ning, a 
person caught between them will experic;:nceJ~ar. Or the individual may 
be angry and re~~lful at being trapped in a situation where the goals are 

negative. 

Approach-Avoidanc(J Conflict The third type of conflict, approarh
avoirfri";;.e:-1; ciften~the.,n•()g_pifficult to resolve because, in this type of 
conflict, a person is b()tb :llttr~d··;nd_iii;<lted by the same goal obj_c;£t 

, (Figure 7.16). Becau-sT~f the p~sitive ;il£~~;;=;;r·the goaCrhe person 
apJJroa_ches it; but as _i_siL~..£!2~~§d; the negativ_<;_ v~l<:nce becomes 
st!onger:~, at som_~.P~il~~ dt1rlni the approach to the goal; its r_~eJ}t;nt, 

Figure 7.15 

.f\ voidance-avoidance conflict. The in
dividual is caught between two 

repelling threats, fears, or1 sirnations. In 
addition to the negative goals shown. 

there are usually barriers in the periph
ery of the situation that prevent the 

person from "leaving the field" (ver
tical arrow) in order to escape from the 

cunflict. 

Fi[!,ure 7.16 

Approach-avoidance conflict. The indi
vidual is attracted to a positive goal, 

but this goal also has fear or threat 
(negative valance) associated with it. 
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Figure 7.17 

A multiple approach-avoidance conflict. 
(See text.) 

• 
• 

aspect~- ~~c:_~~.<_: _s_tro_i:i$~_~h~ its positive aspects, the person will stop 
before reaching the goal. Beca{ise the goal is not reached, the individual is 
frustrated. ------- ----

As with avoidance-avoidance conflicts, vacillation is common in 
approach-avoidance conflicts; people in these conlllcts

7

"';pproach the goal 
until the negative valence becomes too strong. and then they back away 
from it. Often, however, the negative valence is not repellent enough to 
stop the approach behavior. In such cases, people reach the goal, but 
much more slowlv and hesitatingly than thev would have without the 
negative valence; and, until the goal is reached, there is frustration. Even 
after the goal is reached, an individual mav feel uneasy because of the 
negative valence attached to it. Whether a person is frustrated by reaching 
a goal slowly or by not reaching it at all, emotional reactions such as fear, 
anger, and resentment commonly accompanv approach-avoidance con-
flicts. " 

Multiple Approach-Avoidance Conflicts Many of life's major decisions 
;nvolve mul,tjpje approar/J-arnidanre ronflirts, meaning-th;t~;;~eral goals 
with positive and negative valences -;~e-involved (Figure 7 .17).SuPj;~se a 
woman is engagcd-·w1~;:;;;ri°t:.d; suppose, further, that the goal of 
marriage has a positive valence for her because of the stability and security 
it will provide and because she loves the man she will be marrying. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that marriage is repellent to her because it 
will mean giving up an attractive offer of a job in another city. With 
respect to her career, the woman is attr2c•c:d to the new job but also 
repelled bv the problems it will create for he.- n:'lrriage. What will she do? 
In part, the answer depends on the relative strc: ,,•;ths of the approach and 
the avoidance tendencies. After a good deal of vacillation, she might 
break the engagement if the sum total of the positive career valence 
minus the negative career valence is greater than that for positi\·e and 
negative valences associated with marriage. (See Figure 7 .17.) Or, if the 
overall sum of the marriage valences is greater than that of the career 
ones, she might hesitate for a while, \·acillating back and forth, and then 
get married. Thus, what a person does in a multiple approach-avoidance 
conflict will depend on the relative strc;!:J_gths of all the positive and 
negative valen-ces .involved. ~==- ------ ---------

The m2£r_i_'!_ge example above illustrates an important feature of the 
negative valences in approach-avoidance conflicts. These v~~ which 
are obstacles to reaching a goal, are generally internalized. Such inter
nalized ~stacles, or inne.r__ I,legativ~ vaJ~;~e-;, u~t;;;Tfy-result from the 
training in social values which a person has received. The woman in the 
ex;\'il.;-ple 1e;-~ned to ~alue the goal of an independent career, and this 
value later came into conflict with the goal of marriage. More commonly, 
the internalized obstacles are the social values which make up conscience . 
We are motivated w du something, but this tendency may be held in 
check bv the internalized values we hold-about what is "right" and 
"wrong.:, Intern~L_;h§1acf~s ~1e genmTly h~i:_d~L ~o d~al 'with--ttlan are 
external ones People may find ways of getting around external, or en
vironmental, Jbsu-::k:s, bt'.' they have difficulty escaping from the obsta
dco w'th:r, :h;:::-£:,c:eiv:c,;;, The emotional reactions g~nerated by approach
avoidance conflicts;,. \v hich internal obstacles play a part are at the root of 
many behavioral problems (See Chapter 14, page 593.) On the more 



posiu\,v; .side, if we have insight into our own conflict~ an,; the internalized 
'lbstacles wh~ch create them, we will probably be happH rand experience 
1ess distre,ss i'H 0ur lives. 

Summary 

1. Motivaticnrcfers to the d~vJ,!1,g and p;iJJi,n~ forc:es which result 
in persistent behavior directed to~;;!rd particular goals. 

,;_:_;: _ _'-;:: .. ::.,, .. ¥_·~-~ ,_ --------:.:.:.- - -

2. Motives are inferences from observations of behavior. They 
are powerful tools fo;.--the~~plan;tiZ;n 'ZflJeha~ior, and. thev allow us 
to make ~redi~I~_ns about_futur_~behavior. . 

3. Theories of motivation include dri\·e theories, incentive theo
ries, the oPQ:~i~t-p;Zess theorv, and ~p~_al-kyi;I rh~~';fe~~Dr.i've 
theories sav that t;;f;~io_~ iip_'l'is_h,c.d toward goals by i1!_!~6E.1_s~ts ·· 
within the person or animal. In..s<;ri.~~ thecries stress the a_~jlitv of 
goals to pullbehavior toward them. The opponenl;"Qmcess theorv is 
a hedonistic ths<>.~·; as such, it ~ays rhat w~ motivated -~~-~~~sk 
goals which give us good emotional feelings and avoid goals result
ing in di?.P!~a~_yre. Ft;~i:1~ermore. this tneory says ~<~t n{anv crno
tional-motivating_ states are followed by opposing, or opposite~ 
states:Optim;l-1eYf:f theories are hedonistic theories which sav that 
behavior isd.lrected to~<l':d_~~<:._ej(ing an o~;ijt,:V'el of arous~I or a 
balanced,_ homs():'.!<l~C: state in internal phvsiological processes. 

4. Biolo~al ~~t1\Yes, such as~~- t~i_r2~- and se;s have their 
origin in the ph_y_si9l()~aj s_J::,ite of the bodv. These n1l-ltives can be 
arm1se_d bv departures frori:i_.1J1e balanced, or homeostatic, levels of 
bodllv--proccss~certain ho~~n~ines, o.r b~- ;~~s~rv-;timuii. 

5. H~_~r m~~.tion mav be initiated when bloQ_d ley~J.? or ratt;s 
of !l~e __ of nutrient substances fall below a certain set-polm. Among 
the irnport~;;;O:fents in the blood ;F;ich may he involved in 
hunger motivation are gb:i,,~~se, or blood sugar, and fr~~~-id_s. 
The cs5~ali_£_n of hunger .. motivation is related to nutrient r~t:IJ.tors 
in the s_!o1_113ch which provide "s~p-~a-~n_i_' signals and possiblv to 

the release of a hormone called cholecvsro-klnin. 
- --- --""-' --

6. Two areas of the hypothalamus-the !al5 .. ~!11 hypothalamus 
and the ventromedial hypothalamus-have long been considered 
brain regio;.;-~-i7TI-~rant in the regulation of hung_er motivation. The 
results of early studies were interpreted as indicating that the l~t,eral 
hypothalamus was a feedi11_g__center while the ventro!Tledial hypo
thalamus was a satietv center~ rvio·r·e- recent work hks led to the view 

-:;'"--:-=-'---· 
that the classic hypothalamic centers may be more accurately con
sidered parts of the brain syste:'"1s involved in monitoring the bodv's 
fuel supplies, the control of metaboli5m, and the perception of food
related stimuli. 

7. The double-depletion hypothesis of thirst motivation says that 
loss of wat~r from-hiPRDlaJimic osmoreceprt;~5--_..:.cellular dehydra
tion- chim-=and a decrea;;~lnthe _volume of the blood due to water 
~o_ss-hypo"'_()lemia-are two important causes of thirst and drink
mg. 
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8. When considered from a biological st~ggpoint, sexual moti
vation depends, to a large degree, on- s~~ h.QJJill!!J .. eS. These hor
mones organize the brain and body of developing people and lower 
animals so that they ·have-ll1ale or female characteristics. In lower 
animals (especially female animals), fev~ls~f sex hormones circulat
ing in the blood activate sexual behavior. The activation of sexual 
motivation ~~~a!ls, however, seems to be controlled more by 
external stimuli and learning than by sex hormones. 

9. Social motives, such as the need for achievement, need for 
P()'.V«?r,··af1d mu~h hu~~~ _ _ag~ession, are lear~<'?~-rri_~~i~es tfiat in
volve other people. They are-measured by projectiv~-~~ p~il
and-:_e~per q1:1_estionnaires, or by i".ferences made from actual b~hav
ior in certain situations designed to bring out the expression of these 
motives. 

10. The need for achievement is a motive to accomp_l_ish things 
and to be successful in performing tasks. People high in need for 
achievement prefer to work- on moderately challenging ancf risky 
tasks which promise success and on ta~ks ~-he_re_ _ _ili_eir Qerfor;~~c~ 
can be. cornpared -~it"l~-;:h;; p~rformanc~ of <Hb.~s. Thqare per
siste~!~}~n .. ~h<;:ir_ woik, ~eek mor:_e 5_hallengi_~g -~sks when they -:i;e 
successful, and like to work in situations where they have some 
contr()! o_ver t_he_ ()Utcome~ . Some women high in the need for 
achievement may not display the characteristic behaviors just noted. 
The level of achievement motivation in a society can sometimes be 
related to its economic growth. 

11. Power motivation is a social motive in which the goals are to 

influence, control, cajole, persuade, lead, charm others, and en
hance one's own reputation in the eyes of other people. The behav
ioral expression of power motivation takes many forms, among them 
impulsive and aggressive action, participation in competitive sports, 
the joining of organizations, the collection of possessions, associa
tion with people who are not particularly popular, the choice of 
occupations which have a high impact on others, and the building or 
disciplining of the body. Among men, it also takes the form of 
drinking and sexual domination of women. A special form of power 
motivation, termed Machiavellianism, is characteristic of people 
who express their power motivation by exploiting others in a decep
tive and unscrupulous fashion. 

12. While it has a biological basis, human aggression is primarily 
under the control of social factors. Hostile aggression is behavior 
which has as its goal the harming of another living being who is 
motivated to avoid such harm. Among the environmental and social 
causes of human hostile aggression are intense and arbitrarily im
posed frustration, insults, compliance with social pressures, and 
unpleasant environmental conditions, such as high temperatures, 
intense noise, and, under some conditions, crowding. 

13. Social learning (modeling), classical conditioning, and instru
mental conditioning are ways in which the tendency to aggress 
against others may be learned. Under some conditions, punishment, 



catharsis, the presence of nonaggressive models, or the induction of 
responses that are incompatible with aggression may serve to lessen 
aggressive behavior. 

14. Motives to know and to be effective-including stimulus and 
exploration needs, effectance motivation, intrinsic motivation, and 
self-actualization-are powerful human motives. 

15. Motives are often blocked, or frustrated. The major sources of 
this frustration are environmental factors, personal factors, or con
flict. 

16. Four types of conflict are described in this chapter: (a) ap
proach-approach conflict, (b) avoidance-avoidance conflict, (r) ap
proach-avoidance conflict, and (d) multiple approach-avoidance 
conflict. ln each of these conflicts, attainment of a goal is, for a time, 
hindered; depending on the type of conflict, various emotional and 
behavioral reactions may occur. 

Terms to Know 

One way to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is meant by the following tenrs. 

Motivation (268) 

Unconscious motivation (268) 

Drive theories (269) 

Motivational cycle (269) 

Learned drives (269) 

Incentive theories and incentive 
motivation (270) 

Incentives (270, 273) 

Hedonistic views of motivation 
(270) 

Opponent-process theory (270) 

Optimal-level theories (272, 
297) 

Homeostasis (272) 

Set point (274, 277) 

Satiety (274) 

Hypothalamus (274) 
Cholecystokinin (CCK) (274) 

Lateral hypothalamus 
(LH) (276) 

Ventromedial hypothalamus 
(VMH) (276) 

Antidiuretic hormone (ADH) 
(278) 

Osmoreceptors (278) 

Cellular-de hvd ration 
thirst (278) 

Hypovolemia (278) 

Renin (278) 

Angiotensin II (278) 

Double-depletion hypothesis 
(278) 

Estrogens (279) 

Estradiol (279) 

Androgens (279) 

Testosterone (279) 

Organizational role of sex hor-
mones (279) 

Secondary sexual characteristics 
(279) 

Activational role of sex hormones 
(279) 

Social motives (280) 

Projective tests (281) 

Thematic Apperception Test 
(TAT) (282) 

Need for achievement (n ach) 
(283) 

Power motivation and social 
power (287) 
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Mach1an:llianism (288) 

Instrumental aggression (289) 

Hostile aggression (289) 

Frustration (290, 299) 

Frustration-aggression hypoth-
esis (290) 

Punishment (292) 

Punisher (292) 

Catharsis (293) 

Effectance motivation (297) 

Intrinsic motivation (297) 

Extrinsic motivation (297) 

Self-actualization (298) 

Valences (299) 

Level of aspiration (300) 

Motivational conflict (300) 

Approach-approach con-
flict (300) 

A rnidance-avoidance conflict 
(301) 

\'acillation of behavior and 
thought (301) 

Regression (301) 

Approach-avoidance conflict 
(301) 

Multiple approach-avoidance 
conflict (302) 

Suggestions for F u1ther Reading 

From biological psychology to clinical psvchology to social psvchology, 
motivational ideas abound. The concept of motivation, in all its various 
aspects, pervades psychology and is so broad that a chapter such as this 
one can only sample some of the highlights. For more depth and breadth 
on the topic of motivation, a number of excellent textbooks exist. Among 
these are Robert C. Beck's Motir.:ation: Theories and Prinrip!es, 2d ed. 
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1983); Human .tfoti'l;ation by 
Robert E. Frnnken (Monterey, CA: Brooks/Cole, 1982); Motivational 
Fxplanations of Behm_.ior bv Katherine H. and Kermit T. Boyenga (Mon
terey. CA: Brooks/Cole, 1984 ); and .tfoth·ation: Biosorial Approaches by 
Stephen B. Klein (New York: l'vlcGraw-Hill, 1982). For a thorough sum
mary of the psvchological and social factors in aggression, Robert A. 
Baron's Human :lf!Rressio11 (:--;cw York: Plenum Press, 1977) is highly 
recommended. Many interesting ideas on social motivation are discussed 
in David McClelland's Human Jfotfr.:ation (GlenviC\v, IL: Scott, Fores
man. 1985). 

The .\'elm1ska Svmposium series on motivation is a good source of 
specialized information on various motivational and related topics. The 
paperback volumes of this series cover topics which range from biological 
motivation to cognitive and social aspects of human motivation. 
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E civilized members of western culture like to think of ourselves as 
rational beings who go about satisfying our motives in an intelligent way. 
To a certain extent we do just that; but we are also emotional beings
more emotional than we often realize. Indeed, most of the affatrs of 
everyday life are tinged with feeling and emotion. Joy and sorrow, excite
ment and disappointment, love and fear, attraction and repulsion, hope 
and dismay-all these and many more are feelings we often experience in 
.the course of a day. 

· Life would be dreary without such feelings. They add color and 
spice to living; they are the sauce whit:h adds pleasure and excitement to 
our lives. We anticipate our parties and dates with pleasure; we remember 
with a warm glow the satisfaction we got from getting a good grade; and 
we even recall with amusement the bitter disappointments of childhood. 
On the other hand, when our emotions are too intense and too easily 
aroused, they can easily get us into trouble. They can warp our judgment, 
turn friends into enemies, and make us as miserable as if we were sick 
with fever. 

Just what is an emotion? Surprisingly, this is not an easy question to 
answer. It almost seems as if there are as many definitions of emotion as 
there are writers on the subject. Some 92 definitions were listed in one 
review (Kleinginna & Kleinginna, 1981), and no doubt more could be 
found. The reason for so many definitions is that emotions have numer
ous aspects to th~m; an emocloii!Smany things at once. Attempts"tG;rrive 
at a comprehensive definition of emotion (Kleinginna & Kleinginna, 
1981) should (1) say something about the __ ~~~~-~ when we are 
emotional; (2) mention the physiological, or bodily, basis of emotional 
feelings; (3) include the effec;!£gf e'I1_9tl0_'2 on e.:_r,cei~tion, thinki~g, and 
behavior; (4) point out the driving, or motivational, properties of certain 
e~oti;;)~- such as fear andang;r; and (S)ra'er to the ways in which 
emotions are expre,ssed in language, facial expressions, and gestures. 
While ~-hav-e··r;0i=-glven.aconcls-e defin.ltlori.oTemotion becausenone is 
generally accepted, this list gives the highlights of what is meant by the 
term. In a way, the aspects of emotion listed above are a definition. In this 
chapter, we will look at several of these facets of emotion, beginning with 
the expression and :ierception of emotions. 

Expression and Perception of Emotions 

Ou!' emotions have a great impact on others when we express them in 
ways that can be perceived by others. When we perceive the emotional 
res~onses of other people, we re~~fld i11. aj)pr_ol?Ei~r~x~refhaps with 
an emotional expression of our own. For example, if one of my friends 
wins a prize and shows joy, I may respond with joy; or, depending upon 
my perception of the circumstances, I may be jealous. We often seize 
upon jpsgi!!~.e-~ o_f emotional expression in others to form our idea~r 
P(:!!:_S_<>,)1_aiity. For insta~-~~,-if I per~ef;e that my bo~ often expresses 



hostility toward subordinates but fawns upon his bosses, I know some
thing about his personality and can plan my actions accordinilY< 

We perceive emotion in others fr.om many sources. The. voi~s,is one 
/ .~ .. · .. -., 

~~nnel_ ()f,_e:~o~~.ria.LE~!:.e2~~n~~ms denote fear ~r e~~.f~ 
lf~Oaf!S denote 2l1!f! or !Jl}hil>.J?Jfil:..S~, c..~.Qs denote sorr~, and:)~l!~tt;r 
denotes enjoyment. A Jremo! or ~_r_eak. in the voice may mean gre~t 
S<;l.rr()Wj af<?,-~q., high-::pjg;h~,· s~_voice llsu"ifly means !!,!JW· Of course~· 
what ·is actually being said is also an important cue to the emotion being 

experien~ed)i.y o~her. peo.ple. ..· . . . . . ·. . . 
Whtle.~hat 1s said_-~ t~cr~av m which 1t1s s~1-~ ;i.re maJor factors m 

the percept10n of emotion, diov_~fl:l~!!!§ of the 6oc;JLare also used as cues 
in inte_IP~~~~!? othe~_Qeople~ ~motlons:-Imporr~nt among these(lli}nver~ 
bal_b~J.i}:hEL\ej)are ~.al:e;gr~: (Messages from ot_!ler bodily n1gx_e
ments--<c...~12.£.d.Y !.an&!-1.~W as It IS called-are discussed in Application 
8.1) In the nineteenth century, Charles Darwin said that there is an 
innate, or inborn, basis for the facial expression of certain emotions, and 
nowwe are-;,e;;~~n;bly sur;-h~ right. One major study (Izard, 1971) 
indi~ating that t~e ~a~ial expressions of what are tern:e_<l th~'
em()ft()1;t2(shown m hgure 8.1) are, to a large deg~~· ~vo ve 

Interest-Excitement 

concc:11Ha11ng, attending. 
attracted, curious 

5. Disgust-Contempt 

sneering, scornful. 
disdainful, revu~sion 

2. En iovment-Jov 

glad. merry, delighted, 
Joyful 

6. Anger-Rage 

angry, hostile, furious. 
enraged 

3 Surprise-Startle 

.:::.uuuer1 reacuun IO 

something unexpected, 
astonished 

7. Shame-Humiliation 

shy. emoaira~~e:ci. 
ashamed. guilty 
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Figure 8.1 

These posed photographs, representing 
a set of primary emotions, are similar to 

those used in Izard's studv of cross
cultural judgments of facial e~pressions 

in emotion. (Modified from Izard, 
1971.) 

4. Distress-Anguis~ 

sad. unhappv. miserable 
feels like crying 

8. Fear-Terror 

scared. afraid, terrified, 
panicked 

'·1~11 



READING EMOTIONS IN "BODY LANGUAGE" 

(Charles Gatewood.) 

When you say to someone that you "got their mes
sage," more often than not you are referring to either a 
written or a spoken message. But there are other 
sources of information. When we interact with others, 
we receive a stream of nonverbal information. Part of 
this is "b.2£LJ.?_fJIBJage"-the--gestures, e_tt._fllOve
ments, heaamovements, s.hifts-in..p...Q_s_t\,l.{e, an"d move
me.ot;;_of Jbfl _§fmS;-hand$. and 189§-jhat give us 
me§SC!Q..\"l?_.~l;:l_o0f the eQ1.otions. and riioliyes of another 
person. 

Interest in body language is not new. For in
stance, the founder of psychoanalysis said 

When I set myself the task of bringing to light what 
human beings keep hidden within them, not by the 
compelling power of hypnosis, but by observing what 
they say and what they show, I thought the task was a 
harder one than it really is. He that has eyes to see and 
ears to hear may convince himself that no mortal can 
keep a secret. If the lips are sile!"'lt, he chatters with his 
finger tips; betrayal oozes out of him at every pore. 
And thus the task of making conscious the most hidden 
recesses of the mind is one which it is quite possible to 
accomplish. (Freud, 1905/1953, pp. 77-78) 

(As it has turned out, however, most of the "anal
ysis" in psychoanalysis is of the meaning of what is 
said, not what is done.) 

Consider nonverbal communication in the de
tection of lying and deception. A person may try to 
cover up a shady past in applying for a job, a patient in 

8.1 
a mental hospital may try to deceive the staff in order 
to gain release, or a student may lie about cheating on 
an examination. Paul Ekman and Wallace Friesen 
(1969) made a number of observations indicating that 
as Freud said, the deception may "leak out" in behav
ior. Although the ~s the most e~p!essive f?~rt of 
th~t:2_qcjy, Ekman.. and Friesen say that it is also the 
most easily_ .CQOtr:9.llil.9 when trying to deceive some
one. Not so easy to control are gestures of the hands, 
f~1 "a1Jcflligs~'i=or Tnstance, while a person is smiling 
in areTaxed way, the tension and anxiety the individual 
is feeling may be srown by clutching the knee tightly, 
digging into the cheek with the fingers, pressing the 
fingers tightly together, or tense positions of the limbs. 
Anger may "leak out" in a clenched fist, a tense pos
ture, a rapid drumming of the fingers on the table, or 
kicks of the foot. 

Recent years have seen a number of body-lan
guage articles in newspapers and magazines; several 
popular books have also been written on the subject. 
Using phrases such as "your body doesn't know how 
to lie" and "body gestures project your most hidden 
thoughts." these popular articles and books probably 
claim too much for nonverbal communication. As Mor
ton Wiener and his colleagues (1972) have pointed 
out, the accurate interpretation ~tures _i~ry 
difficuU'-A major problem is separating gestures which 
communicate nonverbal emotional or motivational 
messages from those which do not. Many gestures do 
not communicate anything. For example, a woman 
walking down the street may display a hip sway that 
some men interpret as a "sexy" message when, in 
fact, it is only a characteristic of the way she walks. 
Furthermore, Wiener and his colleagues warn against 
associating any specific movement with one particular 
meaning: "Sir:!)J!?.r:.....01~1llents may serve different 
fun~()_rlS and di!ferent mqvernents may seryfST'milar 
functigns." We need reliable gides to tell us what 
movements, under what circumstances, communicate 
emotional and motivational messages. Research con
tinues, but the accurate interpretation of body lan
guage remains an a1t in whicb_ some-pe()pTe-are more 
skilled than others. 
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posed photographs in which actors expressed emotion. People from vari
ous European and Asiatic cultures looked at each posed expression -;~d 
ju_d~crWI:lether the photoiraph -;hawed interest-excitement, enjoyment
joy, or one of the other primary emotions. In general, people from many 
diverse cultures were able to make accurate judgr'.Jlems o(rhe emotion 
belng-expre.ss-ed. Similar stuciTes have bee-n--doiie with people from New 
Guinea who have had very -little contact with western cult~~~. The~e 
i;;divid~als were also surprisf~gly-~~~~me·-~t -judging posed . facial ex
prc:_ssions, even when the photographs were pictu-re-s of white peop-le 
(Ekman, 1982). And, conversely, American college students were able to 
judge with accuracy the emotions expressed on the faces of New Guinea 
tribesmen. (See the opening page of this chapter.) Perhaps the similarity 
in the ways people express the primary emotions with their faces, both 
among and within cultures, provides a reliable set of perceptual cues for 
us to use in evaluating the emotional state behind the expression. 

Not only facial expressions, but!C";;ntext-the situation in which an 
emotion occur~_:_gives us information fur jtidging what emotion is being 
expre~sed~ -Oy:;;ourse, people are most accurate in -~i!_e:ir il!<!gf.1].ents when 
the fac:ial expressio~ and the CSJ_!)J.~re b2!h_p~s~~~-and convey complc:.: 
mentary information. Since this is typical of everyday life, we usually are 
goocfai]udging emotions. Sometimes, however, the facial expression and 
the context give us conflicting cues. In this case, experiments have shown 
that we te!!_d to rely 11J_ore on the f~~--C::~.~_i_s>.n or other no~c:_-~bal 
behavi_or than-011 §:e-:Context in making OUfJll_Og!_11~nt (Frij~a:)~69). 

·· "Althoug11 we a·re. often quite accurate at deducing emotion from 
facial expressions and other cues, several complications should be men
tioned. One is that l_ea1!1~-i:_.,._modlfx}the exp~~9_[ even the 
primary3E1_0_~ions. People ,may leam __ i_C?_~l!PPr~.~~El:_~ __ e)(p~~s~i£D-hf an 
emotion. ,And learning plays a large role in i:ne expr~~o(the more 
s~bdeemotions, such as awe or jealousy. People le;~n to express these 
em~tionSifldifferent ways. S~ u~less we know a person's idiosyncrasies, 
it may be difficult for us to know exactly what emotion that person is 
experiencing. A second factor complicating the perception of emotions is 
that a person o~t<'._(1_ e_)(_p_ressc;:s~everal err:?_t~0!12._ at on_e. tLTe; these ~nds_ 
of emoti~ns are hard.t<.> j!Jd~. --

The Physiology of Emotion 

When we are excited, terrified, or enraged, we perceive some of the 
things happening in our bodies, but we are certainly not aware of all that is 
happening. Direct observation using recording instruments has given 
scientists a great deal of information about the bodily events in emotion. 
Psychophys~ologists: who study such events, are able to measure the h_t:<:!rt 
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Figure 8.2 

Schematic drawing of the autonomic 
nervous system, which consists of 
nerve fibers and ganglia, or collections 
of nerve cells (shown as black and col
ored dots). The nerve fibers run to 
blood vessels, certain glands, and other 
internal organs of the body. The two 
divisions of the autonomic nervous sys
tem are the sympathetic system, shown 
in black, and the parasympathetic sys
tem, shown in color. (The peripheral 
blood vessels, sweat glands, and 
smooth muscles of the skin are served 
by the sympathetic system from many 
levels of the spinal cord; for clarity, 
only a few of the fibers to these organs 
arc shown here.) 

rate, blood_Eressure, blood flow to various parts of the body, activity of 
ilie-sw;;;;~h ~~<{~str9J.11testLnal system, levels of various substa~ch 
as hormones in the blood, breathing rate and _de.eth, and many other 

---...........-----~· -·- ____ ,_ - -
bodily cond1t1ons in emotion. 

THE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM 
From studies by psychophysiologists, we know that many of the bodily 
changes that occur in emotio)l.are produce~ by the activity of a part of the 
nervous system called the~'!Q-~i.;:sys[f~(Figure 8.2): This system is 
part of the peripheral nervoussystem, "but, as we shall see later, its 
activitv is, to a large extent, under the control of the central nervous 
system (page 317). 

The autonomic system consists of many nerves leading from the 
brain and spinal cord out to the smooth muscles of the various organs of 
the body, to the heart, to certain glands, and to the blood vessels serving 
both the interior and exterior ofJhe body. The autonomic nervous system 
has two parts. One part, the/1~s11fI!'1_• Lt __ ac~i".e du_ring 1¥ftsecl 
states and prepares the '2.2Qy f?r extensive act1on~PY'J.!!.£!:,e#!!)g t~\?. eart 
ra~~-' '!;~~ "tfi~od~r_es~'. Uisreasing t>!~o<,i_-§jl,ggr ~gl_ucos~} levels, 
an~a1smgtl1e revers of certam hormones (see""lJciow) 111 the blood. 

- ----- - --- -- - ___ ,,,....-~,~---- ·<--
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Observations indicate that it is this part of the autonomic nervous system 
that is active in many strong emotions, especially]ear and a~~. 

In emotion, the sympathetic system causes. the discharge of the 
hormones tf!}neghr:ine (adre_nahn) and nor~illf.P,hrj:Jd (noradrenalin). (See 
Chapter 2, page 58, for a definition of the term hormone.) Nerve imptrlses 
in the sympathetic system which reach the inner part of the ~ 
glands, located on top of the kidneys, trigger the secretion of these 
hor~Mes, which then go i~to the blood and cir~ around the body. 
Epin_ephrine\ affects many structures of the bgdy. In the~, it helps 
p-loq~jfil1cose (blood sugar) in!lLW __ blood)and thus, makes energy 

. ~-------"· .. ,...--~ 
availa.bl~ to the brain and muscl~ Epinephrine also causesilie heart .to 
beat har.der. (Surgeons~inephrine to stimulate heart action when the 
hearth;s weakened or stopped.) Thus epinephrine duplicates and 
strengthens many_g.Lrb.f .. '!C_t.i.q_ns of the svmpathetic system on ·-various 
incanal ~rgans.Tnrhe ske1era°i~uScTe5~;j)Tiiephnnellelj)S mobilize sugar 
resource-s so.that the muscle_~ ~an use the'!!_more.rapidly. The-;:;:;;j~r eff~~t 
of norepinephrine is to consti~~!iPh.~..'.1.1~~()<19 vessels and so r,aJ1£~d 
pressure . 

. _ c~The ~er part bf the autonomic nervous system, called theJliiras~m
path!_tir 111Jer1i, tends to be active when we are;. calm and r~~rn
contrast with the sympathetic system, the parasyrp.,pathetic system does 
many things that help to. build up and cqnse_IT_e_;the body's stores of 
energy. For example, it(_d~-~ili~~.l!U~~-~duC-es the blo~d 
pressure, and d.iyertU)lood to the ct~_!ly~·tract; Thus many of the 
effect~ of parasympathet1C-sy~te'm -;-;;T~ity --:i~~°"';;p_p_ci~~<:-.t~e effects of 
sympathetic-system activity. ---- ------

ln-a~t!v~, ar.Q.!l.i~;f emotional states, sy~athe.t.i.~ activity predomi
nates; in calmt:r states, p~@~_'!!pathetic activity is dominant. R~ 
systems can Ee active in m-any e-motional ·states; the pattern of bodily 
activity cha~a~t~-~is~ic of the -e~-otion-is abI~nd of gara_~f!!pathetic and 
sympath~tiyactivity. In anger, for instan~e hearr-·rare increases (a 
sympathetic effect), as does stomach activity (a parasympathetic effect). 

PATTERNS OF BODILY RESPONSE IN EMOTION 
Acriviry occurs in the body's hormonal system and in both the autonomic 
and somatic parts of the peripheral nervous system during emotional 
states. \Ve have just described the autonomic nervous system. The 
somatir nervous .2!_e!!!JChapter 2, page 52) is that part of th<;~_riQ~(;ral _ 
nervous system which activates the striped muscles of the body-the 
aLn:i' ~ and br~al_bln.&1!1~.Sf;~rc;;:-·inst;~e. ·-Thus: the. chang_es in 
br_~athing, mu~~le t<;:IJ.§iQJl, and R_ogur~ seen in emotion are brought about 
by activity of the somatic nervous system. 

To illustrate the patterns of bodily chan_.&es which accompany emo
tion, consider the emotions ofCTear an~ a~ The bodily changes that 
a~ompany these emotions are larga'iatie to increased activity in the 
(s~~ous system~ this activity helps the body@eai"wlth thr~:t
enin~ J_i!_tt,~ti~·and therefor~ the patter;;. of activityJn these emotions is 
kno~n as the~~£§, or the(jji!!Jtor-tir;hf:'!res£,q:;_se-,..For exam
ple, tn both anger ana tear, thezkart rate usually ll}Sl~.gl ~lood vessels 
in the mus~l~s dilate/so that th~ls ~~re p~d for aCTf&i,,1?,ls:iod. 
suga!_~S ~ooiTlzea from the liysJ, the tfi~~p2nes _ eQineefirme and nor~ 
epln"epfinne are release!-1.(rqfl} the agrenargland) 'tlie'(ptipils of the eyes 

-~-- --- - - - - -~~--:;;..r '>,,·;:.:;:::..::.~_-:: ... "_---·--··----- --o_-.wo. 
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Fram cs from a video tape of an actor's 
performance of the fear-expression in
structions: (a) "Raise your hrows and 
pull them together;" (b) "now raise 
vour upper eyelids;" {t") "now stretch 
vour lips horizontally. back toward your 
ears." (From Ekman, Levenson. & 
Friesen. 1Q)H \ 

dilate\ and che(p~pheral bl~!i~:.S.S.:~!':ls of the_ ~k,Ln are constricted, thus 

reO.ef·'.:.ii,r.!K..,. .. rh~l,)~~.<.if~2J~s:stim; and .. m. aki~. r:1.~Jl!Q()~~-ble to 
the rr_iyss:J~~__::_n~ andrbreJ.Uhmg rt,~e), which are mediated by 
the somatic nervous system, tend tci .!!Lt:.t:.e_a§._e/m both fear and anger. 

In contrast to the emefgencv re.action in fear and anger are the 
bodily reactions in calm. meditative emotional states. These reactions 
make up what is called the!re/axatiJJJL..!Jl12t:"SE· The pattern of bodily 
respo1 ~' dming relaxation i~cii1des.'dc0~a.:?_~d actjvity in both th~sym
P<IJQCti~and so_Q1atic nervous sys~s~ tcige-ther-wirli,jnc~~ym
pa_!b_eti~ctivitv. :\s far as svmpathetic and somatic activity are concerned, 
the reh~x-ation response is almost the'.QJlI?,c.l2ite~of th_e e_r:11~rge~_reacuon. 
Other deuils of the relaxation response arc de-;cribed in Application 8.3 
(pa!!;l' 3.2Ki. 

I he b(\{h changes just described are part of the general emergency 
and relaxation responses. But are there specific patterns of bodily re
sponses which are different in the various emotions? Early studies (Ax, 
19S3; F unkcnstein. 19.'i.'i) indicated that fear and anger are characterized 
bv some\d1at different response p<ltterns. '\ow it seems that different 
b~Jdilv-response pat~ns may be present in a number of cmotionsm:;-ci that 
these patt-;;~;;~-;t~~ -;:-~lated to the facial expressions 7if enwtion~s (Ekman et 
al., l 9H.~). ---"-·-~-----·-------- ·-·--.---·-.-~ 

.\ct(Jrs \\ere :mtrnctcd to mimic the innate facial expressions (page 
·' 11) char~H·teri,tic of happiness. disgust, surprise. anger. fear, and 
sadnes·;, Figure H .. l slw\1·s an actor portraving fear. The expressions 
\1crc held for 10 -;cconds while measurements were made of heart 
rate. -,kin temperature of the hands (a measure of blood flow in the 
periphcrv of the bodv). <>kin resistance, and forearm muscle tension. 
I lea rt-rate and skin-temperature response patterns were found to be 
different for several of the emotional facial expressions. Figure 8.4 
shmn the differences. For example. heart rate decreased during the 
facial c';pressions of happiness. disgust, and surprise but increased 
during angrv. fearful, or sad expressions. Skin temperature differ
entiated between anger. on the one hand, and fear and sadness on 
the other. 

In another part of the experiment. the actors imagined, or 
relived. a past experience in which thev felt one of the six emotions. 
Care was take to ensure that only one emotion was felt at a time and 
that this emotion was relatively intense. Based on skin-resistance 



changes in this condition, sadness could be distinguished from the 
other negative emotions-disgust, anger, and fear. 

, The experiments just described indicate that: 

1. .flrecific -~__i:i:iotions can result in spe~if!~~?dily chan~. 
2. ?a~~l-muscl-:-movements are close!~- r~lated ~o ~h: bodv's 
intern~J ada2iive response in emo;i~n. --=-+-~~~ --'--

________ .,,;:::,_,o.~ ---~ ___ ,.-.,-.-:-_:::-:;"" _,,.,_ •-•-~:~f 

Thus, the outward ~IJj__inward -~}nife_sta_tj_o_~ of emotio_11<l! St2.t.<.;p_g_o 
hand in hand. Studies which show fine-grained differences in the bodily 
p~tternscifemotion are important for several of the theories of emotion to 
be discussed later (page 329). 

THE BRAIN AND EMOTION 
The brain is involved in the perception and evaluation of situations that 
give rise to emotion. If a situation results in an emotional state, the brain 
controls the somatic and autonO'mic patt;:rns of activity charct-;;ristic ~ 
e~~ti;;~; in ot'fi€~c:.~ords:-itcontrolstfie physiofo~lcal exprc;,s_~on of the 
emotion. Of course, the brain is also invo!Y~_d"l"n_dfre~tlng the be~<ivior 
driven by the emotional state and is necessary for the emotional feelings 
we -hav~==.:..... .. 

A number of structures in the core of the brain are directly involved 
in regulating and coordinating the activity patterns characteristic of the 
stronger emotions, especially fear, anger, and pleasure. These core parts 
of the brain include the h_yQothalamus (Chapter 2, page 57) and a complex 
gr<>up of structures known as tfie lti@_ir-syI_{tf.!1. The term lf!!!bic comes from 
tht Latin word meaning "border.;, TTiesi:ructures of this system form a 
ring, orborder, around tlKJJrfil11 stem as jt_erit<:rs_ the foreb-;ain~-(fi;e 
ti1;1bic sy~r"em .. is disc=(TT;-i dei:a~T~ Chapter 2, page 62.) Experimenters 
have found that damage to some of the structures of the 1i11J_bic system 
produces gn~at charlg_~s in the efr!O!ionaj_Qeh:i_yior gf animals, making 
tame animals wild or wild animals tame. Stir11ulatjof! of certain pans of the 
limbic system and hypothalamus produces behavioral patterns very much 
lik-;; those in natu_rally oc~uriing e111otions. In ad-d~-:efectrical stimula
tion of portions of the limbic system and hypothalamus, as well as other 
brain regions, is rewarding to animals and pleasurable for human beings 
(Heath, 1964). - -- - ----- -- -

The aroused state that is part of manv emotions (see below) is due in 
! I, <JV • 

part to incr9asxd..i!S!ix~n of brain cells in the cerebral cortex (Chapter 2, 
page 58), limbic system, and hypothalamus. Activity of cells in these 
brain areas is itself di_r:<:ctl_y or indJ_r_e_i:!l_yj_12fJu_e11_sed by ~-~<:_fibers which 
(an _qg.t fro'!; __ a core re~on of the brain__:_:: the-~~.!. for;..Q13,~ (Chapter 
2, page 53 )-to reach almost all the brain areas involved in regulating 
emotion. Since the 'i"cciv;ting fibers fro~the-rericular formation must go 
up_w;iill, or ascend, to reach the higher brain_~r~as involved in emotion, 
the activ'!ting_p_ ort(on o~-eJr-eticular formation is called th~'!_ti_i_!lg_
reticulq_r:_adtvatmgsy_stem (~~ Next time you are keyed up ancf'uniiole
to ~~lax,-blame lr··;;yo;;r mtAS. In addition to the tinge of arousal it 
provides for emotional states, the ARAS is fundamentally involved m 
keeping us awake, alert, and conscious. (See Inquiry 2.2, page 55.) _______ ,_--~;; :----::_· ------

High: 

_J ~n~er 

. '.__Low: 

Fear 
_sacine:iS 
-.....,."''''""-

Figure 8.4 

The pattern of autonomic nervous sys
tem changes for six facial expressions 
made acccording to instructions. See 

text. (From Ekman, Levenson, & 
Friesen, 1983.) 
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ofte~ fe~i-~cited. Some th~~ris~s have argued that all emotion is just the 

degrec:.ro \vbich_.<I_Pt;,[;~g}iQr:.~11idiaU~s.tirrcc!.1!-P· Although not ~II students 
of erri-ot'ion agree with this idea, the degree of ar9_t!_SaJ is an im.QQftant part 
of emotionalitv. For instance, high lev~IS-7;f;;:~usal are present in a-nger, 
fear, and ~l?i ~hiJe J2~:J~xe.Js ma~ -i~o~l;any'~~-dl)<:;§.L"nd depr~_5.Si~n. 

Indicators of Arousal The electroenrephalogram ( FFG) tells us something 
about the state of arousal. (See Chapter .2, page 55.) The EEG is a record 

UctftioJL 8.2 
~ETECTORS asked the first time, the suspect is given a demonstra

tion of the "accuracy" of the polygraph: The suspect fs
givenseveralcards to choose from and the examiner 
trie§JQ_~QY,e_r whJ~_h~c;~[~YY'.is~ti~n by_eVa:Jlliiling 

I Whodunit? Who stole the $2,000 which old Aunt 
Agatha kept in a red envelope in her hatbox? Most 
likely it was one of her visiting relatives, but which one? 
The police decide to give lie-detector tests to the 
relatives. 

Lie detecfilrs are also called polygraphs. The 
word porygraph means "many writer": !Fiese crevices 
have this name because they make simultane.Q_LIS r_e
cords of several bodfut.~jjons thoughtTciOeTndica
tive6femotional arousal. Most polygraphs (see figure) 
measure changes in blood presSJJre, h§.§ILI:ate, 
breathirJg....@ie and d_epth"'~anaffie resistao..i;,e oT1ne 
skintofheflow of a smalleTectric currenf(ff1e galvanic 
sRTiL rS'§li()rise:-orG.sR):--A-·polygraph recorciof 
breathing (top line), the GSR (middle line), blood pres
sure (the waves on the bottom line), and heart rate (the 
sharp, vertical spikes on the bottom line) is shown in 
the right panel of the figure. 

The police in the case of Aunt Agatha use the 
services of a trained polygraph examiner who follows 
standardized lie-detection procedures. The examiner 
obtains each suspect's cons.e.r:ll for the test, says that 
the ain:i..2f.J.btl~ is to hel[l. the s-u:Spects e;itab[ish 
their truthfulness, and describes the polygraph as a 
scientific instrument for the measurement of various 
bodily responses. The examiner then obtains bio
graphical information from each suspect and goes 
over the dozen~or-so yes/no questions that will be 
asked about the th§..ft. NexT,rne suspect is hooked up 
to the polygraph and asked the 1~~y~u1tyes/no ques
tions. After the dozen or so questions have been 

the suspect's polygraphic responses to questions 
a50ut thecarcis:.9eneraTIY:lh8sltiiafforiiS"rlillJed,, so 
thattheexamkier knows ahead of time which card was 
chosen. After thTs',.demonsiratioil:the relevant ques-
tions-ar~ a\;iair;_ askicjj~_'{el~_l_tl[!)eS . -

The examiner may use any one of several ques
tioning techniques. A common one is the control
quJl::>!i.Ql1_!&_c;hriique. In this technique, neutra~ 
tions~ ge-ne63T guest!.g,ns designed to evok'ean emo
tio~e~()ll_~e fr()IJ:l ?lm()_?.I E):'.e!.l'.one, and s~c 
qu~stions designed to ~~9.l<..§...l~.J2QD.~_ly_ from 
tho§.~ with guiJ.lY.JillQ1YJ.e_Qg_SJ~ca!:..~JLSl!d The rationale of 
the control-question technique is that an innocent per
son who kn()WS nothin\"LQ!.. .. the details of ~rime 
should l}P./E}_alqI9fill§§.P.QD§_e to the contrqLquestions 
tha_rij.Q the specifis; _ _g_L]~~ti_()ns, while the suspect with 
guilty knowledge should, while also responding to fhe 
generaiqueStions, give a large response !() !b_§__~
~s Thus, it is the pat~E;Jrn of _polygrap~ic 
responS.§!S on the control and specific guesJ[S?.r:is that is 
sul5posed to give a clue to _lying ()~.~uthful.r::i~ss For 
example, in investigating the case of Aunt Agatha, a 
general question might be "Did you ever steal any
thing before you were 18?" Since most of us have, a 
polygraphic response would be expected. A specific 
question might be "'What happened to the money in 
the red envelope?" While the difference between the 
responses to the general and specific questions can 
be quantified, interpretati()n of the polygraphic record 
remains somewhat of an art, requiring intuition and 
judgrrier:it on the partotihe--eX~f11iner. · --

I 
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Just how good is the polygraph at detecting 
liars? Controversy abounds, especially between those 
psychologists who are skeptical about the accuracy, 
or validity, of lie-detector tests and those whose busi
ness it is to give such tests. A number of studies 
indicate that prop~rly adm!nistered tests £Q.®CJ!Y 

id~DJify 2.ome ?.:Q.!2.~Q~~§l.E~:&_ers~ However, 
a very important pro51em is the large number of f~ 
p9sitives~truthful people who are judged by the poly
gr~ph fbbe lying. Studies differ, but Benjamin Klein
muntz and Julian Szucko estimate that false-positive 
judgments "may label more than 50% of the i.nnocent 
subjects as guil!Y~'(f984,'p.774).'Tiie·i·mplicati.£rjs of 
this fTgure are eriQJlf1QIJ_S and can be a life-or-death 
matter in murder trials. Or consider the injustice done 
to' people who are false positives in a screening test 
for employment They may not get the JOb for which 
they are .qualified. The false-positive probl~m. and 
thus the questionable validity of lie-detector tests, has 
been recognized by the courts. The results of lie
detector tests cannot be used at all in 24 states; most 
of the others ~llow lie-detector evidence o~if..12.o.!~ 
the proSE)CUti9n and def~r:_se w~ri.t t!!e_.1::iolygraphic 
evidenc.~.used in a particular case. 

Other important p.roblems concern the phys
iological basis of the lie-detector test. Not everyone 
responds to lying with arousal, and thepaiterri- of 
responses i::JTtters from-personfO person. Some re
spond with breathing chang8S,-Otflers-Wlth heart-rate 
changes, and so on. The examiner may have a difficult 
time with this. Furthermore, it is possible to "beat the 
machine." If a suspect engages ;n-·somEi.sile.nTon

goiri~E:)!:l.~~c:;!ivity-such as counting backWard~gy 
3s-while being examined, responses can be 
.b!.~Hl~· ~----~ 

With all its problems, the polygraph technique is 
perhaps best viewed as just another tool the police 
can use to narrow their list of suspects for more in
tense investigarior. by other m~ernaps this is 

J 
(Ann Maliniak.) 

what the police did in the case of Aunt Agatha and the 
red envelope. 

In addition to their use in trying to discover guilt 
or innocei.nce, lie detectors are sometimes used (some 
would say misused) for other purposes. The police 
may sometimes use them in an attempt to force con
fessions from su_~§_gts. BU'SlileSses and government 
agencies use lie-detector tests to screen applicar:its 
tor employment. In this case, the polygraph examina
tion may not be used so much to assess the truth
fulness of responses as to provide an occasion to trap 
applicants into making admissions of past activities 
which might cast doubt on their suitability tor employ
ment. 

The voice-str.ess allil.[¥~r is another device said 
to be capa-bieor detecting lies It is claimed that 
cert~tiY.~lffil_ghq,r§.Qt~_r:i§tiQs_ 9LW~e_g_h ~Q_LJnds can 
be detected and analyzed by such a device~-which 
may be attachesi._~t~l£!2t'J.()ne C>C.!iidcjen in ? desk 
C1!:.'!!'."~· to indicate when a person is lying. The evi
dence to date does not substantiate the claim that 
such gadgets work. 
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Figure 8.5 

The inverted U-shaped relationship be
tween efficiency of functioning (cue 
discrimination) and level of emotional 
arousal. Up to a certain level of arousal, 
the ability to respond correctly to 
cues-that is, to perform well-im
proves, Beyond that level, further 
arousal increasingly hampers perform
ance. This relationship is usually found 
in all but the simplest tasks. (Modified 
from Hebb, 1955.) 

Higli 

'/c-""" 
:Optimal 

1~ !~creasing 
Increasing alertness, emotional 
interest, poSITIVe- d lsfurEance, 
eiiiOtion ---- ~rl_~ iell'.. 

Level of arousal 
•low---------+ High 

of the changing electrical activity of millions of nerve cells, all functioning' 
a! t_he _s~rne timeji:i ___ the_i;!T~n .. With suitabl~-~!nplification,th~~ctrical 
activity can be ~corded by elect~9_des attached to the head. The electrical 
a~vity of the cerebral cortex o( the brain W.£1~2_4-!.:~ wan<:_s spontaneously 
to give a wavelike record, and this is why the EEG is popularly said to 
"record braTnWaveS.;'-The waves of the EEG are really very small voltage 
changes, in the r~ge of several millionths of a volt. The number of 
alternations of voltage, or the frequency of the electrical changes, varies 

from ~or 2 ~l_!er~ati~~ p~r:.~£()£.!cJ__§j_~~ sleep to s_o_c,i~in highly 
aroused states. The waves of the EEG al~mplitude, or height. 
Brain ~;~~; are thus chan1_cterized by their Tre~cy a'iid ~de. 
When a person is aro~d oL_ex_<;i!~, the EEG ~nsists of high-frequency, 
-Iow:~<>!~~SJ~au:>JilJ!~e)_~__a,_yes~-As an individual becomes "iTiOrei-elaxed, 
the frequency of the EEG ten~ dei::reas~. while the volta~e (:!.mpli
tude) of tlie waves ten,~,§_~ojnc_re~e. (see Inquiry 2.2, page 55,or a more 
detailed description of the E""F:trand arousal.) 

To make somewhat finer distinctions among degrees of arousal, a 
number of other measures might be used: h~e, blo_?d p_ressure, 
breath~_ate a~d ~-pth, pupil size, and skin~i~~tance, for instance. 
(Four of these arousal indicators--heart rate, blood pressure, breathing 
patterns, and skin conductance-are used in lie-detector tests. See Ap
plication 8.2.) Skin conductance is a measure that might not be familiar to 
you. If a small amount of electricity-so small that it cannot be felt-is 
passed across an ar_e!_~.f the ~~_in (usually the palm of the hand), the 
resistance to the flow decreases (conductance increases) as a person 
becomes mor~~~?_a!l.?.~_:rc. This is-caHe!rrhe galvanic skin res1>onse 
(CSR). -=-- ---- -- -· ·· ~ 

Another indication of arousal in both humans and lower animals is 
, the orienting reaction-an organism'~ orientatio!_l to a new stimulu_s or to a 
stimulus change. The orientation consists oft~nsing muscles aria changing 
the pO'sT'iI(;~~of the_ bQdy an_cj_ the h.ea9 in order to maXlrrlize the efreCrlve
ness o"f chestimulus. The exact nature of the orienting 'reaction depends 
o';th~-~(i-~;:;I~~.- the species of the organism, its ~its pres~te of 
arousal, and other factors. A cat seeing the slightest movement may make 
itselfready to pounce. A dog hearing the faintest sound of another dog 
may perk up its ears, stand at attention, and get ready to defend its 
territory. Infants turn their heads and eyes toward novel stimuli, such as 
new toys or strange faces. 

Arousal and Performance How is arousal related to what people do, or 
performance? Since arousaJ_ energizes behavior, you might think that the 
more ar~se~ people are, the better.il!_<!i,~~!:formance will be on all sorts 
of tasks. This is true up to a point. The infield chatter in baseball and the 
back-slapping in football and basketball probably help to bolster the level 
of arousal and so keep the athletes on their toes. However, in complicated 

~ veIYJ.D.It;fil:S_arousal,~~lifl)Rl!~~-Eer~~_r~ance. This occurs when a 
person must discriminate amongcues-or-do-a-ppropriate things at different 
times. 

Formally stated, the principle is that performance is an inverted U
shaped function of l5e.Y_!<l of_~g_iusal when cues must b-e discriminated. As 
representeci-;; Figure 8.'S, a6ility to respond correctly to cues is l!lli:, but 

not,t:':1.~~_:ly_la_c_~~g, in the lo'<Y~~rousal stateof sleep. The ability in~ 
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c~~a.,se_:; with risin~,ousal. till to __ a.!!.. ()ptimal level. (A related point is 
discussed in ChaptefTpage 272.) TherEaft:er, as th.e_per_son becomes 
m(J.r~~i!1~~nsely disturbed (a_r,2_u~scl ), perfQiminft!. d~_c;line~~--- In oth~r 
words,-hi"ghfy aroused or anxiou~ neo12!.e are nof:so Ilk(;ly_to~!furl!l well 
on complex _t,a_sjs_s as are people with a lower level of arousal that is ;nore 
nearly optimum. You may have been unfortunate enough to have found 
this out in exams or sports. A little arouJ>.~ is a good thj_!!g because it k_!?S:.e!, 
Y<?.l!_~g-~iEK.~!1d_aj.~t, but to!? m~ch ~ar9~sal results in dj_~?~nj~ation of 
tho~~':~~-Q<;:rfQrmance-you "clutch." 

IStress// 1 

The term SCJS<SS has many definitions (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). We 
will define$ss as an int~~-~Lslate which can be E.e.~~~-Jl.Y.J>~y~cal 
dern.ands g!l.~.Qy (disease.conditions, exercise, extrerries«)f"tem
perature, and the like) or by-en~en_t~l aril~~ci!!.L§.tit1J<!tions which 
ar; ~v:i_luated as j)Ot~Tu"i, u~11_~~~l~~~le, or ex~ng~°-ur 
reso_y_~~~ (or c;()pj~h~ ~cal, env~~ .. and S()Cial c;auses of 
the stress state are termed st!J!JJ.212· 'Once mCfuced by si:fesssors, the 
internal stress state can then !~ad ta· ~arious responses. On the one hand, 
it can result in a number of physical, bodily responses. On the other hand, 
psyc_ho.!gg!f~I n;spQfil~S sucfi-as-anxiety, hopefesiiness, depression, irri
tability, a-nd·a-geneTaf~~~lin~~f not b~!i:.g_~~-~e~o C()jle_~~th the w()rld can. 
result from the stress state. 

Stress is a big problem in our society (Allen, 1983). Some Z? . ..,P_~i:c;~nt 
of bodilv disease is said to be stress-related. For example, stress-is often a 
factor i~ h~~~tjise~se (see Application 14. l, page 572, on Tyl?e ~ and 
Type B behaviors) and cancer, two of the leading causes of death. 
Furthermore, stress-related diseases cost American industry billions of 
dollars a year; several billion tranquilizer pills are prescribed in the United 
States each year; and, although it cannot be quantified, stress seems to be 
involved in much of our unhappiness, irritability, and dissatisfaction. 

fsTREssoR.·s 
. A.lmos'f any_c_l_l_@~ j_n the ~nvirf!.!!rri_ent-even a pleasant..£h@g_e_, such as 

a vication-dein~nd~~s~!iie'cogm~; and a l~J!_~~_g;ss is u~~~.11~.ei_ng 
us adapt. But beyon_Q_ soll:!~_cnnt, 'stress" becomes_'_'g'istress:" What acts 
to produce distress va~~J'rom per§()n t() persoil;but some events 
seem to be stressors for many of us. Chief among these are iQ.iuries or 
;nfe;:-•~OJJS of the body; annqyi.!!_g_ or dang~J.:og~ ev~i:i~s _iJ1 .. ()l!tenviron
ments; major-chang~s, or transitions, in life which' force us to cope in new 
ways; and-an'tldpat~d or a£tUafi!lli:_ats to our self~est.eem. 

ChaE._ges-in_~~~,~~~fe are-imp-orfant stressors ('t .. RJiolme_s_, .!2~4). 
A sampling oT'rfie life changes-not all of them unpleasant-that can act 
as stressors is given in Table 8.1. A rough indi.~ation of stre_s~gutrength, 
based on the judgments of adults (Holmes & Rahe, 196.7), adolescents 
(Ruch & Holmes, 1971), and elderly people (Muhlenkamp et al., 1975) is 
given under the headings "L_ife_:.C~cang_ec-_U.nit.!l." Note how the impor
tance of certain stressors varies chrough.oudjfe;-compare, for example, the 
elderly with adults on the bottom life ev_ents of Ta'ble 8.1. By addi!IE; the 
life~~g~_ unit~_uri~~-~!_, a lifg:gjsi,sj,core can be obtained for that 
year. As the severity of life crises increases from mild (150-199 life-change 
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Table 8.1 

The Social Readjustment Ratinp; Smle, ru•ith life-change units for adults, adolescents, and elderly people 

LIFE-Cl-iANG~ LIFE-CHANGE 
. ~- ur:,iu:~ UNITS . ·-._ 

.• LIFE EVENT (ADULTS)' (ADOLESCEN.ls) 

-~~sp_~~~ 
~--~~-----

( 01vorc~ 
~~~---~·- ::.."'"'__ --..... 
Maritar,~§l~at1onfrom mate --Detention 1ri' 1all or other institution 
---·--·~ ---

Death of a close fam1!y mem_!:!P 

~~~~~I '.~t\ifl'.=-g~,~~~s 
Marriage·-
~.::::::.:::·".'."~.- .. _ 

.- Beina~~~at work 

Marital reconc1l1at1on with mate 

!Ret1remen~ from work 

. M~~-c:;--h-;nge 1n the health or behavior of a family membe-i 
-r-·-~--~----- .. .t= . .'::;:-~.~ ---· ·- -- ~~~,.,.... 

Pregnancy 
-===-=--·.:::---;;-:; 

Sex d1fficult18$ 

Ga1nir_i_g_§l ~vv_f_an_i1ly memt:Jer _ 
(e.g , through ~'.'.!~: a~_cipt1?n 019~.t~_!:rn~~i_ng 1n, etc.) 

Ma1or business read1_us_trr1Emt 
(e g., mergeCreorgBnization. bankruptcy, etc) -, 

.'Ma1or chan__ge 1n financial stat_5/ 
(e Talat worse"oTfor 'a ro1 5etter off than usual) 

Death of a close friend 

Chang1_ng to d1ff~r(?nt line of work,; 

Ma1or change 1n the number of arguments with spouse 
(e g', 8itneralot more or-a lot-iess-liian. - -
usual regarding child-rearing, personal habits. etc. 

Taking out a mortg:ige or J;?,g~r~:n~1orpurchase 
(e g---:Tcli a hoN'ie, ous1ness, e c. · 

Foreclos~i:_e.-~n a mortgage or lc;an 

Ma1or chan_g_El 1n res12onsibilitie~·at work 
( e g ~ promO!i<5fi;--,-··i:refi16fl&r la!eral transfer) 

si:m_ or dE!ldghterJE?3-.".lll_g [IQ[rle) 
(e g . marriage, atfenalng·c61fege, etc.) 

Trouble with in-laws. 

·~. -o_.'' 

100 

73 

65 

63 

63 

53 

50 

47 

45 

45 

44 

40 

39 

39 

39 

38 

37 

36 

35 

31 

30 

29 

29 

29 

69 

60 

55 

50 

54 

50 

e 50 

50 

47 

45 

44 

45 

51 

43 

44 

44 

46 

38 

41 

41 

36 

38 

34 

36 

LIFE-CHANGE 
UNlIS.__, 
~fLDERC'r PEOPLE) ______.. 
73 

72 

63 

73 

60 

65 

50 

62 

35 

33 

59 

47 

36 

36 

61 

43 

52 

42 

45 

61 

61 

40 

43 

31 

units), to modera_!_fl.._(J,00-::299 lif<:.~C:.~<ll1ge m1)~~), to m_qj_or (over 300 life
change unitS);-sU.~cep_tl_6~ i_lll}_ess _rises_ progressively (Holmes & 
Masuda~-1974). -~-~-- - - ·-~ 

Not only changes, but many ongoing situations are stressors. These 
include physical stressors such as inju!:Y.., infection, exercise, noise, and 
climate. In adamon, the hassles otev~'i:¥J.ailif; cent~aro~ork, 
family, social activities, health, and finances are important stressors whiCh 
1-iaVebeenfuund~to be related to bo<lifY-Tllness (DeLongis et al., 1982). 
Fr~ and the conflicts which cause frustration (Chapter 7, page 299) 
are irso~major stressors~~·Others are listed in Figure 8.6. 

Jll 



LIFE EVENT 

O~_t_standingyersonal achievement 

';Yif.e beginning or C$gsing work ou!~JsJ~.)!;~ hom_e 

Beginnin_? or cea~1r:'._g forr:i_~l_s_~~~oling 

Major QhJ),gg,e in livi~ond.J.!Jons 
(e.g., building a new home, remodeling, 
deterioration of home or neighborhood) 

Revision of personal habits 
(dres·s~manners, associations, etc) 

Trouble with the boss. 

MaJ~e in worki~g j]o_u.i:s Q~ g_on_c:Ji!l£1;!s 

Ch~nge in residence 

Change to a new school 

Major change in usual !)pe 
anciT6r amour1t_ of re~13~ion 

Major change in church activities 
(e.(f:'arorrnore or a iotleSSffian usual) 

Major change in social activities 
(e.g. clubs, dancing, movies, visiting, etc.) 

Taking out.a mortgage or loan for a lesser 
P_urcna~ -(e~g ~ TOi a car~~z(fr.-etel 
Major change in sl_eeping habits 
(a lot more or a lot less sleep, 
or change in part of day when asleep) 

Major ch.?Jlllf in number of family get-togethers 
(e.g., a--lot more or a 16T1ess-iiianusu·a-ry· -

M~or change in eating habits 
(a lof more or a lot less food intake, 
or very different meal hours or surroundings) 

Vacation 

Christmas 

Minor violations of the law 
(e g::--fr-atfic ticRefS~Ta'Ywa1king, 
disturbing the peace. etc.) 

LIFE-CHANGE 
UNITS 
(ADULTS) 

28 

26 

26 

25 

24 

23 

20 

20 

20 

19 

19 

18 

17 

16 

15 

15 

13 

12 

11 

(Sources: Holmes & Rahe, 1967; Ruch & Holmes. 1971; Muhlenkamp et al., 1975.) 

STRESS CYCLES 
Stress has a number of immediate effects and, if the stressors are main
~ai;ed, lo_ng-term behavio(al,J~E}'~io_l~I?:i~a_~, e_motional, and _cognitive 
(thinking) effects occur (Figure 8.6). If these effects hinder adaptation to 
the envirorl'ment or create discomfort and distress, i:hey th~lll~~Jy~_s_ bi;
cgm~stf;;_ss~~; and, as shownby-the ~ed ~~~o~ in Figure 8.6 (left), tend 
to perpetua~~le of di~ On th~ 9ther hand, many people have 
developed way~gf c;gp_i.!!g_ with stressars so that they are able 'io "respond 
adaptiv_~y. This is the wellness cycle of Figur~.8~6 (right). Teaching 
people adaptive ways of handling stress so as to promote the wellness 

ii 
I 

LIFE-CHANGE LIFE-CHANGE I 
UNITS UNITS ! 
(ADOLESCENTS) (ELDERLY PEOPLE) 

Ji 
31 34 'I 

32 35 11 

" 
34 34 

35 48 

26 39 

26 28 

30 27 
0 

28 39 

26 34 

26 35 

21 40 

28 35 

28 52 

18 36 

22 37 

18 45 

19 30 

16 34 

12 47 

J 
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The distress and wellness cycles. See 
text. (From Charlesworth & Nathan, 

1984.) 

Figure 8.6 
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cycle is an important part of the newly emerging field of behavioral 
medicine (Chapter 16, page 708). 

WHAT STRESSORS DO TO THE BODY 
H::~sSel~ (1956, 1976) termed the body) resJ!onse ~q, .. ~!E~§girs the 
general adqf2.tation syndrome. The general adapration syndrome consists of 
three stages: (1) the alarm re.<:_ction, (2) the st~,e_9f res~s-~a_nce, and (3) rhe 
stage of exhausrl£12J.Figure 8: 7). ----

r 

:ft/arm Reaction The alann reactio1: is essentiallv the {"mergency re
sp-;;~-~;;\of ~he -body already described in an earlier section Grthis chapt~~ 
-~~ ' 

(page 315). In this stage, prompt respon.~.es of the body, many of them 
mediated by thei ~ympatheti2 nervous system (page 314), p~~~~c::-~is .. to 
crp::_:~!!_c::_~or here and now. 

Stage of Resistance) If the stressor continues to be present, the staxe of 
r;sista·~;;;"begfrlS~-wherein the ~ody reili:ts :tiie eff~"(i.of the continuou~ 
stressoJ (Figure 8. 7). However, resistance to newsrressors ls-lmp'alred 
during this stage (Figure 8. 7). During this stage, certain hormonal re
sponses of the body are an important line of defense in resisting the 
effects of stressors. (See Chapter 2, page 58, for a general description of 
hormones.) Especially important among these horm~L re_sp()[ISCS i~
creased activity in what is known as the a~tirotr'2fl.KJ!l(:.'£f!,J/IJ.i~i 
(Figu-re 8.8). 

Adren(}rQ!lirqt.ropir hormone (ACTH) is secreted into the bloodstream 
bv certain cells in the piruitarv gland (Chapter 2, page 57). The rate of 
AC;TH secretion is, in part, co~trolled bv another hormone~like chemical 
subs t~~c:e-r'r;!tJ.rl!!'YP.!!!.:!!~f3!E_!_[C RF)° ( F igu ;~--8. S )--=_ th;t is -~iad e 
bv certain cells in the brain structure known as the hypothalamus (Chaprer 
2, page 57; Chapter 7, page 276). The corticotropin-~~f~;sing factor flows 
from the hypothalamus to the pituitary gland through a specialized system 
of blood vessels. Stressors are able to activate the nerve cells of the 
hypothalamus so th~1-ore cortico_~i!.!.~rel_e3~ing f~~u;~-;s-sent to the 
pirulr~g[and, thus incre_asing secretion ()f ,~gTH into th<:; blood. In this 
wav, brain activity triggered by stressors influences hormone release; thus 
this is a major link bet\,\!<:_e_n en_y_irnnmental events-:-stressors-and the 
bod~ly_s~_se of s~i:s;s. 

ACTH stimulates cells in the outer Javers, or cortex, of the adrenal 
gla_ris_l_!i so-th-a·c;;-~~itT hormon<::S su~h--;;-s~;;;t;;~-~~~~f~cr~_re._g_ Ln"r()~µle 
blo_o_5:i~~C:.'.!.1.!! (Figure 8.8). [Remember that-it ~-the it!...~e.J:. tissue of the 
adrenal glands that is activated as part of the emerg;ency response (page 
315 fro give us an activating "shot of adrenalin."] ---

Cortisol and other, simila~-hor;~n~~ ha\;~ manv actions which allow 
the bo~~~~eal fil1u?J.iYcl}'. with s_tre~sors for long l.?~Rds ofc_time durmg
the stage of resistance. But maintaine~~leveJs_2.L~hese h()r1'.1<?_nes can 
be harmful. For instance, cortisof-promotes-tl1e formation of glucose 
(blo~d s-~gar)-a fu_e_l needed for nerv'e ancj IJ1U§cle activity-by breakl_~g 
down fats and proteins. In the short run, this is adaptive; the body has 
more fueT;~3if;6T~-:-in the long run, though, the increased use Q_fQrotein 
to make fuel may be serious because proteins are needed in the manufac
ture--;;[ ~~;-cells. For example, white blood cells, which are crucial for 
fighting infection, have a short lifetime and must be continuously re-
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The general adaptation syndrome. Re
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three stages: the alarm reaction, re
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placed. If the proteins ne~Q_~~_ tQ __ ~<.1ke ri~w_white blo5>._d cells are in short 
su_ppl:y because they are bei~g use~~Cl.1_12_ake fuel, fewer white bloodCefls 
can~o_dl!f<;_<,i and the body will be 1\:S!i i!l;>Le:to fight infection. Add to 
this the inhibitorv action of cortisol on the formation of die infection
fighting proteins -~alfedantibodies, together with shrinkage of the tissues 
which-rr;;~ufa~t~;;~ ~hi~e .i;Tc;~d-~ells, and it is clear that high levels of 
cortisol can, in the long run, serioush· impair the bodv's defenses to 

infection. Prolonged elevation of cortisol levels can abo have other 
h;r~ful effects, such as rais!_ng _~l_ogd_ p_r~ssure. In addition to cortisol, 
other hormones which, in e~rnay ha~their own harmful actions are 
involved in the body's response to stressors during the stage of resistance. 
But what has been said about cortisol should be enough to give the idea of 
the role played bv hormones in stress. 

( §t!!:.~~~ The finaJ_~t_a_ge of the general adaptation syndrome 
is the staie of exhaustion. In this stage, the bo.Ql~s_c_a~i_!y to respo_nd to 

both cQruif!uous and new_ stressors has been ser_iou~J.LS.?l12Rro!Tlised (Fig
ure 8. 7). For instance, due to the actions of cortisol described above, a 
person mav no longer be able to ward off infection and may become sick 
and perhaps die. Or, because of other stressor-indHced hormonal effects, 
stomach ulcers, diabetes, skin disorders, asthma, high blood pressure, 
increased susceptibilitv to cancer (Rammer & Newberry, 1983 ), or a host 
of other diseases may occur at this stage or late in the stage of resistance 
(Selye, 1976; Allen, 1983 ). 

The term psyrhosomatir ("mind-body") disorders is used when per
ceived stressors-mental events-increase the susceptibility of the body 
to disease. Of course not all instances of the diseases listed above are 
psychosomatic, but many are, and thus the control of stress has become a 
major problem for medicine. Treatment of psychosomatic disorders in
volves medical help for the physical problems and, at the same time, 
attention to the psychological factors producing the stress. 

COPING WITH STRESSORS 
As we have seen, stress can have serious consequences. Fortunately, 
there arc methods for coping with stress. Several of these methods are 
described in :\pplication 8.?>. Other methods are described in Chapters 4 
and 16. :\.mong them are relaxation training (Chapter 16, page 708), 
hypnosis (Chapter 16, page 708), biofeedback (Chapter 16, page 710), 
and systematic desensitization (Application 4.1, page 148; Chapter 16, 
page 701). The wellness cycle of Figure 8.6 (right), page 324, also shows 
some adaptive ways of coping with stressors. 

The impact of stressors can sometimes be reduced if a person has 
control over the suessor (Cohen, 1980). The effect of control has also 
been shown in animal studies (Weiss, 1972). 

Rats were subjected to stress produced by an electric shock to the 
tail. In the experiment illustrated in Figure 8. 9, groups of rats, 
matched for weight and age, were studied in sets of three. The rat in 
the left-hand chamber could shut off the programmed shocks by 
turning a wheel. The rat in the middle chamber was yoked to the 
left-hand rat, meaning that it received shocks of the same intensity 
and duration as the left-hand rat. However-and this is the impo:-
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tant point-the yoked animal could do nothing about the shocks. 
The rat in the right-hand box got no shocks at all but was hooked up 
like the others. 

After this procedure had gone on for some time, stqmach 
ulceration in the rats subjected to the three conditions was studied. 
The rats which could do something about the shocks showed much 
less ulceration than did the helpless, yoked animals. The non
shocked animals showed little or no ulceration. 

In an experiment showing the effects of uncontrollable stressors on ulcers, 
three sets of rats, matched for weight and age, were placed in individual 

soundproof compartments. The rat on the left could terminate the programmed 
shock bv turning the wheel; moreover, turning the wheel between shocks 

postponed the next shock. This rat was in the escape-avoidance condition. The 
middle rat was electrically wired to the rat in the left-hand box. When the rat 

in the left-hand box received a shock, this rnked rat received an identical 
shock, but its actions could not affect the shock duration or sequence in any 

way. The electrodes on the rat in the right-hand box were not connected, and 
it received no shocks at all. Rats in the uncontrollable (middle) condition had 

much more stomach ulceration than rats in the escape-avoidance condition, 
even though the intensity and number of shocks were the same. The non

shocked rats. of course, had almost no ulcers. (\Veiss. 1972, Scientifir Amrrimn.) 
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"TAKE IT EASY," THE YOGI SAYS-AND NOW 
PSYCHOLOGISTS AND PHYSIOLOGISTS ARE 
LISTENING 

II I 1.11• 

(Rapho/Photo Researchers.) 

Life in western society is complex and often tension
filled. Hour by hour, day by day, the body is mobilized 
to help us deal with the interpersonal and impersonal 
stressors we encounter. Isn't there some way to calm 
down? 

Perhaps there is. Taking their cue from eastern 
religions, psychologists have become interested in the 
age-old practice of meditation Maharishi Mahesh 
Yogi and his followers recently introduced a technique 
they called the Transcendental Meditation (TM) Pro
gram. which is relatively easy to learn. The person 
learning the TM technique is given a special sound to 
repeat while sitting in a relaxed position. An instructor 
helps the student learn to repeat the sound mentally, 

-83 
without concentration or effort, so the thinking process 
can become more and more deeply settled and quiet. 
About 10 hours of instruction, spread out over a week 
or so, are all that are needed to learn the technique. 

The physiological measurements reported to 
accompany the TM state are consistent with relaxation 
and lowered stress, and this relaxation seems to per
sist in experienced meditators even when they are not 
meditating. During meditation, the heart rate slows 
down a little; the breathing rate goes down and, in 
well-practiced meditators. may even cease for periods 
of up to 30 seconds, with no deeper breathing needed 
afterwards to make up for it: th€ consumption of oxy
gen decreases; muscle tension 1s reduced; blood lev
els of lactate and cortisol. which, respectively, are 
associated with anxiety and stress. decrease; the re
sistance of the skin to the passage of a weak electric 
current-the galvanic skin response, or GSR (page 
320)-rises (this is also a sign of relaxation): and 
several changes in the electroencephalogram, or EEG 
(page 318) 1nd1cat1ve of relaxation occur. Among 
these 1nd1cators are a slowing of the frequency of the 
EEG so that there 1s relatively more alpha activity 
(Chapter 2. page 55) EEG act1v1ty is also said to be 
more coherer:t that is. both w1th1n and between the 
cerebral hemispheres 1 Chapter 2. page 58) the "brain 
waves occur n s:ep filth each other Thus. many 
stress-opposing boaiiy cnanges are characteristic of 
the TM state. However. a number of studies have 
shown that the bodily changes in the TM state are no 
greater than when one 1s simply relaxed. 

TM meditators report that they feel more relaxed 
and less anxious, are more efficient 1n their daily ac
tivities, get along better with other people, and are 
more creative and self-actual1z1ng (Chapter 7, page 
298) than they were before the training. They also say 
that they have a "heightened sense of awareness." 

In addition to the TM technique, stress reduction 
has been achieved by the use of techniques such as 
systematic desensitization (Application 4.1, page 
148), hypnosis (Chapter 16, page 708), and the relax
ation-response technique of Herbert Benson and his 
colleagues. Using this latter techr.ique, the person sits 
for 20 minutes or so in a comfortable, relaxed position; 
progressively relaxes the muscles from feet to head; 
concentrates on breathing and saying "one" after 
each cycle of breathing in and out; and suppresses 
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unwanted distracting thoughts by thinking "oh, well" 
when they occur. 

erations of the relaxation response. American Scien
tist, 65, 441-445. 

While the Benson method results in many of the 
same physiological responses as the TM technique, 
there may be differences in the overall pattern of re
sponse, especially in the EEG and skin-resistance 
changes. Controversy swirls around the relative merits 
of the TM and Benson techniques. A clearer picture 
should emerge as more comparative studies are 
done, but, regardless of details, both seem to be good 
ways of achieving some relaxation and stress reduc
tion. 

Dillbeck. M. C, Aron, A. P, & Dillbeck, S L. (1979) 
The transcendental meditation program as an edu
cational technology Research and applications. 
Educational Technology, 19(11 ), 7-13 

Holmes, D. S. (1984) Meditation and somatic arousal 
reduction: A review of the experimental evidence. 
American Psychologist, 39, 1-10. 

Murray, J B. (1982). What is meditation? Does it help? 
Geretic Psychology Monographs, 106, 88-115. 
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Some people are better than others at coping with stressors. The 
more successful copers are said to have these characteristics (Cohen & 
Lazarus, 1979; Kimble et al., 1984): 

I. Thev seek information about how to deal with the problem 
and what their alternatives are. 

2. Thev are prone to take direct action in trving to reduce stressor 
impact. 

3. Thev are flexible in trying to cope, first trving one thing and 
then another. 

4. They try not to deal with the stressor through impulsi\·e 
actions. 

5. They use cognitive, or thinking, mechanisms-such as reap-
praisal of the situation (see page 333 )-to deal with the stressor. 

Some Theories of Emotion 

Psychologists, physiologists, and philosophers have all worked to formu
]att; some general principles to guide us in thinking about the emotions. 
These general ideas are the theories of emotion, and there are many of 
them. Not all theories of emotion cover the same ground. Some are 
concerned with the relationship between people's bodily states and the 
emotions they feel. Others are really attempts to classify and describe 
emotional experience. Still others try to describe how emotions are 111-

volved in behavior, especially how they are related to motivation. 

EMOTIONS AND BODILY ST A TES 
\\'hat is the relationship, if any, between the peripheral bodily reactions 
and the emotions we feel? For instance, what role do bodily responses 
mediated by the autonomic nervous system play in the emotions as we 
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Outlines of three theories concerned 
with the relationship between what 
happens in the body and the emotions 
we feel. 

James-Lange Theory 

Perception of an env1ronrtiental situation 
which might result in emotion 

Reaction to the situation with specific 
patterns of bodily activity 

r-· 
0 erception of pattern of bodilv 
ac·-.1tv results in a felt emotion-a 
a ,"e·ent one for each pattern of 
bod 11 ,/ activity 

feel them? A number of theories of emotion are centered around ques
tions such as these. 

James-Lange Theory: ,·elt Emotion ls the Perception of Bodily 
Changes One of the earliest tti.eories of emotion was succinctly stated by 
the American psychologist William James: "We feel sorry because we cry, 
angry because we strike, afraid because we tremble." This theory, pre
sented late in the nineteenth century by James and the Danish phys
iologist Carl Lange, turns the commonsense idea about emotions inside 
out. It proposes the following sequence of events in emotional states: (1) 
we perceive the situation that will produce emotion; (2) we react to this 
situation: (3) we notice our reaction. (See Figure 8.10.) 

Our perception of the reaction is the basis for the emotion we 
experience. So the emotional experience-the felt emotion-occurs after 
the bodily changes; the bodily changes (internal changes in the autonomic 
nervous system or movements of the body) precede the emotional experi
ence. 

For this theory to work. there must be a different set of internal and 
external bodilv changes for each emotion. and the individual must be able 
to perceive them. While there is eYidence for different patterns of bodily 
responses in certain emotions (page 316), doubts haYe "risen as to 

whether, especially in the more subtle and less intense emotions, these 
bodily patterns can be perceived; in general, our perception of internal 
changes is not very acute. For this reason, the James-Lange theory has 
been questioned. 

Cannon-Bard Theory: Felt Emotion and Bodily Responses Are Indepen
dent Events In the 1920s, another thcorv about the relationship be
tween bodilv states and felt emotion was proposed by Walter Cannon, 
who based his approach to the emotions on research done by Philip Bard. 
The Cannon-Bard theorv savs that felt emotion and the bodily reactions 
in emotion are independent of each other; both are triggered simul
taneously. 

Cannon-Bard Theory 

Perception of an environmental situation 
which might result in emotion 

Patterns of lower 
brain activity 
perceived in 
cerebral cortex 
as felt emotion 

.... ~J 
Patterns of bodily 
activity expressing 
the emotion 

Schachter-Singer Theory 

A generalized state of bodily arousal 
which is perceived 

1 nterpretation of the reason for the ___ j' 
generalized arousal state 

·-·---···· 

Felt emotion depends upon the 
given for the generalized arousal state 



According to this theory. we first perceive potential emotion-pro
ducing situations in the external world; then lower brain areas, such as the 
hypothalamus (Chapter 2, page 57), are activated. These lower brain 
areas then send output in two directions: (1) to the internal bodily organs 
and the external muscles to produce the bodilv expressions of emotio.n; 
and (2) to the cerebral cortex, where the pattern of discharge from the 
lower brain areas is perceived as the felt emotion. (See Figure 8.10.) 

In contrast with the James-Lange theorv. this theory holds that 
bodily reactions and the felt emotion are independent of each other in the 
sense that bodily reactions are not the basis of the felt emotion. This 
theory has led to a great deal of research, but. although we know that the 
hypothalamus and other lower brain areas are involved in the expression 
of emotion (page 317). we still are not sure whether perception of lower
brain activity is the basis of felt emotion. 

Schachter-Singer Theory: The Interpretation of Bodily Arousal This 
contemporary theory maintains that the emotion we feel is due to our 
interpretation of an aroused. or "stirred up." bodily state. Schachter and 
Singer ( 1962) argued that the bodilv state of emotional arousal is much the 
same for most of the emotions we feel and that even if there are phys
iological differences in the bodv's patterns of responses (page 315). peo
ple cannot perceive them. Since the bodilv changes are ambiguous, the 
theory says, anv number of emotions can be felt from a stirred-up bodily 
condition. People are said to have different subjective. or felt, emotions 
because of differences in the wa~' they interpret or label the physiological 
state. In other words, given a state of arousal, we experience the emotion 
that seems appropriate to the situation in which we find ourselves. 

The sequence of events in the production of emotional feeling, 
according to this theory, is: ( 1) perception of a potential emotion-produc
ing situation, (2) an aroused bodily state which results from this percep
tion and which is ambiguous, and (3) interpretation and labeling of the 
bodilv state so that it firs the perceived situation. (See Figure 8.10.) 
Schachter and Singer put it this way: 

Imagine a man walking alone down a dark,alley; a figure with a gun 
suddenly appears. The perception-cognition "figure-with-a-gun" in 
some fashion initiates a state of physiological arousal; this state of 
arousal is interpreted in terms of knowledge about dark alleys and 
guns and the state of arousal is labeled "fear.'' Similarly, a student 
who unexpectedly learns he has made Phi Beta Kappa may experi
ence a state of arousal which he will label "joy." (Schachter & 
Singer, 1962, p. 380) 

'-,c·hachter and Singer (19h2) devised an experiment to test this theory. 

Subjects were given an injection ofepinephrine (adrenalin), but told 
that the injection contained "Suproxin" --a fictitious vitamin. The 
epinephrine, of course. produced an aroused physiological state 
(page 318). Subject> in some groups were accurately informed that 
the injection would ,-csult in a stat<: of physiological arousal; i:hese 
'iubjects were expected to attribute their feelings of arousal to the 
injection itself. But other groups ;)f subje~ts were told nothing about 
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the expected effects of the injection and were therefore ignorant 
about what the injections would do. Thus ignorant subjects' were 
not expected to attribute their aroused bodily feelings to the,injec
tion. Instead, it was argued, thev would attribute their state of 
arousal to their perception of wha~ was happ~ning in the situation 
around them. 

To a Clegree, the results were consistent with the experi
menters' expectations. When put in a situation designed to be a 
happy one, ignorant subjects indicated more happiness (euphoria) 
than did informed subjects. And ignorant subjects tended to feel 
angrier in an anger-arousing situation than did informed subjects. 
Thus, consistent with the theo1y, different emotions-euphoria or 
anger-were experienced with the same state of physiological 
arousal. 

In experiments in which bodily arousal has been induced in other 
ways-by means of physical exercise, for example-results consistent 
with the Schachter-Singer theory have been obtained (Cantor et al., 
1975 ). But, as often happens in science, new experiments have not 
supported the theory. For example, one recent experiment found 'hat 
aroused subjects who were ignorant, or uninformed, about the cause of 
their arousal- reported the aroused state as unpleasant even when the;• 
were in a "happiness-producing" situation (Maslach, 1979). In another 
experiment, subjects who were aroused with epinephrine but misin
formed about the effects of the drug did not differ in their emotions from 
control subjects when placed in a "happy" situation (Marshall & Zim
b<trdo, 1979). Thus neither of these experiments obtained results which 
would be predicted bv the Schachter-Singer theory. As is the case with 
the other theories trying to relate bodily changes to felt emotion, there is 
reason to question the adequacy of the Schachter-Singer theory. 

A COGNITIVE-APPRAISAL THEORY OF EMOTION 
The Schachter-Singer theory just described is often called a cognitive 
theory because it involves thoughts about the cause of the perceived state 
of arousal. Another cognitive theory is that of Richard Lazarus (1970. 
1984) and his co-workers. This theory emphasizes the appraisal of infor
mation from several sources. Since appraisal involves cognition, or the 
processing of information from the environment, the body, and memory. 
this theory is a cognitive one. The theory says that the emotions we feel 
result from appraisals, or evaluations, of information coming from the 
environmental situation and from within the body. In addition, memories 
of past encounters with similar situations, dispositions to respond in 
certain ways, and consideration of the consequences of actions that might 
result from the emotional state enter into the appraisal. The outcome of 
the complex appraisal of all this information is the emotion as it is felt. 

The role of appraisal in emotion has been investigated in many 
experiments. One of the best known of these experiments illustrates the 
relationship between felt emotion and appraisal of the environmental 
situation (Spiesman et al., 1964).-

Student subjects were shown an emotion-producing movie depict
ing the' circumcision r.ites of Australian aborigines. These rites in-
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valve crude operations on the sex organs of 13- to 14-year-old boys. 
Three different sound tracks were prepared to go along with the 
film. One group of students heard a "trauma" track, which was 
designed to enhance the gorv details. A second group heard a 
"denial" track, which was prepared to make it easier for the subjecrs 
to say that the film had not bothered them. A third group heard an 
"intellectualization" sound track, in which the rite was viewed from 
the detached, scientific standpoint of an anthropologist. A fourth 
group of students saw the movic._with no sound track-the silent 
conditinn. 

Heart rare and skin conducrance-rl1e GSR (page 320)-were 
measured while the film was in progres-;. It was found that stress 
reactions-high skin conductance, for example-were highest for 
the trauma sound track, next highest for the silent picture. and 
lowest for the denial and inrcllcctualization conditions. In other 
mirds, both the denial and inrellectuali1.atiun conditions reduced 
cmotionalit\ rclati\c to the trauma and silent conditions. Thus the 
-;ound tracks induced the subject-; to make different situational 
appraisals of the same stimulm--the film. The experimenters' con
clusion \\·as that different emotional reactions to the same stimulus 
occurred hecau-;e of differences in the s11hjccrs· appraisal of the 
stimulus. 

Rrappmisal of potential Iv emotion-producing situations is an impor
tant part of this cognitive rhcorv. Reappraisal is also a way of coping with 
stressful situations. Suppose vou are called in bv the dean. Your appraisal 
of this situation mav. at first. create apprehension. Bur suppose that when 
vou get to her office she tells vou that she wants you to be a student 
representative on the student-discipline committee. Reappraisal occurs. 
and vour apprehension mav change to pleasure. So it is with the changes 
in cmocion from minute to minute and dav to dav. In stressful situations. 
reappraisal mav be a \\av of coping. People who reappraise ~morion
producing sirnarions \\·ith denial ( .. Ir isn't reallv stressful at all; think 
positi\eh"), intellccrualization ("This is all very interesting"), reaction 
formation ("This isn't stressful, and, in fact, it's a great learning experi
ence"). or other normal defense mechanisms (listed in Chapter 14. page 
588). mav find that rhev arc a hie to reduce the intensitv of the disturbing 
emotional feelings which accompam stressful siwations. 

A THEORY OF RELATIONSHIPS AMONG EMOTIONS 
One problem with the study of emotions is that thev are ill-defined states 
of being-indistinct. intermingled, and constantlv changi!1g. How can 
psvchologists describe them well enough to studv them? Robert Plutchik 
(1970. 1980) has proposed a descriptive theory that is concerned with 
what arc callecl primary, or basic, rmotions and the ways they can be mixed 
together. 

In order to show the relationships among emotions, Plutchik as
sumes that rhev differ in three ways: ( 1) intensity, (2) similarity tu one 
another, and (3) polarity, or oppositeness. He uses these three dimen
sions-inrensirv, similarity, and polarity-to draw a spatial model repre
senting the relationships among the emotions (Figure 8.11 ). The eight 
segments of his model (grief. sadness, and pensiveness are in one seg~ 
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FiJ;ure 8.11 

A diagram of a theoretical model por
traying the dimensions of human 

emotion. Each vertical, wedge-shaped 
segment-the one composed of the 

subsegments grief. sadness, and pen
siveness. for example-represents a 

primary emotion. Intensity of the pri
mary emotions is shown from the top 

down in each segment. Conflicting 
emotions are placed opposite -.:ach 

other around the figure, while similar 
emotions are placed near each other 

around the figure. (From Plutchik, 
1970.) 
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ment, for example) represent eight primary emotions. Plutchik maintains 
that these primary emotions are derived from evolutionary processes and 
therefore have adaptive value. 

Within each primary-emotion segment (Figure 8.11),the strongest 
varieties of the emotion are at"the top of the segment, with progressively 
weaker varieties toward the bottom. For example, loathing is stronger 
than disgust, which, in turn, is stronger than boredom. Finally, the 
similarities and polarities among the primary emotions are shown by the 
arrangement of the segments (Figure 8.11 ). The grief segment, for exam
ple, is polar to-opposite from-the ecstasy segment; furthermore, the 
grief segment borders on primary-emotion segments with more similarity 
to grief than those farther away. Emotions that are opposite each other 
conflict. while emotions that .ue close to each other around the figure are 
complemenury. Since people seldom experience pure emotions, a model 
of this sort makes it possible to give "a good description of mixed and 
conflicting emotions. 

THEORIES ABOUT EMOTION AND MOTIVATION 
The line between some motives (Chapter 7) and emotions is often a thin 
one. Fear, for example, is an emotion; but it is also a motive driving 
behavior because people engage in goal-directed behavior when thev are 
afraid. A theorv of motivarion and emotions proposed by Leeper (1970) 
goes much further than this. Leeper savs that almost all our sustained and 
goal-directed behavior is emotionallv toned and that it is the emotional 
tone which provides the motivation for long sequences of behavior. For 
instance, the motive driving a person's behavior in his or her job might be 
the emotional fulfillment of doing good work, the satisfaction of being 
esteemed bv friends and colleagues, or the pleasure of mastering new 
things. Leeper says: 

\ 
The most fundamental type of research on emotions which needs to 
be conducted is research on their role as motives-their role, that is, 
in arousing anc.i sustaining activity, in producing exploratory reac
tions, in facilitating learning ... in governing performance or habit
use, in helping produce problem-solving learning, in helping govern 
choice between alternatives, in producing willingness to endure 
penalties to reach some goal or a willingness to forego so~e reward, 
and in influencing thought-content and sensory perceptions. 
(Leeper, 1970, p. 153) 

Another theorv (Tomkins, 1970, 1981) maintains that emotions 
provide the energy for motives. Tomkins argues that motives, or drives 
(Chaptef 7, page 269), simply give information about some need or 
condition of the body. Drives tell us that food is needed, water is needed. 
a sexual urge is present, and so on. Accompanying these drives are 
emotions (Tomkins calls them affects), such as excitement, joy, or dis
tress, that provide the energy for the drives; they amplify the drives to 
give them their strong motivational power. 

Finally, the incentive and opponent-process theories of motivation 
described in Chapter 7 (page 270) are also, in part, theories about emo
tion. They were discussed under "motivation," but thev might well have 



been presented in this section. Once again we see that the dynamic, or 
driving, aspects of motivation and emotion are not easily separated. 

Summary 

1. Emotion is a hard term to define. When we speak of emotions, 
we usually refer to (a) subjective feelings: (b) the phvsiological bases 
of emotional feelings; (c) the effects of emotion on perception, 
thinking, and behavior; (d) the motivational properties of certain 
emotions; and (e) the ways emotions are shown in language. facial 
expressions, and gestures. 

2. Expressions and perceptions of emotions are quite important 
in our responses to other people. The tone and other characteristics 
of the voice are a channel for the expression of our own emotions 
and the perception of emotions bv others. Facial expressions are 
perhaps the most important nonverbal way in which emotions are 
manifested. A number of studies have indicated that the facial 
expressions of certain primary emotions can be judged accurately 
by people from dive~se cultures. This lends support to the view 
that the facial expessions of these primary emotions may be innate, 
or inborn. Context-the situation in which an emotion occurs
also gives us information for judging what emotion is being ex
pressed. 

3. A number of bodily reactions accompany emotional states. 
Prominent in the body's responses in emotion is activity in the 
autonomic nervous system-the part of the peripheral nervous sys
tem which controls the smooth muscles of the various organs of the 
body and the secretion of certain glands. The autonomic nervous 
system has two divisions-the sympathetic system and the parasym
pathetic system. 

4. For a number of emotions, different patterns of bodily activity 
can be detected. Fear and anger are characterized bv the emer
gency, or "flight-or-fight," response of the sympathetic portion of 
the autonomic nervous system. The relaxation response which ac
companies calm, meditative states consists of a pattern ~f bodily 
activity that, so far as the sympathetic system is concerned, is almost 
the opposite of the emergency response; the parasvmpathetic svs
tem is active in the relaxation response. In addition to the general 
emergency and relaxation responses, certain specific patterns of 
bodily responses have been found to characterize several particular 
emotions. 

5. The patterns of bodily activity in a number of emotions are 
controlled by the limbic system and hypothalamus of the brain. The 
arousal state that accompanies many emotions is regulated by the 
ascending reticular activating system (ARAS) of the brain stem. 

6. Arousal is an important part of many emoti9nal states. One 
indicator of arousal is the electroencephalogram (EEG)-the record 
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of "brain waves.'' High-frequency, low-voltage activity of the cere
bral cortex indicates arousal; low-frequency, high-voltage activity 
indicates sleep or a low level of arousal. Other indicators of arousal 
are heart rate, blood pressure, breathing rate and depth, the galvanic 
skin response (GSR), and. the orienting reaction. 

7. Stress refers to the widespread. generalized responses of the 
bodv to various environmental. physical, or social situations. 
Stressors arc the situations. or events, which cause the stress re
sponses of the body. Among the manv situations acting as stressors 
are: changes in one's life, injuf\, infection, exercise, noise, climate, 
frustration, and job, social, or familv pressures. 

8. The body's re5ponse to stressors has been called the general 
adaptation syndrome. This syndrome has three stages: (a) the alarm 
reaction, (/;) the stage of resistance,;, and (c) the stage of exhaustion. 
The alarm reaction is essentially the emergency response of the 
body. A major feature of the stage of resistance is that certain 
hormonal responses-especially in the adrcnocorticotropic (ACTH) 
axis-become an important line of defense in resisting the effects of 
stressors. Prolonged activity of the adrenocorticotropic axis (or other 
hormonal svstems) can impair the body's ability to fight infections 
and can have other harmful effects. In the stage of exhaustion, the 
bodv's ability to respond to stressors has been seriously compro
mised. At this stage, or late in the stage of resistance, various 
psychosomatic disorders may occur. Psychosomatic ("mindbody'') 
disorders occur when perceived stressors increase the susceptibility 
of the body to disease. \Vays of coping with stressors are described. 

9. Some theories of emotion focus on the relationship between 
the bodily states in emotion and the emotion as it is felt. The James
Lange theory maintains that the emotions we feel result from our 
perception of the changes taking place in the body during emotion. 
The Cannon-Bard theory says that felt emotion and bodily changes 
occur in parallel with each other and result from activity in certain 
brain areas. In other words, the bodily changes do not cause the felt 
emotion; while the bodily changes and the feelings occur at about 
the same time, they are independent of each other. The Schachter
Singcr theory holds that the bodily changes are much the same for 
many of the emotions we feel, and that even if there are differences 
in the bodily patterns of responses, we cannot perceive them accu
rately. According to this theory, emotional feelings result from the 
interpretations we arrive at to explain why we are in the general 
state of arousal that accompanies many emotions. 

10. The cognitive-appraisal theory of emotion states that felt emo
tions result from appraisal, or evaluation, of information about the 
environmental situation and the state of the body. In addition, 
memories of past emotional situations, dispositions to respond in 
certain ways, and thoughts about what might result from an emo
tional state enter into the appraisal. Depending on the nature of the 
appraisal. no emotion, strong emotion, or different types of emotion 
can be felt. 
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11. Plutchik's theory of emotion is primarily descriptive. It pro
poses that there are certain primary emotions derived from evolu
tionary processes and that these primary emotions can be arranged 
in an orderly way to bring out relationships, similarities, and differ
ences among them. 

12. Other theories of emotion are concerned with the relationship 
of emotion to motivation. One of these savs that emotions should be 
considered as motives which keep behavior going and aimed at long
term goals; another says that emotions amplify motives to give them 
their energy. 

Terms to Know 

One wav to test your mastery of the material in this chapter ts to see 
whether you know what is meant by the following terms. 

Emotion (310) 

Primaf\· emotions (311, 333) 

Autonomic nervous svs-
tcrn (314) 

Sympathetic system (314) 

Epinephrine (315) 

1\Jorepinephrine (315) 

Parasvmpatheric svstem (315) 

~omatic nervous svstem (315) 

Emcrgencv reaction or "flight-
or-fight" response (315) 

Relaxation response (316) 

Limbic svstem (317) 

Ascending reticular activating 
S\stern (:\RAS) (317) 

Electroencephalogram 
(EEG) CH8) 

Polvgraph (318) 

Galvanic skin response 
(GSR) (318, 320) 

Orienting reaction (320) 

Stress (321) 

Stressors (321) 

General adaptation syn-
drome (32.'i) 

. .\I arm reaction (32.'i) 

Stage of resistance (32.'i) 

Adrenocorticotropic (ACTH) 
axis (325) 

Adrenocorticotrop1c horrr.one 
(ACTH) (325) 

Corticotropin-releasing factor 
(CRF) (325) 

Hvpothcilamus (325) 

Corri sol (325) 

Stage of exhaustion (326) 

Psvchosomatic disorders (326) 

] ames-Lange rheof\· (330) 

Cannon-Bard theof\· CBO) 

Schachter-Singer theof\· (331) 

Cogniti\e-appraisal rheof\· of 
emotion (332) 

Cognition 

Appraisal 

Reappraisal 

(332) 

(332) 

(333) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Reading this chapter may have convinced you that the simple word 
emotion has many aspects to it and that psychologists' ideas about it differ. 
An account of some of the varying viewpoints about emotion is given in 
D. K. Candland,]. P. Fell, E. Keen, A. I. Leshner, R. M. Tarpy, and R. 
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Plutchik's Emotion (Monterey, CA: Brooks/Cole, 1977). Accounts of 
many of the aspects of emotion are given in C. E. Izard's Human Emotions 
(New York: Plenum Press, 1977); K. T. Strongman's The Psychology of 
Emotion, Zd ed. (New York: Wile"?, 1978); and R. Plutchik's Emotion: A 
Psychoeuolutionary Synthesis (New York: Harper & Row, 1980). 

Stress is a "hot topic" these days. Of the many good books on stress, 
we recommend R. J. Allen's Human Stress: Its Nature and Control (Min
neapolis: Burgess, 1983); C. B. Dobson's Stress: The Hidden Adversary 
(Ridgewood, NJ: George A. Bogden & Son, 1983); E. A. Charlesworth 
and R. G. Nathan's Stress Management: A Comprehensive Guide to Wellness 
(New York: Atheneum, 1984); and Stress Reduction and Prevention, edited 
bv D. Meichenbaum and M. E. Jaremko (New York: Plenum Press., 
1983 ). A visit to your library will turn up many other good books on stress. 

How people describe their feeling~ is a fascinating topic. J. Wood's 
How Do You Feel? A Guide to Your Emotions (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 
Prentice-Hall, 1974) contains first-person accounts of feelings. 

Answers to the 'Jarial-expression quiz" on the rhapter-opening pages: 

These are posed photographs. The tribesmen were instructed to 
show the emotion appropriate to the following situations: 

(a) Joy, happiness. The instructions were "Your friend has come, 
and you are happy." 

(b) Sorrow, grief The instructions were "Your child has died." 

(r) Anger. The instructions were "You are angry and about to 
fight." Many see this as an expression of determination. 

(d) Disgust. The instructions were "You see a dead pig that has 
been lying there for a long time." 
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E are all social animals. We all realize that much of what we do stems from 
our interactions with other people, but we often fail to appreciate the 
power of these interactions over our behavior and thought. If you consider 
it, you will be hard put to find anything you do or think that is completely 
independent of your social relationships. What about your values, or your 
ideas of what is right and wrong? What about your preferences or your 
daily decisions? This list could go on and on. Social psychology is the 
study of human interaction and the way it affects behavior. To put it more 
formally, social psychology is the scientific study of the many ways in which 
interactions, interdependence, and influence among persons affect the 
individual's behavior and thought. 

An Overview of the Area 

Because social psychology covers such a wide array of behaviors, I,t may be 
helpful to discuss a few distinctions that will serve to map the area. These 
distinctions will create rough boundary lines among the various topics to 
be covered and will serve to organize this chapter and the next. 

In even the simplest social interaction, the interplay between ·par
ticipants is rapid. and a gteat deal of information is exchanged. The 
essence of interaction is that all participants modify what they do and say 
according to what others are doing and saying. While such mtttual interde
pendence provides much of the jov and vitality in our interactions with 
others, it also makes it difficult to arrive at a clear analysis of the determi
nants of social behavior. The orderly pursuit of the fixed-~timulus charac
teristics that give rise to particular responses, so typical\of the content of 
previous chapters, must give way to analyses in which one person's 
responses become part of the stimulus for other participants. In approach
ing these interactive complexities, we will start with the simplest social 
situation and move on to the more complex. Furthermore, we will restrict 
the discussion to two-person situations, called dyads, in which the focus is 
on one person, who is arbitrarily designated the focal person (FP). In 
general, social psychologists are interested in how contact with another 
person affects the FP's behavior and thoughts. 

The ordering of topics is presented in Figure 9.1. It begins with the 
simplest kind of social situation, where the FP briefly observes something 
about another person and forms an impression of that person on the basis 
of the observation. Even very limited or seemingly trivial information can 
contribute to an impression. It has been shown, for example, that some
one who uses the familiar form of his first name (Charlie, Ed) is seen as 
more extraverted (outgoing) and less emotionally stable than someone 
who uses the formal form (Charles, Edward) (Leirer et al. 1982). More 
information is provided by situations in which_ the FP can observe some
one going thr-0ugh a sequence of behaviors. Richer information requires 
more cognitive work because the bits of information must be combined to 
form an overall impression. This can be especially difficult if the informa-
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Observer 

Observer 
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Intervention 
directed at sub1ect 

Sub1ect interacts 
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Video ;ape 
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sub1ect command 

D1scuss1on, 
\1vork on task 

Concept 

I mpress1on 
formation 

Attr1but1on 

Social influence 

Interdependence 

tion is contradictory. How friendly do you judge a classmate who acts 
friendly on four occasions and unfriendly on one occasion? Richer infor
mation also makes it possible to form a judgment about the causes of 
someone's behavior. Knowing why someone has done something will 
make a difference in your evaluation of that person. If you have agreed to 
meet someone for dinner and he does not appear, your evaluation of him 
will depend upon the reason for his absence. You will feel more positive 
toward him if the' reason was a car accident or a malfunctioning alarm 
clock than you will if he forgot or decided to eat with someone else. 

From social perception, we will move to a discussion of social
influence situations. The essential characteristic of all inrn.nces of influ
ence is change. (If you have been influenced by a book, a television 
commercial, or even the weather, it means that you have changed your 
behavior as a consequence of exposure to these things.) Social influence is 
change that occurs because of contact with one or more persons. We will 
examine different categories of social influence and try to understand how 
they affect our daily lives. 

We will conclude the chapter by discussing social relationships. It 
will be stressed that people in relationships are interdependent, that is, 
they affect each other by their behavior. This will then bring us closer to 
everyday interactions, which are represented by back-and-forth models of 
interpersonal acts. Carl Jung captured the most meaningful aspect of 
interaction when he noted, "The meeting of two personalities is like the 
contact of two chemical substances: if there is any reaction, both are 
transformed." We will begin, however, with the static snapshots typically 
involved in the study of social perceptions. 

Social Perception 

How do we come to know other people? Our social perceptions of others 
are initially based on the information we obtain about them and, in some 
instances, the attributions (inferences) we make about the causes for their 
behavior. Both topics, initial impression formation and making attribu
tions, will be discussed. It 1s, of course, important to have accurate 
knowledge of others before deciding what kind of interactions to have 

Figure 9.1 
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with them. Our perceptions of others' personalities and feelings-as well 
as the causes for their behavior-guide us in deciding how we will 
respond to them and what sort of relationships we will have with them. 

IMPRESSION FORMATION 
Forming impressions of other people is probably so natural to you that, 
like breathing, you only think about the process if something goes wrong. 
Impression formation is a process hy which information aboutQOthers is 
converted into more or less enduring cognitions or thoughts about them. 
\Vhen we first meet someone, we have access to considerable informa
tion-how the person looks and what he or she does and says. According 
to one point of view, we are not overwhelmed by the abundance of this 
information because we are able to group it into categories that predict 
things of importance to us. These categories and their perceived interre
lationships form the basic cognitive framework by which we understand 
others. The characteristics defining cognitive categories can be as broad as 
"women'' or "men" or as narrow as "mvself." They can involve such 
diverse features as an occupational role (used-car salesman), a social role 
(friend), a personalitv trait (dominanr), or a physical characteristic (tall). 
The linkages among these categories will determine what predictions we 
make ahout someone when we have only limited information. If, for 
example, you think people who wear glasses are intelligent, then when
ever you meet a stranger wearing glasses, you will be disposed to believe 
that he or she is highly intelligent. All categories are related to some other 
categories and unrelated to many more. In your mind, wearing glasses 
might also be related to "timidness" but not to "honesty" or "sense of 
humor," for exaf)'lple. By generating predictions, or expectations, we can 
efficientlv interact with other people even when we possess only minimal 
information about them. 

Of course there is no guarantee that a given piece of information will 
be categorized in the same way by different people. The humor contained 
in the cartoon strip presented in Figure 9.2 revolves around such a 
difference. The woman sees herself as one of many detergent users, while 
the wizard apparently sees her as belonging to the sparsely filled category 
of odd-looking people. Differences in how information is categorized may 
give rise to humor, but more often it is a source of misunderstanding and 
conflict between people. The man who thinks he is being considerate 
when he opens a door for a woman will be surprised by her reaction if she 
has categorized his behavior as patronizing. In a similar way, comparable 
categories do not guarantee identical linkages with other categories. Such 
differences can have important consequences on how events are under
stood. Consider, for example, the act of rape. Such an act was, for many 
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years, linked with a male's sexual desire and with the victim's possible 
sexual provocation. In recent times, rape is more often linked with 
physical violence and aggression; the locus of responsibility thus correctly 
remains with the rapist (Groth & Birnbaum, 1979). 

Implicit Personality Theory The categories we use and their assumed 
interrelationships constitute our template, or framework, for understand
ing the world in which we live. This framework, in essence, is our theory 
about how things are supposed to work. 

For understanding other people, the categorv most frequently used 
is the trait. Traits are classification schemes for describing the behavior of 
individuals. Our language provides us with many options for describing 
behavior, such as assertive, friendly, punctual, or talkative, for example. 
(In 1936, Allport and Odbert identified about 18,000 trait names in a 
standard English dictionary.) Traits are a compelling set of categones 
used to describe, remember, and communicate our own and other peo
ple's behavior. Traits are also perceived to be interrelated; they seem to 
occur in clusters (see Chapter 14, page 571 ). You might, for example, 
assume that people who are assertive are also ambitious or that intelligent 
people are also industrious. This assumed relationship among traits is 
called implirit personality theory, a name that underscores how our cognitive 
framework generates predictions about other people that go bevond the 
information available to us. 

Our own implicit personality theory, similar to our general cognitive 
framework, includes both assumed relationships shared bv most other 
members of our culture and assumed relationships that arc unique to us. 
The shared assumptions are a result of the similarities of experiences 
within a particular culture, where people share a common language, 
common exposure to mass media, and common socialization or child
rearing experiences. The unique assumptions are a result of our own 
individual experiences, especially with people of importance to us in our 
family, school, neighborhood, or church. Implicit personality theories 
help us to simplify the information we receive in social interaction, color 
the way we interpret events, and guide our responses to other people. 

Combining Information Once you have met someone and have settled 
on a group of traits you observe and assume that person to have, how do 
you decide whether or not you wish to proceed with the relationship? To 
make this decision, you must make a global judgment about how favor
able you feel toward the person. One procedure you might follow is to add 
the favorable traits together. If you do this, you will have a more positive 
impression if you think a person is both kind and honest than if you think 
the person is simply kind. On the other hand, you might average these 
two pieces of information, in which case your impression would remain 
about the same-the average of the two favorable traits would be close to 
the value of each of them alone. The averaging model is probably closer 
to what you would actually do, except that it would not be quite so 
simple. Instead, certain pieces of information would be seen as more 
important and thus would be weighted more heavily than others; your 
overall impression would represent a weighted average of the information 
you have about that person. One thing you would consider is the rele
vance of the information for the particular judgment vou are making. You 
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assign importance to different characteristics in assessing your car me
chanic and in assessing your psychology professor. Information obtained 
first also seems to be weighted more heavily. Most-people believe there is 
some value in making a good first impression, and research shows tha1 
such efforts are not wasted; i.'pn'macy effert does often occur in impression 
formation. Furthermore, we generally give more importance to informa
tion concerning negative traits than to information concerning positive 
traits that others might possess (Hamilton & Zanna, 1972; Amabile & 
Glazebrook, 1982). Each of these factors affects the weighting -people 
give to various pieces of information when forming an impression of 
another person. 

Some information patterns contain apparently contradictory infor
mation. (Try, for example, to imagine someone who is both hostile and 
dependent.) Asch and Zukier ( 1984) asked subjects to imagine people 
who were described by such contradictory traits in order to study how 
perceivers resolve discrepancies. These authors assumed that perceivers 
would try to preserve the unity of the other person. The contradictions 
were resolved by inferring a greater degree of complexity about the other 
person. One mode of resolution was to put the traits in a cause-effect 
relationship. Some subjects saw the FP as resentful about the depen
dence and, therefore, hostile. Segregation, assigning the contradictorv 
traits to different spheres of the person, was another mode of resolution. 
Some subjects saw the FP as dependent upon one person, perhaps a 
parent, but hostile to others. Asch and Zukier identified seven different 
modes of resolution, each of which illustrated that the perceiver presi:rves 
the uni~Y, of the FP by inferring new information that goes beyond what 
was given. 

Stereotypes We have all been warned about the evils of stereotyping, 
and none of us would be eager to characterize our own impressions of 
others as involving stereotyped judgments. If one defines stereotypes as 
prejudiced expectations generated by placing people in cognitive pigeon
holes, the social undesirability of stereotypes may seem justified. Yet you 
may now have the uncomfortable feeling that what was previously said 
about the functions of cognitive frameworks, or implicit theories of per
sonality, is quite similar to stereotyped impressions. Indeed, with only 
slight alterations in the negatively toned words-by defining stereotypes as 
prejudgments generated by placing people in cognitive categories-the 
processes of impression formation and stereotyping become equivalent. Is 
there, then, any reason to be wary of stereotyped thinking? The answer. 
of course, is yes. Thi reasons for the answer, however, cannot be found in 
the cognitive processes themselves but reside in the content of socially 
undesirable stereotypes. These stereotypes, which we will arbitrarily call 
social stereotypes, have certain common features that should make us cau
tious when they pop into our heads. Social stereotypes typically involve 
categories defined by an ethnic dimension-such as race, nationality, or 
religion-or by a demographic dimension-such as gender or region of 
country. The categories typically define a minority group and almost 
always generate an expectation for undesirable behavior. Examples of 
social stereotypes abound. Are you familiar with these unfounded link
ages: Irishmen are brawlers and drunkards, Jews are shrewd and am
bitious, blacks are fun-loving and ignorant, feminists are aggressive and 



plain, southerners are bigotted and clannish? Social stereotypes, thus, 
invo;ve ethnocentric thinking-that is, the assumption that what one's 
•)Wfl group does or values is best and that anv differences from that ideal 
arp undesirable. One of the evils of social stereotvping is that it-nearly 
always depicts members of other groups in an unfavorable light. \Vhen 
these expectation~·are believed by us and shared with others in our group, 
they present a powerful barrier to interacting with members of the stereo
typed group. In some instances, thev can e\'en become accepted by 
members of the stereotyped group. In addition to being ethnocentric, 
social stereotypes can generate incorrect expectations about someone in 
the face of much contradictory behavior. 

ATTRIBUTIO~ <....:; 

To characterlZe- other people in terms of certain traits, intentions, or 
abilities requires us to make attributions, or inferences, about them. 
Because we do not ha\'e access ro the personal thoughts, motives, or 
feelings of others, we -make Inferences about-th~~~ -traits based on the 
behavior we can observe. By makingsuch attributions from certainllehav
iors, we ar~abl~ to i~crease our abilitv to predict how a persoliwill behave 
in the future. (The idea of making inferences from behavior may already 
be familiar to vou from the discussion of motivation in Chapter 7, page 
268). Attributions are not made from evervthing a person does: the 
theories discussed in the next sections outline some of the factors in
rnlved in making attributions from observed behavior. 

Reider's "Naive" Psychology Social psychologists' interest in the at
tribution process began with Fritz Heider's (1958) theory, which was 
concerned with how we attempt to understand the meaning of other 
people's behavior-particularly how we identify the causes of their ac
tions. Whenever we ask v.-hy someone did something, we are asking a 
causal question. Why did the FP arrive late? and Why was the FP so 
friendlv toward me? are examples of possible causal questions. Heider 
thought we answer such questions by searching until we find a sufficient 
reason for the observed behavior. A sufficient reason is an explanation 
that makes sense to us, probably because it corresponds to the content of 
our cognitive framework. 

In general, behaviors can be caused by personal Jorres, such as ability 
or effort, or by environmental Jorres, such as luck or the difficulty of the task 
to be done. If an action is attributed to personal forces, it will have a 
different meaning than if it is attributed to environmental forces. Imagine 
that you are standing in a line at a movie and a burly man bumps into you. 
You might attribute the act to environmental forces. (The man's task of 
walking was made too difficult by an obstacle on the floor, or he experi
enced bad luck.) In this case, you would be likely to make light of the 
incident. On the other hand, if you attribute the act to personal forces
his effort and ability to cause you pain-you will likely be distressed. 
Someone has intentionally caused you pain, and the situation may be 
serious. An attribution that an action stemmed from personal forces will 
be made only in cases in which you perceive that another person is able to 
perform the action, intends to perform it, and exerts effort to accomplish 
it. Such attributions imply the existence of stable dispositions and pre
dictability.for the future. An attribution that an action stems from environ-
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mental forces reveals little about personal characteristics and ts not 
predictive of the future. 

Kelley's ,4ttribution Theory .. Harold Kellcv's (1967, 1973) attribution 
theorv grew out of Heidcr's original work. Like Heider's "naive" psychol
ogy, the main concern of this theorv is how we determine whether an 
action is caused bv internal or external forces. According to Kelley, the 
basic method we use to identifv the causes of particular effects is the 
presence-absence test. We idcntifv something as a cause if, in its pres
ence, the effect alwavs occurs, and, in its absence, the effect does not 
occur. Young children supposed Iv learn that flames burn fingers after onlv 
one instance of the "presence" condition. You mav also have recognized 
that the presence-absence test is a basic tenet of experiments, in which 
the "experimental" and "control" cot}ditions represent, respectively, the 
'presence and absence of the cause u~der investigation. 

Bv extending the simple presence-absence test, Kellev identified 
three basic factors that we use in deciding whether another's response was 
caused bv internal or external forces. The first tvpe of information we use 
is the consistencv of the response over time and situations; mnsistefin 
refers to the extent to which the particular response occurs whenever a 
particular stimulus or situation is present. Second, we depend upon 
mnsensus in/(Jnrwtion, that is, the extent to which other people respond- to 

the same stimulus in the same manner as the person being judged. 
Oistinrti'i:mess is the rhird factor: it refers to the extent to which the person 
being judged responds differentlv to \·arious stimuli in the same generJI 
categorv. Distinctiveness is high if the person's responses differentiate 
among such stimuli .. \combination of high consistency. high consensus. 
and high distinctiveness creates external attributions; high consistenc\ 
combined with low consensus and low distinctiveness determines internal 
attributions. An example will help to show how the three factors are 
combined. 

Suppose you are looking for a good restaurant, and your friend Sue 
recommends a new French restaurant. How will you know whether 
to attribute Sue's good opinion to the restaurant itself (external 
attribution) or to some personal characteristic of Sue's? If you ask 
some other people about this restaurant and they also sav it is good 
(high consensus). and if vou know there are restaurants, including 
some French ones perhaps, that Sue does not like very much (high 
distinctiveness), and if Sue has been there more than once and 
alwavs likes it (high consistency), then vou are very likely to make 
an external attribution regarding Sue's recommendation-you will 
assume the restaurant is, in fact, verv good, and you may try it soon. 
On the other hand, if some of your friends do not like it (low 
consensus) and vou know Sue seldom savs bad things about am~ 
restaurant (low distinctiveness), vou are likelv to make an internal 
attribution-vou will assume Sue liked the restaurant just because 
she likes to eat in re!>taurants or because she can't discriminate 
between good and mediocre food. If the consistency is not high, you 
can make neither an internal nor an external attribution. Instead, 
you must simply assume that some temporary, specific factt-,rs led to 
the behavior. If Sue liked the restaurant only once of the several 



times she was there, you might assume the restaurant changed chefs 
or management or was good just by accident that one evening. 

It should be noted that the information required by the three factors 
is not always available when you wish to make an attribution. Imagine a 
situation in which Sue is a stranger who praises the French restaurant. 
Neither her past consistency in responding to the particular restaurant nor 
her degree of differentiating among various types of restaurants is known 
to you. In the absence of relevant information, will you avoid making an 
attribution? Probably not. Some recent findings bv Pruitt and Insko 
(1980) suggest that you would attribute her response to external factors, 
implicitly assuming that her past responses were highly consistent and 
highly differentiated. In other words, in the absence of contradictory 
evidence, you are likely to assume that a person's response provides 
information about the stimulus rather than about the person. 

Jones and Davis: A Theory about Personal Attributions While Heider 
was interested in whether behavior would be attributed to personal or 
impersonal causes. E. E. Jones and Keith Davis (1965) focused primarily 
on how personal attributions are made. Their central concern was with 
how we infer whether or not someone's behavior reveals the existence of 
an enduring disposition. Like Heider, they assumed that anv act results 
fmm a sequence beginning with personal dispositions that produce inten
tions which are modified L>y abilities and, finally, lead to acts. They 
extc:nded Heider's theory by stating that anv act involves choices and 
produces effects for the individual. The perceiver can observe only the 
behavior (choice) and its effects and must work backward from the acts to 
make inferences about the dispositions. (See Figure 9.3.) In this theory, a 
perceiver is said to take into account not only what another person actually 
does but also what the person might have done. What a person does (the 
chosen action) has many outcomes (effects). Anv of the unrhosen actions 
would also have had several effects if it had been chosen. Some of the 
effects of the chosen and the unchosen actions are the same, or common 
to both; but other effects are not common to both the chosen and the 
unchosen actions. It is these noncommon efferts which yield clues regarding 
the intentions of another person. 

For example, a student might choose to study in the library rather 
than to play tennis. The chosen action, a visit to the library, and the 
unchosen action, a visit to the tennis court, have the common effect of 
getting the student out of his or her room. However, this common effect 
is of little value in understanding why the visit to the library was chosen 
over the visit to the tennis court. One of the noncommon effects of these 
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It can be assumed that actions are the 
result of a sequence going from left to 
right. A person's disposition gives rise 
to intentions that are mediated by abil
it;; to produce acts that have different 
effects. An observer can only see the 
acts and their effects and works from 
right to left, inferring dispositions from 
acts. (Modified from Jones & Davis, 
1965.) 



HOW GOOD ARE WE AT KNOWING THE 
CAUSES OF OUR OWN BEHAVIOR? 

It would be outlandish to suggest that we are not 
better than other people at 1dent1fying why we do 
things. Other people, even our closest friends, are 
relatively ignorant about our past experiences, our 
private thoughts, and our own cognitive network. Yet it 
has been claimed that our storehouse of private 
knowledge contributes little to our understanding of 
the causes of our own behavior Richard Nisbett and 
Timothy Wilson have been particularly forceful in argu
ing that our ability to identify the sources of our own 
behavior 1s no better than 1s the ability of an outside 
observer. How could this be? 

To begin, recall how a stimulus 1s known to be a 
cause of a response. The process, discussed at the 
beginning of this chapter. requires that the introduc
tion of the stimulus produce a change in the response 
We discover causal connections. as Kelley (1967) has 
noted, by conducting a presence-absence test. S1m-
1lar to the way in which a scientist tests a hypothesis by 
observing both an experimental and a control group, 
we test causal connections by observing whether the 
response 1s always made in the presence of the stim
ulus (experimental group) but never in its absence 
(control group). It is easy to find answers to some 
causal questions. If you were asked why you pur
chased this textbook, you would undoubtedly answer 
that 1t was required by your instructor You probably 
always purchase textbooks in the presence of a re
quirement and never in its absence. It might be a bit 
more difficult to answer a question about why you are 
studying at this particular moment. Perhaps you study 
every afternoon, or when your room is quiet, or when 
the weather is foul, or the night before a midterm 
exam. In searching for a cause, you could do a series 
of presence-absence tests until you found a good fit 
On the other hand, you will not need to do any pres
ence-absence tests if your cognitive framework is set 
up to provide an answer. Our cognitive frameworks 
contain many causal connections. "Absence makes 
the heart grow fonder" and "Too many cooks spoil the 
broth" are folk wisdom that causally connect physical 
separation with increased liking and group size 'Nith 
task failure. 

According to Nisbett and Wilson, our causal 

searches are not very accurate. They claim that often 
we are neither aware of the relevant stimuli that 
prompted our acts nor accurate in recalling past fac
tors (See Chapter 5, page 202). Furthermore, in some 
instances we may not even be aware that we have 
changed our response. If you have been influenced 
to change your response but are not aware of the 
change, you will not attribute the new response to the 
change agent. Suppose a television commercial has 
influenced you to buy a more expensive shampoo, but 
you no longer remember the commercial. If you were 
asked why ycu were making the purchase, (if you 
answered at all), you would most likely name the 
positive characteristics of the shampoo. 

Nisbett and Wilson tried to test people's 
awareness of what caused their responses in a 
number of experiments. In one of their studies, sub
:ects were asked to memorize word pairs. Some of the 
pairs were constructed so that they would be highly 
likely to be associated with particular obiects. Sub
jects who had memorized the word p~ir "ocean
moon. ' when later asked to name a detergent, were 
expected to say ''Tide.·· While the word pairing was 
effective in raising the rate of naming the expected 
object from an average of 10 to 20 percent, subjects 
rarely mentioned the word pairs as a reason for ihink
ing of the expected object. Instead, subjects named 
some feature of the object (Tide works best) or some 
personal connection (My family uses Tide). In another 
study. under the guise of conducting a consumer sur
vey, passersby were asked to compare articles of 
clothing (four nightgowns or four pairs of stockings), to 
select the item with the best quality, and to give a 
reason for their choice. The subjects' preferences 
were actually influenced by the left-to-right positioning 
of the items. The items on the extreme right were 
overchosen. but no subject named position of the item 
as a reason for the choice. Nisbett and Wilson explain 
the results of their series of experiments, as well as 
other research. by cla1m1ng that we perceive causal 
connections that are in line with our expectations. That 
is. we usually determine causality by our cognitive 
framework and not by doing a presence-absence test. 
Furthermore, the causal connections in our cognitive 
framework are typically ones that we share with other 
members of our culture. Much of our knowledge is 
culturally transmitted. Therefore, outside observers 
will arrive at the same causal conclusions about our 
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behavior as we do. We (and the observer) will be 
accu1ate if our cognitive framework is correct and 
inaccurate if it is not. 

You might think that the research examples 
above unfairly disadvantaged the subjects. After all, 
the effects of word associations or position cues are 
difficult to detect. Subjects were in only one condition 
and could not easily make a presence-absence test. 
They could not know, for example, that in the absence 
of memorizing 'ocean-moon," fewer people would 
think of Tide or that any item placed in the first three 
positions was not likely to be chosen as best. It is small 
wonder that they used their expectations to explain 
their behavior. Perhaps we do better in areas where 
we have large amounts of information and where there 
are opportunities to observe ourselves over many sit
uations. 

To check this possibility, Wilson, Laser, and 
Stone studied how well people could predict the 
causes of their own mood. Participants in this study 
agreed to make nightly ratings for 5 weeks. They rated 
their mood and seven other factors, such as the 
weather, their relationships with their friends, and the 
number of hours of sleep they had had, that might be 
causally connected to their daily mood. At the end of 
the 5-week period, the subjects were asked to rate the 
extent of the relationship between each of the factors 
and their daily mood tor the period of the ratings. The 
subjects' estimate of the relationship was then com
pared to an ob1ective index oi the relationship be
tween the factors and mood. Another group of 
subjects served as observers. They were merely 

asked to rate what they thought the relc>.tionship would 
be, for a typical student at their university, between the 
factors and mood. In general, the subjects' ratings of 
tactor.s affecting their own mood was moderately ac
curate. Their degree of accuracy, however, was vir
tually identical to that of the observer subjects. 
Indeed, participants and observers rated the rela
tionship between the factors and mood in similar 
ways; they revealed shared expectatio11s about the 
causes of mood. 

It is clear that we rely on the causal expectations 
in our cognitive framework to construe our own experi
ence and that of other people. These expectations are 
often held in common by people of the same culture. 
The force of t~se expectations appears to be strong, 
and their ready availability may detract from detecting 
actual causal patterns. Furthermore, such detecting is 
made more difficult in everyday life by our imperfect 
memories and by the vast number of factors that could 
be taken into account. We undoubtedly know many 
things about ourselves that others do not, but this 
private knowledge appears to give us little advantage 
in understanding the causes of our own behavior. 
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two activities is that playing tennis gives the body some good exercise, 
while sitting in the library may exercise the mind. Compared with knowl
edge of the common effects, knowledge of the noncommon effects would 
give the perceiver more information about the student's intention in going 
to the library rather than the tennis court. The number of noncommon 
effects is also important in making attributions: A large number of non
common effects does not give the perceiver as much information about 
another person as a small number, because with a large number the 
perceiver does not know which of the effects was intended by the other 
person. 

Another factor taken into account by perceivers is whether the 
noncommon effects are "good" or "bad," "pleasant" or "unpleasant," 
"desirable" or "undesirable," "positive" or "negative." This is termed 
the valence of the noncommon effects (Jones & McGill is, 1976 ). When the 
noncommon effects have a positive value and are highly desirable, not 
much is learned about the other person; the perceiver knows only that the 
situation made it desirable to act in a certain manner. However, when the 
noocommon effects are rather negative and undesirable, it can be as
sumed that the person made the choice based on some personal charac-
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teristic or disposition. For example, playing tennis on a cold, rainy day 
(viewed as unpleasant, or having a low valence, by a perceiver), tells the 
perceiver much more about your motives and intentions than would 
playing tennis on a warm, Sl}.nny day. 

In summary, a perceiver gains the most information about the 
personal characteristics of another person from a small number of noncom
mon effects with negative valence. 

Self-Attribution Up to this point, we have been concerned with the 
attributions we make about the characteristics of other people. How do 
we attribute certain qualities to ourselves? According to one theory (Bern, 
1967, 1972), we use much the same process for self-attribution that we 
use for other-attribution. Bern suggests that when we want to make 
attributions about our own behavior, ..ye become observers of that behav
ior and make attributions much as if we were observing someone else. 
Therefore, with our own behavior, we first determine whether the en
vironment caused the behavior through some strong external force. If this 
does not seem likely, we then assume the behavior occurred because of 
some internal motives or personality traits. It follows, then, that people 
may "know" their own intentions only by observing, and making in
ferences from, their own behavior. Internal states are inferred by ruling 
out external forces. (\Ve might also rely on our own expectations-recall 
Inquiry 9.1, page 350.) 

Jones and Nisbett (1972) hypothesized that, even though the 
processes may be simiJar, self- and other-attribution are different in some 
ways. According to Jones and Nisbett, we tend to see our behavior as 
being controlled more by the situation, while we see the behavior of 
others as caused more by internal forces. One of the reasons for this 
difference in the attributions made to ourselves and others may be what is 
called the figure-ground relationship. We see ourselves as reasonably 
stable personalities interacting with a changing environment. Since it is 
the environment that changes, we attribute changes in our behavior to the 
changing situation. When we observe other people's behavior, however, 
we see the environment as the stable factor and the person as variable. 
For example, when you see two people behaving very differently in a 
similar setting, you attribute the difference to their personal characteris
tics, even though the precise situational forces bearing on each one may 
be somewhat different. Evidence supporting this hypothesis has been 
provided by a large number of experiments. For example, Nisbett ct al. 
(1973) found that when students were explaining their reasons for choos
ing their college major, they tended to talk about both their own personal 
qualities and the qualities of the subject and saw these two as being 
equally important in their choice. When explaining a friend's choice of 
major, however, they tended to emphasize the friend's personal charac
teristics more than the qualities of the subject matter. 

A FINAL WORD ON SOCIAL PERCEPTION 
The processes by which we form our social perceptions of others are 
efficient means for guiding our reactions to others. Our social perceptions 
are grounded in our observations of others-their physical characteristics 
and their behavior in particular settings. Our observations provide the 
information that is converted into meaningful inferences by our cognitive 
framework. At a minimum, this process involves placing the information 



into cognitive categories, which are related to other categories. We can, 
thus, make simple inferences from minimum data or combine rich sets of 
information into overall impressions. Under some circumstances, we can 
also make inferences about the causes of other people's behavior as w.~11 
as our own behavior. Despite the smoothness by which the process works, 
however, it does not guarantee accuracy or comparability with others' 
observations. We each make a personal contribution to the process be
cause we may have different ways of categorizing the information, indi
vidual aspects to our cognitive framework, or some unique way of 
combining information. Nevertheless, the end result of social-perception 
processes determines how we react to others and how we see ourselves. 

Social Influence 

Social influence is demonstrated in such diverse events as a child imitating 
an older brother or sister, a juror conforming to the votes of other jurors, or 
a fraternity pledge obeying the commands of a pledgemaster. These 
events illustrate influence because they contain two critical elements: 
(1) someone's intervention, (2) inducing change in another person, the 
FP. The source of the intervention will be termed the aJ;ent. Influence 
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phenomena-including imitation, conformity, and obedience-always 
contain an agent who :,as caused change in the FP. Influence situations 
can be differentiated by noting the different characteristics of the agent 
and of the behaviors that make up the intervention. On this basis, Figure 
9.4 schematically represents fi;e of the most frequently studied influence 
situations. It can be seen, for example, that imitation is defined by a 
single agent who models behavior that the FP copies. The five areas 
depicted have separate and distinct research traditions in which the terms 
influence, conformity, and compliance are often used interchangeably. Let us 
now turn to discussing what is known about these influence situations. 

Have you ever observed that athletes-runners, for example-seem to 
perform better when they are actually competing with someone than 
when they are running alone against the clock? One of the first experi
ments in social psychology was conducted to investigate this interesting 
observation. In the 1890s, Norman Triplett, a psychologist and bicycle
racing enthusiast, observed that cyclists rode faster when they were in 
competition than when they rode alone. Suspecting a psychological, and 
not a physical cause (such as slipstreaming), he devised a laboratory 
experiment. In agreement with the cycling observation, Triplett found 
that children wound a fishing reel faster in the presence of other children 
performing the same task. For many years it was assumed that the 
presence of others would always improve performance, and thus these 
effects were labeled social facilitation. As research accumulated, however, 
some contradictory findings emerged. For example, Floyd Allport (in the 
1920s) and John F. Dashiell (in the 1930s) reported that while subjects 
did respond at a higher rate when other people were present, their errors 
also increased. 

The differing results of social-facilitation experiments were finally 
reconciled by Zajonc (1965 ). He proposed that the presence of others 
increases an individual's general arousal level (Chapter 8, page 318), 
which in turn enhances performance of dominant-meaning strong and 
well-learned-responses. If dominant responses are required, perform
ance will improve in the presence of others; but if weak, poorly learned 
responses are required, performance will suffer. For example, a well
trained musician would, according to this theory, perform better when 
others are present, but a beginning piano student would make more 
mistakes when playing in a recital than when practicing at home. 

Further analysis of the social-facilitation effect indicates, however, 
that the mere presence of other peo11le does not always result in improved 
performance of a dominant response. Social facilitation is most likely to 

occur when the people in the group are involved in some way in the task 
being performed. The performance of the trained 'musician in the above 
example would probably not be enhanced if the people in the audience 
were not listening to the performance and evaluating it. When the people 
in the group are involved in some way with the task being performed, an 
individual in the group can see how well he or she is doing in comparison 
with others or can expect praise or criticism from other group members. 
Thus motivation is increased (Cottrell, 1972; Sanders et a+. ,-1978). 

In summary, then, it seems that social facilitation occurs most 
readily for strong responses in situations where the presence of others is 
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motivating. Remember the question that opened this section on social 
facilitation? Now we can see whv a runner tends to do better in the 
presence of competitors. Running. of course. is a well-practiced, strong, 
dominant response. Furthermore, all the people in the competition are 
doing the same thing, and thus the runner is motivated bv the anticipation 
of praise for a good performance or some form of criticism for a poor one. 
Here we have a situation favorable for social facilitation: increased group
induced motivation acts on a strong. or dominant, response. This is the 
way world records are set. 

IMITATION 
Imitation involves changes in the focal person's (FP's) behavior that match 
or copy the agent's behavior. Like social facilitation, it occurs without the 
agent expressing any intent to influence the FP. (This may be the reason 
it has been termed the sincerest form of flattery.) Imitation merely 
requires that the agent go through some behavior sequence in the FP's 
presence. Whereas social-facilitation effects are measured by the change 
in the rate and strength of behaviors, the extent of the FP's imitation is 
gauged by the degree of similarity between the behavior the agent models 
and the FP's subsequent behavior. As we have already mentioned in 
Chapter 4, page 172, humans are among the animals that have an inborn 
capacity to imitate. Observing a model can provide the FP with informa
tion about the skills required to perform similar behavior as well as some 
reassurance about the appropriateness of the behavior in a particular 
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situation. Social psychologists have shown that people imitate a variety of 
behaviors in many different settings. Children have been observed to 
imitate a model's aggressive behavior as well as a model's helping behav
ior (Chapter 11, page 446). Even college students imitate. Their rate of 
drinking beer, for example, was shown to be affected by the drinking rate 
of a model (DeRicco, 1978). The model's rate was matched by the 
students, whether the rate was set at one-half less or one-half more than 
the students' usual rate. Imitation appears to be optimized when the 
model has· high attention value and possesses characteristics attractive to 
an FP who is in an ambiguous setting. 

SOCIAL CONFORMITY 
Conformity is the term used to refer to the situation in which individuals 
change their beliefs or behaviors so that they become more similar to 
those of other group members. Conf0rmity pressures can arise in any 
situation involving other people. Although some instances of conformity 
are very similar to examples of imitation, they typically involve more than 
one person modeling the behavior and require the FP to respond in the 
presence of the agents. In conformity situations, the ag6nts have at least 
some interest in changing the FP's behavior. Indeed, in these situations, 
if the FP's behavior does not change, it is termed deviant, while no special 
term exists for describing the FP's lack of change in imitation situations. 
Although conformity pressures can exist in situations that are structurally 
close to imitation situations, they also occur in circumstances that are 
starkly different. In particular, conformity pressures arise when the FP 
and the agents are members of an intact group and the agents not only 
make persuasive interventions but also have the power to apply sanctions. 
The smiles and warm affection directed toward the FP who conforms 
versus the jibes, disapproving looks, or possible loss of status for the one 
who does not are certainly potent sources of control. 

Because each of us spends considerable time with other people, in 
formal and informal groups, we are frequently exposed to conformity 
pressures with which we comply. Many of the things we do in groups
the clothes we wear, the opinions we expreys, the choices we endorse
are the results of conformity pressures. Acting in concert with others is 
such an integral part of social life that it is of little interest to ask whether 
or not conformity occurs. Rather, the issues that have interested social 
psychologists are what factors will increase the amount of social confor
mity, and why d') people conform? \Ve will try to answer these questions 
below. 

Conformity to Others Group pressures are particularly effective in situa
tions where the FP is uncertain about the proper response to make. 
Consider a new student who has a choice among various sections of a 
required course. Such an FP is highly likely to accept the advice of 
knowledgeable seniors, especially if the seniors are all in agreement about 
which section is best. But are conformity pressures strong enough to 
induce an FP to agree with a group consensus that is obviously wrong, 
even when the FP knows the correct choice? This question was answered 
by Solomon Asch (1951, 1956) in one of the most famous series of 
conformity experiments. 



The FPs, or subjects, in the experiment were asked to choose 
which of three comparison lines was the same length as a standard 
line (Figure 9.6). Control subjects who were by themselves when 
they looked at the lines were accurate about 99 percent of the time 
(Figure 9. 7). This established a baseline against which to judge the 
responses of other subjects in the experimental sessions. 

In the experimental sessions, judgments were made in a 
group. Each session tvpically emploved only one actual subject in a 
group of se\·en to nine other people-the agents-who had been 
coached to choose one of the nonmatching lines. These people were 
confederates, or "helpers," of the experimenter. The experiment 
was set up so that the real experimental subject heard the judgments 
of all but one of these confederates before choosing one of the 
comparison lines. Thus, with nine confederates, the subject would 
hear eight of them choose a particular comparison line that did not 
match the stapdard line. For instance, in Figure 9.6, eight confede
rates would sav that line 2 matched the standard line-a judgment 
at rnriance with what the subject must have perceived. 

What did the experimental FP' do when the majoritv judg
ment differed from their own? In general, thev showed some ten
dencv to conform to the group. On the a\erage, onh· about fi7 per
cent of their judgments, compared with 99 percent of control
subject judgments, were correct (Figure 9. 7). In other words, about 
33 percent of the judgments made by the experimental subjects in 
the group situation were wrong. Not all the subjects conformed, 
however; there were large individual differences in conformity, and 
those who conformed did not do so on everv trial. Other findings 
were: (1) Subjects conformed most often when their judgments 
were "public"-that is, when the majoritv could hear their answers; 
(2) if the majority was not unanimous, that is, if one of the confede
rates was instructed to disagree with the majoritv opinion, the 
amount of conformitv was greatlv reduced; and (3) in experiments 
performed with fewer than seven or nine confederates, as the 
number of confederates in the majoritv group increased from one to 

three, conformitv increased, but further increases in the size of the 
majority did not result in greater conformity. 

The fact of conformity behavior, as well as the factors that enhance 
its occurrence, have been demonstrated in literallv thousands of labora
tory and field studies. In addition to the factors studied by Asch, it has 
been shown that occurrences of conformity will increase when the FP is 
fatigued, is uninformed about the stimuli, has a lower status than the 
agents, or is desirous of further interactions with the agent. Instead of 
expanding this list, we will describe Donald Campbell's (1 %1) insightful 
analysis of conformitv situations. Once vou understand this analysis, you 
f>hould be able to generate your own list of factors that will increase or 
decrease occurrences of conformity. 

Campbell began by noting that we acquire information about the 
world either through direct experience, the per.wnal modes, or through 
what we learn from others, the sorial modes. In most situations, informa
tion from one mode agrees with information from the other. Ifvour friend 
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tells you that the tickets for the game next week are sold out, you are , 
likely to hear the same news if you go to the ticket office. We learn to rely 
on others for valid information, especiallv if we have no reason to believe 
that others wish to deceive us. Conformity situations, however, are ones 
in which a sharp discrepancy" exists between the information gained 
through personal and social modes. Conformity situations are conflict 
situations. The information acquired by an FP through the personal 
mode-for example, line 1 is the correct response-is in clear contrast to 
the information presented to the FP from the social mode-all the others 
say line 2 is correct. \Vhether or not conformity occurs will depend upon 
whether the FP resolves the conflict in favor of the personal modes or the 
social modes: it is the relative weighting of social and personal modes that 
determines the FP's response. Factors that make an FP more likely to 
weight the social mode (fatigue, inexperience, lower status, or hope of 
further interactions with group members) will increase the rate of confor
mity. On the other hand, anything which increases an FP's weighting of 
the personal mode (mental alertness, expertness, higher status, or indif
ference to other group members) will reduce the rate of conformity. 

Conformity to Norms and Rules Norms, or rules, are standards of behav
ior that are agreed upon bv group members and exert a powerful influence 
on social behavior. Thev are, thus, considered to ha\·e agent charac
teristics, even though no actual person need be present when their 
influence occurs. At a minimum, it is onh necessary for the FP to be 
aware of the norm or rule to be subject to its pressure. 

Norms and rules can be formal agreements, such as laws or con
tracts, or thev can be informal .igreements, such as an .igreed-upon time to 
begin a meeting. Am· group has an interest in maintaining conformity to 
its important norms. i\lembers' behavior is monitored to identify de
viants, and punishment is administered to bring the behavior back into 
line. Enforcement of laws in our countrv is a good example of this process. 
Laws are enacted bv elected legislators and monitored by police, who 
identify de\·iants that are judged bv the courts. Informal norms and rules 
are upheld bv the same process, even though the steps are not so c:Xplicit. 
Groups typically have no special means for monitoring potential deviants, 
but once deviancy is identified, group members apply negative sanctions. 
Social punishments available to group members range in severity from the 
expression of mild disapprornl to expulsion of the deviant from the group. 
Deviants are punished so that thev will conform in the future. In addition 
to bringing the deviant back into the fold. punishment also serves func
tions for the group members. It has been argued that applying punish
ments tends to establish the importance of the group, prevents the 
deviant from having an inequitable advantage, and reaffirms the validity 
of the violated norm. 

Groups could not exist without rules that regulate the members' 
behavior. What, then, do the members gain by their willingness to be 
regulated? Th~ chief advantage of rules or norms has been discussed by 
Thibaut and Kelley (1959), who note that rules serve to coordinate 
behavior; that is, rules are established to avoid conflicts-conflicts be
tween a member's self-interest and the group's interest or conflicts be
tween group members and non-group members. Informal norms about 



when meetings begin, what goes on in meetings, and who performs what 
duties help coordinate the behavior of the participants. In the wider 
society, for example, common times for eating meals and implicit agree
ments about the proper physical distance to be maintained between £WO 

people conversing help to smooth interactions among people by coordi
nating their behavior. 

It should be recognized that groups do not always uphold the norms 
that govern their behavior when interacting with other groups. Com
petitive sports serve as a good example. Participants in competitive sports 
are governed by a formal set of rules that specifv acceptable and unaccept
able behavior, as well as the penalties associated with engaging in un
acceptable behavior. Typical penalties for deviant behavior are a loss of 
yardage (football), temporary removal from play (ice hockey), advance
ment to the next base (baseball), and so forth. Rule violations are a special 
problem in contact and collision sports because violations contribute to 

injuries. Obtaining a higher degree of conformity to game rules, according 
to Silva (1981), will not occur by stricter enforcement of the rules. He 
believes that rule violations are condoned by the athlete's peers, coaches, 
and fans because violations are rewarding (in the sense of giving the 
violators a tactical advantage). This analvsis led Silva (1983) to hypoth
esize that the longer people were involved in organized sports the more 
accepting they would become of rule violations. Groups of subjects were 
shown slides of various sport scenes; seven of the slides showed clear 
instances of rule v;olations. Subjects, whose length of involvement in 
sports was known, were asked to rate each slide for acceptability of the 
behavior. On the average, women rated the violations as less acceptable 
than did men. Silva's hypothesis was confirmed for the men, but not for 
the women; as the men's involvement in sports increased, so did their 
acceptability ratings of rule violations. He suggests that socialization into 
competitive sports involves pressures to perceive rule violations as legiti
mate. These pressures are most intense at the higher levels of com
petitiveness. Until the structure of the rules governing sports are changed 
to allow for stiffer penalties, players and coaches will remain in the 
difficult conflict situation of choosing between acceptable behavior that 
results in tactical disadvantages and inappropriate (and often dangerous) 
behavior that bestows an advantage. 

OBEDIENCE 
Obedience refers to situations in which the agent has the legitimate right to 
influence the FP and the FP has the obligation to obey. Such reciprocal 
role relationships are most clearly demonstrated when the agent has a 
higher status than the FP and the roles are part of a social system in which 
a higher status clearly defines influence over a lower status, such as ranks 
in the military. If a lieutenant orders a private to report for guard duty at 
2 A. M., there is nothing remarkable in the bleary-eyed private' s obe
dience. The domain of behaviors over which an agent has a right to 
influence an FP is always limited. The lieutenant could not legitimately 
order the private to reenlist or to steal army property. The limits of an 
agent's right and an FP's obligations are usyally not precisely defined, and 
some commands may fall in an ambiguous area. One such area is when an 
agent's commands are in conflict with the FP's personal values. It is of 
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l.dr. the apparatus (a phonv shock 
generator) used in the \lilgrarn 
c-..perirnent on obedience: the levers 
indicate voltage'> from 15 to 450 \ olts. 
Ri,~ht. a learner in the \lilgrarn experi
ment is strapped into a chair. and 
e:ecrrodes arc atuchcd to his wrist. 
I From the film (J/mlinue. distributed lJ\ 
rhe "\ew York l'ni\ersit\' Film Libran. 
Reprinted lr: permission. Copvright 
I 96.'i h\ Stanlev !\lilgram.) 

great interest to know huw these conflicts are resolved. Here is a descrip
tion of one of the best known-and perhaps most disturbing-series of 
obedience experiments (l\lilgram. 1963, 1965). 

Subjects of Milgram's ~xperiments were men who responded to 
newspaper ads and were paid $4.50 for coming to the laboratory. 
The situation was described as a learning experiment in which one 
person, the reacher, would shock another person, the learner, after 
each mistake while learning a list of paired words. On the basis of a 
rigged drawing, the subject was always assigned the role of teacher, 
while a male confederate of the experimenter was assigne(1 the role 
of learner. The learner was strapped into an electric chair, while the 
real subject was taken into another room where the electric shock 
apparatus was located. Actuallv, no sharks ?il'f!T administl'rfd, but the 
elaborate equipment led the subj';:cr to believe he would be admin
istering painful shocks to the learner. 

The shock apparatus (Figure 9.8) contained 30 switches indi
cating le\cls of shock from 15 to 450 volts. with labels such as 
"Slight shock." "l\loderare shock," "Danger: Severe shock," and 
finallv "XXX." The teacher was to shock the learner for each 
mistake made in learning, and the level of shock was to increase one 
increment with each error. As the experiment progressed, the 
learner responded appropriarclv, with occasional mistakes. At sev
eral points as the shock level increased, the learner would cry our 
that the shock was getting painful. or he could be heard kicking the 
wall. At .)00 rnlrs he stopped gi\ ing answers, while the teacher was 
instructed bv rhe experimenter to continue increasing the level of 
shock. If the s11bjcct showed anv reluctance, the experimenter 
prodded him to continue. sa\·ing it was necessarv or required by the 
experiment. Obedience was measured bv the amount of shock the 
subject was willing to administer to the learner. 

Before conducting this experiment. l\lilgram described it to 

sc\·eral groups of people. all of whom predicted that very few, if 
any, of the subjects would follow the experimenter's commands and 
give shocks up to 450 volts. Contrarv to expectations, however, 26 
of his ~() subjects (65 percent) continued to give shocks up to the 
450-volt level, even though they believed thev were hurting another 



person and showed signs of a great deal of tension-trembling, stut
tering, nervous laughter. 

In other studies within this series, Milgram has shown that the rq.te 
of obedience decreases as the teacher is placed physically closer to the 
learner and as the presence of the experimenter is made less salient. In 
keeping with Campbell's analvsis (page 357). it appears that the conflict 
between the command and the personal value is resolved in favor of less 
obedience by any factors that increase the weighting of the personal value 
or decrease the weighting of the command. 

Milgram has been cautious in interpreting his results, but they do 
suggest an awesome tendency for people w obey others who are in 
authority. Some have seen Mil gram's results as a dramatic experimental 
example that parallels certain excesses of obedience in history. In particu
lar, the results have been compared with the high incidence of obedience 
shown bv the people who ran the Nazi death carnps during World War II. 
There is a disturbing similarity between the rationalizations of Milgram's 
subjects and those used bv some of the Nazis who were tried for war 
crimes. Both tended to excuse their behavior by saving thev were onlv 
obeying orders. 

The parallel with dramatic real-life siruations extends to the con
flicts faced by some of our soldiers while fighting in Vietnam, to the 
people who participated in the Watergate scandal, and to those who 
participated in the mass suicide at Jonestown (Inquiry 9.2). These are all 
examples of destructive obedience to authority. But each situation also 
has unique characteristics that limit the applicability of l\lilgram's re
search. It is important to note, for example. that the authoritv figure in 
l\lilgram's experiments was a scientist: subjects might reasonably con
clude that a scientist would not give orders that would lead to death or 
injury simply as part of an experiment. Gilbert ( 1981) has suggested that 
the incremental nature of the shock procedure may also have contributed 
to the high levels of obedience. The start of the shock series was 
harmless, and the shock intensities were graduallv increased to the 
harmful range. Subjects might have been more disobedient if a definite 
breakpoint existed that signaled a switch from harmless to harmful. 

The l\lilgram experiments do suggest, however, that no group of 
people is immune to the pressures producing destructive obedience. 
Although we are beginning to understand some of the conditions under 
which destructive obedience is resisted, there is much that is not known. 
It must also be recognized that the participants in such dramatic conflicts 
may often obey merely because that has been the most adaptive response 
in most situations. Obedience is ordinarily a virtue, and disobedience is 
not. It is, after all, extremely rare for a group to reward effective disobe
dience. In the nineteenth century, the Hapsburg rulers in Austria sup
posedly created a medal for soldiers whose disobedience turned out to 
benefit the group, although there is apparently no official listing of such a 
medal. While obedience to legitimate commands is a normal phe
nomenon, pressures for obedience that go against higher ethical principles 
become malevolent. 

SOME REASONS FOR CONFORMITY AND OBEDIENCE 
You have already learned Campbell's answer to the question, Whv do 
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people conform? He claims that they conform because they give more 
weight to the social information modes than to the personal information 
modes; that is, conformity occurs in situations where the information 
provided by others is the most important information. Social psychologists 
have also proposed three othe'r general causes of conformity: social com
parison processes, avoidance of social disapproval, and the need to be 
liked and accepted. 

The social comparison idea (Festinger, 1954) goes something like 
this: In ambiguous situations where we do not know what is "right" ano 
expected of us, we look at the opinions and behaviors of people who are 
similar to us before deciding what to do. In other words, we resolve the 
ambiguity about what to do by observing people similar to ourselves and 
follow their lead. To illustrate the social comparison process as a cause of 
conformity, recall a time when you were in an unfamiliar social situa
tion-perhaps when you went to a church where the rituals were un
familiar. Did you look around at other people to see what to do and, 
following their lead, conform in your behavior to what others in the group 
were doing? 

As noted above, a person who deviates, especially from a consensus 
among the others, can expect to be the target of social disapproval. The 
deviant, after all, creates some discomfort for the others, who may be 
annoyed because the group's smooth progress toward its goals is disrupted 
or because doubt is raised about whether their shared view of things is 
actually correct. Most of us find social disapproval quite unpleasant, and 
we avoid doing things that elicit scorn, ridicule, or derision. By conform
ing, we avoid the possibility of social censure. Who but a child would be 
willing to break the consensus by yelling, "The emperor has no clothes"? 

Not only do people conform to avoid social punishment, but also 
they may "go along" because in so doing they can meet their needs to be 
liked and accepted by others. While it is important for us all, this reason 
for conformity seems especially prominent during the preteen and teen 
years. Because of a strong need to be accepted, a young person may be 
especially prone to conform to group norms concerning clothes, drinking 
habits, drug use, and sexual behavior. 

A FINAL WORD CONCERNING CONFORMITY 
Acts of conformity are clearly woven through the fabric of our interper
sonal lives. The circumstances of the interaction determine whether a 
given act of conformity is good or bad, adaptive or maladaptive. It has, 
however, been pointed out by Campbell (1961) that conformity during 
group decision making is alwavs maladaptive. The activity of groups 
solving a problem can be div-ided into two phases. During an initial phase. 
the group gathers information, usually by polling the opinions of group 
members. Once all available information is known, the group enters the 
decision-making phase, in which the information is weighted and the best 
alternative is selected. Conformity to a perceived consensus during the 
initial phase is maladaptive because it distorts the true picture of the 
extent of support that exists for an alternative. Janis (1983) has coined 
the term "groupthink" for maladaptive conformity in group decision 
making. He has extended the Campbell analysis by identifying the condi
tions that make groupthink highly likely, such as group members' illu
sions of invulnerability and unanimity. The discussions! of President 
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HOW COULD THE JONESTOWN HOLOCAUST 
HAVE OCCURRED? 

The answer to this question necessarily involves trac
ing the career of the Rev. Jim Jones and the People's 
Ten;iple movement. From information revealed 1n the 
press and in books, a fairly clear picture emerges of 
the ma1or contributing factors to the final catastrophe. 
It should be noted at the outset that the term "mass 
suicide" does not adequately cover the final events in 
Jonestown. Wooden (1981) states that 276 children
from babies to those near the age of consent-died 
there. Because under English law, minors cannot le
gally consent to suicide, their deaths were actL,ally 
murder. Still, this leaves a very large number of adults 
who, with only a minor amount of dissent. complied 
with the urgings of Jones to participate in the final 
macabre ritual. 

James W. Jones was born near Lynn, Indiana, in 
1931. After graduating from high school in 1949. he 
married Marceline Baldwin, who was a nurse and who 
would support his activities to the last day of their lives. 
In 1953, Jones opened a small interdenominational 
church, the Christian Assembly of God, with the lauda
ble intent of eliminating social injustices and improving 
interracial harmony within the context of a fundamen
talist religion. As his church attracted an increasing 
number of black members, he and his wifo created a 
multiracial family (seven of their eight children were 
adopted, including a black, a Chinese,. and a Korean 
child), and Jones became outspoken on civil rights 
issues. After spending 2 years working as a mission
ary in Brazil, where he established orphanages and a 
mission, he returned to Indiana. By 1964, Jones had 
been ordained a minister of the Christian Churches 
(Disciples of Christ) and had changed the name of his 
church to People's Temple Full Gospel. 

Partly out of fear of the impending nuclear war 
he had predicted, Mr. Jones and about 100 followers 
migrated to Ukiah, California. The northern part of the 
state was thought to be one of the safest havens from 
the ravages of nuclear war. In Ukiah, Mr. Jones dis
played his considerable organizational skill,S. While 
the dedication to social programs continued, an in-· 
creasing amount of energy went into creating the eco
nomic and legal structure that would support future 
activities. The People's Temple was very successful in 

raising money In addition to weekend fund-raising 
trips to San Francisco and Los Angeles, the mem
bersr11p was increasingly pressured into making con
tributions. The test of loyalty to the group soon 
became the willingness of members to assign all of 
their assets to the People's Temple, which acquired 
members' house,;, wages. and monthly social security 
checks. The church thus changed from being merely 
a force in members' lives to being in total control of 
their life decisions. 

The People's Temple movement flourished. Its 
interracial membership swelled to include the elderly, 
the well-educated, and the disaffected. Most people 
were undoubtedly drawn by the avowed social values 
or the religious fervor of the movement. Financial suc
cess also continued. By 1971, the church had bought 
a building in San Francisco, in the heart of the black 
community, and a church in Los Angeles. It continued 
to be a showcase of social programs while also in
creasing its political clout in the community. Mr. Jones 
could provide instant crowds for demonstrations or 
speakers and could supply a cadre of workers for the 
political candidates he selected. Close races for 
mayor and district attorney in San Francisco are 
thought to have been won because of the support of 
the People's Temple. The American patronage system 
insured that Mr. Jones could place loyal church mem
bers in sensitive, relevant government positions. Tim 
Stoen, who was at that time Jones's trusted lawyer, 
was appointed to the district attorney's staff, and 
Mr. Jones was appointed to the city's housing admin
istration, becoming chairman after a few months. 
Mr. Jones received many public accolades during this 
period for the work of the People's Temple. 

In the midst of this dazzling success, a darker 
side to the movement was also surfacing. A variety of 
serious charges were leveled by people who had 
managed to leave the movement. These charges
obtaining member obedience by physical brutality, 
making fradulent claims in order to obtain legal guard
ianship over children, sexual abuses, fake "healing" 
ceremonies, death threats to members considering 
leaving the group-although later shown to be quite 
accurate. were not given much currency at the time. 
Mr. Jones, through his political muscle, had the power 
to prevent charges from becoming public or to muster 
potent countercharges to discredit his detractors. Fur
thermore, a large number of highly respected people 



came to his defense. During this period, Mr. Jones's 
self-concept and ideology also appeared to change. 
Christian religious themes diminished to the vanishing 
point and were replaced by messianic, revolutionary 
messages suggesting strong parallels between Jones 
and Christ. Members were required to address Jones 
as "Father." and he became the sole arbiter of correct 
values and behavior. 

The mass migration to Jonestown in the summer 
of 1977 was precipitated by the impending publica
tion. in New West magazine. of an investigative article 
which Jones had tried to squelch. What was to have 
been a gradual shift of members, spanning several 
years. became a 6-week exodus. While a center re
mained in San Frc..1cisco. the bulk of the membership 
was transferred to Guyana. Another headquarters was 
established in the Guyanese capital, Georgetown, 
staffed by about 40 people. The procedures used so 
successfully in California were repeated. High-ranking 
Guyanese officials were courted by members of the 
People's Temple and willingly cast a protective net 
around Jonestown. The residents of Jonestown be
came totally isolated from the rest of the world. Sur
rounded by an inhospitable Jungle, whose dangers 
were frequently exaggerated by Jones, and linked to 
their centers in Georgetown and San Francisco only 
by a radio controlled by Jones, any hope of members 
receiving accurate information disappeared. Jones 
portrayed the outside world as filled with CIA- or FBl-
1nspired conspiracies aimed at destroying their revolu
tionary movement. Except for an inner circle of ad
visers and an armed "security" guard, members' lives 
were harsh, characterized by crowded living condi
tions. long work hours in the fields. debilitating diets of 
rice and beans, and frequent, exhausting meetings 
called by Jones. Despite these factors, however. the 
settlement made progress. Aside from living quarters, 
the compound included a medical tent, a playground, 
an electric generator, and a classroom. Crops were 
planted and harvested, and some cottage industries 
were started. 

The isolation of Jonestown was occasionally 
penetrated by outsiders. including some members of 
the American embassy in Georgetown These visits 
typically resulted in positive reports of the encamp
ment's achievements. In response to the pleadings of 
the Concerned Relatives group, who had submitted a 
long list of human rights violations committed by 
Jones, American consular officials made four visits 
during 1978. According to Krause. (1978): " .. the 
last occasion was on November 7, eleven days before 
the massacre" (p.10). Their report gave no hint of 
alarm. Indeed, minutes before his assassination on the 
dirt airstrip outside of Jonestown, Representative Ryan 
finished an interview with NBC's Don Harris with the 
observation, "Can I JUSt add. there are a lot of good 

people who are there on a positive and supportive and 
idealistic basis, trying to do something that is different 
and important to them" (Reston, 1981, p. 320). These 
positive perceptions were primarily the result of view
ing a charade carefully orchestrated by Jones It was 
in a comparable web of deceit and lies that members 
of the People's Temple met their death 

The deaths at Jonestown were clearly not the 
result of an impulsive decision by a leader and his 
dedicated band of followers. The final ritual was un
doubtedly planned for years by Jones as his mark on 
history. His mind seems to have become gradually 
unhinged from reality and obsessed by a vision of 
glory. According to Wooden (1981 ), there were as 
many as 42 suicide rel;)earsals, dating back to the time 
they resided in California. These "white nights" would 
begin with Jones announcing some alarming news 
and would end with Jones saying that the potion they 
had collectively drunk actually contained no poison. 
The concept of a mass death was implanted in the 
environment of the People's Temple. Though it may 
still seem incomprehensible to us that so many adults 
would be obedient to Jones's demented plan, his ma
nipulations of perceptions, of influence. and of inter
personal relationships provide ample bases for the 
members' conformity. 

The people of Jonestown must have harbored 
many strange perceptions, not only of their leader but 
also of the outside world. While it will never be known 
how many of them believed in Jones's messianic self
delusions, it seems clear that they accepted his self
presentation of other characteristics as well as his 
views and attributions about events. Mass death was 
termed "revolutionary suicide." Father" was all-know
ing and suffered for the sins of any member. The rainy 
season was attributed to a CIA plot to destroy their 
crops, and Jones's varied sexual activities were at
tributed by him to some vague revolutionary goal that 
he pursued despite the "pain" the activities caused 
him. The U.S. government was always portrayed as 
hostile to the movement. Once Representative Ryan 
and some members of his group were murdered by 
Jonestown gunmen, Jones's claim that deadly retalia
tion was on its way must have seemed credible. But 
even before this final distortion, the coercive environ
ment prevented people from revealing their own per
ceptions. Outside visitors were rarely able to penetrate 
the reality of Jonestown. Jones was certainly no 
stranger to the staging of fake events. His "ministerial" 
routines included such tricks as "passing" cancer, an 
illusion created by the use of chicken organs. He also 
staged attempts on his own life, events which were 
then offered as evidence for the existence of hostile 
plots against the movement. In Jonestown, the days 
before a visit were always used to rehearse what peo
ple would say and do. it is no wonder that the visitors, 



especially those expecting to see barbed-wire en
closures and imprisoned hostages eager to be freed, 
were pleasantly surprised. They saw a community 
busily at work and heard people say they were happy 
with their lives. They accepted at face value what they 
heard and saw because it was extremely difficult to 
detect the psychological pressures producing the 
manufactured events. 

Interviews with former members document that 
some people were never fooled by the fake heal1ngs 
or staged assassination attempts. They accepted 
these as necessary means to further noble ends. But 
such rationalizations were a trap. By suspending their 
skepticism, Reston (1981) suggests. they were re
quired to increase their faith in Jones. It represented, 
in Campbell's terms (see page 357), a lessened 
weighting of the personal modes of judgment and an 
increased reliance on the social modes, thereby pro
ducing heightened conformity. 

Like members of any group. members of the 
People's Temple were subjected to pressures to con
form to group norms, albeit norms primarily defined by 
Jones. Most people who became members were un
doubtedly drawn to the movement because of its pro
fessed values and goals. They must have wanted to 
be "good" mertibers and may have accepted the con
formity pressures as guides to proper behavior. The 
migration to California seemed to coincide with an 
escalation of these pressures beyond any reasonable 
bounds. The typical pressures were augmented by 
such techniques as requiring members, during group 
meetings, to make "self-confessions" of imperfections 
and by physical beatings of members whose behavior 
was deemed deviant (as well as those who objected to 
the beatings). The movement became extremely intol
erant of any behavior that deviated from group norms. 
Disagreement with Jones was not mere deviation; it 
was an act of disloyalty. The harshest treatment was 
reserved for anyone expressing a desire to leave the 
group. "Defectors" were a threat to the group's sur
vival, and those who left often felt they were risking 
their lives. While resistance to group pressures is al
ways difficult, resistance was further lowered by hav
ing members assign their economic resources to the 
movement and by systematically cutting them off from 
their families. The loss of economic independence 
and of possible family support increased the mem
bers· dependence upon the group. 

Jones seemed to push to the limit all types of 
social influence techniques, with one exception-im
itation. As the movement prospered, he seemed less 
and less inclined to serve as a role model for the 
values and behaviors expected of members. For ex
ample, while expecting truthfulness from members, he 
engaged in trickery and staged events; while decrying 
homosexuality, he engaged in homosexual rela-

tionships; and while the members' Guyana diet was 
meager, he ate from his own refrigerator. The mem
bers' dependence upon their leader's word for what 
was normaiive, thus, was increased because they 
could not use his behavior as a standard for judging 
what was co'rrect. 

Abolishing family relationships was an important 
goai for the leaders of the movement. Not only were 
members systematically alienated from their own fami
lies, but kinship relationships were intentionally de
stroyed. For example, the custody of children was 
legally transferred from natural parents to other mem
bers, some husbands and wives were forbidden to live 
together, and the only relationship that was supported 
was one with "Father." All members were expected to 
keep surveillance OVElf each other and to report devia
tions to Jones. The decision to report information was 
complicated by the knowledge that events were 
sometimes staged. Members who overheard some
one's desire to leave the movement could never be 
certain whether the "overhearing" was genuine or a 
test of their loyalty. In view of the consequences of 
being disloyal, there must have been a high rate of 
reporting. 

All of the factors noted above were present at 
the final meeting in Jonestown. Recall that the mem
bers were physically and psychologically isolated 
from their families and Ihe rest of the world: they had a 
long history of conformity to a leader obsessed by his 
own martyrdom: they believed 1n the existence of a 
hostile world that was probably about to retaliate for 
the slaying of Representative Ryan they accepted 
something termed "revolutionary suicide'· as a posi
tive value; they were undernourished and weary; and 
they had undergone many rehearsals of their own 
deaths. It is no wonder that Jones's macabre scheme 
was implemented with so little resistance. During the 
last meeting, only one member publicly objected to 
the plan. She was quickly silenced by Jones and the 
others. Some people, probably from among the armed 
security guards, did escape into the jungle, but other
wise all of the residents perished in total obedience to 
Jones. The People's Temple members who were less 
under the sway of these factors. tl1ose in the 
Georgetown and San Francisco centers, did not com
ply (with the possible exception of one person) with 
Jones's command for self-destruction. Their obe
dience had some limits. 

Because the People's Tempie "''-'"'"'"'"in has 
much in CBfllmon with other current cu11::;,· 1t would be 
reassuring to th__i_nk that the aftermath of Jonestown 
Rroduced corrective mecharnsms in h•1w society pro
tects individuals, especially childre11, 1 trom suffering 
similar consequences. Unfortunately, this is not the 
case. The issues are no! simple. In part, they involve 
the rights of individLials to choose their own style of 
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life. fhe test 0f a free choice is typically a person's 
ssif-description that he or she is content or happy with 
11111 present situation. Yet as we have seen with Jones
.•. 1wn, such self-descriptions can be meaningless in a 
coercive environment that controls self-descriptions. 
Our society also has a cherished heritage of protect
ing all forms of religious worship. This value is embod
ied in the First Amendment. Government interference 
with religious cults conflicts with individual and First 
Amendment rights. Although the government has an 
obligation to investigate charges of violations of law, 
even this rudimentary form of protection is apparently 
of little help. Wooden (1981) asserts that our govern
ment has shown a great reluctance " . to pursue 
chkirges of fraud, misappropriation of property, forg
ery, and widespread child abuse and neglect, perpe
trated within the private confines of churches" 
(p. 204). It seems abundantly clear that the ma1or 

protection against involvement in circumstances sim
ilar to the People's Temple movement remains in the 
hands of the individual. It is the individual who must 
not relinquish his or her own personal mode for 
weighting information. Whatever massive conformity 
pressures are brought to bear, it is the individual's 
ultimate responsibility to judge what is true, moral, and 
correct in the practices of the group to which he or she 
belongs. 
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Kennedy and his advisers before the disastrous Bay of Pigs invasion of 
1961 are in accord with Janis's expectations. In general, it is tempting to 
remain silent when one's view seems deviant. It has been said, "I speak 
up, not to persuade others, but to encourage like-minded people to voice 
their views." If a group is to make the best decision possible, it needs to 
know the true rate of members' preferences. Once this information is 
known and a decision is made, continued deviance is no longer func
tional, and the minority must accommodate themselves to the view of the 
maJonty. 

Social Relationships 

We have just seen that the manner in which we relate to other people 
depends to a great degree on impression formation and social influence 
processes. While perception and influence are always involved in our 
relationships with others, social psychologists have studied a number of 
other factors which help to determine the formation and maintenance of 
interpersonal relationships. Why are people initially attracted to each 
other? What processes are involved in shaping the nature of relationships 
as they develop? The answers to these questions are the focus of the next 
sections. 

INTERPERSONAL ATTRACTION 
Think for a moment of all the people with whom you have had some 
contact today, and consider how much attraction you feel toward each 
one. It is likely that some are good friends for whom you feel a strong 
attachment. There are probably also a few whom you dislike and whose 
company you actively avoid. Most others you would place -~9J'1ewhere 
between these extremes. Why do you like some people more tharrcrtj)ers:' 
The general answer is that we like people to the extent that o_wlnterac
tions with them are rewarding or reinforcing. (See Chapter4, page 149.) 
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With this in mind, we can examine some of the specific factors that have 
been found to affect the attraction one person feels for another, in each 
instance keeping alert to the role of reinforcement. 

Proximity One factor which has been shown to affect the degree of 
attraction one person feels for another is physical nearness, or proximity. 
Although this may seem rather obvious, the magnitude of the effect of 
proximity on liking may be surprising. Here is an example of the prox
imity effect from a classic study by Festinger et al. (1950): 

Friendship patterns in several housing complexes were studied. 
One of the housing complexes consisted of small houses arranged in 
"U-shaped" formations, with all but the end houses facing a grassy 
court. The end houses faced outward toward a street. The re
searchers used questionnaires to determine the friendship patterns 
among residents of the complex. The results indicated that both 
sheer distance between houses and the direction in which the 
houses faced had profound effects upon friendship patterns. Friend
ships developed most frequently between next-door neighbors and 
less frequently between people who lived two doors away. As the 
distance between houses increased, the number of friendships fell 
so rapidly that it was rare to find friends who lived more than four or 
five doors from each other. Compared with those whose houses 
faced the court, those unfortunate people who occupied the end 
houses which faced away from the court were found to have less 
than half as many friends in the complex. 

A second housing project with a different architectural de
sign provided these investigators with additional evidence of the 
proximity-attraction relationship. Here, apartments which were near 
entrances, stairwells, or centrally located mailboxes afforded occu
pants more popularity. Ir would appear that any architectural feature 
which increased the frequency of contact between individuals also 
increased the likelihood that friendship would develop. 

Many explanations for this phenomenon have been suggested. Per
haps we simply prefer pleasant interactions with those individuals we 
encounter frequently and make a special effort to ensure that our interac
tions with them run smoothly. Or perhaps repeated exposure to any 
previously neutral stimulus results in an increasingly positive evaluation. 
Repeated exposure has been shown to increase liking for various types of 
nonsocial stimuli, including Japanese ideographs (Moreland & Zajonc, 
1976), Turkish words (Zajonc & Rajecki, 1969), and photographs of 
strangers (Wilson & Nakajo, 1965). In an experiment designed to investi
gate the effects of repeated exposure upon interpersonal attraction, 
Saegert, Swap, and Zajonc ( 1973) arranged a series of brief interactions . 
between strangers that ranged in number from none to ten encounters. 
The more frequently an individual interacted with another person, the 
more positively that person was evaluated. 

It is also possible to interpret the relationship between proximity 
and attraction in terms of the rewards these interactions provide. One .,. 
advantage of interacting with those individuals whom we encounter fre-
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Figure 9.9 

The relacionship becween che 
proportion of similar accicudes 
perceived co be held by another person 
and che degree of accraccion felc coward 
chac person. (Afcer Byrne & Nelson, 
1965.) 
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qently is that there is less expenditure of effort or cost involved. The 
difficulty many people experience in maintaining long-distance romances 
may be viewed in this light. Increased distance increases the costs of 
maintaining the relationship ,;ind decreases the opportunities to experi-

- ence the rewards that the relationship can provide. 

Attitude Similarity Although physical proximity is an important deter
minant of the formation and maintenance of relationships, it is obvious 
that we are not attracted to all those people who are in close physical 
proximity to us. Other factors also influence our feelings of attraction and 

. our choice of relationships. One of the most thoroughly investigated of 
these factors is attitude similarity. Survey studies have shown that friends 
and marital partners tend to hold similar attitudes on many topics. Such 
studies, however, cannot distinguish, between the attitude similarities 
that developed over the course of the marriage or friendship and the 
attitude similarities that existed before formation of the relationship. To 
establish a causal link between attitude similarity and initial attraction, 
experimental studies are required. One way to do experiments on attitude 
similarity is to have participants complete a questionnaire assessing their 
own attitudes. The questionnaire completed by each participant is then 
used by the experimenter to construct a second questionnaire that the 
participant thinks was completed by another person in the experiment. In 
this manner, the experimenter can systematically vary the proportion of 
attitudes the participant and a "phantom" partner hold in common. The 
real participant then looks over the fake questionnaire before being asked 
to indicate the attractiveness of the partner on rating scales. Using this 
procedure, it has been discovered (Byrne & Nelson, 1965) that a higher 
proportion of similar attitudes results in greater attraction (Figure 9. 9) and 
also that the relationship between similarity and attraction is so reliable 
that it can be represented by a mathematical formula. 

Outside the laboratory, of course, the relationship between attitude 
similarity and attraction is less than perfect. In the laboratory, agreement 
or disagreement on a small number of topics is generally the only informa
tion the participant has about a partner. Situations outside the laboratory 
are likely to be considerably more complex, with other determinants of 
attraction at work. In addition, there are some special ·ases 1n which 
dissimilar others may be preferred. For example, when a very similar 
other is more successful than we are, we may feel more threatened and 
negative then when a dissimilar other surpasses us. In general, however, 
the positive relationship between attitude similarity and attraction has 
been convincingly demonstrated. 

The tendency to feel attraction toward similar others may well be 
based upon a number of assumptions we are likely to make about people 
we perceive to be similar to ourselves. We may perceive the behavior of 
similar others as more predictable, which leads us to be more confident 
that interaction with them will be rewarding (Bramel, 1969). There is also 
evidence that we may anticipate rewarding interactions with similar others 
because we expect them to like us (Waister & Waister, 1963). Taken 
together, these various considerations suggest that the perception of 
attitude similarity leads individuals to expect rewarding interactions, and 
it is the anticipation of reward which leads to increased attraction. 
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Physical Attractiveness As a society, we Americans implicitly demon
strate our conviction of the importance of physical attractiveness by yearly 
spending billions of dollars on cosmetics, exercise and diet products, 
fashionable clothing, and even plastic surgery to enhance physical ap
pearance. Research results also show how important physical attraction is 
(Waister et al., 1966). A "computer dance" was arranged at a large 
university, and blind dates were randomly assigned. During the dance the 
participants were asked to indicate the degree to which they liked their 
dates and would like to go out with them again. Of a number of attributes 
measured by the researchers, including personality factors and intel
ligence, the date's physical attractiveness was the only attribute which 
affected liking and desire for future dates. 

Physical attractiveness also affects people's social participation in 
everyday life, although the if'.lpact is somewhat different for men than for 
women. Harry Reis and Ladd Wheeler conducted a series of studies in 
which college students were asked to keep a daily record of any interac
tion that lasted 10 minutes or longer (Reis et al., 1980, 1982). Among the 
~en, as physical attractiveness increased, so did their amount of social 
interactions with women, while their amount of interactions with other 
men decreased. For women, attractiveness had no relation to the amount 
of social contacts. The quality of social experiences was affected by 
attractiveness for both men and women. The attractive students, in 
general, reported more intimate and disclosing interactions. 

Physically attractive persons are seen to have many interpersonal 
advantages over their unattractive counterparts. The research literature 
provides many illustrations. The physically attractive are advantaged with 
respect to the perceived quality of their task performance, their job 
marketability, their expected political success, and their perceived per
suasiveness. Even mock juries, deciding on the punishment to be admin
istered for a crime, give less severe punishment to the physically attrac
tive defendant. 

The powerful effects of attractiveness may be due to a culturally 
shared implicit theory of personality (page 345). The category "physically 
attractive" is linked to many other positive traits in a way that "physically 
unattractive" is not. The perceiver who categorizes someone as attractive 
will, thus, assume that he or she possesses a number of other desirable 
characteristics. The impact of this effect may be heightened because, 
unlike attitude similarity, information about a potential partner's physical 
attractiveness is immediately available and does not require continued 
interaction for its assessment. Indeed, Marks and Miller (1982) have 
shown that subjects will attribute their own attitudes to attractive peers to 

a much greater extent than they will to less attractive peers. In the 
absence of any actual knowledge about the peers' attitudes, the physically 
attractive were benefitted by the subjects' assumption of high attitude 
similarity. In addition, an attractive partner may reward us indirectly by 
increasing our own stature in the eyes of others. Sigall and Landy ( 1973) 
found that the same male was evaluated more positively when he was 
accompanied by an attractive female than when he was accompanied by 
an unattractive female. Perhaps the category "people with attractive 
partners" is also linked to other positive traits. 

Although the important effects of physical attractiveness cannot be 
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denied, most of us will be comforted by the fact that the impact of this 
single attribute usually diminishes as a relationship develops over time. 
Continued interaction allows other sources of reward to come to the front 
and lessens the dependence up.on this superficial determiner of attraction. 

THE DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE 
OF RELATIONSHIPS 
Most of the studies of attraction outlined in the previous section involved 
brief encounters between strangers. Although these studies have been 
informative about the determinants of initial attraction, much more re
mains to be said about factors which determine the nature of a rela
tionship as it develops over time. Social exchange theorists have been 
especially successful in providing a framework useful in describing the 
nature and dynamics of interpersonal r~lationships. 

Social Exchange Theory John Thibaut and Harold Kelley have pro
posed a social exchange theory as a framework for thinking about social 
relationships (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959; Kelley & Thibaut, 1978). This 
theory emphasizes the interdependence of social relationships. It states 
that the quality of the outcomes experienced by two people engaged in a 
relationship depends on the behavior of both participants. Outcomes, the 
consequences of specific acts, are a joint function of the r~wards experi
enced from a particular set of behaviors and the costs required to carry out 
those behaviors. By reward, Thibaut and Kelley mean any event that 
results in the experience of pleasure, satisfaction, or gratification. Costs 
are any factors-such as effort, embarrassment, or anxiety-that inhibit 
or make more difficult the carrying out of a set of behaviors. The outcome 
from a particular set of behaviors is the result of the rewards from the 
behavior minus the costs required to carry it out. 

How a person evaluates the favorableness of an outcome is an 
individual, subjective matter. Thibaut and Kelley propose that people 
use a judgmental standard, termed the comparison level (CL), in their 
relationships with others. The CL is an internal standard based upon prior 
experiences in similar relationships, observations of the outcomes others 
seem to experience in their relationships, and any other information that 
affects what a person feels he or she deserves. Outcomes can be greater or 
less than the CL. The extent to which the outcomes of a relationship 
exceed a person's CL defines the degree of goodness they will be felt to 
possess. A person experiencing such good outcomes will be rewarded by 
and attracted to the relationship. Conversely, outcomes that fall below the 
person's CL will create dissatisfaction in direct relation to how far below 
the CL they fall. Satisfaction with a relationship will increase as the 
outcomes obtained get better and will decrease as the outcomes obtained 
get worse. It is important to note that changes in satisfaction can occur in a 
second 'way-by shifts in the CL. For example, satisfaction can be 
increased by information that lowers the CL. Satisfaction with a room
mate, thus, would be increased by merely hearing about the poor out
comes experienced by students down the hall. The weighting of the CL 
by others' outcomes may be one reason why people seem so fasci_nated 
with the misfortunes of comparable others. Tne miseries of others will 
lower the CL, making a constant level of outcomes seem more satisfying 
(Wills, 1981). 

I 



In order to represent interdependence, Thibaut and Kelley use an 
outcome matrix. A given dyadic (two-person) relationship can be visu
alized as a grid formed by the intersects of the behavioral sequences each 
person can enact. The outcomes each person experiences or expects to 

experience are placed in the cells of the intersects. The values of the 
outcomes are usually represented by numbers; the higher the number, 
the more satisfying the outcome. If you now turn to Figure 9.10, you will 
see examples of three outcome matricies. In each instance, the dyad 
consists of a husband (H) and wife (Hl). For the sake of the example, they 
are restricted to two choices-(!) playing tennis or (2) playing bridge. In 
the first situation, only the husband's outcomes are entered. His out
comes are alwavs shown below the diagonal line crossing each cell. From 
the matrix, we can tell that the husband would get a good outcome (6 

units) if he chose to play tennis (H /)and his wife also chose tennis (WI). 
He would get a poor outcome (0) if he chose tennis (H /) and his wife 
chose to plav bridge (H'2). In the same wav, if he chose to play bridge 
(H2), he would get a good outcome if his wife also chose to play bridge 
( W2) and poor outcomes if she chose to plav tennis (WI). While the 
example is trivial. the representation of interdependence is not. The 
husband's outcomes are determined not solely by his own choices but by 
his choice plus the choice of his partner. Interdependence implies that 
joint acts are needed to generate particular outcomes. 

In situations 2 and 3 (Figure 9.10), the husband's outcomes remain 
unchanged. In situation 2, the wife's outcomes have been added so that 
thev match his. Both get good outcomes when thev play tennis or bridge 
together and poor outcomes when they engage in differ<~nt games. This 
particular outcome pattern is labeled cooperation because both people can 
simultaneously obtain their best outcomes. This is generally the case 
when preferences or the outcomes experienced are svnchronized. The 
major interpersonal problem that requires solution is how to coordinate a 
switch in choices. We would obviously expect high satisfaction from 
couples whose outcomes are patterned as in situation 2. Situation 3 is 
quite different. Now the wife obtains her best outcomes when she plays 
tennis or bridge without her husband, while joint activities still bring him 
his best outcomes. This outcome array is accurately termed competition 
because what is best for one person is worst for the other. (\Vhen two 
persons or two teams are actually competing, it also means that what is 
best for one side is worst for the other.) The interpersonal problems for 
people involved in competitive relationships are more severe than for 
those in cooperative ones because there are no choices that will permit 
both people to obtain their best available outcomes. The most evident 
solution to this interpersonal conflict is for the couple to trade off so that 
each person has a turn at obtaining their best outcomes. Such agreements 
can become norms fl.:· the couple, helping to stabilize their decisions, but 
the average outcomes obtained from such relationships will still be lower 
than those obtained in comparable cooperative relationships. Even in a 
simple two-choice matrix, many tvpes of outcome patterns are possible. 
From any outcome array, it is possible to determine the extent to which 
each participant possesses control and influence in the relationship (Kel
ley, 1979). 

We have now discussed how the outcomes people obtain from 
rel31t'.onships are a joint function of the behaviors they and their partners 
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Figure 9.10 

Three examples of the matrix 
representation of outcome 
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enact and that people are attracted to relationships that provide outcomes 
above their CLs. What then can be said about the conditions under which 
relationships end? Do people end relationships when their outcomes fall 
below their CLs and they are dissatisfied? Thibaut and Kelley answer this 
question with a no. They say that someone ends a relationship when the 
outcomes experienced in it drop below the outcomes expected in the next 
best alternative relationship. They term the standard used for judging the 
next best alternative relationship the romparison le1)d for alternatives 
(CLa11). Like the CL, it is a summarv point, but it refers to the average 
outcomes that would be obtained in the next best alternative relationship, 
including the costs of entering the new relationship. Although the value 
of the CLalr is usuallv determined bv what is expected from an actual 
person, it can also represent the value placed on being alone. Being alone 
is always an alternative to any voluntarv relationship. 

By distinguishing the CL from the CLalr• Thibaut and Kelley (1959) 
account for why people remain in relationships that are not satisfying as 
well as why people leave relationships that are satisfying, A person who 
feels that outcomes from a particul~r relationship are quite poor will 
continue that relationship if the CL"'' is perceived to be even worse. 
Individuals will suffer grumpy tennis or marriage partners so long as no 
better alternative partner is available. Conversely, satisfving relationships 
may end if someone believes a better alternative partner is available. 
Thibaut and Kelley do not mean to imply that meaningful relationships 
are severed lightly. They recognize that mutuallv involving, intimate 
relationships typically are based on agreements to stop looking for alter
natives. The increased mutual commitments associated with moving from 
dating to an engagement to marriage can be seen as progressions in the 
formalitv with which the legitimacv of alternati\·es is rejected. 

Growth and Decline of Relationships The concepts provided by social 
exchange theory are useful in describing the changing nature of rela
tionships as they develop from the point of initial contact between indi
viduals to a level of intense and intimate involvement. Most relationships, 
of course, stabilize far from intimate levels of exchange and provide 
modest rewards for modest investments of attention, time, and energy, 
!\Jany, such as business relationships, may be quite superficial and serve 
onlv to facilitate the attainment of some goal external to the relationship 
itself. 

George Levinger and J. Diedrick Snoek have suggested a frame
work for describing the development of relationships based upon social 
exchange principles (Levinger & Snoek, 1972). This framework points to 
the degree of involvement as the crucial distinguishing characteristic of 
various types of relationships. Levinger and Snoek describe three major 
levels of involvement, beginning with the most superficial level, unilateral 
awareness (Figure 9, 11 ). At this stage, one person notices the other and 
may make some judgments evaluating the characteristics of the other. At 
the level of unilateral awareness, before any interaction occurs, overt 
characteristics such as physical attractiveness may be particularly impor
tant. These act as indicators which help a person make assessments as to 

whether the relationship with the other will be rewarding in the future. 
Many of the attraction studies discussed in the previous section describe 
this stage of a relationship. 



The next level of involvement. su1fare contact. occurs when the two 
ir,dividuals begin to interact (Figure 9. l l ). Tvpicalh·. these interactions 
are governed by general cultural norms specifying appropriate behavior 
and social etiquette. These interactions allow the individuals to "explore" 
the relationship bv sampling the outcomes each receives from the vario.us 
combinations of behaviors each is capable of performing. At this level, a 
particularly important function is served bv the process of self-disclosure. 
Self-disclosure is the process through which one person lets himself or 
herself be known by another. The decisions ecich individual makes about 
revealing thoughts. feelings, and past experiences to the other have much 
to do with how far the relationship will de\elop. 

If the partners find their interaction in the ,.1rface contact stage 
rewarding and promising. the relationship mav progress to the stay;e of 
mutuality (Figure 9. l 1 ). At this sta,ge each indi,·idual begins to acquire 
·mme feelings of responsibilitv for the outcomes the partner receives in 
the relationship. Each now acts in such a wav as to maximize both his or 
her own and the partner's outcomes. The cultural norms and rules of 
etiquette which governed the interaction in the earlier srages are replaced 
in the state of mutualitv bv norms more specific t~J the particular rela
tionship. Some of these norms mav be quite general: "\Ve should be 
honest with each other." Other norms are quite specific: "Bill shouldn't 
be teased about his bald spot." 

Just as relationships mav develop through successively greater levels 
of involvement. they may also deteriorate and decline. The actual level of 
rewards experienced in the interaction mav decrease as a result of diverg
ing interests or situational influences v.hich limit a partner's abiliry to 

provide rewards. The costs associated with producing behavior in the 
relationship may also increase. Finally. there mav be changes in the 
standai-ds bv which the participants evaluate the outcomes experienced in 
the relationship. An increase in the comparison le,-el of one of the 
participants results in decreased satisfaction with the outcomes even 
though. objectivelv, these outcomes remain the same as before. The 
decreased satisfaction with the relationship caused bv anv of these factors 
will be reflected in less intimate disclosures. lessened concern with the 
quality of the partner's outcomes, and increasingh· formal interactions 
characteristic of lower levels of involvement. 

JUSTICE IN SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
Social exchange theory tells us that individuals do not evaluate the 
outcomes received from social interactions in absolute terms but compare 
them to some standard of satisfactory outcomes-the CL. For example. 
we would not expect a millionaire to be as excited as a poor man about a 
gift of a 10-dollar bill. In recent vears, social psvchologists have become 
increasingly interested in the tendency of people to compare the out
comes received with standards representing what ought to be ("He doesn't 
deserve that" or "It just isn't fair"). Stat~ments such as these reflecl a 
concern with what is fair or just in social relationships. \luch research h,1' 
been directed at finding what these standards of fairness are and the 
manner in which persons respond to their violation. 

Gerald Leventhal (1976) suggests that three "justice rules" are 
employed most frequently as standards in making judgments about fair
ness in social relationships. These include a contributions rule, based upon 
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the investments each person makes in the relationship; a needs role, which 
reflects the relative needs of individuals; and an equality role, which 
requires that outcomes be distributed equally among participants in a 
relationship. Each of these fairness rules represents a standard against 
which a participant's outcomes in a relationship can be compared with 
what is "deserved." 

The Contributions Rule and Equity The contributions rule is most 
frequently identified with the concept of equity. According to the equity 
principle, a relationship will be considered fair when all individuals in
volved receive outcomes proportional to their respective contributions 
(inputs) to the relationship (Adams, 1965). Thus the concept of equity 
suggests that the distribution of outcomes in a relationship is judged to be 
fair when those individuals who contribute the most receive the greatest 
outcomes. There is no requirement .that the inputs of all participants be 
equal but only that the ratios of individuals' inputs and outcomes be 
equal. For example, since a physician's inputs in terms of cost and length 
of training are greater than those of a nurse, most people consider it fair 
that the physician is paid more and given greater prestige. 

Equity theory proposes that when individuals find themselves in an 
unfair, or inequitable, relationship, they will experience distress and will 
be motivated to eliminate the distress by restoring equity. Equity may be 
restored by either of two general strategies: restoring actual equity or 
restoring "psychological" equity (Waister et' al., 1978). Actual equity may 
be restored by altering the outcomes received or the inputs contributed by 
the participants i~ the relationship. For example, employees who feel 
they are being treated unfairly by an employer may reduce their inputs by 
working less or raise their outcomes by stealing from the company. 
Employees may restore psychological equity by altering their perception 
of the situation. For example, an employee may enhance the perceived 
outcome by saying something like, "Even if I'm not paid very much, I do 
enjoy my work." 

Equity undoubtedly functions as a widespread norm in our society. 
This is reflected in the economic system, which attempts to reward 
superior productivity, skill, education, and expertise with higher pay. 
The legal system, with the notion that punishment should fit the crime, 
has equity built into it. Naturally, in these situations individual views of 
what constitutes an equitable distribution are likely to differ. This results 
not only from different evaluations of outcomes but also from different 
opinions regarding what constitutes a valid input. For example, a young 
shop supervisor may believe that a B.A. degree gives him the right to 
more pay than a less educated and older coworker gets. The coworker, 
however, may believe that greater job experience is a more valid input. As 
a result, their respective evaluations of the fairness of their pay may be 
quite different even though both base their judgments on the equity 
principle. 

The Needs Rule and Social Responsibility A second justice rule states 
that outcom•;s should be distributed in accordance with the relati•.'e 
amounts of individual need. This justice rule is embodied in the norm of 
social responsibility, by which we are encouraged to respond to the legiti
mate needs of others. Under this rule, a fair outcome distribution is one 
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which meets people's legitimate needs to avoid hardship and suffering. 
The numerous charitable foundations, service organizations, and govern
ment welfare agencies attest to society's acceptance of this justice rule. 
On an individual level, several studies have demonstrated that partjci
pants do take the needs of others into account when forming perceptions 
of their deservedness. For example, Berkowitz and Daniels ( 1963) found 
that students worked harder at a task when they believed that it would 
benefit another student who needed their help. 

While the contributions, or equity, rule requires individuals to judge 
the relative inputs of each participant in a relationship, the needs rule 
requires judgments concerning the legitimacy of individual needs. If, for 
example, meeting the expressed needs of some person may be thought to 
be detrimental to that person in the long run, the need will not be judged 
legitimate. Thus a mother does not respond to her chifd's every request 
for candy, nor does the pharmacist respond to the addict's need for a fix. 
The legitimacy of an individual's need is also questioned when that 
person is seen as responslliTeror his or her own predicament. Thus needs 
are not so likely to be met if they appear to have occurred through the 
individual's own neglect, carelessness, or laziness. Unfortunately, there is 
evidence that we may see those who suffer as responsible for their fate 
more often than is warranted. For instance, Stokols and Schopler (1973) 
performed an experiment in which the subjects were asked to read a story 
about a young woman who had a premarital pregnancy and miscarriage; 
when the medical complications that resulted were described as serious, 
the subjects evaluated the woman more negatively than when less serious 
complications were described. So in instances like this, the more people 
suffer, the more they are perceived as responsible for their fate and the 
less legitimate their needs are considered! In other words, our perceptions 
sometimes lead to clear cases in which greater needs are perceived as less 
legitimate. As we all know, the social world is not always fair. 

The Equality Rule This rule states simply that outcomes should be 
distributed equally among the participants in a relationship, irrespective 
of individual contributions or needs. The equality rule is obviously the 
easiest to apply because it does not require the participants to make 
assessments of inputs or to judge the legitimacy of needs. Rather, inputs 
and needs are assumed to be equal or are considered irrelevant in deter
mining the proper outcome distribution. 

Weighting the Justice Rules Obviously, these three justice rules often 
conflict. For example, those individuals who would receive high out
comes under the needs rule are often those who are not able to contribute 
much in the way of inputs. Individuals whose poverty places them in 
great need of assistance often lack the education and skill that would 
allow them to make productive contributions. Similarly, application of the 
contributions and equality rules will result in the same outcome distribu
tion only when the inputs of all individuals are perceived to be equal. 
Consequently, the standard of fairn,,ess will vary depending upon the type 
of relationship and the situation. I~ general, the contributions rule seems 
to apply most often in those situations in which the emphasis is upon 
encouraging effective performance from the individuals involved in the 
relationship.. The needs rule is likely to be weighted more heavily when 
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there is a close, friendly relationship among the participants, especially 
when the individuals feel that others are dependent upon them. When 
the primary concern is maintaining harmony and avoiding conflict in the 
relationship, the equality rule will be applied. The relative simplicity of 
the equality rule is also an advantage when the situation makes the 
assessment of contributions and needs difficult or ambiguous. 

Summary 

1. Social psychology is defined as the scientific study of the ways 
interaction, interdependence, and influence among persons affect 
their behavior and thought. 

2. Our perception of other people is a vety important factor in our 
behavior toward them. A person's cognitive framework determines 
how observed information will become extended to categories not 
under observation. Implicit personality theories, the assumed rela
tionships among traits, and stereotypes, or the cognitive categories 
defined by ethnic or demographic characteristics, are parts of the 
cognitive framework. The cognitive framework simplifies the proc
ess of forming impressions of others. 

3. Attributions, or inferences about the causes of other people's 
behavior, are based on observations of people doing things in given 
situations. Heider's "naive" psychology is concerned with the con
sequences of whether we attribute another's behavior to environ
mental or personal forces. Kelley's attribution theory emphasizes 
our use of consen5us information, consistency of behavior, and 
distinctiveness of behavior in making inferences about the internal 

I 

or external causes M another's behavior. Jones and Davis focus on 
how information a~out how another chooses to act, along with the 
consequences of those acts, form the bases for inferring personal 
dispositions. Many of the factors involved in making attributions 
about others also play a role in the process of forming self-attribu
tions. 

4. Socia! influence occurs when a person's behavior is changed 
because of another's intervention. Social facilitation, or the im
proved performance of an individual when in the presence of others. 
and imitation, or the copying of modeled behavior, are phenomena 
where the person intervening has no intention to influence. Social 
facilitation occurs most readily for strong responses in situatiom 
where the presence of others is motivating. 

5. People in groups tend to conform to group norms of thoughr 
and behavior Conformitv pressures can crcltte situations in whici-. 
the information obtained from personal modes conflicts with the 
information obtained from social modes. The. extent of an individ
ual's conforrnit\· is directlv related to the amount of weight given t·: 
social information C:mformity can also occur in response to the 
requests of an authc1ritv figure (obedience) and to rules or norn> 
governing behav1oc 
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6, Among the reasons for conformity are social comparison, es
pecially in ambiguous social situations; the desire to avoid social 
disapproval or punishment; and the need to be liked and accepted. 

7. Interpersonal attraction is an important part of social rela
tionships. Involved in interpersonal attraction are the factors of 
proximity, attitude similarity, and physical attractiveness. 

8. An important set of ideas about the development and mainte
nance of long-term social relationships is social exchange theory. 
This theory emphasizes the fact that two individuals engaged in a 
relationship become interdependent, or dependent on each other 
for the outcomes they experience in the relationship. The extent to 
which each person regards a particular outcome as favorable de
pends upon that person's comparison level-an internal standard 
based upon prior experiences and observations of the outcomes, 
experienced by others in similar relationships. A second standard, 
the comparison level for alternatives, determines whether an indi
vidual will continue or terminate a relationship. 

9. The growth of interpersonal relationships follows a path 
through various levels of involvement. Interpersonal relationships 
start with the stage of unilateral awareness. They then move 
through the stage of surface contact, in which interactions are gov
erned by general cultural norms and rules of etiquette, to the stage 
of mutuality, characterized by increasing concern for the partner's 
outcomes in the relationship. 

10. Three "justice rules" are employed most often as standards of 
fairness in social relationships. These include a contributions rule, 
based upon the investment each person makes in the relationship; a 

- needs rule, which reflects the relative needs of the individuals; and 
an equality rule, which requires that outcomes be distributed 
equally among the participants. Each of these rules represents a 
standard against which people's outcomes may be compared with 
what they are thought to "deserve." 

Terms to Know 

One way to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is meant by the following terms: 

Social psychology (342) 

Dyads (342) 

Focal person (FP) (342) 

Social influence (343, 353) 

Social perception (343) 

Attributions (343, 347) 

Impression formation (344) 

Cognitive framework (344) 

Implicit personality 
theory (345) 

Traits (345) 

Primacy effect (346) 

Stereotypes (346) 

Social stereotvpes (346) 

Personal forces (34 7) 

Environmental forces (347) 

Consistency (348) 

Consensus information (348) 

Distinctiveness (348) 

Noncommon effects (349) 
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Valence (351) 

Self-attributions (352) 

Social facilitation (354) 

Imitation (355) 

Social conformity/ 
conformitv (356) 

Personal modes (357) 

Social modes (357) 

Norms (358) 

Obedience (359) 

Social comparison (362) 

Proximity (367) 

Attitude similarity (368) 

Physical attractiveness (369) 

Social exchange theory (370) 

Outcomes (370) 

Comparison level (CL) (370) 

Comparison level for alternatives 
(CLa1,) (372) 

Unilateral awareness (372) 

Surface contact (373) 

Self-disclosure (373) 

Stage of mutuality (3 73 j 

Contributions rule (373, 374) 

Needs rule (374) 

, Equality rule (374, 375) 

Norm of social 
responsi~ility (374) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Detailed coverage of the topics included in this chapter can be found in 
any of the many social psychology texts now on the market. A number of 
excellent books have treated particular topics at a more advanced level. A 
conci~e and detailed presentation of theories is provided by M. E. Shaw 
and P. R. Costanzo in Theories of Social Psychology, 2nd ed. (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1982). The various functions of the cognitive framework. 
especially with respect to stereotypes, are comprehensively covered in 
A. G. Miller's (Ed.) In the Eye of the Beholder (New York: Praeger, 1982). 
Applications of social-perception concepts to the area of mental health. 
including presentation of original research, can be found in the book 
edited by G. Weary and H. L. Mirels, Integration of Clinical and Social 
Psychology (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982). An analysis of the 
influence techniques used in everyday relationships is clearly presented 
in R. B. Cialdini's Influence: Science and Practice (Glenview, IL: Scott. 
Foresman, 1985). 
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OW much we like or dislike something has much to do with determining 1 
our behavior toward that something. We tend to approach, seek out, or be 
associated with things we like; we avoid, shun, or reject things we do not 
like. Attitudes are simply expressions of how much we like or dislike 
various things. They represent our evaluations-preferences-toward a 
wide variety of attitude "objects." Our attitudes are based on informa-
tion. For example, people who favor the death penalty typically see it as a 
deterrent to crime and a just punishment. People who oppose it typically 
see the death penalty as a barbarian practice that does not deter crime. 
Because we 'can never know all the information available on any particular 
attitude object, our attitudes are always open to revision. Our lives are 
filled with opportunities for attitude change. We are bombarded with 
advertisements intended to increase our favorableness toward various 
products; we are constantly acquiring new information about other peo-
ple; and, near election time, we are flooded with information about 
political candidates. This chapter is concerned with the nature of at-
titudes, their measurement, and how they change and function. 

A consistent theme marks the progression of knowledge about at
titude formation and change. Most theories or ideas are initially an
nounced with a grand vision of universal applicability. As research grows, 
however, it becomes clear that the theories apply to some circumstances 
but not to others. As knowledge accumulates, we become better at iden
tifying the restricted conditions under which particular attitude processes 
will occur and the many factors that might bear on any situation. While 
such progressive refinements make the study of attitudes more difficult, 
they do bring us closer to the reality of how attitudes are formed and how 
they function to influence behavior. 

The Nature of Attitudes 

Suppose, after the first day of classes, you bump into a friend who asks 
you how your day has been. You might reply "I heard a wonderful lecture 
in my psychology class, ate lunch at an awful French restaurant, and stood 
in line for such a long time that I missed my favorite soap opera." You 
have described your day by expressing a series of attitudes. The defining 
characteristic of attitudes is that they express an evaluation of some object 
(Insko & Schopler, 1972; Petty & Cacioppo, 1981). Evaluations are 
expressed by terms such as liking-disliking, pro-anti, favoring-not favon·ng, 
and positive-negative. They are the feeling tone aroused by any attitude 
object. Attitudes can be formed about many things. The object of at
titudes can be entities (a lecture, a restaurant, a soap opera), people (my 
best friend, the President, myself), or abstract concepts (abortion, civil 
rights, foreign aid). Indeed, anything that arouses evaluative feelings 
qualifies as an object of attitudes. Some of this variety is displayed in 
Figure 10.1. It shows the attitudes held by a college sophomore toward 
various objects. You probably hold similar attitudes toward some of the 
objects and different attitudes toward others. 



By restricting the term attitudes to evaluations, we are distinguishing 
attitudes from beliefs, or opinions. Beliefs are cognitions, or thoughts, 
about the characteristics of objects. They link objects to attributes (Fish-· 
bein & Ajzen, 1975). Suppose your friend expresses a favorable attitude 
toward a presidential candidate, senator X. This attitude is probably 
associated with a number of specific beliefs about the candidate-that the 
candidate has a sound economic policy, will work to lower taxes, will help 
to prevent war, and so on. Beliefs, or opinions, are assessed by how likely 
they are to be true. In addition, we have evaluative feelings about beliefs 
and these will contribute to our attitude. For example, people who favor 
senator X's economic policies and who want to see taxes lowered and war 
prevented will have a favorable attitude toward the candidate, while 
people who oppose the senator's stands will be against the candidacy. A 
given attitude, thus, is often a summary of the evaluations made of 
different aspects of the attitude object. 

One reason attitudes are important is that they are thought to guide 
behavior. If you are favorable toward candidate X, you will be likely to 
vote for X. Some social psychologists have included attitude-relevant 
behavior as part of the definition of attitudes. We have not done this 
because it would hide an important question: What is the relationship 
between people's attitudes and their behavior in attitude-relevant situa
tions? Suppose vour acquaintance, Joe, expresses a very favorable attitude 
toward classical music. You have observed, however, that Joe never buys 
classical records, never listens to classical music on the radio, and has 
turned down free tickets to hear a touring symphony orchestra. If Joe's 
attitude toward classical music is defined by his positive verbal ex
pressions and his behavioral choices, you would have to add the positive 
expressions w:ith the negative behavioral instances of never choosing to 
hear classical music. Depending upon the weighting, Joe's attitude would 
be set as mildly positive or mildly negative. However, we prefer to say 
that Joe expresses a very positive attitude toward classical music, but his 
attitude is discrepant from his behavior. This seems to be not only more 
true to life but also more theoretically interesting. The relationship be
tween attitudes and behavior is by no means straightforward. It deserves 
its own section, and we will return to it later on in this chapter. 

It should now be clear that attitudes are individual expressions 
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toward various objects. The attitudes 
are represented from very favorable co 
very unfavorable; the ordering of 
objects across the page has no special 
meaning. 
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representing a summary of evalu:nions of an attitude object. The ex
pressions that one makes publicly to other~ are not always the same as the 
expressions one makes privately to oneself. It is reasonable to suspect that 
Joe's private attitude toward classical music is not nearly so positive as the 
one he publiclv expresses. White this aspect of attitudes is an annoyance 
to the people who attempt to measure them, it adds an intriguing element 
to the study of attitudes. 

The Measurement of Attitudes 

The scientific study of attitudes requires that they be measured. This 
means rhat people's evaluation of a given attitude object must be trans
lated into some number system. Many techniques are in current use. 
They vary from very simple to very complex. The simplest techniques 
permit us to place concepts, things, or people into a "favorable" or 
"unfavorable" category. The more complicated procedures are intended 
to measure degrees of favorableness or unfavorableness. The measure
ment which is "best" depends upon the purpose for doing the measure
ment. Simple measures are usually adequate for things such as predicting 
the outcome of a political election. On the other hand, understanding the 
impact of television on attitudes toward aggression. for example, usually 
requires more complicated measurement techniques. By far the most 
common method of measuring attitudes is the self-report method, in which 
people are asked to respond to questions by expressing their personal 
evaluations. But self-report methods have a drawback. As we know from 
the study of social conformity (Chapter 9, page 356), people may respond 
in terms of how they think others respond or how they think they "ought" 
to respond. The accuracy of the measurement is lowered if a person's 
public response differs from his or her private attitude. Social psychol
ogists have sought to solve this problem by finding indirect, behavioral 
measures of attitudes that are not directly under voluntary control. The 
search for such measures has typically involved physiological measures of 
one sort or another. Even though their usage has been limited, these 
techniques will be discussed after presentation of the self-report methods. 

SELF-REPORT METHODS 
Whenever you are asked to express your preferences to an interviewer or 
to write your evaluations of something on a long questionnaire, you are 
involved in a self-report method for measuring your attitude. We will use 
polling techniques to describe simple measurement methods and attitude 
scaling to describe more complicated techniques. 

Public Opinion (Attitude) Polling Public opinion polls are used either to 
predict somethini?; or to provide information. They are used to predict the 
outcomes of elections, the likelihood of buying a product, or the degree of 
public support for implementing new policies. They can also be used to 
provide information about the percentage of the population that supports 
(or opposes) the use of marijuana, the death penalty, or a low-cost housing 
project. The complexities of opinion polling can be reduced to four steps: 
(1) selecting a sample of respondents, (2) constructing the attitude items, 
(3) administering items to the sample, and (4) tabulating the results. 



Although our focus will be on the measurement decisions required in S(ep 
2, we will briefly comment ·on the other steps. 

The best way to predict how an election will come our is to ask 
everyone who will vote what candidate tlfey favor. Opinion polls, how
ever, do not work this way. In the fir<;t place, there is no way to know 
ahead of time, who will and who will not vote. The tarr;et population (all 
those voting in a particular election) cannot be accuratelv determined. In 
the second place, it is usualh too expensive to rnntKt an entire target 
population. Polls, therefore. draw samples of people from the population 
of interest. If the sample is perfectlv representati\e of the population. its 
results will accuratelv reflect the results for the entire population. There 
are many ways to sample a population. The key to accurate sampling is its 
randomness. Random sampling means that each person in the target popu
lation has an equal chance of being selected in the sample. The accuracy 
of polls depends upon the precision of the sampling procedures ~m
ployed. 

Attitudes are measured bY artitude items. For self-report measures, 
an attitude item consists of a question or statement about the ob1ect and a 
"format" for the response. The format can bf: either fixed, wnere the 
categories for the response arc named. or oprn-ended. where respondent5 
use their own words. This distinction is c.:,mparable to the difference 
between the multiple-choice and essav items that appear on class quizzes. 
Because fixed categories are easier to quantifr. thev are by far the most 
popular format for polls. Suppose we wished to conduct a po!! concerning 
people's attitudes toward the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA.\. Y~'e could 
do it by asking one question: "What are your feelings toward the ERA?" 
We could then use a fixed format with only c.vo categories for the 
response: "I am in favqr" or "I am opposed." Th::: pmhle"'l .,,,;th usir:g 
onlv two categories is that for any aLitude cb.;ect. scm.'.'. ~~upk wili be 
neutral 01 vvill not have any aaitude. (2ver. i;·. r2;i~r,ai presidemi<1l 
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Public opinion polls rely on people's 
wil!ingness to report their attitudes 
and opinions. (Gatewood/The Image 
Works, Inc.) 
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Table JO.I 

The attitudes of a sample of men and 
fJZ'omen toward the ERA. 

STRONGLY 
GROUP FAVOR 

WOMEN 

% 40.9 

Number 312 

MEN 

% 43.9 

Number 320 

---------------------------==•11111 

elections, a small portion of the eligible voters will never have 'heard of 
any of the candidates.) For our ERA poll, we would want to add a third 
category: "Not sure" or "No attitude." Table 10.1 presents the actual 
results of such a poll, administered to a national sample of about 1,500 
adults in October 1979. The actual poll measured two degrees of favor
ableness or opposition by including the terms strongly and somewhat. You 
can see that the percentage of favorable and unfavorable attitudes toward 
ERA is similar for men and women in this,-sample. 

The accuracy of polling results can be affected by the clarity of the 
questions asked. One should obviously avoid using difficult words, dou
ble negatives, ambiguous words, and confusing sentences. Despite such 
precautions, it is still possible to ask seemingly simple questions that are 
not understood in the way they were intended. Consider a study under
taken by Belson (1981) in London, England. 

Twenty-nine questions relating to_relevision were studied. They 
were constructed to be in keeping with typical polling questions 
while, at the same time, containing features which might be misun
derstood, as, for example, "ls television advertising time used prop
erly?" and "Do you think that children suffer any Ill effects from 
watching programmes with violence in them, other than ordinary 
Westerns?" The respondents were administered the questions in a 
traditional way. On the following day, however, the respondents 
were interviewed to find out how they had actually interpreted each 
question. The results were dramatic. None of the questions was 
understood as it was intended by more than 60 percent of the 
respondents. Many of the misunderstandings were ones likely to be 
overlooked by the people who construct questions. For example, 
the word "children" in the question cited above typically defines 
" ... the age range 4-14 years, or some extension of that range 
towards 2-17 years (p. 169)." Yet only 27 percent of the respondents 
thought of the lower age limit as anywhere between 3 and 6 years. 

A question that means different things to different respondents 
cannot provide accurate polling results. You will probably appreciate this 
difficulty more when you consider that it is similar to the problem con
tained in some multiple-choice items on psychology examinations. 

SOMEWHAT SOMEWHAT STRONGLY NOT 
FAVOR OPPOSE OPPOSE SURE TOTAL 

37.0 8.7 9.7 3.7 100% 

282 66 74 28 762 

32.0 9.4 112 3.5 100% 

234 69 82 26 731 

Source. From Harris 1979 Equal Rights Amendment Survey, no. 794022 (machine·readable data file) conducted by Louis Harris and Associates. Inc. 
New York: Lollis Harris and Associates, Inc. (producer), 1979; Chapel Hill, NC: Louis Harris Data Center, University of North Carolina (distributor). 



Attitude Scales An attitude scale attempts to obtain a precise measure of 
the extremity of people's attitudes. The accuracy of the measurement can 
be increased by using many items that are all related to the same issue. 
Attitude scales use such items. There are, however, only a limited 
number of ways one can directly ask about any attitude topic. After asK"ing 
"How much do you favor (or like) X?" there is not much room for 
additional items. The items on an attitude scale, therefore, inquire about 
things that are known to be related to the attitude topic. Typically, these 
involve a person's beliefs (page 383), or opinions, about the attitude 
object. People who are favorable toward something usually have a belief 
structure that is different from people who hold an unfavorable attitude. 
Certainly the American colonists who favored independence from Great 
Britain had many beliefs that differed from those who opposed separation. 
(See the opening page of this chapter.) 

Many standard attitude scales have been developed to measure 
attitudes concerned with the family, education, religion, health, sexual 
behavior, and international affairs. Robinson and Shaver (1973) present 
details on over 120 such scales. Many attitude scales are also constructed 
for specific purposes. To study marijuana use among high school stu
dents, for instance, a researcher would probably need to develop a special 
attitude scale. 

INVOLUNTARY BEHAVIORAL MEASURES 
Self report measures are accurate only to the extent that respondents are 
willing or able to report their attitudes correctly. While this may well be 
the case in most situations, accuracy could be increased if attitude indica
tors were discovered that were not under the voluntary control of the 
respondent. The search for such measures has often led to studying the 
body's physiological responses to attitude objects. Because the worth of 
these measures has not yet been established (Cacioppo & Sandman, 
1981), they will be discussed only briefly. 

Physiological Measures The galvanic skin response (GSR) was one of 
the first measures tried out. The GSR measures the electrical resistance 
of the skin. As described in Chapter 8, page 320, this resistance decreases 
when a person is emotionallv aroused. Although some research has been 
successful in relating GSR changes to the extremity of attitudes, it has 
never been possible to distinguish extremely favorable from extremely 
unfavorable attitudes; both extremes produce changes in the GSR. The 
issue is further clouded by the fact that other faccors, such as novelty, can 
result in GSR changes. 

Perhaps other indicators of arousal, such as the size of the pupil of 
the eye, might be used to gauge a person's attitude. Our eyes are reputed 
to be the "windows to our souls"; perhaps pupil size indexes the evalua
tions going on behind the "windows." In early work, expansion of the 
size of the pupil was found to accompany exposure to favorable stimuli, 
while contraction of the pupil was linked with exposure to unfavorable 
stimuli (Hess, 1965). However, successful demonstrations of the validity 
of this technique were soon outnumbered by research failures (Wood
mansee, 1970). Pupil size has not yet been established as a good way to 
measure attitudes. 

The most recent, and most promising, physiological measure in-
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rnlves electromyographic (EMG) recordings from the major facial mus
cles. The Et\1G records minute muscle movements. Drawin~ on work 
which showed that different patterns of facial-muscle activity were associ
ated with different emotions (Chapter 8, pJ,ge 311 ), Cacioppo and Petty 
(l 979) conducted an experirn.cnt to invcZligate attitudes. They showed 
that Elv1G activitv at different facial-muscle sites produced a pattern that 
distinguished positive from negative reactions to persuasive messages. 
Whether or not EMG recordings can distinguish degrees of positiveness 
and negativeness remains to be determined. 

Attitude Measures Based on Classical Conditioning In order to ac
quaint American psvchologists with the research on conditioning that was 
being conducted in th<'. Soviet lT nion, Gregory Razran (1961) wrote an 
extensive review. In the course of the review, brief mention was made of 
the Russian work on attitudes. 

A 13-vear-old boy, Yuri, was conditioned to salivate to the word 
''good" and to differentiate that sound from the word "bad." Upon 
completion of the conditioning, Yuri was read various sentences, 
and the saliva drops secreted in 30 seconds were counte.d. Presum
ablv the more Yuri salivated, the more positive was his attitude. For 
example, when he heard "The Fascists destroyed manv cities," he 
produced onlv two drops. Yuri salivated 24 drops, however, when he 
heard the statement, "The enemv army was defeated and annihi
lated." 

There has been little follow-up to this line of research. Its effectiveness is 
apparentlv extremelv limited. 

A FINAL WORD ON ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT 
In this section, we have focused primarilv on public opinion (attitude) 
polling in order to illustrate some of the issues involved in the measure
ment of attitudes. Public opinion polling, like most other attitude-mea
surement techniques, relies on the self-report of the respon'clents. One of 
the limits on the accuracy of self-report methods is the willingness and 
ability of respondents to express their attitudes. In order to obtain attitude 
measurements not under the voluntary control of respondents, the body's 
physiological responses have been investigated. Although the most recent 
research on electromyographic (EMG) recordings of the major facial mus
cles holds some promise, involuntary techniques have not, on the whole, 
proved to be successful. 

Attitude Theories 

A number of psychological theories have been suggested to explain how 
attitudes form and why thev change. The theories most frequently em
ployed can be categorized as either (I) learning theories, (2) consistency 
theories, or (3) cognitive-response theories. Examples of each will be 
discussed below. It should be r;oted that these different approaches are 
not contra{iictory but sirnplv focus on different factors which may affect 
the way ~ttitudes develop and change. 

11111111 



LEARNING THEORIES 
One of the first investigators to suggest that learning principles could be 
applied to attitudes was Doob (1947). He proposed that the principles of 
classical and instrumental conditioning could be used to explain .. the 
formation and change of attitudes in much the same way that they have 
been applied to overt behavior. Consider classical conditioning (Chapter 
4. page 140). On successive occasions, a neutral stimulus is paired with an 
unconditioned stimulus. Over time, the previously neutral stimulus may 
begin to elicit J response similar to that produced by the unconditioned 
stimulus. Objects. people. or events associated with pleasant experiences 
mav take on favorable evaluations, while those associated with unpleasant 
experiences mav be evaluated negativeiv. For example, in a series of 
trials. a word associated with the ending of a brief electrical shock will be 
rated more fan>rably than will a word associated with the onset of shock 
(Zanna et al. 1970). If the association with a particular object is irrelevant, 
our attitude can be "iliogical." Griffitt (1970) had people interact in small 
groups in either a comfortable room or one which was hot and uncomfort
able. When asked to rate how much thev liked the other people present in 
the room, indi\·iduals in the hot room reported liking the others less than 
did individuals in the comfortable room. In this manner, attitudes can be 

. formed simplv bv association. (See Figure 10.3.) 
Instrumental conditioning, in which the reward consequences of 

anv behavior shape its subsequent enactment (Chapter 4, page 147), is 
r;bviouslv relevant to attirnde formation and change. If vou express an 
attitude to a friend who then provides positive reinforcement (by smiling, 
nodding, or expressing approval). vour attitude is likely to be strength
ened. On the other hand, if your friend provides punishment (by frown
ing, disagreeing, or expressing disapproval), your attitude is likely to be 
weakened. Credit for demonstrating the potential of the instrumental 
conditioning of attirndes is given to Greenspoon (1955) who used verbal 
rewards to alter what people said. Specifically, Greenspoon rewarded the 
subjects' use of plural pronouns by saying "mm-hmm" each time a plural 
pronoun was used. Through this simple technique, the frequency of the 
expression of plural pronouns was increased. It was then an easy step to 

applv similar verbal-reinforcement techniques to altering attitudes in 
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Figure 10.3 

Attitudes can be formed simply by as
sociation. For example, unacquainted 

people in a pleasant room will associate 
the pleasant situation with the people 

in it and will have more positive at
titudes toward each other than people 

in an unpleasant, crowded subway. 
(Left, Ellis Herwig/Stock, Boston; right, 

Donald C. Dietz/Stock, Boston.) 
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Figure hJ.4 
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laboratorv settings. Most of these studies involved engaging participants 
in an interview situation during which thev were asked to make com
ments on both sides of some controversial issue. The experimenter then 
reinforced the expression of statements in one direction (in the favorable 
direction for some participants and the unfavorable for others) by nod
ding. smiling, saving "good," or othemise showing approval. Many of 
these studies showed an increase in the frequency of statements made in 
the reinforced direction over the course of the interview. Furthermore, 
when their attitudes were tested after the interview, it was found that 
manv of the participants had changed their attitudes in the direction of 
the reinforcement and that this change seemed to persist over time. 

Ir should be evident that instrumental conditioning will be es
pecial!\· important in social influence situations involving interactions 
with others (Chapter 9. pp. 353-366). \lembership and acceptance in 
particular groups is often contingent l~pon the attitudes one expresses. 
Peer groups such as clubs, unions, sororities. fraternities, and churches 
differentialh· reinforce the expression of certain attitudes relevant to the 
group. Parents mav often give or withhold rewards and approval con
tingent upon the attitudes expressed bv their children. This may be the 
chief reason why a high degree of similaritv exists between the attitudes 
of parents and children on certain topics. A study of high school seniors 
and their parents, reported hv Jennings and Niemi (I 968), produced 
tvpical results. The greatest agreement was on religious affiliation: 74 
percent of the seniors had the same religious affiliation (Protestant, Cath
olic, or Jewish) as their parents, and onlv a negligible percentage had 
activeh· shifted to another religion. While not as strong, a comparable 
agreement "vas found in political partv affiliation. l\loving hack a whole 
generation. verv similar results were obtained for the parents' agreement 
with their own parents. 

CONSISTENCY THEORIES 
A second group of attitude theories focuses on the individual's attempt to 

maintain consistencv among the numerous attitudes he or she holds. 
Perhaps the most influential of these theories is balance theorv (Heider. 
1958). 

Balance Theory In its simplest form, balanCf theory involves the relations 
between a person and two attitude objects. The three elements are 
connected by either favorable (good, liking, or positive) attitudes or 
unfavorable (bad, disliking, or negative) attitudes. The structure formed 
bv the relations among the elements may be balanced or unbalanced. To 
illustrate these points, we have drawn some attitude structures that might 
occur in the mind of someone called Mary (Figure 10.4). Mary and her 
friend (favorabie link), Bob, are discussing their attitudes toward Candi
date X. In the first diagram, Mary is favorable toward X and learns that 
Bob is also favorable. In the second diagram, both Mary and Bob are 
unfavorable toward Candidate X. In both instances, Mary's attitude struc
ture is balanced because she holds the same attitude as someone she 
likes. In general, a balanced state is one in which the elements fit 
together harmoniously. In this same vein, if you have two friends who are 
not acquainted, you probably assume that they will like each other once 
they are introduced. Or if you dislike someone, you will assume your 
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friend will also dislike that person. "My enemy's enemy is my friend" was 
the title of an experiment documenting this point (Aronson & Cope, 
1968). 

The basic tenet of balance theory is that there is a tendency .. to 
maintain or restore balance in one's attitude structures. Unbalanced struc
tures are somehow uncomfortable or unpleasant. The third diagram in 
Figure 10.4 illustrates an unbalanced state. \larv and her friend now hold 
different views of Candidate X. In this instance, balance theory predicts 
that Mary will trv to restore balance by changing one or more of her 
attitudes. She mav change her attitude toward Candidate X, or she may 
decide she no longer likes Bob. She mav also attempt to restore balance 
bv trving to persuade Bob to change his attitude toward Candidate X. 
Balance theorv predicts how attitudes will change in order to create a 
balanced structure. Ir also recognizes some solutions other than attitude 
change to the problems of unbalanced structures. Balance theor\, for 
instance, would be satisfied if \lar\· and Bob merelv agreed not to discuss 
Candidate X. Agreeing to disagree is a time-honored way of minimizing 
the tension of unbalanced states bv rendering them irrelevant to the 
interpersonal relationship. \lanv studies have demonstrated that people 
express a preference for balanced structures and "fill in" incomplete 
structures in such a wav as to maintain balance. \.Tevertheless, most of us 
do hold inconsistent attitudes. Ba lance theorv does not predict that im
balance will alwavs be resoh·ed-onlv that there is a tmdenry toward 
balance and that unbalanced structures produce tensions and discomfort. 

Cognitive Dissonance In 1957 Leon Festinger published his theor\· of 
rognitive dissonanre. Like balance theorv, the focus of cognitive dissonance 
theorv is on individuals, who are assumed to strive for harmony (ronso
nanre) among the elements in their cognitive, or thought, structures. The 
creation of dissonance, similar to<the creation of imbalance. is thought to 
be distressful and to motivate the person to restore consonance. The 
creation of dissonance, however, can occur under a wider set of circum
stances than can the creation of imbalance. For Festinger, anv two related 
cognitive elements will be dissonant if they do not fit together because 
they violate general logic or the person's crxpectations. It is consonant to 
favor Candidate X and to give public support to his candidacy, but it is 
dissonant to favor X and to speak against him publicly. Similarly,. the 
cognitive element "Smoking is a health hazard" is consonant with the 
cognitive element "I do not smoke," but it is dissonant with being a 
smoker. The amount of dissonance created depends upon the importance 
of the elements to the person and the extent to which the elements do not 
fit. The magnitude of dissonance increases as importance and lack of fit 
become greater. 

There are two major ways for a person to reduce dissonance: ( 1) to 
change one of the cognitive elements or (2) to add a new cognitive 
element. The smoker who hears of the link between smoking and health 
can stop smoking or can choose not to believe the link. If neither of these 
changes in cognitive element is made, the smoker may add a new ele
ment, such as switching to filter cigarettes. 

With these examples in mind, we can add a further requirement for 
the arousal of dissonance. A person will experience dissonance only if 
some unstated assumption about that person's self-concept is met. For 
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example, if you speak against a candidate you privately favor, you will 
experience dissonance only if you see yourself as being truthful. Simi
larly, it is only smokers who see themselves as health conscious who will 
experience dissonance if they believe the smoking-health link and con
tinue to smoke. The exampks would not apply to people who saw 
themselves as liars or as being indifferent to their own health. 

Festinger thought that one of the special appeals of dissonance 
theory was that it made predictions which were not obvious or in keeping 
with folk wisdom. One of the early tests of the theory, for example, was 
conducted in the area of counterattitudinal roleplaying. As the name 
suggests, counterattitudinal roleplaying involves situations in which people 
express attitudes publicly that are opposite to their private attitudes. 
People on debating teams or actors are often in such situations, but the 
rest of us also face them from time to time. 

It has been shown that engaging in counterattitudinal roleplaying 
may have the effect of changing the private attitude in the direction of the 
public position taken. The application of dissonance theory to this area 
revolves around how much reward people are offered to engage in the 
counterattitudinal roleplaving. The dissonance prediction is that the less 
people are offered as an inducement to agree to counterattitudinal 
roleplaying, the more they will change their private attitudes. The large 
reward introduces a new cognitive element-it justifies the discrepant 
behavior and requires no more thought. The famous athletes and movie 
stars who are paid much to appear in television commercials should not 
change their private attitudes because of the favorable things they are 
saying about some product. When someone expresses discrepant attitudes 
for minimal rewards, however, the dissonance created cannot be redu<ed 
by reference to a large reward. If the public expression cannot be denieLl, 
it is likely that the private attitude will be changed in the direction of the 
publicly expressed attitude (F estinger & Carlsmith, 1959). Subsequent 
research has shown that the dissonance prediction works best when the 
people in the low-reward condition believe they have exercised free 
choice in doing the public advocacy and that the advocacy has had an 
impact on those who heard it. Most recently, Cooper and Mackie (1983) 
have shown that the topic for the public advocacy should not be central to 
a person's membership in an important group. 

Dissonance theory has had numerous applications. One such ap
plication is to situations in which people have expended different degrees 
of effort in order to gain an identical outcome. Consider people who 
undergo initiation ceremonies to join a group that turns out to be disap
pointing. You might think that people who have endured a hard (com
pared to easy) initiation would be less favorable toward the group. 
Dissonance theorv, however, makes the opposite prediction (Aronson & 
Mills, 1959). Knowledge of the difficult initiation is dissonant with the 
perception that the group is not outstanding. If the difficulty of the 
initiation cannot be denied, the dissonance will be resolved by the adop
tion of a more favorable attitude toward the group. 

COGNITIVE-RESPONSE APPROACHES 
The attitude theories discussed so far have tried to account for attitude 
formation or change by how the recipient of a message deals with new 
information. The new information is important either because it mediates 



learning effects or because 1c creates inconsistencies the recipient needs to 

resolve. Cognitive-response approaches do not contradict these theories. 
Instead, they focus on the fact that the recipient does more than react to 
the external information; the recipient also generates thoughts about the 
information. These thoughts can increase, neutralize, or even reverse 'the 
intended impact of the information. The next time you watch television 
commercials, jot down the private thoughts you have. Do the commer
cials you like generate different types of thoughts than the commercials 
you do not like? 

Although various social psychologists have suggested that a recip
ient's cognitive responses are important determiners of attitude change, it 
was Greenwald (1968) who gave the label cognitive mponse analysis to 

these approaches. Greenwald suggested that when people receive a per
suasive message, they relate the information in the message to their 
existing store of knowledge. From this point of view, recipients do not 
merely process information passively; they actively react to the informa
tion with their own personal thoughts. It is, of course, just as impossible 
to observe another person's inner thoughts as it is to observe his or her 
private attitudes. In order to measure thoughts, Greenwald asked the 
subjects in his experiments to write down their thoughts immediately 
after hearing a persuasive communication. These thoughts were then 
coded. For example, how many thoughts favored the communication, and 
how many opposed it? In general, as the number of favorable thoughts 
increased, so did the degree of attitude change. The physiological mea
sures discussed in a previous section (page 387) have also been used to 

measure cognitive responses to various communications. 
Cognitive-response approaches also emphasize the role of the per

son's cognitive organization in determining how information is inter
preted, remembered, and retrieved. This approach appears to be ex
tremely promising in adding to our understanding of attitude processes. 

Factors in Attitude Change 

Research testing attitude change typically focuses on the immediate 
effects that occur after people are presented with new information. Such a 
format is well suited for laboratory research, where testing the effects of a 
few variables requires ignoring many more. However, the formation and 
change of attitudes in the daily world is part of the ongoing process of 
living. Attitude formation and change occur in the context of existing 
interpersonal relationships, group memberships, and particular situations; 
and they span various time periods. Sometimes the amount of attitude 
change is extreme. The mass media have often dramatized such change 
when it was coercively induced-for example, the brainwashing of Amer
ican soldiers captured during the Korean war, the kidnapping of Patty 
Hearst, and the teenage "conversions" by radical religious groups. How
ever, extreme changes of attitude do not require coercion. This point is 
illustrated in Application 10.1, which summarizes the way one man re
called the events leading to his attitude change. 

Whether extreme or moderate, fast or slow, it is possible to identify 
the basic units involved in attitude change processes. Indeed, the basic 
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EXTREME ATTITUDE CHANGE 
A CASE HISTORY 

This 1s the story Claiborne P Ellis recounted 1n 1nter
v1ews w:th Studs Terkel (1980). Ellis describes his 
1ourney from childhood to becoming president of the 
Durham, NC, chapter of the Ku Klux Klan to becom
ing the regional business manager of the International 
Union of Operating Engineers. The story illustrates a 
series of attitude changes. Ellis began by hating 
blacks, Jews. and Catholics and ended by evaluating 
members of these groups by their 1nd1vidual behavior 
You should recognize elements of each of the theories 
discussed so far. although no single theory will fit all of 
the events. 

Ellis was born in Durham, N.C. His family strug
gled constantly with poverty, and many of his early 
memories involve the economic depression of the 
1930s. He was very close to his father, who worked 
during the week in a textile mill but drank a great deal 
on weekends. When C. P was around 17 years old 
and 1n about" the eighth grade, his father died. C P 
had to leave school to help support his family. He took 
a series of low-skilled 1obs and eventually borrowed 
$4,000 to buy a service station. By then he had mar
ried and was working · .. my butt off and just never 
seemed to break even" (p. 202) Two months before 
the final loan payment was due, he had a heart attack. 
Despite his wife's efforts, the service station was lost 
He had been taught " to abide by the law, go to 
church, do right and live for the Lord, and everything'll 
work out. But 1t didn't work out" (p. 202) The continu
ing failure to lift his family into minimal economic se
curity turned a smoldering bitterness into hatred. He 
wanted to blame something for his failures and soon 
found a convenient group as a target. 

While Ellis owned the service station, he was 
invited to join the Ku Klux Klan. It was an opportunity 
he seized eagerly because "It gave me an opportunity 
to be part of something" (p. 202). Not only did he feel 
the glow of belonging to a group, but also his long
standing sense of inferiority began to disappear. The 
interview is sprinkled with references to feelings of low 
self-esteem, especially centering around the feeling 
that people were laughing at him and his father for 
their shabby clothes or lack of formal education. His 
father had baen a member of the Klan, and Ellis was 

.JO.I 
well versed in their attitudes. The Klan hated blacks. 
Jews, and Catholics. And so did Ellis. He quickly rose 
through various offices to the presidency of the local 
chapter. Because the civil rights movement was be
coming active in Durham at this time, Eilis's hatred 
was directed mostly at blacks. In particular, he felt a 
purple rage at a woman named Ann Attwater, who 
seemed involved 1n every boycott and demonstration 
he went to watch. 

Although the Klan 1s notorious for prptecting the 
anonymity of its members, Ellis unashamedly brought 
the local chapter out into the open. He began attend
ing meetings of the city council and county comm1s
s1oners to represent the Klan s objection to any 
change. He and his group had numerous confronta
tions with representatives of the black community at 
various board meetings. Members of these boards 
began calling him to ensure his presence at meetings 
involving critical issues. These members would not 
publicly agree with the attitudes of the Klan, but they 
privately sharea these views. The people who ca!led 
to praise him, however, also avoided him in public. 
While searching for an explanation for this inconsist
ency. he began to reconsider his role. It struck him 
that he was being used. "As a result of our fighting one 
another, the city council still had their way. They didn't 
want to give up control to the blacks nor to the Klan" 
(p. 205). It was at this point that Ellis recalls doing 
" some real serious thinkin' " Although he was be
coming convinced of the correctness of his beliefs 
about being used, he could not persuade other Klans
men. HiYhad to struggle with the inconsistency on his 
own, and it caused him many a sleepless night. 

During this period, a critical event occurred. The 
state AFL-CIO received a federal grant to assist them 
in finding solutions to the racial problems in the public 
schools. To his amazement, Ellis was asked to join a 
representative citizens' panel to discuss these prob
lems. As soon as he- learned that members of the 
black community would also be invited, he refused the 
invitation by saying "I am not going to be associated 
with those types of people" (p. 206). On a whim, 
however, he attended the first evening meeting. Many 
of the participants, including Ann Attwater, were famil
iar to him because of past confrontations. The moder
ator of the meeting was a black man who encouraged 
everyone to speak freely. During the meeting, Ellis did 
just that, repeating his extreme antiblack attitudes. To 
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his surprise, some of the black members. who did not 
agree with a single one of his attitudes, praised him for 
his honesty in expressing his views. Eiiis's involvement 
in the group began to grow. On the ttmd night. with 
backing from some of the black partic1par%, ne was 
elected co-chairperson of the group, along with Ann 
Attwater. 

Despite much mutual reluctance. Ellis and Att
water agreed to put aside their personal differences 
and to work toward the common goal of finding solu
tions. Through their Joint work, they began to see many 
similarities between themselves. Their efforts to recruit 
more panelists from among members of their respec
tive groups were met with the same suspicion and 
re1ection. Furthermore, the children of both had come 
home from school 1n tears. Eiiis's child was ridiculed 
by his teacher for being the son of a KlansP1::iri. w'1ile 
Attwater's child was ridiculed by her teacher for be1rig 
the daughter of an activist. The discovery of such 
commonalities and their JOint work led Ellis to a feeling 
of respect and liking for Attwater. Through their lead
ership, the panel agreed on a number of resolutions. 
Although the school board did not 1mpler,>ent any cf 
them. ihe panel members r1ad worked together effec
tively 

Eiiis's attitudes did not change immediately. His 
initial salt-justification for working on the panel was 
that school integration was the law and that all people 
should be law-abiding. In the hope of implementing 
the panel's,.recommendations, he ran (unsuccessfully) 
for the school board. He was still associated with the 
Klan, but he did not campaign for Klan themes. His 
rlatform was simply that before making any decisions, 
he would listen to the voice of all of the people. The 
campaign brought him into contact with many blacks. 
At long last. he began seeing people as individuals. 
With this change came a sense of rebirth. He no 
longer had sleepless nights and enrolled in an eve
ning program that resulted in his receiving a high 
school equ1valency diploma. During this period, he 
helped to organize the first labor union at his place of 
employment. He now felt that management was using 
the poor to retain profits and power. When the oppor
turnty arose. he gladly switched his career to labor
un1on work, where he felt he could help the poor, both 
black and white. 
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units involved in an arrirude-chanl!,e sequence are ve1' simiiar to those 
invoh·ed in a social-influence sequence (sec Chapter 9, especiallv Figure 
9.4. page .l.'i3). Social influence can be described c1s an agent making an 
inten·cnrion toward some focal person (FP): arritudc change minimalh 
involves a source sending a message toward some FP. In both instances, 
the research centers on identit\ing the factors that will produce a change 
following the inte1'·emion or the message. The buik of the research on 
attitude change can be convenienrlv categorized bv whether it looks at 
characteristics of (1) the source, (2) the message, or (3) the person receiv
ing the message. These three categories will organize our discussion of 
the various factors that contribute to attitude change. 

SOURCE OF THE MESSAGE 
1\1essages must originate somewhere-from a person (the President), a 
group (the Sierra Club), or an institution (the Supreme Court). The 
originator of the message is known as the source, and various charac
teristics of the source can affect the impact of the message. The source's 
credibility and attractiveness have been shown to be particularlv impor
tant. 

Credibility The more reasons we have to believe the pefson sending a 
message, the more likely we are to be persuaded b) it. Consider some 
messages you may have received in the past: "Those spots on your face 
are chicken pox," "If you don't get a new radiator, your engine will ce 
ruined in 200 miles," or '·Purple ''a wor«.lerfoi VJlor for vou " \Vhelher or 
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Figure 10.5 

Products linked with. physically attrac
tive people become more desirable. 

(Courtesv Jordache Enterprises, Inc., 
. New York.) 

not you are persuaded by these messages wili depend, in part, upon the 
credibility of the source. The messages are more likely to be persuasive if 
they come from, respectivelv, your familv physician, ),·our regular me
chanic, and your best friend than if thev come from a bus driv.er, a used
car salesman, or a store owner who has overstocked on purple shirts. 
There are two main aspects to credibility-expertness and trust
worthiness. Expertness is special knO\dt'.dge and skills. We judge ex
pertness by whether or not ,~-c think the source knows what he 'or she is 
talking about. Trustworthiness revoh es around the truthfulness of the 
source. It is judged by whether the source has any special interest in 
persuading us. has been consistent in past expressions of attitudes, and 
has usuallv been objective. Expertness and trustworthiness are often 
interrelated. High expertness frequentlv goes hand in hand with trust
\Vorthiness. 

In general, research has shown that messages attributed to highiY 
credible sources are more persuasive than are those attributed to sources 
with low crcdibilitv. In an ea riv example of this tvpe of research, Hovland 
and Weiss (1951) had subjects read messages about the practicalitv uf 
plans for building an atomic-powered submarine. \\'hen the messages 
were attributed to the pll\sicist J. Robert Oppenheimer, thev were more 
persuasive tlHn when thev \Vere attributed to the Russi~n newspaper 
Prm·rla. From the beginning, however. the generalitv of the credibilit\ 
effect was found to be clearh limited. \lcssages attributed to the highh 
credible Oppenheimer were more persuasive immediatelv ,1fter the mes
sage. \\'hen the subjects were retested 2 weeks later, the difference had 
disappeared, and the degree of change was comparable between subjecro 
who had the message linked to cl source with high or lcrn credibilitv. 
Current research on source credibilitv continues the attempts to identih 
the exact circumstances under which it contributes to attitude change. 

Attractiveness It seems intuitively reasonable that increases in source 
credibility acid Lv :; message's persuasiveness. A source's credibilitv pro-



vides some information about the reliability of the information contained 
in the message. But why should a source's attractiveness make a dif
ference? It adds no obviously useful information to the content of the 
message. Yet even a brief sampling of television commercials will quickly 
show you that many advertising agencies are convinced that linking their 
product to attractive people is an effective strategy. The people in these 
commercials are often physically attractive, likable, or similar to us. (See 
Figure 10.5.) For better or worse, the designers of commercials are 
correct. People who are attractive to us are more likelv to ~way us than are 
those who are not. The effectiveness of attractiveness has been shown for 
physical attractiveness (Chaiken, 1979), likabilitv (Eagly & Chaiken, 
1975), and similarity (Dembroski et al. 1978). Such findings are certainlv 
in keeping with balance principles (page 390). If we are attracted to 
someone who likes X, the requirements of balance are met if we also 
like X. 

CONTENT OF THE MESSAGE 
Even if the word is not always more powerful than the sword, it is the 
most frequent means for persuasion. l\lessages contain words and other 
symbols that convey information. Persuaders of all sorts spend countless 
hours on their messages to make them successful in changing attitudes. 
\Vhat can be done to messages to increase their effectiveness? 

Suggestion Advertisers and propagandists often reh; on SUJ!f!.estion. the 
uncritical acceptance of a statement. They design their messages in hopes 
that people will accept a belief, form an attitude, or be incited to action by 
someone else's say-so, without requiring facts. 

Perhaps the most common form of suggestion is prestige suggestion, in 
which the message appeals to people's regard for the source· s status or 
prestige. Advertisers frequentcy hire famous people to suggest directly 
that their products are the best. In a similar vein, speakers can link 
themselves with prestigious persons to gain acceptance of their message. 
Politicians frequently find ways to mention Abraham Lincoln, John F. 
Kennedy, or other respected leaders to promote their ideas. As with the 
effects of the attractiveness of the source, such appeals are in keeping 
with balance-theory (page 390) considerations. 

Appeals to Fear Another method of persuading people is to try to scare 
them. Political candidates may claim that if the other side wins, the 
country will suffer high inflation, poorer services, or even war. The slogan 
"Speed kills," seen along many highways, is an attempt to scare people 
into observing speed limits. The same slogan has been cleverly used to 
warn people against the misuse of amphetamines (Figure 10.6). 

Are scare tactics effective in changing attitudes? The evidence is 
mixed. Up to a point, they tend to work. Fear of injury has induced many 
people to wear seat belts in automobiles. Fear of disease frequently 
impels people to get inoculations. Strong appeals to fear, however. may 
backfire if people respond to them with a reaction called defensive avoid
ance. This means that they avoid information put out by the commu
nicator or refuse to accept the communicator's conclusions. There is the 
story of the cigarette smoker who was so upset by newspaper accounts of -
the link between smoking and lung cancer that he stopped reading the 
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Figure 10.6 

:'\ppcals to fear arc sometimes effective 
in changing attitudes. An example of 

an appeal to fear in advertising. 
(i\letropolitan Life.) 

Speed kills~ 

life 

paper. Strong appeals to fear, however, may be effective if they include 
suggestions about how to avoid the feared consequences and if there is a 
high likelihood that the consequences may actuallv occur. 

One-Sided Versus Two-Sided Messages Ifvou 'want to convince people 
of your point of view, is it better to present only one side of the issue or 
both sides? This question was tested during World \Var II in a classic 
study conducted by Hovland, Lumsdaine, and Sheffield (1949). 

In 1945, as the war in Europe was drawing to a close. the U.S. Army 
became concerned about the soldiers' hopes for a quick conclusion 
to the war against Japan. Prevailing expert opinion saw a protracted 
fight in the Pacific that was likely to last for several more years. The 
War Department was eager to find an effective way of persuading 
American soldiers that the war in the Pacific would last 2 more years. 
To this end, Hovland and his group developed two radio programs. 
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The one-sided program contained only arguments in support of the 
favored conclusion. It featured such things as Japan's resources and 
the distance of potential battlefields in the Pacific. The two-sided 
program contained identical arguments plus arguments against the 
favored conclusion. These points, however. were also refuted i~ the 
program. 

In a carefully controlled experiment, soldiers in training heard 
the one-sided program, heard the two-sided program. or served as 
control subjects. The resulrs were somewhat complicated. Both 
programs were effective in lengthening the soldiers· predictions 
about the duration of the war. Overall. neither program was more 
successful. Each program, however. was more effective with partic
ular groups of soldiers. The two-sided program was more effective 
with soldiers who initlallv opposed the advocated position and were 
more knowledgeable about the issues. The one-sided program was 
more effective with those who were alreadv inclined to believe that 
the war in the Pacific would drag on or who knew relatively little 
about the issues. 

Subsequent research has been fairlv consistent with these initial 
findings. A one-sided approach is most effccti\·e when people are either 
neutral or alreadv favorable to the message; a two-sided approach is more 
likclv to win converts from an opposing point of view. 

RECEIVER OF THE MESSAGE 
The whole point of sending messages is to get receivers to do something 
thev would not otherwise do. All receivers do not necessarily respond in 
the same wav to a given message. Research has tried to discover the 
characteristics of receivers that will produce more or less persuasion. We 
have previously described one studv involving a receiver characteristic
the extent to which the receiver's attitude was alreadv in the advocated 
direction. You will recall that Hovland et al. (1949) found that one-sided 
messages were more effective with groups that favored the advocated 
position. while the two-sided approach was more effective with those who 
initially opposed the advocated position. It may be instructive to look at a 
few of the manv receiver characteristics that have been studied. 

lnfluenceability ~lost personality traits are not related to the ease with 
which 'mmcone is persuaded. A person's g~neral personality profile will 
be of little use in predicting whether a given message will be persuasive. 
Ir is known. however. that some people arc more easily influenced than 
others and that some people are downright gullible. The 'latter. bom
barded with conflicting viewpoints. will believe the one they heard most 
recently. As might be expected. there are group differences in this trait. 
Obviously, children arc mo,re easilv influenced than are adults, and poorly 
educated people arc more easilv influenced than are the well-educated. 

Selective Attention and Interpretation \Yhcther a message will influ
ence a recipient depends upon how it is percei\ed and interpreted. ~lost 
important. it depends upon whether the message is attended to in the first 
place. As was mentioned earlier (page 391 ). information that is verv 
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CAN HIDDEN MESSAGES PERSUAOE US? 

A tach1stoscope 1s a fancy slide pro1ector that can be 
regulated to flash slides on a screen for varying 
lengths of time It can be set to expose slides for just a 
:rac'.1on of a second-a period too brief for a subject 
;1) recognize what is on the slide. Even if a slide con
ta:ns 1ust a s:ngle word, 1t can be presented at a speed 
that prevents recognition. The idea that sul'!ects who 
watch such speedy presentations will still be affected 
by the content of the slide has been called subliminal 
perception There are other techniques for presenting 
visual st1mul1 below the threshold of recogn1t1on, and 
comparable effects can be produced for sounds. 
f-rom time to time. 1t has bePn suggested tl:at these 
subi1m1nal presentations of stimuli can be used to 
persuade people. 

The general idea 1s that advertisers can hide 
rriessages that are below recognition threshold in 
standard media presentations. The messages would 
go tondetected but would influence the attitudes and 
behavior of the v1ew1ng public. This chilling possibility, 
with its import for all sorts of thought control over 
unsuspecting audiences, has been periodically fea
tured 111 the mass media. The specter of a horde of 
consumers being manipulated into purchases of a 
sea ot unwanted products seemed very real to some 
people 

A report in a 1958 issue of Lite magaz10e first 
brought public attention to the poss1bil1ty of subliminal 
persuasion. In a movie theatre in Fort Lee, New 
Jersey, James Vicary. a marketing spec:alist, pre
sented two messages "Drink Coca-Cola" a:-id "Hun
gr/1 i=at popcorn." These messages we rs alternately 
flashed on the screen for 3 thousandths •)f a second 
every 5 seconds throughout the showing of u-.e feature 
film. At the end of 6 weeks, Vicary claimed that C0ca
Cola sales had increased 57.7 percent and popcorn 
sales had increased 18. 1 percent It is difficult to know 
111'3' to make of this claim because Vicary used no 
.~.Jntrol groups to check on the rate of sales ir the 
atsenc2 of messages. 

Subliminal persuasion has more recently been 
c;se2 'c try to decrease shoplifting in department 

stores. In 1979, about 50 department stores installed 
what its inventor, Hal Becker, called "a little black 
box." The box is essentially a sound mixer that blends 
background music with subliminal antitheft messages 
such as "I will not steal." The messages were re
peated 9,000 times per hour. Over a 9-month period, 
one east coast department store chain reported a 37 
percent drop in shoplifting. Like its predecessor, this 
demonstration was reported in a popular magazine (a 
1979 issue of Time) and used no control condition to 
check on the rate of shoplifting in the absence of 
antitheft messages. 

Along with the occasional examples of sub
liminal psrsuasion directly influencing an audience's 
behavior, there have been expressions of concern 
about the possibility of subtler types of influence. For 
instance, advertisers are said to embed messages 
and arousing symbols in their advertisements, es
pecially those appearing in the print media. Most o: 
the subliminal themes claimed to have been identifieo 
are sexual in nature; the idea is that such material may 
stimulate people to buy the product with which it is 
associated 

The current status of subliminal persuasion is 
fairly clear. It is a fascinating topic that lacks any 
convincing scientific evidence. No controlled research 
documenting the long-term effectiveness of subliminal 
persuasion has been reported. While it is true that we 
can be influencPd by stimuli that are not consciously 
perceived these effects occur on preference judg
ments iaken immediately after the subliminal ex
posure. There 1s no evidence that subliminal stimuli 
create any long-term effects or become translated into 
actual consumer decisions. If, some time in the future, 
you are watching a television orograrn and become 
overwhelmed with a desire to rLsh oui: and buy some
thing called "Mrs. Mayer's Sauerkraut." it will not be 
due to your having unwittingly watched subliminal 
sauerkraut messages. 
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different, or discrepant, from our own pos1t1on creates cognitive disso
nance. If possible, we tend to avoid very dis.nepant information. If 
confronting such information cannot be helped, it is still possible for us to 
reduce the dissonance by paying attention to the points that fit our ioitial 
attitude positions and ignoring those that do not. The human tendencv to 

avoid discrepant information creates a dilemma for the persuader. How 
extreme should the advocated position be to optimize change? There is 
no satisfactory rule to answer this question. A' the advocated position 
becomes more discrepant, it will, at some point, become less effect~ve. 

Immunization The consequences of hearing a one-sided or a two-sided 
message (see above) were carried one step further by Lumsdaine and 
Janis (1953 ). Subjects who had heard either a one-sided or a two-sided 
message in favor of a particular topic were, a week later, exposed to a 
message arguing the opposite position. This "counter" message was more 
effective with subjects who had initially heard the one-sided message. 
That is, these subjects were swayed back toward their original position by 
the countermessage. The two-sided message created more "resistance" 
to subsequent countermessages. \Vhy should this be the case? 

According to McGuire (1961 ), people resist countermessages to the 
extent that they have had a chance to rehearse their positions. Two-sided 
arguments can create resistance because they provide experience in refut
ing the countermessage position. (It should be recalled that the "second" 
side of two-sided messages contains refuted counterarguments.) People 
who take attitude positions without any thought about the opposite 
position should be particularly vulnerable to countermessages. 

Getting experience in refuting messages contrary to one's position is 
analogous to getting immunized against diseases. In medical practice, 
people can be immunized against certain diseases bv being inoculated 
with small doses of the disease.,,,\lcGuire applied this notion to attitudes. 
Mild exposure to arguments opposed to a person's own position will 
immunize th~ individual against stronger attacks. By resisting mild argu
ments against their point of view, people are given the strength to stand 
up against strong attacks. McGuire thinks that the effectiveness of the 
immunization effect stems from two factors. Exposure to mild counter
messages both motivates people to rehearse their own position and pro
vides practice in defending that position. For his research program, 
McGuire used commonsense attitudes or beliefs-for example, "l\fental 
illness is not contagious." Almost everyone would agree with such a 
truism. Furthermore, it is unlikely that people will have heard challenges 
to these beliefs. They would have had no practice therefore in defending 
them. Here is a typical study (l\fcGuire, 1961): 

Attitudes toward four health truisms were measured c·n a 15-point 
scale. The greater the agreement with an attitude statement such as 
"Everyone should get a, medical checkup once a year," the higher 
the score. Five groups of subjects were used, as shown in Fig
ure 10. 7. A control group mere Iv rated rheir attitudes toward the 
health propositions. The high degree uf agreement with the propo
sitions can be seen in the control group's average rating of 12. 78. 
Four of the groups were exposed ro arguments against the health 
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Figure 10.7 

People can be "immunized" against 
strong attacks on their attitudes. Each 

bar represents a group's average 
attitude (on a IS-point scale) toward 

commonsense health propositions. The 
inoculated groups who were given 

practice in refuting mild attacks on 
their position and who were later given 

strong arguments against their point 
of view (groups 2 and 3) showed 

considerable resistance to the 
strong attacks. (Adapted form 

McGuire, 1961.) 

r'\lo exposure 1 Exposed to 2. Exposed to 3. Exposed to Exposed to strong 
to arguments m1 Id arguments mild arguments, mild arguments, arguments 

:hen to same •hen to 
argument,;; ditfecent strong 
made stronger arguments 

Control group lnoe>Jlated groups Un1noculated group 

propositions. Of these, three were "inoculated" by exposure to mild 
arguments that they could easily refute. Certain inoculated groups 
were then given strong arguments against the propositions. As you 
can see, these groups (2 and 3 in Figure 10. 7) were less swayed bv 
the strong arguments than was the uninoculated group. 

Attitudes and Behavior 

\Vhilc the study of attitude formation and change is an interesting area of 
research in its owl'l right, the pursuit of knowledge in this field has usually 
been justified by one important assumption-that attitudes guide behav
ior. An understanding of attitudes, thus, is seen as a key to understanding 
and predicting what people will actuallv do. In this section, we will review 
some evidence bearing on this assumption. 

WHEN ATTITUDES FAIL TO PREDICT BEHAVIOR 
An early study which attempted to examine the attitude-behavicr rela
tionship was conducted by La Piere in the 1930s. He was interested in 
prejudice against the Chinese. One summer, he traveled around the 
United States with a young Chinese couple, keeping a record of how they 
were received by clerks in hotels and restaurants. He found that in only 1 
out of 251 instances was the Chinese couple treated inhospitably. Six 
months later, La Piere obtained information about attitudes toward the 
Chinese by sending each hotel or restaurant they had visited a letter 
asking if Chinese clients would be accepted. More than 90 percent of the 
responses were negative. It appeared, then, that the relationship between 
attitudes and behavior was extremely discrepant; people behaved in a 
positive manner toward the Chinese but reported that they would behave 
negatively. 

A later investigation (DeFleur & Westie, 1958) studied the rela
tionship between attitudes and behavior toward blacks. On the basis of a 
questionnaire administered to 250 white college students, two groups of 



subjects were selected-one highly prejudiced and one very low in preju
dice. These two groups were compared on a measure of behavior toward 
blacks. Each student was asked if he or she would be willing to pose for a 
photograph with a black of the Opposite sex. Students who agreed were 
then asked to what extent they would permit various uses of the pho
tograph, ranging from limited exposure (only a few people would see it) to 
use in a national antisegregation campaign. Although De Fleur and Westie 
found greater behavioral consistency than had La Piere (the more preju
diced subjects were generallv less willing to have the photographs taken 
and exposed widelv), many inconsistencies were found. More than 25 
percent of the subjects behaved discrepantlv. Thus many "prejudiced" 
subjects agreed to have their pictures taken and used in the campaign, 
and manv "unprejudiced" subjects refused to agree to any level of ex
posure. 

These two studies are perhaps the best known of many that have 
failed to find the kind of attitude-behavior relationship that had been 
assumed to exist. Despite the difficulty in supporting a predictive link 
between attirudcs and beha\·ior, the belief in such a link has persisted. 
Res~archers in the area have insisted that the relationship must be there; 
the problem is in measuring it appropriatelv. 

WHEN ATTITUDES PREDICT BEHAVIOR 
An important contribution ro the srudv of behavioral prediction from 
attitudes has been made bv ~larrin Fishbein (Fishbein, 1967; Fishbein & 
:\.1zen, 1975). He has argued that there is no good reason to suppose that 
an overall measure of attitude toward an object will necessarily predict a 
specific behavior. This is the case, he savs, because attitude is a hypo
thetical concept abstracted from rhe totality of a person's feelings, beliefs, 
and behavioral intentions \,egarding an object. Thus, any isolated specific 
behavior may be unrelated, or even negative!\· related, ro the overall 
arrirnde. 

Consider the following example of a hypothetical individual's at
titude toward the social security system. 

The individual is a member of the House of Representatives who 
has been identified as ha\·ing a positive attitude toward social se
curitv. She has the following beliefs: 

1. Older people need some securitv. 

2. An ethical societv has a responsibility toward its senior cit
izens. 

3. Widows and dependents should have some form of guaranteed 
111come. 

4. It is better to spend rax dollars on social services than on 
nuclear warheads. 

5. The social security system is well funded. 

6. The social security administration has mismanaged its funds. 

The party whip in the House wants to predict whether this 
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;epresent~rive will vote for or against an upcoming bill to increase 
the social security tax. If he reasons that a person generally in favor 
of social security will vote for the increase, while one generally 
opposed to social security will vote against the increase, he may be 
wrong. For instance;· whil.e the hypothetical representative has a 
generally positive attitude toward social security, she may be against 
the increase because of her specific belief about the current manage
ment of the program. 

Fishbein maintains that in order to predict a specific behavior, we 
should not focus on people's overall attitude toward the object of that 
behavior (the social security system, for example) but on their attitude 
toward the heha'cior (for example, voting for a social security tax increase). 
Attitudes about specific behaviors depend on such factors as evaluations 
of the likely consequences of the behavior and social norms concerning 
the behavior. Bv using attitudes about specific behaviors. researchers 
have been successful in predicting what people will do (Ajzen & Fish
bein, 1973; Fred ricks & Dossett, 1983 ). 

Fishbein has not been alone in trying to specify the circumstances 
under which attitudes will accuratelv predict behavior. Some authors have 
focused on the conditions under which the attitude has been formed. 
Fazio and Zanna (1981), for example, argue that the attitude-behavior 
link will be stronger for attitudes formed by direct experience than for 
those formed by indirect. nonbehavioral experience. It has also been 
suggested that conditions which make the attitude relevant at the time 
the attitude-related behavior is enacted will strengthen the link (Borgida 
& Campbell, 1982). If our attitudes are to guide our behavior, they must 
somehow be present when we contemplate attitude-relevant bekavioral 
choices. The effectiveness of direct experience or relevance may reside in 
their producing better recall of the attitude position. After all, if you 
cannot remember your attitude position, you cannot be guided by it. 
Some illustrative research will be presented. 

Direct Experience Regan and Fazio ( 1977) experimentally manipulated 
attitude formation by either direct experience or by indirect experience. 
Thev then checked to see how well the experimentally formed attitudes 
predicted behavior. 

Some of the subjects reporting for Regan and Fazio's experiment 
were given an opportunity to play with some sample puzzles before 
their attitudes toward the puzzles were measured. This was the 
direct-experience condition. Other subjects, in the indirect-experi
ence condition, heard the experimenter describe the sample puzzles 
before their attitudes toward the puzzles were measured. Subse
quently, all subjects were given an opportunity to play with various 
puzzles. The experimenter recorded the puzzle-playing behavior. 
Bo~h direct-experience and indirect-experience groups expressed 
equallv favorable attitudes. The direct group's behavior, however. 
was predicted much better than the indirect group's behavior. 

Related to the direct-experience findings, it has been shown that 
when subjects are "primed" by favorable or unfavorable adjectives, they 
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will e)(press biased attitudes toward an ambiguous object in the direction 
of the "priming" (Fazio et al., 1983). 

Attitude Relevance Because our world abounds with attitude issues, 
each of us can be concerned only with a limite9 number of issues," those 
which are of special importance to us. It has been suggested recently that 
relevant attitudes are a better guide to subsequent behavior than are 
irrelevant attitudes. That is, for any given attitude issue, the link or 
correlation between attitudes and behavior should be much stronger for 
those individuals for whom the attitude is relevant than for those for 
whom it is not. This effect has been demonstrated for experimentally 
induced relevance. Snyder and Kendzierski (1982) measured subjects' 
attitudes toward affirmative-action programs and toward volunteering for 
psychological experiments. Some subjects' attitude-related behavior was 
observed under normal conditions. The attitude-behavior link was fairly ' 
weak. The attitudes were made relevant for other subjects just prior to 

the enactment of the behavior. The strength of the association or correla
tion increased significantly after the relevance induction. 

Other experiments have used naturally occurring differences in 
relevance. For example, Sivacek and Crano (1982) thought that a proposal 
to raise the legal age for drinking alcoholic beverages to 21 years would be 
more relevant to 18- and 19-year-old college students than to those over 
21 years of age. As expected, attitudes toward the proposal were a better 
predictor of willingness to help circulate petitions for the younger subjects 
than they were for the older subjects. 

Behavior and Attitudes 

The road between attitudes and behavior is actually a two-way street. In 
closing this chapter, we wish to remind you that in some circumstances, 
the acting out of the attitude can determine the attitude position taken. 
We have previously discussed some examples of this point. You may 
recall how getting people to role-play new attitude positions served to 
induce dissonance that was reduced by a change of attitudes in the 
direction of the role-played position (page 392). What, then, distinguishes 
the circumstances under which behaviors will predict attitudes from those 
under which attitudes will predict behavior? 

A person who is role playing a new attitude position may come to 
adopt the role-played position. Such a person may become more sym
pathetic to the new position, generate new ideas or beliefs in support of 
the new position, and forget the previous position. In each instance, the 
behavior of advocating a new position would predict the person's current 
amtude. In addition, there may be a simpler process. 

Daryl J. Bern (1965) was the first to suggest that we sometimes 
deduce our attitude posi'tions by direct observation of our own behavior. 
Bern's ideas about self-attributions were discussed briefly in Chapter g 
(page 352). Bern reasons that if we cannot locate a cause for our behavior 
in the environment, we assume the behavior occurred because of some 
internal motive or personality disposition. Suppose you signed a militant 
petition favoring the passage of ERA. If there were no strong environ
mental reasons for your signing (the petition was not circulated by _your 
professor, and you were not paid to sign), you would look for some 
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internal reason. If vou hold a strongh· favorable attitude toward ERA, this 
would be a sufficient internal reason. But suppose you are neutral abour 
ERA. In tllat c1se, Bem says th<1t the petition-signing behavior would be 
perceiYed bv rnt1.<1s standing for a farnrable attitude. Bern argues that in 
the absence of a stronglv hdd attitude and without the existence of strong 
ern·iro!1mental incentives, we use self-obseITation of our own behavior to 

decide our attitude positions. If \OU were asked "Do you like movies?" 
you would think to voursclf. "I must like them because I go to so mam 
mo\·ies" or '·I must not like them because I so rarely go to the movies." 

It is Bern's contention that dissonance research can best be under
stood if we \ iC\\ it as instances of self-perception. Consider. for example. 
the dissonance finding that people who are promised large incentives for 
countcrattitudinal role plaving change their attitudes less than do those 
who arc promised small incentives. ( F estinger & Carlsmith, 1959). 
(See page 392.) Bern argues that th1e attitude issues used in dissonance 
research are of little importance to most subjects; thus they cannot serve 
<ls an internal cause of the behavior. Instead, dissonance effects depend 
upon \\ herher situational incentives are high or low. Subjects who are 
promised large rewards for advocating positions counter to their own will 
attribute their behavior to the large rewards. (The experimenter made 
them an offer thev could not refuse.) Their behavior represents a desire to 

earn re\\·ards. and their private attitudes remain unchanged. Subjects who 
engage in the same counterattitudinal advocacv for small rewards cannot 
use the rewards to justifr their behavior. Thev are more likely to think "I 
must be ad\·ocating this position because it represents mv attitude ... 
Their attitudes are subject to change. 

\lore recent research has suggested that self-perception and disso
nance theories are <lCtualh' complernentarv explanations which apply un
der different circumstances. Fazio, Zanna, and Cooper (1977) demon
strated that the degree of discrepancy between the original attitude and 
the behavior is critical. For situations inn>lving a clear and relativeh 
extreme discrepancy, people experience the aversive arousal required b\ 
dissonance theorv. Such arousal does not occur when the discrepancy is 
smaller, and therefore the self-perception theorv appears to supply the 
correct interpretation of the consequent attitude change. 

Sttmma01 
~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1. Attitudes are evaluations of various attitude objects. They are 
based on beliefs and often ha\·e import for guiding behavior. Am· 
given attitude is a summarv of the evaluations made of different 
characteristics of the attitude object. 

z. The scientific studv of attitudes requires that they be mea
sured. In order to measure attitudes, evaluations must be translated 
into some number system. For some purposes, it is adequate to 

measure attitudes with only two categories ("favorable" and "un
favorable''). For most purposes. it is desirable to have additional 
categories to reflect degrees of evaluation. 

3. Most attitude measures use self-report techniques. Public 
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opinion (attitude) polling is a familiar example of a self-rermrt 
method. Polls are take11 in order to predict be ha ,-ir,r or to gar rt er 
information. 

4. Polls use random samples of respondents chosen fru;n ,.the 
population of interest. The accuracy of polling results depends upon 
the wording of the questions asked. the \\ Jv the questions are 
administered to the respondents, and the cJtef!Ories tl'ied to mea
sure responses. 

5. Attitude scales tr,· to get " precise mecist;rement of the ex
tremn,- of people's attitudes. Scales use mJnY items that are all 
related to the same attitude tupic. 

6. The accuracv of self-report methods is limited to the re
spondents' willingness and ahilit\ co express the!f attitudes. The 
-;earch for attitude measures that are not under the \·oluntarv control 
of respondents has led to im·esngaring the bodv's physiological 
responses. These efforrs han: not su far been successful. but the 
most recent research on electrom:.-ographic ( EMG l recordings of the 
major facial muscles appears to held promi:-;e. 

7. The form:ition and change "f :initudeo has bcn1 cx;ibincd in 
terms of principles of learning. cngn iti\-c consistenc~. and cognitin: 
responses to persuasive mes5age'>. The learning theorie<; use con
cepts from classical conditioning cmd instrumenul conditioning. 
The consisrencv theories empha'iize the tcndenC\· to keep ideas 
about two or more attitude objects in harmnnv. or balance. Cog
nitive-response approaches focus on the respondent's cogniti\-c or
gcmtzauon tn determining how information 1s interpreted. 
remembered, and used. 

R. The basic sequence in attitude change involves a source send
tng a message to a receiver. In order to determine an attitude 
Lhange. the receiver's attitude position after receiving a message is 
compared to the position held before the message 1•.-a-.; 'ienc The 
form of an attitude-change sequence is virtually idcnticai 'O the fnrrn 
of an influence sequence. 

9. Characteristics of the sourl·c which have been shown to in
crease attitude change are high crcdibilitv :rnd high artracrivcnc\'i . 
. --\ttractiveness can be phvsical :.lttractii-eness. !ikabilirv. or peru::\ :::d 
similaritv to the receiver. 

10. Characteristics of the nKs-.1,~,· wh1c:-, ,;ffi:·cr attirnde chan~c 
include suggestion. appeals to fc1r. 1nd onc'-'·'·kd vcr,i:•; ;-,\c:-,;dcd 

messages. 

11. All receivers do not necessarih respond in U1c ,,;;1·c ,-," 

given n1cssage. Some recei\-ers ~~:c n10i':.: c..:~cs:!~- ;nf:i;c;: _Td r:::J;-! 

others. Furthermore, the impacr nt" a rw·<,.,'-'': <;;; .-, i· r•;,·;;':" -,._ 

ceiver depends upon ho\< d1iferc1< the ,,,( .. ,' .. :c ,., tro•n ch•_ '·
cciver's position and \";hcrher tr;e 1:::c..:1-..,_·1 nJ.-, h~1cl pr . .;;.__·u1..·c .;; 

defending his or her position. 

12. The basic justification for the c,cudY 1,-f artitude:o is th:H the\ are 
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reputed to guide behavior, but some studies have found no link 
between people's attitudes and their behavior. However, attitudes 
do predict behavior under certain conditions. Chief among such 
conditions are a correspondence between the measure of attitude 
and the behavior thaf is observed, the presence of direct experience 
in the formation of the attitude, and the relevance of the attitude 
issue to the person whose behavior is being observed. 

13. In the absence of clear situational incentives and strongly held 
attitudes, people may deduce their attitude positions by observing 
their own behavior. 

Terms to Know 

One way to test your mastery of t'.he material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is meant by the following terms. 

Attitudes (383) 

Beliefs ( 383) 

Self-report method (384) 

Public opinion (attitude) 
polling (384) 

Target population (38.5) 

Random sampling (385) 
Attitude item (385) 

Attitude scales (387) 

Consistency theories (390) 
Balance theory (390) 

Cognitive dissonance (391) 

Counterattitudinal role
playing (392) 

Cognitive-response 
approaches (392) 

Source credibility (395) 

Suggestion (397) 

Prestige suggestion (397) 

Defensive avoidance (397) 

Immunization (401) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

The topic of attitudes is treated in greater depth in any social psycholog'
text. In addition, there are a number of excellent books that are devoted 
exclusively to this area. A clear exposition of the theoretical issues and 
research findings pertaining to attitudes is contained in Richard E. Pem 
and John T. Cacioppo's Attitudes and Persuasion: Classic and Contemporan 
Approaches (Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown, 1981). For the reader whc 
wishes to learn about the applications of attitude research to the area o'. 
marketing, while also getting a comprehensive theoretical integration o: 
research, Mary John Smith's Persuasion and Human Action (Belmont, C.\: 
Wadsworth, 1982) is suggested. 

It is also possible to become familiar with the current status oi 
research and theory in this area, especially with respect to advances in the 
cognitive-response approach, through a book edi1:ed by Richard E. Pett>. 
Thomas M. Ostrom, and Timothy C. Brock, Cognitive Responses in Persua· 
sion (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1981). Several authors have 
contributed chapters written for a professional audience; it is not for the 
fainthearted. 
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HAT are children for? Today the verv question seems crass, but this has 
not always been the case. In times and places not so far away, children 
were valued partly for their economic usefulness. Even in as civilized a 
counm· as England, and as recently as the mid-1800s, 5- and 6-year-old 
boys and girls worked up to 14 hours a day in coal mines. In addition to 

being cheap labor, the children were small enough to fit into the narrow 
seams of the underground mines. At other times and in other places, 
children have fared much better, sometimes being carefully nurtured and 
sometimes even considered divine. But one of the most intriguing ideas 
ever advanced about children was that they give us a prototype of human 
evolution-that by studving children we can unlock the mvsteries of our 
species in general. Charles Darwin helped introduce this idea in his 1871 
book, Thi' Desl'fnt of,~fan. In the decades that followed, "the child became 
the best natural laboratory for the studv of evolution, and the idea of 
development dominated the science of man" (Kessen, 1965, p. 6). 

!\lost scientists eventually decided that child development is not a 
mini-replay of evolution, but most continue to believe that studying 
children and how they develop can tell us a lot about human beings in 
general. This belief helped to spark a scientific field now known as 
developmental psvchology-a field devoted to the studv of development, 
from conception through childhood and bevond. In this chapter and the 
next, we will examine this field, and we will explore the work of develop
mental psychologists, the people who study development. We will also 
delve into some of the issues that have for years sparked conflict among 
developmental psychologists. We begin our discussion with three of these 
ISSUeS. 

Recurring Conflicts 

As the quotations at the beginning of this chapter suggest, the experts 
have often differed sharply about the how and whv of children's develop
ment. l\lany of the disagreements have involved one of the three major 
issues outlined below. Perhaps the most enduring of these is the heredity
versus-environment issue, already familiar to most of us. It is sometimes 
called the nature-nurture controversy. 

NATURE VERSUS NURTURE 
\\'e are what we are partly because of our inherited biological charac
teristics, our nature. Early evidence of this fact can be seen in babies; they 
show several reflexes that have clearly been built into their biological 
svstems. Later on, children's learning of their first words may be primed 
bv another part of their nature-a sort of inner clock for language devel
opment. This is suggested by the fact that certain steps in language 
development seem to take place at similar ages around the world. The 
broad impact that many have attributed to our inherited nature is nicely 
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illustrated by the quoration from Darwin at the beginning of this chapter: 
" ... a tendency to throw objects is inherited by boys." 

Of course, the nurture side of the nature-nurture debate had its 
strong advocates too-people who believed that environmental forces 
have a more powerful influence on our development than does heredity 
(see Figure 11.1). The quotation from John Watson in our chapter open
ing, for example, compares the child to hot metal on an anvil, waiting to 

be shaped by parents and others. 
The nature-nurture debate really concerns the rdatiz:e impact of 

heredity and environment. Virtuaily no one believes that nature alone, or 
nurture alone, completely determines the course of our development. 
Psychologists today agree that development is shaped bv the interartion of 
hereditv and environment. Within this interaction, our genetic endow
ment for many characteristics pri;ivides us with a rmrtion ran;;e-that is, a 
range of possible levels that we may ultimatelv reach, depending on the 
quality of our experience in the environment. One picturesque wav of 
describing this reaction range is geneticist Curt Stern's "rubber band" 
analogy. 

Stern compared the genetic endowment for any particular trait to 
the amount of "stretch" that is possible in a rubber band. Some 
rubber bands have a great deal of potential stretch built into them; 
others have relatively li((le. The amount of stretch a particular 
rubber band actually shows will depend upon both its native endow
ment-its basic "stretchability" -and the amount of pressure, or 
"pull," exerted bv the people in its environment. Similarly, the 
amount of any particular trait that a person will show depends upon 
that person's inborn potential, or "stretch," for the trait and the 
degree to which the person's environment "pulls for" the develop
ment of that trait. 

The nature-nurture debate is still alive in developmental psychol
ogy. But it now centers on question~ such as: How much stretch is 
possible if we improve the qualitv of people's environment? For example: 
How much can we enhance school achievement in disadvantaged children 
if we give them extra preschool training? Questions like this are important 
to people who decide the fate of social programs such as Head Start. 

PASSIVITY VERSUS ACTIVITY 
As we develop, we interact with our environment; but how much of that 
interaction is spurred by us, and how much is spurred by the environ
ment? Some psychologists picture us as fairly passive, doing what we do 
largely because of the environmental forces around us. John Watson, as 
you saw earlier, described the child as raw material waiting to be shaped 
by parents and ethers. B. F. Skinner, one of the most influential of 
modern psychologists, describes human behavior and development as a 
process of responding to rewards and punishments in the environment. 
(See, for example, his analysis of poetry writing on page 595.) 

A different point of view has been taken by psychologists such as 
Jean Piaget. In his statement at the beginning of this chapter, Piaget 
attacked the view that the developing person merely "submits passively 
to the environment." Instead, Piaget argued, people actively manipulate 
the objects and events around them. We do not merely copy or learn 
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about realitv as we develop. Instead. we construct our own wavs of 
understanding the world; psychologicallv speaking, we each invent our 
own reality. 

The tension between passive and active views of the developing 
individual becomes important in a practical wav when educational deci
sions have to be made. Should parents seek out schools where their 
children_ will be taught facts and skills in a highly structured way? Or 
should parents look for schools where their children will be encouraged to 
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Figure 11.I 

t\lany environmental forces help to nur
ture the development of the child; but 

all these forces operate within limits set 
by the child's hiological makeup. or 

nature. l\;ature and nurture interact to 
shape development. (a, Erika Stone/ 
Peter Arnold. Inc.; b. James Karates/ 

Peter Arnold, Inc.; r, courtesy United 
Nations/Rav Witlin; d, Erika Stone/Pe

ter Arnold, Inc:; e, Erika Stone/Peter 
Arnold, Inc.; f, Sybil Shelton/Peter Ar

nold, Inc.; f;, Erika Stone/Peter Arnold, 
Inc.) 
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Growth by stages 

Age, in years 

Figure 11.2 

Some theofies of development assume 
continuous 1 progress; others postulate 
significant discontinuities (stages). 

experiment to discover facts and develop skills for themselves? What 
would you advise a parent who faces such a decision? Your advice may 
reflect your views on how active or passive developing children are in 
their interactions with the world. 

CONTINUOUS VERSUS DISCONTINUOUS 
DEVELOPMENT 
Developmental psychologists also disagree as to the best way of describ
ing development. Some see development as a sort of continuous 
progression-that is, a steady accumulation of skills, knowledge, and 
maturity. According to this view, development is best viewed as a smooth 

18 curve, like the one in Figure 11. 2; and development is best measured in 
quantitative ways-that is, ways that tell us how much of a particular ability 
the child has. The major intelligence tests for children (see Chapter 13, 
page 529) reflect this view of development as a smooth progression. The 
tests measure intellectual maturity by assessing, for example, how many 
numbers a child can remember in a series and how many increasingly 
complex math problems a child can solve. Other psychologists see devel
opment as a discontinuous progression-that is, as a sequence of leaps 
from one stage to another. The resulting picture of development looks 
roughly like the stair-step curve shown in Figure 11. 2-a series of upward 
steps in maturity, each followed by a leveling off, or plateau. Psychol
ogists of this persuasion prefer to measure developmental changes in 
qualitative ways-that is, in terms of the characteristics of people's be
havior. For example, Piaget's theory of intellectual development (de
scribed later in this chapter) involves a series of stages, each one involving 
not just more intelligence but also a different way of thinking than the 
previous stage. This theory defines a child's level of development in 
terms of which stage the child has attained. To assess a child's stage level, 
we need information about how a child goes about solving math problems, 
not how many math problems the child can solve. 

Methods of Studying Development 

Developmental psychologists focus on time and transformation. They 
study the changes that occur as the developing individual unfolds
changes in processes as basic as perception and as complex as forming a 
self-concept. lnd~l".d, they may focus on any of the specialty areas dis
cussed in this text. What developmental psychologists share with one 
another is an interest in exploring maturation and change. In this explora
tion, they rely on research methods geared specifically to the study of 
development. Two of the most important are the longitudinal method 
and the cross-sectional method. 

THE LONGITUDINAL METHOD 
A'-p-&ychologist using the longitudinal method observes the same individuals 
at different points in time. The individuals may be the children of oil 
barons and migrant workers studied at yearly intervals from birth, West 
Point cadets tested for judgment under stressful conditions every 5 years 
after graduation, or even mice given monthly learning tests. If the "indi
viduals" are animals such as mice, the investigator may control the 



environment in a laboratory and study each individual throughout its brief 
life span. With human beings, longitudinal research can be much more 
difficult. People w'1o enlist in a study may move away, lose interest, or for 
other reasons be unavailable for later observation or testing. This" is a 
logistical problem for the investigator, and it is a source of bias; it might 
mean that the findings of the completed study would apply only to people 
who rarely move and who are interested in research. Another risk of 
longitudinal research is that a study will seem less important or sophisti
cated at its end than it did at its beginning; this is because the central 
issues and the preferred research methods of psychology are continually 
shifting. Decades ago, a longitudinal researcher might have set out to 
study the effects of strict toilet training-a hot issue at the time-by 
asking parents to recall how they trained their children. Today, toilet 
training is not a central issue; and many believe that parents' memories of 
their child-rearing practices may not be very reliable anyway. 

Carefully conducted longitudinal research, despite its problems, is 
highly regarded by most developmental psychologists, who recognize the 
value of repeatedly observing the same individuals as they mature. A 
particularly well-known example of long-term longitudinal research is the 
Fels Longitudinal Study. In Ohio, beginning in 1929, the Fels investiga
tors repeatedly observed and tested 44 boys and 45 girls from birth 
through age 17. Most of the children were from Protestant, middle-class 
families. One set of measures was designed to assess how dependent the 
youngsters were at home, at school, and at summer camp. About 3 
decades after the Fels study began. Kagan and Moss (1962) assessed 
dependency in 71 of the original Fels subjects, who, by then, were all 
young adults. Their primary interest was in finding out how stable the 
quality of dependency is. Does it change unpredictably from time to 
time? Or is there a particular age at which dependent behavior in child
hood is a good predictor of dependency in adulthood? Kagan and Moss 
found that by the time girls were in the 6- to 10-year age range, their 
behavior reliably predicted their adult patterns. This was not so true for 
boys. In other words, dependent girls generally grew up to be passive, 
dependent young women; but dependency was not so predictable for 
males. This kind of conclusion would be very difficult to draw without 
longitudinal research. Of course, longitudinal studies need not span many 
years; some involve periods as brief as a few months. 

THE CROSS-SECTIONAL METHOD 
Most developmental research involves the cross-sectional method. In study
ing dependency, for example, many investigators simply compare 
representative samples of youngsters at two or more age levels on the 
same measures. Ruble and Nakamura (1973), for instance, compared 
kindergarten, first-, second-, and third-grade children on a measure of 
dependency. They found large group differences, with dependency most 
pronounced in the youngest children and least pronounced in the oldest. 
This, of course, suggests that dependency, as measured by these re
searchers, probably declines from the early- to the mid-elementary years. 
Such cross-sectional research is an efficient way of spotting age-group 
differences as such. It has its disadvantages, though. Because it does not 
involve repeated measurements of the same individ1ials, it cannot tell us 
how stable people's characteristics are as they mature. 
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Figure 11.3 

A children's bill of rights for the con
duct of research. (From Hetherington 

& Parke, 1979.) 

OTHER METHODS AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 
For developmental psychologists, choosing a research method can be a 
complicated process. One reason is that more methods are available than 
the two outlined above. For example. some researchers now use research 
designs that combine aspec'"ts of the longitudinal and cross-sectional ap
proaches (for example. Baltes et al.. 1979). In addition to choosing from 
among longitudinal. cross-sectio1ul, and more complex designs. develop
mental researchers must also decide whether their research will involve a 
controlled laboratorv situation or naturalistic observations in "real life." 
Another particularlv important consideration is whether the research sub
jects, often voung children. will be exposed to discomfort or risks. Figure 
11.3 shows a set of ethical principles proposed to protect children from 
such risks. 

Applving guidelines like those in Figure ! L) is nor aiwavs easy. 
Often, risks must be weighed against the potential benefits. Suppose, for 
example, that researchers have developed a new method of training chil
dren to keep trying when thev fail at math problems. The method 
involves cognitive retraining-that is. teaching children to anaivze their 
failures, learn from them, and trv a new approach. The researchers think 
this method ma\ onlv work well for older children. To find out, they need 
to carrv out a study in\\ hich both older and \Ounger children arc exposed 
to failure and then given cognitive retraining. But failure can be psycho
logicallv painful to children: thus there is a risk that guideline 5 (Figure 
11.3) might be violated IJ\ the research. On the other hand. learning to 
profit from failure ,rnd to keep trYing can be exrremelv valuable to 

children; so the proposed research might help children a lot in the long 
run. Should this experiment be carried out' The answer depends upon 
whether the potential benefits outweigh the risks when those risks h8ve 

A Children's Bill of Research Rights 

The right to be fully informed. Each 
child participant has the right 10 fu:I 
and truthful information abou-: ~be 
purposes of the and the 
procedures to be 

2 The right to informed and voluntary 
consent of participation: Each child 
participant has the right to e',ther 
verbally or in written form agree tc 
participate in a research project. Jn 
the case of children who are too young 
to understand the aims and procedures 
and to make an informed decision about 
participation, parental consent should 
always be secured 

3 The right to voluntary withdrawal: Each 
child participant has the right to 
withdraw at any time frorn continued 
participation in any research project. 

4 The right to full compensation· Each 
child participant has the right to be fully 
compensated for his or her time and 
effort as a research sLbject, even ii he or 
she withdraws and does not complete 
participation in the project 

5 The right to nonharmful treatment: 
Each child participant has the right to 
expect that he or she will not experience 

harm or damage-producing events 
the course of the research 

6 The right to knowledge of results: Each 
child participant has the right to new 
information concerning the results of the 
research project. In the case of young 
children, their parents have the right to 
be provided this information. Often, this 
information will take the form of the 

rather than the 
own score. 

The right to confidentiality of their 
research data Each child participant 

to expect that personal 
gathered as part of the 

research project will remain private 
and confidential. Nor wi!! anv 
irr"orrr.ation about individual reSBarch 
participants be available to any other 
mdividuals or agencies. 

. ...... im111111 



been reduced to the lowest level possible. This, like other ethical prob
lems in developmental research, requires a judgment call-one that is 
likely to be made" by both the investigators and a "human subjects" 
committee in the institution where they work. 

Some developmental researchers face yet another problem. Their 
youngest subjects, babies. cannot talk. We will explore how researchers 
cope with this problem and others as we tum now w the study of infancy. 

Infancy: Early Steps in the March to Maturity 

For centuries, the deeply private world of the infant was cloaked in 
mvstery. Because babies could not talk, the adults in their world were 
reduced to guesswork and speculation about them. In recent decades, 
however, ingenious investigators have figured out ways of peering into 
the infant's world. Here we will examine what thev ha\'e seen. We focus 
first on the neonatal (newborn) period, the first 4 weeks after birth. This is 
a time of transition from the total dependencv of prenatal life to a more 
independent, creative existence. It is a time when rhvthms of breathing, 
feeding, sleeping, and elimination are established and when babies and 
parents make some critical adaptations to one another. '.\iext, we will 
consider the full span of infancy, a period that lasts from about 4 weeks to 
about 18 months, when language appears. Infancy is a time of fast-paced 
change in the youngster's ways of perceiving and interacting with the 
world. 

THE NEONATE 
The psychologist and philosopher William James once described the 
newborn's world as "nothing more than a blooming, buzzing confusion." 
Was he right? Most experts on infancy would now sav no. Most now agree 
that neonates are born with abilities to perceive and respond to some 
parts of their world in an organized and effective way. For example, 
reflexes that are in place at birth permit the neonate to grope. or "root," 
for the breast (Figure 11.4 ), to suck when an object is placed in its mouth, 
and to swallow milk and other liquids. These three reflexes are obviously 
essential to feeding. Other inborn reflexes with obvious adaptive value 
are breathing, blinking, coughing, sneezing, rnmiting, and withdrawing 
from painful stimuli. Another class of reflexes is attributed to the imma
turity of certain parts of the brain. One example is the Jforo reflex: When 
support is suddenly removed from the back of its head, the neonate will 
fling its arms to the side, extend its fingers, and bring its arms inward in a 
~ort of embracing movement. The I\loro reflex and other reflexes in this 
categorv normallv disappear in early infancy, as the brain matures. If 
these reflexes persist for too long, it may mean that there is a problem 
with the infant's developing central nervous svstem. 

Neonates show perceptual abilities that would surprise most people. 
They show positive reactions to certain sweet tastes and negative reac
tions to certain sour. bitter, or saltv tastes. They turn their heads to avoid 
some strong odors; and they tum in the direction of certain sounds, 
including human speech. Some of the most exciting findings about neo
nates involve their visual abilities. They ·not oniy orient toward light but 
they can, under the right con di tio~s, actually follow a light or an object 
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FrKure 11.4 

Reflexes provide usefu I information 
about the biological condition of the 
neonate. Some reflexes, such as rooting 
(top), have obvious adaptive value; 
when touched on the cheek, the neo
nate turns to the stimulus and begins 
sucking. Other reflexes, such as the 
Moro reflex (bottom), seem to result 
from the relative immaturity of parts of 
the brain. (H. F. R. Prechtl, The Neu
roloKical Examination of the Full-Term 
Newborn Infant. London: SIMP with 
Heinemann Medical; Philadelphia: 
Lippincott, 1977.) 

placed directly in their line of vision. l\loreover, newborns seem to use 
their vision to explore the world actively. Figure 11.5 shows the eye 
movements of three neonates looking at a triangle. By recording such 
infant eye movements with a television camera, researchers have devel
oped a picture of how the newborn tackles the task of "seeing t~e world.·· 

Haith (1976) described this perceptual process in terms of a set of 
"rules." 

1. If I am awake and the light is not too bright, I will open mv 
eyes. 

2. If the area I am looking at is dark, I will begin a search for 
shadows or objects. 

3. If I find an area that has light but no edges, I will start a broad 
and sometimes uncontrolled search. 

4. If I find an edge, I will keep looking at it, !Iying to cross back 
and forth. 

· ' 'l"I" 1'11' 1'11'1'1I'1111'1" l'lll l'llll'lllllllllllli'lllill~ill 



Infants are certainly not aware of these rules; their visual activity, though, 
seems to follow them in a fairly predictable way, suggesting that the rules 
may be programmed, or "wired in," to their nervous systems. 

Under carefully arranged conditions, newborns can also learn via 
classical and instrumental conditioning (Chapter 4). For example, if they 
are allowed to suck a sweet liquid when they turn their heads to the right, 
they will increase the frequency of their right turns; they will reverse their 
turns if the sweet liquid is given for left turns. l\eonates only a few davs 
old have also been taught to turn their heads in response to one sound and 
not to another (Lipsitt, 1982). 

Some surprising findings of a study conducted by Meltzoff and 
\1oore ( 1977) suggested that neonates are even capable of imitation 
(Chapter 4, page 172). The research, illustrated in Figure 11.6, appeared 
to show that babies as young as 2 to 3 weeks can mimic certain adult 
behaviors, such as facial expressions. To many, this seemed remarkable 
because most experts believed at the time that imitation was not possible 
until about the end of the first year of life. Consequentlv, the study 
triggered a controversy. Some researchers tried and failed to replicate the 
\leltzoff-Moore findings (Hayes & Watson, 1981 ), but others suc
ceeded-in one case, with infant!> averaging only 36 hours old (Field et 
al., 1982)! In fact. some researchers now suspect that the apparent imita
tion may be most pronounced among very young infants and that it may be 
reflexive-something like the early rooting and l\loro reflexes discussed 
earlier in this chapter (Abravancl & Sigafoos, 1984 ). Perhaps some kinds 
of facial imitation are triggered automatically in early infancy only to fade 
out later; they may then reappear in the latter part of the first year, this 
time under the infant's 'i,"Oluntary control. Future research should help us 
test this possibilitv. 

In the first few weeks of life outside the womb, glimmers 0
1

f "per
sonality" can be seen in the temperament babies display. For example, 
some babies are "difficult'' even in the first weeks after their birth. They 
may show irregularities in their sleeping, feeding, or elimination patterns. 
Thev may be easily distressed and irritable, and prone to crv. Evidence 
suggests that youngsters who show this "difficult-child syndrome" are 
more likely than are other infants to develop behavior disorders in their 
later life. Genetic and other biological factors seem to influence such 
characteristics of temperament. However, there is also some evidenq: 
that by responding to their difficult child calmly and in good humor, 
parents can lower the risk of later behavior problems (Thomas & Chess, 
1977, 1980). An important idea is suggested by much of this research. It is 
that babies are not simply the products of what their parents do to them 
but, instead, babies begin life with certain psychological characteristics of 
their own. Parents respond to those characteristics, adding input of their 
own. The baby's development is thus shaped by the interplay of its 
inborn characteristics and its parents' behavior. This is one example of the 
interaction between heredity and environment-nature and nurture
that we discussed earlier. 

MOTOR DEVELOPMENT 
The development of motor activity (that is, m(}yements involving muscle 
action) in the period of infancy has been studied extensively. Investiga-
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FiJ;ure 11.5 

The black lines at the edges of these 
triangles show the c,·e mm·ements of 

three newborn babie'i. Thev illustrate 
the tendencv of neonates to explore 
edges. contours. and other areas of 
high color contrast. (Adapted from 

Kessen. 1967.) 
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Figure 11.6 

Sample photographs from videotape re
cordings of 2- to 3- week-old infants 

imitating (a) tongue protrusion, 
(b) mouth opening, and (c) lip protru

sion demonstrated by an adult 
experimenter. (Copyright © 1977. 

Meltzoff, A. N., and Moore, M. K., 
"Imitation of Facial and Manual Ges

tures by Human Neonates," Science, 
vol. 198, pp. 75-78, fig. 1, 

7 Oct. 1977.) 

Figure 11.7 

Motor development from birth to 18 
months. The heavy line gives the aver
age age at which the behavior appears; 

the zones on either side show the range 
from the age at which 5 percent of in

fants show the behavior to the age at 
which 95 percent do. Remember that 

although the sequence is relatively 
fixed, the age at which babies show 
these behaviors varies considerably. 
(Based on data from Bayley, 1969.) 

a 

' I • • -

b c 

tors have built up a rich fund of normative data on the ages at which 
certain motor milestones are attained. Figure 11. 7 shows the norms for 
several such milestones. The figure shows that although there is a fairly 
broad age range within which individual infants mav reach each 
milestone, the order in which the milestones are reached rarely differs. 

The same can be said of the steps involved in learning to move one's 
body around. The development of walking, in particular, involves a 
predictable series of milestones, shown in Figure 11.8. The order of 
events is quite consistent, but the age at which each milestone will be 
reached is hard to predict for a given child. For example, Figure 11. 7 
shows that 5 percent of infants walk alone by the age of 9 months but that 
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Sits on high 
chair, grasp 

Fetai posture Chest up Sit with support dangling object Stand witn help Creep Pull to stand Stand alone 

Chin-up Reach and miss Sit on lap, 
grasp object 

Sit alone Stand holding 
chair 

another 5 percent do not walk alone until after their sixteenth month. 
Walking is another good example of the interaction of nature and nurture; 
although it seems to be a wired-in developmental sequence, it can be 
speeded up or slowed down by variations in the infant's experience. For 
example, infants in some institutional settings who have had few oppor
tunities to practice their motor skills show retarded motor development 
and delaved walking. By contrast, infants given a few minutes a day of 
"practice walking" during the first 2 months of their life walk earlier than 
infants given no such practice (Zelazo et al., 1972). 

Prehension, the use of the hands as tools, shows another predictable 
developmental sequence. It begins with infants thrusting their hands in 
the direction of a target object, essentially "taking a swipe" at the object. 
This is followed by crude grasping involving onlv the palm of the hand. 
Then there is a sequence of Increasingly well-coordinated finger and 
thumb movements. Late in the first year of life, most infants can combine 
thumb and finger action into a pincer motion that allows them to pick up a 
single chocolate chip from a tabletop. 

What they will then do with that chocolate chip depends upon the 
state of yet another motor system, mouthing. The most common form of 
mouthing in infancy is sucking. Sucking is first linked to rooting, and both 
occur as relatively unrefined reflexes. Once an object that can be sucked 
is in its mouth, an infant in the first few weeks of life sucks with a 
consistent pressure and at the predictable rate of about 2 sucks per 
second. By the age of about a month, though, the baby's sucking will 
change in response to environmental events. Infants can vary their rate of 
sucking and the length of pauses between sucks. They can even shift 
from sucking to lapping if that does a better job of getting the food into 
their mouths. By 2 to 3 months of age, they can coordinate sucking with 
perceptual systems such as vision. For example, they can learn to suck 
faster or slower if a change in rate will sharpen the focus of a blurred film 
they are viewing (Kalnins & Bruner, 1973 ). Sucking figures prominently 
in several theories of development; later in this chapter, we will consider 
several ideas about what this activity implies abour infants. 

DEVELOPMENT OF PERCEPTION 
The past 2 decades have seen an explosion of research on infant percep
tion, particularly visual perception. (See also Chapter 3.) We have learned 

Walk when led Climb stair steps Walk alone 

Figure 11.8 

The sequence of development that 
leads to walking. (After Shirley, 1933.) 
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Figure 11.9 

The t'isual rlijf, a test of depth percep
tion that can be used with infants and 

animal babies as soon as they can crawl 
or walk. Infants and baby animals with 

depth perception avoid the side that 
looks deep to them. (Richard D. 

Walk.) L 

much about the wavs in which in(ants organize and interpret what they 
see. One example of such research is a study of depth perception con
ducted bv Gibson and Walk (1960). To judge whether infants can read 
the perceptual cues that adults use to judge depth, these researchers used 
the f.:isual diff shown in Figure 11.9. It involved an apparent drop-off 
made safe bv a clear glass cover. Despite the cover, Gibson and Walk 
found that none of the 6- to 14-month-old infants they tested would cross 
the "deep" area to get to their mothers. Yet all 36 of them eagerly crawled 
to their mothers when the moms were stationed on the "shallow" side. 
This strongly suggests that even 6-month-old infants have depth percep
tion. But what about babies who are too young to crawl and thus unfit for 
the Gibson-Walk test? In a clever extension of the visual-cliff experiment, 
Campos, Langer, and Krowitz ( 1970) simply placed infants too young to 
crawl on either the shallow or the deep side and then measured changes in 
their heart rates. Even 11/2-month-old infants showed heart-rate increases 
when they were placed over the deep side. They were evidently respond
ing to depth C'Jes. 

From the parents' point of view, one of the most important infant 
perceptual activities is looking at adult faces, particularly when the baby 
and parent make eye contact. By following eye movements, as in the 
study of triangk perception (Figure 11.5), investigators have traced sig
nificant developmental changes in face watching. One-month-olds show 
only a modest interest in real human faces; when they do focus on a face 
(which, in one study, was less than a quarter of the available time), they 
focus mostly on edges and points of light-dark contrast (a bit like the way 
neonates look at triangles). Two-month-olds, by contrast, spend more 
time looking at the interior of the face, especially the eyes, than at the 
outer edges. Most researchers agree that by the fourth or fifth month, 
infants can "assemble" parts of a face into a meaningful wnole. By 5 
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months, for instance, babies can distinguish between two dissimilar faces 
(Cohen et al. 1978). 

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
PIAGET'S THEORY 
in organizing this chapter, we have separated motor, perceptual, and 
cognitive development from one another. This separation is quite ar
tificial, though, particularly in a discussion of babies. For the infant, 
cognitive development is expressed through perceptual and motor activity. 
When a baby looks intently at the points and contrasts of a triangle 
(Figure 11.5) or inspects her father's face, she is manifesting one of her 
few means of "thinking about" or "knowing" the triangle or the face. 
When another infant sucks on the handle of his rattle, this motor activity 
is his way of knowing, or "understanding," that rattle. 

This point has been emphasized by Jean Piaget (1970), a Swiss 
biologist, philosophe.r, and psychologist who has developed the most 
detailed and comprehensive theory of cognitive development. Piaget 
called his approach genetic epistemology. Fpistemology is the study of the 
nature and acquisition of knowledge; Piaget's approach was "genetic" in 
the sense that it focused on origins (genesis) and development. In this case, 
the word does not refer to genes and heredity. In Piaget's view, the 
development of knowledge is a form of adaptation and, as ~uch. involves 
the inrerplay of two processes, assimilation and accommodation. Assimila
tion means modifying one's environment so that it fits into one's already 
developed ways of thinking and acting. For example. when a child hoists 
a banana and runs around in a circle shouting "Look-it's a jet," the child 
is assimilating the banana into ways of thinking and behaving that are 
already in place. Affommodation means modifying oneself so as to fit in 
with existing characteristics of the environment. The child who, for the 
first time, manages to peel a banana and adjust his mouth so that the 
banana will fit into it has accommodated his ways of thinking and behav
ing to the banana as it really is. Of course, most steps in development 
involve some blend of assimilation and accommodation. The child who 
accommodates to the banana (adjusting his ways of holding his hand and 
his mouth) also assimilates the banana (by chewing and swallowing it). 
Piaget also spoke of equilibration-the tendency of the developing individ
ual to stay "in balance" intellectually by filling in gaps in knowledge and 
by restructuring beliefs when they fail to test out against reality. 

According to Piaget, the processes of assimilation, accommodation, 
and equilibration operate in different ways at different age levels. One 
result is that our ways of thinking about, or knowing, the world pass 
through certain predictable stages. Table 11. 1 shows the major stages 
described by Piaget. The ages specified for each of the stages are approxi
mate and can vary from person to person, but this is not so true of the 
order in which the stages occur. Research indicate~ that children in most 
cultures tend to pass through the stages in a similar order. although 
exceptions can be found. We will discuss the characteristics of each of the 
stage levels and the corresponding age levels in this chapter and in 
Chapter 12. 

Piaget called the period of infancy the sensorimntor stage. This label 
reflects something we mentioned above: the infant's ways O'f knowing the 
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Table 11.1 

The stages of cognitive growth 
acrordin/!, to Piaf!,et 

SENSORIMOTOR STAGE (FIRST 2 YEARS) 

Characterized by incorporation of reflex patterns into intentional movements designed 
first only to repeat, later to maintain'." and then to produce new changes in the 
environment; increasing understanding of means-end relationships. Object constancy 
is achieved, and the beginning of true "thought" and internalized problem solving are 
seen; but the child still operates very much 1n the here and now. 

PREOPERATIONAL STAGE (2 TO 7 YEARS) 

Characterized by unsystematic reasoning. Impressive development of internal 
representations and language. Thought characterized by egocentrism. animism, and 
faulty reasoning about cause-effect relat1onsh1ps 

Preconceptual Substage (2 to 4 Years) 
Rapid development of language. Begins to engage in symbolic play. Tends to 
use classes inaccurately (for example, calls all men "Daddy"). 

Perceptual, or Intuitive, Substage (4 to"7 Years) 
"Reasoning" appears but remains centered on appearances rather than 
implications. Tends to center on the most noticeable aspects of things 
observed and therefore fails to "conserve" identities in volume, number, and 
mass. May discover true relationships through trial and error but is unable to 
think in flexible ways that involve reversibility. Confuses reality and fantasy but 
tries to test which is which. 

CONCRETE OPERATIONAL STAGE (7 TO 12 YEARS) 

Systematic reasoning appears; thought processes are logical and reversible but 
limited to a child's area of concrete experience. Alternative strategies are invented 
(for example, two ways of getting to the store). Can coordinate part-whole. 
hierarchical class1ficat1ons. Comprehends conservation of number. mass, and other 
properties. 

FORMAL OPERATIONAL STAGE (12 YEARS ONWARD) 

Characterized by logic, reasoning from hypothetical propositions, evaluating 
hypotheses through testing all possible conclusions Present reality seen as only one 
alternative 1n an array of poss1bilit1es Can think about thinking and uses theories to 
guide thought. 

world are sensory, perceptual, and motonc. Piaget called each specific 
"way of knowing" a scheme. A scheme is an action sequence guided by 
thought. For example, when infants suck, they are exercising a sucking 
scheme. Their first sucking is primitive and not very flexible in style; 
they need to adjust the way they hold their mouths so as to fit the object 
being sucked (for example, a nipple). In making the necessary adjust
ments, they accommodate their sucking scheme to the shape of the 
nipple. This allows them to assimilate the nipple into their sucking 
scheme. This combination of assimilation and accommodation results in 
adaptive behavior (that is, sucking effectively) that helps the infant 
survive. It is also a simple prototype of the way cognitive development 
takes place throughout infancy. 

Piaget described many specific cognitive changes that take place 
during the sensorimotor stage. One of the best-documented changes is 
illustrated in Figure 11.10. When young infants see an object and the 
object is then hidden, they seem unaware that the object continues to 
exist. You can demonstrate this for yourself if you are on good terms with 
an infant less than about 8 months old. Hold an object within view of the 
baby until he or she is clearly interested and is reaching for it; then 
quickly cover the object with a cloth. Chances are that the baby will stop 
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in mid-reach and will not search for the object at all. Repeat the same 
experiment with the same youngster 3 or 4 months later, and you are apt 
to see the baby search for the hidden object. The search suggests that the 
baby has attained what Piaget called object permanence-the idea that 
objects continue to exist even when we can no longer see them. To 
understand the importance of object permanence, remember that the 
mother and father are also objects in a baby's world. Evidence suggests 
that very young infants are not aware of the permanence of people-even 
their own parents-when these people are hidden from view. This same 
research, though, has shown that infants tend to attain object permanence 
with respect to people before they do with respect to inanimat!': objects 
and that they attain it with respect to their mothers before they do with 
respect tQ other people (Gouin-Decarie, 1965). 

Figure 11.10 
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Two children demonstrate the develop
ment of object permanence. Child A (at 
the top) fails to search for the toy once 
his view of it has been blocked. This 
suggests that he does not know that 
such objects continue to exist when 
they cannot be seen. Child B (below) 
is undaunted when the hourglass is 
hidden from view; he charges through 
the barrier and seizes the object, show
ing that he has attained object 
13-:rmanence. (Zimbel/Monkmeyer 
Press Photo Service.) 
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During the sensorimotor period, babies broaden their repertoire of 
sensory and motor activities. The infant's first month is spent largely in 
practicing reflexes (for example, sucking) that were present at birth. 
Several subsequent months are devoted to producing new effects on the 
world and then trying to repeat or prolong these effects (for example, 
scratching a sheet with one finger, thus producing an interesting sound; 
then scratching repeatedly in order to recreate the sound). At the age of 
between 12 and 18 months, infants begin to vary these efforts to produce 
effects-varying them in ways that make it seem as if they were conduct
ing experiments to see what will happen (for example, scratching very 
hard, then very lightly, as if to see whether the sound varies). 

From the age of about 18 months and on, a keen observer can detect 
a subtle but crucial shift in the nature of the child's thought. Thought that 
has been carried on through sensory. and motor 'activity is increasingly 
carried on internally. This transition wa.s nicely iHustrated by an interac
tion between Piaget and his 16-month-old daughter, Lucienne. Piaget 
placed a watch chain inside an empty match box and 

1 
left the box partly 

open. LuCienne, who had not seen Piaget open or close the box, reached 
into the opening and groped for the chain. But the opening was too small. 
She failed. Here is what happened next: 

She looks at the slit with great attention; then, several times in 
succession, she opens and shuts her mouth, at first slightly, then 
wider and wider! Apparently Lucienne understands the existence of 
a cavity subjacent to the slit and wishes to enlarge that cav
ity ... , Soon after this phase of plastic reflection, Lucienne un
hesitatingly puts her finger in the slit and, instead of trying as before 
to reach the chain, she pulls so as to enlarge •he opening. !Piaget, 
1952, p. 338) 

In this example, Lucienne's thinking is sensorimotor in that she appar
ently uses movements of her mouth to represent movements of the match 
box. Yet other aspects of her thinking are internalized; several parts of her 
final solution to the problems (for example, reaching, grasping) are not 
represented by physical action as she plans what to do. The fact that 
sensorimotor thought is mingled with internalized thought suggests that 
Lucienne is on the verge of entering the preoperational stage of develop
ment, a stage which we will discuss later in this chapter. 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
The first "social" relationship most infants form is with a parent, and in 
most cultures that parent is the mother. Various theorists have offered 
various ideas about the psychological significance of that relationship. 

As we have just seen, Piaget emphasized the cognitive aspects of 
infancy. In the infant's ways of "relating" to parents and others, Piaget 
saw signs of sensorimotor intelligence. Sigmund Freud's view (detailed in 
Chapter 14) was quite different. He saw infancy, the oral stage, as a time 
when issues of dependency were being dealt with and when physical 
satisfaction was derived from stimulation in the oral region of the body. As 
the quotation from Freud at the beginning of this chapter suggests, he 
saw at least some parts of the infant-mother relationship as sensual in 
nature. Another theorist, Erik Erikson ((_:hapter 12, page 473) argued that 



vides some information about the reliability of the information contained 
in the message. But why should a source's attractiveness make a dif
ference? It adds no obviously useful information to the content of the 
message. Yet even a brief sampling of television commercials will quickly 
show you that many advertising agencies are convinced that linking their 
product to attractive people is an effective strategy. The people in these 
commercials are often physically attractive, likable. or similar to us. (See 
Figure 10.5.) For better or worse, the designers of commercials are 
correct. People who are attractive to us are more likely to sway us than are 
those who are not. The effectiveness of attracti\·eness has been shown for 
physical attractiveness (Chaiken, 1979), likabilitv (Eaglv & Chaiken, 
1975), and similarity (Dembroski et al. 1978). Such findings are certainly 
in keeping with balance principles (page 390). If \\·e are attracted to 

someone who likes X, the requirements of balance are met if we also 
like X. 

CONTENT OF THE MESSAGE 
Even if the word is not always more powerful than the sword, it is the 
most frequent means for persuasion. l\1essages contain words and other 
symbols that convey information. Persuaders of all sorts spend countless 
hours on their messages to make them successful in changing attitudes. 
\\'hat can be done to messages to increase their effectiveness? 

Suggestion :\dvert!sers and propagandists often rely on suggestion, the 
uncritical acceptance of a statement. They design their messages in hopes 
that people will accept a belief, form an attitude, or be incited to action by 
someone else's say-so, without requiring facts. 

Perhaps the most common form of suggestion is prestige suf!.gestion, in 
which the message appeals to people's regard for the sourct:'s status or 
prestige. Advertisers frequently hire famous people to suggest directly 
that their products are the best. In a similar vein, speakers can link 
themselves with prestigious persons to gain acceptance of their message. 
Politicians frequently find ways to mention Abraham Lincoln, John F. 
Kennedy, or other respected leaders to promote their ideas. As with the 
effects of the attractiveness of the source, such appeals arc in keeping 
with balance-theory (page 390) considerations. 

Appeals to Fear Another method of persuading people is to try to scare 
them. Political candidates may claim that if the other side wins, the 
country will suffer high inflation, poorer services, or even war. The slogan 
"Speed kills," seen along many highways, is an attempt to scare people 
into observing speed limits. The same slogan has been cleverly used to 
warn people against the misuse of amphetamines (Figure 10.6). 

Are scare tactics effective in changing attitudes? The evidence is 
mixed. Up to a point, they tend to work. Fear of injury has induced many 
people to wear seat belts in automobiles. Fear of disease frequently 
impels people to get inoculations. Strong appeals to fear, howt:ver, may 
backfire if people respond to them with a reaction called defensive avoid
ance. This means that they avoid information put out by the commu
nicator or refuse to accept the communicator's conclusions. There is the 
story of the cigarette smoker who was so upset by newspaper accounts of 
the link between smoking and lung cancer that he stopped reading the 
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Figure 10.6 

Appeals to fear are sometimes effeerive 
in changing attitudes. An example of 

an appeal to fear in advertising. 
(Merropoliran Life.) 

Speed kills~ 

iv1etropoiitan Life 

paper. Strong appeals to fear, however, may be effective if they include 
suggestions about how to avoid the feared consequences and if there is a 
high likelihood that the consequences may actually occur. 

One-Sided Versus Two-Sided Messages If you Want to convince people 
of your point of view, is it better to present only one side of the issue or 
both sides? This question was tested during World War II in a classic 
study conducted by Hovland, Lumsdaine, and Sheffield ( 1949). 

In 1945, as the war in Europe was drawing to a close, the U.S. Army 
became concerned about the soldiers' hopes for a quick conclusion 
to the war against Japan. Prevailing expert opinion saw a protracted 
fight in the Pacific that was likely to last for several more years. The 
War Department was eager to find an effective way of persuading 
American soldiers that the war in the Pacific would last 2 more years. 
To this end, Hovland and his group developed two radio programs. 
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The one-sided program contained only arguments in support of the 
favored conclusion. It featured such things as Japan's resources and 
the distance of potential battlefields in the Pacific. The two-sided 
program contained idc:ntical arguments plus arguments against the 
favored conclusion. These points, however, were also refuted in the 
program. 

In a carefully controlled experiment, soldiers in training heard 
the one-sided program, heard the two-sided program, or served as 
control subjects. The results were somewhat complicated. Both 
programs were effective in lengthening the soldiers' predictions 
about rhe duration of the war. Overall, neither program was more 
successful. Each program, however, was more effective with partic
ular groups of soldiers. The two-sided program was more effective 
with soldiers who initially opposed the adrncated position and were 
more knowledgeable about the !ssues. The one-sided program was 
more effective with those who were alreadv inclined to believe that 
the war in the Pacific would drag on or who knew relatively little 
about the issues. 

Subsequent research has been fairlv consistent with these initial 
findings .. \ one-sided approach is most effecti\T when people are either 
neutral or alreadv favorable to the message; a two-sided approach is more 
likelv to win converts from an opposing point of view. 

RECEIVER OF THE MESSAGE 
The whole point of sending messages is to get receivers to do something 
thev would not otherwise do. All receivers do not necessarily respond in 
rhc same wav to a given message. Research has tried to discover the 
character;stics of receivers that will produce more or less persuasion. We 
have previous!\ described one studv involving a receiver characteristic
the extent to which the receiver's attitude was alreadv in the advocated 
direction. You will recall that Hovland et al. (1949) found that one-sided 
messages were more effective with groups that favored the advocated 
position, while the two-sided approach was more effective with those who 
initiallv opposed the advocated position. It may be instructive to look at a 
few of the manv receiver characteristics that have been studied. 

lnjluenceability :i\lost personality traits are not related to the ease with 
which someone is persuaded. A person's g~neral personality profile will 
be of little use in predicting whether a given message will be persuasive. 
It is known, however, that some people are more easily influenced than 
others and that some people are downright gullible. The 'latter, bom
barded with conflicting \'iewpoints, will believe the one they heard most 
recently. As might be expected, there are group differences in this trait. 
Obviouslv, children are mo,re easilv influenced than are adults, and poorly 
educated people are more easily influenced than are the well-educated. 

Selective Attention and Interpretation \\"hether a message will influ
ence a recipient depends upon how it is perceived and interpreted. Most 
important, it depends upon whether the message is attended to in the first 
place. As \~·as mentioned earlier (page 391 ). information that is very 
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IO.I 
CAN HIDDEN MESSAGES PERSUADE US? 

!'" tach1stoscope 1s a fancy slide proiector that can be 
regulated to flash slides on a screBn for varying 

of time It can be set to expose slides for just a 
'.ract'on d a second-a penod too brief for a subject 
to recognize what is on the slide. Even if a slide con
ta:ns just a s:ngle word, it can be presented at a speed 
that prevents recog111tion. The idea that sut:'~ects who 
watch such speedy presentations will still be affected 
by the content of the slide has been called subliminal 
perception There are other tech111ques for presenting 
·11sual st1rnul1 below the thresholn of recogn1t1on, and 
comparable effects car, be produced for sounds. 
From time to time. 1t has beer: suggested tt··at these 
sublrn1nal presentations of stimuli can be used to 
persuade people. 

The genera! idea is that advertisers can hide 
1Tlessages that are below recognition threshold in 
standard media presentations. The messages would 
go undetected but would influence the attitudes and 
ber1av1or of the viewing public. This chilling possibility, 
with :ts import for all sorts of thought control over 
unsuspecting audiences, has been periodically fea
tured 1n the mass media. The specter of a horde of 
cor,sumers be;ng manipulated into purchases of a 
sea of unwanted products seemed very real to some 
people 

A report 1n a 1958 issue of Ltle magazirie first 
brought public attention to the possibility of subliminal 
persuasion. In a movie theatre 1n Fort L_ee. New 
.Jersey, James V1cary. a marketing specialist, pre
se1-1ted two messages "Drink Coca-Cola" and "Hun-

Eat popcorn " These messages were aiternately 
flashed on the screen for 3 thousandths c,f a second 
every 5 seconds throughout the showing of tt·,e feature 
film At the end of 6 weeks, Vicary claimed that C0r.'a
Cola sales had increased 5 7. 7 percent anc popcorn 
sales had increased 18. 1 percent It is difficu!t t.J know 
wl1ar to make of this claim because Vicary used no 
control groups to check on the rate of sa:es 1n the 
absenc2 of messages. 

Subl1m1nal persuasion has more recently been 
used to try to decrease shoplifting in department 

stores. In 1979, about 50 department stores installed 
what its inventor, Hal Becker, called "a little black 
box " The box is essentially a sound mixer that blends 
background music with subliminal antitheft messages 
such as "I will not steal." The messages were re
peated 9,000 times per hour. Over a 9-month period, 
one east coast department store chain reported a 37 
percent drop in sh"oplifting Like its predecessor, this 
demonstration was reported in a popular magazine (a 
1979 issue of Time) and used no control condition to 
check on the rate of shoplifting in the absence of 
antitheft messages. 

Along with the occasional examples of sub
liminal pers0asion directly influencing an audience's 
behavior, there have been expressions of concern 
about the poss1b1lity of subtler types of influence. For 
instance, advertisers are said to embed messages 
and arousing symbols in their advertisements, es
pecially those appearing in the print media Most o: 
the subliminal themes claimed to have been identifiea 
are sexual in nature: the idea is that such material may 
stimulate people to buy the product with which it is 
associated. 

The current status of subliminal persuasion is 
fairly clear. It is a fascinating topic that lacks any 
convincing scientific evidence. No controlled research 
documenting the long-term effectiveness of subliminal 
persuasion has been reported While it is true that we 
can be influenr;ed by stimuli that are not consciously 
perceived. these effects occur on preference judg
ments taken immediately after the subliminal ex
posure. There 1s no evidence that subliminal stimuli 
create any long-term effects or become translated into 
actual consumer decisions. If, some time in the future, 
you are watching a television orograrn and become 
overwhelmed with a desire to rvsh ou1. and buy some
thing called "Mrs. Mayer's Sauerkraut," it will not be 
due to your having unwittingly watched subliminal 
sauerkraut messages. 
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different, or discrepant, from our own pos1t1on creates cognitive disso
nance. If possible, we tend to avoid very dis_rrepant information. If 
confronting such information cannot be helped, it is still possible for us to 
reduce the dissonance bv paving attention to the points that fit our initial 
attitude positions and ig~ori~g those that do not. The human tenden~v to 
avoid discrepant information creates a dilemma for the persuader. How 
extreme should the advocated position be to optimize change? There is 
no satisfactory rule to answer this question. A> the advocated position 
becomes more discrepant, it will, at some point, become less effect(ve. 

Immunization The consequences of hearing a one-sided or a two-sided 
message (see above) were carried one step further by Lumsdaine and 
Janis (1953). Subjects who had heard either a one-sided or a two-sided 
message in favor of a particular topic were, a week later, exposed to a 
message arguing the opposite position. This "counter" message was more 
effective with subjects who had initially heard the one-sided message. 
That is. these subjects were swayed back toward their original position hy 
the countermessage. The two-sided message created more "resistance" 
to subsequent countermessages. Why should this be the case? 

According to 1\lcGuire (1961), people resist countermessages to the 
extent that they have had a chance to rehearse their positions. Two-sided 
arguments can create resistance because they provide experience in refut
ing the countermessage position. (le should be recalled that the "second" 
side of two-sided messages contains refuted counterarguments.) People 
who take attitude positions without anv thought about the opposite 
position should be particularly vulnerable to countermessages. 

Getting experience in refuting messages contrary to one's position is 
analogous to getting immunized against diseases. In medical practice, 
people can be immunized against certain diseases by being inoculated 
with small doses of the disease. 1\lcGuire applied this notion to attitudes. 
Mild exposure to arguments opposed to a person's own position will 
immunize th~ individual against stronger attacks. By resisting mild argu
ments against their point of view, people are given the strength to stand 
up against strong attacks. McGuire thinks that the effectiveness of the 
immunization effect stems from two factors. Exposure to mild counter
messages both motivates people to rehearse their own position and pro
vides practice in defending that position. For his research program, 
McGuire used commonsense attitudes or beliefs-for example, "\fental 
illness is not contagious." Almost everyone would agree with such a 
truism. Furthermore, it is unlikely that people will have heard challenges 
to these beliefs. They would have had no practice therefore in defending 
them. Here is a typical studv (McGuire, 1961): 

Attitudes toward four health truisms were measured c·n a 15-point 
scale. The greater the agreement with an attitude statement such as 
"Everyone should get a

1 
medical checkup once a year." the higher 

the score. Five groups· of subjects were used, as shown in Fig
ure 10. 7. A control group merely rated their attitudes toward the 
health propositions. The high degree 0f agreement with the propo
sitions can be seen in the control group's average rating of 12. 78. 
Four of the groups were exposed ro arguments against the health 
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CAN HIODf=N MESSAGES PERSUADE US? 

,:-.., tach1stoscope is a fancy slide projector that can be 
regulated to flash slides on a screen for varying 
1engths of time It can be set to expose slides for just a 
7ract,on of a second~a period too brief for a sub1ect 

recogn,ze what 1s on the slide. Even if a slide con
ta:ns 1ust a s:ngle word, 1t can be presented at a speed 
that prevents recogr1it1on. The idea that sut-!ects who 
watch such speedy presentations will still be affected 
by the content of the sl:de has been called subliminal 
perception There are other techn:ques for presenting 
visual st1rnul1 below the threshold of recogn1t1on. and 
comparable effects can rJe produced for sounds. 
f-rom time to time. 1t has been suggested that these 
subi1m1nal presentations of stimuli can be used to 
persuade people 

The general idea is that advertisers can hide 
1riessages that are below recognition threshold 1n 
standard media presentations The messages would 
go undetected but would influence the attitudes and 
behavior of the viewing public. This chilling possibility 
with its import for all sorts of thought control over 
unsuc;pecting audiences. has been periodically fea
tured 1n the mass media. The specter of a horde of 
consumers being manipulated into purchases of a 
sea of unwanted products seemed very real to some 
people 

A report 1n a 1958 issue of Lile magazine fast 
brought public attention to the possibility of subliminal 
persuasion In a movie theatre in Fort Lee. New 
Jersey, James V1cary. a marketing specialist, pre
sei-,ted two messages "Drink Coca-Cola" and "Hun
gry? Eat popcorn " These messages wers alternately 
flashed on the screen for 3 thousandths oi a second 
every 5 seconds throughout the showing of tr,e feature 
f1lrn. At the end of 6 weeks, Vicary claimed t':at C0ra
Cola sales had increased 57.7 percent and popcorn 
sales had increased 18.1 percent. It 1s difficuit to know 
wi'at to make of this claim because Vicary used no 
control groups to check on the rate of sales in the 
absence of rnessages. 

Sub:irninal persuasion has more recently been 
used to try to decrease shoplifting in department 

stores. In 1979, about 50 department stores installed 
what its inventor, Hal Becker, called "a little black 
box." The box is essentially a sound mixer that blends 
background music with subliminal antitheft messages 
such as "I will not steal." The messages were re
peated 9,000 times per hour. Over a 9-month period, 
one east coast department store chain reported a 37 
percent drop in shoplifting. Like its predecessor, this 
demonstration was reported in a popular magazine (a 
1979 issue of Time) and used no control condition to 
check on the rate of shoplifting in the absence of 
antitheft messages. 

Along with the occasional examples of sub
l1m1nal persuasion directly influencing an audience's 
behavior, there have been expressions of concern 
about the possibility of subtler types of influence. For 
instance, advertisers are said to embed messages 
and arousing symbols in their advertisements, es
pecially those appearing in the print media. Most o: 
the subliminal themes claimed to have been identifiea 
are sexual 1n nature; the idea is that such material may 
stimulate people to buy the product with which it is 
associated. 

The current status of subliminal persuasion is 
fairly clear. It is a fascinating topic that lacks any 
convincing scientific evidence. No controlled research 
documenting the long-term effectiveness of subliminal 
persuasion has been reported. While it is true that we 
can be influenr;ed by stimuli that are not consciously 
perceived. these effects occur on preference judg
ments taken immediately after the subliminal ex
posure. There 1s no evidence that subliminal stimuli 
create any long-term effects or become translated into 
actual c:onsumer decisions. If, some time in the future, 
you are watching a television oroqram and become 
overwhelmed with a desire to rL'.:;h ~ul and buy some
thing called "Mrs. Mayer's Sauerkraut," it will not be 
due to your having unwittingly watched subliminal 
sauerkraut messages. 
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different, or discrepant, from our own pos1t1on creates cognitive disso
nance. If possible, we tend to avoid very dispepant information. If 
confronting such information cannot be helped, it is still possible for us to 
reduce the dissonance by paying attention to the points that fit our initial 
attitude positions and ignoring those that do not. The human tendency to 
avoid discrepant information creates a dilemma for the persuader. How 
extreme should the advocated position be to optimize change? There is 
no satisfactory rule to answer this question. As the advocated position 
becomes more discrepant, it will, at some point, become less effect(ve. 

Immunization The consequences of hearing a one-sided or a two-sided 
message (see above) were carried one step further by Lumsdaine and 
Janis (1953 ). Subjects who had heard either a one-sided or a two-sided 
message in favor of a particular topic were, a week later, exposed to a 
message arguing the opposite position. This "counter" message was more 
effective with subjects who had initially heard the one-sided message. 
That is, these subjects were swayed back toward their original position bv 
the countermessage. The two-sided message created more "resistance" 
to subsequent countermessages. Whv should this be the case? 

According to l\kGuire (1961), people resist countermessages to the 
extent that they have had a chance to rehearse their positions. Two-sided 
arguments can create resistance because they provide experience in refut
ing the countermessage position. (Ir should be recalled that the "second" 
side of two-sided messages contains refuted counterarguments.) People 
who take attitude positions without anv thought about the opposite 
position should be particularlv vulnerable to countermessages. 

Getting experience in refuting messages contrary to one's position is 
analogous to getting immunized against diseases. In medical practice, 
people can be immunized against certain diseases bv being inoculated 
with small doses of the disease. McGuire applied this notion to attitudes. 
Mild exposure to arguments opposed to a person's own position will 
immunize th~ individual against stronger attacks. By resisting mild argu
ments against their point of view, people are given the strength to stand 
up against strong attacks. l\fcGuire thinks that the effectiveness of the 
immunization effect stems from two factors. Exposure to mild counter
messages both motivates people to rehearse their own position and pro
vides practice in defending that position. For his research program, 
McGuire used commonsense attitudes or beliefs-for example, "\lental 
illness is not contagious." Almost evervone would agree with such a 
tmism. Furthermore, it is unlikelv that people will have heard challenges 
to these beliefs. They would have had no practice therefore in defending 
them. Here is a typical study (McGuire, 1961 ): 

Attitudes toward four health truisms were measured (m a 15-point 
scale. The greater the agreement with an attitude statement such as 
"Everyone should get ~ medical checkup once a year," the higher 
the score. Five groups of subjects were used, as shown in Fig
ure 10. 7. A control group merelv rated their attitudes toward the 
health propositions. The high degree vf agreement with the propo
sitions can be seen in the control group's average rating of 12. 78. 
Four of the groups were exposed to arguments against the health 
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Figure 10.7 

People can be "immunized" against 
strong attacks on their attirudes. Each 

bar represents a group's average 
attitude (on a IS-point scale) toward 

commonsense health propositions. The 
inoculated groups who were given 

practice in refuting mild attacks on 
their position and who were later given 

strong arguments against their point 
of view (groups 2 and 3) showed 

considerable resistance to the 
strong attacks. (Adapted form 

McGuire. 1961.) 
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3. Exposed to 
mild arguments, 
then to 
ditfe1-ent strong 
arguments 

Exposed to strong 
arguments 

Un 1 no cu lated group 

propositions. Of these, three were "inoculated" by exposure to mild 
arguments that they could easily refute. Certain inoculated groups 
were then given strong arguments against the propositions. As you 
can see, these groups (2 and 3 in Figure 10. 7) were less swayed by 
the strong arguments than was the uninoculated group. 

Attitudes and Behavior 

While the study of attitude formation and change is an interesting area of 
research in its owl'l right, the pursuit of knowledge in this field has usually 
been justified by one important assumption-that attitudes guide behav
ior. An understanding of attitudes, thus, is seen as a key to understanding 
and predicting what people will actually do. In this section, we will review 
some evidence bearing on this assumption. 

WHEN ATTITUDES FAIL TO PREDICT BEHAVIOR 
An early study which attempted to examine the attitude-behavior rela
tionship was conducted by La Piere in the 1930s. He was interested in 
prejudice against the Chinese. One summer, he traveled around the 
United States with a young Chinese couple, keeping a record of how they 
were received by clerks in hotels and restaurants. He found that in only 1 
out of 251 instances was the Chinese couple treated inhospitably. Six 
months later, La Piere obtained information about attitudes toward the 
Chinese by sending each hotel or restaurant they had visited a letter 
asking if Chinese clients would be accepted. More than 90 percent of the 
responses were negative. It appeared, then, that the relationship between 
attitudes and behavior was extremely discrepant; people behaved in a 
positive manner toward the Chinese but reported .that they would behave 
negatively. 

A later investigation (DeFleur & Westie, 1958) studied the rela
tionship between attitudes and behavior toward blacks. On the basis of a 
questionnaire administered to 250 white college students, two groups of 



subjects were selected-one highly prejudiced and one very low in preju
dice. These two groups were compared on a measure of behavior toward 
blacks. Each student was asked if he or she would be willing to pose for a 
photograph with a black of the opposite sex. Students who agreed were 
then asked to what extent they would permit various uses of the··pho
tograph, ranging from limited exposure (only a few people would see it) to 
use in a national antisegregation campaign. Although De Fleur and Westie 
found greater behavioral consistency than had La Piere (the more preju
diced subjects were generallv less willing to have the photographs taken 
and exposed widelv). many inconsistencies were found. More than 25 
percent of the subjects behaved discrepantly. Thus many "prejudiced" 
subjects agreed to have their pictures taken and used in the campaign, 
and manv "unprejudiced" subjects refused to agree to any level of ex
posure. 

These two studies are perhaps the best knowr. of many that have 
failed to find the kind of attitude-behavior relationship that had been 
assumed to exist. Despite the difficulty in supporting a predictive link 
between attitudes and behavior. the belief in such a link has persisted. 
Researchers in the area have insisted that the relationship must be there; 
the problem is in measuring it appropriatelv. 

WHEN ATTITUDES PREDICT BEHAVIOR 
An important contribution to the study of behavioral prediction from 
attitudes has been made bv \fartin Fishbein (Fishbein, 1967; Fishbein & 
A.izen, 1975). He has argued that there is no good reason to suppose that 
an overall measure of attitude toward an object will necessarily predict a 
specific behavior. This is the case, he savs, because attitude is a hypo
thetical concept abstracted from the totality of a person's feelings, beliefs, 
and behavioral intentions \egarding an object. Thus, anv isolated specific 
behavior mav be unrelated, or even negativelv related, to the overall 
attitude. 

Consider the following example of a hypothetical individual's at
titude toward the social security svstem. 

The individual is a member of the House of Representatives who 
has been identified as having a positive attitude toward social se
curity. She has the following beliefs: 

I. Older people need some security. 

2. An ethical societv has a responsibility toward its senior cit-
izens. 

3. \Yidows and dependents should have some form of guaranteed 
mcome. 

4. It is better to spend tax dollars on social services than on 
nuclear warheads. 

5. The social security system is well funded. 

6. The social security administration has mismanaged its funds. 

The party whip in the House wants to predict whether this 
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representative will vote for or against an upcoming bill to increase 
the social security tax. If he reasons that a person generally in favor 
of social security will vote for the increase, while one generally 
opposed to social secu~.ity will vote against the increase, he may be 
wrong. For instance, whil,e the hypothetical representative has a 
generallv positive attitude toward social security, she may be against 
the increase because of her specific belief about the current manage- · 
ment of the program. 

Fishbein maintains that in order to predict a specific behavior, we 
should not focus on people's overall attitude toward the object of that 
behavior (the social security system, for example) but-on their attitude 
toward the belzacior (for example, voting for a social security tax increase). 
Attitudes about specific behaviors dc;;pend on such factors as evaluations 
of the like!~; consequences of the behavior and social norms concerning 
the behavior. By using attitudes about specific behaviors, researchers 
have been successful in predicting what people will do (Ajzen & Fish
bein, 197.~: Fredricks & Dossett, 1983). 

Fishbein has not been alone in trying to specify the circumstances 
under which attitudes will accuratelv predict behavior. Some authors have 
focused on the conditions under which the attitude has been formed. 
Fazio and Zanna (1981). for example, argue that the attitude-behavior 
link will be stronger for attitudes formed by direct experience than for 
those formed by indirect. nonbehavioral experience. It has also been 
suggested that conditions which make the attitude relevant at the time 
the attitude-related behavior is enacted will strengthen the link (Borgida 
& Campbell, 1982). If our attitudes are to guide our behavior, they must 
somehow be present when we contemplate attitude-relevant be&avioral 
choices. The effectiveness of direct experience or relevance may reside in 
their producing better recall of the attitude position. After all, if you 
cannot remember your attitude position, you cannot be guided by it. 
Some illustrative research will be presented. 

Direct Experience Regan and Fazio (1977) experimentally manipulated 
attitude formation bv either direct experience or by indirect experience. 
They then checked to see how well the experimentally formed attitudes 
predicted behavior. 

Some of the subjects reporting for Regan and Fazio's experiment 
were given an opportunity to play with some sample puzzles before 
their attitudes toward the puzzles were measured. This was the 
direct-experience condition. Other subjects, in the indirect-experi
ence condition, heard the experimenter describe the sample puzzles 
before their attitudes toward the puzzles were measured. Subse
quently, all subjects were given an opportunity to play with various 
puzzles. The experimenter recorded the puzzle-playing behavior. 
Bo~h direct-experience and indirect-experience groups expressed 
equallv favorable attitudes. The direct group's behavior, however. 
was predicted much better than the indirect group's behavior. 

Related to the direct-experience findings, it has been shown that 
when subjects are "primed" by favorable or unfavorable adjectives, the~-



will express biased attitudes toward an ambiguous object in the direction 
of the "priming" (Fazio et al., 1983). 

Attitude Relevance Because our world abounds with attitude issues, 
each of us can be concerned only with a limite9 number of issues, "those 
which are of special importance to us. It has been suggested recently that 
relevant attitudes are a better guide to subsequent behavior than are 
irrelevant attitudes. That is, for any given attitude issue, the link or 
correlation between attitudes and behavior should be much stronger for 
those individuals for whom the attitude is relevant than for those for 
whom it is not. This effect has been demonstrated for experimentally 
induced relevance. Snyder and Kendzierski (1982) measured subjects' 
attitudes toward affirmative-action programs and toward volunteering for 
psychologicai experiments. Some subjects' attitude-related behavior was 
observed under normal conditions. The attitude-behavior link was fairly ' 
weak. The attitudes were made relevant for other subjects just prior to 
the enactment of the behavior. The strength of the association or correla
tion increased significantly after the relevance induction. 

Other experiments have used naturally occurring differences in 
relevance. For example, Sivacek and Crano (1982) thought that a proposal 
to raise the legal age for drinking alcoholic beverages to 21 years would be 
more relevant to 18- and 19-year-old college students than to those over 
21 years of age. As expected, attitudes toward the proposal were a better 
predictor of willingness to help circulate petitions for the younger subjects 
than they were for the older subjects. 

Behavior and Attitudes 

The road between attitudes and behavior is actually a two-way street. In 
closing this chapter, we wish to remind you that in some circumstances, 
the_ acting out of the attitude can determine the attitude position taken. 
We have previously discussed some examples of this point. You may 
recall how getting people to role-play new attitude positions served to 
induce dissonance that was reduced by a change of attitudes in the 
direction of the role-played position (page 392). What, then, distinguishes 
the circumstances under which behaviors will predict attitudes from those 
under which attitudes will predict behavior? 

A person who is role playing a new attitude position may come to 
adopt the role-played position. Such a person may become more sym
pathetic to the new position, generate new ideas or beliefs in support of 
the pew position, and forget the previous position. In each instance, the 
behavior of advocating a new position would predict the person's current 
attitude. In addition, there may be a simpler process. 

Daryl J. Bern (1965) was the first to suggest that' we sometimes 
deduce our attitude posi'tions by direct observation of our own behavior. 
Bern's ideas about self-attributions were discussed briefly in Chapter g 
(page 352). Bern reasons that if we cannot locate a cause for our behavior 
in the environment, we assume the behavior occurr~d because of some 
internal motive or personality disposition. Suppose you signed a militant 
petition favoring the passage of ERA If there were no strong environ
mental reasons for your signing (the petition was not circulated by your 
professor, and you were not paid to sign), you would look for ~ome 
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mternal reason. If vou hold a stronglv favorable attitude toward ERA, this 
would be a sufficient internal reason. But suppose you are neutral about 
ER:\. In that c-.i:se, Bern says that the petition-signing behavior would be 
percein~d bv vou ·as standing for a fa\·orable attitude. Bern argues that in 
the absence of a stronglv held attitude and without the existence of strong 
el1\·iro~mental incentives. we use self-observation of our own behavior to 

decide our attitude positions. If \OU were asked "Do vou like movies?" 
vou would think to vourself. "I must like them because I go to so manv 
movies" or ''I must not like thcIT'. because I so rarelv go to the movies." 

It is Bern's contention that d issona nee research can best be under
stood if we \·iew it as instances of self-perception. Consider, for example. 
the dissonance finding that people who arc promised large incentives for 
counterattirndinal role plaving change their attitudes less than do those 
\1·ho are promised sm;1JI incentives (Festinger & Carlsmith, 1959). 
(Sec page .)92.) Bern argues that the attitude issues used in dissonance 
research arc of little importance to most subjects: thus thev cannot serve 
as an internal c11use of the beha1·ior. Instead. dissonance effects depend 
upon 11 hether situational incenti\·es are high or low. Subjects who are 
promised large rewards for advocating positions counter to their own will 
attribute their behavior to the large rewards. (The experimenter made 
them an offer thev could not refuse.) Their behavior represents a desire to 

earn rewards. and their private attitudes remain unchanged. Subjects who 
engage in the same counterattitudinal advocacv for small rewards cannot 
use the rewards to justifv their behavior. Thev are more likely to think "I 
must be adYoc,uing this position because it represents my attitude." 
Their attitudes are subject to change. 

\lore recent re<;earch has suggested that self-perception and disso
nance theories are actualh· complemenrarv explanations which apply un
der different circumstances. Fazio, Zanna, and Cooper (1977) demon
strated that the degree of discrepancv between the original attitude and 
the behavior is critical. For situations inl'oll'ing a clear and relative!\ 
extreme discrepancy, people experience the ~l\'ersive arousal required by 
dissonance rhcof\. Such arousal does not occur when the discrepancy is 
smaller, and therefore the self-perception theof\· appears to supply the 
correct interpretation of the consequent attitude change. 

Summary 

1. Attitudes are evaluations of various attitude objects. They are 
based on beliefs and often have import for guiding behavior. Any 
given attitude is a summaf\' of the evaluations made of different 
characteristics of the attitude object. 

Z. The scientific studv of attitudes requires that they be mea
sured. In order to measure attitudes, evaluations must be translated 
into some number system. For some purposes, it is adequate to 

measure attitudes with only two categories ("favorable" and "un
favorable"). For most purposes, it is desirable to have additional 
categories to reflect degrees of evaluation. 

3. Most attitude measures use self-report techniques. Public 
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opmion (attitude) polling is a familiar example of a self-report 
method. Polls are taken in order to predict beha\·ir,r or to gather 
information. 

4. Polls use random samples of respondents chosen frum .. the 
population of interest. The accuracy of poll mg results depends upon 
the wording of the questions asked. the way the que,tions are 
administered to the respondents. and the categories used to mea
sure responses. 

5. :\ttitude scales trv to ger a precise measurement of the ex
trernitv of people's attirndes. Scales use rnam items that are all 
related w the same attitude topic. 

6. The accurac\ of self-report methods is limited to the re
spondents' willingness and ahilir,· w express their attitudes. The 
search for attitude measures that are nor under rhe voluntary control 
of respondents has led to inve'>tigating the body's ph·ysiological 
responses. These efforts hJ\T not so far been successful. but the 
most recent research on electromvographic (E\!Gl recordings of the 
major facial muscles appears to hnld promise. 

7. The formation and change ,.f :Hritudes has been explained in 
terms of principles of leJrning. c(,~niti\'C consistenc\', and cognitive 
responses to persuasive mcss:;ges. The learning theories use con
cepts from classical conditioning and imrrumenul rnnditioning. 
The consistenC\ theories empha<>ize the tendcncY rn keep ideas 
about two or more attitude objects in harmonv-, or balance. Cog
nitive-response approache-., focm on the respondent's cognitive or
gamzarion 111 determining how information 1s interpreted, 
remembered, and used. 

i-1. The basic sequence in attitude change in\olves a source send
mg a message to a recei\er. In order to determine an attitude 
change, the receiver's attitude position after receiving a message is 
compared to the position held before the message 1«·as sent. The 
form of an attitude-change sequence is virrua!IY idcnticai to the form 
of an influence sequence. 

9. Characteristics of the source which have been shown to in 
crease attitude change arc high credibilitv and high artracti\'<..'.nc','· 
Attracti,·eness can be phvsical attractiveness, likabil it\. or pucr :" ::d 
similarirY to the receiver. 

10. Characteristics of the me:>.:.1~·'." 1Yhich ,1Jfrct artir11de chan.2e 
include suggestion, appeals to fear, J.nd orK-S;(kd \Cr~E'' '" o-s;d~-d 

messages. 

11. All receivers do not nccessariiv respond in the _,a11·(: '' ''\ 11J -.;;-. 

given message. Some receivers «'C mor<.: ''"Sil\ infu;c1Lcd than 
other,;_ Furthermore. rhe impac' of a rn'=''"''i;c: ,J;1 :1 ., ; hr ''> 
ceiver depends upon ho'". differeq:· the nH·:;•,,1,~!e 1~, fruin ::ht_' re~ 

ceiver's position and \\"hcther the recci Y-t.."r h2.:'J hdd prai..'tlcc i;; 

defending his or her po<>ition. 

12. The basic justification for the -,rndv of attitudes ;, that thcv are 
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reputed to guide behavior, but some studies have found no link 
between people's attitudes and their behavior. However, attitudes 
do predict behavior under certain conditions. Chief among such 
conditions are a correspondence between the measure of attitude 
and the behavior that .. is observed, the presence of direct experience 
in the formation of the attitude, and the relevance of the attitude 
issue to the person whose behavior is being observed. 

13. In the absence of clear situational incentives and strongly held 
attitudes, people may deduce their attitude positions by observing 
their own behavior. 

Terms to Know 

One way to test your mastery of tl'le material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is meant by the following terms. 

AttituJes (383) 

Beliefs (383) 

Self-report method (384) 

Public opinion (attitude) 
polling (384) 

Target population (38S) 

Random sampling (385) 
Attitude item (385) 

Attitude scales (387) 

Consistency theories (390) 

Balance theory (390) 

Cognitive dissonance (391) 

Counterattitudinal role
playing (392) 

Cognitive-response 
approaches (392) 

Source credibility (395) 

Suggestion (397) 

Prestige suggestion (397) 

Defensive avoidance (397) 
Immunization (401) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

The topic of attitudes is treated in greater depth in any social psychology 
text. In addition, there are a number of excellent books that are devoted 
exclusively to this area. A clear exposition of the theoretical issues and 
research findings pertaining to attitudes is contained in Richard E. Petty 
and John T. Cacioppo's Attitudes and Persuasion: Classic and Contemporary 
Approaches (Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown, 1981). For the reader who 
wishes to learn about the applications of attitude research to the area of 
marketing, while also getting a comprehensive theoretical integration of 
research, Mary John Smith's Persuasion and Human Action (Belmont, CA: 
Wadsworth, 1982) is suggested. 

It is also possible to become familiar with the current status of 
research and theory in this area, especially with respect to advances in the 
cognitive-response approach, through a book edited by Richard E. Petty, 
Thomas M. Ostrom, and Timothy C. Brock, Cognitive Responses in Persua
sion (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1981). Several authors have 
contributed chapters written for a professional audience; it is not for the 
fainthearted. 
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mother-infant interaction is a context for the baby's basic conflict between 
trust and distrust of the world. 

Despite their differences, all three theorists would have agreed that 
infants typically form intimate attachments to their mothers. If we are to 
understand social development in infancy, we must understand how tJ-i"ese 
attachments deveiop. 

Attachment Attalhment is an early, stable, affectional relationship be
tween a child and another person, usuallv a parent. Earlv efforts to study 
this relationship were clinical and somewhat informal. For example, John 
Bowlby and his colleagues (1966) set out in the 1940s and 1950s to study 
the consequences of early mother-c;1ild separation bv observing children 
in institutions. The children they saw had been separated from their 
mothers quite early and lived in nurseries or hospitals where no stable 
mother substitute wa' available. They described the~e youngsters as 
unable to relate to other people, afoud to explore or play, and, generally, 
morose. From these and other clinical observations, Bowlby concluded 
that it is "essential for mental health" that "the infant and young child 
should experience a warm, intimate and continuous relationship with his 
mother (or permanent mother-substitute) in which both find satisfaction 
and enjovment" ( 1966, p. 11 ). Bowlby went on to make clinical observa
tions of the normal course of attachment in early life. 

Other researchers studied attachment in a more structured way. 
Their work vielded a surprisingly consistent picture. 

I. lnitiallv, the infant develops an attraction to social objects in 
general and to humans in particular; the baby shows proximity
maintaining behaviors (crying, clinging, and other behaviors that 
serve to keep humans nearby). 

2. I\.'ext, the baby distinguishes familiar from unfamiliar people 
and the primary caretaker (usually the mother) from other familiar 
people; then proximity-maintaining behaviors begin to be aimed 
more directly at familiar persons, particularlv at the primarv care
taker. 

3. By the second half of their first year, most infants develop a 
true attachment HJ the primary caretaker; they recognize that person 
and direct proximity-maintaining behaviors toward that person and 
not toward others. 

4. By the first birthday, the attachment is so strong that children 
react ne1?;at1vely to separation from the primary caretaker; they grow 
fearful and tearful, for example, when their parent leaves them with 
a sitter. 

The picture of attachment presented by Bowlbv and others raises 
some difficuh questions for the times we live in. First, consider Bowlby's 
emphasis on the pivotal role of the mother. Men who would like to join 
their wives as equal partners in child care may wonder whether infants 
will grow as attached to their fathers as to their mothers. A studv by Lamb 
(1976) indicated that in nonthreatening situations, such as play involving 
the mother~ father, and infant alone, the infant shows equal attachment to 
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both parents; but when a stranger enters the room, the infant shows 
·<mn;cer atrachment to the mother. This may reflect differences in the 
\L1\, fathers and mothers interact with their infants. Throughout infancy, 
f11•Hher<s are more likely to interact \erbally with their babies and to play 
the role of caretaker; fathers are more likely to interact physically with 
their babies and to fill the role of pla\'lnate (Yo gm an et al., 1977). Perhaps 
1n re'l'•" · to these differences. infants orient toward their mothers in 
timer: · •1 stress ,rnd toward their fathers at playtime . 

. \second question mav arise in families where both parents pursue a 
career: Does regular dav-care for infants and young children interfere with 
attachment ro parents' l\fanv followers of Bowlby have predicted dire 
'' ,ri-;cquences of ea riv dav-care. :\!though most of the research thus far has 
•1• •t found major differences in attachment between day-care and non-day
( :m: rnungsters !Beish & Steinberg, 1978; Clarke-Stewart & Fein, 
l 'i~,3 i, se\ era! studies do suggest that chil1'lren in day-care may keep more 
pln.s1calh distant from their mothers than do \Oungsters whose mothers 
'iLi\ ,It home. 

\Ye kn c not \Ct posed one of the most basic questions about 
attachment: \Yh\· does it happen at all' The \·iew held bv some theorists is 
rl1cir infanrs become attached to rhe adults who care for them because 
these adult-> arc asviciatcd with feeding. According to this view, feeding 
lu-, this effect because it reduce-; the primary drive of hunger--that is, it 
rcl1en:-, the p~tinful tension of being hungry. 

Ftholor:,i.11.1 ({ :hapter .2. page 39), scientists who studv living things in 
their natur.tl hah1rar. offer a different theorv. TheY point out that in manv 
'pcc1,_-, pf ~mimals. infants become imprinted on a mother figure-cling
;ng, fol Inv, ing clc>sclv. or shim ing other behavior that resembles attach
menr in human infants. Ethologists norc that during certain sensitive 
period-; !for e\e!mple, the first 3 davs after hatching in some species of 
ducklings). infants of manv species are biologically programmed to im
prinr on some object ih the environment. Imprinting is triggered by 
specific releasers in the environment. For example, birdlike strutting is a 
releaser which can produce imprinting in certain baby birds. If the object 
doing the strutting during the baby birds' sensitive period is a human 
being, thcv ccm become imprinted on that person rather than on an adult 
bird (Lorenz, 1957). Some ethologists argue that attachment in humans 
uperatc-; '>omcthing like imprinting in other animals. We should be cau
tious about such a conclusion, y(,:t som<' of the apparent similarities 
between imprinting and attachment are certainlv worth exploring. One 
pu'>sibilit\ that some ethologists have explored is that attachment, like 
i11:printing. is triggercLi bv releasers. Researcher Harry Harlow (1958) has 
'lr>i~c work tint sheds sz;'ffie light on this issue. 

Contact Comfort Harlow studied monkeys. l\lonkeys' infancv resem
bles human infanC\ in 'iOme important wa\'s, but it is possible to manipu
late their rearing conditions in wavs that would be ethicallv unacceptable 
for human beings. The rearing conditions designed bv Harlow for his 
baby monkevs involved surrogate mothers-artificial stand-ins for the 
monkcvs' real mothers. 

Each ilHJnkc:\ was equipped with a surrugate mother. One was a 
cYiir11..tcr rnadc •it' '.Vire mesh with a block of wood a .. its head; the 
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orher was a block of wood covered \\·irh sponge rubber crnd then 
rerrv cloth. Behind each ··murher" was a light bulb then p1(J1ideu 

radiant hear for the infants. For one group of babies. the \'iri.'. 

"mother" had a nursing bottle, placed at the center of her "h1ccist. ·· 
For a second group of babies, the cloth "mother" had the nursing 
bottle. \\"hen observed with both "mothers" present, rnonke' s 

spent almost all the time with the cloth "mother," regcndl<>' qf 

which mother fed them. (See Figure 11. 11. I 
Harlow's research has also shown that munkeYs 1ea1ed \'> ith 

cloth "mothers" reJct verv differenth 11 hen frightened ti1a11 do 

monkevs reared with wire "mothers." For C'-ample. whe•1 pl.iced in 

J strange test room. together with their "'mothers." the ,·loth-rr:JH:d 

monkevs clung righrlv ro their "morns." The 11i•c-rcm:d "'"Li.~\·;. 
in contrJst, made little effort ro go to their "mothers." lnsrecid. 'i;n 
threw themselves on the floor, cried. grimaced, or huddled r;,t 

the wall. rocking back and forth while co1ering their faces'' .th clH:ir 
hands. Evidently the cloth-fed monke\s had dn·elopcd " -;m·ng 
attachment to their surrogate mothers. but the wire-fed 
had not. The wire-fed group also showed strange and occ,l\ionall.v 

self-destructive behavior. Some rocked back and forth or paced their 
cages for hours on end, and mam bit thernseh·es or pulled our their 

own hair until their flesh w:is raw. 
Further research bv the Harl<J\\ grm:p Jlso -,bowed tfHt rn:rnv 

of the adverse effects of parent depri\ation are reversible. In une 
study (Suomi et al., 1974 ). monkevs that had been isolated for 6 
months and had begun showing the strange behavior described 
above were given "therapy." The "therapist:-;" were 3-month-old 
normal, energetic, sociable female rnonkcv~s. Si" months of li1·ing 
with these peer "therapists" resulted in nujor improvements in the 

behavior of the socially deprived misfits. Jnd another six months led 

to virtuallv complete recovcf\·. 

Fizure 1 I .1 ! 

Left, rnurhcr ":-.:L1n 1-!:1"." ur -;urru

.!!arc'->, nu.de of \\ire tJ;- clnth. used in 
cq•erirnents on the net:d fnr co11tact 

con1f()rt in 1nonkC)S. Right. ~1 h~ib~ 
n1onkey rnaintains cnntcic f \\ ith a · ·l<ith 

..,~irro,gatc rnothLr wbik fccJin.~ frcnn 
the'.' \\ irc-rnotht.'r·" butt le. ( Fn·n1 

\\'isumsin Prim.He R.r:·,c~rch Center.) 
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\\"hc·n the ,i:-. orphans from J :\azi con
c-c1Hrat1on c1mp arri,cd at Bulldogs 
Bank. England. in 1945. the\ were an 
unruis bur cl(Jsc-knir gang (left). Less 
than a \Car later. thcs- had become bet-
1cr .socicdized and more approachable. 
but thC\ still rcnuinc"d closcls- attached 
to ()Ile .1nothcr (right). Thi.s close at-
r,1c h111e11t mas be one of the strengths 
th.n helped them adjust. cope \\ ith 
their stressful circumstances. and de
\<.:lop into normalh functioning adults. 
I ( :oum:ss of Sophie Dann.) 

it IL i -I 

The Harlow studies make some important points about attachment 
and adaptation. 

1. Thev show a situation in which attachment was not merely 
due to feeding. In Jhe surrogate-mother research, the monkeys' 
attachments did not depend upon which mother "fed" them. This 
casrs doubt on the idea that attachment is caused by hunger reduc
tion. 

2. The studies seem to re\-eal a basic need for contact with a soft, 
warm surface; I larlow called this a need for mntaa mm/011. 

3. The studies suggest that contact comfort mav uperate like a 
releaser. \\'ith contact comfort, attachments were formed; without 
it. attachments were not formed. 

4. The research suggests 'that manv of the ill effects of being 
reared without parents mav sometimes be reversed. or prevented, 
bv close peer relationships. 

( )ne \ erv moving case studv indicates that peer attachments in 
human beings. too. mav help make up for the absence of parents L\. 
Freud. 195 l ). 

In \\'orld \\"ar II, six Jewish infants. orphaned when their parents 
were killed in gas chambers, formed a close attachment to one 
another in the concentration camp where thev were kept. After the 
war. :\nna Freud (Sigmund's daughter) and Sophie Dann brought 
the children. bv then aged 3 to 4, to Bulldogs Bank, England, for 
care .. \t first. the children were wild and hostile toward adults
sometimes c\·en biting and spitting at them (sec Figure 11.12). But 
thcv were remarkablv affectionate and attached to one another. 



They were extrcmelv generous in sharing food and warm clothing 
with each other, and thev insisted on being together at all times. For 
example, no child would go for a walk unless the other five went 
along. Graduallv, the \Oungsters warmed up to the adults at ,!3ull
dogs Bank. forming attachments to those \I ho cared for them and 
adjusting ro the social demands of polite socictv. Now in their 
forties, all arc reportedly effective adults (Hartup, 1983 ). Evidently, 
the close bonds these six formed carlv in life helped soften the 
impact of their se\·ere deprivation as inr·~mts. 

The Bulldogs Rank storv suggests that attachmenr may be closely related 
to the aspect of human development that we will consider next: emotion. 

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
When babies smile, does it mean thev arc haVi)\? This seeminglv simple 
question is actuallv very complicated because what looks like an emotion 
mav not always be one. This fact has helped to make the study of 
emotional development in infancv challenging, to sav the least. To illus
trate the challenging but intriguing nature of the subject, let us focus on 
smiling, and in particular on the <Juestion of what makes it happen. 

Evidently, smiling happens for different reasons at different ages. 
Some smiling is seen e\·en in newborns, but much of this seems automatic 
and hard Iv "emotional." For example, some smiling see1}1s to be trig
gered merely bv the infant's bodily state, as when babies break into grins 
during REI\1 sleep !Chapter 2, page 56) in the first few davs afrcr their 
birth. Other early smiles operate like reflexes. as when neonates smile 
\I !1en someone strokes their lips. In the second month, smiles can be 
brought on by events in the environment~particularlv the sound of a 
human voice or the sight of a human face. A powerful smile en>kcr is a 
combination of a mice and a moving face, particularlv if the mice is high
pirched. By the third or fourth month, babies smile more for cheir mothers 
than for an equallv encouraging female stranger. Bv the beginning of their 
fifth month, most babies have begun to combine smiling with laughing. 
From that point on, there is a series of marked ch:mges in the kind of 
stimulation that sparks a laugh. For example, in the middle of their first 
vear. babies will laugh at stimulation that involves touching-such as 
when Dad tickles them or buzzes his lips on their stomachs. By their first 
birthdays, such tactile fun evokes fewer laughs; but interesting visual 
displays, like a human mask, get more laughs. 

One interpretation of this developmental change is that emotions 
like happiness and delight develop hand-in-ii.and with a child's intellect. 
Simple pleasures that are not cognitively demanding may please an imma
ture infant; but as cognitive development proceeds, a babv needs to be 
increasingly challenged intellecwally in order to e;perience pleasure and 
humor. Some investigators champion the percepwal-recognition hypoth
esis to account for smiling and laughing in infancY. They argue that babies 
make sense of the world around them bv forming mental representations, 
or schemas, of certain kinds of objects. When thev see an object and are 
able to match it to their schema (and tbus ''reco~nize" it}, the result is 
pleasure, which is signaled by a smile or a laugh. They note, for example, 
that 4-month-olds are near the point of having an established schema for 
the humao face. This, thev argue, explains whv babies of this age tend to 
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.\buse and ne;!.!ect pose a serious risk 
tor num infants and children. Here are 
two na~plc' The infant at the left is 
being carried tis a paramedic after 
being hit bs a baseball bat during an 
argument between adults on:r how 
best t\l rear children. The sear-old in
fant at the right was left on a back door 
,mop. \\rapped in a jacket---the result 
of a parent;;! argument. The child was 
later hospnalized and treated for ex
posure. ( . .\P/Wide World Photos ) 

lcPk ·. r;tis :it a picture or sculpture of a face for 3 to 5 seconds and then 
[)fe,;R into a smile. It is as if thev Jre carefully fitting this new face into 
their <.:merging face schema and then signaling the satisfaction of a good 
ric \\ ;t11 a \i11iic that savs "\'oii:i!" 

ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS IN INFANCY 
Ir, :m ideal world. infancv would be :1 time when babv and parent would 
qu ,._ kh Jdjust to one :mother and de\ el op a 'imooth harmonv of styles that 
:1rern 1 l'inJ called a "waltz." l 'nforrunatelv, the waltz is harder to learn 

f"r '"'me parent-infant pairs than for others. ()uitc common in the first 
\Ctr of life are infant feeding problems-cspeciallv a digestive discomfort 
known ,\s colic-and nimiting. Constipation and diarrhea, irregular sleep 
patterns. and m,·stifving bursts of crying also occur verv often in the tirst 
\car. \:ear the end of the first \C!f and well into the second, the problem, 
most (tfrcn involve a conflict ben\'een the babv's growing physical and 
mental processes and the parents' efforts to regulate behavior that seem' 
to them to be aggressive or dangerous. Two of the most common child
lieh~i v1or problems parents report at this age are "stubbornness" anJ 
''tcmpu" (\chcnbacb & Edelbrock. 1981 ). 

Sometimes. the stresses involved in coping with an infant's prob
lems can make a parent feel inadequate or even-angrv at the babv. Sue~ 
feelings, particularly when combined with monev problems and worrie, 
ab(JUt unemplovment, can set the stage for child abuse. (See Figure 
11. L\.) \lam· communities now have services such as telephone hot line'. 
emcrgcnC\ Cllunseling, and Parents Anonvmous groups to assist poter:
tialh· abusive parents. \lost experts agree that these services work be': 
n lic'.n the\ c1re utilil.cd carlv in the development of familv distre.ss . 

. \ number of clinical disorders make their first appearance durin" 
infancv. Among these are seF:ral that are known to be caused by genetic 
or other biological factors. Dofl.2'n syndrome (Chapter 13, page 536). fr.
example. inrnlves mental retardation and a characteristic phvsical ar
pearance noticeable even in the newborn. Although the syndrome 1· 

known to be caused by a chromosomal abnormality, it usually does n1•: 
run in families. l\1ental retardation, often accompanied by phvsiu. 
abnormalities. can also be caused bv infectious diseases in the mother. b' 
1·arious metabolic disorders, or by brain damage. 



Earl\ signs of the disorder known as infrm!tlt autism (Chapter 15 
page 631) make their appearance during the first \Car and a h,!if of life 

:\utistic youngsters fail to show several of the Lind mark features of infancv 

that we discussed abo\·e. Thev fail to focus on other people< eves. the\ 

do nor smile rcgularh· in response to peoples' faces 1ir \oice,, ~rnd thev do 
not show such kev signs of anachment as protest \\hen a parent Jen es 

them. J ,ater, difficulries with social interaction and cspeciallv with Lm
guage will plagne these children into then adulthood. Infant-. suffering 

from a l{li/11rt lo ihrfr_'I' show apad1v, a Lick of n(Jrrnal social interest. ~md 

stunted gnrn th despite seemingh adequate nurrition. \\"hat little c\ 1-

dence \IT now have suggests that this disorder often res1 1 lts when rearing 

-;1tuations leave infants neglected, abw,ed. or poorh stimulated. 

Early Childhood: Play, Presrhool, 
and Preoperations 

-------

From rhe ~1ge of about I K months through the age of 6. the comfortable 

uintines of the child's famih· gi\e wav to the world of peers. The pLl\ tlur 
['.Oes on in that world mav seem frivolous to manv adults, bur we arc nm1 

coming to recognize it as, to use Piaget's expression. "the 11ork llf the 

child." In the context of phtv, children make the tran'i1t1on from sen

sorimoror thinking to thinking that imohcs 1:itern~d n1 anipulation of 

,11nliok The elegant s\"fnbol ,vstem kncrnn els bn.l':uage Like:-: .'hapc at a 

l'clCC d1c1t lea\T'i e\'en experienced parents da/,/,led. The frequcm \ ,1nd 
11ltcn'ilt\' of peer mteraction force the child to de,d \I 1th 1nterper'io1Ld 

issues, such as coping with aggre'>siYe imp11i'ies and learning ho\\ r:i heip. 

The world gro\1s mor<: structured as the child mo1es into more and murc 

formal educational settings. lh the age of .1. about one-fifth of ,di l ·.s. 
l hildren arc in 'iome structured nurserv school or pre'il lwol program \1·1rh 

cd11carional objecti\es: b,· the age of S. rhc ratio 1;; clo,cr to fuur-t'itrhs .. \s 

lhildrn1 prcp,m: to enrer the first grade. the\ hear the 11lclfk'> ot sc,1soned 

\ Otlllg \'Ct<:rans \\'ho ha\·e been through a lot and han: grown c1 lot in the 

proce'is. 

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 
The period between about the ages of .2 ,md 7 was labeled the prmp1n1 

rio11a/ ct11gf b\' Piaget (1970). lh this label, he meJnt that these Year-; •He 

preliminary to the development of truh· logical operation'>. 

\\'hat are oprmtions.? They are flexible mental acrion'i that can be 

combined with one another to soh'C problems. To unders,crnd whar a 

difference having logical operations can nuke. consider the followmg 

'iirnple problem :1s handled bv children who do and children who do not 

have such operations. 

\\'c start with two groups. one of .+-\-car-olds ~rnd ()ne of X-\e~ir-<,lds. 

\\'e first show each child rno sticks .. '\ ,rnd B. pictured 111 Figure 
11.1-t. step 1. Each child is asked to cn111pc1rc the rno stid;.s, tlw.-, to 

tell whether one is longer or both ~tre the 'iame .. -\ssuming the 

children all recognize that A and B are the s,nne length. 1\c then 

move stick B inrn the position sho\111 at the bottom of step .2. This 

p;('.sents the children with the i\liiJler-LYer Iilus:on (Chapter.), p,1ge 
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120); B now looks longer than A. We then ask the children whether 
one of the sticks is now longer than the other or whether they are 
both the same. Most of the 4-vear-olds will say that B is longer; most 
of the 8-year-olds will say that the two sticks are the same length. 

Why do the two age groups differ so in their answers? One reason is 
that the older children have flexible logical operations that allow them to 
reverse the movement of the sticks mentally. They can imagine returning 
the sticks to their original configuration (step 1 ); and they know that if 
they did so, A and B would be identical. The younger children, by 
contrast, do not have flexible logical operations. Their thinking suffers 
from irreversibility, and their judgments are thus dominated by percep
tual appearances; in step 2, B does look lon~er than A, and that is enough 
to convince the preoperational child. 

Even though children as old as S or 6 may be fooled by the Miiller
Lyer illusion in Figure 11.14, they are apt to show surprise that the stick is 
suddenly longer than it seemed to be. Children younger than about age 4 
typically do not show such reactions of surprise (Achenbach, 1973 ). Think 
for a minute about what surprise means in an experiment like this. It 
seems to reflect a primitive identity concept-that is, an idea that charac
teristics like the length of a rigid object should not change just because 
the object has been moved to a new location. We call the identity concept 
"primitive" because it gives way so easily-that is, though the children 
show surprise, they still conclude that line B is longer. 

The primitive identity concept is an important milestone. One 
reason is that it enters into the way children think 1bout their gender 
identity, as we will discuss in a later section on sex roles. Another reason is 
that identity concepts seem to be necessary steps on the way to conserva
tion, a defining feature of the next major Piagetian stage, concrete opera
tions (page 450). Finally, these early object-identity concepts 111ay be 
linked to a more personal sense of identity-that is, the self-concept. 

To study the self concept, Lewis and his colleagues secretly placed 
a spot of rouge on children's noses. The children, aged 9 to 24 
months, were then placed in front of a mirror. (See Lewis & Brooks
Gunn, 1979.) The 9- to 12-month-olds did not seem surprised at 
their mirror images, but most of the children over the age of 16 
months reached up to touch the rouge spot on their noses. This 
suggests that the older children had some awareness that they had a 
"self' with a certain identity (in this case, with rio red spot on the 
nose). 

Another important development in the preoperational period is 
representational thought-the ability to form mental symbols to represent 
objects or events that are not present. As early evidence of representa
tional thought, Piaget cites delayed imitation. Consider this example from 
Piaget's daughter: 

Jacqueline had a visit from a little boy ... who, in the course of the 
afternoon got into a terrible temper. He screamed as he tried to get 
out of a play pen and pushed it backwards, stamping !his feet. 
Jacqueline stood watching him in amazement, never having wit-



nessed such a scene before. The next day. she herself screamed in 
her play pen and tried to move it, stamping her foot lightly several 
times in succession. (Piaget. 1962. p. 63) 

Pia~et pointed out that if this imitation had been immediate, he w'ould 
not have judged that mental symbols were involved; but because the 

/imitation came one dav after Jacqueline had witnessed the scene, Piaget 
1easoned. Jacqueline must necessarily have <>tored away some internal 
representation of what she had seen. 

Early in the preoperational stage. reasoning is not truly deductive (it 
does not proceed from the general to the particular) nor is it truly induc
tive (it does not proceed from the particular to the general). Instead, very 
young children show transdudi'i:e reasoning; that is. they reason from the 
particular to the particular, often in \\avs that are 'influenced by their 
desires. Consider this reasoning bv Piaget's daughter, Jacqueline, at the 
age of 2 vears and 10 months: 

Jacqueline had a remperarnre and wanted oranges. It was too early 
in the season for oranges to be in the shops and we tried to ex
plain ... 'they're still green. \Ye can't eat them. They haven't yet 
got their love Iv vellow colour.' Jacqueline seemed to accept this, but 
a moment later as she was drinking her camomile tea, she said: 
'Camomile isn't green. it's vellow alreadv ... give me some 
oranges!' (Piaget, 1962, p. 231) 

In this example. we can see a glimmer of logical reasoning in the form of 
what Jacqueline says-that is, if A, then B. The problem is that Jac
queline's A (camomile is yellow) does not logically imply her B (oranges 
are vellow). Some transductive reasoning persists throughout the pre
opcrational period, but it gets mingled, more and more, with instances of 
truly valid "If A, then B" statements. It is also sprinkled with episodes 
\\here children suddcnlv seem to spot the logical gaps in their transduc
tions. as in the following example from Piaget's conversation with Jac
queline, then age 4. 

Jacqueline: It's a horse because it has a mane. 
Piafz,et: Haven't mules got manes? 
larqurline: Yes. 
Piaget: Well then? 
larqudine: (silence). (Piaget. 1962. p. 233) 

Such experiences of being "srnmped," of seeing the inadequacies in 
one's reasoning, may act as spurs. stimulating further development. Once 
the inadequacies have been seen. the child's tendency toward equilibra
tion (page 425) makes it verv hard for her to remain satisfied with her 
current wavs of thinking. 

Some other characteristics of preoperational thought can be sur
veyed briefly. Egocentrism, means an in·1bilirv to rake the point of view of 
another person. Preoperational children rend to assume that others see 
the world just as they themselves see it. l'\ote that egocentrism, as thus 
defined, does not mean selfishness; instead. it refers to an intellertual 
limitation. Preoperarional children al<>o displav animi.im. the belief that 
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inanimate objects which have certain characteristics of Jiving things (such 
as motion) are, in fact, alive. Finally, preoperational children do not 
understanr1 use-effect relationships very well. They tend to see unre
lated e\ ,,Ls and objects as causallv related to one another. In fact, they 
tend to believe that each eve~t has a clearly identifiable cause, and thus 
they often fail to recognize the operation of chance and luck (Weisz, 
1983 ). Young children often come up with simple causal explanations for 
random evenrs in nature. For example, if asked why clouds move across 
the skv, thev are apt to answer, "They are following us." Another 
manifestation may be the persistent "Whv?" questions that adults cannot 
.inswer because they involve events that are cssentiallv random-for 
example, "Why do you have such a long nose when you are so short?" In 
many vnys, then, the reasoning of the preoperational child falls short of 

what we consider matur' ·hought. 

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
Achieving mature thought requires achieving a mature use of language. 
The steps involved in acquirin?, language look quite similar in children 
from a variety of cultures. In fact, as researchers began to notice thi' 
similarity across cultures. the nature-nurture issue resurfaced. Language 
expert Noam Chomskv (1968) proposed that there arc universal gram
matical rules used bv all children evervwhere and that this universal 
grammar is stimulated by an inborn language-.icquisition device. More 
recent evidence, though (Braine, 1976), indicates that children may not 
really use the S<tme underlying grammatical rules the world over. How
ever, children do seem to follow some renurkably similar steps as they 
begin to combine words in order to express ideas. 

One can view the course of language development as either continu
ous or discontinuous (recall the earlier discussion of this recurring con
flict). Vocabulary development appears to be a fairly smooth, continuous 
process. In English-speaking cultures, the infant's first legitimate English 
word usually appears around the time of the first birthdav. By the age of Z. 
the vocabulary has usuallv expanded to about 50 words; and by age 3, it 
consists of about 1,000 words. By their sixth birthdavs, most children can 
use between 8,000 and 14,000 words (Carey, 1978). 

Language development looks more discontinuous, or stagelike, 
when we focus on syntax-the formation of grammatical rules for assem
bling words into sentences. Table 11. Z shows the sequence of stages 
through which children pass as thev master the syntax of their l:rnguage. 
The ages shown in the table are approximate; they even overlap in places. 
This is because there are large differences among children in their rate of 
development and because children (like adults) do not always use their 
most advanced forms of language. In many children, syntactic develop
ment actuallv begins before stage 1 in the table. Halliday (1975) showed 
that even before their first real English word, children can often commu
nicate with their parents by using private expressions such as bi for bird. 

and moosh for milk. 
When the first legitimate words are learned, stage 1 emerges 

quicklv. Children get maximum mileage out of these single words b\ 
altering inflection and gesture. When a child reaches for her cup and 
shouts "Milk!" in an urgent tone of voice, she is actually communicating 
the sentence, "Give me my milk!" A single word thus used as a sentence 



STAGE OF 
DEVELOPMENT 

Sentencelike word 
(12 to 18 months) 

2. Modification 
(18 months tn 2 years) 

3. Structure 
(2 to 3 years) 

4 Operational changes 
(2 1/2 to 4 years) 

5 Categorization 
13·;, to 7 years) 

6 Complex structures 
(5 to 10 years) 

NATURE OF 
DEVELOPMENT 

The word is combined 
with nonverbal cues 
(gestures and inflections) 

Mod:~i:;>s are 101ned IL• 
topic words to fo,n1 
rl 0 clarduve. question 
negative, and imperative 
structures. 

Both a subject and a 
predicate are included 1n 
the sentence types 

Elements are added, 
embedded. and 
permuted within 
sentences. 

Word classes (nouns, 
verbs, and prepositions) 
are subdivided. 

Complex structural 
distinctions made, as with 
"ask-tell" and "promise." 

SAMPLE UTTERANCES 

"Mommy" 
"Mommy!" 
"Mommy?" 

'Pretty baby.· 
(declarative) 
"Where Daddy?" 
(question) 
No play · (negative) 
More m11k 1 " (1mperat1ve) 

'Shes a pretty baby " 
(declarative) 
'Where Daddy 1s?" 
(question) 
"I no can play." 
(negative) 
"I want more milkl" 
(imperative) 

"Read it, my book." 
(conjunction) 
"Where is Daddy?" 
(embedding) 
"I can't play." 
(permutation) 

"I would like some milk." 
(use of "some" with mass 
noun) 
"Take me to the store." 
(use of preposition of 
place) 

"Ask what time it 1s." 
"He promised to help 
her." 

•Source: Modified from B S. Wood's Children and CommunicatJOn Verbal and Nonverbal Lan
guage Development. © 1976, pp. 129 and 148. Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall. Engle
wood Cliffs. NJ ) 

is called a holophrase. Children usually move so rapidly through the next 
four stages of syntax that by age 4 they are using grammar much like that 
of adults in informal conversation. 

The recurring conflict between active and passive views of the 
developing person can be seen in the study of language development. 
Some theorists, notably B. F. Skinner (1957), have argued that children 
/eam language by trying various combinations of sounds and being re
warded ,(for example, with praise and attention) by their parents and 
others f~r those sounds that represent true language. Others, such as 
Piaget, have argued that children create their language by ronstrurting their 
own rules and revising them as needed. There can be little doubt that 
some of children's language acquisition comes from being rewarded or 
encouraged by others; all of us have seen this process in action. Yet it also 
is hard to deny that children are active builders of their own language. 
One line of evidence often used to support this view is the erroneous 
language that children use-language that reveals rules the children have 
constructed but that is not likely to have been rewarded. Children who 

Table 11.2 

Six stages in d1i/drm's syntartrr 
development 
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have found out that the plural of do!!, is dogs and that the plural of box is 
boxes are apt to decide on their own that more than one mouse should be 
called mouses. Children who do this are showing they have understood a 
rule i'I" ..:ming grammar: they .. are obviously not just repeating what they 
have been rewarded for saying, nor are they imitating an adult model. Far 
from being discouraged by such errors, parents should take heart from the 
knowledge that their cbild has mastered a rule, even if the child clings 
longer than the parents might like to a mistaken use of the rule. Consider, 
for example, this transcnpt of a conversation between a researcher, Dr. 
Gleason, and a 4-vear-old. 

Child: 
Gleason: 

Child: 
GIMson: 

My teacher holded the baby rabbits and we patted them. 
Did vou say your teacher held the baby rabbits? 
Yes. 
What did vou sav she 

0

did? 
Child: She holded the bab\ rabbits and w<:: patted them. 

(;fmson: Did vou :,~l\ she held them nghrlv? 
Child: 1\o. she holded them looselv. 

(Gleason, 1967. p. !) 

In this case, the child had in mind a rule about how to form past 
tenses (add edl. However, she applied this rule to a verb which has an 
irregular past tense. Eventuallv, she will accommodate (page 425) to this 
arbitrary feature of her language. t>.lost children do. but often they accom
modate in \vays that show just how arbitrarv the,_· perceive these matters 
to be. An example of such accommodation to the arbitrary (an incorrect 
accommodation in this case) has been reported by Warner, as cited in 
Biehler (1981). 

A girl, aged three, was looking at the illustrated book, Three Billy 
Goats Gruff. She pointed to each goat and said "Look! Three billy 
goats eared." Her mother replied, "Ate." The child re-checked the 
goats in the picture, then said, "Three billy goats eared." Again her 
mother replied, '".\re ... Exa~perared, the little girl shrugged her 
shoulders and said, '"OK! light Lnlh guar:, c:Hed. · 

In this example, we can see the truth of both the active and passive views 
of the child's language development. Children actively construct rules of 
language usage. Yet there are manv cases where seernmgly good rules 
simply do not 'tflply, a1td the chilti lean, thal ai bitrary exceptions must be 
passively accepted. 'l hrough this 1merplav of anincy and passivity, a 
mature language S\ ,rem LaKe-, shape Ill " tew short years. 

This, at least. " wnat happt:n' m a normal, language-rich environ
ment. But what happens to people who are not exposed to language 
during childhood? Do die:\' 'kvdop go.:id iangu:.ge .;foils, only later? Or is 
childhood a \:.:;icai periud hr 1an~uage.! tr, .inquir,· l l. J, we discuss this 
question by e."ploring the case of a crag1cally depnved child. 

SOCIAL DE vELOPMEi'l l 
Along with me indtd ~ ng moo· '.itv a11.:i .teu le raring language skills of che 
preschuo1 r-r.,10 ·:;m"'; c ,. ~·.:;: md. ,-~ ,-.. ·;" wo-1ci i ne i'' ·c.css tiv wnich 



the child's behavior and attitudes are brought into harmony with that 
world is called sorraltzation. 

Freud's theof\ (Chapter 14, page 576) focused mainly on the child's 
socialization with respect to parents during this period. Freud believed 
that during the anal ~tage, roughlv the second vear of life, key interactions 
center around toilet training. The child take~ phvsical satisfaction from 
stimulation in the anal region of the bodv. ano soc1a1 issues including self
control and orderliness are confronted. During the phallic stage, roughly 
ages 3-6, children find physical satisfaction in stimulation of their sexual 
organs and are attracted to the parent of the opposite sex. Out of the 
experiences of this stage, Freud believed that children forge a lasting 
identitv with their same-sex parent. 

Erikson (Chapter 12, page 47.)) saw the second vear of life and the 
toilet-training experience as a time of conflict between autonomy, on the 
one hand, and shame and doubt. on the other. During the next 3 or 4 
vears, Erikson argued. the child's core conflict is between the urge to be 
industrious in school and elsewhere and the risk of feeling inferior. We 
will begin our discussion, as Freud and Erikson did theirs, with a focus on 
the parent-child relationship. 

The parent-child relationship The first part of early childhood has been 
dubbed "the terrible Zs." One reason for this label is that the child's 
increasing phvsical prowess, intellectual power. and language skill trans
form the nature of the parent-child relationship; the child becomes less 
compliant and manageable than before. 

In addition, a major task of socialization must be confronted: toilet 
training. Parents who have been largelv nurturers and careLakers of their 
children become teachers and enforcers, active agents of socialization. In 
teaching specific skills to their children, parents may profit from the work 
of behavioral psychologists. 

For example, Azrin and Foxx (1974) developed a set of behavior
modification techniques that they say can produce appropriate toilet 
behavior very quickly. The procedures included parents' use of a 
doll to show their child the appropriate behavior. Children were also 
given large quantities of their favorite liquids and encouraged to 
follow the doll's example on the potty. As soon as the child urinated, 
the parents responded with rewards in the form of favorite treats, 
lavish praise, and references to how pleased special people in the 
child's life (for example, Granddad) would be. \Vhen applied care
fully with children who are physiologically ready for bladder control, 
the technique can reportedly produce Toi/er Training in Less Than a 
Day (the title of Azrin and Foxx's book). 

In addition to teaching specific skills, the pare Et dunn'.!, this period 
is called upon to be a disciplinarian. But how should parents go about 
telling their child no? Research findings offer some guidelines. 

First, a combination of general parental \lar!T'th and specific expla
nations for specific prohibitions seems to pro!Y'0te effective discipline. 
Parental warmth seems to make the child eager to maintain the parent's 
approval and to understand the parent's reasons for the prohibition. 
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IS CHILDHOOD A CRITICAL PERIOD FOR 
LANGUAGE? THE CASE OF GENIE 

In 1970, officials 1n California discovered a 13-year-old 
girl who had been reared, for all intents and purposes, 
as an animal The youngster, called Genie to protect 
her privacy, had been kept in almost total isolation 
from her twentieth month until the age of 13. Evident1y 
her parents and brother had kept her in a small •oom 
throughout this entire period, never interacting with 
her except to bring her food (mostly baby food) and 
drink (mostly milk). Genie was kept naked. She was 
not toilet-trained. She was restrained by a harness that 
forced her to sit throughout each day on a potty-chair, 
able to move only her hands and feet. At night she was 
often wrapped in a sort of straitiacket and secured in a 
"crib" that had wire-mesh sides and a covered top. 

Genie's father never spoke to her: his only vocal 
communications with his daughter were growls and 
barking sounds He forbade his wife and son to talk to 
Genie: both. terrified of the man, complied with his 
orders. The tw0 even spoke to each other in very quiet 
tones lest they disturb Genie's fat);ier. As a result of all 
this, Genie passed through most of her childhood 
without any real opporturtity for language develop
ment, not to mention normal development in other 

areas. 
Among the many specialists who worked with 

Genie after she was discovered was Susan Curtiss, an 
expert in language development. Curtiss described 
her work in a 1977 book, Genie A Psycholinguistic 
Study of a Modern-Day "Wild Child." One of the ques
tions Curtiss hoped to answer in her work with Genie 
was whether there might be a critical period for lan
guage acquisition-that is, a period of time during 
which language development must take place if it is to 
happen at all Critical-period hypotheses are rarities in 
modern psychology, and as such the~ deserve spe
cial attention. Earlier in this chapter, we used the more 
popular, and more cautious, term sensitive periods; 
this term refe1'S to segments of the life cycle during 
which the organism is especially susceptible to, or 
ready for. certain key cognitive or social develop-

ments. 
In the area of language development, though, 

psychologist Eric Lenneberg (1967) proposed a true 

critical-period hypothesis Before the age of 2, he 
argued, a child's brain has not matured enough for 
language acquisition to take place, and after puberty 
the brain has lost the flexibility necessary for the ac
quisition of a first language Genie's tragic circum
stances. provided a. test of Lenneberg's hypothesis 
because her language deprivation began before the 
age of 2 and c0nt1nued until after puberty. In other 
words, according to Lenneberg's hypothesis, Genie 
failed to develop language during the only period 
wnen 1a9guage development is possible. According 
to 1h1s reasoning, Genie's advanced age at the time 
she was discovered should have meant that she 
would be unable to acquire language. 

Did Genie develop language? Yes and no. With 
training, she progressed through the normal develop
mental sequence from one-word utterances to two
word sets (for example, "big teeth") and then to three
word chains (for example, "small two cup"). In this 
respect she did develop some language, and this fact 
seems inconsistent with a strict interpretation of Len
neberg's hypothesis. On the other hand, Genie did not 
become really fluent. She did not learn to distinguish 
properly between various pronouns, to differentiate 
between active and passive verbs, to ask questions, 
or to do a number of other things that many linguists 
see as evidence of a truly human language. Conse
quently, some would say that Genie's language defi
cits support Lenneberg's view that there is a critical 
period for true language acquisition. In summary, the 
case of Genie could be interpreted as evidence either 
for or against Lenneberg's critical"period hypothesis. 

Curtiss dealt with this standoff by proposing a 
modified critical-period hypothesis. She noted that 
several tests had revealed something very unusual 
about Genie's brain activity: Genie, unlike nearly all 
other right-handed people, used the right side of her 
brain for language (see Chapter 2, p::ige 69). More
over, normal right-hemisphere activities (such as face 
recognition) were well developed in this very deprived 
adolescent. In general, Genie's right hemisphere 
seemed to, be functioning fairly well when it came to 
mental activities normally associated with that hemi
sphere. On the other hand, Genie did poorly at ac
tivities normally handled by the left hemisphere; some 
of these activities, including language, appeared to 
have been "adopted" by her right hemisphere. 
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Such information led Curtiss to suggest that 
there might be critical periods for the development of 
the left hemisphere. It might be, she suggested, that 
left-hemisphere brain tissue nor1nally reserved fc, lan
guage has to be used during a particular period of 
time {perhaps the age span specified by Lenneberg). 
If that critical period is missed, brain tissue in the 
language-designated area may lose its capacity for 
learning. After this has happened, any subsequent 
language activity may have to be relegated to the right 
hemisphere .and may well be less effective than lan
guage that is governed by the left hemisphere. Genie, 
Curtiss suggested. may have missed the critical pe
r1od dur1ng which her language functioning would 
have been located in the left hemisphere and thus 
have developed normally. 

The notion ot critical per1ods 1n development 1s 

an extremely important one. It has generated a qreat 
deal of controversy, especially when applied to such 
extreme cases as Genie's. In this instance, the contro
versy has even extended to the courtroom. Genie's 
mother has fiJed suit against Curtiss and a hospital that 
was involved in Genie's treatment She charges that 
confidential information about her daughter and her
self have been disclosed lo: "prestige and profit" Her 
lawyer estimates that damages may total $500,000. 
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Gi\ing reasons, in turn, helps the child form concepts of what is appropri
ate---concepts that cai.i then generalize to new situations. Second, consis
tencv~m er time and kc tween parents--is Yef\· important. \lam studies 
lrn\e shmn1 that parental inconsistencv and conflict are linked to malad
justment in children, especially to aggression and delinquencv. 

:\ third guideline concerns the question of how controlling parents 
'>hould be with their children. This is one of the quest.ons addressed in 
research bv Haumrind (1967, 1980). 

In one part of this research, observers spent·l4 weeks recording the 
behavior of preschool children. In addition, thev interviewed the 
children's parents and observed them while interacting with their 
children. Thev found that parental st\ le seems to be related to 

ch:ldren's behavior in several wavs. Parents with a stvle Baumrind 
labeled "authoritatiYe" were firm about rules and expected high 
le\els of rnaturit\ and achievement, but were also nurturant and 
responsi\c w their children. These parents had children who were 
especiallv energetic, friendly, curious, and self-reliant. The chil
dren of vef\· "permissive" parents, bv contrast, showed little self
reliance and poor self-control; many of these children were judged 
to be impulsive and aggressive. Finallv, a highlv controlling "au
thoritarian" parental stvle was associated with children wh<' were 
apprehensive, withdrawn, unhappv, and distrustful. 

Baumrind's studv, like several other investigations in this area, suggests 
that parenting which combines warmth with moderate restrictiveness and 
an authoritative stvle will foster independence and social maturitv in 
children even as early as the preschool \·ears. 

Baumrind's (1980) research also sugg,.sts that identical parental 
stvles may foster different behavior patterns in boys and in girls. For 
instance, boys with punishing fathers seem to have difficultv in forrr.iag 
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good peer relation;hips, but girls with such fathers seem especially likely 
to be independent and self-reliant. It has been suggested that girls with 
verv warm and tolerant fathers may be missing out on the parent-child 
tension that can stimulate self-assertion and autonomy. 

Before leaving this dis"tussion of parental styles and child behavior. 
let us reemphasize a key point: Children are not formless lumps of hot 
metal waiting to be shaped by parents-regardless of what John Watson 
(quoted at the beginning of this chapter) may have once said. The 
longitudinal research we discussed earlier (Thomas & Chess, 1977, 1980) 
indicates that children may be born with "styles" of their own in the form 
of basic temperament patterns. Parental style mav influence the wav 
these patterns are expressed, but parental style is also panlv a response to 
the child's style. Parent behavior and child behavior influence one an
other in an ongoing cycle. To view the parent as "the cause'' and the child 
as "the effect" would certainly be a Serious mistake, just as it would be d 

mistake to think that every troubled child is d product of poor parenting. 

Sex roles Children's identification with their parents influences their 
ideas about sex roles. Children of both sexes may initiallv adopt manv 
traditionally feminine and maternal behavior patterns (Sears ct al., 1965): 
but bv the age of 4 or 5, bovs have already begun to show traditional mate 
types of behavior. The toys they choose and the roles they play in games 
become increasingly masculine. At about the same age, girls intensify the 
feminine sex-typing of their play. One reason for the divergence of bovs 
and i;irls is that children pick up sex-typed behavior through observational 
leaming-that is, bovs observe and imitate males, particularly their fa
thers, while girls obsen e and imitate females, particularlv their mothers. 

Whv does such differential imitation of males and females not sh(m 
up strong!\' until children arc 4 or S vears old? One reason seems to be that 
children's awareness of sex differences is influenced by their cogniti\'e 
development. Before the age of 4 or 5, as we saw in the preceding section 
on cognitive development, most children do not understand the prinriple 
of identity-that is, they do not recognize that certain characteristics of 
objects remain fixed even when the appearance of the object changes. In 
the same way, young children do not recognize that one of their own kev 
characteristics-their gender identity-remains fixed even though their 
appearance changes. This intellectual limitation can be seen in the fol
lowing conversation between two bovs, one of whom has not yet under
stood the fixedness of this key aspect of himself. 

Johnny (age 41/z): I'm going to be an airplane builder when I grow 
up. 

Jimmy (age 4): \\'hen I grow up, I'll be a '.\lommy. 
Johnny: No, vou can't be a Mommy. You have to be a Daddy. 
Jimmy: :-.io, I'm going to be a Mommy. 
Johnny: No, vou're not a girl, you can't be a Mommy. 
Jimmy: Yes I can. 
(Kohlberg, 1966, p. 95) 

Children like Johnny, who understand that sex is a fixed attribute~ 
are more likely than are children like Jimmy to focus their observational 
learning on models of their own sex. Evidentlv, cognitive development 
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and observational learning both contribute to sex-tvped behavior. In 
addition, a broad range of enYironmental influences can be identified. For 
generations. parents ha\e tended to treat bovs and girls differently, 
differentiallv rewarding them for "sex-appropriate" behavior and ev.~n 
decorating bovs' rooms with "educational" materials while decorating 
girls' rooms with dolls and ruffles (Rheingold & Cook. 1975). Sex tvping 
has also been common in children's books and in television portrayals of 
maie and female characters. These trends are changing now, but not as 
quickly as mam' would like. 

In addition to these cogniti\ e and environmental factors, there seem 
also to be biological cause'> for sex-role deYclopment. This is illustrated bv 
\lonev and Ehrhardt's ( 1972) stud\ of "androgenized" girls. 

\lonev and Ehrhardt found .25 girls, aged -1- through 16, who had 
been exposed to high levels of an androgenlike hormone (progestin) 
as fetuses. Their mothers had used the hormone tu minimize the 
risk of a miscarriage. bur it also turned out to ha\e some powerful 
"masculinizing" effects on the fetuses. For example. some of the 
girls were born \\ith male-like genitals. These phvsical effects were 
corrected surgicallv, and the girls grew up iooking female. But 
apparentlv thev were psvchologicallv different from other girls. 
When the .25 "androgenized" girls were compared to .25 untreated 
girls of the same age, race, IQ, and socioeconomic background, 
some kev differences were found in sex-role attitudes and behavior. 
The "androgeni1.ed" girls were more often considered ''rombovs"; 
thev were much more likelv than the cmnparison group to be 
im oh ed in \'igorous, competitive acti\'ities, to prefer functional 
clothing mer fashionable dresses, <1nd to prefer male-tvpe tovs like 
miniature trucks and guns. l :nlike the other girls, the "androgen
ized" group tended to be indifferent to dolls and, Liter, to human 
infants, and when asked whether thcv would prefer to have careers 
or to be married housewives, most chose a career: most of the 
"nonandrogenizcd" ,girls said that marriage was their most important 
long-range goal. 

\lonev and Ehrhardt argued that much of the tombovishness seen in the 
"androgenizcd" girls was most likelv a result of the effects of the hormone 
on the brains of the girls when they were fetuses (Chapter 7. page 279). 
The r-.lonev-Ehrhardt findings suggest that biological factors, like en
\ironmental factors and cognitive development, can play a significant role 
in producing sex-role differences in early childhood. 

Peers and play As children mature, their relationships with their parents 
are increasingly rivaled by their relationships with their peers. The nature 
of child-to-child interaction in the context of plav changes in predictable 
ways over the early childhood years. 

lnitiallv, children engage in solitrm' play. The\· may show a prefer
ence for being near other children and show some interest in what those 
others are doing, but their own individual plav runs an independent 
course. Solitarv play is eventually replaced bv parallel play, in which 
children use similar materials (such as, a pail and to\' shovel) and engage 
in similar activity (such as, digr;ing sand), tvpicallv near one another: but 
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Figure 11.15 

Imitation of aggressive behavior. Top: 
An adult model acts aggressivelv to

ward a large plastic doll. \fiddle: A hov 
who has watched the adult model 
shows similar aggressive behavior. Bot
tom: A girl also imitates the model's 
behavior. (From Bandura et al., 1963. 
Journal of Abnormal and Soria/ Psyrhol
OKJ.) 

thev hardlv interact at all. By age 3, most children show at least some 
roopemtive play, a form that involves direct child-to-child interaction and 
requires some complementary role taking. Examples of such role taking 
can be found in the "pretend" games that children use to explore such 
mvsteries as adult relationships (for example, games of "Mommy and 
Daddy") and other children's anatomv (for example, games of "Doctor"). 
Additional signs of the youngster's growing awareness of peers can be 
seen at 'lbout age 3 or 4. At this age, at least some children begin showing 
a special faithfulness to one other child when they choose playmates or 
friends. This faithfulness may last only a few days, but it is still a 
significant advance; prior ~o age 3, children's choices of playmates and 
friends may change almost randomly from dav to day. It is also at about 
age 3 or 4 that children begin to prefer plavmates of the same gender; this 
may be a preliminarv step on the way to the stable sense of-gender 
identity which emerges at age 4 or S. 

0 

Aggression In earlv childhood, bovs and girls face an important new 
task· learning w express unpleasant feelings in socially acceptable ways. 
Often the feelings are \'ented in the form of aggressive beha\'ior. Studies 
show that aggressive behavior, across many cultures, is more common 
among boys than among girls; it is also more common in early childhood 
than later, at least in many of its physical forms. \Vhy do children show 
aggression, and why does it take the forms that it does? l\fany have argued 
that frustration provokes •1ggression (Chapter 7, page 290), and that the 
forms it takes will depend on the child's previous learning. 

Bandura et al. ( 1963) tested this idea, focusing specificallv on obser
vational learning. 

They 'manged for S-vear-olds to obser\'e models attacking an in
flated "Bobo doll," using the techniques shown in Figure 11.15. 



Another group of 5-year-ul~s did not see the models attack the dolls. 
Children in both groups were then frustrated. Each child was al
lowed to start plaving with some attractive toys, only to be inter
rupted and taken ro a room that contained a Bobo doll and other 
toys. Children in both groups reacted with aggressive behavior, b~·t 
the. c_:hildren in the observational-learning group focused their ag
gression on the Bobo doll much more than did the other children. In 
fact, some cif the children who had seen the models attack the doll 
attacked it in exactly the same ways and in the same sequence as the 
model had (see Figure 11.15). 

Note that children in both groups reacted to frustration with aggressive 
behavior, but the two groups showed different patterns, or styles, of 
aggression. Evidently, the specific forms of aggression that children 
choose may have much to do with what they have learned, often through 
observation. This has led to some concern about the possible effects o:-i 
children of the aggressive and violent behavior thev see on television 
programs. We discuss these concerns and whether they are valid in 
Chapter 7 (pages 291-292). 

Aggressive behavior may be fostered not only by observational 
learning but also bv direct reinforcement, or reward. In manv settings 
where children play, the aggressive children often triumph over others, 
have easier access to preferred toys, and even get extra attention from 
adults who are encouraging them to be less combative. Many youngsters 
are also rewarded for their aggressive behavior at home. Parents often 
respond to such behavior by paying special attention to the child and even 
by giving in to the child's demands "just to get a little peace and quiet" 
(Patterson, 1976). 

Prosocial behavior Preschoolers can be aggressive, but they can also be 
touchingly helpful, generous, and comforting. Such behavior is called 
prosocial. It is often seen in the same children who tend to be aggressive. 
Some have argued that these children are motivated to be involved with 
other children, and whether the involvement is aggressive or prosocial will 
depend upon the situation. Others argue that aggressive children, who 
themselves are easily upset, "find it easier to empathize with others who 
are upset." 

According to Hoffman (1976), children pass through four predict
able stages in the development of the empathy that makes prosocial 
behavior possible. In the first stage, infants have trouble differentiating 
self from others. Their behavior is triggered by, and often looks like, the 
strong emotional displays of others. They often cry when others cry and 
laugh when others laugh. It is almost as if they ,were directly wired to the 
other person's emotional system. People who work in nurseries often see 
this crude form of empathy in the form of a chain reaction; one baby's 
crying triggers another baby, whose crying triggers an outburst on the 
other side of the room. After the first year, children gradually develop a 
sense of self as different from others, and at that point they enter a second 
stage. Although they have come to recognize that another person is, in 
fact, another person, their egocentric thinking (page 437) leads them to 
"help" the other person in ways that they themselves would want to be 
helped. So a.boy whose mother is upset may bring her his favorite blanket 
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The power of tele\'ision rn capture the 
child's attention (left) is undeniable. 

Some ha\'e argued that this power, \'ia 
such programs as Jfr. Ro?,ers' Nrigh
borhood (right), can be harnessed to 

promote prosocial behavior. Research 
to date has shown that such prosocial 

effects can be produced only when the 
children are given extra help in think

ing about the meaning of what thev 
have seen. (!,eji: Mimi Forsyth/ 

\lonkmever Press Photo Service; right: 
Jfisrrr Rogm" Srif!,hborhood.) 

or his teddy bear. In the third stage, children recognize that a distressed 
person mav have feelings and needs that are different from their own. 
Their efforts to help become aimed at figuring out what the distressed 
person reallv needs, even if the need is different from the child's own 
personal preference. During this stage, which lasts through early child
hood, ch:ldren are limited to empathy for others who show specific 
expressions ot emotion. Their empathv is situation-specific. It 1s only in 
later childhood. when the fourth stage is reached, that children come to 

relate one expression of distress to another and to be concerned for the 
general condition of others. It is univ in this fourth stage that children are 
likclv to emparhi1.e with and seek to help, say. an unpopular child who 
seems generallv morose or withdrawn. 

( :hddrcn \ level of den;loprnent seems to influence their compe
tence at emp;ithv and prosocial behavior; but whether they actually try to 

shm\ '>Uc·h behJ\ 1Pr ma\ depend hea\ ~ly on their learning. There is good 
e\ idence then children can learn helping behavior bv imitating models; 
thi:' is particularh effective if the models express happiness about their 
pmsocia! behaYior (:;aving, for ex:.imple, "I reallv felt great when I helped 
th"lt bo,, pie k up his hike") anJ if the models arc able to dispense rewards 
[hat the observing children value. 

It mav h~n·e occurred to \'OU that television Yiewing can have good as 
well as bad effects-that it can enhance prosocial behavior through 
po'ii[i\e obsen ational lc1rning (sec Figure 11.16). There is some e\·i
dcncc that thi<> happens when nurser\'-school children watch "Mr. 
Rogers· '\ieig-.hborhood" (Stein & Friedrich, 1975). However, "~Ir. 

Rogers" is a f'.entle. low-kevcd program. It is less riveting than are the 
more C'.citir!",. cuzgrc:-,ion-laden programs. lrs prosocial messages ha\·e 
been sho,\n ro h,,i\e :m 1mpan onl\' when children were asked to com
ment (\n [hem or ~in them out. There mav be several positive effects of 
television watching in earlv childhood, but the effects found in research 
thus far have no[ been dramatic or clear-cut. 

ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
In the preschool \'eJrs, children acquire a riskv combination: mobility, 
language. cmd immature judgment. Their limited powers of reasoning 
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make it hard for them to foresee the consequences of their physical 
activity. They arc physicallv able to cross rhe street tu~ unable to envision 
all the dangers that crossmg the street poses. Parents' my~terious sanc
tions are often merelv the stuff of games, as when 30-month-oid Julia was 
found dropping eggs on the floor while scolding herself. "No No No. 
Mustn't dood it. No No No Mustn't dood it"' (F raibcrg:, 1959. p. 135). 
Preschoolers also use thei1 newfound language ski lb with a distinct lack of 
restraint. Their cognitive egocentrism ( pag» ·CI) preYenc' them from 
taking the perspective of their listener; the result can be painful Iv honest 
comments such as. ''Hello. fat ladv'' or "You ha\ e t.:lc(h· lee th." 

Preschoolers pav a price for their ptm ers nf reprc:,entational 
thought. That price is a lively imagination chat can careen out of control at 
times. Shadows on the wall at bedtime can become burgla,s, kidnappers, 
or ghosts. There is a perpetual tension t)etween the rational and irrational 
uses of imagination. This tension was niceh illustrated lw the ~omment 
of a 6-year-old bO\ whose fear uf ghom; had him wick·t~\TO in th~ middle 
of the nighr: "I kn<J\\ they aren't real, hut what if thev are'" A common 
fear among preschoolers is that something under the bed will grah a hand 
if it hangs free. Perhaps vou remember thinking to vnurself, "There's 
probably nothing under the bed, hut\\ hY take a dunce. ri;e;~ll'" Sui ,·eys 
of parents show that fear-; are among the rr<''St C•lmn:r·• ''t ~,,,•·1nr p:oblerns 
of early childhood. bur what children fe.11 cha-:ge,; rn 'd::crll, :bring this 
period. As Figure J l. 17 shows. fe~1rs inrnh·ir ;;, cbouc;hr ;1;1d iir.ai.;inat:on 
increase sharplv durmg the preschooi vears: 1n concrns<, r!1c ixrccntage of 
fears related to concrete, phYs1cal sensation<> genernih declines. This 
illustrates the shift away from the semorimoror "rhouch t .. ;Jf infanc\· and 
toward the internalized. representational thought of eari: ch,ldhood. 

The other problems mentioned most ofte-n lfl p2n:nt ~urvcvs reflect 
their children's unsocialized use of phY:;ical anLi 'itrhai pnw<~t' "O\er::ic-
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Figure 11.17 

Age changes in what children fear. 
Fears involving concrete sensor\' and 

phvsical experiences generally d~cline 
with age during the preschool years 

(left). During those same years, 
though, children's growing powers of 

representational thought lead to an in
crease io fears im·olving thought and 
imagination (right). (from Children's 

Fean b\ .\. T. Jersild & F. B. Holmes, 
'.\"ew York: Teachers College Press, 

1935.) 
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tive," "shows off," "talks too much," "temper," "whines," "argues," 
"demands attention," "disobedient," and "resists bedtime," are terms 
that appear often in these surveys. Some of these problems are common 
throughout the preschool years; contrary and stubborn behavior, foir ex
ample, are reported for about 60 percent of children at ages 2, 3, 4, and 5 
(Heinstein, 1969). Other problems, such as temper tantrums,, decline 

_over the preschool years. 
Some of these problems become exaggerated enough in some chil

dren to require clinical intervention. Two of the most common causes of 
clinic referral are unsocialized behavior and phobias-fears so irrational, 
persistent, or intense that they interfere significantly with normal func
tioning. Speech problems are a third major reason for clinic referral, 
especially in the 2- to 5-year age group. Poor hearing, faulty brain funC'
tioning, or mere lags in development can interfere with children's ability 
to understand speech or to produce jr. Stuttering can also begin in early 
childhood. Sometimes it can be traced to common early problems in 
pronunciation that lead children to worry about their abilitv to talk. At 
other times. the cause is harder to find. Stuttering usually fades out with 
development, but in some cases it lingers throughout life. In some cases, 
difficulties in producing language sounds or other anxiety-laden circum
stances in a child's life can lead a youngster to stop speaking altogether, a 
problem called elertiz:e mutism. Finally. infantile autism, which we dis
cussed in the section on infancy, may not be actually identified until it 
shows up in certain speech peculiarities in early childhood. One example 
is erholalia, a tendency to repeat, or "echo," what another speaker has just 

'said rather than to use speech for true communication. t-.lany researchers 
who study autism now believe it is especially ominous if a child reaches 
the age of 5 and still cannot use speech to communicate. This fact 
reminds us that an ability to blend thought and language effectively 1s 
virtually a litmus test of successful development in early childhood. 

Later Childhood: 
Cognitive Tools, Social Rules, Schools 

The elementary school years, the years 6 through 12 in a child's life, are 
sometimes referred to as the latency period. The term comes from 
Freud's psychoanalytic theory (see Chapter 14, page 576), which holds 
that important conflicts, particularly sexual conflicts, are submerged dur
ing this period. However, in many areas of development, these years are 
actually action-packed, not latent at all. They are filled with both motion 
and emotion as the child confronts the diverse demands of school and 
entry into a rule-bound society. A capacity for increasingly intimate social 
relationships promises important rewards but poses real risks as well. And 
children acquire intellectual tools during these years that give toem an 
unprecedented grasp of the way the world is put together. 

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 
The intellectual tools that children develop in this period were labeled 
concrete operations by Piaget, and that is also the name he has given to this 
stage of development. This stage involves a major advance in the power 
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of the child's reasoning. Recall that in our imaginary experiment with the 
Mi.iller-Lyer illusion (Figure 11.14, page 435), preoperational children 
were fooled by perceptual appearances. In the period of concrete opera
tions, children are no longer fooled. They recognize that the length of a 
particular stick will remain fixed so long as nothing is added or taken away 
fr0m it. Thus, they have learned one of nature's constants: the nrinciple 
of conservation of length. They believe in this principle because their 
mental actions now show reversibility. This means that they can now 
imagine picking up the stick that looks longer and returning it to its 
original position, shown in step 1 of Figure 11.14. They know that if they 
were to do so, stick B would turn out to be the same length as stick A. 
Their reversible operations also help them understand, for the first time 
in their livc;s, that subtraction reverses and compensates for addition and 
that multiplication inverts and compensates for division. In this way, a 
variety bf mental activities are seen in relation ru une another. \\'hen these 
mental activities can be used in flexible wavs (for example. with re\-cr
sibility) and understood in relation to one another, thev qualifv as true 
operations (page 435 ). 

With the ad\ ent of these operations, children's awareness of the 
ways the world is organized begins to mushroom. The\· understand not 
only conservation of length but conservation of other phvsical entities
like mass, number, and area. You can conduct vour own experiments with 
children to test their conservation concepts: Figure 11.18 shows some of 
the common experimental procedures used for these purposes. 

The concrete-operational child organizes the world bv using hier
archies. In these hierarchies, a given "thing" can fall somewhere on more 
than one dimension at the same time. To understand how hierarchical 
thinking works, imagine that we have a picture of seven people in a 
group, two adults and five children. We show the picture to some 4-vear
olds and some 9-year-olds. asking "Are there more children or more 
people?" Most 4-year-olds will sav ""lore children"; most 9-vear-olds will 
say "More people." \:Vhy the difference? It happens because we arc 
asking the children to think about two dimensions in a hierarchv. One 
dimension is people versus nonpeople; another is children \Trsus adults. 
The 4-vear-olds, being prcopcrational, can focus on only one dimension 
at a time. Because our question mentioned children first, our young 
subjects used the child-\-crsus-adult dimension and concluded that there 
were more children. The ':!-\ear-olds recognized that both children and 
adults fall on the "people" end of the people-versus-nonpcople dimen
sion regardless of their position on the children-versus-adults dimension. 
These older children answered corrcctlv because th..:ir flexible operations 
allow them to think in terms of a hierarchy invoh·ing two dimensions, one 
broader than the other. 

In many wavs, then, the concrete-operational child's thinking shows 
a power and versatility that would have been literally unthinkable in the 
preoperational period. But even this more advanced level of thought has 
its limitations. The operations are concrete in the sense that they are tied 
to the real world of objects and events. The children can think clearly 
about things that are real, but not very clearly about more hvpothetical 
propositions such as, "Suppose that people hatched from eggs" or "Sup
pose that water boiled at 32°." It is also hard for the. concrete-operational 
child to grasp the broad meaning of abstract concepts such as freedom, 
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Fir;ure 11.18 

Some tests use to assess conservation. 
(From Of C:hi/drm b\ Guv R. Lefran
cois: Cg I 980 bv Wadsworth, Inc. 
Reprinted bv permission of publisher.) 

1. Conservation of substance 

• The experimenter presents 
two t'denf1cal p\as-;:icene 
balls. The subjects adrn:ts 
that they have equal amounts 
of plasticene 

2. Conservation ol length 

A --
TvVo sticks are aligned 1n front 
of the subject. rie ad1ni:s their 
equal1'.y. 

3. Conservation of rn.r-:1ber 

4. 

T\\i'.) ro,hs of cocinters c:irr: p1ae<-;d 
~,1 uns--1c--::i1-ie :0.0 :-e-:rL::::nder.c:B 
Subject admits tl•e1r equdi1:v 

o~ 

Twu bi?ak~rs are f1Jied ;:o t~1e 
sr~;11~ 1eve1 w1 ~n wa-;:er. ,' ne 
subject sees (hat mev are equal. 

The suo~ect ar.o HK experirrfenter 
each ndve 1d~nt1cai shee1s of 
-:,eir1Jboa;-j. 'iA1r...10dcn biocks are 
p;aceG on :!iese ir. :dentical 
positior-.::,. Tr-1e subject :s a~ked 
'v'n12tl---.e~· each cardboard ha:::; '"JH::: 
sarnr amount of space :·em;;1ning 

B • One of the balls is deformed. 
The subject is asked whether 
they still contain equal amounts. 

B 

One of the sticks is moved to 
the right. Tile subject is asked 
whether they are still the 
same length. 

t3 

One of :he rows is elongated 
(or cur,tractedL Subject is asked 
whether each rovJ stil I has the 
same nt..:rnei8r. 

[l 

The iiqu1d of one cunta1ner is 
peiui-ed into a taH tube (or a flat 
d 1sh). The is asked whether 
each contains same amount. 

B 

The experimenter scatters the blocks on 
one of the cardboardsc The 
subjtlt is asked the same question. 

imegrity. or truth. These limitations mean that intellectual growth in later 
childhood. though impressive. is still incomplete. 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
As their social world e-q.:car:d~; to mc!ude class.11ates and teachers, chil
dro::n 's wav~ of think:,\g ahout people show a corresponding change. 
Studies of "person perception" (Chapter 9, page 343) show that a child 
even as old as 6 or 7 will descrihe others in egocentric wavs, referring to 

what the other people do t'J or fur the child. Descriptions at this age also 
focu~ on concrete. observable characteristics of others, such as their 
phvsical appearance or their outward behavior. Here are examples from 
two 7-year-olds: 

She is ve1v nice hec2.c:ss c,he gin:o m\ fric.1ds and me toffee. She 
iives by die ffldHl !Oau. She has lalf r.ai;· and she wears glasses. 
(Livdey & Bromky. 19'.'3. p. 214) 



\lax sits next to me, his eyes are hazel and he is tall. He hasn't got a 
very big head, he's got a big pointed nose. 
(Livesley & Bromley, 1973, p. 213) 

During the next few vears, children begin to use more and mli're 
descriptive statements involving psvchological characteristics-state
ments that require some inference about the other person. Note the 
psvchological inferences (italicized) made bv this 9-vear-old: 

He smells very much and is verv nasty. He has no srnse of humor and 
is very dull. He is always fighting and is cruel. He does silly things 
and is very stupid. He has brown hair and cruel eyes. He is sulky and 
11 years old and has lots of sisters. I think he is the most horrible boy 
in the class. He has a croaky voice and always chews his pencil and 
picks his teeth and I think he is disgusting. 
(Livesley & Bromley, 1973, p. 217, italics added) 

Did vou keep a diarv during vour elementary school years? If so, you may 
be able to spot in it signs of similar developmental changes in "person 
perception" in your descriptions of other people, or even m vour com
ments about yourself. 

Friendship The development of "person perception" goes hand in 
hand with changes in the nature of friendship. In the early preschool 
vears, children have momentary playmates but not ongoing, reciprocal 
friendships. Some time between the ages of -t and 9, most children 
develop an ongoing friendship, or perhaps several. Their first friendships 
tend to be self-serving; a friend is someone who "does what I want." 
Later, during the elementary school years, friendships become not only 
outgoing but reciprocal as well; friends are seen as people who "do things 
for each other" (Selman, 1980). Try to remember the first "friend" that 
you thought about in this way. Chances are that the first friend you would 
go out of your way to help, and who would do the same for you, was 
someone you knew in elementary school, probably in the middle grades. 
Chances are also that this person was the same sex as you; friendships are 
almost exclusively boy-boy and girl-girl in elementary school. Finally, the 
chances are good that most of your elementary school friendships were 
somewhat exclusive-you and your friend saw your rdationship as ruling 
out equally close friendships with other children. This quality of exclu
sion, or possessiveness, goes along with many friendships in the middle 
and late elementary years, and also in adolescence. 

Groups At the same time that children are learning to form one-to-one 
relationships with friends, they are learning to organize themselves into 
groups. Groups have certain defining characteristics: goals shared by its 
members, rules of conduct (often merely implied or understooJ), and a 
hierarchical structure. The structure resembles the organizational chart of 
a corporation. There are leaders at the apex and followers at the lower 
levels; each individual member has some identifiable relationship to other 
members. Psychologists have tried to learn what conditions cause group 
structures to take shape in later childhood. Some of the most interesting 
answers have come from studies of summer camps (Figure 11.19). 
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Figure 11.19 

Bovs and girls at summer camp, where 
grc;ups can form quicklv and peer 
relationships can be intense. 
[(a) Da\'id Strickler/\lonkrnever Press 
Photo Ser. ice: (/;) Wide \\'orld Photos. J 

:\ classic camp study ll\· Sherif and others (1961) showed that group 
formation in preadolescenrs is stimulated bY the experience of li\·ing 
together. sharing pleasant experiences, cooperating in \·entures th:n 
in\'ol\'e shared goals. and, especiallv. competing with other group'>. 

\\'hen ant<igonisrn between competing groups of campers esca
lated to name calling and i11stilts. Sherif engineered "experimental 
crises," such as a nwsterious shutoff of rhe \\·ater supplv. Forced b" 
such ad\'erse urc11111-;tance' to work together. the competing group'i 
combined forces and engineered a solution. :\fterward, ill will be
tween the groups faded. The Sherif stud\', like others focused on 
this age range, suggests that shared ad\-ersitv and joint problem 
sohing can stimulate group formation and reduce antagonism be
tween groups. 

Peer versus Adult Influence During the clcmcntaf\· school vears, as we 
have just seen, .cricnds and groups of peers take on central imponance in a 
child'' social life. Docs this mean that the influence of parents wanes? 
Yes, at least in the l '.S .. which is perhaps one of the most peer-oriented 
of cultures. lh the late clcmcntaf\ school period. there are manv situa
tions in which American voungstcrs prefer rclving on peers to rclving on 
parents. Perhap'> more importantlv, there arc manv situations in which 
children, if forced to choose, will opt for behavior approved bv their peers 
rather than behavior appro\'ed bv their parents and other adults. 

Studies of other cultures, though, show that these tendencies are 
not inevitable in late childhood. Instead, thev seem to depend upon the 
sociali~ing experiences children are exposed to as thev grow up. In the 
Soviet l 1nion, for example, peers are used throughout the school years a-; 
enforcers of adult norms (Figure 11.20). Peer m(Jnitors keep track of how 
well each classmate adheres to these adult norms; peer groups meet to 
decide how to punish children for deviations from the adult-established 
standards or reward them for meeting the standards. \lembers of the 
groups, or "links," work together in wavs that Sherif would tell us are 
likely to promote group solidaritv: the solidaritv, though, is in the service 
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of goals tllat adults endorse. What impacr do thc-;c socialization practices 
have on Soviet youngsters? 

To find out. Bronfenbrenner ( 1967) asked a group of Soviet children 
and a group of . .\merican children to tell \\hen theY W(Juld do in 
response ro -;e\cral dilemmas. The dilemmas pined :idult standards 
against peer standcuds. Om:. for e\arnple. cbkcd the Youngsters 
whether the1 would go to a movie that their friemh rec(Jmmewled 
bur that their parents disapproved of. Some of the children in each 
group were told that their answers would Lner he -;hown to peer-; in 
their class. This information had precisch oppo-;ite effrch on chil

dren from rhe two cultures .. .\meric1n c·hildrcn who thought their 
peers would see their Jnswers \\Tre especi:dh likeh· ro violate the 
adult norms: Sm iet children gi\en the same instrucrions were es
pecialh likeh to j(J//rr&t the cidult norrm. 

Apparentlv, peers have a powerful impact in LHer childhood; but whether 

this impact works for or f!Kainst adult values and te:tehings will depend 
upon the previous socializ1tion of the children. 

SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT 
The cognitive and social themes discussed above Me often pla::cd out 

within one of ciYilization':i most remarkable creations: the elcmentarv 
school. Formal schooling in almost all countries bc~ins around the age of6 
or 7. lh rhat age. the major limitations of preuperational thought 
(page 437) have been left behind, language has matured w J poinr where 
a teacher can communicate with children in groups. and the perceptual 
and motor skills needed for such activities as writing with a pencil are in 

place. During the earlv school Years, most children dn·elop a broad array 
of basic skills: in fact, a person who has reached the a\·cragc fourth-grade 
achievement le\el in reading. writing. and arithmetic 1s considered "liter
ate" in the l'nited States. 
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Peer groups in the Soviet l '.nion. un
like those in the l. nited States, support 

and enforce the \ alues of the adult 
c·ulturc. Sm·iet voungsters arc urged to 

support adult standards even if it 
mean'i reporting peers. as shown in the 

wcill poster (left). Right, a council of 
Youths meets to decide what punish
ment should be given to some peers 

\\ho went swimming without supervi
sion. (Fmm /"vc·o l\"orltl.1 of Childhood: 

/ ".S. and [ '.S.S.R. bv l; ne Bron
fenbrcnner. Copyright © 1970 Russell 

Sage Foundation. Reprinted bY permis
sion of Basic Books. Inc .. Publishers.) 
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How do schools teach, and how well do they teach? The major 
mission of the school is to promote systematic learning-learning of 
specific material in a more or less prescribed order. Learning in school can 
be very different from informal, everydav learning. In the latter, children 
often learn by immersion: they jump in feet first, try their best, learn from 
their mistakes, and try to "get the hang of it" -often without learning any 
general rules until much later. Most of us learned to ride a bicycle well 
before we could state a rule for how to do it. Most of us followed some 
basic grammatical rules before we could articulate what these rules were. 

In school learning, the process is often reversed: the teacher pre
sents a general rule first, and the children later figure out how the rule 
applies to concrete examples in real life (Scribner & Cole, 1981). Re
member the old rule, "A noun is the name of a person, place, thing, or 
idea"? Most children who learn this ry)e in school cannot actually point 
out the nouns in sentences until some time later (Kenny, 1983). 

Research findings like this raise a question as to the effectiveness of 
schools. Does their more formalized, "rule-first" approach actually pro
mote effective learning, or would children be about as well off if they did 
all their learning informally, outside of schools? The question is difficult 
to answer in countries where virtually every child goes to school; but in 
many countries it is still possible to compare large numbers of unschooled 
children to their schooled counterparts. These comparisons, by and large, 
show that schooling has some strong positive effects. In one study (Ste
venson, 1982), Peruvian first-graders were compared to unschooled chil
dren of the same age and social class on 15 different cognitive skills (for 
example, memory and classification). The first-graders proved superior on 
every skill, suggesting that even a year or so of schooling may make qui e 
a difference in cognitive performance. Other studies suggest that in 
addition to teaching specific cognitive skills, schools are particularly good 
at teaching general problem-solving techniques (Fischer & Lazerson, 
1984 ); such techniques as labeling the parts of a problem and constructing 
a general solution rule can give the schooled youngster a real edge ;n 
tackling new and unfamiliar problems. 

Given the importance of peers in the lives of elementary-schoolers. 
one might reasonably ask whether peer-to-peer instruction makes sense. 
Several studies show that it does. Tutoring by peers a few years older than 
the tutee has been found to produce significant learning in the tutee, and 
often in the tutor as well. Finally, recent research has shown that many 
children can improve their school achievement by monitoring their own 
work, giving themselves periodic self-instructions (for example, silently 
repeating "Go slowly, and think carefully about each answer"), and 
rewarding themselves for reaching certain goals. In addition to the work of 
teachers, there seems to be a good deal that children of this age can do to 

boost their own learning in school. 

ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS IN LATER CHILDHOOD 
In later childhood, the classroom is the stage upon which some of life's 
most important dramas are played out. School experience can be exhila
rating for a child who "fits in" academically and socially; but it can be 
sheer misery for children who do not. The children, teachers, and liter
ature in most North American schools are predominantly white and mid
dle-class. Nonwhite youngsters and children from lower socioeconomic 
levels may feel out of place and uncomfortable in these settings. Half of 



all children from the lowest socioeconom1c level drop out before they 
finish high school. Person-to-person comparison becomes intense during 
the elementary school years; children who do badly in their schoolwork 
may have a pretty good idea, by the third or fourth grade, where they rank 
in relation to their peers. With this knowledge comes a newfound capacity 
for feelings of inferiority. This is particularly difficult for children who 
suffer from cultural-familial mental retardation (Chapter 13, page 536). 
Because their retarded functioning is not caused by any known phys
iological disorder, their intellectual problems may not be noticed until 
they enter school. 

For some children, the social demands of school are harder to satisfy 
than the academic demands. Often the setting seems to call for impress
ing one's peers and teacher; this may help to explain some of the most 
commonly reported problem behaviors of this age-"argues," "brags," 
"shows off," "talks too much," "self-conscious". These problems are 
continuations of behaviors seen in preschool. Clusters of these problems, 
taken to extremes, can lead parents to refer their children to clinics for 
special professional attention. The rate of such referrals goes up sharply 
during the elementary school years, and mostly because of problems 
dt:monstrated in ~chool. Self-assertive behanor carried to the point of 
aggrt:ssion is one of the: most common causes of clinic rt:fcrral during these 
vears. At the: otht:r t:xtrt:me are childrt:n who respond to the social 
demands of school with self-consciousness carried to the point of social 
withdrawal; this is another comon cause of referral. 

A problem known as school phobia is seen early in the school years. 
Ir is an exrreme form of normal school anxiety-school-phobic boys and 
girls often panic and even show phvsical reactions like vomiting when it is 
time to go to school. Many psychologists now agree that the phobia is 
oftt:n a fear of separation from the parents rather than a fear of school itself 
and that a quick reentry into school is usualh· the best treatment. 

School phobias combined with generalized anxietv. sadness, or 
shvness can form an ongoing pattern called internalizing problems. Ag
gressive behavior combined with other kinds of antisocial behavior and 
atritudt:s can form an ongoing pattern called externalizing problems. 
Persistent internalizing or extt:rnalizing patterns can lead to manv long
term difficulties. but the externalizing patterns pose the most serious 
threat to long-term adult adjustment (Robins, 1979). 

Two other common causes of clinic referral during later childhood 
are learning problems and hyperacrivity. The most frequent learning 
problem is dyslexia, difficultv with reading. Other children are said to have 
leaminr; disabilitie1· or spe(ifir dmelopment diwrders. These are umbrella 
terms that cover a variety of specific learning difficulties; their common 
denominator is that all involve islands of poor functioning in children 
whose performance in other areas of schoolwork is average or above 
average. Such problems often accompany hvperactivity. Youngsters with 
this problem are impulsive and overactive. In some settings, these chil
dren arc diagnosed as having an attention deficit disorder. Many are taken 
to physicians and given drugs to calm them down and help them pav 
attention in class. Recentlv, this use of drugs has come under attack. 
Critics note thar the long-term effects of the drugs are not yet known. 
Critics also note, correctly, that many overactive children are 8.ble to 

manage their problems without being medicated if they are giver1 careful 
training in self-control. 
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Summary 

l. Developme:nal psvchologi•;rs stmh the changes that occur, 
during all or part of the tife span. in the processes of perception, 
learning, thinking, social activitv, and other aspects of human be
havior. 

2. Three major issues in de\elopmental psychologv have stimu
lated recurring conflicts. One is the question of how much nature 
and nurture influence the developing individual. A second is the 
question of whether indi\·iduals play passive or active roles in devel
opment. \ third is the question of whether the accumulation of 
skills and knm1 ledge is continuous or discontinuous and stagelike. 

3. Studies of the changes in h~man behavior sometimes use the 
longitudinal method, in which the same indi\iduals are tested or 
observed at different points in time. i\lorc often, though, develop
mental differences arc studied \ ia the cross-sectional method, m 
which groups from two or more age levels are compared. 

-1. Infants in the fir>t month after their birth arc called neonates. 
'\eonarcs u>c sc\crnl reflexes auwmaticalh·, but thev also show 
perceptual and learning acti\·it\' that invohes active exploration of. 
and interaction \l'ith. their world. 

S. During infancv (from birth to about 18 months), locomotion, 
prehension. and other dimensions of motor de\ eiopmcnt show 
high Iv predicubic -;rage '>equences: 1 i'iual-pcrccption skills develop 
rapid Iv. 

6. .\ major contributor to the studv of infanc\' and later deYelop
ment was Jean Piaget. His approach, labeled genetic epistemology, 
focused on the development of knowledge through the interplay of 
assimilation (modifving the em·ironment to fit one's established 
patterns of thinking or doing) and accommodation (modifying 
oneself to fit the environment). 

7. In Piaget's S\'Stcm, infancv corresponds to the sensorimotor 
stage; thought in this stage typically involves sensor\' and motor 
activitv (for example, sucking), but some internalized thinking does 
eventually occur. :'\n important sensorimotor milestone is the devel
opment of object permanance, the awareness that objects continue 
to exist even when thev cannot be seen. 

8. \lost reseach nn social development in infancv has focused on 
the baby's attachments to "significant others." Attachment forma
tion appears to follow a predictable sequence and mav be facilitated 
by contact comfort from a soft, warm surface. . 

9. Earlv childhood, from the age of about 18 months through the 
sixth year, was labeled the preoperational stage bv Piaget. Preopera
tional thought has major limitations: but children in this stage do 
develop significant strengths, such as representational thought-the 
capacity to form mental svmbols for absent events or objects. 

10. A centerpiece of early childhood is the development of Ian-



guage. The process seems to combine learning \'ia rewards with 

acti\'e construction of rules by children themsehes. By the age of 4. 
mosc children are Hsing adultlike grammar. 

11. Child-parent r:::lationships take on a new and different rone as 

the parent begins to administer discipline. A parental style tha
0t 

combines warmth with moderate restricti\'eness <llld ,in authoritative 

manner appear-, ro enhance independence and 'ocial maturirv in 

preschoolers. 

12. In orh childhood. plav begins <l'' a •,olir:lf\ .1cf1\ itY. This is 

followed by parallel phiv. cooperati\e p:a\. <lJH.i. fi'l<ilh. true peer 

interaction. 

U. .\ggression can become a problem in earh childhood. Social 

influences such <IS relC\ision ma\. through modeling. encourage 

aggrcs-;ion. Som<: ha\'e argued th<lt tck\ is ion cm c1ho encourage 

cmparhv and prosocial bcha\·ior. bur research thu-; far has nor shmn1 

strong prmocial effects of television. 

14. L1rcr childhood. from the age of about h or 7 through 12. has 

been L'alled rhc concretc-opeLnions stage l1\ Pi<1.gct. I )uring rl:is 

.'>tagc. children use logic ,md begin to gra-,p -;uch important princi

ples of nature as the con sen arion of mass <ll1d length. 

15. .\s the child\ social \1orld expands to incl11dc school peers «nd 

teachers. there is a corresponding expansion in wa\s of thinking 

about people. Children <lt the age of 6 or 7 dncrilie people in terms 
of thl'.ir tangible ch,lraneristic, (for example. hair color) and rhe.1 

relation ro rhcmsclvcs (for example. "She gi\cs me things"); chil

dren <l fc\\ \l'.<lfS older include ps\'chological inferences in rh::ir 

descriptions (for l'.Xa1nple, "I le has no sense of humor"). 

lh. Corrc-;ponding changes take place in friendships .. \r the be

ginning of later childhood. fril'.ndships rend (q be self-serving: but 

bv the LHc elerncnrarY school years. friendships arc -;een as re

ciprocal~friends are pl'.oplc who "do things for each other.'• .\s 

children lc,1rn to form rcLHionships with indi,·iduals. thcv also ]c,1rn 

ro organi;:e rhemsciyes inro groups that h:l\'e shared goal-; and hier

archical srrucrurcs. 

17. Schools are cemral to the lives of children during later child

hood. E\idcncc suggests that schools imprmc children's thinking in 

a number of general \la\'o. 

Terms to Know) 

One \I aY to rest your mastef\· of the mare rial in this chaptn is to see 

whether You know what is meant tJ\ the following terms. 

I )neloprncnral psYcholog\ 
(413) 

:\ature-nurrurc contrmcrs\ 
(41") 

.'\arurc (41.l) 

.'\urrurc (41-t) 

Reaction range (414) 

Passi\it\ \crsus acti\itv (414) 

Continuous \Crsu-, discom:nuous 

dc\elopmcnt (416) 

l,ongirndmai mcrl10d (411JI 
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Infancy (419) 

Neonate (419) 

~Ioro reflex (419) 

Prehension (423) 

Mouthing (423) 

"Visual cliff" ( 424) 

Cognitive development (·-1-25) 

Generic epistemology (425) 

Epistemology ( 425) 

Assimilation <425) 

Accommodation ( 425) 

Equilibration ( 425) 

Sensorimoror stage ( 425) 

Scheme (426) 

Object permanence (427) 

Attachment (429) 

Ethologists (430) 

Contact comfort (430) 

Schemas ( 433) 

Down svndrome (434) 

Infantile autism ( 435) 

Failure to thrive (435) 

Preoperational sr.ige (435) 

Operations ( 435) 

ldentitv concept (436) 

Representational thought (436) 

Tunsduetive reasoning (437) 

Egocentrism (437) 

Animism (4.)7) 

Srntax (438) 

Holophrase ( 4.)9) 

Socialization (441) 

Critical period (442) 

Sensitive period ( 442) 

Observational learning (444) 

Prii1ciplc of identity (444) 

'Solitarv plav (445) 

Parallel pl av ( 445) 

Cooperati\e phl\ (446) 

Prosocial behavior (447) 

Phobias (450) 

Elective mutism (450) 

Echolalia ( 450) 

Concrete operations ( 450) 

Re\ ersibilitv ( 451) 

Dvslexia (457) 

Learning disabilities, specific de-
1 elopment disorders (457) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Two excellent textbooks provide a detailed look at the current s~ate of 
child-development research and theorv. Howard Gardner's Developmental 
Psychology: An Introduction, 2nd ed. (Boston: Little, Brown, 1982) takes a 
chronological approach, tracing characteristics Of the developing person 
from birth through adolescence. E . .\la vis Hetherington and Ross D. 
Parke have adopted a topical approach in Child Psvrhology: A Contemporary 
Vie-apoint, 2nd ed. (New York: \lcGraw-HilL 1979). In each of their 
chapters, they trace developmental changes within one area of human 
functioning (for example, learning, emotional development, language, 
and communication). Readers interested in an in-depth look at atypical 
development and psychopathologv from infancy through adolescence will 
profit from reading Thomas .\1. Achenbach's Developmental Psycho
pathology, 2nd ed. (New York: Wilev, 1982). Those interested in learning 
more about Piaget's theory should read Herbert Ginsburg and Sylvia 
Opper's Piaget's Theory of Intellectual Decelopment, 2nd ed. (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1978). For an engrossing historical perspective 
on childhood, see The Child (New York: Wiley, 1965), edited by William 
Kessen. Finally, for an informative cross-cultural perspective on develop
ment, we recommend l1rie Bronfenbrenner's Two Worlds of Childhood: 
U.S. and U.S.S.R. (New York: Russe!! Sage Foundation, 1970). 
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~ <hi; ch•p<c<, we will focu;. on duec of<hc mo;< drnm.,ic life '""''"""' 
that people in our culture make. One of these is the transmon from 
childhood into adolescence. In a stunningly short time, the child takes on 
an adultlike physique and intellect and is dubbed a "teenager." Some 
theorists portray the adolescent's world as especially peaceful, a time to 

· make decisions about who one is and how one is to live one's life. Others 
portray adolescence as a time of great stress-as a struggle to keep one's 
psychological balance in the face of the crisis of puberty. Whatever your 
memories of those teenage years, the chances are you will enjoy compar
ing your memories with the theories and evidence discussed in this 
chapter. A second transition we will consider is the movement into the 
responsible world of the true adult-the world of careers, marriage, and 
family. Finally, we will consider the aging process and the period we call 
old age. This period, as we shall see, involves some kinds of decline; but 
it also offers the· prospect of intellectual mellowing and a special quality 
called "wisdom." In this chapter, we cut a broad swath; broad enough, in 
fact, to give most of us room to reflect on our past and contemplate our 
future. 

Adolescence: 
Storm and Stress or Smooth Sailing.? 

"It's when you have to pav adult prices for movies, hut you can't see adult 
movies." 

With these words, a 13-year-old named Dawn summed up her views 
on early adolescence-a time when society sends mixed signals to its 
youngsters. Technically, adolesrenre is the period from the beginning of 
sexual maturity (puberty) to the completion of physical growth. As we shall 
see below, however, the exact ages spanned hy adolescence vary from one 
person to the next. Moreover, the psychological impact of the transition to 
adolescence may differ across individuals and perhaps even across cul
tures. Some who have studied adolescence view it as a period of "storm 
and stress." This was the view of G. Stanley Hall, an American psychol
ogist whose 1904 book, Adolescenre, helped make this age period a focus of 
scientific study. Hall saw adolescence partly as an upheaval, a disruption of 
peaceful growth. So did Anna Freud, a prominent theorist and daughter 
of Sigmund Freud; she even argued that those adolescents who maintain 
their psychological balance during adolescence may be abnormal. 

Do ·'storm and stress" accompany puberty in every culture? Not 
according to the late anthropologist Margaret Mead. (See Figure 12.1.) 
Her early observations of adolescent girls in Samoa, for example, led her 
to conclude that for these girls: 

Adolescence represented no period of crisis or stress, but was in
stead an orderly developing of a set of slowly maturing interests and 
activities. The girls' minds were perplexed by no conflicts, troubled 



by no psychological queries, be!'et by no remote ambitions. (Mead, 
1928/1939, p. 157) 

Mead described Samoan adolescence as a time free of sexual anxiety and 
repression; in Samoan society, as she saw it, 

... there are no neurotic pictures, no frigidity, no impotence, 
except as the temporary result of severe illness, and the capacity for 
intercourse only once in a night is counted as senility. (Mead, 
1928/1939, p. 157) 

l\1ead's description of Samoan adolescence as peaceful, untroubled, and 
uninhibited was challenged recently by the Australian anthropologist 
Derek Freeman (1983, see Figure 12.1 ). He argued that Mead was misled 
by her Samoan informants. Samoan adolescents, Freeman argued, are 
actually plagued by guilt and quite conflicted about sexuality. The Sa
moan adolescence described by Freeman sounds very much like the 
traditional "srorm and stress." So the issue of whether adolescence in
volves psychological stress and upheaval in all cultures remains controver
sial. 

In many western cultures, though, it seems clear that stressful 
conflicts are often a part of adolescence. Some of these conflicts pit the 
teenager's movement toward adulthood against the limits imposed by 
societv. Our society forces adolescents to go to school, limits the labor 
they can do, and governs them with laws that apply to minors but not to 
adults (see page 477). Society controls the age at which adolescents may 
vote, drink, drive, enlist in the military, and even enter into contracts. 
Often these age limits bear little relation to the biological or psychological 
development of the adolescents involved. In the following sections, we 
will examine both kinds of development and the social context in which 
they take place. 

BIOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND PUBERTY 
In a physical sense, the events of puberty mark the transition from child 
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Margaret Mead as a young an
thropologist is pictured at the left with 
two adolescents she studied for CominJ; 
of AJ;e in Samoa. In that book, she por
trayed Samoan adolescwce as a period 
of orderly development, devoid of se
rious stress or crisis. Reccntlv, Derck 

Freeman (right) criticized \le;d's work 
and attacked her conclusions. Freeman 
has argued that Samoan adolescence is 
riddled with guilt, neuroses, and con

flicts over sexuality. (l,eft, South Pacific 
Ethnographic Archives, Margaret Mead 
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Anvone who doubts that girls have an 
earlier growth spurt tl\an hovs need 

univ \isit a junior high school dance. 
(Donald Dietz. Stock, Boston.) 

to adulL These events are triggered by a signal from the region of the 
brain known as the hypothalamus (s-;e Chapter 2. page 57). The signJI 
stimulates the pituitmy gland, which sends extra growth hormone throu~h
out the bodv. One result is the familiar growth spurt discussed below. 
Another result is a shift in the balance of sex-linked hormones in boys and 
girls During childhood. bo\'i and girls produce: 'mall r"ughly eqtJJI 
amounts of androf!,ms (male hormones) and tstro.~m.1 (fern alt hormones) .. \• 
p11bertv, thc: pituitary. through its hormones. stirs the adrenal glands an~ 
testes of bovs and the ovaries and adrenal glands of girls into action; sex
linked hormones are secreted into the bloodstream. Suddenlv, boys ha\-e 
high levels of androgens, girls have high levels of estrogens. and dramatil 
sex differences in bodily development begin. (See Chapter 7, page 274. 
for a discussion of the organizational effects of -;ex-linked hormones on 
the bodv.) 

The Growth Spurt Perhaps the earliest ourn ard e\ idence that adoles
cence has started is the gmw•th jpu11, when girls· and bovs' growth rares 
double. Bovs in their peak year, most often their fourteenth year, grow 
from 3 to 5 inches in height. Girls in their peak vear, usually their 
eleventh or twelfth year, grow an average of from 2 to 4 inches. Boy-girl 
differences in the timing of the growth spurt produce some interesting 
shifts in size and maturity of the two sexes. (See Figures 12.2 and 12.3.) 
By about the age of 14, though, boys have caught up and begun to move 
bernnd girls in both bodv size and muscular strength. 

Maturing Sexually A hallmark of adolescence is a cluster of key changes 
in the primary sexual rhararteristirs. !'\lost notably. reproductive organs 
graduallv increase in size. For girls, these organs include the ovaries and 
uterus. For boys, these organs include the penis. prostate gland, and 
seminal vesicles. (See Figure 12. 4.) 

As boys besin their growth spurt, the penis begins a 2-year growth 
program of its own. Most boys can ejaculate after about l year of penis 
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gr<mth; but another year will pass before sperm cells in the seminal fluid 

arc concentrated enough for real fertilit\ .. \bout 11/2 Years after the growth 

spurt has peaked, girls experience mrJJanht, rhe omer of menstruation. 

lni rial menstrual periods arc often irregular, and O\ ularion ( rhe release of a 

mature egg) is unlikelv for another vcar or so. ·· 

Along wirh changes in the primaf\· sexual characteristics, bovs ,md 
girls show changes in rhc sramdrlfy stxua/ r/f(lratleris1i1s-for example, 

bodv proportion, hair qualitv and disrriburion, niicc, and other phvsical 

features not dircctlv related ro reproduction. 

Age at Puberty: Generational and Individual Differences In mam 

countries, the age at which bovs and girls reach p11hcrtv has !Jcen drop

ping mer the past several generations. In rhe m1d-lKOOs, girls in the l.S. 

reached menarche ar about age 17; since then. this average age has 

dropped b\ abo11r 4 months per decade, .rnd \merican girls now reach 

menarche ar about 1Z'l2. Par,t!lel trends ha1e been found for pubertv in 

bovs, although in each generation hovs mature ,1bom 2 vears later than do 

girls. Similar trends han: been found for the growth spurt in [Jovs <llld 

girls; growth now spurts a fe11 \Tars e'1rlicr than it did 100 vears ago. \\'h\· 

rl1csc changes; Perhaps parth became nutrition and health care ha1c 

impro1cd. ,\lalnurririon, disease, and lm1 liodv 11Tighr can deL!Y ph\sical 

development, including sexual mawration. l\:e\· de\·clopmcnrs such a'i 

menarche seem to corrclarc 11irh bOlh weight-and !Kight. In fact. some 

researchers hal'e proposed that when a girl reachc-; a critic,11 weight of 

Jpproximarclv 100 pound.-,, her bod1 iniriate'i the prcpro_grammcd 

changes of adolescence (Frisch, 1 CJ7.f). Perhaps pulicrrv comes earlier and 

earlier because children arc growing faster, and healthier, with each 

generation. 

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT 
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.-\long with the bodilv changes of adolescence come m,ijor inrellecrual 

changes. Remembering nrnr own leap from child to teenager, vou rna1 

recall a new preoccupation with such cosmic intellectual issues as "the 

meaning of life," "injustice in the world," and "\\'h,it lies bevond our _ 
uni\·ersc?" You mav have tried ro solve ethical problems [l\ rch·ing, more 

and more. on abstract moral principles. You ma1· also have grown much 

better at solving coin pl icated riddles or ""po')ers," playing garncs like :?: 

bridge or chess lw planning several moves in adl'ance, and figurin_g :Jut 

answers to pure:y hvporhetical questions. \lanv of these features of 

adolescent thought can be understood from the pcrspecti\e of Jean 

Piaget's thcof\ of intellectual dn·elopmcnt (Ch:ipter 11, page 4ZS ). 
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Formal Operations: Thinking Abstractly :\t around the age of 12. mo-;r 

youngsters begin rhe final major stage of cognitive devclopmenr discw.,ed 

bv Piaget: formal oprrarion.L In this stage. rhinkin_c; hcrnmcs q111rc 

adultlike; in fact, most adult capabilities are thought to be in place Ir, 
about the age of 16. This does nor mean that we learn no new facts or .;fil/. 
after 16; it means that rhe basic prorrsses we use to think do not chanc>:c 

much bevond this age. 

Annual gains in heigh{ and weight. 
'.\<ote that girls begin and end their 

growth spurt before bovs do. {Modified 
slightl1 f10m Tan;1e1 , ai., 1966.! 

A general feature of formal-operational thought is the abilitY to think 

111 terms of the abstract concepts that link concrete objects or actiom 
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together. For example, \Vhen asked about the purpose of laws, children 
tend to mention concrete examples such as "keeping people from speed
ing or stealing"; but adolescents can see broad, abstract purposes such as 
"keeping us safe and free," or "helping people live in harmony" (Adelson 
et al., 1969; Gallatin, 1980). Asked what they like about their mothers, 
children tended to mention concrete acts, such as "she fixes me ch;li"; 
adolescents, who see the abstract principles that underlie their mothers' 
beha\lior, gave answers such as "She sets a good example" or "She always 
cares" (Weisz, 1980). In addition to abstract thinking, several other 
interlocking capacities contribute to formal operations. We will discuss a 
few of ,these. 

Hypothetical Thinking With formal operations, boys and girls move 
from the world of the actual to the world of the hypothetical. They can 
still think about the way things are, but thev become much more skilled at 



thinking about how things mir,ht be if certain changes took place. Such 
thinking allows adolescents to judge the "reasonableness'' of a purely 
hypothetical line of reasoning. To illustrate, suppose we ask a group of 9-
y·ear-olds and a group of 17-year-olds what thev think about the following 
statement: 

I am glad I don't like onions, because if l liked them I would always 
be eating them, and I hate eating unpleasant things. 

The 9-ycar-olds would probably focus on the concrete aspects of what was 
said. Thev would give answers like, "True. onion:, taste awful." or 
"Onions aren't so bad." The 17-year-olds \1ould be much more likely to 
focus on the logic of the hvpothctical situation. noting that ''If I liked 
onions, then they wouldn't be unplea,ant. would the\?" (Hunt, 19611. 
The difference between the two groups is that adnlescents are better able 
to think through a chain of purclY h\pothetical events. This abilitY is 
another part of formal-operational thinking. 

Deduction and Induction Hypothetical and abstract thinking make so
phisticated deduction and induction possible. Dedurlion is reasoning from 
abstract, general principles to specific hypotheses that follow from these 
principles. !ndurlive thinkinr, is the complementary process of observing a 
number of specific events or instances and inferring an abstact, general 
principle to explain.those instances. The two processes can be seen in the 
adolescent's reasoning about nawre, science. and even social problems. 
For example, vou may recall try·ing to figure out, from a number of 
specific observations, some general principles bv which people can be
come attractin.: to the opposite sex (indui!i'l•e reasoninf!J; and vou may have 
tried to use those general principles to generate specific hvpotheses about 
how vou should behave in order to attract one particular member of the 
opposite sex (rledurli'i-·e reaso11i11f!,). 

lnterpropositional Logic As the onion example (above) illustrates, for
mal operations involve the ability to judge whether propositions are 
logicallv connected to one another, regardless of whether the proposnions 
are true. This is called interpropositiona/ lof!,iC. The concrete-operational 
child (Chapter 11, page 450) is able to test the factual truth of a single 
proposition, such as, ''All college students are green." But the concrete
operational voungster has trouble recognizing that the following line of 

reasoning is lof!,imllv correct: 

All college students are green. 

Sylvia is a college student. 

Therefore, Svlvia is green. 

Prior to formal operations, children mav dismiss this reasoning as 
false because thev judge the facwal accuracv of each individual proposi
tion. The formal-operational person can recognize t.hat if all college stu
dents are green, and if Sylvia is a college student, then, logicalh-, Svlvia 
has to be green. This ability to use interpropositional logic reallv inrnhes 
judging the formal relationships among propositions. This is one reason 
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this stage of intellectual de\'elopment is called formal operations. You 
needed interpropositional logic to solve the international kaleidoscope 
problem at the beginning of this chapter (pages 462-463). Did you figure 
out that the Iraqi student likes butter-pecan ice cream and that the 
American student plays squa~h? If so, chances are vou used interproposi
tional logic-you focused on the logical relationships among all the propo
sitions presented. In other words, vou used an important skill involved in 
formal-operational thinking. 

Reflective Thinking Another formal-operational skill that you probablv 
used in the kaleidoscope problem is refleaiz·e thinking, the process of 
evaluating or testing your own reasoning. Reflective thinking allows the 
formal-operational person to be his or her own critic, to evaluate a process, 
idea, or solution from the perspective of an outsider and to find errors or 
weak spots in it. The reflective thiAker can then sharpen plans, argu
ments, or points of view-making them more effecti\-e, more powerful. 
With the kaleidoscope problem, you mav have developed tentative no
tions about who cats what, who plays what sport, and so on; tested these 
notions for errors; and corrected them when vou found weaknesses in 
them. Such reflective thinking can make the formal-operational thinker a 
tough opponent in games of strategv, such as chess. or in debates on such 
social issues as the moralitv of abortion or the wisdom of a nuclear freeze. 

Reflective thinking can also make the adolescent a powerful experi
menter and problem soh-er. \Vhv1 Because it inrnhes the ability to think 
through a number of possible strategic-; or "experimems'' and to decide 
which one will vicld the most information. 

To illmtrate, consider the light-bulb problem given at the begin
ning of this chapter. Ifvou tackled thi'i problem using reflective thinking, 
you would have generated se1-cral strategies-several sequences of 
moves-and then contemplated which strategv would vield the most 
information with the fe\1est number of moves. With a little reflective 
thinking, vou would have settled on a strategv that involved testing half 
the potentialh· correct switches, sav 1-4, all at once. If vou tried these 
four switches ano bulb E did not light up, then you would know that the 
"correct" switch has to be 5, 6, 7, or 8; thus your next move might be to 

turn on 5 and 6 at the same time. If bulb E lit up, then you would need 
only try 5 or 6 to kn~w which was the correct switch. By testing half the 
potentially correct switches in each move, vou would be assured of 
reaching a solution in three moves. A formal-operational thinker might 
well select such a strate)::y before tackling the problem. 

MORAL JUDGMENT· DECIDTNG WHAT IS 
RIGHT AND WRONG 
Practicaliy f;\ erv da;· we have to make judgments about "right" and 
"wrong." \\"hen we dt', we are reasrir.ir,g about morai issues. The kinds of 
moral reasoning done b\ rn·J-;t ?dole,cents and adults is often quite 
different from the chi id's moral reasoning. In fact, some of Piaget's (1932) 
early work suggested that people pass through steps in the development 
of their moral reasoning much as they pass through stages of cognitive 
development. Building 011 Piage~'s wurk, Lawrence Kohlberg (1976) and 
his associates (Colbv et al., 198)) studied the development of rroral 
reasoning by asking peopie of various ages to resolve monl dile,,.rnas. 

,.,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,!II, 



In one dilemma, a woman is dving of cancer, and a newlv developed 
drug can save her life. The druggist who invented this drug is asking a 
very high price for it. Heinz, the husband of rhe cancer patient, cannot 
raise the monev, and the druggist refuses to ler him pav later. Shpuld 
Heinz steal the drug to save his wife? In rhis dilemma. as in the orhers 
Kohlberg used. there are no clearlv "righr'" or '"wrong" answers. 
Kohlberg' s main interest was not in what people said rhe characrers in 
each dilemma should do; instead, he focused on the ;easons people gave 
for rheir decisions. 

Levels of Moral Development Moral reasoning. Koh Iberg argues. passes 
rhrough rhree different levels as people mature. :\t first, children reason 
at the preronventiona/ level. They think in \L1vs rhar fall shon of rhe 
cusromary moral concerns of socierv. Their n:aso11ing is somewhat ego
centric; ir focuses on rhe personal consequences of the indi\idual's behav
ior. For example, in the cancer-drug dilemma. rhC\ ma\ focus on avoiding 
punishment and say that the husband should nor steal rhe drug because 
he mighr ger eaughr and pur in jail. Larer, children emer rhe mn'0'f1ltiona/ 
levrl. Their reasoning firs whar manv soeieries consider w be acceptable 
moral rules. For example, they might sav rhat Heinz should not steal 
because it is against the law. Still later. perhaps in adolescence, people 
mav enter the postmm:mtional keel. in which thev relv on absrract princi
ples that go bevond commonpLice view-; of ethic<> and mnralirv. For 
example, rhcv m1ghr '>av that llc1111 should nm steal the drug hec:wsc 1f 
everyone wok such actions, social order could break down ("You can 'r 
have everyone stealing jusr because rhev ger desperate"). 

Kohlberg believes rhat evervone passes through the levels of mor,d 
reasoning in the same order, in part because each level i-; more logicallv 
advanced than is its predecessor. On the orher hand, Kohlbcrg now rhinks 
that mosr people fail to reach the postconventional level. The specifics of 
Kohlberg's theory have changed quire a lot in recem vears (Colbv er al., 
1983; Kohlberg, 1976), but the general framework outlined above remains 
intact. \foral reasoning is srill thought to pciss through a predicrahle 
sequence of levels, beginning with egocentric moraljudgrncms and mm·
ing toward abstract moral principles. 

Like many theories in psychologv, Kohlberg's theorv has its fans 
and its critics. Some, for example, ha\·e noted thar rhe rheorv rests almost 
entirely on interviews wirh males and mav not apply so well to females 
(for example, Gilligan, 1982). Howe\·er, most agree thar as both males 
and females move from childhood into adolescence, thev use less and less 
egocentric reasoning; and some come to reh· almost entirelv on abstract 
moral principles. We should recognize, howe\·er. that individuals using 
even very advanced moral reasoning mav come w entirely different 
decisions about what course of action is "right." It is panlv for rhis reason 
that moral issues such as abortion, sexual erhics, and the nuclear freeze 
can be so involving and so troubling to adolescents and adults. Thev mav 
frame rheir judgments about these issues in terms of broad" abstract moral 
principles; but they also recognize that others who share these principles 
may reach very different conclusions about whar is "righr." 

Are Moral Thought and Moral Action Linked? Because similar moral 
principles may lead to different judgmenrs and behavior in different 
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people, the level of a person's moral thinking may not tell us much about 
what actions that person will choose. Does this mean that there is no real 
connection between how we think about a moral issue and what we will 
actually do? Some researchers have tried to answer this question. They 
have studied whether people's levels of moral reasoning can predict such 
behavior as cheating, campus activism, fairness in distributing valued 
goods, and even abortion (for example, Gilligan, 1977; Haan et al., 1968). 
Most of the research has found some relationships between moral reason
ing and behavior, but the relationships have often been complex. For 
example, campus activism was found to be especially likely among col
lege students who had reached Kohlberg's postconventional level, as was 
expected, but it was also likely among students who still reasoned at the 
preconventional level. The researchers suggested that the postconven
ti•Jnal students may have been activii>ts defending abstract principles and 
the rights of all whereas the preconventional students may have become 
activists for egocentric reasons-defending their own personal rights. 
Evidently, there are some connections between moral reasoning and 
moral behavior, but the precise connection may vary from one individual 
to the next and from one situation to the next. 

In this discussion of.moral development, we have focused on the 
ways people reason about ethical issues and on the connect10ns between 
this reasoning and their actual behavior. Does ~omething seem to be 
missing? What has been omitted is the concept of conscience, or what 
some would call superego. Because this concept has been so closely tied 
to major personalitv theories, we will discuss it in Chapter 14 (page 578), 
when we discuss personalitv development. 

ACHIEVING IDENTITY: A KEY TASK OF ADOLESCENCE 
Some theorists believe that the key developmental task for the adolescent 
is answering the question "Who am I?" In Erik Erikson's developmental 
theory, summarized in Table 12. 1, the core conflict of adolescence is the 
tension between role confusion and identity. SeekinK identity involves 
searching for continuity and sameness in oneself-trying to get a clear 
sense of what one's skills and personal attributes are (Figure 12.5), to 
discover where one is headed in life, and to believe that one c~n count on 
recognition from "significant others." The adolescent who forms a sense 
of identity gains two key benefits, according to Erikson: (1) "a feeling of 
being at home in one's body" and (2) "a sense of psychological well~ 
being" (1968, p. 165). 

Adolescents who fail to achieve a sense of identity may face confu
sion over what roles they can or should be playing in life. They may delay 
any commitment to adult roles, a delay which Erikson calls a psychosocial 
moratorium. Erikson himself went through such a moratorium. After 
finishing secondary school, he spent several vears wandering around 
Europe, avoiding any firm decisions about what sort of career he might 
pursue. His experience led him to see the psvchological moratorium as 
both promising and risky. It can be a valuable period of information 
gathering or it can involve rebellion-an attempt to do precisely the 
opposite of what parents and others think is proper and desirable. Erikson 
calls this rebellious pattern the pursuit of negative identity. 

In searching for an identity, the adolescent also tackles the ques
tion, "What do I really believe in?" With the development of formal 
operations, the adolescent can appreciate and cultivate abstract values and 



BASIC CONFLICT 

1. Basic trust vs 
basic mistrust 
(infant) 

2. Autonomy vs 
shame and doubt 
(toddler) 

3. lnrt1at1ve vs. guilt 
(preschooler) 

4. Industry vs. 
inferiority 
(schoold11ld) 

5. Identity vs. role 
confusion 
(adolescent) 

6. Intimacy vs 
isolation (young 
adult) 

7 Generat1v1ty vs. 
stagnation 
(middle adult) 

8. Ego integrity vs 
despair (older 
person) 

Table J 2. J 

OPTIMUM OUTCOME Erikson's psychosorial developmmt star,es 

Trust 1s the faith that things will be "all right." It develops 
from good care provided by reliable others. A favorable 
ratio of trust to mistrust results in hope. ·· 

W1tllout a sense of self-control (autonomy), children feel 
shame and doubt. A favorable ratio of autonomy to shame-
and-doubt results in self-d1rect1on with self-esteem. 

Initiative adds to autonomy the quality of doing things just to 
be doing them. A sense of guilt 1s often experienced over 
things contemplated or actually done. A favorable ratio of 
initiative to guilt results in a sense of purpose. 

Grade-school children learn to win approval by making 
things and doing things approved of 1n the culture. In 
literate soc1et1es. they learn to read; 1n preliterate societies. 
they learn the skills necessary for survival. Failure to 
produce or do valued things leads to a sense of inferiority 
A favorable ratio of industry to inferiority leads to a sense of 
competence and pleasure 1n work 

Identity refers to the "Who am I?" and "What am I going to 
do with my life?" questions of adolescence. Difficulty in 
answering such questions leads to role confusion. A 
favorable ratio of identity to role confusion leads to a sense 
of consistency 

Here the task 1s to establish lasting and loving relat1onsti1ps 
with other people Love 1s the outcome of a favorable ratio 
of intimacy to isolation. 

Generativ1ty includes productivity and creat1v1ty, but here it 
refers primarily to preparing the next generation for life in 
the culture. Care 1s the outcome of a favorable generativ1ty
to-stagnation ratio. 

Ego integrity has many facets In part, it refers to one's 
acceptance of one's life as what it had to be Desparr. on 
the other hand, includes the feelings that life 1s too short to 
do much and that integrity cannot be achieved. A favoralJle 
ratio of ego integrity to despair brings wisdom and the 
ability to face death calmly. 

FiKUff J::.5 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Left. adolescence, according to Erikson, 
is a time of searching for one's identity. 
(George W. Gardner.) R1Mt. sometimes 
this search can lead to a rebellious 
pattern that Erikson call; "negative 
identity." (Peter Marlow/Magnum 
Photos, Inc.) 
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principles. Abstract thinking makes it possible to love freedom and hate 
greed. By blending abstract ideals with the information drawn from 
admired models in real life, the adolescent can generate a broad array of 
possible roles. In the best of cases, this array gets thinned out so that by 
the end of adolescence, ;f satisfying self-definition has begun to take 
sh8pe. 

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 
HccJuse it marks the transition from childhood to adulthood, adolescence 
requires the redefining of some basic social relationships. Relationships 
with familv members at this time involve increasing independence for the 
adolescent and usually involve increased conflict, too. Relationships with 
peers mav become much more intimate and viral than they were in 
childhood. Finallv, relationships with the opposite sex have new over
tones of sensualitv. All these shift~ combine to make the adolescent's 
social world complex and electric. 

Family Relationships In relationships between adolescents and their 
parents, a central theme is often that of testing limits. Most teen-parent 
arguments concern the timing of rights and responsibilities (Hartup. 
1 Q83 ). Teenagers see themselves becoming adults, and thev press for the 
freedom and privileges of true adulthood. Also, the emergence of formal 
operations and more advanced moral reasoning means that the adolescent 
can think of reasonable alternatives to parental rules. As these alternatives 
occur to the teenager, parents can expect less automatic obedience and 
more resistance. These are signs of the adolescent's cognitive growth and 
should be respected as such. Parents who respond to disagreements with 
open discussion are encouraging their children to do the same and thus to 

practice a valuable social skill. Some studies suggest that self-reliance, 
independence, and social responsibilitv are most effectively promoted bv 
parents who are flexible and encourage discussion-if the parents also 
hold their voungsters to clear, consistent standards (Baumrind, 1980). 
This parental st\·le. unlike extreme parental dominance or extreme per
missiveness, gives the adolescent some decision-making experience while 
insuring a degree of guidance' and control. 

In most families, adolescent girls have to struggle much harder for 
their independence than do adolescent boys. Teenage girls report more 
conflicts with their parents than do teenage boys, and the conflicts they 
report more often involve emotional flareups. Parents seem to place more 
restrictions on their teenage daughters than on their teenage sons; they 
worry more about their daughters' safety and especially about their sexual 
activitv and the risk of pregnancy. Their daughters, unfortunately, do not 
see these restrictions as "protection." One of the most common explana
tions teenage girls give for their conflicts with their parents is that their 
parents do not respect their maturity (Konopka, 1976). 

Boys' conflicts with their parents tend to involve more objective 
issues of authoritv and privilege. such as access to the family car. Boys are 
more likelv than are girls to report that they are disciplined primarily by 
their fathers and that they receive affection primarily from their mothers. 
The boy's relationship with his mother and father appears to shift signifi
cantly around the time of pubert.y. Research based on videotaped obser
vations (Steinber~, 1979) documented some of these shifts. Just prior to 
puberty. mothers and fathers seem to have about the same influence over 



their sons' behavior. With the advent of puberty, boys act more assert
ively toward their mothers; some tension and coolness persist between 
mother and son into mid-adolescence, with mother and son reluctant to 

defer to each other. As the mother-son tension persists, the father's role 
seems to shift to that of mother's ally. Fathers show increased efforts .. to 

restrain their sons' assertiveness, but with onl::; partial success. With 
puberty completed, boys seem clearly more influential in family decision 
making than they were prior to puberty. 

Although parent-child relationships change during adolescence, 
sometimes dramatically, we must not assume that they are uniformly poor 
or unsatisfying. In a 1977 Gallup poll, adolescents were asked, "How well 
would you say you get on with your parents ... ?" Some 56 percent said 
"very well" and another 41 percent said "fairlY well"; only 2 percent said 
"not at all well." Recent surveys of personal Yalues. political views, moral 
development, and occupational choice indicate that high school students 
are likeh· to be influenced more in each of these areas by their parents 
than by their peers (for e~ample, Feather, 1980). For most adolescents, 
though, the influence of family clearly interacts and competes with the 
strong influence of peers. 

Peer Relationships Peer-group membership assumes more importance 
during adolescence than at any other period of life. A peer group can 
provide a refuge and a source of support for \Oungsters ir. conflict with 
their families. i\loremer, being part of a clearlv identified group can help 
answer the burning question, "\\'ho am I?" For these Jnd other rc,1sons, 
adolescents spend J great deal of time with other adolescents (Figure 
12.6). One studY, which used beepus to contact adolescents at random 
times (Larson ct al., 1977), found that they spend more time talking with 
peers than doing ac1demir work, being with their families, or being alone. 

The structure of peer groups seems tn ch<rnge o\·er the course of 
adole.-;cence (Coleman, 1980; Dunphy, 1963 ). For teens around the age of 
13 or so, the peer group is usually a clique consisting of half a dozen or 
fewer youngsters of the same sex. These unisex cliques then begin to 
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Peer relationships take on a special im
portance in adolescence. (Paul Conklin/ 
Monkmeyer Press Photo Service.) 
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Figure 12. 7 

The structure of peer groups is said to 
pass through five different stages dur

ing the adolescent years. (Dunphy, 
1963.) 

interact with cliques that include members of the opposite sex. There is 
cross-clique kidding and conversation, but only from the safety of the 
unisex home base. During the high school vears, a number of adolescents 
belong to both unisex and mixed-sex groups; for example, three or four 
bovs who arc members of the same unisex clique may regularly interact 
with three or four girls from an all-girl clique, thus forming a mixed-sex 
clique. Ciradually, two, three, or four cliques merge into larger groups. By 
late adolescence, group unity has begun to weaken, and loosely linked 
groups of couples have begun to form (see Figure 12. 7). One advantage of 
this overall sequence is obvious: Boys and girls use the initial security of 
their unisex cliques to move-gingerly, nervouslv, step-by-step,--into 
contact with members of the opposite sex. \ 

Another structural feature of the adolescent peer group that changes 
during adolescence is the dominaoce hierarchy (Hartup, 1983; Savin
Williams, 1980). In middle to later childhood, youngsters who are skillful 
in directing plav and games emerge as leaders. With the transition tb earlv 
adolescence, the dominant youngsters are those with athletic and social 
skills and those who show the physical signs of puberty. By later adoles
cence, though, such phvsical factors are no longer so important; the 
leaders tend to be those who are bright, creative, and well-liked. 

Heterosexual Relationships and Adolescent Sexuality On the average, 
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Early Adolescence 

Girls 
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Stage 5: Beginning of crowd disintegra'.1c
Looselv associated groups of couples. 

Stage 4: The fu I ly developed crowd. 
Heterosexual cliques in close association. 

Stage 3: The crowd in structural trans1t1or 
Unisexual cliques with upper-status 
members forming a hRtRrosexual clique 

Stage 2: The beginning of the crowd. 
Unisexual cliques 1n group-to-group 
interaction. 

Stage I 
1 

Precrowd stage. I so lated 
unisexual cliques . 

• Boys and girls 



American girls begin dating at about age 14, and American boys begin at 
about 15. Of course, many begin earlier; and others are not dating even as 
high school seniors. Evidence suggests that these nondaters, at least the 
girls, may be more insecure and dependent on their families than those 
who do date in high school (Douvan & Adelson, 1966). Like peer-group 
relationships, dating helps the young person find a sense of identity
knowing what kind of person you can attract helps vou know what kind of 
person you are. Dating is also a proving ground for sexual values and 
behavior, as shown in Figure 12.8. The figure is from a 1981 report on the 
percentage of adolescent boys and girls who h•ffe had sexual intercourse. 
The percentages are low at age 13, but thev rise sharply in each subse
quent vear. By age 19, more than two-thirds of girls and more than three
fomths of boys have had sex. 

This represents a major change. Even as recently as 1973, only 45 
percent of girls and 59 percent of boys had had intercourse before the age 
of 20(Sorensen,1973); in 1953, the figures were 20 percent for girls and 45 
percent for boys (Kinsey et al., 1953). Clearlv, sexual attitudes and 
behavior have changed. For many of today's adolescents movement to
ward sexual maturity is fast-paced and riskv, as we shall see in the 
following section. 

ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS IN ADOLESCENCE 
When we look back on our teenage years and recall the uncertainties, the 
conflicts, and sometimes the loneliness, it is easv to recognize that adoles
cence is a time of real vulnerability. Nowhere is this truer than in the area 
of adolescent sexuality. Altl10ugh sexual activity has increased dramat
ically over the past decade or two, sex education has not. As of 1980, most 
l 'nited States high schools did not offer sex-education courses. Adoles
cent girls (not to mention boys) are sadly unaware of such crucial basics as 
how to figure out the high-risk period for conception. A majoritv of 
teenage girls now use contraceptive devices when thev have intercourse, 
but a majority of them did not at the time thev /int had intercourse. Girls 
who delay the use of contraceptives bevond their earlv sexual experiences 
are about three times as likely to get pregnant as girls who use protection 
from the beginning. The bottom line is a million-plus teenage pregnan
cies a year (Figure 12. 9). About 400,000 of these end in abortion. In most 
of the remaining cases, the result is a new teenage mother, and over 90 
percent of these mothers choose to keep their babies. This choice often 
sets in motion a cycle of educational and economic disadvantages, an 
increased likelihood of child abuse, and an increased risk of psychological 
problems in both the mother and the child (Clarke-Stewart & Koch, 
1983). 

Sexually active adolescents who manage to avoid pregnancv still 
face risks of venereal disease, risks that ha\·e increased sharply over recent 
years. In addition to the diseases that are treatable with antibiotics, there 
is a new strain of gonorrhea that is not. There is also herpes simplex virus, 
type 2, otherwise known as genital herpes; it is thus far incurable and is 
thought to infect as many as 20 million Americans. Adolescents who ha\·e 
multiple sexual partners are especiall\' at risk; about three-fourths of those 
who contract venereal diseases are between 15 and 24 vears of age. 

Illegal behavior is defined broadh' for adolescents. It includes both 
status offenses, acts that are illegal only for minors (for example, truancy, 
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Bv age 17. cihout half of all bo\·s and 
girls in the l'nited St:Jtes are sexual!\· 

active. (:\Ian (1uttmacher Institute, 
1981.) 
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The newfound sexualitv of adolescence 
poses significam risks, some as old as 

humanitv itself. (Terry E\ans/\!agnum 
Photos. Inc.) 
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Figure 12.10 

Percentage of adolescents graduating 
from high school in 1975-1980 who had 

used various drugs without a doctor's 
order. (Johnston et al., 1980.) 

running away from home, and drinking), and more serious offenses that 
would be illegal at any age (for example, assault, vandalism, and illicit 
drug use). About 80 percent of American adolescents admit to having 
committed at least one illegal act. Especially common is drug use, as 
Figure 12.10 shows. In addition, about 20 percent of violent crimes are 
committed by people under 18. Contrary to popular opinion, seriously 
delinquent adolescents do not come disproportionately from lower-in
come families or from minority-group families (Gold & Petronio, 1980). 
However, the delinquent youths who do come from such families are 
more likely to go on to careers of crime. Many argue that this is because 
middle-class delinquents are more likely to be saved by their family's 
resources-money for an attorney, influence with the police, and so forth. 

The beginning of adolescence can mean facing up to some very 
adult psychological problems. One of these is depression, which is charac
terized by feelings of guilt, a loss of interest in activities, sleep problems, 
and even suicidal thoughts (Chapter 15, page 647). Successful suicides in 
the U.S. increase,sharply over the adolescent years; there are 170 per year 
among 10- to 14-year-olds but about 1,600 peryear among 15- to 19-year
olds (Holinger, 1979). Another life-threatening disorder that surfaces in 
adolescePce is anorexia nervosa, a form of self-starvation discussed in 
Inquiry 12.1. (Also see Inquiry 7 .1, page 275, for a discussion of the other 
side of eating difficulties-overeating and obesity.) Still other adolescents 
have an escalating sense of confusion about things around them; they feel 
that "things are not real" or that they are actually outside of themselves. 
Distortions in thinking may develop into irrational belief systems (delu-
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sions) or into perceptual experiences that seem to be, but are not, real 
(hallucinations). These and other problems can combine to form schizo
phrenia, a disorder discussed in detail in Chapter 15 (page 637). 

Youth 

The part of the life cycle known as adolescence did not become recog
nized as a "life phase" until the nineteenth centurv. During that century, 
a noticeable gap developed between the onset of puberty and the begin
ning of life as a working adult; the vears that filled that gap came to be 
called adolescence. 

The number of years filling that gap increased even more during the 
twentieth cenrurv-so much so, in fact, that Keniston (1970) proposed 
the recognition of yet another "life phase": youth. Youth is essentially a 
period of "studenthood"; it exists only for those who move on to post
secondary education before settling into full-time work (Figure 12.11 ). 
Whatever the length of the period, the time it affords can be valuable. It 
can serve as a kind of lull, a time for serious experimentation without the 
need for a long-term commitment to a single course of adult life. Because 
the peer group is no longer such a dominant influence. the indi,·idual has 
a new freedom to develop individualh·-ro shape a personal perspective 
on life and a sense of direction before tackling the challenges of true 
adulthood. 

Early and iJ;fiddle Adulthood 

The longest part of the life cycle-the period from about the early 
twenties to the early sixties-is actually the part that developmental 
psychologists have studied least. \\'hy? Perhaps because the dramatic 
transformations of infancy, childhood, and adolescence distracted them 
from the often subtle changes of adulthood. Perhaps also because many of 
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Whatever the length of the period 
known as yourh, the time it affords can 
be a valuable asset-a time for thought 
and experimentation with no need for 
long-term commitment to a single life 
course. (David S. Strickler/Monkmeyer 
Press Photo Service.) 
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12.I 
WHY DO THEY STARVE THEMSELVES? 

For Alma, puberty came at age 12. After menarche, 
she continued to be healthy and well developed. By 
age 15, she was 5 feet tall and weighed 120 pounds. 
At this time, her mother urged her to switch to a school 
that was more demanding academically. Alma re
sisted. At abovt the same time, Alma's father sug
gested that she watch her weight; she complied 
immediately, and with a vengeance. Under a rigid diet 
combined with a strenuous program of swimming, 
tennis, and calisthenics, Alma lost weight rapidly, 
dropping eventually to less than 70 pounds. She 
looked "like a walking skeleton," her mother com
plained. "When I put my arms around her, I feel noth
ing but bones, like a frightened little bird." With the 
extreme weight loss, Alma had stopped menstruating, 
and her face took on the hollow look "of a shriveled-up 
old woman with a wasting disease." Nonetheless. 
Alma insisted that she looked just fine, and she 
stressed, "I enjoy having this disease, and I want it." 
(Adapted from Bruch, 1978, pp. 1-2) 

Alma has anorexia nervosa, an eating disorder 
most likely to be found among adolescent girls. 
Anorexia means loss of appetite, but girls suffering 
from this disorder do not so much lose their appetite 
as fight it off. In fact, many are preoccupied with 
food-hoarding it, reading about it, learning to cook, 
and talking incessantly with friends about it-but they 
do not eat 1t, at least not very much of it. In addition, 
they may exercise to excess and resort to self-induced 
vomiting and laxative abuse. As a result, they lose 
weight dramatically-a loss of 25 percent of original 
body weight is the usual criterion for a diagnosis of 
anorexia. In addition to severe weight loss, a near
universal symptom of anorexia is amenorrhea, cessa
tion of menstruation. Estimated death rates from 
anorexia range from 3 percent to as much as 25 
percent. 

Why does anorexia occur? To answer this ques
tion, many have taken as a clue the fact that the 
disorder usually begins in adolescence and occurs 
primarily among girls (less than 15 percent of the 
cases are male). One widely held view is that anorexia 
begins in response to anxiety over one's emerging 
sexuality, Self-starvation suppresses most of the phys
ical changes of puberty and may seem to provide a 

measure of "protection" against it. This suppression 
also keeps girls looking small, fragile, and childlike; 
and some have argued that anorexia often results from 
a fear of maturity in general, or from a desire to remain 
"Mom and Dad's little girl." Yet another view is that 
anorexia can begin, with the normal dieting and the 
preoccupation with slimness that is almost universal 
among teenage girls, particularly in western cultures. 
Some argue that the dieting gets out of hand in some 
youngsters because of their desire for perfection and 
high achievement; many of these girls have been very 
orderly and eager to do things "exactly right" since 
childhood, and they may view dieting as another 
achievement task demanding their best effort. Another 
view is that with adolescence, a conflict over power 
and control emerges between some adolescents and 
their parents and that this conflict sometimes be
comes focused on eating habits; self-starvation may 
give the adolescent a form of control that parents 
cannot take away. It seems likely that there are many 
different paths to anorexia and that each of the expla
nations given above applies to some cases. 

How can anorexia be treated? One of the first 
steps is often medical attention, together with firm 
rules about weight maintenance. Obviously, there 
must be consequences for rule violation; these conse
quences can take the form of tiospital admission or 
even forced or intravenous feeding. Psychological ap
proaches to treatment have included individual psy
chotherapy, family therapy, and instrumental condi
tioning methods (see Chapter 16.) Of the family ther
apy techniques, the most successful seem to be those 
that treat the eating disorder as just one part of a 
larger family problem that needs attention. Reason
ably good success, at least in the short run, has been 
reported for treatment with instrumental conditioning 
techniques-for example, making special privileges 
depend upon small, regular increases in weight. De
spite some modest success, most who have worked 
with these youngsters view the disorder as very diffi
cult to treat and very likely to recur. Anorexia nervosa 
is clearly one of the most perplexing and frightening 
problems that parents of an adolescent can face. 
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them saw adulthood as a time of stability, not a period of development. 
Recently, this viewpoint has been challenged, particularly by the life-span 
developmental psyrhologists. These researchers are committed w the view 
that development occurs at every point along the life span, including adult
hood. Consequently, they have made the full life span-from conception 
to death-a focus of study. In this section, we will examine what these 
psychologists and other researchers have found out about adulthood. Our 
toverage will be brief, in part because so many aspects of adult behavior 
are discussed in our other chapters. But we emphasize that research on 
adult development is now a major force in psychology and that it is already 
reshaping our view of adulthood. 

BIOLOGICAL CHANGE IN ADULTHOOD 
During their twenties, most people reach their peak of strength, agility, 
reaction time, and manual dexterity. All four attributes decline gradual
ly over the next decades, but most people are reasonably healthy and 
physically sound into their fifties and sixties. Muscular strength, for in
stance, peaks between the ages of 25 and 30, but there is only about a 10 
to 15 percent loss of strength by age 60. Aging aiso revamps our physical 
appearance, as visitors to any 10- or 20-year class reunion can testify. 
Weight is redistributed, hairlines may recede, hair grays, skin texture 
changes as drying and wrinkling begin, and often the structure of the face 
becomes modified. In women, one of the most dramatic physical changes 
is menopause, the cessation of menstruation. This usually occurs benveen 
the ages of 45 and 55; it signals the dimacterir·-the end of ovulation and 
the termination of reproductive capacity. There is no parallel event for 
men; men can produce viable sperm at all ages, but their reproductive 
capacity does decline graduallv over their adult years. 

In thinking about biological changes in adulthood, it is important to 
keep an important fact in mind: Not all of the changes have a direct 
impact on behavior. For example, some research has shown that it is onlv 
among very unhealthv adults that heart and lung functioning are highly 
correlated with performance at work or activities at home. Generally, 
the physiological changes that accompany early and middle adulthood 
seem not to have major effects on work or other behavior, except where 
physical performance expectations are very high, as in professional ath
letics. 

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN ADULTHOOD: 
STILL GROWING AFTER ALL Tl-JESE YEARS? 
For years, a traditional viewpoint was that cognitive development 
streaked upward from childhood into the college years, where it peaked; 
in the adult years, according to this view, the intellect held its own 
initially, then began slipping downhill a~ adults did their best to hold on 
to what in.tellectual powers they could. Recent findings raise questions 
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about this view. These findings come mostly from two groups of re
searchers. One group, working within the Piagetian tradition (Chapter 11, 
page 425), has focused on the structure of thinking, including cognitive 
stages: the second group. the life-span developmental psychologists we 
mentioned earlier, has focused on the de\·elopment of specific cognitive 
processes, such as memory and learning. In this section, we will consider 
the work of both groups. 

Piagetian Perspectives on Cognitive Development: Formal Cperations 
and Beyond The Piagetian 6fOllP has tackled two intriguing questions. 

1. How effective are adults, as thev mature, in using formal 
operations? 

2. Could there be a cognitiye stage that goes beyond formal 
operations? 

Evidence on the first question has been somewhat mixed. For 
example, one study found that most adult women in a supermarket are 
unable to solve formal-operational reasoning problems. This is true even 
when the content of the problems is relevant to shopping-for example, 
figuring out which of two deodorant offers is the better buy. On the other 
hand, some research suggests that when older and younger iJeople are 
matched carefully for educational level, there is little difference in their 
use of formal operations (Blackburn, 1984 ). Research on this issue is 
continuing. 

The question of whether cognitive structure changes after formal 
operations has stirred real excitement among developmental psychpl
ogists. Piaget ( 1970) did not identifv anv stage levels beyond formal 
operations, but he did note that reasoning may operate differently in 
adults than in adolescents. Adolescents often have the luxury of 1;1sing 
hypothetical reasoning "playfully," to solve hvpothetical "What if ... " 
problems-the essence of pure formal operations. Adults, on the other 
hand, often have to fit their reasoning into the dimensions of real life. As a 
result. thev may often think in ways that are less abstract and less purely 
logical. That is, they mav combine abstract thinking with realistic think
ing about the way life actually works. In choosing berween two political 
candidates, for example, an adult may evaluate not only their ideals and 
the logic of their positions but also their abilities to wheel and deal, push 
legislation through committees, and so forth. Some researchers (for exam
ple, Labouvie-Vief, 1982) have suggested that the adult's integration of 
abstract logical principles with realism represents a real advance that goes 
beyond formal operations. Others have begun to study this kind of 
integration, focusing, for example, on how adults think when they serve 
on juries (Kuhn et al., 1983 ). 

Life-Span Perspectives on Cognitive Development: Aging versus Cohort 
Effects A second general approach to adult cognitive development has 
been taken by the life-span developmental psychologists. One aim of this 
group has been to learn what kinds of age changes adults show in intel
ligence test scores (see Chapter i3) and in specific cognit;ve processes 
such as memory and lea;ning. In this task, they have used research 
methods that combine the cross-sectional and longitudinal approaches we 
di:>eussed in Chapter 1l (pages 416-418). One example is shown in Figure 



12.12. The top half of this figure gives a cross-sectional picture of the 
changes in intelligence test scores with age. People of different ages were 
tested in 1956, 1963. and 1970. On each testing, the results obtained 
using this cross-sectional approach seem to show a sharp decline in intel
ligence test scores with advancing age. But take a look at the bottom half 
of this figure, which shows a longitudinal picture of changes in intelligence 
test scores from the first testing in 1956 to the last one in 1970. In this 
longitudinal approach, cohorts of subjects were studied. A cohort is a group 
of people who were born about the same time. The lower half of Figure 
12.12 shows the results for seven cohorts-for example, those people who 
were 25 at the first testing in 1956, those who were 32 at the first testing. 
and so on up to those who were 67 in 1956. Each cohort was then tested 
again in 1963 and 1970. Results with this longitudinal approach show that 
within cohorts tested intelligence actually changes very little until about 
age '53. In fact, some of the scores for the vounger cohorts actually in
creased from one testing to the next. On the other hand, the three cohorts 
tested at age 53 and older-the cohorts shown in the lower-right portion 
of the figure-declined markedlv at their second and third testings. 

Research of this sort bv the life-span development group points to 

an important general truth about intellectual development in adulthood: 
Adults in different generations mav differ in their levels of intellectual 
performance, but a given individual will probablv change verv little 
throughout earlv and middle adulthood (Kuhn et al., 1983; Schaie, 1983). 
\\'e may outscore our parents, and our children mav outscore us; but if so, 
the differences would only tell us how the generations, or cohorts, differ 
from one another. If we follow the same individual year after year, we arc 
not likely to see real, significant declines in intelligence during earlv or 
middle adulthood. 

Multiple Types of Intelligence Investigators of adult development have 
emphasized that when age changes do occur, they may point in different 
directions for different types of intelligence. One example of this view
point is Horn and Donaldson's (1980) developmental model of intel
ligence; a simplified illustration of their model is shown in Figure 12.13 
(top). Horn and Donaldson propose that fluid intelligence may well 
decline over the period from young adulthood to old age but crystallized 
intelligence actually increases well into old age. By fluid intelligence, they 
mean flexible thought that is independent of culturally based content
the kind of thought required to solve item A in Figure 12.13. By 
crystallized intelligence, they mean the degree to which an individual has 
mastered the knowledge and skills of the culture; this kind of mastery is 
assessed by problems like item B in Figure 12.13. Thus far, this fluid
crystallized model of age change is not much more than a hypothesis, 
supported only by a few cross-sectional studies. Nonetheless. ir is an 
intriguing notion, one that should be tested in longitudinal research. 

Some investigators (for example, Schaie, 1983) distinguish between 
types of intellectual activity that require speed of performance and those 
that do not. Real age declines, when thev are found, seem most likely to 
be found on timed tasks-for example, naming all the words you can 
think of in 1 minute that begin wi:h the letter "G." Even on timed task5, 
age declines are usually confined to people over 50 ano those with health 
problems (Schaie, i. 983). 
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Figure 12.12 

Cross-sectional and within-cohort age 
differences in a composite measure of 

intellectual ability. (Modified from 
Schaie et al., 1973.) 
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Creativity and Productivity \Vhat about changes during adulthood in 
creativity-the use of one's intellect to produce novel, meaningful ideas? 
As you might expect, developmental changes in this area differ with the 
type of creativity involved. College students specializing in such fields as 
mathematics or physics are o'h the verge of their most creative period; 
major innovations in these fields most often come from people in their 
twenties. Einstein published his theorv of relativitv when he was 26; 
Newton developed the calculus at age 28; and Galileo was only 26 when 
he proposed the theorv of falling bodies. Some researchers have theorized 
that the common denominator in these achievements is the appearance of 
a burst of fresh insight-a bright idea bv people whose thinking is not 
weighted down with the givens of established knowledge. (See Chapter 
6, page 244.) Creative contributions in other areas-such as philosophy, 
history, and literature-seem to require a thoughtful synthesis of accumu-
lated knowledge. It is perhaps for this•reason that major achievements in 
these fields are usually made by people 40 and older; in fact, creative 
contributions of this type seem to grow increasingly likely from age 40 
through the sixties and often well into the seventies (see page 494). 

DEVELOPMENT AL TASKS OF ADULTHOOD 
The developmental tasks of adulthood are many and varied. Here we will 
consider a few of the most important. First, though, we will set the stage 
by reviewing two theoretical perspectives on the entry into the young
adult and middle-adult vears. 

Entering Young Adulthood Erikson (1963; also see Table 12.1, page 
4 73) depicted young adulthood as a time of tensior between isolation and 
intimacy. If the tension is handled well, mature love can result. Erikson 
stressed that commitments to others can ultimately help society flourish. 
Traditionallv, this is accomplished through intimate heterosexual rela-
tionships that are socially sanctioned through marriage and expanded with 
the birth of children. Alternative patterns are much in evidence now; but 
even today there can be little doubt that forming close, stable, and 
unselfish relationships is an important task for the young adult. To the 
extent that partners in such relationships find satisfaction in caring and 
mutual sharing, the intimate relationship can mature and endure. When 

3 ge...-mane 1,,crobe 
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1 one partner, or both, cannot sustqin an unselfish relationship of mutual 

Figure 12.13 

Top, Horn and Donaldson's life-span 
developmental model of fluid and 
crystallized intelligence. (Modified 
from Horn & Donaldson, 1980.) Below•, 
item A shows an example of how fluid 
intelligence might be assessed. (From 
Form Board Test, VZ-1; Educational 
Testing Service, 1963, 1976.) Item B 
shows a sani,ple problem designed to 
·~est crystallized intelligence. (From Vo
<abulary Test, V-5; Educational Testing 
~;ervice, 1963, 1976.) {Items A and B 
r~printed by permission of Educational 
Testing Service, the copyright owner.) 

sharing-or when an individual cannot experience such a relationship
the result can be a sense of isolation, "aloneness." 

Daniel Levinson (1978) interviewed 40 men (no women) over a 
2-year period and developed a model of the major tasks at each phase, or 
"season," of adulthood-a model that is something of a complement to 
Erikson's perspective. Levir,son focused on four tasks for young 
adulthood. Perhaps the most overarching is forming a "dream" -that is, a 
sense of how one will fit into the adult world. In addition, Levinson 
argued, the young adult needs to establish an intimate relationship and 
enter the realm of parenthood. A third task involves selecting from among 
one's interests, picking out an occupation, and acquiring the skills and 
credentials that will foster success in that occupation. The fourth task of 
young adulthood is related to the others: The developing adult needs to 
f.nd a mentor. The mentor is usually older and more experienced than the 
young adult and often (but not always) a colleague in the work place. The 



mentor may serve as teacher. sponsor, or counselor. facilitating the young 
adult's pursuit of the "dream" mentioned above. 

The Transition to Middle Adulthood According to Erikson (1963: also 
see Table 12.1, page 473 ), adults in their middle vears confront a eore 
conflict between generativity and stagnation. The generative adult is 
productive, creative. and involved in preparing the next generation for 
life within the culture. The adult who fails to generate in these ways may 
show a stunting of personal growrh. a sort of psvchological shriveling that 
Erikson called "stagnation.'' 

I ,evinson ( 1978) described the midlife transition as a period stretch
ing from the late thirties to the early forties and involving two fundamen
tal tasks: (I) a reappraisal of one's life as it is being lived and (2) a decision 
about whether to "stav the course" or shift to new patterns. Ac this point, 
some mav shift to new career tracks. new marital relationships, or new 
lifestvles. For about 80 percent of the men Levinson interviewed, the 
midlife transition was judged to be a time of moderate or severe crisis. 
Levinson 's report fueled the popular notion that most adults have a 
midlife crisis in their middle vears-a period when "Everv :ispect of their 
lives comes into question. and thev are horrified bv much that is re
vealed" (Levinson. 1978. p. 199). As we will see later in this chapter. the 
midlife crisis is a controversial notion that manv do not accept. 

Adult Developmental Tasks in Perspective The picrnre of adult devel
opment presented bv Erikson ( !9h3) was based largeh on his clinical 
observations of adults: and Levinson 's ( 1978} views. as we noted earlier. 
were derived from interYiews with 40 men. Thus. neither of these de\·cl
opmental perspecti\·cs is well established scientificallv. and one could 
question the rele\·ance of Lc\inson's scheme to women (Gilligan. 1982). 
On the other hand. there can be little doubt tl1dt the themes of achieve
ment in the work place and intimate relationships. both dealt with lw 
Erikson and Le\ inson, are central for n>anv adults. In the following 
sections, we will focus on both of these themes: then we will examine the 
evidence both for and against the controversial midlife cri'iis. 

Vocational Development How important i'i one's vocation during 
adulthood? So important that people arc often defined largelv bv their 
answer tn the question, '"\\'hat do vou do?" \lost working adults spend 
more time at their occupations than at anv other single activitv. The jobs 
held bv parents largelv determine the family's social status, place of 
residence, ho\\ often thev move, who cares for the children, when family 
members sleep and eat, and when (and how much) thcv are together. All 
these facts made \·ocations important when most workers were male: thev 
make vocations e\·en more important now. when over one-half of all 
American women of employable age are also working. 

Given the importance of people's vocational choices, one might 
reasonablv ask how people make that choice. How do people select one 

from among the 25.000 or so different occupations that exist today? 
Personality factors seem to play a role. For example, some researchers 
have found a modest but fairly consistent linkage between achievement 
motivation (Chapter 7, page 283) and a career in science, and between 
pcwer motivation (Chapter 7, page 287) and an executive or managerial 
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Figure 12.14 

Holland's hexagonal model, showing 
personality types (bold type), associ

ated traits, and a sample career choice 
which might be appropriate for each 

type (in parentheses). (Adapted from 
Holland, 1973, bv Whitbourne & 

Weinstock, 1979.) Reprinted by 
oerm1ss10n. 

career (Vero ff & Feld, 1970). However, our evidence on personality and 
career choice is sketchy at best. In an effort to fill out the picture, Holland 
(1973) studied the vocational preferences of high school and college 
students and developed a personality-environment model for career selec
tion: The model includes the six personalitv tvpes shown in figure 12.14, 
with each type suited to a particular ki~d .of work environment. For 
example, people who are energetic, talkative, ambitious, and otherwise 
enterprising are said to be inclined toward careers that reward people for 
achieving power, status, and monev-careers such as sales. Holland's 
model is interesting, but it has not vet been rigorously tested. 

Work Choice, Work Change, and Life Satisfaction One reason that 
early career choices are considered important is that each time we open 
one career door, we, in effect, close others. \\'hen we choose to sharpen 
one set of skills, we kave other skills undeveloped. Each choice moves us 
closer to being locked into, and out o{ certain career options (Abeles et 
al., 1980). On the other hand, no career choice has to be final. By one 
estimate. the average adult changes careers three to five times (Hultsch & 
Deutsch. 1981), and, bv the mid-1970s, as manv middle-aged workers as 
vounger workers were completing job-retraining programs. (Siegler & 
Edelman, 1977). 

Adults who shift careers voluntarily reflect a combination of person
ality and situational factors that we are just now beginning to understand. 
Some research has suggested that personalitv factors such as risk-taking 
tendencies and a sense of control over one's own destinv may contribute. 
Other evidence has pointed to situational factors such as increasing disen
chantment with one's present career (or '"burnout"), discovery of an 
alternative occupation that promises greater satisfaction, and pivotal 
cvenrs (such as, divorce or death of a loved one) that lead one to shift life 
goals and priorities. Sometimes the career shift makes very good sense, 
but often i~ reflects unrealistic expectations for job gratification and job 
success (Freudenberger & Richelson, 1980). 

Even adults who stick with their initial vocational choices for a 
lifetime mav show marked changes in their career orientation over time. 
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Some grow increasingly wedded to their work; others grow increasingly 
divorced from theirs. A 20-year longitudinal study of Bell Telephone 
System employees illustrated these two patterns (Bray & Howard, 1980). 
Among middle-level managers, the most successful were those for whom 
work increased in importance over the 20-year span. Over time, tJ1ese 
people put longer and longer hours into their jobs and showed increased 
identification with the values of the Bell system. By contrast, less suc
cessful managers showed decreasing involvement with Bell and increasing 
commitment to family and recreation. Not surprisingly, the more suc
cessful managers expressed greater satisfaction with their careers and with 
their specific jobs than did the less successful managers. However, the 
two groups did not differ on measures of marital satisfaction, marital 
stability, family worries, cynicism, feelings of crisis, or adjustment. The 
study suggested an important idea: People may differ in their patterns of 
job committment and success over time, but these individual differences 
are not necessarily related to their overall adjustment and satisfaction. 
Work, while it is an important part of life. is only one part. When careers 
fail to provide a full measure of gratification, some change jobs, but others 
stay put and find satisfactions outside the world of work. 

Intimate Partnerships For many, the greatest satisfactions in life come 
from their intimate relationships. Today, some of these relationships 
involve cohabitation-unmarried couples living together. However, over 
95 percent of all Americans do eventually marry. Despite the prolonged 
dating and sexual intimacy of adolescence, youth, and young adulthood, 
the decision to marry is often made quickly. Yet couples still tend toward 
what geneticists call assortative mating-that is, partners resemble each 
other at greater-than-chance levels. Partners tend to be similar in their 
physical characteristics, their intelligence and educarion, their social and 
erhnic backgrounds, their religion, their temperaments, and their life 
outlook. Moreover, the more similar partners are in these ways, the more 
stable their marriages tend to be. 

Marriages, once formed, often evolve toward one of three categories 
identified by experts as particularly common in the United States. 
(Turner & Helms, 1982): 

1. Traditional marriage-in which the husband is undisputed 
head of the family, traditional sex roles are maintained. and the wife 
shows deference to her husband (see Figure 12.15). 

2. Companionship marriage-in which the male and female roles 
are not regarded as fixed, and husbands and wives freely assume the 
rights and obligations of their partners, depending upon the de
mands of the situation. 

3. Collegial marriage-in which comradeship and sharing arc em
phasized, but husband and wife assume responsibiliry for different 
roles in the marriage, with each respecting the individual abilities 
and interests of the other. 

A given individual may preter one of these types or some other arrange
ment, but satisfaction with marriage is apt to depend in part upon on how 
well the expectations and preferences of the two partners match up. 
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Figure 12.15 

Extreme forms of traditional marriage 
may work better for some family mem

bers than for others. (Drawing by 
Geo. Price; copyright © 1983 The 

New Yorker Magazine, Inc.) "It's taken her thirty-one years, but, by God, she's got our marriage working again." 

Parenthood and Transition to the "Empty Nest" As marital partners 
become parents, a new process of growth begins-and not only in the 
children. As author Peter De Vries put it, "The value of marriage is not 
that adults produce children, but that children produce adults." Learning 
to care for infants and voung children is a developmental task of enormous 
magnitude. In fact, couples tend to rate the arrival of their first child as at 
least "moderately stressful" (Hobbs & Cole, 1976). Parenthood usually 
means a decline in the couple's sexual activity and in most other one-to
one adult interactions. It also often means movement toward a more 
traditional household, with the wife setting her career aside for a time and 
entering the world of children and housework. Despite such potentially 
stressful changes, couples ofren put children at the top of their list of 
marital satisfactions. In fact, one study found that 63 percent of couples 
who were dissatisfied with their own relationship listed children as their 
only satisfaction in the marriage (Luckey & Bain, 1970). 

As children mature into adolescents and eventually move away from 
home, their parents face the prospect of an "empty nest." The experi
ence can be painful and depressing for some parents. For most, however, 
the departure of children is a time of mixed emotions, including a. tinge of 
sadness that soon fades away. As one parent put it: 
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I guess it's rather a bittersweet thing. It's not that it's either good or 
bad, it's just that it's an era that's coming to an end and, in many 
ways, it was a nice era. So there's some sadness in it, and I guess I 
feel a little lost sometimes. But it's no big thing; it comes and goes. 
[Suddenly straightening in her chair and laughing] Mostly, it goes. 
(Rubin, 1979, p. 16) 

As "it goes," most parents take some satisfaction in their reduced ties and 
their newfound freedom to pursue personal goals. The empty nest allows 
nurturance to be redirected; husband and wife can offer each other much 
of the support and companionship that had been focused on their children 
when all the family members lived together. For most parents, personal 
and marital satisfaction increase after the parent-child ties have been 
loosened (Rubin, 1979). 

The Midlife Crisis: How Real and HowCommon? As we noted earlier, 
Levinson ( 1978) described the middle adult years as a period when crisis 
is very likely. He described the midlife crisis as a period of self-examina
tion, self-recrimination, and questions like: How did I fail? How can I 
break out of this unbearable lifestyle? Where do I go from here? The crisis 
is depicted as a time of lost illusions. For example, the adult who believed 
for years that "if I become vice president of Consolidated and get a house 
in Forest Pointe, I will be truly happy" may now have the position and 
the house but not the happiness. In the wake of the midlife crisis, adults 
may shift their careers or relationships, resign themselves to failure within 
the old ones, or renew their commitment to the careers and relationships 
they have had all along. Several other theorists seem to share Levinson's 
view that the middle years are a time of trauma and crisis (for example, 
Erikson, 1963; Gould, 1978). 

An alternative viewpoint held by many psychologists (for example, 
Brim, 1976; Costa & McCrae, 1980) is that midlife crisis is the exception, 
not the rule. Most carefully done longitudinal studies have not found 
midlife crisis to be a common occurrence. Similar findings have emerged 
from cross-sectional research with large samples. For example, Costa and 
McCrae (1980) developed a scale to measure the distress and turmoil that 
many have attributed to the midlife crisis and administered the scale to a 
large sample of men aged 33 to 70. They found no age differences-no 
peak in distress or turmoil at midlife. These investigators concluded that 
while-some people do experience a crisis at midlife, most do not. More
over, many who do have a midlife crisis may be prone to crises at other 
points in their lives as well.' The middle adult years are certainly a time of 
change; but for most adults, the changes that occur in the middle years are 
apparently no more traumatic than the changes that occur at other periods 
in the life span. 

ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS IN ADULTHOOD 
While full-fledged midlife crises mav not b'e common, early and middle 
adulthood are still periods of significant risk. One risk is apparent when 
one considers that about 40 percent of all t;. S. marriages now end in 
divorce. This does not mean that Americans are giving up on marriage; 75 
percent of divorced people remarry within 3 years. However, the high 
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divorce rate does mean that a high proportion of lJ .S. families undergo the 
multiple strains of a family breakup. A major study of 144 divorced and 
married couples and their children recently reached an important conclu
sion: Divorce is not victimless. (Hetherington et al., 1979). What this 
means is that among the divorced families, at least one member showed 
significant distress and behavior disruption. While divorce may often be 
better than persistence in a destructive relationship, divorce and its 
aftermath seem almost certain to leave scars. 

When families remain intact despite multiple problems, individual 
members may suffer anyway. Children may simply be'underattended, as 
in the case of America's "latchkey children," the many thousands of 
children who use their own keys to enter their empty homes alone every 
day after school, while their parents are still working. In more serious 
cases, parents struggling ro make emh meet and trying to cope with 
personal problems may neglect their children emotionally or physically, 
abuse their children physically, or do violence to one another. It is 
estimated that 2 million children are physically abused by their parents 
each year; about 28 million wives and 12 million husbands have report
edly been abused by their spouses at some point during their marriage. 
There are increasing reports of parent abuse by teenagers and of grand
parent abuse by younger family members. Family life, a source of 
strength and security for many, can be a source of anxiety and danger for 
others. 

Besides the risk of family problems, the adult years include risks 
outside the family. Many people simply do not make a success of adult 
life. Those who were deviant or underachieving children may crash 
miserably in the adult social world and the world of work. Sometimes 
these failures are linked to serious thought disorders such as schizo
phrenia, to substance-abuse problems such as alcoholism, or to long
standing personality disorders-all of which become more common in the 
adult years (see Chapter 15 for a detailed discussion). These and other 
vulrrernbilities of the middle years are particularly ominous because their 
impact is likely to be felt not only by the troubled adults themselves but 
also by their children and others who have grown to depend on them. 

Old Age 

"How old would you be if you didn't know how old you was?" This 
question, posed by folk philosopher Satchel Paige, raises an important 
point for psychologists to consider: Age, and especially "old age," is 
partly a matter of subjective perception (Figure 12.16). The boundary 
between middle and old age is not clearly marked by any physical or 
intellectual transformation. In North America, retirement, which occurs 
at about the age of 65, is generally viewed as the beginning of old age. In 
eastern Europe, by contrast, women usually retire at 55 and men at age 
60. In the agrarian societies of developing African countries, retirement is 
virtually unheard of; there, the attainment of "old age" is a gradual 
process marked by subtle changes in physical appearance, and the timing 
varies from one individual to the next. 

The U.S. population is getting older. The proportion of elderly 
people in our population has increased from 4 percent in 1900 to about 10 
percent today. In 1983, the number of Americans over 65 (27.4 million) 
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edged ahead of the number of teenager·; (26.5 million). The change 
results partly from the fact that people are living longer than the\' used to; 
l'. S. life expectancv is' now up to 74. However, the major cause of the 
change is a dramatic decline in the birthrate over the past 2 decades. As a 
result, the population has been redistributed. with older people making 
up a much bigger portion of the population than before. The elderly are 
noticeable not onlv because of their numbers but also because of some 
characteristic phvsical changes. 

PHYSICAL CHANGES 
Many of the physical changes that come with age are familiar. Hair 
whitens and becomes sparse: skin dries and wrinkles: gums recede, and 
teeth are lost-more than half of the elderlv have none of their own teeth; 
the facial configuration shifts; the spine bows; and strength and agility 
fade somewhat. Sensory capacity declines as well. .\fter age 60, most 
people need glasses. Impaired hearing is five times as common among 65-
to 79-year-olds as among 45- to 64-year-olds. Aging even has subtle effects 
on autonomic nervous system arousal. (See Chapter 8, page 315.) In 
younger adults, such arousal peaks quicklv when alertness or a quick 
response is needed and fades quickly as the need disappears. In older 
adults, arousal may still peak quickly, but it fades slowlv. Thus the older 
adult remains "wired" longer and may seem overlv nervous, vigilant, or 
cautious when events are moving quick!\'. 

Although the storv of aging is partlv about bodilv decline, there is 
also some good news about aging bodies. Today's college students can 
probably look forward to sounder bodies and a healthier life in old age 
than any previous generation. Researcher James Fries (1980) has found 
some very encouraging trends in U.S. data on aging and health. Each year 
during the 1970s, life expectancy from birth increased by about 4 months, 

Figure 12.16 
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while life expectancy from age 65 showed a I-month increase. The two 
trends intersect in the year 2018 at a mean age at death of about 85. Fries 
noted that most of the quick killers. such as smallpox and polio, have 
been virtually wiped out and tbat rapid progress is being made in the areas 
of cancer, lung disease, and diabetes. He concluded that average life 
expectancy may never get bcvond about 85 but that the years people do 
live arc likely ro be incrcasinglv disease-free. l\lore and more, he pre
dicted, people will live "phvsical!Y. emotionally, and intellectually vig
orous" lives until shortly before the end, when their organs will simplv 
wear out and be incapable of renewal; at this point, people will die 
quicklv and mercifullv, without lingering illness. 

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN OLD AGE: 
ST ABILITIES, CHANGES, AND .)\1ELLOWINGS 
The cognitive developmcnrs in old age can best be described as a "mixed 
bag." Some intellectual skills stav on a more or less smooth plateau year 
after year; other skills decline somewhat. BevonJ the level of specific 
skills, elderly people often show subtle changes in the ways they use their 
intellect-changes that might be described as "mellowing." To sample 
the arrav of intellectual developments during this period, we will consider 
several different research pcr>pccti\·es. beginning with the Piagetian 
viewpoint (Chapter 11, page 425 ). 

Piagetian Perspectives Considerable research and theorizing within the 
Piagetian tradition has been focused on the performance of older people 
on traditional Piagctian tests of concrete and formal operations. l\luch of 
the research evidence (re\ieweJ bv \lussen et al., 1979) has shown that 
the elderly Jo not do as \\ell on manv tests as do adolescents and younger 
adults. In fact, some studies even showed poorer performance by the 
elderly than by older children on conserYation tasks like those shown in 
Figure 11.18 on page 452. The easv conclusion to draw from such findings 
is that as people grow old, they regress cognitive Iv-that is, they slip back 
to earlier, less adequate levels of thinking. Some have drawn this conclu
sion, and they may be right. 

On the other hand, some have raised questions about what Piagetian 
tesrs reallv tell us about the elderlv and whether these tests are reallv 
appropriate ways of measuring abilit~· in older people. A quick look at 
page 452 will show that most Piagetian tests were designed for children. 
They use child-oriented materials (for example, wooden blocks, balls of 
clay) and child-oriented language. The tests may seem silly or uninterest
ing to some adults and unfamiliar or confusing to others. As a result, older 
adults who take the tests may not do so well at first, despite adequate 
ability. One way to explore this possibility is to give older adults practice 
with some p;,,getian measures and then test them with other, similar 
Piagetian measures. When such training was provided, older people gen
erally showed marked improvement in their performance (for example, 
Hornblum & Overton, 1976). The performance of the elderly seemed to 
be quite improvable. This, in turn. suggests that the true underlying 
ability of older people may often be more advanced than their initial 
performance on unfamiliar tasks indicates. 

Another question raised by some investigators is whether the health 
problems and educational limitations of older adults may have hampered 
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their performance on Piagetian tests. One investigator (Blackburn, 1984) 
tried to control for this problem. He selected adults aged 63-75 who were 
all healthy, all college-educated, and all currentlv taking college-course 
work. When these elderly adults were compared to college students aged 
19-24, there were no significant differences between the groups on ~ine 
different tests of formal-operational thinking. Could it be that the poor 
performance of the elderly in earlier research resulted partly from genera
tional differences in health and education? This is a very real possibility. 
To check it out, we will need some carefullv controlled research. 

Learning and Memory Because learning and memorv are closelv inter
twined and both are crucial to intellectual functioning. it is important to 
find out how the two operate in old age. Manv investigators have worked 
at this task, and some general trends are emerging from their work 
(Perlmutter & List, 1982). 

First, although older adults can certainlv learn via classical and 
instrumental conditioning as described in Chapter 4, some kinds of classi
cal conditioning take longer in older people than in younger adults. This 
may be due partly to the fact that older people tend to have more 
problems with their sight, hearing. and other sensor> functions. 

Second, in verbal learning-learning lists of words. for example-
adults over 60 generally do not perform as well as do voung adults. but 
experts are now debating whether these per/ormantf differences reflect 
real differences in learning abilitv. Some attribute the inferior perform
ance of older adults to pacing problems. It is on timed tasks that older 
people perform most poorly. This, in turn. mav be related to their 
cautious style of responding, which we discussed earlier. Older adults 
tend to make errors of omission rather than to give incorrect responses; 
perhaps they arc just being careful-taking a lot of time to make sure 
their answers are right-and this lowers their score on tests where speed is 
crucial. 

Third, overcaution and pacing problems may also contribute to 

some of the memory-performance deficits older people demonstrate (Salt
house & Kail, 1983). These deficits arc not found in all aspects of their 
memory but are largely confined to what is called Sffrmdary memory, a term 
applied to our system for processing information. Secondarv memof\ 
includes three processes: (1) encoding, putting the to-be-remembered 
material into our memory systems; (2) storage. retaining the material until 
it is needed; and (3) retrieval, pulling the information out of storage 
(Chapter 5, page 185). Older people show deficits in the first and the third 
processes: encoding and retrieval. Thev are less effective than arc 
younger adults in coming up with good strategics for organizing and 
rehearsing the memories they are encoding. and thev often take longer 
than do younger adults to draw memories out of storage (Erber, 1982). 
Memories-be they words, pictures, or concepts-seem to be recognized 
about as effectively by older as by younger adults; it is recall, remember
ing from S·'.:ratch or from' partial cues, that tends to suffer with old age. 
Note, however, that the memories are rarelv lost: it just takes longer "to 

find them in ti;e file." 
Now, a word of caution. Almost all our research on learning and 

memory is cross-sectional. One of. the few re le\ ant longitudinal studies 
suggests that there may be some real age declines in certain forms of 
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learning, at least after age 60 (Arenberg & Robertson-Tchabo, 1977); but 
most evidence thus far tells us only that there are age-group differences. 
As we have stressed repeatedly, such differences may reflect the differ
ences between generations, or cohorts, rather than true effects of aging. 
Thus far, we just cannot be sure·. 

Life-Span Research on Intelligence-Test Performance The distinction 
between cohort differences and true effects of aging has been emphasized 
by the life-span developmental researchers. By repeatedly assessing intel
lectual functioning in the same adults as they grow older, these investiga
tors have reached some important, though tentative, conclusions about 
true age effects (Schaie, 1983 ). First, true intellectual declines before the 
late fifties are unusual; when declines do occur before SO, they usually 
reflect some pathological process, such as an illness or a degenerative 
disorder. Second. from the late fifties 'on, there is often a decline in 
abilities that involve speed of response. Third, beyond age 80, perform
ance declines of some sort become the rule rather than the exception. 

The fourth and perhaps most intriguing conclusion is that many of 
the intellectual limitations found in older adults reflect obsolescence, not 
decline. In other words, big generational differences exist in the ap
proaches people take to the tasks of processing information and solving 
problems. Many older people seem to use the same reasoning strategies 
they used in their vounger days, but these strategies are often not so 
effective as those used by more recent generations. Some life-span re
searchers (for example, Schaie, 1983) have stressed that this may be very 
good news; it may mean that what were once thought to be age declines 
are simply outdated skills, skills that can be upgraded with new training 
and experience. 

Creativity in the Elderly Whatever their performance on various tests 
and tasks, it is clear that many people make major creative contributions 
well into their so-called retirement years. Consider these examples of 
intellectual creation and fulfillment: 

1. Goethe completed Faust at age 82. 

2. Grandma Moses was painting at 100. 

3. Sophocles completed Oedipus Rex at 70 and Fltam Jt 90. 

4. Pablo Casals was giving cello concerts at 88. 

5. Verdi composed the operas Otel!o at 72 and F11l•t11t1 Jt 77. 

6. Marv Baker Eddv was director of the C:hr1"iliJn Science 
Church at 89. 

7. Cecil B. De Mille'~ movie, Tht Ten Commm1dv1t!lli. was made 
when he was 70. 

8. George Burns won an Academv Award for his rerfJrmance in 
The Sunshine Boys at age 80. 

9. Gen. Douglas ~facArthur became commander of the lJnited 
Nations a·rmed forces in Korea when he was 70. 
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10. Mohandas Gandhi led India's opposition to British occupation 

in his late seventies. 

11. Ronald Reagan celebrated his se\·enrieth birrhdav as a resident 
of the White House, having initiated a set of new policies _that would 
come to be called "Reaganomics." [Adapted from Turner & Helms 

(1982), p. 252] 

As these examples suggest, the years past 65 can be a time of real 
consolidation-a time when the ideas and skills developed over most of a 
lifetime can be brought together to produce major new /achievements. 
Most people will not achieve at the level of these examples at any age. Y ct 
most will have many opportunities for personal!\ gratifving consolidation 
and creation well into their later years. 

DEVELOPMENT AL TASKS OF OLD AGE 

Erikson's View In Erikson's (1963) account of the life course (page 473), 
old age brings on a core d-::velopmental conflict: integritv versus despair. 
To achieve integrity. in Erikson's sense of this term, means to integrate 
one's attitudes, beliefs, motives. and exreriences in such a wav that they 
fit together comfortably and form a coherent whole. One result is a feeling 
of satisfaction with a life well lived (Figure 12. 17). Such integritv, Erikson 
believed, is most likely among those who have "taken care of things and 
people" and have adapted themseh·es "to the triumphs and disappoint
ments adherent to being" ( 1963, p. 268). Without this integritv. the older 
person feels a growing sense ofde.1pair. a fear chat tirne is running out 

Figure 12.17 
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I· One who has achieved integrity, in Erik
\ son's sense of the term, can r.eflect 

with satisfaction on a life well-lived. 
(Roger Malloch/Magnum Phoros, Inc.)_ 



Figure 12.18 

In many cultures elders are called upon 
co bring balanced, realistic judgment to 

bear on complex problems. The at
tribute that makes such judgment 
possible is often called wisdom. 
(a, AP/Wide World Photos; band r, 
courtesy of the United Nations.) 

before the pieces of life's puzzle can be assembled in a satisfying way. 
This despair can show up in various ways-as perpetual irritability and 
disgust or as a nagging fear of death-but at its core is a sense of incom
pleteness, of a life that is not yet whole. 

Wisdom Those who do achieve a sense of wholeness a.od integrity may 
develop one of the hallmarks of successful aging: wisdom. Many cultures 
t.~Jitionally rely on selected elderly people for advice about complex life 
problems (Gutmann, 1977; also see Figure 12.18). One reason may be 
that older people who have been attentive to their life experience often 
have a perspective on reality that is richer and more informed than the 
view most younger people take. The philosopher Schopenhauer depicted 
life as an embroidery viewed differently at different ages: 
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Life could be compared to an embroidery of which we see the right 
side during the first half of life, but the back in the last half. This 
back side is less scintillating but more instructive: it reveals the 
interpatterning of the threads. (Translated from a quotation in 
Seitelberger, 1978, p. 215) 

A clear, illusion-free view of life's "interpatterned threads" is one part of 
what manv mean by the concept of wisdom. Some ha\e also suggested 
that the wise person is one who has a "balanced investment in self as well 
as in others" and who combines "experience, reflectiveness, and emo
tional balance" (Birren & Renner, 1980, p. 28). 

Life Review Some elderly adults inject their wisdom into memoirs or 
autobiographies that summarize hard-earned lessons from the school of 
life. Most, however, simply conduct informal life reviews through long 
conversations with their families and friends, sometimes sparked by im
ages in the family album or a chance recollection. Through these life 
reviews, the older person can detect common threads of meaning running 
through the diverse experiences of their 60-plus years. These threads of 
meaning mav, in turn, provide a legacy of insight for those who take the 
rime to listen. 

Paradoxically, the process of life review goes on at the same time 
rhar much of life is still unfolding. '.\lanv issues in the areas of occupation 
and personal relationships must still be confronted after the age of 60. We 
will consider some of these i:,sucs next. 

Retirement Retirement, a traditional marker of old age in many western 
cultures, is not ncarlv the painful event that some popular stereotypes 
suggest. Cerrainlv there are some people for whom retirement signifies 
loss-loss of a familiar dailv routine, loss of valued social interactions, loss 
of J well-established role, and even loss of income. For many others, 
though, retirement is a welcome transition, one that offers new oppor
nrnities and new freedom (Figure 12.19). The individual response to 

retirement depends on many factors. but two of the most important seem 
r" be job satisfaction and income. People who find their jobs unrewarding 
Jre likeiY w welcome retirement (Barfield & '.\1organ, 1978). So are 
reople whose postretircment incomes will sustain their prcretirement 
'tJmfards of living (Glamser, 1976). People who are wedded to their work 
Jnd people who fear a drop in their standard of living, on the other hand, 
nu\ well dread separation from their jobs; in fact, some of these people 
\1 ill cope bv seeking new postrctirement jobs. Finally, we need to dis
rin!!'.uish between scheduled, long-anticipated retirement and un
'cheduled retirement caused by a sudden illness or a demand from 
'upervisors that one quit the job. Such unscheduled retirements tend to 

rroduce anxietv and depression: scheduled retirements do not (Pearlin. 
1980). 

Although different people react differentlv to retirement, recent 
e\·idence suggests that it is welcomed bv more than t\10-rhirds of elderh· 
working people and that it has few reallv negati\·e effects. A recent suf\·ev 
of six longitudinal studies (Palmore et al., 198-l) found that retirement has 
few, if any, adverse effects on social acti\·ity, health. happiness, or life 
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Figure 12.19 

Retirement from one's job does- not 
necessarily mean retirement from 
activity. In fact, activity level may in
crease when job demands no longer 
interfere. (Bottom photo, Mariette 
Patey-Allen/Peter Arnold, Inc. All 
other photos AP/Wide World Photos.) 



satisfaction. And "real-life" evidence that retirement is attractive con
tinues to mount. For example, a major court decision in 1978 gave many 
Americans the option of working beyond age 65, but today only about 15 
percent take that option. ln fact, most U.S. workers now retire voluntarily 
before 65. and the average age of voluntarv: retirement keeps dropping. 
Once retired, most seem to adjust well; and those with good health and an 
adequate income seem to thrive. 

Retirement often brings dramatic changes in the nature of interper
sonal relationships; it can alter one's collection of daily acquaintances, and 
it can greatly increase the time husband and wife spend together. Both 
changes may bring on major adjustments and new personal growth. For 
example, as elderly people share more activities and duties with their 
spouses, the couple may become increasinglv androgenous-that is, iess 
bound by traditional sex-role stereotypes in their beliefs and behavior, 
and more capable of showing both "masculine" and "feminine" attributes 
(Sinnott, 1982). Once spouses have become adjusted to the increased 
togetherness of retirement, their relationship can flower in ways that were 
not possible when the demands of employment interfered. 

As the marital relationship changes during old age, are there cor
responding changes in the role of sexuality? Do sexual interest and ac
tivity decline or hold steadv in old age? We consider such questions in In
quiry 12. 2. 

Grandparenthood For manv, one of the special delights of old age is 
having grandchildren (see Figure 12.20). In manv western societies, 
though, grand parenthood is a "roleless role" (Clavan, 1978); that is, it 
carries few or no clearlv defined rights or responsibilities. As a conse
quence, the role of grandparent may differ from one family to the next. 

One studv (,'\feugartcn & Weinstein, 1964) identified several differ
ent "styles" of filling the grandparent role. ~lost common of all is 
the formal style, in which grandparents take an ongoing interest in 
their grandchild and occasionallv give the child special treats but 
carefully limit their role so as not to interfere with the parents. The 
fun-seeker style-the second most common--is an informal, play
ful approach in which grandchildren are seen as a source of leisure 
activity and mutual fun. The third most common pattern is the 
distant-figure stvle. in which grandparents are benevolent but have 
only brief, infrequent contact with their grandchildren. 

In another look at grandparenthood, Robertson ( 1977) focused 
only on grandmothers, distinguishing between a social and a per
sonal orientation. Grandmothers who adopt the social orientation 
focus on their perceived duties-to set a good example, encourage 
the grandchild to be honest, and so on. Those who adopt the 
personal orientation focus more on the joys and rewards of grand
parenthood-( "grandchildren will keep me happy and youthful," 
for example). The orientation taken by any particular grandmother 
depends partly on her life circumstances. For example, younger 
grandmothers, who have jobs and whose hu5bands are living, em
phasize the social orientation and are not de~ply involved in the 
gratidmother role. Older grandmothers. most of whom are widowed 
and who do not have jobs, emphasize the personal orientation and 
are more involved with their grandchildren. 
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IS THERE SEX AFTER 60? 

With advancing age, a number of biological changes 
may make some men and women feel less "sexual." 
Between about 45 and 60, women pass through the 
climacteric, which leads to decreased vaginal lubrica
tion and shrinkage of the vagina itself. In men, sperm 
production gradually declines, erections occur more 
slowly. the volume of seminal fluid is reduced. the 
force of ejaculation decreases, erections are lost 
sooner after ejaculation, and it takes longer to achieve 
another erection afterward. Changes like these, to
getner with the popular conception of "the celibate 
senior citizen,., may make some older people think of 
their sex irfe as a flame that 1s flickering and ready to 
die. Some of the elderly do have trouble engaging in 
or en1oying sexual intercourse, and some of their prob
!erns are directly caused by physiological factors; 
such problems are termed primary s€xual dysfunc
tion Much more numerous, though, are sexual difficul
ties caused by psychological factors-for example, a 
ioss of confidence or a perception that one is no 
longer sexual: problems of this type, caused by psy-

AGE 

chological distress, are called secondary sexual dys
function. 

For many of the elderly, though, these changes 
are more than counterbalanced by positive changes. 
For example, menopause can be sexually liberating 
for some women because it removes the risk of preg
nancy. In men, the•declining potency of ejaculation 
permits better self-control; ejaculation can be delayed 
and coitus prolonged, making older men potentially 
better sex partners. 

Such factors may help to explain why, for many 
adults, U-,e sexual flame continues to bum well into the 
later years. To find out just how widespread sexual 
feelings and activity are in the mid- to late-adult years, 
Pfeiffer, Verwoerdt, and Davis (1972) surveyed 502 
middle-aged and elderly men and women. They found 
that se~f-reported sexual interest and activity were 
lower among older adults than among the middle
aged, as shown in the two accompanying tables. 
However, only among women was this age difference 
very pronounced. and there were some mitigating fac
tors in the findings for women. For example, many 
women over 60 said they had stopped having inter
course because their husbands had lost interest in sex 

Current level of sexual interest 
GROUP NUMBER NONE MILD MODERATE STRONG (percentage). 

MEN 

46-50 43 0 9 63 28 

51-55 41 0 19 71 10 

56-60 61 5 26 57 12 

61-65 54 11 37 48 4 

66-71 62 10 32 48 10 

Total 261 6 26 56 12 

WOMEN 

46-50 43 7 23 61 9 

51-55 41 20 24 51 5 

56-60 48 31 25 44 0 

61-65 43 51 37 12 0 

66--71 54 50 26 22 2 

Total 229 33 27 37 3 

(Source. From Pfeiffer, Verwoerdt, & Davis [1972]. Copyright 1972, the American Psychiatric Asso
ciation. Reprinted by permission.) 
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AGE ONCE A ONCE A 2-3 TIMES MORE THAN 3 
GROUP NUMBER NONE MO. WK. A WK. TIMES A WK. 

MEN 

46-50 43 0 5 62 26 7 

51-55 41 5 29 49 17 0 

56-60 61 7 38 44 11 0 

61-65 54 20 43 30 7 0 

66-71 62 24 48 26 2 0 

Total 261 12 34 41 12 

WOMEN 

46-50 43 14 26 39 21 0 

51-55 41 20 41 32 5 2 

56-60 48 42 27 25 4 2 

61-65 44 61 29 5 5 0 

66-71 55 73 16 11 0 0 

Total 231 44 27 22 6 

(Source· From Pfeiffer, Verwoerdt, & Davis [1972] Copyright 1972, the American Psychiatric Asso
ciation Reprinted by permission ) 
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Studies like the two we have just described show that there are 
various way~of filling the grandparent role. Yet across the many \'ariations 
in its form, the grandparent-grandchild relationship remains one of the 
most important institutions in human societv. It is a bridge across genera
tions, one that is valued by grandchildren even after they mature into 
adulthood (Robertson, 1976). For grandparents, the relationship can pro
vide one path to the kind of generativity discussed by Erikson (1963 )
that is, an opportunity to "pass the torch" to younger members of the 
family team. 



(a1 (b) 

!C; (d) 

Grandparents play a valuable role in bridging the gap across 
generations. Styles of playing the role can differ greatly from 

one grandparent to the next. (a, courtesy of John Weisz; 
b, Erika Stone/Peter Arnold, Inc.; r, Erika Stone/Peter 

Arnold, Inc.; rl, Mariette Pathv Allen/Peter Arnold, Inc.; 
e, Sybil Shelton/Peter Arnold, Inc.; f, Sybil Shelton/ 

Peter Arnold, Inc.) 
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Widows and Widowers: Coping with Loss One of the painful inev
itabilities of intimate re!ationships in old age is that one partner will lose 
the other and face the pain· of bereavement. Because women live longer 
than men (and often marry men older than thev are in the first place), the 
surviving partner is usually female. In the l1.S., widows outnun1ber 
widowers by more than 4 to 1, and more than 10 percent of all women are 
widows. As difficult as it is to develop and sustain a warm, intimate 
relationship with a single partner, it can bee\ en more difficult to face life 
without that partner. 

The difficulties can be serious for both widows and widowers, but 
women in general seem to cope better than men. 

One study (Barrett, 1978), for example, compared widows and 
widowers in their sixties or older who were living if! the community 
(that is, not in institutions). Special attention was given to six major 
areas of their life functioning: health care, household roles, educa
tion, nutrition, psychosocial needs, and transportation. Compared to 

widows, widowers reported feeling lonelier and more dissatisfied 
with life, were more likely to think community services inadequate, 
needed more help with household duties, did not ear as well, had 
more negative attitudes about continued learning, and showed 
poorer morale overall. \Vidowers were also less willing to talk about 
the loss of their spouses or abour death . 

. \!though women tend to cope better than men in general, some groups of 
womeP are especially at risk for problems. In particular, middle-class 
women with a strong investment in their roles as wives report "strong 
disruption after the death of the husband'' (Lopata, 1975, p. 229). How
ever. women who, in addition to their marriages, have had active lives in 
the community or workplace report loneliness but relativt"ly less disrup
tion in their lifestyles. There is also evidence that older widows, particu
larly those who had advance warning of their husband's impending death, 
adjust better than do younger widows and those for whom the death was 
unexpected (Balkwell, 1981). 

Some widows and widowers eventually cope with their loss by 
remarrymg (see Figure 12.21 ). How successful are these new. rela
tionships? 

To find out, Vinick (1978) interviewed people aged 60-84 who had 
remarried. She asked them about how and when they had decided 
to marry again and about their level of satisfaction with the new 
marriage. l\lost said that they had originally intended to live alone 
after their spouse's death. However, over half the men remarried 
within a year of becoming widowers. The women waited longer, 
nearly all delaying more than 2 years. !\lost of the new couples had 
either known each other during the earlier marriage or had been 
introduced by a mutual friend or relative. In most cases, the man 
took the initiative in promoting th,~ new relationship. 

The most common reason given for the remarriage was a 
desire for companionship. In .most cases, the companionship 
seemed to work well. Some 80 percern-of the women and 87 percent 
of the men said they were "satisfied" or '\erv satisfied" with the 
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Fir,ure 12.21 

Some elderly people choose to remarry 
after the death of their spouse. The ev

idence thus far suggests that these 
marriages are usually successful. (AP/ 

Wide World Photos.) 

new marriage. In fact, Vinick described the marriages as more 
tranquil and harmonious than those of most young couples. Vinick's 
(1978) positive findings led her to conclude that remarriage is a 
workable option for many older adults. 

Vinick's conclusion may be more comforting to older men than to 

their female counterparts because the pool of available spouses is much 
larger for elderly males. Perhaps this is for the best in at least one respect. 
Older men have more difficulty than do older women in coping after the 
death of a spouse; thus older men, in general, may have a greater need for 
the remarriage option. 

Whatever the coping strategies an older man or woman adopts for 
dealing with the death of a spouse, one implication of that death is 
difficult to deny: The surviving spouse, too, is undergoing an aging 
process that will culminate in death. Facing up to this process and the 
inevitability of one's own death is the final aspect of old age that we will 
consider. 

Facing Mortality and Death Mark Twain once admitted that although 
he knew everyone had to die, he had alwavs felt that an exception would 
be made in his case. Deep down, many share Mark Twain's feeling that 
"It can't really happen to me." Facing up to the inevitability of death is a 
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major developmental task of old age. For some elderly people, the 
awareness grows gradually and eventually fits as warmly and comfortably 
as a familiar sweater. For others, though, the knowledge dawns starkly, 
sometimes with the diagnosis of a terminal illness. 

Psychiatrist Elisabeth Kubler-Ross (1969, 1975) worked with people 
who were facing up to their own impending deaths. She proposed that th~ 
psychology of the dying process involves five stages. 

1. The first is denial; informed of a terminal illness, the individ-
ual reacts with shock and disbelief ("No, it can't be me"). 

2. The second is rage and anger, particularh· over the idea that 
others will live while he or she will not. 

3. Stage three involves bargaining; the person accepts the inev
itability of death but pleads for a bit more life, sometimes trying to 
"negotiate" with God for a few extra months. 

4. The fourth stage is depression, a kind of anticipatory self-
mournmg. 

5. The fifth and final stage is called acceptance; anger and de
pression subside, and the person becomes quietly expectant-not 
happv about death, but reach· for it nonetheless. 

Kubler-Ross originally proposed that these five stages always occur, 
~nd in the same order, for everv person who knows that he or she is dying. 
She has softened this stance in recent vears, and others who work with 
dying people have dnubts about whether the stages are really universal. 
However, most agree that manv who are facing death experience some of 
the feelings described bv K i.ibler-Ross. 

Regardless of whether a particular elderlv person experiences these 
stages or not, acceptance of death is likely to come easier if he or she can 
reflect positively on a life well lived. This capacity is one part of Erikson's 
(1963) notion of ego integrity, which we discussed on page 495. A similar 
perspective is offered by Levinson (1978). In his account of the life 
course, he suggested that reaching and passing the age period from 60 to 
65 occasions a "view from the bridge" at the end of the life cycle. If this 
view offers a satisfying sense of what one's life has been about and what 
one has made of it, the result may be a sense of satisfaction and a 
willingness to let go when one's time arrives. 

ADJUSTMENT PROBLEMS IN OLD AGE 
"Every man desires to live long, but no man wants to be old." This 
maxim from Jonathan Swift mav help to explain why, even today, old age 
can take us by surprise. People often avoid thinking about their upcoming 
transition to "senior citizen" and "retiree" for so long that they fail to 
prepare for it. Inadequate financial planning can leave older people 
"newly poor" shortly after retirement and thus poor fr)r the rest of their 
lives. In fact, while the eleerly constitute about 10 percent of the United 
States population, they constitute 20 percent of the poor in the United 
States. Like other age groups, the elderly like to have friends their own 
age and recreation to enjoy with those friends. However, retirement 
r;-0mmunities that offer these attractions are mostly for the financially 
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secure. Other elderly people may live lives of dreary loneliness, eking out 
an existence in substandard housing and on substandard diets. 

One of the most ominous threats to the elderly is prolonged illness. 
The aging body is highly vulnerable to the ravages of disease and injury. 
Among the most frightening threats are diseases that attack the brain
Aizheimer's disease (Chapter 5, page 212) and Pick's disease, for example, 
both of which cause disorientation, poor judgment, and death within 5 
years; there is no known cure for either. Senile brain disorders cause tissue 
loss and shrinkage in the brain, which in turn triggers mental and physical 
deterioration. Cerebral arteriosclerosis, or hardening of the arteries in the 
brain, blocks the supply of oxygen and nutrients to the brain; brain tissue 
thus degenerates, and severe intellectual slippage follows. In addition to 
these physiologically based disorders, the psychological stressors of old 
age can provoke various psychologiclfl disorders. Many of these are dis
cussed in Chapter 15, but one that deserves special attention here is 
depression. In the elderly, bleak circumstances and the internal state that 
Erikson referred to as despair (page 473) can combine to make life seem 
not worth living. This happens especially to elderly people who are 
enfeebled and dependent at home or in nursing facilities that give little 
reinforcement for responsible, adaptive behavior. Rates of depression are 
high among the elderly, and suicide rates are considerably higher than 
among younger adults. Old age is inherently a period of high risk, but 
some who have studied the elderly (for example, Langer, 1981) report 
that the risks are especially high in extremely youth-oriented societies
societies that do not so much abuse their elderly as underestimate and 
overlook them. 

Summary 

1. With the transition from childhood to adolescence comes a 
period of fast-paced physical and intellectual change; experts cannot 
agree on whethe~ this change necessarily involves psychological 
"storm and stress." 

2. At a signal from the hypothalamus, the pituitary gland triggers 
the growth spurt, and puberty follows. For girls, the peak growth 
year is usually the eleventh or twelfth; boys peak at about 14. 

3. Adolescence ushers the youngster into the intellectual realm 
of formal operations (Piaget's term). Thinking expands to encom
pass the world of the possible as well as the actual; formal thought 
involves hypothetical reasoning, induction, deduction, and a capac
ity to reason about abstractions and to judge the logical correctness 
of a chain of reasoning. 

4. For some adolescents, the stage of formal operations coincides 
with new forms of moral judgment-forms which Kohlberg calls 
postconventional because they involve a reliance not on conven
tional rules but on abstract ethical principles. 

5. According to Erik Erikson, adolescence is a time of searching; 
the objective is a sense of identity, an answer to the question, "Who 
am I?" In seeking a satisfying answer, adolescents may delay their 
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commitment to adult roles, an action that Erikson has dubbed the 
"psychosocial moratorium." 

6. Adolescents' relationships w'ith their parents become a contt;xt 
for learning independence and a sense of control over one's own 
destiny. Adolescents' relationships with their peers change in sev
eral ways over the teen years, refle:cting increasing dominance bv 
bright, creative youngsters and increasingh close interactions be
tween boys and girls. 

7. Over the past few decades, adolescent sexuality has \·irtuallv 
exploded; now, more than two-thirds of all girls and three-fourths of 
all boys have had sexual intercourse bv the age, of 19. 

8. Adolescent sexuality and the inclination to experiment carry 
significant risks-both physical and psychulogica\-,.,The former in
clude the risks of unplanned pregnanc\· and the 9ontraction of 
sexually transmitted diseases. The lattehriclt1de problems of sexual 
preference and delinquencv as well as psvchological disorders such 
as anorexia nervosa, schizophrenia, and depression (with a sharply 
increased risk of suicide). 

9. During early and middle adulthood, bodies age largelv be
cause of characteristics programmed into the genes. In healthv 
adults, though, the bodilv changes ha\·e relati\·e]v little impact on 
job performance or other behavior. 

10. \lost of the rcsc:arch on intc:lkctual change: in adulthood has 
involved cross-sectional methods, and most 'ms shown that adoles
cents and younger adults outperform older adults on intellectual 
tasks. I lowevc:r, some ps\chologists of the Piagetian school have 
argued that adults show more mature. more realistic reasoning as 
they mature. '.\loreover, recenr longirndinal studies suggest that 
when the same people are tested repeatedly, general intelligence 
mav show little overall change until age SS or 60. 

11. The major developmental tasks of adulthood have been con
strued as "seasons" by Levinson, and tensions, or "psychosocial 
conflicts," by Erikson. Both theorists focus on the importance of 
relations with the world through one's vocation and relations with 
the family as a spouse and a parent. 

12. Attempting to find out how people choose one vocation from 
among the 25,000 or so possibilities, Holland and other psvchol
ogists studied how interests and personality types match up to the 
characteristics of various occupations. The study of \'OCational de
velopment has broadened in recent years to include both career 
change and changing levels of commitment to one's career over the 
adult years. The so-called midlife crisis described in the popular 
press has not been well documented in careful research. 

13. Marital choices follow assortative mating patterns, with parr
ners resembling each other at greater-than-chance levels. In addi
tion, most marriages fall into one of three patterns: Traditional, with 
the husband dominant; companionship, \\ ith the "male" and 
"female" roles taken on interchangeabh· by husband and wife; and 
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collegial, wirh comradeship and sharing emphasized but with hus
bands and \\ ives taking responsibility for different roles. 

14. The vulnerabiliries qf adulrhood are related primarily to mar
riage and career. Some 40 percent of all U.S. marriages now end in 
divorce, an event that is rarely vicrimless. In addition, many intact 
families face the risk of in-house violence: Child abuse, spouse 
abuse, and even parent and grandparent abuse are now widely 
reporred. Some adults must face up to career failure or a failure to 
meet the social demands of adulthood. 

15. With old age, strength and agility fade, resistaoce-to disease 
declines, and autonomic nervous system arousal grows less respon
sive to situational demands. However, current rrends point to in
creasingly vigorous and healthy lives for each successive generation 
of elderly people for at least rhe nexr three 'or four decades. 

16. Except in cases of serious disease, older people apparently 
hold their own well into their seventies in many areas of intellectual 
functioning, especially in recognition memory and on a number of 
standardized cognitive tasks. By contrast, verbal learning, recall 
memory, and tasks requiring speed of response often show declines 
from the late fifties on. Some of these declines, though, may be due 
to increased caution or physical problems, including poor vision or 
hearing. 

17. A key developmental task of old agcf; according to Erikson, is 
the achievement of ego integrity, the capacity to reflect posiUvel~
on a life well lived. Those who do achieve a sense of wholeness and 
integrity may also develop the kind of rich, informed, and emo
tionally balanced perspective on reality that some have called 
wisdom. 

18. Other developmental tasks of old age include retiring (a more 
positive experience than popular stereotypes suggest); modifying 
interpersonal relationships (marriages often grow richer); grand
parenting (styles differ greatly from one grandparent to the next): 
coping with the loss of loved ond; and facing up to one's own 
mortality. 

19. Old age carries special risks, not the least of which is poverty ar 
a fixed income. In addition, the aging body is highly vulnerable to 
disease, including organic brain syndromes and cerebral ar
'reriosclerosis. Finallv, the bleak circumstances and loneliness of 
-Sdme can produce p;ychological disturbances, including depression 
severe enough to provoke suicide. 

Terms to Know 

One way to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is meant by the following terms. 

Adolescence (464) 

Puberty (464) 
Hypothalamus (466) 

Pituitary gland (466) 



Androgens (466) 

Estrogens (466) 

Growth spurt ( 466) 

Primary sexual characteristics 
(466) 

Menarche (467) 

Secondary sexual characteristics 
(467) 

Formal operations (467) 

Deduction (469) 

Inductive thinking ( 469) 

lnterpropositional logic ( 469) 

Reflective thinking (470) 

Preconventional level (471) 

Conventional level (471) 

Postconventional level ( 471) 

Seeking identity (472) 

Psychosocial moratorium (472) 

'.\legative identity (472) 

Status offenses (477) 

Depression ( 4 78, 506) 

Anorexia nervosa (478) 

Delusions (478) 

Halluci~tions ( 4 79) 

Youth (479) 

Life-span developmental 
psychologists ( 481) 

Menopause (481) 

Climacteric (481) 

Cohort (483) 

Fluid intelligence (483) 

Crystallized intelligence (483) 

Creativity (484) 

Midlife transition (485) 

Assortative mating (487) 

Traditional marriage (487) 

Companionship marriage (487) 

Collegial marriage ( 487) 

Secondary memory (493) 

Integrity ( 495) 

Despair (495) 

Alzheimer's disease (506) 

Senile brain disorders (506) 

Cerebral arteriosclerosis (506) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Alison Clarke-Stewart and Joanne Koch have written a fine new text 
en titled Children: Decelopment throuJ;h Adolescence('.\! ew York: \Viley, 1983 ). 
Another excellent text is Kurt Fischer and Arlyne Lazerson's Human 
Development: From Conception Throufih Adolescence. (New York: Freeman, 
1984 ). Students interested in learning more about adolescence should see 
the thoughtful treatments of this age period in these two texts. Those 
interested in exploring adult development further might see two of the 
several fine texts in this area: David Hultsch and Francine Deutsch's 
Adult Development and AginJ;: A Life-Span Perspecti'l'e (New York: McGraw
Hill, 1981) and Jeffrey Turner and Donald Helms's Contemporary 
Adulthood,-Zd ed., (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1982). Erik 
Erikson's Identity: Youth and Crisis, Zd ed., (New York: Norton, 1968) is 
regarded by many as a classic analysis of adolescence and the search for a 
sense of identity. Finally, students interested in adolescence, cultural 
comparisons, and controversy might find Derek Freeman's Margaret Mead 
and Samoa: The ,Waking and UnmakinJ; of an Anthropological Myth 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1983) exciting reading. This 
book has stirred a controversy over Margaret Mead's classic analysis of 
Samoan adolescence in Coming of Age in Samoa (New York: Morrow, 
1928). 
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~ 1884, vivi<o" w Englond~ fo<cm.,ionol lleokh Exhibi<ion we" 
treated to an unusual sight: an "anthropometric laboratory," where peo
ple were measured in some very novel ways. I,;):~<!Lt0!, an eminent 
Englishman who was also the cou~in_ of Charle~ Darwin, had d~~l~ed 
procedures by which "~may~-when he pTeases, g~elf and his 
children we\ghed, measured, and rightly photographed; and have their 
boCiTIYfaculti;;- tested by-the best meth;ds k;;()wn to modern science'' 
(Gal ton, 1908,-;.244). Galto~~bed his measurement procedures and 
his experience with them in the following way: 

Figure 13.1 

Poster used bv Francis Calton to draw 
people ro his :Anthropometric Labora
tory. Gaitan believed that the sensory 
and motor measurements he took in 
this laboratory provided a means of 
ass::ssing intelligence. Later evidence 
proved him wrong. (From The Life, 
f,etters. and Labours of Francis Ga/ton, 
Vol. 2, by K. Pearson, 1924, Cam
bridge, England: Cambridge University 
Press. The Granger Collection, N.Y.) 

ANTHROPOMETRIC 
LABORATORY 

For the measurement in various 
ways o! Human Form and Faculty. 

£ri.1-4_,.....,..,s,-C""""1#11-fr.VS.K~ll ....... 

Tl\1t labontory it Ht1tth'111ed bJ Mr. Pnftcia o.1t ... lot 
tlU. follow1ftC p11.,.....MI :-

(. For the UM or those who desire lo be occurall· 
1y measured in many w•ys. either lo obtain timely 
warnlnc of remediable faults in devetoprn.ent. or to 
learn thur powers. 

i. For kcepin1 a mcthod&cal reclster o( the prin. 
c1pal measurements o( each pcnon; of whicb he 
may at any future time obtain a copy under reason• 
able restrictions. His initials and date of birth will 
')C en\ered an the rectster. but not his name. The 
names are indexed 1n a separate book. 

J. For supplying information on the methods, 
practice.. and usu of human measuremcnL 

4- For anthropometric experiment ond research, 
ond for obtaininc dal• for statiatical diacuuion. 

Char1u for mak1n1 tht pnr1e1pal mu•1i1nmt•1s: 
TH REE PENCE Heh. to thos.c. who •rt alrudy •a the Rt11•ttr. 
F:>URPENCE uch, 10 tt.oa& wh af9 aot·- one,.~ oltha 
Rq;•\ttr w1ll thtncdof'W'trd be :an11rud lG them. and a few Ult& 

_ rMu1.1remcn.ll w1ll IX made. ch1cfty for f1'h1rc 1dcnt1licat1on. 

Tht S\l;:iet1t111"1114cnt ,1 ch.lr.,cJ •"I' 11'\c c.oouol of the 1.lb<'irttory 
11'14 •>lh 4Cltf"'I"'"' '" c1<h C.l'( .t .. c.h, ,f &Tly, or tl'tc U~TI ITICU\lrC· 

"'t"'ll 1'UY be 1'Udc. ,.,4 \l••dir• wl1.)t ~.,.l'ldttu,1&" 

.. • • • ..: ... i-~- :~ ,_ ........... 

The measurements dealt with Keenness of Sight and of Hearing; 
Colou~e; Ju~gmen~f Eye; Breathing Power; Reactio0i~e; 
Stren~t~_<_>[~P1:!IJ_a11d Sg~_~eze; Force ofBlow; Span of Arms; I:!..eight, 
both standing and sitting; and Weight. The ease of working the 
instruments ~th-at-wereused was so great that an applicant could be 
measured in all these respects, a card containing the results fur
nished him, and a duplicate made and kept for statistical purposes, 
dt the total cost of the threepenny fee .... 

It is by no means easy to select suitable instruments for such a 
purpose. They must be strong, easily legible, and very simple, the 
stupidity and wrong-headedness of many men and women being so 
great as to be scarcely credible. 
(Gatton, 1908, p. 249) 

When the exhibition closed in 1885, Galton relocated. He moved 
his laboratory to a room in the Science Galleries of the South Kensington 
Museum, keeping it in operation there for 6 more years. He used posters 
like.ilieone shown in Figure 13.1 to draw people to his laboratory for 
testing. Galton believed that he was measuring the individual building 
~~cks of an extremely important human trait: intelligence. This belief 
had grown partly out of Ga!ton's ()bservations of mentally retarded peo
ple; he b~came.c()fl~i[l~C:d.that their sense2~ was very poor and that 
this reflectec(gg_er _s~n '-~j~c:r~f!1.i.~a£i211 ... abili~ He reasoned that poor 
sensory discrimination am ers people's .'!.b!fI!Y to e!Qf~t fro_m experi
en~_.;:in other words, thelrlnt~Hlgenc~~Thus, he concl~·ded tTiat ;;e_n
sory .. arid·· physiological tests might provide a means of measuring 
intelligence. -- - -

Cnfortunately, research findings S0£1_!_!.e~led that Galton was 
mistaken. Evidence showed thatscores on the various se~ and motor 
t~sts did not_c_o_i:_rtlate well with teachers' ratings of intelligenc~ith the 
subjCTt~,-~hoofgrades, or even with one-;nothei~Evidently, Galton's 
tests were not valid measu!es ()fintelFgence. 

While G-alron -wa~ trying to measure intelligence by means of sen
sorv and motor tasks, a Frenchman named Alfred BiQet began trying a 
different approach that wa~Z-~e much mo;e·~~~~sful. Binet devised 
measures of ii different facu!1ies-higher mc::11~cesses such as Ctlll}

p~cllef!slon, Cri~iery_, sug~!?ifuy, and i.1!E..£~en~i_~j:[l!~l_space~is 
worKset-the stage-Tor a very important assignment Binet was to receive . 
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In ~ Binet and his colleague, Theodore Simon, were asked by a 
Fr~!l_ch education _co_!!l~~on to devise p!:Qs:~~llres .for id~nti_fyi~i~c~il~ 
dren who ne~~~~~e_~_ci~~s-~hifcfren who were inteITecfU~lly"!!!i~
able to profit from ordillary msTructwn. 

. Bin~i: and Simon, in acce.pclr1g this assignment, were ea_ger to insure 
, that children would not be placed in special classes simply on the ba~Qf 
~eache~'- o_ei~ons-or"die vie~\\'S_o~_other-aduf ts~ Such flldgm~;;rs: they 
noted, might be biased or sitnply inaccurate. Fairness and accuracy were 
especially important here, they argued, because 

T~ _b~ a me~~~ special ~ass can nev~~k o(dis~ion, 
and such as do not merit it, must be spared the record .... We are 
convinced ... that the precision and exactnes§_of sci£.n.~e should be 
intr()<!uc:e~_i_f1.~-~!1!~tice whenever possible, and in d1~ -great 
majority of the cases it is possible. 
(Binet & Simon, 1905/1916, pp. 9-10) 

Thus, a co~~$Ql for (airnes~ and as,:cur~ in the eciucati~_!ll!~ 
dren was a major factor in the develo£!llent of the first viable intelligence 
test. This is worth bearing in mind. Lat~r 1.;~;{f1 di;~~;~~-;;-cer;)s~b0ut 
the possible unfairness of some tests. The concerns may be well founded 
in some respects, but they should be tempered by historical perspective. 
That is, we should remember that testing began in part as an effort to 
promote fairness. In this chapter we wili focUS-0;-some -ofrh;test;~t 
foiloweatrom the early efforts of Binet and others. We will also address 
issues and controversies bearing on these tests. Finally, we will consider 
some alternative approaches ·to psychological assessment-approaches 
that do not involve tests. 

Psychological Tests 

Some of the mos.t interesting things about people cannot be seen easily by 
a casual observer. Attitudes, personality characteristics, and abilities, for 
example, cannot be viewed directly. What we can do, however, is observe 
people's behavior in a systematic way and make inferences about the 
underlying attributes that stimulate that behavior. Psychological tests 
help us do _these things. 

WHAT IS A PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST? 
:\. psychological test is a structured te_c_hn_igue used to generate a carefully 
sele~ed Sfil!!Qle, of bcehaylof.""'Thi~ behavior sample is -usea, in tu~i:o . -.c .. ___ , __ ~ 

make inferences about the psychological attributes--0f Jhe people who 
havebeen tested-attributes such as intelligence;:.setf-fsteem, and so 
forth. Tests come in many different forms. Some inV'Qlve open-ended 
situations with standard stimuli (such as a-set of pictures); these are often 
used to bring out highly individualistic responses (such as stories com
posed in response to the pictures). Other tests inyolve very structtired 
situations in which the range of possible responses is narrow <Jnd _the 
answers are either right or wrong. . 

Tests are not magical or even very..mysterious. They are merely 
>randard ways of generating samples of people's behavior. However, 
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Figure 13.2 

Lefr. A wooden ruler can be used to 
measure a line reliably; an elastic ruler 
cannot. Rulers are calibrated to a stan
dard so that people all over the world 

will obtain comparable measurements. 
Righr. Psychological testers similarly 

strive for a high level of uniformity
chac is, for measurement procedures 

chat are the same for all testers and rest 
takers. Tests of infant development, 

for example, specify che exact seeps to 
be taken by the tester with. all infants 
reseed. (Right figure from the Univer-

sity of Washington Child Development 
and Mental Retardation Center.) 

assessments of these behavior samples are considerably more informative 
than are assessments based on random observations of someone',s behav
ior. Their special value lies in the fact that they are 

1. Unifonn-The procedures are specified precisely so that dif
ferent testers will folio~ the same steps every time they administer 
the tests (see Figure 13.2). This means that the test performances of 
different people (or of the same person tested at different times) can 
be compared directly. 

2. Objective-The rules for scoring are spelled out, like the rules 
for test administration. Thus, the subjective input of the individual 
tester is minimized and the potential impact of personal biases on 
test scores is kept under control. 

3. lnte!pretable-The bettef" tests have been subjected to re
search that makes test scores meaningful to the psychologist. The 
research may show, for example, what characteristics of people tend 
to be associated with low or high scores. 

TYPES OF TESTS 
Tests have been developed to measure many different human charac
teristics. Among the most widely used tests are those designed to measure 
what people have learned-skills such as reading and arithmetic and the 
general information that people have acquired. These achievement tests 
have been developed and standardized for educational levels ranging from 
preschool through college. Because achievement tests focus on specific 
educational attainments rather than on psvchological attributes per se, 
they are used more often bv educators than they are by psychologists and 
therefore will not be discussed in detail here. However, it is worth noting 
that psychologists do sometimes use achievement tests in their efforts to 
develop a well-rounded picture of the people they work with in research 
or psychotherapy. Psvchologists arc much more likely to use two other 
kinds of tests, though: tests of ability and rests of personality. 
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Ability Tests Ability testing focuses on the question of what people can 
do when they are at their very best. In other words, ability tests 1re 
designed to measure capacity or potential rather than actual achievement. 
On the other hand, even the best ability test can measure no more than 
what a person does on the test itself. Thus, in one sense, every test is an 
achievement test. To get beyond this problem, ability-test constructors 
often try to measure skills or knowledge that most of the test takers have 
had a roughly equal opportunity to learn. For example, questions calling 
for skill in solving familiar problems or knowledge of one's native lan
guage can help to distinguish people of high ability in those areas from 
people of lower ability who have had a similar opportunity to learn the 
relevant skills. Another approach is to include tasks that are equally 
unfamiliar to most test takers. For example, people might be asked to 
memorize and use lists of nonsense symbols that have been assigned some 
arbitrary meaning. The symbol o might stand for dog, rhe symbol a might 
stand for cat, and so forth. Since everyone would be learning these 
symbols for the first time, any individual differences in performance 
should reflect individual differences in ability at this kind of task. With 
methods like these, ability-test constructors try to minimize the effects of 
people's past experience so as to better measure their true capacity or 
potential. 

Few tests of ability are actuallv called that. t\lost are called tests of 
intelligence or tests of aptitude. These two terms need to be distinguished 
from one another. !nte!ligentt' is probably made up of manv abilities, but 
the term is most often med to refer to overall capacity for learning and 
problem solving. A good intelligence test measures capacities such as a 
child's potential for school learning or an adult's ability to cope with 
general intellectual problems. Aptitude usually refers to the ability to learn 
a particular kind of skill required in a specific situation. For example, we 
might test a person's aptitude for learning how to do mechanical drawing, 
learning how to pilot an airplane, or learning how to sell insurance. 

Personality Tests As Chapter 14 will explain, an individual's personality 
includes his or her characteristic ways of thinking, feeling, or behaving. 
Personality tests are designed to reveal some of these characteristic pat
terns. Some personality tests measure attitudes-that is, the way a person 
responds emotionally and cognitively to another person, thing, or situa
tion. Some personality tests measure interests-vocational interests, for 
example. Still other personality rests are designed to assess underlying 
thought processes, emotional states, or behavior patterns that are abnor
mal and may reflect psychological disorders. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD TEST 
Many facets of ability and personalitv interest psychologists, and tests 
have been devised to measure manv of these facets (see Buros, 1978, and 
Sundberg et al., 1983, for multiple examples). Thus, an important first 
step in most psychological testing is to select a test that is clearly focused 
on the ability or personality attributes of interest. Another important step 
is to ensure that the test selected is a sound one that will yield information 
of real value. This brings us to a key question: How do we decide whether 
a test is sound or not? 

Is there any way to be absolutely certain that a given test is sound 
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and has real value? No, but there are some important characteristics to 

look for-characteristics that a test should have if it is to be really 
trustworthy and informative. Three of the most important of these charac
teristics are reliability, validi~y. and norms (for a detailed discussion, see 
Anastasi, 1982). 

Reliability A good test should be highly reliable. This means that the 
test should give similar results even though different testers administer it, 
different people score it, different forms of the test are given, and the 
same person takes the test at two or more different times. Reliability is 
usually checked by comparing different sets of scores, as shown in Figure 
13.3a, for example. The figure shows some reliability information on two 
intelligence tests devised bv "Smith and Jones" -two fictitious test 
constructors. Smith's test uses a seri€s of analogies to test intelligence. 
Jones's test involves anagrams. To assess the reliability of both tests, we 
give each one to a group of people in September, then again to the same 
people in l\ovember. This is an assessment of test-retest reliability. As 
the figure shows, people who take Smith's test twice tend to score in 
about the same position relative ro one another at both testings; alas, the 
same cannot be said of Jones's test. Another way of putting this is that the 
test-retest correlation is high for Smith's test but not for Jones's, which 
means that only Smith's test has high test-retest reliability. 

In actual practice, psychological tests are never perfectly reliable. 
One reason is that real, meaningful changes do occur in individuals over 
time; fur example, a person who scores low in her group at an initial 
testing mav de\·elop new skills that raise her to a higher position in the 
group lw the time of the second testing. Despite such real changes, the 
best intelligence tests usually vield reliability correlation coefficients of 
.90 or higher (where 1.00 indicates perfect correspondence and 0.00 
indicates no correspondence whatever). (See Appendix 1 for a discussion 
of correlation and correlation coefficients.) Almost all personality tests 

Figure 13.Ja 

A schematic view of test reliability for Smith's (top) and Jones's (bottom) intel
ligence tests. The left side of each diagram shows the test scores of seven 
different people, with "cores rank-ordered from lowest to highest. The right 
side of each diagram shows the scores obtained bv those same individuals when 
they c '.lk the f:ime test a second time. The top diagram shows the results for 
Smith's test: high reliability-that is, the two sets of scores on Smith's test 
correspond closely to one another. The lower diagram shows the results for 
Jones's test: /om· reliability-that is, the two sets of scores do not correspond 
well at all. (Diagrams adapted from Braun & Linder, 1979.) 

Figure 13.Jb 
A schematic view of test validity ror Jones's (top) and Smith's (bottom) tests of 
"lovability." The left side of each diagram shows the test scores of seven dif
ferent people rank-ordered from "most lovable" to "least lovable." The right 
side of each diagram shows the scores of those same people on a "lovability" 
criterion (in this case, lovability nominations by classmates). The upper dia
gram shows the results for Jones's test: high validity-that is, test scores 
correspond closely to scores on the criterion measure. The lower diagram shows 
the results for Smith's test: lowJ validity-that is, test scores do not correspond 
to the scores on the criterion measure. (Diagrams adapted from Braun & 
Linder, 1979.) 
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have lower reliability than this; this may be due partly to the instability of 
things like attitudes and feelings, which personality tests are designed to 
measure. Low reliability usually means that the test in question has a high 
probability of error; this means that any predictions we make about 
people based on such tests will be risky. If tests with low reliability are 
used at all, their scores should be interpreted with caution. 

What can be done to improve reliability? What might Jones, our 
frustrated test constructor in Figure 13.3a, do to improve the figures on 
his test? One possibility would be to ensure that the test was administered 
and scored by a truly standard procedure. Testers who do not know the 
test procedures well or who put the test instructions in their own words 
may be preventing the test experience from being uniform across all 
testings. In effect, they may be giving a somewhat different version of the "> 

test each time they administer it; and highly variable, unreliable scores 
may have resulted. Making the test procedures uniform might make the 
test more reliable. 

Validity A seconG key characteristic of a good test is validity-the test 
must really measure what it has been designed to measure. Validity is 
most often assessed by exploring how the test scores correspond to some 
crite{ion--"that is, some behavior, personal accomplishment, or charac
terisclt>.·~hat reflects the attribute the test is designed to gauge. 

To illustrate, let us suppose that our intrepid test constructors, 
Smith and Jones, have been at work once more, this time trying to devise 
a test of lovability. Smith's test includes a number of questions asking 
respondents to state how they would solve complex interpersonal prob
lems; Jones's test asks people to report on their attitudes toward and 
beliefs about people in general, friends, and dating partners. To assess 
validity, Smith and Jones agree to compare the scores on each test to a 
validity criterion that both agree makes sense: The number of nomina
tions each test taker receives from classmates on a lovability form that 
reads, "Please name the three people in your class whom you find most 
lovable." As Figure 13.3b shows, scores on Smith's test do not correspond 
well to those lovability nominations; people who rank high on Smith's test 
do not necessarily rank high on nominations. Jones, though, has done 
well; people who scored as most lovable on his test tend to be considered 
most lovable by their classmates as well. Thus, the validity of Jones's test 
is supported, but the validity of Smith's test is not. 

Of course, several different validity criteria might be used. Some 
might argue that true lovability is reflected best by the feelings of one's 
family, close friends, and dating partners-not by the feelings of one's 
classmates. Others might argue that the peer-nomination measure can 
assess only people's reported attitudes toward the test takers, and that 
people's actual behavior toward the test takers would be a better validity 
criterion. In other words, the validity of the lovabili~· tests might be 
better assessed by observing the test takers in their everyday interactions; 
this might reveal whether people who score high on the measures also 
have lots of loving behavior directed toward them. What we are emphasiz
ing here is that assessing the validity of any test requires careful selection 
of appropriate criterion measures and that reasonable people may disagree 
as to which criterion measure is best. This is equally true of intelligence 
teflt. Reasonable people may disagree as to whether the best criterion 
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measure of intelligence is school grades, teacher ratings, or some other 
measure. Nonetheless, if we are to check on the validity of a test, we 
must settle on one or more criterion measures of the attribute the test is 
designed to tap, whether it is .. lovability, intelligence, mechanical ap
titude, or some other attribute. Once the criterion measures have been 
identified, people's scores on the measures can be compared to their 
scores on the test and the degree of correspondence can be examined fo; 
what it tells us about the validity of the test. 

Only valid tests can give useful information about people, but the 
correlation coefficients for validity are never as high as are those for 
reliability. Though we try for reliabilities of. 90 or more, we are usually 
satisfied with validities of .50 or .60; validities-correlations between test 
scores and criterion measures-seldom run higher than that. Validities of 
.30 and .40 are common. Tests with validities this low actually relate very 
poorly to the criterion. However, several tests with low but significant 
validity can sometimes be useful if they are given together as a battery 
and their results are considered together. 

One reason that validity coefficients are lower than reliability coeffi
cients is that the reliability of a test sets limits on how valid the test can 
be. A test that cannot give us reliable scores from one testing to the next is 
not likely to show dependable correlations with any validity-criterion 
measure either. On the other hand, high reliability is no guarantee that a 
test is valid. The relationship between reliability and validity can be 
understood by harking back to Sir Francis Galton's efforts, discussed 
earlier. Galton's sensory and motor measures could never have been valid 
if they had not been reliable; that is, if they had not yielded similar scores 
for different testers, different times of testing, and so on. Yet even though 
some of Galton's measures turned out to be very reliable, later evidence 
showed that they were not valid as measures of intelligence. Th~ mea
sures yielded similar scores time after time, but those scores were poorly 
correlated with validity criteria such as school grades (Wissler, 1901) and 
teacher ratings of intelligence !Bolton, 1892). 

Norms In addition to reliability and validity, good tests need norms. 
Norms are sets of scores obtained by representative groups of people for 
whom the test is intended. The scores obtained by these groups provide a 
basis for interpreting any individual's score. 

To understand why norms are important, we need only imagine a 
test that doesn't have any. Suppose a person takes a newly developed 
intellectual aptitude test and receives a score of 1437. Is this a "good 
score"? Should the person be elated or deflated? Obviously, a score 
without any basis for comparison is not very useful. In fact, one of the first 
things a person in this fictitious situation might do is seek out others who 
have taken the test to find out how his or her score compares to theirs. 
Psychologists do something similar to this when they develop norms. 
They seek out comparison groups whose performance on the test can 
serve as a standard of comparison for each individual who takes the test 
later. 

To illustrate how this works, let us focus on a familiar standardized 
test, the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). You probably took the SAT or a 
test like it before you entered college. When the results came back to 
you, you were told not only your scores, which by themselves may not 



have meant much to you, but also your percentile compared with certain 
groups. (A percentile score gives the percentage of scores that yours equals 
or exceeds.) One norm is the scores of all high school students ~ilking the 
test. Another norm is the scores of all students who later went to college. 
Sometimes you can also get your percentile relative to entering freshmen 
in specific colleges you are considering. Each of these scores will help you 
understand the implications of your test results. Of course, the scores will 
not tell you everything you need to know. For example, you may over
achieve because you work very hard; thus, you may do better in college 
than your scores, and percentile, suggest. 

Psychologists have developed only a few well-standardized tests like 
the SAT. One reason is that enormous expense and effort are involved in 
obtaining and updating national norms. In most cases, the normative, 
sample needs to be representative of the population with which the test 
will be used. This is not a major problem for populations such as school
aged children, who can readily be found in schools, but it is a very 
difficult problem for adults. Furthermore, time does not stand still; norms 
go out of date. In the past 2 decades, intelligence-test scores for preschool 
children (Garfinkel & Thorndike, 1976) and adults (Schaie et al., 1973) 
have gone up; while at the high school and college levels, the SAT, GRE 
(Graduate Record Exam), and others have gone down. Although the 
reasons for these trends are a matter of debate, such changes point up the 
necessity of restandardizing tests from rime to time. 

WHO MAKES DECISIONS FROM TESTS, AND HOW? 
While tests are often used in research, they are used much more often in 
practical situations where decisions need to be made about people--for 
example, decisions about employment or about admission to certain 
educational programs. Because these decisions are often quite important 
to the people involved, tests must be selected and used with great care. 
This means that the people who make the decisions must pay close 
attention to test content, selecting tests focused precisely on the relevant 
person attributes. It also means that only tests with demonstrated reliabil
ity and validity should be used. Finally, it means that even tests which 
meet all these criteria should be used as only one part of the decision
making process. The most informed decisions about people tend to be 
those involving a healthy mix of information. Test data should be com
bined with information about a person's background, interests, and past 
performance in order to flesh out the picture of the individual in ways that 
test scores alone could never do. The result can be informed decision 
making that is aided but not dominated by testing. 

Tests are used to select people for some very significant life options. 
Colleges almost all require scores on some ability test like the SAT. 
Professional schools-law and medical schools, for example-use tests 
devised especially for their purposes. Most graduate school programs 
require the GRE. 

Employers, too, use ability tests and personalitv tests; but they 
often use achievement tests as well-tests of ryping speed, mechanical 
knowledge, or other job-relevant skills. In practice, tests are most often 
used in situations where there are more applicants than positions avail
able. Often, people are initially considered on the basis of their previous 
educatiou or employment, the recommendations of others, personal inter-
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views, and other such "real-life" input; if, after all these factors have been 
considered, there still remains an oversupply of qualified applicants, test 
results may be added to the blend of information used to make the final 
decision. Although tests are most often used in situations where there is 
an oversupply of applicants, an organization might also require that all of 
its employees exceed a certain minimum test score and might actually 
leave positions unfilled if no applicants meet this minimum standard. 
This sometimes happens because previous experience has shown that 
applicants scoring below the cutoff have a higher risk of failure than the 
organization is prepared to accept. 

At the other extreme, test scores at the upper end of the scale may 
call attention to particularly competent individuals who might otherwise 
have been overlooked. Often these are people who do not score well on 
achievement tests but who have aptitude that is waiting to be tapped. 
Testing in the military, for example, sometimes identifies "diamonds in 
the rough" -people who score unexpectedly well on specific aptitude 
tests and can be steered into training programs that build on their newly 
discovered potential. One example is the case of Ben. 

Ben joined the ~larines at the outbreak of World War II, before 
completing high school. Over the previous 10 vears, he had been in 
a series of foster homes and a juvenile correction facility. Ben had a 
very inconsistent high school record-a few high grades mixed with 
low ones, many absence~. and a reputation for being something of a 
"wise guy." Military service seemed to offer him an attractive way 
out of a life without much promise. On entrY, Ben was given the 
Army General Classification Test (AGCT). He scored exceptionally 
high. He thus came to the attention of a personnel officer who saw 
to it that he was sent to a school offering intensive' and challenging 
training in ballistics and meteorology. Eventually, Ben became an 
officer. Following discharge in 1945, he was much more confident of 
his scholastic abilities. He used his veterans' benefits to attend a 
top-level college, then entered graduate school, and eventually 
became a college professor. 

Identification and special treatment of extremely high and ex
tremely low scorers actually begins well before the years of military 
service. In school systems, selection for special class placements usually 
involves some use of tests-a practice which began with the work of Binet 
and Simon (1905/1916). Often standardized intelligence tests are required 
before children can be placed in classes for the mentally retarded, the 
intellectuallv gifted, the learning disabled, or the emotionally handi
capped. However, such special class placements are rarely made on the 
basis of test scores alone; in fact, it would be illegal to do so in most cases. 
Often standardized tests are administered only after the children's per
formance in their regular classes has shown that they do not fit well-that 
is, that they are moving much more slowlv or much more quickly than 
most in the class or they have extreme difficulty with certain kinds of 
learning. Tests can also be used in quite a different way; sometimes a 
child is thought to be mentally retarded or learning disabled, but tests 
suggest otherwise. In some cases, what seemed to be a problem of 
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intellectual functioning turns out to be a visual or auditory handicap or a 
motivational problem. 

Tests can also be used to help make decisions involving commit
ments or to make judicial decisions about people who are in trouble. 
Sometimes a person behaves so strangely or seems so disturbed that 
family members or others believe the person should be committed to a 
mental hospital. Practically every state requires that some combination of 
psychological testing and interviewing by professionals be done before 
any decision is made about involuntary commitment. Most require that 
the interviewing and testing show the person to he in danger of harming 
self or others before a forcible commitment can be made. Another kind of 
legal issue that may stimulate testing is the insanity defense (see Chapter 
15). If a person accused of a crime pleads "not guilty by reason of 
insanity," a psychologist may be called on to testify and may base the 
testimony partly on the results of psychological testing. Decisions about 
the treatment of juvenile offenders may also be based in part on input 
from psychologists and their tests. Finally, decisions as diverse as those 
involving child custody and whether a person qualifies for social security 
disability payments may hinge, in part, on the results of psychological 
testing. 

Is it reasonable and fair to let so many crucial decisions be influ
enced by tests? The answer to this important question depends partly on 
rhe tests themselves-their strengths and their limitations. In the follow
ing section we will examine some of the major tests,.beginning with those 
designed to measure intelligence. Before we look at intelligence tests, 
though, we must return to the basic question tackled by Galton and Binet 
decades ago: What is intelligence? 

The Nature of Intelligence 

What3>-intelligence, anyway? When I was in the Army I received a 
kind of aptitude test that all soldiers took and, against a normal of 
100, scored 160. No one at the base had ever seen a figure like that 
and for two hours they made a big fuss over me. (It didn't mean 
anything. The next day I was still a buck private with KP as my 
highest duty.) 

All my life I've been registering scores like that, so that I have 
the complacent feeling that I'm highly intelligent, and I expect 
other people to think so, too. Actually, though, don't such scores 
simplv mean that I am v~ry_g_Q_q_~_'.l_t~112~c:ring the type of_acade'!lic 
que~tioi:is_~ba_t a_rt;. cons~~!Es! worQly_oLans~~rs by_ ~he J>c:gpl~.>.Y.ho 
ma_~~ the intelligence tests-people with intellectual bents sim
ilar to mine? ... 

I had an auto repairman once, who, on these intelligence tests, 
could not possibly have scored more than 80, by my estimate. I 
always took it for granted that I was far more intelligent than he was. 
Yet, when anything went wrong with my car I hastened to him with 
it, watched him anxiously as he explored its vitals, and listened to 

his pronouncements as though they were divine oracles-and he 
always fixed my car. ... 

He had a habit of telling me jokes whenever he saw me. One 
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Figure 13.4 

Developing a theory of intelligence is a 
little like coping with a Loch Ness 
monster. Sailors who spot the "mo: .. 
ster" shown in a (top) may form 
various theories about what lies be
neath the surface. Thev mav conclude 
that all the visible part; bel~ng to a 
single serpent (b); this is analogous to 
the view that intelligence is a single, 
general ability. The~· mav conclude, in
stead-:-- that a few differen't serpents lie 
beneath the surface (r); this is analo
gous to the view that i11t~_1I:g<:.n~e is 
co111_posed of several separate abilities. 
Or they might concfude that e·ery visi
ble part belongs to a separate creature 
(d); this is analogous to the view that 
everv intellectual task involves a differ
ent ~bility. (M~dified from Gleitman, 
1981.) 
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time he raised his head from the automobile hood to say: "Doc, a 
deaf-and-dumb guy went into a hardware store to ask for some nails. 
He put two fingers together on the counter and made hammering 
motions with the other ~and. The clerk brought him a hammer. He 
shook his head and pointed to the two fingers he was hammering. 
The clerk brought him nails. He picked out the sizes he wanted. 
and left. Well, doc, the next guy who came in was a blind man. He 
wanted scissors. How do you suppose he asked for them?" 

Indulgently, I lifted my right hand and made scissoring mo
tions with my first two fingers. Whereupon the auto repairman 
laughed raucously and said, "Why, you dumb jerk, he used his 
voice and asked for them." Then he said, smugly, "I've been trying 
that on all my customers today." "Did you catch many?" I asked. 
"Quite a few," he said. "But I !\new for sure I'd catch you." "Whv 
is that?" I asked. "Because you're so ... educated, doc, I knew 
you couldn't be very smart." 

And I have an uneasy feeling he had something there. 
[Isaac Asimov, from Braun, J.]. & Linder, D. E. (1979). Psyrhology 
Today: An Introduction (4th ed.). New York: Random House. 
Copvright © 1979 bv Random House, Inc. Reprinted with permis
sion.] 

As Isaac Asimov's story suggests, intelligence is hard to define. 
When several people in a group speak of intelligence, they are likelv to 
nod knowingly as if they all share a common definition. Different people 
are likely to agree fairly well on who the bright peopl~ in thei,r_wo-r~g_roup 
or social circle are. However, there are wide variations in lav people. s 
definitions of intelligence. Psvchologists, too, differ from one another in 
their definitions of the concept. To illustrate these differences, we will 
sample a few theories of intelligence from two different groups of theo
rists. One group consists of theorists who have studied the organization of 
mental_~~ilitv; their primarv interest is in identifying the~~a_cto_r_9r factors 
which constitute intelliger:ce. The theories that have emerged from these 
efforts arecalledf~~J; tkezJ!J- The second group of theorists has focused 
not on the component parts of the intellect but on the processes involved in 
intellectual artivitv-that is, the processes involved in solving probl~ms or 
plan:iJ.11g_ how t~ remember somethTn~Th~~~~-sult~f tfi;[r-etfo"rrs has 
been a group of process-oriented theories of._ intelligence. We turn first to the 
factor theories. ""=------------~ - ------- . 

. FACTOR THEORIES OF INTELLIGENCE 
IS lniellige'nce a si~ charac~<:_ristic, or is it a c<.:IIsc_ti~ o_D.£:cific. 
distinguishable abilities? This question has been a centerpiece of discus
sion and~ deb~t~ ;~ong the factor theorists for many years. The question 
is hard to answer, partly because it involves underlying intellectual capaci
ties that we cannot see directly. We can only infer these underlying 
capacities from people's observable surface behavior-on intellectual 
tests, for example. The situation has been compared to that of a man who 
sees what may be a serpent in a lake (Gleitman, 1981). Figure 13.4a shows 
what the man actually sees. Figure 13.4b shows one possible interpreta
tion the man might make-that is, that all the visible parts belong to a 
single, creature. This is analogous to the view tha~ there is ~ 
abil!ty)-in_r~l!~gence-und~rlying the various intelligent behaviors that 



people show on the surface. Parts c and d of the figure show two alter
native-interpretations, or theories, that the man might form about what he 
sees. The view that ther1 .are two()_~ three serpent~ (c) is analogous tu the 
view that intelligence consists of if few m~~f~5t21). The view that there 
are as manv serpents as there are visioTe-paiis-7 a'ris analogous~ to the view 
that(tvery_ inrellectual task involves a ~~~l}L9i[£~:_enr_~~lli)i. Like the 
man observmg tlie creature(s) in the lake-;--~~tlgators who study intel
ligence must decide how those things they can observe fit together, or if 
they fit together at all. ____ \.·· 

In making such decisions_ about intelligence. many have used a 
statistical technique known asfactor a!lalji-[i,£,)The technique is a way of 
iden~f'.rfoi groups of ;ibili~i(!s or biJ:i~yiorsor traits that are related ~£!2<:. 
an;;theti.-inthe area.7intelligence testing, the technique is. usualfy 
applied to several specific subtests, each designed to measure one specific 
cognitive ability. For example, one subtest might require the test taker to 

remember a series of numbers called out by the tester; another subtest 
might require the test taker to arrange pictures in an order that tells a 
coherent story, and so forth. Correlation coefficients are then computed 
among the various suptests to determine which ones are most closely 
related to each other.. Subtests that correlate well with each other but not 

~ •• _.,._.....,..-------·-.-,~'"-'---·--=--- ·- - - -.· '-'\ -

wit_b ?.£1.er subtests are said to represent~~ yofl1mon factQF. By inspecting 
the ~ubtesrs-that form a cqmmon faZror: i)sychologists can make a judg
ment about the nature of that factor. Suppose, for instance, that one factor 
has been found that includes the following subtests: remembering a series 
of numbers, recalling de~ails of a story, reconstructing a design from 
memory, and recalling a series of steps in a production manual. The factor 
that includes these four tests might reasonably be considered a memory 
factor. 

Facror analysis poses several problems for the investigator. For 
example, different methods of factor analysis can yield different factors, 
and it is often hard to judge which factors are best. An even mOfe basic 
problem is that what comes out of factor analysis depends on what the 
psychologist puts ·rnto it. A psych~i~gisr--~h~-~ead Is~ac Asiii'.iov's story 
(aoove} m1ghtdecllero put several tests of mechanical ability into a 
collection of intelligence subtests. If so, a mechanical-ability factor might 
well be found, meaning that the mechanical-ability subtests correlate well 
with one another. Does this mean that mechanical ability is an integral 
part of intelligence? Not necessarily. (i~to_r analysis can help us form 
coherent_gg>l!QU,?f subtests, but it cannot tell us what subtests w incl Ude 
in_rhnirst piac_e~; --·-- ~~~------"' - -- c - -

- -A~the preceding discussion shows, factor analysis involves a 
number of subjecti~0u_dg_inents. Different theorists make these judg
ments differently. Thus, even though several theorists may all be using 
factor analysis to study, say, the nature of intelligence, the theories they 
come up with may be quite different from one another. This is illustrated 
by the theories we consider next; each one is noticeably different from the 
others, despite the fact that all were developed partly through factor 
analysis. 

I.~ 

-;,~· c:Ta;t;;r Th~o;1 The factor theories of intelligence, like the "serpent 
theories''TnFigure 13.4, differ in their perspective on what lies "beneath 
the surface." In one of the earliest and most influential factor theories, 
British psychologist:C'harles Spearman (1927) _ _.proposed that a broad gen-

-------~------ ---:::::.::::-~=--.:-::--,.:__-::_--;;--- ~-~ "'>--~--- ---
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era! inte~_!}ce (G) facgJ lay beneath the surface. Spearman noted that a 

ni1mber of dtff~rent ~!fr'iitiv.~ t_<is~s and inte}!~5Eia~!11ea_sures tend to. be 
correlated with 0_11e a_i:iother-that is, people who score high 9.!1 Oll~_tend 
to score high on the others as well. l;-~Tng an early version of factor 
analvsis, Spearman fou~d wh·;·t··h~··believed to be a single common factor, 

G, shared by rhe various tests. Spearman argued that each individual 
intellectual task ra12.2_f:!..ot_h general intelligence, or ·/;:".and so~e other 

abj_l_itY,~E~~if.i~~~t partic~lar.i:ask. For example, an arithmetic test 
might tap both G and a specific_mathematical abilitv. Spearman's views, 
which have come to be calledG';[artor.!~~.zry, are reflected in intelligence 
t~har vield a ~i_ngle::_2.\:.QJC::, 'siicnas·an~ee pages 529-534). The 
notion that intelligence can be largelv silmm-ca up with one score is 
closelv reLncd to Spearman's idea that intelligence consists of one general 
abilitv factor. 

...::.!Multi/actor The_ories; In contrast to Spearman, several theorists have 
coricli1ded th~{i~1telligence has multiple components. These theorists 
generallv agree with Spearman that diverse intellectual tasks are usually 
correlated with one another-the basic fact that led to G-facror theory in 
the first place. However. they go bevond this fact, noting that ~ain 
clusters of te~ts show higher correlations with one another than with other 
tesr~:-T~r e·x~mple, memory tests tend r~lim;hi,gh:~r correl;tions with 
each other than with other tests; and tests that inrnlve calculating num
bers are better correlated with each other than with tests that are not 
numerical. Docs this means that intelligence includes a memory factor, a 
numerical-abilirv factor, and perhaps other factors as well? Yes, say a 
number of the theorists who disagree with Spearman. The theories they 
have proposed are known as m11/tifartor thf'ories. 

One of the most influential of the multifactor theories grew out of 
the work of factor anah·s~ L. Thurstone (1938J) Thurstone b~~ith 
a set of 56 tests; from thepatterns of ct1rrelati'On among these tests, he 
idef;l:ifi-~~i L;~t~rs which he callec¥1J1ima2 mental abi!itie.;. Thev included 

~~rbill-1'.QWQ[~h:n~.i~:\\:ord fll!~ri?r~~~HiL~£ec:tj.,~:m~-~ry;_~ll1er-
1cal ab1ltty1,(spat1al aT:iiltty, anct reasomng, 1 hurstonc assembleo a Dattery 
-~ :;---"-:-·-,.,._- • ......--- ~ c -- ~~·~ 

v ,ests to measure these abilincs~-This Prim_"D'-~-~~il _.\bilities test 
(Pl\1A)_ is still widelv used. 

A multifactor theorv considerab!\' more complex than Thurstone's 

was proposed byt.J.l.:_liuil.fru:cJ. (I ':lb/). This three-dimensiona'l' theory 
....... --··---~-- ------- . ·-·---· 

_gre\\ out of a mass1;·:~ :mah·-;is of a great manv existing tests. It resulted in 
the cuLi:.Jl mmltX ·;e·- .. 1:·1 Ftc:-ire i :; 5. This model provides for •120'_ 

. ----------- ~/ 

farto;s of ;r,tcllizen•':, i::_,:-:· fr,_:·\· i_, rep'..: ~entcd by ''.S..C:ll in the cube and 
i~ .:;-:,ne c imbCnatir"1 ·•r _,cs,. t1rr, n:r-.<_· 1sions: (1 hflve kinds .1f opcra
li0,-.i; ('~(7ix kinds '.Jf pr!<iUctS, ;JJ;(; I J) four -~;,1ds ;;f ~O;l~~ms:;( 'i X(.;-x 
4 -. -; 1 zo;: -i har semis °Gkt a loc htu ,me (lf more test~~~\·e~e devised to 

measure most of the:<_ ~ac ~ors. 1 }1•i1f-wfs concep1 of intelli,gence also 
includes what he ca::, 1i·r r,z•nt :/,:.nki'tj;. which i' clu:,_cly related to N
ative, or original, probl<m soi' mg (Chapter 6, page 246) -~~·;;ppos~d to 

7-;;~~:e~it ihinkin"i,-7.i-:;:_;1 is in ,,:ih d <11 snhing pro_~lems~~~i.~~ 
::orrc.:.:< answer. 

.. .:,.- ,Hierarchical The~7\' '\ 0 i;·1 '.:- n .. ~ ;,~.n·.·; which of the var;.!_.~ r,,ctor 
-~~o-;~;~-r~f(~\'i-~i~-~:'""-;~~ he>it !iCC\)lHH uf ir,tc-·ililTe!l~'.:. HJ~.\"i.,~'r:r ·i:>: :~ J0es 
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seem to be some truth in both G-factor theory and those theories rhat 
propose multiple factors. We can identify some abilitv factors that are 
relatively independent of one another; but when we do, we usually find 
some significant correlations among the factors, indicating that they share 
some sort of general intelligence factor. Consequently, some (for exam
ple, ~,...emon, 19501 have proposed that elements of G-factor theory and 
the mllftifact6rtheories be.combined 10 for~~ hier'drchi~al th~orv. In such a -
theory, int~iligenc~ is. pic~ur~Tai;-~ort 2.LP.YL~rnid. Ar-thtr. top_n.f ~he 
pyramid is G, generaljpteJ!j_ge!}C~ which shows up m virtually~inds of 
inteTkZ~~aT1ctivitY'.'. V naemeath it are sev~r~~~t_:ly .i~~-~fic~:ab_ility 
factors like Thurston(!~~ . .Pri.~~ Ol;~!ltal~~!i_ti~. At the J?ott~ _ _?f the 
pyramid are a larger numberOfnighiy sp'ecifi(:aJJ,ilities, similar to SRe.'!~
man~§j 1927) §Jacto~+-abilities that may-corr1e.inro play on one particular 
task. This hierarchical theory borrows from several factor theories to form 
a multilayered view _Q.~ig_epce-a view that n:ay tum out to be the 
most reasonabie-otall. 

;. . 
/ 

/PR-OCES'S:.ORIENTED THEORIES OF IJ"lTE!~~JGENCE 
. Each of the preceding theones IS an attempt to unravel intelligence-to 

find its c_ompon~~~s and describe ho.~:.£i()~e_j)art~ fit together. This is 
- not the only path to an understanding of intelligence. An alternate ap

proach taken by several influential theorists is to fo'::}:tS_?__n __ in£eiler!ual 
processes-the patterns of thi_!!king that p_eople use when they reason and 
s.olve problems. These tfieonsts use a somewhat different vocabulary than 
the theorists described above-for example, theY often 2.Q_eak '!f!!!&!!!i.'?" 
anJ cogni_!iij_e.P_roce_sses__ rather than intelligence. Also, they are often more 
interested in how' peopJ~ _g_Q abouTsofring problems and figuring out 
answers than in how many ri&o~~-~ns?ers people- get. Finallv, the process-

F~gure 13.5 
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The cubical model of intelligence. 
Each of the 120 small cubes represents 
a primarv ability that is some combina
tion of operations, products, and 
contents. (Guilford, 1961.) 
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oriented theorists tend to focus on the develqp_f!!£nf of intellectual 
processes-how the processes cha~g~-;s individuals .inal:;;re~- · 

~/"' "f_}i;i.g_e(_fi 1Theory L~a,u ~ij!get (1970) is a particularly prominent process 
t'fieorlst His st~e t_heory of cognitiv~ __ developrnent was discussed in 
detail in Chapte.rsTfand 12. In Piaget's view, intelligence is an adaQ!.ive 
pr:,ocess that involves an in~!PJ~y of bioI9_gi£,<!LQEJturiri~n and~c:!action 
wit-h the environment. He views intellectual development as an evolution 
of cognjtive processes such as understanding the laws of niW"re, the 
princ[ples of grammar, and mathem.atlcal rules. 

'11runer'~ Theory Jerom~_})ruQer (1973) is a process theorist who sees 
int;llect_ll_~~develop~;nt p_aI_t)_y_asap~~ings_eJ~<l!1C~_ on inter11al represen
tation. Babies, according to Bruner, have a highly action-oriented form of 
intelligence; they "know" an object cmly to the extent that they can act 
on it. Young children know things by perceiving them and are conse
quently strongly influenced by the vivid perceptual characteristics of 
objects and events. Older children and adolescents know things interna/~y 
and symbolirallv: this means that they are able to devise internal symbols, 
or representations, of objects and actions and to hold these mental images 
in mind. Bruner is interested in how these growing abilities are influenced 
by the environment-especially by the rewards and punishments people 
receive for using particular intellectual skills in particular ways. 

Information-Processing Theories Among the most influential process
oriented approaches to intelligence are those known as information-proress
ing theories. These theories break intelligence down into various basic 
skills that people employ to take in information, process it, and then use it 
to reason and solve problems. These basic skills may be as simple as the 
ability to distinguish between two tones or as complex as the ability to 

plan how to remember a long list of names. In one approach, componen
tial analysis, Robert Sternberg (1984) distinguishes between information
processing "components" and "metacomponents." Components are the 
steps one goes through to solve a problem; metacomponents are the kinds 
of knowledge one has about how to solve the problem. Sternberg's idea is 
that we use metacomponents to plan and regulate our behavior and that 
metacomponents are closely related to the kind of general intelligence 
proposec! by Spearman. Sternberg is researching how the components and 
metacomponents relate to each other during various intellectual activities 
and how both grow more complex during development. 

There are many more information-processing theories than we can 
review here, but a few additional examples will help fill out the picture. A 
group sometimes called the neo-Piagetians has virtually rewritten Piaget's 
theory in information-processing terms-terms often resembling those 
used to describe computers. One of these theorists, Juan Pascual-Leone 
(1983), has expanded Piaget's notion of the scheme (Chapter 11, page 
426), distinguishing, for example, between action schemes, which are 
similar to specific, repeatable intellectual sequences, and executive 
schemes, similar to plans and strategies. Such schemes are referred to as 
intellectual software, as distinguished from intellectual hardware, re
sources such as attention and memory. The neo-Piagetians hypothesize 
that people's software grows more sophisticated as they mature, with their 



schemes expanding in complexity and their amount of available mental 
energy increasing. Such changes, they claim, promote the growth of 
intelligence. Other information-processing approaches focus on the rules 
involved in intelligent behavior (for example, Siegler, 1983) or the skills 
required for various tasks (for example, Fischer, 1980). Despite th.eir 
differences, all of the various approaches break intelligence into compo
nent processes and explore how the processes change over the course of 
development. 

Assessing Intelligence 

Each theory abour the organization and nature of intelligence of course 
implies a somewhat different way of sampling people's behavior to esti
mate their mental ability. The G-factor theory, for example, suggests that 
a single score will represent intelligence adequately. Multifactor theories 
point to a need for separate subtests to tap the various ability factors. For 
instance, Guilford and his associates have been working diligently for 
years to develop a subtest for each of the 120 cells in his three-dimen
sional model (Figure 13. 5 ). By the same token, the process-oriented 
theories point to specific patterns, component processes, capacities, or 
,skills that would need to be measured in a test of intelligence. The best
known and most widely used intelligence tests are not deep~v rooted in any 
particular theory, but they do use subtests, and they yield an overall 
summary score (the IQ, to be discussed below)-two features that are 
consistent with the factor theories of intelligence. Among the most impor
tant of the intelligence tests are the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale and 
three tests developed by David Wechsler for three different age groups. 
\Ve will begin with the Stanford-Binet, then turn to the Wechsler scales. 

STANFORD-BINET INTELLIGENCE SCALE 
The rest developed by Binet and Simon to identify mentally retarded 
children in French schools served its purpose well. Subsequently, several 
English-language versions of the test were produced. The most successful 
was brought out in 1916 by Lewis Terman of Stanford University. Ter
man's scale, known as the Stanford-Binet, became the model for many 
intelligence tests and has itself been revised several times (Terman & 
Merrill, 1973 ). 

Binet devised his test by age levels. This was because he observed 
that mentally retarded students seemed to think like nonretarded chil
dren at younger ages. Following Binet's lead, other test constructors have 
also produced age scales. Within these scales, the tasks at each level are 
those which average children of that age should find moderately difficult. 
Children are given only the levels in their range. For testing purposes, the 
highest level at which all items are passed by a given child is that child's 
basal age. Starting with that basal age, the tester adds additional credit for 
each item the child passes until the child reaches a ceiling age-that is, 
the lowest level at which all items within the level are failed. The 
Stanford-Binet was so constructed that a random population of children of 
a given chronological age (CA) obtains an average score, or mental aJ;e (MA), 
equal to their CA. An individual's performance on the test can therefore 
be expressed as a mental-age score. 

Table 13.1 presents some of the items from the present version of 
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Tahle 13.l 

Some items from the Stanford-Binet 
/.r;telliJ!,enre Smle. On the averare. these 
items should be passed at about the ages 
in iicated. 

.A.GE 

2 

3 

4 

7 

8 

9 

Average 
adult 

TYPE OF ITEM 

3-hole form board 

Block building: tower 

Block building: bridge 

Pure vocabulary 

Naming objects from 
memory 

Picture identification 

Similarities 

Copying a diamond 

Vocabulary 

Memory for stories 

Verbal absurdities 

Digit reversal 

,'ocabulary 

Proverbs 

Orientation 

(Source· Terman and Merrill, 1973.) 

DESCRIPTION 

Places forms (circle, triangle, square) in 
correct holes after demonstration. 

Builds a 4-block tower from model after 
demonstration. 

Builds a bridge consisting of 2 side blocks 
and 1 top block from model after 
demonstration. 

Names 10 of 18 line drawings. 

One of 3 objects (for example, car, dog, or 
shoe) is covered after child has seen them; 
child then names object from memory. 
Points to correct pictures of objects on a 
car&in response to "Show me what we cook 
on" or "What do we carry when it is raining?" 

Answers such questions as "In what way are 
coal and wood alike? Ship and automobile?" 

Draws 3 diamonds following a printed 
sample. 

Defines 8 words from a list. 

Listens to a story, then answers questions 
about it. 

Says what is foolish about stories similar to "I 
saw a well-dressed young man who was 
walking down the street with his hands in his 
pockets and twirling a brand new cane." 

Repeats 4 digits backward. 

Defines 20 words from a list (same list as at 
age 8, above). 

Explains in own words the meaning of two or 
more common proverbs. 

Answers questions similar to "Which direction 
would you have to face so your left hand 
would be toward the south?" 

the Stanford-Binet Scale. The first thing to notice is the wide variety of 
abilities that are tapped. The items chosen from among a large pool of 
"good bets" were those which correlated best with scores on the scale as a 
whole. Thus, the test makers tried to select items which revealed a 
general dimension. Binet and Terman worked from a notion of intel
ligence as an overall ability related to abstract reasoning and problem 
solving; judgment was the term Binet used. The items become less 
concrete and more verbal as one goes up the age scale. 

We have noted that an individual's score is expressed as a mental age 
ClfA). It did not take psychologists long to note that the MA could be 
expressed in relation to the CA in order to estimate the rate of develop
ment. The MNCA ratio yields the Intelligence Quotient (IQ), a concept 
proposed by psychologist William Stern in 1912. If two children both 
obtain an MA of 5 years on an intelligence test, but one child is 4 years old 
and the other is 6, obviously the younger child is developing intellectually 



at a much faster rate. To express this fact in the form of IQs, we take the 
ratio of MA to CA and multiplv by 100 to eliminate decimals. 

IQ = ~~A x 100 
CA 

Child 1 

IQ = t x 100 

Child 2 

I IQ 
i 

t x 100 

Thus, the bright child mentioned above earns an IQ of I .ZS, and the 
slower child earns an IQ of 83. 

The ratio IQ, as this is called, makes good logical sense, but it has a 
number of problems. One problem is that mental age does not increase in 
a rapid. orderlv fashion after the middle teens. The concept of mental age 
in adults--say, a mental age of 21 or 37-is meaningless. A ratio IQ is 
therefore not very useful with adults. The Stanford-Binet test now uses 
another kind of IQ, the deviation IQ, which is described in an upcoming 
section. 

WECHSLER TESTS 
David \Vechsler developed a familv of tests for people at various age 
levels. The tests include the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, Revised 
(WAIS-R. 1981), the Wechsler Preschool and Primar. Scale of Intel
ligence (WPPSI, 1967). and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, 
Revised (WISC-R. 1974 ). (See Figure 13.6.) These are all individual tests 
made up of a variety of rasks. They do not, however, have separate levels 
for different ages. Instead. all the tasks of a single kind are grouped 
together in a subtest. The suhtests are short and therefore not very 
reliable so that differences must be large to be taken seriously. 

The suhtests can be grouped into two categories. verbal and per
formance, as shown in Table 13 . .Z. This feature is often helpful in testing 

Figure 13.6 
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An item from the Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children, Revised. (Univer
sity of Washington Child Development 
and Mental Retardation Center.) 



Tabk JJ.2 

Subtests of the Werhs/er Adult 
lnte//igma: Sm/e, Revised.* 

Information 

Comprehension 

Memory span 

Arithmetic 

Similarities 

Vocabulary 

Picture arrangement 

Picture completion 

-Block design 

Object assembly 

Digit symbol 

VERBAL SUBTESTS 

Factual ,.knowledge about nature, geography, and historical 
events (for example. On what continent 1s the Rhine River 
located?) 

Understanding of social conventions. rules, familiar sayings, 
and so on (for example What does this saying mean? 
"People who live 1n glass houses should not throw stones") 

Simple rote memory for a series (for example, When I finish 
reading this list. repeat it after me. "Dog, Susan. go, box, 
dice. cannot. chair, open. beneath'') 

Mathematical reasoning and computation (for example, 
Suppose you buy a coat that was $50 but is now marked 
"20% off." How much should you pay?). 

Detecting relation~hips among objects and concepts (for 
example, How are a tree and a blade of grass alike?). 

Defining words of varying difficulty (for example, What does 
perverse mean?) 

PERFORMANCE SUBTESTS 

Putting a set of pictures in order so that they tell a coherent 
story 

Finding incomplete or missing parts of pictures that are 
otherwise complete. 

Arranging colored blocks into a design that matches one 
that is pictured on a card. 

Putting pieces of a jigsawlike puzzle together correctly 

Learning to use a coding system in which nonsense 
symbols (for example, er and{)-) represent numbers. 

• The illustrations given in parentheses are not actuai items 1n the Wechsler scale. 

people with limited verbal skills, foreign backgrounds, or poor education, 
pro\'ided they can understand the instructions. Such individual~· fre
quently do better on performance tests than on verbal tests. The verbal
performance distinction is also helpful in testing people who are experi
encing mental impairment because of brain damage or emotional distur
bance. Such people sometimes perform quite differently on verbal than 
on performance tests, and the nature of the discrepancy can provide clues 
about the nature of their problems. 

Wechsler devised the de\'iation IQ, which is now in general use with 
well-standardized intelligence tests. To explain the deviation IQ, we 
must first discuss the statistic known as the standard deviation; this is a 
measure of the spread, or variability, of scores for a group of people. -(See 
Appendix 1.) A large standard deviation indicates that a number of the 
scores de\'iate quite a bit from the average, or mean; a small standard 
deviation tells us that there is less variability. For example, on the first 
quiz of the semester, the mean of a psycholog\' class might be 70 and the 
standard deviation 10; on the second quiz, the mean might also be 70 but 
the standard deviation 15. The scores were more variable-that is, more 
spread out-with more extremes-that is, more high and low scores-on 
the second quiz (Figure 13. 7). 

Any individual's score can be expressed in terms of how it compares 
to the standard deviation-that is, the number of standard deviations by 
which it differs, or deviates, from the mean. Suppose your score on the first 



quiz was 80; since the standard deviation is 10 and vour score is 10 points 
above the mean, vour score is exactly one standard deviation above the 
mean. If you also made a score of 80 on the second quiz, where the mean 
was 70 and the standard deviation was 15, vour score would be 0.67 
standard deviations above the mean (Figure 13. 7). Compared with the 
rest of the class, vou did not do quite so well on the second quiz as on the 
first one, even though vour score was the same on both quizes. Scores 
expressed in terms of standard deviation units are called standard scores 
because they make it possible to compare scores on different tests. Your 
standard score on the first test would be 1.00. Your standard score on the 
second test would be 0.67. 

The deviation IQ is a type of standard score-that is, an IQ ex
pressed in standard deviation units. Wechsler (and, since him, other test 
makers) converted to standard scores the actual raw scores obtained by 
various age groups of subjects on whom the tests were developed. No 
matter what the average score obtained bv persons in an age group, 
Wechsler changed it to 100; no matter what the actual standard deviation 
of that group, he changed it to 15. Each score (number of points) a person 
received could then be expressed as a standard score, or rlel'iation IQ. 
Wechsler's tests yield three different deviation IQs. one for the verbal 
subtests, another for the performance subtests, and a third full-scale IQ. 

To illustrate how deviation IQs arc calculated, let's go back to the 
hvpothetical set of test scores shown in Figure 13. 7. The first step is to 

calculate, in actual raw scores, how far an indivi~Jal's score deviates from 
the average. Then that score is compared with the standard deviation of 
the scores. Remember on the first test. a score of 80 was equal to + 1.00 
standard deviation units, and on the second test. a score of 80 was equal to 

+ 0.67 standard deviation units. We can express this procedure as a 
formula. 

Standard score 
X - ~I 

SD 

where Xis the individual's score, Jf is the mean, and SD is the standard 
deviation. Thus, as you will recall. your standard score on the first quiz 
was + 1.00; on the second quiz, it was + 0.67. 

Once we have calculated the standard score. we can convert it to any 
scale we choose. We could, like the makers of the SAT, make the mean 
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Two distributions of quiz scores, one 
with a broader spread than the other. If 
a student obtained a score of 80 on 
each quiz, we can say that, relative to 

the rest of the class, the student did 
better on the first quiz than on the 
second. 
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equal to 500 and the standard deviation equal to 100. In that case, the first 
quiz score would be converted to 600 and the second to 567. Or like 
Wechsler, we could make the mean equal to 100 and the standard 
deviation ea"·'. to 15. Then, the first psychology test score would be 
expressed as 115 and the second as 110. 

PROCESS-ORIENTED ASSESSMENT OF 
INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT 
Process-oriented theorists (page 527) have now begun to develop assess
ment methods of their own, but these methods are still in their infancy. 
Thus, perhaps it is only fitting that the example we will discuss here 
involves infant assessment. Ina Uzgiris and J. McV. Hunt (1975) devel
oped a set of six developmental scales intended to measure "progressive 
levels of cognitive organization" in the first 2 years of life. The scales are 
rooted in cognitive developmental theory, particularly Piaget's theory. 
Because this theory deals with stages of intellectual development, the 
scales developed by Uzgiris and Hunt are stagelike. They are designed to 
indicate where a particular baby is at a given point in time within a 
particular sequence of developmental stages. Uzgiris and Hunt did not 
standardize their scales. Although representative samples of infants could 
be sampled and age norms for each scale could thus be established, 
Uzgiris and Hunt chose not to do so. One reason is that their strong 
process orientation leads them to focus on the question of where a given 
infant is in relation to a sequential process of development, not how the 
infant compares to other babies of the same age. 

The six Uzgiris-Hunt scales are designed to capture six different 
processes of cognitive development, all occurring within what Piaget 
labeled the sensorimotor stage (Chapter 11, page 425). For example, one 
scale is focused on development of the concept of the permanent object, 
as discussed in Chapter 11. Another scale is designed to assess ways of 
relating to objects (ranging from mouthing them, at about 2 months, to 
calling them by name, at about 18 months). 

The Uzgiris-Hunt scales are useful as an illustration of process
oriented assessment. This form of assessment is a means of understanding 

·individuals and where they stand with respect to specific cognitive pro
-cesses, particularly those that are developmental in nature. Such assess
ment has been especially useful in revealing what intellectual skills 
individual handicapped children possess and what skills they are prepared 
to develop next (Dawson & Adams, 1984 ); such information can be 

. valuable to both teachers and parents. On the other hand, process
oriented approaches like the Uzgiris-Hunt scales are not as useful as are 
traditional IQ tests when it comes to the study of individual differences, 
our next topic. 

Individual Differences in Intelligence 

Intelligence (like many other psy.chological traits) seems to be distributed 
in the population ip such a way that most people make scores in the 
middle range while only a few people make very high or very low scores. 
This produces a bell-shaped distribution, a curve which statisticians call 
the normal curve (Figure 13.8). . 
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Differences in intelligence greatly affect people's ability to cope 
with the demands of society. This is particularly true in a technologically 
sophisticated, mobile, and competitive society like our own. Nowhere are 
the demands as strict as they are during school, where children are 
expected to master complex tasks at a pace determined by the develop
ment of the average child. Some children learn quickly, others slowly. 
\\'bile high intelligence is no guarantee of the "good life," low intel
ligence creates enormously difficult barriers to full participation in society 
and the attainment of a high standard of living. 

MENTALSUBNORMAUTY 
People are appropriately regarded as mental~}' retarded if (1) they attain I Qs 
below 70 on an appropriate intelligence test and (2) their adaptive skills 
are inadequate to cope with ordinarv dailv tasks. During early childhood, 
a person's adaptation is judged by attainment of developmental skills such 
as walking and talking; during school, by academic skills and coping skills 
such as telling time and using money; and during adulthood, by voca
tional performance and social responsibilities. 

While low intelligence is often accompanied by an inability to cope 
with life's demands, there are many exceptions, particularly among those 
whose IQs are in the mildly retarded range (IQ 55 to 69). On the basis of 
low IQ alone, over 2 percent of our population would be regarded as 
retarded, but in fact the percentage is somewhat lower because many 
mildly retarded people are able to blend into the society and to function 
with at least some independence. 

Levels of Mental Retardation The categories listed in Table 13.3 are 
those with the widest currency in the United States and Canada. They 
have been recommended by the American Association on rvlental Defi
ciencv (Grossman, 1977) on the basis of the statistical distribution of IQs. 
We c~n predict the approximate maturity levels children at ~ach IQ level 
will reach as adults. A mildly retarded adult generally falls in the MA 
range of 8Yz to 11 years; a moderately retarded adult, 6 to 8 1/z years; a 
severely retarded adult, 33/4 to 6 years; and a profoundly retarded adult, 
below that level. 

Figure 13.8 
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Norms for IQ and SAT (Scholastic 
Aptitude Test) scores. Norms for large 
groups of measurements often approxi
mate the n,ormal curve (top). The 
numbers al1iove the curve give the per
centages of people in each of the 
indicated segments. For instance, 13.59 
percent of the population obtain IQ 
scores between 115 and 130. 



Table 13.3 

Normal distribution of !Qs for a test 
with a standard deviation of 15. 

IQ 

-, 30 and above 

120-129 

110-119 

85-109 

70-84 

55-69 

40-54 

25-39 

Below 25 

DESCRIPTION 

Very superior 

Superior 

Bright normal 

Average 

Borderline 

Mildly mentally retarded 

Moderately mentally retarded 

Severely mentaily retarded 

Profoundly mentally retarded 

(Sources. Wechsler, 1955: Grossman, 1977) 

% OF POPULATION 

22 

6.7 

16.1 

59.1 

13.6 

2.1 

0.1 

0.003 

0 0000005 

Causes of Mental Retardation There are two general causes of mental 
retardation. The majority of retarded persons, about 75 percent, are those 
whose IQs fall by chance (or at least without some identifiable phys
iological cause) into the lower ranges of the bell-shaped normal curve 
(Figure 13.8). Mental retardation of this type, usually involving IQs above 
50, is called cultural-familial, or sociocultural, retardation when it occurs in 
people who have at least one retarded parent. A bell-shaped distribution 
results when scores are determined by the action of many somewhat 
independent factors, each of which can exert only a little influence. In the 
case of intelligence, the factors probably include numerous gene pairs and 
a broad variety of environmental events. Most people are in the middle of 
the curve, some are lucky and fall heir to favorable combinations, but 
others are unlucky and receive unfavorable combinations. 

As we might expect, most retarded people are mildly retarded. 
Table 13.3 shows how very few persons would fall within the more 
seriously retarded ranges if it were simply a matter of chance. In addition, 
however, retardation can stem from any of a number of catastrophes 
which, by themselves, prevent normal development. The catastrophe 
might be a genetic or a chromosomal defect. Down syndrome, for example, 
is usually caused by a failure of the mother's twenty-first chromosome pair 
to separate. The two chromosomes join with the single twenty-first chro
mosome from the father, forming an abnormal condition known as trisomy 
21. The result is a distinctive phvsical appearance (Figure 13. 9) and 
mental retardation. 

Other physiological causes of retardation are environmental, not 
genetic. For example, pregnant women who contract rubella (German 
measles), scarlet fever, syphilis, or even mumps may give birth to infants 
who have suffered brain damage as a result. Also, insult or injury to thr: 
brain or nervous system before or after birth may result in retardation 
Such damage may be done by x-rays, by inappropriate drugs, by severe 
pressure on the infant's head during birth, by oxygen shortages during 01 

after birth, and even by severe maternal malnutrition. 
There are many more persons with IQs at the moderately to pro

foundly retarded level than would be expected by chance. Most, but not 
all, show physical •evidence of their handicap. Because such catastrophes 



can happen to any family, the backgrounds of such children are only 
slightly weighted toward the lower end of the socioeconomic scale. 

By and large, the progress made in preventing mental retardation 
has occurred with this "catastrophic" group. It has involved such steps as 
reducing the incidence of rubella and diagnosing some genetic disorders 
early in pregnancy. Many such diagnoses can now be made as early as the 
second month of pregnancy through chorionic villi sampling (CVS); a 
tissue sample is taken from near the embryo and checked for genetic 
abnormalities. In the case of cretinism, a once-mysterious disorder that 
leads to retardation and characteristic physical svmptoms, thyroid defi
ciency was found to be the cause. The discovery made this particular form 
of mental retardation treatable with thyroid extract. In contrast to such 
success stories with catastrophic forms of retardation, efforts to prevent 
retardation in the cultural-familial group have been only moderately effec
tive. Thus far, the most effective strategies for this latter group appear to 
involve social interventions that improve the standard of living, educa
tional climate, and coping ability of at-risk families (Ramey & Campbell, 
1979). 

Intellectual Development and Behavioral Characteristics of the Men tally 
Retarded A number of studies have been carried out in an effort to 
identify ways in which retarded people are, and are not, different from 
nonretarded people. Some of these studies have, in effect, brought the 
intelligence testing and process-oriented approaches together. Results of 
studies focused primarily on cultural-familial retarded persons have sug
gested that while these persons are de\·eloping intellectually, theY pass 
through the major stages of cognitive development as described bv Piaget 
(1970)-see Chapter 11, page 426-in much the same way as the non
retarded population; the only major differences seem to be that retarded 
people pass through the stages at a slower pace and cease developing 
cognitively at a lower stage level than do most of us (Weisz & Zigler, 

Figure 13.9 
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This little girl has Down syndrome, a 
condition due to a chromosomal error 
that generally results in significant 
mental retardation. She has been en
ro"tled in a special program designed to 
maximize her capabilities, including 
her ability to enjoy imaginative games 
with her dolls. (University of Wash
ington Child Development and Mental 
Retardation Center.) 
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1979). For example, a retarded child with an IQ of 67 might pass through 
cognitive developmental stages only about two-thirds as fast as a non
retarded child of average IQ; and the retarded person might never ad
vance ~eyond about the midpqint of the concrete-operations stage (see 
Chapter 11, page 450). On the other hand, retarded children at any 
particular MA level can apparently perform about as well on cognitive 
tasks like Piaget's as nonretarded children of the same rvtA (Weisz & 
Yeates, 1981). Binet, if he were alive today, might appreciate these 
findings. They fit his original observation that retarded students function 
like younger intellectually normal children. -

Despite the apparent similarity in their ability to solve several kinds 
of problems, retarded and nonretarded children at the same MA levels do 
not always behave similarly in achievement and problem-solving situa
tions. Retarded youngsters are often 1;1assive and dependent on others 
when they are asked to solve problems-a tendency that seems to grow 
stronger when they experience failure. Retarded children have been 
described as outer-directed (Zigler & Balla, 1982), meaning that they are 
overly dependent on cues from. other people. One reason may be that 
retarded children have experienced so much failure in their lives that they 
begin each new activitv with a relatively low expectancy of success (Zigler 
& Balla, 1982). Another reason may be that adults tend to accept passive 
and helpless behavior in retarded children who, after all, are considered 
low in ability. Recent studies (for example, Weisz, 1981) compared 
adults' responses to problem-solving failure in a child described as men
tally retarded with problem-solving failure in another child who was not; 
the children in these studies were described as having identical MAs on 
an IQ test, and many adults might read this as a sign of similar ability. 
Nonetheless, the adults in both studies made different judgments about 
the two children. They considered "low ability" to be a more significant 
cause of the retarded child's failure, rated the retarded child as less likely 
to succeed in future attempts to solve the problem, and rated themselves 
as less like Iv to urge the retarded child to persist at the problem. Findings 
like these suggest that adults may sometimes underestimate what re
tarded people can do and may consequently "go easy" on them-often in 
ways that are not actually in the best interests of the retarded people. 

Education and "Treatment" for Mental Retardation Many parents 
who are told that their child is mentally retarded hope for a cure-for 
SQffie _111~ans of making their child "normal." Dramatic stories in the press 
sometim~~--give the impression that such cures are possible. Unfortu
nately, though, once serious retardation has been identified, there is 
usually no way to undo it. However, special training can sometimes 
produce modest changes in IQ and adaptive behavior (see Figure 13. 9). 
Training can also enhance the retarded-person's all-important social skills. 
A friendly style and an endearing smile can be major assets for a Down
syndrome child like the one shown in Figure 13. 9; such simple social 
skills may go a longway toward ensuring that people outside the family 
meet the child's legitimate n~or help and affection and that peers will 
accept the child. Later in life, the retarded person's ability to live in 
community settings such as neighborhood group homes will depend 
partly on the social and self-help skills the individual has developed 
(Schalock et al., 1981 ). In short, education and training are not likely to 



cure mental retardation, but they can make a big difference in the 
personal, social, and occupational adjustment of the retarded person. 

THE MENTALLY GIFTED 
At the upper end of the IQ distribution are the intellectually gifted", a 
group not so clearly defined as the mentally retarded. There is simply no 
agreed-upon definition of giftedness. Some researchers and educators 
regard IQs of 120 and up to be sufficient evidence of exceptionality; 
others require IQs of 140 or higher. Such differences are far from trivial 
because there do seem to be real differences in capacity as we ascend the 
IQ scale. An IQ of 115 or 120, for example, usually indicates a level of 
mental ability quite adequate for average or above-average work in a good 
state university. As Figure 13.8 shows, about one person in six has an IQ 
of 115 or higher. By contrast, only about 2 percent of the population has 
an IQ of 130 to 145; IQs in this range are commonly found among M.D. 
and Ph.D. candidates. IQs in the upper strata of the distribution, those 
above 145, are rare indeed; the normal curve suggests that only one 
person in a thousand should score this high, but the actual incidence of 
145-plus IQs is slightly higher than that. 

High IQ scores begin to be predictive of adjustment as early as the 
elementary school years. A child who is moderately bright is likely to be 
one of the class "stars," but the youngster with an extraordinarily high IQ 
may often be a misfit, misunderstood by peers and teachers and often 
regarded by both as impudent. A classic study by Lewis Terman (1925) 
found that children with IQs above - 140 were generally quite well ad
justed, but another classic study by Leta Hollingsworth ( 1942) found that 
many children with IQs above 180 were very poorly adjusted. Many of 
these children were gross und~rachievers; many were extremely unhappy 
and some were even suicidal. One problem seems to be that such ex
tremely bright children are trapped in a world with few real peers; they 
are "out of synch" intellectually with children their own age, and "out of 
synch" physically and socially with the older people who are their intel
lectual equals. The picture grows brighter, though, as these youngsters 
mature. They are increasingly able to find settings, social groups, and 
work in which their abilities prove a real asset. In fact, gifted adults 
appear to be happier and better adjusted than most other people (Sears & 
Barbee, 1977; Terman & Oden, 1959). 

GENETIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
INFLUENCES ON INTELLIGENCE 
Is intelligence determined by heredity or by environment? As we sug
gested in Chapter 11, the most appropriate answer is: both-the two 
factors interact (see page 414, esp. Stern's rubber-band analogy). There 
can be little doubt that genetic factors play some role in determining 
intelligence, but the precise nature of that role is hard to establish. One of 
the difficulties is that many different genes probably play a role; this 
means that the genetic mystery cannot be unraveled merely by carefully 
studying the action of one or two genes. Another limitation is that we 
obviously cannot conduct with humans the kinds of controlled-breeding 
studies we might use in genetic research with plants or animals. Instead, 
we must rely on analyses of intelligence as it shows up naturally over the 
course of people's development. 
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For these analyses to be of vaiue. they must involve comparisons of 
the IQs of people who differ in their degrees of genetic relatedness. For 
example, a researcher might compare the IQ similarity of fraternal twins 
to the IQ sim!!arity of identical twins. Fraternal-twin pairs, on the aver
age, are identical in 50 percent of their genes; identical twin pairs are 
identical in 100 percent of their genes. If IQ is influenced by genes, we 
should expect pairs of identical twins to be more similar in IQ than pairs of 
fraternal twins. Substantial differences in precisely this direction have 
been found in about 20 studies comparing fraternal- to identical-twin pairs 
(Scarr, 1981). These studies, conducted in Britain, Finland, France. 
Germany, Sweden, and the U.S., all support the notion that there is a 
considerable genetic influence on IQ. 

Other kinds of research point to a similar conclusion. Some investi
gators have been able to locate identical twins who had been separated in 
childhood and reared in different en'Vironments; the aim has been to 
assess how similar the twins' IQs were despite their environmental differ
ences. Studies of this type in three different countries have found correla
tions between separated twins to range from 0.67 to 0. 78 on a scale that 
ranges from 0.00 to 1.00. These very high correlations suggest, again, that 
genetic similarity leads to similarity in intelligence. 

Still another approach has been to study IQ similarity between 
parents and their adopted children. The question in this research has 
been, Do children's IQ scores correlate more strongly with the IQs of 
their biological parents or the IQs of their adoptive parents? A strong 
correlation with the IQs of the biological parents would point to genetic 
factors, because the adopted children share genes, but not environment. 
with these parents. A strong correlation with the adoptive parents would. 
of course, point to the importance of environmental factors. Most of this 
research has shown that children's IQs correlate more strongly with those 
of their biological than those of their adoptive parents (Scarr, 1981 ). 

All of the above research, particularly the twin. studies, can be 
criticized on some methodological grounds (Farber, 1981; Eysenck & 
Kamin, 1981 ); and some of the earliest genetic evidence may even have 
been fraudulent (see, for example, Kamin, 1974 ). All of the above find
ings certainly need to be interpreted with real caution. The adoption 
studies, for example, may yield a high correspondenq.: bytween biological 
parents and their children in part because they shared a common environ
ment during pregnancy and at the time of birth-thus, the findings ma\ 
not be due exclusively to genetic factors. Despite all the qualifications 
that might be raised about the individual studies, however, the fact 
remains that most of the studies point in roughly the same direction. 
They generally support the view that genetic factors play a significant role 
in the transmission of intelligence. 

Having said this, we must emphasize that environmental conditions 
also play a substantial role. In studies of identical twins, sibling pairs who 
are not twins, and pairs of unrelated persons, it is generally found that the 
pairs reared together correspond more closely in IQ than do the pairs 
reared apart. It has also been found that extremely poor rearing condition' 
are associated with low IQs and that enriched rearing and educational 
conditions are associated with higher IQs (Ramey & Campbell, 1979: 
Skeels, 1966). Many who study the nature-nurture issue with respect to 



intelligence now believe that our genes endow us with a reaction range
that is, a range of possible intellectual levels that we may attain, depend
ing in part on the nature and quality of the environment into which we are 
born and within Which we mature (see Chapter 11, page 414). Our genetic 
endowment may set limits on what we can attain; our environment may 
have a major influence on how much of our potential we actually realize. 
(See Application 13.1.) 

GROUP DIFFERENCES IN INTELLIGENCE 
Everyday thinking is influenced by notions about the abilities of different 
groups of people. Some people think that blacks and foreigners are not so 
intelligent as white Americans. Some regard older people as wiser than, if 
not so quick as, younger people. Some employers may think women and 
voung people are more suitable for certain positions, men and older 
people for others. Psvchological research indicates that differences among 
groups do exist, but often these differences are not the ones people 
imagine. Seldom are the differences between groups as large as the 
differences within the groups. 

Sex Differences The overall IQs of males and females at any age are 
virtually the same. In part, this is because makers of intelligence tests 
have deliberately omitted items on which there are sex differences. In 
pan, however, it is also due to the averaging out of differences on subtests 
of the intelligence scales. During childhood, there are few impressive sex 
differences on intellectual tasks, although girls do show an early and 
increasing superiority in verbal behavior. 

Differences become more noticeable about the time of adolescence. 
Girls and women generally do better on tasks that call for verbal ex
pression and fluency, the perception of details quickly and accurately, 
and rapid, accurate manual movements. Boys and men surpass females on 
spatial, numerical, and many mechanical tasks. Some, but not all, of these 
differences correspond to our common impressions of what each sex does 
best. (See Figure 13.10.) 
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Sex differences in intellectual function
ing show up on problems like these . 
On verbal tasks, like the analogy 
problem shown at the top, females 
generally outperform males, especially 
in adolescence and beyond. On spatial 
tasks, like the embedded-figures 
problem, males generally outperform 
females, especially from adolescence 
on. (Embedded figures diagrams from 
Consulting Psychologists Press, Inc., 
The Embedded Figures Test, by Herman 
A. Witkin. Copyright 1969 and re
prod11ced by permission.) 
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Differences Related to Home Environment Obviously the intellectual 
environment of children of professional parents is quite different from 
that of unskilled workers' children. What is the effect of home environ
ment on intelligence? One way . .to investigate this question is to look for 
specific factors in the home which seem to relate to differences in mental 
ability (Bradley & Caldwell, 1976 ). 

A group of 77 normal children was given an infant-development test 
and a home-assessment inventory at age 6 months and the Stanford
Binet at age 3 years. It was found that the home inventory predicted 
IQ at age 3 better than did the infants' own mental development at 6 
months! Children with increasing scores had mothers who were 
involved with them and provided appropriate play materials; those 
with decreasing scores tended tq live in homes where_ m<J,Ierial
things and daily events were disorganized. 

Racial Differences There is no more sensitive area in all 6Lpsychology 
than the controversy over variations in IQ and intellectual-achievement 
among racial groups. When relatively comparable groups have been 
tested, Caucasian and Asian Americans have tended to do well, blacks 
and native Americans have done less well, and groups such as Mexican 
Americans and Puerto Ricans have tended to fall somewhere in the 
middle. The size of the differences has tended to vary depending on the 
part of the country, the social class, and the educational levels of the 
population samples, but the overall findings have remained relatively 
consistent. Most people do not like these findings. Persistent group 
differences stand as a barrier to a true equal-opportunity society, even 
though, as is clearly the case, the difjerenres m·ithin each racial group are far 
greater than are the difjerenres between groups. In Application 13.1, we discuss 
this problem from a genetic point of view and conclude that the existence 
of genetic differences in intelligence among the races is questionable. 

Wctltiofl 
BLACKS, WHITES, AND GENES 
THE IQ DEBATE 

It is a stark fact that blacks in the United States, as a 
group, av,e"rage about 15 IQ points lower than whites 
as a grdup. A difference of 15 IQ points is not trivial 
because an IQ score predicts how far people will go in 
school and how much they will learn there, and many 
high-prestige and high-paying occupations in the 
modern world require a certain amount of schooling. 
Thus people with lower IQs (and poorer educational 

achievement) are at a disadvant9ge in the competition 
for high-level JObs and the cultural and economic ad
vantages that go with them. These facts qre not in 
dispute; facts are facts. The debate is about the rea
sons for the black-white group difference in IQ. Be
cause the evidence indicates that there is probably a 
partly genetic basis for IQ and because race itself is 
genetically determined, some have argued that the 
group IQ difference is due to the different genetic 
heritages of blacks and whites. Others, including 
many social scientists, are impressed by the evidence 
showing the contribution of environmental factors to 
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measured IQ. In other words, the debate revolves 
around the roles of nature and nurture and their inter
action in the determination of measured IQ. 

There is little direct evidence of a genetic basis 
for the black-white group IQ difference. The argument 
is indirect and usually runs something like this: Racial 
differences are genetic, and genetic influences play a 
role in the determination of IQ; therefore perhaps it is 
reasonable to assume that racial differences in IQ are 
genetic. 

This is the type of argument used in part by 
Arthur Jensen in his controversial article, "How Much 
Can We Boost IQ and Scholastic Achievement?" 
Since Jensen was arguing the case for a strong ge
netic basis of intelligence, his answer to his own ques
tion was "not much." But Jensen's argument did not 
go unchallenged for long. A number of counterargu
ments have been arrayed against it by those who 
believe that the black-white IQ difference is caused 
mainly by environmental factors. 

It has been observed, for instance, that the 
black-white IQ difference almost vanishes when cul
tural factors and learning opportunities are equated 
for blacks and whites. Furthermore, the contribution of 
genes to IQ is lower for people from culturally disad
vantaged backgrounds. Since, on the whole, blacks 
are less well-off than whites. environmental influences 
are more important and genetic influences are less 
important for blacks than for whites. This means that 
for blacks as a group, environmental conditions are 
apt to be especially potent in determining measured 
IQ. A relatively weak argument that is often heard is 
that IQ tests are biased against blacks because the 
items on them are drawn from the white middle-class 
culture; while this may be true for a few items, it does 
not apply to most. Moreover, since the tests do predict 
success in school work and vocations, the forms of 
intelligence they measure are evidently important 
within our society for both blacks and whites. 

Perhaps the strongest arguments against an in
nate basis for the black-white IQ difference are those 
based on the interaction of genes and environment. 
Nature, or .the genotype, interacts with nurture, or the 
environment, to produce the characteristic actually 
observed-the phenotype. Within limits, the genotype 
can be influenced by environmental factors to give 
rise to a range of results in the phenotype; this is 
known as the reaction range, a concept we discussed 
in Chapter 11 (page 414). Observations on the reac
tion range give us some idea of fhe impact environ
mental differences can have when they interact with a 
genotype. In the case of the phenotype of measured 
IQ, it turns out that the reaction range is close to the 
15-point difference .,separating the black and white 
groups. For instance, black children who are adopted 
at an early age into white middle-class families score, 
on the average, about 15 points higher than does a 
comparable group reared in their own families. Such 
results strongly suggest that the15-point IQ difference 
between the black and white groups may be largely 
environmental in origin. With these observations in 
mind, the answer to Jensen's question, "How much 
can we boost IQ?" may be "Quite a bit, perhaps even 
by 15 points." 
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Environmental differences among the races, however, are not an 
open question-large differences exist. It is surely not happenstance that 
socio-economically favored groups score higher on intelligence tests. A 
cycle is perpetuated in which some groups live, work, and raise children 
in circumstances much more conducive to intellectual achievement than 
do others. Despite efforts to integrate schools, jobs, and neighborhoods, 
we have, in some respects, a persistent caste system. Even when roughly 
equated for socioeconomic class, the cultures of some groups, particularly 
blacks and whites, remain markedly different. 

Whatever group differences may exist, two conclusions are clear. 

1. Social inequities are deep and pervasive; we should judge tests 
by how well they do their job, which is predicting academic or 
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vocational success within a particular society, not by whether they 
manage to "equalize" social groups which have never been treated 
equally. 

2. Whatever the group differences may be, our major focus 
should be on the individual; between-group differences are small 
compared with individual differences among group members. In a 
fair society. individual differences are recognized and opportunities 
extended to those able to profit from them-whatever their race or 
background. 

Testing for Special Aptitudes 

There is no clear dividing line betwi;:en intelligence tests and aptitude 
tests. In general, though. we use intelligence tests to give us a broad 
assessment of intellectual capacity and aptitude tests to measure the more 
specialized abilities required in specific occupations and activities. 

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDES 
If we are trying to predict success in academic trammg, we speak of 
scholastic aptitude. Perhaps the best-known test of this type is the Scholastic 
,4ptitude Test (SAT), given to students who want to enter liberal arts 
colleges. Similar tests are used for schools of medicine, dentistry, nursing, 
law, and several other professions; each is focused partly on specific 
abilities thought to be important to the profession. The Graduate Record 
Examination (GRf,') has been designed for students who plan to do gradu
ate work in a number of fields in the arts and sciences. The .#ii/er 
Analogies Test C~IAT) is also used to predict success in graduate school. 
l\lany graduate and professional schools require applicants to take an 
appropriate aptitude test. 

VOCATIONAL APTITUDES AND INTERESTS 
Psychologists often refer to the abilities tested by intelligence and scho
lastic aptitude tests as cognitive abilities. Such abilities are necessary for 
getting along in school, and a certain level of schooling is a requirement 
for entering certain occupations. Once a person is in an occupation, 
however, these abilities become less important. In many occupations they 
may not count at all, and even professions such as medicine require 
skills-such as re<1ding x-rays, judging the color of throats, feeling for 
lumps, using surgical instruments, and tying sutures-that have large 
perceptual-motor components. Such physical and perceptual skills are 
known as noncognitive abilities. 

Many tests are intended for specific jobs. For example, tests for 
mechanics, machine operators, and assembly-line workers, measure me
chanical knowledge or ability to manipulate objects. These tests make up 
the general class of mechanical-ability tests. People who score high on one 
mechanical-ability test tend to do so on another. But since different jobs 
require different combinations of mechanical abilities, the number of 
different tests has mushroomed. Some examples are given in Figures 
13.11 and 13.12. 

Psychomotor tests are a second general class of vocational- ptitude 
test. They involve such psychomotor tasks as manual dexterity, stead-
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iness, muscular strength, speed of response to a signal, and coordination 
of manv movements into a unified whole. So far there is little evidence of 
a general motor abilitv comparable to mechanical ability. A person who 
has good manual dexteritv, for example, is not necessarily good at the 
kind of coordination involved in operating a tractor or an airplane. So 
psychomotor tests must be developed and proven \·alid for particular jobs 
and occupations. 

Vocational-aptitude tests are used both bv emplovers to select em
ployees and by vocational counselors to help people assess their aptitudes 
for different types of work. The same tests are usuallv not suitable for 
both purposes. Employers, who know exactlv what jobs arc open, want 
tests that will forecast success in them as accuratelv as possible. They 
need tests designed specifically for that purpose-for instance, to select 
electronics technicians, electrical welders, or lathe operators. Counselors, 
on the other hand, are trving to help people make a choice-usuallv a 
fairly general choice-among broad lines of work. For this purpose, 
counselors want more genernlized tcsu, that sample many different as
pects of specific aptitudes. 

Counselors often administer test batteries, combinations of tests cov
ering a wide spectrum of abilities. One such battery, designed especially 
for counseling high school students and noncollege adults, is called the 
Differential Aptitude Tests (!)AT!. Sample items are shown in Figure 13.13. 
The scores on each subtest are plotted as a profile of scores on a special 
chart. The scores, either singh· or in various combinations, can be used to 
predict scholastic success as well as success in tasks requiring specific 
aptitudes. 

Since a person's interest in various occupations is important in career 
choice, vocational counselors often use information from tests designed 
especially to measure vocational interests. The Strong-Campbell Voca
tional Interest Inventory (Campbell, 1981) and the Kuder Occupational 
Interest Survey (Kuder, 1979) are examples. 

Vocational aptitude and interest tests are frequently available in 
schools and communities. If a college has a psychological clinic or student 
counseling service, this office is usually prepared to administer such tests. 
The U.S. Vocational Rehabilitation Service and the Veterans Administra- ' 
tion provide testing services for those who qualifv for assistance. In larger 
cities there are usually several independent agencies and individuals that 
offer competent testing for a reasonable fee. 

Figure 13.J 1 

A sample from the Minnesota Paper 
Form Board Test, a mechanical
aptitude test. The examinee looks at 
the pieces on the left and indicates 
whether they fit together to make A, 
B, or C. 

Figure 13.12 

Which shears would be better for cut
ting metal? This is an example of the 
type of question included in the Ben
nett-Frv Test of Mechanical Compre-

hension .. Actual test items are generally 
more difficult than this sample item. 

(The Psychological Corporation.) 
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Figure 13.13 

Sample items illustrating the eight tests 
of the Differential Aptitude Tests 

(DAT) battery. These sample items 
are generally easier than those on the 

tests themselves (The Psychological 
Corporation.) 

Verbal reasoning 
Each of the fifty Sentences in this test has the first word 
and the last word left out. You are to pick out words which 
will fill the blanks so that the sentence will be true and 
sensible. 

Example X: _ is to water as eat is to_ 

A. continue . drive 
B. foot . . enemy 
C. drink .. food C is correct 
D. girl .. 'industry 
E. drink ... enemy 

Numerical ability 
This test consists of forty numerical problems. Next to 
each problem there are five answers. You are to pick out 
the correct answer. 

Examble X: Add 13 A 14 
12 B 25 

C 16 Bis correct 
D 59 
E none of these 

Abstract reasoning 
Each row consrsts of four figures called problem figures 
and five called an~wer figures. The four problem figures 
make a series You are to find out which one of the answer 
figures would be the next, or the fifth one in the series 

Example Y: 
PROSLEM FIGURES 

lelj:o'I I 1
" 

L__j I LJ I L!J I ij! 
Bis correct 

Space relations 
This te~t consists of 60 patterns which can be folded 1'1!0 

figures. For each pattern, four figures are shown. You are 
to decide which one of the<>e figures can be made frorri 
the pattern shown 

Personality Assessment 

True or False 

Mechanical reasoning 
This test cons_ists of a number of pictures and questions 
about those pictures 

Example X: Which man has the heavier load? {If equal 
markC.) A a 

"'W' ~ :#ifo. . 
~\ 
\'1 I 11 

8 is correct 

Cler•cal speed and accuracy 
This 1s a test to s<>e how quickly and accurately you can 
compare letter and number combmatmns You will notice 
that 1n each Test Item one of the five 1s underlined. You 
are to look at the one combination which 1s underlined 
find the same one after that item number on the separat~ 
answer sheet. and fill in the space under it. 

• ~AC ADAE M" 

..... A.B BA ea.§£. 

lxA-"A 872_Sl AB 

1
vAa Ba~ BA bB 

Z3A38 :'i_ 83 BS 

··r ~-'"·"'·.,· .. o.r ~ R• '' Bb .!. oB . ,,,\ ,, 
,,1.,,,,.8••• 

'"'"'" 

Language usage: Spelling 
This test is composed of a series of words. Some of them 

I are correctly spelled; some are incorrectly spelled You 

•.II '''to ;:::;~;:•thee eoch wocd ",;.:':ti':~:~:,~:;:~ 
W man Y catt w ~ w Y R l 
X guri Z. dog x I 

Language usage: Grammar 
This test consists of a series of sentences each d"1v1ded 
into four parts lettered A. B. C, and D You are to look 
at each sentence a:id decide which part has an error in 
grammar. punctuation. or spelling. 

Some sentences have no error 1n any part. If there 1s no 
error 1n a sentence fill 1n the space under the letter E 
Example X Arnt we 

' 
gorng to the office ne~t week'~--~ 

S C D A 8 C DE ,, 
SAMPLE OF ANSWER SHEET 

1. When I was younger, I used to tease vegetables. 

2. Sometimes I am unable to prevent clean thoughts from enter
ing my mind. 

3. I am not unwilling to work for a jackass. 

4. It is important to wash your hands before washing your hands. 

5. The sight of blood no longer excites me. 

6. I believe I smell as good as most people. 

(Art Buchwald and others, Amerimn Psyrholor,ist, 1965, .!Li, page 990) 

These questions are part of a "personalitv test" devised in part by 
humorist Art Buchwald. Neither we nor Mr. Buchwald can be certain just 
what aspect of "personality" the test was meant to measure; the purpose 
of the "test" was to illustrate, not measure. It illustrates, first, that 
questions on personality tests can seem quirky, silly, or even pointless to 

the test taker. It also illustrates a key difference between personality 
tests, on the one hand, and tests of intelligence, special aptitude, or 
achievement, on the other. Tests in this latter group involve "right" and 
"wrong" answers and objective standards of performance quality; they are 
designed to reveal a picture of people at their best, performing as close to 
the upper limits of their abilities as possible. Personality tests have very 
different objectives. Personality testing does not involve levels of success 



or even "right" or "wrong" answers; its objective is not to gauge how 
successful a person will be but, rather, what the person is usually like (in 
thoughts, feelings, and behavior patterns). In short, personality testing 
aims for typicality, for a representative picture of individuals as ~.hey 

usually are. 
Personality testing is done for many reasons. A personnel psychol

ogist may want to identify people whose personality characteristics should 
make them good salespeople. A military psychologist may want to mea
sure tendencies that would make a person fit, or unfit, for a sensitive 
assignment. An experimental psychologist may want to measure anxiety 
in order to control its influence in experiments on perception or learning. 
A clinical psychologist often uses personality tests to evaluate psychologi
cal disorders. (See Application 13.2.) A variety of methods exist to suit 
these diverse purposes. 

PENCIL-AND-PAPER TESTS 
The most convenient kind of measure to use for almost any psychological 
purpose is a pencil-and-paper test in the form of a questionnaire or 
inventory. Such tests can be given cheaply and quickly to large groups of 
people, and consequently psychologists have constructed a wide variety 
of them. 

Questionnaires Pencil-and-paper tests of personality characteristics are 
usually questionnaires which ask questions or give simple statements to 
be marked yes or no, true or false. The questions are usually more 
reasonable than were Art Buchwald's, but their precise purpose may not 
be self-evident. Some examples: 

I generally prefer to attend movies alone. 

I occasionally cross the street to avoid meeting someone I know. 

I seldom or never go out on double dates. 

Some questionnaires offer people the option of answering "doubtful" or 
"uncertain" to questions like these. 

This type of pencil-and-paper personality test was first used widely 
during World War I to weed out emotionally unstable draftees. The state
ments, or items, were chosen to reflect psychological states or processes 
that might predict future emotional breakdowns. Items such as the fol
lowing were included: 

I consider -myself a very nervous person. 

I frequently feel moody and depressed. 

Do items like these really test what the examiner thinks they test? This is 
the validity question that we discussed earlier (page 519). Questions of 
validity and reliability are just as important in personality testing as they 
are in other kinds of psychological assessment. In fact, it might be arg1:1ed 
that validity issues are particularly important in personality testing be
cause there are so many personality tests of uncertain validity. 

For example, count the number of "personality tests" that appear in 
popular magazines-tests that purport to tell us whether we are good 
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Figure 13.14 

Items similar to those on the Min
nesota Multiphasic Personality 

lnventorv (MMPI), the JO MMPI 
clinical sc~les, and a sample MMPI 

profile. The profile shows one individ
ual's scores. The scores on each scale 

are expressed as T scores; these are 
standard scores (see page 533) with a 

mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 
JO. The heavv horizontal lines indicate 

scores that· are 2 standard deviations 
above and below the mean; these are 

roughly equivalent to percentile scores 
of 98 percent and 2 percent, respec

tively. This profile was obtained from a 
person who suffered from a physical 

complaint that actually had a psycho
logical source. The scores on the four 
validitv scales at the left indicate that 

the pe;son gave careful, frank answers 
to the items on the test. The profile of 
scores for the JO clinical scales shows a 

particularly high elevation on the hy
pochondriasis, depression, and hysteria 

scales-the so-called neurotic triad; 
this pattern tends to confirm that the 
individual's physical problems do, in

deed, have a psychological basis. The 
relatively high elevation on the fourth 

clinical scale (psychopathic deviate) 
suggests that this person may tend to 
manipulate others for selfish reasons. 
(Modified from Dahlstrom & Welsh, 

1960.) 

lovers, optimists, introverts, self-actualized people, and so forth. The fact 
is that most of these tests have not been validated. Nor has validity been 
established for some of the tests that are used in selecting employees, 
deselecting trainees, and identifying "executive material" within many 
companies. Such tests are so..;;etimes selected for use because their items 
look valid-that is, they have what psychologists call face validity. But 
looks can deceive. As many would-be test developers can tptify, proven 
validity is hard to come by, particularly in the area of personality testing. 
In many employment situations, tests for which validity cannot be dem
onstrated can now be challenged in court and legally barred. For the 
would-be consumer, in employment situations and elsewhere, caution is 
in order. The safest assumption to make is that a personality test is invalid 
unless it has been proved otherwise. 

' 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) One personality 
test that has proven to be valid for many purposes is the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inventory, or MMPI (Dahlstrom & Dahlstrom, 
1980). The MMPI contains 566 statements, or items, for people to answer 
about themselves. The items, similar to those shown in Figure 13.14, can 
be answered "true," "false," or "cannot say.'' 

One obvious way to design a personality test would be to focus on 

Items Like Those from the MMPI 

1. ! enJOV books and magazines et'oout e1ectron1cs. 

2. I urinate regular'y. 

3. I airncst never have bad dreams ·.,-,,·hen I sleep. 

4. My body is somet<mes 1nhab1ted by a s1n:ster force. 

5. In pJblic places I someticies see people whispering about me. 

The Ten Basic Clinical Scares of the MMPI 

1. Hs. Hypochondrias1s 6. Pa Paranoia 

2. D. Depression 7. P: Psychasthenia 

3. Hy: Hysteria B. Sc: Schizophrenia 

4 Pd: Psychopathic deviate 9. Ma· Hypomania 
5 Ml Masculinity/femininity 10. s, Social introversion 

A Sample MMPI Profile 
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One obvious way to design a personality test would be to focus on 
the content of the items people mark as "true" or "false," but the makers 
of the MMPI did not follow this strategy. Instead, they used what is 
known as the empirical approach to test construction. They ignored the 
content of people's answers on the test, choosing instead to match the 
patterns of people's answers to the patterns shown by "criterion" groups 
of people with known characteristics of special interest. Since the MMPI 
was designed to identify people with tendencies toward certain psycho
logical disorders, most of the criterion groups consisted of people with one 
particular psychological diagnosis or another, such as depression, para
noia, or schizophrenia. (See Chapter 15.) The test makers analyzed the 
way each criterion group answered the items, then used this information 
to form the clinical scales shown in Figure 13.14. For instance, if de
pressed people, more often than other groups, answered yes to the 
statement, "My favorite teddy bear was green" (a fictitious item), this 
statement would be placed on the Depression (0) scale. The test con
structors would not stop to wonder what strange parents would buy green 
teddy bears, ~hether they actually had, or whether the individuals taking 
the test ever had a teddy bear at all. The only thing that counts in this 
empirical approach to test making is the fact that deprt'ssed people say yes 
to this item more often than do other groups. The test makers used 
criterion groups to develop scales for feminine and masculine interests 
and for social introversion as well as for the other clinical scales shown at 
the right in Figure 13.14. 

When a person takes the MMPI, one or a few items answered in an 
unusual fashion will make little difference. But a person who answers 
many of the statements in the same way as the people in some criterion 
~roup-say, depressed people-will obtain a high score on the relevant 
subscale; this score might indicate a tendency for the person to show other 
characteristics of people in the criterion group. For example, a high score 
on the depression scale might indicate a tendency toward depression: 
however, as we shall see below, the interpretation of MMPI results is 
more complex than this. 

In addition to its 10 clinical scales, the MMPI also has several 
validity scales-scales designed to assess a test taker's frankness and 
thoroughness in answering the items and to check for defensiveness or 
other attitudes that might influence his or her answers. With these valid
ity scales, deceptiveness and attempts to create especially good or bad 
impressions can often be detected. 

- Sumetimes the MMPI is used as an aid in determining what diag
nosis will be given to people who have psychological problems. However, 
the test is also frequently used to assess the personality characteristics of 
people whose behavior is not blatantly disordered. To interpret the test, 
the psYfbOJogist looks at the total profile, not just the separate scales. (See 
Figure 13.14.) Then the information from the validity scales is consid
ered, along with such features as the overall elevation of the profile above 
the average level, the highest and lowest scores and their relationships to 
one another, and so on. Because of all the factors that have to be 
considered, MMPI interpretation requires considerable training and skill. 
In untrained hands, the test can lead to serious misjudgments about an 
mdividual's personality. 

In the right hands, though, the MMPI is a powerful tool. It is the 
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most widely used of all pencil-and-paper personality tests, both for 
clinical and research purposes. It has already been used in o ;er 6,000 
studies and is like!~· to be used in several thousand more. It has also 
spawned new personality te~_ts-tests built in whole or in rart from 
'.\1'.\IPI items. One of these is the t>.fanifest Anxiety Scale (Taylor, 1953), 
whose purpose is evident from its title. Another is the California Psycho·· 
logical Inventory (CPI) (Gough, 1975). designed to assess normal person
ality processes like dominance, sociability, and self-control. 

The 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF) Another example of a 
pencil-and-paper test is the 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire, (16PF). 
In developing the 16PF, Raymond Cattell and his associates used an 
approach quite different from the MMPI procedure (Cattell et al., 1970). 
They began with a list of over 4,500 adjectives applicable to human 
behavior and then reduced the list t~ 170 that they believed captured 
most of the major meanings in the original list. They then had college 
students describe their acquaintances using the 170 adjectives and used a 
statistical procedure called factor ana~vsis (see page 525) to identify group
ings, or factors, among the items. The 16 factors thus identified were said 
by Cattell to reflect key characteristics, or source traits, of the human 
personalitv. Some consider the 16PF the most comprehensive approach to 
trait assessment vet developed. The 16 bipolar traits (for instance, cool
warm, trusting-suspicious) are shown on the 16PF test profile in Figure 
13.15. 

PROJECTIVE METHODS 
l lnlike paper-and-pencil tests, in which test takers are asked to select 
from among a set of alternatives (such as ves, no, or "cannot sav"), ~ome 
personalitv tests are deliberatelv designed to ernke highlv individual 
responses. Most of the tests in this latter group are called pmjerti'ce 
methods. They call for the test taker to respond to stimuli such as ink
blots or picture'i but provide few guidelines as to what the response 
should be. The scoring procedures for projective-method tests are also 
generally less structured than are those for paper-and-pencil measures: 
the interpreter must often relv heavily on a subjective evaluation of the 
responses. 

Projective methods are based on the projertif.:e hypothesis, derived 
from Freud's personality theory (see Chapter 14). The basic idea is that 
the wav people respond to a vague or ambiguous situation is often a 
projection of their underlying feelings and motives. For example, a man 
who interprets a woman's smile as a sexual come-on may be projecting his 
own sexual feelings onto the woman and thus revealing a good deal about 
himself (see Chapter 14, page 589). A related assumption about projective 
tests is that the test raker responds to the relatively unstructured test 
stimuli in ways that give meaning to the stimuli, and that much of that 
meaning comes from within the person responding. Often the people 
responding are not aware of any underlying meaning in their responses, 
but people trained to interpret projective tes~are taught ways of inferring 
such meaning and judging personality characteristics accordingly. Thus, 
projective methods are intended to provide access to unconscious im
pulses and other aspects of personality of which the test takers themselves 
may not be aware. 
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MEANING OF 
SCORE ON LEFT 

Cool, Reserved, Impersonal, 
Detached, Formal, A toof 

Concrete-tltlnklng, Less 
Intelligent 

Affected by Feelings, Emotionally 
Less Stable, Easily Annoyed 

Submissive, Humble, M1td, 
Easily Led, Accommodat1ng 

Sober, Restrained, Prudent, 
Taciturn, Serious 

Expedient, Disregards Rules, 
Self-indulgent 

Shy, Threat-sens1t1ve, Timid, 
Hesitant. lnt1rn1dated 

Tough-minded, Self-reliant, 
No-nonsense, Rough, Real 1st1c 

Trusting, Accepting Cond1t1ons, 
Easy to Get on with 

Practical, Concerned with 
"Down to Earth" Issues. Steady 

Forthright, Unpretentious. 
Open, Genuine. Artless 

Self-assured, Secure. Feels Free of 
Guilt, Untroubled. Self-satisfied 

Conservative, Respecting 
Traditional Ideas 

Group-oriented, A "Joiner" and 
Sound Follower. Listens to Others 

Undisciplined Self-conflict, 
Lax, Careless of Social Rules 

Relaxed, Tranquil, Composed, 
Has Low Drive. Unfrustrated 

A ., •• ef I 

I 

JJ~ 
Copyright C 1956, 1973, 1982 by the Institute tor Per$o'ri,~1·t;·~JJ·'· 
Ability TestTng. •nc:. P. O. Box 188, Champaign, Illinois, U.S.A. 
61820. All rights reserved. Printed in U.S.A. 

.,. ... .,, 2.3% 4.4% 

ST AN OARD TEN SCORE (STEN) 

•Averaa•+ 

9.2% U.0% 19.1% 19.1% 

10 

MEANING OF 
SCORE ON RIGHT 

Warm. Outgoing, Kindly, Easy
going, Part1opating, Likes People 

Abstract-thinking, More 
Intelligent, Bright 

Emotionally Stable, Mature, 
Faces Reality, Calm 

Dominant, Assertive. Aggressive. 
Stubborn, Compet1t1ve, Bossy 

Enthusiastic, Impulsive. 
Heedless. Expressive, Cheerful 

Conscientious. Persistent, 
Moralistic. Staid. Rule-bound 

Bold, Venturesome. Un1nh1b1ted. 
Can Take Stress 

Tender-minded, Sens1t1ve, Over
protected. lntu1t1ve. Relined 

Suspicious, Hard to Fool. 01s
trustful. Skeptical 

Imaginative, Absent-m1ndeo, 
Absorbed in Thought, Impractical 

Shrewd, Polished. Socially ; 
Aware, 01plomat1c. Calculating 

Apprehensive. Self·blarrnng. 
Guilt-prone ln:.ecure. Worrying 

'=.x.perimenting. Liberal Cr1t1cal. 
Open to ChanGe 

Self-sutficienl, Resourceful. 
Prefers Own Oec1s1ons 

Controlled, Self-respecting, 
Socially Precise. Compulsive 

Tense. Frustrated, Overwrought, 
Has H 1 gh Onve 
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Figure JJ.16 

An example of the type of figure used 
on the Rorschach inkblot test. 

Projective methods are manv and varied. Some are completion 
techniques. tests that call for subjects to finish some product-perhaps a 
sentence or a storv-presented to them in fragmentary form. Others are 
expressive techniques. tests that call on subjects to express themselves 
via plav. drawing, or drama. ·· 

l\Ianv psvchologists question the validity of the projective hypoth
esis, the projective methods themselves, and the inferences about person
alitv that are made on the basis of these methods. In most cases, the 
evidence for validity is quite modest. On the other hand, many psychol
ogists in clinical practice relv heavily on projective methods to enrich their 
understanding of the clients thev are trving to help. In this section, we 
focus on two of the most frequentlv used projective tests, one involving 
inkblots and the other imolving stories. 

The Rorschach Inkblot Technique i'fs earlv as the fifteenth century. 
Leonardo da Vinci obseITed that manv different feelings could be brought 
out bv simplv looking at a blot that a sponge had made on a wall. It took 
about SOO vcars for students of personalitv to absorb this ide-a and translate 
it into an official technique. One of the most acclaimed efforts was that of 
Hermann Rorschach (1921/1942). He produced a set of 10 inkblots similar 
to the one shown in Figure 13.16. The blots, some black and white, some 
multicolored. appear on separate cards. Subjects are presented with the 
cards. one at a time. and asked questions such as, "\\'hat might this be?" 
or "What does this remind vou of?'' After writing down as many answers 
as rhe subject cares to give for each blot, the tester goes back through the 
set. asking the subject for more derails. including what it was about the 
blot that determined the subject'<; response. The first phase of the test is 
called the free-association phase: the second phase is called the inquiry. 

Se\·eral methods for scoring the Rorschach have been proposed. 
l\fost combine objective and subjective procedures. One example of an 
objective approach might be counting the number of times the subject 
responded to onlv part of the blot and comparing this to the number of 
times the subject integrated all parts of the blot into one response. For 
example, some test takers might focus onlv on the central part of the blot 
in Figure 13.16 and see "a cheerleader. with two porn-porns raised high"; 
others might focus on the entire blot, turn it upside down (this is permissi
ble under some procedures). and see "two one-armed, intergalactic crea
tures with arms raised. swearing allegiance to their emperor, who has a 
pointed hat, a large penis, and even larger feet." The second response 
uses all of the blot; the first uses only part. The content and style of 
responses become grist for the interpreter's mill in the subjective aspect 
of scoring. For example, the second response involves themes of domi
nance, allegiance, quasihuman creatures, and distorted body parts, in
cluding genitalia. If one or more of these themes emerged on several 
other blots, the tester might take note and judge the theme(s) to be of 
special significance and meaning for this particular subject. 

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) A different projective approach was 
taken by Christina Morgan and Henry Murray (1938) in developing the 
Thematic Apperception Test (TAT). The TAT is based on Murray's 
theory of needs (Chapter 7, page 282). It is designed to ferret out people's 
basic needs by having them tell stories. To guide story production, the 



tester presents a series of pictures, some like the one shown in Figure 
13.17, and asks the subject to make up a storv about what is happening, 
what went before, what is going to happen, and what the people involved 
are thinking and feeling. 

The TAT includes a standard set of 30 pictures. but it is rare that all 
30 are included in any one testing. Instead, the tester selects pictures 
involving themes of special significance to the test taker. For example, a 
person who is worried about the future might be given a picture like the 
one shown in Figure 13.17, whereas a person whose difficuities are 
family-oriented might be given pictures that involve parent-child rela
tionships or larger family-like scenes. The test is built on the assumption 
that people's stories reveal important aspects of their needs and self
perceptions as well as their views about "significant others" in their lives. 
Indeed, the stories given do often seem to be quite revealing. Consider, 
for example, these two segments of stories, told in response to a picture 
similar to Figure 13.17: 

STORY A: This is sad. This man is remembering the past ZO years 
of his life, his failed career, his broken marriage, and the rotten way 
his children have turned out. He knows that he tried his best, and 
he tries not to blame himself, but he can't help ir. One thing he has 
learned, though. You can't count on people; as soon as you really 
trust them, they let you down. 

STORY B: Here is this guy-he's tired, rough day at the office and 
all that. But it's a good kind of tired, if you know what I mean. I 
mean, he knows he's working hard, and it's really paying off. He's 
rising fast in his company. People have treated him well. They 
appreciate his work, and thev show it with promotions, raises, and 

Figure 13.17 
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A picture similar w those used on the 
Thematic Apperception Test (TAT). A 
person is shown a card and asked to 
tell a swry about what is happening. 
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respect. He's daydreaming now. If he keeps doing good work, he 
figures it's only a matter of time hefore he's in the "inner circle"; 
and someday, mayhe not too far awav, he's going to he running the 
whole show. 

With stories as dramatically different as these two, it is tempting to 
infer some: basic personalitv differences between the person who told 
story A and the person who told stem B. Story A seems to reveal a 
pessimistic outlook on life. a feeling that life is unfair, and also a need to. 
trust others, but a real reluctance to do so. Story B seems to show an 
upbeat outlook, a belief that life rewards those who do good work, and 
also a need for achievement. Before we make anv other personality 
inferences, though, we should point out an important fact: story A and 
story B were told hv the same person, ~nd both stories were told within 
the same hour. Sometimes stories r1rt closelv related to the personality of 
the storvrcller.. but sometimes thev are only fantasv productions with little 
assessment \·alue. Even when the stories relate to the inner state of the 
storyteller. that inner state mav change over rime-from depression to 

elation. from warmth to hosrilitv, and so on. For these reasons, trained 
psvchologists who use the TAT usuallv look for themes that surface 
several times in response to several different pictures (or on other tests): 
and even then, rhe-v make personalitv ii1Jerences sparinglv and cautiouslv. 

Validity and Usefulness of Projective Techniques :\re projective tech
niques useful and \·alid? There is no casv answer to this question. The 
techniques are so numerous and the wavs thev are used are so varied that 
any judgment made on projective methods in general would be an over
simplification. l lowcver, a few points can and should be made. Clinical 
psvchologists use prPjectivc tests often, but interpretation of most such 
tests remains more an art than a science. ,\lost of the available evidence 
casts doubt on the rnliditv of most projective tests. Consequently, some 
psvchologists question whether the tests are worth the time and effort 
necJed to administer and score them. Nonetheless, psychologists who 
use projective tests regularly feel that the tests arc useful in the riKht 
hands-and that theirs art the right hands. 

To illustrate how a skilled clinician might use projective techniques 
together with paper-and-pencil tests. we have included a case report in 
Application 13. 2. The report is condensed, but it portravs a typical 
sequence of events: An adolescent gets into trouble: a psychologist is 
called in; specific questions are asked about the vouth, the causes of his 
behavior, and his likely future behavior; personality tests are admin
istered to address these questions; personality inferences are made, partly 
on the basis of the test results; and specific recommendations are made for 
helping the voungster. 

As Application 13. 2 illustrates, projective techniques and pencil
and-paper tests are often used in combination with interviews to make 
judgments about people; this is especially true when personality assess
ment takes place in a clinical setting. Interviews, in fact, are probably the 
oldest and still the most 'videlv used approach to personality assessment. 
Intervicwi;ig is al;;o frequently combined with yet another approach to 
assessment, <i reiatively new but ;_-npo.l<:cnt approach that we examine in 
the fo1al se~tion :Jf this ch~pter. 

111:1 
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PERSONALITY TESTS HELP ANSWER 
CLINICAL QUESTIONS 

Many clinical psychologists work with clients whose 
subjective feelings are disturbing to them or whose 
behavior is getting them into trouble. Even after the 
psychologist has talked with the individual and ha;; 
gotten as much other information as possible, a 
number of questions may still need to be answered 
Here is an example of one instance in which tests were 
useful shortcuts in getting to know a tro1_,ole•I ye:,, 1nri 

man. 
Robert. age 16. was referred to a clinic for ado

lescents bv the 1uven1le court because he had made 
obscene telephone calls to his high school counselor 
and had broken into arid vandalized a grocery store. 
Robert lived with his mother, his stepfather, and a 
younger brother. His teachers reported that he was 
not generally a disciplinary problem, except for some 
rude language and occasional outbursts of f1ght1ng 
with fellow students. School records i11dicated aver
age intelligence but low grades and scores on 
achievement tests, which tended to average about 1 
year below his grade level. 

When Robert was 1nterv1ewed, he was sullen 
and reluctant to talk. He denied making any obscene 
telephone calls and said that he had vandalized the 
store in order to get back at the owner's son, who had 
laughed at him in school. He described himself as shy 
and said he had only a few friends, all younger than 
himself. 

The psychologist who administered the tests did 
so with the fol'owir:sJ questions 1n ,11ind· 

1. Is Robert's soc.c:\ly L!i':tccept:ible beha1nr 
symptomatic cf a severe r:ie'1av1or d1scrder or psycho
sis? Is it a plea for help? Is he an unsoc:al1zed person
ality? 

Behavioral Assessment 

2. What form of intervention 1s appropriate? If psy
chotherapy 1s indicated, should it be on a residential 
or on an outpatient basis? 

3. Is Robert likely to commit further crimes'? If so, 
are they likely to be more violent than those he has 
committed so far? 

Robert's MMPI profile showed a general eleva
tion on scales indicating impulsive and restless be
havior. suspiciousness. and asocial or1entat1on This 
profile 1s characteristic of 1nd1v1duals with a severe 
;_,c~,av,o; d 1sorder known as paranoia (See Chapter 
15 page 644.) The test suggested that he would show 
poor :uagment in difficult social situations and would 
be unpredictable and maladaptive 1n expressing his 
emotions. 

Roberts Rorschach record 111cluded several pe
culiar, d1sorgan1zed responses that did not fit the 1nK
blots very 'Nell. Although he gave a reasonable 
number of detailed responses. he became somewhat 
excited when he gave personal responses such as 
"my dog" or violent responses such as "blood' or "a 
gash" on the colored blots. · 

On the TAT, his stories seethed with conflict and 
anger. He described a succession of violent deaths
a shooting, a heart attack. a strangling, and four su1-
cides--1n morbid and gruesome detail 111 one story 
lmportcrnt themes included parents d1sappo1nt1ng their 
sons. Orie story 111 particular seemed rather ominous 
A woman getting out of prison after 15 years kills the 
two doctors who had turned her in to the police for a 
shooting. 

The overall impression was of a disturbed. angry 
teenager with an unhealthy preoccupation with vio
lence and rather disorganized thought processes The 
staff recommended that Robert be placed 1n a resi
dential treatment facility where he could receive 1nten
s1ve psychotherapy 

The last general approach that \\::: \•;ill cLcu~J gr<_'\ •.. out oft~.:- !e:ir:.ing 
:heories <.hscusscd in Chapter .1 ,,;nd the b~h:r. ic u. :;chool of F~,-... .:hcl(,f!\ 
discussc:d in Chapter' 14, 15, .;:Hi 16. fJrha"<."io:,;.1 

:; ;,;,•,;_:mrn: inc: d(:c:, .>c 1 -
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eral methods, each one aimed at some aspect of the individual's observ
able behavior. In general, the methods are not concerned with underlying 
traits or mental processes, largely because such traits and processes cannot 
be seen directly. Behavioral as~·essment mei.hods have two other charac
teristics in common: 

1. They are designed to reveal the stimulus conditions associated 
with the specific target behaviors-for example: \\'hat circum
stances lead to outbursts of temper? 

2. They involve direct scrutiny-observing the person's behavior 
as it unfolds, or at least seeking a specific description of the behavior 
and the situations in which it happens. 

PROBLEM CHECKLISTS 
One behavioral me~hod that is growing in popularity is the problem 
checklist. Some checklists ask for specific details of a person's difficulties 
in one particular problem area. For example, a fear checklist might list 
objects and situations that many people avoid (for example, public speak
ing, snakes, going to the dentist) and ask the person to indicate which 
ones he or she avoids. Behavior therapists (Chapter 16, page 693) often 
ask patients to fill out checklists of this sort just prior to therapy in order to 

help the therapist decide which specific problem behaviors need to be 
treated and in which order. 

Other checklists, like the Child Behavior Checklist shown in Figure 
13.18, cast a wide net, surveying problem behaviors of many different 
types. One advantage of such broadly-cast measures is that they are likelv 
to include more clinically significant problems than psychologists, clients. 
or the relatives of clients might ordinarily think to mention during an 
interview. Another advantage, from the behavioral perspective, is that the 
problems can be listed in explicit, observable terms that make them well 
suited to behavioral therapies. Checklists may be structured to provide for 
reports from clients themselves, from family members of clients (as in 
Figure 13.18), or from "significant others," such as teac'1ers or therapists. 

BEHAVIOR SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
Most behavioral assessment experts believe it is important to observe a 
person's naturally occurring behavior in "r<.:al-life" settings. Because such 
direct observation is not always possible, psychologists sometimes arrange 
to observe behavior in contrived laboratory situations designed to be 
experimental analogues of real life. Neither "real-life" nor laboratorv 
observations are entirely problem-free. For example, the mere presence 
of observers can influence the behavior of the individual being observed; 
thus the behavior seen may not actually be a representative sample of the 
person's usual behavior. Despite this and other problems, direct observa
tion of actual behavior adds so much to the assessment process that it is 
considered almost indispensible by many behaviorally oriented psychol
ogists. Here is an example of behavior sampling (Allen et al., 1964): 

The subject was a 4-year-old girl named Ann. In nursery school, 
Ann avoided other children and used inappropriate behavior to get 
adult attention. The treatment designed for Ann used adult atten
tion as a reward, or reinforcer. Adults showed her maximum atten-



people show on the surface. Parts c and d of the figure show two alter
native inte-rpretations, or theories, that the man might form about what he 
sees. The view that therT a~e two o_~ three serpent~ (r) is analogous ru t.~e 
view that intelligence consists of {few majoEf~tCZD'. The view that there 
are as many serpents as there are visilife paris-(d)-ls analogous~to the view 
that(tvery_Lmellectual task involves a ~o!.'.:~l._?iife[.5;it -~~~- Like the 
man observing t:lie creit:ure(s) in the lake-;-illVestigators who study intel
ligence must decide how those things they can observe fit together, or if 
they fit together at all. ···-' , 

In making such decisions_}bout int~-ltigence, many have used a 
statistical technique known asjactor anqb'sif ,}fhe technique is a way of 
id_epJ:l[ri~g-gr~~1p~~~32l!i.lies or b~b~Jl?rso~ rra~ts that are relatec,J_ to one 
another< In the area of intelligence testing, the technique is usually 
applied to several specific subtests. each designed to measure one specific 
cognitive ability. For example, one subtest might require the test taker to 
remember a series of numbers called out by the tester; another subtest 
might require the test taker to arrange pictures in an order that tells a 
coherent story, and so forth. Correlation coefficients are then computed 
among the various sul:Jtests to determine which ones are most closely 
related to each other..~~-~tests that cciEr<;)<itS: well with e_aEh other but not 
with other subtests are said to represent a common factw. By inspecting 
the-~;:;-bt;;-srs.th~t form a cqmmon fuct;;-~:-~p~~\-~h~Togists can make a judg
ment about the nature of that factor. Suppose, for instance, that one factor 
has been found that includes the following subtests: remembering a series 
of numbers, recalling depils of a story, reconstructing a design from 
memory, and recalling a series of steps in a production manual. The factor 
that includes these four tests might reasonably be considered a memory 
factor. 

Facmr analysis poses several problems for the investigator. For 
example, different methods of factor analysis can yield different factors, 
and ir is often hard to judge which factors are best. An even more basic 
problem is that what comes out of factor analysis depends on what the 
psychologist puts Tino it. A psychologi~t ~ho~ead Isaac As~~ov's story 
(aoove) rrughtdeclde- to put several tests of mechanical ability into a 
collection of intelligence subtests. If so, a mechanical-ability factor might 
well be found, meaning that the mechanical-ability subtests correlate well 
with one another. Does this mean that 111echanical ability is an integral 
part of intelligence? Not necessarily. ~to_r analysis can help us form 
coherei:it_g_rgups of s_ubts:sts, but it cannot tell us what subtests to include 
in_r~s~~~~~gi-~~f;--· ·· · · -- -,--- -_, - -- --

As the preceding discussion shows, factor analysis involves a 
number of subjective J~c!ginents. Different theorists make these judg
ments differently. fh"us, even though several theorists may all be using 
factor analysis to study, say, the nature of intelligence, the theories they 
come up with may be quite different from one another. This is illustrated 
by the theories we consider next; each one is noticeably different from the 
others, despite the fact that all were developed partly through factor 
analysis. 

}·-" 

•/: c:P7'~i;r Theor1 The factor theories of intelligence, like the "serpent 
th~eories" in--Figure 13.4, differ in their perspective on what lies "beneath 
the surface." In one 9f the earliest and most influential factor theories, 
British psychologistCharles Spearman (1927Lproposed that a broad gen-

-~----_, ___ , _ _,_ -.....:;:.___, __ --·~-:.._~~:::;-::-·. ~-~- __,_______ -- -
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tion when she pla\ ed with another voungster :rnd nmrnnum atten
tion when she so11ght out adults ur JHJided other children. To see 
hm\ Ann beh:n ed before, during, :rnd afrt:r this incervention, ob
servers recorded her beha\1or at 10-,ecund intervals un selected 
davs. Figure LJ. J lJ shows whar t!m behavior sampling procedvre 
revealed. During the baseline period, the davs before the interven
tion bcg:rn, a \C!"\ luw percentage of .·\nn·s beha\·ior mvoived inter
actions with children and a \CI'' hii:h percen~age iiwohcd adults. 
On daYs h-11. with the reinforcement procedure in place, Ann's 
behavior changed markedh; :mm: than half the observations 
showed her w ht: interncting with children. while onlv about 20 per
cent showed her inter<1cting with adc:l:s. \\'hen rhe reinforcement 
procedure was tt:mpornrih· withdrn"n during d:ivs 12-16, Ann's 
behavior reverted to irs basdine sutc. On daYs 17-25, the interven
tion procedure was rein:-.ratcJ. h11t \\ ith (Jnlv intermittent, or sched
tiled, reinforccrnent--a pn1ccddre du[ often has more lasting 
effects (see Chapter .+. page l S'i 1. The intermittent reinforcement 
apparenrlv did the job in .\nn's c,;,;c. Post checks on days 31, 38, 
.+O, and S 1 shiJ\\ed that the de-; ired behavior was holding up well. 

Beha\·ilHal as,cs•.r11ent m•.:tl1;,,h like tho;,e di>cussed above have 
shown high re!iabilitv and good \:ilidil\. Crirics of byha\ ioral assessment 
might argue that such method;; do little more rhan scratch the surface and 
that thev' tell us little about the inner state or personalirv of the indiYidual. 
.\dvocates of be ha\ ioral as'ie'i<>rnen: rrnght reph that we should learn to 

a-;se'is obseffahle he ha\ ior before\\ e rr:-· to infer inner characteristics that 
\\·e cannot see. The onguing debate about ,1,;sessment, what it can and 
should he, will ceruinh continue for \ears to cume. 
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Figure JJ.18 

Thirtv of the more than 100 problems 
listed on the Child Behavior Checklist. 

Parents or guardians indicate the de
gree co which each problem is charac

teristic of their child by circling 0, I, or 
2 for each item. Such problem check

lists are an increasingly popular 
approach to behavioral assessment. 

(Courtesv of 
Dr. Thomas M. Achenba~h.) 

BeiO\.\ 1::i a 1s: of 1:er:rs t:1at descr be ,=or eC:t:=r tcrr: ~'"'ai describes /our child now or within the past 6 months, please circle the 2 if the item 
is very true er often true o..- 'yOt .... r cf1i:c Ci~: e :he 1 .t :",::: :em :s somewhatorsometimes true of your child. If the item is not true of your child, 
c1rc1e the 0. P:ease anS1Ner all 1ter-ns as v1e'l as ·;ou ca1, '?-";e:-1 !7 some do not seem to aopiy to your child. 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

CJ 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 cc Not True las far as you knowi 1 =Somewhat or Sometimes True 2 = Very True or Often True 

2 1 ·~cts too young for his/her age 
2 2 Aiiergy {describe)·---~· 

----~---

2 3. Argues a lot 
2 4. Asthma 

2 5, Behaves like opposite seA 
2 6. Bnwei movements tJ•__, \side :o ·et 

2 7 ooast1ng 
2 0 concentrate, can·r pay attention for long 

2 9 Can·t get his/her mmd off certain !houghts, 
obsessions \describe) 

,, 
10, Can't sit stlll, restless, or hyperactive L 

2 11 C1ings to adults or too dependent 
2 12, Complains of ioneliness 

2 13. Confused or seems to be in a fog 
2 14. Cr 1es a lot 

2 15. Cruel to animals 
2 i6 Cr.uelty, or r;-:F-dl'.i-:835 ~O 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

I) 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

17. 
18. 

19. 
20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
24, 

25. 
26. 

27. 
28, 

29. 

30. 

Daydreams or gets lost in his/her thoughts 
Deliberately harms self or attempts suicide 

Demands a lot of attention 
Destroys his/her own things 

Destroys things belonging to his/her family · 
or other children 
Disobedient at home 

DisobediBnt at school 
Doesn't eat welt 

Doesn't get along with other children 
Doesn't seem to feel guilty after misbehaving 

Easily jealous 
Eats or drinks things that are not food 
lcfescribe): I 

Fears ~rtain'animals, situations, or places 
other than(school {describs): 

Fears going to school 
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Figure 13.19 

Behavioral assessment through direct 
observation, or behavior sampling. The 

percentage of time during nurserv
school observation periods that Ann 

spent interacting with adults and with 
children was plotted over a SI-day 

period. Reinforcement (see text) re
sulted in increased time spent with 

children :ind decreased time with 
adults. (Modified slightly from Allen 

et al., 1964.) 
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Summary 

1. An early pioneer in psvchological assessment was Francis Gal
ton, who attempted unsuccessfully to measure mental ability using 
physiological measures. The first real success in intelligence testing 
was the Binet-Simon test, developed in France to idcntifv mentally 
retarded children. 

2. Psychological tests are behavior samples that are uniform, 
objective, and interpretable. They are designed to gauge individual 
differences, and norms are often developed to help interpret these 
differences. 

3. Achievement tests tap skills and information already acquired. 
Ability tests (intelligence and aptitude tests) are designed to mini
mize differ~nces in achievement and to reveal what people can do at 
their very best; in other words, ability tests are aimed at assessing 
capacity, or potential. 

4. A good test is reliable; that is, it yields similar results with 
different testers, different scorers, different forms of the test, and 
on repeated testings of the same person. A good test is valid; that is, 
it measures well what it was designed to measure. A good standard
ized test has horms based on a represer.tative sampie of the popula
tion for which it is intenqed. 



-559 5. A number of theories define intelligence in terms of its organi
zation (for example, the G-factor theory and multifactor theories). 
The Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, which is arranged by age 
levels, and the Wechsler tests, which are arranged by type of item, 
are among the best-known intelligence tc:sts. These tests now use 
deviation IQs. Both do a good job of measuring the intellectual 

_________ __,_, __ _ 

. abilities needed for school achievement. 

6. Some theorists define intelligence in terms of cognittve 
processes (for example, Piaget, Bruner, and the information-pro
cessing theorists). Their theories have not yet led to comprehensive 
tests like the Stanford-Binet, but the Uzgiris-Hunt infant-develop
ment scales illustrate the process-oriented approach to assessment. 

7. The intellectual development of mentally retarded· people 
proceeds more slowly and ceases at a less-advanced level than does 
that of nonretarded people. Some become retarded because of 
specific biofogical catastrophes, but most retardation results from 
unfavorable combinations of environmental and genetic factors. 
Many retarded people can be helped to lead productive lives, but 
"cures" are extremely rare. 

8. Some studies of people with 1Qs higher than 140 show that 
most are well adjusted from childhood through adulthood. Other 
studies· of very bright people with IQs higher than 180 show that 
they may be misfits as children but that their life adjustment as 
adults is generallv superior. 

9. Reliable IQ differences can be identified among groups differ
ing in home environment and race, but differences within the 
groups tend to be far larger than these between-group differences. 

10. Aptitude tests tap specific abilities, usually for specific types 
of training, education, or vocation. 

11. Personality tests do not have "right" or "wrong" answers. 
Instead, they seek answers that will reveal people's characteristic 
tendencies or behaviors. In this respect, they differ from achieve
ment and ability tests, which measure optimum performance and -
judge it against established performance standards. Personality tests 
can be divided roughly into pencil-and-paper questionnaires and 
projective tests. 

12. The validity of many pencil-and-paper tests is doubtful. How
ever some, like the Minnesota Multiphasic Perst>nality Inventory, 
have been validated in research; criterion groups were used to 
establish the validity of the subscales of this test. 

13. Projective methods of assessing personality employ standard 
sets of somewhat ambiguous stimuli (for example, inkblots, vague 
pictures) and give test takers fittle guidance as to the specific form 
their. responses should take. The expectation is that people will 
"proje~t" their needs, feelings, or beliefs onto the stimuli and -
respond in ways that reveal important aspects of their personalities. ~ 

14. Behavioral assessment includes such approaches as problem_, 
checklists and direct observation of people's behavior. Observa-
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tional methods permit compari&on of behavior patterns prior to and 
after therapeutic interventions~ 

Tenns to Know 

One wav to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether vou know what is meant by the following terms. 

Psychological tests (515) 

Achieverm:nt tests (5ih) 

Abilitv tests (517) 

Intelligence (517, 524, 527) 

Aptitude (517, 544) 

Personality (517) 

Personalitv rests (517, 547) 

Reliability (S18) 

\'aliditv (519) 

Criterion (519) 

'\orms (520) 

Percentile score (521) 

Factor theories ( 524) 

Process-oriented theories of 
intelligence (524, 527) 

Factor analysis (525) 

CJ-factor theorv (525) 

l\fultifactor theories (526) 

Primary mental abilities (526) 

Divergent thinking (526) 

Convergent thinking (526) 

I Iicrarchical theory (527) 

Information-processing theories 
of intelligence (528) 

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale 
(529) 

\Vechslcr tests (531) 

Chronological age (CA) (529) 

l\fcntai Age (MA) (529) 

intelligence Quotient (IQ) (530) 

Ratio IQ (531) 

Standard deviation (532) 

l\fean (532) 

Standard scores (533) 

Deviation IQ (533) 

Normal curve (534) 

Mental retardation (535) 

Cultural-familial (or sociocul
' rural) retardation (536) 

Down svndrome (536) 

Reaction range (541, 543) 

l\i ature ( 543) 

Genotvpc (543) 

l\: u rturc ( 543) 

Phenotvpe (543) 

Aptitude tests (544) 

SchoListic aptitudes (544) 

\'ocarional-aprinde test (544) 

Test batteries (545) 

Differential Aptitude Tests 
(DAT) (545) 

Pencil-and-paper rests (547) 

Face validity (548) 

Minnesota Multiphasic Person
ality Inventory (MMPI) (548) 

Empirical approach (549) 

The 16 Personality Factor Ques-
tionnaire (16PF) (550) 

Projective methods (550) 

Projective hypothesis (550) 

Rorschach inkblot technique 
(."i52) 

Thematic Apperception Test 
crATJ (552) 

Behavioral assessment (555) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

The early historv of psychological testing makes interesting reading. In 
Memories of Jfv Life (London: Methuen, 1908), Sir Francis Calton de-



scribed some of his earliest efforts to test intelligence with measures like 
"strength of pull and squeeze." Alfred Binet and Theodore Simon de
scribed their more successful efforts in The Development of Intelligence in 
Children, reprint ed. (New York: Arno Press, 1973). Leon Kamin reco.unts 
early uses and abuses of the American translation of the Binet-Simon 
scale, inch,1ding testing at Ellis Island to establish immigration quotas and 
the use of test data to promote the eugenics movement (compulsory 
sterilization of the retarded). Kamin's account is found in The Science and 
Politics of IQ (Potomac, MD.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1974). By reading this 
book and another by H. J. Eysenck and Kamin, The Intelligence Contro
versy, (New York: Wiley, 1981 ), one can capture the flavor of the ongoing 
debate over IQ tests and the genetics of intelligence. 

For a richer understanding of life at the two ends of the IQ distribu
tion, see James J. Gallagher's, Teaching the Gifted Child, 3<l ed. (Boston: 
Allyn and Bacon, 1985) and Nancy M. and H. B. Robinson's The Mentally 
Retarded Child: A Psychological Approach, Zd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 
1976). For a fascinating account of how mentally retarded adults dis
charged from a California institution coped with life on the outside, see 
Robert B. Edgerton's The Cloak of Competence (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 1967). 

Personality and behavioral assessment and their relation to person
ality theories are nicely described in two texts: Lawrence A. Fehr's 
Introduction to Personality (New York: Macmillan, 1983) and Seymour 
Feshbach and Bernard Weiner's Personality (Lexington, MA: Heath, 
1982). Howard B. Lyman has described some of the fundamentals in
volved in using and interpreting psychological tests in Test Srores and What 
They Mean, 3d ed. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1978). 
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~NALITY moy be lmd m. dcfioc, hut we koww ;, when we 'ee ;1. 
We all make personality judgments about the people we know. A major 
part of coming to understand ourselves is developing a sense of what our 
personality characteristics are. We even form impressions about the per
sonalities of people we do not know but have only read about. 

Consider George and Crystal, for example. You were given only a 
little information about them-a few life episodes and a couple of gener
alizations-but chances are you made some personality infc:;rences about 
them nonetheless. You may also have ventured a few predi~tions based on 
those inferences. If so, let's see how accurate your predictiohs are. 

If you predicted that George would like high-risk missions, that he 
would, pursue them with vigor, and that he would eventually get himself 
into trouble, you were right. George's full name is actually George Gor
don Liddy, but he prefers to be called G. Gordon Liddy. In the fall of 
1971, Liddy was asked by John Dean, counsel to then-President Nixon, 
to set up a "first-class intelligence operation" that would help insure the 
reelection of the President. Liddy went about his task with a vengeance, 
developing plans for infiltrating the Democratic camp with spies, for 
conducting electronic surveillance of key Democrats, for using prostitutes 
to compromise Democratic leaders, and even for assassinating columnist 
Jack Anderson. A number of Liddy's most flamboyant plans were nipped 
in the bud by higher-ups, but one that was approved was breaking into 
Democratic National Headquarters in the now-famous \Vatergate com
plex. Later, when brought before the Senate Watergate Committee to 
testify and asked by Sam Ervin, "Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, 
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you, God?" Liddy 
answered: "No." For his role in the Watergate break-in, Liddy spent 41/z 
years behind bars. (See Liddy's 1980 autobiography, Will, for further 
details.) 

If you predicted that Crystal (actually Crystal Lee Jordan) would 
take some action to change her life and that she was headed for a major 
success, you were right again. Shortly after our narrative left off, Crystal 
joined forces with a union organizer from "up north." She decided that 
she had had enough of the unfairness of mill work and its caste system. 
She went on the attack by helping to organize the J. P. Stevens mill where 
she worked. Her efforts exposed her to real personal risk and left her 
jobless, but a hard-fought year of organizing paid off: The Stevens work
ers, for the first time ever, voted to unionize. Crystal's role in this process, 
and her life leading up to it, became the subject of a major motion picture, 
Norma Rae. Actress Sally Field won an Academy Award for her portrayal 
of this humble, earthy, and tenacious woman. ~See Leifermann, 1975, for 
further details.) 

Some might refer to G. Gordon Liddv and Crystal Lee Jordan as 
"real personalities," meaning that thev are unusual people. Others might 
use the term personality to refer to public figu-res, as in 1H'fttljm television 
personality," or to compliment or insult someone, as in "she has lots of [or 
absolutely no] personality." As we shall=see~Lhese everyday uses of the 
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ruff are quite di cerent from the meaning psychologists give to the term 

p<'. rsonalitv. 

Ways of Defining 
and Thinking About Personality 

When psychologists define personality, they tend to refer to qualities 
within a per·son, characteristics of a person's behavior, or both. In a now
famous definition, psychologist Gordon Allport (193 7) mentioned both 
inner qualities and behavior, but he emphasized the inner qualities: 
'"Personality is the dynamic organization within the individual of those 
psychophysical systems that determine his unique adjustments to his en
vtronment" (p. 48). In a more recent definition, psychologist Walter 
Mischel (1976) mentioned both inner processes and behavior but empha
sized behavior. Personality, he wrote, consists of "the distinctive patterns 
of behavior (including thoughts and emotions) that characterize each 
indi,·idual's adaptation to the situations of his or her life" (p. 2). No single 
definition of personality is acceptable ro all psychologists. However, most 
agree that personality includes the behavior patterns a person shows 
across situations or the psychological characteristics of the person that lead 

to those behavior patterns. 
Personality has been studied in a number of different ways. Sorre 

have developed broad theories to explain the origins and makeup of 
personality. Others have focused only on one or' two issues, such as the: 

influence of heredity on personality. 
The first approach. theorv construction, was popular for many year'. 

As a result. we have many broad personalitv theories; much of this chaptc 
will focus on them. ~lost of these broad theories can be grouped into fou: 
categories: (1) type and trait approarhes, which focus on people's charac
teristics-stubbornness, shyness, and so forth-and how these charac
teristics arc organized into systems; (2) dynamic approarhes, which emphJ
size on-going interactions among motives, impulses, and psychologic~ 
processes; (3) learninJ; and behavioral approaches, which emphasize the 
ways habits are acquired through basic conditioning or learning processe>: 
and (4) humanistir approaches, which emphasize the self and the impor
tance of the individual's subjective view of the world. 

Which of these theories is best? Which gives the most accurate 
picture of "true" personality? The honest answer is that we do not realh 
know; one reason is that we have not yet found acceptable ways to te>: 
entire theories. We can test specific implications of particular theorie-;. 
one or two at a time, but this is a slow process, and it has not yet brough: 
us anywhere near a final answer. What does seem likely, though, is thJ: 
there is some truth and some useful :nsight in many of the major person
ality theories. In this chapter we will delve into several of these theorie'. 
focusing first on type and trait approaches and then moving to the othe: 

three categories listed above. 

Type and Trait Theories of Personality 

Type and trait theories of personality both focus on people's persona 
characteristics. However, various type theorists and trait theorists differ ir. 



the ways they use those characteristics to describe people. We will begin 
to examine these differences by returning brieflv to George and Crystal 
and considering what "types" of people they are. 

TYPE THEORIES 

Reading about George and Crystal, you may have found yourself classify
ing them into "types." You may have seen Liddy as the "gung-ho type"; 
C:rYstal may have seemed like the "spontaneous tvpe," or perhaps the 
"energetic type." Classifying people into types is one device many of us 
use to try to make sense our of others' behavior and to anticipate how they 
will act in the future. The notion that people can be classified into 
r\ pes is one of the oldest ideas about personality-over 2,000 years old, 
in fact. 

One of the first type theories that we know of was proposed about 
4UU B.C:. by Hippocrates, a Greek physician now known as the father of 
medicine. He grouped people into four temperament types: sanguine
chcerful, vigorous, confidently optimistic; melancholic-depressed, mo
' "e: choleric-hot-tempered; and phlegmatic-slow-moving, calm, un
exLitable. Since the time of Hippocrates, countless other ways of 
d

1 

•LI ping people into types have been tried. The groupings or sets of 
:\re~ are called typologies; they can be found in the folk wisdom of most 
. ~l[L!res. In American culture, for example, people arc often classified as 
1e.;Jc:rs or followers, liberals or conservati\·es, losers or winners, and so 
:>.rrh: on some college campuses, the typologies include jocks. preps, 
li:ccks. necks, heads, and punks. Typologies have been with us for 
.er:r:.uie-;, and they are very much with us today. 

\\'hat are these types that we put together to form typologies' A type 
· '1mph a class of individuals said to share a common collection of 

-69 !:> '· -
l-'tfsr1na/J1v 

• · .i~ Jcterisrics. For example, introverts could be described as people who 
-~,.i~e characteristics such as shyness, social withdrawal, and a tendency 
~ r ro talk much; while extraverts share a tendency to be outgoing, 
:·:1cndh. and talkative. Usually, sharp typologies do not work well scien
: :1ulh .. \ major reason is that almost every dimension of personalitv-

If people clustered int" t\ pcs. TTied

sures of their characteristics sh.Hild a!•,1; 

tePd to cluster. The di·-rriubuon on 
the left shows, in cxa.t>;gerated hrrn. 
now onc kind of measure \\ouid he dis
tributed if c\'ef\onc cnuid be 
categorized as either introf..'f'rt or t'.Y!ra

'Ct'Tf. On the right, thc bell-sh:ipccJ, 
normal distribution shows that most 
people are reasonahh· closc to a1erage 
le\·els of -;ociabilitv, with onlv thc 
extremes of -;ociabilitv seeming like 
"tvpes" to us. Although we can all ,·all 
to mind people who arc cxtremch in
troverted or cxtrcmelv extra\ertcd. in 

rcalitv most people arc neither. 

·- enJJiness, sociability, and so on-is distributed according to a normal 
-c·JJ-,haped curve, as discussed in Chapter 13, page 534. If people fell 
--:~:urJlh into distinctly different types, we would see not bell-shaped 
, -:-'·es bur humps corresponding to the types, as shown in the left side of 
F ~u re 1-1.1. On most human characteristics and especially psychological 
_ ~-~: "creristics-such as sociability-people tend to be bunched near the 
-- ~jie uf the range, and only a few stand out at the extremes, as shown in 
:- ~ :1'.Cht side of Figure 14.1. 

Extravert~ 

Sociabili~y 
-;- /pe' d istribut1on 

Fzi!,urr J.!. J 
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Figure 14.2 

Scores obtained by various neurotic, 
criminal, and normal groups on 

Evsenck's neuroticism-srability and in
troversion-extraversion factors. 

Dysthvmics are moderately depressed 
people with impaired energy or 

effectiveness. Hvsterics are people with 
physical svmptoms that appear to result 

from psychological conflict or need. 
(I\1odified slightly from Eysenck, H. ]. 

(1967). The Bioloiica/ Rasz:,. of Person
ality. Springfield, IL: Thomas. 

Courtesv of Charles C Thomas, Pub
lisher, Springfield, Illinois and H. J. 

Eysenck.) 

Since people do not fall naturally into distinct personality types, 
psychologists who want to develop type theories have to take special 
steps. One approach has been to develop theories about specific types by 
treating each type as a pers€lnality dimension. Individuals can then be 
scored or rated to determine their position on each dimension-that is, 
how close they come to fitting one of the types. One theorist who used 
this approach is H. J. Eysenck. We will examine his theory first. 

Eysenck's hierarchical theory Eysenck (1967) identified the major com
ponents of personality as a small number of personality types. Each type 
is made up of a set of personality characteristics. For example, people who 
tit Eysenck's extraverted type are said to have such characteristics as 
sociability, liveliness, and excitability. Each one of these characteristics, 
according to Eysenck, can be broken down into certain habitual-response 
patterns that apply to several situations; each of these habitual-response 
patterns can be broken down furthei into specific responses within spe
cific situations. This progression from broad, global types down to spe
cific, situation-bound responses is what makes Eysenck's approach a 
hierarchical theory. . 

To develop his theory. Eysenck used a kind of steam-shovel ap
proach to personalitv assessment. He scooped up a massive amount of 
data from many tests and measures administered to some 10,000 people. 
Applying factor analysis (Chapter 13, page 525) to the data, he identified 
(among other things) the typology shown in Figure 14.2. The vertical 
dimension shows people high in neuroticism at the upper end and people 
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high in stability at the lower end. The horizonal dimension shows people 
high in introversion at the extreme left and people high in extraversion at 
the extreme right. The filled circles inside the figure show the average 
locations of various groups, based on their test results. For exarnple, 
American college students scored as very stable and relatively extra
verted, whereas college students from England tested out as slightly less 
stable and less extraverted. 

Focusing on extreme cases and "good fits": The "strike-zone" approach 
Eysenck developed a type theory in which the types are actually person
ality dimensions, and every individual is scored or rated for his or her 
position on each dimension. A second general approach to personality 
types involves specifying certain key characteristics or extreme scores that 
must be manifest before any individual is said to fit the type. In this 
approach, people who do not fit the tvpe are simply ignored, and atten
tion is focused on the relatively "pure" cases who fit the "strike zone" for 
the type in question (see Figure 14.3). This approach is commonly used 
in diagnosing psychological disorders (see Chapter 15 ); people must show 
certain specific personality characteristics to a certain degree before they 
are typed as having, say, a schizophrenic disorder. The strike-zone ap
proach is also used to identify Type A and 'f)pe B people-two groups who 
differ in their susceptibilitv to the major cause of death in the United 
States, heart disease. For derails. see Application 14.1. 

TRAIT THEORIES 
Perhaps when you read about George and Crystal at the beginning of this 
chapter you did not think of them in terms of types at all. Instead, you 
may have seen Liddy as willful, determined, flamboyant, and perhaps 
"inclined to go to extremes to prove himself or make a point.'..' Crystal 
may have seemed impulsive, strong, and "inclined to make quick deci
sions and stick by them." Descriptive terms like these represent traits
characteristics that lead people to behave in more or less distinctive and 
consistent ways across situations. 

Al/port's Theory Years ago, psychologist Gordon Allport counted about 
18,000 traitlike terms in the English language-terms that designated 
"distinctive and personal forms of behavior" (193 7, pp. 303-304 ). These 
terms, mostly adjectives, describe how people act, think, perceive, and 
feel. Not all of these terms reflect personalitv traits, but several thousand 
of them do. Allport (1961) believed that this rich collection of traitlike 
terms provided a way of capturing the uniqueness of each individual. He 
believed that this uniqueness could be described well in terms of the 
individual's traits, or "personal dispositions," at three levels of generality. 

Cardinal traits he defined as those which are so dominant that nearly 
all of the individual's actions can be traced back to them. These broad, 
highly influential traits are often called by names drawn from key histor- , 
ical figures. For instance, one person might be described as Christlike, 
another as Machiavellian, and still another, in recent years, as Kennedyes
que or Nixonian. Each term describes a trait so broad and so deep in it' 
impact that it overshadows the influence of other traits in the same 
individual. Allport believed that most people have no true cardinal traits 

Figure 14.3 

In baseball, the strike zone is over the 
(Jlate and at_ a specific height-between 

the hatte-r's- knees and just below the 
shoulders. Anywhere else is the ball 

zone. Similarly, if people's trait 
characteristics all fall within a given 

"type zone," fitting a particular pattern 
or cluster, we can speak of a 

psychological type. 
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iJur that when someone does have a cardinal rrait it shows itself in virtuallv 
all of that person's behavior. . 

For most people, who are without a cardinal trait, central traits 

'jJjiictftio 
PERSONALITY TYPES ANO HEART DISEASE 

We are 1ncl1ned to think of heart attacks as a purely 
medical probiern although we all recognize their con
nection with !1festyle factors such as smoking. obesity. 
and 1nact1vity Dunng recent years. however. a con
nection with personality type has also emerged. Two 
spec1f1c behavior-pattern types are now known to be 
associated with increased and decreased likelihood 
of coronary-artery disease Indeed. these behavior
pattern types are apparently better at predicting heart 
j1sease than are elaborate medical diagnostic meth
ods such as the examination of a person's blood cho
lesterol level 

Type A persons are hard-driving and com
pet1t1ve They live under constant pressure. largely of 
their own making. They seek recognition and ad
vancement and take on multiple activities with dead
lines to meet. Much of the time they may function well 
as alert, competent. efficient people who get things 
done When put under stressful conditions they cannot 
control. however, they are likely to become hostile, 
1mpat1ent. anxious. and disorganized. They may fume 
at a slow elevator or a poorly informed salesperson 
who interferes with their tight schedule, for example. 

Type B persons are quite the opposite. They are 
easy going. noncompetitive, placid, unflappable. l;hey 
weather stress easily. In some ways, they are like the 
tortoise in the tale of the tortoise and the hare. Type B's 
may be a little dull, but they are likely to live longer 
tr1an the harelike Type A's. 

Type A's can be distinguished from Type B's by 
their answers to personality questionnaires and also 
by their behavior. Given a task to do, Type A's tend to 
perform near their maximum c~city no matter what 
the s1tuat1on calls for. They work hard at arithmetic 
problems whether or not a deadline is imposed: Type 
B's work harder when given a deadline. On a treadmill 
test (continuous walking on a motorized treadmill). 
Type A.'s expend more energy and use a greater pro-

portion of their oxygen capacity than do Type B's, yet 
they rate their fatigue "as less severe. If asked to judge 
when a minute has elapsed, Type A's judge the peri
ods as significantly shorter than do Type B's. In other 
words. Type A's show a push toward achievement, a 
suppression of the cost (fatigue) to themselves, and 
impatience with delay. 

It is particularly interesting however, that when 
placed in long-lasting stressful situations over which 
they have little control, Type A's tend to give up. They 
show a kind of helplessness (Chapter 15, page 650) 
and become less responsive and less effective than 
Type B's. At first, they struggle to control the situation: 
but when they fail to do so. they stop coping. 

There is, of course. a rational explanation for the 
link between personality type and heart disease. It 
probably lies 1n the chemical substances released by 
the autonomic nervous system (Chapter 8. page 315) 
in response to stressors. There is some evidence that 
victims of heart attacks have different reactions to 
stressors. Either their blood-chemistry response 1s dif
ferent or the timing of their response is different. There 
is evidence that their responses are delayed and pro
tracted rather than immediate. All this suggests that 
programs to help Type A patients cope more con
structively with stressors might be helpful. Indeed, a 
number of psychologists are pursuing that very idea, 
apparently with some success. 

REFERENCES 
Blass, 0. C. (1977). Stress. behavior patterns, and 

coronary disease. American Sc1ent1st, 65, 177-187. 
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Curry, J. J. (1977). Acute myocardial 111farction. Re 
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become crucial. Central traits he described as characterizing an individ
ual's behavior to some extent but not in such a complete way as cardinal 
traits. Allport described central traits as those that might be mentioned in 
a careful letter of recommendation or checked off on a rating scale where 
the rater is asked to select the outstanding characteristics of an individual. 
It would be rare, he wrote, for an individual to have more than 10 or 12 
such central traits. 

Finally, the least generalized characteristics of the person he labeled 
.;erondar)' traits. These are traits such as "likes chocolate" or "prefers 
foreign cars" -traits that are influential but onlv within a narrow range of 
~ituations. Allport recommended that cardinal, central, and secondary 
traits be used to assemble what he called psychological life histories and 
that information about these traits come from materials produced by the 
individuals themselves-materials such as letters, diaries, or personal 
journals. 

In recommending that people be described in terms of the traits that 
capture their uniqueness, Allport was subscribing to the idiographic ap
proach. This approach involves the psychological study of the individual 
case; it entails efforts to understand, explain, and sometimes predict an 
individual's behavior in various situations. A contrasting approach, which 
Allport also valued (though somewhat less), is called nomothetir, or dimen
sional; this approach is aimed at the discover\· of personalitv principles 
that applv to people in general. The idiographic approach involves a 
search for consistencies within particular individuals; the dimensional 
approach involves a search for consistencies and general principles that 
apply across individuals. 

Single-Trait Research Allport's approach involved multiple traits, but 
not all trait theorists and researchers cast such a broad net. Some trv to 
focus carefullv on one single trait. For example, manv have studied locus 
of mntrol-the degree to which we believe that we cause, or control, the 
~events in our lives. If we believe that we are the cause of most events, we 
have a highly ~nternal locus of control; if we believe that most events are 
caused by luck, fate, or powerful others, we have a highly external locus 
of control. Julian Rotter (1966) developed a questionnaire to measure 
internal versus external locus of control. It required people to choose 
between pairs of alternatives such as the following: 

la. Students whom· their best should have little difficulty making 
good grades in most classes. 

b. Grades in most classes are strongly influenced by teacher bias 
and other factors beyond the student's control. 

Za. I am the mastC-r of my fate. 
b. Most of"(he things that happen to me m life are caused by 

forces more powerful than I. 

People who are in life circumstances that reduce .their __ "control over 
reinforcement" -for px~mple, minority groups or new army recruits
tend to choose external responses such as lb and Zb more~ften than do_ 
people in more powerful ciicumstances (see Figure 14.4):· Moreover, 
people who score as highly internal on this questionnaire often seek out 
learning experiences relevent to their life circumstances. For example, 
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Figure 14.4 

Which of these two people is likely to 

have a more internally perceived locus 
of control? (Burke Uzzle/Woodfin 

Camp & Associates.) 

Jill 
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11 

internal patients with life-threatening illnesses have been found more 
likely than external patients to seek out information about their illnesses 
and to look for wavs of treating it. As research on locus of control 
illustrates, we can learn useful things about people by focusing on a single 
trait. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT TYPE AND TRAIT THEORIES 
Type and trait approaches to personality are close enough to our everyday 
way of thinking about people as to have a certain ring of truth. Yet truth 
can be elusive, especiallv when our quarrv is as complex as the human 
personality. Although type and trait theories have enhanced our under
standing of human behavior, critics have questioned whether these ap
proaches give us a complete and accurate picture of personality. Their 
concerns have fallen into two broad areas: questions about methodology 
and a philosophical question. 

Methodological Questions One of the most basic questions about meth
odology concerns reliability (see Chapter 13, page 518). Generally, reli
ability in the form.of agreement among obsef\!ers is not a major problem, 
provided the observers are given careful training and clear rules for 
judging trait (Or type) dimensions. This is true whether we are speaking of 
well-developed schemes for observing behavior directlv or well-devel
oped tests that vield scores on various traits. Problems of interjudge 
reliability do arise, however. when the procedures for inferring traits are 
not clear or when very subjective judgments are involved. 

A second question concerns the validity of trait assessments-that 
is, whether the assessments mean what they are supposed to mean. We 
know fr.om experience that people may give answers on tests and ques
tionnain::s to present themselves in a certain light. Some may try to make 
themselves "look good." Others ~av try to make themselves look trou-
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bled in order to get help from others. To the degree that such response 
sets (for example, social desirability or help seeking) influence the scores 
people receive on trait or type measures, the measures are not doing a 
valid job of assessing traits and types. Fortunately, some of our measures 
(for example, the MMPI discussed in Chapter 13) have built-in ways of 
assessing such response sets. 

A third methodological question concerns type and trait consistency. 
Types and traits are generally thought of as sources of stability in our 
behavior that lead us to behave in consistent ways across different situa
tions. Yet many research findings over the past 60 years suggest other
wise: People who are honest in one situation are often not so honest in 
another; people who are calm in one situation may be very anxious in 
another, and so forth. Findings like these have led some to conclude that 
type and trait theories may be a bit misleading-that they may depict 
more consistency in human behavior than really exists. This line of 
thinking has helped to promote situationism-the view that behavior is 
more a product of the particular situation we find ourselves in than a 
product of enduring "person" characteristics like traits or types. We will 
consider the person-versus-situation debate later in this chapter (pages 
606-608). 

A Philosophical Question One question about trait and type approaches 
is purely philosophical in nature: Is it really adequate to think of our 
personality as the sum of our traits or as the particular type we fit? Some 
argue that personality is much more-that it is an active, dynamic inter
play of motives, thoughts, and feelings and that it is best described not as 
a set of traits or types but as a set of processes by which people cope with 
life. We turn now to some theories that present this dynamic, process
oriented view of personality. 

Dynamic Personality Theories 

Before Gordon Allport became a famous trait theorist, he visited an 
already-famous theorist of a different kind: Sigmund Freud. At the ripe 
old age of 22, and fresh out of college, Allport wrote a note to Freud 
asking if he might see the famous psychoanalyst when he, Allport, visited 
Vienna. Freud very kindly replied with an invitation to visit. Young 
Gordon was ushered into "the famous red burlap room" which had 
"pictures of dreams on the walls"; then he was summoned to Freud's 
inner office. Here, in Allport's words, is what happened next: 

He did not speak to me but sat in expectant silence for me to state 
my mission. I was not prepared for silence and had to think fast to 

find a suitable conversational gambit. I told him of an episode on the 
tram car on my way to his office. A small boy about four years of age 
had displayed a conspicuous dirt phobia. He kept saying to his 
mother, "I don't want to sit there ... don't let that dirty man sit 
beside me." To him everything was srhmutzig (filthy). His mother 
was a well-starched Hausfrau, so dominant and purposive looking 
that I thought the cause and effect apparent. 

When I finished my story Freud fixed his kindly therapeutic 
eyes upon me and said, "And was that little boy you?" 
(Allport, 1968, p. 383) 
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The little boy, in fact, was not Gordon Allport. Allport's story was, 
m fact, precisely what he presented it to be: a description of an actual 
episode on an actual tramcar, involving an actual other person. But 
Freud's attempt to probe for a deeper meaning reveals an important 
difference between the type and trait theories of personality that we have 
just discussed and the dynamic theories to which we now turn our 
attention. Type and trait approaches involve a search for separable compo
nents of personality and for the ways those components fit together to 
form a personality structure. Dynamic approaches involve a search for the 
processes by which needs, motives, and impulses-often hidden from 
view-interact to produce the individual's behavior. Freud's question to 
Allport revealed just such a search-that is, a search for any less-than
apparent needs, motives, or impulses which might have led Allport to tell 
that particular storv at that particular tini'e. 

Freud's question also reveals a tendency for which dynamic theo
rists are often criticized: a tendency to overinterpret-that is, to attribute 
deeper meaning to behavior than the behavior reallv warrants. A related 
criticism is that dvnamic theorists often make claims about personality 
processes without testing them scientifically. Both criticisms are often 
applied to Freud's theory, which remains in some respects one of the least 
substantiated of the major personalitv theories. However, Freud's is also 
the most influential and the most comprehensive theorv of personality. It 
has had a major impact on psvchologv, sociologv, anthropologv, and 
literature-indeed, on western thought in general. Currently its influence 
and popularitv have faded somewhat among some psvchologists, partly 
because there is so little hard. scientific evidence to support the theory. 
However, recent sur;evs of psvchotherapists (Chapter 16) reveal that 
more of them subscribe to dvnamic theories, including Freud's, than to 
any other approach. Certainlv there is much about Freud's theory that is 
'till widely accepted, and no examination of personalitv theories would be 
complete without a careful look at his monumental contribution. 

FREUD'S PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY 
We begin our study of Freud's approach with a look at the raw material he 
used to shape his theorv: the thoughts and recollections of his patients. 
Here is a sample from the analysis of "Frau Emmv von N.," a patient 
Freud began treating in 1889. 

"When I was a child, it often happened that out of naughtiness I 
refused to eat mv meat at dinner. My mother was vef\' severe about 
this and ... I was obliged two hours later to eat the meat, which 
had been left standing on the same plate. The meat was quite cold 
by then and the fat was set so hard" (she showed her dis·· 
gust) .... "Whenever I sit down to a meal I see the plates before 
me with the cold meat and fat on them .... " 

"Manv vears later, I lived with mv brother who was an officer 
and had that horrible disease [venereal disease]. I knew that it was 
contagious and was terribly afraid of making a mistake and picking 
up his knife and fork" (she shuddered) " ... soon after that, I 
nursed mv other brother when he had consumption [tuberculosis] so 
badly. We sat by the side of his bed and the spittoon always stood on 
the table, open" (she shuddered again) " ... and he had a 
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habit of spitting across the plates into the spittoon. This always 
made me feel so sick, but I couldn't show it for fear of hurting his 
feelings." 

(Breuer & Freud, 1893-1895/1955, p. 82) 

As "Frau Emmy's" recollections spilled out, Freud's mind was 
churning, piecing together a complex psychological puzzle. Frau Emmy 
suffered from anorexia (see Chapter 12, page 480)-she avoided food and 
drink. Emmy also stuttered and had periodic tics-seemingly uncon
trollable facial contortions-and bursts of inappropriate speech. For ex
ample, in the middle of a pleasant conversation, Frau Emmy's face would 
sometimes twist into a grimace of disgust, and she would say, "Keep still! 
Don't say anything! Don't touch me!" To understand these "symptoms" 
and their origin, Freud tried in whatever ways he could to unravel the 
complex fabric of Frau Emmy's personality. Gradually, it occurred to 
Freud that Emmy's failure to eat and her symptoms of disgust and 
revulsion might all relate to deeply buried memories-memories like 
those we quoted above-in which food became disgusting. Unraveling 
current problems meant digging such memories out of the unconscious. 

For this troubled woman, and for most of Freud's other patients, the 
unraveling and digging process involved reconstructing and even reliving 
the past-often going as far back as early childhood. Freud's methods 
evolved over time. He favored hypnosis early in his career (Frau Emmy's 
recollections, above, were brought out under hypnosis); but he moved 
gradually toward free association, in which the patient said everythin;; that 
came to mind, no matter how sillv, illogical, or even forbidden it might 
seem. Applving such techniques to a steady stream of patients, Freud 
pieced together a picture of personalitv that shook the western world and 
shaped much of the field of psychology for decades. 

Freud's psychoanalysis (Freud, 1920, 1938, 1940/1949) became 
both a theory of personality and a method of psychotherapy (see Chapter 
16, page 681). Psvchoanalvtir theo1y has three major parts: (I) a theory of 
the structure of personality, in which the ego, id, and superego are the 
principal parts; (2) a theory of personality dynamics, in which conscious 
and unconscious motivation and ego-defense mechanisms play a major 
role; and (3) a theop; of psvchosexual development, in which different 
motives and body regions influence the child at different stages of growth, 
with effects persisting in the form of adult personality traits. 

Personality Structure: Id, Ego, and Superego Freud constructed a 
model of personalitv with three interlocking parts: the id, the ego, and the 
superego. 

The id, the most primiti\·e part. can be thought of as a sort of 
storehouse of biologically based urges: the urge to eat, drink, eliminate. 
and, especially, to be sexually stimulated. The sexual energy that under
lies these urges is called the libido. The id operates according to what 
Freud called the pleasure principle. That is, left to itself, the id would 
satisfy its fundamental urges immediatelv and reflexively as they arose. 
without regard to rules, the realities of life, or morals of any kind. 

The id, however, is usually bridled amt managed by the ego. The 
ego consists of elaborate ways of behaving and thinking which constitute 
the "executive function" of the person. The ego delays satisfying id 
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Figun: 14 5 

One can imagine the components of 
personality, ·in psychoanalytic theory, 
something like this. Note how impor
tant Freud thought the id to be (its 
size relative to t~e other components) 
and how large a part of the personality 
remains unconscious. 

motives and channels behavior into more socially acceptable outlets. It 
keeps a person working for a living, getting along with people, and 
generally adjusting to the realities of life. Indeed, Freud characterized the 
ego as working "in the service .. of the reality principle." That is, the ego 
tries to satisfy the id's urge for pleasure but only in realistic ways that take 
account of what is possible rn the real world. The ongoing tension 
between the insistent urges of the id and the constraint~ of reality helps 
the ego develop more and more sophisticated thinking skills. 

The superego corresponds closely to what we commonly call the 
conscience. It consists mainly of prohibitions learned from parents and 
other authorities. The superego may condemn as "wrong" certain things 
which the ego would otherwise do to satisfy the id. But the superego is 
not all fire and brimstone. Its conscience-like proddings are also guided 
by what Freud called the ego ideal, a,set of positive values and moral 
ideals that are pursued because they are believed to be worthy. 

Personality Dynamics and Levels of Consciousness Freud did not 
intend to divide personality into three separate compartments but rather 
to convey a lively, ongoing interplay among the id, the ego, and the 
superego. In this interplay, he saw the ego acting as a sort of mediator 
between the id-with its blind demands for instant gratification-and the 
superego-with its rigid, often irrational rules, prohibitions, and ideals. 
The ego's task of satisfying both id and superego requires a somewhat 
risky balancing act. For example, if the ego yields to the id's desire for 
something that is morally forbidden, the superego may "punish" the ego 
with feelings of guilt. Thus the ego's task often involves finding a 
compromise between the instinctual gratification sought by the id and the 
strict rule-following sought by the superego. Freud's general notion that 
our behavior is influenced by biological drives (id), social rules (superego), 
and mediating thought processes (ego) may not seem farfetched. How
ever, his heavy emphasis on the primitive, sexual nature of human drives 
and energy (libido) helped make his theory very controversial. 

Less controversial but equally novel was Freud's notion of uncon
scious processes. He used this concept to explain why people often act in 
ways that seem irrational. Freud proposed three levels of consciousness, 
or awareness: the conscious, the preconscious, and the unronsrious. At the 
conscious level, we are aware of certain things around us and of certain 
thoughts. At the preconscious level are memories or thoughts that are 
easily available with a moment's reflection-for example, what we had for 
breakfast, or our parents' first names. In contrast, the unconscious con
tains memories, thoughts, and motives (Chapter 7) which we cannot 
easily call up. All of the id is unconscious; the ego and superego include 
material at all three levels of consciousness (see Figure 14.5). 

Why do some ideas and feelings become unconscious? There are 
several answers, but one that became a centerpiece of Freud's theory is 
summed up in the word repression (discussed further on page 588). We 
repress, or banish from consciousness, ideas, memories, feelings, or 
motives that are especially disturbing, forbidden, or otherwise unaccept
able to us. The process of repression is itself unconscious and automatic. 
We do not choose to repress an idea or impulse-it just happens, whenever 
the idea or impulse is so painful and anxiety-arousing that we must escape 



from it. In such cases, our anxiety triggers repression, and the unaccept
able material is buried in the unconscious. 

The :naterial we repress is usually something that clashes painfully 
with our ethical standards or self-image. For example, one of Freud's 
patients, Fraulein Elisabeth rnn R., had experienced what she knew was 
an unacceptable desire for her sister's husband. Her sister had grown very 
ill, and one day Fraulein Elisabeth arrived at the sickbed to find that her 
sister had died. Freud described Elisabeth's reaction. 

At that moment of dreadful certainty that her beloved sister was 
dead ... another thought had shot through Elisabeth's mind, and 
now forced itself irresistibly upon her once more, like a flash of 
lightning in the dark: "Now he is free again and I can be his wife." 
(Breuer & Freud, 1893-1895/1955, p. 156) 

Here was a shocking idea, totally foreign to Elisabeth's moral standards 
and to her view of herself as an ethical person. Not only had she desired 
her sister's husband while her sister lay ill and defenseless, but even at 
the moment of her sister's death her first thought had been one of selfish 
joy-that she might profit from the death by gaining a husband. This 
whole set of ideas and motives conflicted so painfully with Elisabeth's 
moral standards and her self-image that it was repressed and exiled to her 
unconss:ious. She never thouE;h: about it again, at least not until Freud 
brought the memories back through psychoanalysis. 

\Vhy bring the memories back, mu might ask. Why not leave them 
safely tucked awav in the unconscious? The answer, according to Freud's 
theorv, is that repressed material does not remain safely tucked away. 
Instead, it continues to operate underground, often converting the re
pressed conflicts into neurosis-disturbed b~havior involving anxiety or 
defenses against anxiety. Neurotic symptoms often bear a spnbo/ir rela
tionship to the repressed material that is causing them. For example, 
Fraulein Elisabeth was first attracted to her brother-in-law when the two 
went for a long walk at a summer resort. After her sister's death, she 
developed severe pains in her legs and was eventually unable to walk or 
even to stand up. It was as if she was being punished for the feelings she 
developed during a walk by developing svmptoms that would prevent her 
from walking. Freud believed that for Elisabeth and other people as well, 
repressed material is not dormant but active-in unconscious, often pain
ful ways. 

Unconscious processes also figured prominently in Freud's ideas 
about dreams and "accidents." (See Chapter S, page 207.) He saw dreams 
as disguised manifestations of id motives, and he described dreams as 
"the royal road to the unconscious." In evervdav life. he said, uncon
scious though ts and forbidden impulses are revealed bv accidents and bv 
slips of the tongue or the pen. For example, Freud told of a certain Social
Oemocratic newspaper that reported on activities of "the Clown Prince" 
instead of "the Crown Prince." The paper ran an apologv the next dav, 
correcting the misprint so that it read "the Crow Prince." In auother 
example, Freud described a letter in which a patient attributed his 
nervousness to a cold wave that had killed off the crops. But instead of 
writing "cold wave," the patient wrote "cold wife." This "slip," Freud 
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Figure 14.6 

An exercise in the detection of 
Freudian slips-in this case, slips of 
the pen. A woman writes to her son 

after receiving the news of his 
engagement to a woman from 

Richmond, Virginia. In commenting on 
this "delightful surprise," she may be 

telling her son more of her true 
feelings than she realizes. How many 

slips of the pen can you spot? 
(From Psychology and Life (10th ed.) By 
P. G. Zimbardo. Copyright© 1979 by 

Scott, Foresman and Company. Re
printed by permission.) 

said, grew out of the patient's unconscious anger toward his wife for her 
"marital frigidity." Even today, slips in letters may point to unconscious 
motives; take a look at Figure 14.6 and see how many revealing slips you 
can find. 

Psychosexual Stages of Development Freud put heavy emphasis on bio
logical development in general and on sexual development in particular. 
In his theorv of child development, Freud described a succession of 
stages revolving around body zones. Freud's idea was that from birth on. 
we have an innate tendency to seek pleasure, especially through physical 
stimulation and particularly through stimulation of parts of the body that 
are sensitive to touch: the mouth, the anus, and the genitals. It was no 
accident that Freud referred to these parts of the body as erogenous zones. 
He saw the pleasure derived from to,µching and rubbing these sensitive 
zones as erotir, or sexual, for infants as well as adults. Flip back to page 
410, and review the quotation from Freud. There he described the baby's 
sucking as a sensual activity that leads to something very much like an 
orgasm. For babies, the most sensitive erogenous zone is the mouth. \Vi th 
advancing age, however. other body zones become especially sensitive to 
stimulation. With each of these shifts in the focus of sexual stimulation 
come parallel shifts in the dominant psychological issues faced by the 
person. Thus Freud called each step in this process a psychosexual stage. 

Freud believed that if a child's needs at one of the psychosexual 
stages were either unsatisfied or oversatisfied, fixation would take place. 
That is, the child would show continued attachment to an old stage even 
after moving on to a new one. As a result, beha•/ior patterns-and 
problems-from the fixated stage would persist, often into adulthood. Bv 
observing an adult's behavior carefullv. one could recognize the psycho
sexual stage in childhood at which the adult had fixated. We turn now to a 
description of the psychosexual stages and some of their implications for 
adult personality. 



In the oral stage (birth to about age 1), according to Freud's theory, 
the infant obtains sensual pleasure first by sucking and later by biting. 
Feeding and contact with the mother, mouthing new objects, and even 
relief of teething pain bv biting-all help to make the mouth the fociis of 
pleasure during the first vear. A baby given too little opportunity to suck 
(or too much), or made anxious about it, may acquire an oral fixation 
which, in adulthood, may foster excessive oral behavior-for example, 
"taking in" in concrete forms such as smoking or in psychological forms 
such as dependencv. (See Figure 14. 7.) Fixation during the oral biting 
stage may produce a critical, "biting" personality. 

The anal stare (ages 1-3) occurs when parents are toilet training their 
children and teaching them to avoid prohibited behavior connected wiJh 
excretion. At this time the region around the anus becomes highly sen
sitive to the stimulation of "holding on" and "letting go." In our society, 
toilet training is ordinarily the child's first encounter with authority and 
the first time the id must be brought under control of the emerging ego. 
Psychoanalvtic theory holds that the first part of the anal stage involves 
pleasure from expulsion of feces; the latter part involves pleasure from 
retention. Freud maintained that fixation at the first substage results in 
adult characteristics of messiness and disorder; fixation at the latter sub
stage results in excessive compulsiveness, overconformity, and exagger
ated self-control. 

After they master toileting, children grow more interested in their 
genitals. In fact, Freud believed that genitals become the major focus of 
sexual excitement in the phallic stage (ages 3-5). It is also at this time that 
he felt children developed sensual feelings toward the parent of the 
opposite sex. Freud called these thoughts and feelings in boys the Oedipus 
mmplex after the mythical storv of Oedipus, who unknowingly killed his 
father and married his mother; in girls, he called the thoughts and feelings 
tht: Elertm complex after Agamemnon's daughter, who arranged for her 
mother to be murdered. 

In the phallic stage, the boy's desire for stimulation of his penis is 
associated with his attachment to his mother, and he comes to desire her 
in a sexual, or at least a sensual, way. Eventually, the boy becomes fearful 
that his father knows of these feelings and will be furious. He fears 
retaliation bv his father, retaliation aimed at the "source of the prob
lem" -the boy's penis. In other words. the boy fears castration. To cope 
with the severe anxietv that this fear brings on. the boy begins to con
struct psychic defenses, especially the defense of identifimtion-the boy 
tries to become like his father. Anxiety is reduced because a threatening 
father would not be likely to harm someone just like him-a "chip off the 
old block." In the process of identifying with his father, the boy not only 
takes on his fur_h_er's behavior patterns but also his father's ideas of right 
and wrong. Thus. i~through identification in the phallic stage that the 
boy's superego begins to form. 

For the girl, the sequence begins with an erotic focus on the father. 
But, in addition, tht girl notices that shi:: does not have the sexual organs 
of her father or brothers and she experiences "penis envy." She suspects 
that she may actually have been castrated by her mother; this makes her 
angry, and she comes to resent and devalue her mother. Nonetheless, she 
eventually identifies with her mother-partly because she suspects that if 
she takes on her mother's characteristics she will stand a better chance in 
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Changes occur in the normal expression 
of oral behavior as a person grows 

older. Fixation at the oral stage may 
'produce an oral syndrome characterized 

by exce~e. oral behavior and such 
traits.a$Vtlltt>endency and passivity. 

(After Wattenberg, 1955.) 
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her own "romantic relationship" with her father. Thus, in spite of her 
affection for her father and her resentment of her mother, the little girl 
identifies with her mother, behaving like her and incorporating her val
ues. In this way, the girl develops her superego. 

Of course, the specifics of the phallic stage vary from child to child. 
To illustrate, we have included one of Freud's most famous case histories. 
"Little Hans," discussed in Application 14.2, was, in Freud's opinion, 
caught up in the throes of the Oedipus complex. 

Freud believed that superego strength-that is, how harsh one's 
conscience is in punishing misbehavior-depended largely on events of 
the phallic stage. Verv punishing, anxiety-ridden experiences were said to 
produce a strong, punishing superego. 

The la!enry period (6 through pubertv) was not considered by Freud 
to be very important to the development of personality. As the child 
learns more about the world, sexuality is largely repressed and the ego 
expands. 

Pubertv marks the beginning of the geniral sraw (adolescence and 
bevond), when mature heterosexual interests appear. There are three 
major sources of sexual arousal during this period: memories and sensa
tions from earlier childhood periods, physical manipulation of genitals and 
other erogenous zones, and hormonal secretions. t\fany of the themes and 
anxieties of earlier stages resurface, but in new and more mature forms. In 
particular, the targets of sexual arousal now lie outside the tiny circle of 
self and family. l\1ature heJeroscxual relations emerge, with the species
nreserving possibilitv of procreation now very real. The stage is set for 
esponsible enjovment of adult sexualitv-which was, for Freud, the 

epitome of healtlw development. 

JUNG'S ANALYTICAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Carl Gustav Jung (pronounced "Yoong") was, at one time, considered by 
Freud to be his heir apparent. In 1907, Freud wrote to Jung, "I could 
hope for no one better than yourself ... to continue and complete my 
work" (McGuire, 1974, p. 27). Yet the direction that Jung took with his 
analvriml pJychology (Jung, 1928) differed from psychoanalysis in some 
very significant ways, and Freud's affection for Jung faded. One of the 
main differences between the theorists was that Jung thought childhood 
psychosexual development to be not nearlv so important to adult adjust
menL as Freud did. Jung placed much less emphasis than Freud on sexual 
and aggressiv<: impulses arising from past conflicts and much more em
phasis on people's future-oriented goals, hopes, and plans. The two men 
also had quite different ideas about the nature of the unconscious. To 
appreciate Jung's ideas on this subject and others, we need to first 
consider his background, beginning with his childhood. 

From childhood on, Jung was extremely interested in dreams and 
fantasy. Some of his boyhood dreams even terrified him. Young Carl's 
minister father was often depressed and prone to doubt his faith, and 
5ome of Carl's most powerful dreams involved religious images and sym
bols. These dreams were often laced with forbidden and sacrilegious 
overtones-for example, a godlike figure that looked like a giant penis. 
Such boyhood dreams helped give Jung, the theorist, his lifelong fascina
tion with the content and meaning of dreams and visions in people's lives. 

In developing his theory, Jung drew on both his own dream and 



A PSYCHOANALYTIC CASE HISTORY 

On~ of the most famous cases in the history of psycho
analysis is that of "Little Hans," a q-year-old who 
revealed many of his perceptions, fantasies, and fears 
tq his physician father, who, in tum, reported them to 
Sigmund Freud. The case of Little Hans illustrates 
many features of the phallic stage of development as 
well 'as some ideas of psychoanalytic theory about 
phobias, or irrational fears. 

' Little Hans, from the age of 3 and on, showed a 
lively interest in that part of his body which he called 
his widdler He had an active sexual curiosity that was 
particularly directed toward members of his family. For 
a, time, he maintained that "widdlers" were possessed 
by all animate objects and were the feature which 
differentiated animate from inanimate objects. Natu
rally, he surmised that girls and women had widdlers. 
only small ones. Even when he viewed his newborn 
sister, the evidence did not dissuade him. His frequent 
conversations about widdlers revealed his misin
terpretations of things he saw. For example. he 
thought a monkey's tail was a very long widdler. At a 
railroad station, when he saw an engine discharging 
steam. he assumed that it was using its widdler. rle 
sometimes fondled his widdler, and when he was 31/2 

his mother threatened him with castration if he con
tinued this behavior. Some guilt about masturbation 
dated from that time. 

As one would predict from psychoanalytic the
ory, Han's sexual interest and focus on his widdler 
began to intensify at about age 4. When he was 41/2, 

for instance, he made it clear that having his knickers 
unbuttoned and his widdler taken out was quite plea
surable, and he finally acknowledged that there was, 
indeed, a distinction between male and female geni
tals. At age 5, Hans awoke one morning in tears after 
an anxiety dream in which his mother was gone. His 
anxiety-together with a fantasy about a big giraffe 
and a crumpled giraffe (interpreted as his father's 

penis and his mother's genitals)-was thought to ex
press an erotic longing for his mother. 

Hans began to fear horses; this fear grew to a 
point where he would not leave the house (horse
drawn carriages were the major means of transporta
tion in Freud's Vienna) The immediate event which 
precipitated this phobia was seeing a big, heavy 
horse fall down. Freud interpreted this to mean that 
Hans, at that moment. perceived his own wish that his 
father would fall down (die) Then Hans, a little 
Oedipus, could take his father's place with his beau
tiful mother. Another part of the fear derived from the 
large size of horses (and their widdlers), which Hans 
unconsciously identified with the great power of his 
father. He expressed the fear that a horse would come 
into his room. He also became afraid not only of 
horses but of carts. furniture vans, and buses This 
revealed, to the psychoanalyst, still another aspect of 
Hans's unconscious fantasies: that the falling-down 
horse was not only his father but his mother in child
birth (with the boxlike carts and vehicles representing 
the womb). All these complicated. repressed (and, in 
psychoanalytic theory, universal) feelings and percep
tions were thus incorporated into a single phobia. 

It is important to note that Little Hans was basi
cally a straightforward. cheerful child; he experienced 
normal psychosexual development, marred only by 
the episode of the phobia, from which he recovered 
rather promptly. Fourteen years later, a 19-year-old 
Hans came to see Freud. He had continued to de
velop well and had survived, without unusual difficulty, 
the divorce and remarriage of both parents. The prob
lems of his childhood (which by then he could not 
remember) were used by Freud to illustrate the normal 
process of psychosexual development-the complex, 
int8nse, erotic drama of early childhood. 

REFERENCE 
Freud, S. (1925). Analysis of a phobia in a five-year

old boy. In Sigmund Freud: Collected Papers (Vol. 
3) (A Strachey & J. Strachey, Trans ). London: 
Hogarth Press. (Original work published 1909) 

fantasy material and that of his patients; but he also drew on findings from 
such experimental techniques as the word-association test, in which peo
ple were read a standard array of 100 terms (for example, "head," "to 
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sin," "to pray," "bride," "to abuse") and instructed to respond to each 
term "as quickly as possible with the first word that occurs to you." In 
addition to the content of the test taker's associations, Jung recorded how 
long it took them to respond and whether certain words led to particular 
patterns of breathing or even perspiration. Stimulus terms that resulted in 
long delays, an inability to respond, or certain other key signs were 
thought by Jung to be parts of what he called romp/exes. He defined a 
complex as a network of ideas bound together by a common emotion or set 
of feelings. For example, Freud's patient, Frau Emmy (page 576), might 
be said to have had an eating complex. 

In using his word-association test to diagnose complexes, Jung 
believed he was exploring the unconscious, much as Freud had done with 
hypnosis and free association. Yet Jung's findings with his own techniques 
led him away from Freud's ideas in several respects. As we noted above, 
Freud emphasized sexual impulses and motives as the motor of human 
behavior-a prime source of the libido's energy. But Jung saw the driving 
force that fueled the libido as "only a continuous life urge," a striving to 
live and insure the survival of one's species. In addition. Jung's work led 
him to emphasize some personality structures whose existence Freud 
either doubted or considered unimportant. 

One such structure was the collective unconscious, which Jung 
believed to be a part of the unconscious mind that went beyond the 
personal experiences of the individual. The rollective unronscious, he said, 
grows out of the past experiences of the human race. Stored within this 
collective unconscious are primitive fundamental images, impressions, or 
predisposit;ons that were common to earlier members of the human race. 
He called these images. impressions. or predispositiom archetypes. Arche
types are hard to define. They do not have real concrete content, and they 
are not quite like memories. They are more like subjective reactions that 
originated in our ancestors in response to certain universal experiences
such as the recurrent rising and setting of the sun, the presence of males 
and females, and so forth. We have inherited tendencies toward_similar 
subjective reactions, and these tendencies are our archetypes. Put another 
way, archetypes are inherited ways of organizing, or reacting to, out 
experiences with the world. Some of the most common archetypes in
volve God, rebirth (or resurrection), devil (or the embodiment of evil), 
wise old person, mother, trickster or magician, hero, animus (a male 
archetype present in females), and anima (a female archetype present in 
males). Because each archetype involves strong emotion, Jung believed 
that people's emotion-generated behavior could often be explained by 
identifying the kev archetype that was influencing them. He applied this 
principle to groups as well; for example, the ascendence of the God 
archetype might hr, e played a role in the Crusades; the ascendence of the 
hero archetype (or perhaps the devil archetype) in post-World War I 
Germany might have played a role in Adolf Hitler's rise to power. 

In addition to the collective unconscious, Jung credited e~ch indi
vidual with a personal unronscious, which developed out of any of the 
individual's conscious experiences that had been repressed (page 578). 
Psychologically healthy people were said to gradually come into contact 
with the unconscious parts of their personalities, integrating the uncon-

1 scious or "shadow" side with their "conscious ego." In this way, all major 
components of the personality could eventually work in concert to form a 



fully realized, purposeful self. This process of harmonizing one's con 
scious and unconscious components happened in a unique way for each 
person, he said, and led to a unique pattern of behavior. Jung called this 
process individuation; he saw it as the means by which each of us be~9mes 
an individual distinct from others. 

Jung's ideas, often mystical and complex, have been difficult to test 
experimentally. However. the ideas have intrigued and attracced many
as evidenced by the numerous "Jung societies" that have sprung up in 
North America and Europe. In addition, some of Jung's concepts, such as 
"the complex." have found their way into everyday use. Other Jungia~· 
concepts have spurred ;;nportant work bv later theorists. For example, 
Jung proposed the concepts of introversifin and extroversion-turning in
ward toward contemplation or outward toward others. These two concepts 
were later picked up and revised by H. J. Eysenck, eventually becoming 
a kev part of his personality theorv (page 570). Jung's ideas have certainly 
outlived him. and thev continue to provoke interest. 

ADLER'S INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY 
The third dynamic theorist we will consider is Alfred Adler. He was a 
colleague of Freud and Jung. but his theory took a different direction 
from theirs (Adler, 1929. 1931 ). To explain Adler's focus, we will begin 
with a story that he liked to tell. 

... three children ... were taken to the zoo for the first time. As 
thev stood before the lion's cage, one of them shrank behind his 
mother's skirts and said, "I want to go home." The second child 
stood where he was, very pale and trembling, and said, 'Tm not a 
bit frightened." The third glared at the lion fiercely and asked his 
mother. "Shall I spit at it?" The three children really felt inferior, 
but each expressed his feelings in his own way, consonant with his 
stvle of life. 
(Adler. 1931, p. 50) 

Adler's story illustrates some kev differences between his dynamic 
theorv and the theories of Freud and Jung. First, Adler believed that like 
the hvpothetical children in this stor», people are forever struggling to 
overcome their feelings of inferioritv. In fact. in a sharp departure from 
Freud and Jung, Adler identified this struggle as the most basic life urge. 
Acting on this urge, people strive continualh·. he said, for "superiority" 
and "mastery of the external world." \\'hen someone fails repeatedly to 
overcome weaknesses and achieve some master\· or simply places exces
sive emphasis on some particular inferioritv. the result can be what Adler 
labeled an inferiority romp/ex, a term that is now part of our everyday 
language. Adler also stressed the concepts of rompensation and oz:ermmpen
sation-the pursuit of activities designed to make up for or to overcome 
inferiority (for example, spitting at the lion in the stof\· above). These 
concepts had great personal significance for :\dler: as a child, he was 
chronically ill, weak, and intensely afraid of death. He compensated, in 
part, by his career choice: "I came to choose the occupation of phvsician 
in order to overcome death and the fear of death" (Adler, in Ansbacher & 
Ansbacher, 1956, p. 199). 

A second distinctive concept of Adler's that is reflected in the zoo 
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story is the style of life. Each individual creates his or her own· personal 
approach to living; this highly individualized style grows out of the 
individual's unique sense of his or her own inferiorities and the strategies 
he or she develops to overcome these inferiorities. Just as each child in 
the zoo story coped differently 'With fear of the lion, each of us develops a 
unique and relatively lasting method of coping with life. This concept, 
together with the concept of the subjective nature of individual goals, led 
Adler to label his theory individual psychology. 

A third contribution of Adler's theory is the close attention he gave 
to birth order as an influence on personality development. First-borns, 
said Adler, begin life as the exclusive focus of their parents' attention and 
then are often abruptly dethroned with the birth of their first siblings. 
The result may be that the child feels cheated and later becomes an 
unruly misfit. A more positive possibility is that first-borns may develop a 
style of life in which they behave in a parentlike way toward their siblings 
and become particularlv responsible adults. Adler described oLher pos
sibilities for second-born, last-born, and only children. Many of his spe
cific ideas have not been borne out, but his ideas did help stimulate some 
important research. Thanks to this research (for example, Dunn &JS~n
drick, 1982; Sutton-Smith & Rosenberg, 1970), we now know that first
borns do have especially intense relationships with their parents and that 
they tend to be more achievement-oriented and self-controlled than do 
later-born children. Adult firstborns arc also more likely to be listed in 
Who's IVho, while later-born children tend to be less conforming, more 
sociable, and more popular. So Adler's general idea that birth order is 
related to personality does seem to be correct. 

ADLER VERSUS FREUD VERSUS JUNG: 
FIREWORKS AMONG THE FOUNDERS 
For his ideas, at least those that differed from Freud's, Adler was re
warded with rebuke. He joined Freud's inner circle. in 1902 and rose to 
the presidency of the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society and the coeditorship 
of the psychoanalytic journal Zentralblatt. By 1911, though, the conflict 
between Freud and Adler had become so intense that Adler resigned both 
the presidency and the coeditorship and severed all contact with the 
Society. After Adler's resignation, Freud wrote to Jung, 

I have finally got rid of Adler. ... The damage [from his loss] is not 
very great. Paranoid intelligences are not rare and are more dan
gerous than useful. As a paranoiac of course he is right about many 
things, though wrong about everything. 
(McGuire, 1974, p. 428) 

Jung had his own opinions about both Adler's and Freud's theories. 
He believed that both had missed some of the key issues in personality 
and that both had misunderstood the true nature of the unconscious. 
Moreover, he incorporated Freud and Adler into his theoretical concept of 
"introversion-extraversion." Jung believed that Freud's basic extraver
sion led him into a theory that emphasized the individua.l's relationship to 

. people and things in the external world; Adler's basic introversion, Jung 
thought, led him into a theory focused on the inner self, strivings to 
overcome perceived personal inferiority, and so forth. Freud, for his part, 



eventually came to see Jung as both disloyal and wrong, and they too 
p~rted company. 

In an angry 1913 letter to "Dear Doctor" (Jung), Freud wrote 

I propose that we abandon our personal relations entirely. I shall 
lose nothing by it, for my only emotional tie with you has been a 
thin thread-the lingering effect of past disappointments. 
(McGuire, 1974, p. 539) 

Jung replied 

I accede to your wish that we abandon our personal relations, for I 
never thrust my friendships on anyone. You yourself are the best 
judge of what this moment means to you. 
(McGuire, 1974, p. 540) 

So after years of collaboration, Freud, Jung, and Adler went off in sepa
rate directions, each cultivating his own band of followers. 

HORNEY'S PSYCHOANALYTIC 
INTERPERSONAL THEORY 
One psychoanalytic theorist who was not a part of this trio but who also 
dissented from Freud on key issues was Karen Horney (pronounced 
"horn- eye"). Trained in Berlin, she emigrated to the United States in the 
1930s. An early feminist, she violated the prevailing rule that medicine 
and psychiatry were "male-only" professions. She took sharp issue with 
Freud on some of his views about "feminine psychology." For example, 
she argued that "penis envy" was not a normal development in females 
but rather an unusual and pathological occurren~ce. She also countered 
that some of her m~le patients envied women their capacity for pregnancy, , 
childbirth, motherhood, breast development, and suckling. Her views on 
females, sex differences, and Freud's theory were compiled in the book, 
Feminine Psyrhulogy (1967). Horney did not deny the existence of sex 
differences altogether, but she stressed the striking similarities of the two 
sexes as me~bers of the human race facing similar challenges; she pro
posed that what psychiatry and personality theory needed was a "psychol
ogy of persons." 

Two inajor components of her "person" psychology were the twin 
notions of basic anxiety and basic hostility (Horney, 1937). 

Basic anxiety, she said, is what arises in childhood when the child 
feels_ helpless in a threatening world. Children learn that they are rela
tively weak and powerless, dependent on their parents for safety and 
satisfaction. Loving and reliable parents can create a feeling of security 
(even serenity), but erratic, indifferent, or rejecting parents may sharpen 
the child's sense of helplessness and vulnerabilitv. This sets the stage for 
basic anxiety. 

Basic hostility, in Horney's view, is what usually accompanies basic 
anxiety and grows out of resentment over the parental behavior that led to 
anxiety in the first place. Because the hostility cannot be expressed 
directly to parents, it is typically repressed, which only increases the 
chi'ld's anxiety. Children caught in this bind-dependent on their par
ents, anxious because of their parents, hostile toward their parents, and 
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unable to express their true feelings directly-tend to rely heavilv on one 
of three modes of social behavior. each of which might well carry into 
adulthood. 

One such mode-moving fO'i!?'ard othrn-im·olves excessive com
pliance. Security is sought by making oneself indiscriminately compliant. 
subject to the will of others, and inclined to do whatever they wish in 
order to gain their approval and affection. The result may be a kind of 
security, but a costly kind that involves total repression of basic. hostilit\ 
and leaves the individual feeling depleted, exploited, and unhappv. 

A second mode of social behavior-moI·ing against othrn-invoh es 
pursuit of satisfaction through ascendance and domination of others. Self
protection ts provided via one's power over others. Basic hostilitv mav be 
.expressed, but basic anxiety is usually denied. As a result, feelings "t 
weakness and vulnerability are neithe>r explored nor resolved. 

A third approach-movinK m1N1y from othrn-is self-protection h' 
withdrawal. Some people avoid the risk and pain of social relationships h' 
avoiding relationships in the first place. This strategv does prm·ide some 
protection, but it also cuts short anv real prospect for growth in the socu: 
realm. 

Homey believed that normal people use all three modes of soc1JI 
interaction at times but in a relatively balanced and flexible manner. 
adjusting their approach to situational demands. Neurotic people. she 
argued, allow one approach to dominate their social interactions, and tlm 
rigidity gets them into trouble. 

DEFENSE MECHANISMS IN THE DYNAMIC THEORIES 
Thus far, we have emphasized disagreements among the dvnamic theo
rists, but there are areas of agreement. One of these is the notion thar 
people use defense merhanisms to reduce their anxjety and guilt (A. Freud. 
1946). Psychoanalytic theory holds that because the id's unconsciou' 
demands are instinctual, infantile, and amoral, they must often be 
blocked by the ego and superego. Because of this conflict and the per
sistence of unsatisfied demands, anxiety (vague fearfulness) and guilt arc 
aroused. The person then seeks ways to protect the ego from this anxier\ 
and guilt by setting up defenses. Freud described several defense mecha
nisms by which the ego disguises, redirects, hides, and orherwise copes 
with the id's urges. Others have been added by the dynamic theorists who 
followed Freud. 

Many psychologists do not agree with Freud's view that defense 
mechanisms originate in conflicts among the id, ego, and superego. 
However many do agree that these mechanisms account for some of the 
ways people-cope with their problems. Thus, defense mechanisms-an 
intellectual bequest from the d~rnamic theories-are generally accepted 
as a useful way of looking at how people handle stressful situations and 
conflicts. (See Chapter 7, page 300.) 

Repression In Freud's theory, repression is the fundamental technique 
people use to allay anxiety caused by conflicts. As we noted on page 578, 
repression is an active mental process by which a person "forgets" by 
"pushing down" into the unconscious any thoughts that arouse anxiety. 
In other words, as a therapist and theorist named R. D. Laing put it, we 
forget and then forget that we forgot. In terms of psychic energy, repres-



sion is an expensive defense mechanism. The unconscious memories or 
urges continue to seek expression and mav emerge in the form of "acci
dents," "slips," or neurotic symptoms (page S 79 ). 

Reaction Formation Reversal of motives is anorher method by which 
people attempt to cope with conflict. A motive that would arouse unbear
able anxiety if it were recognized is converted into its opposite. For 
example, a person who was reared to belie\ e that sex is evil and "dirty" 
may be painfully anxious every time sexual feelings surge to the surface. 
The person may defend against that anxietv bv dressing and behaving in 
very puritanical wavs and perhaps e\'en by joining organized crusades 
against sex m the media. The implicit principle seems to be that "the best 
defense is a good offense." Similarlv. if people are too modest, too 
solicitous, too affectionate, or too strident in their crusades against an 
/'evil" such as alcoholism, homosexuality, or child abuse, it is possible 
that thev arc unconsciously harboring the opposite feelings. Thus dis
guised, the unwanted motives can be controlled. A quotation from Shake
speare captures the idea of reaction formation: "The lady doth protest too 
much methinks." 

Projection Blaming others, or pmjntian. is a wav of coping with one's 
unwanted motives bv shifting thc:m on to someone else. The anxiety 
arising from the internal conflict can then be lessened and the problem 
dealt with as though it were in the external world. For example, an 
insecure student may have a strong desire to cheat on an examination, but 
his conscience will not allow him nen to consider such a thing. He may 
then suspect that other students are cheating when they in fact are not. 
Carried to the extreme, projection is the mark of a behavior disorder 
known as paranoia (Chapter 15, page 644). People with this disorder may 
project their own unacceptable hostile feelings about others into a whole 
system of thinking in which thev feel that others are out to get them. 

Rationalization This defense mechanism substitutes an acceptable 
conscious motive for an unacceptable unconscious one. Put another \\ay, 
we "make excuses," giving a reason different from the real one for what 
we are doing. Rationalization is not lying; we believe our explanations. 
Examples range from the innocent to the serious. (See Figure 14.8.) The 
long lines at the movies during finals weeks arc populated bv students 
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occurrence. (Copyright 1977 bv King 
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who "need to relax" to do a good job on their tests. A tense father who 
strikes a rambunctious child mav rationalize that he is acting for the 
child's good. Aesop's fable of the fox and the sour grapes is another 
example of rationalization: Something we cannot get becomes something 
we did not want anyway. Rationalization is a common mechanism we all 
use to bolster our self-esteem when we have done something foolish. If 
overused, however, it can prevent us from coping with a situation head
on. For example, a person with an unconscious fear of intimate rela
tionships may find a succession of potential mates unacceptable for differ
ent reasons and, as a result, spend the rest of life alone. 

lntellectualization Related to rationalization is intellertualization, an
other defense mechanism which involves reasoning. In intellectualiza
tion, however, the intensitv of the anxiety is reduced by a retreat into 
detached, unemotional, abstract language. Professionals who deal with 
troubled people mav intellectualize in order to remain helpful without 
being overwbelmed lw svmpathetic involvement. For example, a nurse 
mav describe in an fotclkctual fashion an encounter with a dving or angry 
patient. Some adolescents discuss their new experiences with sex and 
independence on an abstract and impersonal plane. Temporarilv separat
ing emotional and cognitive components sometimes helps the individual 
~n deal with parts of an experience when the whole is too much to handle. 

Displacement In displarrmmt, the motive remains unaltered but the 
pt'r~on substitutes a different goal object for the original one. Often the 
motive is aggression [h<:t for some reason, the person cannot vent on 
the source of the anger. A person who is angry with his or her boss but 
cannot show it for fear of being fired may come home, bawl out the 
children, and kick the dog. \\'hen a new babv is the center of attention, an 
older child may become jealous: prevented from harming the baby, the 
child demolishes a doll. Thus by displacing aggression, the child finds a 
·•ubstitute outlet. 

Regression In the face of a threat, one mav retreat to an earlier pattern of 
adaptation. possiblv a childish or primitive one. This is called regression. 
Faced with the upsetting arrival of a new babv or going to school for the 
first time. a S-vear-old mav have toilet accidents, revert to "baby talk," 
demand cuddling, or suck her thumb. (See Figure 14.9.) Adults. too, 
sometimes rev~rt. when in stress-producing situations, to childish epi
sodes of exaggerated dependcncv. Such behavior mav ward off anxietv by 
focusing attention on earlier wavs of achieving tranquilitv. 

Sublimation For Freud, sublimation was the highest level of ego de
fense. It consists of a redirection of sexual impulses to socially valued 
activities and goals. For example, a writer mav divert some of his or her 
libido from sexual activitv to the creation of a poem or novel, thus 
indirectlv satisfving the same drives. Freud believed that much of our 
cultural heritage-literature, music, art-is the product of sublimation. 
He also believed that satisfactory sublimation could onlv be achieved by 
an individual whose sexual impulses were being at least partly gratified 
and whose ego was healthy and mature. 
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th~t the urdinar:: ·'rules of endcnce" ~·annot reallv be applied. Yet with
out thc-;c rules, we cannot rcail'; rest the theories in a scientific way. 

Dvnamic theories, like all rheones, are, to some extent, products of 

the culr ·r~. environment in \\:_i1ich thev were formed. Freud's theory, for 
exampie, emerged in straightlaced, sexually repressive nineteenth-cen
turv Yienna; his emphasis on the significance and pervasiveness of re
pressed sexuality mav have been more apt for that society and era than it 
would for other places and times. We should also remember that most of 
the major dvnamic theories were based large Iv on evidence obtained from 
disturbed adults~pcople who mav not have represented the mainstream 
of their culture. ( 1ivcn all rhcse considerations, it is probablv fortunate 
that Freud's original ide<lS were modified and re\·ised bv new theorists 
who came on the scene. Jung, Adler, and Horney each broadened the 
dynamic perspective in significant wavs; so did Erik Erikson (see Chap
ters 11 and 12) and others 111 a grouf; known as ego psychologists. While 
these dvnamic theorists wcnr bcv<md Freud in some respects, their 
theoric~ continue, bv and 1argc. to 'hare the limitation of Freud's ap
proach: Thcv arc difficult to confirm or disprove in experimental re
search. The theories we will consider next do not suffer from this 

Ii m1 ration. 

Learning and Behavioral Theories 
of Personality 

~~-'--~-~~~~ 

The lcarnin;e: and beh~n-ioral theories of personalitv, which we will exam
ine now, are speciiicallv strucrured to be tested. In fact, as we shall see. 
the theories then.selves enKrged from e:-,.perirnents in classical condition
ing, instrument~il conditioning, and cogniti\e learning. At this point. you 
may wish to review these forms of learning as thev are described in 

Chapter ~. 
Psvchologists \\ho build their rhcoric> on learning and behaviorJI 

principles share some important assumptions and practices. One shared 
assumption is that man) of the behaviors that make up personality are 
conditioned, or learned. This means. first, thar many such behavior' 
originate some\\ here in the learning history of the individual, often a" 
earl\· as childhood. :'\ second assumption is that current conditions in the 
individual's environment help maintain these behaviors. Thus learnim: 
theorists seek '" undersrand people's behavior bv studving their learnim: 

hisrorv, their cur,ent c:m1ro1rniem. 0r '1(1rh. 

Learning and ben:" _,qi the,- nsr> J':") tdieve 111 testing their theo-
ries. Their maj( · propo,i;:ion' :w. gener·,11\ stated in wavs designed to be 
dear-so cle-.n th:tt :Hhers r:;1n knu-v> hnw to test them. Striving for clarit\ 
in turn. leads th<'-;e rhe•Yists tr, focus ,,,, .,/Jrrrz:ah!r events and behavior 
In cases where rile\· de~1 xirh unsee!' proces-.es. 'uch as anxiety, the 
theorists art. violanng srric:r behaviorism, whwh aYoids all mention of un
ohser nbk en:nt' "mside the per,,n11. .. , (See 1x1gc 27.) However whe~ 
the theorist> do 'life.:<.'. ' ::ucl'. ·Jrise<~~' prnce<0<c'i. thev tvpicailv trans\J;;: 
the prucc:''>".S i::-.'.v ,:1;-,,:c1-J.':'•: dcsi~ned r, "'"kc: tht:m 8~ observable .;• 

r,o,siok. 



DOLLARD AND MILLER: 
EARLY SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY 
Two of the best examples of learning theorists are :\ea! !\filler (lower 
picture), an experimental ,isvchologist, arid sociologist John Dollard '(up
per picture). They joined force,; in the 193(Js to rest the basic idea that 
indi\ idual and social behavior can be cxpLiincd b\ means of b,1sic learning 
principles. Dollard and .\!illcr took this b:1sic premise to extremes that 
few experimentalists would han: dreamed of. ThC\ C\ en tried to transl are 
Freud'-. psvchuanalvtic concepts into the language of learning rheof\· :'nd 
to test his conccpb in the iaboratof\·-\1ith rats as their subjects! .\s '-''C 

noted above. Freud beliC\ed that neurotic. disturbed behavior imol-.es 
conflict between id demands and ego/superego restraints. Dollard ;;nd 
.\liller drew an analogv between this conflict and the conflict between 
approach and a\oidance tendencies. as discussed in Chapter 7 (pages 
301-.'\0.'\ ). The\ argued that 11 e mav act indecisive and "neurotic'' when 
we are torn between approaching and anmJmg a certain course of action
as. for example. when we want to ,e;er a moth filled but we fear the pain. 
In such cases. the rendenc\ to approach (get the filling. for example) is 
ofren stronger than the avoidance rcndencv at first: bur the closer we get 
to the "n1<>ment of truth." the more likch ir is th<lt the a\·oidance 
tcndenc\· will \\'in out and we \\ill retreat from the planned action (we will 
cancel our dental <lppointmenr. for example). 

Dollard and !\liller ( 1950) applied ideas like this to a \·arierv of 
human problems. One example is their anal\ sis of "\!rs .. \ .... a woman 

treated bv a psvchothcrapist in '.\c\\ York. 

One of :\!rs .. \. 's most serious problems \\as a se\·c1T obsession: She 
wac. tormented, copecullv \I hen she left her house alone. bv the 
idea that her hearr would stt>p unle-.s -.he rnuntcd lt'i beats. ~he also 
feared that "somcthin,g" rrnght h<lppen to her \\ hile she shopped 
and that no one would know where she was. She \1·as so obsessed 
with these 1vorries that her friends and relatives began ro avoid her, 

and her husband threatened to lea1T her. 
Careful probing bv a therapist revealed that these "neurotic 

svmptoms" might lrn\e grown our of i\lrs. A.'s conflicting feelings 
about sex. On the one hand, she had a strong tendency to avoid sex. 
Her foster mother had repcatedlv stressed that sex was evil and 
"unclecrn." i\!orem·er . .\!rs. :\. had married a man mrire educated 
than she and higher in social starus .. rnd she wa' afraid that openlv 
enjoving sex wirh him might make her seem "low-class." So she was 
extremelv restrained, almost prudish. in her relations wirh her hus
band. On rhe other hand. \lrs. :\. :dso had a strong sex dri\·e-a 
strong "approach tendency." Before she m<1rricd, a dm.en men had 
tried to seduce her, and, as Dollard and .\lillcr put it. "most of them 
had succeeded" (Dollard & i'.liller. 19SO, p. 18) .. \frcr marriage. her 
sexual appetites often led her to literally "flirt with danger." For 
example, she would sometimes hitch rides with truck dri1·~rs. 

Dolhird and .\liller saw .\!rs. :\.·s difficulties th1c. wa,·: She felr 

a strong conflict between her sexual ur~-:s rapproarh) and her fcH 11f 
being open Iv sexual ( a'0·oir!rmf'l'J. Lich umc she got very close ;o a 
real sexual experience, her fear of sex overpowered her desire f:Jf It 
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and she shied away from actual intercourse. As the situations Mrs. 
A. got herself into grew more and more dangerous, she got verv 
anxious and she eventually found another way of avoiding sex: She 
developed intense fears that kept her mind totally occupied-that 
is, she feared that "something" would happen to her and that her 
heart might stop, and she began counting every heartbeat. This 
prevented sexual thoughts and feelings from arising. This approach, 
though it was upsetting in manv ways. was rewarding in one impor
tant wav: As soon as Mrs. A. started counting, she "felt better." \Vas 
l\frs. A. repressing her sexuality? Yes, Dollard and Miller said. The~ 
defined Freud's notion of repression in learning-theory terms: Repres
sion is a learned response of "not thinking about" something that i5 
anxiety-provoking. For Mrs. A .. this response was rewarded by the 
reduction in anxietv that it produced. 

Overall. as the example of Mrs. A. suggests, Dollard and Mille_r 
were n(it out to burv Freud or to praise him, but rather to redefine him. 
Their aim was to engineer, if not a merger. at least a bridge between the 
dynamic and learning perspectives on personality. 

SKINNER'S RADICAL BEHAVIORISM 
Bridge building is not what B. F. Skinner ( 1953, 1971, 1972) had in mind 
in advancing his radical behavioral perspective. Skinner's views. like 
those of Dollard and Miller, are derived from experiments. But Dollard 
and Miller borrowed from both the classical and instrumental conditioning 
models (Chapter 4). whereas Skinner's approach is exclusivelv instrumen
tal. or oprmnt--that is, it deals onlv with the processes by which rrin/onr
ment (reward) and punishment influence the likelihood of behaviors 
(Chapter 4). Ruled out of Skinner's analvsis wherever possible are such 
"unobservables" as drives, motives. and emotions. Also ruled out are the 
trait and tvpe notions discussed in our first section. What, we might ask, is 
left to constitute the human personality? For Skinner, the answer seems 
to be that what most people call personality is actually a collection of 
reinforced responses. We are the persons that we are because we behave 
in certain wavs, and we behave in certain wavs because of the reinforce
ment contingencies we experience. In Skinner's view, there is really no 
need for a concept of "personality" or for such "excess baggage" as traits 
and types. 

Consider Mrs. A., for example. We might describe her in trait terms 
as being "seductive and flirtatious," in type terms as being "a tease," or 
we might describe her in terms of her approach-and-avoidance tenden
cies-her drives. From a Skinnerian perspective, none of these descrip
tions would add to the understanding we can achieve by simply describing 
l\Irs. A.'s observable behavior. She flirted with men, was sexually sug
gestive, but usually stopped short of actual intercourse. Does the trait, 
type, and drive terminology help us to understand why Mrs. A. behaved as 
she did? No, Skinner would say. To say that Mrs. A. flirted with men 
because she had a strong sex drive is simplv redundant; it does not really 
rxplain her flirting any more than "a strong dependency drive" explains 
why a child clings to its mother or a "strong art drive" explains why 
Picasso painted so much. Skinner prefers to focus on the reinforceme~t 
that accompanies behavior. In the case of Mrs. A., we might observe that 



WHEN WE ARE "CREATIVE," 
ARE WE REALLY CREATING? 

B. F. Skinner has been accused of many things, but 
never cowardice. In a 1971 lecture to an audience of 
poets (Skinner, 1972), he risked the wrath, not only of 
poets but of mothers as well I Those of us who have 
written a poem, composed a song, or produced a 
work of art (however humble) tend to think of our 
actions as inventive and original and ourselves as 
possessing a "creative urge" or a trait of "creativity" 
Skinner suggested that we are much too generous in 
these self-assessments. He also suggested that we, 
like many mothers, take all too much personal credit 
for such "achievements " As Skinner put it, 

Only a person who truly initiates his behavior can 
claim that he is free to do so and that he deserves 
credit for any achievement. If the environment is the 
initiating force, he is not free, and the environment 
must get the credit. 
(Skinner, 1972, p. 352) 

Most of our "creative products," Skinner argued, are 
primarily products of our environment. To make his 
point, Skinner drew a parallel between an act of bio
logical creation-having a baby-and an act of men
tal creation-"having" a poem. 

We usually say simply that a woman "has" a baby 
where "has" means little more than possesses. 
. . . What is the nature of [the mother's] contribution? 
She is not responsible for the skin color, eye color, 
strength, size, intelligence, talents, or any other fea
ture of her baby. She gave it half her genes, but she 
got those from her parents. She could, of course, have 
damaged the baby [for example, by abortion, catch
ing rubella at the wrong time, etc ] But she made 
no positive contribution. 

A biologist has no difficulty in describing the role 
of the mother. She is a place. a locus 1n which a very 
important biological process takes place 
(Skinner, 1972, p. 352) 

So much for the "creative" role of mothers. Now on to 
poets. 

The poet is also a locus, a place in which certain 
genetic and environmental causes come together to 

have a common effect. . A poem seldom makes its 
appearance 1n a completed form. Bits and pieces 
occur to the poet, who re1ects or allows them to stand, 
and who puts them together to compose a poem. But 
they come from his past history, verbal and otherwise, 
and he has had to learn how to put them together. The 
act of compositiof'l is no more an act of creation than 
"having" the bits and pieces composed. 
(Skinner, 1972, p. 352) 

Summing up, Skinner offered yet another biological 
analogy. 

A person produces a poem and a woman produces a 
baby, and we call the person a poet and the woman a 
mother. . . Writing a poem is the sort of thing men 
and women do as men and women, having a baby 1s 
the sort of thing a woman does as a woman, and 
laying an egg is the sort of thing a hen does as a hen. 
(Skinner. 1972, p. 354) 

When a hen lays an egg, Skinner was asking, do we 
call the hen creative? 

There is another, more general implication of 
Skinner's point, one that touches us all. When we 
"have an idea" or when "an ;dea occurs to us," we 
tend to take credit for the idea as if we chose to 
produce it by an act of free will. In fact, said Skinner, 
we "have" ideas in the same sense that women "have" 
babies-that is, we are merely a place in which 
the ideas happen. Taking this line of thought to its 
logical conclusion. we should not give Skinner very 
much credit for the ideas he presented in this speech . 
Skinner agrees, as he noted at the end of his lec
ture. 

And now my labor is over. I have had my lecture. I 
have no sense of fatherhood. H my genetic and per
sonal histories had been different, I should have come 
into possession of a different lecture If I deserve any 
credit at all, it is simply for having served as a place in 
which certain processes could take place. i shall inter
pret your polite applause in that light 
(Skinner, 1972, p. 355) 
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t1'n1n;~. both before and after marriage, was repeatedly rewarded with 
rn;dc ;lttc'.ntion. \Ye might also obsen-c that her later avoidance of going 
1J!ll alone and her counting of heartbeats protected her from real objective 
•L•1w:r<> "''d were further rewarded. at least at first, by increased attention 
fwm her husband and rclati\·es. Final Iv, we might observe that when this 
inc ;·cased .lttenrion stopped-when. in fact, her relatives began to avoid 
her-~ \I rs .. \. reponed for psvchotherapv, presumablv to change her 
be ha\ ior because its consequences \\ere no longer rewarding. 

\\'ith such accounts of people's behavior, described entirely in terms 
of objcctin:h obserrnblc c\·ents. Skinner generated what some consider a 
'·personalitvlcss" vie\\ of pcrsonalitv . .'\1anv are offended by Skinner's 
efforts to reduce the seeming richness of human personalitv to nothing 
more than a set of responses strengthened by reinforcers (see Inquirv 
14.1 ). Others see Skinner's work a' refreshing because it is an effort to be 
clear. precise. and parsimonious-that is, to relv on the smallest possible 
number of theoretical concepts and assumptions. 

BANDURA AND WALTERS: 
LATER SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY 
The third learning-theorv perspective we will review is built on the 
perceived limitations of the first two. Alben Bandura (see picture) and 
Richard Walters (1963) saw the animal-derived principles of Dollard. 
\tiller, and Skinner as simph- too limited to account for important aspects 
of real human beha\'ior. For example, thcv thought the animal experi
mems involved artificialh- "safe" laboratory situations. ln real life, thev 
arp:ued, people (and rats. for thar matter!) often do not have the luxury of 
learning through instrumental or operant conditioning-trial-and-error 
learning in a protected laboratof\ \I here onh .. correct" responses get 
rewarded. In real life, it is often too cosrlv to risk "incorrect" responses. 
\\'ould we teach our children to swim or to cross busy intersections bv 
means of instrumental learning procedures? Not likely because an "incor
rect" response would have serious consequences, including a risk of 
death. Bv the same token, we would not rclv solelv on instrumental 
learning procedures to reach adolescents ho\v to drive cars. medical stu
dents how to perform heart surgef\-, or CL\ recruits how to conduct covert 
operations. In these situations, and in many others, instrumental condi
tioning mav be too inefficient and too dangerous to be relied upon. 

The approach that Bandura and Walters took focused on the highlv 
efficient form of learning known as obserzJationa/ !earnin!(, or imitation. (See 
Chapter 4. page 172: also Chapter 7, page 291, and Chapter 11, page 
446.) Thcv viewed observational learning as requiring no direct reinforce
ment to the learner (although thev acknowledged that persistence of the 
learned behavior mav depend upon reinforcement, or at least anticipated 
reinforcement). Observational learning generallv takes place in a social 
situation inrnlving a model and an imitator (see Figure 14.10). The 
imitator obsef\·es the model and experiences the model's behavior and its 
consequence!> vicariouslv: this process is called vicarious reinforcement. 
Bandura maintains that nearly all learning that can take place directly with 
instrumental learning procedures can also take place vicariously through 
modeling. When seeking to explain, sav. the behavior of Little Hans 
(Application 14.2, page 583), Skinner might look to the reinforcements 
for fearful behavior in the boy's life, bur Bandura and Walters would look 
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f(Jr fearful models and observarional learning opportunities in the bov's 
h1-.rorv. Similarly, Bandura and \\'alters might explain the rwo case exam
ples at the b~ginning of this chapter by looking partlv w the models who 
influenced G. Gordon Liddy (for example, Hitler) and Crvstal Lee Jordan 
I for example, her father). 

The powerful influence of observational learning is evident in both 
clinical and everyday settings (Bryan & Test. 1967). 

One study showed the effects on evcrvdav behavior of "good Sa
maritanism." The investigators stationed a woman beside a car with 
a flat tire and checked ro sec how manv dri1 ers would srop ro help 
her. In some cases, the drivers were given a modeling opportunity. 
A quarter of a mile ahead of the "distressed" woman. these cars 
passed a woman who was being helped with her flat bv a voung man 
(seemingly a "good Samaritan" but actuallv an experimental con
federate). The drivers who had passed this "'helpful" model were 
significantly more likely to srop for the "distressed" woman than 
were the drivers who had not seen the model. 

.\s we shall see in Chapter 16, observational learning (especially as pro
mored by Bandura) has also been used to treat such troubling problems a~ 
se\·ere phobias and to explain a variery of both normal and abnormal 
personality patterns. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT LEARNING AND 
BEHAVIORAL APPROACHES 
Few psychologists would deny that manv of the beha\·ior patterns we 
know as "personality" come about through learning and conditioning. 
However there is real controversy about wherher rf'.e \·arious learning and 
behavioral accounts tell us all we need to know abour personalitv develop
ment. Some argue that a strict leaming-theorv approach leads only to an 
understanding of behavior in specific situations and rhat such "situa-
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Figure 14.10 

Imitation in the family. This hoy is 
leaqiing to act like his father, who is an 
accomplished pianist. Perhaps more 
important, he is learning to value many 
of the same things. (Suzanne Szasz.) 
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Figure 14. 11 

Our self-image develops on the basis of 
information about the wav we are and 

the way others see us. (K~n Heyman.) 

tionism" ignores the consistencies that many people show from one 
'iirnarion to the next (Bowers, 1973 ). Others argue that focusing on 
behanors one can observe outwardly and emphasizing concepts such as 
"reinforcement" seem to djminish the person in personality. 

Learning theorists counter such arguments in several ways. First, 
rhev note that conditioned responses can be quite complex. Human 
learning is not just a matter of acquiring specific muscle twitches in 
response to certain stimuli. Instead, because of the great adaptability of 
hurn~m beings, a rich, interwm·en tapestry of behaviors is learned. This 
t:ipcsrrv is intricate enough to account for many of the subtleties of human 
personality. 

Second, such social learning theorists as Bandura and Walters do use 
concepts about internal cognitive processes to explain imitation and de
IJved performance. In fact, with the exception of Skinner and other 
radical behaviorists, learning theorists today acknowledge the influences 
of at least some powerful variables within the learner and portray learners 
a-; far more than passive recipients of environmental influence. One wav 
that human learners demonstrate their nonpassivity is by making judg
ments about the causes of their reinforcement, as our earlier discussion of 
locus of control (page 573) showed. 

Humanistic Theories: 
Personality as the Self 

If we stop studving other people's behavior for a moment and pause to 
think about our own, we become aware of a set of feelings and attitudes 
and a certain sense of who we are. A number of theorists have focused 
their work upon this entity known as the self. Generally speaking, the 
term self has two distinct sets of meanings. One set has to do with 
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people's attitudes about themselves; their picture of the waY rhev look 
and act; the impact they believe they have on others: and their perceiv·ed 
traits, abilities, foibles, and weaknesses. This collection constitutes what 
is known as the self-roncept, or self-image, "attitudes, feelings, percepfions... 
and evaluations of ... self as an object" (Hall & Lindzev. 1970, p. 5161. 
(See Figure 14. 11.) The second st:t of meanings relates to the rxffutiu 
funrtions-processes by which the individual manages, copes. thinks. 
remembers, perceives, and plans. These two meanings. srlf as "object" 
and sr/f as "process," are seen in most theories im olving the notion ot 
self. 

We have alreadv considered one concept similar to the "self as 
process." In psychoanalytic theorv, the ego comprises the personality's 
executive functions. In fact, for many of the "ego psychologists" who 
came after Freud, the ego plays the paramount role: Freud's own 
daughter, Anna Freud ( 1946), was a leader in this movement. Seif
concepts are central to humanistir throries-theories which focus upon the 
individual's subjective perceptions of self, the world, and the self within 
the world. Two of the most influential humanistic theorists are Carl 
Rogers and Abraham Maslow. 

ROGERS' SELF THEORY 
Carl Rogers' theorv (Rogers, 1959, 1961) grew out of his client-centered 
approach to psychotherapy and behavior change (see Chapter 16, page 
688). Like psychoanalvsis, the theorv grew from efforts to help troubled 
people, but Rogers' theory does not involve complex personalitv struc
tures or stages of development. Instead, Rogers emphasized the whole of 
experience, the phenomrnal firld. This is the individual's subjective frame 
of reference: it mav or may not correspond to external rcalitv. 

The Self Out of the phenomenal field, a self or self-concept gradual!\ 
develops. Rogers did not start out to make the self a central idea in his 
theorv, but he found that clients spontaneoush- thought in such terms. "It 
seemed clear . _ . that the self was an important element in the experi
ence of the client, and that in some odd sense his goal was to become his 
'real self'" (Rogers, 1959, p. 201 ). Thus, in addition to the present self, 
there is also an ideal self, the self the person would like to be. Trouble 
occurs when there are mismatches. or inronr;rumr-es. For example, the 
perceived self may not match the ideal self. and this can be verv disturb
ing. Because we need self-esteem, we ma\' distort our perception of our 
experiences in self-serving ways. In doing this, we may use conditions of 
worth-characteristics of our behavior that we learned Ill childhood w 
associate with acceptance (versus disappro\·al ). This brings us to one of 
f{ogers' key notions about personalitv de\·elopment. 

Personality Development As children grow, parenr-, and others react to 

their behavior, sometimes in a positive wav <l!ld sumetimes with disap
proval. Children thus learn to regard some of their actions. thoughts. and 
feelings as unworthy, and the\' often react b\' distorting or deriving these 
unworthy aspects of self. 

Consider Dollard and Miller's "Mrs. A." for example (page 593). 
She had grown up in an atmosphere of severe strictures against sexual 
expression of any kind, even verbal expression. Her foster mother repeat-
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edlv emphasized that sex was i'.1ong and "dirty." She did not even permit 
terms like pregnant to be used in the house. Instead, she referred to 
pregnant women as "big." Thus, r-.lrs. A. grew up regarding her own 
sexual thoughts and feelings as wrong, "dirty," and unworthy. She 
learned to cope by oscillating between distortion on the one hand 2nd 
denial on the other. She distorted bv sometimes adopting the view that 
she was a "dirty," evil person and proving her point by going on binges of 
flirtation and sexual seduction (the truck-driver episodes, for example). 
She denied by sometimes behaving in an overly straightlaced, conserv
ati\ e, asexual manner (for instance, in relations with her husband). Nei
ther pattern-distortion or denial-was an accurate reflection of Mrs. A. 's 
true self. Consequentlv, both patterns led to maladaptive behavior and 
evcntuallv unhappiness. Rogers believes that in mature, adjusted people, 
t\here is congruence between the total person and the self and that well
d'djusted people can accept the fuW range of their experiences without 
distorting or avoiding them. 

Rogers encouraged research to test his hypotheses. He was, in fact, 
among the first to subject the intimate experience of psychotherapy to the 
cool eve of evaluation when he began tape-recording sessions so that thev 
could be coded and evaluated. He also helped to popularize the Q-sort 
tnhnique, a method of self-description, in personality research. In this 
technique, the individual is given a large number of descriptions and is 
asked to sort them into categories from "least characteristic" to "most 
characteristic." A person could sort the statements, for example, to indi
cate "how I am now'' and "how I \Hmld like to be," vielding a measure of 
the degree of congruence between the perceived self and the ideal self. 

Research findings have supported some, but not all, of Rogers' 
theoretical notions. In support of his theory it has been found that people 
who are seeking psychotherapv indicate more of a disparity between their 
real and ideal selves than do people who are not seeking help. Moreover, 
this disparity tends to shrink in the course of successful therapy. On the 
other hand, some findings have suggested that acknowledging a disparity 
between one's real and ideal self mav be a sign of maturity. Among 
children and adolescents, for example, it has been found that disparity 

MASLOW'S SELF-ACTUALIZATIO~ORY 
Another phenomenological theorist who. Mriphasized development of the 
self was Abraham r-.laslow. Maslow "believed that each person has an 
essential nature that "presses" to emerge, like the "press" within an 
acorn to become an oak tree. In his view, we all have higher-level growth 
needs-such as the need for self-actualization and understanding of our-

t selves-but that these higher needs onlv assume a dominant role in our 
: lives after our more primitive needs (physiological needs, safety need3, 
I needs for love and "belongingness," and self-esteem needs) are satisfied 
(see Figure 14.12). (See also Chapter 7, page 298.) The growth needs, 
Maslow believed, help make us distinctly human. Maslow stressed that 
''the human being is not a white rat" and emphasized that "man has a 
nigher and transcendent nature" (Maslow, 1971, p. 349). 

To understand this transcendent nature, Maslow believed we 
should study transcendent people. He worried that the exclusive study of 
emotionally disturbed people-as in Freud's theory and others-was 
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Satety needs 
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hnund to produce a distorted psYchologv. lmtead. he studied models of 
, /t~d1!11alized people-people who appeared to h•tve fulfilled their basic 

f1"tent1alities. He found some of his subject-; in histor\' (Lincoln [Figure 
1-t. IZ]. Jefferson. Thoreau. Heethoven) and others from among his con
Ct'mroraries (Eleanor Roosevelt, Einstein, a friend who was an unusually 
• "C:citl\ e housewife, another who was a clinical psvchologist, and others 
\\hr, \\ere in business. sports, and the arts). i\laslow (1967) found that this 
grnup of "optimal" people shared some distinguishing characteristics. 

I. They were open to experience '\ i\idlv, selflesslv. with full 
concentration and total absorption.·· 

Z. Thev were in tune with themseh·es. their inner beings. 

3. They were spontaneous, autonomous, independent, \\·ith a 
fresh, unstereotvped appreciation of people and events. 

4. Thev denited total effort to their goals, wanting to be first-
rate, or at least as good as they could be. 

5. Thev were dedicated. full\· and creativeh·. to some cause 
outside themselves. 

6. Thev related to a few speciallv Im ed others on a deep emo-
tional plane. 

7. They resisted conformity to the culture: they could be de-
tached and pri\ate. 

Few people can be labeled self-artualizinf in this complete sense. 
Yet most of us have had moments of true self-actualization. or what 
Maslow referred to as peak experiences-a burst of insight. a betrothal, the 
birth of a baby (Figure 14.13 ), a mountaintop sunrise. During these 
highly focused, vivid moments, there is often a disorientation in time and 
space. a feeling of richness and unity. The accompanving emotional 
reaction ''has a special flavor of wonder, of awe. of reverence, of humilitv 
and 'urrender before the experience as before something great" (i\laslow, 

Fir,ure 14./.! 

(Left:) Maslow's hierarchy of needs. 
Shown at the bottom are' basic biolog
ical needs; at the top are distinctly 
human psychological needs. Needs 
lower in the hierarchv must be met be
fore "higher-level" n~eds can assume-a 
dominant role. (Rir,ht:) In seeking ex
amples of self-actualized people-people 
who functioned at the upper level of 
the hierarchv-Maslow looked to such 
"Vptimal" people as Abraham Lincoln. 
shown here with his son, Todd. (Pho
tograph by Mathew Brady from The 
Librarv <J_f Congress.) 
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Each oi us l1as h.id peak expencnc<;s 
that transcend our usual li\Ts and 
approach what \fasln\\ called 
.·;d(ar !11rlii~.11!1011. (Birth photo from 
I lella l Lunmidil'hoto Researchers: 
hang-glidin}.'; photo from l'ercr \lcn1ci 
Stock. Hoston.1 

l %8. p. 82). "The person at the peak is godlike not onlv in senses 
.. bur ... in the complete, loving, uncondemning, compassionate 

and perhaps amused acceptance of the world and of the person" 
(pp. 87-88\. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT HUMANISTIC THEORIES 
There is no single humanistic theory; there are many. Yet all of them 
share a \iew of pcrsonalitv that is focused on people's internal percep
tions, or introspections. Psvchologists have waxed and waned over the 
\Tars in their acceptance of personal reports based on such "inner experi
ence." Nineteenth-centurv psvchologists relied heavilv on self-reports. 
The a(h·ent of behaviorism. with its emphasis on observable events, put 
an end to that. but lately there has been a resurgence of respect for this 
approach because self-reports sometimes prove as valid in research as do 
more complex measures. \Vhile some psychologists still scoff at "na'ive" 
or "gullible" views built on self theories, others are now more respectful 
of the insights people report. 

At the same time. however, both Rogers and Maslow can be faulted 
for the dnelopmental aspects of their theories, which have only the 
flimsiest research foundations. Their evidence on the dynamics of the self 
concept is made up mainly of case reports and anecdotes. It is probably 
best to regard these self theories of development as working sets of 
hvpotheses-thought-provoking. but not to be taken too literally. 

Issues and Controversies in Personality 
Theory and Research 

The study of personality involves much more than the "grand theories" 
we ~ave studied thus far. In fact, manv psychologists have become 



disenchanted with sweeping efforts to capture "the whole person m a 
single theory and have turned, instead, to focused research on specific 
issues in personalitv. To fill out our picture of personality psvchoiogv. \Ve 
will consider two of these issues. 

GENES AND PERSONALITY 
One is perhaps the oldest issue in psychology: nature versus nurture. (See 
Chapter 11, page 413.) Most of the theories we have considered so far 
emphasize the acquisition of personality after birth: consistent with this 
emphasis, a recent view of genetic research noted that "im estigators who 
have studied ... twins are unanimous in c9ncluding that personality is 
more affected by environment than anv other area of human functioning" 
(Farber, 1981, p. 269). Nonetheless. some investigators have asked 
whether genetic endowment might not also plav an influential role. The 
answer seems to be a cautious yes, but we are still trving to learn how 
much genes influence personalitv and the specific waYs in which they 
make their mark. . 

Studies of Temperament One line of research concerns tempemmrnt
the aspect of personality that includes mood. activitv level, and emotion, 
and the variabilitv of each. Studies with animals have shown that selecti\c 
breeding can heighten or diminish characteristics like emotional it\ O\ er 
successive generations. Twin studies with humans also seem to show a 
generic influence. 

For example, one investigative team (Buss ct al.. 197 3) had mothers 
of identical. or monOZJ'f!,Otic U!Z), and fraternal. or rlizygotic U>Z). twins fill 
our temperament questionnaires about their children. Each mother rated 
eJch child on four dimensions: (I) emotionalirv (e.g .. "Child has a quick 
temper"), (2) activity (e.g., "Child is alwavs on the go"), (.))sociability 
1 e.g .. "Child tends to be shv" ), and (4) impulsivity (e.g., "Child goes 
from toy to tov quicklv"). On all four dimensions--indeed on virtually all 
of the 20 individual items-correlations were much higher for \!Z than 
for DZ twins. Since \IZ twins have 100 percent identical genes while DZ 
twins average only 50 percent identical genes, the higher correlations for 
MZ-twin pairs seem to show that shared genes make for similar tempera
ment. Subsequent twin research (Plomin & Rowe, 1977, for example) has 
continued to show I\IZ-DZ differences and thus seemingly to support the 
notion of genetic influence. On the other hand, these studies have 
involved ratings by mothers who know whether their children are \IZ or 
DZ twins and whose ratings therefore mav be influenced by their precon
ceived ideas about how similar the two tvpes of twins should be. U ntii this 
problem is controlled, we had better regard am· conclusions as tentative. 

Traits, Types, and Chromosomes Moving beyond child temperament, 
we can find some evidence of a genetic contribution to a large number of 
adult trait dimensions and to at least one typologv. Some of this evidence 
is summarized in Table 14.1. The table lists the 18 scales of the California 
Psychological Inventory; it shows, for each scale. the average correlations 
obtained across several studies of MZ and DZ pairs. On every scale, MZ 
correlations average much higher than DZ correlations. By them sch es, 
these correlations do not show, conclusively, that persomtlity traits have a 
genetic basis; one reason is that MZ twins are often more similar in 
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Table 14.1 

Jlmn J/7 and[)/, !"utin-pair mrrdatiuns 
for the I(! CPI smles. 

em.:ironmmt rhan are DZ twins because parents tend to treat their identical 
twins alike, w dress them alike, and so forth. However, at least one studv 
(Loehlin & '.\iichols, 1976) showed that similarity of upbringing was not a 
major cause of higher correl:,itions among MZ twins; this, of course, 
strengthens the case for genetic influence. 

If the pattern shown in Table 14. 1 reflects a.real genetic influence, 
how does this influence operate? Obviouslv we do not inherit genes for 
"dominance," "sociabilitv," and so forth. What do we inherit that might 
influence such traits? There is no widelv accepted answer to this ques
tion, but some interesting hvpotheses have been proposed. For example. 
H. J. Eysenck, whose thcorv we considered earlier (page 570), proposed 
that traits related to his introvcrsion-extraversion type dimension are 
linked to inherited characteristics of the rrtirular formation (Chapter 8, 
page 317). the part of the brain that jnfluences an individual's level of 
arousal. Evsenck believes that introverts inherit more of a tendency to be 
aroused, "re\Ted up ... than do extraverts and that they have a basic need 
to inhibit, or "damp down," their arousal. :\s a result, introverts tend to 

avoid extreme excitement: seek our calm. quiet conditions; and shy awav 
from the activation caused lw social interaction. Extraverts, on the other 
hand. genctlcallv predisposed to be undrraroused, are attracted to excite
ment and social interaction. Tests of inrroversion-extraversion do show 
fairlv strong evidence of heritabilitv. ~loreo\·er, four of the CPI scales in 
Table 14.1 that shm\ verv pronounced rvtZ-DZ differences-dominance, 
sociabilitv, social presence, and self-acceptance-are considered to be 
components of the intro\Trsion-extraversion dimension. 

CPI SCALE 

Dominance 

2. Capacity for status 

3 Sociability 

4. Social presence 

5 Self-acceptance 

6. Weil-being 

7. Respons1b1lity 

8. Socialization 

9 Self-control 

10. Tolerance 

11 Good impression 

12. Com,-nunality 

13 Achievement 
(conformance) 

14 Ach1evernen1 
(independence) 

15. Intellectual etf1c1ency 

16. Psychological mindedness 

17. Flexib1l1ty 

18. Fem:rnni!y 

(Source Carey e: a! 1978. p 307) 

MZ DZ 

59 31 

61 46 

54 21 

.54 .28 

.51 23 

46 .31 

.49 .33 

47 .25 

.52 .30 

52 .32 

48 .23 

30 .12 

40 .25 

.53 .37 

.54 .38 

43 .21 

50 .30 

42 .25 



In addition to similarities in their test scores, identical twins show a 
remarkable number of suhtle behavioral similarities (see Figure 14.14). 
Even twins who have been reared apart tend to laugh alike, smoke similar 
numbers of cigarettes per day, and show similar nervous manneri.sms 
(Farber. 1981). For the past several years, Thomas Bouchard and a 
research team from the l 'niversity of Minnesota have been recruiting MZ
twin pairs who have been reared apart (Bouchard, 1984 ). Several of the 
pairs studied had never met until Bouchard brought them together (Bart
lett, 1981). 

"Bridget" and "Dororhv," for instance, met for the first time on the 
plane bringing them from England to l\linneapolis. Both wore seven 
rings, and each had several bracelets on each wrist; one had named 
her children Richard Andrew and Katherine Louise, and the other 
had named hers Andrew Richard and Karen Louise. 

A pair of male twins both turned out to love carpentry. to have 
workshops in their homes. and to have built verv similar circular 
benches around trees in their vards-both, for some reason, found 
round benches verv appealing. 

One of the most interesting pairs had strikingh· different back
grounds. "Oscar" had been raised as a German Catholic and had 
once joined the Hitler Youth. Oscar's twin, "Jack," had been reared 
as a Jev.- in Trinidad. :\'ow in their fifties, the two showed up for 
Bouchard's interview' in blue shirts with epaulets and nearlv identi
cal aviator glasses. Both kept rubber bands on their wrists, both had 
a habit of flushing the "oiler before and after use. and both enjoyed 
startling people in elevators by sneezing. 

The above anecdotes mav represent rare extremes, or thev mav 
reflect factors uther than g.:netic influence. But until we can find good 
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Identical twins are, of course, strikingly 
alike in physical characteristics, but ev
idence suggests that they may also be 
surprisingly similar in personality. Take 
a close look at this picture. Notice that 
without special instructions, these pairs 
of twins have assumed remarkably sim
ilar facial expressions. Notice also the 
positioning of their hands. (From 
Human Genetics by E. Novitski, 1977. 
New York: Macmillan.) 
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counter-explanations, we must seriously consider an import<:1nt pos
sibility: Genes may influence personality in more diverse and dramatic 
ways than most have thought. 

THE PERSON-SITUATION .. CONTROVERSY 
Another major issue in personality research is called the person-situation 
controversy. It centers on one key question: To what extent is our 
behavior caused by characteristics inside of us and to what extent by 
characteristics of the situation in which we find ourselves? To examine 
this question, let us focus on a key principle: When we think about 
people's behavior, we often tend to reduce complex reality to a few 
simple generalities. Thy processes by which we simplify complexity were 
nicknamed our "reducing valve" by Walter Mischel (1969). He gives the 
following illustration: 

When we observe a woman who seems hostile and fiercelv indepen
dent some of the time but passive, dependent, and feminine on 
other occasions, our reducing valve usually makes us choose be
tween the two syndromes. We decide that one pattern is in service 
of the other, or that both are in the service of a third motive. She 
must be a really castrating lady with a facade of passivity-or 
perhaps she is a warm, passive-dependent woman with a surface 
defense of aggressiveness. 
(Mischel, 1969, p. 1015) 

From this example, it is easy to see that traits ("hostile," "fiercely 
independent," "passive") and type's ("castrating lady") are often used as 
simplifying devices. Advocates of trait and type approaches to personality 
tend to believe that people show certain co9sistencies across situations 
and across time and that trait and type descriptions are useful ways of 
identifying the "person" characteristics that produce such consistencies. 

On the other hand, some have argued that such trait and type 
descriptors may generate only an illusion of consistency and that people's 
behavior is actually quite diverse and situationally determined. Mischel 
went on to make the following point with regard to the "complex woman" 
we introduced above: 

But perhaps nature is bigger than our concepts and it is possible for 
this lady to be a hostile, fiercely independent, passive, dependent, 
feminine, aggressive, warm, castrating person all-in-one. Of course 
which of these she is at any particular moment would not be random 
and capricious-it would depend on who she is with, when, now, 
and much, much more. 
(Mischel, 1969, p. 1015) 

Illustrations such as this have become part of a position called situationism 
because it emphasizes situational, environmental determinants of peo
ple's behavior. The position has often taken the form of outright attacks 
on trait and type notions-for example: -

What happens when the mother-dependent child finds that his 
preschool peers now consistently have little patience for his whin
ing, attention-getting bids, and instead respect independence and 



self-confidence? Generally the child's behavior changes in accord 
with the new contingencies, and if the contingencies shift so does 
the behavior-if the contingencies remain stable so does the new 
syndrome that the child now displays. Then what has happened. to 
the child's dependency trait? 
(Mischel, 1969, p. 1017) 

Extreme Positions As is true of most debates, the person-situation con
troversy has involved a small number. of theorists at both extremes and 
many occupying the middle ground. At the extreme "person" end are a 
few theorists, often of the dynamic group, who believe that people 
possess certain core drives, motives, conflicts, or tendencies that produce 
consistency in their behavior across various situations. At the extreme 
situational end of the controversy are theorists like B. F. Skinner, who 
believe that notions like "traits of character'' and "free will" should be 
dropped and who favor a detailed account of the environment and how it 
determines our behavior. 

The Interaction Position: Predicting Some of the People Some of the 
Time There are several less extreme positions, however. They have 
developed, in part, because much of the relevant research has been 
inconclusive. Some studies seem to show that people's behavior depends 
more on who they are and what their characteristics are while other 
studies show that people's behavior depends more on the situations they 
find themselves in. The findings seem to depend upon the particular 
situations and the particular people the investigator studies. For instance, 
a researcher who studies people's behavior at a football game, a fraternity 
party, a church service, and an "all-you-can-eat" fruit-and-salad bar will 
find that behavior is strongly influenced by which of these situations 
people find themselves in. However a researcher who compares the 
behavior of a cheerleader, a professional wrestler, a television talk-show 
host, and a Buddhist monk may well find that behavior is very much 
affected by "person" characteristics. If we look at a large number of 
studies that are not so extreme as these examples, we find that "person" 
characteristics and situation characteristics both influence behavior; but 
neither factor alone is so important as is the interaction of the person and 
the situation (Bowers, 1973). What this means, in part, is that the influ
ence of "person" factors and situation factors depends on which persons 
and which situations we observe. 

A study by Bern and Allen (1974) illustrates this sort of interaction. 
It suggests that we can only use "person" characteristics or traits to 
predict "some of the people some of the time." 

Bern and Allen asked college students to tell them how consistent 
they were on two traits: friendliness and conscientiousness. Then 
they gathered information on how friendlv and how conscientious 
these students actually were in a variety of situations. Their findings 
regarding friendliness are illustrative. The students who rated them
selves "not so consistent" in friendliness turned out to be friendly in 
some situations and not so friendly in others; for these students, 
situations fl)attered a lot, but the "person" characteristic of friend
liness did not. On the other hand, students who rated themselves as 
consistent in friendliness came closer to being equally friendly in all 
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Some theorists nm\ think of situdtions 
as having ··personalities" of their own. 
Some situations (left) are considcn.:d 
"powerful" because thev offer a \·er\ 
'"mall range of "acceptable" heha\iors 
and therefore exert great conrrol over 
people's action>. Other siwations 
(right) are considered "weak" because 
the\ allow a broctJ ran):;l: of be ha\ iors. 
Personalit\ traits seem to be better pn:
dictors of beha\·ior in relative Iv \\ eak 
situation'> than in powerful situations. 
moth photographs '·''PHight © George 
\\". Gardner.) 

'>ituarions: for these studc:nt;:, rLe trait of friendliness mattered a lot, 
but situation characteristics did not. 

Some researchers haYe studied person-situation interactions by 
focusing on '\he per,;onalitY of siruations" ff under & Bern, 1977). Some 
siruations. it seems, ha\·c a stronger impact on people's behavior than do 
others. For example. at a funeral rJr in a job interview. there is a verv small 
range of "appropriate !::h~\\"iors": such "powerful situations" induce 
fairlv similar expectations and fairh· similar behavior in most people 
(l\lischel. 1977). Bv contrast. situations such as a familv picnic, a visit to a 
new cit\. or an uncommitted Sa tu rd a\ night are ''weak" -thev permit a 
broad range of expectations and behavior in different people. In "power
ful situations." the impact of the situations will be especiallv strong; in 
"weak situations." person characteristics like traits are apt to have es
pecialh suong effects. (See Figure 14.1.S.) 

So the person-situation conrroversv has moved toward an interac
tionist viewpoinr. \lost personalitv researchers now agree that th~ relative 
impact of "person" characteristics and situation characteristics depends 
on v:·hirh persons and r,;.'hid1 situations we choose to studv. 

Summary 

1. The studv of personalit\ emphasizes normal individual vana
rion. Definitions of personality varv from one theorist to tht next, 
but most agree that it consists of distinctive patterns of behavior 
(including thoughts and emotions) that characterize a person's adap
tation to the situations of his or her life. 

2. Theories about personalitv can be grouped into those which 
emphasize tvpes and traits, dvnamic processes, learning and condi
tioning, or the humanistic perspective. 

3. Tvpes are collections of individuals said to share some com
mon characteristics. Most type theories have not worked well be
cause such collections of individuals tvpicallv leave out much of the 
population. Type theorists have dealt with this problem in two 
wavs. Some, such as Eysenck, ha\·e defined their "types" in terms 
of personality dimensions, with everv individual falling somewhere 



on each dimension. Other typologies, such as the Type A-Type B 
distinction, focus on extreme cases that fit a specific definition, or 
"strike zone," and simply ignore individuals who do not fit. 

4. Traits are tendencies to behave in relatively consistent and 
distinctive wavs across situations. Allport judged people's cardinal, 
central, and secondarv traits by examining their personal docu
ments, such as letters and diaries. Others have focused on a single 
trait, such as locus of control. 

5. Questions arise with regard to the adequacy of trait and type 
assessment, because (a) people's behavior often varies with the 
situation they are in and (b) people's performance on various mea
sures can be influenced by response sets, including the desire to 
make a certain impression. 

6. The most influential dynamic theory of personality is Sigmund 
Freud's psvchoanalvtic theorv. It includes a theory of personality 
structure, with the id as storehouse of unconscious drives and im
pulses; the superego as conscience; and the ego as executive force, 
or mediator, balancing the pressures of id and superego with the 
constraints of realitv. Freud also described stages of psvchosexual 
development (oral, anaL phallic, latency, and genital) and proposed 
that puzzling events such as dreams and "slips of the tongue" reveal 
unconscious impulses and conflicts. 

7. Among the theorists who built on and modified Freud's ideas 
were Jung ("collective unconscious," "archetvpes"), Adler ("indi
vidual psvchologv." "inferiority complex." ''style of life"), and 
I-lornev ("basic anxietY and basic hostility," "moving toward, 
against, and away from others"). J\lany others have modified the 
original notions of psychoanalysis to fit contemporary societv. 

8. A major contribution of the dynamic approach has been the 
concept of defense mechanisms, which are' used to cope with anx
iety. Among these defense mechanisms are repression. reaction 
formation, projection, rationalization. intellectualization, displace
ment, regression, and sublimation. 

9. Though influential. dvnamic theories are limited in that many 
of their concepts and interpretations are difficult to prove or dis
prove. The dynamic approach, in general, has been rich in ideas but 
poor in experimental tests of those ideas. 

10. Learning and conditioning-in classical, instrumental, and 
cognitive forms-are highly relevant to personality and its develop
ment. Dollard and .'.tiller used animal experiments to develop and 
test selected Freudian notions (for example. conflict and repres
sion). thus advancing early social learning theory. Bandura and 
Walters extended social learning theory into the domain of observa
tional learning. Skinner's radical behaviorism uses instrumental con
ditioning principles to explain the wavs in which environmental 
conditions influence people's behavior. 

11. Learning and behavioral theorists have been accused of dimin
i~h ing the person in personality, but manv value their approaches for 
their clarity and their experimental "testability." 
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12. Humanistic theories emphasize the importance of people's 
subjective attitudes, feelings, and beliefs, especially with regard to 
the self. Carl Rogers' theory focuses on the impact of disparity 
between a person's .. ideal self and perceived real self. Maslow 
focuses on the significance of self-actualization. Theories of this 
type are often criticized for their heavy reliance on subjective self
report data. 

13. Research, especially that involving twins, has uncovered evi
dence for a genetic contribution to personality. Two general person
ality manifestations have been studied: child temperament and 
adult traits (including a collection of traits linked to introversion
extraversion). 

14. The person-situation co~troversy revolves around a key ques
tion: Are people's behaviors determined primarily by such "person" 
factors as traits or primarily by the situations people find themselves 
in? Recent research suggests an answer: "It depends." Some people 
are strongly influenced by some traits that do not greatly influence 
other people. Moreover, some situations are "powerful," involving 
heavy demands for specific kinds of behavior. Other situations are 
less structured and thus "weak"; they permit pt'rsonality traits to 
have a stronger influence on people's behavior. 

Terms to Know 

One way to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is meant by the following terms. 

Personality (568) 

Type and trait approaches (568) 

Dynamic approaches (568, 576) 

Learning and behavioral 
approaches (568, 592) 

Humanistic approaches (568, 
598) 

Type (569) 

Introvert (569) 

Extravert (569) 

T{aits (571) 

Cardinal traits (571) 

Type A and Type B (572) 

Central traits (573) 

Secondary traits (573) 

ldiographic approach (573) 

Nomothetic, or dimensional, 
approach (573) 

Locus of control (573) 

Situationism (575, 606) 

Psychoanalytic theory (576) 

Id (577) 

Libido (577) 

Ego (577) 

Superego (578) 

Personality dynamics (578) 

Conscious (578) 

Preconscious (578) 

Unconscious (578) 

Repression (578, 579, 588) 

Neurosis (579) 

Erogenous zones (580) 

Psychosexual stage (580) 

Fixation (580) 

Oral stage (581) 

Anal stage (581) 

Phallic stage (581) 

Oedipus complex (581) 

Electra complex (581) 

Identification (581) 

Latency period (582) 

Genital stage (582) 



.\nalvtical psychology (582) 

Complex (584) 

Collective unconscious (584) 

Archetypes (584) 

Animus (584) 

c\nima (584) 

Personal unconscious (584) 

Indi\iduation (585) 

InrrO\·ersion (585) 

Extra version (585) 

Inferiority complex (585) 

Compensation and overcompen-
sation (585) 

Stvle of life (586) 

Individual psychologv (586) 

Basic anxietv and basic hostilitv 
(587) 

.\loving toward, against, and 
away from others (588) 

Defense mechanisms (588) 

.\nxietv (588) 

Reaction formation (589) 

Projection (589) 

Rationalization (589) 

Intellectualization (590) 

Displacement (590) 

Regression (590) 

Sublimation (590) .. 
Instrumental conditioning/oper-

ant conditioning (594) 

Reinforcement (594) 

Punishment (594) 

Observational learning (596) 

Imitation (596) 

Vicarious reinforcement (596) 

Self (598) 

Self-concept, or self-image (599) , 

Executive functions of self (599) 

Humanistic theories (599) 

Phenomenal field (599) 

Ideal self (599) 

Incongruences (599) 

Q-sort technique (600) 

Self-actualizing ( 601) 

Peak experiences (601) 

Temperament (603) 

Monozvgotic <MZ) twins (603) 

Dizvgotic <DZ) twins (603) 

Interaction position (607) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Some of the personality theories we have discussed here are dealt with 
briefly but informatively in the following articles and short books: 
S. Freud's A Gmeral Introduction to Psychoanalysis (New York: Washington 
Square Press, 1960, Paperback); C. S. Hall's A Primer of Freudian Psychol
Og)' (New York: Mentor, 1954, Paperback); C. S. Hall and V. J. Nord
by's A Primer of Jungian Psychology (New York: Taplinger, 1973); 
K. Horney's Feminine Psychology (New York: Norton, 1967); A. H. Mas
km's Toward a Psychology of Reing, 2d. ed. (Princeton, NJ: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1968, Paperback); and B. F. Skinner's Beyond Freedom anti 
Diinily (New York: Bantam Books, 1971, Paperback). 

In addition to these offerings, you may want to read Christopher 
1\fonte's Beneath the .'rfask: An Introduction to Theories of Personality (New 
York: Praeger, 1977), a book which weaves together interesting accounts 
of major personality theories and the life circumstances of the theorists 
which may have given rise to their theories. For ,a well-written, carefully 
researched overview of the broad field of personalitv, we i~commend 
Sevmour Feshbach and Bernard Weiner's Personallty (Lexington, MA: 
Heath, 1982); these authors cover not only the major personality theories 
but also such wide-ranging applications of personality theory-JlHf research 
as aggression, achievement strivings, emotion, and altered stares~ ef con
sc10usness. 
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O\\' an: we to decide who is "insane"? This is one of the most difficult 
questions faced bv psvchologists who testifv in court. David Berkowitz 
(pictured in Figure 15.1), despite what appeared to be a bizarre set of 
beliefs, was judged sane enough to be sentenced to prison for his actions. 
but John IlinckleY, Jr. (also pictured in Figure 15.1) was ju<lged "not 
guiltv bY reason of insanity" when tried for his 1981 attempt to assassinate 
President Reagan. 

l linckley had some unusual ideas of his own. His obsession with the 
movie Taxi Dri~·er. for example, led him to believe that he could win star 
Jodie Foster's affection by killi~g the President. After the shooting. 
Hinckle\ seemed not fully aware of its implications. For example, re
sponding to a written question from lVf'flJ•sweek concerning his views on 
President Reagan, Hinckley wrote 

I believe all Americans will eventually be helped by Mr. Reagan·' 
changes. I le is the best president we've had this centurv. Let's gin: 
the man a chance. (Nf'flJ•sm•eek, Oct. 12, 1981, p. 51) 

So Hinckley, who had done his part not to give the President "a chance.·· 
had unusual thoughts and islands of "unawareness"; but was he more 
"insane" than Berkowitz? The question is difficult to answer, parth 
because there arc no absolute, clear-cut rules for judging insanitv. 

Abnormality in Everyday Life 

The question of what is and is not "sane'' extends to evervday life, amon[ 
evcrvdav people. Consider these examples: 

Susan has broken up with her bovfriend, the voung man she haJ 
been sure she would marry. Now she constantlv feels tired, weak. 
and very depressed. She can't seem to sleep at night, and she car 
hardly taste what little food she eats. Her friends have begun re· 
worrv about her mood and her weight loss. Susan drags herself re 
classes, but she can't concentrate when she tries to study. As ~ 

result, her grades have begun to drop. 

Is Susan showing a normal reaction or a serious psychological disturbance: 
And what .ibout Mark? 

Three weeks ago, Mark returned to college after attending h1, 
sister's funeral. She had been killed in a.highway collision. MarK 
and his sister had always been very close. Last night, somethin~ 
very strange happened. Alone in his dorm room, Mark suddenly sa\1 

his dead sister and heard her speak to him. 

Is Mark's behavior a sign of insanitv? It's hard to say. People who arc: 
otherwise quite normal sometimes think thev see or hear a loved one wh( 
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has died week'> earlier (Schulz, 1978). On the ouier hand. if Mark has a 
historv of seeing or hearing things that aren't really there, or if he begins 
to 'how highlv irrational behavior. psvchnlogists might become con
cerned. Similarlv, psvchologists might judge Susan's behavior on the basi; 
of how extreme and how persistent it is. 

Questions about sanity may begin to feel quite personal as vou get 
further into this ch:ipter. .\s vou read descriptions of various kinds of 
abnormal be ha\ 1or. vou may occasionallv get an uneasy feeling that "this 
sounds a lot like me!" That shock of recognition. those nagging ques
tions-Could I be p<tranoid? (page 644) or Do I have an antisocial person
alitv disorder; (page 660)-are part of the "medical-student svndrome" 
and common among people studving abnormalitv of manv different tvpes. 
The svndrome tvpicallv fades after a few weeks, but it docs illustrate an 
important point: There is at least a tinge of ''abnormalitv" in most of us, 
and this makes questions almut abnormalitv and sanitv pcrsonallv relevant 
to evervda,· people in evervdav life. 

The Language of Abnormality 

In evervdav li.fe, th0 terms insanitv, mental illness. psychopathologv, 
emotional disturh,uicc. behavior disorder, mental disorder, abnormality. 
and ps\chologicil disurder kl\e roughly similar meanir;.;s. All are often 
.1pplied to hcha\ ior that is high I\ unusual. In this chapter, though, we will 
be more :,elective in the terminology we use. and we want to explain why. 

The word:, sanitv and insanity are primarilv legal terms that require 
an either/or judgment. As we suggested above. clear-cur "sane versus 
in'iane" distinctions are difficult for even experts to make reliablv. Fur
thennore. this chapter is not intended to encourage you to make rnch 
distinctions. Thus we will not emphasize the cerms sanity and insanirv. 
\\"e \Yill not use terms such as mental illness and psvchopathology because 
'ilil'h terms :;eem to implv that people with serious psvchological problems 
arc "'ill. .. This idea. once widely accepted, is now hoth debated: we 

F~r;ure 15.I 

D::vid Berkowitz (left) murdered a 
number of innocent young people on 
instructions from "demons"; despite 

what seemed to be delusions and hallu
cinations, Berkowitz entered a guilty 

plea in his murder trial. and he was 
sentenced to prison. John W. 

Hineklev, Jr., (right) tried to assassi
nate President Reagan, apparently to 

impress a voung actress; Hinckley was 
found "not guilty hy reason of in

sanitv" and thus received treatment, 
not prison. The contrast between these 
two voung men highlights the difficulty 

our society faces in making judgments 
about insanity. (Left. l'.nited Press In

ternational; right, AP/Wide World 
Photos.) 
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discuss this debate over the "medical model" on page 627. The terms 
emotional disturbance, behavior disorder, and mental disorder are too 
narrow for use in this chapter; the problems we discuss here may involve 
any or all of these three features. Thus we will emphasize two somewhat
broader terms, abnormality and psvchological disorder. \Ve define abnor
mality as significant deviation from common Iv accepted patterns of behav
ior, emotion. or thought. We define psyrholoKiml disorders as patterns of 
abnormal behavior, emotions, or thought that significantlv interfere with 
an individual's adaptation to important life demands and often cause 
distress in the individual or in others. 

Judging Abnormality and 
Psychological Disorder: SrJme Key Factors 

As the precedirrg discussion suggests, judging whether a person's func
tioning is abnormal and whether the '">crson has a psvchological disorder 
can be a complex process that involn:s weighing sever~il factors. In the 
following section, we will discuss some of these factors, the subjective 
ways in which thev are used, and the wavs they arc sometimes misused. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT 
\'erv few beha\·iors are inherentlv abnormal. :\bnormalitv must be judged 
in the context of a particular social situation. Alone at home, vou mav 
safelv strip to vour underwear. sing an aria into the mirror, and deliver 
vour acceptance speech for the '.\obel Peace Prize. Bur trv this in vour 
introductorv psYChologv class, and vour behavior will be considered ab
normal. Trv it rcpeatcdlv, and people mav suggest that \'OU seek "profes
sional help"-nor because of vour beh~n·ior alone. but because you have 
chosen inc1ppropriate times and places to displav it. 

The same genera! principle applies to beha\·ior across different 
cultures. Actions that are normal. expected. and acceptable in one culture 
mav be considered deviant and be quite unacceptable in anmher (see 
Figure 15.2). :\n American \·isiting an Asian counm· might delight in 
eating a roast, onlv rn vomit when told he has eaten dog. In some Asian 
countries. the American's behavior might be considered deranged. How
ever in manv western countries, a host who served his dinner guests roast 
dog might be considered deranged. By the same token, a belief that one is 
being tormented bv demons-a belief apparently held by David 
Berkowitz-would not be considered abnormal. or even incorrect, in 
some cultures. To be considered abnormal. behavior must deviate mark
edly from the accepted rules and practices- of the society in which it 
occurs. 

Theorists Thomas Szasz (1960, 1970) and Thomas Scheff ( 1966) 
have argued that social context should be the centerpiece of our thinking 
about abnormal behavior. According to both theorists. people labeled 
mentally ill are not so much "sick" as the\ are different-they deviate 
from the accepted social norms. Though these norms are unwritten. they 
are understood intuitive Iv and taken for granted bv most of the people in 
the socie~'· For example, there are unwrinen rules about how loudly one 
shoula speak and how close one's face should be to another person's face 



when carrvi11g on a conversation. \\'hen people \·iolatc these rules bv 
speaking too loudlv or too softh· or bv getting too close. thev risk being 
seen as abnormal and. possiblv. "psvchologicallv disordered." Scheff 
bclie•;es that people with little social power-people from low so
cioeconomic levels. for instance-arc especially likch· to be labeled ab
normal or mentalh ill if thcv violate norms. People with greater social 
power are more likeh to be considered "eccentric." 

DISTRESS IN OTHERS 
Scheffs ( 1966) ideas suggest that deviance from social norms may be 
riskv, in part. because it causes discomfort and distress in others. People 
identified as having psvchological disorders arc often those whose behav
ior disturbs others. Peopic who walk the streets looking dirtv, making 
bi1arre bodv mm·cments, shouting at strangers. or telling loud stories arc 
especialh likelv to be '"spotted .. aml ushered into some form of mental
health care. Likewise. familv members whose poor judgment puts them 
on the brink of squandering the family wealth tend ro receive quick 
~lttention. 

In manv countries. people who cause distress in gm-crnmcnt leaders 
mav also be considered abnormal or disordered. This is true to some 
extent in western countries like the l 1 nited States (sec Torrcv, 1983 ), but 
more extreme examples can be found in certain totalitarian states. The 
problem exists in the Soviet l 'nion. for instance. There, people whose 
behavior disturbs government officials may be diagnosed as having a 
psvchological disorder and sent to a Soviet prison hospital or "institute of 
forensic psvchiatrv" (Nckipelov, 1980). One studv (Bloch & Reddaway, 
1977) reported 210 such cases. An example (reported bv Fireside, 1979) is 
the case of P. G. Cirigorenko (Figure 15.3). 

General Grigorenko had served in the Red Armv for 35 ve8rs and was 
well respected. When he was in his mid-fifties, he began to express 
some concerns about Communist partv policies. Instead of explor
ing his concerns, officials began exploring Grigorenko's sanitv. He 

Figurr 15.2 
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This New Guinea tribesman is a head
hunter. He sleeps on the skull of his 
victim to ward off the victim's spirits. 
Is this behavior normal or insane? In 
this man's social context, it is normal; 
in our own, it would be considered in
sane. (Malcolm S. Kirk.) 



Figure 15.3 

Behavior d1dt i~; distrt'"ing to others 
DUts a person at risk of being rnnsid
ered abnormal or psvchologicallv 
disordered. Soviet General P. G. 
Grigorcnko (left I of the Red .\rmy dis
tressed government officials when he 
questioned Communist partv policies. 
He was examined lw Sm·iet psvchia
trists. diagnosed. and sent to a Soviet 
"psvchoprison ... One such instirntion. 
the prison hospital at Orval. is shown at 
the right. (Left. reproduced on behalf 
of Petro c;. Grigorenko, J!nnoin-, 1482. 
with the permission of the publisher, 
W. W. l\iorron & Companv, Inc.; right, 
courresv of Aid to Russian Christians.) 

was examineu b, Soviet psvchiatrists and diagnoseu as ha\ing "pJr
anoid development of the personalitv. with reformist ideas arising i r'. 
the personalitv, with psvchopathic fearures of the character and the 
presence of svmproms of arteriosclerosis of the brain." Howe\ er .i 

second team of psvchiatrists found Grigorcnko sane. The second 
opinion was reviewed bv an official commission and overruled. 
Grigorenko spent a total of6 vears in three Soviet "prison-hospital<' 
but was cvenruallv allowed ro emigrate to the l'.S. 

The psychiatrists who diagnosed Grigorenko as "paranoid" mav well h~l\ e 
been quite sincere. In fact, such sinccritv would mcreh underscore the 
point that people who violate accepted norms in disturbing wa\·s ri-,J.; 
being judged abnormal or disordered. 

SUBJECTIVE DISTRESS OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
Judgments about psvchological disorders are also influenced bv our per
ceptions of the subjective distress of the indi,·idual in question. Such 
distress mav include (I) feelings of dissatisfaction, sadness, anxietv. or 
lethargv; (2) phvsical complaints. such as nausea or headaches: ur 
(3) unwanted thoughts or impulses. In fact, for some of the "milder" 
disorders. the discomfort that people report is often the most obvious sign 
that something is wrong. Problems that do not seem major to an outside 
observer can overwhelm certain people. 

In recent years, subjective distress has become an increasingh 
important factor in judging whether ll!lusual behavior represents a disor
der. For example, homosexualitv-a statisticallv unusual behavior pat
tern-was only recentlv removed from most standard lists of psvcho
logical disorders. l\lost mental-health professionals now regard homosex
ualitv as a disorder only if it is subjectivch distressing to the individual
that is, only if the homosexual feelings are unwanted and upsetting to the 
person who has them. (:\merican Psvchiarric .\ssociation, 1980.) 



sion is an expensive defense mechanism. The unconscious memories or 
urges continue to seek expression and mav emerge in the form of "acci
dents," "slips," or neurotic symptoms (page 5 79 !. 

Reaction Formation Reversal of motives is another method by which 
people attempt to cope with conflict. A motive that would arouse unbear
able anxietv if it were recognized is converted into its opposite. For 
example, a person who was reared to believe that sex is evil and "dirty" 
mav be painfullv anxious every time sexual feelings surge to the surface. 
The person may defend against that anxiety bv dressing and behaving in 
very puritanical wavs and perhaps even by joining organized crusades 
against sex m the media. The implicit principle seems to be that "the best 
defense is a good offense." Simila riv, if people arc too modest, too 
solicitous, too affectionate, or too strident in their crusades against an 
/'evil" such as alcoholism, homosexualitv, or child abuse, it is possible 
that they are unconsciouslv harboring the opposite feelings. Thus dis
guised, the unwanted motives can be controlled. A quotation from Shake
speare captures the idea of reaction formation: "The lady doth protest too 
much methinks .. , 

Projection Blaming others, or pmjation. is a wav of coping with one's 
unwanted motives bv shifting them on to someone else. The anxiety 
ari<;ing from the internal conflict can then be lessened and the problem 
dealt with as though it were in the external world. For example, an 
insecure student may have a strong desire to cheat on an examination, but 
his conscience will not allow him e\en to consider such a thing. He may 
then suspect that other students arc cheating when they in fact are not. 
Carried to the extreme, projection is the mark of a behavior disorder 
known as paranoia (Chapter 15, page 644 ). People with this disorder may 
project their own unacceptable hostile feelings about others into a whole 
<;vstem of thinking in which thev feel that others are out to get them. 

Rationalization This defense mechanism substitutes an acceptable 
conscious motive for an unacceptable unconscious one. Put another wav, 
we "make excuses," giving a reason different from the real one for what 
we are doing. Rationalization is not lying; we believe our explanations. 
Examples range from the innocent to the serious. (See Figure 14.8.) The 
long lines at the movies during finals weeks are populated bv students 
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Rationalization is an evervdav 
occurrence. (Copyright 1977 bv King 

Features Syndicate, Inc.) 
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who "need to relax" to do a good job on their tests. A tense father who 
strikes a rambunctious child mav rationalize that he is acting for the 
child's good. Aesop's fable of the fox and the sour grapes is another 
example of rationalization: SoQ1ething we cannot get becomes something 
we did not want anyway. Rationalization is a common mechanism we all 
use to bolster our self-esteem when we have done something foolish. If 
overused, however, it can prevent us from coping with a situation head
on. For example. a person with an unconscious fear of intimate rela
tionships mav find a succession of potential mates unacceptable for differ
ent reasons and, as a result, spend the rest of life alone. 

lntellectualization Related to rationalization is intellectualization, an
other defense mechanism which involves reasoning. In intellectualiza
tion, however, the intensitv of the anf)'.ietv is reduced by a retreat into 
detached, unemotional. abstract language. Professionals who deal with 
troubled people mav intellectualize in order to remain helpful without 
being merwbelmed lw svmpathetic involvement. For example, a nurse 
ma\· describe in an fotelkctual fashion an encounter with a dving or angry 
patient. Some adolescents discuss their new experiences with sex and 
independence on an abstraclr and impersonal plane. Temporarilv separat
ing emotional and cognitive components sometimes helps the individual 
rn deal with parts of an experience when the whole is too much to handle. 

Displacement In displafff!lmt. the motive remains unaltered but the 
pc.-rson substitutes a different goal object for the original one. Often the 
moti\T is aggression d1:.it for some reason, the person cannot vent on 
the source of the anger. A person who i.s angry with his or her boss but 
cannot show it for fear of being fired mav come home, bawl out the 
children, and kick the dog. \\'hen a new baby is the center of attention, an 
older child mav become jealous; prevented from harming the baby. the 
child demolishes a doll. Thus bv displacing aggression, the child finds a 
-;ubstitute outlet. 

Regression In the face of a threat. one mav retreat to an earlier pattern of 
adaptation. possiblv a childish or primitive one. This is called re[!,ression. 
Faced with the upsetting arrind of a new babv or going to school for the 
first time. a 5-year-old mav have toilet accidents, revert to "babv talk," 
demand cuddling. or suck her thumb. (See Figure 14.9.) Adults, too, 
sometimes rcvs;rt, when in stress-producing situations, to childish epi
sodes of exaggerated depcndcncv. Such behavior may ward off anxiety by 
focusing attention on earlier wavs of achieving tranquilitv. 

Sublimation For Freud, sublimation was the highest level of ego de
fense. It consists of a redirection of sexual impulses to socially valued 
activities and goals. For example, a writer mav divert some of his or her 
libido from sexual acti\·itv to the creation of a poem or novel, thus 
indirectly satisfying the same drives. Freud believed that much of our 
cultural heritage-literature, music, art-is the product of sublimation. 
He also believed that satisfactory sublimation could only be achieved by 
an individual whose sexual impulses were being at least partly gratified 
and whose ego was healthy and mature. 

-



The Use of Defense Mechanisms \lost re:iders will recognize in them
selves a number of the coping patterns described above. Evervone resorts 
to them from time to time, and, when thev are used sparinglv and without 
cost to others, thev are nothing to worry about. If they allow us to feel 
more comfortable, as thev often do, their value in reducing tension and 
letting us get on with important problems more than offsets the trivial 
self-deceptions they entail. However if a person comes to depend on 
them too much, then these defensive patterns may be harmful. Thev do 
not solve the real problem; thev onlv relieve anxietv about it. The more 
aware we are of our use of these mechanisms, the more rationallv we can 
assess our behavior and come to terms with the unknown sides of our
selves. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT DYNAMIC THEORIES 
Without a doubt, dvnamic theories have had a sweeping influence both 
within and without psychology. Some of the concepts spawned by these 
theories-defense mechanisms, for example-have stimulated research 
and gained broad acceptance. The idea that early childhood experiences 
influence later personality, the notion that the true motives for our 
behavior may be unconscious-these are direct outgrowths of dynamic 
theorizing, particularly Freud's. All of the dynamic theories we have 
discussed here have also stimulated influential schools of psychotherapy. 
(See Chapter 16 for a discussion of some of these.) 

On the other hand, each of the theories includes ideas that are 
difficult to prove or disprove. How can we fairly test whether boys go 
through the Oedipus complex or girls experience penis envv? How can we 
test the validitv of Freud's judgments about Little Hans's phobias and 
what caused them (see Application 14.2)? When we find supporting 
evidence in a case report from one of the dynamic theorists, it is often 
hard ta.judge whether "truth" has been found or the case has been forced 
into the theorv's pigeonholes. Most dynamic theories involve disguised 
motives, hidden goals, and indirect ways of coping-all of which means 

F1iure 14.9 

When life gets hectic or stressful, 
children and adults ma\ regress to an 

earlier (for example, oral) stage of 
development. (Left photo from 

Harve\ Stein, copvright '!::· IY81: right 
photo from Dan Budnik/Woodfin 

Camp & Associates.) 
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th<~t the urdinar: ·'rule~ of endence canr1<lt really be applied. Yet with
out these rules, we cannot rcallv test rhe theories in a scientific way. 

Dvnamic theories, like all rheones, are, to some extent, products of 
the cull r: .. environment in which thcv were formed. Freud's theory, for 
exampie, emerged in straightla'ced, sexually repressive ni-neteenth-cen
turv Vienna; his emphasis on the significance and pervasiveness of re
pressed sexualit\ mav have been more apt for that society and era than it 
would for other places and times. We should also remember that most of 
the major dvnamic thcones were based large Iv on evidence obtained from 
disturbed adults--people who ma:: not have represented the mainstream 
of their culture. Civen ,di these considerations, it is probably fortunate 
that Freud's origmal ideas were modified and revised by new theorists 
who came on the scene. Jung, Adler, and Horney each broadened the 
dynamic perspective in significant wavs; so did Erik Erikson (see Chap
ters 11 and 12) and others in J group known as ego psychologists. While 
these dvnamic theorists went bevond Freud in some respects, their 
theorio continue. bv and large. to 'hare the limitation of Freud's ap
proach: Thev arc difficult to confirm or disprove in experimental re
search. The theories we 1vill consider next do not suffer from this 
limitation. 

Learning and Behavioral Theories 
of Personality 

--------

The learning and b..:h•l\ ioral theories of personalitv, which we will exam
ine now, ar..: sp..:cificallv structur..:d to be rested. In fact, as we shall see. 
the theories thcn.seln:s emerged from experiments in classical condition
ing, instrume11tal conditionrng. Jnd co.t.:;nitivc learning. At this point, vou 
may wish to review these t;>rms of learning as thev arc described in 
Chapter 4. 

Psvcholugisrs 11 h() build their thcurie, on learning and behavioral 
principles share some important assumptir,ns and practices. One shared 
assumption is that man\· of the behaviors that make up personality arc 
conditioned. or learned. This means, first, thar many such behaviors 
originate somewhere in the learning historv of the individual. often as 
earlv as childhood. A second assumption is that current conditions in the 
individual's em ironmcnt help maintain these behaviors. Thus learning 
theorists seek,,. •mdcrstand people\ bcha1·ior bv studying their learning 
historv. their cc1r-.cnt ·:.::m 1rnni1w11t. c>r •·"'th. 

Learn in/!. and be ti· "'ll the. r!-rs ~11.-n to::l1evc Ill testing their theo-
ries. Their rnaJ( · propo<,11io11< Jr" gene•dlv stated in wavs designed to be 
clear-so clear tli:tt •Hhers r-an knu•'> hm\ ro test them. Striving for claritv, 
in turn. leads thc-;e tl1eorists m f11n1s '"' ,,/Jrtrv.·ah!r events and behavior. 
In cases where tile\ de"' wirh unsc<'.11 Qroce<;-,es. '>uch as anxiety, the 
theorists arc viol:.rnng strict hehavior;<>m. whwh avoids <Ill mention of un
ohsernbk e\·1:nr•: "1n~ick the pc:r,nr,_ ··.(See page 27.) However when 
the theorist> dP ·lie.:::.•' :1wi~ ··;qse<:~, nrc1cce<e'i. thev t::picaily translate 
t!1e procc5'.~f"_,~ ;r:.~\J ,~1t~~d':i .. ~t: d:-~sit.ined r, r::.:tk~ tht:nl il~ fJbservable as 
pn,siotr:., 



DOLLARD AND MILLER; 
EARLY SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY 
Two of the best examples of learning theorists are ~eal l\liller (lower 
picture), an experimenral 1Js\chologist, allll sociologist John Dollard (up

per picture). Thev joined forct:s in the 1930s to test the basic idea that 
1ndi\·idual and social bcha\ ior can be expLiined b\ means of basic learning 
principle,. Dollard and \lilkr took this lnsic premist: to extremes that 
k\1 expenmcntal1st'> would have dreamed of The\ e\en med to translate 
Freud\ ps\chuanal\'tic coriLepts in tu the language of learning thcof\ <:nd 
rn test hi-, concepts in the iaboratorv-\1ith rats as their subjects! :\, ·,;·e 
noted :ibovc. Freud believed that neurotic. disturbed behavior imoLcs 
conflict between id dcnunds and ego/superego rc->rraints. Dollard <•nd 
\filler drew an an,dogY between this conflict and the conflict between 
.1pproach <llld aniid<rncc rcnJencics. as discussed rn Chapter 7 (pages 
)() 1-303). ThC\ argued that \I c rnav act indecisive and "neurotic" when 
\1 e arc torn bern cen approaching and aYoidmg a certain course of action
.is. for example. when we want ro get a rooth filled but we fear the pain. 
In such cases. the tendency to approach (get the filling. for example) is 
"fo.:n stronger than the avoidance tcndcncv <It first; but the closer we get 
to the "mnment of truth,·· !he more like!\ it is tlut the avoidance 
rernknC\· \\ill \1·in out cllld we will retreat from the planned action (we will 
L.lllcel our dental c1ppointmcnt. for example). 

Dollard and i\liller ( !9S()) applied 1dc1-> like this to <I variety of 
human problems. One example is their <rnahs1s of "\!rs. :\ .. " a woman 

treated h\ cl psvchothcrapist in '\e\\ \°<1rk. 

One of \I rs. ,\. ·, most sc:rious problems was a sevue obsession: She 
wa:- tormented. espcc1:dh 11 hen she left her house <ilonc. bv the 
idea that her heart would ;;top unless she countt:d !t'> hcJh. She also 
feared that "something·· might happen to her \1 hiic she shopped 
and that no one would know where she \1·as. She was so obsessed 
with these worries that her friends and relatives began to avoid her, 

and her husband threatened to lca\e her. 
Careful probing bv a therapist re\calcd that these "neurotic 

svmptoms" might ha\·e grown out of \Ir-;. ,\. 's conflicting feelings 
about sex. On the one hand. she had <l strong tendencv to avoid sex. 
I !er foster mother had repeated!\ stressed that sex was evil and 
"unclccrn. '' \lorcO\ er. \!rs .. .\. had nurried a man more educated 
than she and higher in social status. and she l\"<lS afraid that openh· 
cnjoving sex with him might make her seem ''low-class ... So she was 
extremch- restrained, almost prudish. in her relations with her hus
band. On the other hand. '.\lrs. :\. ~dso h<td a strong sex dri\e-a 
strong .. approach tendcncv." Before 'he irurricd, a dozen men had 
tried to seduce her, and. as Dollard and \lillcr put 1t. "most of them 
had succeeded" (Dollard & l\lillcr. 19.'iO. p. 18) .. \fter marriage. her 
sexual appetites often led her to lneralh "flirt \11th dJnger." For 
example, she would sometimes hitch rides \\1th truck dm.,~rs. 

DolLml and \tiller sa\\ \!rs .. \.·s diCficuluc'i this \\a\: c;hc felt 
a strong conflict between her sexual ur,c;..:' lr1f!(!mad1) <ind her fc;H ,,f 
being opcnh sexual I m;uir!rmtl'J. Each umc she got vcf\· close ct> a 
real sexual experience, her fear uf sex merpowcrcd her dc:s1tc f." It 
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and she shied away from actual intercourse. As the situations Mrs. 
A. got herself into grew more and more dangerous, she got vef\ 
anxious and she eventually found another way of avoiding sex: She 
developed intense fears that kept her mind totally occupied-that 
is, she feared that "something" would happen to her and that her 
heart might stop, and she began counting everv heartbeat. This 
prevented sexual thoughts and feelings from arising. This approach. 
though it was upsetting in manv ways, was rewarding in one impor
tant wav: As soon as Mrs. A. started counting, she "felt better." \\'as 
l\1rs. A. repressing her sexualitv? Yes, Dollard and Miller said. The\ 
defined Fr.cud's notion of repression in learning-theory terms: Repres
sion is a learned response of "not thinking about" something that i~ 
anxietv-provoking. For Mrs. A., this response was rewarded bv the 
reduction in anxietv that it produced. 

0\·erall. as the example of Mrs. A. suggests. Dollard and !\filler 
were ncn out to bury Freud or to praise him, but rather to redefine him. 
Their aim was to engineer, if not a merger, at least a bridge between the 
dvnamic and learning perspectives on personalitv. 

SKINNER'S RADICAL BEHAVIORISM 
Bridge building is not what B. F. Skinner (1953, 1971, 1972) had in mind 
in advancing his radical behavioral perspective. Skinner's views, like 
those of Dollard and l\1iller, are derived from experiments. But Dollard 
and Miller borrowed from both the classical and instrumental conditioning 
models (Chapter 4). whereas Skinner's approach is exclusively instmmrn· 
ta/, or opfrrltlf--that is. it deals onlv with the processes by which rein(orrr· 
ment (reward) and p11nislt11m1t influence the likelihood of behavior' 
(Chapter 4). Ruled out of Skinner's analvsis wherever possible are such 
"unobseffables" as drives. motives. and emotions. Also ruled out are the 
trait and tvpe notions discussed in our first section. What. we might ask. is 
left to constitute the human personalitv? For Skinner. the answer seems 
to be that what most people call personalitv is actually a collection of 
reinforced responses. \\'e are the persons that we are because we behave 
in certain wavs, and we beha,·e in certain wavs because of the reinforce
ment contingencies we experience. In Skinner's ,·iew, there is really no 
need for a concept of "personalitv" or for such "excess baggage" as traits 
and types. 

Consider Mrs. A., for example. We might describe her in trait terms 
as being "seductive and flirtatious," in type terms as being "a tease," or 
we might describe her in terms of her approach-and-avoidance tenden
cies-her drives. From a Skinnerian perspective, none of these descrip
tions would add to the understanding we can achieve by simply describing 
l\frs. A. 's observable behavior. She flirted with men, was sexually sug
gestive, but usuallv stopped short of actual intercourse. Does the trait. 
type, and drive terminology help us to understand why Mrs. A. behaved as 
she did? No, Skinner would sav. To say that Mrs. A. flirted with men 
because she had a strong sex drive is simply redundant; it does not reallv 
explain her flirting any more than "a strong dependency drive" explains 
why a child clings to its mother or a "strong art drive" explains why 
Picasso painted so much. Skinner prefers to focus on the reinforceme~t 
that accompanies behavior. In the case of Mrs. A., we might observe that 



WHEN WE ARE "CREATIVE," 
ARE WE REALLY CREATING? 

B. F. Skinner has been accused of many things, but 
never cowardice. In a 1971 lecture to an audience of 
poets (Skinner, 1972), he risked the wrath, not only of 
poets but of mothers as welll Those of us who have 
written a poem, composed a song, or produced a 
work of art (however humble) tend to think of our 
actions as inventive and original and ourselves as 
possessing a ··creative urge" or a trait of "creativity " 
Skinner suggested that we are much too generous in 
these self-assessments He also suggested that we, 
like many mothers, take all too much personal credit 
for such "achievements." As Skinner put it, 

Only a person who truly initiates his behavior can 
claim that he is free to do so and that he deserves 
credit for any achievement. If the environment is the 
initiating force, he is not free, and the environment 
must get the credit. 
(Skinner, 1972, p. 352) 

Most of our "creative products," Skinner argued, are 
primarily products of our environment. To make his 
point, Skinner drew a parallel between an act of bio
logical creation-having a baby-and an act of men
tal creation-"having" a poem. 

We usually say simply that a woman "has" a baby 
where "has" means little more than possesses. 

. . What is the nature of [the mother's) contribution? 
She is not responsible for the skin color, eye color, 
strength, size, intelligence, talents, or any other fea
ture of her baby. She gave it half her genes, but she 
got those from her parents. She could, of course, have 
damaged the baby [for example, by abortion, catch
ing rubella at the wrong time, etc.]. But she made 
no positive contribution. 

A biologist has no difficulty in describing the role 
of the mother. She is a place, a locus in which a very 
important biological process takes place. 
(Skinner, 1972, p. 352) 

So much for the "creative" role of mothers. Now on to 
poets. 

The poet is also a locus, a place in which certain 
genetic and environmental causes come together to 

have a common effect. A poem seldom makes its 
appearance in a completed form. Bits and pieces 
occur to the poet, who rejects or allows them to stand, 
and who puts them together to compose a poem. But 
they come from his past history, verbal and otherwise, 
and he has had to learn how to put them together. The 
act of compositiol'l is no more an act of creation than 
"having" the bits and pieces composed. 
(Skinner, 1972. p. 352) 

Summing up. Skinner offered yet another biological 
analogy. 

A person produces a poem and a woman produces a 
baby, and we call the person a poet and the woman a 
mother. . . Writing a poem is the sort of thing men 
and women do as men and women, having a baby is 
the sort of thing a woman does as a woman, and 
laying an egg is the sort of thing a hen does as a hen. 
(Skinner, 1972, p. 354) 

When a hen lays an egg, Skinner was asking, do we 
call the hen creative? 

There is another, more general implication of 
Skinner's point, one that touches us all. When we 
"have an idea" or when "an ;dea occurs to us," we 
tend to take credit for the idea as if we chose to 
produce it by an act of free will. In fact, said Skinner, 
we "have" ideas in the same sense that women "have" 
babies-that is, we are merely a place in which 
the ideas happen. Taking this line of thought to its 
logical conclusion, we should not give Skinner very 
much credit for the ideas he presented in this speech . 
Skinner agrees, as he noted at the end of his lec
ture. 

And now my labor is over. I have had my lecture. I 
have no sense of fatherhood. H my genetic and per
sonal histories had been different, I should have come 
into possession of a different lecture. If I deserve any 
credit at all, 1t is simply for having served as a place in 
which certain processes could take place. i shall inter
pret your polite applause in that light 
(Skinner, 1972, p. 355) 
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tlirrmg. both bt furc- and atrer marriage, was repeatedly rewarded with 
n~:dc attention. \Ye might al">o obsen·e that her later a\·oidance of going 
()Ul alone and her counting of heartbeats protected her from real objective 
,1;;.-,~'-'.f'' ,:Td were further rewarded. at least at first, by increased attention 
f1'l 1ni ~<er huslxtnd and relai'in:s. FinallY, we might observe that when this 
inuea:-,cd Jtrention stopped-when, in fact, her relatives began to avoid 
hc1 ··-· \ f rs. . \. re pom:d for ps \ chothcrapv, prcsu mablv to change her 
bd1:tvior because its consequence;, \\Tre no longer rewarding. 

With such accounts of people's behavior, described entirely in terms 
of objccti\·ch obse1Yable C\ en ts. Skinner generated what some consider a 
"pcrsonalityless" view of pcrsonalitv. !\fany :ire offended by Skinner's 
efforts ro reduce the seeming richness of human personality to nothing 
more than a set of responses strengthened by reinforcers (sec Inquif\· 
14.1 ). Others sec Skinner's \rnrk as refreshing because it is an effort to be 
dear, precise. and parsimonious-that is, to relv on the sm3llcst possible 
number of theorerical concepts and assumptions. 

BANDURA AND WALTERS: 
LATER SOCIAL LEARNING THEORY 
The third lcarning-thcof\' perspective we will review is built on the 
percei\·ed limitations of the first mo .. \lbert Bandura (see picture) and 
Richard \\'alters (1963) saw the anim3l-derived principles of Dollard. 
l\lillcr. and Skinner as simph· too limited to account for important aspects 
of re3J human behavior. For example, thcv thought the animal experi
merns invoh·ed 3rtifici3lh "sJfe" laboratorv situations. In real life, thev 
:Hl".lted, people (and rats. for that matter!) often du not have the luxury of 
learning through instrumental (ir operant conditioning-trial-and-error 
lcJrning in 3 protected Liborator\ \\'here onlv "correct" responses get 
rewarded. In real life. iris often too costly to risk "incorrect" responses. 
v\'ould we teach our children to swim or to cross busv intersections bv 
means of instrumental learning procedures? Not like Iv because an "incor
rect" response \Hlll Id have serious consequences, including a risk of 
death. Bv the 'iame rukcn. we would not rely solelv on instrumental 
learning procedures to reach 3dolesccnrs ho\1· to drive cars, medical stu
dents how to perform heart surgef\·, or CIA recruits how to conduct coven 
operations. In these situations, and in manv others, instrumental condi
tioning may be too inefficient and too dangerous to be relied upon. 

The 3pproach that Bandura and Walters took focused on the highlv 
efficient form of learning known as obsfrcational learning, or imitation. (See 
Chapter 4. page 172; also Chapter 7, p3ge 291, and Ch3pter 11. p3ge 
446.) Thcv viewed observational learning as requiring no direct reinforce
ment to the learner (although they acknowledged that persistfnff of the 

learned behavior may depend upon reinforcement, or at least anticipated 
reinforcement). Observational learning generally takes place in a social 
situation inrnh·ing a model 3nd an imitator (see Figure 14.10). The 
imitator obserYes the model and experiences the model's behavior and its 
consequences vicariously; this process is called 'i..'imrious reinforcement. 
Bandura maintains that nearly all learning that c3n take place directly with 
instrumental learning procedures c3n also take place vicariously through 
modeling. When seeking to explain, sav, the behavior of Little Hans 
(Application 14.2, page 583), Skinner might look to the reinforcements 
for fearful behavior in the boy's life, but Bandura and Walters would look 
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for fearful models and observational learning opportunities in the bov's 
history. Similarly, Bandur:i and Walters might explain the two case exam
ples at the b~ginning of this chapter by looking partlv t<' the models who 
influenced G. Gordon Liddv (for example, Hitler) and Crvstal Lee Jordan 
(for example, her father). 

The powerful influence of observational learaing is e\ ident in both 
clinical and everyday settings (Brvan & Test, 196 7 ). 

One swdy showed the effects on evcrydav behavior of "good Sa
maritanism." The investigators stationed a woman beside a car with 
a flat tire and checked to see how manv dri' ers would stop to help 
her. In some cases, the drivers were given a modeling opportunity. 
A quarter of a mile ahead of the "distressed" woman, these cars 
passed a woman who was being helped with her flat by a young man 
(seemingly a "good Samaritan" but actually an experimental con
federate). The drivers who had passed this "helpful" model were 
significantly more likely to stop for the "distressed" woman than 
were the drivers who had not seen the model. 

As we shall see in Chapter 16, obseffational learning (especial!\ as pro
moted by Bandura) has also been used to treat such troubling problems a:. 
severe phobias and to explain a vanety of both normal and abnormal 
personality patterns. 

QUESTIONS ABOUT LEARNING AND 
BEHAVIORAL APPROACHES 
Few psychologists would deny that many of the behavior patterns we 
know as "personality" come about through learning and conditioning. 
However there is real controversy about whether tf>c various learnjng and 
behavioral accounts tell us all we need to know about personality develop
ment. Some argue that a strict learning-theorv approach leads onlv to an 
understanding of behavior in specific situations and that such "situa-
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Figure 14.JO 

Imitation in the family. This boy is 
le~rning to act like his father, who is an 
accomplished pianist. Perhaps more 
important, he is learning to value many 
of the same things. (Suzanne Szasz.) 
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FiJ!,ure 14.11 

Our self-image develops on the basis of 
information about the way we are and 

the way others see us. (Ken Heyman.) 

tionism" ignores the consistencies that many people show from one 
sir:iation to rhe next (Bowers, 1973 ). Others argue that focusing on 
behanors one can observe outwardly and emphasizing concepts such as 
"reinforcement" seem to diminish the person in personality. 

Learning theorists counter such arguments in several ways. First, 
thev note that conditioned responses can be quite complex. Human 
learning is not just a matter of acquiring specific muscle twitches in 
response to certain stimuli. Instead, because of the great adaptability of 
hun;3n beings, a rich, interwoven tapestry of behaviors is learned. This 
tapestrv is intricate enough to account for many of the subtleties of human 
personality. 

Second. such social learning theorists as Bandura and Walters do use 
concepts about internal cognitive processes to explain imitation and de
laved performance. In fact, with the exception of Skinner and other 
radical behaviorists, learning theo

0

rists today acknowledge the influences 
of at least some powerful variables within the learner and portray learners 
as far more than passive recipients of environmental influence. One wav 
that human learners demonstrate their nonpassivity is by making judg
ments about the causes of their reinforcement, as our earlier discussion of 
locus of control (page 573) showed. 

Humanistic Theories: 
Personality as the Self 

If we stop studving other people's behavior for a moment and pause to 

think about our own. we become aware of a set of feelings and attitudes 
and a certain sense of who we are. A number of theorists have focused 
their work upon this entity known as the self Generally speaking, the 
term self has two distinct sets of meanings. One set has to do with 



people's attitudes about themselves; their picture of the wav rhev look 
and act; the impact they believe they have on others; and their perceived 
traits, abilities, foibles, and weaknesses. This collection constitutes what 
is known as the srlf-ronrept, or srlf-image, "attitudes, feelings, perceptions.,. 
and evaluations of ... self as an object" (Hall & Lindzev, 1970, p. 516). 
(See Figure 14. 11.) The second set of meanings relates to the f'X"ffUtiz.·i: 

funrtions-processes by which the individual manages, copes, thinks. 
remembers, perceives, and plans. These two meanings, self as "object" 
and self as "process," are seen in most theories involving the notion ot 
self. 

We have already considered one concept similar to the "self as 
process." In psychoanalytic theorv, the ego comprises the personality's 
executive functions. In fact, for manv of the "ego psychologists" who 
came after Freud, the ego plays the paramount role; Freud's own 
daughter, Anna Freud (1946), was a leader in this movement. Seif
concepts are central to humanistir theories-theories which focus upon the 
individual's subjective perceptions of self, the world. and the self within 
the world. Two of the most influential humanistic theorists are Carl 
Rogers and Abraham Maslow. 

ROGERS' SELF THEORY 
Carl Rogers' theorY (Rogers, 1959, 1961) grew out of his client-centered 
approach to psvchotherapv and behavior change (see Cfiaptcr 16. page 
688). Like psvchoanalvsis, the theorv grew from efforts to help troubled 
people, but Rogers' theory does not involve complex personalitv strtJC
tures or stages of development. Instead, Rogers emphasized the whole of 
experience. the phenomena/field. This is the individual's subjective frame 
of reference; it mav or may not correspond to external realitv. 

The Self Out of the phenomenal field, a self or self-concept gradualh 
develops. Rogers did not start out to make the self a central idea in his 
theory, but he found that clients spontaneouslv thought in such terms. "lt 
seemed clear ... that the self was an important element in the experi
ence of the client, and that in some odd sense his goal was rn become his 
'real self"' (Rogers, I 9.S9, p. 201). Thus, in addition to ~he present self, 
there is also an idral self, the self the person would like ro be. Trouble 
occurs when there are mismatches, or inmnwumres. For example, the 
perceived self mav not match the ideal self, and this can be verv disturb
ing. Because we need self-esteem, we may distort our perception of our 
experiences in self-sef\"ing wavs. In doing this, we mav me condit10ns of 
worth-characteristics of our behavior that we learned in childhood to 

associate with acceptance (versus disapproval). This brings tis to one of 
Rogers' key notions about personality development. 

Personality Development As children grow, parent-, and others react w 
their behavior, sometimes in a positive wav and <>ometimes with disap
proval. Children thus learn to regard some of their actions. thoughts. and 
feelings as unworthy, and they often react by distorting or denying these 
unworthy aspects of self. 

Consider Dollard and Miller's "Mrs. A." for example (page 593 ). 
She had grown up in an atmosphere of severe strictures against sexual 
expression of any kind, even verbal expression. Her foster mother repeat-
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edlv emphasized that sex was '.'.1ong and "dirty." She did not even permit 
terms like pregnant to he used in the house. Instead, she referred to 
pregnant women as ''big." Thus, \!rs. A. grew up regarding her own 
sexual thoughts and fceli.ngs as wrong, "dirty," and unworthy. She 
learned to cope bv oscillating between distortion on the one hana 'and 
denial on the other. She distorted bv sometimes adopting the view that 
she was a ''dirty," evil person and proving her point by going on binges of 
flirtation and sexual seduction (the truck-driver episodes, for example). 
She denied hy sometimes behaving in an overly straightlaced, consen-
ativc, asexual manner (for instance, in relations with her husband). Nei
ther pattern-distortion or denial-was an accurate reflection of Mrs. A. 's 
true self. Consequently, both patterns led to maladaptive behavior and 
evcnrually unhappiness. Rogers believes that in mature, adjusted people. 
~.here is congruence hetween the tQtal person and the self and that well
a'djustcd people can accept the full range of their experiences without 
distorting or avoiding them. 

Rogers encouraged research to test his hypotheses. He was, in fact. 
among the first to subject the intimate experience of psvchotherapy to the 
cool eve of evaluation when he began tape-recording sessions so that thev 
could be coded and evaluated. He also helped to popularize the Q-sort 
tedl!lique, a method of self-description, in personality research. In thi-, 
technique, the individual is given a large number of descriptions and is 
asked to sort them into categories from "least characteristic" to "mosr 
characteristic." A person could sort the statements, for example, to indi
cate "how I am now" and "ho\\ I would like to be," yielding a measure of 
the degree of congruence hetween the perceived self and the ideal self. 

Research findings have supported some, but not all, of Rogers· 
theoretical notions. In support of his theory it has been found that people 
who are seeking psvchotherapv indicate more of a disparity between their 
real and ideal selves rhan do people who are not seeking help. Moreover. 
this di'iparitv tends to shrink in the course of successful therapy. On the 
other hand, some findings have suggested that acknowledging a disparitv 
between one's real and ideal self mav he a sign of maturity. Among 
children and adolescents. for example, it has been found that disparitv 

MASLOW'S SELF-ACTUALIZATION/~ORY 
Another phenomenological theorist who Milphasized development of the 
self was Abraham i\faslow. i\laslow. 15elieved that each person has an 
essential nature that "presses" to' emerge, like the "press" within an 
acorn to become an oak tree. In his view, we all have higher-level growth 
needs-such as the need for self-actualization and understanding of our-

l selves-but that these higher needs only assume a dominant role in our 
lives after our more primitive needs (physiological needs, safety need>. 
needs for love and "belongingness," and self-esteem needs) are satisfied 
(see Figure 14.12). (See also Chapter 7, page 298.) The growth needs, 
Maslow believed, help make us distinctly human. Maslow stressed that 
"the human being is not a white rat" and emphasized that "man has a 
nigher and transcendent nature" (Maslow, 1971, p. 349). 

To understand this transcendent nature, Maslow believed we 
should study transcendent people. He worried that the exclusive study of 
emotionally disturbed people-as in Freud's theory and others-was 
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bound to produce a distorted psvchologv. Insread. he studied models of 
self-artualized people-people who appeared to h<l\ e fulfilled their basic 
potentialities. He found some of his subjects in historv (Lincoln [Figure 
14.12], Jefferson, Thoreau, Beethoven) and others from among his con
temporaries (Eleanor Roosevelt, Einstein, a friend who was an unusually 
creative housewife, another who was a clinical psvchologist, and others 
who were in business, sports, and the arts). :\1aslow (1967) found that this 
group of "optimal'' people shared some distinguishing characteristics. 

I. They were open to experience "vivid I\, selfless!\, with full 
concentration and total absorption." 

2. They \\·ere in tune with themselves. their inner beings. 

3. They were spontaneous, autonomous, independent, \\·ith a 
fresh, unstereotyped appreciation of people and events. 

4. Thev devoted total effort to their goals, wanting to be first-
rate, or at least as good as they could be. 

5. TheY were dedicated, fulh· and creativelv, to some cause 
outside themselves. 

6. They related to a few speciallv lm·ed others on a deep emo-
tional plane. 

7. They resisted conformity to the culture: thev could be de-
tached and private. 

Few people can be labeled self-artualizin;: in this complete 5ense. 
Yet most of us have had moments of true self-actualization. or what 
Maslow referred to as peak e:xperienres-a burst of insight, a betrothal, the 
birth of a baby (Figure 14.13), a mountaintop sunrise. During these 
highly focused, vivid moments, there is often a disorientation in time and 
space, a feeling of richness and unity. The accompanying emotional 
reaction "has a special flavor of wonder, of awe, of reverence, of humilitv 
and surrender before the experience as before something great" (i\laslow, 

Figure 14.JZ 
----------~ 

(f,eft:) Maslow's hierarchv of needs. 
Shown at the bonom are" basic biolog
ical needs; at the top are <listinctlv 
human psvchological needs. Needs 
lower in the hierarchv must be met be
fore "higher-level" n~eds can assume a 
dominant role. (Right:) In seeking ex
amples of se/f-artualized people-people 
who functioned at the upper level of 
the hierarchy-Maslow looked to such 
"optimal" people as Abraham Lincoln, 
shown here with his son, Todd. (Pho
tograph by t\lathew Brady from The 
Libraf\' <_J_f Congress.) 
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Each of us heh ind peak cxpencnccs 
that transcend our usual 11\ cs and 
approach \1 hat \!aslo\\ called 
:.df-ml11a!/~.atirm. (Birth photo from 
l lella l lammidil'hoto Researchers; 
hang-gliding photo from l'crcr \ien;cJ: 
Srock. Hoston. I 

1%8. p. 8.2). "The person at the peak is godlike not only in senses 
. but ... in the rnmplete, loving, uncondemning, compassionate 

and rerhaps amused acceptance of the world and of the person" 
lpp. 87-88) 

QUESTIONS ABOUT HUMANISTIC THEORIES 
There is no single humanistic theorv; there are manv. Yet all of them 
share a \ ic\1 of personalitv that is focused on people's internal percep
tions, or introspections. Psvchologists have waxed and waned over the 
\cars in their accept:rnce of personal reports based on such "inner experi
ence." ~ineteenth-centurv psvchologists relied heavily on self-reports. 
The advent of behaviorism, with its emphasis on observable events, put 
:rn end to that. but lately there has been a resurgence of respect for this 
approach because self-reports sometimes prove as valid in research as do 
more complex measures. \Vhile some psychologists still scoff at "nah·e" 
or "gullible" views built on self theories, others are now more respectful 
of the insights people report . 

. .\t the same time. however, both Rogers and Maslow can be faulted 
f<)f the de,elopmental aspects of their theories, which have only the 
tlim'iiest research foundations. Their e\·idence on the dynamics of the self 
concept is made up mainlv of case reports and anecdotes. It is probablv 
best to regard these self theories of de\·elopment as working sets of 
hvpothescs--thought-provoking. but not to be taken too literally. 

Issues and Controversies in Personality 
Theory and Research 

The studv of personality involves much more than the "grand theories" 
we ~ave studied thus far. In fact, many psychologists have become 



disenchanted with sweeping efforts to capture "the whole person" in a 
single theorv and have turned, instead, to focused research on specific 
issues in personality. To fill out our picture of personalitv psvcholog\. we 
will consider two of these issues. 

GENES AND PERSONALITY 
One is perhaps the oldest issue in psychology: nature \·ersus nurture. (See 
Chapter 11, page 413.) Most of the theories \\·e have considered so far 
emphasize the acquisition of personality after birth: consistent with this 
emphasis, a recent view of genetic research noted that "im·estigators who 
have studied ... twins are unanimous in qmcluding that personality is 
more affected by environment than anv other area of human functioning" 
(Farber, 1981, p. 269). Nonetheless, some investigators have asked 
whether genetic endowment might not also plav an influential role. The 
answer seems to be a cautious yes, bur we are still trying to learn how 
much genes influence personalitv and the specific wa\'S in which thev 
make their mark. 

Studies of Temperament One line of research concerns trmpt'rammt
the aspect of personality that includes mood. acmity level, and emotion, 
and the variability of each. Studies with animals have shown that selective 
breeding can heighten or diminish characteristics like emorionalitv 0\ er 
successive generations. Twin studies with humans also seem to show a 
genetic influence. 

For example, one investigative team (Buss er al., 1973) had mothers 
of identical, or mrmozygotir· (J/7,), and fraternal, or rli;:J'f;otit (DZ), twins fill 
out temperament questionnaires about their children. Each mother rared 
each child on four dimensions: (1) emotionality (e.g., "Child has a quick 
temper''), (2) activity (e.g., "Child is alwavs on the go"). (3) sociability 
(e.g., "Child tends to be shv''), and (4) impulsivity (e.g., "Child goes 
from toy to tov quicklv"). On all four dimensions-indeed on virtually all 
of the 20 individual items-correlations were much higher for \!Z than 
for DZ twins. Since MZ twins have 100 percent identical genes while DZ 
twins average onlv SO percent identical genes, the higher correlations for 
MZ-twin pairs seem to show that shared genes make for similar tempera
ment. Subsequent twin research (Plomin & Rowe, 1977, for example) has 
continued to show MZ-DZ differences and thus seeminglv to support the 
notion of genetic influence. On the other hand, these studies have 
involved ratings by mothers who know whether their children are \fZ or 
DZ twins and whose ratings therefore mav be influenced by their precon
ceived ideas about how similar the two tvpes of twins should be. Until this 
problem is controlled, we had better regard anv conclusions as tentative. 

Traits, Types, and Chromosomes l'vloving beyond child temperament, 
we can find some evidence of a genetic contribution to a large number of 
adult trait dimensions and to at least one typology. Some of this evidence 
is summarized in Table 14.1. The table lists the 18 scales of the California 
Psvchological Inventory; it shows, for each scale, the average correlations 
obtained across several studies of MZ and DZ pairs. On evef\· scale, '.\!Z 
correlations average much higher than DZ correlations. By themsckes. 
these correlations do not show, conclusively, that persomtlity traits ha\ ea 
genetic basis; one reason is that MZ twins are often more similar in 
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Table 14.I 

.lfra11 .If/, and D/ ra:·i11-pair mrrelatiuns 
/iJ1· the 18 CPI sad es. 

en'z.:ironment (han are DZ twins because parents tend to treat their identical 
twins alike. to dress them alike, and so forth. However, at least one study 
(Loehiin & \iichols, 1976) showed that similarity of upbringing was not a 
major cause of higher correlations among !VIZ twins; this, of course. 
strengthens the case for genetic influence. 

If the pattern shown in Table 14.1 reflects a real genetic influence. 
how does this influence operate? Obviouslv we do not inherit genes for 
"dominance," "sociabilitv." and so forth. What do we inherit that might 
influence such traits? There is no widely accepted answer to this ques
tion, but some interesting hvpotheses have been proposed. For example. 
H.J. Eysenck, whose theorv we considered earlier (page 570), proposed 
that traits related to his introversion-extraversion type dimension are 
linked to inherited characteristics of the ft'timlar formation (Chapter 8. 
page 317). the part of the brain that influences an individual's level of 
arousal. Evsenck believes that introverts inherit more of a tendenev to be 
aroused, ''revved up." than do extraverts and that they have a basic need 
to inhibit. or "damp down," their arousal. As a result, introverts tend to 

avoid extreme excitement: seek out calm, quiet conditions; and shy awav 
from the actirntion caused bv social interaction. Extraverts, on the other 
hand, genencallv predisposed to be tmdrraroused, are attracted to excite
ment and social interaction. Tests of introversion-extraversion do show 
fairly strong evidence of herirabilitv. \loreover. four of the CPI scales in 
Table 14.1 that show verv pronounced i\1Z-DZ differences-dominance. 
sociabilitv, social presence. and self-acceptance-are considered to be 
components of the intro\-ersion-extra\·ersion dimension. '~ 

CPI SCALE MZ DZ 

Dominance 59 .31 

2 Capacity tor status 61 .46 

3 Soc1abii1ty 54 .21 

4. Social presence .54 .28 

5. Self-acceptance 51 .23 

6 We1l-be1ng 46 .31 

7 Respons1b1lity 49 .33 

8. Socialization 47 .25 

9. Seit-control 52 .30 

10. Tolerance 52 .32 

11 Good impression 48 .23 

12. Communality 30 .12 

13. Achievement 
(conformance) .40 .25 

14. Achievement 
(independence) .53 .37 

15. Intellectual ett1c1ency .54 .38 

16. Psychological mindedness 43 .21 

17. Flexibility 50 .30 

18. Femtninity 42 .25 

(Source· Carey et a! 1978. p 107) 



In addition to similarities in their test scores, identical twins show a 
remarkable number of suhtle behavioral similarities (see Figure 14.14). 
Even twins who have been reared apart tend to laugh alike, smoke similar 
numbers of cigarettes per day, and show similar nervous manneri,;;ms 
(Farber, 1981). For the past several years, Thomas Bouchard and a 
research team from the University of Minnesota have been recruiting MZ
twin pairs who have been reared apart (Bouchard, 1984 ). Several of the 
pairs studied had never met until Bouchard brought them together (Bart
lett, 1981 ). 

"Bridget" and "Dorothv," for instance, met for the first time on the 
plane bringing them from England to l\linneapolis. Both wore seven 
rings, and each had several bracelets on each wrist; one had named 
her children Richard Andrew and Katherine Louise, and the other 
had named hers Andrew Richard and Karen Louise. 

A pair of male twins both turned out to love carpentrv, to have 
workshops in their homes, and to have built very similar circular 
benches around trees in their vards-both, for some reason, found 
round benches verv appealing. 

One of the most interesting pairs had strikingk different back
grounds. "Oscar'' had been raised as a German Catholic and had 
once joined the Hitler Youth. Oscar's twin, "Jack." had been reared 
as a Jew in Trinidad. Now in their fifties. the two showed up for 
Bouchard's interview;, in blue shirts with epaulets and nearlv identi
cal aviator glasses. Both kept rubber bands on their wrists, both had 
a habit of flushing the ·:oiler before and after use, and both enjoyed 
startling people in elevators bv sneezing. 

The above anerdotes mav represent rare extremes. or thev may 
reflect factors other than g.:netic influence. But until we can find good 
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Figure 14.14 

Identical twins are, of course, strikingly 
alike in physical characteristics, but ev
idence suggests that they may also be 
surprisingly similar in personality. Take 
a close look at this picture. Notice that 
without special instructions, these pairs 
of twins have assumed remarkably sim
ilar facial expressions. Notice also the 
positioning of their hands. (From 
Human Genetics by E. Novitski, 1977. 
New York: Macmillan.) 
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counter-explanations, we must seriously consider an importqnt pos
sibility: Genes may influence personality in more diverse and dramatic 
ways than most have thought. 

THE PERSON-SITUATION CONTROVERSY 
Another major issue in personality research is called the person-situation 
controversy. It centers on one key question: To what extent is our 
behavior caused by characteristics inside of us and to what extent by 
characteristics of the situation in which we find ourselves? To examine 
this question, let us focus on a key principle: When we think about 
people's behavior, we often tend to reduce complex reality to a few 
simple generalities. The;: processes by which we simplify complexity were 
nicknamed our "reducing valve" by Walter Mischel (1969). He gives the 
following illustration: 

When we observe a woman who seems hostile and fiercely indepen
dent some of the time but passive, dependent, and feminine on 
other occasions, our reducing valve usually makes us choose be
tween the two syndromes. We decide that one pattern is in service 
of the other, or that both are in the service of a third motive. She 
must be a really castrating lady with a facade of passivity-or 
perhaps she is a warm, passive-dependent woman with a surface 
defense of aggressiveness. 
(Mischel, 1969, p. 1015) 

From this example, it is easy to see that traits ("hostile," ,.,fiercely 
independent," "passive") and type's ("castrating lady") are often used as 
simplifying devices. Advocates of trait and type approaches to personality 
tend to believe that people show certain co9sistencies across situations 
and across time and that trait and type descriptions are useful ways of 
identifying the "person" characteristics that produce such consistencies. 

On the other hand, some have argued that such trait and type 
descriptors may generate only an illusion of consistency and that people's 
behavior is actually quite diverse and situationally determined. Mischel 
went on to make the following point with regard to the "complex woman" 
we introduced above: 

But perhaps nature is bigger than our concepts and it is possible for 
this lady to be a hostile, fiercely independent, passive, dependent, 
feminine, aggressive, warm, castrating person all-in-one. Of course 
which of these she is at any particular moment would not be random 
and capricious-it would depend on who she is with, when, now, 
and much, much more. 
(Mischel, 1969, p. 1015) 

Illustrations such as this have become part of a position called situationism 
because it emphasizes situational, environmental determinants of peo
ple's behavior. !he position has often taken the form of outright attacks 
on trait and type notions-for example: · 

What happens when the mother-dependent child finds that his 
preschool peers now consistently have little patience for his whin
ing, attention-getting bids, and instead respect independence and 



self-confidence? Generally the child's behavior changes in accord 
with the new contingencies, and if the contingencies shift so does 
the behavior-if the contingencies remain stable so does the new 
syndrome that the child now displays. Then what has happened to 
the child's dependency trait? 
(Mischel, 1969, p. 1017) 

Extreme Positions As is true of most debates, the person-situation con
troversy has involved a small number. of theorists at both extremes and 
many occupying the middle ground. At the extreme "person" end are a 
few theorists, often of the dynamic group, who believe that people 
possess certain core drives, motives, conflicts, or tendencies that produce 
consistency in their behavior across various situations. At the extreme 
situational end of the controversy are theorists like B. F. Skinner, who 
believe that notions like "traits of character"' and "free will" should be 
dropped and who favor a detailed account of the environment and how it 
determines our behavior. 

The Interaction Position: Predicting Some of the People Some of the 
Time There are several less extreme positions, however. They have 
developed, in part, because much of the relevant research has been 
inconclusive. Some studies seem to show that people's behavior depends 
more on who they are and what their characteristics are while other 
studies show that people's behavior depends more on the situations they 
find themselves in. The findings seem to depend upon the particular 
situations and the particular people the investigator studies. For instance, 
a researcher who studies people's behavior at a football game, a fraternity 
party, a church service, and an "all-you-can-eat" fruit-and-salad bar will 
find that behavior is strongly influenced by which of these situations 
people find themselves in. However a researcher who compares the 
behavior of a cheerleader, a professional wrestler, a television talk-show 
host, and a Buddhist monk may well find that behavior is very much 
affected by "person" characteristics. If we look at a large number of 
studies that are not so extreme as these examples, we find that "person" 
characteristics and situation characteristics both influence behavior; but 
neither factor alone is so important as is the interaction of the person and 
the situation (Bowers, 1973). What this means, in part, is that the influ
ence of "person" factors and situation factors depends on which persons 
and which situations we observe. 

A study by Bern and Allen (1974) illustrates this sort of interaction. 
It suggests that we can only use "person" characteristics or traits to 
predict "some of the people some of the time." 

Bern and Allen asked college students to tell them how consistent 
they were on two traits: friendliness and conscientiousness. Then 
they gathered information on how friendly and how conscientious 
these students actually were if( a variety of situations. Their findings 
regarding friendliness are illustrative. The students who rated them
selves "not so consistent" in friendliness turned out to be friendly in 
some situations and not so friendly in others; for these students, 
situations f_!lattered a lot, but the "person" characteristic of friend
liness did not. On the other hand, students who rated themselves as 
consistent in friendliness came closer to being equally friendly in all 
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Some theorists now rhink of 'ituJtions 
as having ··personalities" of their own. 
Some situations (left) arc considered 
"powerful" because thcY offer a \·er\ 
, mall range of "acceptable" heh a' iors 
and therefore exert great control m-cr 
people's actions. Other situations 
(right) are considered "weak" because 
thev allow a broad ran):;e of beha\ iors. 
PersonalitY traits seem to he better pre
dictors of beha\·ior in relati\-eh· weak 
situations than in powerful situations. 
(Both photographs' 'Jpvright © George 
\\". Gardner.) 

situarinm: for these stw.:h:nto:, t~.e trait of friendliness mattered a lot, 
but situation charaneristics did not. 

Some researchers ha\·e studied person-situation interactions by 
focming on "the personalirv of situations" (Funder & Bern, 1977). Some 
situations, it st.-cms, have a stronger impact on people's behavior than do 
othef'i. For example, at a funeral or in a job interview, there is a vcrv small 
range of "appropriate 1~.:ha,·iors": such "powerful situations" induce 
fairh· 'iimilar expectations and fair!\· similar behavior in most people 
(1\fischel. 1977). Bv contrast. situations such as a family picnic, a visit to a 
new citv. or an uncommitted Saturdav night are ''weak"-thcy permit a 
broad range of expectations and behavior in different people. In "power
ful situation';," the impact of the situations will be especially strong; in 
"we~ik situatiom," person characteristics like traits are apt to have es
pecialh strong effect'>. (See Figure 14.15.) 

So the person-situation controversv has moved toward an interac
tionist \ie-.\·point. !\lost personalitv researchers now agree that the relative 
impact of "person" ch~iracteristics and situation characteristics depends 
on D."hirh persons and v::hi1h situations we choose to studv. 

Summary 

1. The studv of personalitv emphasizes normal individual varia
tion. Definitions of personality vaf\ from one theorist to the next, 
but most agree that it consists of distinctive patterns of behavior 
(including thoughts and emotions) that characterize a person's adap
tation to the situations of his or her life. 

2. Theories about personalitv can be grouped into those which 
emphasize tvpes and traits, dvnamic processes, learning and condi
tioning, or the humanistic perspective. 

3. Types are collections of individuals said to share some com
mon characteristics. i\lost type theories have not worked well be
cause such collections of individuals typicallv leave out much of the 
population. Type theorists have dealt with this problem in two 
wavs. Some, such as Evsenck. have defined their "types" in terms 
of personality dimensions, with evef\· individual falling somewhere 
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on each dimension. Other typologies, such as the Type A-Type B 
distinction, focus on extreme cases that fit a specific definition, or 
"strike zone," and simply ignore individuals who do not fit. 

4. Traits are tendencies to behave in relatively consis-tent and 
distinctive wavs across situations. Allport judged people's cardinal, 
central, and secondarv traits by examining their personal docu
ments, such as letters and diaries. Others have focused on a single 
trait, such as locus of control. 

5. Questions arise with regard to the adequacy of trait and type 
assessment, because (a) people's behavior often varies with the 
situation thev are in and (b) people's performance on various mea
sures can be influenced bv response sets, including the desire to 
make a certain impression. 

6. The most influential dynamic theory of personality is Sigmund 
Freud's psvchoanalvtic theory. It includes a theory of personality 
structure, with the id as storehouse of unconscious drives and im
pulses; the superego as conscience; and the ego as executive force, 
or mediator, balancing the pressures of id and superego with the 
constraints of realitv. Freud also described stages of psvchosexual 
development (oral, anal, phallic, latency, and genital) and proposed 
that puzzling events such as dreams and "slips of the tongue" reveal 
unconscious impulses and conflicts. 

7. Among the theorists who built on and modified Freud's ideas 
were Jung ("collective unconscious," "archetypes"), Adler ("indi
vidual psychologv." "inferioritv complex." "style of life"), and 
Horney ("basic anxietv and basic hostility," "moving toward, 
against, and away from others"). Manv others have modified the 
original notions of psvchoanalysis to fit contemporary societv. 

8. A major contribution of the dynamic approach has been the 
concept of defense mechanisms, which are' used to cope with anx
iety. Among these defense mechanisms are repres~on. reaction 
formation, projection, rationalization, intellectualization, displace
ment, regression. and sublimation. 

9. Though influential, dynamic theories are limited in that many 
of their concepts and interpretations are difficult to prove or dis
prove. The dynamic approach, in general, has been rich in ideas but 
poor in experimental tests of those ideas. 

10. Learning and conditioning-in classical, instrumental, and 
cognitive forms-are highly relevant to personalit~.r and its develop
ment. Dollard and Miller used animal experiments to develop and 
test selected Freudian notions (for example, conflict and repres
sion), thus advancing early social learning theory. Bandura and 
Walters extended social learning theorv into the domain of observa
tional learning. Skinner's radical behaviorism uses instrumental con
ditioning principles to explain the wavs in which environmental 
conditions influence people's behavior. 

11. Learning and behavioral theorists have been accused of dimin
ishing the person in personality, but mam value their approaches for 
their clarity and their experimental "testability." 
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12. Humanistic theories emphasize the importance of people's 
subjective attitudes, feelings, and beliefs, especially with regard to 
the self. Carl Rogers' theory focuses on the impact of disparity 
between a person's ideal self and perceived real self. Maslow 
focvses on the significance of self-actualization. Theories of this 
type are often criticized for their heavy reliance on subjective self
report data. 

13. Research, especially that involving twins, has uncovered evi
dence for a genetic contribution to personality. Two general person
ality manifestations have been studied: child temperament and 
adult traits (including a collection of traits linked to introversion
extraversion). 

14. The person-situation CO!}troversy revolves around a key ques
tion: Are people's behaviors determined primarily by such "person" 
factors as traits or primarily by the situations people find themselves 
in? Recent research suggests an answer: "It depends." Some people 
are strongly influenced by some traits that do not greatly influence 
other people. Moreover, some situations are "powerful," involving 
heavy demands for specific kinds of behavior. Other situations are 
less structured and thus "weak"; they permit pe-rsonality traits to 

have a stronger influence on people's behavior. 

Terms to Know 

One way to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is meant by the following terms. 

Personality (568) 

Type and trait approaches (568) 

Dynamic approaches (568, 576) 

Learning and behavioral 
approaches (568, 592) 

Humanistic approaches (568, 
598) 

Type (569) 

Introvert (569) 

Extravert (569) 

T{aits (571) 

Cardinal traits (571) 

Type A and Type B (572) 

Central traits (573) 

Secondary traits (573) 

Idiographic approach (573) 

Nomothetic, or dimensional, 
approach (573) 

Locus of control (573) 

Situationism (575, 606) 

Psychoanalytic theory (576) 

Id (577) 

Libido (577) 

Ego (577) 

Superego (578) 

Personality dynamics (578) 

Conscious (578) 

Preconscious (578) 

Unconscious (578) 

Repression (578, 579, 588) 

Neurosis (579) 

Erogenous zones (580) 

Psychosexual stage (580) 

Fixation (580) 

Oral stage (581) 

Anal stage (581) 

Phallic stage (581) 

Oedipus complex (581) 

Electra complex (581) 

Identification (581) 

Latency period (582) 

Genital stage (582) 



.\nalytical psvchologv (582) 

Complex (584) 

C:ollecti\·e unconscious (584) 

. .\rchetypes (584) 

. .\nimus (584) 

. .\nima (584) 

Personal unconscious (584) 

Individuation (585) 

Introversion (585) 

Extraversion ( 585) 

Inferiorit~ complex (585) 

Compensation and overcompen-
sation (585) 

Stvle of life (586) 

Individual psychology (586) 

Basic anxietv and basic hostility 
(587) 

\\fming toward. against, and 
awav from others (588) 

Defense mechanisms (588) 

Anxietv (.588) 

Reaction formation (.589) 

Projection (589) 

Rationalization (589) 

Intcllcctualization (590) 

Displacement (590) 

Regression (590) 

Sublimation (590) 

Instrumental conditioningloper-
ant conditioning (594) 

Reinforcement (594) 

Punishment (594) 

Observational learning (596) 

Imitation (596) 

Vicarious reinforcement (596) 

Self (598) 

Self-concept, or self-image (599) 
0 

Executive functions of self (599) 

Humanistic theories (599) 

Phenomenal field (599) 

Ideal self (599) 

lncongruences (.599) 

Q-sort technique (600) 

Self-actualizing ( 601) 

Peak experiences (601) 

Temperament (603) 

\fonozvgotic (l\fZ) twins (603) 

Dizvgotic <DZ) twins (603) 

Interaction position (607) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

Some of the personality theories we have discussed here are dealt with 
briefly but informatively in the following articles and short books: 
S. Freud's A General lntrodurtion to Psychoanalysis (New York: Washington 
Square Press, 1960, Paperback); C. S. Hall's A Primer of Freudian Psychol
ogv (New York: Mentor, 1954, Paperback); C. S. Hall and V. J. Nord
bv's A Primer of Jungian Psyrhology (New York: Taplinger, 1973); 
K. Hornev's Feminine Psyrhology (New York: Norton, 1967); A. H. Mas
low's Toward a Psyrhology of Bein!(, 2d. ed. (Princeton, NJ: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1968, Paperback); and B. F. Skinner's Beyond Freedom and 
DiJ;nity ('.\ew York: Bantam Books, 1971, Paperback). 

In addition to these offerings, you may want to read Christopher 
\fonte's RenMth the Jfrisk: An Introduction to Theories of Personality (New 
York: Praeger, 1977), a book which weaves together interesting accounts 
of major personality theories and the life circumstances of the theorists 
which mav have given rise to their theories. For ca well-written, carefully 
researched overview of the broad field of personalitv, we rs:;commend 
Seymour Feshbach and Bernard Weiner's Personality (Lexington. MA: 
Heath, 1982); these authors cover not only the major personality theories 
but also such wide-ranging applications of personalitv theorv <tnd research 
as aggression, achievement strivings, emotion, and altered states ef con
scwusness. 
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O\\' arc.; we to decide who is "insane"? This is one of the most difficult 
questions faced bv psvchologists who testify in court. David Berkowitz 
(pictured in Figure 15.1), despite what appeared to be a bizarre set of 
beliefs, was judged sane enough to be sentenced to prison for his actions, 
but John Ilincklev, Jr. (also pictured in Figure 15.1) was judged "not 
guilty bv reason of insanity" when tried for his 1981 attempt to assassinate 
President Reagan. 

Ilinckln· had some unusual ideas of his own. His obsession with the 
movie Taxi D1i<:fr, for example, led 

0
him to believe that he could win star 

Jodie Foster's affection by killing the President. After the shooting, 
I Iincklcv seemed not fully aware of its implications. For example, re
sponding to a written question from Seo&'sweek concerning his views on 
President Reagan, Hinckley wrote 

I believe all Americans will eventually be helped by Mr. Reagan's 
changes. He is the best president we've had this century. Let's give 
the man a chance. (Nem•sm'eek, Oct. 12, 1981, p. 51) 

So I Iincklcy, who had done his part not to give the President "a chance," 
had unusual thoughts and islands of "unawareness"; but was he more 
"insane" than Berkowitz? The question is difficult to answer, parth· 
because there are no absolute, clear-cut rules for judging insanitv. 

Abnormality in Everyday Life 

The question of what is and is not "sane" extends to everyday life, among 
evernlav people. Consider these examples: 

Susan has broken up with her boyfriend, the young man she had 
been sure she would marry. Now she constantly feels tired, weak. 
and \'Crv depressed. She can't seem to sleep at night, and she can 
hardlv taste what little food she eats. Her friends have begun to 

worrv about her mood and her weight loss. Susan drags herself to 
classes, but she can't concentrate when she tries to study. As a 
result, her grades have begun to drop. 

Is Susan showing a normal reaction or a serious psychological disturbance; 
And what .ibout Mark? 

Three weeks ago, Mark returned to college after attending his 
sister's funeral. She had been killed in a ·highway collision. Mark 
and his sister had always been verv close. Last night, something 
verv strange happened. Alone in his dorm room, Mark suddenly saw 
his dead sister and heard her speak to him. 

Is Mark's behavior a sign of insanitv? It's hard to sav. People who are 
otherwise quite normal sometimes think thev sec or hear a loved one who 
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has died weeks earlier (Schulz, 1978). On the ouier hand, if !\lark has a 
histof\' of seeing or hearing things that aren't really there, or if he begins 
to 'how highh irrational behavior, ps\'chologists might become con
cerned. Similarlv, psvchologists might judge Susan's behavior on the basi!> 
of how excreme and how persistent it is. 

Questions about sanitv mav begin to feel quite personal as vou get 
further into this chapter. As vou read descriptions of various kinds of 
abnormal behavior. vou mav occasionallv get an uncasv feeling that "this 
sounds a lot like me!" That shock of recognition. those nagging ques
tions-Could I be paranoid? (page 644) or Do I have an antisocial person
alitv disorder; (page 660)-are part of the "medical-student syndrome" 
and common among people studving abnormalitv of manv different tvpes. 
The svndrome tvpicallv fades after a few weeks, but it docs illustrate an 
important point: There is at least a tinge of "abnormalitv'' in most of us, 
and this makes questions about abnormalitv and sanitv personallv relevant 
to evervdav people in evef\·ciav life. 

The Language of Abnormality 
----------------~---- ---·~----~-----------------------

In evervdav li.fe. the terms msanitv, mental illness, psvehopathology, 
emotional disturb,mcc:. beh.1vior disorder, mental disorder, abnormalitv. 
and ps\cholo,gical dis<Jrdcr h•l\ e roughly similar meanir.&;s. :\II are often 
•lpplied to behavior that is high Iv unusual. In this chapter, though, we will 
be more sc:kcrive in the terminology we use, and we want to explain why. 

The \lords s•rnity and insanitv are primarilY legal terms that require 
an either/or judgment. :\s we suggested abo\'c, clear-cut "sane versus 
insane" distinctions arc difficult for even experts to make reliably. Fur
thermore, this chapter is not intended to encourage you to make such 
distinctions. Thus we will not emphasize the ccrrns sanity and insanitv. 
We will nor use terms such as mental illness and psychopathology because 
such terms seem to irnpl\' rhat people with 5erious psychological problems 
:ire: "ill. ' This idea, once widelv accepted, is now hotly debated; we 

Figure 15.1 

David Berkowitz (left) murdered a 
number of innocent young people on 
instructions from "demons"; despite 

what seemed to be delusions and hallu
cinations, Berkowitz entered a guilt\ 

plea in his murder trial, and he was 
sentenced to prison. John W. 

II incklev, Jr., (right) tried to assassi
n are President Reagan, apparentlv to 

impress a voung actress; Hinckley was 
found "not guilty by reason of in

sanirv" and thus received treatment, 
not prison. The contrast between these 
two voung men highlights the difficulty 

our socictv faces in making judgments 
about insanity. (Left, l!nited Press In

ternational; right, AP/Wide World 
Photos.) 
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discuss this debate over the "medical model" on page 627. The terms 
emotional disturbance, behavior disorder, and mental disorder are too 
narrow for use in this chapter; the problems we discuss here may involve 
anv or all of these three featurt;.s. Thus we will emphasize two somewhat
broader terms, abnormality and psvchological disorder. We define abnor
mality as significant deviation from commonly accepted patterns of behav
ior. emotion, or thought. We define psyrho/ogiml disorders as patterns of 
abnormal behavior, emotions, or thought that significantly interfere with 
an individual's adaptation to important life demands and often cause 
distress in the individual or in others. 

I udging Abnormality and 
Psychofogicat' Dz~wrder: Some Key Factors 

As the precedin'g discussion suggests. judging whether a person's fum:
tioning is abnormal and whether the ·1erson has a psvchological disorder 
can he a complex process that im·olves weighing several factors. In the 
following section, we will discuss some of these factors. the subjecti\·e 
wavs in which thev are used. and the wavs they are sometimes misused. 

SOCIAL CONTEXT 
\'erv few behaviors are inherentlv abnormal. :\bnormalitv must be judged 
in the context of a particular social situation. Alone at home, vou mav 
safclv strip to vour underwear. sing an aria into the mirror, and deliver 
vour acceptance 'ipeech for the Nobel Peace Prize. But trv this in your 
introducrorv pwchologv cbss. and vour behavi<H \viii be considered ab
normal. Trv it repeatedh". and people mav suggest that vou seek "profes
sional help "-not because of vour behavior alone, but because vou have 
chosen inappropriate times and places to displav it. 

The same genera! principle applies to beha\·ior across different 
cultures. Actions that are normal. expected. and acceptable in one culture 
mav be considered deviant and be quite unacceptable in another (see 
Figure 15.2). An American visiting an Asian countrv might delight in 
eating a roast. onh· to vomit when told he has eaten dog. In some Asian 
countries, the American's be ha\ ior might be considered deranged. How
ever in mam· western countries. a host who served his dinner guests roast 
dog might be considered deranged. lh the same token, a belief that one is 
being tormented by demons-a belief apparently held by David 
Berkowitz-would not be considered abnormal, or even incorrect, in 
some cultures. To be considered abnormal. behavior must deviate mark
edly from the accepted rules and practices- of the society in which it 
occurs. 

Theorists Thomas Szasz (1960, 1970) and Thomas Scheff (1966) 
have argued that social context should be the centerpiece of our thinking 
about abnormal behavior. According to both theorists. people labeled 
mentally ill are not so much "sick" as thev are different-they deviate 
from the accepted social norms. Though these norms are unwritten, they 
are understood intuitivelv and taken for granted bv most of the people in 
the societv. For example, there are unwritten rules about how loudly one 
should speak and how close one's face should be to another person's face 
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when carrvi11g on a conversation. \\'hen peopk violate these rules by 
speaking too loudlv or too softh or bv getting too close, they risk being 
seen as abnormal and. possibh, "psvchologicallv disordered." Scheff 
b..:lieves that people with little social power-people from low so
cioeconomic levels. for instance-are especial!\ likeh· to be labeled ab
normal or mentalh· ill if thev violate norms. People with greater social 
power are more like Iv to be considered "eccentric." 

DISTRESS IN OTHERS 
."icheffs (1966) ideas suggest that deviance from social norms mav be 
fr,k\. in part. because it causes discomfort and distress in others. People 
identified as having ps\'Chological disorders are often those whose behav
ior disturbs others. Peopie who walk the streets looking dirtv, making 
binrre bodv movements, shouting at strangers, or telling loud stories are 
especial!\ like Iv to be "spotted" and ushered into some form of mental
health care. Likewise, famih members whose poor judgment puts them 
on the brink of squandering the family wealth tend to receive quick 
attention. 

In manv countries, people who cause distress in government leaders 
mav also be considered abnormal or disordered. This is true to some 
extent in western countries like the llnited States (sec Torre\, 1983), but 
more extreme examples can be found in certain totalitarian states. The 
problem exists in the Soviet LTnion, for instance. There, people whose 
behavior disturbs government officials may be diagnosed as having a 
psvchological disorder and sent to a Soviet prison hospital or "institute of 
forensic psvchiatrv" (~ekipelov, 1980). One studv (Bloch & Reddaway, 
1977) reported 210 such cases. An example (reported by Fireside, 1979) is 
the case of P. G. Grigorenko (Figure 15.3). 

General Grigorenko had served in the Red Armv for .35 years and was 
well respected. When he was in his mid-fifties, he began to express 
some concerns about Communist party policies. Instead of explor
ing his concerns, officials began exploring Grigorenko's sanity. He 
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This '.\/ew Guinea tribesman is a head
hunter. He sleeps on the skull of his 
victim to ward off the victim's spirits. 
Is this behavior normal or insane? In 
this man's social context, it is normal; 
in our own, it would be considered in
sane. (Malcolm S. Kirk.) 



Figure 15.3 
------- -------
Behavior Lhdt is dism.·"ing ro others 
puts a person at risk of being rnnsid
ered abnormal or psvchologicallv 
disordered. Soviet Ceneral P. G. 
Crigorenko (left) of the Red :\rmv dis
tressed gm·ernment officials when he 
questioned Communist part\" policies. 
He was examined lJY Soviet psvchia
trists, diagnosed. and sent to a Soviet 
"psvchoprison." One such institution, 
the prison hospital at Oryal. is shown at 
the right. (Left, reproduced on behalf 
of Petro c;. Grigorenko, Jfemoin. 1982. 
with the permission of the publisher, 
W.W. :-.iorton & Company, Inc.; right, 
courtesy of Aid to Russian Christians.) 

was examined Ii- Soviet psvchiatrisb and diagnosed as ha\·ing "par
anoid dc\"eloprncnt of the personalitv, with reformist ideas arising in 
the personalitv, with psvchopathic features of the character and the 
presence of svmptoms of arteriosclerosis of the brain." Howe\ er J 

second team of ps\chiatrists found Grigorenko sane. The second 
opinion was re\"iewed b\ an official commission and m·errulcd. 
Grigorcnko spent a tot~d of6 vears in three Soviet "prison-hospitals .. 
but was eventualh- allowed to emigrate to the ll.S. 

The psvchiatrists who diagnosed Grigorenko as "paranoid'' mav well han: 
been quite sincere. In fact. such sinceritv would mereh- underscore the 
point that people \\ho \ ioLne accepted norms in disturbing wavs risk 
being judged abnormal or disordered. 

SUBJECTIVE DISTRESS OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
Judgments about psvchological disorders arc also influenced bv our per
ceptions of the subjective distress of the individual in question. Such 
distress mav include (I) feelings of dissatisfaction. sadne'>s. anxietv, or 

lethargv; (2) physical complaints, such as nausea or headaches; or 
(3) unwanted thoughts or impulses. In fact, for some of the "milder" 
disorders, the discomfort that people report is often the most obvious sign 
that something is wrong. Problems that do not seem major to an outside 
observer can overwhelm certain people. 

In recent years. subjective distress has become an increasingh 
important factor in judging whether unusual behavior represents a disor
der. For example, homosexualitv-a statisticalh- um1sual behavior pat
tern-was only recentlv removed from most standard lists of psycho
logical disorders. Most mental-health professionals now regard homosex
uality as a disorder only if it is subjecti\ elv distressing to the individual
that is, only if the homosexual feelings arc unwanted and upsetting to the 
person who has them. (American Psvchiatric Association, 1980.) 



Of course, the absenff of subjective distress can also be a telling sign. 
!'er 1plc who blithely maim or murder others or who are unconcerned when 
'he\ hear voices that are not really there are showing deviant behavior that 
::ccds attention. So while the presence of distress may signal some 
di'iorders, the absence of appropriate distress may signal other kinds· of 
disorders. 

A MATTER OF DEGREE 
The frequency, degree, or intensity of certain behaviors also helps deter
mine how abnormal they are judged to be. For example, all of us are 
nervous or anxious at times, but some people are judged to be disturbed 
because their anxiety is intense, persistent, and handicapping. Similarly, 
most of us have daydreams; some of these daydreams even involve 
unrealistic fantasies in which we identify with movie characters. But some 
people carrv such fantasies to extremes. John Hinckley, Jr., for example, 
became obsessed with the film Taxi Dr"izJer. He identified with its chief 
character, Travis Bickle, to such an extent that he set out to mimic 
Bickle's assassination attempts. \\'hen fantasies lead to behavior this 
extreme. we regard the fantasies as abnormal; and we may decide that the 
person with such fantasies has a psychological disorder. 

Behavior that is extremely overdone or underdone ma\ be considered 
abnormal. For example, some people are so overwhelmed with guilt over 
minor infractions that they cannot cope with the ordinary demands of 
living. Others feel no guilt even when thev cause serious injury to others 
(Figure I 5.1, for example, shows David Berkowitz smiling after his arrest 
for murder). Sociallv, some people are so dependent that they cannot 
function alone; others show an abnormal lack of interest in social rela
tionships. The ancients advised "moderation in all things." Behavior that 
follows this ancient precept terids to be considered "normal."' Behavior 
that violates the precept-behavior that goes too far or not far enough
may deviate significantly from social norms and thus be judged abnormal. 

IMPAIRMENT OF ADAPTIVE FUNCTIONING 
\Ve consider some behaviors abnormal because thev pose a threat to 
adaptation. The term adaptation, as used here. means meeting the per
formance requirements or role demands of one's situation. Adults who 
withdraw into a private fantasy world may find it difficult to meet the role 
demands of their job. Children and adolescents who express their anger 
by physically attacking others will have trouble meeting the social expec
tations of peer relationships and the behavioral requirements of school. 

Adaptive risks are also posed bv various forms of self-injury. For 
example, some children, for reasons we don't yet know, repeatedly strike 
themselves in the head. These children must wear helmets virtually all 
day to prevent the skull and brain damage that would otherwise result. 
Some adolescents and adults burn holes in their flesh with cigarettes 
unless they are watched closely. In these and many other ways, abnormal 
behavior may pose adaptive risks. When the risks are serious, the behav
ior may well be taken as evidence of a psvchological disorder. 

Judgments about what is adaptive are sometimes very difficult to 
make. For example, many people would list suicide as an example of 
maladaptive behavior. However, manv also believe that suicide may be 
the most adaptive course one can follow in cases of extremdy painful, 
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protracted illness. Judgments about what is adaptive will certainly influ
ence people's judgments about abnormality and psvchological disorder, 
but judgments about which behavior is adaptive and which is not will vary 
considerably from situation to situation and from person to person. 

This same word of cautiop applies to all the factors we have dis
cussed in this section. Each factor-violation of social norms, distress in 
self or others, degree or intensity of behavior, and adaptive impairment
can influence judgments about abnormality and disorder, but each factor 
can influence different people. in different ways. Any two people might 
well disagree about which behavior represents a serious violation of social 
norms, which behavior is too excessive to be normal, and so forth. 
Furthermore, no single factor would be an adequate basis for judgment in 
all cases; and in anv single case,, two people might well disagree about 
which factors mattered. So for many reasons, different people often 
disagree as to which behavior is abnormat and which constitutes a psycho
logical disorder. Similarlv, experts often disagree about which list of 
disorders makes the most sense. We will learn more about this in the 
following section. 

Classifying Psychological Disorders 

For years, psychologists and psychiatrists have tried to come up with a 
reasonable list of psychological disorders. Several different classification 
systems have been tried, each with various disorders named, defined, and 
grouped into categories. One purpose was (and is) to give precise mean
ings to terms that are tossed around in our evervday language without 
much precision-terms like "paranoid" and "schizophrenic." Giving 
clear definitions of such terms is important because they are often used in 
making crucial decisions. For example, when expert witnesses classified 
John Hinckley, Jr., (Figure 15.1) as schizophrenic, the jury ruled that he 
was "not guilty by reason of insanity." Over the years, efforts to define 
and classify psychological disorders have taken two general forms: em
pirical and clinical-consensual. 

THE EMPIRICAL APPROACH TO CLASSIFICATION 
The empiriral approarh to dassifiration is often linked to behavioral assess
ment, as discussed in Chapter 13 (pages 555-557), and often relies on 
factor analysis, as discussed on page 525. Disorders are identified by 
finding groups of problems that often occur together. How can we tell 
which problems occur together? One approach is to use behavior check
lists, like the one shown on page 557. 

The investigators working with that checklist (Achenbach & 
Edelbrock, 1983) located hundreds of children who were being treated for 
psychological problems. The parents of these children filled in the check
list, indicating which of the more than 100 problems on the list their child 
demonstrated. Then the investigators computed the correlations between 
each problem on the list and each of the other problems. When several 
problems showed high correlations with each other, they were said to 
form a syndrome-a cluster of problems that often occur together. Each 
syndrome can be seen as a sort of "psychological disorder." 'Io illustrate, 
let us examine the syndromes, or disorders, these investigators found for 
one particular group, adolescent girls. 
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Figure 15.4 shows eight syndromes for adolescent girls. The names 
given to the syndromes are listed across the center of the figure- "anx
ious-obsessive", "somatic complaints," and so on. Underneath each of 
these names are the individual problems from the checklist that correlate 
with each other to form that· particular syndrome. For example, the 
"depressed-withdrawn" svndrome includes such problems as "likes to be 
alone," "overtired," and "sad." This means that these problems (and the 
others listed with them) tend to occur together fairlv often and can 
therefore be thought of as forming a syndrome. The "depressed-with
drawn" syndrome, or disorder, is thus defined by the problems listed 
beneath it. 

The dots shown in the top half of the figure indicate how one 
particular adolescent, ":\legan R., ., scored on each of the syndromes. As 
you can see, she scored especially high on the anxidus-obsessive syn
drome. but she was also above the 98t~ percentile for adolescent girls on 
the depressed-withdrawn syndrome. One advantage of an empirical ap
proach of this sort is that it gives Megan's parents, or the clinician who 
works with her, a prettv good idea of what each of her high scores means, 
because the problems that define each disorder are listed directly under 
its name. Another advantage is that after the checklist has been filled out, 
Megan's problems can be grouped mathematically by computing her 
score on each factor. Thus "diagnoses" made with this approach tend to 
be more reliable (see Chapter 13, page 518) than diagnoses based entirely 
on the judgment of mental-health workers. For example. when different 
adults independently fill in the Child Behavior Checklist for a particuiar 
child, the syndromes that show up for the child tend to show good 
agreement from one adult to the next (:\chenbach & Edelbrock, 1983). 
Diagnoses made with other classification svstems have not proven so 
reliable (see page 629). 

Empirical approaches also have significant limitations, however. To 
begin with, the information they produce is only as good as the informa
tion put into them. If Megan, for example, has important problems not 
listed anvwhere on this particular checklist, then those problems cannot 
enter into her scores on,anv of the disorders. Also, although the empirical 
approaches are good at identifving common clusters of problems, they are 
not so good at finding rare clusters. This means that rare but important 
disorders such as infantile autism (see pages 631-634) would probably not 
be identified by research using the empirical approach. 

Despite these and other limitations. however, the empirical ap
proach has much to offer, and, with the increasing availability of computer 
scoring, this approach to classification is almost certain to grow more 
popular. Thus far. however, it is used primarily for research purposes. For 
clinical purposes, the most widely used approach to classification is the 
one we will examine next. 

THE CLINICAL,.CONSENSUAL APPROACH 
TO CLASSIFICATION 
By far the oldest and most common method of classification is what some 
have called the dinicaf-consensuaf approach. Experts, usually clinicians who 
work with disturbed p~op!e, try to reach a consensus about which p~vcho
logicai disordt>rs exist 8nd how those disorders should be defined and 
diagnosed. The consensus is based 8!: the experience and judgment of 
the experts ra~her tha;1 on statistical p.occC1;ic;,, th (c'-!r knowkjge about 



1bnurmal behavior and psychological disorders has expanded, clinical
_,:,nsensual classification systems have grown much more complex and 
detailed. In 1840, the basic classification scheme used in the United 
States census contained only one category for all mental disorders. Since 
then. classification systems have shown increasing attention to the mtilti
ple forms that abnormal behavior can take. 

Traditional Classification Systems: Four Common Categories For 
man\' Years, systems of classification have grouped disorders into four 
general categories. 

One such category, brain syndromes, includes disorders thought to 
result from damage to brain tissue. The disorders may be temporary and 
reversible (for example, phenobarbital intoxication) or long-term and 
irreversible (for example, tissue damage sometimes associated with old 
age, as discussed in Chapter 12, page 506). 

A second category, psychosis, includes severe disorders in which the 
indi\·idual's perception of reality is serious!\' distorted and in which psy
chological functioning becomes severely disorganized. Some psychoses 
result partly from physiological factors; the evidence for others is not so 
clear. Psychoses are frequently so handicapping that d1ey prevent the 
individual from holding a job, attending school, or carrying out complex 
responsibilities. People suffering from psychoses may experience delu
sions-false beliefs that persist despite evidence showing that they are 
false. (John Hinckley, Jr., for example, apparently believed, despite 
evidence to the contrary, that he could win the heart of a famous actress 
bv assassinating the President.) People with psychoses may also experi
ence hallucinations-sensorv or perceptual experiences that have no real 
external source, such as the demons' voices that David Berkowitz said he 
heard commanding him to kill. Among the disorders traditionally consid
ered to be psychoses are the schizoph.renic and paranoid disorders, both 
discussed later in this chapter. 

A third category, neurosis, includes relatively mild disorders that are 
moderately incapacitating-disorders in which the individual's percep
tion of reality is not grossly impaired. The concept of "neurosis" has 
historic ties to Sigmund Freud's psychoanalytic theor\' (Chapter 14, page 
576). Freud thought neurotic disorders resulted from internal conflict and 
the anxiety it engendered. In his view, neurotic symptoms were often 
exaggerated efforts to defend against, or amid, that conflict and anxiety. 
For example, Freud's patient, Fraulein Elizabeth (Chapter 14, page 579), 
felt severe conflict and anxiety when she realized, after walking alone 
with her sister's husband, that she wanted to ha\·e him for herself. Later 
she developed "neurotic" pains in her legs and was unable to walk for 
long periods of time. In Freud's view. she had defended herself against 
the conflict and anxiety that arose panh· as a result of that walk by 
unconsciously developing neurotic symptoms that prevented her from 
walking at all. The concept of "neurosis" also includes cases in which 
people/ail to defend themselves against anxiety and, instead, experience 
it directly and intensely-in the form of fear, dread, or even panic. Some 
problems of this sort are described in our section on anxiery disorders, 
page 655. 

The fourth category, personality disorders, includes long-standing, 
maladaptive personality patterns. People exhibiting these disorders have 
habitual, relatively inflexible ways of behaving across a wide range of 
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situations. Because these behavior patterns impair the individual's rela
tionship with the outside world, they often interfere with social, school, or 
job effectiveness. Personality disorders may involve persistent mistrust of 
others, persistent antisocial behavior, or persistent avoidance of contact or 
relationships with others. Character disorders, often included within the 
personality-disorder category, are deficits in impulse control or socializa
tion. We will have more to say about personality disorders on page 659. 

A Current System: DSM-II/ Currently, the "official" United States 
system for classifying psychological disorders is the third edition of the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, referred to as DSM-III 
(American Psychiatric Association, 1980). State governments, mental hos
pitals, and clinics all around the U.S. typically require that individuals 
receiving mental-health services be ass.igned a diagnosis from the DSM
III list of disorders. DSM-III may or may not be the best classification 
system around, but it is certainly the one most widely used in the United 
States. 

DSM-III includes a way of reporting on more than just the person's 
psychological disorders. (Stressful life circumstances, such as a recent 
divorce, can be included in the diagnosis, for example.) But we will focus 
on the disorders listed in DSM-III. They are divided into two categories: 
(1) clinical syndromes, which include most of the disorders in the tradi
tional brain syndrome, psychosis, and neurosis categories discussed 
above; and (2) personality disorders, which closely resemble the traditional 
category of the same name described above. Table 15.1 lists some of the 
clinical syndromes and personality disorders included in DSM-III; we will 
discuss several of them in this chapter. 

An overall objective in preparing DSM-III was to describe disorders 
in -such a way that different clinicians using the DSM-III system would 
usually agree as to which disorder a particular person has. Such agreement 
is called interjudge reliability. In two studies testing for interjudge relia
bility (Spitzer et al., 1979; Spitzer & Forman, 1979), different clinicians 
using DSM-III to diagnose the same individuals did arrive at the same 
diagnosis more often than did clinicians using earlier classification sys
tems, such as DSM-II. However these studies have been criticized for 
failing to make sure that the clinicians rhade their diagnoses independently 
of one another (Rosenhan & Seligman, 1984). If the clinicians discussed 
their diagnoses among themselves while making them, this would ob
viously have inflated the level of agreement found in the studies. Even 
with this possible inflation, the actual reliabilities reported for many of the 
disorders were too low to be acceptable, and this was especially true of the 
diagnoses for children and adolescents, most of which have shown unac
ceptably low reliability (Mattison et al.: 1979; Mezzich & Mezzich, 1979). 
If a classification system is to be maximally useful. it must have good 
interjudge reliability. We need more evidence on DSM-III before we can 
be confident that it has this property. 

Reliability is nor the only issue raised by classification systems. 
Some of the most important issues concern the classification process 
itself, as we will see in the following section. 

RECURRING ISSUES IN CLASSIFICATION 
Before we examine some of the disorders listed in DSM-III, we need to 
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·= sorders usually first evident in 
n'.ancy childhood, or adolescence 

Jrganic mental disorders 

• S~ ostance-use disorders 

• s~h1zophrenic disorders 

''°a'ano1d disorders 

'°s1chot1c disorders not elsewhere 
cass1f1ed 

·Affective disorders 

•Anxiety disorders 

Somatoform disorders 

Dissociative disorders (or hysterical 
neuroses, dissociative type) 

Psychosexual disorders 

Factitious disorders 

Disorders of impulse control not 
elsewhere listed 

Adjustment disorder 

* Described in this chapter. 

PERSONALITY DISORDERS 

*Paranoid 

Schizoid 

*Schizotypal 

*Histrionic 

Narcissistic 

*Antisocial 

Borderline 

Avoidant 

Dependent 

*Compulsive 

Passive-aggressive 

Atypical. mixed, or other personality 
disorder 

Source. This table is derived from, Diagnostic and Stat1st1cal Manual of Mental Disorders. 3d ed., 
Washington, DC American Psychiatric Association 

consider three important issues bearing on these classifications. One is the 
degree to which psvchological disorders resemble medical disorders. 

The Medical Model: Is a Psychological Disorder an "Illness"? The 
DSM classification systems have all been based on a mediral model-that 
is, they have been based on the view that psychological disorders are 
similar to medical disorders in significant wavs. When this model is used, 
psychological disorders are assumed to represent "mental illnesses" re
vealed by the "svmptoms" shown by the "patients." DSM-III, though it 
is less extreme than some earlier systems, frequentlv refers to psvchologi
cal disorders as "illnesses" revealed by "svmptoms." The medical model 
was fueled in the late 1800s and early 1900s by some dramatic discoveries 
about general paralysis, later called paresis, a psychological disorder in
volving memory loss, irrational behavior, and declining motor skills. 
Many felt that the disorder was caused bv a disease that attacked the 

Many people who hold to the medical model today believe 
that other psychological disorders, too, are caused by disease-related 
processes. As research has progressed, we have discovered that some 
psychological disorders are accompanied, if not by diseases, then at least 
by physical and biochemical abnormalities in the brain (see pages 642 and 
652, for examl'le); but this has not been found for most of the psychologi
cal disorders. This is one reason we defined psychological disorders as we 
did on page 618, specifically omitting any mention of underlying illness or 
disease. 

Table 15.J 

Some DSM-Ill categories 
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1\lanv people who oppose rhe medical model think that psychologi
cal disorders are best viewed not as illnesses but as specific combinations 
of problems rhar often occur togerher. According to rhis view, disorders 
-;houid be grouped within a classificarion system that will help us organize 
our knowledge about which. problems occur together often and what 
might cause rhese problems. Such causes mighr include severe life stress 
(Chapter 8); unmual processes of learning and condirioning (Chapter 4); 
or atvpical child rearing, peer influence or other developmental influences 
(Chapters 11 and 12). Opponents of the medical model feel that although 
biological factors mav well play a role in some disorders, particularlv those 
involving; severely disturbed thoughrs and mood, they rarely tell the 
whole storv and thev probably play a modest role, if any, in most psvcho
logical- disord_ers. 

In the final analvsis, the question of what really causes psvchological 
disorders-and whether some reflect P'illnesses" -must be settled in the 
scientific arena. Systematic research will certainly reveal different causal 
factors for different disorders. We will discuss the current status of some 
of this research later in this chapter. 

Risks and Benefits of Labeling People In practice, classifying psycholog
ical disorders means labeling people. Some are labeled schizophrenic, 
others paranoid, and so forth. Because the medical model is so influential, 
people who have been given these labels are likelv to be considered 
"mentallv ill" by manv in societv. Thomas Scheff (I %6) and Thomas 
Szasz ( 1960, 1970), theorists we discussed earlier, warned that this label
ing can be dangerous. Once labeled, a person may be forced into the 
social role of "mentallv ill person." Friends and family treat the person 
differentlv, potential emplovers shv away from hiring such a "high-risk'' 
applicant, and the person may not even he allowed ro vote or make legal 
contracts. On the other hand, if the person accepts the "mentally ill" role, 
a number of rewards mav also follow: attention, warmth and sympathy, 
and even a certain freedom from responsibility. After all, the "mentally 
ill" can't be held completelv responsible for their actions, some people 
would say. 

This process can therefore operate like a self-fulfilling prophecy, 
with people eventually accepting their labels and behaving as rhe "men
tally ill" are "supposed w." In cases where labeled people do not follow 
this path but persist in behaving "normally." they may be reminded in a 
number of ways that their labels are long-lived and powerful in their 
impact on others. One of the most vivid examples of this phenomenon 
occurred in 1972, when public pressure forced Senator Thomas Eagleton 
off the Democratic presidential ticket with Senator George McGovern. 
Eagleton had been an articulate and effective senator and vice-presiden
tial candidate, but the news that he had been treated for depression years 
earlier created a public uproar that led to his withdrawal. 

Labeling may also influence the judgments of ment<1i-i1caid1 profes
sionals, as illustrated in a srndy by Langer and Abelson '.1974 ). 

Professional ciinicians were asked to view a videotaped inte,-view of 
a young job applicant. Half the clinicians were told truthfully, that 
the man in the tape was a job applicant; half were told that he was a 
"patient." After viewing the tape, all answered questions about the 



inrer.iewee (his attitudes, his outlook on life, and so forth), and 
rheir answers were used to form overall adjustment ratings. The 
clinicians were influenced by the label. Those who thought thev 
had seen a "patient" judged the man to be more disturbed and les~ 
well adjusted than did those who thought rhev had seen a j{Jb 
applicant-this despite the fact that all of the clinicians had seen the 
-,ame videotape. [See Figure 15.5.] An interesting aspect of these 
findings, though, was that not everyone was influenced by the label. 
Clinicians of the behavioral school (Chapter 14. page 592, and 
Chapter 16, page 693), who do not subscribe to the medical model, 
were not swaved bv the label. l;nlike the other clinicians, the 
behavioral group described the "patient" just as rhn described the 
"job applicant." 

"iot all of the effects of labeling are bad. In fact. some very impor
rJrH benefits can accrue from careful use of diagnostic labels. An "official" 
tlicignosis can clear the path to appropriate mental-health services for verv 
di•mlfbed people. A diagnostic label can open ihc door to a specialized 
rre,nment center and can guarantee financia' help from the individual's 
health insurance companv. Furthermore. while iabels mav sometimes 
lead to discrimination, rhev may at other rimes evoke sympathy and 
understanding. A person who is moodv and occasionallv "difficult" may 
be better accepted at school, on the job, or by neighbors if it is known that 
the person is rrymg to cope with some specific psvchological problem. 

Perhaps the most important benefit of labeling will be its long-term 
contribution to our understanding of specific disorders. Labels and cate
gories help us to organize our research findings on groups of people who 
share certain characteristics. As we shall see later. the use of admittedly 
imperfect la~)cls like schizophrenia and depression has already helped 
'cientists accumulate a good deal of information on the people given such 
labels. We now know, for example, the forms of thinking that characterize 
people in these two groups, and we know that genetic factors mav play a 
role in both kinds of disturbance. Over rime, the use of diagnostic labels 
mav help us understand manv forms of psychological distress and find 
ways of alleviating that distress. Certainly our use of labels and categories 
should not blind us to people's individuality. But neither should our 
desire to treat people as individuals blind us to the value of categories. 

The Fallibility of Diagnosis Some people feel that because we are 
so imprecise in our use of labels, the risks outweigh the benefits. Accord
ing to this view, the diagnosis of psychological disorders is a primitive 
process, susceptible to glaring errors. One srudv often cited in support of 
rh;s viewpoint was conducted by David Rosenhan (1973 ). 

Rosenhan enlisted the help of pseudopatients, adulrs who had never 
shown seriouslv abnormal behavior but who nonetheless agreed to 

apply for admission to mental hospitals. The pseudopatients in
cluded a graduate student, three psvchologists, a pediatrician, a 
housewife. a psychiatrist, and a painter. All called for appointments 
at various east- and west-coast mental hospitals. \Vhen interviewed, 
each complained of hearing voices that, though unclear, seemed to 

be saymg "empty," "hollow," and "thud." Beyond this decep-
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Clinicians' overall adjustment ~atings 
for a "job applicant" and a "patient." 

Apparently labels can i~fluence the 
judgments of professionals. The "job 

applicant" and the "patient" were ac
tually the same person. (Studv by 

Langer & Abelson, 1974; figure from 
Rosenhan & Seligman, 1984.) 
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tion-and falsifying their names and vocations-the pseudopatients 
reported openlv and honestlv about their past and present lives. 
Thus it might be expected that all would have been considered 
''s, ,.:,:, " or at least considered as candidates only for outpatient 
counseling. In fact, all were admitted as inpatients; and all but one 
were diagnosed as suffering from schizophrenia (see page 637). 
Although the pseuciopatients behaved normally after admission to 
the hospital, they were kept in their respective hospitals for periods 
ranging from 7 to 52 days. When discharged from the hospital, all 
hut one were labeled as having schizophrenia in rerr.ission, meaning 
that the diagnosis was accurate but the "symptoms" had subsided. 
As an interesting sidelight, a number of the "real" patients in the 
institutions suspected that the pseudopatients were, in fact, sane 
and were writers or professors doing a study. In other words, the 
"real" patients, unlike the staff,°recognized that the imposters were 
"normal" people. The mistaken diagnosis of schizophrenia may 
have blinded the staff to the normality of the pseudopatients. 

Rosenhan 's srudv has many critics. One of the most prominent is Robert 
Spitzer, head of the task force that produced DSM-III. Spitzer (1975) 
argued that the hospital staff acted responsibly when they diagnosed and 
admitted the pseudopatients because these people were seeking admis
sion and reported that they heard voices. Hearing voices, after all, is 
generallv considered a danger signal pointing to schizophrenia (page 638). 
A cautious hospital-staff member might well decide to admit anyone who 
reports hearing voices_:_just to be on the safe side and to permit an 
opportunitv to observe the person carefully. In Spitzer's view, the staff 
members \vere also reasonablv quick to note the absence of abnormal 
behavior after admission. The average hospital stay for the pseudopa
tients was 19 days. This might be considered a brief period if we take into 
account one important point: People with schizophrenia often have ex
tended periods of normal behavior. So perhaps a person who has been 
hearing voices should be observed for more than just a few days before 
being discharged. 

Rosenhan (1975) replied to Spitzer and other critics by emphasizing 
the important general points made by his study. One of the most impor
tant was that context strongly influences judgments about whether people 
have psvchological disorders. The fact that his pseudopatients were in a 
mental-hospital context helped make even their normal behavior seem 
abnormal and indicative of a disorder. For example, staff notes on one of 
tht: p>cudopatients included the statement, ''Patient engages in writing 
behavior.'' Thus wricing. which is considered normal in most places, 
became "writing behavior,'' presumablv a sign of the "patient's" disorder 
when it occurreJ in a mental-hospital context. Anecdotes of this sort do 
not tell us hc>w widespread such ''context effects" actually were in the 
Rosenhan stud\·. However the studv does make an important overall 
point that is hard to denv: Judgments about abnormality and diagnoses of 
psychological disorder are imperfect and sometimes way off base. 

Rosenhan wenr on to make a controversial recommendation about 
diagnosis: 

.l\fv own pref~rer1ce rn;1s rn omitting diagnoses entire!~-, for it is far 



better from a scientific and treatment point of view to acknowledge 
ignorance than to mystify it with diagnoses that are unreliable [and] 
overly broad ... (Rosenhan, 1975. p. 467) 

Rosenhan is certainly right when he says that diagnoses are often unreiia
ble. and mistaken diagnoses can certainly have harmful effects, but the 
argument that we should dispense with diagnoses remains a minority 
\ iew. A more widely accepted conclusion from Rosenhan's 'study is this: 
The diagnosis of psychological disorders is an imperfect p~ocess at best, 
and any single diagnosis should be interpreted with caution. 

Abnormality and Psychological Disorders: 
A Perspective 

So far in this chapter, we have tried to encourage some critical thinking 
about abnormality. We have noted that judgments of abnormality and 
disorder depend on several factors, each one at least partially subjective. 
\Ve have discussed the debate over how (and whether) to classify psycho
logical disorders at all. And we have stressed that diagnosis is an imperfect 
process. Certainly the DSM-III list of disorders, to which we will turn 
shortly, is best seen as an educated guess-a way of identifying and 
classifying disorders in the 1980s but a way that will surely change as our 
knowledge expands. There is little doubt that understanding abnormality 
and psychological disorders is a long-term and a formidable task, but it is 
also a worthwhile task, one that must be tackled if we are to learn enough 
about psychological problems and their origins to help alleviate them. 
Despite the difficulties, we are making progress. This can be seen in the 
remaining sections of this chapter, where we describe some of the psycho
logical disorders listed in DSM-III and discuss important advances in our 
understanding of them. In Chapter 16, we will return to some of the 
disorders and focus on what has been learned about treating them. 

Psychological Disorders Arising in Childhood 
and Adolescence 

Our discussion of psychological disorders will begin with those that arise 
early in the life span. DSM-III includes one large category of disorders 
that usually make their first appearance during infancy, childhood, or 
adolescence. We will focus on two disorders in this category: infantile 
autism and bulimia. Then we will turn to some disorders that are more 
likely to arise at the end of adole~cence or after. 

INFANTILE AUTISM 
One of the most frightening disorders a parent can confront is the rare but 
devastating combination of retarded development and peculiar behavior 
known as infantile autism (Figure 15.6). The combination is illustrated by 
the case of Dana. 

Dana, aged 11, is flapping and rocking again. She sits alone in a 
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\utistlc children frequent!\ show un
ustul, repetiti1'C bmh m1i1 ements ,md 
h11c1rn: responses to then em ironment. 
(f'tip photo', E. F. l-L;r11"1u .. -i;1 Ph:HO': 
borwrn phoros, .\iLt1t Crcrnt l'roduc-
tiun ... _ r 

corner. rocking back and forth while flapping her hand in front of 
her faee as if waving goodlwe to someone beside her. She smiles. 
hut nor in response to what others are doing; the reason for the smile 
is locked somewhere inside Dana. l ler parents now recall that even 
as an infant. Dana was not re-;ponsive to people; she did not keep 
e\ e contaet. smile at faces, or cuddle when picked up. As she 
m<ttured. her parents wondered whether she might be deaf, es
pecial!\· when she failed to develop normal language. Even llO\\, 

Dana uses verv immature grammar. She reverses pronouns. for 
example. saying, "You go store'" when she means, "Can I go to the 
store?" Her speech also shows abnormal "melody," with ques
tion like rises at the end of declarative statements. At school, Dana is 
in a special class for the "cmotionallv handicapped," and even in 
that class she is elearlv the most unusual child. 

Characteristics of.4utism Dana shows the essential features of infantile 
autism: ( l) a general lack of responsiveness to Dther people; (2) serious 
deficiencies in communication skills, especiallv language; and (3) unusual 
repetitive responses to the environment. \toreovcr, all of these problems 
appeared within the first 30 months of life. Autistic children seem to live 
in a world of their own. Even as infants. they mav not raise their arms 



\\hen the If parents reach down to pick them up :md thev ma\ not mold 
then bodies to their parents when thC\ are picked up. The\ often fail to 
~hm\ normal signs of attachment ro their parents !Chapter 11. page 4.29): 
for example, thev tend not to seek comfort from their parents when rheY 
:ire upset. :\s theY mature, autistic children ha\e trouble perceiving other 
children's feelings and pla\ing cooperati\e games. Thev generalh· do not 

form close friendships. 
Thev also h:.l\"e trouble with lang;.1:1ge-lc:lrning to speak it :md 

under-;tand it-,md the Lrnguage thC\ do de,·clop is often pcculi:ir. For 
e\.:unple, thcv m:l\ routine!\ echo the last phr:lsc the\ hear another 
person ->peak: or thC\ ma\· reverse certain prorwum-saYing "I" ,,·hen 
the' mean --,·ou" :md \ice \-crsa, :is in the case of D:ma. 

Espccialh notice:1ble are the unusu:il \\:l\S in \\hich :1ufr,tic \OLm,~.
stcrs mteract with the objccrs in their cm ironment. For example. instead 
of plaYing with to\ cars bY pretending to driYe them, as most children do, 
autistic children maY endless!\ line the car> up in rows or t\Yirl them round 
:ind round .. \utistic Ym1ngstcrs ma\ also rnirl their hair. fl:1p their hands 
tas did Dana), or show other rcpctitiYc hod' mmcments time :md ag:•.in. 
E\en when the\· nururc into adolescents and adults, people with autism 
tend to ha\ e poorly deYeloped and peculiar langu:lge and <;ocial bch:l\ ior. 
.\ fc,, -;uccced at convcntion:d jobs: but mar1\· mu'it \\Ork in sheltered 
\\·orkshops and li\·e in 'iheltercd settings 'it1ch a;, group hn1m:s for nwsr ,.f 

their adult li\es. 

Family, Physiological, and Genetic Factors in Autism \\"hat can·,es 
auti'>m; l'p until the late 1960s. the most popular answers to this quernon 
emphasized ps,chological causes-espccialh cold and rejecting beha'- iu1 
lw parents (Des pert, 19.'i 1). Such parent bcha\ ior \\:ls thought to b.~ 
cspeciallv common in the middle class, :md some earl\ research -Jil' 

'iuggcst that autism \\as unusualh· common in middle-class families (;~ot
ter. 1967). \lore recent research (Gillberg &. Schaumann, 198.2: \\";ng, 
1980) has not supported this idea. and most researchers h:l\"c decided '.h: 
there is not enough c\·idence to link aufr;m to parental bch,l\ ior ( Ruttc r '' 

CJarmczv, 1983). 
To understand what does cause ;wtism. m:rn\· inn:,tii:::nors arc !11' .\ 

focusing on plwsiological factors. Se\Tr:d studies sugge..,t that :ntt;st c 
children ma\ ha\'C abnorm;dh· high, or lm1·, IC\cls ol ph' siological ar<u' l 
(lksLauriers &. Carlson. 1969). (hcrarous:il might c\.pLun \Vh\ aut.,t.~ 
children a\·oid looking at faces. but stare intcnth :lt less-;,timub.:i1 g 
objects, like room fixtures (sec Figure l.'i.71: Tl1is hch:niur mw be a"'" 
of pn:\cnting increased arousal. i. 'nder:1rous:1l. 1in the (lthcr hand, m µ-ht 
explain bchaYior like the flapping ,rnd rocking shU\rn IF l hna: thco;c 

might be ,1·ays of increasing arou'iJI. 
Some researchers h:l\C studied cercbr:il lateralization in autis:;c 

Youngsters. :\s we noted in Chapter 2. lp:ie:e fJ'J\, the left cerebral hcn,1· 
sphere is the :1rca that usuallv spcci:ili1es in iangu:ige. There is gnmi g 
evidence that this specializ:ition ma\ not happen for man' autistic ch:
dren; instead, their language functions m:l\ be centered in the right 
hemisphere. an area not as well suited to l:mguagc (Dawson et al.. 19~«.:·1. 
This abnormal pattern might help explain \1·lw autistic children shc\1 
severe language deficits. A studv bY Blackstock (1978) illustrates this lin-~ 

of research. 
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In this studv, autistic and normal children listened to stories, using 
special devices that allowed them to control (1) whether the stories 
were spoken or sung and (2) whether they heard the stories through 
their left or their right ea~.s. Music listening and left-ear listening are 
both primarily right-hemisphere functions. The autistic children 
showed a much stronger preference for the musical version of the 
stories and for left-ear listening than did the others. This suggests 
that, for reasons as yet unknown, autistic children may not develop 
the normal left-hemisphere specialization for language; instead, 
some of their key language functions may be handled-and not very 
successfully-by the right cerebral hemisphere. 

Although several studies point to a left-hemisphere deficit in autistic 
children, others do not (Fein et al., 1~84). We may eventually find that 
the left-hemisphere deficit hypothesis, is correct, but only for one sub
group of autistic people. For others, different causes may be involved. 

Whatever physiological factors mav be involved in autism-abnor
mal arousal. unusual cerebrnl-dominance patterns, or others as yet uni
dentified-we need to understand why these factors operate in some 
children and not in others. To tackle this question, some researchers have 
studied the role of genetic factors. There is growing evidence that heredi
tary transmission plays a role (Folstein & Rutter, 1977; l\1inton et al.. 
1982; RitnJ et al., 1985 ). However what gets inherited is probablv not 
autism. as such, but rather a susceptibilitv to various cognitive and lan
guage problems. In some especially unluckv children, these problems 
may combine in a way that leads to autism. 

BULIMIA: AN EATING DISORDER 
In Chapter 12 (page 480), we discussed anorexia neruosa, a behavior 
pattern involving self-starvation that often arises in adolescence and is 
especially prevalent among girls. AnoreJtia is one of several eating disor
ders listed in DSM-III. Another, closely related to anorexia, is bulimia. 

Ginny, aged 18, has been trying to keep a secret from her family and 
friends: she is a binge eater. When others are not around, or after 
they are asleep, Ginny often gorges on cake, ice cream, candy, and 
other food-so fast that there is hardly time to chew. It seems that 
once she has begun, there is no stopping until she is so stuffed that 
her stomach aches or she is so exhausted that she falls asleep. After a 
binge, Ginny is disgusted with herself for her lack of self-control; 
she feels depressed and guilty. Often she makes herself vomit, then 
takes a double or triple dose of a laxative. To compensate for the 
gorging, she sometimes goes on severe fasts. Her life, she feels, is 
almost totallv dominated by her obsession with food. 

Characteristics of Bulimia Ginny's behavior, thoughts, and feelings fit 
the DSM-III diagnostic criteria ·for bulimia. The disorder is sometimes 
called the binge-purge syndrome,: and Ginny's pattern certainly fits the 
label. Her struggle with her urge to eat leads, over and over again, to 
cycles in which she stuffs food in, purges it out with vomiting and 
laxatives, and sometimes goes on extreme diets. Bulimia is hard to detect 
because the binging and purging are hidden; the victim's public eating 



habits are appropriate, and bodv shape and weight remain within normal 
limits (Fairburn, 1980). Thus it is hard to know just how widespread 
buli!'"lia is. The evidence we have indicates that it is most common among 
white females in their late ~eens to late twenties. One study found that 
about 4 percent of students treated in a universitv, psychiatric clinic had 
been diagnosed as having bulimia (Stangler & Printz, 1980). But another 
study reported that 13 percent of 355 students in a suburban college 
experienced all the major DSM-III diagnostic svmptoms of bulimia 
(Halmi et al., 1981). Discrepancies like this suggest that there may be 
many people on college campuses (and perhaps elsewhere) who have 
bulimia but do not seek treatment. 

Bulimia most often begins as a problem of overeating, usually in late 
adolescence (Figure 15.8). Fears of losing control over eating and body 
weight lead to radical efforts to regain control bv extreme dieting or 
purging. Within a year or so, the binge-purge-diet cvcle has begun. :\t this 
point, the bulimic person's life can become almost complete!\· dominated 
by thoughts of food; worries about weight; and feelings of depression, 
shame, and self-contempt. All this can make it very hard to concentrate 
on schoolwork or to meet the dailv demands of a job. Social relationships 
may also take a beating, partlv because of the extreme secrecv that 
shrouds the bulimic person's life. 

Causes of Bulimia We do not vet know the causes of bulimia, but 
researchers have been busy studying the psychological processes in 
bulimic people and their families. One common finding is that the familv 
history usually includes some impulse-control problems (there is often an 
obese or alcoholic family member; Schlesier-Stropp, 1984 ). It mav be that 
bulimic people inherit some susceptibility to impulse-control problems; 
or perhaps such problems in their families make them especially sensitive 
to concerns about self-control. These concerns come to center on food 
and body size, much as they do in anorexia (page 480). Like anorectic 
people, bulimic people typically have a morbid fear of becoming fat, fee! 
overweight even when they are not, and have exaggerated ideas about 

Fif!,ure 15.8 
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how thin and light they "should" be. In fact, many people diagnosed as 
liaving anorexia also have bulimic episodes of gorging and purging (Cas
per et al., 1980). A major difference between the two disorders is that 
people with bulimia, unlike -those with anorexia, manage to keep their 
body weight within normal limits-though at great psychological cost. 
Research is now being focused on the question of why some people's 
concerns about s-::lf-control, food, and body size lead to anorexia while 
others with similar concerns develop bulimia. 

Substance-Use Disorders 

As we discussed earlier, social context influences people's judgments 
about what behavior is abnormal or dis~rdered. This seems especially true 
when it comes to the problem of substance abuse. !\lost societies frown on 
some forms of substance dependence, but different societies do not agree 
on which dependencies are normal and which are problems. For instance. 
few people in Western cultures consider caffeine or tobacco dependence a 
serious psychological disturbance, despite the fact that DSM-III lists 
caffeine intoxication, tobacco dependence, and tobacco withdrawal as 
disorders. On the other hand, alcohol and heroin dependence are wideh 
considered to be serious disorders in our culture. They arc also two of the 
most prevalent serious dependences-in the United States alone, there 
are half a million heroin addicts and over S million alcoholics. We will 
therefore focus on these two disorders. 

ABUSE VERSUS DEPENDENCE 
In describing disorders involving alcohol, heroin, and a varietv of other 
substances, DSM-III distinguishes between two levels of substance mis
use: abuse and dependence. Abuse, the milder level, involves some mal
adaptive use pattern-remaining intoxicated throughout the day, for 
example-and some impairment in social or job functioning. Dependence is 
a state of physical addiction, which involves to/eranre (increasing amounts 
of the substance are needed to achieve the desired effect) and withdrar~;a/ 
symptoms (when the substance use is stopped or reduced, unpleasant 
physical symptoms result). Withdrawal symptoms and increased tolerance 
are signs that a real physical need has developed and that there are actual 
alterations in the body's physiology. In some cases, brain impairment 
occurs (sec Chapter 5, page 211). Addicts who are withdrawn from a drug 
become so agitated, depressed, or otherwise miserable that they can think 
of nothing but getting their next dose. In the case of alcohol dependence. 
withdrawal symptoms may include tremor (the shakes), delirium, convul
sions, and hallucinations; with or without convulsions, these symptoms 
are collectively called delirium tremens. Note, however, that a number of 
the drug or substance habits that people form do not involve any real 
physical dependence (see Table 2.2, page S 1). In these cases-for exam
ple, marijuana and LSD habits-what develops is a strong psychologiml 
need for the substance (it helps the person relieve tension or feel better in 
some other way). This psychological need can produce a craving that, for 
some people, is as strong as physical dependence. 



ORIGINS OF HEROIN AND ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE 
Even for substances like heroin and alcohol, which produce real phys
iological dependence (Figure 15. 9), psychological factors play a major 
role. The dreanw. euphoric state produced bv heroin is used by many 
people as a wav to reduce their anxiety and tension. For instance, when 
supplies of heroin were readilv available to soldiers in the Vietnam war, 
men who would not otherwise have used it were drawn to it, both because 
it was readilv available and because it reduced, for a time, their distress 
and anxietv. Cultural norms also plav a large role in heroin addiction; 
heroin use m;:;v be accepted, and e\ en expected, in certain subcultures as 
the norm - "the thing to do." In fact, heroin addicts who leave their 
subcultures and kick the habit are verv likelv to start using heroin again if 
thev return to their cultural groups (Rav. 19711). 

In the case of alcoholism. a number of explanations have been 
proposed for the psvchological craving that de\·elops. One possibilitv is 
that alcohol. like heroin. calms anxietv and helps people relax. Of course, 
most people who use alcohol to relax do not become alcoholics. Perhaps. 
as some research indicates, people's inborn responses differ. with some 
people inheriting a capacitv to drink more before vomiting or passing out 
or a tcndencv to t:xperience higher levels of t:uphoria from alcohol (Ca
doret et al.. 1980: Good\\ in. 1979). Such r,eople would be especial!\· 
susceptible to alcohol dependence. Another idea is that since it reduces 
social inhibitions. alcohol permits pt:ople to act out their hostilities and 
sexual wishes. Still anothe: idea is that some people who drink to excess 
have a need for personal power and that drinking makes them feel 
powerful (\lcClelland et al.. 1972). \Vhile these explanations may cover 
some cases of alcohol dependence. much remains to be discovered about 
the reasons whv some people become alcoholics while others who drink 
do not. 

Schizophrenic Disorders 

\Ve turn now to a group of disorders that mam regard as tht: most serious 
of all: the various forms of schizophrenia. In the l. nited States alone, as 
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many as 2 million people may have been affected by schizophr,enia at 
some time in their lives. Schizophrenia is one of the most widely misused 
of all psychological terms. It is often erroneously applied to behavior that 
is merely inconsistent, as whe-n newspapers brand a politician "schizo
phrenic" for taking contradictory positions on an issue. Sometimes the 
term is applied to those who exhibit split personalities or multiple person
alities, but this application is incorrect. (Multiple personality is a rare 
disorder that is not a form of schizophrenia.) Before we describe what 
schizophrenia is, let us illustrate it with the following interview excerpt: 

INTERVIEWER (I) How old are you? 
PATIENT (P) Why, I am centuries old, sir. 
I How long have you been here? 
P I have been now on this property on and off for a long time. 

cannot say the exact time because we are absorbed by the air at 
night, and they bring back people. They kill up everything; 
they can make you lie; they can talk through your throat. 

I Who is this? 
P Why, the air. 
I What is the name of this place? 
P This place is called a star. 
I Who is the doctor in charge of your ward? 
P A body just like yours, sir. They can make you black and white. 
I say good morning, but he just comes through there. At first it was a 
colony. They said it was heaven. These buildings were not solid at 
the time, and I am positive this is the same place . 
(White, 1964, p. 514) 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHIZOPHRENIA 
This style of speech, and the thinking it reflects, illustrates some of the 
features of schizophrenia, a broad category that includes several specific 
psychotic disorders. All these disorders involve significant disturbances in 
thought. One of the most common features is incoherence, or loosening of 
associations-disjointed expressions that seem to rake on a life of their 
own, to ramble in a more or less aimless way withour ever quite reaching a 
logical conclusion. The interview quoted above illustrates this quality of 
thought, which is also called rognitive slippage and derailment. The personal 
journals of schizophrenics provide particularly clear illustrations. of their 
tendency to skitter away from logical frameworks. Consider this excerpt 
from the diary of a man often hospitalized for schizophrenia: 

I confess my moral venial sins of all of the State and City Police and 
Dr. S. [ward psychiatrist] of orange elastic blue color any color of 
bloomers and panties boths and all of the reals bloomers and panties 
of boths and all of the real times and Father Lawlors confession and 
Dr. S. said go in peace. 
(Grinspoon et al., 1972, pp. 69-70) 

Schizophrenics often have delusions (page 625). They may believe that the 
FBI is transmitting thoughts into their brains through the television set or 
that unseen forces are controlling their behavior. They may also have 
hallucinations, most commonly auditory hallucinations. They may hear a 
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single voice continually commenting on their behavior or multiple voices 
arguing and shouting profanities at each other. Schizophrenic thought 
processes are often called autistir, meaning thev arc determined more by 
private, inner processes than bv external realitv. The drawing and text in 
Figure 15.10 illustrate this dominance of internal processes, expressed in 
the form of symbols and expressions that have private meaning and 
personal significance but convey little information to others. 

Because schizophrenics' thought disturbances produce distortions in 
the way they perceive the world, the behavior growing out of their 
perceptions may often seem bizarre. The schizophrenic may withdraw 
almost completely from others, slipping into a world of private thoughts 
and experiences. Often, too. there are serious mood disturbances. The 
schizophrenic may cry, seethe with anger, laugh or giggle inappropriately, 
or display flat affect-a bland, lackluster mood, with little responsiveness 
to others or to ongoing events (Figure 15.11). 

Schizophrenia used to be called dementia praerox, which means 
"youthful insanity," because it tends to develop in adolescence or early 
adulthood. Although schizophrenia may occur at any age, the highest rate 
of first-time admissions to mental hospitals for this disorder occurs among 
people in their late teens and early twenties. Schizophrenia, one of the 
most common psychotic disorders, is also one of the most crippling. 

Different types of schizophrenia are identified in DSM-III. One of them, 
the disor[!;anized type, is characterized by incoherent thinking (like that 
illustrated in the quotations above) but no systematic delusions. The 
ratatonic type of schizophrenia involves various kinds of severe psycho
motor disturbances.· For example, the person m<iy assume a fixed body 
posture-sometimes a painful-looking statuelike position-and maintain 
it for periods lasting several minutes, even hours (Figure 15.12). During 
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An example of the autistic thought 
seen in schizophrenia. What seems to 
make little sense p1obably had deep 
private and personal significance for the 
patient who drew this picture. (Cour
tesy of CIBA, State of Mind.) 
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such periods, the person is usually mute and the bodv assumes a waxv 
flcxihilitv-meaning that if someone else repo~itions the person's arm or 
leg, the limb \\ill remain Ill the new position. At the other extreme, the 
cararonic mav have periods of agitation-with arms flapping or swinging 
and excessive talking, shouting, or even animal sounds. The hallmark of 
the f'11n1110id tyjJe of schi;:ophrenia is the presence of hallucinations or 
delusions. Both tend to innih e themes of persecution or wildly grandiose 
ideas of one's own importance or influence. For example, a paranoid 
schizophrenic mav believe that the devil is torturing him by shouting 
profanities at him through the tele\ is ion set. 

TH~ORIES AND EVIDENCE ON SCHIZOPHRENIA 
AND ITS CAUSES 
Because schizophrenia is so widespread and so handicapping, theorists 
and researchers iiave tried, for years, to understand its characteristics and 
causes. In the following sections, we will examine some of the resulting 
theories ,md findings. 

Life Experience and Family Interaction in Schizophrenia Schizo
phrenia rends to run in families; people diagnosed as schizophrenic are 
likely to ha\·e had at least one parent with the same diagnosis. This means 
that many schizophrenic people have grown up with an in-house, parental 
model for observational learning (Chapter 14, page 596); indeed, some 
influential theories attribute schizophrenia to processes of modeling 
(Bandura, 1968) or instrumental conditioning (l lllmann & Krasner, 1975 ). 
Others (for example, Lidz, 1973) blame familv conflict, especiallv marital 
schism, a conflict in which each parent tries to form an alliance with the 
child against the other parent; and marital skew, a conflict in which one 
parent passively submits to the bizarre behavior of the other. 

Still other theories have focused on communication patterns in the 
family. One theory, for example, maintains that schizophrenic behavior 
results from constant doublf-bind mmmuniration from one family member 



w another-tvpically from parent to child (Bateson ct al., 1956). In the 
double bind, one parent conveys two conflicting messages to the child at 
the same time, but the child's dependencv on the parent prohibits con
fronting the parent with the contradiction or escaping it. 

For exam pk, a voung man diagnosed as schizophrenic was meeting 
with his mother and his therapist to discuss moving away from his 
mother's home into an apartment of his own. The mother remarked, 
"I think it is a wonderful thing for a young man to grow up, move 
into his own place, and leave his mother all alone." In this single 
sentence, the mother managed to tell her son that it was both 
wonderful and shamtful for him to move awav from her. \\'hen her 
son replied that she \\as making him feel guiltv about moving awav, 
she looked dceplv hurt and said, "H(rn· could vou say such a thing 
about \our own mother?" Thus there were conflicting messages 
plus a prohibition against examining the messages closely-a dou
ble bind. 

In other cases, the \-er'.)al content of a commun1cation may conflict 
with the phvsical or emotional content (Bateson et al., 19.'i6). 

For example, a \Oung man whose mother visited him in his mental 
hospital was delighted to sec her. I le put his arm around her at 
which point she stiffened. In response. he withdrew his arm, but 
then she asked. "Don't vou love me anvmore?" Confused dnd 
embarrassed. he blushed; and his mother said, "Dear, vou mu:;t nc·t 
be so casih embarrassed and afraid of vour feelings." 

Recent e\ idcnce (Liem, 1980) does indicate that people diagnosed 
as schizophrenic often grow up in families where communication is ,Jisor
dcred and where at least one parent is critical and m·ercontrolling. Does 
this mean that these farnilv factors cause schizophrenia? Not necessarily . 
. \n alternative possibilitv is that some kinds of poor communication and 
strained parent-child relationship~; rrsu/t from having a schizophrenic per
son in the familv. In other words, theories that focus on life experience 
and communication patterns face a sort of chicken-and-egg problem: 
\\'hich came first-the unusual life and familv patterns or the schizo
phrenia? In most of the research, thus far, this question has been hard to 
answer. 

Biological Factors and Schizophrenia \\'hile the study of life experi
ence and familv p:Jttcrns continues. other investigators have turned their 
attention to the role of biological factors. Some of these factors may be 
hereditarv, as we will discuss below; but others mav result from injurv or 
disease. particularlv during prcgnanC\, birth, or carlv infancy. Some 
research on schizophrenic populations has shown a high incidence of 
pregnancv complications, lm1 birth weight, and oxygen deprivation at 
birth. all of which put children ar risk. The risks posed bv such problems 
are varied, of course. It mav well be that schizophrenia is just one of 
several possible outcomes of biological damage before and at birth; other 
possible outcomes include such disorders as memal retardation and cere
bral palsv. 

Fi;;ure JS.12 
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Much of the research on biological factors in schizophrenia has 
focused on the biochemistry of the disorder. One prominent idea to 
emerge from this research is the dopamine hypothesis, the notion that 
schizophrenia may be the res.ult of excess dopamine activity in certain 
areas of the brain. You may recall from Chapter 2 (page 50) that dopamine 
is one of the substances that help transmit information across synapses 
(gaps between nerve cells) in the central nervous system. In other words, 
dopamine is one of the neurotransmitters. 

Several lines of evidence now suggest that excess dopamine activity 
may, indeed. play a role in schizophrenia. One clue is that the behavior 
seen in paranoid schizophrenia-confusion, delusions, and often halluci
nations-is strikingly s.imilar to the behavior demonstrated by people who 
have taken large doses of amphetamines, or "speed." These "ampheta
mine psychoses" are, in fact, sometimes misdiagnosed as paranoid schizo
phrenia. This may be important because the drug amphetamine activates 
cells that use dopamine as a transmitter. Furthermore, the drugs most 
effective in treating schizophrenia are also the best treatment for "am
phetamine psychosis." One group of these drugs-the phenothiazines 
(see Chapter 16, page 679)-appears to work by blocking dopamine 
activation of cells in the brain. This suggests that excess dopamine 
activity may be a big part of the problem in schizophrenia. 

The dopamine hypothesis (Snyder, 1981; Snyder et al., 1974) is still 
a loose fabric. Researchers are gradually weaving threads of evidence 
together. but no firm and final proof has yet been offered. Still, many see 
this as one of the most promising biochemical accounts of schizophrenia. 

Another major strand of biological research on schizophrenia has 
dealt with structural impairment of the brain itsdf. Some of this research 
has relied on postmortem examinations of the brains of schizophrenics 
and nonschizophrenics. Brain banks in several research centers have 
helped make this possible. Recent technological advances have also made 
it possible to study living people, using successive x-rays of very thin 
sections of the brain. The studies of brain structure have shown some 
impairment in about 20 to 35 percent of people diagnosed as schizo
phrenics (Seidman, 1983). 

There are many different kinds of impairment, but one of the most 
common is enlargement of the cerebral ventricles-openings that contain 
cerebrospinal fluid. Some investigators have also found groups of schizo
phrenic people with unusually small ventricles. One team of researchers 
reports that the cases with small ventricles are especially likely to experi
ence hallucinations and delusions and to demonstrate bizarre behavior, 
whereas those with abnormally large ventricles were more likely to be 
emotionally flat, and unambitious (Andreasen et al., 1982). As this illus
trates, the research on brain structure is pointing us toward a very plausi
ble idea: Different forms of schizophrenia may involve different biological 
ab11ormalities. 

Genetic Influence and Schizuphrenia While research and debate con
tinue over the role of biological factors and life experience in schizo
phrenia, a consensus is forming on one major point: Genetic factors play a 
role. One group of studies that has convinced ma~y people involves 
identical and fraternal twins. Identical-twin pairs have identical heredity; 
fraternal-twin pairs do not. So if schizophrenia is strongly influenced by 



genes, then identical-twin pairs should show greater similarity, or more 
ronrordance, than fraternal-twin pairs for the presence or absence of schizo
phrenia. Table 15. 2 shows the results of concordance studies conducted 
in five different countries. In each study, the investigators started. with 
twin pairs in which at least one member had been diagnosed as schizo
phrenic. They then computed the percentage of cases in which the other 
member of the pair also suffered from schizophrenia or a similar abnormal
ity. As the table shows, the concordance rates were much higher for 
identical than for fraternal twins. Such data need to be interpreted cau
tiously (see Chapter 14, page 603), but they certainly suggest that hered
ity plays some role in schizophrenia. On the other hand, note that con
cordance rates never approach 100 percent, even for identical twins. This 
suggests that the disorder cannot be accounted for by genetic factors 
alone. 

Another way to examine the contribution of heredity versus environ
ment is to look at schizophrenics who have been brought up in adoptive 
homes from an early age and therefore not reared by their biological 
families. One investigator (Kety, 1975) interviewed the biological (true) 
relatives of schizophrenic patients who had been adopted as children and 
of nonschizophrenic persons who had also been adopted. The rates of 
both schizophrenia and suicide in the relatives of the patients were three 
to four times higher than in the relatives of nonpatients. There was no 
increase, however, in the incidence of other behavior disorders. Thus, 
except for a higher rate of suicide, the inheritance pattern seemed to be 
rather specific to schizophrenia. 

Multifactor Theories Probably the best accepted position today ac
knowledges both a genetic-biological predisposition to schizophrenia and 
the influence of life experiences. Many people believe that inherited 
biological deficits make certain people susceptible to schizophrenia but 
that, in a normal life situation, the deficits produce only modest problems 
that may weakly resemble schizophrenia. On the other hand, where life 
stress is high or family problems are severe, individuals with the inborn 
biological susceptibility may be especially vulnerable and may therefore 
become schizophrenic. People who suffer severe life stress but do not 
have the genetic biological susceptibility may develop milder disorders, 
but nor schizophrenia. To summarize, these theories hold that schizo
phrenia develops when people who have an inherited or other biological 
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susceptibility to the disorder experience particular kinds of severe life 
stress. Among experts. this is one of the most widelv accepted general 
views on schizophrenia. 

PROGNOSIS IN SCHIZOPHRENIA 
The prospect for improvement in a schizophrenic person-the individ
ual's prognosis-depends on a number of factors. One is the person's 
adjustment before he or she became disturbed enough to be diagnosed or 
hospitalized. The prognosis is rather good if the onset of the schizo
phrenic behavior was rapid: the person suffered some pronounced shock, 
or trauma, just before the schizophrenic "break": and the person had 
been moderately well adjusted until then. But if the disorder came on 
slowly, the svmptoms gradually increased in severity, there was no pre
cipitating trauma, and the patient's adjus.tment before being diagnosed as 
schizophrenic was marginal. the prognosis is poor. The prognosis mav be 
better for the first group of schizophrenics because thev have learned 
more of the social skills neccssarv for normal life. thev are more tuned in 
to their social environment, and their level of thinking is more advanced 
(Sappington, 1975; \Vatson. 1973). 

Paranoid Disorders 

The following account illustrates the kind of plausible delusions of per
secution often seen in our next categorv. the relativelv rare disorder 
known as paranoia (Abstracted from Swanson et al.. 1970. pp. 226-227 ). 

Arthur, a 37-year-old officer in the '.\iavy. had worked effective!\ for 
13 years in radar electronics before he was apprehended by the 
police. He had been stopped because someone noticed a gun-in 
his pu1se. In addition to carrying a purse, he was wearing a dress and 
was convincingly disguised as a woman. When the police discovered 
that he was actually a man, thev identified him and contacted his 
commanding officer, who had Arthur hospitalized for evaluation. 
Interviewed by mental-health professionals, Arthur gave a calm, 
coherent, and logical explanation for his behavior. He reported that 
his troubles began years before when he got involved in some 
criminal activity and double-crossed a partner. The partner then 
called on some of his underworld friends, who began to harass 
Arthur and his family. Arthur's wife confirmed some of the details of 
his story. Even after Arthur arranged distant dutv assignments, the 
harassment continued. Finally, in desperation, Arthur and his wife 
arranged for i1im to "disappear" by masquerading as a woman. 

The story was unusual but believable. Arthur seemed quite 
normal on the ward, and two prominent psychiatrists called in as 
consultants concluded that Arthur needed a lawyer, not psychiatric 
care. But Arthur's lawyer was troubled bv nagging doubts about his 
client's story, and he arranged to have the details checked. A 
4-month investigation failed to support the details. Arthur's wife, 
when intf'rviewed at length, revealed that her support for his story 
was actually based on what he had told her, not on her own indepen-



dent experience-except for two incidents that seemed like possi
ble hara>.sment but had perhaps been coincidences. She also 
reported that Arthur had grown increasingly preoccupied and iso
lated in recent years, an observation also made by Arthur's ~om
manding officers. Confronted with the findings of the investigation, 
Arthur remained outwardly calm but then, gradually, began to de
scribe new evidence of harassment bv the underworld figures during 
his stav in the hospital. 

The above account illustrates that the delusions involved in paranoia are 
often so logical and believable that intelligent people, sometimes even 
mental-health experts, are tempted ro "buy" them. Instead of, or in 
addition to, persecutory delusions, people with paranoia may also show 
delusional jcalousv. (They may believe, unjustly, that their lovers or 
spouses have been unfaithful and collect "evidence" in the form of 
rumpled clothing, spots on the sheets, or cigarette butts on the porch.) Or 
they may show delusions of grandeur (for example, beliefs that they are 
actuallv Jesus or Einstein reincarnated and that others are jealous of their 
power and intelligence). 

Except for their elaborate delusional systems, paranoid people typ
ically show no thinking disorder. They appear normal (although perhaps a 
bit sensitive or suspicious) until something happens to activate their 
delusions. In general, their delusional systems are well worked out and 
they do not have hallucinations. Such intact thinking and "logical" delu
sions contrast sharplv with the disordered thinking and hallucinations 
seen in cases of paranoid schizophrenia. 

PARANOID THINKING VERSUS PARANOIA 
The logical narnre of paranoid ideas means that they are often uncomfort
ablv close to our own patterns of thinking. This, in turn, reminds us of 
how difficult it is to distinguish between normalcy and psychological 
disorder. Perhaps it is best to think of paranoid thinking as a dimension 
involving different levels, or dexrees. Most people occasionally have sus
picious thoughts, but not to a degree that clashes sharply with rncial 
norms, undermines adaptation, or causes severe distress. Further along 
the paranoid-thinking dimension are people who are habitually, and 
wronglv, suspicious of others and overly sensitive to what they see as 
"hidden motives'' or "secret meanings" in the behavior of other people. 
If such patterns pervade a person's daily living but do not include full
fledged delusions, DSM-III applies the term paranoid personality disorder. 
Pl'r.wnaiity disrJ1ders (page 659) are lifestyle patterns involving inflexible, 
persistent, and maladaptive personality traits-suspiciousness and jeal
ousv, in this case. 

It is only when paranoid thinking involves an extreme, well-orga
nized delusional svstem, with emotions and behavior that are logically 
appropriate to the delusion, that a diagnosis of paranoia is given. The 
example of Arthur (above) illustrates this extreme level. Arthur's well
organized delusional system dominated his life, prornked him into chang
ing his identity and posing as a woman, and caused both Arthur and his 
wife to live in fear of "the underworld." 
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ORIGINS OF PARANOIA 
Causal explanations of paranoia have been debated for years, but research 
on causal factors has been hampered bv the rarity of identified cases. One 
theory (Cameron, 1967) focus~.s on the fact that people who are diagnosed 
as having paranoia seem to show lifelong patterns of finding fault with 
evervonc but themselves. Trusting no one, they withdraw socially and 
emotionally. \Yhen a real threat or stressful situation arises, they are 
isolated just when thev need most to confide in friends who might help 
them see their problems more objectively. With no one to change their 
minor false beliefs, thev gradually reconstruct their per;:eptions of the 
world to fit their own views. Ordinary frustrations (such as a restaurant 
refusing service because it is about to close) are taken personally. People 
showing this disorder perceive the rest of the world as paying special 
attention to them and being out to "ge( them. This false belief explains 
many situations for them; the explanation may be comforting and rein
forcing because it makes sense out of an otherwise confusing world. This 
theory might well explain even an innocuous e•xample of paranoid think
ing such as the following (Abstracted from Busse & Pfeiffer, 1977, 
p. 187). 

An 80-vear-old widow who seemed alert and aware became upset 
because, for unknown reasons, her neighbors were secretly putting 
lint in her washer and dryer. She took her complaint to the police. 
No one, her daughter included, could convince her that her neigh
bors were innocent. In most respects, she continued to get along 
quite well and behave normallv. On wash days, however, she grew 
suspicious and her accusations began again. 

Another example of paranoid thinking is given by Carson (1977; cited in 
Altrocchi, 1980). 

An elderlv woman in a midwestern town complained about the boys 
in a nearbv college dormitory. The~; were, she said, using electric 
waves to give her multiple orgasms; and the orgasms were disrupt
ing her sleep. Her psychiatrist prescribed some "antiorgasm" tablets 
(in realitv an antipsychotic drug), and the problem disappeared. 

Examples like these can also be used to support other theoretical 
explanations of paranoid thinking. The fact that the delusional behavior 
characteristic of paranoia is most common in the elderly, and particularly 
in conjunction with physical deterioration, has led some to believe that 
biological factors can play a role. People who hypothesize biological 
causes also note that delusions occur frequently in people taking drugs 
such as amphetamines, as we pointed out earlier. 

IS PARANOIA REALLY A PSYCHOLOGICAL DISORDER? 
Some researchers (fur example, Colby, 1981) view delusional thinking, 
not as a sign of psvchological disorder but as a style of information 
processing-a style developed by people especially sensitive to blame 
and shame. The two brief examples given above might well be seen as 
efforts to project blame-for lint and orgasms-onto others. A similar 
argument could be made in more extreme cases, like that of Arthur 



1 .ibm e ). Does this mean that paranoia should be viewed only as an 
extreme self-protective style of thinking, not as a "true" psychological 
disorder? This idea has growing support, but not, of course, among .. the 
authors of DSM-III. 

Disorders of Affelt 

Just as many of us show occasional traces of paranoid thinking, many of us 
also show occasional changes in affect, or mood. At times, we can be 
unusually sad, or down; at other times, we may be especially elated, or 
up. In some people, at some times, these mood states spiral out of 
control, becoming so extreme in degree or duration that they pose major 
problems. When such extreme moods are combined with particular pat
terns of maladaptive thinking and behavior, they are diagnosed as one of 
the affertive disorders. We discuss two such disorders here, beginning with 
major depression. 

MAJOR DEPRESSION 
To be diagnosed as suffering from major depression, a person must have 
had one or more major depressive episodes-periods that involved more than 
just "sadness." 

Characteristics of a Major Depressive Episode In a major depressive 
episode, "sad" feelings are accompanied by persistent problems in other 
areas of life-problems such as an appetite change (an increase or a 
decrease); altered sleep patterns (more or less sleep than usual); loss of 
interest or pleasure in usual activities, including sex; loss of energy; 
diminished ability to think or concentrate; feelings of worthlessness or 
self-reproach; or suicidal thoughts or acts. During a depressive episode, 
the person's mood and thought patterns may be strikingly negative. The 
depressed person often appears lost, vulnerable, detached, unable to find 
joy in any aspect of daily life; life seems to have lost its vitality, and a sort 
of numbness has s<;:t in. Often the person seems constantly on the verge of 
tears. Thoughts about self are likely to be overwhelmingly negative; the 
person may feel unattractive, inferior to others, incompetent as a spouse 
or parent, and unsuccessful at school or work. The future may seem 
almost completely hopeless, and this, of course, is one reason that suicide 
becomes a risk. 

An estimated 20 percent of American and European women have 
experienced a major depressive episode at some time; for men the figure 
is about 10 percent. Some 6 percent of women and 3 percent of men have 
had episodes serious enough to require hospitalization. An estimated 46 
percent of college students are thought to have experienced depressions 
serious enough, at some point, to have warranted professional help (Beck 
& Young, 1978). Many depressed people are treated as outpatients, but 
many others suffer in silence and solitude (see Figure 15.13). One exam
ple of the many forms depressive episodes can take is the case of Mr. A. 
(Abstracted from Litman, 1970, pp. 294-295). 

Mr. A., a middle-aged realtor, strongly valued financial success. It 
helped him deal with feelings of inadequacy stemming from his lack 
of a college education. During one short period, he lost out on three 
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Depression is an extremelv common 
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important business deals that he had counted on; he grew de
pressed, morose, and despondent and began to drink more heavilv 
than before. He began talking \aguclv about changing c:ireers, and 
he seemed to h~ne trouble making decisions. His children had left 
home, h<.. '.md his wife had grown apart psYChologicalh, and the two 
had had almost no sex for several \Cars. !\!rs. :\. grew concerned 
about her husband's sleeplessness. loss of appetite, and generalh· 
hopeless attitude. One day, she comu lted a phvsician. who said that 
Mr. A. should han: more acti\ itv. On the same dav, Mr. A. spent 
several hours with a clergyman. discussing his feelings of anxietv 
and failure. The next morning at around 5 .\.'.\!.,,\Ir. A. awoke and 
went for a walk. He then unwrapped and loaded a rifle he had 
recently bought and left in his car. !\Ir. A. then returned home for 



breakfast. There. at \frs. A. 's request. thn both praved. Afterward, 
\Ir. A. went for another walk, returned to hi' car, and killed himself 
with the rifle. After the suicide, \!rs. :\. found sneral notes, tom 

into small pieces and thrown in the 11astchasket. \\"hen pieced 
together. one of the notes read, in pan. "Hone\·. I am unabtc to 

take this am longer. ... Sorrv that life turned out this wav. I hope 
vou can find a better life without me." 

C:ertainlv not all major depressive episodes end in suicide. bur some do. 
E1·en in cases where the end is not this rra.f!ic. rhc pain and suffering 
endured bv the depressed person can be intense. The intense!\ painful 
nature of this di•mrder, and its high incidence. ha1e spurred manv to studv 
depression and its causes. 

Depressions like \Ir. :\. 's-occurring rn middle age and after a 
series of serbacks-mav ha1e different causes than depressions that arise 
earlier in life and with no clear precipitating events .. \depression that i:. 
sel'ere enough to result in suicide mav have different causes than a milder 
case. Bearing in mind that different kinds of depression mav have differ
ent causes, let us examine some of the major causal theories and some of 
the e1·idence for them. 

life Experience, Learning, and Social Interaction in Depression In 
psvchoanalvtic theory (Chapter 1 .f, page S 76), depression is seen as 
resulting from an Ol'erlv demanding superego (page S78)-one that sets 
standards too high for the person to live up to--and from earlv loss of 
attachment f~gures (Bowlbv, 1980: Freud, Fil 7/l 9S7). For example, the 
adult on whom a child is most dependent, usuallv the mother, may be lost 
through death or parental separation. Or there may be a serious disruption 
in the dependencv relationship, s;1ch rhar the child comes to fear or 
fantasize such a loss. Losses of this sort can s~t in motion a pruknged and 
exaggerated grief reaction-one that include'> fedings of guilt and self
blame and a lo'is of self-esteem. Thi'>. in turn, can set the stage for the 
de1elopmenr of depression when the child cntcr'i adulthood. There is 
some evidence that the death of a mother during chiidhond inc-cases the 
risk of depression in adulthood at least amon!! \1omcn (Brown ct al.. 
1977). HO\vever most research h<1s not found stronp: support for this idea 
(Crook & Eliot. 1980). 

.\ better-1·alidatcd theof\· anributes depression to procTs,es of rein
forcement and social interaction. Peter Lewinsohn and his rcs,:arch team 
found that dcpre-;sed people often hu, e Ind especiaih hip;h fre' .. JUe!1cie-. of 
unpleasant. unrew~tilling C'-'CIES 1r, thu: Ii' es~ depres~ed people also 
e.\perienff these acbe:-se e1·e11 t::> as more unpleasant than du nor.depr<.ossed 
people (Lewinsohn & Talkinr;ton, 1970). Becausl'. of the low level of 
reinforcement theY ha1·e rece11·ed, llepressed pcc·ple tend co inn .a !ess 
hope and less energy in their acti\ ;tie-; inc!c.ding rh::ir s-icial ;ntcractions. 
This, in turn, makes them less rnvarding to be around. Thm .Hhers tend 
to avoid depressed people. and th1'i, in turn, deepens the:r depression 
(Lewinsohn & Arconad. 1981 ~ (;o\ ne (1976 l illu..,t.-ated the ncg;ative 
impact depressed p<·oplc cw li:\1 -:: <W orher::. 

Covne had 45 ;iond::press(:~l 1-ieo;:iie ~:rn-v 011 !'iwne convcrsal .. ms 
with people receiving trcacrnenr fer llepr<'.S ;,,:.r1_ pe0p!e rec::-:,·ing 
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treatment for other disorders, or nondisturbed people not receiving 
treatment. After the conversations, ratings indicated that talking to 
the depressed people had been considerably less rewarding than 
talking to the other groups. After talking to depressed people, 
nondepressed experimental subjects were more anxious, more hos
tile, more depressed, and less interested in talking to the same 
people again than were subjects who had spoken to the other 
groups. 

Coyne (1982) found that depressed people try to cope with stressful 
situations by seeking emotional support from others, a dependent style 
that may contribute to the discomfort others feel around them. When 
others do offer their support or aid and the depressed person does not 
improve, irritation may be the result. Others may then combine their 
reassurance and statements of support•with increasing avoidance of the 
depressed person, thus leaving the person confused and-of course-still 
depressed. This body of theory and research has been useful by helping 
to stimulate new ideas on how to help depressed people recover. For 
example, depressed people might be trained to interact with others in 
ways that others will find rewarding rather than punishing; and others who 
want to help depressed people shake their depressioi:i might learn how to 

communicate in ways that would not be confusing or threatening (Coates 
& Wortman, 1980). 

Cognitive Processes and Depression One prominent model holds that 
depression involves a kind of "giving up," or learned helplessness (Abram
son et al., 1978). The idea is that people sometimes experience a series of 
setbacks or failures. conclude from the cues available that the situation is 
one they cannot control, and simply stop trying to make things better. 
According to this model, depression can result when people expect bad 
things to happen to them and assume that Jhey will not be able to prevent 
or control them. If people attribute this lack of control to personal causes 
(such as incompetence), their self-esteem will be impaired. If they be
lieve the causes are stable, then their depression will be long-lasting. If 
they believe their lack of control extends to many situations, then their 
depression will be generalized across situations. In other words, depres
sion is colored by cognitions. Some studies support this model, showing 
that beliefs like those outlined above-"The causes of my failure are 
personal, stable, and present in many situations"-are more common. in 
depressed than in nondepressed psychiatric clients (Raps et al., 1982); 
also, people who show these cognitive patterns but are not depressed tend 
to get depressed later, when bad things do happen to them (Peterson & 
Seligman, 1984). 

Aaron Beck (1974, 1976) is another theorist who emphasizes the 
cognitive, or thought, aspects of depression. He sees depression primarily 
as a thought disorder and only secondarily as a mood disorder. According 
to Beck, depressed persons are dominated by negative views of self, the 
outside world, and the future. They see themselves as losers, and all their 
perceptions are colored by this major premise. Beck (1974) further pro
poses that depressed people experience major distortions of logical 
thought. These distortions include: 



1. Arbitrar)' inferencr, drawing a conclusion based on too little 
evidence or no evidence at all. (A housewife concludes that her 
husband does not love her because he leaves for work every morn
ing, for example.) 

2. Selertive abstrartion, drawing a conclusion by concentrating on 
one detailed aspect of a situation. (After receiving compliments on 
the entree, the salad, the rolls, and the dessert, the cook is sure the 
soup must have bcc.n terrible.) 

3. OveTf!:eneralization, unjustified generalizing from limited evi
dence. (A student who receives a low grade on a single assignment is 
sure that he or she is failing the course and will never graduate or get 
a job.) 

4. .}faJ;nijimtion and minimization, exaggerating or limiting the 
significance of information. [A dropped stitch in a sweater makes 
the knitter want to throw it awav (magnification); an employee 
continues to feel incompetent even after being given a raise (mini
mization).] 

In contrast to Beck's view, some recent research has suggested that 
depressed people may actuallv make more accurate assessments of them
selves and certain situations than nondepressed people. For example, in 
one studv (Lewinsohn et al., 1980), observers rated the social competence 
of several depressed and nondepressed people, all of whom also rated 
themselves. The self-ratings of the nondepressed people were consider
ablY higher than were the ratings given them bv impartial observers, but 
the depressed people gave themselves ratings quite close to those the 
observers gave them. Perhaps even more intriguing was the finding that 
as depressed people grew less depressed during treatment, their self
ratings became more inflated compared to those made bv observers. In 
other words, reduced depression may go hand-in-hand with exaggerated 
self-perception. Perhaps one way manv of us stave off depression is by 
being a bit unrealistic about ourselves-adopting a "warm glow" (Lewin
sohn ct al., 1980) that keeps us focused on our strengths and successes 
rather than our weaknesses and failures. Depression may be, in part, a 
breakdown of this process. 

We should add one cautionary note about these cognitive models of 
depression. A careful review of the research on cognitive processes 
(Coyne & Gotlib, 1983) showed that the major models each have some 
scientific support but none has strong support. Evidently, different de
pressed people in different studies do somewhat different things, cog
nitively speaking. There may be some truth in each model; but there may 
also be several ways of thinking that can go along with being depressed. 

Biological/Genetic Factors and Depression Whatever cognitive-learning 
or life-experience factors may be involved in depression, many investiga
tors believe that biological factors also plav a role. Some physiological 
deficit, either inherited or acquired in other ways, is thought to make 
some people especially vulnerable to depressive episodes. We have 
known for some time that hereditary factors plav a role in some depression 
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(Liston & Jarvik, 1976). As with the schizophrenic disorders (page 642), 
concordance rates for depression are higher for identical twins than for 
other twins not genetically identical. But what specific biological mecha
nism, genetic or otherwise, might underlie depression? 

As with schizophrenia, c'bnsiderable interest has focused on the role 
of neurotransmitters-substances involved in the transmission of informa
tion across synapses in the nervous system. One of the neurotransmitters 
most often studied in regard to -depression is norepinephrine (Chapter 2, 
page 50). For information to be transmitted from one nerve cell, A, to 
another, B, the norepinephrine produced in A must be discharged into 
the synapse between A and B, thus stimulating B to fire. Sometimes the 
optimum amount of norepinephrine may be unavailable for this purpos•: 
because some of it has been absorbed back into cell A or has broken dow11 
and exited from the synapse. Another idea is that there may be fewer 
receptors (Chapter 2, page 50) for ndrepinephrine on the postsynaptic 
(the B) cells. When one of these effects happens on a broad scale in 
particular sites of the brain, acrivitv level and motivation drop. and 
depression can result-this. at least, is one biological theory. The theorv 
is supported by the fact that some drugs effective in treating depression 
keep norepinephrine available for information transmission by preventing 
either its absorption or its breakdown. The essential idea is that depres
sion is caused, not just bv low levels of norepinephrine in the svstem but, 
more specifically, by low levels of norepinepl-.rine (or other similar sub
stances) available for information transmission (Sulser, 1979). The evi
dence favoring this idea is not conclusive, but it is encouraging enough to 
spark continued research. 

The Multi/actor Concept As is true of schizophrenia (page 643), few 
researchers expect to find a single "magic bullet" that will completely 
explain al\ cases of depression. Instead, investigators are piecing together 
an accoun~ of how multiple factors interact to produce depressive epi
sodes. Some of the factors will likely be biological in nature, and some of 
the biological factors mav be partly hereditary. Other factors such as life 
experience, social interaction, and cognitive processes seem likely to plav 
a role when added to basic biological rnlnerabilities. Finally, these pieces 
of the puzzle may well be put together differently for different groups of 
depressed people. Depression is not easy to understand, but we are 
making progress. 

BIPOLAR DISORDERS 
For reasons we do not vet understand, some people fall prey not just to 

depressive episodes but to sweeping mood swings that involve both 
depression and elation. Their elated mood states are called manir episodes. 
and the people experiencing the mood swings were once diagnosed as 
having manic-depressive .disorders. The current term, bipolar disorders. 
reflects the tendency of these people to oscillate between two mood states 
that seem. in many ways, to be polar opposites. 

Manic Episodes in Bipolar Disorders The manic episodes these people 
experience are periods of persistent elevated, expansive, or irritable 
moods. The periods often last a week or more and may involve a variety of 
extreme behaviors, ~ach reflecting excitement and high energy. People in 



a manic state may sing, dance, run, or talk furiouslv. as if pressured to 

perform. Thev may show sharp bursts of activit\'-social. professional, 
even sexual-which mav nor seem pathological at first hut escalate to a 
point that shows poor judgment and irrationalit\. Grandiose feelings lead 
them to grandiose behavior. The person mav place urgent calls to the 
President or to a famous singer or buy a new luxurv car with no thought as 
to how pavment will be made. In fact, thought-; :ire often racing so fast 
that there is not enough time to examine or question them. Sometimes 
there is not even enough time to tell the thoughts tii another person. This 
tvpe of rushed. frenetic. manic thinking is called flight of idem. 

Sometimes this upbeat exuberance gin:s wav to frustration and 
anger-especially when someone refuses to go along with one of the 
irrational plans. In such cases, the manic person mav become furious or 
burst into tears. In fact, tearful depression often seems to hover vcrv close 
to the surface in the manic person's manic mood. Some of these features 
of manic thought have an "all-or-nothing" qualitv: things arc either 
wonderful or terrible, each person is either a close friend or a mortal 
enemy, and so forth. In some, but not all, manic episodes, the person's 
thinking and behavior get rened up to a point that is frightening and 
dangerous to others: language gets vile and threatening, furniture gets 
smashed, and the manic person mav drive a car recklesslv or intentionally 
attack others. t\lanic episodes can take a large varictv of forms, but 
perhaps one specific example will be helpful (~\bstracted from Pfeiffer, 
1968, pp. 29-30). 

David, a middle-aged businessman, became dejected after his best 
friend died of a heart attack, but within a few weeks the dejection 
had given wav to increased activity. o.nid grew unusuallv talkative, 
made many phone calls, and talked excitedlv about lucrative busi
ness deals and major trips to I long Kong and around the world. He 
wrote letters to numerous travel agencies, resorts, and banks, as well 
as to the governor and the President, marking the letters "Impor
tant" in large writing on the envelopes. He began to spend money 
lavishlv, on himself and even on casual acquaintances: one week, he 
bought a piece of lakcfront property and a new sports car, even 
though he could not afford either. Formerlv resef\·ed and sociallY 
inhibited, he developed a loud, unstoppable conversational style. 
shifting quicklv from one topic to another and ne\ er seeming w 
reach a conclusion. He now drank and smoked more than ever 
before, slept little, often made jokes and puns, and dismissed all 
concerns about his condition with the statement, "I feel like a 
million bucks." 

When friends and family finally realized that David needed 
help, they suggested a hospital. At first David grew angry; but then 
he brightened, said this was a good idea, and invited everyone in the 
family to join him. When the psychiatrist arrived to interview 
David, David greeted him warmlv and offered several ideas on how 
to improve the hospital. Although he occasionally grew angry with 
the psychiatrist, David was generally upbeat and animated, often 
speaking with alliteration and making rhymes. Noticing the psychia
trist's fountain pen, David commented, "That's a nice pen you got, 
Doc. We should become pen pals. I was in the pen once for 
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Theodore Roosevelt is said to hJ\ e ex· 
perienced mild manic and depressive 
epi""lcs. (Left. The Granger Collec
tion; right. The lkttmann Archive.) 

drinking." He then burst into song with "Drink to \le Only with 
Thine Eyes" and asked the psychiatrist to join in. \Vhen asked 
about the death of his friend, David seemed on the verge of depres
sion but then countered with, 'Tve got a hundred friends. I've got a 
thousand friends. I've gen more friends than anybody in the whole 
world." 

\Janie episode~ like David's are rare. When they do happen, they 
are almost alwavs part of a bipolar disorder, that is, the people who 
experience manic episodes almost alwavs have at least one depressive 
episode :;ooner or later. On the other hand, only about 5 to 10 percent of 
those who experience a depressive episode will also have a manic episode 
at some time. In the United States, between 0.4 and 1.2 percent of the 
population will experience both kinds of episode and thus a bipolar 
disorder (Weissman & \lyers. 1978). 0 

Bipolar disorders usually come on suddenly and begin with a manic 
episode. Both the manic and the depressive episodes may last from a few 
days to a few months. Manic-depressive cycles in very mild forms may 
acrualh· be associated with high levels of achievement-especially during 
the bursts of energy and enthusiasm that come with the manic episodes. 
For example, Theodore Roosevelt and Winston Churchill are both 
thought to have had moderate manic-depressive cycles. (See Figure 
15.14; see also Rosenhan & Seligman, 1984.) However, diagnosis of 
"true" bipolar disorders is generally reserved for severe cases, most of 
which are psychologically painful and severely handicapping. In fact, as 
many as 15 percent of those with bipolar disorders may commit suicide, 
and manv others will attempt it. 

Causes of Bipolar Disorders The rarity of bipolar disorders has ham
pered our efforts to find the causes. However investigators are gradually 
building up a fund of knowledge and following up on clues. One poten-



tially important clue is the fact that depression seems so close to the 
surface during manic episodes. A person whose manic plans have been 
stifled may easily disintegrate into tears and conclude that aH is hopeless, 
only to recoup and become fully manic again in a few minutes. From .this 
sort of pattern, many clinicians have concluded that manic episodes are a 
sort of extreme, though fragile, defense against the true problem, which is 
depression. 

Another idea is that bipolar disorders may be rooted in the brain's 
biochemistry, just as some cases of depression seem to be (page 652). 
Unlike depression, though, which seems related to low levels of available 
norepinephrine (and other similar neurotransmitters) or to fewer 
postsynaptic receptors (page 652), manic episodes may be related to 

unusually high levels of these substances or to a proliferation of receptors. 
In other words, manic ,episodes may be related to a state of brain chem
istry that could be called supercharged, or overly ready to transmit be
tween nerve cells. Building on this idea, some have suggested that the 
cyclic, oscillating nature of the bipolar disorders relates to homeostasis 
(Chapter 7, page 272). When the brain becomes overcharged with avail
able neurotransmitters or receptors and a manic state ensues, the body 
may take corrective action by drastically lowering the level of available 
neurotransmittersor the number of receptors. If, in this qalancing process, 
the body overcorrects, depression may result. In other words, cycles of 
ma;iia and depression might result when the basic balamci'ng processes of 
homeostasis get out of hand (Bunney et al., 1972). 

Wh-atever biological processes may be involved, genetic transmis
sion may help cause them. Evidence thus far suggests t~at genetic factors -
are more important in bipolar disorders than they are in depression 
(Bertelsen et al., 1977). George Winokur (1980), who studied bipolar 
families, suggested that the culprit may be a gene on the X chromosome. 
He found that families with more than one bipolar member are also likely 
to have members with color blindness and members in the blood group 
Xg-both traits known to be carried on the X chromosome. There is 
evidence (for example, Hays, 1976) that this explanation may not apply to 

all bipolar cases but it may account for many. 

Anxiety Disorders 

Anxiety-an uneasy, fearful feeling-is the hallmark of many psychologi
cal disorders. It is often concealed and reduced bv defensive behaviors 
such as avoidance or ritualistic action (hand washing, for example). In 
many anxiety disorders, however, intense observable anxiety or fears are 
the principal signs. A major United States s_urvey by the National Institute 
of Mental Health (Regier et al., 1984) showed that anxiety disorders are 
more common in the general population tharr are any other disorders, 

_,,,including depression. To understand anxiety disorders, let us examine a 
few of the forms they most often take. 

PHOBIC DISORDERS 
An intense, persistent, irrational fear of something specific is a phobia. 
There are many kinds of phobias: fear of enclosed places, high places, the 
dark, insects, animals, blood, and so on. (See Figure 15.15.) The person 
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Heights can provoke fear in most of us, 
but a person with a height phobia 
might react to being in these situations 
with sheer terror. (Left, Jeffre\· 
Grosscup; right, J\lichael Weisbrot and 
Familv.) 

tries to control anxietv bv arniding the phobic object, actiYitv, or situa
tion. 

Some otherwise normal. well-adjusted people ha\·e phobias. Their 
frars rnw be mild and infrequent: if so, the\ cause little difficultv. On the 
other hcmd, ;1 phobia can be so powerful and irrational that it alters the 
pero;on's life in a major wav. For instance, a business executive with a 
strong fe:ir nf thing rnav ha\"C ro change careers if he or she cannot 
<ffercorne the fear. .\mi peuple with severe phobias about being in 
crowds, high rL1ees. or closed-in places mav become complete recluses in 
their efforts tu a\·oid such situations. 

GENERALIZED ANXIETY DISORDER 
In wnrrali:::.td anxittr disordrr, distress and uneasiness are persistent, pain
ful. and <>pread across multiple situations. Such anxietv can make people 
thoroughlv miserable (Figure 15.16) and even upset their health. These 
people often think they have a serious medical disorder because the 
"svmptoms" mav include trembling, fatigue, breathlessness, insomnia, 
sweating, nervousness, chest pain, dizziness, faintness, headache, and so 
on. A sense of foreboding, apprehension, and a feeling of impending 
doom mav also be mixed with the physical symptoms. 

PAN!C DISORDER 
Unlike gt'neralized anxietv disorder, panic disorder involves specific, 
focused, time-l:>uund attacks of intense fear, even terror. The panic 
attacks, lasting from a few minutes up to an hour or more, may include 
intense versions of the generalized anxiety characteristics described above 
but may also include such severe physical symptoms as choking or 
smothering sensations. The clinical picture is illustrated by the case of 
Mr. B. (Abstracted from Leon, 1977, pp. i 13-118). 

Mr. B., agtd 38, sought p~vchotherapy because of repeated, intense 
anxiety arrncks in which he felt chest pains, heart palpitations, 
numbness. and shortness of breath--all making it seem as if he 



were having a heart attack. On two separate occasion,. his wife had 
had to rush him to the hospital because he was certain that his heart 
was going to stop beating. In childhood, L\lr. B. had had infections 
thac made bladder control difficult and urination verv painful. 
Even though he had hJd no bladder or urination problems since he 
was IL he continued to li\c in dread of wetting his pants. He 
panicked whene\er he found hirmelf in a situation with no bath
room nearby. A recent promotion had made it necessary for him to 

spend long hours meeting with other people. often in unfamiliar 
buildings. In such situations, if he was not successful in locating a 
men's room nearbv before beginning a conference, he felt an over
whelming need to urinate Jnd was gripped again bv the fear of 
wetting his pants and humiliating himself. He had recentlv begun to 

feel "trapped" when involved in comcrsation, fearing that he might 
not be able to break awav in time to make it to the rest room; he also 
developed a fear of being trapped in his car in heavv traffic or 
stalling in a tunnel. He had recent Iv gi\ en up bicvcling with his 
children on weekends because the trails ro,;k him frighteningly far 
awav from a rest room or medical facilit: . .\fter sweating through 
some of his more se\·ere am,iet\ ~lttacks, \Ir. B. could not eat o~ go 
to work; he had recentlv taken a o;ick lea\ e from his job because he 
had begun to panic in interpersonal situJtions. 

OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE DISORDER 
Sometimes anxietv and tension arc associated with obsEssions-persistent 
unwanted thoughts, impulses, or ideas-or mm/Ju/1wn::-seeminglv irra
tional behaviors repeatedlv carried out in a fixed, repetiti\·e wav. People 

Figure 15.16 
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In The Shriek, Edvard Munch portrayed 
the desperation of a person who experi
ences generalized anxiety. (The 
Bettmann Archive.) 
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Figure 15.17 

Some compulsive behavior, such as 
compulsive collecring, can be extreme 

but relativelv harmless. (AP/Wide 
. World Photos.) 

with obsessi'l'e-rompulliz:e disordtTs find their obsessions or compulsions 
distressing and debilitating but feel unable to stop them. 

Obsessions and compulsions tend to go together. In fact, com
pulsive actions may be directly related to obsessive thoughts. A person 
obsessed with the idea tha'i: he is dinv or guilty may wash his hands 
compulsively every few_ minutes or take six or eight showers a day. 
Another person obsessed with anxietv-provoking thoughts may try to blot 
them out by concentrating on counting all her steps. Other people are 
compulsive in a more general way: Thev strive for orderliness in thought, 
dress, and work. Indeed, any extreme emphasis on doing things in a 
particular wav may be regarded as compulsive while not necessarily a sign 
of an obsessive-compulsive disorder (see Figure 15.17). Obsessive-com
pulsive people may be almost completely incapacitated bv the rituals they 
have to perform. At the same time, thev are likely to seem very inhibited 
and unemotional-cold and detacheJ in their views of themselves and in 
their relations with others. Thev keep thcir lives under tight control. 

Most of us have experienced mild and temporarv forms of these 
problems. Just before an important test, for example. students may report 
hearing some popular song-or worse, some jarring radio or TV commer
cial-running through their minds over and over. This experience is so 
common that it is not ordinarily labeled ''obsessive," but if it persists, it 
can warrant such a label. Similarly, compulsions vary greatlv in their 
severitv. The following case illustrates a compulsion that is so time
consuming and disruptive it is clearlv abnormal. It also illustrates an 
obsessivc-compubive form of a problem superficiallv similar to that of Mr. 
B., above: (Adapted from Wolpe. 1973. p. 265). 

\,fr. C .. an 18·-vear-old, had a severe washing compulsion. He feared 
contamination by urine, especially his own urine. and he feared he 
might contaminate others with ir. After urinating, he sometimes 



spent as much as 45 minutes elaborately cleaning his genitalia and as 
much as 2 hours washing his hands. He showered every morning. 
sometimes for as long as 4 hours. In addition to these "basic require
ments." he spent:.! great deal of time cleaning up after "incidental 
contaminations." Eventuallv, Mr. C. concluded that getting up '\n 
the morning was not worth the effort and so he began to spend most 
of his time in bed. 

\\HAT CAUSES ANXIETY DISORDERS? 
; ' \ <1u might expect, interpretations of and explanations for anxietv 
~:,,.rJers differ according to one's theoretical standpoint. In most psycho
_:\ nJmic theories (Chapter 14, page 575), anxietv disorders are attributed 

inner conflict and unconscious impulses. For example, in Chapter 14 
.-c Ji-;cussed the case of l'\lrs. A. (page 593), who was extremelv anxious 
"''' •u r leaving her house and felt compelled to count her heartbeats 
:·cu use of sexual impulses she found unacceptable. Anxietv like that/elt 
:·\ \Ir-; .. \. is viewed as a kind ofpsvchic overflow-too much to live with 
"'id ron much to deflect with the use of defense mechanisms (page 588). 
"·'' h crn m·erflow mav be expressed in the form of one of the anxietv 
~·"•rJers. This view is difficult to document in research, but it continues 
: ' ~·u iJc the work of many therapists who treat victims of anxiety disor-

Other therapists and theorists-those with a behavioral perspective 
1 ( :l1apter 14, page 592)-view anxietv disorders as resulting from unfortu
nate learning and conditioning experiences. Phobic disorders, for exam
ple. thev feel mav be acquired through the association of painful or 
unpleasant events with particular situations. The life 'listories of people 
with severe phobias verv often include especiallv frightening, or trau
matic, events-events that mav have triggered specific phobias by a 
process of classical conditioning (Chapter 4, page 146). Sometimes these 
e\ ents. or similar ones. recur periodicallv, as with the woman in Applica
tion 4.1 (page 148), who feared hvpodermic syringes. Once learned, 
phobias may be reinforced by the relief the phobic person feels when the 
feared object is avoided; thus instrumental conditioning (Chapter 4, page 
147) may also be involved. Finallv, phobias may be acquired through 
observational learning (Chapter 14, page 596); a child who sees his father 
grow deathlv afraid at the sight of a spider may come to share his or her 
father's fear. No matter how a particular anxiety problem develops, its 
origin mav well be forgotten and therefore the anxietv seems completely 

irrational. 
'.\io specific biological cause has been identified for the anxiety 

disorders, but many suspect that biology plavs a role. \Ve know that 
tranquilizing drugs (Chapter 16, page 679) help to alleviate anxiety. 
Investigators are now exploring ho~· these drugs help and at which sites in 
the brain they have their effects. This mav help us to understand the 
body's ''anxietv system." Another clue pointing to biological factors is the 
growing evidence that heredity plavs at least some role in the anxietv 
disorders (Carey & Gottesman, 1981 ). 

Personality Disorders 

Many people whose behavior is abnormal are classified as having person
ality disorders. This is a diverse group of disorders in which the common 
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Fir;ure 15.18 
·-~-~--~~-~ 

Histrionic personalitv disorder inrnlves 
excessive flamhovance, seductiveness. 
and emotional displav. Scarlen O'Hara 
rn Gone ~wh ihF Wind illustrates these 
traits to some degree. (Museum of 
\fodern Art.) 

thread is a lifelong pattern of unusual behavior ("just the way that person 
is"). These people do not show the bizarre symptoms of the schizo
phrenic, manic, or deeplv depressed individual. The wav they cope with 
life's problems and relate to others mav be considered troublesome. 
strange. or perhaps tiresome to others; but the people themselves mav not 
feel a great deal of anxietv or distress except when they encounter special 
crises. J\lany kinds of deviant behavior are included in the broad. general 
category of personalitv disorder. t\'ote that these disorders are not consid
ered clinical syndromes. like the disorders we have discussed thus far; 
personality disorders make up a separate category (see Table 1.S. 1, page 
627). 

!\Ianv people with personalitv disorders show lifelong adjustments 
that resemble. in mild form, the ps\chological disorders we have ;dreadv 
described. For example, as we noted earlier. people who have a paranoid 
penonality dtsordtrexhibit long-stanciir1g suspiciousness and irritabilitv but 
without evidence of major delusions. People with a srhizotypal personality 
disorder are generallv \crv shv, sociallv awkward, and unable to form close 
relationships. Thev also tend to have rather odd thoughts and behavior. 
The individual with a mmpulsiz·r persona/in· disorder tends ro be rigid. 
conventional, perfectionist. stingv. stubborn. emotionallv inhibited, and 
inclined to become preoccupied or obsessed with trivial pursuits. \Ve will 
take a closer look at two other personalitv disorders-histrionic and 
antisocial. 

HISTRIONIC PERSONALITY DISORDER 
An individual with a histriomt pnsonality tkrnrdrr (more often a woman 
than a man) exhibits immature. self-centered. seductive, attention-get
ting behavior (Figure 15.18). People with this disorder are likelv to be 
manipulative; the\ get others to do their bidding bv indirect tactics. A 
"southern-belle" stYle and a knack for making others feel guilty for one's 
awful sufferings are often characteristic of the histrionic personality. Such 
people are likelv to be fl::imbovant, to exaggerate how "truly wonderful" 
good things are and how "deeplv tragic" bad things are. Yet they tend to 

denv that anvthing in their lives is especiallv troubling, insisting, like the 
fictional Pollyanna, that "evervthing will turn out just fine." They also 
denv the sexual connotations of their seductive behavior. Indeed, such 
behavior does often seem designed to attract attention more than to 

initiate any real romantic or sexual relationship. The histrionic pattern 
may also include imagined ailments or illnesses that acruallv have psycho
logical origins. Such ailments were often treated by Freud (see Chapter 
14, page 576); he saw them as a part of "hysterical neurosis." In a 
historical carrv over from Freud's time, histrionic people are someti.mes 
referred to as hvsterical personalities. 

A~TISOCIAL PERSONALITY DISORDER 
The normal-:1bnormal distinction is particular!\~ fuzzy when applied to the 
category of antisocial personality disorder, sometimes also labeled psytho
pathit or sociopathit personality. Such persons do not play by the usual rules 
of society. They behave as if a special set of rules, or ;io rules at all, should 
applv to them. Some are swindlers, embezzlers. and bad-check passers. 
Others are drifters, never able to hold a job for verv long. They show great 
skill in short-term interactions, with an uncanny knack for saying just _tQ(:__ 



tb_ings other people want to hear. The\ appear charrrnng. confident, 
mature, and sincere. HoweYer, their beha\·ior i'i incon-;1qent wah rheir 
words. Thev do not follow through on prnmi'e' i>r obiigations: thC\ are 
perfectly willing to deceive and defraud other people. People with anti'
social personalitv disorders feel no close bonds \\ith others but :ire often 
remarkablv adept at com·incing other people to hdp and trmt them 
(Figure 15.19). Consider the following example: 

Staff members in a prison routinch· assigned nc\\ ps\chologY interns 
w intef\·iew Stan. \\'ithin a week. the interns \\Ould fervemh report 
back that Stan had been unfairh comicred and impri·mned. The\ 
would maintain th•lt Stan was. in fact. :t retired rnlonel :md grieving 
widower whme re\ oh er. a militar\ sou\t:nir •ll'quired during \\'orld 
\\'ar II. h,1d been \\Ton.!..'.h implicatnl in :1 murder. TheY were also 
sure that no one before them h:1d e\er re.dh under->t<11Jd thi-; trou
bled prisoner, who had final\\ unburdened h1rnselfonh· because the 
intern had listened \\·ith unusu:d svrnpathY. The facts were of 
course. that Stan \1·as no colonel hut sonKone \\ irh a l1Jng his tor\ of 
delinquencies and forgcrie'i. He was scf\·ing a long scnrence for 
ha\·ing murdered his \1ife in order to collect her insur:rnce. 

People like Stan can be caught and punished rime and again hut will 
continue to commit rhe same cnmes. Thn never seem to learn, probabh· 
in large parr because rhe\ fail to experience anxictY or guilt about their 
behaYior as others \1ould. 

The reasons for the de1 elopment of :rnti;,oci,d perc,onalitY patterns 
arc clusi1·e. Some pwchologi'>t'i 'it1spcct :1 biological defect that makes 
ordinaf\ rewards and punishments ineffecti1e in these children's 11pbring
ing. Others tend to blame rno kinds of parents. or parental modck The 
fir'it is the parent who i-; cold and distant ,,·ith the child. The child learns 
to imitate this partern, b:::coming. in turn. cold and disunt in rclation-;hips 

Fif!Jiff !S.19 
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with others. Because the child is treated as an object to be manipulated, 
he or she may learn to deal with other people in the same way. The 
second kind of parent applies rewards and punishments inconsistently. 
Because ,;,;: child is initially punished frequently, he or she learns the 
tricks of escaping and avoiding punishment. But because rewards are 
sparse and inconsistent, the child never learns an appropriate social role. 
Some families seem to foster antisocial personalities in all their children; 
in other families, the "black sheep" seems to be qualitatively different 
from the other children. As with several of the other problems we have 
discussed in this chapter, it seems likely that several different causes play 
a role and that the relative importance of each may differ from one case to 
the next. 

Summary 

1. Deciding on the behaviors which are abnormal and constitute 
psychological disorders is no simple matter. These jndgments are 
influenced by the social context in which the behavior occurs, the 
extent to which the behavior is subjectively distressing to the indi
vidual or to others, the degree or intensity of the behavior, and the 
degree to which the behavior interferes with the individual's adapta
tion. 

Z. In developing systems for classifying psychologi,cal disorders. 
some have used empirical, statistically based approaches. They seek 
to find clusters of problems that often occur together, giving each 
cluster a name representative of the disorder, or syndrome. 

3. In a second general approach, the clinical-consensual method, 
experts trv to reach a consensus about which psychological disorders 
exist and how th<;v should be defined and diagnosed. 

4. The clinical-consensual method was followed in developing 
the most widely used classification system, the one contained in the 
Diagnostic and Statistical illanual of Jfental Disorders Ill (DSM-III). 
This manual gives specific criteria for defining and diagnosing vari
ous clinical syndromes and personality disorders. 

5. The DSl\1-III system, like its predecessors, is based in part on 
the medical model-the view that clusters of symptoms form syn
dromes that are caused by specific underlying illnesses. Critics of 
the medical model have doubts concerning its application to many 
psychological disorders. 

6. The use of diagnostic labels for psychological disorders can 
have adverse effe,cts; for example, they may bias the judgments of 
people who interact with the labeled person, and they may serve as 
self-fulfilling prophe:.ies. However, labels can also be beneficial; for 
exam pk, they provide categories for scientists to use in studying the 
catises of psychological prliblem;,. 

7. Tbe diagnosis of psychological disorders is an imperfect 
proces~. The possibilit> of signiG:::>nt e1rors was illustrated bv 



Rosenhan's studv in which pseudopatients, \\ho were actually quite 
normal, were diagnosed and admitted to mental hospitals. 

8. One broad group of disorders in DS!\1-III includes those that 
usually emerge in infancy, childhood, or adolescence. Two ex.am
ples are infantile autism-usually identified in early childhood
and bulimia-an eating disorder often occurring in adolescent girls. 

9. The substance-use disorders include substance abuse (mal
adapt; :e patterns of substance use.,isuch as staying drunk most of 
the clav) and substance dependence (pll\sical addiction). Alcohol 
and heroin dependence are two of the most prevalent disorders in 
our society. 

10. In schizophrenia, the most fundamental feature is a distur
bance in the basic thought processes, often accompanied bv with
drawal. inappropriate or m-crlv flat emotional expression, and 
delusions and hallucinations. Theories about the origins of schizo
phrenia have focused on (a) unusual life experiences, particularly in 
the schizophrenic person's relationship with parents; (b) genetic and 
other biological processes; and (c) the interplay of a biological pre
disposition with stressful life experience, both of which mav be 
necessary for schizophrenia to de\·elop. 

11. The paranoid disorders arc characterized bv delusions of gran
diositv or persecution. People with these disorders often have a long 
history of finding fault with others. Except for their elaborate delu
sions, these people seem quite reasonable and sane. 

12. The chief characteristic of the affective disorders is a-severe 
disturbance of mood. In major depression, depressed states alter
nate with normal mood. In the bipolar disorders, episodes of elation 
or excitement (mania) and extreme depression appear periodically. 

13. Many factors have been identified as causes of depression. 
Among them are (a) learning and social factors, especiallv a loss of 
significant reinforcers; (hJ cognitive factors, such as distorted inter
pretations of one's expenences; and (r) biochemical and genetic 
factors. 

14. Anxiety may plav a role in manv disorders, but the anxiety 
disorders are those in which intense, observable anxietv or fear is 
central to the problem. Among the major anxietv disorders are 
phobias (intense. irrational fears of certain objects or situations), 
generalized anxietv disorder. panic disorder. and obsessive-com
pulsive disorder. 

15. Personality disorders are long-standing maladaptive behavior 
patterns. People with personalitv disorders cope with life's problems 
and relate to others in wavs that mav be considered troublesome, 
unusual, strange, or tiresome, but their beh-avior is not so anxiety
ridden or bizarre as that described in the DSM-III clinical syn
dromes. Some personalitv disorders, though, do resemble mild 
forms of these syndromes (for example, a schizotypal personality 
resembles a mild form of schizophrenia). Others (for example, anti
social personality disorder) are characterized bv defects of impulse 
control and conscience. 
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Terms to Know 

One way to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is ineant by the following terms. 

Abnormality (618) 

Psychological disorder (618) 

Adaptation (621) 

Empirical approach to classifica
tion (622) 

Syndrome (622) 

Clinical-consensual approach to 
classification ( 624) 

Brain syndromes (625) 

Psychosis (625) 

Delusions (625, 638) 

Hallucinations (625, 638) 

Neurosis (625) 

Personality disorders (625, 626, 
645, 659) 

DSM-III (626) 

Clinical syndromes (626) 

Medical model (627) 

Infantile autism (631) 

Anorexia nervosa (634) 

Bulimia (634) 

Substance-use disorders (636) 
Abuse (636) 

Dependence (636) 

Tolerance (636) 

Withdrawal symptoms (636) 

Delirium tremens (636) 

Schi~ophrenia (638) 

Loosening of associations (638) 

Cognitive slippage and derail-
ment (638) 

Autistic thinking (639) 

Flat affect (639) 

Dementia praecox-t639) 

Disorganized type (639) 

Catatonic type (639) 

Paranoid type (640) 

Double-bind communication 
(640) 

Dopamine hypothesis (642) 

Concordance ( 643) 

Prognosis ( 644) 

Paranoid disorders (644) 

Paranoia (645) 

Paranoid personality disorder 
(645, 660) 

Affect (647) 

Affective disorders (647) 

Major depressive episodes (647) 

Learned helplessness (650) 

Manic episodes (652) 

Bipolar disorders (652) 

Flight of ideas (653) 

Anxiety (655) 

Anxiety disorders (655) 

Phobias (655) 

Phobic disorders (655) 

Generalized anxiety disorder 
(656) 

Panic disorder (656) 

Obsessions (657) 

Compulsions (657) 

Obsessive-compulsive disorder 
(658) 

Schizotypal personality disorder 
(660) 

Compulsive personality disorder 
(660) 

Histrionic personality disorder 
(660) 

Antisocial personality disorder 
(660) 

Psychopatic personality (660) 

Sociopathic personality (660) 



Suggestions for Further Reading 

Several fine texts in abnormal psychology give detailed accounts o( the 
various psychological disorders. Barclay Martin's Abnormal Psychology: 
Clinical and Scientific Perspectives, 2d ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, 1981) provides a balanced view of biological and learned causes, 
as does Irwin and Barbara Sarason's Abnormal Psycholof!Y: The Problem of 
Ma/adaptive Behavior, 4th ed. (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice~Hall, 

1984). David Rosenhan, author of the pseudopatients study discussed in 
this chapter, teamed up with Martin Seligman, architect of the learned
helplessness model of depression, to produce a thoughtful, well-re
searched text, Abnormal Psycholof!Y (New York: Norton, 1984). Thomas 
.\chcnbach's Developmental Psychopatho/of!Y, 2d ed. (New York: Wiley, 
1982) is a comprehensive examination of child and adolescent disorders 
which gives careful attention to research findings. 

A rich variety of fictional and biographical accounts are available for 
those who would like an in-depth look at a particular disorder or at 
society's treatmer.t of the insane. Among these accounts are Judith 
Guest's Ordinary Peop/e(New York: Viking Press, 1976), which deals with 
depression; Hannah Green's I Never Promised You a Rose Garden (New 
York: New American Library, 1964), which focuses on schizophrenia; and 
Ken Kesey's One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest (New York: Viking Press, 
1962), which deals with the labeling and treatment of µatients in mental 
hospitals. For a cross-cultural perspective, see Viktor Nekipelov's Institute 
of Fools (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1980), which gives an 
account of the author's own psychiatric examination (and the Serbsky 
Psychiatric Institute in which it took place) followin-; his human-rights 
activism in the Soviet Union. 
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feelings were major causes of ps\chological disorder">. Freud's technique. 
psychoanalysis, was used to help patients achieve insight into their uncon
scious processes. Todav, techniques for unra\eling such processes mav or 
may not resemble freud's original approach, bur rhev do share one 
emphasis: understanding th.: dvnamic proce'i>es that produce problem 
behavior. For this reason, rhev arc often labeled pswhurlvnamit rhrmpirs. 
\Ve devote a second section of this chapter to these techniques. 

Developments since Freud's rime mav nor qualifv as "mental health 
revolutions," bur rhcv have ccrrainh· brought about new \1avs of thinking 
about and treating abnormal behavior. In Chapter 14, we discussed the 
humanistic theories. those that emphasize people's subjective sense of 
who they are and how rhev fit into the world. These theories helped 
stimulate the humanistic a!i(/ exisrmrial thtmpirs. therapies designed to help 
people by encouraging their self-.nrnrcncss. self-acceptance, and feelings 
of personal responsibilitv for hm1 the\· Ii\ c their Ji,·es. :\ third section of 
the chapter will focus on these therapies. 

Earlier in this book we discussed the rise of behaviorism and re
search on instrumental conditioning. classic:1l conditioning, and observa
tional learning (Chapters .+ and 1.f I. Beh•ffiorism has spawned a 
distinctive set of therapies aimed at changing people's unwanted behavior 
without trying to intervene medical!\·. resoh·e unconscious conflicts, or 
even understand the self. This farnih· of brhm.:iora! thrrapies will be 
examined in a fourth section of our chapter. 

In addition to our focus on these four broad categories of therapy, 
we will describe some recent trends in treatment. One of these is brha'l'
iora! meditine, a set of psychological treatments to help people cope with 
their health problems. Another is mmmunitv psvtho!ogy, a family of ap
proaches aimed at treating and preventing psvchological problems in 
people's natural environments. 

Bedlam I lospital. l ,ondon. A line 
cngr.t\ ing. 17:\S. h\ \\'illiarn I logarrh. 

cts rc\\orkcd IA the artist in 171<1. 
(!'rum The (;rctnµ;er Collection.) 
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Who Needs Therapy? 

Although therapies can be grouped roughly into the broad categories 
described above, there are Jiterallv hundreds of specific techniques, ori
entations, and schools of therapy available to those who need them. But 
who does need them? Who should receive therapy? This question is hard 
to answer, but it is important for each society to try. 

Each nation needs an estimate of the need for mental-health care 
in its population so that it can make plans for adequate services. One 
approach to making these estimates has been to survey people door
to-door, interviewing them and looking for signs of psychological dis
order. Researchers in the United States have made several such surveys in 
the past few decades. In the most ambitious of them, teams of inter
viewers talked to over 9,000 adults from three large cities (Regier 
et al., 1984). People were asked about any psychological problems they 
had had during the previous 6 months, and a judgment was made about 
whether the problems fit any of the DSM-III disorders (Chapter 15, pages 
626-627). The survey showed that over a 6-month period, about 19 
percent of adult Americans had experienced at least one DSM-III disor
der (Myers et al., 1984). The three most common categories were anxiety 
disorders (Chapter 15, page 655), substance abuse or dependence (page 
636), and affective disorders (page 647). An especially important find
ing was that only about one-fifth of those who had a disorder had tried to 
get therapy of any kind during the 6-month period; and most of those who 
had sought therapy had consulted a general physician-not a psychol
ogist, psychiatrist, or other mental-health professional (Shapiro et al., 
1984). 

Surveys of school-aged children and adolescents have yielded 
roughly the same findings. About 10 to 15 percent of school-aged young
sters have psvchological difficulties that warrant professional attention (for 
example, Dohrenwend et al., 1980; Rubin & Balow, 1978). Evidently 
only a minority of these youngsters actually receive professional help 
(Dohrenwend et al., 1980). 

Overall, the surveys of adults and children suggest that well over 30 
million Americans need mental-health services and that the majority of 
them are not getting the services they need. In countries where mental
health programs are less well developed, the situation is apt to be worse. 
Even in the U.S., the need for therapy of some kind is probably greater 
than the surveys have revealed. For example, many people who do not 
have a DSM-III disorder may have serious adjustment problems at home 
or work. 

Who Provides Therapy? 

People who seek therapy face a formidable consumer challenge. A glance 
at the Yellow Pages in the telephone directory reveals a broad array of 
mental-health specialists-psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, 
and so forth. How are people to decide which specialist is right for their 
needs? One way to begin is to understand the differences in training and 
skills among the various professional groups. 

Clinical psychologists (Chapter 1, page 17) have graduate degrees 



(M.A.s, Ph.D.s, or Psy.0.s) in clinical psychology and have completed 
internships of 1 year or longer. They are trained in psychological princi
ples and methods and the identification and treatment of psychological 
disorders. They are also trained in the kinds of assessment discussed in 
Chapter 13. Psychiatrists (Chapter 1, page 18) have general medical de
grees and up to 3 years of postdoctoral residencv training in psychiatry
training emphasizing treatment of psychological disorders with and with
out drugs. Psychiatric social 'lii:orkers have masters' degrees in social work 
and sometimes more advanced degrees; they have training focused on 
mental-health problems. Among their special skills are interviewing, as
sembling family histories of their clients, and assessing the social factors 
involved in problem behavior. Psychiatric nur:res are registered nurses 
trained to help people with psvchological disorders; these specialists are 
often employed in institutional settings such as mental hospitals and the 
psychiatric wards of general hospitals. Psychoanalvsts (Chapter 1, page 19) 
may be psychiatrists, psychologists, or neither; they specialize in psycho
analysis, as practiced by Freud or his followers (Chapter 14, page 576). As 
part of their in-depth training, psychoanalysts have undergone psycho
analysis themselves. 

In addition to these major categories, there are other specialists 
offering counseling for problems ranging from specific learning difficulties 
to career problems. Many areas have mental-health associations or similar 
organizations that can help people find specialists to fit their mental
health or counseling needs. 

Where Does Therapy Happen? 
Trends over Recent Decades 

The medical model (Chapter 15, page 627) was influential in the United 
States during the first half of the twentieth century. People with psycho
logical problems were considered mentally ill and kept in mental hospitals 
for long periods. But in the 1950s and 1960s, dramatic changes took place 
as a result of surveys suggesting that psychological problems were wide
spread, even among so-called normal people living in the community. 
!\tany of these problems seemed mild enough to be dealt with by occa
sional visits to a therapist in the community. And it seemed clear that 
many people with psychological problems would not receive treatment of 
any kind if hospitalization were their only option. Thus, publicly funded 
community mental-health centers emphasizing outpatient treatment (that 
is, occasional visits by clients who live at home) sprang up around the 
country. Outpatient care was further encouraged by the advent of drug 
treatment {page 679). Newlv developed medications made it possible for 
many people-even some with verv serious disorders-w manage their 
problems while continuing to live at home. Change was also spurred by a 
nationwide movement for deinstitutionalization of mental patients. Some 
argued that public mental hospitals provided sud: inadequate care that 
they should, in the words of one writer, be taken apart "stone by stone 
and then, like the city of Carthage, plowed three feet under and sowed 
with salt" (Albee, 1968). With the convergence of all these forces, the 
patient population in public mental hospitals shrank sharply, as shown in 
Figure 16.2. Mental hospitals were not "plowed under," but in the 1980s, 
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Figure 16.J 

The deinstitutionalization of manv 
mental patients has left some with 

survival problems they are not 
equipped to solve. One result: an 
influx of homeless, jobless street 

people struggling to maintain a 
marginal existence (©Juel Ciordon, 

1978.) 

many are mere shadows of their former selves, at least in terms of the 
number of inpatients they serve. 

To understand full\· where therapv takes place today, we must ask 
an important question about Figure Hi. 2: Where did all the mental 
patients go? They certainly" did not disappear, nor did their problems. In 
fact, some of these people arc now struggling for survival, living in sccdv 
hotels or on the streets of deteriorating neighborhoods (Figure 16.3: also 
see Edelson, 1976). A minority have managed to arrange for outpatient 
care in public facilities such as communitv mental-health centers. A larger 
number have found their \1·av into prirnteh· owned nursing homes or 
sheltered-care facilities. Some vears ago, these settings provided onlv 
nursing care to the elderlv and to others with chronic phvsical illnesses. 
Today, with almost one-third of their residents under 65 and suffering 
from mental retardation or some ps\chological disorder (Bassuk & (;cr
son, 1978), some of these facilities are providing counseling for their 
psychologicallv disordered residents. \lost, however, prm idc little more 
than room, board. and drug prescriptions. Some former mental patient" 
who do not li\e in these facilities check into private mental hospitals or 
psychiatric \lards of general hospitals for occasional short-term treatment. 
Finalh, manv who are discharged from mental hospitals c\cntualh re
turn. Some 40 to 50 percent of patients discharged from mental hospitals 
are readmitted within a vcar of discharge. \Lrnv face failure and rejection 
in the "real worl<&:...:Follow-up studies have shown that onlv about 20 to 

30 percent of former patients arc able to keep full-time jobs in a ~nm
pctitive market L\nthom ct al., 1972): finding and keeping friends and 
establishing other social-support svstems may also be difficult. Former 
patients m,iv grm1· despondent and hungrv for the sccuritv of the hospital 
ward. This mav help e:;plain \I h\, in recent vears, admissions to public 
mental hospitals ha\·e actuallv begun to increase again. 

While inpatient care has declined, outpatient care has shown an 
enormous surge. Between 1955 and 1980, a period during which inparient 



enrollment dropped sharply, outpatient enrollment showed the opposite 
trend. In 1955, outpatient care represented only 23 percent of all therapy; 
in 1980, the figure was almost 70 percent (Mehr, 1983). Today, outpa
tient care takes place in communitv mental-health centers, private c;Jinics, 
and even in hospitals, most of which now have busy outpatient depart
ments. The public has come to recognize that people need not be 
"deranged" in order ro profit from professional help: completely well
adjusted people mav need help in coping with a crisis or tragedy or simply 
in thinking a problem through. 

Who Gets Therapy PM oney Al atters 
and YAV/Ses versus QUO/Ds 

Finallv, a word about the people on the receiving end of therapy. In 
capitalistic societies. therapv is, to some extent, for sale. Professionals 
who make their livings in private clinics must charge fees for their 
services. Publicly funded mental-health centers and hospitals also charge 
fees, but they can usuallv arrange for very low income clients to pay low 
rates and sometimes no fee at all. It is partly because of these adjustable 
fees that public facilities often have more applicants for their services than 
they can handle; thus thev often have waiting lists and can provide fewer 
visits with the therapist than the client might wish. Private therapists, on 
the other hand, mav be available immediatelv and often: but since their 
services are not subsidized, thev can be expensive (Figure 16.4). What all 
this obviously means is that in mental health, as in mam other precious 
commodities, money matters. Those who are less-advantaged financially 
have more trouble finding the kinds of service they want. 

Another factor that has been found to influence the therapv an 
individual receives is the kind of client he or she makes. Se\·eral studies 
have suggested that the people most likely to receive nonmedical forms of 
therapv arc those who seem most promising as clients and those whose 
personalities are most appealing to the therapist. These tend to be the 
Young, Attractive. Verbal, Intelligent, and Successful-a group given the 
nickname LI rISPs. By contrast, the group dubbed the QCO/ Ds-the 
Quiet, l 1 gh. Old, I nstitutionalizcd, and (culturallv) Different-is less 
likely to receive intense therapv and more likelv to receive brief visits and 
drug prescriptions. This apparent inequitv troubles many professionals, 
but no one has vet found a .·mlution. 

BOXED IN by Gil Spitzer . 

He had prooler11s He had problems 
w1tr his parents-- so vvitb h!s \v1ie- so 
we talked about 1t. talked a:=.out i: 

Fi;zure 16.4 

-----~ 
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Psychotherapy, like other commodities 
in our society, is more readily available 
to those who can pay than IO those 
who cannot. (Copyright © Gil Spitz-er.) 
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Having looked at some significant aspects of the historv, personnel, 
politics, and finances of thcrapv-11 arts and all-we arc now ready to 

delve into the fi!,>hat and w·hy of the procc'>s. \\'e 11 ill examine some of the 
manv forms that therapv can take, <ll1l1 11c \I ill focus on the aims undcrlv
ing these forms. Afterward, ··we will tackle 11hat is perhaps the most 
important question of all: Does ther<1pv 11ork? 

Biomedical Therapies 

\Ve will begin our discussion of thcrap\ bv focusing on the hiomfdiral 
thempie1-treatments aimed at direct!\ Jltcring the wav the boch func
tions. The approaches 11e discuss hen: arc so "medical" that thcv are 
ordinarih conducted or supervised bv ps\l·hi.mists or other phvsicians: 
psvchologists and other mental-health !mifcssional<> ma\ help their clients 
prepare for the treatment or cope 11irh its afrer-effects. 

ELECTROCONVULSIVE/ELECTROSHOCK THERAPY 
In the dais of the Roman empire. the Creek surgeon Dioscorides used 
electric shocks from the torpedo fish to treat Roman soldier<>' headaches; 
the sufferer either stood on top of the fish or the fish was clapped to his 
temples(Harpe, 1979). In 1781, \\'. Oli1cr. ph\-;ician to King(;eorge III, 
gave an accidental on:rdose of camphor to one of his English patients, 
causing the patient to con1ulsc. Aftef\rnrd, Oli1·cr judged that the convul
sion had improved the patient's condition both ph\ <>)calh and psvchologi
cally. From such humble. parch· accidental beginnings came the idea that 
psvchological distress might be treated b\ causing convulsions (Bini, 
1938)-cither with electric shock or with some swallowed or injected 
substance, such as insulin. 

In the 1930s through the 1950s, elfftmmm,ulli<.•e therapy (ECT), also 
called elatroshock therapy (},ST), came to be widely used in mental hospi
tals-especiallv for the treatment of psychosis and severe depression. In 
ECT, a full-body seizure, or convulsion, is triggered bv a quick jolt of 
electric current. Electrodes are attached to one or both temples (Figure 
16.5), and electricity (70 to 160 volts for 0.1 to 0.5 seconds) is passed 
directly through the brain. Typically, the patient is also given a sedative 
and/or a muscle relaxant before the brain shock. With the convulsion, the 
patient immediatelv loses consciousness, the body grows rigid, and the 
muscles twitch violently, for as long as a minute in some cases. The 
patient remains unconscious for several more minutes, then wakes up in a 
confused state, with no memory of what happened during treatment. 
Sometimes the memory loss extends to events occurring just before (and, 
more rarely, just after) the convulsion and unconsciousness. In the early 
days of ECT, some people were treated daily for weeks or months. 
Currently a full series rarely involves more than 10 treatments, and these 
are spread over 2 to 3 weeks. 

There is considerable evidence that ECT works, at least in some 
cases. Because it is extreme, though, the procedure is usually reserved for 
severely disturbed people who have not responded to milder forms of 
treatment. ECT was once used to treat schizophrenia, but evidence now 
suggests that it has little long-term effect on this disorder (Taylor & 
Fleminger, 1980). ECT is now most often used to treat profound depres-



sion. It appears to shorten depressive episodes (Chapter 15, page 647) and 
lead to improvement in as manv as 60 to 90 percent of those treated 
(Weiner, 1979). When depressive episodes extend over several months, 
when milder treatment methods have failed, and when daily function
ing-or even life itself-appears to be threatened, many feel that use of 
ECT is justified. 

\lany professionals agree that ECT can help alleviate severe de
pression, but there is little agreement as to how• it works. Dozens of 
theories have been advanced to explain the effects. Some researchers 
believe that ECT increases the availability of certain neurotransmitters in 
a region of the brain called the limbic system (Chapter 2, page 62). Others 
argue that the jolt of electricity enhances feelings of well-being by pro
ducing a .. cortical orgasm" (Blachly, 1977). Still others argue that ECT 
has plarebo efferts-that is, effects that are not physiological but psycholog
ical. The treatment helps, thev feel, because the patient expects it to help. 
Friedberg ( 1976), for example, reported on the use of an ECT machine in 
a British hospital where 2 years of "successful" treatment were followed 
bv the discoverv that the machine had not been working. For 2 years, 
clients had been "cured" without actually receiving any electric current. 
A subsequent experiment (Lambourn & Gill, 1978) indicated that this 
experience was no fluke. The experimenters took severely depressed 
people through all the steps of ECT except that half of them did not 
receive any real electric current. The two groups did not differ in their 
recovery rates or in most other psychological effects. Evidently ECT can 
have placebo effects-improvement can result from purely psychological 
factors. 

Electric shocks can also have several adverse side effects, and these 
have made ECT highlv controversial. In addition to causing the short
term memory loss and confusion described earlier, ECT can impair the 
ability to acquire new memories. It can also produce dizziness and loss of 
appetite (Sipe, 1979). The nature and extent of ECT effects have led 
some to suspect that it produces brain damage (Meyer & Salmon, 1984). 
Neuropsychologist Karl Pribram [quoted in Friedberg (1975), p. 23] ar
gued, 'Td rather have a small lobotomy [a kind of brain surgery, see 
below] than a series of electroconvulsive shock ... I just know what the 

Figure 16.5 
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A typical arrangement for the 
administration of electroconvulsive 
rfierapy (ECT). (Will Mcintyre/Science 
Source, Photo Researchers, Inc.) 
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brain looks like after a series of shock, and it's not very pleasant to look 
at." The subjective aftereffects of ECT can also be painful, as the 
experience of author Ernest Hemingway illustrates. Hemingway, se
verely depressed, had 11 ECT sessions in December 1960. Three months 
later, he returned for more"' sessions. While he consented to the treat
ments, Hemingway was bitter about their apparent effect on his memory 
and his writ!~g. As he put it, 

"What these shock doctors don't know is about writers ... and 
what thev do to them ... What is the sense of ruining my head and 
erasing my mcmorv, which is mv capital, and putting me out of 
business? It was a brilliant cure but we lost the patient." 
(Quoted in Friedberg, 1975, p. 99) 

About a month after his second ECT series, Hemingway committed 
suicide . 

. \!though ECT continues to be controversial and its use has de
clined since 1950, it is certain Iv not fading awav .. \ survev conducted in 
New York in the mid-seventies revealed that 30 out of .)h hospitals still 
used ECT. The treatment was given to I percent of patients in public 
hospitals; 5 percent in universitv hospitals; and 21 percent in private, for
profit hospitals. In the eighties. researchers continue to studv ways of 
using ECT that will minimize its bad effects and maximize its benefits. 

PSYCHOS URGE RY 
Suppose vou were in severe psvchological distress and vou were offered a 
treatment that was likely to help but would also carrv one significant cost: 
the permanent destruction of some of vour brain tissue. This is the choice 
faced by a few thousand people each vear-people offered the option of 
psychosurgerv. In the United States, psvchosurgerv began to be used 
about 50 years ago. The techniques used in the 1930s and 1940s were 
crude bv today's standards. Thev included prefrontal lobertomy, the re
moval of brain tissue from the prefronral cortex (Chapter 2. page 63), and 
prefrontal lobotomy, the severing of the connections between the prefrontal 
cortex and the rest of the brain. Initially, such techniques got rave 
reviews, partly because they appeared to make violent and unmanageable 
people calm and agreeable. Unfortunately, the techniques often had 
serious side effects. After the surgery, people often seemed dull, apa
thetic, drained of emotion and motivation, and sometimes unable to care 
for themselves. Some even described these people after surgery as 
"human vegetables" or "zombies." Frontal-lobe surgery consequently 
grew less and less popular. Meanwhile, investigators were finding that 
drugs alone (see below) could produce many of the tranquilizing effects 
produced by psychosurgery. Consequently, in the 1950s, these drastic 
surgical methods lost favor and are uow rarely used. 

A few neurosurgeons, however, have continued to experiment with 
less drastic procedures. Some have tried surgery on the limbic system 
(Chapter ~ page 62), and some have developed techniques using laser 
beams or ultrasound to produce very precise, limited tissue damage-as 
little as 5 percent of the tissue destruction caused by rhe 1940s' pro
cedures. Recent evidence (for example, Kalinowski, 1979) suggests that 
such techniques may be helpful with severely depressed, obsessional, and 

J 



anxious individuals, but we need to be cautious about such evidence. 
Because the surgical procedures are so extreme and so visible, it is hard to 
conduct controlled experiments in which placebo effects (page 677) can 
be ruled out. Just as with ECT, psychosurgery may sometimes ltiad to 
improvement only because people expect to improve after surgery. Be
cause the procedures are used so rarely (about 1,500 operations per year; 
Meyer & Salmon, 1984), it is also hard to find large groups to study. With 
research so sparse, we should regard psychosurgery with caution and 
skepticism. It is a potentially risky set of procedures that may be appropri
ate for a very small proportion of very disturbed people, but only as a last 
resort. 

CHEMOTHERAPY 
Treatment with chemical substances, or drugs, is known as chemotherapy. 
This form of treatment is now used more widely than are all the other 
therapeutic methods combined. Indeed, most of us self-administer sub
stances purchased from drug stores, liquor stores, grocery stores, and bars 
to brighten our mood, fight pain, "calm our nerves," help us sleep, and 
pep us up. Even our morning cup of coffee, with its pep-inducing 
caffeine, is a kind of "chemotherapy." Tranquilizers, drugs that lower 
anxiety and irritability, are now a commonplace in many western coun
tries. In fact, one of the most commonly prescribed drugs in the United 
States is the mild tranquilizer Valium. 

Since mid-century, the variety of available drugs has expanded 
greatly. Commercial companies have developed diverse drugs to treat 
diverse problems. These developments have been spurred by research 
suggesting that people with certain psychological disorders may have 
distinct biochemical abnormalities. For example, in Chapter 15 (page 
642), we noted that neurotransmitter abnormalities have been found in 
people suffering from schizophrenia, and we mentioned that drugs known 
as phenothiazines have been found to be effective with this group of 
patients. The phenothiazines (and other antipsychotic drugs) appear to 

reduce agitation, tension, and combativeness; decrease or eliminate delu
sions and hallucinations; and improve social behavior and sleep patterns. 
The phenothiazines certainly do not "cure" schizophrenia, but they may 
eliminate the major characteristics of the disorder in some victims almost 
completely, at least as long as the drugs are used regularly. In others, the 
drugs may reduce the intensity of the problem behavior enough to make 
the victim's life more controlled and pleasant, and this often makes 
possible a move from the hospital to a sheltered setting in the communiry. 
In fact, without such drugs, the sharp decline in hospital populations over 
the past few decades (page 673) would have been much less dramatic. 

Patients with affective disorders (Chapter 15, page 647) are also 
considered good candidates for chemotherapy. Depression is frequently 
treated with a family of drugs called tricyclics; these drugs increase the 
availability of the neurotransmitter norepinephrine (page 652). Less fre
quently, depression is treated with a somewhat riskier class of drugs called 
monoamine oxidase (MAO) inhibitors; these drugs prevent the break
down of norepinephrine and thus increase its availability (page 652). A 
number of studies have shown that chemotherapy, especially with tri
cyclics, is more effective than placebos (pills that contain no real drugs) in 
easing depression. For the manic states involved in bipolar disorders 
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(Chapter 15, page 652), the chemotherapy of choice is usually lithium 
carbonate, a compound that reduces extreme mood elevations in up to 80 
percent of treated clients. Chemotherapy is often so effective in the 
treatment of affective disorders that clients come to rely heavilv on it to 

maintain their social or job functioning. 

In one case, for example, a well-known producer of Broadway 
musicals w:.· highly successful in his work when he was mildlv 
"high" but, when extremely manic, he wasted money and alienated 
his friends and family members. He tried psychotherapy for years 
with little success; but, when he was given lithium, he improved 
quickly. With exactly the right dose of lithium, he was able to 
maintain the balance he wanted: a moderately elevated mood that 
maximized his creativity as a producer but prevented the wild 
behavior that threatened his financial and social well-being. (Ab
stracted from Mehr, 1983, p. 389.) 

The bright side of chemotherapv is that it does help to relieve 
several kinds of problem bchav:'lf; the dark side is that clients mav pay a 
price for that relief-and we arc not referring to monev. People can 
become extremely dependent on their "medications," to the extent of 
feeling that thcv cannot cope without them. The drugs for schizophrenia 
and depression can also damp down both emotion and motivation, thus 
interfering with independence and the abilitv to help oneself. Further
more, virtuallv cverv form of chemotherapv has some physical side ef
fects. Depressed people treated with tricvclics may suffer problems 
ranging from a perpetuallv drv mouth, dizziness, and constipation to 

agitation and tremors. Those treated with ~!AO inhibitors risk such side 
effects as dizziness, weight gain, sexual disturbance, periods of confusion. 
and even (rarely) death. Clients whose manic states are relieved by 
lithium carbonate may suffer side effects ranging from nausea and diar
rhea to seizures and even (rarely) coma. 

Some drugs, particularly the phenothiazines and others used in 
schizophrenia, carry the risk of tardive dyskinesia, a physical disorder that 
takes such varit'd forms as uncontrollable facial movements (lipsmacking 
or grimacing), limb movements like finger twitching or jerking of the arm 
or leg, contractions of the neck or back muscles, or an arm that is 
perpetually extended (Figure 16.6). Tardive dyskinesia is found most 
often in adults who have been treated for many years with heavy doses of 
antipsychotic drugs, but is also seen among adolescents and children, and 
it sometimes occurs after only low doses for periods as brief as a few 
months (Gualtieri & Guimond, 1981 ). In many cases, the dyskinesia is 
permanent ,and very handicapping. Sometimes the body movements are 
so extreme that the individual car.not hold a job and is forced into social 
isolation. In milder cases, people may adopt a "disguise"; for example, 
one man whose mouth chewed and smacked uncontrollably took to 
chewing gum in an effort to make the movements seem more normal to 
others. The appearance of tardive dyskinesia may mean that the drug 
treatments have physically damaged the brain, and it therefore is a very 
serious side effect. For this reason, some experts now recommend that 
antipsychotic drugs and other major tranquilizers be used only when the 
benefits clearly outweigh the risks. Experts also recommend periodic 
"drug holidays," drug-free periods of 4 :nonths or more, to determine 



whether the patient still needs the drug and to check for early signs of 
tardive dyskinesia. 

Psychodynamic Therapies 

The risks posed by ECT, psychosurgery, and chemotherapy are wor
risome-some would even say ominous. The risks certainly underscore 
the need for alternative treatments-treatments that do not involve any 
change in biological functioning, but instead emphasize psychological 
change. Such psychological approaches, which exist in large numbers, are 
known collectively as psyrhotherapy. Most psychotherapy is aimed at un
raveling the psychological factors involved in a problem, sharpening peo
ple's understanding of themselves and others, or teaching people specific 
skills to enhance their adjustment. One family of psychotherapy methods 
is specifically aimed at the first objective: unraveling the dynamics of 
problem behavior and helping the client achieve insight into those dy
namics. These methods are called psychodynamic therapies. Most of the 
psychodynamic therapies have grown directly out of psychodynamic per
sonality theories like those we discussed in Chapter 14. Frcµd's psycho
analytic theory, for example, spawned a therapeutic approach called 
psychoanalysis. We will begin this section by focusing on that approach. 

FREUD'S TRADITIONAL PSYCHOANALYSIS 
Late in the nineteenth and early in the twentieth century, Sigmund 
Freud and his followers introduced psychoanalytic methods that are still 
in use today. A psychoanalyst, or analyst, is a therapist who uses these 
basic methods. The theory called psychoanalysis is based upon several 
spec;ific ideas about personality and psychotherapy. As we learned in 
Chapter 14, the theory emphasizes the interplay of personality compo
nents known as id, ego, and superego. 

According to psychoanalytic theory, we all experience certain sexual 
and aggressive urges springing from our ids. Some of these urges clash 
with the barriers imposed by our egos and with the taboos of society that 
have been incorporated into our superegos. We therefore repress the 
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Tardive dyskinesia, a disturbing and 
disabling side effect of antipsychotic 
drugs, takes many forms. The man 

shown here suffers from apparently un
controllable facial grimaces, tongue 

protrusion, and arm and hand move
ments. The movements are sometimes 

severe enough to prevent him from 
even signing his name. (Courtesy of 

Joseph DeVeaugh-Geiss, M.D.) 
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urges-hide them from our conscious awareness in our unconscious 
minds. We cannot consciously think about or verbalize our repressed 
desires. The urges are still there, however, pushing to be expressed but in 
conflict with our egos and superegos. We are afraid to eA:press our id 
impulses and yet, after they h·ave been repressed, we no longer know why 
we are afraid. This vague fear of "I know not what" is called anxiety. 

When anxiety is triggered, we use a variety of defense mechanisms 
(Chapter 14, pages 588-591) to ward it off, or at least to reduce it. 
Abnormal, so-called neurotic, behavior occurs when these defenses re
quire so much of our psychic energy or distort our sense of reality to such a 
degree that our ability •o function is impaired. For example, in Chapter 14 
(page 579) we discussed Freud's patient, Fraulein Elisabeth, whose neu
rosis took the form of pain and paralysis in her legs. At times she was 
completely unable to stand or walk, even though there was nothing 
physically wrong with her legs. This ki~d of problem, and other anxiety
related disorders (Chapter 15, page 655), are the specialty of psycho
analysis. 

The aim of analysis is to lessen anxiety and the need for neurotic 
behavior by developing insight, a deep understanding of repressed feelings 
and conflicts. The aim is to bring unconscious conflicts to the surface so 
that they can be resolved, or defused. This can take a long time, often 
years. The analyst must first figure out what caused the patient's neurotic 
behavior; this may involve tracing symbolic connections between the 
patient's symptoms and the unconscious processes that caused these 
symptoms. Then the analyst must lead the patient gradually to an under
standing and acceptance of the psvchoanalytic explanation for the neu
rotic behavior. This insight mav help liberate the patient from the 
neurosis. The treatment of F riiulein Elisabeth illustrates the psycho
analytic process. (Abstracted from Breuer & Freud, 1893-1895/1955.) 

In the case of Fraulein Elisabeth's leg problems, Freud identified 
several underlying causes, all symbolically related to Elisabeth's 
symptoms. For example, Elisabeth had once been very attracted to 
a young man while walking with him late one riight. She had left her 
ailing father-who had swollen legs-alone that night, and when 
she returned home he was much worse. She felt deeply guilty. Her 
desire for her own pleasure with the attractive man clashed painfully 
with her devotion to her father. Later, Elisabeth's leg pains began in 
precisely the spot on her thigh where her sick father had rested his 
leg when she bandaged it. Elisabeth had also felt attracted to her 
sister's husband-once while walking with him in the woods and 
once while standing beside him at her sister's deathbed. Freud saw 
Elisabeth's leg pains and paralysis as a kind of neurotic self-punish
ment; the symptoms were symbolically connected to her repressed 
impulses-legs, standing, and walking were all linked in her mind 
with forbidden romantic and sexual feelings. She developed symp
toms that punished her legs and- prevented her from standing or 
walking. After finding these connections, Freud's task was to help 
Elisabeth see and accept them. In doing so, she achieved insight, 
and this was the key to her recovery. As Freud put it, "Her condi
tion was ... improved and there had been no more talk of her pains 
since we had been investigating their causes" (p. 159). 



Like Freud's work with Fraulein Elisabeth, most traditional psycho
analysis is complex and multifaceted. In the following section, we will 
examine some of these facets-the component processes that fit together 
to form psychoanalysis. 

Probing the Unconscious: Free Association and Dream Analysis Be
cause unconscious impulses and conflicts are assumed to be the cause of 
neurotic behavior, the analyst uses several techniques to discover these 
unconscious processes and nudge them into vit;w. One of these tech
niques is free association, a technique in which patients are asked to let 
their thoughts run free, without censorship, reporting them as they occur. 
To facilitate their free association, patients are asked to relax on a couch 
and look away from the analyst. (Freud's couch and consulting room are 
shown in Figure 16. 7). Unexpected trains of thought, sudden memory 
lapseis, and unusual statements give the analyst clues to the patient's 
repressed thoughts, feelings, and conflicts. 

Despite the name of this technique, Freud certainly did not think 
the patient's associations were "free," or random. Instead, he believed 
that they flowed directly from specific characteristics of that patient and 
issues of psychological importance to that patient. For example, one 
young man treated bv Freud found that despite his manv relationships 
with young women, he could not remember anv of their names; instead, 
the seemingly meaningless name "Albine" kept popping into his head. 
The young man knew no one with that name, nor did the term have any 
conscious meaning to him. ~\t this point Freud noted 

One might infer that the analysis had failed; but no, it was already 
complete, and no further association was required. The man himself 
was unusuallv fair in colouring, and whilst talking with him in 
analvsis I had often jokinglv called him an albino; moreover, we 
were just in the midst of tracing the feminine element in his nature. 
So it was he himself who was the female albino, the "woman" who 
interested him most at the moment. 
(Freud, 1920/1953, pp. 113-114) 

Figure 16.7 
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Sigmund Freud's consulting room. 
Freud's patients reclined on the couch; 
Freud sat ,behind the couch, out of 
sight so as not to impede the patient's 
flow of free association. This, at least, 
was Freud's "official" explanation. He 
also admitted, though, that "I cannot 
bear to be gazed at for eight hours a 
day." (Photo by Edmund Engleman.) 
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Freud believed that another pathway to the unconscious was dream 
analysis. He felt that id urges and unconscious conflicts push for ex
pression even when we are asleep and that our defense mechanisms even 
relax a bit during sleep. Yet if our conscious urges and wishes were 
expressed directly, even in dreams, thev would be very disturbing; so we 
express them in a disguised form. In analyzing dreams, the psychoanalyst 
tries to understand the particular urge~ that a patient has repressed and 
the conflicts that are hidden from view. 

Dream interpretation is a difficult art, at best. It is complicated by 
several problems. One is that the symbols we use in our dreams have 
highly personal meanings, though analysts believe that we use certain 
common symbols to stand for particular ideas. Another is that parts of the 
dream may seem illogical or confusing. Still another is that parts of dreams 
are forgotten. The patient may try to correct for these "faults" when 
reporting the dream, and the result can be a distortion of the dream as 
actually experienced. A skillful analyst, however, can turn these problems 
to advantage. By figuring out where distortions and forgetting occur, an 
analyst can judge what id urges are so strong, and what conflicts so 
disturbing, that they must be defended against even in dreams. More
over, the confusing and seemingly illogical events of a dream can become 
grist for the analyst's mill. Freud's own self-analysis provides an example. 
(Abstracted from Freud, 1900/1953.) 

Freud recalled a boyhood dream in which his sleeping mother was 
carried into a room and laid on a bed by strange people with bird 
beaks. The beaked creatures reminded Freud of some illustrations 
he had seen in an edition of the Bible called Phifippson's. With still 
more analysis, Freud associated the name Philippson with Philipp, 
an "ill-mannered boy" who had taught Freud a vulgar German word 
for sexual intercourse. This word, vogeln, is derived from Vogel, 
which means "bird". Thus Freud made sense of the birdlike hu
mans in his dream; they, and their behavior, represented his own 
sexual feelings toward his mother. 

Coping with Resistance, Transference, and Countertransference Often 
patients will do things that interfere with or undermine the process of 
analysis. For example, Freud's patient, Fraulein Elisabeth, at certain 
crucial points in her analysis, said she had no thoughts and nothing to tell 
him. Yet her tense expression told Freud that there was much on her 
mind. (Abstracted from Breuer & Freud, 1893-1895/1955.) 

When Freud persisted, and Elisabeth finally told him what was 
really on her mind, she occasionally made comments like, "I could 
have said it to you the first time." When Freud asked why she 
hadn't, Elisabeth replied, "I thought I could avoid it, but it came 
back each time" or "I thought it wasn't'what was wanted" (p. 154). 

At another point in the a11alysis, F:reu~ gave Elisabeth his interpretations 
of her repressed feelings, and she tried to reject his ideas. 

I put the situation drily before her with the words: "So for a long 
time you had been in love with your brother-in-law." She com-
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Some contemporary therapists are con
cerned that traditional psvchoanalysis 
may make patients too dependent on 

their analvsts. (Drawing bv Lorenz: © 
197.1. The '\ew Yorker Magazine, Inc.) 

them. These are opportunities for the patient to learn a crucial lesson: It is 
now safe to let conflicts and feelings out into the open. This process of 
repeatedlv bringing repressed material to the surface, interpreting it, and 
dealin.g \\·ith it is a part of what analysts call w•orking through. By working 
through conflicts, the patient le5sens the need to repress them; as anxiety 
is reduced and repression weakened, the neurotic behavior that brought 
the patient into treatment is graduallv diminished. Upon the completion 
of this process, the transference can be resolved, an appropriate doctor
patient relationship reestablished, and analysis terminated. But there may 
be flare-ups after termination. For example, even Freud's patient 
Friiulein Elisabeth, who went on to a normal married life, still suffered 
occasional slight pains. But. as with Elisabeth, the analytic patient should 
come to face life's demands without feeling overwhelmed by anxiety or 
the excess baggage of severe neurotic behavior. 

TRADITIONAL VERSUS CONTEMPORARY 
PSYCHOANALYSIS 
A number of analvsts still follow Freud's original procedures very closely, 
but an increasing number have made adjustments. For example, analysis 
in its traditional form can involve five SO-minute sessions per week, and 
these tvpicallv run for several years. l\lany who continue to believe in 
Freud's basic principles think that this much analvsis makes patients too 
dependent on their analysts (Figure 16.8L Some also believe that lying on 
a couch encourages this dependencv. Thus, manv contemporary clini
cians work out time limits with their patients and treat them as face-to
face partners, with both sitting upright. To expedite and focus the 
process. a therapist may negotiate specific treatment goals with the pa
tient (we will meet twice a week, and we agree that the process will end 
within 6 months, for example). 

Other modern-dav revisions of Freud's approach involve additions 
to the ba5ic processes of analysis. For example, some. now believe that 
.processes such as gaining insight and working through a problem in the 

"\Ir. / /_,- Jlr,r '• nur 
/!·1° iii\;-;;:.\',/( 

:~·ii/ rnrint fr0n1 --_.:11ati0n 

l!c'.\ B!n_;ter ts nrJ/ vrJur 

J!.c'llUit/f'. Dr. TrrJ~fo)t 
J 5rh. l-lang 011." 



analyst's office mav not necessarily lead to improved behavior outside the 
office. After analysis, a person mav understand-intellectually and emor 
tionally-why he fears authoritv figures; but he mav still be afraid to 
question his teacher about an exam grade or ask his boss for a raise. To 
improve such "real-life" behavior, many analvsts now combine traditional 
Freudian approaches with a focus on the current living problems of the 
patient and "real-life" coping outside the analvst's office. About 20 
percent of all clinical psychologists, and a higher percentage of psychia
trists, use psychoanalytic methods, at least in part (Garfield, 1981); but 
most have made some adjustments in Freud's original approach-thus 
accommodating to life in the latter half of the twentieth century. 

DISSIDENT THEORISTS AND THEIR TECHNIQUES: 
JUNG, ADLER, AND HORNEY 
Although many psychodynamic therapists have followed or built on 
Freud's basic tenets and techniques, others have drawn from the work of 
Freud's rebellious successors-Jung, Adler, and Horney, for example 
(Chapter 14, pages 582-588). While their approaches are psyrhodvnamir
thcy focus on the underlying causes of a disorder and strive for insight
their objectives and techniques bear the unmistakable imprint of the 
influential theorists who dissented from Freud. 

Jung's approach, known as rma/)'timl therapy, like his personalitv 
theory (Chapter 14, page 582), placed much less emphasis on repressed 
sexual impulses and conflicts than did Freud's approach. Instead, Jung 
stressed each person's need for individuation. which he defined as "be
coming a single, homogeneous being ... coming to selfhood or self
realization" (Jung, 1928, p. 171 ). Individuation involves putting the parts 
of one's psychological self together into a unified whole. Jung believed 
that so long as the intuitive, feeling parts of oneself are hidden awav in the 
unconscious, those parts cannot be integrated with the more rational, 
practical parts of the self to form a fully functioning, balanced person. 
People may become so rational, reasonable, and logical that they cut 
themselves off from their deeper, intuitive side. To help his patients 
explore their "deeper side," Jung used word association (Chapter 14, 
page 583) and dream analysis. In analyzing dreams, Jung looked for 
messages from the unconscious that had been condensed into symbols. 
Dreams about water, he said, could symbolize the unconscious or 
wisdom; dreams about a descent may symbolize a psychic setback; and so 
forth. Some symbols he interpreted as quite personal and specific to a 
particular patient. By delving into such symbols, Jung could begin to map 
out the patient's "deeper self." 

Like Jung himself, Jungian analysts today often use dream analysis 
and encourage their patients to learn the skill of analyzing dreams. By 
bringing the unconscious and intuitive parts of the self into view, patients 
may come to discover and accept a broader, fuller view of who they are. 
As Jung put it, "the patient becomes what he really is" (Jung, 1954, 
p. 10). This expanded awareness is supposed to bring a sense of peace 
and harmony that will make life more understandable and thus more 
satisfying. The Jungian approach, overall, has a mystical ancl even re
ligious flavor that sets it apart from traditional psychoanalysis and gives it a 
special appeal to its followers. 

Alfred Adler's form of analysis, known as individual therapy, placed 
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>Ptxial emphasis on social :md rnterpersonal factors. Adlerian therapists 
"Ccnt1Jte le\s on uncun'i.:ium processes and biological drives than on 

'"' ' need fo: rncanmg, persunai freedom, and a fu!fi!iinf( "style 
,; ii"· .:lupter i4, page 586). Karen Ifornev's form of analysis, like 

'.d!c1 '· emphasized sucial fact!lrs. For example, she saw basic anxiety 
'Chapter l 4, p.1ge .'i87) as a social r:ither than a biological experience-an 
<:'.pcr1ence th:,: grow-.; out uf childh1c·d feelings of isolation and help-
1c:-,>ncss. f)c;:-,;c .inx1c[' can lead w vanow; mcffective interpersonal coping 
·mate,g1cs, she felt. For example. the anxious person might adopt a 
!l1i'\ 0;;g-t!•WJn.·-u'hc·r-, stLitegv !Chapter 14, page 588)--becoming self
,·fLc1'1,~. um1pi1Jni, :ind dq)endcnt on others for securitY. Like Horney 
::~\c:r :_he mc•;p1;,t:, \\ frn use her Jpproach todav trY to help their 

;1:1';:·ms rhcn maladaptiYe interpersonal strategies and their rea

'".l!lS f, .r ihll\'!. tl1e't: stiAcgies; then thcY tf\ to lead their patients toward 
111wc.: n,:·>.7fL''_'t".T int. .pero;nrial st'> ks af\d .greater self-reliance. The ap
·>rr::!UH:' Jd( l'f·>.1 tn .\di<:; fi•lfnC\·, and their followers a!i e;c1phasize the 
:i:_;ucn:' ,,,·i;-dnclopn;enr ,n a sc•ciai context. This emphasis is even 

'''"re 1n the: rheupc:uui: Jf'fHoachn we will examine next. 

The num:in:,·w pe:spec(i\C dn per..;on:dit\ that we discussed in Chapter 
i ~ i :~·.:_Jr· -~'1'); :,.1, ~:1•.c·n nse ro .;pec1ill· thnapies. These therapies place 
,peci.u c:rnphas1s (Jn slurpernng the ind1, idual's scif-awareness and self
accepdrkc riK\ often stress the need for peopie to feel personally 
rcspunoibie for ho\\ the'> i;\c'. their li\-es. This emphasis on shaping one's 
o'q' c:,,srcmc !:: Jiso :i p;1n ot' \\ hac is called the existential approach to 

[heup"-- l n pracriee. human:suc and existential elernems are often 
blended. One ther;<ptst w}w:,c work certainlv reflects such a blending is 
C:ul Rogers; we di:.cussed his personal it\' theof\ in Chapter 14 (page 599). 

CLJFNT-CE~TEREO THERAPY 
( ::;rJ H"~n,;: ''h 1 ! <J;q_ •. 'ih 1. 1 •kn·iopFd an Jpproach called dinzt-antered 

k'<>g-.-r» cdi,·d cttrc:,,;,rn r•.· the Jjc,cn:pancie:, that ocn:lup between 
;1, · ,, 1·. illd the \\av the world actualh- is. He 

111.<cc' ·.-1u: "tee: ;;:,:,c iYt\\een people's "ideal" sel\-cs and 
:heir imperfect ··:,··d'' c:·lYn. Jn Huger,· \ t<'W. mciladju5tment occurs 
,, . en thc:-;c discrcF'·'"'::c; ·•re si;-:<:)ic Jr·d pa111!"d. Rcduc;ng the-;e dio;crep
~1;1·_·ie~ j_nd thi:: p~nn th::_·~ proY\Jkc: i~ uue ain1 t~f c!ien~-ccntered ti-1crapy. 

R',,:.:er~ }-.,·'.(~': ~f~;t: pet)pi;: have the re .. ~·)u~·,:e~ :_-u;d str<_&ngth Lo resolve 

:h:::ir c•1 n prun1t:c;1s. ( iin:n a little help a!!d support from a therapist. 
i'e Jde can r.:,oh e mall\ prc)hlems for themselves. The therapist should 
!'ui: <:.i};e char,::e hue shouid pro,·ide the opportunit\ r'or people to develop 
their own impro--cd ,\;\'-: of .,,JPing. The indi:.idual seeking assistance is 
f'ril .alku J ('t!f/0!1---:! ;r:c·~:: (;[ k:;s pa,si;c C;(k rerson \Vho needs to be 
healed b\ a dill tor-hut a dir,1:- -one who ~onl!T1;s,ions a;id pays for a 
rrnfe:,sionaJ <;Cf'. ICC ::;mJ who titerefc.>re has ;i ri,'!:!Jt to •;h:1pe the objectives 
c;nd the cou«;c: of chat ser\·ice. The process,., (_<Jiit:(1 ,/if'li-u·1;trredbecause 
che cliem th:: r:-:::::·~:;<;, 

'llL~ .--i;.~--. ,;_ ~!~',r! -)· ·t"latiunshio is ,fr-·,1~~'.'.~'1 f°O:-) .~up~vJrt the c!ic;H's 



own pursuit of wholeness. Rogers, like r\hralnm \!aslow. whose humaP
istic theory we discussed in Chapter 14 (page 600), beiie',TS that peupic 

are naturally motivated to fulfill their potential and to become self
actualized. l'nfortunatclv. though. the path to self-actualization is often 

blocked; people mav be unable to grow because they are out oftoucri«,1·it!: 

themselvc<> <•r with others. The di,·nt-cenrered rhera:'i:;t trie,, w hdp b\ 
facilirating -;elf-awareness m rh<.> ciicnt ;ind h\ n11it1":'•C.: a 1~~·:,Ln,_: die:::
therap1st relationship. Speciticallv. the relatinnshq• mu;,t ha,·c the fol!o\1 -
mg qualities: 

1. The therapist must have rmpath· for the clienr--that is, :in 
<1bilit\ to undersund rhc client";\ i;:,1:; :lllli The thcrapi:-t 

must become immersed in the clients ''<>rld :nd \ ie·.'- things from 
the client's roint of\ie\\. In rhi-; \\'a\. the therapi,t Cl!1 understand 

how the client percei\es thing'i :md can hc!p clarit\ ctn\ distortion;.. 

7 The therapist must gi\·e -;cnsiti\·c. uncondHional positi\e re

gard. ne,cr criticizing. alway' accepting: therapists du not judge. 

pruhc. or Ji:-,~!ppro\·e. · rhi~ ~k·cc1-nin.~ Ltin: 1Je \\·i!i crcare an :itn10-

-..,phcrc ;n ·,\·h1ch ciient"' tl:1J r!H: couLt.:...~c t() p~.:n 1:iv,'": a~~d au. cpr dH:\r 

denied cxpnicnu.:s :md to exan11nc. rec\ aluate. :ind feel nwre 

pos1ti\c ahmn them:<ehe'i. 

·'· The rher:ipist rnusr be genuine --that 1';, npen. spontancolls. 
and caring. 

The client-centered therapist tries w keep t~c rein<. in the dienr':. 
hands h- using \·anuus nondirecmc tcchniq11e'i. Une of the;c 

1s called lr/krlion of t;·d/11.~. The therapist fauiir,ues clic1H.' :rn:1rcnc·,, i1\· 

reflccong the es,ence of the feelings thev arc expressing. \\.hell rhocirw;rs 

'>Ucceed at seeing the world as their client<> do. the interchanges ell, be 

thoughtful and productive. Herc is one illu~tration. (.'l.bstr:icted from 
Barton, J lJ74, pp. 223-224.) 

\larY. a 32-Ycar old pll\sician. is seeing Ur. (;,, a client-centered 

therapist. She begins one of her sessions lw explaining rhar she h:i:; 
bt:cn considering talking with him <1bout sex but she 1sn·r sure him 
to begin. Dr.(;. s:1vs. "You feel that YOU 11a11r to bnn,; thi,; up with 
me. but You.re also feeling uncomforrnh!e .ibout hm1 w r1rocecd." 

A brief silence follows. Then .\Ian asks. "Can't YOU help me 
with this somehow?" 

"You are really feeling a bit helpless. un:ihie to go ahead. anci 
vou're wishing I would break the impcnse for \OU. Is that how \nu're 
feeling;" 

"Yes." \fary feels tense. uneas\, then angrv ;lt D<. (; beca._Jc.(; 

he won't help her get srnrtcd. She turns and looks h1rn in Ji<: face, 
plc<1ding \\ ithout saving <1nvthing. 

Dr. G.'s onlv rep!\' is. "You're ju~t feeling 'ituck and help
less." 

"Can't YOU help?" 

"You're even mad at me, feeling that i'rn deliberatelv hold1r>g 
out. 
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]\;ow \iarv is frustrated. "You're always leaving it up to me, 
tcllin.e; me that I can do it. \\'ll\ do I alwavs have to do evervthing bv 
mvself?"' 

"It's like eventhing is alwavs vour lonch·. solitan· burden, all 
vour life long.'' 

This statement strikes home for \Ian·. She cries. and then 
savs softh;, "Oh. damn it, damn it. damn it!" She glances up at Dr. 
c;. and sees him complete!\ attcnti\c to her, empathic. feeling\\ hat 
she feels. She sighs. relaxes. and savs, ''You don't go away just 
because I'm hard to get along with. You're good to me." 

"You're alwavs afraid that if vou aren't nice, the other person 
will go awav. It'' nice to be able to be a pain and a burden without 
havmg to be afraid of desertion." 

This statement from Dr. G. seems to loosen ~larv's tongue. 
She talks for 20 minutes about her sexual experiences and anxieties. 
She mentions her "intense relations'" with girl friends. Then she 
blurts out. 'Tm afraid I'm queer." 

Dr. G. repli:.:s with understanding: "In the background now 
for some time, You\·e been living with this fear that YOU arc sexuallv 
abnormal. ... J usr the \\av vou say it. I can feel how \-en· much of a 
haunting, spookv fear is connected with that for YOU." 

As this interaction illustrates, the client-centered therapist tries to support 
the client's efforts at self-discoven and growth. The therapist is not 
judgmental or pushv. The client takes the lead. sets the agenda. and 
decides when the rime is right to bring up painful topics. Throughout the 
process, the therapist tries to nurture the vital force of self-actualization 
that motivates each person to grrm. 

Rogers was one of the first theorists to earn· our svstematic research 
on his therapeutic methods. He kept lengthv transcripts of therapv ses
sions, studied the processes thev revealed, and asked hard questions 
about whether the thernpv was reallv helping people. From his work, he 
concluded that therapists cannot reallY be completely nondirectivc-that 
even a simple smile or tilt of the head ma\ influence what a client does. 
He also decided that the specific techniques a therapist uses mav be less 
important than the therapist-client relationship-the empathv, uncondi
tional positive regard, and genuineness that the therapist convevs to the 
client. Through the understanding and acceptance of the therapist, the 
client can come to under~tand and accept himself or herself. Rogers· 
ideas, rich in warmth and optimism, have influenced not onlv his fol
lowers but many other schools of therapy as well. 

GESTALT THERAPY 
Another approach that has both humanistic and existential elements is 
gestalt therapy. This approach is designed to make people "whole" by 
encouraging them to shed their defenses, unlock their potential, let go of 
their pent-up feelings, accept responsibility for the way they are, and, 
above all, focus on the here and now. As Fritz Perls (Figure 16. 9), the 
founder of gestalt therapy, put it, "The past is no more and the future is 
not yet" (1970, p. 14); thus "To me, nothing exists except the now'' (p. 
4). Not surprisingly, the gesralt-therapv experience involves repeated 



a; (b) 

emphasis on staying in touch with one's feelings riff.hf nor!!: and expressing 
those feelings to others. Ruminating about the past. contemplating the 
future-these are discouraged, in most c1ses. 

Gestalt therapy includes a varietv of technique' for stimulating self
awareness and feelings of personal responsibilif\ for one's actions. People 
are encouraged to use direct, first-person language-"! feeL" "I am," 
and so on-and thev mav e\-en he required to add a phrase like "and I 
take responsibilitv for that" after statements about how thev feel or hm1 
thev are. For example. a man who complains. "!feel miserable" might be 
required to add" ... and I take responsibilitv for that"-thus emphasi1,
ing his own role in these feelings and his own potential to change them 
(Phares. 1979) . 

. \n excerpt from a gestalt-therapv session will sef\e to illustrate the 
emphasis on first-person language. firsthand experience. and acceptance 
of responsibilitv. The gestalt therapist in this c:xcerpt ha'> discovered that 
his client, l\lrs. R., has some "unfinished business" \1ith her deceased 
mother. I le therefore leads her through a release of her emotion and then 
a release of the blame she has hung on her mother. All the while. he 
keeps the discussion in the first person and the here and now bv arranging 
for a "conversation" between !\I rs. R. and her mother. (Adapted from 
Stevens, 1975, pp. 126-128. l 

!\!rs. R: Well ... if onlv she had lm·ed me, things would be 
different. But she didn't and ... and I've never had anv real 
mother love (ef\·ing). 
Th.: Put vour mother in that chair and sav that to her. Can 
vou imagine her sitting there in front of vou; 
Mrs. R.: Yes, I see her. ... !\!other, if vou had onlv loved me. 
Why couldn't you ever tell me you loved me? v\'hy did vou alwavs 
criticize me? (almost a wail, more tears). 

(c) 

Fir:.urt 16.9 

Some therapeutic innovators. (al Fnu 
Perls, founder of gestalt thcra1". I/;) 

\"iktor Frankl and (t') Rollo \la'. exis
tential therapists. (a, Photo from Deke 
Simon. Real People Press: 1/1) ILmard 

l "ni\ersitv :\rchi\cs: (t) courtesv <lf 

Ur. \la'..J 
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her chair and play Your mother. 
c",pcricnce as your mother? 

:~;·,;.w "hat to s:1\· rn voti. T nn•er knew 
',j ;()\ c -..:ou .. YOU kno\Y that. 

1epl\ ::s \Ourself. 
. :::1 ;r:c' \ll . .,, c\cr did w:is criticize mt:. '.'othing I 

1 1
'- ,)ic{~ beginning to sound rnore vYhiny). 

;o J. y· ,u dis .. tppro\-e·cL you vt·cre JhLl\S coining 
,,, duing "rong v:ith tht: kids. You 

( brc-;.-tks dO\\'il and slarrs to cry I. 

:\lr·;. R. · \Ye\L I .guess i soun
0

dcd kind of complaining. like I'm 

~·H . 1ike rn1 feeling Jl1;.ld. 

'"'"1dc:d more like kcling self-pitY. TI\ this on for size: 
-,·J\ ~:n \OL~r rnrnhcr. "L,nok \\hat \'Oll~ve done to r11e. It's all vour 

t:udt. 

changing role;. 

·,: un. scqp blarning rnc for c\·eryi:hin,g. 

:1bo11t snmc:thing .... I ... l guess l 

I rc:ilh felt ir. hut I was unhappv and 
i '1:;d w '!'1 rhruugh \\ith Your father and 

;. '.,dtn no". hut 'minding real, not whin\' or 
:.-,c!c''"--.: there'-~ flt) u..:c bbn1ing you. You~re not 

.•\,: \ l ·' R hcis man:1gcd to express -;ome of her feeling' 
re'-'pon,ibilirv for hc:r nwn life. She no 

ci i.f:'1·,·: • i: ic' •ii" her mother. From a gestal t-rherap\ 
rhc rig:ht direction. 

EXlSTF:~ n ""L TILER AP\ 
, : tl1'- ;.;fr; therapY tP put heavv emphasi:, on raking 

·r nL·~' ,, <n\·n cxl'1tcnce. In fact, son1e therapies 111ake thi~ 
C:\:,tc:,..,n;i! rhcrw: :.uch ;; ccnrul focm rhar thcv are called, collectively. 

lllh): \laY, 1958). Existential therapists such 
Roll1• \L\. hilth pictured in Figure 16.9, differ 

r,:<'f;ni•;u.:s :!1e\ 11<;·~. hut most tI\· to make their 
;;!·c .. 1y·: h:PT d101ces--<ind thus some control over 

th•:ir Lio•. 1 ·i .• ,, 'd,·a c\rcrn.l' ro the problems. or svmptoms, that bring 
Fnr cx1rn:pk. :m n1cr\\·eight person who complains 
hi' e:nirw~ i<. rwJbabi' wrong. To underscore this 

require the u\·erindulgent eater to increase hi' 
drn:-: dcmon,trating -.ind]\' that he ran control it. 

Sim!L; ,.. i.>' :ii,::n: "·ho ha,; a hand-wa,;hing compulsion and washes 25 
timt> j b:: toJid to aim for 50. or perhaps 75. This technique of 
enc':L' ::'',cc ,,,,erci:;c 3<id e»cn exaggerate their problem behaY-



ior is called "paradoxical intention" (Frankl, 1975). Its objective is to 
emphasize that the client ran have control over the problem and is thus 
responsible for overcoming it. 

Through techniques of this sort, existential therapists try to prod 
people into seizing control of their lives. ldeallv, clients will come to see 
their problems as resulting from their own free choices of how to behave. 
They will thus learn that they are free-even obligated-to choose better 
ways of coping. For the existentialist, an important part of healthy coping 
is a well-developed system of values-a clear sense of what one is living 
for. This emphasis reveals the close link between existential therapy and 
the philosophical perspective known as existentialism. In fact, existential 
therapy is not so much a specific set of techniques a~ it is an intriguing 
blend of philosophy and psychologv. 

Behaviorgl, Therapies 

l. nlike psychodynamic and humanistic/existential therapies, several ap
proaches to therapy place little em2h_asis on_~t, personality 
drnamics, or the self, but instead, draw heavily on learning Qrinciples 
(Chapl:er.4) and areafmed ar helping people change th~ir b~havi<;;:·~fhese 
approaches, collectively called behavior_tfi.£T_apv, (ir bel!J.1'l!i.otmodiJ.ication. 
are generally focused on cha~!_l_gcl!°J_?en:able _behavior. One.of thei~ major 
strengths is their emphasis on the direc~__111-~as_urement of behavior and 
beha_vJ<.!.!~-~n-~e~ Behavior therapists ~-retrained to measure the behavior 
of their clients with and without therapy so as to assess the effectiveness 
of the therapy; ariex~;;pk of-;,·;;a; an a.ssessment is gi~~n in ·.i\pplication 
16.1 below. (Another exam pk appeared in Chapter 13, page 556.) When 
assessment shows that the therapist's_me~hod is._l_l<Jt_cl~a.!2_ging behavior as 
had beenlloped, an alternative method is tried. This emphasis on assess
ing and shifting, as need be, has ~~p;rked the development of several 
effective techniques-techniques that work so well that even non
behavioral therapists have begun to use them. 

At the heart of most behavior therapies is this co_!e cori.c~pt: Psvcho
logi~<1.lJ1f2:~l~ms th~ come ~t_t_hr()y~Jc;_;imiflg ()r 2Q'r1.ili_tioJ1in_g ~a~-b~ 
un~via _r_he same prncesse_§; For example, we know from the study of 
instrumental ~o-~di-tioning that behavior followed by reward tends to be 
repeated while b_ehavior that goes ·ilifh;wa~acil te~d; ntf t~ ·i;~. r~p~ated 
(Chapter 4, pagesT4f.::r67Y Behaviors that seem ma1a9_a'Rtl\:e (;['a~;i~i~rnal 
are assumed to follow the same rule: Since they Q_ersist because they are 
being reward_ed in some way, they should be reduZ(;~for.eliminated if they 
are made less rewarding. Similarly, principles from classical conditioning 
(Chapter (page 140) and observational learnii:~ (Chapter 14, page 596) 
can be applied to the understanding and treatment of problem behavior. 

Behavj_~_tbe_r'.1J)ists, for the most part, dg_ !)Qt h~)ieve that concepts 
such as "unconscious"~onflict" or "mental illne;·s' ar~ nccessarv. Instead, 
they vie~ ili'J;.~lient:i'. as suffering from acquired Q.0ii!!i2r Ratterns+-___ ~-----~--~--~~- _____.., 
patterns that arc psychologically costly and need to be unlearned. To help 
their clients unlea'rn thei-r-cc!stTy '5ehaviors and learn more idaptive alter
natives, behavior therapists have a rich collection of techniques, a few of 
which we will describe here. 
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~ INSTRUMENTAL, OR OPERANT, 
CONDITIONING TECHNIQUES -
\Ve will focus first on techniques that involve instrumental, or operant, 
ronditionin1dChapter 4, page 147). The essence of instrumental condition
ing is the co~<;:~_t _o( "paJoff." There is ~n6r~ol18f:!herapeutic signifi
cance in the si@J_l_e_J~c:i- that "¥~a~fd_~~<:,tnse_~ tend to be,~peated 
while unrew~rdcd responses do nor: Therapi'Sts-who use instrumental 
ccngitioning techniques bank on this fact; they wor_k_wi_th5lit,:nts to'~HP 
-~ward _conting~ncies that will stimula~ an~~ntain desi_reg___bs;havior 
white-_9.-_!i_!l_g_ll~ish-fog undesired befi~viOJ-. These therapists usuall~fus 
on sp~~ifl~ targ_e_t -~~~~i~i.h~i. ·Th,a_~_~ryi,i:i~ w eli_l}li.D.~te entire.,JllJCho
logica! disorders, or syndrg111~. as discussed in Chapter 15, page 622. For 
example, rather than trving to cure infantile autism (page 631 ), operant 
therapists try to help autistic children change specific behaviors that 
interfere with their adjustment. Similarly, rather than trving to stamp out 
schizophrenia, operant therapists target specific behaviors for change-
the behaviors that pose the biggest social or job difficulties for schizo
phrenic people. 

----- ----~..____ _,/ 

.~tioJ!.g.l Analysis of.Beh.qyio'r Often, one of the fi12.~_s__te_ps in plan
ning ;-~strurrlen-raT,"()r operant:, therapv is a functional a~""[; of behavior. 
The therapist studies the relationship between the client's behavior and 
the conditions and events inhlsother environment. ------

The analvsis is often described in A-B-C terms. as follows: 

'3}:!;'.~~?~-~ts --'> ~s;_~a\~io~ --'> C~i:i,s~':l.L!.~~ces 
___ yreceden!~ a_re dis;!;~I_l_ati\~-~.:i~'U1i 52;hapte: 4, pag~' 160) that act as 9J~S 

Tcrrrretfill1v1dualzs1gnaiingwhen re?a_fQ.s_ar~-~~a~l<~.9 and1~h~,t Q_:!r_t1cular 
~havior is likelv to be ·reinforccQ...i Think back to '.\irs. A., -the troubled 
woman described bv Dollari ;U,lcL~iU~:ha_g!rrl_4..: page 593). For he .. 
ths.presence of.attractive m:n_was an ante~~r!!_n~, a dischq:iinativ~mtJ_luc 
~nal~ the availabilitv of_~tt~n~ion an<l seXi'ial titillat,LD_!r .Jt~.Q~ !}j~t('.~
When Mrs .. .\. did fl~r __ t_(that is. when she p!oduced t~ ~hd.EiQ.C in the A
B-C analysis)1 sh_e: received rswi_!'"<!_i_fl_g_i_:_o_nse9_1Ji:_nces in the form of attention 
and !sex~~ifI1.l1~ti2.!J.':"- · 

Each of us can applv functional analyses to our own maladaptive 
behavior. Some people smoke cigar~ttes when under stress. For these 
people, stressful situations {,antecedents) serve as discriminative stimuli ---.--.-.-- / -~-------- ·-- --- -----
for ~moking (beha\Torl, which leads to a sense of relief, or.J.Cd.ui,;ed 
teil'.~ion (conseq_uJ;,nc~s). Other !)eople may be overweight i~ part because 
situations in which thev feel sad or lonelv (antecedents) are di~criminative 
stimuli for eating__ lb~b-~yior), wh.ich lea.ds ~-fe"ai;;-gs of '>atisf!lction and 
r~duced distr~~ (co-nsecjuences). In all three ex;~ples-=Mrs:X, smok
ing, a'~lol;e;ii:y-a functional analvsis helps explain whv the behavior is 
repeated in spite of its long-term damaging effects. 

Identifying Positive and Negative Reiriforce-,-s~Another critical element 
ill designing instrumental, or operant, th()r;;ipi;s is itientifvin_g positive and 
negatjve _i:e~t];lforsers for the individual c1k:frt.?['(}~jtiv_!_reinfor£etf (Chapter 
4, page 149) are events which, when contingent ·0ri-·acertain .K5.12.Qnse. 
incr~a~e t_hs: .. lik.cliboodthat the response wilCbe repeated by the·i~divid-., __ ,. __ ....... . 

ual. l'vtJ.a_t/v_ef_.eirifo__r:C!_rs (Chapter 4, page 149) are eyen~that increase the 
. I' 



'./ 

likelihood of a response when their tf_rminptjon is contingent on the 
respoflse. Using these two definitions, the -<ip-'.:rant thera~)ist may judge 
whether particular events are positive or negative reinforcers for the 
individual client. This is not nearly so simple as it sounds; an event that is 
a po~r_iye_r~inforcer fo_i:_.?ne_p_~I?_on-a smile or a hug, for example-~_ay 
not be rewarding at all for another person. The operant therapist must 
learn to see reinforcement Z~nringeTi~-ies thr<?_!.l_gh the eyt:"s-of the individ
ual client, often bv directly observing the effects of \ari-<JUS e~er1ts-on the 
client's_ b~havior. - -·-------------- --------· ·· 

----- Extinct!g;· Extinction (Chapter 4, page l~;takes place when the rein: 
forcefoc:n_t for a pa~jc_u}?I"_ response is wil_l-?cJrawn. l T ~~nfor£Ed, thebe
havio,r_~-s~llV:~~ (see Application 16:-i).-!he resuTtSare som;;tlm~s 
dramatic, even with some problems that appear to be medi-:al, as in the 
following case report (Walton, 1960). 

A 20-year-old woman had neurodermatitis on her neck, and medical 
treatments had failed to resolve the problem. A functional analysis 
of her situation showed that she received attention from her family 
and fiance whenever she scratched her neck, The psychologist 
instructed everyone around her to ignore the scratching. \Vhen thev 
did, the scratching ceased and the dermatitis disappeared. 

. •"-7 
Another technique r~trted. to extinction-one often used with chil

dren in classrooms-is callec,l time-Q!J(from TEinforretlJet}f, or, simply, time
out. It is also calll,;d omissio~~(Chapter 4, page 150). A place is 
prepared whic~afe a"'i'ftfcom1fo~;¥b1e but very ufil.Ql~in short. 
a place in which, ~~KiQt0rcc:111_ent is at a mini_mu_rn (Figure 16.10). 
Sometimes the ti'ffie-out area is an empty_r~o_f11, sometimes me~h'.1ir 
turned toward the wall. As long as children behave appropriately, the\; 
ha~·e fulf~c~-~~~-tb~tl~e po:ill~infor£;ers available in the classroom (other 
ch~dren, ~ooks, ongoing_ activities, and so on), but this access is con
tingent upo_12_ t!l___c!E..E~ontinuation of ar_p..i:_o£r_~~e-~(:~avior. ~apprupriate 
beha!:)_g_rJeads to a spe~ifi~__pf_tiod_ gL~ in the time-ol!!_~~this 
reduct100" in positive reinforcemen'r(illeriaecreases inappro[irlateJ}~_hav
ior. I\lany teachcr;-have°found time-out procedures to be effective ;(used 
consistently. 

Differential Reinforcemeni~ Once a functional analYsis has been carried 
-~ut, pos1t1ve :iii.a~efafiv;;'~ reinforcers identified, and decisions made 
about which behaviors to encourage and which to extinguish, it is ti.11e to 

use rhe operant-therapist's stock in trade: differential reinforrement. This 
. .consists of giving positive reinforcement for desired behaviors and wi~-

:/t10lding it in theirab~e~~~~- =c..:: : •. ~'- ----::--- · -· -.~:- =-

"'-DifferenriaTre-=t'rif0rc~menr is used in a very ambitious P!.<?g_f~~ £or 
7u_ti~t_i_c chi_l~~en at U n~~e!.sity of <:'.al_if<_>,rni_a, Los f\ng~l_es (~ovaas, 1977, 
· 1978). TFie program 1s aimed at extmgms_h1p_g sp~~f_i_(;_ [lnd~t.r~!>J<: :a_u t1s~1c 

beh_a':'iors, such as hand fl~pJng Q.L'fui_1_i:_ twirling. (See Chapter 1 S, page 
63[) Sometimes these behaviors are extinguished by wit_hhQJsJinga_t_ten
tion or sweets. Reinforcers such as sherbet or frosted flakes are made 
c~nti~g~-;;t- on specific =·nonaut~tic behaviors, including ae£~<:J~iate 
speech :~~d social inrer~CLion (Figure 16.11 ). 
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Fif.{ure 16.11 :~<"·--·--·~~ 
-T-w--o-o-f-th_e_y_o_u_n-gs--t-e-rs_t_r-ea_t_e_d_i_n ____ . (_Shapi'!} In the U_g1A program, therapists may also provide the child 

Lovaas's instrumental-conditioning · Wi't'l'ia i:irompt, a small_s_ample of the desired behavior, in order to get 
program for autistic children. Initially appropri~te. le;rning-itarted. The -th~~a-pi;t-m-~y -p~~nounce a ~i~ 
reluctant to interact sociallv, the bovs word- or- dem()nstrat_e __ a _ _3)~~jf~c SOCi<J.l_bsh~v_ior, for example, and then 
were provided with sherbe.t conting~nt ·---
on cooperative, interactive play. Under en~~~e the child t!2__!_ryft. ~e child'~. arlv eff<_i_rts are im erfect, the 
this reinforcement contingency, the therapist may.,__r~rd su~s~..<:.-.'.lEP~~i!!lat ns,,~ ~ser '.!!?-
boys became less likely to scream and pr~a~h~s t:>_ t_h_~-<:~!:S~--r~2£.qn~ unt1 t e youngster gets_ it ng t. This 
pull away. and more likely to accept use ofj>r~__p~s- and su~c:essive_filillroximations is called,~~Eg(Chapter 4, 
closeness and mutual play. (Photos by page i54)-a sofi: cifgra'dualnurtunng of correct response5.The UCLA 
Allan Grant, Life magazine.) shaping procedures have produced significant improvements in ~ech 

and social behavior among autistic children. On the other hand, these 
impro;~~ents do not hold up so well unless the contingencies of rein
forcement are m"ilnralne<l=--ror--example, by training-·parents to continue 
the operant procedures-it home (Lovaas, 1978). Autistic youngsters who 
leave the treatment pro,:;ram and go into settings that do_('l()_t have these 
operant procedures often lose many of the i111p_n_iv~m~m~_thn )hq_wed. 
This general problem is f;tln<l~Wlth-m;~y-op~rant-treatment programs; 
improvements in behavior often fade away when the carefully arranged 
contingencies of reinforcement are no longer in effect. 

Differential reinforcement, and other tools of instrumental condi
tioning, have been applied to many probkms other than psychological 
disorders. For example, instrumental conditioning procedures have been 
used in an effort to help cancer_eatients cope with their phvsical disorder 
and the painfl!_i_~f£a_t.f!1~I1t it _r~q~T~~ApptTcation-T6r-;-~d~cribe 
two such efforts. 

~. ! _,,-- -- -~----~~- ·', ..• / 

c .. /'T_okll,_nJfc<J_n~.riJes In a token economy, people r'earn" objegs (tQ!.e!J5), 
Wfilctrttley·can exchange for desirable i~e.ros, serV!ceS, or .QJJ.Y]~_ges) The 

~- ~+ --:::;;:::--~ . --
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foJ~!1S are made conti~gel_lt on aQ£1:2Priat~~<;:lfayior' in much the same 
~"iy that wages__are ~onting.e.~~_o!!.J!}b d_t1~ies Jor most ad11~s. Token 
economies have been used in...Hrstitutions, classrooms, sheltered work
shops, and in numerous othe~ se;ti'ngs-wh~-;:e p~opIJre being ;;-nc"~iag~d 
to bdiave in more_approp_r~te __ or -~daptive_:-vays. Here is an example (Paul 
& Lentz: 1977): 

All the patients in this example had been diagnosed as schizo-;:;:;"'::' 
Pb!<:r:Js. and institu_t_i()12~lj~ed for at least 2 years. Among the b~ha·~_:-
iors rewarded with !_2kenL_were a number of personal-care and 
grooming behaviors. Three times a day, the residents were checked 
for appe·a~,;~(:y criteria such as the following: 

I. Proper use of makeup 

2. Clean fingernails 

3. Hair combed 

4. Teeth u<ushed 

5. Clothing buttoned, zipped, tucked 

6. Body clean 

7. No odor 

8. Shaven 

Tokens could also be earned for appropriate classroom and 
social behavior. With the tok~mrhey earned-.-r~sTde.nts cou~~-~2:
chase normal meals and longer, more leisurelv mealtimes. During 
me;l~-;;-;;;.e tokens could be earned by apprc:l"priate table manners; 
gra~ing__f'.<.>.<2_d__~f[a_.i:i..e~gb_b_or's plate, on the ;the; har1d, c-~~jd.result 
in the loss of a token already earned. Residents whose behavior was 
consiste~.!JY-22 _ii:i.appropriate that they never had enough tokens to 
buy a normal meal were given food, but n_si!Jn_a_ veiy_fil!j)etizing 
form. They received "m_edi_cal_~eals." the foods in the regular meal 
processed through a blender, dyed a grayish purple with food color
ing, and served in a single container. In addition to Luying normal 
meals, the residents could use their tokens to buy games, snacks, 
and cosmetic items and to rent privacy aids, such as screens to put 
around their beds at night, or even private rooms. 

The token economy,· combined with several other behavioral 
techniques, resulted in dramatic improvements in the patients' 
behavior. Appropriate behavior increased sharplv during the first 6 
months of the program and held up well for 4 years. At the end of 
the progr8m, 27 of the 28 treated residents were accepted by shel
tered-care facilities in the communitv, and thev were still in those 
facilites 18 months later. By contrast, this was true for only 13 of the 
28 chronic mental patients in an untreated control group. Another 
important group difference: At the end of the treatment program, 
only 11 percent of the token group were receiving chemotherapy, 
but 100 percent of the untreated, comparison group were on drugs. 

Token-economy programs like this can be quite effective, but they 
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Ucatiofl 16.1 
USING INSTRUMENTAL CONDITIONING 
TO HELP CANCER PATIENTS 

In recent years, behavioral psychologists have taken 
their methods beyond the psychological cl1n1c and 
into medical settings iri an effort to help people who 
suffer from real phyc;1cal diseases (see section on 
behavioral medicine, page 708). Among the diseases 
targeted. none 1s more devastating psychologically 
than cancer While the treatment__Qf_ganceI..,1Lself is a 
medical enterprise, bott1 the disease and the medical 
treatments~for 1t can produce 58rTQuspsycholog1cal 
orobiems that may be reduced by behavlOral treat-
,----··· 
ment For example 25 percent of the patients given 
anticancer drugs develop persistent nausea or vomit
ing. Others show persistent coughing. William Redd of 
the University of Illinois 1s one of several behaviorally 
oriented psychologists trying to help cancer patients 
with such problems In this discussion. we will give two 
examples of Redd's work. applying instrumental con
ditioning principles to two somewhat different cancer
related problems 

Two leukemia patients. a 24-year-old man and a 
63-year-old woman were admitted to the hospital for 
chemotherapy and ~adiat1on treatment Because 
chemotherapy often reduces the individual's resist
ance to disease and infection, the patients were 
placed in private rooms that were declared off limits to 
other patients; and the patients were allowed only 
limited contact with their families and friends. All vis
itors had to be masked and even the hospital staff 
had to take elaborate protective measures before en
tering the room. This acted to discourage even the 
staff from making brief, casual visits. In his first days 1n 
isolation, the male patient developed a "deep, raspy 
cough". that he said left him feeling weak. _r:'hysicai 
examination and laboratory tests revealE;cJ no phys
iological cause for the cough, and yet it seemed to be 
getting worse and more frequent. The woman, early in 
her treatment, regurgitated saliva repeatedly. This 
symptom often occurs early in chemotherapy and is 
usually accompanied by mouth ulcers. Both problems 
usually fade away 111 t1rne. However this patient's re
gurgitating did not stop even after her mouth ulcers 
had.healed. It seemed possible that the problems 

developed by this woman and by the man migt1t have 
psychological rather than medical causes. 

Redd explored this possibility by conducting a 
functil)_f!a.1 analysis (page 694) of the coughing and 
regurgitating. He placed tape recorders 1n the pa
tients' rooms to detect the sounds of coughing and 
regurgitating; recordings were made during times 
when the patients were alone and also when a nurse 
was present. Some revealing patterns emerged. It 
turned out that the man cough~d 25 percent of the 
time when he was alone but 75 percent of the time 
whena-nurse-was p-resent. The woman re~ted 
18 percent o(the-timewhen she wa.s alone but 82 
percent of th_e time when a nurse ;,as preseni:These 
findings strongly suggested that the coughing and 
regurgitating were c~1ng_~l on the _f~!~~~J-eS
ence. Possibly the symptoms were being p.flsiti'{ely 
reinforced by attention from the nurses. For patients sp 
deplwea of v1sitor5''1i"aving a.··nurseTn the room could 
be very -rewa·r-cilng Redd's intervention for-both pa
tients was built on this general idea. His plan was as 
follows: 

"Nurses were instructed to follow their usual pro
cedures, but not to focus patient-nurse discussion on 
the targeted symptom. If the symptom behavi< 
continued during a procedure, the nurse was to con 
plete the requirecf nursing treatment ancfim'mediately 
leave-Ifie-room However, if the symptom -cea-sed or 
did not occur, the nurse was to remain lri the ·pafient's 
room for at least 1 o m1nutesaTtercom-r)Tehngtfie re
quired procedures and iafk with the patient.' 
(Redd, 1980, p. 450) ... ---- •. --- ·-

This operant treatment, then, in.valved both extinction 
(eliminating positive reinforcement for the-· undesired 
be!1a";'1iors lrl an effort to end them) and differential 

reif2!~..S:-~rn-~!:1t (lea.~n_g _ _!h~ r()Orn_'!/}l~n t_ti~ ~9r_g~l_be
haviors occurred but remaining to talk when the be
haviors did not occur). Seven nurses were trained to 
use these procedures with both patients. Schedules 
were arranged so that the first nurse cared for one 
patient daily until the patient had four successive 
symptom-free nurse visits (that. is, no coughing or 
regurgitating); then the second nurse took over until 
the same success criterion was attained. and so on. 
The results are shown in the bar graph. The darkened 

-~~~~~~~------------------------~ 
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sections in each bar show symptom-free visits. As the 
graph shows, the man with the cough (patient I) re
quired 32 visits from nurse 1 before he had four symp
tom-free visits 1n a row, but his coughing diminished 
sharply thereafter and was absent completely with the 
last three nurses. Similarly, the woman had four suc
cessive symptom-free visits only after 40 visits from 
nurse 1 but then improved quickly and did not regurgi
tate at all with the last three nurses 

woman regurgitated 6 percent of the time when she 
was alone and 10 percent of the time when a nurse 
was present. .A.t 2-week and 6-month follow-ups, the 
problem behaviors had not recurred in either patient, 
and no new problems had developed. 

Immediately after the instrumental conditioning 
procedures ended, Redd again assessed the fre
quency of coughing (Patient 1) and regurgitating (Pa
tient 2) to determine whether they were still contingent 
on nurse presence. They were not. The man coughed 
12 percent of the time when he was alone and 14 
percent of the time when a nurse was present. The 
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have been questioned for both practical and ethical reasons. A practical 
problem is that the 0-'E~~·e111e!:~s people make when such token svstems 
are operating ofterf"do !1()r h(Jl(fi]p wherL_tok.s.n~ili:f__llO_.!.g_r•~! beii1g given 
(Condrv ~1977). Also: a significant )f,lllcal _i~sge arises over th~ q~~stionof 
human freedom and control. :\re tokei1- economies so controlling as to be 
dehu~ani~i~g? 1\fany ~hink so; one could argue. for example,~ that "nor
mal" me-;JT;-and pleasant sleeping accommodations are bJ!.$...J_ig_lus rh;t 
shouid not be denieQJ>52.Ple like the mental patients describecTabo've. On 
the oth~~-h-~;J,-;-;;me argue that strict procedures like those described 
above are ofte.1 necessary if real progress is to be made bv \'ery seriouslv 
disturbed people. The essence of the problem is that there is some truth 
in both viewpoints. Token ~~_On<lm[es ca11 ..P!9Q~1s-c i_r:n_Q~Q~d_b_chavi~r, 
but they do exa_c~<l cos~tj[l _ _ll~L!_.~_Jr~,edoIJ1. Thus, the procedures br-ing 
our society face-to-face with hard questions about our basic values. 

':Jrunishment The ethical issues raised hy instrumental, or operant, C•)n-
,.,.-"' 
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ditioning approaches are perhaps even more sharply drawn in cases where 
punishment (Chapter 4, page 164) is used. Most operant therapists are 
concerned about the .eJhics of punishment; most are also concerned that 
punishment can interfe7e".with effec.tiv-:e learning. Thus most prefer not to 
use punishment. Howe~~~. they o_sc~sioruilly do use it as ~~.<:>~t to 

/X()r__!J_c;_liayj_or that is so q~~d and d;i11~e2:ous that i~.~ll~~J?~ .. en~~d 
·· quickl:i:: One example was given by Lang and Melamed (1969). · 

Figure 16;!2 

A bov who suffered from persistent 
vomiting and chewing of the vomited 
food, shown here before (left) and after 
treatment involving punishment with 
electric shock. (From Lang & 
Melamed, 1969. Copyright© by the 
American Psychological Association. 
Reprinted bv permission of the pub
lishers and authors.) 

The life of a 9-month-old infant was seriously threatened by per
sistent vomiting and chronic chewing of the vomited food. Several 
treatments, including dietary changes, administration of antinausea 
drugs, and various mechanical maneuvers to improve feeding, had 
been tried without success. 

Punishment was applied as a last resort. Electromyographic 
recordings (electric readings of muscular activity) revealed increased 
activitv of the baly/s mouth and throat muscles just before vomit
ing. A painful el~ctric shock was administered contingent on these 
mot1th :ind throat movements and was continued until the vomiting 
stopped. Suc~~~chieved in little more than ~eek; the 
pi1ni~h-~ent led to suppression of the vomiting response. After the 
vomiting and chewing stopped, the baby gained weight and showed 
greatlv increased activitv and social responsiveness. 

The pictures in Figure 16.12 show this infant before and after treatment. 
It seems clear that the punishment worked and that without it the infant 
might well have died. Note that the electric shocks did not teach a new 
behavior so much as suppre'is an ongoing, dangerous 'one~'='C·'~""' .. -. 

---·-----·-· -• .. ---.,_~c ... o. ·</. 
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Covert Sensitizatio11 In some cases, a useful alternative to physical 
pu~OVe;tsensitizotion. In this technique, theJ,L11_~d behav
ior is iin[Jgine tgg<,:t_her with its imoginoQJ_£!1_[1i~hing conseque1~9~s. For 
example, an a IC is trained to imaglnC-CfjfoE~ganaTfSconsequ~~c.~s, 
such as vomiting_or beingfir~d. Covert-sensitization treatments are also 

used to treat obs~--:~fii~ing, eXE._~~ye. ~IDJ?Jl.vg, and COl12JJl]l~ive 
behaviors such as exces~~eJ1<111cJ".Y..<1S.Jiing. The advantage ortfletech
nique is that it can be used anvtime, anywhere, not just in the therapist's 
office; the client can imagine the behavior and its consequences privately 
while riding to work or sitting alone in a library. For this reason, the 
technique is often used as a~.,ex_ga-a kind o~i:hera_ey to help the 
client keep things under control in the intervals between visits to the 

- therapist. 

C~A-~ CONDITIONING TECHNIQUES 
In Chaptef4(page 143), we noted that classical conditioning occurs when 
two stimuli are paired. An unconsJi.!i~ned stimulus is one that p~es a 
response even before the conditioning begins. A ccipdirioned stimulus 
pr(iduces m~~~~ before conditioning; but aft;; it h;~-i;~-;_:n--~iired 
\vi th the unconditioned-st[muftis'a nt1mber of times, it begmstoproduce-a 
response that is often (though not necessarily) similar to the response 
pre\iPuslv given onlv to the unconditioned stimulus~terpairin~g;--ttie 
responsef}Wd;;zed b·):-th~ pr~iously inafective ;;-onditioned stimulus is 
called the conditioned resp.mse. It is these conditioned responses that are 
acquired in classical conditioning. Conditioned responses can also be 
extinguished if we present the conditioned stimulus by itself repeatedly. 
To treat certain behavior prnblems, classical conditioning can be used to 

teach new and desired conditioned responses or to extinguish unwanted 
ones. 

J_ .--- -

__;Systematic Desensitization ·Suppose a person experiences distress in 
s·pecil'ft' ~tu:rriuns, 'S'Och as public speaking, or in the presence of specific 
stimuli. such as snakes or spiders.,The person may feel fearful, and the 
pc:rson 's bodv mav show responses such as muscle tension and a pounding 
heart. Sometimes classical conditioning can be used to undo or relieve 
these bodily responses and fearful feelings. One popular classical condi
tioning technique used for this purpose is systemotir desensitization, a 
procedure in which relaxation _and pleasant feelings are learned as condi
tioned re2£onses to stimuli that once acrecf as fear produce:;;~- - .. . . ----- ~- , ____ _ 

Ordinarilv, svstcmatic desensitization begins with some form of . . - . --------~ 

.::::-fclaxation training. In the form known as pr(~gressive relaxationJ for - -=-- '----
instance, people are trained to alternateh· flex ana relax their muscles so 
:is ro gain control over the relaxation response. To get an idea-ofho\; this 
works, trv clenching your fist ve~i_ghtlv, holding it tightly clenched for 
IO to 15 seconds; then vny xraduolly let the muscles relax, concentrating 
on the feeJ!n::g_~o_f'~lettin_gj;o." i~agine dmng th;s r~.Rs~i~~ly, focusin.£_ on 
v:Hious muscle groups throughout the bodv, and each time learning how it 
fee1 t<l r;;bX-s.pe-~ifi'Z muscle groups. Another wav of teaching relaxation is 

called !,ll!~&enic.uainin.~the clien~'s~r;'tion is focus~d o~~!fi~R~Lts 
of the bodv together with such J1'§ntal 1majl;es as hS!}'..1_!1_~.§2. and warmth. 
The therapist mav make state~~s Hke-:Z-:Notice how heavy your ;r~s 
are beginning to feel, and concentrate on the warm glO~ s"pread!n11 from 

-·--~~~~~<··-----·~- ---~~-·""=-~-- -- ~ ·- -- ~ -- "''<0---._~-~-

' . 
•' f i.,J J_') ;· 1 
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vour shoulders down into your arm." Does this sound like your image of 
hypnotic Tn<luctlo-~?~~does appear to be essentially a very d:_:_r 
and ex~:Ea~~~L form 2C,r91~~~~9n (see page 708). Regardless of the 
specific relaxation training techniques therapists may use, most place 
their clients in a comicff{a~!e position in a quiet setting (Fi&ure 16.13), ask 
them to c]6se their eye~, and employ some sort orre~~-rU<:tion. 
After a few sessions~ most clients can readily put themselves into a state of 
calm relaxation. Even the the_~J_st's _J_<?i_c~ or office caf!...~-~me a stim
ulus for relaxation. At this point, the actual systematic desensitization 
co;:;ditioning~~~--begin. 

The conditioning involves sysn:ma_!ic_2~i_r_j_ng of the fe_'!,f~d stimuli 
with a relaxed bodily state. Relaxation is not compatible with the kinds of 
bodily activity involved in fear and anxiety-we cannot be both relaxed 
and tense at the same time. Thus the fear° and anxietv weaken if the client 
remains relaxed.:. The principle invol-~ecTi~:~ill~'<l';e;ip~c~ibitionTh-is 
the notio.nthat two incompatible responses cannot o'Cc'lif at rhc same time 
and that the stronger of the two will replace the weaker. To maximize the 
chance that the relaxation response will be stro11ger than the competing 
fear response, the therapist begins bv pairing relaxation with verv weak 
fears, then increases the strength of the-f~;~raduall~"'ro begin this 
process. the client consnucts ~fear grad.ie_nt, or anxie'&:n'.ierar@ the 
obje~~_-2f~nes that the person fears ar~~i::9 TrOiTI le,'.l_s_~fe~red to 
most-fe_ar~d. For example, a person who fears cockroaches might come up 
with an""arlxiety hierarchy like this: 

Least-feared: 

l 
To 

l 
Most-feared: 

Cockroach Anxiety Hierarchy 

Hearing a friend mention a cockroach seen in a 
classroom 

Seeing an ad on television for a cockroach spray 
Seeing a cockroach run across the sidewalk 10 yard:. 

ahead of me 

Opening my dormitory-room door and seeing cock
roaches scurry everywhere 

Waking up in the middle of the night and finding a 
cockroach in my hair 

Finding a cockroach swimming in my morning cof
fee, after I've finished half the cup 

The skillful therapist first induces relaxation, then introdu~~ ~.J!g_e_s of 

fear-producing st~yl.i, starting_ at .. the In-<_ ,_.st-feared_,_ o_r __ "we_ ak,'' en--J-oC.tQc 
hierarchy. Th~~1: pres~fl~9_y_e~ by the therapist or in.Ji:lHtor 
slides (as shown lnFigure 16T3f--are - sequenced -to progres~- toward 
increasingly strong forms of the feared stimulus. At anv poiJlt when $fil 
thr ens to overcome the relaxation, the client signals the therapist, by 
~ga __ fii:iJif3orexampie;·at these points, Wditi2nal rela~ation in§JJ:..uc

tions may be given, and they may be paired with "~s~er''rterr1s-lr:the 
fear hierarchy. After thi3 -~~_;i.~" has reestablished the relaxation 



response, the therapist and client ~_!!l_<:'.. the progressive march through 
the hierarchv; eventuallv, relaxation should be conditioned to even ex
treme forms .of the stim~lus that would previously have produced intense 
fear. (See also Application 4.1, page 148.) In recent years, relaxation 
training has been used to treat problems other than fear. We give a few 

__ examples in our later section on behavioral medicine (page 708). 

!,_../' "'> 

-- . Flooding Svstematic desensitization works lw conditioning a new re-
~ielaxation) to a previouslv feared sti~us. Another approach to 

lessening fears is straig~_~f()rw_a~?.£:<_t~cti~Afea_r_-prci?ucing ?_tj~ulus is 
presen~9 __ ~lf o\~41~?-:f?.X.0~~.J..n. Such.Q.irect grec':!.1Ja0on of ~igh
strength conditioned stimulus, either in_im~~llilff<1n or in realitv, is called 
floorfi.ag., F<;-r-~~~~pl~,·~- person who feirs.-heighrs mig~equired to 
spend-a certain amount of time each day viewing scenes _of high places in 
st_i_ll photos or in the _rn.<.~\ies. Or he or she might actually be required to 
rid_e elevators (even the outdoor type, if available) to ~he tops of_rell 
buildings. The idea is that ·repeated exposure to the feared stimulus in the 
;bsence of anv adverse unconditioned stimulus will weaken the classically 
conditioned fear response. Flooding does sometimes work quite well, but 
there is a risk that new conditioning mav ;ldG;llv worsen the unwanted 
conditione1J response--:F;;;.-·exarnple, ~epeattcl:e~.p~~ure -to -extreme 
heighr;;- ~-~·n -~~;~1etirnes intensify the fear response . 

.4.£~sion T_~e, . Another classical condition.ing. technique involving 
unpleasancst1mulat1on 1s a'<.:fTston therapy. Its obiect1ve 1s not to undo fear 
or revulSlon bii·t-to:1rdure such feelings, specificallv in relation to. stimuli 

.. that trigger unwantedb~h~~~ior.- For example,,~1C:QDQ_U_cs ;;-a~:-b~ gi~~n a 
drug that ~a~1~~s prol~nge(Lind severe Qausegnd \omlting or a drug that 
prodG°ces feelings of suffoca_~ion a11d}t,:~ th~y ;;~then told to smell 
and s~~-r favorite-d-;;kT°hTid~; is 'w condition !..b£.~!£~~i_2j~~l 
nause01 or _panic when exposed to the sight, smell, or taste of the most 
tern-pting ·fc;;;;;;-~f alcohol: . 

Aversion therapv should not be confused with punishment. In 
puni.~~ment (Chapter 4, page-rSO); th-e ~?xi?us~~v-e~t~ cominge~t on the 

FiKure I 6. 13 
·~~~~~--~~~~-

An example of systematic desensitiza
tion. The people lving on the m:its are 
lookm,, at color-slide projections de
signed to help them overcome their 
fear of dogs. At first. thev view slides 
of sma!l, friendly looking dogs. Later, 
they look at slides of bigger and bigger 
dogs. Finally, they are exposed to 
slides showing large, lunging dogs. In 
this way, thev learn how to relax in the 
face of stimuli that had previously 
made d.em afraid. (From Sills. Tllf Ne-&' 
}·ork rimes.) 



71)4 individual'-;_performing a certain response. In aversion therapy, the aim is 
_______________ rndrt!O-n un-pfe-~.l"m"Teeli;j'gs. in-re~ons~ to a sti~ulus. This distinc-

Chcptrr · tion is made clear by !:'.vo kinds of drug treatment for alcoholism. As we 
Sixnn noted above, in aversion therapy a sickn£:JS- or fear-gro.9.t~sl.!~K5.!~!!g is 

PP:ir.f_1 with the ~t" . ~IT1-~.>c-<l!1A.~.~S .£.L!i_l~hol. Just being around 
alcohol makes the person J~el_jll_or frightened; thus he or she avoids 
drinking. A punishment (instrum~ntaI-··~ er3nt) approach involves 
giving people a drugthat makes them _?_ick on after thev have actually 
taken a drink; sickness is thus conti11~r~t on dnnklng~This. kind of 
th~ofks in some cases because thepumsnment of being sick 
suppresses the drinking behavior. 

A major problem with aversion therapy is that the conditioned 
aversion rcsponses~guish unless conditioning sess_ion:;_ are_re;p_eated 
frequcnt!v. Theoretically, we could achieve conditioning that wOUTO re
slsteXt'inction, but the conditioning sessfons would have to be so extreme 
and so unpleasant that they would be ethica'ly unacceptable. Tho;e who 
haveseell .. the movie A (,'/od:w·ork Oran{i will recall an example of the 
extremes to which aversion therapy could he taken. In real life, though, 
aversion therapy is actually most useful in conjunction with other 
therapies. It he.!£~le avoi~ .J!D~a.rned be~<_1~iors while other 
~.a.rcuti\;tcc.hDiques are teachiniifi.<.frr1~new, m~r$ ~-~:LaJll~~~sponses. 
To "kick the srnoking habit," for example, some form of aversion therapy 
may help during the first brief period when the going is toughest; then 
other approaches must be used to help people learn to live their daily lives 
without cigarettes. 

/·r --------·-·
._:_../· MODEUNG.JrECHNIQUES . 

The.f<iriii:;<i_rl;i~pJivi~r therapy known as modeling is based on-tl\e type of 
cognitive learnin ·,Chapter 4, page 168) known as observationaljlearning. 
As we note m Chapter 14 (page_.}%), modelil'ig is 61'Fen the most 
efficient Q1ea11.s of le_a,rni11_g_ crml!rtiS. .?.kills. Modeling is also a val~ 
therapeutic tool, especially with p}io1Jlat,~There arc at least two ways that 
observ<:tjonal,l~arning hel~~ple acquire new behavior. First, it pro
vid_~tli:il9.rmi!ion on theJ!.g:y ..9f the behavior-the sps_cific ste12,?)by 
whi_cb_g~~~rs_are able; to g~rf()rm ic Second, it giv~videl1"':)}f the~ 
:.ih!~JJe](' of the behav.i.£Y th!:_fact_l~:.lt othgs s~L h~~ .cl~nmtify 
ths_,b,eh.avi?r, ~ake~ it Jess ,~teni11g, and~~~es the belief that,~l. 
can do 1t1 too. 

-· Th-e '~Tcan" noti()n ha~,P.ecome especially important in theory and 
research on modeling'. ~inilii_ial1982) has argued that people's feelings of 
sc:_lf:<.:ff1c1cy-that is,their expectations__w~QJJJ~'Y_h:oJLQ~_h;Iyiors ,tl!S:Y are 
anle_ro.perform-help to determmewhat behaviorsthev will trv and how 
hard they will try. A peison'itsen;e ors'elf-effica~y-~ay i~~JJ~ence the 
effe~ts oftherap:<::s that use modeling. When modeling is used to over
co!1_1_~.a fe;ar, the modeling may be most succ~~sful if it ch,.~e~ the fsg,rful 
person's ex,p~s;ta.ti5rns about what he or sne can do (Bandura et al., 1977). 
He~els"' an experimental example:-· --· .. -

The people in this experiment were afraid of snakes. One group 
received modeling-only therapy; they watched the therapist carry 
out increasingly threatening activities with a boa constrictor, includ
ing putting ,a hand in front of the snake's head as it slithered around 
the room and holding the snake at eye level. Therapy for a second 



group was pamc1pant modeling; they n().!__Q__nlv observed but also 
beg_'.-!~jr1.l_i~~~ng the therapist's actions with the snake (Figme 
16.14). As expected, the people in the second group exi erienced 
steeper increases in their self-efficacy expectations-that_1_s_: confi
denceln"rfleir ability to cope with snakes-than did the people in 
rhemciJelrng-o~fy.grolip: fo subsequent tests, the participant-mod
eling group also showed more success in coping with boas and other 
snakes than did the modeling-onlv group. Both treatment groups 
showed greater increases in both self-efficacy a!"Jd snake coping than 
did a no-treatment control group. Overall. regardless of which treat
ment condition the people were in, changes i~~j_~~-ffi~~c_ye__~~c
tations corresponded closely to th~ degreero which they learned to 

approach s~-~ke;. · · 

As this study illustrates, the "state of the art" in the modeling 
approach to therapy has shifted in recent vears. For some time, most 
research in this area focused on what kinds of models and modeling 
experiences were most effective in changing people's behavior. Bandura's 
recent work (1982) has broadened the focus of modeling to include 
research into the thought processes within the individual and how these 
processes relate to behavior change. 

Figure 16.14 

In participant modeling, the client goes 
through a series of steps that are first 
modeled by the therapist. The treat

ment is especiallv effective with 
specific phobias-debilitating fears of 

snakes, rats, or insects, for example. 
Recent evidence suggests that treat

ment e;fects arc mediated by changes 
in the client's self-efficacv-that is. the 

expectation that "I can do it." (SusJn 
Rosenberg/Photo Researchers, Inc.) 
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Cognitive Approaches 

The growing emphasis on cognitive processes, as seen in the area of 
modeling, is mirrored in other approaches to therapy. In fact, several 
approaches now emphasize cognitive processes so heavily that they are 
often grouped under the heading cognitive therapy, or, when their behav
ioral emphasis is strong, cognitive-behavior therapy. The thread that stitches 
these approaches together is the concept that maladaptive behavior comes 
partly from maladaptive ideas, or cognitions, and that therapy should 
focus on modifying these cognitions. This general therapeutic approach is 
sometimes called COf[flitive restructuring. 

ELLJS'S RATIONAL-EMOTIVE THERAPY 
One of the earliest cognitive-restructuring approaches was Albert Eilis's 
(1962) :-ational-emotive therapy (RET). 

0

RET is designed to reveal and 
break down irrational beliefs that lead to distress. The RET therapist 
probes the client's behavior and belief system for irrational beliefs that 
may have been unthinkingly accepted for years and may be causing real 
suffering. For example, a depressed woman may believe, without ever 
quite saying it, ''I must be completely compe:tent in everything I do." As 
a consequence, she never lives up to her impossible standards, never feels 
completely satisfied with her accomplishments, and goes through life 
feeling like a failure-even though she may have achieved many good 
things. Or a man who often loses his erection during sex mav believe, 
without really thinking about it, "Mv failure to perform is a catastrophe; it 
means I'm a wimp, not a real man." By uncovering 5llch damaging 
cognitions, srating them clearly, and exposing their irrationality, the 
rational-emotive therapist tries to help clients structure a more realistic, 
less punishing belief system. 

BECK'S COGNITIVE THERAPY 
This same objective is shared by therapists who use Aaron Beck's cog
nitive therapy (Beck, 1976; Beck, et al., 1979). Beck's approach is 
designed primarily for the treatment of depression (Chapter 15, page 
647). In Beck's approach, the therapist uses "pointed, but friendly, 
questioning" to root out depressed people's faulty "depressogenic cogni
tions." For example, one 33-year-old woman, treated for depression 
following a divorce, discovered a previously unexamined belief that had 
fueled much of her distress. In therapy, she was discussing her feelings 
about being a "bad mother"; she felt this way because one of her children 
was having behavior problems. 

Therapist: Your automatic thought was, "Your children shouldn't 
fight and act up." And because they do, "I must be a rotten 
mother." \Vhy shouldn't your children act up? 
Patient: They shouldn't act up because ... I'm so nice to them. 
T: What do you mean? 
P: Well, if you're nice, bad things shouldn't happen to you. (At 
this point the patient's eyes lit up.) 
(Beck et al., 1979, p. 251) 



Suddenly it had dawned on this woman that she had been basing her 
expectations on a false belief: "If I'm nice, bad things won't happen to 
me." A logical extension of this belief was "If bad things happen to me, it 
means I'm not nice." These were "depressogenic cognitions." They had 
led the woman to blame herself unfairly for the adverse events in her 
life-divorce, her children's problem behavior, and so forth. 

In addition to examining cognitive errors and distortions, Beck's 
approach calls for specific kinds of behavior change. "Homework" is 
assigned after therapy sessions; weekly activities at home are often sched
uled in advance during therapy, sometimes on an hour-by-hour basis. One 
aim is to counter the loss of motivation experienced by many depressed 
people. Another aim is to ensure that the depressed person will engage in 
at least some rewarding activities at home. Many depressed people actively 
avoid enjoyable activities. Thus the therapist may require the client to 
spend a specified number of minutes each day at a potentially enjoyable 
activity and to keep a record of any changes in mood and cognitions. 
Unlike behavioral approaches that regard behaviar change as an end in 
itself, Beck's cognitive therapy treats these modified behaviors as a means 
to an important end: altering depression-generating cognitions (Beck et 
al., 1979). 

MEICHENBAUM'S SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL TRAINING 
Donald Meichenbaum's (1977) cognitive approach is even more struc
tured anll directive than Beck's. Meichenbaum uses self-instructional 
training to help clients replace their maladaptive cognitions with rational, 
positive thoughts, particularly when they are in stressful situations. For 
example, a college student plagued by test anxiety, when confronted with 
an exam, may fall into agonizing, self-doubting thought patterns like the 
following: 

Here we go again-I'm scared to death! I studied, but my mind's a 
blank. \Vhat if I forget the most important stuff, and I bomb on this 
exam? I could get a D or flunk. If I do, there'll be no chance of a 
decent grade for the course. If I keep this up, there goes med 
school. 

Obviously this running litany of self-defeat is neither pleasant nor calm
ing. It certainly will not enhance the anxious student's concentration or 
performance on the exam. Self-instructional training might be used to 
teach the student monologues like this: 

Okay, how to cope with this exam? First, I'll take long deep breaths 
and feel myself calming ... Then I'll tackle the questions one at a 
time. Now let's try the first one. I'll read it carefully, ponder it for a 
moment, then scan my memory for the answer ... If I get anxious, 
I'll rate my fear from 0 to 10 and watch it drop while I take more 
deep breaths. 

Training in the use of such positive "self-talk" has been used to treat 
many problems involving achievement deficits, social anxiety, and poor 
self-control. There is growing evidence to support the effectiveness of 
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several of the cognitive therapies (Miller & Berman 1983; Shapiro & 
Shapiro, 1982), including Beck's approach to depression and Meichen
oaum's approach to problems in which high anxiety or poor self-control 
interfere with coping. 

The Emerging Field -~fiBeh~~io;~~iM~dicin"';) 
As the psychologist's collection of methods has been el'_~_ndes)_ to include 
people with medical problems, a new field has bt gun tt;-tak~sh'a-pe. This 
emerging- field, n0w ~ften called ~aviora/ medicine or .~eq_lth P.syrho/ogy, 
involves the application of behaviora]:sclence knowledge and techniques 
to problems involving health and p~~ illness (Agras, 1982; Blanchard, 
1982; Pomerleau, 1982). It is not focused on psychological disorders so 
much as on the behavioraJJ!S.R\::Cts of medicaY£rsi.8~ri{s-_::::_pr~biems such 
as hyp~r_tension, asthma'- chronic heat:lache, h~~f!_2i!~ents, dial_Jges, 
obesity, insomnia, cancer (page 698), and a variety of other physical 
rri·aladies. i~ -thi~ section, -we will give a few examples of the behavioral
medicine approach to helping . 

. i< j R-ELAXA TION TRAINING 
'--' - ·•··· ·----. ···-. - ---------·------~ 

Earfler; wnenwe discussed relaxation training for systematic desensitiza-
tion of fears, we noted that relaxation training has many other 
applications. One of them is the treatment of chronic__pain. Manv kinds of 
pain involve m_l(sc:le_tem.ion which is incompatible _ _}y_ith relax~;--Thus 
the- principle orrecTprocal inhibi-rfci~ (p~ge 702) can be put to use bv 
traini~_p~opl~ w reiax those musdes contributing to the pain. Consider 
chronic headaChes, for exam pl~-. whi~h may :iffe~t up t~ 40 percent of the 
adult population (Ziegler et al., 1977).' Such headaches are often associ
ated with tensions in the facial, neck, 

1
and sho~uscles. In a recent 

illustrative study--;- Blanchard et ai:(T982) used-~e-laxation training focus~d 
on these muscles to treat headache sufferers. 

The therapists used progressive muscle relaxation, with training 
grad~399_n.:!ing_in on r_h_e_~fi<5l1Tders:--neZk:=an_~_f'.1~~~ They also 
used c~:~o .. 11tfolTe<f rt:T~~_'.1tion; clients silentlv repeated a c~d 
such as- "relax" while taking a deep breath and recalling their 
sensati~~-sdu_ri_n_g_t~e ero_g~e;ssive rela~:itlcin_tr~ining. ·c:lients were 
encouraged to practice _ _!.wic~ ~~jly; audio!'!~s of their therapists' 
relaxation instructions were provided for that purpose. Aft~ 
tra_iri!E£.?.t'.ssions, spread m'.er 8 to 12 weeks, it was found that~h 
the frequen:~ an_d_in_tensity of the h~~':c~_es ha_d dr~r,£,ed __ sharply. 

Sometimes relaxation instructions are S\]££.~1!1_{'.~~d by _g!-!i~~im
agery, with the therapist directing the client to focus on pleasant, relaxing 
scenes-lying on th~ beacil-~nder a wa~ sun-:-r~"eT;-;::ig--tl-ie ocean spray, 
and so forth. The client may a1so be asked in advance to give the therapist 
some scenes that are especially tranquilizing for him or her. 

i) ', HYPNQfill., 
Somearr1es relaxation instructions aim for deep-muscle relaxation and 
include s~~es~QgJl_S of drowsin_ess or d__<::~p sleep. The result, in some but 
not all clients, is a,~~<;P trancellke stare' in which the clients are ve_EY 



'""-~<>tibk:/ Th•' ·.r :, "1:11enmes :;dleJ hvpnGsis (see \Vadden & An
L1e~rr:.:~-·1~-..::. f,Jr ,.t d:, .. -us"ion of contruversies o\·er just \~/hat hypnosis is). 

-;,,;;:e rherc:p;· > ·:": hv121wsi:: rn "unco~~"-that is. to ~~~I-the 

~',·;~~~~~'E:~:~:,'·'~,,e,_:_~,i~:lf J~~~5~~;r \~~-:~~:ht:re ;~~~~so:5 .behavioral 11'.~di-
! "''· ':nc· hc1c;ht~_r:i_~:::L.:;~ggestibilitv is med to get cliems to coq112.ly 

\\:th d1rc:_r_~.:!.~'~:,:·~beh;1\i;,rch:rnge. This is particularly true ;-hen 
h-. !···:· •il•. ([CJti~1u1i\ .:re ;;,ed to s~_hcalth-threarening habits such as 

'nl' ·~i.'.;_'2: "' ()\ er1. .:J.i11.£. T<J tre:l'. ubesitv, for example, some therapists 
·,::;_c:,·,r rlut the ck:n: i! fc;e! decreased appetite or will ear less. Others 

con:.ec;ncncc'i of \>eight loss--rhe feelings of pride 

Jnd c"nlidenc,: rh:: '" ,Jl cum•: '.I hen the trimmed-down person looks into 
rhc rnirrt1r, for :_·\.~trnp!c. :..;;•rne t~Yen tfY pi:.1nting the sugge~ion that 
,Jt -..;rahk fui>cL \\tll n,<\hC.lfL' the client (\!iller, 1Y82). 

- S-~z:Zi;J h\ pn("',",'\s-is·-i;s~ct' t~J~;T]n iate nausea and vomiting. In Ap

piicnion 11,. l \\C described an instrumental c2i~ilirf<:;ning'~pproach used 

to reduce ',itch in :1 cancer patient under[.'oing chemotherapv. 
I u rnu o;n rht' !'\L"ture '."!0~1h:\\'h,1L 1.\T \t.·iil illustrate ho\\" hypnosis. too, 

The patients ;\<::re \l \ "<)!ncn '"ho ;vere receiving chemotherapy for 

c:Jncer: ,:il had ·~xrerit·;:ccd :rnticipator.· emesis-thar is. vomiting 
1n 'if i,:h~rnotheLipy---prior ro at least three consecuti\·e 

ch,:n~,,ti1(LlP'> f{\piit:itic induction Yvas used \Yith each 
p~tru...:rit fc~r frr_·n: rv.:1 1 ::o ti\ c chcn-1uthcrJp~ i;;essi·.-.ins. 'f'he induction 
techni(itie ;rn uh ed three steps:< 1) the p~nienr \'".JS asked to focus on 

:.1 srn'.'.le purnr ( tc;r in:,un<x . .l 'f'''r on the-ceITi;J"g);(2)7elaxation 
in:·-rt~uction' w,:rc ft;c11~i;1-i~~~~~~ri~-Jii~~-~:~-h:~ in __ o~_b£~~and 
[h•:n n~-rnn:; pro~rcssi::c,:!;__t1p ~o-~he hcid and th<:_r2 !)ack w the feet; 
( .'\ l the rher~pist •,u_ggcsrcd relaxing imager\. including stepping 

d''"·n a luxurious staircase while becon1ni'g more relaxed •vith each 

'''-T· The hYpnotic 'iessirnh la'it:'._d_il~()llt 30 minutes. Fi. •re 16.15 
',hm\ s the number of time> anticipatof\ emes1s (AF) occurred and 

d :J not occur 1.\'o Fl prior to any lwpnosis training (P), during 
hvprvisis (}! ). and in chernorherJpY sessions after the hvpnosis had 

stopped L\' L As the figure shows. t1\·PJl_(?~i~ I.'L~":e~es! .. '!n_!iS_patory 
emc-;1s in all 21 sessions where it was used. On the other hand, 

-er;:;e;is occurred on all three occ:isions when hYpnosis 1rns with

drawn. So the hYpnosi-; seemed to help peopic cope with the 

imm~diate str<;S' ~1f _ _l;·\~emodJCfaj)\. but it dtd n_9__£ __ see!li_.toj~~~Ce 
ca!t'.;:'n~c:r effects. There were ~o!2}t~!m cri__~~~s_i_n th_e patients 
that persisted benmd rhc hYfHrntic induction itself. ------- --------~ ---- -

The fact th:H the hYpnosis cficcrs did not carrv over to the posthyp
nos1s chemotherapv sessions q1_ggc<;ts that tht. effects do_ ng5_ quaJify as 
desensirizati(!n (page 701 l. The p:uienrs stiil seemed sensitized to the 
u-~ple Jsanr feelings of cancer chemotherapy. In fact. 6 months after 

chernotherap\· ilacl"cr1ci~(L rhe\ still re;ioned feeling nau~ated when they 
entered the medical facilitv; some reported what seemed to be classical 

con-ditioning effeZr~ff~h3prer 4, page 140), such as feeling .113,l!Seated at 
the "medical" smell of rubbing alcohoi. So the patients did not become 
desensitized tc; the-associations rhat caused their nausea, but they did 
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Figure 16.15 

Findings of Redd er al. (1982) on the 
presence or absence of anticipatory 

emesis (vomiting) during successive 
cancer chcmotherapv sessions with and 
without the aid of deep-muscle relaxa

tion hvpnosis. :\II six patients 
experienced emesis during at least 

three sessions prior to hvpnosis; none 
experienced emesis during hvpnosis 

sessions. ~hpnosis was withdrawn for 
three sessions, and emesis recurred 

each time. lhpnosis clear!\· provided a 
useful means of coping with the aver

sive effects of the cancer treatment. 
(From Redd et al.. 1982.) 
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develop a useful way of.Qill!Dg with the nausea. The study suggests that 
this method .might eventualiy be brought under patient control, perhaps 

through training in s_e_~~~li_;:g,~~sis. 

--~---~--< 

·-~ .BJOF_]:J~J_;>BAg5) IT SOMETIMES WORKS, BUT HOW? 
Anotherrecnnlcjue that has become an integral part of behavioral medi
cine is biofeedbark, a procedure in which pe_ople_lea~!:!_ to rylOdifL!D!_ernal 
rqp_o.nsc;:~ such as h.9fl rate and b_ocfy_~J!!.Q~ra.ture.-The procedllre was 
spurred by research (1vfi"iler:· 1969) shoW"ing thir.lnvoluntary Eh~iological 
re_sp~n~es wuld a•~ally be brough.t under_yolu_nBD:~~ontrol through what 
seems to be'.J.:i_strume_nJ~!J:~ri)lg. InDiOfeedback, the conditioning 
takes the form of information about bodily processes (Figure 16.16). At 
this moment, most of us could not regulate our heart rates or body 
temperatures on command; however, if we were connected to a feedback 
devi_ce _that lights up every time our heart beats()i-(flsplays our sKm 
t~rnperature on.a s"c.:;;en, the chances are that many of us."Cou"ia team to 
contr~l these tw~-b-;:;dily processes. The discovery that some people can 
learn such control is one of the most important surprises of twentieth
century psychology, and it may have major significance for therapy. 

One way in which biofeedback has been used is in the t~nt of 
car~.Ji~~_arrhy~mia, or irr~_u_lar ~t;ar~_beat. A biofeedback machi~e flashes 
a green hg~htwhen the heart is 5eatin_g__t?2_ slo:vly, a r~dJ~ght when it is 
beatingtoo fast, and an a~~~_i:J_i_g!:!t when the rate is wit~in_an acc:~ptable 



range. Clients go thrnugh training ses~!!rns in which thev watcl]_Jb_tJight, 
pav close attention to subtle bodih· cues. and tr\ to keep the amber li,ght 
on. Some clients learr0o regtilli:e t11eir heart rat~ff~~o;rgh t<-J control 
it even when theY are no longer getting the electronic feedback. 

Biofeedback training has also been effective in rcliC\ ing l:{,1\naud 's 
S\ndrome. a disorder in which blood \Cssels c<~~-~ricr an~ft:;~~sc tli-e"l~:~;ds 
or feet to gro\\ cold. Some forms of headache ha\ c abo been treated 
succcs~,fulh \1ith biofeedba~k.--~it~~;1 \1·ith'--:1i~,1pparatus gi\ ing fcedlnck 
on muscle tension in the forehe:td and somctime~ith a dc\·ice gi\·in,g 
feedb;~k- on the rate of b~dtlow through ccrr:1in 1-cssels. Follow-up 
research shuws thar-l.E; ~ffe~ts of biot~edback h,11 e been long-term in 
certain forms of RaYnaud's svndrome and headache. but the technique 
has been considerablv less effective when used for heart <Ind blood 
pressure problems (Ford. 1982). 

Biofeedback evidenth works for at least some health problems. but 
hoz,:· does it work? Probabh· the most common view is the one \1ith \Vhich 
we introduced this section~th·e--idea that biofeedback is ar(lnstrumental 
condi_ti~J!1~procedure. According to this vie1\ .• ._(ccdba~"}~_;~;ltion 
rewards learners for spzXfi_c: __ 12_h~}iological respo1_i~,e..V sud1"3s speed mg up 
their 11e~rr-rate ,;~ exp"dndif1£cerr8Tn IJfood vessels. 

However. se\·eral alternative explanations have been proposed 
(Raczvnski et al., 1982). On~ is that b-iofeedback is effective because it 
,teach~s people skiltsi_n ge~izt:d f~laxatj9n,/ l<elaxation lowers_overall 

,! ~ymp:i~rhe-ti~ ~ervous system activitv (Chapter 8. page 314): this, in-tu-rn. 
~ovesmany physiologic<!!_ proces_ses (heart rate, for example) awav from 
overactivitv. Another explanation is that biofeedback effects are ;.r)~d;ated 
by cog_nitjoni::\..Por example. the cogr.itive beha1 iorist \leichenbaum 
(1976}; \\·hose work we discussed earlier. proposes t·hat people learn ro 
cor.trol internal processes bv using self-statements or specific -m;:;t;'1 
imag~;: these, in turn, trigger specific phvsiolog~Z;I reaction~m
ple, one headache victim learned r()control fi'er"ren1poral arterv blood flow 
and stop her headaches by picturing in her mind "the cameo !adv" from a 
soap advertisement she had seen. 
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Li:arnin:.; biological control thrmwh 
biufrnl11,1ck. Thi:si: clients at th: 
\lcnningcr Clinic in Topeka. Kan'C1s. 
arc ustn~ a hand-tclllJKrarurc trainer to 
kar!1 hrl\\ t!J ui1Hrol bltiod tlm1 and 
blood pressure. and an ekcrrorn1ogr:1ph 
to learn how to rela:-. rnusc·lc t<:n.sion. 
(.\)'i\\'ide \\'orld Photos.) 
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There is some evidence ru support all three views--the instrumen
tal conditioning, relaxation, and cognitive modeb. \Ve may eventualh 
discover that how· biofeedback works depends partlv on which people and 
which problems it is used to treat. 

Therapy for Groups 

Thus far, we have focused on therapies for indiYiduals, but there are 
several approaches aimed at groups. In general, these approaches use 
group interactions to reveal, and remcdv, problems that <:re often inter
personal in nature. We will describe two broad group-therapy approaches. 
beginning with family therapv. 

FAMILY THERAPY 
·In Jami~)' therapy, psvchological problems are interpreted and treated in a 
systemic fashion--that is, in wavs that innih·e the entire family operating 
as a system. Disturbed bch,nior bv one famih mcmher mav be stimu
lated, or worsened, b\ di5turbed relarionshipc, in the farnilv as a whole. 
Furthermore, the di-,turhcd bchaYior of one 111dividllal usuall" affects the 
family as J whole. Fam1h· therapv mav begin with one familv member 
being referred for treatment, but family therapists often label this individ
ual "the identified patient.'' thus implYing that all members of the famih 
are "patients," or thar the famih :ls a \\hole is "the patient." In keeping 
with this view, most tf\· tu arrange sessions in \vhich familv members meet 
as a group w discuss problems, famih background. and family rela
tionships. These discu,sions, and the farnih· interactions they reveaL 
become grist for the therapist\ mill. The\' proYidc the therapist with an 
inside look at the patterns of cornmunic::ition, power pbys, techniques of 
control, and reinforcement contingencies within the family. 

How therapist-> use this inside.: look depends on their theoretical 
orientation-the school of famiiv therapy to which thev subscribe-and 
there are manv more approaches th:rn we can rc.:\·iew here. (For a recent 
survev of representativ<.: approach<.:s. see Curman & Kniskern, 1981. I 
However, a number of the rn<ijor approache<> are closelv related to the 
schools of individual psychotherapv described earlier. For example, some 
familv therapists emphasize psvchodvnamics; that is, thcv try LO uncover 
the underlying motives and conflicts within the farnilv and stimulate 
insight into them on the pan of familv members. Other family therapists 
use more humanistic-existential approaches, and still others use a beha\'
ioral framework. Drawing on these broad traditions of individual therapv, 
family therapists have de\'cloped a number of specific techniques de
signed to reveal and sometimes reverse damaging familv patterns. 

One interesr:,1g example of an existential approach was developed 
by a team of family therapists known as the Palo Alto group. Called 
"prescribing the symptom," this approach resembles paradoxical inten
tion-a technique used by some existential therapists (page 692; see also 
Frankl, 1975) to focus attention on problem behavior. A Palo Alto 
therapist might tell a son who is continually looking for pity from other 
family members to try everything possible to make the family feel sorr: 
for him. Or a mother who completely dominates her family might be told 
to try her best to ensure that no family decisions are ri1ade without her 



cunsent. The-,e tcchn:quc'i arc controversial because ,ome think they are 
too deceprin:: hov.;e>er, '.'.Jme believe tha•'. d1c\ help''' highlight the role 
of the "syn-1ptorn · · tn the fJ.ff!ll) sy")tCili dnd thu.~ ulttn1ateiy to bring the 

,\·mptum under d1e cunrrnl of famdv memiJ:::h. 
Thernpisrs using behavioral lppnxK·he;, to tamilv therapy aim to 

•tsse'is and modifr iurrnful reinforcement contingencies in the family. 
'T'hese rherapi'.>t<-; n1d) also anaiyzt and tr:-.- ro te.-st1u(t1 _ _.'.re undesirable 
n1odel1n,g pattern~). :-\ "PLC1a~ -;trcngth of rr1an~ L1\:na\ 1oral approaches is 

then empha;,1;, on /Je/1ar.:ioml exdw11.r:e: The behaviors that each family 
member would iikc w see m the others are pinpointed explicitly; that 

rnforrn:mnn l'i then u<.ed to enh:mc~ the rc\rnn.h of fam1h life for each 
member. not jw,t che idemitied p:!tienr. 

GROCP THERAPY 
Like farnih thcupY, ;:roup t/11mpv ;, imcndcd tn c1prnrc 'iome of the 
essence of 'reai ;;ft.:" ill a soual co;:re:<L (;rm1p dh~UP\ i> ':ornetimes a 

supplement to mdiv;dual thcrap\. sometimes a substitute tor it. It is often 
attrJcti\'C to peopic who are not scn:reiv disrressed·-and thus would not 
orhcr,nsc seek treatment-bur who \\ant ((; g1in in,1ght or increased 

sensni\·Jtv through structured mreraction with others. \;:nup therapy can 
help people open up area-; of thought 3;;rl fed•n,t: rhat v,,~r·: previously 

seciled off. enhance rheir pcr<:on3J ,:::rnwth .. md deeper> their relationships 
with other<:. 

The group<,, U'iu:ilk <.«>mi'>ting of about .'i '" IS pcn:1lc. hc1ve one or 

tw(l lcaJers. ur trainer,;. ,l\ the therapists drc '>ornerimes c<ilied: the leaders 
gcneralh tf\ to create an cltnl<hpherc !fl which emotions and fedings are 
strcc,seJ. Croup icadcrs must be high!\ skilled in dealing with the difficult 
imerpersona! problem:> th cit un cir1>c \\hen ,;o n;e1m people are respond
!1•.g ail at once. The\ ;nust be sensim-c to the: aw.1et\ tLH c:rn de\elop in 
some members and capable of protectmg those who are fragile. People 

thinking cthout Joining such a group should inn:stigate to make sure that 
the group objectives fit their ov>J1 and tint the group is being conducted 
b\ c·ompercnt leaders. This word of caurion is cspeciallv important for 

am one who is considering the unusual and generailY unpr<>ven group (and 
incli1 id tu I l approache'> d~scribc:d in ,\pplicariun lh . .2. 

Community P.J}rhology: 
Outrearh and Precfntion in Real-Life Setti.ngr; 

·---------~--------·--------·-· ---·-----

Sornc of life's tuught.st 1re hdr.: .. ~ h: sc~·\·.: ;;-l ~1 r!;crL!p:st\ dffice

even \vhen f.Jn1iiir:s (J! gr0Ep~j JfC i::he·rc. P~-)~k:rn.s :;"':.:.lt ;:::;-i~>= :nth~ h0rne, 
school. or work place sometimes n:ed •c be c::ckkJ :r, fr:Gsc same 

settings. Thi-; idea is central to u1:11:nunir! f>.\J<.~·1/r,g;, :: colk:cuon of strat

egies for treating and preventing ps\choiogicai pr0ble111c. in t;1cir natural 
contexts. i :_,cc ( :ha~itei l. 1Jagc ~.:.:.} 

SOLVING PROBLEMS WHERE THEY HAPPEN 
One cluster ,;f '.'trJtegie'i in»<•he'i getring inro setting> where problems 
ha\c Jlreadv bcgu'1--,ciw1,ls. himecc nc1~~ir:;::-c:1~'.: center:, ard so forth. 
()nee tht,rc. chc F'.·~ c;-.r .. !;,r:,i:-,t 4:~h~ .-(~' pr 1J~_~!ern~ JS tl~c~ :___:nfo!d ;iat;.aa.lly, 

Jc-"i~n in1.cn:cr1tHi,1:, r-"-' ri · th-.= "iet~1n;:,, ,:nd ~~;:·~;~·-.~:_ r>~ :rnpact of Lhose 
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Ucatiofl. 16.2 
FROM AQUA ENERGETICS TO Z-PROCESS: 
A SAMPLER OF UNCONVENTIONAL 
PSYCHOTHERAPIES 

Psychotherapy, as a helping enterprise. attracts tne 
well-intentioned creativity of many who want to help 
others. In fact, some might argue that founding 
schools of psychotherapy has become a major cot
tage industry particularly in North America Each 
year. many new psychotherapies take root and 
blossom. some (but certainly not all) in the fertile. 
psychosens1t1ve soil of southern California. Many of 
these therapies. though popular among their loyalists, 
remain untested by rigorous outcome research. Yet 
one who wants a thorough understanding of the cur
rent practice of psychotherapy cannot ignore these 
novel efforts. We will offer a brief introduction, consist
ing of quick "cuts," to these innovative psycho
therapies. The few sentences we will present about 
each approach will barely convey the "flavor of any of 
them. but perhaps your appetite for further reading wili 
be whetted 

Proceeding alphabetically. we begin with aqua 
energetics, a kind of "marathon regression therapy." 
This therapy takes two forms, but both involve the 
pursuit of "peak experiences" by groups of people 
immersed in heated water. In the modest-person's 
version, swimsuits are worn; in the second form, they 
are not (see figure). The treatment takes the form of a 
marathon session of 20 to 24 hours. The 12 to 20 
participants engage inc> variety of 1.1erbal and ncnver
bal interactions. 1nclud111g passage down the human 

I© Don McCoy. Rainbow.I 

conveyor belt pictured in the figure. As they float on 
their backs. other group members support and rock 
them while uni;Jerwater speakers play '·intrauterine 
sou;1ds" designed to ·reduce the rigidity of their body 
armor ' The overall experience 1s said to facilitate a 
"regression to infancy"-complete with "volcanic 
eruptions" of repressed emotion-and to stimulate 
··energy flow." "bliss~" and ··a new sense of being." 

Encouragement therapy 1s built on the premise 
that regardless of the technique a therapist uses, the 
ma1or reason clients change 1s because they are moti
vated to do so. The encouragement therapist tries to 
motivate clients by stimulating feelings of personal 
resoons1bil1ty (its up to me") and self-confidence ("I 
have strengths. and I can do it"). Phase 1 is devoted to 
building the client-therapist relationship and, 1n part, 
finding the clients "claims to fame." Phase 2, cogni
tion focusing is aimed at stimulating perceived re
sponsibility and confidence. Phase 3, action focusing, 
involves firming up plans for what the client will do, 
and when. !n phase 4. the therapist hands responsibil
ity for the client's life over to the client. 

Natural-high therapy (NHT) and provocative 
therapy (PT) both emphasize the value of humor. NHT 
involves lectures. workshops, and "encouragement 
labs" intended to help people perceive the humorous 
"basic paradoxes of the human condition," develop 
feelings of "universal belonging," and achieve "actu
al1zat1on. · In PT, the therapist uses pushiness. sar
casm. irony, and insult (a la Don Rickles) to prod 
clients into defending themselves, asserting them
selves. and affirming their self-worth In the following 
example, a meek woman with little self-confidence 
reports for therapy and asks the therapist where she 
should sit 

THERAPIST (Pointing at chair next to his desk; the 
patient begins to sit down in the chair) Sit right there. 
(In a gruff tone; loudly) Hold itl (Pointing to a chair at 
the opposite wall) Sit over there. 

PATIENT: (Shuffles over to the chair at which the 
therapist 1s pointing) 

T (In a commanding tone; looks around the office) 
No. wait a minute ... (He pauses, looks uncertain) 
I've got itl Sit over there (pointing to a chair next to the 
door). 

P (Suddenly straightening up, frowning; loudly and 



forcibly) Aw, go to hell! I'll sit where I want! (She 
plumps herself down in a chair). 

T: (Throwing up his arms as though defending him
self; plaintively) Okay, okay, you don't have to get 
violent' 

P: (Bursts out laughing). 
(Farrelly & Brandsma, 197 4, p. 181) 

Orgone therapy is built on the work of Wilhelm 
Reich, a prodigy who was admitted into the select 
Vienna Psychoanalytic Society in 1920 when he was 
still an undergraduate. Reich introduced the concept 
of character armor, the individual's chronic network of 
psychological defenses. Late in his career, Reich ar
gued that character armor has a counterpart in mus
cular armor-that is, spasms, cramps, and various 
points of tension in the body are expressions of re
pressed ideas and feelings. Reich argued that neu
rosis could be attacked from the bodily side by calling 
the patient's attention to chronic body tensions, 
"loosening" them, and thus freeing up blocked emo
tions. Orgone therapy involves various techniques
exaggerating muscle tension so as to identify it 
clearly, doing breathing exercises, manipulating mus
cles directly, and so on-all of them designed to 
loosen tensions and free emotions. A key, and contro
versial, aspect of orgone therapy is its emphasis on 
freeing up the muscles and emotions involved in 
orgasm so as to release what Reich called "orgastic 
potency." The work of orgone therapy is now pro
moted through the American College of Orgonomy via 
its semiannual publication, the Journal of Orgonomy. 

The key to success in rebirthing, described as a 
"holistic healing method," is a technique called con
nected breathing, a steady rhythm in which there are 
no pauses between filling and emptying the lungs. 
Such breathing is said to stimulate regression to the 
birth experience. Connected breathing is initially car
ried out in the company of a trained rebirther (thera
pist) and in conjunction with affirmations, statements 
of desired changes in one's life. Some of the affirma
tions are designed to rid clients, or rebirthees, of the 
parental-disapproval syndrome (PDS) (for example, "I 
now forgive my parents for their ignorant treatment of 
me"). Prolonged connected breathing is said to gen
erate such altered states as "out-of-body experi-

ences," "experiencing interactions with mythological 
archetypal figures," and "cosmic feelings of total 
bliss." Rebirthees are urged to practice connected 
breathing for an hour or more a day "until all major 
aspects of !heir lives work to their satisfaction." 

Z-process attachment therapy, billed as "a sys
tem of human bonding," is designed to help resolve 
disturbances in interpersonal attachment at all points 
in the life cycle. The procedure is built on the premise 
that "psychopathology is fundamentally a disturbance 
of attachment." The basic technique is a holding ses
sion, in which the client reclines while various body 
parts are held. The client's head rests in the lap of the 
person who directs the session. One general goal is 
for the client to achieve a comfortable alignment with 
the "holders," then to review problems and major life 
issues in their presence. A more specific objective is 
for the client to bring emotions-particularly rage-to 
the foreground for expression and resolution. while 
maintaining face-to-face contact with "holders." The 
Z-process was origi•1ally known as rage reduction, 
and the therapy still rests on the assumption that the 
proper handling of rage is the key to establishing 
satisfying affectional bonds with others. 

This sampler provides only a glimpse of a few 
unusual psychotherapies. Literally hundreds are avail
able to the would-be client Whatever your initial im
pression of these few and the other approaches you 
will encounter elsewhere, we urge you to bear in mind 
some venerable advice that applies to psychotherapy 
as well as to other "consumer products". Caveat emp
tor' ("Let the buyer beware I"). 
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interventions. Community psychologists often serve as consultants to 

people who work on the front line of community mental health-employ
ers who hire people with psychological disorders, police who work with 
troubled individuals and families, departments of social service, and 
school teachers and administrators (Figure 16.17). By observing and then 



Figure 16.17 

Community psychologists specialize in 
outreach and prevention in the "real 
world." Left, a psvchologist works with 
police to defuse a hostage situation. 
Right, another works with a crisis hot 
line to counsel people suffering great 
personal distress or contemplating 
suicide. (Lefr. Courtesy of Harvey 
A. Goldstein. Ph.D.; righr. Paul Fortin/ 
Stock, Boston.) 
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events; or if people in deep distress have a 24-hour help-line phone 
number to call, thev may be able to talk through their problem with a 
sympathetic listener and lessen the risk of suicide (Figure 16.17). Finally, 
tertiary, or third-level. prevention is aimed at minimizing future difficulties 
in people already identified as having disorders or serious problems'. For 
example, self-help groups such as Alcoholics Anonymous and Parents 
Anonymous (for parents who have abused their children) can help prevent 
a recurrence of severe impulse-control problems. 

SOCIAL SUPPORT: PERSON-TO-PERSON HELPING 
Some of the examples ~iven above involve groups that may not include a 
mental-health professional. The success achieved by such groups-Alco
holics Anonymous, for example-underscores a very significant point: 
Some of the world's, best therapy is given by nonprofessionals. Some
times, people can help others cope with their problems simply by provid
ing warmth, empathy, acceptance, or a shoulder to lean on. This is true of 
college students as well as other population groups. One illustrative study 
compared the effects of therapy for anxious c;fege students when it was 
provided by professional psychotherapists and when it was provided by 
warm, interested Vanderbilt University professors who were not m~ntal
health specialists (Strupp & Hadley, 1979). Most of the measures showed 
that the professors were 4bout as helpful as the professional psycho
therapists. In both groups, 'the best treatment outcomes were obtained by 
"therapists" (professional or nonprofessional) who made special efforts to 
focus discussion on the students' problems, who kept the di.Bcussion on 
the "here and now" rather than on past history, and who encouraged the 
students to branch out into new social activities. These, of course, are all 
good, common sense wavs of helping-things that friends, relatives, and 
caring acquaintances do for one another (Figure 16.18). Social support, in 
these and other forms, can help people cope with stressful life events and 
can sometimes (though not always) hold down the intensity of psychologi
cal disorders such as depression (Leavy, 1983). 

Evaluating Psychotherapy: 
How Much Does Help Help.? 

As we have se.en throughout this chapter, the range .of therapies thought 
by their advocates to be effective is hroad, indeed. Each approach dis-. 
cussed in this chapter has its proponents, and therapists naturally use the 
particular methods they believe will work. But if we set the therapists' 
opinions aside for the moment and take a cold, hard look at the research 
evidence, what do we find about the effects of psychotherapy? How well 
does it work? And do some forms work better than others? 

These questions are hard to answer in a scieneifically sound manner. 
One difficulty is that people with different problems at different levels of 
sevcritv tend to seek out different therapists and different therapeutic 
approa~hes. Unless people can be randomly assigned to different forms of 
therapy and to no-therapy grOl.ips, it is hard to judge the relative effective
ness of different therapies or whether the clients might actually have 
improved on their own without any therapy at all. Another major difficulty 
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ReLni,es and friends \\ ith no special 
training in psvcholog\ often knm\· a lot 
about \\hat makes for .. good therapY." 
In fact. -;nrnc of the world's best 
therap' is probablv done bv nonprofes
sionals who care. listen. and support. 
(Left photo. :\nn \lcQ11een/Srock, 
Roston: right photo. Peter \"andermark. 
Boston. Cartoon from Cartoon Features 
Srndicatc.) 

-•··. ,_.:~.·.;-.·-.' .,. ,~~····. . . 

is that some of the effects of pSYchotherapY arc hard ro measure. For 
example. it is hard to ~t->scss factors such as '\\ell-being" and "imight." 

l 1ndaumcd bv these problems. psYChologists continue w attempt to 

assess therapy outcomes. improving their methods at the same time. :\s 
these increasingh refined studies accumulate. an overall picture of the 
effects of thcrapv has begun to emerge. One pair of investigators (Smith 
& Glass. 1977) gathered together the findings of 37S different studies of 
psYchotherapY and counseling. The overall analYsis showed that the 
average client recei\ ing psYchotherapv was better off than three-quarters 
of the people who had similar problems but got no therapY. In other 
words. across \·ariom measures of psYchnlngical adjustment. the a\·eL1ge 
treated client fell at the 7Sth percentile of the untreated people (Figure 
16.19) . 

. \fter these findings ll\ Smith and Glass were published. a wa\C of 
critiques followed. Some claimed that the re\ iew included too man\' 
sfudies with methodological problems: others criticized the procedures 
used bv Smith and Ci lass to analYze the data (Rach man & \\'ii son. 1 'Jt\0). 
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across 143 studies by 
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across studies surveyed by 
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Figure 16.19 

Research. suggests that psychotherapy is effective. 
Smith and Glass (1977) surveyed 375 studies of 
psychotherapy effectiveness. They found that the 
average treated client was functioning bdtter

1 
after 

treatment, than about 75 percent of those who re
ceived no treatment. Stacl;d another wav, the 
average treated client lav, be the 75th percentile of 
untreated people. In a more recent survey, Shapiro 
and Shapiro (1982) examined 143 carefully selected 
therapy studies; thev found that the average treated 
client was at the 82nd percentile of the un!treated 
group. Evidently, psychotherapeutic "help" really 
does help. 

In response, other investigators conducted reviews of their own to 
correct the alleged problems. In one of these reviews Shapiro and Shapiro 
(1982) focused on only a very select group of 143 well-designed therapy 
studies. Yet this review, too, showed psychotherapy to be more effective 
than no treatment (Figure 16.19). The Smith and Glass analysis did not 
find significant differences among the effects of various types of therapy. 
(See also Parloff, 1984.) However, the Shapiro and Shapiro analysis did 
find significant differences. Figure 16.20 shows Shapiro and Shapiro's 
results for some of the forms of therapy discussed in this chapter. As you 
can see, therapy effects were more impressive for the behavioral and 
cognitive therapies than they were for the psychodynamic and humanistic 
therapies. Figure 16.20 also shows the size of treatment effects for four 
different kinds of client problems; it suggests that psvchologists mav be 
more effective, at present, in producing measurable improvements in 
specific phobias and physical and habit problems (for example, chronic 
headache and obesity) than they are in treating broad emotional problems 
such as anxiety and depression. 

Findings such as these suggest that psychotherapv does help in the 
treatment of particular problems but that just how much it helps may 
depend on the type of problem and on the form of ps':;chotherapy given. 
Eventually, we wit! certainly find that (1) various forms of treatment are 
differentially effective with different problems; (2) therapist charac
teristics and client expectations make a difference; a,nd (3) factors we1rnve 
not even considered as yet can influence the outcome of therapy. The 
picture will certainly get more complex than that shown in Figure 16.20. 
In other words, the evidence is not all in. There is much work to be done 
as we seek to learn the most effective wavs of coping with psychological 
distress. 

Summary 

1. After centuries of misunderstanding and often mistreatment of 
psychologically disturbed people, two mental-health revolutions al
tered the treatment these people received in many w.estern coun-
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Shapiro and Shapiro's (1982) analvsis of 143 well-designed psychotherapy
outcome studies indicated positive effects of therapv. but the extent of the 
benefits depended on the approaches the therapist used and the particular 
problem treated. The impact of therapY is expressed here in percentiles; for 
example, the rop bar shows that the average client treated with behavioral 
methods was. after treatment, functioning better than about 86 percent of the 
people who received no treatment at all. 'll1e percentiles suggest that the be
havioral and cognitive approaches were more effective, overall, than the 
psychodynamic and humanistic approaches. Also, psychotherapy appeared to be 
more effective in alleviating phobias, physical and habit problems, and social 
and sexual problems than in easing generalized anxiety or depression. (Based 
on Shapiro & Shapiro. 1982.) 

tries. In the nineteenth centurv. the first mental-health revolution 
fostered the view that disturbed people were "ill" and promoted 
humane, medically-oriented treatment. At the turn of the century, 
Freud and his colleagues helped usher in the second revolution, 
emphasizing the role of inner motivations and unconscious feelings. 
Since then, humanistic and behavioral treatments have also risen to 
prominence. 

2. These historical influences have stimulated the development 



of biomedical, psychodvnamic, humanistic-existential, and behav
ioral treatment approaches. 

3. Who needs treatment? \Vhile the line between ''normal" and 
"abnormal" behavior is difficult to draw, sur:evs indicate that w~JI 
over 10 percent of children, adolescents. and adults have psvcholog
ical problems serious enough to warrant professional help. 

4. '\lost forms of treatment are prm·ided bv clinical psvchologists 
(Ph.D. or Psv. D. degree in psvchologv ). psvchiatrists (medical de
gree), psychiatric social workers (master's degree in social work), 
psvchiatric nurses (registered nurses specializing in psvchological 
problems), or psvchoanalvsts (people with or without degrees who 
have intensive training in Freudian psvchoanalvsis). 

5. Over the past 3 decades. inpatient hospital populations have 
declined sharplv as outpatient treatment, often in communitv men
tal-health centers. has grown from less than one-fourth to more than 
two-thirds of all mental-health treatment in the LS. 

h. :\mong the biomedical therapies, rn·o-electroshock therapv 
and psvchosurgerv--ha\e namm applicabilitv: thcv are generally 
used onh as treatments of last resort. The third, chemotherapv, is 
wide!\ used todav in a \'ariet\' of forms for a varietv or problems. 

7. Psvchotherapv is designed to reveal the psvchological causes 
of behavior problems and to stimulate the development of adaptive 
new wavs of behaving. Psvchotherapies that focus on analvzing 
underlving motives and conflicts and achieving insight are called the 
psvchodvnamic approaches. 

8. The most famous of the psvchodvnamic approaches is psvcho
analvsis. It imolves techniques such as free association, dream 
analvsis, and analvsis of transference-all used to uncmer uncon
scious urges and conflicts and reduce the need fer neurotic de
fenses. Other psvchodvnamic approaches include contemporarv 
modifications of Freud's techniquc:s and additional approaches 
based on the theories of Jung, Adler. Hornev. and others who 
dissented from Freud's views. 

9. Humanistic-.existential approaches emphasize development of 
the self and acceptance of personal responsibilirv for one's life. One 
example is client-centered therapv, ~l nondirective approach de
signed to support an individual's own positive tendenev toward 
wholesome integration. Gestalt therapv and the various existential 
therapies share this goal but place special emphasis on the theme of 
personal responsibilitv. 

10. Behavior therapies are built on a kev principle: Problematic 
behavior that is acquired through learning and conditioning can be 
eliminated by means of techniques derived from learning and condi
tioning principles. 

11. Instrumental, or operant, conditiDning approaches emph~1~ize 
the role of reinforcement in establishing and maintaining unwanted 
behavior. A functional analysis of behavior often suggests waYs in 
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which behavior can be changed by modifying the antecedent-·behav
ior-consequences pattern. 

12. Among the tools of behavior modification using instrumental, 
or operant, principles ~re positive and negative reinforcement, ex
tinction, differential reinforcement, token economies, covert sen
sitization and (rarelv used) punishment. 

13. Classical conditioning techniques rely on the pairing of condi
tioned and unconditioned stimuli as-the basis for therapeutic learn
ing. Among the many such techniques are systematic desensitiza
tion, flooding, and aversion therapy. 

14. Modeling therapies use observational learning as their prin
cipal means of inducing change; such learning may take several 
forms-including participant fl),Odeling, which seems especially ef
fective with certain phobias. The effectiveness of modeling mav 
depend partly on the changes it produces in the client's feelings of 
personal efficacy. 

15. Cognitive approaches to therapy are built on the premise that 
maladaptive or irrational ideas can stimulate undesired behavior. :\ 
key therapeutic task is the elimination or modification of these 
faulty ideas through cognitive restructuring. 

16. The application of psychological techniques to people with 
health problems has generated a new therapeutic specialitv known 
as behavioral medicine. Techniques such as relaxation training. 
hypnosis, and biofeedback are used to help people cope with a 
variety of physical ailments. 

17. l\lany therapists have extended their work to families and 
groups of unrelated people. By treating people in groups, therapists 
are better able to see problems in social relationships as they emerge 
in lifelike interactions. Solutions can also be developed and tested 
in the context of the group. 

18. The field of community psychology involves outreach and 
prevention in "real-life" settings. Community psychologists may 
work as consultants to family groups, school systems, police forces. 
and others who face psychological problems that are hard to treat in 
a specialist's office. In addition, psychologists and others often 
engage in preventive efforts to head off psychological problems, in 
groups that are known to be at risk, before the problems actuallv 
develop. 

19. Studies on the outcome of psychotherapy indicate that therapy 
does lead to improvement, with the average treated person falling at 
or above the 75th percentile of untreated people on various outcome 
measures. However the amount of improvement that therapy pro
duces may depend partly on the approach used, with psycho
dynamic and humanistic approaches apparently less effective (in 
some studies) than certain behavioral and cognitive approaches. 
Outcomes seem also to depend on the rype of problem treated; 
generalized anxiery and depression seem to be particularly difficult 
to alleviate. 



Terms to Know 

One way to test your mastery of the material in this chapter is to see 
whether you know what is mtant by the following terms. 

First mental-health revolution 
(670) 

Biomedical therapies (670, 676) 

Second mental-health revolution 
(670) 

Psycho<lynamic therapies ( 6 71, 
681) 

Humanistic and existential 
therapies (67L 688) 

Behavioral therapies (671, 693) 

Behavioral medicine (671, 708) 

Communitv psvchology (671, 
713) 

Clinical psvchologists (672) 

Psychiatrists (673) 

Psvchiatric social workers (673) 

Psvchiatric nurses (673) 

Psychoanalysts ( 6 7 3) 

E lectroconvulsive/electroshock 
therapy (ECT/EST) (676) 

Placebos (677, 679) 

Psychosurgery ( 6 78) 

Prefrontal lobotomy (678) 

Prefrontal lobectomv (678) 

Chemotherapy (679) 

Tranquilizers (679) 

Phenothiazines (679) 

Tricyclics (679) 

Lithium carbonate (680) 

Tardive dyskinesia (680) 

Psychotherapy ( 681) 

Psychodynamic therapies ( 681) 

Psychoanalysis ( 681) 

Psychoanalytic theory (681) 

Anxiety (682) 

Insight (682, 685) 

Free association (683) 

Dream analysis (684) 

Resistance ( 684) 

Transference (685) 

Countertransference reaction 
(685) 

"Working through" (686) 

Analvtical therapv (687) 

Individuation ( 687) 

Individual therapy (687) 

Client-centered therapv (688) 

Empathv (689) 

Reflection of feeling (689) 

Gestalt therapy (690) 

Existential therapies (692) 

Behavior therapy/behavior modi-
fication ( 693) 

Instrumental, or operant, condi
tioning techniques (694) 

Functional analysis of behavior 
(694) 

Positive reinforcer (694) 

Negative reinforcer (694) 

Extinction (695) 

Time-out from reinforcement/ 
time-out (695) 

Differential reinforcement (695) 

Shaping (696) 

Token economv (696) 

Punishment (700) 

Covert sensitization (701) 

Classical conditioning technique~ 
(701) 

Systematic desensitization (701) 

Reciprocal inhibition (702) 

Flooding (703) 

Aversion therapy (703) 

Modeling (704) 

Observational learning (704) 

Cognitive therapy/cognitive be-
havior therapy (706) 

Cognitive restructuring (706) 

Rational-emotive therapy (RET) 
(706) 

Behavioral medicine (708) 

Hypnosis (708) 

Biofeedback (710) 

Family therapy (712) 
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Behavioral exchange (713) 

Group therapy (713) 
Primary, secondary, and tertiary 

prevention (716, 717) 

Suggestions for Further Reading 

For those who would like to delve more deeply into the ways personality 
theories lead into systems of psychotherapy, Joseph F. Rychlak's text, 
Introduction to Personality and Psychotherapy, Zd ed. (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1981) will make for interesting reading. For a clearly written, 
thoughtful introduction to behavioral therapies, complete with case stud
ies and representative research, see William H. Redd, Albert L. Porter
field, and Barbara L. Andersen's Behavior Modification: Behavioral Ap
proaches to Human Problems (New York: Random House, 1979). Ralph R. 
Greenson, a prominent and thoughtful analyst, has written an introduc
tion to analytic methods entitled The Technique and Practice of Psycho
analysis, Vol. 1 (New York: International Universities Press, 1967). 
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~esearch 
\\'hen psvchologists make observations or do experiments, they measure 
e\ents and assign numbers to them. By themselves, however, the num
bers may not tell us much; to help summarize and interpret the meanings 
of the numbers, psvchologists use various statistics. If you read articles 
from the psychological literature, a rudimentary knowlege of statistics will 
be helpful. 

Descriptive Statistics: Central Tendency 

Lsually, many behavioral measures, or scores, are obtained in experi
ments or observational studies. It is very useful to have a single number 
that gives us_ the "average" of the scores. Such a number is called a 
measure of central tendency. 

To illustrate measures of central tendency in more detail, Table 1 
gives two sets of test scores from a beginning psychology class. The mean 
is a measure of central tendency obtained ,,by dividing the sum of the 
measures, or scores, by the number of them. The mean of the first set of 
scores in Table 1 is 39.0; the mean of the second set of scores (the final 
exam scores) is 116.1. Another measure of central tendency is the median, 
which is simply the point in the group of scores above and below which 
half the scores fall. The median is sometimes called the Suth percentile 
because 50 percent of the scores are at or above it. For the groups of 
measures shown in Table 1, the medians are 40.0 and 120.5. Because 
extremely high or low scores will bias the mean more than the median, 
the median is the preferred measure of central tendency when a group of 
scores or measures contains some extreme values. Another measure of 
central tendency is called the mode, which is defined as the score that 



Table 1 

Scores on the first quiz and on the final exam 
for a class in elementary psychology 

FIRST QUIZ SCORE 
STUDENT (out of a possible 50) 

A 49 

B 47 

c 44 

D 44 

E 43 

F 43 

G 42 

H 42 

I 41 

J 41 

K 40 
-Median 

L 40 

M 38 

N 38 

0 37 

p 35 

Q 35 

R 35 

s 33 

T 33 

u 29 

v 29 

• T,ed scores are given the averaqe rank 

hNAL EXAM SCORE RANK' ON FIRST RANK' ON FINAL 

(out of a possible 150) QUIZ EXAM 

130 1.0 4.0 

125 2.0 9.5 

127 3.5 5.5 

126 3.5 7.5 

132 5.5 2.0 

116 5.5 130 

126 7.5 7.5 

109 7.5 0 16.5 

121 9.5 11.0 

109 9.5 16.5 

127 11.5 5.5 

115 11.5 14.0 

125 13 5 9.5 

114 13.5 15.0 

108 15.0 18.0 

120 17.0 12.0 

99 17.0 18.0 

97 17.0 20.5 

132 19.5 2.0 

67 19.5 22.0 

132 21.5 2.0 

97 21.5 20.5 

occurs most often. From the data in Table 1, the mode of the first quiz 
scores is 35. This measure is useful when many of the scores are the same. 
but, as you can see from Table 1, it may be misleading when the scores 
are spread over a wide range. 

To calculate the mean with a pocket calculator, simply add the 
values of the measures and divide by the number of them. (Of course, all 
the calculations mentioned in this Appendix can also be done on a 
computer if you have the appropriate program or have written one your
self.) The formula for the mean is 

"' - !X .,, - N (1 J 

The symbols in this formula are defined in Table 2. To calculate the 
median, ran!< the mea~ures from highest to lowest and then count down 
(or up) until you luve cnunted half of thew. 



X or Y 

M 

N 

SD 
p 

Numerical value of a measurement 

Mean 

Greek capital sigma used to mean "sum of" 

Number of cases in a distribution or set of measurements 

Standard deviation of a distribution-a descriptive statistic 

Rho, the rank-difference coefficient of correlation-a measure of 
correlation when measurements are expressed as ranks 

Pearson product-moment coefficient of correlation-a measure of 
correlation. 

Descriptive Statistics: Variability 

\\'hen we have several scores, it is also u~eful to have a way of describing 
the spread, or 'cariability, of the scores. The range, or the interval between 
the highest and lowest scores, gives a rough idea of the spread of mea
'iures. However, the most commonly used measure of variability is the 
standard deciation (SD). The standard deviation is a measure of the spread 
of measurements around the mean value. If the measurements are 
grouped closelv around the mean value, the standard deviation is small
perhaps one-tenth of the mean. If the measurements are widely spread 
our around the mean, the standard deviation is large. Figure 1 shows 
distributions with large and small standard deviations . 

. \ number of formulas can be used ro calculate the standard devia
tion with a pocket calculator. One of the easiest is 

(2) 

Sec Table 2 for an explanation of the s\'mbols. l. sing this formula, first 
calculate the mean, then find the sum of the squares of the measures, and 
then apph- the formula. r-.lanv pocket calculators will automaticallv add 
the sums of the squares and manv have a square-root function. Some have 
an internal program that will do the whole calculation of the standard 
deviation in one step. 

Standard sm!'fs, or z srores as they are known, express each score in 
terms of standard deviation units. (See Chapter 13, page 533.) After the 
mean and standard deviation of the whole group of sco1'€s have been 
found, the standard-score value of am· particular score in the group is 
given bv 

z - X - JI 
SD 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: CORRELATION 

(3) 

As the term implies, cotre!ation refers to a co-relationship between two 
sets of scores. Thus, to obtain a correlation, we must have two sets of 
scores on the same individuals. Correlation gi\·es us an answer to the 

Table 2 

Definitions of symbols 

Two distributions differing in 
variability both have the same mean, 
but the scores in one are grouped more 
closely around the mean then are the 
scores in the other; consequently, the\ 
have different variahilitv and different 
standard deviations (SDs. ). 

S_fores 
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following type of question: Do high scores on an intelligence test go along 
with high scores on a reading ability test? And conversely, do low scores 
on an intelligence test go along with low scores on a reading ability test? If 
so, we have some evidence that there is a correlation, or relationship, 
between intelligence and reading ability. 

To obtain a correlation, we follow a statistical procedure in which we 
see how the standing of one score among its set of scores compares with its 
mate in the other set. If the correlation is perfect, that is, if the standing of 
one score is exactly the same as its mate, and if this is true of all pairs of 
scores in the two sets, the correlation coefficient, or number expressing 
this perfect relationship, is 1.00. This is the highest possible correlation. 
Note that a correlation of - 1.00 is also perfect. The negative sign 
indicates the type of relationship, not the degree of relationship. With a 
correlation of - 1.00, high scores in one set are related to low scores in the 
other set, and vice versa. 

If, on the other hand, no correlation exists, the correlation coeffi
cient is .00. In this case, the standing of a score in one set of scores tells 
nothing about the standing of its paired score in the other set of scores. 
The scores in the second set can be anywhere, and no prediction of 
placement in the second set can be made from knowledge of placement in 
the first set. \'arious degrees of correlation are expressed by numbers 
between .00 and 1.00, or, 1f the correlation is inverse, between .00 and 
- 1.00. A correlation of .80 ( - .80) or . 90 ( - . 90) might be considered 
high, one of .40 ( - .40) to .60 ( - .60) moderate, and one of .20 (- .20) or 
.30 ( - .30) low. But these are only general guides; the interpretacion of 
high, moderate, or low for a particular comparison depends upon many 

factors. 
Correlations can be presented visually on a special type of graph 

called a sratterg:ram. \'alues of one measure are placed on the horizontal 
axis of the scattergram, while values of the other measure are on the 
vertical axis. Each point on the scattergram shows where an individual 
stands on the two measures. For instance, if a person has a score of 49 on 
one test and 130 on another, the scattergram dot for that person will be at 
the intersection of 49 and 130. The dot representing this person is circled 
in the scattergram of Figure 2, which shows the correlation between first 
quiz scores and final examination scores for the data of Table l. The 
correlation between these sets of scores in this class is positive and 
moderate (.43 ). If you look at the two columns of scores in Table 1, you 
will see that there is a tendency for the people scoring higher on the first 
quiz to score higher on the final examination, while people scoring lower 
on the first quiz tend to score lower on the final examination. The 
scattergram of these data also shows this tendency; people scoring high on 
both tests are plotted at the upper right, while those scoring low on both 
tests fall at the lower left. This results in a scattergram in which the points 
form a roughly elliptical figure from lower left to upper right. I 

With a little practice, one can estimate the direction and degree of 
correlation from a scattergram. (See Figure 3.) If the dots tend to go from 
lower left to upper ri~ht, the correlation is positive; that is, high scores on 
measure A tend to go with high scores on measure B, while low scores go 
with low. But if the dots tend to go in the opposite direction, from upper 
left to lower right, the correlation is negative (inverse); low scores on 
measure A tend to go with high scores on measure B, while high scores on 



measure A go with low scores on measure B. The degree of correlation is 
shown by the degree to which the dots scatter about. Perfect positive and 
negative c>rrelations are shown by straight lines. For a perfect correlation, 
there is no scatter; a certain score on measure A always goes with a certain 
score on measure B. At the other extrqne, a .00 correlation, the dots form 
a circle because any score on measure A, high or low, can go with anv 
score on measure B. Between perfect and zero correlations, the amount of 
scatter indicates the degree of correlation-.20 or .80, for instance. 

Scattergrams also show how correlations can be used to make predic
tions. If there is a perfect correlation between two measures (an almost 
unheard-of event in psychology), we can predict one measure from the 
other exactly; knowing one, we know what the other will be. Intermedi
ate degrees of correlation lower the accuracy of prediction. For instance, 
the correlation between first quiz and final examination scores in the 
above example was .43. This means that although there is a tendency for 
people who score high or low on the first quiz to do the same on the final 
examination, there is plenty of room for change. 

Scartergrams of several correlations. 
Each dot represents an individual and 
is placed at the point where a person's 
scores on the two measures intersect. 
(See Figure 2.) As the plot of points 
comes closer to a straight line. the 
correlation approached 1.00 or - 1.00. 
The more the plot resemhles a circle. 
the closer the correlation is to .00. 
Positive correlations trend from lower 
left to upper right. while negative 
correlations trend from upper left to 
lower right. 

Perfect positive 
correlation I 1.00I 

Perfect negative (inverse) 
correlation (-1.001 

Correlation 
near 0.00 

High negative corr-elation 

(about -0.801 
High pos1~11.'e c;orrelat1on 

labou~ 0.801 
High 

.. ·· .. 
Cl) •• • .. 
OJ •• 

j I .. ········ 
... •···•··· 

High 

en 

. .. 
······ ... 

·· .. ·· .. 
···· ... .. .. .. ··. ---------

Low High Low 
Measure A Measure A 

High 

High Low High 
Measure A Measure A Measure A 
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Fi1ullv, note that correlation~ arc just what they say thev are
mcasures of the degree of relationship between two sets of measures. Ih 
themselves, thev do not indicate causation. The fact that two sets of 
measures arc related does no\. pro\·e that one causes the other. For 
example. there is said to be a correlation between the number of mules in 
a state and the average educational le\-el in the state. It is a negative 
correlation: the more mules, the lower the average educational level. But 
it hardlv seems plausible that this is a causal relationship. Both are 
probablv the result of a common cause-economic conditions. Also, 
correlations arc not percentages, although students sometimes think thev 
are because thev are expressed on a scale from .00 to 1.00. Again, it 
should be emphasized, as the scattergrams make clear, that correlatiom 
are statistics for expressing the direction and degree of a rdationship 

between measures. , 
Two kinds of correlation coefficient arc in common use. One is the 

rank-di/lerenf"f ro1Trlation meffirimt (p or rho): the other is the product
moment correlation coefficient (r). The formula for the rank-difference 

correlation coefficient is 

P = l - X (X2 - l) 
(./I 

The f) in the formula refers to a difference in ranks (see Table 3). So the 
first step in computing a rank-difference correlation is to rank the scores 
from highest to lowest. If there are tted scores, the average rank is 
assigned to the tied score;,. Thus. in Table 3. the cartoon scores of E and 
F arc tied at Y'i: since thev would fall at ranks 14 and L'i, thn are assigned 
the average rank value of 14.5. The same rationale can be applied if more 
than two scores arc tied. To compute p, one next obtains the rank 
difference (D), squares the rank differences, adds the squares, multiplies 
by 6, and divides bv X(iV2 - 1 ). subtracting the result from 1. 

The formula for the produrt-moment mrrelation mejfirient (r) can be 
written in any one of sn·eral wavs. depending on what measures are also 
being calculated and whether a calculator or computer is available. A 
general formula is 

~z,zv 
:r (5) 

Writing the formula this way makes it clear that the coefficient is essen
tially the average of the products of z scores. 

\Vhen a good calculator is available, the best formula to use is one 
that looks forbidding, but is nevertheless easy to solve: 

(6) 

If one has previously computed the standard .deviations and means of the 
two distributions by formulas (1) and (2), the onlv additional quantity to 

be obtained from the measureln'ents themselves is the sum of the prod
ucts of X and Y. The rest is simple arithmetic. 

It should be noted that the different correlation coefficients, p and r, 
are not exactly equivalent. In other words, a p of .50 does not have exactlv 
the same meaning, for mathematical reasons, as an r of .50. The diffe;-



CARTOON LIMERICK CARTOON LIMERICK 
INDIVIDUAL SCORE SCORE RANK RANK 0 

A 47 75 11 8 "3 

B 71 79 4 6 2 

c 52 85 9 5 4 

0 48 50 10 14 4 

E 35 49 14 5 15 0.5 
F 35 59 14.5 12 2.5 

G 41 75 12.5 8 45 

H 82 91 1 3 2 
I 72 102 3 2 

J 56 87 7 4 3 
K 59 70 6 10 4 

L 73 92 2 2 0 
M 60 54 5 13 8 
N 55 75 8 8 0 

0 41 68 12.5 11 1 5 

(Source After Guilford, 1956) 

ences, however, are usually not verv large, and methods of correction are 
available for determining the r that is equinlent to a particular p. 

Inferential Statistics 

\\'hen we do experiments or make systematic observations, we typically 
find differences between the mean values of conditions or groups. Sup
pose it is observed that a sample of children from an enriched environ
ment has a mean IQ of 120, while a sample from an impoverished 
environment has a mean of 90. ]\;ote that these observations are made on 
relati\·ely small samples drawn from the larger pools, termed the popula
tions, of potential subjects. This question now arises: Is the observed 
difference a "real" one, or is it simply due to the "luck of the draw" in the 
choice of samples from the populations? If we can he confident that the 
difference is not due to sampling bias, or the luck of the draw, we can infer 
that the samples really represent the populations from which they were 
drawn. In the IQ example, we may find, using inferential statistics, that 
the difference between the means of 120 and 90 is "real" in the sense that 
the samples arc representative of what we would get if we had results 
from the whole populations of enriched-environment and impoverished
cnvironment children. 

For a particular experiment or set of observations, researchers com
pute the odds that the obtained difference is due to chance sampling 
factors. The result is stated as a probability (p) that the difference 
obtained is a chance one arising from sampling bias. For instance, in the 
IQ example given above, the probability that the difference obtained 

Table J 

Humor srores on a rartoon te.1t and a 
limerirk test for I 5 people. At the right arr 
the rank orders of these two sets of srores 
and the differenres in ranks (DJ. The mnk-
dijferenre mrre/ation, romputed from the 
differmres in mnks, is about . hi. 
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between the groups was due to sampling bias might turn out to be less 
than 1 in 10f1 (p < .01). In other words, there is less than 1 chance out of 
100 that the difference obtained was due to chance sampling factors. 
These are pretty good odds, so the psychologists who made these obser
vations would conclude that" sampling bias was not the reason for the 
group differences. The difference between the groups in this case would 
be said to be statistica/(y significant, because the odds of its being due to 

chance sampling bias are so low. In practice, odds of 1 in 20, or p values of 
.05, are usually accepted as statistically significant. Differences with 
higher odds (p = .10, for example) are said to be nonsignijirant, meaning 
that chance sampling factors cannot be ruled out with confidence. 

l\:umerous methods for determining statistical significance are in 
common use. When you read original articles in psychologv, you will run 
across t tests, F tests, x2 (chi-square) tests, l\1ann-Whitney [!tests, and 
other ways of assessing statistical significance. The details for calculating 
these can be found in anv good book on statistics for psychology. The 
important point is that they all give probability (p) values for the inter
pretation of the statistical significance of the results obtained in experi
ments or observations. 



ow to 
Look ft 

Some of the topics mentioned in this text may have aroused interest; we 
hope so. l\1any other interesting subjects in psvchology have been omit
ted. If vou want to know more, here are a few general guides. 

Perhaps the first place to look is in the Psvrholor;im! Abstrar!s. Here 
you will find a list of subjects and authors, together with references to the 
journals and books in which thev appear. The Psyrholor;im! Abstr(J{fl· are 
arranged by vear, so you mav have to look through several volumes before 
rnu have a fairlv complete set of references. Similar index sources are 
available in other fields related to psychology; Sorio!ogim! Absrrarts, Edu
ration Index, and the Pub!ir Affairs Information Sercire provide listings in 
their respective fields. The Index Jfedims and Bio/ogira/ Abstrarts list 
articles in biology which are related to psychologv, and references to 
articles of general scientific interest with a bearing on psvchology may be 
found in such sources as the Srimre Citation Index. The chances are, 
however, that if the article has anv psvchological relevance at all, it will be 
listed in Psyrho!or;ira! Abstrarts. Incidentally, Psyrho!or;ira! Abstrarts was not 
started until 1927; a list of references before that date can be found in the 
Psycho!or;im! Index, a supplement of the Psyrholor;iml Review'. In addition, 
the Readers' Guide to Periodim! Literature may help you find popular articles 
on many psychological subjects. These are often useful in the first stages 
of becoming acquainted with a topic, but serious interest should not stop 
there. Information about other reference sources, indexes, and computer
based literature searches can be found in the book How to Find Out in 
Psyrhology, by D. H. Borchardt and R. D. Francis (Elmsford, NY: Per
gamon Press, 1984). Most of these reference sources will be available in 
any reasonably complete college library. If they are not available, you 
should complain to the librarian and to vour professor. 

The general card catalog of the librarv may be of some help if books 
have been written about the topic in which you are interested. It often 
happens, however, that a shorter article is more valuable than a whole 
book, at least in the initial stages of study. You may also use the Sug-
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gestions for Further Reading, which are given at the end of each chapter 
of this book, for locating books on a subject. 

\\'hen you locate a book or article, look at the list of references at the 
end of it. These references often prove to be invaluable in calling atten
tion to significant work in an ar~a, for the author has done much of the 
winnowing for you. For this purpose it is, of course, usually useful to have 
a recent book or article. 

Computer-based searches of the psvchological literature are readily 
available: Ps\clnfo, for psvchology, and MEDLARS, for topics relevant 
to psvchology in medicine and biology, are two of the best known. To 
make a computer search, start with a fairly small list of specific topics, key 
words, or authors. You can specifv the time period for which the search 
should be done (1980 to 1985, for example). Several companies now 
provide access to various information d::itabases. You may be able to 
arrange your own account number with on~ of these companies so that, for 
a fee, vou can use anv suitably equipped microcomputer to 'vhich you 
have access. Generallv, though, the easiest approach mav be through vour 
college librar)·; theY will do the search for vou-again for a fee. 

\\'ith these hints, and the orher resources and techniques you will 
develop fcir rnurselL you should have no trouble finding information 
about almost anv psvchological subject. From here on, it is up to you to 

select and evaluate the relevance and qualitv of the articles and books you 
find. \\'e hope this text and your beginning psychology course have 
enabled vou to begin to do a reasonablv good job of this. 



An italicized word in a definition has a separate entry. If you do 
not know the meaning of an italicized word, you can look it up in 

this Glossary. 

A-B-A within-subjects experimental design An experimental 
strategy in which a baseline is established, the independent variable is 
introduced, and then the independent variable is removed. The 
he/;avior should go back to baseline levels if the independent vari
able has in fact produced the observed changes. 

ability A general term referring to the potential for the acquisition 
of a skill; the term covers intrlliJ;enrr and specific aptitudes. 

ability tests Tests of potential-that is, of what an individual can 

learn with training. Compare arhiecement tests. personality tests. See 
abllitv. 

abnormal behavior Behai'ior which deviates from what is consid
ered normal; usuallv refers to maladaptive behavior. See psyrhologi

' al disorder. 

abnormality Significant dcviati.•n from commonly accepted pat

terns of behavior. emotion, or thought. See psyrhologiral disorder. 

abscissa The horizontal axis of a graph. Compare ordinate. 

absolute threshold The minimum energy level permitting detec
uon of a stimulus. Compare differn1tial threshold. Sec threshold. 

abstract word A word that evokes verv little visual imagef\". 
(:om pare ronrrete '&2'0rd. See ima[;e<. 

abuse The "milder" level of a suhstant'f-USf disorder; involves 

;ome impairment of social or job functioning. Contrast deprndenr'f. 

acalculia Trouble with simple arithmetic calculations; mav follow 
pa net al-lobe damage. 

accommodation (I) The changes in eye structures, especiallv the 
/mJ. that bring light from objects at different distances to a focus on 
'.he retina. (2) In Piaget's theor:v of toJ;niti-i·e development, the modifi

c mon of one's modes of thinkinJ; and behaving to fit in with charac
:erhtics of the environment. Contrast assimilation. 
achievement motivation (n ach) See need for arhievement. 

achievement tests Tests used to measure present knowledge or 
skills. especially knowledge or skills developed through specific 

training. Compare ability tests. 

acqu1s1llon curve The graphic representation of leaming which 
,hc,ws that the strength of the learned response graduallv increases 

"1th more and more learning trials. 

activational role of sex hormones Term that refers to the role of 
these hormones in triggering sexual behavior. See estrogens, an

dro[;ens. Compare orwmiuJtional role of sex hormones. 

acupuncture anesthesia Relief from pain accomplished bv insert
ing and twisting needles in various regions of the bodv. 

adaptation In the context of psvrholoJ;iral disorden. a term that 
refers to meeting the performance requirements or role demands of 

one's situation. 
adjustment A judgment heuristir in which subjertive probability esti

mates start at a certain point and are raised or lowered depending on 

the circumstances. See anchoring. 

adolescence The period of life from puberty to the completion of 

physical growth. 
adrenocorticotropic (ACTH) axis A glandular system (see endo

rrine gland) of the bodv involved in the body's stress response; 
stressors cause adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) to be released 
from the pituitary gland: ACTH then stimulates the adrenal gland so 

that mrtisol is released to help the body deal adaptively with 

srressors. 
adrenocorticotropic hor:'none (ACTH) See adrenorrtirotropic 

(AC7HJ axi.r. 

affect JI ood or emotion. 

affective disorders One of the DSJf-1/I categories of severe psy

rhologiml disorders; the disorders arc characterized bv extremes of 
mood. See manir episodes, major depressive episodes, bipolar disorder. 

afferent Carrying sensory information into the central nervous sys

tem. Compare efferent. 

afferent code The pattern of neural activity in the peripheral and 
rentral nervous systems that corresponds to various aspects of the 

external stimulating environmcnc. 

age scale A test in which items are grouped not bv tvpe of task but 
bv the average age at which children pass each item; scores are 
expressed as mental aJ;e (JfAJ. See Stanford- Binet fntelliJ;enre Srak 

aggression A general term applving to behm;ior aimed at hutting 

other people: also applies to feelings of anger or hostility. Aggres
sion functions as a motive, often in response to threats. ins~lts, or 
frustrations. See frustration-aggression hypothesis, instrumental agres

sion, hostile aggression. 
agnosia lnabilitv to recognize objects and their meaning; usuallv 

due to damage to the brain. 
agraphia Impairment of the abilitv to express oneself in writing; 

mav follow parietal-lobe damage. 
alarm reaction The first stage of the J;eneral adaptation syndrome; 

consists of prompt responses of the body, manv of them mediated 
by the sympathetic system, which prepare the organism to cope with 
stre.uors. Compare sta[;e of resistance, stage of exhaustion. 

alexia Difficulty in reading; may follow perietal-lobe damage. 

algorithm In problem solving, a set of rules bv which a problem 
may be soh·ed more or less mechanically. Compare heuristir. 

all-or-none law The principle which states that when a particular 
neuron is excited to fire a nerve impulse, the impulse is always the 

same size and always travels at the same rate in the axon of that 

neuron. 
Alzheimer's disease A form of primary degenerative dementia char

acterized by progressive mental deterioration. 
amnesia Generally, any loss of memory; often applied to situations 
in which a person forgets his or her own identity and is unable to· 

recognize familiar peopte and situations. 
amygdala A deep structure of the cerebrum; part of the limbic 

system: involved in emotion and memory formation. 
anal stage The stage of psyrhosexual developm(nt in psvrhoanalvtic 

theory in which the satisfactions of a child between I and 3 years 

center around excretion. Compare oral stage, pha/lir stage, latency 

period, J;tnital stage. 
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analytical psychology Carl Gustav Jung's theorv of personality. 

analytical therapy Carl Gustav Jung's approach to psvchotherap_v 
which emphasizes each person's need for inrkciduatiun. 

anchoring In estimating sub;erti<;e probabiluy. the initial le\el 
which pro,ides an anchor that biases the estimates. Sec adjustment. 

androgens t\lale sex hormones. See testosterone. 
angiotensin II .\ substance that circulates in the blood and mav 
trigger drinking. See renin. 

angular gyrus A. region of che tffdmJ/ t()!te\· ac che border of che 
pmutal, offipiral. and tempoml lobes imporcanc in reading. 
anima :\ female rmhetype present in males; a concept in Jung's 
analvt1ml psvrholOf!:>« Compare animus. 

ammism (1) In Piaget's rhtorT of mgnitic·e r/e'i;e/opmmt. che belief of 
children in che preoperational swge chat things arc ali1·e and move 
with wills of their own. (2) More genera))\·. reasoning based on 
coincidences in nature. 

animus ..\male arrhflype present in females; a concept in Jung's 
analvtiml pswhology. Compare anima. 

anorexia nervosa .\ pswholoKiml disorrln characterized bs· loss of 
appetite. loss of weight. and in women ccs~ation of menstruation; 
"self-sta1Yation." 

anterior commissure . .\ band of whice fibe" that connects che 
temporal lobo· of the rer~bml hemisphn~s. Compare mrpus mllosum. 

anterograde amnesia The inabilits co encode ,md store new in/or
mation in memor:.. ( :omp:ue retro;:nulr amntsia. See omntsia. 

antidiuretic hormone (ADH) ,\hormone that controls chc loss of 
vater throu~h the kidness. 

:mtisocial personality disorder . .\ penmwli!)· disonler in which the 
i idividual displass little concern for che ordinars· rules of societv 
and little feeling for the ordinars· standards of right and wrong. 
anxiety A vague, ob1ectless fear; an uneass, fearful feeling. 
anxiety disorders ClirlJ(al svndromes in which obsers·ablc and 111-

tense anxiety is the principal ssmptom; the anxietv is noc co1ered up 
or reduced by other processes as in some of the other psvrhologiml 

disorders. 

aperiodic wave A romp/ex f>.'m·e made up of rnrious amplitude and 
frequenry components which occur irregularly; noise is usuallv ap
eriodic in waveform. Compare periodir f>.'llt'e. 

aphasia Generallv. an impairment in language abilitY; maY be an 
impairment of comprehension (receptive aphasia) or of speech 
production (producti1·e aphasia). 
apparent motion Perceived motion in which no actual movement 
of the stimulus pattern 01er the rereptor occurs. Compare real motion. 

appraisal In the tognitir_·e-appmisal theory of emotions, evaluation of 
information from the environment. from the body, and from mem

ors· which determines the emotion that is felt. See rwppraisril 

approach-approach conflict A situation in which two positic·e in
compatible goals are equallv accracti\e ac the same time. 

approach-avoidance conflict A situation in which an indi1idual is 
both attracted and repelled bs che same J!.Oal 

apraxia Impairment. in the absence of a specific paralssis. of chc 
abilit~· to perform scnsor:-motor t;1sks: may occur after damage to 

the parietal asswiation rnrtex. 

aptitude The ability to profit bs certain tvpes of training and co do 
the work required in a particular situation. Compare intelligenff. See 
ability, s1holastit aptitudes. comrional aptitudes. 

aptitude tests See apt1rude. 
archetypes lnhenced un1onsnous imaf:es or roncepts which repre
sent ancestral experiences of che human race. See animus. anrma. 

rollertive unronslious. 

arcuate fasciculus The bundle of nerve fibers connecting the 
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posterior area, or \remirke's speech area, of cerebral cortex with the 
frontal speech area. or Brom's area. 

arousal The amount of excitement, or the degree to which one is 
"stirred up"; indicated bv the electroencephalogram, galvanic skin 

response, muscle tension, etc.; influenced by activity in the ascending 

reticular artivatinf!. system and the sympathetic system. 

art A skill or knack for doing something that is acquired by study. 
practice, and special experience. Compare science. 

ascending reticular activating system (ARAS) The fibers and 
nerve cells of the reticular formation; an indirect sensory pathway to 
the terebral mrtex; involved in control of levels of arousal and the 
sleep-waking continuum. 

assimilation In Piaget's theory ofcof!.nitive development, the modifi
cation of one's environment so that it fits i.1to already developed 
ways of thinking and behaving. Contrast accommodation. 

assoc1at1on areas Regions of the cerebral cortex involved in such 
complex psychological functions as the understanding and produc
tion of language, thinking, and imagery. Compare sensory areas of 
rortex and motor areas of rortex. 

assortative mating Mating between couples who are more similar 
in mental or phvsical attributes than would be predicted by chance. 
attachment The early, stable love relationship between a child 
and caretaker. 

attention Processes that select certain inputs for inclusion in the 
focus of experience. 

attention deficit disorder A behavioral problem of childhood 
characterized bv a short attention span, hyperactivits, a low toler
ance for frustration, and impulsivity. 

attitude An evaluation; a learned predisposition to beha\e in a 
consistent evaluative manner toward a person, a group of people, an 
object, or a group of objects. 
attitude item In measuring attitudes, a question or statement 
about the attitude object and a "format" -fixed or open-ended
for the response. 

attitude scales Self-report methods of measuring attitudes; attempts 
to obtain a precise index of a person's attitude on a particular issue 
either by using calibrated statements and asking each person to 
indicate agreement or disagreement with each statement, or else by 
asking each person to specify the degree to which she or he agrees 
or disagrees with a group of statements. Compare public opinion 

polls. 

attitude similarity Agreement of attitudes among people; a factor 
influencing the degree of attraction one person feels for another. 
attributions Characteristic traits, intentions, and abilities inferred 
on the basis of observed behavior; an aspect of social perception. 

auditory canal The canal leading from the ouside of the head to 

the Mr-drum. 

autistic thinking Highly private thinking using symbols that have 
very personal meanings. Compare directed thinking. 

autokinetic effect Apparent motion of a small spot of light against a 
dark background in a dark room. 

autonomic nervous system A division of the peripheral nervous 
nstem serving certain glands and smooth muscles; includes- the 
s_vmpathetir system and the parasympathetic system; important in emo

tion. Compare somatic nervous system. 

auto-shaping Use of classical conditioning procedures in the shaping 
of an animal in an operant chamber. 

availability A judgment heuristic in which people estimate subjec
tive probability on the basis of easily remembered events. 

aversion therapy A form of behavior therapy/behavior modification 
in which the stimuli eliciting the behavior to be eliminated are paired 



with unpleas1nt states of affairs; in time, these stimuli tend to he 
avoided. Sec classical ronditioninJ:, m·cert sensitization. 

avoidance-'IVoidance conflict :\ situation in which an individual 
is caught b•ctween two nej;a:ice J:Oals; as the individual tries to avoid 
one ~al. ;,¢or she is brought closer to the ocher. 
avoidanc~ learning Leaming to make a particular response to a 
wauning .iignal in order to amid a noxious stimulus. 

axon :\nerve fiber which transmits impulses from the cell bodv to 
01her neurons or to muscles and glands. Compare dendrite. 

·balance theory A theory which predicts attitude formation and 
chang" on the basis of an individual's tendency to maintain consis
tenc\ among the numerous attitudes he or she holds; there is a 
tendency coward balance. and unbalanced structures produce ten
~ior or discomfort. 
basal ganglia Sudei in the rerebral hemi1pheres concert'ed with 
maintaining muscle cone and other aspects of bodv ffi!JV.,menc. 
baseline A stable and reliable level of perfonnanre chat can be used 
as a basis for assessing changes in behavior caused by the introduc
tion of an independent variable. Sec ?L'ithin-subjerts design. 
basic anxiety and basic hostility In Hornev's theor:v of penonality, 

deep-seated feelings of insecuricv and anger originating in child
hood which determine how a person will respond to ochers. 
basilar membrane A membrane in the rodi/ea on which the O!'f!/In 

of {,'orti sits. 
basket nerve ending A specialized structure at the roots of hairs 
on the bod\·; a sense organ for pressure or touch. 
behavior :\nvching a person or animal docs chat can be observed 
in some way. 
behavior genetics The scudv of the wavs in ;,foch an individual's 
genetic constitution contributes to the detct'h,rnacion of behavior. 

behavior therapy/behavior modification Methods developed to 

alleviate psvrholoj;i({]/ disorders which focus on changing behavioral 
problems bv using techniques of dassi({]/ ronditioninJ:, instrumental 

mnditionit1j;loperant mnditioninj;, and obsercational learning. 

behavioral assessment An approach to the study of personalitv 

based on tht: direct observation of behavior and the conditions under 
which certain beh3\·iors occur. 
behavioral medicine Psvchological treatments designed to help 
people cope with phvsical health problems. 
behavioral perspective A current viewpoint in ps_yrholof!:I which 
has its roots in the older school of hehaviorism; the emphasis is on 
the description, control, and understanding of what people and 
animals do-their behaf.'ior. 

behavioral therapies See behavior therapylhehavior modifimtion. 

behaviorism The view that human and animal behavior can be 
understood, predicted, and controlled without .ecourse to explana
tions involving mental states. A school of psvchologv insisting that 
psvchology be restricted to the study of behm·ior. Compare strur

tura/ism. funrlionalism, Gestalt ps.vcholof!:I. 

beliefs CoJ<nitions. or thoughts. about the characteristics of ob
jects. 
belongingness and love needs SmLr for affection, affiliation, and 
identification. In Maslow's chcorv chev are fulfilled after phys

iologiral and safety needs arc satisfied. 
binaural Presentation of the same information to the two ears. 
Compare dirhotir. 

binocular cues Cues for depth perception ihat we get from both 
eyes working together. Compare monocular mes. See retinal dispar

ity. 

biofeedback Information provided to a person about biological 
events in his or her own body-heart rate, for example. The 

perception of this information may allow individuals to gain control 
over biological events in their bodies. 
biological perspective A current viewpo;nt in psvrholof!)' in which 
the aim is to relate behavior to functions of the bodv-che nervous 
and glandul'lf systems in particular. 
biomedical therapies Use of physical means in the treatment of 
psychological disordeq. See psychr!sur,;ery, elertroronrnlsive!elearoshock 

therapy ( F.ClYES7), chemotherapy. Compare psychotherapy. 

bipolar disorder \An affectit·e disonier in which there are both manir 

episodes and major depressive episodes. 
blind spot The region of the retina where the optic neroe fibers 
leave; it contains no rods or rones, and therefore what is focused on it 
is not seen. 
body language Communication bv gestures and movements of the 
body; may give messages about the emotions and motives of an 
individual. 
bonding See attarhme!/f. 

bouton Small bulb at the end of the axon of a neuron. Arrival of a 
nef'i.'f impulse at the bouton causes release of neurotransmitters into 
the synaptir deft. See vesides. 

brain The part of the rentral nrroous system encased in the skull. 
brain comparator A hvpothetical mechanism chat takes account 
of eve and head movements in the perreption of motion. 
brain stem The division of the brain closest to the spinal cord; 

includes the medulla, the pons, and the midbrain. 

brain syndromes Psyd10lor;iml disorders resulting from impairment 
of brain function; mav be acute and reversible or chronic and 
irreversible. 
brightness A dimension of visual experience referring to the rela
tive degree of whiteness, gravncss, or blackness. Intensity of the 
phvsical stimulus is the major determiner of perceived brightness. 
Compare hur, saturation. 

brightness constancy A phenomenon of perception in which a 
person perceives an object as having almost the same brightness 
despite marked changes in the physical energy stimulating the eve. 
Broca's area The portion of the frontal lobe of the cerebrum in
volved in programming the patterned movements necessarv for 
speech. Compare l\'rmicke's area. 

bulimia A psycholoJ:iml disorder characterized hy the "binge-purge 
svndrome" in which people overeat and then induce vomiting or 
use laxatives to rid themselves of what thev have eaten; extreme 
diets arc also a feature of this disorder. 

Cannon-Bard theory A theory about the relationship between 
bodilv states and felt emotion stating that felt emotion and hodily 
reactions in emotion are independent of each other and triggered 
simulcancouslv hy accivitv of lower brain areas. Compare lames

Lanw theory, Srharhter-SinJ:rr theory. 

cardinal traits Dominant personality characteristics of an individ
ual; nearly all of a person's actions can he traced back to these traits. 
Compare central traits, semndary traits. 

catatonic type A kind of schizophrenia characterized bv negativism 
and the prolonged maintenance of certain bizarre postures. 
categorical perception of phonemes The sounds comprising 
phonemes are perceived as belonging together as a category of 
sounds. 
catharsis A term chat refers to "venting an emotion" or "getting 
it out of one's system"; may sometimes be useful in lessening 
aggression, fear, or anxiety. 
cell membrane A thin structure separating the fluid inside a 
neuron from that which bathes the cell on the outside; essential for 
the generation and conduction of neroe impulses. 
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cellular-dehydration thirst Thirsr triggered bv loss of water from 
the osmorereptors. Compare h.vpovolemia. See double-depletion hypoth
esis. 

central nervous system (CNS) The part of the nervous S\·stem 
enclosed in the bony case of the skull and backbone: the brain and 
the spinal rord. Compare peripheral nercous svstem ( PXSJ. 
central sulcus A groove running obliquelv from top to bottom on 
the side. or lateral, surface of the rerebral tmtex; marks off the frontal 
lobe from the perietal lobe. 
central traits Personality features which characterize an individ
ual, but do so less completelv than do mrdinal traits. Compare 
cardinal traits, serondarv traits. 
cerebellum :\ structure, located wward the back of the brain. 
which is concerned with the coordination of movements. 
cerebral arteriosclerosis Hardening of the arteries of the brain. 
especiallv in the arebrom, which reduces the flow of blood: brain 
tissue degenerates and intellectual functions are impaired. 
cerebral cortex 'l'hc gray mattrr covering the arebrum. 
cerebral hemispheres The two divJSions of the rerebmm, sepa
rated bv the lon;;itudinalfissur~. 
cerebrum The largest structure of the forebrain; consists of fil•hite 
matter (fiber tracts), deeper stuctures, and rerebral rortex. 
chemotherapy The treatment of various psy1holo;;iml disorders 
with dro;;s. 
child psychology A part of dt·vrlopmmtal psvchology which empha
sizes the changes in beha·cior which occur in the earlv vears of life. 
childhood amnesia A term that refers to the poor memorv we have 
of our lives in our earlv vears. See amnesia. 
cholecystokinin (CCK) A hormone that is released into the blood 
when food reaches the intestine; it mav be involved in the cessation 
of eating. 
chromosomes Long chainlike structures containing ;;enes: found 
in the nuclei of cells. 
chronological age (CA) The actual age of a person in years or 
months. 
chunking An encoding process in which items of information are 
grouped together in short-term memory iSTJf); increases the capacitv 
of short-term memory. 
cis-rhodopsin, trans-rhodopsin Shapes of the rhodopsin mole
cule. The nonexcited cis configuration changes to the trans config
uration with absorption of light energy. 
classical conditioning /,earning that takes place when a rondi
tioned stimulus is paired with an unconditioned stimulus. Also called 
respondent conditioning or Pavlovian conditioning. 
classical conditioning techniques Methods of behac'ior therapy! 
behavior modification which use dassiral conditioning. See dos.rim/ 
conditioning. 
clause A verb and its associated nouns, adjectives, and other parts 
of speech; said to be the major unit of perceived meaning in 
speech. 
clearness in depth perception A monocular rue for depth; nearer 
objects are generally perceived as having sharper outlines than 
those of distant objects. 

client-centered therapy A nondirective therapy, developed bv Carl 
Rogers, which tvpicallv is not so intensive or prolonged a's ps.vcho
ana/ysis. It puts a person in a permissive situation where poten
tialities for growth and probiem solving are maximized. See 

nondirective therapy. 
climacteric The end of ovulation and reproductive capacirv, sig
naled by menopause. 
clinical-consensual approach to classification A way of grouping 
psyclwlogical disorders; an attempt to reach general agreement among 
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experts about which psychological disorders exist and how they 
should be defined and diagnosed. See DS!tf-/11. Compare empirical 
approath to dassifimtion. 
clinical method .\ psvchological technique which focuses on the 
studv of an ini,lividual's behavior; it is usually used to understand 
behavioral problems. Tests and interviews are used to study the 
individual's behavior. 
clinical psychologists See dinical psyrhology. 
clinical psychology A branch of psychology concerned with psy
chological methods of recognizing and trcatingpsvchological disorders 
and research into their causes. 
clinical syndromes :\ DS.lf-111 category of psychological disorders. 
Examples arc srhizophrenir disorders and paranoid disorders. 
closure An organi1,ing principle in perception in which gaps in 
stimulation are filled in bv perceptual processes, thus giving rise. to 
the perception of complete and continuous forms. 
cochlea A bonv cavitv .• coiled like a snail shell, containing the 
rereptor organs for hearing. 
cogmt10n ~dental processes such as thinkin;;, remembering, per
ceiving, planning. and choosing. 
cognitive See mgnition. 
cognitive-appraisal theory of emotions A theory which states that 
the emotions we feel result from evaluations, or appraisals, of infor
mation received from the situation. from the body. and from memo
ries of past encounters with similar situations. See reappraisal. 
cognitive development The growth and changes in thinking, 
memorv, perceiving, planning, and choosing which occur through 
the life span: Piaget's theory of cognitive development has been 
influential. 
cognitive dissonance A conflict of thoughts arising when two or 
more ideas do not go together; people find this conflict distressing 
and arc motivated to reduce it: attitudes may be changed when this 
conflict is reduced. 
cognitive framework Categories and their perceived interre
lationships used in sorial perreption; included are implicit personality 
theories. relationships among traits, and stereotypes. 
cognitive learning A change in the way information is processed as 
a result of experience that a person or an animal has had. See latent 
learnin;;, insight IMrninr;, imitation. 
cogmt1ve map The learned mental representation of the environ
ment. See cognitive learning. 
cogmt1ve perspective A current viewpoint in psychology which 
emphasizes information processing in the study of mind and behav
ior. See information-processin;; theory. 
cognitive processes Specific mental operations occurring in per
reption, learning, or problem solving. 
cognitive psychology The branch of psychology which studies 
cognitive processes; includes the study of memory. 
cognitive-response approaches Views of attitudes which stress 
the importance of the active information-processing done by people 
in the formation of attitudes. 
cognitive restructuring See cognitive therapylrognitive-behavior ther
apy. 
cognitive slippage and derailment Thought which is marked by a 
series of ideas which depart from a logical framework; it is charac
teristic of manv srhizophrenic patients. 
cognitive-structural school Psychologists who argue for the im
portance of active interaction between the developing organism and 
the environment in determining behavior and cognition; Jean Piaget 
is a representative of this school. 
cognitive therapy/cognitive-behavior therapy An approach to 
the treatment of psychological disorders which stresses char maladap-



tive behavior comes from maladaptive ideas; therapy should focus 
on changing these ideas; this approach is sometimes known as 
cognitive restructuring. 
cohort A group of people who were born about the same rime and 
thus may have had manv experiences in common. 
collective unconscious According to the theory ofJung, the primi
tive ideas and symbols that all people have in common; said to have 
grown ouc of the past experience of the human race. Compare 
personal uncon.<eious. See arrhetypes. 
collegial marriage A relationship in which comradeship and shar
ing are emphasized; husband and wife assume responsibility for 
different roles in the marriage, with each respecting the individual 
abilities and interests of the other. 
commissure A band of fibers connecting the left and right sides 
of the brain. See corpus callosum, anterior rommissure. 
common fate An organizing principle in perreption that causes a 
person to perceive items that move together as grouped together. 
communication Stimuli made bv one organism that have meaning 
for other organisms and thus affect their behavior. See languaf!,e. 
community mental health The attempt to bring public health 
principles to the area of mental health. Communitv mental health 
stresses crisis intervention in psvchiatric emergencies; it attempts 
to make inexpensive specialized psyrhotherapy available to poor 
people; it attempts to resolve community problems that lead to 

psychological disorders. 
community mental health movement See community mental 
health. 
community psychology The subfield of psyrholof!J emphasizing 

application of psychological principles, ideas, and points of view to 
help solve social problems and to help individuals adapt to their 
work and living groups. 
companionship marriage A relationship in which male and 
female roles are not regarded as fixed; husbands and wives freely 
assume the rights and obligations of their partners, depending on 
the situation. 
comparison level (CL) In social exchange theory, a subjective stan
dard for judging whether the outcomes experienced in a social rela
tionship are satisfactory. Compare comparison le1.•el for alternati,·es 
(Cl0 1rl 
comparison level for alternatives (CL.1,) In sorial exchange theory. 
an individual's standard used for judging the outromes that would be 
rece.ived in the next best alternative relationship, or in simply being 
alone; when outcomes in the present relationship fall below the 
CL.1., a person will leave the relationship in favor of the alter
native. Compare comparison level (Cl). 

compensation and overcompensation A defense mechanism in 
which an individual substirnres one acrivirv for another in an at
tempt to satisfy frustrated (see frustration) motic•es. It usually implies 
failure or loss of self-esteem in one activity and the compensation 
for this loss by efforts in some other realm of endeavor. 
complex In Jung's theory of personality (analvtiml psycholof!Y). a 
network of ideas bound together bv a common emotion or set of 

feelings. 
complex waves Sound waves made up of many frequencies; can be 
periodic or aperiodic. Compare sine waves. 
compulsions Irrational acts which are repeatedly carried out in a 
fixed, repetitive way. Compare obsessions. See obsessice-rompulsive 
disorder, compulsive personality disorder. 
compulsive personality A personality disorder in which the indi
vidual is overly rigid in thinking and behavior, often showing exces
sive concern for morals and social standards. 
compulsive personality disorder A psychological disorder in which 

the individual tends to be perfectionisric, stingv, stubborn. emo
tionally inhibited, and inclined to become preoccupieC. with trivial 

pursuits. 
concept A symbolic construction that represents some common 
and general··fearurc or features of objects or events. 
concordance The percentage of relatives of a person who show 
the same trait as does the person in question; concordances are 
often computed for identiml fl£·ins and fraternal f1£·ins. 
concrete operations In Piaget's theory, logical operations involving 
manipulation and transformation of here-and-now objects and 

events. 
concrete word A word for which a visual image is easilv formed. 

Compare abstrart word. 
conditioned emotional response (CER) Fear conditioned to 

stimuli which are associated with noxious events. See dassiml rondi
tioning. 
conditioned, or secontlary, reinforcer A stimulus which has been 
paired with a primary reinforcer to become a conditioned reinforcer. 
The stimulus can then br used as a reinforcer. Compare pfimary 
reinforcer. 
conditioned response (CR) A response produced bv a ronditioned 
stimulus after it has been paired with an unronditioned stimulus; the 
learned response in dassiml conditioning. 
conditioned stimulus (CS) A stimulus that is originally ineffec
tive, but which, after pairing with an unconditioned stimulus, evokes 
the conditioned response. 
cones Light-sensitive rereptors in the retina responsible for sharp 
visual acuity. daylight vision, and color vision; found in the fovea. 
Compare rods. 
confabulation A reronstrurtive process which consists of filling in 
gaps in memory with plausible guesses. 
conflict See motimtional conflict. 
conformity The changing of individuals' beliefs or behaviors so that 
they become more similar to those of other group members. Com
pare devianf"f. 
connotative meaning The emotional and evaluative meaning of 
words and concepts; can be measured by the semantic differential 
method. C0mpare denotational meaning. 
conscious Thoughts and perception of which a perso.n is aware. 
Compare preronsrious, unconscious. 
consensus information The extent to which other people re
spond to the same stimuli in the same manner as the person being 
judged; a factor important in making attributions. See ronsistenry, 
distinrtiveness. 
conservation In Piaget's theory of cognitive development, the opera
tion of knowing that an object has not changed in fundamental 
properties in spite of appearance. See identity concept. 
consistency The extent to which a particular response occurs 
whenever a partic~lar stimulus or situation is present; a factor impor
tant in making attributions. See consensus information, distinctiveness. 
consistency theories A group of theories about attitudes which 

focus on the individual's attempt to maintain consistency among 
the numerous attitudes he or she holds. See balance theory. 
constancy (size, shape) See perceptual ronstanry. 
constructive processes Mo.difications of the material to he re
membered which take place at the time of input. Compare reron
structive processes. 
contact comfort The gratification an infant receives from contact 
with a soft object; may motivate attachment early in life. The 
infant's need for contact with a warm, soft surface. 
continuation An organizing principle in perreption according to 
which lines that start out as straight lines are perceived as continu-
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ing as straight lines, while lines chat scare ouc as curved lines are 
seen as continuing on a curved course. 
,•ontinuous reinforcement (CRF) Reinforcement of all correct re
sponses. Compare schedule of reinforrement. 
continuous versus discontinuous development The issue of 
whether behavioral and mgnitive development are best viewed as 
moving in a smooch progression (continuously) or through a series 
of discrete stages (discontinuouslv). 
contours The lines of demarcation perceived by an observer 
whenever there is a marked differe•1ce between the brightness or 
color in one place and that in an adjoining region. 
contralateral neglect A svmprom of parietal lobe damage in which 
patients ignore the side of the bodv and extrapersonal space op
posite the side of the brain damage. Most common after right 
parietal lobe damage; the patient ignores left extrapersonal space 
and the left side of the bodv. 
contraprepared behaviors Responses which, for certain animal 
species, are almost impossible to learn. Compare prepared beha~oiors, 

unprepared behae'iors. 
contributions rule A rule emplovcd as a standard in making 
judgments of fairness in social relationships based on the invest
ments each person makes in the relationship. Compare needs role. 

equalitv role. 
control groups The groups in an experiment which are equiv
alent to the experimental group but which do not receive. the 
independent L'ariabk 
control-group design An experimental strategy which uses rontrol 

s;roups to control for extraneous factors. Often experimenters will 
match subjects on a number of factors considered t<' be relevant and 
then assign them at random to the experimental and rontrol groups. 
control in experiments . .\characteristic of the expen'mental method 

in which extraneous factors which might affect the dependent ·ct11i
able are held constant or cancelled out in some way so that onlv the 
specified independent vanahlrs arc allowed to change. 
conventional level T've of thinking about moral issues in which 
value is placed on maintaining the conventional order and satisfving 
the expectancies of others. Compare ptffonvrntional lt"cel, postron

untional lt"l·d 
convergent thinking T!tinkins; in which the thinker gathers infor
mation relevant to a problem and then proceeds bv reasoning to 

arrive at the one best solution; involved in solving problems with a 
single correct answer. Compare dic·ef'/!,enl thinking. 
conversion disorder A psvrhological disorder in which a moth·a

tional ronflift has heen converted into phvsical symptoms; the per
son appears to have various ailments, but these ailments have no 
physical basis. 
conversion reaction See rom·ersion disorder. 
cooperative play Plav requiring complementary role taking and a 
high degree of interaction. Compare solitary play, parallel play. 
cornea The outermost, transparent layer of the front of the eve. 
See refraction. 
corpus callosum The great rommissurr that connects one rrrebml 

hemisphere with the other. See antrrior rommissure. 
correlation Generallv, a relationship; more specifically, a statistic 
summanzing the direction and degree of relationship between sets 
of measures. See rorrelation coefficient. 

correlation coefficient A number between + 1.00 and - 1.00 
that expresses the degree of relationship, or rorrelation, between 
sets of measurements. A coefficient of+ 1.00 (or - 1.00) represents 
perfect correlation, a coefficient of .00 represents no correlation, 
and intermediate coefficients represent various degrees of correla
tion. 
cortex See rerebral rortrx. 
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corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) A hormone-like substance 
secreted by the hypothalamus which regulates the release of adr~
nocorticotropir honnone (ACTH) from the pituitary s;land. See re/eas

ins; factors. 
cortisol A hormone secreted by the outer layers of the adrenal 
gland under the influence of adrenorortirotropic honnone (llCTH); its 
actions help the bodv deal adaptively with stressors. See adrenocor

tirotropir (ACTH) axis. 
counseling psychology The subfield of psyrhology which stresses 
helping individuals with educational, vocational, family, or per
sonal problems. See rlinical psyrhology. 
counterattitudinal role playing A term that refers to the state of 
affairs in which people express attitudes publicly which are opposite 
to their private attitudes; used in research on rognitive dissonanre. 
counterconditioning The weakening of a ronditioned response bv 
conditioning the stimuli that elicit it to other responses which are 
incompatible with the r;sponse to be eliminated. See systematir 
desensitization. 
countertransference reaction In psyrhotherapy, the therapist mav 
transfer to. the patient mtiturles or feelings which originated outside 
the therapv situation. Compare transferenre. 
covert sensitization A form of aversion therapy in which the un
pleasant, or noxious, events associated with unwanted behm;iors are 
imagined rather than experienced. 
creativity The use of one's intellect to produce novel, mean
ingful ideas. 
criterion ( 1) A standard. In the evaluation of tests, the job or 
performance that a test is supposed to predict. 12) In leamins;, the 
level of perfonnanre considered to represent rclativelv complete 
learning. 
critical period A time in the life cvcle during which certain 
cognitive, perceptual, or social events must occur if they are to 
influence later behm·ior. 
cross-sectional method The study of groups of persons or a 
process at a particular point in time; groups at different stages of 
development are contrasted. Compare lons;itudinal method. 
crystallized intelligence The rvpe of intelligenre involved in ap
plving what has been learned; reflects one's cultural exposure and 
is composed largely of knowledge and skills. Compare fluid intel
lis;enrf. 
cultural-familial (or sociocultural) retardation Mental retardation 

without an identifiable phvsiological cause; the majority of retarded 
persons fall in this categorv. 
cumulative recorder A device for plotting responses in instrumen

tal mnditioningloperant ronditionins;. 

decibel (dB) The unit of measurement used to express the inten

sity of sound. 
deduction Reasoning from abstract general principles to specific 
hypotheses that follow from these principles. Compare inductiv' 
reasoning 
deep phrase structure, or deep structure The mental represen· 
ration of what a person intend' ro say. See transfonnational s;ram
mar. 
defense mechanisms Unconscious strategies used to avoid anx

iety, resolve ronflirt, and enhance self-esteem. Fol examples, see 
displaremenr, 'reaction fonnation, repression. 

defensive amnesia Forgetting which may be a way of protecting 
oneself from the guilt and anxiety resulting from intense, intolera
ble life situations and ronf/irts; a form of motivated forgetting. See 
amnesia, defense merhanisms. 
defensive avoidance A reaction to messages appealing to fea1; 



avoidance of information put our bv rhe communicator or refusal to 
accept the communicator's conclusions. 
delirium tremens A syndrome, characteristically including trem
ors, delirium, convulsions, and ha//urinations, produced by with
drawal from alcohol. 
delusions Groundless, fixed ideas or misinterpretations of experi
ence; characteristic of several psychological disorders. 

dementia praecox An old term for srhizophrenia, meaning 
"youthful insanity." It was so named because schizophrenic disor
ders tend to develop in adolescence and early adulthood. 
dendrite A short, many-branched fiber of a neuron that receives 
information from other neurons. Compare axon. 

denotational meaning The generally accepted meaning of words 
and concepts; "dictionary meaning." Compare ronnotative meaning. 

dependence A "severe" form of a .wbstanre-use disorder in which 
physical addiction to the substance, toleranre, and withdraff•al symp

toms occur. Compare abuse. 

dependent variable The variable whose value depends, or mav 
depend, on the value of the independent variable; the behm·ior of a 
person or animal in an experiment. Compare independent i·ariable. 

depression An emotion characterized by "sadness," crving, with
drawal from others, and feelings of inadequacv. See major depressi0·e 

episodes. 

depth perception Perreption of the relative distance of objects 
from the observer. 
descriptive·· statistics Numbers used to describe a set of measures 
or the degree of relationship between secs of measures. See mean. 
median, mode, standard deviation, correlation roejficient. Compare in

ferential statistics. 

despair Despondency; a fear in older people chat time is running 
out before one can achieve a satisfving sense of wholeness and of 
life's meaning. 
developmental perspective A current viewpoint in psyrholof!Y con
cerned with characteristic changes in behm·ior that occur in people 
as they progress through the life span. See decelopmenral ps_whology. 

developmental psychology The branch of psycholof!Y which traces 
changes in behavior through the life span. See rhild psychology. 

deviance Behavior or beliefs not in conformity with those of the 
group. 
deviation IQ An Intelligence Quotient based on standard srores, so 
chat !Qs more nearly compare in meaning from one age to another. 
See Inte/ligenre Quotient (IQ). Compare ratio IQ. 

dichotic Presentation of different information to each ear. Com
pare binaural. 

Differential Aptitude Tests (DAT) A rest battery designed to give 
information about both scholastic and rnrationa/ aptitudes. 

differential reinforcement ( 1) Reinforrement of a response to one 
stimulus but not to another: such reinforcement is used experimen
tally to establish a discrimination. See disrrimination. (2) In bthm.:ior 

thempy/beh{/f.Jior modification, the positive reinforrrment of desired re
sponses and the extinction of undesired responses. 
differential threshold The smallest difference that a person can 
perceive between two stimuli in the same sensory rhannel. Compare 
absolute threshold. See threshold. 

directed thinking Thinking aimed at the solution of problems or 
the creation of something new. Compare autistic thinking. 

discrimination (1) Leaming in which an organism learns to make 
one response to one stimulus and a different response. or no re
sponse, to another stimulus. See differential reinforcement. (2) Treat
ing a person or group in an unfavorable or unfair way. Compare 
prejudite. 

discrimination learning LeaminK in which the subject learns to 

choose one stimulus and not another. Usually responses to one 

stimulus, the positive one, are reinforced, while responses to the 
other stimulus are extinguished. Or, stated another way, the subject 
learns to respond in the presence of a positive stimulus, or SD, and 
not to respond in the presence of a negative stimui1Js. or s.i. See 
simultaneous distrimination /eanJing, surressh'e discrimination learning, 
differential reinforrement. / 

discriminative stimuli Events in the environme~t that signal that 
reinforrement will or will not be forthcoming when a particular re
sponse is made. See disrrimination framing, sn, st.. 
disorders In the empiriral approarh to dassijication, groups of spe
cific behavioral problems that often occur together. See syndrome. 

disorders of affect Sec affative disorders. 

disorganized type A form of sthizophrenia characterized by in
coherent thinking but n•i svsrematic delusions. See /ooseninKof assoria
tion, 1·07,nitit·e slippage and drrailment. 

disorientation A loS> of awareness of spatial, temporal, and social 
relationships. 
displacement A drjfllsr methanism in which a person copes with an 
anxiety-provoking motic·e bv substituting another J!,Oa/ for rhe origi
nal one. 
distinctiveness The extent to which the person being judged 
responds differentlv to different stimuli or situations; a factor impor
tant in making attr1hutions. See mnsensus information, ronsistenry. 

divergent thinking A type of rhinkit17,. often used in creative 
thought, in which a wide varietv of ideas or solutions come to mind. 
Compare rum·err.enr thinkinK-

dizygotic (DZ) twins See frarema/ rr,,·ins. 

dopamine One of several neurotransmitters found in rhe rentral 

ne!Y.'ous svstem; Sthizophrenia mav be related to disorde" in ner;e 
parhwavs which use dopamine as the neurotransminer. Sec 
serotonin. norepinephrine. 

dopamine hypothesis A biological theory of srhizophrenia which 
savs that an important causal facwr in this disorder is excess activity 
of the neurotransmiffo dopamine in cer .ain areas of the brain. 
dorsal root The spit111/ root coward the back which contains the 
sensory fibers. Compare ''entral roof. 

dorsal root ganglion A c:uster of nef\e cell bodies that give rise to 
the somatosensory nerve fibers that carry information from the pe
ripherv of the bodv into the spinal cord. 

double-bind communication The idea chat a psychological cause 
of srhizophrenia is to be found in the conflicting messages parents 
give their children. 
double-depletion hypothesis The idea chat rrllular dehydration 

and hypovo/emia contribute to thirst and drinking. 
Down syndrome A mild to moderate form of mrntal retardation 

which is due to a chromosomal abnormalirv. 
dream amnesia Poor memory of dreams. See amnesi°' 

dream analysis The analvsis of dream content to obtain informa
tion about rhe source of a person's emotional problems; often used 
in psyrhoanahsis. See ff•ish fulfil/men!. 

drive theories ''Push theories" of moti<·ation which say that inter
nal stares within organisms push behavior toward J!,oal.r. Compare 
inrentive theories and inrentive motii·ation, opponent-prof"fss theory, op

timal-level theories. 

drug A chemical substance which alters the structure or funnio 1 

of a living orr.anism. 

DSM-III The Diaf!.nostir and Statistira/ Jfanua/ o/Jfental Disordm. 

third edition, of the American Psychiatric Association; the standard 
classification svsrem for ps_vrhof1giral disorders in the llnited States. 
duplicity theory of vision Functional differences between rods 

and rones. 

dyads Two-person social situations. 
dynamic approaches Views of personality which emphasize or-
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going interactions among motices, impulses, and psychological pro
cesses; unconscious proresses tend to be an important part of these 
viewpoints. 
dyslexia A general term referring to difficulty in reading. See 
angular f!Yrus. 
dysphasia A partial impairment in language ability; may be an 
impairment of comprehension (receptive dysphasia) or of speech 
production (productive dysphasia). 
eardrum A thin membrane, also called the tympanic membrane, 
which separates the outer ear from the middle ear and which 
vibrates when sound waves reach it. 
echolalia Repetition of what another speaker has just said, rather 
than use of speech for true rommunirotion. 
educational psychology A field of specialization concerned with 
increasing the efficiencv of learning in school through the applica
tion of psvchological knowledge about framing and moti'l·ation to the 
curriculum. Compare srhoo/ psvrho/ogist, srhoo/ rounse/or. 
EEG See elertroenrepha/ogrom. 
effectance motivation A general motive to act competentlv and 
effecti,-clv when interacting with the environment. 
efferent Carrving information from the rentro/ nervous system to the 
organs and muscles. Compare afferent. 
ego In psyrhoanalvtir theory, a term referring to the self and to ways 
of behaving and thinking realisticallv. See id, superego. 
egocentrism In Piaget's throrv of rogniti'l·e df'l•elopment, the in
ability of children in the preoperotional stO[!/ to adopt another per
son's point of view. 
eidetic imagery Exrremelv detailed imagery; a "photographic 
memory." Sec image. 
elaboration The degree to which incoming information is pro
cessed so that it can be tied to, or integrated with, existing memo
ries. See e/aborativr rehearsal. 
elaborative rehearsal Process of giving material organization and 
meaning as it is being rehearsed; an active rehrarw/ process. Com
pare maintenance rehearsal. See rehear:wl. 
elective mutism Deciding not to speak. 
Electra complex In psyrhoanalvtir theory, affectional responses by 
a girl toward her father. accompanied by jealousy of her mother. 
See phallic .rtage. Compare Oedipus romplrx. 

electroconvulsive/electroshock therapy (ECT/EST) A form of 
biomediro/ therapy used principallv with patients having a major 
depressice episode; consists of administering electric currents to the 
brain sufficient to produce convulsions and unconsciousness. 
electroencephalogram (EEG) A record of the electrical activity 
of the brain, or "brain waves," obtained by placing electrodes on 
the scalp; provides indices of the depth of sleep and degree of 
arousal and an indication of some brain abnormalities. 
electromagnetic spectrum The entire range of wavelengths of ra
diant energy. Compare visible spectrum. 
electroshock therapy (EST) See e/ertroronvulsivele/ectroshork ther
apy (F:CTIEST;. 
emergency reaction, or "flight-or-fight" response The pattern 
of bodily changes accompanying fear and anger which help the 
organism deal with threatening siwations. Compare relaxation re
sponse. See sympathetir system. 
emotion A subjective feeling state which can influence perreption, 
thinking, and behavior; usually accompanied by facial and bodily 
expressions; often has arousing (see arousal) and motivational (see 
motivation) properties. 
emotional disturbance See psycho/ogiral disorder. 
empathy The ability to put one's self in another's place to under
stand the other person's views and feelings. 
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empirical Based on observation; a primacy characteristic of scienct. 
empirical approach See empirical validity. 
empirical approach to classification The grou11ing of psychologi
cal disorders in terms of observable specific problems which cluster 
together. Se~ svndrome. Contrast dinrial-consensua/ approach to dassi
firation. 
empirical validity \'alidity based on observations. Compare Joa 
validity. 
empmc1sts Theorists who argue that behavior and perceptual 
processes (see perreption) depend on learning and past experience. 
Compare nativists. 
encoding processes The ways in which incoming sensory infor
mation is transformed into a form, or code, which can be stored in 
memory. See storage proresses. 
encounter group One name for groups which bring mentallv 
healthv people together to enrich life. In general, these groups tr\ 

to ease the lost and lone Iv feelings of modern life, to open up areas 
of thought and feeling 

0

p,reviously blocked off, to improve mutual 
communication with other people, to provide an experience of trust 
and openness with others, and to produce conditions that will make 
the personality changes arising from these experiences long-lasting. 
See group therapy. 
endocrine lfland A ductless gland which secretes hormones into 
the bloodstream. 
engram The hvpothetical memory trace. 
environmental forces Situational factors which result in behm;ior 
environmental frustration, environmental obstacles Frustration 
bv something physical or by other people who prevent us from 
achieving our goals. Compare personal frustration, una//ainable goals 
enzymes Catalysts for biological reactions. (I) Proteins necessarv 
for the production of various substances that cells need if they are to 
live and grow. (2) Substances involved in the synthesis and destruc
tion of nrurotransmitters. 
epinephrine (adrenalin) A hormone produced by the adrenal gland 
which duplicates and strengthens many of the actions of the sym
patbetir system on various bodily organs; also a neurotransmitter. Com
pare norepbinepbrine. 
episodic memory A /ong-trrm memory store containing memories 
of the specific things that have happened to a person (reminis
cences). Compare semantic memory. 
epistemology The study of knowing or knowledge. See genetic 
epistemology. 
equality rule A rule employed as a standard in making judgments 
of fairness in social relationships; requires that outcomes be dis
tributed equally among participants in a relationship. Compare 
contributions rule, needs rule. -
equilibration In Piaget's theory of rognitive droe/opment, the ten
dency of the developing individual to stay "in balance" intellec
tually by filling in gaps in knowledge and by restructuring beliefs 
when they fail to test our against reality. 
erogenous zones Parts of the body which, when stimulated, give 
sexual pleasure. 
escape learning Learning based on negativeninforcement. Compare 
avoidanre learning. 
esteem needs In Maslow's theory, needs for prestige, success, and 
self-respect; they can be fulfilled after belongingness and love needs 
are satisfied. See safety needs. 
estradiol One of the most important estrogens, or female sex hor
mones. 
estrogens The female hormones which are closely related to sexual 
behavior in many species of lower animals. See estrodio/. 
ethologist See ethology. 



ethology The srudv of the _,pems1vpiml behavior patterns of ani
mab, with emphasis on the t"i:olution of these patterns and thus their 

adaptive value. 
evolution The thmrv. now generallv accepted. that all species of 
plants and animals dncloped from earlier forms by hereditarv 
r.ransmission of slight variations through successive generations. 
excitation Increases in a neuron's rcndenc~ to fire nerce impulsrs. 

Compare inhibition. 
executive functions of self See self 

existential therapies Psyrhotherapies putting emphasis on taking 
rcsponsibilitv for one's own actions and on developing a clear sense 
of what one is living for. 
experimental controls Wavs to hold constant those factors that 
could extraneouslv influence the outcome of an experiment. 
experimental group The group in an experiment that receives 
the independent i·ariah/e. but is otherwise equivalent to the tontml 

J(roup. Sec mntrol J(roUps 
experimental methods Scientific methods in which the experi
menter changes or rnries the events which are hvpothesized to have 
an effect, controls other variables likelv to affect a result, and looks 
for an effect of the change or variation on the svstem under ohserva
turn. 

experimental psychology A field of psvdwlogy which seeks to 

learn more about the fundamental causes of behac-ior bv im·esti~at
ing problems in the areas of sensation and perrrption, !tt1ming and 
memorv. moti1wt10n, and the phvsiological bases of behavior. 

extinction ( 1) In dassiml ronditioninf(. the procedure of presenting 
the ronditionni stimulus without the unronditioned stimulus to an 
OTJ!:anism previouslv conditioned: (2) in instrumental ronditioningl 
opf'ran! ronditionin~. the procedure of omitting reit~fortemt'nf: (3) the 
decreased likelihood of response resulting from these procedures. 
extrasensory perception (ESP) The supposed ahilit\' of some 
people to gain knowledge about the world through avenues other 
than the senson rhannrlc 

extraversion Sociable. adventurous. talkative. frank, and open 
behac•ior in dealing v.ith others. Compare intro<·ersion. 

extravert See f'xtraversion. 

extrinsic motivation .l1otiz·ation directed toward f(Oal.r external to 

the person. Compare intrinsir motivation. 
face validity The appearance of mlidity in a test that "seems 
right": face validitv is not neecssarilv true validitY. Compare em
piriml mlidif)'. 

factor analysis A general statistical method. involving rorrelation 

toeffitients. that isolates a few common features from a large number 
of tests. ratings. or other mmsurements. 

factor theories Views of i11telligrnl'f which emphasize the compo
nents which constitute it. Sec G-fai!or theo1)'. multifa11or theories. 

Compare proress-orirnted theories of intrlligentr. 

failure to thrive A disorder of infancy characterized bv apathv. a 
lack of normal social interest. and stunted growth despite scem
inglv adequate nutrition. 
family resemblance structures The mental organization of word 
and ronrept meanings into classes, or "families." which share certain 
similar characteristics. 

family therapy Therapeuti~ techniques which trv to alter the 
disturbed behavior of a person in a family by changing the familv's 
patterns of relationships and ways of interacting. 
figure and ground Perreption of objec:s c-r e"c:nts as sunding out 
clearlv from a background. 
filtering Blocking of some sensof\' inputs to allow processing of 
other sensory inputs: focusing on certain aspects and ignoring oth
ers; an important process in attention. 

first mental-health revolution The trend toward humane treat
ment for mental patients, beginning in the late eighteenth centUf\'. 
fissure A relativelv deep crevice in the cerebral rortrx. Compare 
sukus, f!YTUS. See /011gitudinal fissure, lateral fissure. 
fixation ( 1 ).A rigid habit developed by repeated reinforremmt or as 
a consequence of /ms/ration. (2) In psvrhoanaivti1 theon, failure of 
some personalitv characteristics to advance bevond a particular 
stage of psvrhosexual dri·elopment. 
fixed-action pattern (FAP) The spaies-typiml behavior triggered 
by a releaser. 
fixed-interval schedule (Fl) A srhedule of reinfonement in which a 
response made after a certain interval of time is reinforced; re
sponse rate is low after a reinforcement and increases steadily 
during the intef\·al until the next reinforcement is given. See 
reinfort'fment. 

fixed-ratio schedule (FR) A srhrdule of reinforrement in which 
evef\' 11th response is ,,reinforced: except for pauses after each 
reinforcement. rcspome rates tend to be quite high and relatively 
stead\'. See rri1iforrement. 

flat affect A general impoverishment of emotional responsivitv: 
characteristic of manv srhizophrrnir patients. 
flight of ideas Rushed. frenetic thinking characteristic of manir· 

episodes. 

flooding A type of behaf'ior therap_vlbehavior modijiration which 
tries to eliminate fear bv exposing the patient over and over again to 

the stimuli which arouse the fear: based on the principle of rxtint

tion. See extinrtion. 

fluid intelligence A general relation-perceiving capacitv which 
represents one's potential intellif(entr somewhat independent of so

rialization and education. C<m1parc aystalized inte/liK,enrf. 
focal person (FP) The individual who is being studied in sorial 

psvrhology experiments. 
forebrain The f'frrhrum. thalamus. and hypotha/!1mus. Compare 
brt1l!l stem< 
forgetting .-\pparent loss of mformation that has been stored in 
/onf(·trrm memorv (/.'/JI). Compare memory. 

formal operational stage In Piaget's theory of rognitif;e decelopment, 

the penod. beginning about age 11, in wh:ch abstract logical 
thought is possible. See Jonna/ operations. 

formal operations In Piaget\ the01y of rog11itii·e dri•rlopmmt, men
tal operations marked bv hvpothetico-deductivc thinking and the 
abilitv to deal with abstract ideas. 
fovea The central region of the retina where cones are closelv 
packed together and C'i.wal amif)' is at its sharpest. 

fraternal twins Twins who develop from two different fertilized 
eggs. and who consequent!\· are as different in hereditarv charac
teristics as ordinaf\· brothers and sisters. Also called dizvgotic (DZ) 
twins. Compare identiml !ff·ins. 

free association The technique of requiring a patient in psycho

therapy to say whatever comes to her or his mind, regardless of how 
irrelevant or objectionahle it mav seem. More generallv, thinkinf( in 
which a person allows thoughts to drift without direction. 
free nerve endings Nerve endings not associated with any special 
receptor structures; sense organs for pain, touch, and temperature. 
free recall In memory experiments. retrieval of stored items in anv 
order bv the subjects. See retriri·al. 

frequency A dimension of vibrational stimuli; the number of 
cycles in a giv-:n period of time. In hearing. related to pitrh. See 
hertz (Hz). 

frequency distribution A set of measurements arrang~d from lowest 
to highest (or vice versa) and accompanied by a count of che num
ber of times each measurement or class of measurements occurs. 
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frontal assoc1at1on cortex (,{rrbral rortex of the frontal lobes; 

damage mav Jud to an impairment in planning ability. 
frontal lobe The lobe of the terehrum which lies in front of the 
lfntml sulrus. 

frustration Blocking of goal-directed hehaI"ior. Sec em;ironmental 

f{ysfration. pn:wnal fmstmtion. motit•ational mnfli11. 

frustration-aggression hypothesis The idea that motive jrostra

twn is a major cause of fl}!f!:ression. 

full scale IQ :\n individual's combined score from all the subtcsts 
of an intelligence scale devised bv Wechsler. See c·rrhal IQ. petform

ant"f IQ. rki.'iation IQ 

functional analysis of behavior The breakdown of a particular 
sequence of hehaviorinw ( 1) its antecedents, (2) a description of the 
behavior itself. and I.)) the consequences of the behavior. The 
antecedents are the disaiminatii'f stimuli rhar give cues to the 
person that the beha,·ior will be rrinfortd when it occurs; the 
con"lcquencc~ are the reinj(Jrrrments for the behaz.1ior. 
functional fixedness .\ set to use objects in the wav we are ac
customed to use them. en:n if a different use might solve a prob
lem. See _,"ff. 

functionalism :\ school of ps_vrholoi;v emphasizing the study of 
how mind and heha«ior enable an individual to adapt to a changing 
crn ironment. Compare struituralism. C:tstalt psyrholoi;v. behac-iorism. 

fundamental frequency The lowest fr~qunuy in a pniodir sound 
'1£'ac·e. (~om pare harmonir frequenry. 

galvanic skin response (GSR) :\ decrease in the electrical rc
<.;israncc of the skin; .1n indicator of arou,wl. 

gambler's fallacy Believing that odds for success are better after 
previous failures; the logic of probabilitv savs that if each event is 
independent, the odds are the same despite previous failures. 
ganglion (pl. ganglia) .\ cluster of neuron cell bodies outside the 
central nercous system, such as a dona! root f!,Onf!,lion. Compare nudei 
fsing. nur/rus). 

ganglion cells .\"turrms in the retina whtisc axons form the optir 

nerves: thev generate flnt:r impu!rrs which carrv visual ifljormation to 
the brain. 
general adaptation syndrome A term coined bv Selye to refer to 

the stages in the bodv's response to stressors: consists of the alarm 

rml1ion. the st11~r of r~sistanrr. and the sf[Jge of exhaustion. 

generalized anxiety disorder A disorder with svmptoms that in
clude persistent, vague. unfocused feelings of distress and un
easiness: phvsical svmptoms such as trembling. fat!;n1e, 
brcathlcs.;;ncss, insomnia. sweating, nervousness. chest pains, 
fa1ntnt"s. dizziness, and headache are tvpical. See anxiety disorders. 

Contra')t /HJt1it d1~wrder. 

generator potential The electrical event which triggers nerce im

pu!<es. 

genes The essential elements in the transmission of hereditary 
characteristics; parts of rhromosomes. 

genetic epistemology Development of ways of knowing about 
the world; a description of the focus of the work of Piaget. See 
espistemoloyy. 

genital stage In pswlzoanalvrir theory, the adult stage of person
alitv. It begins in adolesrenre and is characterized bv the expression 
of heterosexual interests. Compare oral staJ;e, anal staJ;e, phallir 

stage. latenrv period. 

gentotype The genetic constitution of an organism. Compare phe

notvpe. 

Gestalt psychology A school of psvrholog:y emphasizing that im
mediate experience results from the whole pattern of sensory ac
tivity and rhe relationships and organizations within this pattern. 
Com pare structuralism, funrtionalism. behaviorism. 
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gestalt therapy A psyrhotherapy developed by Perls that attempts 
to restore a person's sense of wholeness until the individual be
comes strong enough for growth to take place. It strives to do this 
by developing an individual's awareness of self 
G-factor theory The theory that intelligence is composed of a sin
gle, unitary, ''or general (GJ factor. Compare multifartor theories. 
goal The place. condition, or object that satisfies a motive. See 

positive goal, nrgath·e goal. 

good figure Sec svmmetrv. good figure. 

gradient of generalization !'he amount of stimulus generalizatiofl 

depends on how similar the test stimuli are to the stimuli present 
during learning. Sec stimulus generalization. 

gradients of texture One of the principal monocular rues for drpth 

perreption; consists of a gradation in the fineness of detail which can 
be seen at increasing distances from the viewe1. 
grammar, or syntax A set of rules for constructing sentences from 
words and phrases. See transformational grammar. 

gray matter Collection of neurons: the terebral rortex, for instance. 
Compare wllilt matter. 

group norms Standards of hehavior or thought expected of group 
members; a person in a group must follow the norms set bv the 
group or suffer the social consequences. See mnformity. 

group therapy Specialized techniques of ps_wlzotherapy, consisting 
of a group of people discussing their personal problems under the 
guidance of a therapist. See encounter group. 

"groupthink" The ronformity of opinion that arises under certain 
conditions in decision-making groups; often due to the reluctance 
of some members of the group to voice criticism. 
growth spurt The period of rapid physiological growth which 
begins in late childhood and continues into adolescenff. 

gyrus (pl. gyri) A ridge in the terebral rortex of the brain. Compare 
sukus. 

hair cells Rereptor cells for hearing located in the organ of Corti. 

hallucination Sensory experience in the absence of stimulation of 
rereptor:r; sometimes present in certain psycholoy,iml disorders such a> 
sihizophrenia. 

harmonic frequency Components of romp/ex waves that are multi
ples of the fundamental frequemy. See timbre. 

health psychology See behavioral medirine. 

hedonistic view of motivation A view which holds that we are 
motivated to seek goa!r which give us pleasure and avoid those 
resulting in displeasure. 
herz (Hz) Cycles per second; number of cyclical alternations per 
second. 
heuristic A stratcgv based on past experience with problems; it is 
likely to lead to a solution, but does not guarantee success. Com
pare algorithm. 

hierarchical theory A view of intelligence which incorporates ideas 
from both G-factor theory and multifartor theories. 

hierarchical thinking A characteristic of thought which appears 
during development in the stage of roncrete operations; a given 
"thing" can be thought of as falling somewhere on more than one 
dimension at a time. 
hippocampus A deep structure of the rerebrum; part of the limbir 

system; involved in memory formation. 
histrionic personality disorder A personality disorder characterized 
by immaturity. self-dramatization, seductiveness, and attention
seeking. 
holqphrase A single word used as a sentence. 
homeostasis The tendencv of the body to maintain many of its 
internal physiological processes at certain optimal levels, 
hormone A secretion of a specific organ, often an endocrine gland. 



into the bloodstream, where it is carried to various organs of the 
bodv to have an effect; a "chemical messenger." 
hos;ile aggression Beha·cior aimed at harming or injuring another 
organism who is motivated to avoid such treatment. Compare instru
mental aggression. 
hue Color; largelv determined bv wavelength. Compare brightness, 

raturation. 
humanistic and existential therapies Treatments of psychological 
disorders designed to help people by encouraging their self
awareness, self-acceptance, and personal responsibilitv for how 

they live their lives. 
humanistic approaches \'iews of personality which emphasize the 
self and the importance of the individual's subjective view of the 

world. 
humanistic perspective A current viewpoint in psychology which 
emphasizes the person's "sense of self." See humanistic psydzolof!Y. 
humanistic psycholagy The approach to the study of human 
beings that emphasizes the whole person and the internal. inte
grative constituents of a person's total self-motives, intentions, 

feelings, and so on. 
humanistic theories See hum6·nistic approfirhrs. humanistir perspet
tic·e. humanistic ps_vchology. 
hypnosis A trancelike state in which a person is verv susceptible 

to SU!!J;estions. 

hypnotherapy The use of hypnosis as an aid in thcrapv; especially 
useful in the temporarv alleviation of certain svmptoms and in the 
temporary lifting of repression. 
hypothalamus A region of the forrbrain which pl a vs an important 
role in motivated behaviors of a biological nature; also plavs a role in 
emotion. See motiL'ation. 
hypovolemia Decreased ,·olume of blood plasma; one of the 
conditions leading w thirst. Compare rrllular-dehydration thint. Sec 
double-depletion hypothesis. 
iconic image A faint copv of the visual input which persists 
in the visual sensory rer.ister for a few seconds before it graduallv 
decays. 

id In psyrhoanalvtir theory, the aspect of personality concerned with 
primitive reactions. The id contains the biological instincts and 
seeks immediate gratification of moti«es with little regard for the 
consequences or the realities of life. Contrast er;o. superego. 
ideal self In Rogers' self theory, the wavs in which a person would 
like to he regarded bv others; the self a person would like to be. 
identical twins Twins who develop from the same fertilized egg. 
The\ have exactlv the same rhromosomes and genrs and hence the 
same heredital')' characteristics. Also called monozygotic (MZ) 
twins. Compare-fratemal l'ir'ins. 
identification (I) Generally, the tendencv of children to model 
their behavior after that of appropriate adults. (2) A defmse mecha
nism in which one takes in, <H incorporates, aspects of someone 
else's behavior; in psychoanalytic theory it originates in the phallic 
stage and is the basis for superego development. 
identity concept In rognitivedroelopment, the realization that char
acteristics of an object remain constant even when the appearance 
of the object changes or th_e object is hidden from view. 
idiographic approach The psychological srudv of the single case. 
Compare nomothetir, or dimensional, approach. 
illusions Perceptions that do not agree with other, more trustwor

thy, perceptions. 
images Partial and altered representations of sensory experience. 
imitation Copying the behavior of another; a response like the 
stimulus triggering the response. Also, leaming to copv behavior, or 

modeling. 

imitative learning Learning bv observing the behm·ior of others. 
See modeling. 
immunization Hardening of a person's attitude on a particular 
subject bv giving him or her a mild exposure to an opposing 
attitude; expo~ure makes the originally held attitude resistant to 

change by strong further arguments. 
implicit personality theory The assumed relationships among 
traits; each person has some ideas about which traits are usually 
related to certain other traits. 

implosive therapy, flooding A form of behaz-ior therapy/behavior 
modification which tries to eliminate unwanted emo<ional problems 
bv using an extinction technique derived from dassiral t'onditioning. 
See extinction, dassiral conditioning. 
impressfon formation The process of making a judgment about 
what a person is like. 

incentive theories and incentive motivation "Pull theories" of 
motivation which sav th<7t certain qualities of goal objects pull 
behm•ior toward them: motivation based on the attraction of goals. 
Compare drit•e theories. opponrnt-proress theory. optimal-lec·el theories. 
incentives The goal objects which motic·ate behai·ior and "pull" 
behavior toward them. See inrrntit.'e theorirs and inrentice moti·:cation. 
incongruences In Rogers' self throrv, mismatches between the self 
as perceived and the ideal self the person would like to he. 
independent variable A condition selected or manipulated bv an 
experimenter to see wr.~ther it will have an effect on behacior. 
Compare deprndent mriablr. 
individual psychology Alfred Adler's theory of prrsonality. 
individual therapy Alfred Adler's approach to psl'Chotherap_v which 
places special emphasis oll social and interpersonal factors. 
individuation In Jur,i;'s arwlvtiml pswhologv. the processes bv 
which each of us becomes an individual distinct from others. In 
Jung's words, "becoming a single, homogeneous being . 
coming to selfhood or self-realization." 

induced movement 1\pparent motion of a stationarv spot perceived 
when the background of the spot moves. The moon "racing" 
through the clouds is an example. 
inductive reasoning The logical process by which grneral princi
ples arc inferred from particular instances. 

inductive thinking See indurtive reasoninr;. 
industrial and organizational psychology A field of specializa
tion concerned with the application of psvchological principles to 

practical problems in business and industrv. Sec personnel psvrhol
ogist. 
infancy The period of development between the neonatal period 
and the appearance of useful lanr;uagr; the upper limit is about 18 
months. 

infantile autism A psychological disordrr of children characterized 
by failure to show landmark features of infancv. deficiencies of 
social responsiveness, retarded language development, and bizarre 
behavior patterns. 

inferential statistics Statistical methods for finding the proba
bility that results are due to chance sampling factors. 

inferior colliculi Large relav nuclei of the auditol')· svstem, located 
at the back of the midbrain. Compare superior rolliculi. 
inferiority complex A concept put forth by Adler; a feeling devel
oped out of frustration in striving for superiority. 
information As used in information-processing theories, refers to 
sensory input from the environment. 

information processing See information-proressing theory. 
information-processing theories of attention \'iewpoinrs which 
stress the filtering of sensory inputs and the switching from one 
sensory channel to another in attention. 

Gil 



information-processing theories of intelligence Theories holding 
th,lt inrdlij;eme shuuld be measur'°'d in terms of such functions as 
sensof\' processing. coding strategies, memory, and other mental 
capacities, See inj(,muuion·proressinf( rheon 

information-processing theories of memory t\lodels of memory 
which sav that human beings process information for storage in 
stage.'). Sec srnsory Tff!,ister, sh01t-tenn mnnory (ST.JI). lung-term mem-

0!1' I !JI! 1. infomwrion·protessing rhron. 

information-processing theory .\ view of i'Of(!litn;e activity stress· 
ing the input of information. its transformation. its storage. and its 

eventual output. 

inhibition Decrease in a nrurun's tendency to fire !lfrL'e impulses. 

insight (I) In /mm inf( and problem soh,ing, the relativelv sudden 
solution of a problem. See insif(ht leaminf(. (Z) In psvrhotherapy, the 
undc,,tanding of one's own motives and their origins. 

insight in creative thinking Sec insif(ht. 
insight learning f ,eaminf!, v. hich is said to inrnlve peneptual re· 
()r;:un1zarwn, the solution comes "IUJdenly after a period during 

which little progress is made. See rognith·e teaming, 
instinct Behacion resulting from genetic factors; because of the 
ro!c of environmental factors in the development and modification 
of these behaviors, the term sprries·tvpiral behat'ior is preferred. 
instrumental aggression AJ!l!.!f.<sion used as a wav of satisfving 
other. nonaggressive, motives. Compare hostile tlJ!l!.ression. 

instrumental conditioning Leaminf!, in 

\\ hich rcinlortl!f!ll!flf is contingent on a particular response. Compare 
das.1iu1/ rond1tioning. 
instrumental, or operant, conditioning techniques Techniques 
L1'ed in behm·ior 1hempviheht1t'ior mod1fimtio11 which involve rrinfone· 

mnl! contingent on particular responses. See instrumental rondition

l!Jg1 opaant tonditioning. 
insula The 1nehml mite' in the depth of the lateml fissurr, 

integrity The individual's sustaining sense of wholeness and ade· 
quacy throughout the aging period. 

intellectualization :\ de/inse medw!llJW in which a person reduces 
allxief)' bv thinking of the anxietv·producing situation in unemo· 
tional or <.lhstract terms. 

intelligence :\ general term referring to the overall capactt\' for 
learning and problem.solving; as actuallv administered, tests of 
intelligence measure a mixture of abilities. 
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) The score obtained on an intelligence 
test, Classicallv, the ratio IQ is a number obtained by dividir.f 
1hmnologiwl age into mental age and mulciplving bv 100. J\iow, other 
methods are used to compute the Intelligence Quotient. See dn;ia· 
tion ff), 

intensity In audition. the amplitude of the pressure wave; related 
to our experience of loudness. See detibe/ !dB), 

intention movements Speries·typiml behat·iors, often emotional ex· 
prcssions. which provide information about behavior that may en· 
~ue. 

interaction position :\ viewpoint in the debate over whether 
behaf.'ior results from personality characteristics or situational charac· 
tcristics; hold; that behavior depends on the wavs particular person· 
Jlit~ characteristics interact with particular situations. See 

situatiomsm. 

internal capsule The large fiber trart in the forebrain formed by 
axons from the motor arms of the rot1ex and sensorv fibers entering 
the forebrain, 

internal environment Conditions inside the bodv, especially the 
physical state and the chemical composition of the fluids which 

bathe bodv cells. 
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internal representation A mental symbol for some aspect of the 
world. 
internalized obstacles Inner negative valmces, usually resulting 
from the training in social values which a person has received; can 
cause motivational ronflirt. 

interpersonal attraction The degree to which people are drawn 
toward each other; influenced bv proximity, attitude similarity, phys· 

ical attracti'l'enrss. 

interpos1tlon A monocular cue for depth; near objects block off 
portions of faraway objects. 
interpropositional logic The capacity to judge whether or not 
statements (propositions) are logically connected to one another. 
regardless of whether the statements are true; develops in the 
formal operatiolla/ staf(e. 

interstimulus interval In classiral ronditioning, the time between 
the onset of the ronditio!led stimulus and the onset of the unrondi· 

tioned stimulus. 

intrinsic motivation '.!\. person's need to feel competent and self· 
determining in dealing with the environment. See elfeaana moti

vation. Con1parc extn.nsir motivation. 

introspection A method of psychological experimentation in 
which a subject is asked to describe his or her own mental reactions 
to a stimulus; perreption of one's inner feelings. 
introversion Behar·ior that is withdrawn and reclusive; an intro· 
verted person is often cautious and secretive in dealings with 

others. Compare extroversion. 

introvert See introi·nsion. 

intuitive substage In Piaget's theory of mf(nitive development, the 
second of two substages of the p1wperational staf(e, from roughlv -l tu 
7 years of age; it is characterized bv unsystematic reasoning based 
on perceptual appearances. Compare preronreptual substaf(e. 

IQ See I ntellif(ena Quotimt. 

James-Lange theory A theory of the relationship between subjec
ti,·el\, felt emotions and bodily changes; it states that the emotions J 

person feels are due to her or his perreptio!I of bodily reactions to 

stimuli, Compare Cannon· Bard theory, Schachter·Singer theory. 

kinesthesis The sense informing us about the position of the 
limbs and the state of tension in the muscles. See pmprioceptic, 

smse, proprioreptio!I. 

Korsakoff syndrome A set of hehm:ior disturbances due to hea\\ 
alcohol use; prominent among the disturbances is anterograde am

nesia. Sec s.vndrome. 
language Communimtion in which word symbol< are used in various 
combinations to convey meaning. See linguistir rompetenl'f. 

latency of response The time between the presentation of J 

stimulus (or the beginning of a learning trial) and a response. 
latency period In psvdwanalvtic theory, the period from approx
imately 6 years of age to puberty; the middle childhood years, 
Characterized by the elaboration of defense mechanisms and ef!:o 

growth. 
latent learning [,eami!IK that becomes evident only when the 
occasion for using it arises. See rof(nitive teaming. 

lateral fissure A deep cleft in the rerebml mt1ex dividing the 
temporal lobe from the frontt1/ and parietal lobes. 
lateral geniculate body The portion of the thalamus receiving 
input from the eyes; here synapses arc made, and the fibers leaving 
the lateral geniculate bodv go to the visual rot1ex in the occipital lobe 

of the brain. 
lateral hypothalamus (LH) Classically considered to be the excit· 
atoty brain area for hunger. Compare ventromedial hypothalamus. 

law of closure See dosure. 



law of complementary colors For every hue there is a comple
mentarv hue, and complementarv hues, when mixed in appropriate 
proportions, produce gµy or white. 

law of good figure See s.vmmetry, good figurr. 

law of proximity See proximitr. or nearness. 

learned drives Motivational states originating in the training or 
past experience of an ory,anism which can "push" behae'ior toward 
certain !{Dall'. See drfrr rhrories. 

learned flavor aversion The association of a food taste with 
illness: leads to avoidance of the food taste: can occur after one 
pairing of the food taste with illness: an example of a prepmnl 
beha'1.'ior. 

learned helplessness The view that the "giving up" charac
teristic of depression is a learned (see learninf{) response to un
modifiable stressful situations. 

learning :\ general term referring to a relatively permanent 
change in behae'icrwhich occurs as a result of practice or experience. 
It includes dassim/ m11dirioninf{, instrummta/ rondirioningloprmnt ran· 
ditioning. and rov1itiu /mrninf{. 

learning and behavioral approaches Views of penorwlity which 
emphasize that mam of the personalitv characteristics of people arc 
the result of Imming; pcrsnnalitv is described in terms of obserrnble 
behm:ior patterns. 

learning disabilities, specific development disorders Terms that 
cover a wide rnrictv of specific learning difficultic, in children: the\ 
refer to specific problems in ccr<ain areas of schoolwork in children 
whose performance in other area~ is a\Trage or above average 
lens The adjustable refractive element of the eve. See flffom
modation. refmaion. 

level of aspiration The level at which a person sets certain J:.Oa/1. 
levels-of-processing theory A ,·icw of memorv accordlr1g to which 
incoming information can he worked on at different levels of anah
sis: the deeper the analvsis goes, the better the memof\'. 
libido Freud's term for the instinctive dri\TS, or energies. that 
mot1c·r11e behavior: the sexual energv underlving biological urges. 
See id. 

lie detector A popular name for a device measuring bodilv indica
tors of the arousal presumed to Jccompany I! ing; also known as a 
polygraph. 

life-span developmental psychologists Researchers who stud\ 
the development of behac-ior at e\'Cf\' point through the course of 
life. 

limbic system A group of structures forming a ring around the 
lower portion of the fort'brain; concerned with emotion, mofif'(Jfion, 
and memory. 

linear perspective A monorular me for depth: farawav objects arc 
perceived as relativclv close together. while Pearhy objects are 
perceived as re la ti ,eh :ar apart. 

linguistic comp~tencc. :\h:~;l~ d1at c,nsists Pr· knuv:euge ,,[ : 1,:: 

sounds of lang11i:~J!,f, th-._~ gramfda,- -~!c" of !Jng'.';gc:, tni: .-.:1 . .:,d .. ":;~f:: nr 
words, the ways to u::,.:: :-;p·:ech to h::nf: a_, ·r1h:ndC"'j 1r.:1Ja2r )O 

others, and the rules for interpreting the speech of otheVi. 
linguistic relativity hypothesis The view that the particular lan

guage people use determines how the,· concei\'C of the wo:ld. 
linguistics The studv of lanf{uages as structured systems of rules: 
includes the study of the origin of language, the relationships 
among languages, how languages change over time, and the nature 
of language sounds. 

lithium carbonate A dru?' used in rhe treetmenr oi bipolar di.cor· 
der. cspel-iali) the lilutJit rpisudes. 

Joe:,: ,:,}" CO:-".*rol '\ -, indiriC:.~aJ' ~'~f'"" ~): »':1c1.f•~_:.- ::~f.:' '){ r~ !') tl1c' 

cause of events (internal locus of control) or whether em·ironmental 
forces cause events (external locus of control). 
longitudinal fissure The midline crevice which divides the r'fl'r

brum into two symmetrical halves. 
longitudinal method Study of an individual or process either 
continuously or at selected points in the course of development. 
Compare rross-Sfltional method. 

long-term memory (L TM) The relativclv permanent memorv 

store of information which is categorized in various ways and can he 
drawn upon as needed. See rerrircal, episodir memory, semantir mem
oty. 

loosening of associations A disturbance of thinking in which the 
progression of ideas is disjointed: often characteristic of the think
ing of people with srhizophrenia. See rogniti<·e slippage and demi/men!. 

Machiavellianism :\ tel'Il1 that describes people who express the 
1:ml JO! po'&'f!' bv manirulating and exploiting others in a deceptive 
and unscrupulous fashion. 

rnaintenance rehearsal Going over and over what is to he remcm
bereo: does not nece'5arih· lead to long-term mnnory. Compare 
dahomtic·t rehtarw/. Sec rehNuwl. 

major depressive episodes . Vfntic·t disordrn characteriLed by 
",ad" feelmgs and persistent problems in other areas of life. Com
p.:.. • .: 1/l1/fl/( tpisodts. 

manic-depressive disorder See bipolar disordtr. 

manic episodes .1fjrrriu disorder> marked IJ\· extreme elation and 
activit~·. (:om pare mt{/or depreJ.iir:r episodes 

markers Cues in the flow of speech which help us make sense of 
what we hear. 

matching of subject' . .\ technique used in rontrol-group designs to 
equate exprrimental ;1 nd (Onfroi groups on extraneou"l factors which 
could affect the 1/ep, 'irlenr c-ariahle. 

maturation Built-in biological developmental growth processes. 
mean A measure oftrnrm/ tendnu:v obtained bv dividing the sum of 
the measures, or scores, bv the number of them: the "average." 
Compare median, mode. 

means-end analysis In problem solving, a common heurisrir of 
breaking the problem down into smaller subproblems, each of 
which is a little closer to the end goal. 

measurement The assignment of numbers to objects or events 
according to certain rules. 

measures of central tendency Desrriptiu statisti1:< describing the 
middle point of a distribution of measures. Sec mean, median. modr. 

measures of variability Desrriptic·e statisrirs describing the spread 
of the measures around the midpoint of a distribution. See rongr. 
s!tifldard .!f':iation (SD). 

mechani;;al abilit) tests l'orat10nal aptitude !ests for predicting suc
cess in iobs requiring mechanical skills. 

medial geniculate body The auditOf\' rciav nucleus of the 
thalamus. 

median A mmsure of1mtml rendenrv; the point in a group of scores 
above and below which half the scores fall. Compare mean. mode. 

mediation in thinking The rof{nitive proresses which go between 
stimuli and responses. See thinking. 

medical model The idea chat psyr/10/ogirol disorden are specifi~ 
illnesses with characteristic svmptoms and predictable outcomes: 
the view that clusters of svmptoms form svndromes that are caused 
bv underlving specific illnesses. 

medulla Tc1e lm.-~:.t part of the brain stem, located just above the 
_.p11»<1/ ,~ora: corltai~: 111.1dei viral for rhe rcguiation of heart rare, 
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blood pressure. Jnd other bodily functions; important for commu
nication between higher parts of the brain and the spinal rord. 

Meissner corpuscle .\ specialized structure in the skin regarded 
as J sense organ for pressure or touch. 
memory ~roc1gc of information from past experience; closely 
related to Imming. 

memory consolidation Strengthening ofshort-tenn memory (ST.11) 
so that it becomes a part of long-tem1 memorv ( LT.lf ). See rehearsal. 

menarche The first menstrual period. 
meninges The three membranes that envelop the brain and the 
,pinal mrrl: dura mater. arachnoid membrane. and pia mater. 
menopause The cessation of menstruation, usually occurring be
tween 45 and 55. 
mental age \MA) ,\ tvpe of score expressing mental development 
in terms of the age Jc,-cl at which a child is performing. For 
example, 1f a 5-veJr-old bov does as well on an intelligence test as 
the a\eragc child of 7. his mental age is 7. See fntelligenre Quotient 

i /(J). Comp3re rhronologiml age. 

mental deficiency ~ow known as mental rrtardation. 

mental disorder See psyrhologiml disorder. 

mental illness Sec psyrhologiral disorder. 

mental retardation .\condition marked bv a deficiency in general 
intellectual abilities Jnd inadequate copini; skills; usuallv the IQ is 
helm' 70. ln degree, rnav be mild, moderate, severe, or profound. 
Sec lntdl1i.fmt Quotimt (/Qi. 

method of loci .\ mnemonir technique; an example is imagining a 
place such as a building or room and then associating ideas to be 
remembered with parts of the building or items of furniture in the 
room. 

method of successive approximations See shaping. 
method of systematic observation An alternati ;e to the rxprri

mrnral method: researchers do not willfully manipulate the indepm

dmr c·ariahle but instead make the most exacting and S\'Stematic 
studv thev can of naturaliv occurring behac·ior. 

midbrain The upper part of the brain stem abo\c the pons: impor
tant in visual and auditof\· reflexes. See inferior tolliruli, superior 

1 ollimli. 
midlife transition A period of life from the late 30s to the early 
40s characterized b,· reappraisal of one's life as it is being lived and 
a decision about whether rn shift to a new career or lifestyle. 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) A 
widely used penril-and-paper test of personalitv; an important feature 
is its empirital calidir'i. 
mnemonics Techniques for imprm·ing memory. See method of loti, 

nw .. 'her and lettrr peg systems. 

mode \measure of central tenden1y; the score in a group that occurs 
most often. Compare mean. median. 

modeling In general, learning to copy behavior. Specifically. a 
brhac•ior therafi.Ylbeltm·ior modjfiration technique which depends on 
such copving. See imit11t10n. 

monocular cues lnfoanation for the perception of depth that can 
be obtained by one eve. Compare binocular rues. See linear perspec

tit·e. deamess in depth perception, interposition, shadom·s in depth percep

tion, gradients of texture, mot•ement in depth perception. 

monozygotic (MZ) twins See identical twins. 
mood The emotional background that is relatively long- lasting 
and colors an individual's omlook on the world. 
moro reflex A pattern of responses in the neonate; when support is 
suddenly removed from the back of a neonate's head, it will fling its 
arms to the side, extend its fingers, and bring its arms inward in a 
sort of embracing movement. 
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morphemes The smallest units of meaning in speech perception; 
can be prefixes, words, or suffixes; composed of syllables. 

motivated forgetting Difficulty with the retrieval of unpleasant, 
anxietv-provoking information stored in long-term memory; repression 

is an example. See forgetting. 
motivation 'A. term referring to the dri\ing and pulling forces 
which result in persistent behac·ior directed toward certain goals. 
motivational conflict A situation that arises when two or more 
motives drive beha,·ior toward incompatible goals; an important 
source of frustration. Sec approarh-approarh ronf/irt. arnidanre-arnid

ance ronf/iit, approarh-avoidanre ronflirt, multiple approarh-a~·oidanu 
mnflirt. 
motivational cycle A cycle including arousal of the moti'i;e, goal
directed behavior, and satisfaction. See drive theories. 

motivational theories of emotion Theories emphasizing the rela
tionship of emotion to motir·ation: for example, the \iew that emo
tions are best considered as motives which keep behavior going and 
the view that emotions amplifv motives to give them their energv. 
motive See motivation. 

motoneuron A type of neuron in\olved in movement of the bodv. 
See reflex. 
motor areas of cortex Areas of the rerebral rortex largely con
cerned with hodilv mo\ements. Compare sensory areas of rortex. 

assoriation areas. 
mouthing A complex set of reflexes in the neonate and infant 
which in\olve the mouth and lips. 
movement in depth perception A monorularrue for depth; objecb 
farther than the fixation point of vision seem to move in the same 
direction as a head movement; objects closer than the fixation point 
move opposite to the direction of head movement. 
moving toward, against, and away from others In Hornev's 
theory of personality, modes of social behavior stemming from basi1 

anxiety and basii' hostility. 

multifactor theories \'iews of intelligenff which say it is composed 
of many components, or factors. Compare Gjartor theory. 

multiple approach-avoidance conflict A motivational ronflirt in 
which several incompatible positi'l;e and negative goals arc involved: 
characteristic of many of life's major decisions. 
myelin sheath A white, fatty covering which, in many cases. 
surrounds the axon, but not the cell hodv or dendrites; increases the 
speed with which nm;e impulffs are conducted. 
nanometer (nm) A billionth of a meter; 10- 9 meters. 
nativists Theorists arguing for the importance of nature in perrep

tion. Compare empirirists. 
nature The genetic factors contributing to beha·vior and perreption 

Compare nurtur~. 
nature-nurture controversy The argument concerning the rela
tive roles of the contributions of nature and nurture in the develop
ment of organisms; an enduring question in psychology; most 
psychologists now favor an interaction of nature and nurture. See 
nature-nurture interartion. 
nature-nurture interaction The interplay of the genetic inheri
tance of an individual and en\ironmental influences to produce the 
characteristics actually obsef\·ed. See phenotype, reaction range. 
need (I) Any lack or deficit within an individual, either acquired 
or biological. (2) Sometimes used to refer to the driving state. 
especially when human sorial motives are under discussion. 
need for achievement, (n ach) A need to succeed and to strive 
against standards of excellence; it serves to motivate (see moti

vation) an individual to do well. 
need for power The need to influence the behavior of others. 



need to affiliate The need to associate with other people. 
needs rule A rule employed as a standard in making judgments of 
fairness in social relationships; based on relative needs of individ
uals. Compare rontributions role, equality role. See nonn of social 

responsibilitv. 

negative afterimages Dark imaJ;es which persist after a light ob
ject is viewed, and light images that persist after a dark object is 
viewed. Also, complementary colors perceived after a color is 
viewed; green after red, for example. 
negative goal Goal which an individual tries to escape from or 
:l\oid. Compare positive J;Oal. 

negative halo Formation of unfavorable opinions from a few 
negative characteristics. Compare positi·De halo effect. 

negative identity Erik Erikson's term for the rebellious beha·cior 

of adolescents when they do the opposite of what parents and 
others consider proper and desirable. 
negative reinforcement See ntj;(lfit•e reinforrer. 

negative reinforcer A stimulus or event which. when its ter
mination is made contingent on a particular response, increases 
the likelihood of the response. Compare positive reinforrer, punish

ment. 

negative transfer See transfer. 

negative transference l!t1mfrrenff marked bv a hostile attitude 
toward the therapist. See tran-'fermff. 

neoanalyst A psychoanalvticalh· oriented theorist who places 
more emphasis on social factors and less emphasis on sexuality. See 
psvchoanalvsis. 

neoanalytic theories of personality See neoana/yst. 

neonate The newborn from birth to 28 davs of age. 
nerve impulses Electrical events of short duration which move 
along the axon. 

neurobiology The srirnrr of the nervous system; includes neu
roanatomy. ncurophvsiologv. neurochemistrv, neuropharmacologv, 
ncuroembrvologv, physiological psvchologv, and other disciplines 
concerned with the structure. function, and development of the 
nervous system. 
neuromuscular junction The junction between nerve and mus
cle fibers. Compare svnapsr. 

neurons Nerve cells; a t~pical neuron has a cell bodv, dendrites. 

and an axon. 

neurosis A psyrholoJ;iml disorder. less severe than a ps_whosis, in 
which a perso1, is unusuallv anxious, miserable, troubled, or inca
pacitated in his or her work and relations with other people. The 
per<on often attempts to ward off anxief)' by using exaggerated 
drfrnse mnhanisms. This term is not used in DS.11-1!1. 
neurotransmitter A chemical substance stored in c·esides and re
leased into svnaptir defts or neuromuscular junt1ions to excite or 
inhibit neurons or muscle fibers. See dopamine, epinephrine, nor

epinephrine, serotonin. 

nomothetic, or dimensional, approach Attempts to discover per

sonality principles that applv to people in general; concerned with 
finding general principles which can be applied in psycholof!Y. Com- , 
pare idioJ;raphic approach. 

noncommon effects Effects not common to both chosen and 
unchosen actions; in making a!tributions, perceivers gain more in
formation from knowledge of the noncommon effects than from 
knowledge of common effects. 
nondirective technique See nondirertive therapy. 

nondirective therapy Psyrhotherapy in which the client is domi
nant and given the greatest possible opportunity for self-ex
pression. The method is based on the principle that t_he client must 

learn how to solve his or her own problems; the therapist cannot 
solve them. See rlient-rentered therapv. 

nonopponent cell A neuron in the visual system that is excited b,· 
W}m·elenphs over the whole visible .1pedrom. Compare opponent rd/. 

nonverbal information See body la11J;11ai;e. 

norepinephrine (noradrenalin) A hormonr produced bv the adre
nal gland; its major effect is to constrict peripheral blood vessels 
and thus to raise blood pressure. Also a neurotransmitter: abnor
malities in norcpinephrine pathwavs mav occur in affeaic·e disorders. 

Compare rpinephrinr. 

norm of social responsibility A concept related to the nerds role: a 
fair outcome is one which meets people's legitimate needs to avoid 
hardship and suffering. 
normal curve A bell-shaped frequrnrv d1Strihution. also called the 
normal probability curve. which is an ideal approximated bv manv 
distributions obtained in psvchologv and the biological sciences. 
norms (I) Standards obtained from measurements made on se
lected groups of people;, an individual's scores on a test arc com
pared with these standards. (2) Standards of hehac·ior agreed upon 
bv group members which exert a powerful influence on social 
behavior. 
noxious Perceived as pJinful or unpleasant. 
noxious stimulus \pl. stimuli) A stimulus that makes an indi' id,1al 
feel uncomfortable or fearful. Sec punishment. (JC'ff:<ion thempv. 

nuclei (sing. nucleus) Clusters of nerve cell bodies; especialls· 
stH.:h clusters in the ft'ntral nnrous _1~vstem; gra_v matter. Compare 

J;anJ;lion I pl. ganJ;lia ). 

nucleus See nudri. 

number and letter peg systems .lfnemonit techniques in which ro
be-remembered items are linked with a well-learned set of m11n
bers or letters. Compare method of lori. 

nurture Environmencal factors contributing to brhaL'iorandperrep 

tion. Compare natu1~. 
obedience Generallv, doing what another person commands us to 

do; the term is often used in situations where a person has the 
legitimate right to influence another and this person has an oblig1-
tion to obev. 
object permanence The child's realization that an object remains 
the same even though it mav undergo nrious transformations. 
observational learning See modelinJ;, imitation. 

obsessions Seeminglv groundless ideas that constantlv intrude 
into a person's thoughts. Compare compulsions. See obsessive-com
pulsive disordrr. 

obsessive-compulsive disorder :\ psyrholoJ;iral disorder charac
terized bv obsrssions and/or comp11/sions. 

occipital lobe The part of the rerebral rortn: lving at the back of 
the head; contains the primary sensorv arras for vision. 
Oedipus complex In psyrhoanalvtir theory, affectional responses bv 
boys towuds their mothers. See phallir stage. Compare fJerrra 

romp/ex. 
olfactory bulb The organ that receives input from smell rereptors. 

omission of reinforcement/omission training An instrumental con

ditioning/operant ronditioninJ; procedure in which positive reinforrement 

is withdrawn following a response. The effect of this procedure is to 

decrease the likelihood of the response which leads to removal of 
positive reinforcement. Compare punishment, neJ;atit·e reinforrement. 

operant chamber A simple box, often called a "Skinner box," 
with a device which can be worked bv an animal in the box to 

control reinforrrment. 
operant conditioning See instromental rondifioninJ;loperant condi

tioninJ;. 
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operational definition A mechod of defining terms and concepcs 
b\ means of che observable operacions performed co measure chem. 

operations Flexible mencal accions chac can be combined with 

one anocher co solve problems. 

opiates Morphine and morphine-like compounds used co relieve 

pain; chese are also psythoartir;e drui;s which can produce pleasant. 

dream' scates (heroin is an example) and are liable ro be abused. 

See abuse. toleranre. substanre-use disordn:r. 

opponent cell A neuron in the visual svscem that is cxciccd by 
m·avelrngths in one part of che t'isible ;prrtrum and inhibiced by 

wavelengchs in another part. Compare nonopponent cell. See oppo

nent-proass merhanism. 

opponent-process mechanism Seurons in che visual system are 
excited b~· 1''ar.·elengths in one part of che visible .1pertrum and inhib

ited bv wa,elengths in another part; provides part of the afferent rode 

for color visiCJn. Compare nonopponem rel/. 

opponent-process theory .\ hedonistir C'iem· of motivation and emo
tion which savs that manv emotional-motivating scares are followed 

bv an opposing. or opposite, scace. Compare drivr theorirs. iu<.!t'' t 

theones and inrenti·ce morn·ation. optimal-lec:d theories. 

optic chiasm A scruccurc composed of che crossed fibers of the 
optir tJerr.·es. The fibers (axons) from che gan1;/ion re/ls in the nasai 
hah·es of che retinas cro5' in che chiasm and run co che opposite »de 

of the hrain. 

optic nerves The axons of the ganglion re/ls; chcY carf\· ·• iscrni 

information inco che brain. 

optic radiations The axons of cells of che latrral gm1tulate hodv 
which projecc co che terrbml mrtex. 

optic tract The colleccion of crossed and uncrossed gm1i;iiot.-cell 
axons after the optir rhiasm: each opcic trace has in ic }!,anglion-cell 

axons from both eyes. 
optimal-level theories Hedonistir views of motirntion which sav 
that there is a "best" level of arousal which is pleasurabie; the 

OtJ!.anism will be motivated to behave in such a way as to maintain 
the "besc" level of arousal. Compare dric·e theories. inrenttc·r theorie.> 

and mrentice motit·ation, opponent-proffH theory. 

oral stage The scage of psyrhosexual dr<.·dopment in _pswhoanalvtir 

theorv in which sacisfaccions of an infanc (from birth co about l vearJ 

center around the mouth as an rroJ!,rnous zonr. Compare anal staf(f. 

phallir stage, latenry period, genital staj!,e. 

ordinate The vertical axis of a graph. Compare absrisSu. 

organ of Corti The organ containing the hair rel/ rffeptors fo: 
hearing: located on the basilar membrane. 

organism A person or lower animal. 

organizational role of sex hormones The effect of these hor
mones on che developing scruccure of the body and brain. See 

estrogens, androgens. Compare arti<.'fJtional role of sex hom:rme; 

orienting reaction A reaction to a novel stimulus if' which tr.e 
muscles are tensed and chere are other bodily changes to maxir;iize 

the effecciveness of the stimulus. 

origence A personality characteristic of creacivc thinker,; re

sistance co conformity and an emphasis on individualized inter 

pretacion and expression are feacures of this personality di.nension. 

osmoreceptors Nerve cells in the anterior hypothalam/IJ wh!ch 
generate nerve impulses when thev are dehydrated. This <Jets as a 

~ignal for chirst and drinking. See cellular dehydration thint. 

ossicles Three small bones in che middle ear chrough which 
vibration is conducced co che entrance of the roe/ilea-the oval 

window-in che inner ear. 

outcomes In social exchange theory. the consequence< of s;>cc;t'c 

aces; ouccomes are a joint function of che rewards experie!'ccd from 
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a particular sec of hehac·iors and che coses required co carry ouc those 

behaviors. 

overleaming Extra time and cfforc put into learning macenal 
above and bevond che rime and effort co jusc learn ic. 

Pacinian .. corpu>cie .-\small capsule scf\·ing as a reteptor for deer 
pressure. 

pain "gates" Mechanisms in che central nervous system which ma' 
block the transmission of nrrve impulses signaling pain. 

paired-associate technique Presenting pairs of words or othc r 
icems, the firsc element of which is che stimulus, the second the 

response; given the stimulus, che subject learns che response. 

panic disorder A d1scurbance characterized bv specific. focused 
cime-bour.d attack> of intense fear and terror. Contrast grnerali;:,n: 

anxiety dtsarder 

papillae Bumps on the tongue chat are heavily populated wifr 
laste buds. 

paradoxical sleep A stage of sleep. characterized by elertroer.· 
cephalngram I Fr.'(;) a"ctivirv resembling that of waking (low-rnltagc. 

fz_s.:I, in w:1ich fr,e ;nt1s;:.-L::::) of the body gP limp. the pcrwn is ver. 

Jiff:.::ull i.t.J 1ruu<;c, Jnd the ~yes move rapidly from side to side 

acsouatcd with dreaming. Sometimes called rapid eye mO\-emer -

(KEMJ sleep. 

parallel play lndcpcndenc. similar acci,·icies bv two or more chi · 

Gre."i u<-:ing marchng materials ::md often in close proximity: de\ t -

vp"i ;J:-1or '"<• t'l&peratit,I play. Compare solitary plav. 

paranoia Sec paranoid disorders. 

paranoid disorders l'svrhnlogiml disorders marked by extreme SL'· 

oiciousness of che morives of ochers. often taking the form 

elaborate beliefs thac mhcr people are plotcing against the per'•~·· 

In a paranoid disorder the drlusions are usually svstemacized. C1c · 
pare paranoid tvpe. 

paranoid _personality disorder A personality disorder characce ri;: _ 

bv hvpcrscnsicivit\. suspiciousness. and a cendencv to blame '~':

ers. 

paranoid type A kind of s1hizophrenia characterized by delu.c1.,~ 
tiften -'H. persecution: the delusions are less s~·stematic than tho'c 

che paranoid disorders. 

paraprofessional In general. an individual who has not had f;.. 

academic training in a particular profession, hue who. with linm: _ 

training. cakes on some duties in che field under professional sure-. 

v1Sion: specifically. a mental healch worker wich a B.A. or le'' 

parasympathetic system The part of che autonomir nerr..·ous src:-
which cends to be active when we are calm and relaxed: build' _: 

and conserves che body's score of energy. Compare s_rmpath,:. 

system. See relaxation response. 

parietal association cortex Area in chc parietai lobe: damage n-., 
l~ad cc. couch ag,110,/ri. difficulcv in spacial relations, disturbances 

boJy pcrceptiv11. \~t:e nnlraiottrfi/ mgltn', apruxia. aphasia. alt'\: -
11r:1kr.-tlui, or C1//'.ifhu1. \ 

par!e~al hbe i'nc lobe of 'he ru~brum behind chc rentral su1.:. 
Cdntai11~ the .\umatosen.j·o0• area of rnrtex and parietal association cur.(-: 

parieto-occipitai fissure The cleft, visible in chc medial vie" 
th~ t'."roral m"fex. dividing the parietal lobe from che orripital lo•, 

pa~S1YC av;.Jidance learning £ea17zjni to jUppre;,s response.;; : 

2•.-oid a noxwus sfimulvs. See punishment. 

pa~stVity versus activity Questions about che degree co wh1, · 
behm;ior and mgnrtion are chc rcsulc of che environment acting or. , 

passi;-e ory,anism or. on che other halld. the degree co whi.::h heh,· 

ior ·1nd cogninon .If~ the ;c~uit ot ari act;vc :ntcrchange bclween t:-:. 

l<Zf!:tt~•m :1.tld r~,e f"ilvir~:rnnenl 

Pe-vlvvill!a ~ondhionin~ See rlass£al/ C-()r,dition::>:g. 



peak experiences For Maslow, intense experiences often accom
panied by a disorientation in time and space and feelings of whole
ness and oneness with the universe. 
peer culture The current styles in dress, music, language, oehav
ior, and ideas adopted by adolesrents; deviation from these standarus 
may bring ostracism. 
peen People who are alike in social characteristics and age. 
pencil-and-paper tests Personality tests which ask for written re
sponses; given to individuals or groups. 
percentile score The percentage of scores an individual's score 
on a test equals or exceeds. 
perception A general term referring to the awareness of objects, 
qualities, or events stimulating the sense organs; refers to a person's 
immediate experience of the world. 
perceptual-cognitive styles Generally, individual differences in 
the ways people typically and characteristicallv process information; 
more specificallv, said to be involved in individual differences in 
perception. 
perceptual constancy The tendencv of objects to be perceived in 
the same way despite wide variations in the phvsical stimuli. See siZf 
constancy, brightness constancy. 
perceptual learning An increase in the ability to extract informa
tion from the environment as a result of experience or practice with 
the stimulation coming from it; a variety of L"Of!,nitive learning. 
perceptual recognition hypothesis An attempt to explain an in
fant's smiling and laughing in terms of schemas; when an object in 
the environment can be matched to a schema, the result is plea
sure. 
perceptual reorganization Finding new relationships among ob
jects and events: involved in insif!,hl learning 
performance Observed behaz•ior. 
performance IQ An individual's score on the performance sub
tests of an intelligence scale devised by Wechsler; these subtests do 
not require a verbal response. Compare verbal IQ. 
periodic wave A complex wave having a repetitive pattern of 
waves. Compare apeciodic w•m:e. 
peripheral nervous system (PNS) The parts of the nervous sys
tem outside of the skull and spine, largely axons which carry infor
mation from sensory receptors to the central nervous system or from th~ 
central nervous system to the organs and muscles; includes the 
somatic nervous system and the autonomic 11eruous system. Compare 
rentral nervous system (CNS). 
personal forces A person's characteristics or intentions which 
result in behavior; attributions about an individual are made when we 
perceive behavior as resulting from these forces. 
personal frustration, unattainable goals Frustration produced by 
some personal characteristic of an individual; often due to a discrep
ancy between a person's level of aspiration and his or her capacitv to 
perform. Compare environmental frustration. 
personal modes Calnpbell's term for the acquisition of informa
tion about the world through direct experience; useful in under
standing conformity. Compare social modes. 
personal unconscious The unconscious ideas that depend on a 
person's particular life experiences. Compare collertive unconscious. 
See unconscious processes. 
personality The various enduring and distinctive patterns of be
havior and thought that are characteristic of a particular person. 
personality disorders Psychologiral disorders characterized bv life
long maladaptive behavior patterns. See antisocial personality disor
der, sc/zizotypal personality disorder, compulsive personality disorder, 
histrionic personality. 

personality dynamics (I) The interactions among personalt!r 
characteristics, especially motives. (2) The behavioral expression 
of personality characteristics in the process of adjusting to the en
vironment. (3) In psychoanalysis, the management of the person
alitv's energy system through the interactions of the id. tf!,o. and 
superego. 
personality structure In general, the unique organization of 
traits. motives, and wavs of behaving that characterizes a particular 
person: in psychoanalytic theory, the conception of the persona/tty in 
terms of id, ego, and superego. See personality. 
personality tests Tests to measure the characteristic wavs· a person 
behaves, thinks, and feels. Compare ability tests, achieL·tment

1
tests. 

personalized system of instruction (PSI) An educational applica
tion of instrumental conditioning/operant conditioning in which the 
material in a course is divided into small units, d1ch of which must 
be mastered at a high level of proficiency before the next unit is 
attempted. 
personnel psychologist An applied psychologist involved in se
lecting, training. and supervising people in business and industrial 
settings; also works at improving communications, counseling em
ployees, and alleviating industrial strife. Sec industrial am/ organiza
tional psychology. 
phallic stage According to pswhoanahtit theory, the stage of psy1ho
sexual deuelopment during which the child of.'\ to 5 years becomes 
interested in the sexual organs and forms a romantic attachment to 

the parent of the opposite sex. Sec Oedipus complex, Fledra complex. 
Compare oral stage, anal staf!,e, latenry period. genital stage. 
phenomenal field The whole of an individual's experience. 
phenothiazines A class of drugs used to reduce the svmptoms of 
schizophrenia. 
phenotype The observable characteristics of an Of)'.antsm. Com
pare f!,enotype. 
phobias Intense, irrational fears of specific things. 
phobic disorders Anxiety ,disorden characterized by intense, irra
tional fear of a specific object or situation. See phobias. 
phonemes Speech sounds which must be distinguished in the use 
of language; a basic unit of speech. Sounds which make no dif
ference in meaning when thev arc substituted for each other are 
grouped together as phonemes. 
phones The sounds of speech. 
photosensitive pigments Chemical substances in the rod1 and 
cones of the retina chat absorb light energy and initiate the visual 
process. See rhorlopsin, cis-rhodopsin, trans-rhodopsin. 
phrase-structure rules Principles which govern the organization 
of the deep phrase structure. See transformational r;rammar, deep phrase 
structure. 
physical attractiveness Pleasing physical appearance; a factor 
influencing the degree of interpersonal attraction. 
physiological needs Seeds such as hunger, thirst, and sex; the 
lowest in Maslow's hierarchv of needs. 
physiologic'al psychology A subfield of experimental psychology 
concerned with how biological events in the body, most impor
tantly activities in the nervous system. are related to behavior and 
experience. 
pitch "High" or "-tow" tones; this psychological__attribute of tones 
is related fo frequency, but not directly proportional to it. 

pituitary gland .An endocrine gland with connec~ons to the hypoth
alamus; its hormones exert control over the release of hormones from 
other endocrine glands. 
place code Different portions of the organ of Corti on the basilar 
membrane are maximally stimulated by different frequena(s; the 
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experience of pitrh depends, in part, on the place at which the organ 

of Co•ti is most st;mulated. 
place learning Lramit.g the place where some event occurs with

,'"t 'naking a specific response and without reinforrement. See rog

nitice Imming. 

placebos Pharmacologiqdh inert substances which neverthele>S 

ha1·e effects on perreption ~r behacior; a "psvchologicallv effective" 

substance. Compare drng. 

plasticity of peieeption f\lodifiabilitv llf perceptual processes 

(sec pnrcption) tl\· leaminf!, or other special experiences. See penep

tual Imming 

Plutchik theory of emotions -\ thto!l" of the relationships among 

primar1' emotioJJs. Sec emotion. 
polygraph Sec lie df/et/ur. 

pons :\ re~on of the hmin stem abm-c the mrdulla; contains as

c~nding and, descc.;nding padnvas·" fibers projecting to and from the 

rne/Jellum. and ma111 nudri. 
positive goa\ Goal which the indi1 idual approaches or tries to 

reach. C:mnparc !lfJZflfi-l'f' f!.OtJ!. 

positive halo effect The rendcncs to form a generally farnrable 

\1pinion of a person giYen only a fe\\ positive characteristics of the 

per"lon. Con:parc nrwztfr._·r halo. 
positive reinforcement Sec positi'Z-'t> rrinforar. 
positive reinforcer .\ .llimuius or event \\·hich, when its onset is 
made contingent on a particular response. increases the likelihood 

of that rc-;ponse. Compare nrgtlti'i.;r rtinforrrr. 
positive transfer Sec tmns(tr. 

positive transference liansfnnta marked bv feelings of affection 

and dependence t<m ard the therapist. See tmnsfnenl"f. 

postce11<ra1 gvrus The f!)'!7JS behind the rentml sukus. See 

wmato.ff!l.rnry arra of ((J11f.\. 

postconventional level J ,ncl of thinki!IJ; about moral issues that 

relic<.; on ab~trnct principles of right and wrong. Compare prffO!lf..'t'fl-

110n11/ Ired. um1.:rntional !t'l:t!. 
posthypnotic suggestion A suf}!,estion made bv the hvpnorist while 

a person is in a hs pnotic state bur carried our after the hypnosis has 

been terminated. 
power motivation and social power Sec nerd/or poour. 

pragmatics Term that refers to the use of lanxuage in order to 

h•n e an impact ori others. 
precentral gyrus The !!)'!"US directls· in front of the ientml sukus; 

the principal motor area of thr t"Otttx. Compare po.slffntra/ f0'17iS. 

preconceptual substage In Piaget's theon of roxnitii·r rkcelopmen/. 

the first of two substagcs of the prmpemtional stage; occurs at 

rouv,hls 2 to~ vcars of age and is characterized by the development 

of _1i7/t~firrr;. Compar.: intuiti'i.:r substagr. 

preconscious f\kmories and thoughts of which a person is nor 

aware at a particular time. but \vhich may easily become ronsrious. 

(;ompare unronsrious. 

preconventional level Level of thinkinx about moral issues guided 

by egocentric ideas which focus on the personal consequences of 

behavior. Compare ron<·entional level, pos/r·oncentional level. 

prefrontal cortex The portion of the frontal lobe farthest forward 

in the head. This area of the rere/Jml rurtex seems to play a role in 

planning, sequencing of actions, flexibility of behavior, and emo

tional control. 

prefrontal lobectomy Removal of brain tissue from the prefrontal 

rortex for the treatment of certain psyrholof!,iml disorders; seldom 

done nowadavs; a form of psydzosurgery. 

prefrontal lobotomy The surgical interruption of pathways from 

:he frontal lo/Jes of the rerebrum for the purpose of alleviating various 
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psyrhologiml disorder:>,· seldom done nowadays; a form of psychosurg

ery. 

prehension The grasping of objects with the hands and fingers. 

prejudice An unjustified a!!itude, fairls· strong, usually in an un

favorable dir<;:etion. and nor in line with the facts. Compare discrimi

nation. Sec stereotype. 

preoperational stage The second division in Piaget's theory of 

roxnitive development; it lasts from age 2 to 7 years and is charac

terized by unsystematic reasoning. 

preparatory set, set A person's readiness to respond to one kind 

of sensors· input but not to other kinds; expectancv. See set. 

prepared behaviors Responses which can be learned easils· bv 

certain animal species. Compare rontraprepared beha<'iors, unpre

pared /Jehrn·iors. See learned flavor ot'ersion. 

prestige suggestion :\ form of suggestion in which the message 

appeals to people's regard for authoritv or prestige. 

primacy effect In impr;;ession formation. weighing more heavily the 
information obtained first. 

primacy effect in memory The tendency to remember relativclv 

well tl1ose items encountered first in a to-be-remembered list; said 

to contribute to the sen.al position ejfert. Compare rffencv effer1 in 

tllf'fllO!)'. 

primary riegenerative dementia :\ form of dementia ha1·ing ma111 

of the same characteristics as senile dementia; an important difference 

is that the svmproms often begin in middle age. Sec senile dementia. 

Alzheimrr's dismsr. 

primary emotions f:motions with an evolurionars· basis that arc 

part of our species heritage. See Plutdzik thmry of emotions. 

primary goal :\ xoa! that meets a biological neni; an unlearned 

goal. 

primary mental abilities .'.. set of components, or factors, said to 

comprise intellixenrr-verbal comprehension. word fluency, precep

rual speed. memors-, numerical ability, spatial abilirs·. and reason

ing. See multifr111or theories. 

primary reinforcer . .\ stimulus or event that acts to strengthen a 

response without prior association with other stimuli. Compare 

mnriitioned, or sramdary, reinforcer. See 1einfonement. 

primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention Levels at which the 

prevention of psvdzologiml disorders can be approached. Primars· 

pre1-ention is directed at the causes of psvchological disorders. 

Secondars· prevention is aimed at trying to stop problems at their 

beginning. Tertiary prevention is aimed at minimizing future diffi

culties of people having behavior disorders or serious problems. 

primary sensory areas Areas of the rne/Jral rortex which, as a rule, 

are arranged so that specific portions of them receive input from 

particular sensory rereptor regions. See topogmphir organization. 

primary sexual characteristics The structural or physiological 

characteristics of males and females which make possible sexual 

intercourse and reproduction. Compare serondary sexual rharac

trristirs. 

proactive interference F orge!!ing caused by the prior lea ming of 

other material. Compare retroartiz·e inttrferenre. 

proband A member of a rwin pair who has a particular charac

teristic; more gcnerallv, a person with a characteristic of interest for 

genetic studies. 

problem Any conflict or difference berween an existing situation 

and a goal. 

process-oriented theories of intelliience Views about intellige111·e 

which focus on intellectual processes-the patterns of thinking that 

people use when they reason and solve problems. Compare fartor 

theories. See information-proressing theories of intellixenre. 
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processing capacity The abilitv to deal with incoming sensor\· 

information. Because this abiliN is limited, we can only deal with a 

fraction of the sensory information available at a given time. Sensor\' 

inputs which require the most processing are said to he at the focus 

of attention. 
profile of scores A chart indicating the pattern of scores on a tt·st 
battrrv or a test with many subtests. 

prognosis Prediction about the course and outcome of a disease 

process or a psyrho/ogiral disorder. 
programmed learning Self-instruction which uses carefullv de

signed questions or items to guide the learning process in small 

steps and which provide immediate rrinjr;rremrnt. 
projection A defense mechanism in which conflict is dealt with bv 

ascribing one's own anxiety-provoking motives to someone else; 

blaming others: prominent in paranoid disorders. 
projective hypothesis The view that the way people respond to 

vague or ambiguous situations is often a projection of their underly

ing feelings and motives. See projertive terhnique. 
projective methods See projective technique. 
projective technique Method used in the study of persona/in and 

.cuoal motri·rs in which a subject is presented with a relativclv 

Jmbiguous stimulus and asked to describe it in a meaningful wav or 

to tell a Stof\· about it. See Thrmatir Apperreption Test !lAT!. 
RGrrdadt Inkblot Trdmique, pro;e111i·r teslr. 
projective tests Tests in which the subject is presented with 

relat1veh ambiguous stimuli; from the wav the individual percci\'es 

the te" stimuli, a psvchologist mav be able to infer the motic·es and 

mtot1ons v. hich led to the prrrrptions. Sec projrrtiu tedmique. 
proprioceptive sense, proprioception The kinesthrtit and crs
r1bular senses together: informs us about the orientation of the bodv 
;nd head. 

prosocial behavior Social behavior which benefits another per

wn: includes sharing, cooperation, and altruism. 

prototvpes Cunrrpts which have most of the defining features of a 

con<.:ept class. or "familv": the best examples of a mnrept class. See 

•a,.,1f, rr.<tmblanre stmctures. 
proximity, or nearness (I) Physi.cal closeness; a factor influenc

:rg :he degree of interper.ional-rl!trattion one person feels for an

·:•ther. 121 In prrreption, an organizing principle which savs that 

·rems which are close together in space or time tend to be percci,·ed 

ac belonging together or forming an organized group. 

psHhiatric nurses Speciallv trained registered nurses who pro

' 'de CJre. usuallv in a hospital setting, for people with psytholoi;iml 
~·r.-i;rdtrs. 

p5'·chiatric social workers Specially trained social workers 

skilled in interviewing, in assembling familv histories of their cli

ents. and in assessing social factors invol\'ed in psyrholoi;iml disor
ders. 
psychiatrists Phvsicians specializing in the diagnosis and treat

ment of pswchologiml disorders. 
psychoactive drugs Drugs that affect behavior and perreption; thev 

generally work on the nervous system bv influencing the actions of 

neurotransmiturs at synapses. 
psychoanalysis Primarily a method of psyrhotherapy developed by 

Sigmund Freud, but also a theory of the development and structure 

of personality. As a psychotherapy, it emphasizes the techniques of free 
association, the phenomenon of transference, and the development of 

insigltt. 
psychoanalysts Psychotherapists (see psychotherapy) who practice 

the therapeutic techniques of Sigmund Freud and his followers. 

See psychoanalysis. 

psychoanalytic perspective A current viewpoint in psyrho/1!.f!)' 
which focuses on the contribution of u1.~onsciou'.'i tcclings ard 

impulses to behaf..:ior; sometimes knov.rn as the t's·ychodynam1c 1 per

:-ipecti\'c. 

psychoanal~tic theory .\ ds namic approach to prrwn,J/1/\' devel

oped bv Sigmun.d Freud. The thcof\· has three major r:tirc" 1111 a 

theof\· of the structure of pcrsonalitv, in which the ul, ei;o. a11d 

supn~go are the principal concepts: (b) a thcof\' of personalif\· dv

namiC'-i, in v. hich con'iciou<.; and unmnsrious motiL'fS and ego drfertse 
medwnisms plas a major role; and (r) a thcof\· ofpswJwsexual dt'i.·rlop
ment. in which different motives and bodv zones influence the child 

at different Stal!:CS of growth. See psvthoa1111/)'sis. 
psychodynamic therapies l~rc:.Hments of p.~vdwlovioz! tilsordfn 

focusing on the interplay of muti'L'fS and urges. Sc1... ,,~, ,. ~r:(Jnt1(vsis. 
psycholinguistics The branch of pmhology that stLil.lics the wass 

in which people generate and comprehend languap. 
psychological assessment The measurement of people\ brhaviorl 
and abilities, largels bY me~ns of tesrr. · 
psychological disorder Patterns of abnormal bthanor. emotions. or 
thought that signific.intls interfere with an individual's adaptation 

to important life demands and often cause distress in the indi,·idual 

or in others. 
psychological test See tests. 
psychology Thc _,·rienrr of human and animal heha<:ior, induding 

the application of the science to human problems. 

psychometric psychology The branch of pswho/of!Y concerned 

with the development of tests. research on their usefulness, and in 

general. ways of measuring hrh(rcior. 
psychopathic personality Sec antirnria/ prrs<~nalitv disordtT. 

psychophysics The studv of the relationship berneen sariations 

in physical energy and reported experience or /Jrhaz:ior. 
psychophysiologist A scientist who studies the relationship of 

bodilv events to behaf.'ior: more speciticallv, one who studies bodily 

events in emotion. 
psychosexual development In pswhoanalvsis. the idea that the 

instinctual drises are expressed in different wass as children grow 

older. See oral st1~1;r. mwl stai;e. phallir stagr, latrnn pniod, genital 
S!UJ!,f. 

psychosexual stage One of the steps in pswhosn:ual dt'l.·elopment. 
See psvdwsexual dfY.•elopment. 
psychosis .\ severe pswhologilf1i disorder in which the person has 

typicallv lost considerable contact with rcalitv: hrJ/lurinations or 

delusions may be prcscn(; custodial care is ofren required. See 

srhizophrmia, afferti'Ce disorden, paranoid disorder. 
psychosocial moratorium Erik Erikson's term for the delas of 

commitment to adult roles shown bs some adolescents. 

psychosomatic disorders Bodi!' diseases caused or aggravated 

hv psschological factors, such as long-lasting., or chronic: emotional 

states and strrssors. 
psychosomatic reaction See pswhosomatir disortjers. 
psychosurgery Operations on the brain for the purpose of al

leviating various pswholoi;iml disorders. See prefronwl lo/iotomy, pre
frontal lobertomy. 
_psychotherapy The treatment of psyrhologiral, disorders and mild 

adjustment r.roblems bv means of psychological techniques. Com

pare hiomedim/ therap.v. See psyd111gnalvsis, rlirnt-tffltered Therapy, ge
stalt therapy. ana/rtiml therapy. 
puberty The period during which the capabilitv for sexual re

production is attained: it is marked b~hanges in both primarv and 

serondary sexual tharartenstics, and is dated from menarrhe in i;irls and 

the emergence of pigmented pubic hair in bovs. 
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public opinion (attitude) polling See publir opinion polls. 
public ooinion polls Self-report methods of measuring ,ittitudes in 
the population by asking manv people a few questions each. Com
pare artitude srales. 
punctate sensitivity Sensitivit\ to touch, tcmpcrarnre, and pain, 
which have separate sensitive spots on the skin. 

punisher A noxious stimulus which, "hen its presentation is made 
contingent on a particular response, tends to decrease the like
lihood of that response. Compare mxattz·e rnnforrer. Sec p1mi,hment. 
punishment The application of an unpleasant, or noxious, stim

ulus for the purpose of suppressing behavior. Compare netatic·e 
reinfoin:mrnt. See punisher. 
pure tone The sound produced bv a sine 'iC'au. 
Q-sort

1
,technique A personality research technique in w11ich a 

person .[1laces descriptive personalitv statements about herself or 
hi~self into categories ranging from "least characteristic" to "most 

characteristit." 
questionnaire \I) A prnnl-mul-paper per"rnalitv !ts! that asks 
questions about r:.vical performance that can he answered '\es" nr 
"no." L2) .\survey of opinion" :J.nd experiences. 
random sampling In puhlir" opinion po//1·. the proce" of che>osing a 

sample of people from the tary,et population in such a"'"' that each 
person in the target population has clll equal chance of hcing 

included in the sample. 
range A measure of u1riahi/il)•; the inter. al between the highest 

and lowest scores. Compare standard deciation ISIJJ. 
See pamdoxiral sleep. 

ratio IQ See lrttellitrnre Quotirfll I IQ1. 
rational-emotive therapv (RET) \ rotnitic•e therapylmtnitic·e-hr
ltac-ior themp_y technique designed to break down the irrational 
thoughts and be/iris leading to psychological distress. 
rationalization A defense mrdwnism in which a person "makes 
excuses," thus substiruting an acceptable motic·e for an unaccept

able or anxiety-provoking one. 
reaction formation A defense medwnism in which a true motive 
which would provoke anxierv if recognized is converted into its 

opposite. 
reaction range The limits of the obser.·able hehaviot:r possible 
when a given genetic endowment interacts with the cnYironmenr: 
variability in the phenotype due to environmental differences inter

acting w1,h a particular· genetic endowment. See nature-nurture 
interortion. 
real motion Perreption of actual physical movement. Compare 
apparent morion. 
realism In Piaget's theory of rotnitn·e dev.·elopment, the tendencv of 
children in the pf'fopemtional stage to think of symbol\ and mnrepfl· as 

real things. 
reappraisal A change in the evaluation of environmental· and 

internal information: a wav of coping with prolonged stressful situa
tions; involved in the mtnitivr-appraisal theory of emotions. See ap
praisal. 
recall method A standard was of measuring mrmory in which 
people, after heing exposed to the to-be-remembered items. are 
asked to call hack the items from memorv. Compare 1notnition 
mP!hod. 
recency effect in memory Items encountered most recently arc 

remembered relativelv well; said to contribute to the serial-position 
rflert. Compare primary ejffft in memory. 
receptor A cell. or group of cells, speciatized to respond to rela
tivelv small changes in a particular kind of physical energy. 

receptor potential The electrical activit:v generated in a rereptor 
cell during tmnsdurtion. See tmnsdurtion 
reciprocal inhibition In dassiral ronditioning, the principle that 
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two incompatible responses cannot occur at the same time and that 
the stronger of the two will replace the weaker; in systematir desensi
tization the goal is to increase the strength of a desired response 
relative to that of an undesired one. See systematir· desensitization. 
recognition method A way of measuring memory in which a per
son is asked"to recognize the to-be-remembered items when they 
are presented along with incorrect items. Compare rem/I method. 
reconditioning The process of again pairing the conditioned stim
alus and the unro11ditionedstimulus after extinrtion. Sec dassiral mndi
tionint. 
reconstructive processes Modifications of stored information at 
the time of retrieval which determine what is actually remembered. 
Compare tonstrurtive processes. See confabulation. 
reflection of feeling A dirnt-rentered thempy technique in which 
the therapist restates what the client has said to clarify the essence 

of the feelings expressed. 
reflective thinking The process of e\·aluating and testing one's 
own reasoning; develops in the formal operational stage. 
reflex A simple adaptive bodilv movement produced when 

motoneurons are excited by some sensory input. 
refraction The bending of light ravs; in vision, the bending of 
light ravs bv the rornea and lens to focus images on the retina. 

regression A defense medwnism in which a person copes with anx
ierv I"· retreating to childish or earlier forms of heha<·ior; often 

encountered in children and adults faced with frustmtion and moti
c'fltio11al ro11/lirt. 
rehearsal Focusing a!lention on an item of information bv repeti
tion, or processing it in some other way so as to link it up with other 

information which has alreadv been stored in mrmory; thought to be 
an important factor in converting sho11-tn7l1 memoty to /on;;-tnm 
mrmorv. Sec maintn1anre rrhearsal, elaborati'l'e rrheana/. 
reinforcement ( l) In dassiml ronditioninf{, the pairing of the rondi
tioned stimulus and the unronditionrd stimulus. (2) In instrumental 
ronditioninf.!/oprrant ronditioninJ!,, the presentation or termination of a 
stimulus or event which, when made contingent on the occurrence 

of a certain response, makes that response more likely to occur in 

the future. See positive reinforrer, netative reinforcer. 
reinforcer See positic·e reinforrer, negati<Je reinforcer, reinforcement. 
relaxation response Bodilv reactions in calm, meditative emo
tional states. Compare emef'f{enry reaction. See parasympathetir system. 
releaser A stimulus triggering sperie>-typiral behavior. 
releasing factors Chemicals by which the hypothalamus can con
trol secretion of hormones from the pituitary tland. 
reliability The consistency of a method of mmsurement. A charac

teristic of good psychological tests. Compare validity. 
renin An enz.vme released bv the kidneys when there is a drop in 

blood pressure; involved in the formation of antiotensin II, which 
circulates in the blood and can trigger drinking. 

replication Repetition of an obscr.·ation under controlled condi--~ 

tions. 
representational thought The capacitv to form mental symbols 
which stand for objects or events not present. 
representativeness In decision making, deciding whether the 
current situation is similar to one we have encountered before; a 
judgment heuristil'. 
repression A defrnse mechanism and process in which certain memo
n'es and motive.< are not permitted to enter awareness but are oper
ative at an unronsrious level; results in a failure of retrieval of 

anxiety-provoking material from long-term memory. 
resistance In psychoanalysis, efforts on the part of the patient to 

avoid or evade the interpretation of behavior or ideas made by the 

therapist. 
resistance to extinction The process of continuing to respond 
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after reinforcement is stopped; tends to be greater after previous 
scheduled reinforcement (see schedule of reinforcement) than it is after 
previous continuous reinforcement (CRF). 
respondent conditioning See dassirol conditioning. 
reticular formation A complex region in the center of the brain 
stem containing many small nuclei and fibers; present from the 
medulla up to the midbrain. See asrendinf!. reticular mtivatinf!. system 
(,4RAS). 
retina The photosensitive layer of the eye; contains the visual 
receptors (rods and rones), ganglion re/ls, and other cells and connect
ing fibers. See photosensitive pi[!.ments. 
retinal disparity The most important binocular me for depth; a 
slight difference in the images of an object projected on the retinas 
of the two eyes. The images are more dissimilar when the object is 
close. 
retrieval The process of withdrawing information from long-term 
memory or short-term memory. See tip-of-the-tonf!.ue (TOT) phenomenon. 
retrieval cues Reminders which direct the search through lonf!.
tnm mem01y. 

retrieval processt"s Ways in which access is gained to information 
stored in memory. Sec retrieval; retriel'al cues. 
retroactive interference Forgettinf!. of previously learned material 
due to the subsequent leaminf!. of new material. Compare proactive 
interference. 
retrograde amnesia Forgetting events one was exposed to in the 
past. Compare anterograde amnesia. See amnesia. 
reYersibility In Piaget's theory of COJ!.nitive development, the ability 
of children to understand that a changed object or state of affairs 
can be returned to its original state if the changes arc reversed. See 
identity conapt. 
rhodopsin The photosensitive pi[!.ment found in the rods; also 
known as visual purple. 

rods Photosensitive receptors in the retina, cvlindrical in shape, 
Ktive in dim light; contain rhodopsin. Compare rone>. 
role The behm:ior expected of a person who holds a certain status 
within a group. Compare status. 
rooting reflex A pattern of responses which enables the neonate to 

find the mother's breast; when the cheek is stimulated, the head 
turns in that direction. 
Rorschach Inkblot Technique A projerti·ve technique using ink
blots as stimuli. 
safety needs Needs for security, stability, and order. In Maslow's 
theory, they are fulfilled after physiolo[!.ical needs are satisfied. 
safety signals Stimuli which are consistently paired with the ab
sence of noxious events; these stimuli mav act like positive reinfonn:r 
in avoidance teaming. 
satiety The absence of motivation after f!.oals have been reached. 
saturation The degree to which a color (hue) is diluted or not 
diluted by whiteness. Compare bri[!.htness. 
savings method A method of measuring forgetting in which the 
subject learns again what he or she previously learned. The more 
that is remembered from the original learning, the fewer the trials 
needed to relearn the material; the amount of savings is expressed 
as a percentage. Compare rero[!.nition method, recall method. 
scapegoating A{!gression displaced toward a person or group that is 
the object of prejudice. 
Schachter-Singer theory A theory of the relationship between felt 
emotion and bodily conditions; it states that felt emotion is based on 
the interpretation of the reasons for bodily arousal. Compare lames
Lange theory, Cannon-Bard theory. 
schedule of reinforcement A situation in which reinforcement does 
not follow every response. Instead, reinforcements follow certain 
'esponses according to a specified plan. See fixed-interval schedule 

(Fl), fixed-ratio schedule (FR). variable-interval schedule 11 ·1 ). c·anah/e
ratio schedule (VR). Compare continuous reinforcement I (.'RF). 
schema A mental representation of objects, event" and their 
relationships. 
schemata Plural of schema. 
scheme In Piaget's theory, an action sequence guided h\ thought. 
schizophrenia A dinirol syndrome characterized by coJ!.nitive slip
page and derailment, hallucinations, and delusions, and <Jften bv gen
eral withdrawal from contact with the environment 
schizophrenic disorders See sdrizophrenia. 
schizotypal personality disorder A personalitv diso1der charac
terized by withdrawal from other people and eccentric thinking; 
resembles schizophrenia, but is not so severe. Compare schizophrenia. 
scholastic aptitudes Abilities to succeed in a specified tvpe of 
formal schooling. For example, college aptitude refers to aptitude 
for doing college work. Sec aptitude. 
school counselor A person who does testing and counseling in 
schools. Compare schvo/opsychologist, educational psycholoy;y. 
school psychologist A psychologist who diagnoses learning diffi
culties and attempts to remedy them. Compare school t"ounselor, 
educational pswiwloy;y. 
science A bodv of svstematized knowledge gathered by carefullv 
observing and measuring events. See empi1iral. Compare art. 
so The stimulus in the presence of which a respons~ is reinforced 
in instromental ronditioningloperant ronditioning. Sec discrimina!iw1, 
reinforcement. Compare St.. 
St. The stimulus in the presence of which a response is not rein
forced in operant conditioninf!.. See alscrimination. discrimination leam 
ing, reinforcement. Compare sn 
second mental-health revolution The view that psvchological 
factors (especiallv unconscious motn·ation) are important causes of 
psychologiral disorders; sparked bv Freud and his followers at the 
turn of the twentieth centurv. See psychoanalytic theory. 
secondary memory The information-processing aspects of mem
ory, which include the encoding, storage, and rrtrieml of,inforrna
tion. 
secondary reinforcer See conditioned, or secondary, reinforcer. 
secondary sexual characteristics Physical features such as bodv 
proportion and hair distribution, but excluding the reproductive 
organs, which distinguish the mature male from the mature female. 
Compare primary sexual dwractnistics. 
secondary traits Personality characteristics of a person which arc 
influential in explaining behavior onlv within a limited range of 
situations. Contrast rordinal traits, rrntral traits. 
seeking identity Attempting to get a clear view of what one's 
skills and personal characteristics arc and to discover where one is 
heading in life. 
self (I) The individual's perception or awareness of herself or 
himself-of his or her body, ubilities, personaliry traits, and ways of 
doing things. (2) The executive functions by means of which an 
individual manages, copes, thinks, remembers, perceives, and 
plans. 
self-actualization See self-actualizinf!.. 
self-actualizing According to Maslow, satisfying higher needs; 
thus a person who strives to satisfy needs for justice, beaury, order, 
and goodness is said to be a self-actualizing person. A person's need 
to develop her or his potentialities. 
self-attribution Inferring certain qualities in ourselves. 
self-concept, self-image A person's feelings about himself ur her
self; examples are self-confidence, self-esteem, and selt~worth
lessness. See self. 
self-disclornre The process through which one person lets him
self or herself be known by another. 
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selt~fulfilling prophecy Rchaving according to one's own expecta
tion~ in -;uch a wav that this behavior influences J situation and 

brings about what is expected. 
self.·report method \lcasuring at11tudrs bv asking people to re
spond to quc~tiun:.. Examples arc altitudr sralts. publrr opinion polls. 
self theory \ theor-· of prnon1zli11· in which the srlr is the central 
idea. See srlt: sdt:1onapt .,tf/-imagr. 
semantic differential .\ method of measuring the ronnotati~·e 

me11nmg of \\·orJ-. Jnd ronrrptl'. ~el'. rr;nnotr1trz_·r meaning. 
semantic memory :\ long-ftnn mnnory store containing the mean
ings of word" <.lnd concept<; Jnd the ru!cs for using them in lan
g1_1agc. Compare rpirnr!it rnollm)'. 

semantics The aspect of languagr which refers to meaning. 
senile brain disorders Tis'Lte loss and shrinkage of the brain in 
old age "hich catbc nicnral and phvsical deterioration. See stnilr 
dementia. 
senile dementia \state that occurs due to brain disease in cldcrlv 
persons; characterized bv ddictts in memory, attrntion, judgment, 
and abstract thought, bv chan!(es in personalirv. and sometimes bv 
delusions and rAwrien!tl!toll in time or piace. 

sensitive period .\ time in the life cvcle during which the orga
ni,·m is especiallv susceptible to. or readv for, certain rognitfr'I', 
perceprnal (see poaption\, or social developments. 
sensorimotor stage The first division in Piaget's theory of rDJ!.nitiu 
dn;e/opmmt in which the child learns to deal with objects in terms of 
sen~of7·~motor srhnnes: occupies the first 2 years of life. 
sensory areas of the cerebral cortex \reas of the rtrthml ronrx 
primarily inYolved in processing incoming infonnation. Sec primary 
1~en.w11· areas. ( :im1parc motor arras of to!ttx, assoriation areas of rortex. 
sensory channel The meptor, nerve fibers leading from the re
ceptor to the antral nen·ous system. and the: various relay '.:'.itations and 
pLiccs of terrnination within the central nervous system. 
sensory deprivation Experimental restriction of sensory input. 
sensory register The storage of information for a brief time in a 
sensory rhannd . .',ec iro11i1 iniaJ!f. 

serial-position effect The observation that in mrmorv experi
ments using a list of items to be remembered, items at the begin
ning and end of the list are remembered best. See primary effnt in 
memon. rertnty ~!frrt i'n mtmory. 
serotonin .\ nn1rntmnsmittrr found in the rentml flff'i'Ous system 
set Expcctanc\'. In problem solving. a readiness to react in a 
certain wa·y when confronted with a problem or stimulus situation; 
mav be induced bv immediate!\ preceding experiences, bY long
esrablished practice. or by insrrucrions which evoke old habits; also 
a factor in pna:ptio11. Sec funl'/ional fixrdnrH. 
set point The level around which phvsiological processes are 
regulated to maintain homrostasis. 
shadows in depth perception A monocular rue in depth percep
tion; shadows provide cues because we are accustomed to light 
coming from above. 
shaping In instrnmmf<J/ contli;ioninglopemnttonditioning, teaching a 
de,. ired response through a series of successive steps which lead the 
learner to the final response. Each small step leading to the final 
response is reinforced (see ffinforcement). Also called the method of 
successive approximations. 

short-term memory (STM) The temporarv store of information 
held in memorv for a few seconds while it is being processed for 
long-term storage or use; bolds information for about 30 seconds 
and has a verv limited storage capacity. Compare long-term memory 
!L'Df) 
signal detection theory A way of describing judgments made in 
sensor-· situations in which a signal must be detected against a noisy 
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background; separates sensory and nonsensory factors that 2mcr 

into judgments. 
signifier In Piaget's theory of cognitive deuelopment, one of the 
child's personal mental symbols, which develop during tbe prffon
aptual substrzge. It is concrete and imitative of the thing it svm

bolizes. 
similarity in form perception An organizing principle causing a 
person to perceive similar items as grouped together. 
simultaneous discrimination learning Occurs when the posi rive 
(,\'ll) and negative (S'l stimuli arc presented at the same rime. Sec 
disoimination teaming. Compare suffessi·ct disrrimination lraminf!.. 
sine waves In hearing, the simplest kinds of sound <12'ac·rs: pro
duced when a single ,·ibrating object moves back and forth freelv 
and changes the pressure of the air. Compare romp/ex m•ai·es. See 
pure tone. 
situationism Tbe view that behavior is more a product of a partic
ular situation than a product of enduring characteristics of a person 
such as trait<. 
Sixteen Personality Factor (l6PF) Questionnaire A test based 
on j{utor analvsis which measures 16 key characteristics of person
ality. 
size constancy The tendency for the perceived size of objects to 

remain about the same despite large changes in their image size on 
the 1dina. See pm~ption. prrreptual ronstann. 
social comparison A proposed cause of ro11fom1ity: we resolve 
ambiguirv about what to do and think by observing people similar 
to ourselves and following their lead. 
social conformity/conformity Sec ronformi11·. 
social exchange theory The idea that social relationships mav be 
viewed as a kind of economic svstem in which the people engaged 
in a relationship become dependent on each other for the quality of 
the outromes thcv experience from the relationship; involves rnm
panson /1"i.·ds (CL) and compmison ll"i.•ds for ,z!trmatit·rs I {,'f,,,1,). 
social facilitation Increased motn·ation and effort arising from the 
stimulus pro,·idcd bv other people. 
social influence Tbe change in an individual that occurs because 
of contact with other people; the process of producing this change. 
People arc affected by the presence, opinions, or behac·iorof others. 
social inhibition In social groups, the retardation of action caused 
bv the presence of other people. 
social modes Campbell's term for the acquisition of information 
from ocher people; learning from other people; useful in under
standing ronformity. Compare personal modes. 
social motivation See social motivrs. 
social motives .\1otn•es, usuallv learned in a social group, that 
require the presence or reaction of other people for their satisfac
tion. See nerd for achievement (n arh), nerd to affiliate, need for pom'rr. 
social need Sec social motives. 
social perception The way we view other people, based on infor
mation obtained about others and attributions we make about the 
causes of their behavior. 
social perspective A current viewpoint in psychology which em
phasizes the social interactions among people and the social influ
ences 'which affect be.hac·ior. See social psychology. 
social psychology The scientific study of the ways in whid 
interaction, interdependence, and influence among persons affec: 
their behavior and thought. 
social stereotypes Characteristics by which people are prejudge~ 
and categorized. They include race, nati0nality, religion, gender 
or region of the country in which an individual lives. 
socialization The learning process through which a chi Id 
trained in the attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors appropriate to her or b 



culture! the process bv which the child's behavior and attitudes are 
brought into harmony with the culture. 
sociobiology The systematic studv of the biological baSIS of social 

behavior. 
sociometry A method of mapping social relationships of attraction 
and rejection among members of a group. 
sociopathic personality See antisocial personality disorder. 

solitary play Plaving alone, even in the presence of peers; a nor
mal stage prior to the emerg<0nce of para/Id play and rooperatic-e play. 
somatic nervous system The part of the peripheral nercous system 

serving the sense organs and the skeletal muscles. Compare autono

mir nervous system. 
somatosensory Pertaining to the body senses, including touch, 
temperature, pain, and kinesthesis. 
somatosensory area of cortex The p1imary sensory area invoh·ed 
in bodv sensation (see somatosensory); located in the posterior bank 
of •he ffntral sulcus and on the postcentral f!J'CUS. 

sound wave Alternating increases and d~creases in kressure prop
agated through a medium, usuallv air: a vibration having afrequenry 

and amplitude. 
source credibility Believabilitv of the originator of an attitude
change message: based on the perceived expertness and trust

worthiness of the originator. 
spatial frequency In vision, the number of alternations between 
light and dark within the visual field: hvpothesized to he invoh·ed 

in form vision. 
species-typical behaviors Rehacior patterns characteristic of a 
particular species; hehavior which all normal individuals of the 
species displav under the appropriate circumstances. 

species-typical defense reactions Behaviors "naturallv" used bv 
members of a particular species to defend themselves against 
threatening situations: considered to plav a role in arnidance leam

:n1:. 
spike See nm;r impu!1es. 

spinal cord The part of the f"f!ltml nen·ous system encased in the 
backbone. It is a reflex center and a pathway for nen·r impullfs to 
and from the brain. 

spinal nerves Peripheral nerves carrying sensory information into 
the spinal rord and motor commands out: one pair is associated with 
each of the divisions of the spinal cord. 
spinal roots Groups of nerve fibers emerging from or entering the 
spinal cord which join to become the spinal neroes. See dorsal root. 
ventral root. 

spontaneous recovery After an interval of time, an increase in 
the strength of a conditioned re.1ponse which had undergone extinction. 

stage of exhaustion The third stage of the [!,eneral adaptation 

syndrome in which the body's capacity to respond to hoth continuous 
and new strf.rsors is severely lessened. Compare alarm reaction, sta[!,e 

of resistance. 

stage of mutuality The third stage in the growth of relationships: 
each individual begins to acquire feelings of responsibility for the 
outcomes the partner receives in the relationship. Compare unilateral 

aw)areness, surf are cont art. 
stage of resistance The second stage of the [!,eneral adaptation 

syndro,ne during which the body defends itself against the effects of 
a continuing stressor; however, the body's resistance to new 
stressors is impaired during this stage. Compare alarm ~action, sta[!,e 

of exhaustion. 

stages in creative thinking A pattern of steps that is frequentlv 
involved in the solution of problems by talented and •reative 
people; the stages are preparation, incubation, illumination, eval
uation, and revision. 

standard deviation (SD) A measure of the spreaJ. or' ariabilitY. 
of scores of a group of people. 
standard scores Scores obtained bv dividing the ,·tmul<Jm dt'Cw
tion into the difference between an individual's actuai "btained 
score and the mean, or average, of the group of scores: in uche
words, score.s expressed in terms of standard deviation units. See 
deciation IQ. 

standardization The establishment of uniform conditions for ad
ministering a test and interpreting test results. A large number of 
individuals is tested in the same wav ro prm·idc norms with" Inch to 

compare any particular test score. Sec n01ms. 

Stanford-Binet lntelligenc., Scale An individual test of intelli[!,rntf. 

the descendant of the earh· work of Binet, mainlv used with chil
dren: predicts school achievement: uses age S((Jles. 

state-dependent memory (state-dependent learning) Information 

stored under one drug or emotional state mav not be available for 
rdriecal when the individual is in another drug or emotional state. 
status The position '!,11 individual holds within a grcup. Compare 
role. 

status offences Acts which arc illegal onlv for minors. 
stereotypes Fixed sets of great!\· oversimplified belief' that arc 
said to characterize members of a group. 
stimulus (pl. stimuli) An event that produces rcsponse 1; or that 
results in sensory experience. 
stimulus control of behavior Disoimination in instnanenta/ rondi
tioninf!:/operant tonditwning; the rate at which a learned response 
occurs depends on the stimulus which is present. See disrrimination. 

stimulus discrimination in instrumental conditioning See dis

rrimination, disrn.mination ln1n1inf!,, differential reinfOrrement, simul
!t1neous disrimination lfarninJ!,. .wrassit;r distn.mination learning, 
stimulus rontml of behac·ior. 

stimulus generalization The tendencv to react to stimuli that arc 
different from, but somewhat similar to. a ronditiorml stimulus. Sec 
f!:TtZdient of grnemlization. 

stimulus generalization in instrumental conditioning rhc re
sponse in instrummttII rondi11oning/o(Jrrtml ronditioning is made in a 
particular stimulus situation. If the stimulus is changed. the re
sponse still occurs: the tendcncs to respond depends upon the 
degree of similaritv between the original training situation Jnd the 
changed one. See gmdirnt of genrmliztition. 
storage processes The means bv which information is actual!\ 
put into mr1110!)'. Sec entodinJ!. proresses. , 
stress An internal state which can be caused bv phvsical demands 
on the bods or bv environmental and social situations which arc 
evaluated as potentiallv harmful, uncontrollable, or exceeding the 
individual's resources for coping. Sec stressors. gn1eral adaptation 

s_vndromr. 

stressors l~he situations or events which cause stress. 
stroboscopic motion Apparrnt motion due to successive presenta

tions of visual stimuli. 
structuralism An earlv school of psvchological thought which 
held that const:ious experience could be analyzed into mental ele
ments. Compare Gestalt psychology, funrtionalism, behm;iorism. 
style of life In Adler's individual pswlwlogy, the idea that each 
person creates his or her own unique approach to living. 
subjective contours Contours perceived in the absence of phvs

ical energv differences. 
subjective organization In verbal learning and memorr, organila
tion not inherent in the material itself but imposed on the mate1ial 

by the learner. 
subjective probability Estimate of the likelihood of various out

comes. 
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subjectively expected utility The combination of utility and suh
_ieniz:e prvbability: according to a mathematical model of the decision 
process, people make decisions which will maximize subjectively 
expected urilit'. See subje11tc-e pmbahilitv, utilif]•. 
sublimation The use of a substitute activitv to gratifv a frustrated 
motive. Freud belie,·ed. for example, that a frustrated (see frustra
tion) sex dri\'e could be partiallv gratified hv channeling it into some 
artistic activity. 

substance-use di•orders Pcvrhologiml disorden which involve the 
use of druJZS. 
successive discrimination learning Learning that occurs when 
the positive (SD) and negative (S.cl.) stimuli arc presented one after 
the other. See disrrimination leaminr,. Compare simultaneous disrrimi-
11ation learnin[!,. 
suggestion llncritical acceptance of a statement: can be impor
tant in attitude diange. 
sulcus A relativelv shallow crevice in the rerehral rortex of the 
brain. Compare F>sure. gyms. 
superego In psvrhoanalvtir theory, th"t which corresponds to what 
is commonlv called conscience; it imposes restrictions and keeps a 
person working toward ideals acquired in childhood. Compare id, 
~e;o. 

superior colliculi Nuclei located just above the inferiormlliruli in 
the midbmin: important in t6e coordination of eye movements and 
in reflex postural adjustments of the bodv to visual inputs. Compare 
mfrrior rollituli. 
surface contact The second level of involvement in the growth of 
relationships; interactions are governed by general cultural norms 
specifving appropriate behavior and social etiquette. Compare uni
latrml a'l.C'flrrness, stage of mutuality. 
surface structure The actual expression in speech of the core 
ideas in the dffp phmse stmrture: the deep phrase structure is 
converted into the surface structure by transformation mies. See 
transformational r,mmmar. 
syllables The smallest or shortest speech patterns we normally 
produce; also the smallest unit in speech perreption; composed of 
several phonemes. 
symbol (1) A stimulus that represents some event or item in the 
world; has arbitrarv meaning assigned for purposes of rummunira
tion. (2) An internal, or mental, representation of an object or event. 
symmetry, good figure An organizing principle in pen-eption ac
cording to which items that form a balanced or symmetrical figure 
are perceived as a group. 
sympathetic system A subdivision of the autononu(· system arising 
in the thoracic and lumbar portions of the spinal cord; most active 
during aroused states. Compare parasympathetic n<tem. See emrr'[!.enry 
reartion. or 'flight or fight" response, arousal. 
synapse The functional connection between two neurons. Sec 
synaptir deft, neurotransmitter, vesicles. 
synaptic cleft The narrow gap separating neurons at a synapse. 
syncretic reasoning The tendency of children in the preoper.i
tional stage to see unrelated events and objects as related. 
syndrome A pattern of symptoms which cluster together so regu
larly chat they suggest a common source. 
syntax See gmmmar. 
systematic desensitization A form of behavior thempy!behaL'ior 
modijirfltion using the principles of counterconditioning and reriproml 
inhibition. A situation is arranged in which a fear- or anxietv-induc
ing stimulus can he presented while a I person remains relaxed; 
gradually the stimulus that previously produced anxiety is condi
tioned to •he state of relaxation so that it produces relaxation 
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instead of anxietv. See rounterconditioning, behavior therapy/behavior 
modification, reciprocal inhibition. 
tachistoscope An apparatus for presenting perceptual (see percep
tion) materials for a verv brief time. 
tardive dyskinesia A phvsical disorder which rnav accompanv 
prolonged me of certain antipsvchotic dmgs used to treat severe 
psvdwlor,iml disorden; characterized by uncontrollable facial move
ments. twitching or jerking of the arms or legs, and contractions of 
the back and neck muscles. 
target population The particular group of people about which 
attitude information is sought in publir opinion poll<: the whole 
group, as opposed to a sample of respondents. See mndom smnplinr,. 
taste buds Clusters of specialized cells containing the rereptor 
cells for taste. 
temperament The aspect of personality that includes mood, ac
tivirv level, and emotion. 
temporal lobe The poftion of the cerebmm below the lateral fis
sure. Compare frontal lobe, parietal lohr, orripital lobe. 
temporal-occipital association cortex Areas in the tempoml and 
orripital lohes which are strongly linked by fiber pathwa"s; important 
for idcntificarion and recognition of visual stimuli. See assoriation 
arras. 

tests BehtI<.Jior samples which are uniform, objective, designed to 
tap individual differences, and interpretable. 
test batteries Groups of tests designed to be used together to serve 
a particular purpose. 
testosterone The andror,en hormone considered responsible for 
male sexual behavior in many animal species. 
thalamus A region of the forebmin located just above the mid
brain: concerned with rclaving and integrating sensorv input. 
Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) A p1Vjr11iz-e M!tnique con
sisting of pictures about which a person tells stories. Compare 
Rorscharh Inkblot Trrhniqur. 
theory In science, a general principle summarizing manv observa
tions and predicting what we can expect to happen in new situa
tions. 
thinking The mental. or ror,nitive, rearrangement or manipulation 
of both information from the environment and of symbol< stored in 
long-trm1 memorv. Languar,e svmbols and itr/{/JZfS are used, and think
ing is said to mediate, or go between. stimuli and responses. 
threshold (I) The critical p'oint at which a nerve membrane 
changes from its resting state to generate a nf!Y.'e impulse. (2) In 
psw!tophysirs, the point at which a stimulus. or a difference between 
stimuli, can just be detected. See absolute threshold, diffrrential 
threshold. 
timbre The tonal qualitv that enables us to distinguish different 
musical instruments and voices that have the same fundamental 
frequenry; determined by harmonir frequenries. 
time-out from reinforcement/time-out See omisson of reinforce
mrntl omission tmininr,. 
tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) phenomenon A state that may occur 
during an attempt at retrieval of infonntition from lonr,-term memory, 
during which a person mav retrieve incorrect information that is 
related in some wav to the correct item: indicates that information 
in long-term memory is organized. 
token economy The use of [()t1ditioned, or serondary, 1~inforrers
monevlike tokens-to strengthen desired behaviors in mental hos
pitals, prisons, and other similar institutions. Bv the use of these 
tokens, desirable behaviors which aid therapy can be shaped (see 
shapinr,) and maintained. 
tolerance State that occurs in the dependenre stage of a substanre-usr 



disorder when increasing amounts of the substance are needed to 
achieve the desired effect. 
topographic organization The orderly mapping of a sensory re
ceptor surface on the appropriate sensory areas of the cerebral cortex. 
tract A collection of axons in the central nervous system; white matter. 
Compare nucleus. 
traditional marriaJ!e A relationship in which the husband is the 
undisputed head of the family, traditional sex roles are maintained, 
and the wife shows deference to her husband. 
traits Aspects of personality that are reasonably characteristic of a 

-.person, are relatively consistent over time, and distinguish that 
person in some way from other people; sets of categories that are 
used for describing, remembering, and communicating charac
teristics of people. 
tranquilizer Any one of several drugs used to reduce anxiety. 
transduction The process of converting phvsical energy into ner
vous system activity; occurs at the receptor. 
transductive reasoning A characteristic of thinking of the pre
operational stage in which children reason from particular instances 
to other particular instances instead of from the general to the 
particular (deduction) or from the particular to the general 
(induction). 
transfer, transfer of training Generally, more rapid learning in a 
new situation because of previous learning in another situation 
(positive transfer), or slower learning in a new situation because of 
previous learning (negative transfer). 
transfer of training See transfer. 
transference In psychotherapy, particularly psychoanalysis, the re
enactment of previous relationships with people, especially the 
parent-child relationship. In psychoanalysis, the therapist becomes 
the object of transference; the transference permits the patient to 
e.11press toward the therapist attitudes and feelings he or she has 
held toward other people. Compare countertransference. 
transformation rules The principles guiding the conversion of 
the deep phrase structure into what is expressed-the surface structure. 
See transformational grammar. 
transformational grammar A linguistic theory which says that 
when a person intends to communicate something the words are 
mentally represented in the deep phrase structure. By using transfor
mation rules, the deep phrase structure is converted into what is 
actually expressed-the surface strocture. 
transient global amnesia Forgetting of past events together with 
the inability to form new memories; a state characterized by both 
retrograde amnesia and anterograde amnesia. See amnesia. 
tralls•rhodopsin See ris-rhodopsin, trans-rhodopsin. 
trichromatic process A term that refers to the fact that color 
vision starts with a differential pattern of wavelength absorption in 
three cone types-those which absorb light best in the short, 
middle, or long wavelength regions of the visible spectrum. 
tricyclics A class of antidepressant drugs. 
type A class of individuals grouped together because they share 
certain personality traits or characteristics. 
Type A and Type B Two specific behavior pattern types with 
increased and decreased likelihood of heart disease, respectively. 
Type A persons are hard-driving and competitive; type B persons 
are easy-going anti handle stressors more calmly. 
type and trait approaches , Views of personality which focus on 
people's characteristics and how these characteristics are organizedi 
into systems. 
unconditional positive regard The nonjudgmental, accepting at
titude a counselor in nondirective therapy maintains toward the client. 

unconditioned response (UR) The response elicited bv the un
conditioned stimulus (US). See classical conditioning. 
unconditioned sti_mulus. (US) A stimulus which consistentlv elic
its a response, the unconditioned response (UR). See dassiral tondition
ing. 
unconscious Memories and thoughts which are unavailable co 
conscious awareness. See unconscious processes, unconscious motir_:ation. 
Compare preconscious, conscious. 
unconscious motivation Motivation that can be inferred from a 
person's behavior, although the person does not realize the presence 
of the motive; an important concept in psychoana~ytir theory. 
unconscious processes Psychological processes or events of 
which a person is unaware. 
unilateral awareness The first level of involvement in the growth 
of relationships; a person notices another and may make judgments
evaluating the characteristics of the other. Compare surface conta<t, 
stage of mutuality. 
unipolar affective dis9rder An affective disorder whicb is,_ charac
terized by either recurring manic episodes or recurring ma;or de
pressive episodes. Compare bipolar·disorder. 
unique colors The pure hues that observers judge to be uncon
taminated by any other hue. 
unprepared behaviors Responses which can be acquired bv an 
animal species when learning procedures are applied. Compare 
prepared behaviors, contraprepared behaviors. 
utility Perceived benefit or psychological value. 
vacillation of behavior and thought In a conflirt situation, behat•
ior shifting to and fro between the conflicting goals. Common in 
avoidance-avoidance conflict and approach-avoidance conflict. Sec moti
vational conflict. 
valence (I) In attribution, the degree to which the noncommon 
effects are "good" or "bad," "pleasant" or "unpleasant." (2) A term 
referring to the attraction or repulsion of a goal; indicatep bv a plus 
or minus sign. 
validity The extent to which a method of measurement measures 
what it is supposed to measure. Validity is expressed in terms of a 

correlation coefficient representing the relationship of a set of mea
surements with some criterion. A characteristic of good psychologi
cal tests. See criterion. 
variabl·~ An event or condition which can have different values; 
ideally, in experiments, an event or condition which can be mea
sured and which varies quantitatively. See independent variable, 
dependent variable. 
variable-interval (VI) schedule A schedule of reinforcement in 
which subjects are reinforced for a response after an interval of time 
which varies around a specified average; produces gre-at resistance to 
extinction and steady rates of responding. See reinforcement. 
variable-ratio (YR) schedule A schedule of reinforcement in which 
subjects are reinforced after a number of responses which varies 
around a specified average; produces great resistance to e:ainrtion and 
steady rates of responding. See reinforcement. 
ventral root The spinal root toward the front of the bodv which 
contains the motor fibers. -Compare dorsal root. 
ventromedial hypothalam1.1s (VMH) An area of the hypothalamus 
classically considered to be an inhibitory region for the hunger 
drive. Compare lateral hypothalamus ( LH). 
verbal IQ An individual's score on the verbal subtests of an 
intelligence scale devised by Wechsler. Compare performanre IQ. 
vesicles Small bodies containing neurotransmitters; found in the 
boutons at the ends of axons. See b;ton, synapse. 
vestibular sense The sense w hirh informs us about the move-
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ment and stationary position of the head; critical for balance. See 
prr:prioceptive sense. 
•:icarious reinforcement Effect that occurs when an imitator 
observes which behaviors on the part of a model are rewarded, or 
"pay off," and copies those behaviors; an important idea in the 
Bandura-Walters social learning theory. 
visible spectrum The part of the electromagnetic spet:trum rn which 
the energv is visible; M'avelenf!!hs are in the 380 to 780 nanometer 
range. 
visual acuity Abilitv to discriminate fine differences in visual 
derail; visual sharpness. 
visual a)!nosia Problems with the visual recognition and identifi
cation Qf complex forms, despite normal in pm to the visual pn·mary 
sensory area of the oaipital lobe; commonlv follows damage to the 
right temporal-orripital association rortex. 
"visual cliff" An appararns for testing depth perreption in voung 
anima\s and babies. 
visual deprivation Partial or complete restriction of visual input; 
used in experiments on the plastidty of perception. 
vocational aptitude test A test to assess the ability to learn the 
skills of a particular job; a predictor of job success. 
vocational aptitudes Abilities to learn the skills involved in a 
specific job. For example, clerical aptitude is the ability to learn 
clerical skills. See aptitude. 
wavelength The distance from the peak of one wave to the peak 
of the next. See electromagnetic .<pearum, nanometer. Compare fre
quenry. 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) An individual test of 
intelligenct for adults; it has 11 subtests. Compare Stanford-Binet 
fntelligenre Scale. See c·erbal f. Q, performance IQ. 
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Wechsler Tests A family of tests of intelligence developed by the 
psychologist David Wechsler. See, for example, Wechsler Adult [ntel
lif(ence Scale (W A!S). 
Wemicke's area An area in the temporal lobe of the cerebrum which 
is necessary .. for the recognition of speech sounds and therefore for 
the comprehension of language; also plays a part in the formulation 
of meaningful speech. Compare Broca's area. 

white matter Nerve tracts; the white color comes from the myelin 
sheath which covers many nerve fibers. Compare gray matter. 
wish fulfillment In the psychoanalytic theory of dreams, the dream 
is supposed to be a disguised expression of sexual or aggressive 
urges or wishes; for this reason, the dream is sometimes said to be 
fulfilling a wish or urge. 
withdrawal symptoms In substance-use disorders, unpleasant 
bodily reactions that result when substance use is stopped or re
duced. 
within-subjects design An experimental strategy in which sub
jects serve as their ow~ controls. See baseline, .4-B.-A within-subjects 
experimental design. 
"working through" In psychoanalysis, the process of repeatedly 
bringing repressed (see repression) material to the surface, interpret
ing it, and dealing with it; by doing this, the need to repress 
threatening ideas is decreased. 
Young-Helmholtz theory The idea that human color vision de
pends on activity in three different kinds of cones-one kind _which 
absorbs short wavelengths of the visible spertrum most readily~ a 
second kind which absorbs middle wavelengths, and a third kind 
which is most sensitive co relatively long wavelengths. 
youth The period of "studenthood" which may follow adolescence 
and which precedes full incorporation into the adult world. 
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biological/genetic factors in, 651-652 
characteristics of, 64 7-649 
cognitive processes in, 650-651 
learning theories of, 649-650 
life experience theories of, 649 
social factors in, 649-650 

Depth perception, 114-118 , 
binocular cues for, 114, 117-118 
by infants, 424 
monocular cues for, 114-117 

Despair, 495-496 
Development: 

in adolescence, 464-479 
in adulthood, 479-490 
in early childhood, 435-450 
in infancy, 419-435 
intellectual, of mentally retarded, 

537-538 
in later childhood, 450-458 
in old age, 490-506 
psychosexual, 580-582 
in youth, 479 

Developmental perspective, 29 
Developmental psychology, 22, 413 
Deviancy, 356, 358 
Diagnosis of psychological disorders: 

clinical-consensual approach, 624-631 
controversy concerning, 630-631 
DSM-III system, 626, 627 
empirical approach, 622-624 
fallibility of, 629-631 
medical model in, 627-628 
risks and benefits of, 628-629 
traditional system, 625-626 

Differential Aptitude Tests (DAT), 545 
Differential reinforcement, 695 
Dimensional approach (see Nomothetic 

approach) 
Discipline in child rearing, 441, 443-444 



Discrimination: 
in classical conditioning, 146-147 
and concept learning, 233 
in instrumental conditioning, 160-161 
rule of, 161 
simultaneous, 161 
stimulus control of behavior, 160 
successive, 161 

Disgust: 
bodily responses in, 316, 317 
facial expression of, 311 

Disorders (see Psychological disorders) 
Disorders of affect (see Affective disorders) 
Disorders of behavior (see Psychological 

disorders) 
Disorganized type, 639 
Disparity (see Retinal disparity) 
Displacement, 29, 590 
Distress, 311 
Distress cycle, 323-325 
Divergent thinking, 246, 526 
Divided-brairi patients, 72-73 
Divorce, 489-490 
Dizygotic (DZ) cwins, 603-604 
Dopamine (DA), 50, 642 
Dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia, 

642 
Double-bind communication in 

schizophrenia, 640-641 
Double-depletion hypothesis, 278 
Down's syndrome, 434, 536-538 
Dreams: 

amnesia of, 209 
analysis of, 684 
paradoxical sleep and, 56 
physiology of, 55-56 

Drive theories, 269-270 
characteristics of,. 269 
learned drives, 269-270 
motivational cycle, 269 

Drugs: 
abuse of, 636 
and amnesia, 210-211 
dependence on, 636-637 
psychoactive, 50-51 
tolerance of, 636 
use in adolescence, 478 

DSM-III, 626, 627, 630, 631, 636, 639, 
645 

clinical syndromes, 626, 627 
objectives of, 626 
personality disorders, 626, 627 

Duplicity theory of vision, 88 
Dyads, 342, 3 71 
Dynamic personality theories, 575-592 

analytical psychology, 582-588 
individual psychology, 585-586 
psychoanalytic interpersonal theory, 

587-588 
psychoanalytic theory, 576-582 

Dyslexia, 71, 457 

Ear: 
auditory canal qf, 99 
cochlea of, 99-100 
external, middle, and inner divisions of, 

99-100 
hair cells of, I 00 

Ear (Cont.): 
organ of Corti, 100 
ossicles of, 99 
structure of, 99-100. 

Echolalia, 450 
Educational psychology, 20 
Effectance motivation, 297-298 
Ego, 577-579, 588, 599 
"Ego psychologists," 592, 599 
Egocentrism, 29, 437 
Elaborative rehearsal, 192-195, 218 
Elective mutism, 450 
Electra complex, 581 
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), 676-678 

adverse effects of, 677-678 
characteristics of, 676 
effectiveness of, 676-677 
history of, 676 
theories concerning, 677 

Electroencephalogram (EEG): 
and arousal, 318, 320 
characteristics of, 5S 
in meditation, 328-329 
and sleep, SS-S6 

Electromagnetic radiation, 86-87 
Electromagnetic spectrum, 86, 87 
Electromyograph (EMG), 387-388 
Electroshock therapy (EST) (see 

Electroconvulsive therapy) 
Emergency reaction, 315-316, 325 
Em.ergency response (see Emergency 

reaction) 
Emotion: 

anxiety, 6SS-65 7, 659 
arousal and, 318, 320-321 
autonomic nervous system and, 314-315 
in bipolar disorders, 652-654 
"body language" and, 311-313 
brain and, 317 
characteristics of, 310 
in conflicts, 301-303 
development during infancy, 433-434 
expression and perception of, 310-313 
in major depression, 647-649 
motivation and, 334-335 
patterns of bodily response in, 3 I S-317 
physiology of, 313-321 
primary emotions, 311, 313, 333 
relationships among, 333-334 
in schizophrenia, 639 
and species-typical behavior, 41 
theories of, 329-33S 

Emotional disturbance, 617 
Empathy, 447, 689 
Empirical approach to classification, 

622-624 
Empirical validity, S49 
Empiricists, 126 
Encoding processes in memory, 18S, 

198-201, 493 
Encouragement therapy, 714 
Endorphins. SO, 107 
Engram, 205 
Enkephalins, SO, 107 
Environment and intelligence, S42-S44 
Enzymes, 50-
Epilepsy, 67, 72 
Epinephrine, 50, 315 
Episodic memory, 193, 197 

Epistemology, 42S 
Equal Rights Amendment, 385 -386, 

40S-406 
Equality rule, 375, 376 
Equilibration, 425 
Equity, 374 
Erikson's theory of social development, 

441, 472-474, 484, 485, 495-496, 505 
despair, 49S-496 
identity, 472-474 
integrity, 49S, S05 

Erogenous zones, S80 
Escape learning, 161-162 
ESP (see Extrasensory perception) 
Esteem needs, 298 
Estradiol, 279 
Estrogens, 279, 280, 466 
Ethical principles in research, 418-419 
fahology, 39, 430 
Evolution, 38-4S 

of brain, 4S 
and human behavior, 41-42 
in sociobiology, 43-44 

Excitation in the nervous system, 48, SO 
Executive functions of self, S99 
Existential therapy, 692-693 

"paradoxical intention" in, 692-693 
rationale of, 693 
techniques of, 692-693 

Expectancy: 
in classical conditioning, 144-14S 
in perception, 128 

Experimental methods, 8-13 
controls in, 9-13 
replication, 13 
variables in, 9 

Experimental psychology, 20-21 
Exploration motivation, 29S-297 
Extinction: 

of avoidance responses, 164 
in behavior therapy, 69S 
in classical conditioning, 143, I 4S 
in instrumental conditioning, I S6 
resistance to, ISB-159 

Extrasensory perceptiOn (ESP), 82-83 
Extraversion, S70, 571, 58S, 604 
Extraverts, S69 
Extrinsic motivation, 297-298 
Eye: 

refraction in, 87-88 
structure of, 87-88 

Eyewitness testimony and memory, 
186-187 

Face validity, 548 
Facial expression of emotion, 311, 313, 

316-317 
Factor analysis, S2S, SSO 
Factor theories of intelligence, S24-S26 

G-factor theory, S25-526 
multifactor theories, 526 

Failure to thrive, 435 
Family resemblance structures, 254 
Family therapy, 712-713 

behavioral exchange in, 713 
prescribing the symptom, 712-713 
rationale of, 712-713 

Fear: 
and attitude change, 397-398 
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Fear (Cont.): 
bodily responses in, 316, 317 
developmental changes in, 449 
facial expression of, 311 
of failure, 284 
limbic system and, 317 
phobias in childhood, 450 

Fear of failure, 284 
F ea tu re detectors, 94 
Feedback in studying, 218-219 
Field dependence/field independence, 129 
Figure-ground: 

in perception, 111-112 
in self-attribution, 352 

Filtering in attention, 109-110 
First mental-health revolution, 670 
5-Hydroxytryptamine, 50 
Fixation, S80-581 
Fixed-action pattern (FAP), 39, 40 
Fixed-interval (Fl) schedule, IS7-158 
Fixed-ratio (FR) schedule, 1~7. IS8 
"Flashbulb memories," 204-20S 
Flat affect in schizophrenia, 639 
Flavor aversion (see Learned flavor 

aversion) 
Flight of ideas, 6S3 
"Flight-or-fight" response (see Emergency 

reaction) 
Flooding, 703 
Fluid intelligence, 483 
Focal person (FP), 342, 346, 347, 

3S3-3S9, 395 
Forebrain, 57-62 

cerebrum, 58-62 
hypothalamus, S 7-58 
limhic system, 62 
thalamus, S 7 

Forgetting: 
definition of, 203 
interference in, 20S-206 
motivated, 207-208 
processes in, 203-204 
retrieval prohlems and, 206-207 

Form: 
afferent codes for, 93-,6 
perceptual processes in, 111-114 
physical basis for, 92 

Form perception, 111-114 
camouflage, 112 
contours in, 111-112 
figure in, 111 
ground in, 111 
organization in, 112-114 
subjective contours, 112, 113 

Formal operations, 467-468 
Fraternal twins (see Dizygotic twins) 
Free association, 683 , 
Free nerve endings, !OS, 106 
Free recall, 191 
Freudian therapy (see Psychoanalysis) 
f "'ntal lobe, S9, 63-64 
Frontal-lobe association cortex, 63-64 

;ntellectual changes after damage to, 64 
personality changes after damage to, 

63-64 
prefromal cortex, 63 

Frustration: 
conflict and, 300-303 
definition of, 299 
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Frustration (Cont.): 
frustration-aggression hypothesis, 290 
sources of, 299-300 

Frustration-aggression hypothesis, 290 
Functional analysis of behavior, 694 
Functional fixedness, 237 .. 
Functionalism, 2S 
Fundamental frequency, 98 

Galvanic skin response (GSR): 
in arousal, 320 
and attitude measurement, 387 
in lie detection, 318, 319 
in meditation, 328 

Gambler's fallacy, 241 
gamma-Aminobutyric acid (GABA), SO 
Ganglion cells, 87-90 
Gateway Arch, 83, 108 
Gender differences (see Sex) 
General adaptation syndrome, 325-326 

alarm reaction, 32S 
stage of exhaustion, 326 
stage of resistance. 325-326 

Generalization: 
in classical conditioning, 146 
gradient of, 160 
in instrumental conditioning, IS9-160 

Generalized anxiety disorder, 6S6, 6S7 
Generator potential, 8S 
Genetic epistemology, 42S 
Genetics: 

of anxiety disorders, 6S9 
of bipolar disorders, 6SS 
concordance, 643, 6S2 
and infantile autism, 634 
and intelligence, 539-S43 
and introversion/extraversion, 604 
of major depression, 6S l-6S2 
and mental retardation, S36 
and personality, 603-606 
reaction range, S41, S43 
and reticular formation activity, 604 
and schizophrenia, 642-643 
and temperament, 603 
and traits, 603-606 
and types, 603-604 

Genital stage, 582 
Genotype, S43 
Gestalt psychology, 2S, 112-114 
Gestalt therapy, 690-692 

rationale of, 690-691 
techniques of, 691-692 

G-facror theory of intelligence, S2S-S26 
Glutamic acid, SO 
Glycine, SO 
Good figure, 113 
Gradient of generalization, 160 
Gradients of texture as cues for depth 

perception, 117 
Graduate Record Exam (GRE), S21, S44 
Grammar (see Syntax) 
Grandparenthood, 499, S01-S02 
Giay matter, S8 
Group therapy, 712-713 
Groups in later childhood, 4~3-4S4 
"Groupthink," 362, 366 
Growth spurt, 466 
Gyrus (gyri), 58 

Hair cells, 100 
Hallucinations, 625, 638-639 
Happiness: 

bodily responses in, 316, 317 
facial expression of, 311 

Harmonic frequencies, 98-99 
Health psychology (see Behavioral 

medicine) 
Hearing: 

afferent codes in, 101-102 
ear, structure of, 99-100 
range of, 100-101 
stimulus for, 96-99 
stimulus-sensation relationships in, 

100-101 
Heart disease and personality types, 571, 

572 
type A, 571, 572 

0 type B, 571, 572 
Hedonistic views of motivation, 270 
Heider's theorv of attribution, 347-348 

environmental forces, 347-348 
personal forces, 347 

Heroin, Sl, 270-272, 637 
Heroin addiction, 270-272 
Heuristics: 

in artificial intelligence (Al), 238 
in decision making, 240-242 

adjustment, 242 
availability, 241-242 
representativeness, 240-241 

means-end analysis, 23S 
in problem solving, 23S-236 

Hierarchical theory of intelligence, 
S26-527 

Hippocampus: 
memory func_tions of, 66-69 
part of limbic system, 62 
as part of temporal lobe, 66 

Histrionic personality disorder, 660 
Holophrase, 439 
Homeostasis: 

and biological motivation, 272-273 
and hunger, 273-274 
and hypothalamus, S8 
and thirst, 278 

Homo sapiens, 38 
Hormones: 

in adolescence, 466 
adrenocorticotropic (ACTH) axis, 325 
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), 

325 
and aggression, 290 
androgens, 279, 466 
angiotensin II, 278 
antidiuretic hormone (ADH), 278 
and biological motivation, 273 
cholecystokinin (CCK), 274 
cortiso I, 325-326 
definition,' 58 
in emotion, 31S 
epinephrine, 315 
estradiol, 279 
estrogens, 279, 466 
in hunger, 274 
and hypothalamus, 58 
and internal environment, 58 
in learning and memory, 58 
and maternal behavior, 58 



t 

Hormones (Cont.): 
norepinephrine, 315 
in response to stressful situations, 58, 

325-326 
and sexual behavior, 58 
in sexual motivation, 279-280 

1 in stress, 325-326 
testosterone, 279 
in thirst, 278 

Hostile aggression, 289 
"Hot lines," 716 
Hue, 90-91 

afferent code for, 92-93 
color circle, 90, 91 
complementary colors, law of, 90, 91 
paint mixing, 91 

"Human nature," 42, 44, 289-290 
Humanistic and existential therapies, 671, 

688-693 
Humanistic perspective, 29 
Humanistic theories of personality, 

598-602 
self-actualization theorv, 600-602 
self theory, 599-600 · 

Hunger, 273-277 
activation of, 273-274 
brain systems and, 276-277 
hvpothalamus and, 274, 276-277 
s~tiety, 274, 276 
set point in, 275, 277 

Hyperphagia, 277 
Hvpnosis: 

characteristics of, 708-709 
in coping with stressors, 326, 328 
and pain, 107 
use in behavioral medicine, 709-710 

Hypothalamus: 
in adolescence, 466 
and emotion, 317 
and hormones, 58 
and hunger, 274, 276-277 
internal environment and, 58 
lateral hypothalamus (LH), 276-277 
motivation and, 5 7-58 
and releasing factors, 58 
set point and, 277 
and sexual motivation, 279 
and stress, 325 
and thirst, 278 
ventromedial hypothalamus (VMH), 

276-277 
Hypothetical reasoning, 482 
Hypothetical thinking, 468-469 
Hypovolemia, 278 

Iconic images, 190 
Id, 577-579, 588 
Ideal self, 599 
Identical twins (see Monozygotic twins) 
Identification, 581 
Identity, 472-474 

negative, 472-474 
search for, 4 72 

Identity concept, 436, 444-445 
ldiographic approach, 573 
Illusions, 83, 84, 108, 119-120, 435 
Images: 

definition of, 199 

Images (Cont.): 
eidetic, 214 
iconic, 190 
in memory encoding, 199-200 
as mnemonic devices, 213-215 
in thinking. 229-230 

Imitation: 
and aggression. 291-292, 446-447 
definition of, 172 
bv neonates, 421 
a~d prosocial behavior, 448 
in social influence, 355-356 
in social learning theorv, 596-597 

Immunization and attitude change, 
401-402 

Implicit personality theory, 345 
Impression formation, 344-347 

cognitive framework in, 344-345 
implicit personality theory, 345 
primacy effect, 346 
stereotypes, 346-34 7 

Imprinting, 430 
Incentive motivation, 270 
Incentives, 270, 273, 280, 296 
Independent variable, 9 
Individual psychology, 585, 586 

birth order, 586 
compensation and overcompensation, 

585 
inferiority complex, 585 
stvle of life, 586 

Indi~iduai therapy, 687-688 
Individuation, 585, 687 
Induced movement, 123 
Inductive reasoning, 16, 469 
Industrial and organizational psychology, Zl 
Infancy, 419-435 

adjustment problems in, 434, 435 
cognitive development in, 425-428 
emotional development in, 433-434 
motor development in, 421-423 
neonatal period, 419-421 
perceptual development in, 423-425 
social development in, 428-433 

Infantile autism: 
characteristics of, 631-633 
factors in, 633-634 

Inferiority complex, 585 
Influenceability in attitude change, 399 
Information processing: 

in attention, 109-11 l 
in cognitive perspective, 28 
in memory, 185-194 
in old age, 493 
in problem smving, 234 
theories of intelligence and, 528-529 
in thinking, 228 

Information-processing theories of 
intelligence, 528-529 

Information-processing theories of 
-memorv, 185-194 

head injury and, 188-189 
long-term memory (L TM), 188-189, 

193-203 ' 
rehearsal, 187, 192-194 
retrieval, 188, 192 
sensory register, 187, 190, 194 
short-term memory (STM), 187-192, 

194 

Inhibition in the nervous svstem, 48, SO 
Insanitv, 616, 617 . 
Insight: 

in creative thinking, 244-246 
in learning, 170-171 
in psychoanalysis, 682-683, 685-686 

Insight learning, 170-171 
characteristics of, 170-171 
perceptual reorganization, 171 

Instrumental aggression, 289 
Instrumental conditioning: 

and aggression, 292 
of attitudes, 389-390 
avoidance learning, 62-164 
in behavioral therapy, 694-70 I 
conditioned reinforcers, 156-157 
definition of, 149 
escape learning, 161-162 
extinction in, 156 
negative reinforcers, 149-150, 161 
omission of reinforc~ment, ISO 
and personality, 594 
and phobic disorders, 659 
positive reinforcers, 149, 151-159 
punishment, 150, 164, 166 
reinforcement, 149-151 
schedules of reinforcement, 157-159 
in schizophrenia, 640 
shaping, 154-156 
significance of, 166-167 
stimulus discrimination in, 160-161 
stimulus generalization in, 159-160 

Instrumental conditioning in behavioral 
therapy, 694-701 

covert sensitization, 701 
differential reinforcement in, 695 
extinction and, 695 
functional analysis of behavior, 694 
negative reinforcers and, 694-695 
omission training, 695 
positive reinforcers and, 694 
punishment in, 699-700 
rationale of, 694 
shaping in, 696 
time-out from reinforcement, 695 
token economies, 696-698 
use in helping cancer patients, 698-699 

lntegriry, 495-505 
lntellectualization, 590 
Intelligence: 

aging and, 482-483 
environment and, 542-544 
factor theories of, 524-526 
and genetics, 539-543 
group differences in, 541, 544 
individual differences in, 534-541 
intelligence tests, 529-534 
nature of, 523-529 
process-oriented theories of intelligence, 

527-529 
racial differences, 542-544 
sex differences, 541 
test performance in old age, 494 
types of, 483 

Intelligence tests: 
as ability tests, 517 
in employee selection, 21 
performance in old age, 494 
process-oriented te,ts, 434 
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Intelligence tests (Cont.): 

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, 
529-531 

Wechsler tests, 531-534 
Interests.(ser Vocational interests) 
Internal environment, 58 
Interpersonal attraction, 366-370 

attitude similariry in, 368 
physical attractiveness in, 369-370 
proximitv in, 367-368 

Interposition as a cue for depth percep-
tion, 115 

Interproposirional logic, 469-470 
Intrinsic motivation, 297 
Introspection, 25, 602 
Introversion, 570, 571, 585, 604 
Introverts, 569 
IQ: 

deviation IQ, 532-534 
ratio IQ, 530-531 

James-Lange theory of emotion, 330 
Jones and Davis's theory of attribution, 

349, 351-352 
noncommon effects, 349-350 
valence, 351-3.52 

Jonestown, 340-341, 363-366 
Jungian therapy (see Analytical therapy) 
Justice in social relationships, 373-376 

contributions rule. 373-375 
equaliry rule, 375, 376 
equiry, 374 
needs rule, 3 7 4-3 7 S 
norm' of social responsibiliry, 374-375 
weighing justice rules, 375-376 

' 
Kelley't theory of attribution, 348-349 

consensus information, 348-349 
consistency, 348-349 
disti?ctiveness, 348-349 

Kinesthesis, 85 
Korsakoff syndrome, 71 l 
Kuder Occupational Interest Survey, 545 

La Bicetre hospital, 670 
Language: 

in animals, 250-251 
and brain functions, 67, 69-71, 73 
in communication, 247-260 
critical period for development of, 

442-443 
development, of, 438-440 
elemen~ 6f; Z49~253 
in infantile il}ltism, 633 
linguistic competence, 247-249 
meaning in, 253-256 
pragmatics of, 256-258 
and prepared behaviors, 174 
problems in childhood, 450 
processing of, 258-260 
sensitive period for development, 

442-443 
syntax, 438-440 
in thinking, 230-232 

Language development, 438-443 
activt. processes in, 439-440 
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Language development (Cont.): 
critical period for, 442-443 
sensitive period for, 442-443 
stages in, 438-439 
of svntax, 458-440 

"Latchkey children," 490 
Latency of response, 162 
Latency period, 582 
Latent learning. 170 
Laceral fissure, 59 

. LatetaJ geniculate body, 90 
· Lateralization of brain functions, 65-66, 

69-73. 442-443, 633-634 
critical period for, 442-443 
in infantile autism, 633-634 
left-hemisphere functions, 67, 69-71, 73 
right-hemisphere functions, 67, 69-71, 

73 
Learned drives, 269-270, 272 
Learned flavor aversion, 173 
Learned helplessness, 650 
Learning: 

and aggression, 291-292 
classical conditioning, 140-14 7 
cognitive learning, 168-172 
definition of, 140, 169 
instrumental conditioning, 147-167 
limitations on laws of, 172-175 
in old age, 493-494 

Learning and behavioral theories of 
personaliry, 592-598 

radical behaviorism, 594-596 
social learning theories, 593-594, 

596-597 
Learning curves, -143-144 
Learning disabilities, 457 
Left-hemisphere functions. 67, 69-71, 73, 

442-443, 633-634 
Lens, 87 
Level of aspiration, 300 
Levels-of-processing theory, 193-195 

elaboration in, 195 
rehearsal processes in, 194-195 
stages in, 193-194 

Libido, 577, 578 
Lie detectors, 318-319 

evaluation of, 319 
measures used, 318, 319 
problems with, 319 
techniques of, 318 

Life review in old age, 497 
Life span, 491-492 
Life-span developmental psychologists, 

481 
Limbic system: 

amygdala, 62 
cingulate gyrus, 62 
in emotion, 317 
functions of, 62 
hippocampus, 62 
olfactory bulb, 62 
septa! nuclei, 62 

Linear perspective, 115 

Longitudinal fissure, 58 
Longitudinal methods, 416-417 
Long-term memory (LTM), 188-189, 

193-203 
characteristics of, 193, 194 
encoding processes, 198-201 
episodic memory, 193, 197 
organization of, 195-198 
retrieval from, 201-203 
semantic memory, 193, 196-197 

Locisening of associations in schizophrenia, 
638 

LSD, 51, 636 

Machiavellianism, 288 
Maintenance rehearsal, 192, 194, 218 
Male-female roles, 42, 487 
Manifest Anxiery Scale, 550 
MAO inhibitors, 679 
Marijuana, 51, 210 
Markers in speech processing, 259-260 
Marriage, 487 

choice of partner, 487 
rypes of, 487 

Marriage and family counselors, 20 
Mazes: 152 
Meaning in language: 

concepts, 254-256 
connotative meaning, 254 
denotational meaning, 254 
family resemblance structures, 254 
grammar and, 253 
ptototypes, 254 
-semantic differential, 254-255 
semantics, 248 
words, 254-256 

Means-end analysis, 235 
Measurement: 

of attitudes, 384-388 
random sampling, 385 
in science, 5 

Medical model, 627-628; 673 
Meditation, 328-329 
Medulla, 53 
Meissner corpuscles, 105 
Memory: 

brain and, 188-189 
cognition and, 184 
definition of, 184 
in evewitness testimony, 186-187 
imp;oving, 212-217 
in old age, 493-494 
organization and processes in, 195-203 
perspective viewpoints on, 27-30 
processes in, 184, 185 
in studying, 217-219 
theories of, 184-195 

Menopause, 280, 481 
Mental age (MA), 529-531, 538 
Mental disorder, 617 
Mental giftedness, 539 

Linguistic competence, 247-249 
Linguistic relativiry hypothesis, 230-231 
Linguistics, 249 
Lithium carbonate, 680 

Mental illness, 617 
Mental retardation, 535-539 

causes of, 536-53 7 
definition of, 535· 

Lobotomy (see Prefrontal lobotomy) 
Locus of concrol, 573-574 

intellectual development in, 537-538 
levels of, 535, 536 
"treatment" of,' 538-539 



\lesca\Jne. 51 
\lethod': 

clinical. 16-1 i 
complex. Jfl de,·elopment, 418 
er< •'5-sect1onal. 417-418 
e>.penmental. 8-13 
lung1tud1nal. 416-417 
1 n ps,chologv. 8-17 
"stematic observation, 13-16 

\lethod of loci. 214-21S 
\ tiJ br am. 53 
\l•dl1ie cnsis. 489 
\liJlife transition. 48S 
\Idler :\nalogies Test (MAT), S44 
\!ind: 

and behavior, 7 
and information processing, 28 
1n schools of psvchology, 24 

\linnesota Multiphasic Personality 
lnventorv (MMPI), 548-5SO, SSS, S7S 

scales of, 548, 549 
use of. 549, 5SS 
validation of, 549 

\linnesoca Paper Form Board Test, S45 
\lnemonics. 212-217 

chunking, 217 
definition of, 212 
method of loci,.214-21S 
number and letter peg systems, 21S-216 
stories, 216-217 
"super memories," 21.\-214 

\lodeling (see Observational learning) 
\lodeling in schizophrenia, 640 
\lodeling <echniques of behavioral 

therapy, 704-705 
observational learning in, 704-70S 
self-efficac\ in, 704-70S 

Monocular c~es for depth perception, 
114-117 

clearness, 115 
gradients of texture, 117 
interposition, 1 lS 
linear perspective, 115 
movement, 117 
shadows, 115-116 

Monozygotic (MZ) twins, 603-606 
Moon illusion, 120, 121 
Moral development, 470-472 

levels of, 471 
link ro behavior, 471-472 

Moro reflex, 419, 420 
Morphemes, 2S2 
Motion perception (see Movement 

perception) 
Motivated forgetting, 207-208 

psychoanalysis and, 207 
repression and, 207-208, S78-579, 

S88-S89 
\lotivation: 

biological, 272-280 
effectance, 297-298 
and frustration, 299-303 
nature of, 268-269 
seif-actualization, 298-299 
social. 280-294 
stimulus and exploration needs, 295-297 
theories of, 269-272 

\lotivational cvcle, 269 
\loroneurons. '53 

Motor areas of cerebral cortex, 60, 61 
Motor development in infancy, 421-423 

milestones of, 422-423 
of mouthing, 423 
of prehension, 423 

Mouthing, 423 -
Movement as a cue for depth perception 

117 
Movement perception, 121-123 

apparent motion, 121, 123 
brain comparator, 122-123 
real motion, 121-123 

t.1iiller-Lyer illusion, 108, 120, 43S-436, 
4Sl 

Multifactor theories of intelligence, S26 
primary mental abilities, S26 
three-dimensional theory, S26 

Multiple approach-avoidance conflict, 
302-303 

Myelin sheath, 47 

Nativi~ts, 126 
Natural concepts, d2-233 
Natural-high therapy (NHT), 714 
Nature, 44, 126, 413-414, 543 
Nature-nurture controversy, 44, 413-414 
Need for achievement (n achievement), 

281, 283-287 
and behavior, 284 
characterization of, 283-284 
and competitive motivation, 285. 286 
and economic growth, 286-287 
and fear of failure, 284 
and society, 286-287 
source of, 284 
and women, 28S 

Need for affiliation, 281 
Need for power (n power), 281, 287-288 

and behavior, 287-288 
Machiavellianism, 288 

Needs rule, 374-375 
Negative identity, 472-474 
Negative reinforcer, 149-150. 161, 

694-695 
Neonatal period, 419-421 

imitation in, 421 
individual differences in, 421 
perceptual abilities in, 419-421 
reflexes in, 419, 420 

Neo-Piagetians, 528-S29 
Nerve impulses, 47-48 

channels and, 48 
as electrical events, 47-48 
spike, 48 
threshold, 48 

Nervous system: 
anatomy of, 51-62 
association cortex functions, 63-69 
brain stem, S3 
cerebellum, S3 
forebrain, S7-62 

cerebrum, 58-62 
hypothalamus, S7-S8 
limbic svstem, 62 
thalamus, 57 

left- and right-hemisphere functions, 
69-73 

Nervous system (Cont.): 
peripheral nervous system, 52-53. 

314-31S 
autonomic nervous system, S2-S3, 

314-315 
somatic nervous system, S2, 315 

reticular formation, S3 
spinal cord, S3 

Neurobiology, 21 
Neuromuscular junction, 49 
Neurons, 46-47 

'!XOn, 46-47 
cell membrane, 47 
dendrites, 46-47 
direction of conduction, 47 
myelin sheath, 47 
structure of, 46-4 7 

Neuropeptides, SO 
Nquopsychology, 39 
N ourosis, 579, 62S 
Neurotransmitters: 

in bipolar disorders, 6SS 
defined, 46 
in depression, 6S2 
exci ration by, 48 
inhibition by, 48 
and memory, 189 
reuptake, 50 
in schizophrenia, 642 
steps in chemical transmission of 

information, 49-SO 
combination with receptor, SO 
deactivation. SO 
diffusion, 50 
discharge, 50 
storage, 49 
synthesis, 49 

in vesicles, 48 
"New look" in perception, 128 
Nomothetic approach, S73 
Nonopponent cells, 93 
Nonverbal communication, 312-3l3 
Noradrenalin (see Norepinephrine) 
Norepinephrine (NE), SO, 31S, 6S2, 6SS 
Norms: 

conformity to, .3S8-359 
of social responsibilitv, .'\74-37~ 
in sports, 359 
of tests, S20-S2 l 

Noxious events, 161-166 
Nuclei, S7 
Nurture, 44, 126, 413, 414, S43 

Obedience, 3S9-362 
experiments on, 360-361 
reasons for, 361-362 

Obesity, 27S 
causes of, 27S 
internal-external hypothesis, 27S 

Object permanence, 426-427 
Observational learning: 

and aggression, 291-292, 446-447 
in behavior therapy, 704-705 
and need for achievement, 284 
and phobias, 6S9 
and prosocial behavior, 448 
and sex roles, 444 
in social learning theory, S96-S97 
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Obsessions, 6S7-6S9 
Obsessive-compulsive disorder, 6S7-6S9 
Occipital lobe, S9, 66 
Oedipus complex, 581, S83, 591 
Old age, 490-S06 

adjustment problems in, SOS-S06 
cognitive development in, 492-49S 
developmental tasks of, 495-499, 

50!-S05 
phvsical changes in, 491-492 

Olfactorv bulb, 62 
Omission of reinforcement, ISO, 695 
Omission training (see Omission of 

reinforcement) 
Operant chamber, 152, 153 
Operant conditioning (see Instrumental 

conditioning) 
\)perant conditioning behavioral therapv 
I (see Instrumental conditioning in 
r behavioral rherapv) 
Operations, 435 
Opiates and pain, 107 
Opinions (see Beliefs) 
Opponent-process mechanism in vision, 93 
Opponent-process rheorv of motivation, 

270-272 
Optic nerve, 87 
Optimal-level theories of motivation, 272 
Oral stage, 581 
Ordinate, 9 
Organ of Corti, JOO 
Organization in form perception, 112-114 

closure, law of. 113-114 
<oontinuarion, 113 
good figure, law of, 113 
proximity, law of. 113 
similarity, law of. 113 

Organization in memoty, 196, 198-199 
inherent organization, 198-199 
subjective organization, 199 
rip-of-the-tongue (TOT) phenomenon, 

196 
Orgone therapv, 715 
Orienting ~reaction, 320 
Origence, 247, 248 
Osmoreccprors, 278 
Ossicles, 99 
Outpatient treatment, 673-674 
Oval window, 100 
Overlearning, 219 
Oxytocin, 50 

Pacinian corpuscles, 105 
Pain, 106-107 

acupuncture, 107 
afferent codes for, 106-107 
hypnosis and, 107 
opiates and, 107 
pain "gates," 106-107 
placebos and, 107 
receptors for, 106 
stimuli for, 106 

Pain "gates," I 06-107 
Paired-associate learning, 200 
Panic disorder, 6S6--6S7 
Papillae, 103 
Paradoxical sleep, 56 

dreams in, 56 
rapid-eve movements in, S6 
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Parallel play, 445-446 
Parallel processing, 109 
Paranoid disorders, 644-64 7 

characteristics of, 644-64 7 
origins of, 646 

Paranoid personality disorder, 64S, 660 
Paranoid type, 640 
Parasympathetic system, S3, 31S, 316 
Parent-child relationships, 441, 443-444 
Parental styles, 441, 443-444 
Parenthood: 

developmental characteristics of, 
488-489 

stvles of, 441, 443-444 
Pari~tal lobe, S9, 64-66 
Parietal-lobe association cortex, 64-66 

contralateral neglect. 65 
lateralization of function, 65-66 
tactile agnosia, 66 

Pavlovian conditioning (see Classical 
conditioning) 

Peak experiences, 601-602 
Peer influences: 

in adolescence, 475-476 
in early childhood, 445-446 
in later childhood, 454-45S 

Pencil-and-paper tests (see Personality 
tests) 

"Penis envy," S81, S87, 591 
People's Temple movement, 340-341, 

363-366 
Perceived self, 599 
Percentile scores, 521 
Perception: 

attention, 109-111 
constancy of, 118-121 
definition of, 107-108 
depth perception, 114-118 
of emotions, 310-313 
form perception, 111-114 
individual differences in, 127-129 
by infants, 423-425 
of movement, 121-123 
nature and nurture in, 125-127 
hy neonates, 419-421 
plasticitv of, 124-127 
sensory processes in, 85-107 
social perception, 342-353 

Perceptual-cognitive styles, 129 
field dependence, 129 
field independence, 129 

Perceptual constancy: 
of brightness, 120-121 
characterization of, 118 
illusions and, 119-120 
of movemem, 122 
of size, 118-119 

Perceptual development, 423-425 
depth perception, 424 
perception of faces, 424-425 

Perceptual learning, 127-128 
Perceptual reorganization, 171 
Periodic waves, 98 
Peripheral nervous system, 52-53, 314-315 

314-315 
autonomic nervous system, S2-53, 

314-315 
somatic nervous system, 52, 3 lS 

Person perception (set Social perception) 

Person-situation controversy, 606-608 
extreme positions, 607 
interaction position, 607-608 
"powerful situations," 608 
situationism, 606-608 
"weak situations," 608 

Personal modes, 357-3S8 
Personal unconscious, 584-S8S 
Personality: 

controversies in theory and research, 
602-608 

definitions of, 568 
dynamic theories of, S68, 575-S92 
humanistic theories of, S68, 598-602 
learning and behavioral theories of, 568, 

592-598 
type and trait theories of, 568-S76 

Personality disorders, S69-662 
antisocial personality disorder, 660-662 
characterization of, 625-626 
compulsive personality disorder, 660 
histrionic personality disorder, 660 
paranoid personality disorder, 660 
schizorypal personaliry disorder, 660 

Personalirv dvnamics: 
in psychoa~alyric theory, 578-S80 
repression, S78-580 

Personality questionnaires, 281, 283, 
547-548 

Personality tests: 
characteristics of, 517 
pencil-and-paper rests, 547-550 
projective methods, 550-S5S 
uses of, 547, SSS 
validity of, 547-S49 

Personalized system of instruction (PSI), 
167 

Personnel psychologists, 21 
Phallic stage, S81, 583 
Phase locking, 101-102 
Phenomenal field, S99 
Phenothiazines, 642, 679 
Phobias: 
- generalization and, 146 

and learning, 659 
and Oedipus complex, S83 
phobic disorders, 655-656 
and prepared behaviors, 174 
school phobia, 457 
therapy for, 148, 701-705 

Phobic disorders, 655-656 
Phonemes: 

categorical perception of, 251-252 
in sign language, 232 
in spoken language, 249, 251-252 

Phones, 249 
Photosensitive pigments, 88 

cis-rhodopsin, 88 
rhodopsin, 88 
trans-rhodopsin, 88 

Phrase-structure rules, 253 
Physical attractiveness, 369-370 
Physiological needs, 272-280, 298 
Physiological psychology, 20-21, 38 
Piaget's theory of cognitive development 

42S-428, 43S-438, 450-452, 467-47· 
492-493 

concrete operational stage, 450-452 
formal operational stage, 467-470 



Piaget's theorv of cognitive development 
(Cont.): 

preoperational stage, 435-438 
sensorimotor stage, 425-428 
table of stages, 426 

Pick's disease, 506 
"Pitch is which" theory (see Place code) 
Pituitary gland: 

in adolescence, 466 
control by hypothalamic releasing 

factors, 58 
and hypothalamus, 5 7-58 
pituitarv hormones and behavior, 58 
in stress, 325 

Place code, IOI 
Placebos: 

electroconvulsive therapy and, 6 77 
pain and, 107 
psychosurgery and, 679 

Plasticity of perception, 124-127 
nature and nurture in, 125-127 
sensitive periods and, 124-125 
visual deprivation and. 124-125 

Plav. 445-446 
cooperative. 446 
parallel, 445-446 
solitary, 445 

Pleasure, 317 
Police, 716 
Polvgraph (stf Lie detectors) 
Pons, 53 
Ponzo illusion, 119 
Positive reinforcers, 149, 151-159. 694 
Postconventional level of moral 

development, 471 
Power motivation (see Need for power) 
Pragmatics of language, 248, 256-258 
Preconscious, 578 
Preconventional level of moral 

development, 471 
Prefrontal cortex, 63 
Prefrontal lobectomy, 678 
Prefrontal lobotomy, 678 
Prehension, 423 
Preoperational stage, 435-438 

m1mism, 437-438 
e gocentrism in, 43 7 
1dentitv concept, 436 
operations, 435 
·epresentational thought in, 436-437 
:ransductive reasoning in, 437 

P:epared behaviors, 173-174 
language and, 174 
learned flavor aversion, 173 
phobias and, 174 
species-typical defense reactions and, 

173 
Pressure sensation (see Touch) 
Prestige suggestion, 397 
Pre,·ention of psvchological disorders, 

716-717 
Pn macy effect: 

in impression formation, 346 
:n memorv, 191 

;:,-:'Tlar' deg~nerative dementia, 212 
P-: ".'!a~· emotions, 311, 313, 333 
P--.m \!ental Abilities test (PMA), 526 
t - ""· af\ sensorv· areas of cerebral cortex, 

':_"oi:l-01 

Primarv sexual characteristics, 466-467 
Principle of identity (see Identity concept) 
Proactive interference, 205-206 
Problem solving: 

definition of, 234 
habit and set in, 236-237 
processes in. 234 
rules in, 234-236 

Process-oriented theories of intelligence. 
527-529 

Processing capacity in attention, 110 
Prognosis in schizophrenia, 644 
Programmed learning, 166 
Projection, 589 
Projective hypothesis, 550 
Projective methods, 550, 552-555 

projective hypothesis, 550 
Rorschach Inkblot Technique, 552 
social motives and, 281-282 
Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), 

282, 283, 552-554 
use of, 554, 555 
validity of, 554 

Projective techniques (see Projective 
methods) 

Projective tests (see Projective methods) 
Prosocial behavior, 447-448 
Proteins and memory, 189 
Prototypes, 254 
Provocative therapy, 714 
Proximity: 

in form perception, 113 
in interpersonal attraction, 367-368 

Psychiatric nurses. 673 
Psychiatric social workers, 673 
Psychiatrists, 18-19, 673 
Psychoactive drugs. 50-51 
Psychoanalvsis: 

anxiety and, 682 
contemporary forms of, 686-687 
countertransference in, 685 
dream analysis in, 684 
free association in, 683 
insight and, 682-683, 685-686 
and motivated forgetting, 207 
resistance and, 684-686 
termination of, 686 
traditional Freudian, 681-687 
transference in, 685 
and unconscious motivation, 26 
"working through," 685-686 

Psychoanalysts, 19-20, 673 
Psychoanalytic interpersonal theory, 

587-588 
basic anxiety, 587 
basic hostility, 587-588 
moving against others, 588 
moving away from others, 588 
moving toward others, 588 

Psychoanalytic perspective, 29 
Psychoanalytic theory: 

levels of consciousness in, 5 78-580 
personality dynamics in, 577-580 
personality structure, 577-578 
psychosexual stages of development, 

5 77' 580-582 
and psychotherapy, 681-682 

Psychobiology, 39 
Psychodynamic perspective, 29 

Psychodynamic therapies, 671, 681-693 
Psycholinguistics, 249 
Psychological disorders: 

affective disorders, 64 7-655 
anxiety disorders, 655-659 
in childhood and adolescence, 631-636 
classifying, 622-631 
definition of, 618 
in everyday life, 616-617 
judging, 618-622 
paranoid disorders, 644-64 7 
personality disorders, 659-662 
schizophrenic disorders, 637-644 
substance-use disorders, 636-637 
terminology of, 617-618 

Psvchological disorders arising in childhood 
and adolescence, 631-636 

bulimia, 634-636 
infantile autism, 631-634 

Psychological tests: 
characteristics of, 515-521 
decisions from, 521-523 
norms in, 520-521 
reliability of, 518-519 
types of, 516-517 
validity of, 519-520 

Psvchology: 
application of, 5-6 
as an art, 5, 17 
as a behavioral science, 7-8 
definition of, 4 
history of, 23-26 
methods in, 8-17 
modern perspectives in, 26-30 
schools of, 23-26 
as a science, 4 
subfields of, 17-23 

Psychomotor tests. 544-545 
Psychopathic personality disorder (see 

Antisocial personality disorder) 
Psychopathology, 617 
Psychophysics, 86 
Psychophysiology, 39, 313 
"Psychoprisons," 619-620 
Psychosexual stages, 580-583 

anal stage, 581 
Electra complex, 581 
erogenous zones, 580 
fixation on, 580-581 
genital stage, 582 
identification in, 581 
latency period, 582 
Oedipus complex, 581, 583 
oral stage, 581 
phallic stage, 581, 583 

Psychosis, 625 
Psychosocial developmental stages, 473 
Psychosocial moratorium, 472 
Psychosomatic disorders, 326 
Psychosurgery, 678-679 

limbic system and, 678-679 
prefrontal lobectomy, 678 
prefrontal lobotomy, 678 

Psychotherapy: 
effectiveness of, 717-719 
providers of, 19, 672-673 
techniques of, 681-708 

Puberty: 
age of, 467 
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Puberty (Cont.): 
growth spurt in, 466 
and organizational role of sex hormones, 

279 
sexual maturity in, 466-46 7 

Public opinion polling, 384-387 
Punisher (see Punishment) 
Punishment: 

and aggression, 292-293 
and antisocial personality disorder, 662 
definition of, 150, 164 
effectiveness of, 164-165 
and personality, 594 
in therapy, 699-700 
use of, 165-166 

Pupil, 87, 387 

Q-sort technique, 600 
Questionnaires (see Personality 

questionnaires) 

Rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep, 56, 
433 

Rarional-emotive therapv (RET), 706 
Rationalization, 589-590 
Rayna;id's svndrome, 711 
Reactioc formation, 589 
Reactic'n range, 414, 541, 543 
Real motion percept!On, 121-123 

brain comparator and, 122-123 
constancy of, 122 
"movement detecting'' cells, 122 

Reappraisal, 329-333 
Reasoning (see Thinking) 
Rebirthing, 715 
Recency effect, 191 
Receptor potential, 85 
Receptors, 85 
Reciprocal inhibition, 702 
Reconditioning, 143, 145-146 
Reconstructive processes in memory, 

202-203 
Reflective thinking, 470 
Reflexes: 

nature of, SJ 
in neonates, 419, 420 

Refraction, 8 7 
Regression, 301. 590, 591 
Rehearsal: 

definition of, 187 
elaborative, 192-195 
maintenance, 192, 194 
in studying, 218 

Reinforcement: 
conditioned, 156-157 
definition of, 149 
loss of, in depression, 649 
negative reinforcement, 149-150, 161 
omission of, 150 
and personality, 594 
positive, 149, 151-159 
schedules of, 157-159 
shaping and, !54-156 
vicarious, 596-597 

Reinforcer (see Reinforcement) 
Relaxation response, 316 
Relaxation-response technique, 328-329 
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Relaxation training, 326, 708 
Releaser, 39, 40 
Releasing factors, 58, 325 
Reliability of tests, 518-519 
REM sleep (see Rapid-eye-movement 

sleep) 
Renin, 278 
Replication, 13 
Representational thought, 436-437 
Repression: 

as a defense mechanism, 588-589 
dvnamics of, 578-580 
a~d motivated forgetting, 207-208 

Resistance in psychoanalysis, 684-685 
Resistance ro extinction, I 58-159 
Respondent conditioning (see Classical 

conditioning) 
Reticular formation: 

anatomy of, 53 
arousal and, 317 
in emotion, 317 
and introversion/extraversion, 604 
(See also Ascending reticular activating 

system) 
Retina, 88-90 

blind spot, 88 
cones, 87-89 
duplicity theory of vision, 88 
ganglion cells, 87-90 
photosensitive pigments, 88 
rods, 87-89 
structure of, 88 
transduction in, 88, 90 

Retinal disparity, 117-118 
Retirement, 497-499 

adjustment co, 497, 499 
interpersonal relations and, 499 

Retrieval cues, 201-202, 218 
Retrieval from memory: 

as a general memory process, 185 
in old age, 493 
problems in, 206-207 
reconstructive processes, 202-203 
retrieval cues, 201-202 
state-dependent memory and, 202 

Retroactive interference, 205-206 
Retrograde amnesia, ZIO 
Reuptake of neurotransmiccers, 50 
Rhodopsin, 88 
Right-hemisphere functions, 67, 69-73 
Rods, 87-89 
"Rooting" reflex, 419, 420 
Rorschach Inkblot Technique, 128-12-9, 

552 
Rorschach Inkblot Test (see Rorschach 

Inkblot Technique) 
Rubella, 536, 537 
Russenorsk, 259 

Safety needs, 298 
Safety signals, 163, 164 
Sanity/insanity, 617 
Satiety, 274, 276 
Saturation, 90, 91 
Schachter-Singer theory of emotion, 

330-332 
Schedules of reinforcement, 157-159 

fixed-interval (Fl) schedule, 157-158 

Schedules of reinforcement (Cont.): 
fixed-ratio (FR) schedule, 157 
and resistance to extinction, 158-159 
variable-interval (VI) schedule, 158 
variable-ratio (VR) schedule, 158 

Schemas in emotional development, 
433-434 

Schemata in memorv, 201 
Schizophrenia (see S<:hizophrenic disorders) 
Schizophrenic disorders, 637-644 

in adolescence, 479 
characteristics of, 638-640 
and method of systematic observation, 

15-16 
prognosis of, 644 
theories about causes, 640-644 
types of, 639-640 

catatonic type, 639-641 
disorganized type, 639 

Schizotypal personality disorder, 660 
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), 520, 521, 

533, 544 
Scholastic aptitudes, 544 
School achievement, 455-456 
School counselors, 20 
School phobia, 457 
School psychology, 20 
Schools of psychology, 23-26 

behaviorism, 25-26 
functionalism, ZS 
Gestalt psychology, 25 
psychoanalysis, 26 
structuralism, 24-25 

Science: 
definition of, 4 
measurement in, 5 
psychology as, 4 
theory in, 4-5 

Second mental-health revolution, 670-671 
Secondary memory, 493 
Secondary reinforcer (see Conditioned 

reinforcers) 
Secondary sexual characteristics, 279, 467 
Secondary traits, 573 
Self: 

definition of, 598-599 
executive functions of, 599 
in the humanistic perspective, 29 
in humanistic theories. 598-600 
ideal self, 599 
perceived self, 599 
self-concept, 599 
self-esteem, 599 

Self-actualization: 
characteristics of, 601 
as a motive, 298-299 
peak experiences, 601-602 
in self-actualization theory, 600-602 

Self-attribution, 350-352 
Self-concept, 598, 599 
Self-disclosure, 373 
Self-efficacy, 704-705 
Self-esteem, 599 
Self-image (see Self-concept) 
Self-instructional training, 707-708 
Self-reports, 602 
Self theQry of personality, 599-600 

development in, 599-600 
ideaI self, 599 



Self theory of personality (Cont.): 
incongruences, 599 
perceived self, 599 
phenomenal field, 599 
research in, 600 
self-esteem, 599 

Semantic differential, 254-255 
Semantic memorv, 193, 196-197, 230 
Semantics, 248, 254-256 
Senile brain disorders, 211, 506 
Senile dementia, 211 
Sensation, 85, I 07 
Sensation seekers. 297 
Sensitive periods in development: 

and language, 442-443 
and perception, 124-125 

Sensorimotor stage, 425-428, 534 
Sensory channels, 85-86 

af\erent code, 86 
generator potential, 85 
nerve impulse patterns in. 86 
nervous system and, 85 
receptor potential, 85 
receptors in. 85 
transduction in, 85 

Sensory processes, 85-107 
Sensory register, 187, 190, 194 

characteristics of, 190, 194 
iconic images in, 190 

Septal nuclei, 62 
Serial-position effect, 191 
Serial processing. I 09 
Serotonin, SO 
Set: 

functional fixedness, 237 
in perception, 128 
in problem sotving, 236-23 7 

Set point in biological motivation, 274, 277 
Sex: 

conflict and, 593-594 
differences in achievement motivation, 

285 
differences in hormones, 279-280 
differences in intelligence, 541 
hormones, developmental changes, 466 
maturation, 466-467 
in old age, 500-501 
primary sexual characteristics, 466-467 
problems in adolescence, 477 
relationships in adolescence, 476-477 
secondary sexual characteristics, 467 
in self theory, 599-600 
sublimation and, 590 

Sex roles: 
biological factors in, 445 
development of, 444-445 
identity concept and, 444-445 
observational learning and, 444 

Sexual motivation: 
activational role of hormones, 279-280 
as a biological motive, 278-280 
hormones and, 279-280 
incentives and, 280 
learning and, 280 
organizational role of hormones, 279 
stimuli and, 280 

Shadows as cues for depth perception, 
115-116 

Shame. 311 

Shaping, 154-156, 696 
auto-shaping, 155-156 
in behavior therapy, 696 
successive approximations, method of, 

155 
techniques of, 154-155 

"Shass Pollaks." 213 
Short-term memorv (STM), 187-192, 194 

characteristics of. 192, 194 
chunking in, 192 
primacy effect in, 191 
recency effect in. 191 
retrieval from, 192 
serial-position effect, 191 

Similarity in form perception, 113 
Sine waves in hearing, 98 
Situational tests, 283 
Situationism in personality, 575, 597-598, 

606-608 
16 Personality Factor Qucsti:mnaire 

(16PF), 550, 551 
Size constancy, 118-120 

assumed size in, 119 
characterization of, 118-119 
illusions and, 119-120 
relationships in, l J 9 

Skin senses: 
pain, 106-107 
pressure or touch, 105 
punctate sensitivity, 104 
temperature sensation, 105-106 

"Skinner box" (see Operant chamber) 
Sleep, 55-56 

dreams, 55-56 
electroencephalogram (EEG) and, 5S-56 
paradoxical sleep, 56 
stages of, 55-56 

Slips of the tongue and pen, 5 79-580, 589 
Smell, 102 
Smiling during infancy, 433 
Social comparison, 362 
Social conformity, 356-359, 361-362, 366 

to norms and rules, 358-359 
to other people, 356-358 
personal modes, 357-358 
reasons for, 361-362 
significance of, 362, 366 
social modes, 357-358 

Social development: 
in adolescence, 474-477 
in adulthood, 484-485 
in early childhood, 440-441, 443-448 
in infancy, 428-433 
in later childhood, 452-455 
in old age, 495-499, 501-505 

Social development in adolescence, 
474-477 

family relationships, 474-475 
heterosexual relationships, 476-477 
peer relationships, 475-476 

Social development in early childhood, 
440-441, 443-448 

aggression, 446-44 7 
discipline and, 441, 443-444 
parent-child relationships in, 441, 

443-444 
parental styles, 441, 443-444 
play, 445-446 
prosocial behavior, 44 7-448 

Social development in early childhood 
(Cont.): 

sex roles, 444-445 
socialization, 440-441 
theories of, 441 

Social development during infancv, 428--433 
attachment. 429-430 
contact comfort. 430-432 
peer attachment, 432-433 

Social development during lacer childhood, 
452-455 

friendships, 453 
groups. 453-454 
peer and adult influences, 454-455 
social perception, 452-453 

Social exchange theory, 3 70-3 72 
comparison level (CL), 370, 372 
comparison level for alternatives (CL31,), 

372 
interdependence, 371 
outcomes, 3 70 

Social facilitation, 354-355 
Social influence, 343, 353-366 

imitation, 355-356 
obedience, 359-362 
social conformity, 356-358, 362, 366 
social facilitation, 354-355 

Social learning theory: 
and imitation, 596-597 
and observational learning, 596-597 
and personality, 593-594, 596-597 
and ,·icarious reinforcement, 596-597 

Social modes, 357-358 
Social motives: 

aggression, 288-294 
characterization of, 280-281 
examples of, 281-294 
measurement of, 281-283 
need for achievement (n achievement), 

281, 283-287 
need for power (n power), 281, 287-288 

Social organization, 42-44 
Social perception: 

attribution, 343, 347-352 
impression formation, 344-347 
in later childhood, 452-453 

Social perspective, 28-29 
Social power, 287 
Social psychology: 

characteristics of, 21-22 
definition of, 342 
social influence, 343, 353-366 
social perception, 343-353 
social relationships, 366-3 76 
and sociology, 22 

Social relationships, 366-3 76 
development and maintenance of, 

370-373 
interpersonal attraction, 366-370 
justice in, 373-376 

Social stereotypes, 346-347 
Socialization, 166, 440-441 
Sociobiology, 43-44 
Sociocultural retardation (see Culcural

familial retardation) 
Sociopachic personality (see Antisocial 

personality disorder) 
Solitary play, 445 
Somatic nervous system, 315, 316 
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Soviet "psvchoprisons," 619-620 
Spastic paralysis, 61-62 
Spatial frequencv in vision, 94-96 
Species-typical behavior: 

and contraprepared behavior, 175 
cowbirds and, 40-41 
emotions and, 41 
ethologv and, 39 
evolution and, 39-42 
fixed-action patterns (FAP), 39, 40 
in humans, 41-45 

aggression, 42 
male-female roles, 42 
social organization, 42 
territoriality, 42 

releaser, 39, 40 
species-typical defense reactions, 163 
stickleback fish and, 39-40 

Species-tvpical defense reactions, 163, 173 
Specific development disorders (see 

Learning disabilities) 
Spectrum (see Visible spectrum) 
Spinal cord, 53 
Split-brain patients, 72-73 
Spontaneous recovef\·, 143, 145, 146 
Stage of exhaustion, 326 
Stage of mutuality, 373 
Stage of resistance. 325-326 

bodily responses in. 325-326 
hormones in, 325-326 

Stages: 
cognitive, 426 
of cognitive development, 426 
of exhaustion, 326 
in language development, 439 
of mutuality, 373 
psvchosexual, 580-582 
of psvchosocial development, 473 
of resistance, 325-326 

Standard deviation. 532, 533 
Standard score, 533 
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, 529-531 

age scales, 529, 530 
basal age, 529 
ceiling age, 529 
chronological age (CA), 529-531 
mental age (MA), 529-531 
ratio IQ and, 530-531 

Stapes, 100 
State-dependent learning (see State-

dependent memory) 
State-dependent memory, 202, 209, 211 
Status in speech, 256-257 
Status offenses, 477-478 
Stereotypes, 346-347 
Stickleback, 39-40 
Stimulus, definition of, 142 
Stimulus control of behavior, 160 
Stimulus generalization (see Generalization) 
Stimulus-response (S-R) associations, 184 
Stimulus-stimulus (S-S) associations, 170 
Stimulus substitution in classical 

conditioning, 144 
Storage process in memory, 185, 188-189, 

198-201, 493 
Stress: 

coping with, 326-329 
cycles of. 323-325 
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Stress (Cont.): 
definition of, 321 
general adaptation syndrome, 325-326 
stressors, 321-323 

Stress cycles, 323-325 
distress cycle, 323-325 
wellness cycle, 323-324 

Stressors: 
coping with, 326-329 
definition of, 321 
"life-change units," 321-323 
Social Readjustment Racing Scale, 

322-323 
Stroboscopic motion, 123 
Stroke, 61-62, 65, 69 
Strong-Campbell Vocational Interest 

Inventory, 545 
Structuralism, 24-25 
Stuttering, 450 
Sryle of life, 586 
Subjective contours, 112, 113 
Subjective organization in memory, 199, 

201-202, 218 
Subjective probabilitv, 239-240 
Subiectivelv expected utilitv, 240 
Sublimation. 590 
Subliminal persuasion, 400 
Substance-use disorders, 636-637 

abuse versus dependence, 636 
alcohol dependence, 631 
heroin dependence, 63 7 

Successive approximations, 155 
Suggestion, 397 
Suicide: 

in adolescence, 478 , 
in major depression, 649 
in old age, 506 

Sulcus (sulci), 58 
"Super memories," 213-214 
Superego, 578, 582, 588, 649 
Surface contact, 3 73 
Surface structure, 253 
Surprise: 

bodily responses in, 316, 317 
facial expression of, 311 

Syllables, 252 
Symbols in thinking, 228-232 
Sympathetic system, 53, 314-316 
Synapses: 

boutons, 48 
defined, 46, 48 
in depression, 652 
and memory, 189 
receptors, 48 
in schizophrenia, 642 
synaptic cleft, 48, 50 
vesicles, 48 

Synaptic cleft, 48, 50 
Syndromes, 622-624 
Synesthesia, 214 
Syntax: 

definition of, 248 
in language development, 438-+40 
and meaning, 253 
transformational grammar and, 253 

Systematic desensitization, 1-48, 326, 321!, 
701-703 

Systematic observation, 13-16 

Tachistoscope, 114, 400 
Tardive dyskinesia, 680-681 
Taste: 

afferent code in, 104 
primary taste qualities, 103-104 
receptors for. 103 
stimuli for, 103-104 

Taste aversion (see Learned flavor aver-
sion) 

Taste buds, 103 
Television and aggression, 291-292 
Temperament, 603 
Temperature sensation, 105-106 

receptors for, 106 
stimuli for, 105-106 

Temporal-lobe association cortex, 66-69 
amnesia, 69 
language functions, 67, 70, 71 
memorv consolidation, 69 

0

memory functions, 67-69 
sensory functions, 66-67 
Wernicke's area, 67, 70, 71 

"Terrible Zs, the," 441 
Territorialitv, 42 
Test batteri.es, 545 
Test norms, 520-521 
Testosterone, 279, 280 
Tests (see Psychological tests) 
Thalamus, 57 

nuclei in, 57 
relay functions of, 57 

Thematic Appercepcion Test (TAT), 282, 
283, 552-554 

Theories: 
about attitudes, 388-393 
of attribution, 347-352 
of bipolar disorders, 654-655 
characteristics of, 4-5 
dynamic personality theories, 575-592 
of emotion, 329-335 
Erikson's theory and social 

development, 441, 472-474, 484, 
485, 495-496, 505 

factor theories of intelligence, 524-527 
Freudian and social development, 441 
humanistic theories of personality, 

598-602 
implicit personality theory, 345 
information-processing, 185-194 
information-processing theories of 

intelligence, 528-529 
learning and behavioral theories of 

personality, 592-598 
levels-of-processing, 193 
of major depression, 649-652 
of memory, 184-195 
of motivation, 269-272 
of personality, 568-602 
Piaget's theory of cognitive 

development, 425-428, 435-438, 
-450-452, 467-470, 492-493 

process-oriented theories of intelligence, 
s27..:529 

of schizophrenia, 640-6+4 
in science, S 
social exchange r.heory, 3 70-3 72 
social learning theory, 593-594, 5%-597 
type and trait theories of personality, 568-Si5 



Therapy: 
clients and, 67S-676 
effectiveness of, 717-720 
need for, 6 72 
providers of, 672-673 
techniques of, 676-717 
trends in, 673-67S 

Thinking: 
in adolescence, 467-470 
autistic, 228-246 
concepts in, 232-234 
in the concrete operational stage, 

4S0-452 
creative thinking, 244-247 
decision making, 23 7-244 
deductive, 469 
definition of, 228 
directed, 288 
in early childhood, 43S-438 
formal operations, 467-468 
hypothetical, 468-469 
inductive, 469 
as information processing, 228 
interpropositional logic, 469-470 
language in, 230-232 
as a mediating process, 228 
in che preoperational stage, 43S-438 
problem-solving, 234-23 7 
as a process, 228-232 
reflective, 4 70 
symbols in, 228 

Thirst, 277-278 
cellular dehydration and, 278 
double-depletion hypothesis, 278 
hormones and, 278 
hypovolemia, 278 
osmoreceptors and, 278 

Threshold: 
in hearing, IOI 
for nerve impulse, 48 

Timbre, 99, IOI 
Time-out from reinforcement, 695 
Tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) phenomenon, 

196 
Toilet tri:lining, 441 
Token economies, 696-698 
Touch, 104 
Tower of Hanoi problem, 234, 235 
Traditional marriage, 487 
Trait theories of personality, S?l-574 

cardinal traits, S71-572 
central traits, 573 
secondary traits,' S73 

Traits: 
genetics and, 603-606 
in implicit personality theory, 345 
in person-situation controversy, 606-608 
(5"' 1/so Trait theories of personality) 

Tranquilizers, 679 
Transcendental meditation (TM), 328-329 

Transduction: 
definition of, 8S 
in hearing, I 00 
in vision, 88, 90 

Transductive reasoning, 437 
Transference, 68S 
Transformation rules, 253 
Transformational grammar, 2S3 
Transient global amnesia, 210 
trans-Rhodopsin, 88 
Trichromatic process in vision, 93 
Tricyclics, 679 
Twins: 

dizygotic (OZ), 603-604 
and intelligence, S40 
major depression and, 6S2 
monozygotic (MZ), 603-606 
and personaliry studies, 603-606 
schizophrenia and, 643 
similarities in, 60S-606 

Type A, S71, S72 
Type B, S71, 5?2 
Type theories oVpersonaliry, 569-S71 

definition of type, S69, S71 
hier;uchical theory, 570-S71 

Types: 
genetics and, 603-604 
in person-situation controversy, 606-608 
(See also Type theories of personality) 

Unconditional positive regard, 689 
Unconditioned response (UR), 142-143 
Unconditioned stimulus (US), 142 
Unconscious, S78-S79, 584-S85, S88-S89 

collective, S84 
personal, S84-S8S 

Unconscious motivation, 26, 30, 207-208, 
26!1, S78-S80 

Unilateral awareness, 372, 373 
Unprepared behaviors, 173, 174 
Utility in decision making, 239-240, 243 
Uzgiris-Hunt scales, 434 

Valence: 
in attribution, 3Sl-3S2 
in frustration, 299 

Validity: 
empirical, S49 
face, S48 
of personality tests, S47-S49 
of tests, 519-S20 

Variable-interval (VI) schedule, IS8 
Variable-rat~o (YR) schedule, 1S8 
Variables in experiments, 9 

dependent variables, 9 
- independent variables, 9 

Vasopressin, SO 
Vesicles, 48, SO 
V~,ribular sense, 8S 

Vicarious reinforcement, S%-S97 
Vicious circle in avoidance learning, 164 
Visible spectrum, 86-87 
Vision: 
- afferent codes in, 92-96 

eye, structure of, 87-88 
pathway in nervous system, 90 
perceptual processes in, 107-129 
physical stimulus for, 86-87 
retina and, 88-90 
sensory processes in, 86-% 
stimulus-sensation relationships in, 

90-92 
brighmess, 91-92 
hue, 90-91 
saturation, 90, 91 

transduction processes, 88, 90 
visible spectrum, 86-87 

"Visual cliff," 424 
Visual deprivation, 124-125 

of animals, 124-12S 
of humans, 124-12S 
recovery from, 124-l 2S 
in sensitive periods, 124-12S 

Vocational-aptitude tests, S44-54S 
Vocational aptitudes, S44-S4S 
Vocational development, 48S-487 
Vocational interests, S4S 

Warmth (see Temperature sensation) 
Waxy flexibility, 640 
Wechsler tests, S31-S34 

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, 
Revised (WAIS-R), S31 

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Chil
dren, Revised (WISC-R), S31 

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of 
Intelligence (WPPSI), S31 

Wellness cycle, 323-324, 326 
Wernicke's area, 67, 70, 71 
White matter, 59 
Widowers, S03-S04 
Widows, S03-S04 
Wisdom in old age, 4%-497 
Withdrawal symptoms, 636 
Within-subjects design, 12-13 
Worli-association test, Sl'l3-S84 
Work: 

change, 486 
choice, 4116 
satisfaction, 486-487 

"Working rhwugh" in psychoanalysis, 
68S-686 

Youth, 479 

Z-process atcachment therapy, 71S 
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